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Fourth Series.—Vol. XXVIII. Fro^i the Commencement.

1st. JANUARY, 1870.

"THE ARTIZAN" ADDRESS.
!>' the address to our readers which appeared in The Aetizax just twelve

months ago we began by regretting the extraordinary and long continued

depression in all departments of engineering, and, moreover, uere unable

to anticipate with any confidence a speedy return to general activity. The

year that has just passed has unfortunately proved too truly the general

correctness of such gloomy anticipations, although in some departments

—such as shipbuilding in the North—there has been considerable

improvement.

Notwithstanding this almost universal stagnation in new projects, the

past year has seen the ostensible completion of two of the greatest

—

if not the grandest—engineering feats ever accomplished ; we allude to

the Suez Canal and the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad. We can also

chronicle the completion of several important works nearer home, such as

the Blackfriars Bridge, the Holborn Viaduct, the French Atlantic Cable,

tbe Tower Subway, the Albert Dock at Hull, and various other almost

equally important works. With regard to the Suez Canal, although it

has certainly been opened with all the pomp and ceremony of an Eastern

undertaking, it cannot be considered nearly completed, and although

many light draught vessels have passed through, it i6 doubtful whether

it will be generally available for traffic for a considerable time to

come. We think it is much to be regretted that those whose business

is to know the exact state of tbe canal have cither been so reticent,

or have put forth such inflated statements, that it has been left to a

few independent soundings by private individuals to supply anything

approaching to reliable data. From these, wc gather that there is

rafficiept depth of water to permit a vessel drawing sixteen feet to pass

tbxoogb, or about two-thirds the proposed draught ; it is evident therefore

that a considerable amount of dredging will have to be dore before it

becomes Available for the majority of steam-vessels at present passing

along the Red Sea. The banks also are at present very much too steep,

anil will require a large amount of labour and money expended upon

them either for the purpose of pitching their sides, or, what would be

much limpler, reducing the slope. Besides want of water there are several

minor difficulties to be encountered, such as rounding the bends in the canal,

in
1 the influence of a side wind, which latter appears to be rather serious.

Thus, a vessel necessarily travelling at a slow speed will be obliged to keep

in slantin in across the canal, the head being np to windward to

make Dp for leeway, ud by so doing she must take up a considerable

portion of the width of the canal. A long ship—inch for instance as

are at present being built in the .North tot this trade—traveling in thi|

manner might have considerable difficulty in passing another long vessel

raring in the opposite direction, similarly situated, and consequently

ipg at an equal but opposite angle. It is not our provrni

speculate upon the commercial feature! of this immense undertaking,

but we fear it must be a long time before that unfortunate individual, the

original shareholder, will derive any substantial return for his outlay.

As regards the amount of traffic that may be expected, opinions seem to

be very much at variance. Upon an examination of the wind charts it

will be evident that sailing vessels would derive no advantage from the

canal even when bound for the west coast of India; it remains therefore

to be seen how far steam vessels travelling through it can successfully

compete with sailing vessels going round by the Cape. For trade with

India it would appear that steam vessels using the canal would have the

advantage over sailing vessels going by the longer route, for the carriage of

almost every description of merchandise. For valuable cargoes, such as

tea and silk, it is also probable that the canal will bo found the most

advantageous route, but it is not likely that the owners of sailing vessels

will give up this trade without a most determined fight. For the

passenger traffic the canal will be a great boon in every way to the

travellers themselves. The unpleasant and tedious journey from Alexan-

dria to Suez, with its enormously high charges, to which is added the

delightful uncertainty as to how long one may be obliged to stop at an

expensive hotel at one's own expense, will be avoided. The nuisance of

having to shift one's cabin, with the possibility of discovering during the

night that the blow-off pipe runs just under one's head, will also be

avoided. But perhaps the greatest advantages derived by travellers will

be a great reduction in the enormously high fares; as it is evident that

the great increase in the number of steam vessels will speedily crush the

present monopoly.

The other great engineering work already mentioned—the Atlantic

and Pacific Railroad—may, in a certain sense be considered as finished,

but from all the accounts we have received it appears that a large portion

of it has been so roughly executed that it will most probably have to be

re-made. It has not yet been opened a sufficient period to form a reliable

estimate of its safety, or of its reliability, but probably the present winter

will afford some illustrations of the uncertainty of the journey from .V

York to San Francisco. It must be acknowledged, however, Unit both

the idea and the execution of such an enormous length of line, a large

portion of which presented difficulties of no ordinary nature, are worthy

of even such a go-ahead nation as the Americans ; and whatever short-

comings that may at present exist, will, doubtless be remedied as occasion

require-.

With regard to the large engineering works at borne, but Little need be

said as they have already been described in Ta iw, Blnckl

Bridge, which since its formal opening in November, bash lout

in dark green and gold, cortainlj look \, i. im] nd is well

worthy the high reputation of its designer, Mr. Joseph Cubitt. [I

always appears to us to be a great pity tin' •'. its

splendid width of roadway and footway, could n t exchan with
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London Bridge, which is in a chronic state of congestion. A proposal, has,

we understand, been submitted to the authorities for widening London

Bridge, by lengthening the present granite cutwaters, and throwing across

iron arches similar in shape to the present granite arches. By this mean s

it is said that except from the underneath, the appearance of the bridge will

be kept exactly the same ; we confess, however, that we are quite unable to

understand how such a desirable result is to be accomplished.

Of the Holborn Viaduct we can have but little to say, except that

it" is a remarkably handsome piece of architecture. The unfortunate over-

sight, which has been the cause of destroying the beauty of several of the

granite columns, is still under the consideration of three of our most eminent

engineers, and their decision will doubtless be published in a short time.

The French Atlantic Telegraph Cable, may also, we think, be termed a

grand engineering feat, both for its wonderfully perfect construction and

equally perfect success in laying ; for the excellence of the construction

great credit is clue to Mr. Henry Clifford, engineer to the Telegraph Con-

struction and Maintenance Company; while to the skill of Sir Samuel

Canning, the successful laying must be chiefly atrributed.

Of all the civil engineering works completed this year, the Tower Sub-

way carries off the palm for ingenuity and economy ; an account of which

has recently been given in The Aetizan. Since that time we have heard

that the fares are to be threepence first-class and twopence second-

class, but we presume that such high fares are merely intended

to last so long as a trip along the Subway is regarded as a curiosity.

In mechanical engineering, the most interesting, and perhaps the most

important, novelty of the year is Morton's ejector-condenser, a plate and

description of which was given in The Aetizan of January. For land

engines and for river steamers it appears to be admirably adapted, being

much simpler, lighter, and occupying less room than the common con-

denser. As a means of applying the principle of condensation to high

pressure engines already in existence it would be very valuable, especially

in many foreign countries, where, from the difficulties of transport, light-

ness of each separate part of an engine forms an important item. In The

Aetizan of last month an account of some interesting experiments, made

upon a high pressure engine fitted with the ejector-condenser, by Professor

Bankine, were given, in which it appeared that a saving of about 30 per

cent, was effected by its use. The importance of saving anything nearly

that amount where fuel is expensive— such, for instance, as in most sugar-

growing countries—is self-evident, and we have no doubt that for such

purposes it will be extensively adopted. A different, but almost equally

ingenious, application of the same principle has been applied by Mr. James

Bobertson, of Glasgow, for the purpose of ejecting solid materials, such as

ashes from a ship's hold, and sand for sinking foundations, a full account

of which will be found in The Aetizan for February last.

In shipbuilding there is scarcely any novelty to notice, with the excep-

tion perhaps of a very slow turning round of the Admiralty in favour of

turret ships. It is so many years ago that this system was advocated in

The Aetizan, that we had long since despaired of such a reformation in

our Navy ; but we hope that the old adage, " better late than never," will

prove applicable to this case. The shipbuilding trade on the Clyde

and in the North of England has been very active, while the yards on the

Thames have been almost entirely deserted. We wonder when the London

workmen will understand their own interests, and consent to work at

such a rate of wages as will bring at least a portion of the trade back

to London again.

OSCILLATING ENGINE OF 10-HOESE POWER.

Br Me. J. J. Montyn, Jun., Rottebdam.

(Illustrated ly Plate 356.)

One of the objections usually brought against oscillating engines is that

the valve gear is either expensive or unsatisfactory, and, consequently,

although it has fewer parts and works with less friction than almost any

other description of engine, it has been almost entirely superseded by the-

more easily manufactured horizontal engine. The original plan of working

the valve by the motion of the cylinder was, no doubt, remarkably cheap

and simple ; but, from the impossibility of giving any lead, it was only

suited to such cases where economy of steam was of no consequence, such

as working steam-cranes, and similar intermittent jobs. By the adoption

of the eccentric and sweep this difficulty was overcome, but even then

there was no provision for varying the expansion except by throttling the

steam

In the engine illustrated by Plate 356, a very ingenious and at the same
time simple arrangement of valve gear is shown, by means of which the

engine may be worked at any grade of expansion, and which was designed

by Mr. J. J. Montyn, jun., of Fyenoord, near Rotterdam. The plan and
elevation of a 10-horse power engine here given is so explanatory in itself

that but little description is required. It will be seen that the link here shown
is worked iu the usual manner, except that the eccentrics are connected to

what^may be termed only a half-link, being only adapted for stopping or for

forward motion, but not for reversing. It is evident that by means of the

hand lever the travel of the valve, and, consequently, the amount of
expansion, may be varied to any required extent, in a precisely similar

manner as the degree of expansion is regulated by the hand lever on a

locomotive. Altogether, we think it is a very convenient arrangement for

regulating the expansion in an oscillating engine by hand. We have only

one suggestion to make, viz., that possibly Mr. Montyn's design might be

made still more useful if he would devise some method whereby the

governor would take the place of the starting-handle, thus changing it

into a self-acting variable expansion gear.

DRESSING MILLSTONES BY THE USE OF THE DIAMOND.

The following description of one of the first, and, at the same time, one

of the best millstone dressing machines upon this system, is taken from

the Scientific American :—
Millers who may be unacquainted with the nature of diamonds or their

durability, it is reasonable to suppose, will be somewhat sceptical and
incredulous as to the practicability of using them successfully as an econo-
mical application in dressing the lands of millstones. But if they would
take the trouble to investigate their history and the purposes for which
they are, and have been employed, besides that of ornaments, they will

learn that they were used before the Christian era, and up to the present
age, for making lines of any depth or form, and for carving faces and
figures in relief upon the hardest class of stones, such as the onyx, and
others which are almost as hard as the diamond itself. Again, diamonds
are now being used successfully for drilling, sawing, planing, turning,
shaping, carving, and dressing stones or other hard substances.

Diamonds set in an ordinary stem or ferrule, were tried many years a^o
in Europe (and recently in this country) for producing lines npon millstones,

and the millers were perfectly satisfied that the finest and most effective

dress was attained by merely gliding the diamond lightly over the stone.

The use of diamonds for this purpose was abandoned, however, from the
difficulty in keeping them in their setting, and the liability of their being
broken by over pressure. It was universally conceded, that if the diamond
could be set sufficiently firm in an instrument, so constructed as to regulate

the pressure and protect it, it would eventually in a great measure super-

sede the pick.

After many expeiiments and trials, Mr. Dickinson has succeeded in con-
structing the important improvements illustrated in our engravings, the
success of which is attested by those using the machine for over six years.

The main difficulty he found was in educating millers to the proper hand-
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ling of the diamond, and overcoming prejudices against any innovation

upon the old mode of dressing with a pick. From their habit of seeing so

mnch stone displaced, it had become an idea, or conviction with them that

such displacement was actually necessary or unavoidable, and it has taken

some time to convince them of the contrary.

The large engraving represents Mr. Dickinson's patent graduated guide.

A double rule, A, is connected to a straight edge, D, by two transverse arms
3 and C; the arm C having slots, E and F, cut in the centre and the right,

band end to accommodate the motion in drawing the arms in a direct line

with each other towarl the straight edge, D, which is done by the revolu-

tion of a small roller in a spiral cut in the wheel, 3. This roller is screwed

on a projection, O, attached to the middle of the lower arm, B. The wheel,

H, has also cut on its edge graduated teeth in which a pawl, I, is made to

catch, propelling the wheel around when actuated by the thumb-piece, K,
with the pressure of the thumb of the left hand, and it is sustained in its

position by a pawl, L, as the pressure is continuonsly repeated. The box,

, contains a spring which throws the double rule, A, back to its former

position when relieved from the pawl, L. On a raised ledging of the bed-

late, P, there is a graduated scale with figures, to enable the operator to

set his distances as he may require between each line, which is done by a

short sliding bar secured by a screw, O. O is a raised ledging on the inner

rule which guide? and steadies the protector in its motion. The spiral

movement described is attached to the bed-plate, P (the latter being planed
level), and is adjustable upon the face of t'le stone as may be required.

In ming this guide, the operation is very simple, aal requires but little

practice, the gui le being so constructed as to produce the distances between

This pressure is repeated until the back of the double rule touches the
straight edge, D, when the forefinger of the left hand presses the pawl, Z,
and the spring in the box, M, then instantly extends the double rule to its

first position.

The small diagram shows the construction of the
" protector." A represents the stock or protector in
which is inserted a steel bar, B, containing the dia-

mond, C. A is a shifting guard upon which the
protector is made to slide between the double rule or
tramway. This guard is adjustable and secured in

its position by a thumb screw, D. E is a rod which
is pressed upon the bar, B, containing the diamond,
C, by a spring, which pressure is increased or
diminished by a screw, H, at the top of the h indie,

G, in accordance with the nature of the burrs and
depth of dress required.

This protector is drawn through the double rule

or tramway, the same as a pencil in ruling a slate.

The operation is so simple that a boy could operata
with it blindfolded.

Any person of ordinary skill can diess a pair

of burrs by following the directions. The lines

produced upon the lands of a burr are fine, perfect in shape and regular
on each edge, totally different from' the cracks made by a pick, which
are naturally coarse and irregular. In the usual mode the pick
produces a stellated fracture, thereby weakening or disintegrating the

i. It can . as to

obtain any number of crick- to the inch from eight : jbt.

r" v,; instrument the palm of the left band Irmly
upon the bed . P, on which the movement in fiv :

<\ with tl I n* often tin r .e thumb-'/; •. EC, m
ied by the thumb of the left bund I It will go, tl [lately
I.

tii< fraoture extendi. 1

nod by the blow f tthep Bramble «•

of tli.- Htonc :.. the pnrticlug thai 'I. taohod ire thrown i

'I In' line out by 1 1
« - diam md upon

disinti i blow from in
sharp and I'm.', with 00 dis] t to 1 be I

I

• a sharp c irner or cul I
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and equal. Stories dressed after this mode, either hard or soft, open or

close, will, it is claimed, run longer and perform a greater amount of work,
and also will become more perfect as the bruises occasioned by the pick are

emoved. It is not intended for dressing out the furrows.

There is no crushing contact of the stones with the wheat, the sharp
edges of the cracks actually cutting, or shaving up the grain, although
brought very close together. Stones running clear of each other produce
a clear whistling sound, differing from that obtained by any other made of

dress. On the starting of the stones they commence to do their work
effectively, producing no middlings, and the flour comes from them with its

nutritive properties unimpaired. There is no perceptible moisture gene-
rated in the operation of grinding, and much less power is required to

produce a superior article of flour.

It is further claimed that after putting the furrows iu proper order, the
lands of the burrs can be kept so by the labour of from one to two hours
every four days ; and that burrs have been run satisfactorily with this

dress over six days and nights without taking them up; and have performed
half as much more with less power and in the same time.

It is claimed to be much easier to keep the burrs in face on this system.
The use of the pick is entirely dispensed with, except in dressing the
furrows and high glossy spots on the face, which must be taken off with a

sharp pick.

Mr. Dickinson claims that by this method of dressing stones not less

than three pounds more flour per bushel is obtained than is possible with
the old dre?s, and of better quality, devoid of grit. The saving in labour,

time of the mill, cost of picks, and quantity and quality of flour in the
aggregate must be a very large item, sufficient in itself to constitute a

difference between a successful and unsuccess rul business. Without dis-

pensing with the services of the operative millers, it will lighten their

labours, and enable tbem to keep their burrs in good condition.

Many of these machines have been in use for six years, and have not
cost more than £2 for diamonds and repairs.

THE HOLBORN VALLEY VIADUCT.

On the motion of Mr. Deputy Fry, chairman of the Improvement Com-
mittee, a letter was read from Messrs. George P. Bidder, T. E. Harrison,
and Edwin Clarke, civil engineers, under date of the 10th ult. In it they
refer to the Committee's minute of the 11th of November asking them to

report in writing, at the earliest moment, whether the Farringdon-street
bridge in their opinion was safe for public traffic, and secondly what in

their judgment were the causes of the present defects in the columns, and
the action it would be desirable to take with reference thereto. In pur-
suance of that request they had carefully examined the viaduct, and were
of opinion that it is perfectly safe for public traffic. They had also care-

fully investigated the details of the plans and the instructions connected
with the work, and had had explanations from Mr. Haywood, the engineer,

from the two clerks of the works, and from the mason. They had come
to the conclusion that their is no defect whatever in the foundations of the
work. The defects which do exist are confined, they say, first to the
stones at the top and bottom of the Ross of Mull granite shafts of the
columns and to one of the castings forming the external arch over the
footpath at the south-west corner of the viaduct, which has comparatively
but little pressure upon it. The beds of the thin stones at the top and
bottom of the shafts which are of Ross of Mull granite, and rather of a
brittle nature were fine chiselled to a true bed for a depth of from ljin.

to 2in. all round their periphery—the centre of the beds being purposely
left hollow—to an extent not exceeding one-eighth of an inch on each bed.
The plan which was adopted in the setting of the columns was as follows :

—

After having fitting them independently before they were placed in situ,

to ascertain their perfect truth, when they came to their permanent erec-
tion 12 pieces of 51b. to 71b. lead, varying from 6in. to 8in. square, were
placed opposite all the exterior and interior angles of the columns, at a
distance of one inch from the face, and in some instances it was stated
that an additional piece of thin lead was added to give an equal bearing.
The interior of that bed was then filled with fine mason's putty, consisting
of lime and stone dust, and where hollows were found in the centre portions
of the beds of the stones additional pieces of lead were pnt in. The beds
were further adjusted by frequently lifting the stones and putting in addi-
tional mason's putty until every apparent inequality had been met. It
would thus appear obvious that the main weight of the superstructure was
resting primarily upon the pieces of lead placed near the outer edge of the
beds. That" mode was occasionally adopted in the erection of granite
columns in situations to which they were ordinarily applied. But, inas-

much as in this case the superstructure is of iron, subject to expansion and
contraction, and imposing on each column a weight of about 180 tons, the
conditions to which the columns are subject are entirely different. The
chisel dressing of the beds only extends from lMn. to 2in. from the external
edge of the column, the interior being picked slightly hollow. The result,

therefore, undoubtedly was that an unequal bearing might be thrown on
the lead packing, which approaches within an inch of the outer edge of the
bed. The engineers had been informed that the iron work was put
together in the summer months, and the final weighting would thus not
have been completed until nearly the end of October or the beginning
of November. The extreme difference oi temperature between those periods
might be taken at 50deg. Fahrenheit, and. as far as the engineers could
ascertain, no defect whatever was observed till within a few days prior to
the formal opening of the viaduct. It would therefore seem that those
defects became apparent at about the period when the full weight was
upon those stones, and when there would be the greatest difference in the
temperature. The contraction due to that variation in the temperature
would amount in the centre opening to about a quarter of an inch, or one-
eighth of an inch at the head of each column ; but there would be a
materially reduced action at the base, and there would be a slight tendency
to bring the weight unequally on a portion of the lead packing, and to

occasion a high loc il pressure upon a very limited portion of the outer
surface of the stones. That mode of setting was a departure from the
instructions given by Mr. Haywood, and there was no evidence to show by
what authority the original plan was departed from. The engineers had,

from a careful consideration of the circumstances, arrived at the conclusion

that the defects in the top and bottom stones of the shafts of the columns
were to be attributed to the mode adopted of setting the granite on small
pieces of lead packing and to the unequal diffusion of the weight thereby
occasioned, combined with the fact that the base and cap stones are only
twelve and nine inches thick respectively, and the whole effect was further
aggravated by the tendency which the contraction of the iron superstruc-

ture in cold weather would have to throw an unequal pressure oa the edges
of the stone, through the medium of the lead packing. The engineers
further state that they do not believe that any one of these circumstances
would, taken by itself, have caused the existing defects. With respect to-

the imperfect casting on the south face of the viaduct, they had carefully

examined some of the wedges against which the castings abut, and had
found that they were solidly embedded in the brickwork. Therefore, as

regarded the wedges, there was well-grounded reason to believe that no
motion had occurred. There was an original defect in that particular casting-

previous to its erection, but it had been been repaired by bolting a plate

of iron on the back ; a recent crack had since been observed, but no im-
portance was to be attached to it, as it might be the result of a further

latent defect in the casting. Under these circumstances they (the engi-

neers) could not recommend the Improvement Committee to do anything
at present, except to fill up the cracks and interstices with a suitable com-
position, and to wait until the whole work had been exposed to the action

of the extreme cold of the coming winter, and to the maximum heat of

the next summer. It was possible that if a very severe lowering of the
temperature should occur during the approaching winter some slight ex-

tension of the cracks might be observed, but nothing, in their opinion,

that could endanger the safety of the structure. After twelve months'
experience and another careful examination steps might be taken to

remedy the most apparent defects, and to restore the work to its pristine

beauty. In conclusion the engineers express their deep regret that a work
of such magnitude and public importance should have sustained any
blemish, and they bore their willing testimony to the efficient manner in

which the works had been carried out, involving, as they did, an unusual
amount of detail.

TRIAL OF H.M. CORVETTE "VOLAGE."

The trial of H.M. new unarmoured iron-built screw corvette the Vola/je

was made on the 7th ult., over the measured mile, in Stokes Bay, near Ports-

mouth, under the supervision of Capt. E. Rice, commanding the Steam
Reserve at Portsmouth. The officers conducting the trial under Capt.

Rice comprised Messrs. G. Murdoch and J. Ward, chief inspectors afloat of

machinery ; Mr. Owen, assistant master shipwright ; Chief Engineer
Murray, and a number of subordinate officers. Mr. Crossland, chief

draughtsman of the Department of the Constructor of the Navy, was also

present as the Whitehall representative. The weather was unfavourable

as regarded the greatest development of the ship's steaming powers, a

strong wind prevailing from N.E. to E.N.E., which, in addition to its

deteriorating induence upon the speed of the ship in its bearing upon the

hull, masts, and yards, raised up a wave over the measured mile course

which must have materially reduced the speed from the higher rate which
certainly would have been reached under more favourable conditions of

weather, and under the same conditions of efficiency of machinery.

Upwards of 15 kuots per hour is, however, a great speed for any ship over

the measured mile, when taken as a mean rate from six consecutive run=.

She, however, undoubtedly ought, as a war vessel, to approach nearer to

the magnificent fighting powers of the Inconstant than her six 6J-ton guns

place her. The difference in this respect between the two ships lies in the
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fact that the Inconstant carries the same upper deck armament as the

Volage, with amain deck armament of 12 9-inch guns, for which the Volage

has no equivalent. The Volage on entering upon her trial drew

16ft. 5in. of water forward, and 21ft. 5in. aft. This gave her a mean
draught slightly in excess of what she will have when l-eady for sea. The
actual weight she will have on board when placed in commission, and with

all her stores, coal?, crew, &c , en board, in readiness to leave Spithead on

a term of foreign service, had been taken into calculation, and the equiva-

lent—with 50 tons in excess—placed on board in the shape of iron ballast.

The engines are of 600-horse power nominal, and drive a two-bladed Griffiths

screw, fitted with lifting gear. The diameter of each cylinder is 93&in.,

and that of the trunk 36£in., giving an effective diameter of 86in. The
stroke of the pistons is 3ft. 9in. The screw has a diameter of 19ft., and
a pitch varyit g between 20ft. and 25ft. On the trial it was set at a pitch of

22ft. 6in. The engines in their design are of the usual trunk principle with

surface condensers and superheaters. Mr. H. Anderson, of the firm of John
Perm and Son, was on board and in charge of the machinery during the

trial. The six runs made over the measured mile gave the Volage a

mean speed of 15*105 knots per hour, the speed obtained on each run,

with and against the wind and tide, being as follows:—Speed of ship

odd numbers with the tide and wind, and even numbers against both—No.
1 run, ll - 100 knots per hour; No. 2 run, 16071 knots per hour; No. 3

run, 14*173 knots per hour ; No. 4 run, 16*216 knots per hour • No. 5 run,

13*534 knots per hour; No. 6 run, 16*667 knots per hour. The mean
speed of the ship on the Government measured mile was, therefore,

15*105 knots per hour. The next day the Volage was again taken

out of Port-mouth and completed in her series of official trials, by running
her over the measured mile in Stokes Bay, and in circles, under half

boiler power. Her mean rate of speed was found to be 13*7 knots per
hour, and her time in running over her circles was, to starboard, 6 min.

7 sec, and to port, 6 min. 14 sec. With full boiler power the time she

occupied in making her circles was, to starboard, 5 min. 59 sec, and to

port 5 min. 46 sec. The speed made by the Volage have proved greatly

in -ulvanco of the estimated rate, especially at half boiler power, and give

her the highest co-efficient in the navy, being no less than 457*2. She is

a very buoyant ship, and as her coal bunkers are capable of being greatly

enlarged, it is believed that she can be made to carry coal for steaming
5,000 miles at eight knot speed.

INDIAN PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT.
It is well that at this juncture the constitution of the Indian Public

Works Department should be thoroughly overhauled. With a current

deficit, caused in great measure by unauthorised expenditure in public

works, the Government of India is about to launch into some of the most
gigantic undertakings in civil works ever taken in hand by any Govern-
ment, and the tools with which it works should be carefully chosen and
well tempered. Some few months back it was remarked with surprise that

in prospect of these vast civil engineering works, the Secretary of State

was sjnding out an unprecedented number of Royal Engineers. The
philosophy of thus selecting costly military men to carry out civil works is

supposed to be that "tone" is required, and that military habits of

discipline and fidelity to duty are needed to bind together the vast and
miscellaneous industrial army, which the Government of India must soon

have under its command. So far, there is, from an Indian point of view,

much to be said for the importance of
'

; tone ;" but there has been exaggera-
tion in this direction. Offence has been needlessly given to civil engineers

by publicly warning the whole profession, that when employed under
Government, tbey must, like soldier-*, be content with their pay. Bnt it

has been shown through the press, both at home and iii India, that the pay,

promotion, and other provi d by the Indian Government to Civil

Engineers entering its Bervice by competitive examination are insuffici at,

and glaringly unequal in comparison with the aggregate pay and influence

enjoyed by military engineers. This wide contrast cannot be permitted i
I

endure, or the Royal Engineers will have to be much restricted in number
compared with the h hole strength of the department. India cannoi afford

public works the aetual cost of which most be computed as including the
military as-wall as civil pay of Royal Engineers. This is a consideration

constantly overlooked m stating cost o*l our public works, but the il

military pay should bencefbrtfa I I, now thai in Govern-
ment is going into the business of public works on a large scale*. It

construct them with i rd to commercial principles, irriga-

works and railways, like gold, may be bough; too dearly.
The time has c oly for a reconstitution in prii

public works organisation, mri tor a thorough investigation ol the
in drt.ni s

. often B11/ y operation of the d

mctit. Ti

frequently brought agninsl it, 1
i point on the

<r, who writes ns with the f long

experience and close observation. He exonerates the Executive Engineers
(nearly all R.E.'s) from all suspicion of profiting iu the slightest degree by
these abuses. But if the instances he adduces are to be accepted as typical,

there has been a want of insight, and habitual neglect of close supervision
and independent cheek, with a deficiency in knowledge of details quite
sufficient to account for the abuses and serious malversations charged
against the lower ranks of the department. These evils are remediable :

but not without the exercise of firm determination and liberal encourage-
ment of engineers and surveyors with practical knowledge of details, to
which qualification must be added familiar acquaintance with the vernacular,
long provincial experience, and settled contentedness with an Indian career.

These conditions must be secured if the Indian Government is to go forward
with its plans for the construction of larger works than ever. The corre-

spondent already referred to, concludes his letter as follows :

—

" After an experience of twenty-five years I can safely say—you may
leave your army alone if yon wish. You may arm your coolies, and
dhobees, and tailors, if you will only look to your Department Public-

Works. But no State can afford to build permanent bridges and mac-
adamise 100 miles of road for Brinjara (pack) bullocks and hackney wheels,

or to build refrigerators in the shape of double-storied barracks—patent
producers of asthma, lumbago, and rheumatism—costing likhs of rupees,

or to pour coin into the bauds of native and European contractors, to

simply carry out the departmental rule—of useless expenditure and wanton
waste of money."
The break down of the Financial Secretariate, and the wrangle over the

budget estimates, are not unimportant matters ; but tbey are mere details

compared with this question of the reorganisation of the Public Works
Department, which demands the earnest attention of all the fast friends of

India, whether here or at home.

—

Times of India.

TUNNELLING UNDER THE DETROIT RIVER.

There is to be a railroad tunnel under the Detroit river. An uninter-

rupted line of rails runs from New York to Chicago, with the one
exception of the interval made by the river at Detroit. The transportation

of freight by the ferry at this point causes great delay, and thus frequently

blocks up the road so as to produce serious inconvenience. To obviate

this, the Michigan Central and the Great Western Railroad of Canada
have decided to tunnel the river. The project of a bridge was abandoned
because a draw would have been necessary to allow the shipping to pass.

Mr. Chesborough, the engineer of the Chicago tuuuels, has examined the

strata under the bed of the river, and reports that the formation is fit for

the work. Although the river is only five-eighths of a mile wide, the whole
length of the tunnel will be fully a mile and a quarter, in order to bring

the roadway up to the grade. The depth varies from twelve to forty-two

feet. Space for two railway tracks will be obtained by two distinct

borings, eighteen feet in diameter, under the bed of the river, but they

will be united in one when the banks are reached. The cost of the work
is estimated at two and a half millions of dollars.

SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.

ENGLISH AND CONTINENTAL INTERCOMMUNICATION.

By Mb. Perky F. Ntoset.

One of tin' most prominent and important questions of the present day,

and one to which a very widespread attention is being given, is that of

providing a in nv eM*J and rapid system of intercommunication between

England and France than we at present possess. Nothing is more obvious

than the necessity which exists for improvements in this direction. The
steam packet service between England ami France— which is iu fl

service between ( 'neat Britain on the one hand and Europe and the Ka-t

generally on the other— is about the woral we have It i- an undoubted

that the great majority of passengers crossing the Ch IsnJE short

as ii the sea pa le discomfort from sea-sickness and want of

r during bad weather. Nol unfrequently the- traveller from India or

from America finds the British channel the most unplea ill f bis

journey, and he sometimes looks forward with more anxiety to tl

the Channel than it of the Red Seaor the pa tin UUntic.

In the case of America, he will often select a French or an English
*

ding to the country which he desires to roach, in order to avoid

Charm -. rath r than from any other

ive of the r utes by Ostend and Antwerp, 810,t (0

norm* to be proi f whom l 12,000 fern

muil route, These numbers »r« undoubtedly capable
,1 conuerl

i
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pier and harbour accommodation, are disproportionate to the service.

Larger vessels, with less movement in rough weather, more shelter, and
better accommodation generally, would do much to mitigate the discom-
forts of the sea passage. Pending the successful issue of other more
extensive and more permanent projects, it would be well if these improve-
ments were effected. But larger vessels cannot be employed for a fixed

service until better provision is made for embarking and disembarking
passengers, especially on the French coast. The Society of Arts, ever on
the alert to improve the social condition of mankind, ha? offered its gold
medal for the best design for a steamer which shall afford the most con-

venient shelter and accommodation to passengers on the deck of the vessel

crossing between France and England. The attendant circumstances of

the case, however, oblige the society to specify that the steamer is not to

exceed in tonnage and draught the best vessels now in use between Folke-
stone and Boulogne. There have also been other schemes propounded at

various times for vessels of special build suited to the present harbour
accommodation. Into these propositions, however, it is not our present
purpose to enter. The growing necessity for a radical improvement
teaches us that they can only be regarded as temporary expedients which
must give way in course of time to more permanent works. We will

therefore proceed to the consideration of the more important and extensive

projects which have been placed before the public during the last few
years. These consist of tunnels driven beneath the bed of the sea, sub-

merged roadways and tubes, large ferryboats carrying the trains on board,

bridges across the Channel, and embankments.
If we glance at the history of the question we shall find it to extend

further back into the past than is generally supposed. Something like a
score of projects for effecting direct communication between the two
countries have been proposed from first to list. Up to the close of the
year 1866 three French projectors had proposed tunnelling under the
Channel, five English and two French inventors had proposed submerged
tubes, one Frenchman proposed an arched roadway or tunnel, and an
Englishman a bridge. Since that time there have been some seven or
eight proposals for effecting that object; to these attention wijl presently
be specially directed. The idea of tunnelling is much the oldest; a
French engineer, M. Mathieu, nearly seventy yeais since, considered the
scheme practicable. He worked out the details of his plan and laid them
before Napoleon, then First Consul. In 1856 M. Thome de Gamond pro-
posed a tunnel scheme which received more than ordinary notice. The
plan was to form in the Channel thirteen islands by carrying materials out
to sea, to sink shafts through them into the earth below the bed of the
Channel, and then tunnel from one to the other. A commission of
engineers was appointed, and they carefully examined M. de Gamond's data
and conclusions, and particularly his geological investigations, which were
the first steps taken to demonstrate practically the nature of the strata
beneath the Channel. These investigations supported the theory that the
Straits of Dover were not opened by a sudden disruption of the earth at

that point, but had been produced naturally and slowly by the gradual
washing away of the upper chalk ; that the geological formations beneath
the Straits remained in the original order of their deposit, and were iden-
tical with the formations of the twro shores, being, in fact, the continuation
of those formations. Acknowledging the scientific accuracy of M. de
Gamond's conclusions, the commission recommended an appropriation of
£20,000 to make preliminary examinations. The plan, however, was
Anally rejected on account of its interference with the navigation of the
Straits. The submerged tube projectors of that time, with one or two
exceptions, appear to have given the subject less study than the advocates
of the tunnel. It was a work very easily effected : you only have to con-
struct your tube in sections, float them over the proposed line of route, sink
them and connect their ends, pump the water out, and the thing is done.
Hear how one of these facile gentlemen describes his project :

—

" My plan is simply to construct wrought iron tunnels in separate divi-

sions, to sink them on the bed of the water, and then to connect them. It
will be admitted that to construct such a tunnel would be an easier matter
than to build iron vessels, as it would be the same shape the whole length.
Then to sink it on the bed of the water would be the work of a few hours
for each division of 400ft. in length." A momentary fit of reflection, how-
ever, seizes l.im when he has sunk his length of tube, for he says :

—" Per-
haps the part of the work which will appear the most complicated will be
to connect the divisions under water." But, quickly recovering himself,
he adds :

—

" The operation will be attended with no difficulty to those who
can remain during half an hour under deep water." Turning to the shore
end, he observes:—"As regards that part of the tunnel which would be
near the shore, it would be sunk under ground, and covered with stones
fastened together, so as to render them immovable Then the railway
will be formed in forminc the tube; there will be no hills to cut through,
valleys to fill up, nor arches to build—in short, the sum total of the work
is comprised in the tunnel itself." Warming with his subject, he grows
bolder, aud says:—•"Supposing the divisions to be 1,000ft. in length; in
that case, only 104 divisions would be required to join the rails of the

South Eastern Railway with those of the Calais and Paris. Now, supposing
each of these divisions would cost £40,000 the cost of the whole would be

£4,160,000; and if we allow for the expense of throwing them in deep
water, of connecting them, of building stations, &c, on a magnificent scale,

it will, I believe, be found that the sum of £8,000,000 sterling would be
quite sufficient to complete the submarine railway." Really the manner
in which this gentleman speaks of throwing into deep water iron tubes a

thousand feet in length, and capabla of containing a railway, is most re-

freshing, and must have been very encouraging to the sea-sick continental

traveller.

Turning to another project, we find it to consist in crossing the English
Channel by means of a tube made of strong plate iron or cast iron, lined

and prepared for that purpose, and which, placed at the bottom of the sea,

should contain the two lines iorthe trains which would run within it. The
slope given to the submarine railway would admit of a motion sufficiently

powerful to enable the carriages to cross the Channel without a steam
engine. The greatest depth of the sea at the middle of the Channel will

admit of the construction of inclined planes, by mean3 of which the trains

would be enabled to reach a point where a stationary engine, or atmospheric

pressure, might be employed in propelling the train to the level of the land
railways of France and England.

Another visionary does not place his tube on the bottom, but proposes

to situate it at a uniform depth from the surface, by means of ties below
(and buoys above, if necessary), at suitable intervals. He says:—"The
continuation of the tunnel on either shore I should dispense with ; and, in

order that it should have a partial freedom of motion, it should terminate

with solid ends before reaching the shores. To these points chain piers

should extend, or, if strict economy were aimed at in this item, the commu-
nication might be by small steamers." As the tunnel or tube in question

contains only a single line, the projector proposes pushing one way and
pulling the other, or he says electricity should, if at all practicable, be the

motive power. After proposing, as the principle of construction, something
analagous to tho cooper's craft, he continues :

—" When the tube was com-
pleted from end to end favourable weather should be waited for, and the

work of lowering would then be accomplished nearly as follows :—The air-

tight interior of each pontoon would be connected by an ample length of

flexible pipe to an air pump of adequate power, on board a vessel anchored

at a distance corresponding to that intended for the mooring weights. The
two lines of vessels should be manned by steady men, each crew under a

trustworthy leader. Athwart the vessels would be be kid from the shore

the wires of au electric telegraph, communicating with an apparatus on

board of each, so that at a preconcerted signal the abstraction of the air

from the pontoons should be commenced simultaneously at a given time

and carried on at a given rate. By this means the pontoons, gradually

deprived of their buoyancy, would yield to the pressure of their burden,

the buoyancy acquired by which as it entered its future element would be

overcome by the weights with which throughout its length it was loaded,

and which would speedily sink it to its prescribed depth. It would be

when the tube reached the water that the mooring weights, having been

preparatorily slung under the vessels above mentioned, would, at another

signal by the electric telegraph, be simultaneously let drop into the sea,

and drag down their charge along«with them.

We will only briefly notice two more of these easy-going gentlemen

whose ideas slip out so glibly that practical men fail to grasp them, and

these are the proposer of the arched roadway or tunnel on the bottom and

the proposer of the bridge. The former with 40 subaqueous boats of

which he was the inventor, 1,500 sailors aud navvies, 4,340,000 cubic yards

of material, and £10,000,000, undertook to construct a tunnel by means of

which the Straits could be crossed in thirty-three minutes. The mammoth
bridge projector would make in the Channel 190 pedestals, 300ft. square

at the bottom, consisting of rocks bolted and lashed together, gradually

rising at an angle of 75 deg., till they formed each an insular plain, 150fc.

square, 40ft. above the level of the sea. On these he would build towers

100ft. diameter, 260ft. high, crowning the whole with a tubular hridge

50ft, deep and 30ft. high.

CHALMERS.

We will now turn to the more practical projects which have since been

advanced, noting them somewhat in the order of their appearance before

the public. First, then, comes the proposition for a Channel railway by the

late Mr. James Chalmers, whose name is connected with some very valuable

improvements in the construction of armour-pl ited ships and forts, but

which his premature death prevented him perfectly developing. Mr. Chal-

mers' plan was to have a tube of boiler-plate iron, lined with brickwork,

laid on the bed of the sea, and Laving ventilating towers at intervals.

Through this tube the railway was to be carried. His project provided

for an unbroken double line, connecting the railways of England and

France by easy gradients, capable of carrying all ordinary trains at the

usual speeds on the best roads, and of insuring perfect safety and comfort.

It was to offer no obstruction to the navigation of the channel, and Mr.

Chalmers estimated that the work could he completed in three years for
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£12,000,000. The principal features of the work, as proposed in 1866.

were two strong iron tubes, cased with timber and lined with biick, each

containining a single line of railway, and reaching from shore to shore on

the bottom of the channel. The displacement and weight of these tubes

was designed to be so nearly balanced that both in submerging and when in

position tbey would not be subjected to any appreciable lateral strain.

There would be a slight excess of displacement, which would be effectually

overcome by the materials with which the tubes were to be covered. Mr.
Chalmers held that <is the current alternated up and down channel with

the rise and fall of the tide the embankment would silt up eventually,

and become a solid, impermeable mas=, having the appearance of a ridge

reaching from shore to shore, nbout 150ft. wide at the base, 40ft. high,

and from 40ft. to 120ft. below the level of low water. Mr. Chalmers pro-

posed to have the ventilators, one in mid-channel, and one about a mile

from either shore. Thus the main portion of the work would be eighteen

miles in length ; and this, divided by the deep-sea ventilator, would give

two sections o'" nine miles each. Consequently, a train could never be more
than four and a-balf miles from an opening. From those and other points

the air was to be withdrawn through pipes by machinery situated

in the central ventilator or on the shora embankments, which would
cause currents of fresh air to rush to those parts most distant from the
ventilators.

The tubes were to be circular in form, and made of boiler plate, double
riveted and caulked. The circular form was to be preserved and the tubes

were to be strengthened by iron girder frames surrounding them. To
the outer flanges of these frames the timber casing would be attached by
bolts, and the spaces between the timber casing and the tube proper filled

with concrete. Finally, the interior would be lined with the most durable
description of brickwork.

The timber casing properly caulked, says Mr. Chalmers, would be equal
in strength and water-tightness to the planking of a frigate ; the tube it-

self would be as tight and stronger than a steam boiler or iron ship, and
the concrete packing between the plating and the tube would also be im-
permeable to water. Thus not only is a double or treble precaution taken
against leakage, but the iron would be protected both without and within
from any injurious effects that might result from contact with sea water;
though, at the depth at which these tubes would be placed, such contact,

even if possible, under the circumstances, would not be so injurious as if

they were nearer the surface. Maury, in his " Physical Geography of the
Ocean," states as follows :

—"Count Marsigli divides sea water into surface
and deep sea water ; because when he makes salt from surface water (not
more than 6in. below the upper strata) this salt will give a red colour to

blue paper; whereas the salt from deep sea water will not alter the colours

at all. The blue paper can only change its colour by the action of an acid.

The reason why this acid (iodine ?) is found in surface and not in deep
sea water is that it is derived from the air." Hence, argues Mr. Chalmers,
the bottoms of iron ships—when tho interior skin of the iron is kept clean
and well painted—appear to suffer little or nothing from the action of the
water on the exterior. But, even if the iron of the tube were to suffer by
oxidation in forty or fifty years (a circumstance which, from its position,
Mr. Chalmers considers is far from probable), the embankment by this time
silted up into a solid mass, the timber casing, the concrete, and interior
lining would of themselves insure the permanency of the channel
railway.

The ventilator in mid-channel was to be a circular mass of iron and
stone, 100ft. in d :atnet, r, and 210ft. in height, 168ft. of which would be
below tin: water-line. When 'finished it was to weigh about 100,000 tons,
and displace 50,000 tons of water. It was to be surrounded by, and im-
bedded in, tli. embankment that covered the tubes, which at that point
was to be raised to a height of about 80ft. The ventilators were to be
ordinary air-shafts near the end of the shore embankments, which would
be run mil, br< akwater fashion, about a mile from i ither shore to a depth
sufficient for navigation over the tubes. Tho tubes were to be made
in lengths of 800ft or 400ft., were to be fitted with temporury bulkheads,
lowered into position, and united by a somewhat delicate submarine
operation

Hawksjiaw.

Mr. Hawkshaw'a attention has been directed to the subject of a tunnel
for connecting the railway systems of England and France, and hi

made a practical geological examination of the channel and tin; two COast*,
the results i f which an- of great value in connection with the question.
As .Mr. Hawkshaw's leheme appear! to have absorbed those of M. de
Gamond and Mr. Low, an English mining engineer, it will be a; well to
trace tin- history of I he combination concurrently with the devi lopmi -

the scheme. The
| reject Inn been worked out under tin- auspices of s

committee by Messrs, John Hawksbaw, .lames BrunlflW, and William Low,
English engineer*, in conjunction with MM. Paulin Talabot, Michael
Chevalier, nnd Thome de Osmond. Than gentlemen hare reported to the
committee of promoters of the undertaking, and that documents supplies

the following facts and valuable information, from which we gather the
history of the scheme.

_
Following the order of the report, we will first take Mr. Low's proposi-

tion. That gentleman ti3sfor several years past conceived the idea of con-
necting the railway systems of France and England by tunnelling, and as a
practical mining engineer he has devoted his attention in the first place to
securing the efficient ventilation of the work both during construction and
after completion. In most of the tunnel schemes it is proposed to effect

ventilation by means of towers in the sea more or less numerous, and
differing in magnitude and cost. Mr. Low proposes to dispense entirely
with shafts in the sea, and to commence the work by sinking pits on each
shore, driving thence, in the first place, two parallel driftways or galleries
from each country, connected at intervals by transverse driftways. By
this means the air could be made to circulate as in ordinary coal mines,
and the ventilation be kept perfect at the face of the workings. Another
advantage attending this mode of proceeding is that these headings could
be driven from shore to shore at the minimum of cost, and the practicability

of executing the proposed tunnels demonstrated without extravagant out-
lay. The driftways were to be turned into two tunnels suitable for the
ordinary locomotive traffic of the railways to be connected by this work.
Having settled the principle of the construction of his tunnels, Mr. Low in-

vestigated the geological nature of the shores of the Straits. From personal
examination of the most careful character, he verified the data of Mr.
Phillips and of other eminent geologists who have made the geology of
the shores of the Straits, and the subject of the continuity of the strata

under the sea, their special study. He also examined the boriius for the
artesian well at Calais, the artesian well at Harwich, and several ether
wells of less magnitude, by all which the regularity of the strata was
proved. He found everywhere that the deductions of the geologists were
sound ; and at the line which he ultimately fixed on for his proposed
tunnels, viz., about half a mile west of the high light of tho South Fore-
land, and at four miles west of Calais, the tunnels could be made almost
entirely through the lower or grey chalk, which, owing to its comparative
freedom from water, and the general absence of cracks and fissures in it,

offered the most desirable stratum for working in. Mr. Low laid his plans
before the Emperor of the French in April, 1867, and his Majesty desired
Mr. Low to proceed to organise the means of carrying out his project, and
to come to his Majesty again when he was prepared to lay definite proposals
before him.

In an international work of this nature it was desirable to obtain the
co-operation of a French engineer, and Mr. Low therefore put himself in

communication with M. de Gamond, who placed his geological studies and
sections at Mr. Low's disposal. Mr. Low then laid the results of his and
M. de Gamoud's labours before Mr. Brunlees, who, after a careful exami-
nation of the project, consented to co-operate with .Mr. Low and Mr.
Thome de Gamond for the prosecution of the proposed work. In
accordance with the desire of his Majesty a committee of French and
English gentlemen was formed in furtherance of the project.

For some years past Mr. Hawkshaw's attention had been directed to this

subject, and ultimately he was led to test the question, and to ascertain by
elaborate investigations whether a submarine tunnel to unite the railways

of Great Britain to those of France and the continent of Europe was
practicable. With this object he caused to be made a careful examination
of the geology of the channel and of the French and English coasts, and
had a chart prepared, based on that examination, and on such further in-

formation as he could procure. From a careful consideration of tkceo

geological investigations, .Mr. Hawkahaw arrived at the conclusion that it

was desirable that the tunnel should pass as far as possible through the
lower chalk, for it appeared to him that if an attempt were made to earn
it through the strata lying under the chalk it, would have to penetrate

material of variable nature, some of which would be soli,

and through which it would be undesirable bo construct

a submarine tunne'. It also seemed to him desirable to depress the

tunnel as much as possible below the upper or white chalk, and to carry it

as far as practicable through the lower or grey chalk, which is Less per

meable bo water than the upper or white chalk. But when he hud pro*

ceeded thus far Mr. Hawkahaw felt that mora acenrate information than

could be arrived at by geological inquiriesonly, bowevi r carefully conducted,

was i.eccsary. He had ascertained that at Calais an artesian well had

been sonk to a depth of about I
1 ft., a: .1 from the records of this work

he obtained the particulars of the strata at that point. This well which
failed to procure water « n some distance from the spot on the French

. where) frt m the geological inquiries, it scene d di liral tc thai the sub-

marine tunnel should be placed, lie therefore decided to make bori

on each coast at the ends of the line which approximate!] seemed the b

position for the tunnel, and BlsOtO BSamiue tie' DOttOin Ol lie- channel for

some distance on each side of that ion. Accordingly,, at the beginnln

of the year 1866 a borln) omenoed Bay, near the

South foreland ; and in M.e. b, 1866, another boring was commenced on

the French coas f
, at a p inl three miles westward of Calais j and
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simultaneously with these borings an examination was carried on of

that portion of the bottom of the channel lying between the chalk cliffs

on each shore.

The boring on the English coast was satisfactorily completed in 1867.

It was carried through the challc and into the green sand, which was

reached at a depth of 540ft. below high water. The boring on the French

coast was continued from the surface to a point about 520ft. below high

water. It passed through the upper chalk into the lower or grey chalk.

This was completed at the end of 1867. It was Mr. Havvkshaw's intention

to have carried this boring also entirely through the chalk, but in attempt-

ing to substitute larger boring tubes the hole was accidently filled up with

sand and shingle from the top. The results, however, arrived at from this

boring seem sufficient, and accorded very nearly with the records of the

Calais well, and with the geological survey previously made ; so as not

only to confirm their accuracy, bnt to lead to the deduction that at the

site of this boring the chalk would extend to, and the green sand be

reached at a depth of about 750ft. below high water.

For the examination of the bottom of the channel a steamer was engaged

and suitable apparatus provided by means of which the bottom could be

pierced for a short distance and specimens could be raised from the bed of

the channel. On shore suitable points can be selected for examining the

strata ; whilst at sea many of the examinations made from soundings fall

on superficial deposit. A survey of the channel therefore cannot be so com-

plete as a survey of the coasts. Nevertheless, the result of the examina-

tion seems to indicate that across the channel the position of the

chalk is nearly identical with that deduced from the previous geological

inquiries.

The principal practical and useful results that the borings have deter-

mined are that on the proposed Hue of the tunnel the depth of the chalk on

the English coast is 470ft. below high water, consisting of 175ft. of upper
or white chalk and 295ft. of lower or grey chalk ; and that on the French
coast the depth of the chalk if 750ft. below high water, consisting of 270ft.

of upper or white chalk and 480ft. of lower or grey chalk; and that the

position of the chalk on the bed of the Channel ascertained from the exami-

nation nearly corresponds with that which the geological inquiry elicited.

It also appears probable that there is no great fault or serious interruption

in the continuity or regularity of the strata between the two shores on the

proposed line of tunnel. The results of these investigations were submitted
to M. Michel Chevalier and M. Paulin Talabot, and they were put in pos-

session of all the information that had been obtained.

Such, then, is the history of the separate investigations which have been
made into this important and interesting subject, and the general nature

and result of those investigations. We will now proceed to the conclusions

at which the members of the Committee of Engineers arrived after consult-

ing together and comparing the several data.

They submit that it is evident that at some sufficient depth below the

bottom of the Channel a tunnel could be constructed, so that, as regards

superincumbent pressure only, it would be analagous to constructing a

tunnel of similar length through a mountain so high as to prohibit inter-

mediate shafts ; it is further evident that any possible irruption of sea-

water may be avoided by going deep enough below the bottom of the

Channel. On the other hand, they observe that there is a limit to the

depth at which the tunnel can be carried, from the necessity of approaching
it from the shore and obtaining gradients for those approaches suitable for

railway traffic. If the tunnel were carried through the upper or white chalk,

or chalk with flints, apart from a possible irruption or percolation of water
from the sea, fresh water might be encountered to the usual extent that it

is met with in that formation. But the tunnel can be depressed so as to

pass mainly through the lower or grey chalk, which is less permeable, and
where the quantity of fresh water would be comparatively unimportant,
provided no great fault or dislocation of the strata exists—and the investi-

gations lead to the conclusion that no such fault does exist—it is probable
that at the depth below the bed of the Channel at which it would alone
be prudent to carry the tunnel, any fissures that may occur in the chalk
have been filled up, and that from this circumstance, and from the nature
of the lower chalk, no more water will be met with than can be overcome
by pumping.

With regard to the execution of the work itself, the committee of engi-

neers consider it proper to drive preliminary driftways or headings under
the Channel, the ventilation of which would be accomplished by some of

the usual modes adopted in the best coal mines. All other questions in

relation to the construction of the permanent tunnels would be decided from
the experience gained in making the driftways, and it might even be
deemed advisable to commence the formation of the permanent tunnels
before the completion of the driftways, if circumstances indicated the desi-

rability of that course. They propose tfhat the tunnel should be of the
ordinary form, sufficiently large for two lines of railway, and to admit of

being worked by locomotive engines, and artificial ventilation could be
applied. The desirability of adopting other modes of traction is left for

future consideration.

Finally, the following general conclusions are submitted :—1. That there
is a reasonable prospect that the work can be accomplished, but that it

would be improper to deny that it is attended with a considerable amount
of risk. 2. That this risk is attended with one contingency, viz., the pos-

sibility of sea water finding its way by some unforeseen fissure into the
workings in quantity too great to be overcome ; apart from this risk, tun-
nelling in chalk is easy and rapid, and the execution of a tunnel of the
length of the one under consideration is only a question of time and ex-

pense. 3. There seems to be no reason to assume that the tunnel would
cost more than ten millions sterling, or that it could not be completed in

nine or ten years. 4. The question of risk would be fully solved by sinking
land shafts on either coast, and driving the preliminary driftways; this

portion of the work being safely accomplished, the remainder would be of
an ordinary character. 5. The possible cost would be measured by the
cost of this preliminary work, which is estimated at one million and a half,

and which could not exceed two millions, or, say, one-fifth of the whole cost

of the tunnel. 6. That this risk should be undertaken by the Government
of France and England, if, after consideration, they deem the importance
of the work and the probability of its completion sufficient to justify them
in doing so.

Austin.

Towards the close of last year Mr. W. Austin proposed a sub-marine
three-way tunnel under the Channel. His plan is to cross at a line of

route extending from the landing piers at Folkestone to the lauding piers

at Cape Grisnez, but the tunnels will range below the sea level, at A safe

depth for practical permanent masonry arches, which will be constructed

of imperishable materials on an improved principle of vertibraical bond.
The tunnel is intended to pass underneath the submerged island called the

Varne lying near the mid-channel, and on which island Mr. Austin pro-

poses to erect a central ventilating shaft or tower, which would be avail-

able as a permanent central lighthouse and naval signal shaft; also to

afford a refuge or retreat for crews of ships wrecked in the Channel,

As a fence or guard to this central tower or shaft, it is proposed to have
two ranges of timber floating breakwaters, so as to act as floating retreats

for ships, and protectors to the tower shaft from hurricanes or gales,

Two other masonry shafts will be permanently constructed for ventilation

and pumping purposes at each shore. Seven or eight temporary shafts

will also be constructed in iron, and sunk and bored down to the tunnel arch-

ing, so as to give ventilation to workers in the construction of the tunnels,

and also to receive a portion of the excavated debris. Those temporary
shafts would be pr6tected by moored floating booms or fences during the

construction of the tunnel, and on the completion of the tunnel, the tem-
porary shafts and booms would all be removed, having done their work.
The gradients of inclines of the proposed tunnels would be so arranged

that the steepest gradients of the two shore inclines, or connections with
the main land railways in England and France, do not exceed 1 in 100, so

that locomotives of moderate powers would accomplish the required work
easily.

Occasional openings are to be constructed in the masonry range of

tunnel wall sides, so as to allow for a traverse of engines and carriages from

one range of tunnel to another in the event of any accident or emergency,

when traverse frames would quickly shift the disabled carriages out of the

way of an obstructed traffic.

Arrangements of a distinct and peculiar character were to be made for

the proper ventilation of the tunnels, by air and water streams; also for

the lighting the tunnels throughout by perfected modes of gas burning in

specially constructed lamps, &c. Every facility will be provided for laying

down a perfect system of telegraph conducting wires, which will be easily

accessible for adjustment and repair ; and the present great risks of

accideuts, now so often recurring, of tearing up cables by ships' anchors

will then be avoided. Subways are to be constructed throughout the tunnel

ranges which will exhaust any accumulation of steam or waste waters or

temporary leakages, and which water will be passed through well-pits,

and then ejected by pumps, connected with the great central shaft and two
shore shafts. The advantages of three tunnel ranges will be to keep special,

ordinary, and goods traffic trains separate and distinct, and thus obviate

present cames of frequent accidents by clashing trains conveying passengers

and goods on the same ranges.

FOWLEB.

Mr. John Fowler has for several years past directed his attention to the

best mode of improving continental communication, and he prefers a sys-

tem of ferrying the trains over in steam vessels rather than either abridge

or a tunnel. He has had for the last two years associated with him Mr.

Abernethy, and Mr. Wilson as acting engineer. After a careful examination

of the harbours of Calais and Boulogne and the coast between them, and

after considering the general question, these gentlemen came to the con-

clusion that the following were essential requirements :

—

1. Well-sheltered harbours with deep water on both coasts, capable of

affording ingress and egress at all times, irrespective of weather and tide.
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2. A class of vessels, ]in the Dature of ferry steamers, of great size and

power, making rapid passages, and comparatively unaffected by wind and

sea. 3. Safe and speedy means for the interchange of passenger traffic

between the railways and such ferry steamers, so as practically to form a

continuous communication. Conceiving that the harbour and pier at Dover

afforded very inadequate terminal accommodation and insufficient protec-

tion, particularly from easterly and south-easterly gales, they propose the

erection of a new harbour westward of the existing pier, with a graving

dock, a covered berth for the steamers, and hydraulic apparatus for trans-

ferring the trains from the quay to the steamers, and vice rersd. They con-

sider that Calais, which was exposed to all winds from west to east, and was

choked up with sand, offers no facility for a harbour for such steamers; end

that the harbour of Boulogne, though more readily capable of partial im-

provement, partakes of the same natural defects of sand accumulation.

They have, therefore, selected a point of the coast south of Cape Grisnez

and north of Ambleteuse, near the village of Audresselles, where the deep-

est water was to be found near the coast, and sheltered from the northward
the eastward by Cape Grisnez. They consider that by constructing a

harbour at this point they will secure the shortest available sea passage,

clear navigation across the Channel from Dover, and with the advan-

tage of the first-class light on Cape Grisnez as a guide on the darkest

nights. They propose to connect this harbour by a railway four miles long
with the Chemin de Fer du Nord, and to add a short branch for communi-
cation with Calais and the north. The steam vessels the projectors of this

ne propose to employ between these harbours are to be 450ft. long,

57ft. of beam, and 80ft. across the paddle-boxes, propelled by discon-

nected engines of 1,500 horse-power, performing the voyage in one hour,

and with comparatively little pitching or rolling in any state of the wea-
tlier. They further propose to form covered stations for the interchange

of passenger and goods traffic between the steamers and the shore, the

transfer of the passenger carriages to be effected by hydraulic apparatus,

irrespective of tide, in a few minutes. The steamers are to be luxuriously

fitted up with first and second class refreshment saloons, and with ladies
1

and private cabins; and in addition to the saving of time in the seapassag'-

and on either coast the passengers are to have the advantage of being able

t j secure and retain the seats in their railway carriages throughout the

journey between London and Paris and other centres. At the same time

various saloons and cabins and the decks of the steamers will be at their

service. The projectors believe that the extra comfort to the passengers

afforded by such accommodation, and by the regularity of the service, is fat

m ,re important than the saving of time that would be effected. They reject

:\* insufficient and unsuited to the requirements of the present day all par-

improvements of Boulogne Harbour and the service between th.it har-

b :;r and Dover or Folkestone; and they estimate that these works and the

railway steam ferry steamers may be completed within three years, at an
expenditure of £2,0*00,000.

Remington'.

1 L865 Mr. George Remington published a plan for the construction of

a tunnel railway from Dungeness to Cape Grisnez. Before advancing his

j.Vr. Remington ascertained, as far as possible, the nature of thi

il strata forming the bed of the Channel. He found that the coasl in

neighbourhood of Dover and Folkestone consisted of chalk, which ex-

innder th- Channel to the Calais shore. As Mr. Remington concluded
: irraation, which is in itselfso very porous and contains so many

e», could not be suited for tunnelling under a great head of water, he
i Dungencsi, and examined the whole line of shore from Hastings to

tiled himself thai the Wcalden formation, consisting of v< ry

y beds of freestone, and t> ^i water limestone, extended from
-sthe Channel to Cape (irisnez. Having concluded that that

> for the construction of the tunnel, he at <n.-

ire plans and sections, and laid them before the Board of
e, the Minister of Works, Paris, and others. This proposition has again

bei re the public within the last few months.

intended to commence at the town of Lydd, where it will

branch railway from the Sonth-Eastern :.t Appledore. It will
nl from Lydd at id inclination 1 in 70, the distance of three and a

be point of Dungenc ', where the level of the rs

low the level of low water spring tidi B. The l

ibafl al the rate of 1 in 9 795 mt 7 miles, and
then fall at the rate of] in 1,200 for about 8 miles, to thi centra shaft
on th •• Ridg ;" from thence (all al the rate of 1 in 8,265 for 11 n
the Cape of (irisnez, and then rise at the rate of 1 in 70 and 1 in

join the French rail«

The heighl of the tunnel wil . from the soffit of the arcl
the invert, and there will he a clear beadwai - irthe

trains-, the space between the rails and the invert willheocen
running along the rentre line of the tunnel, and on each side of it

lir tunnels for the purpose of providing ventilation. The B

tunnel will be 25ft. ; it will be constructed of brickwork and masonry,
surrounded with concrete, and also a mass of concrete will be placed upon
the invert surrounding the air and drainage tunuels, and forming a bedding
for the sleepers of the railway.

There will be three main shafts of large dimensions. The centre shaft

on the " ltidge " will be protected by a breakwater, formed of rubble and
faced with ashlar-

. The other shafts are to he . fleeted by means of wrought
iron tubular piles from 8ft. to lOfc. in diameter, the inside strengthened
with plates on the cellular principle. These pilos will be provided with
valves to regnlate the ingress and egress of water during the time of

sinking into position, and when sank they will be supported by proper

guy chains and tackle from anchor moorings placed iu various directions

around the piles, every pile forming a shalt of sufficient length to reach

the entire depth of the water and through the bed of the Channel down
to the level of the tunnel. It is intended to weight the lower end of the
piles, and to sink them into position on the principle of the angler's float.

The water will then be pumped out by steam power, and the soil be
brought up from the interior and cast over on the outside, forming a

cone round the pile. Mr. Remington estimates the cost of these works at

£6,998,200.

Mabsdbn.

Mr. Charles Marsden's scheme, which was brought before public
notice in April last, consists of a tubular tunnel, made of boiler plate,

and having a double skin, on the well-known principle used in shipbuilding,

the annular space being filled in with artificial stone. Mr. Marsden pur-
poses to carry pipes for ventilating the tunnel, as well as pipes for water,
sewage, and telegraph wire?, at the top of the tunnel. At the bottom
runs the line of road, on which the railway is laid. The ventilating pipes

are formed with longitudinal slots. Air is to be forced from the short
ends into these tubes, which will pass through the slots, into the tunnel,

and ventilate it. Mr. Marsden has a special plan for joining the several

lengths of the tube. It consists in fitting one end of the tube with a

;

serifs of stepped or curved plates, which are secured in place by screws or
rivets. The adjoining end of the next pipe is fitted with a bulge or socket.

Another series of plates is employed, one end of which is forced upon the

open end of the stepped plates. They are prevented from falling out by
being guided into position by a number of rings, fitted on the end of a
pipe. Auother ring is employed on the outside, to hold the plates. A
portion of this ring is looped or pocketed, to enable the plates to be placed
in position. ^Yhen passed through this looped portion, they are made to

-licle round in succession, so as to meet each other, until the whole diameter
of pipe end is covered. They are then firmly secured in place by ke\s
being driven in between them and the ring. The loop is then filled in with
a wedge-pioce, and thus the whole joint is made sound, flexible, and tight.

The joint being flexible admits of its adapting itself to the general contour
of the bed of the Channel, and follow any undulation caused by a settle-

ment ot the soil.

It is proposed to lay this tunnel in the following manner:—A cutting is

first to be made on land about two or three miles in length, gradually des-

cending to a point where the water is about ten fathoms deep. A sea
wall is i i be built about 50ft. from the water's edge. A portion of a

cylinder is to be built in the wall end made water-tight, and the sea is

then to be allowed to flow up to the wall, so that tho next cylinder can
be floated and placed iir a proper line. The same with the next, and so
on, lowering them from a raft which they will form. Mr. Mar-den pro-

that divers should cut through moderately high projections in the
Channel bed, and also the Levels, making a trough, into which would be
lowered clay, the divers puddling the same, and thus forming a bed for

- to rest upon. The cylinders can bo made on the coast, and. when
finished, have their ends Btopped and be towed to the spot required, half

filled with artificial stone composition. Pour or b!x of the tub icon be
in a raft or Btage to carry the machinery for lowering or fixing

the tube in place, and afterwards can be used on the land i nd to finish the

connection on shore. By this means Mr. Mariden estimates a working
tunned could be completed in about four years, without the danger of Its

being flooded, The heading at each end is to be node in three or more
parts, and well secured with india-rubber, or other packing, and screw
bolts. The heading, aftei two or three of the cylinders are fixed together
from the outside, is to be removed from the inside, making an onti

from the shore end into the next tube, and so on throughout, The
double cylinder is braced to keep the inner from the outer. The space

. n bich Is 6ft. or I i be filled with tarred granite and
ospbnlte, which will form a perfect wall. As Mr. Marsden c

ible to have a ventillatiog shaft in thi . ha proposes to have

machinery on each ah from, and alio I

into, the tunnel. Mr. Mai for a tunnel between England
i I iauce on his principle

(To tie continued i
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ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

The second meeting of the present session of this society was held on Mon-
day, November 22, Sir R. I. Murchison, Bart., President, in the chair. Before
proceeding to the ordinary business, the President addressed the meeting on
the subject of the Faraday Memorial. He said that when the world of science

was deprived of that illustrious man, Michael Faraday, he was honoured by
being named one of those Presidents of societies who were appointed to organise

the public meeting which was presided over by his Royal Highness the Prince
of Wales, and at which it was resolved to erect a statue in memory of the

great philosopher in the Cathedral Church of St. Paul. On that occasion the

feeling in favour of this resolution was strong and unanimous, and the object

was most eloquently sustained by the eminent French chemist Dumas, one of

the Perpetual Secretaries of the Institute of France. He regretted to say,

however, that at this moment the subscription fund must be considerably in-

creased, to enable them to pay for a suitable monument in marble by an
eminent sculptor. As one who learnt his first lessons in science under
Faraday, and who, in every succeeding year, admired more and more his

great genius as well as the simplicity and benignity of his character, he (the

President) called upon his associates of the Royal Geographical Society, and
their friends who might not have subscribed, to do honour to themselves by
supporting this good cause. In doing so, be begged them to recollect that it

was in the theatre in which they were then assembled that Faraday delighted

and instructed vast audiences for upwards of thirty years ; and that in the

same theatre, so adorned by him, geographers had now the privilege of holding

their meetings, owing to the liberality of the President and managers of the

Royal Institution. Subscriptions for the Faraday Memorial would be received

by the Assistant Secretary of the Royal Geographical Society, and also by the

Assistant Secretary of the Royal Institution.

The paper of the evening was " On the Exploration of the New Course of the
Yellow River of China," by Mr. Ney Elias, F.R.G.S. The author slated that

having planned a surve3r of the course the great Yellow River of China had
taken since breaking through its old banks some fifteen years ago, he devoted
his autumn holiday in 1868 to carrying out the object, having previously

secured the approval of the Shanghai Chamber of Commerce. Only the

vaguest accounts had previously been received of this grand phenomenon
caused by the river forsaking its bed several hundred miles from its mouth,
and pouring its waters in a northerly direction, seeking an outlet in the sea

at a point separated b3' four degrees of latitude from its former mouth, leaving

a dry bed two or three miles wide, which was now used as a high road. By
the change scores of square miles of highly cultivated country had been
devastated, nnmbers of people had lost their lives, and, along the forsaken bed,

other districts were deprived of their fertility by the loss of the means of

irrigation. No less than nine such changes were recorded in Chinese history,

the first dating about 602 B.C., the positions of the various mouths ranging
over the extent of coast between 34° and 39° N. lat. The author believed that
the major part of the great alluvial plain of China had been formed by the

rich deposits left by forsaken beds of this singular river. The author's com-
panions were Mr. Hollingworth and two Chinese ; they left Shanghai, well

provided with instruments for taking observations in latitude and longitude,

on the 24th of September, and after a journey of nearly 400 miles on the Grand
Canal, arrived on the 17th of October on the banks of the new Yellow River
near the town of Nan Chan. At this point the stream had not yet worn for

itself a bed, but was spread over a belt of country some ten to twelve miles in

width. The banks of the Grand Canal have here been cerried away by the
invading stream, and the whole country wore an air of desolation. The party
embarked on the new river near here, and traced it down to its embouchure in

the Gulf of Pe-chi-li. Nineteen miles downwards the wide-spread waters
converge and flow into the narrow bed of a much smaller river, the Tatsing,

which henceforward serves as its channel. The great volume and rapidity of

the waters of the Yellow River are causing the narrow bed to widen, and with
the undermined banks are swept away the streets of villages and cities, gardens
and fields. Bridges, which formerly spanned the Tatsing, now remain as

ruins in mid river ; at Tsi-ho-hien one of the bridges effectually stops navigation,

at present, at a short distance above the port of Tsi-nan-foo. Towards the sea

the banks of the river are marshy and uninhabitable, the limit of the peopled
region being the small port of Tu-men-quan. The mouth of the river is

obstructed by a bar, which Mr. Elias found, on October 27th, to have a minimum
depth at low water of 3^ to 4 feet. Deeper channels in the bar have from 5

to 7 or 8 feet of water. From various considerations the author concluded that

the new course of this large river was not likely to be used by the larger

trading junks, and that, in fact, its commercial value was very small. In
returning to Shanghai by the river, the party ascended to the point where it

first broke from its former course, near Lung-men-Kau. The date of the

first breach was 1851, but the waters were not finally diverted till 1853. The
paper was accompanied by a carefully executed chart of the new course of

the river, constructed on an ordinary traverse survey, checked at several

points by observations for latitude and longitnde. Soundings were observed

throughout.

In the discussion which followed, Capt. Sherard Osbom, R.N., bore testimony
to the great geographical value of Mr. Elias's paper. The Yellow River had
been generally spoken of as a rapid and dangerous stream, remarkable for the

mass of alluvium it carries down, and with which it is continually silting up
and raising its own bed. The great plain of China, which in 1813 supported

170,000,000 inhabitants, is in great measure formed of the alluvium brought
down by this river from the western highlands ; the rich soil having a depth,

according to Davis, of 70 feet, Uncontrollable as the Yellow River appeared

to be, it was waiting only the hand of the European engineer to put a bound

to its turbulence, and guide its superabundant forces into channels useful to
man.
Mr. Wylie, who had recently returned from extensive journeys through the

interior of China, spoke of the great accuracy of Mr. Elias's descriptions. Mr.
W. Lockhart and Mr. T. Sanders also took part in the discussion.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIYIL ENGINEERS.

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
In reviewing the events of the past twelve months, completing the fifty-

second year since the foundation of the institution, the council stated that the
proceedings had furnished corroborative evidence of the sound basis on which
the society was established—a basis which had been taken as the model for
many analogous institutions, both at home and abroad.

Referring to the business at the ordinary general meetings, of which there
were twenty-two during the past session, attention had been directed by the
papers read, and by the discussions, upon them, to the use of machinery in lieu
of gunpowder for "getting" coal; to cylinder foundations for bridges and other
similar structures ; to the midland line of the Mauritius railways, where ex-
ceptionally steep gradients and sharp curves were necessarily adopted ; to some
of the chief peculiarities of American locomotives and rolling stock ; to works
carried out in connection with the river Witham and estuary, for the drainage
of the fens and the improvement of the navigation ; to the past and present
condition of the outfall of the river Humber, and of its peculiar feature, Spurn
Point ; to the New Ferry and the new Brighton piers and landing stages on the
river Mersey ; to the low water basin at Birkenhead, and the extensive sluicing
operations for maintaining the basin at its proper depth ; to the lagoons and
marshes on certain parts of the shores of the Mediterranean ; to the mechanical
details of construction of lighthouse apparatus and lanterns ; to the Roman
Rock lighthouse, Cape of Good Hope ; to the standards of comparison for test-
ing the illuminating power of coal-gas; and lastly, to an able summary, by a
foreign engineer, of the present state of knowledge as to the theory of the
strength and resistance of materials of construction.

The originality, labour and ingenuity displayed in these communications, had
led to the award of Telford medals and Telford premiums of books to Messrs.
Jules Gaudard, W. Shelford, T. N. Kirkham, J. Ellacott and D. T. Ansted,
F.R.S. ; of a Watt medal and a Telford premium of books to Mr. Z. Colburn ; of
Telford premiums of books to Messrs. W. H. Wheeler, J. R. Mosse, I. Bell, J,
Milroy, S. P. Bidder, jun., and C. J. Chubb; and of the Manby premium of
books to Mr. D. M. Henderson.

In addition to the ordinary general meetings, there were six supplemental
meetings, for the reading and discussion of papers by the students. In conse-
quence of the students having failed to supply further papers, the council were
not able to extend the number of these meetings. This they regretted, being
persuaded that such meetings and the due preparations for them could not fafl

to be productive of the greatest possible advantage. For the papers read at these
supplemental meetings, Miller prizes had been awarded to the following
students : Messrs. E. Bazalgette, F. H. Mort, X. J. Ellis, T. R. Gainsford, C.
H. G. Jenkinson, and G. H. Roberts.

It was stated that during the past year upwards of seven hundred volumes
and pamphlets had been added, either by presentation or by purchase, to the
library, which now contained about five thousand eight hundred volumes, and
four thousand three hundred tracts, on every branch of civil engineering, and
in many different languages. A portrait of Mr. Fowler (past-presidenty),
painted by Mr. J. E. Millais, R.A., had also been received, and from Mr.
McClean, M.P. (past-president), seventy-two engraved copper plates, which had
been used to illustrate an early edition of Smeaton's reports.

During the last session 30 members and 82 associates had been elected; but
as the deceases, resignations, and erasures from the register were double what
they had been in any previous year, the actual increase in the gross total of
the several classes composiug the corporation was only 42, or 2.7 per ceDt. on
the present number. There were on the books ou the 30th of November 148
Students, as against 133 at the same date last 3

-ear. If the students were in-
cluded in the enumeration, as the graduates used formerly to be, it would be
found that the gross number of all classes now on the list was more than double
what it was twelve years ago—1739 as against 857. The actual numbers of
the four classes—honorary members, members, associates, and students—were
16, 655, 920, and 141 respectively.

The deceases announced since the last annual meeting had been nearly 16 in
the thousand on the present number of members belonging to the corporation,
and comprised Dr. Peter Mark Roget, honorary member ; Messrs. John
Clark, Thomas Duncan, John Godwin, John Henry Hartwright George Lowe,
John Manby, John Matthew, Henry O'Hagan, William Michael Peniston,
John Shae Perring, Neil Robson, James Simpson, and William Graeme Tom-
kins, members ; and Messrs. Charles Billson, Charles Capper, Francis Gordon
Davis, Liddle Elliot, John Hamilton, William Jeriy Walker Heath, Charles
Fdwin Heinke, Edward Hooper, Nathaniel Nicholls, Thomas Edward O'Brien,
and Thomas Hardy Taylor, associates. The list included the names of two
very old members, one of whom, Mr. George Lowe, has been borne ou the
books since 1823, and had served for several years on the council ; while the
other, Mr. James Simpson (Past President), was elected in 1825, and was for a
long period one of the most active and influential members of the council,

during which time he took a leading part in the administration of the affairs

of the Institution, especially in all matters of finance, and who so ably occupied
the presidental chair in the years 1854 and 1855.

The ordinary receipts for the past year had amounted to £7,032, being only
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£141 less than they were in 1868, notwithstanding the loss of dividends due
to the sale of stock necessary to meet the expenses of the new building.

The expenditure in the same period (exclusive of the new building), had been

£3,786. During the financial year ending on the 30th of November last, a

sum of £8,198 5s. 6d. was paid on account of the new building and its acces-

sories, making, with the sum of £9,711 16s. lOd. expended up to the date of

the previous annual meeting, a total outlay of £18,210 2-;. 4d. This outlay

had been entirely defrayed out of the funds of the institution, viz., £'10,116 Is. 8d.

by the realisation of investments, £2,209 16?. 2d. from the Locke Gift and
Bequest (which had been received too recently to be invested), and the balance

£5,751 4-. 6d., from the surplus income of the last two years. It should be

mentioned that the building fund proper had only contributed £5,712 5s. lOd.

towards this outlay. The remaining balance of £12,197 16s. 61. had been
obtained from the general funds,—an amount which the building fund fees ou
election would probably not he able to reimburse for the next quarter

of a century. The nominal or par value of the several funds under the

charge of the Institution, on the 30th of November last, was, I.. General

Funds, £7,656 Is. 8d. ; II., Trust Funds, £12,119 15s, 81.; and III., Cash
Balance, £268 9s. 9d., making a total ot £20,044 7s. 4d., as against £29,835 18s.

two years ago, when they were at a maximum. This showed a decrease in

the interval of £9,798 10s. lid.; but it was to be remembered, as previously

stated, that in that period a sum of £18,210 2s. 4d. had been paid on account
of the new building. The funded property of the Institution, irrespective of

that held under trust, amounted at present to the very satisfactory sum of

£7,650 Is. 8d. nominal value, producing an annual income of £292 16s., while

the trust fund realised £398 lis. lOd. a year, in both cases without deducting i

income tax .'

The council had recently taken vigorous measures to vindicate the honour
of the profession, which had been unjustifiably assailed by the Government of

India, iu a notification the plain intention of which could only be, to charge

civil engineers with recognising as legitimate the receipt of commissions from
others than the immediate employers, and in addition to their salaries, where
so remunerated. The Secretary of State for India had put on record " that he

regards with implicit confidence the indignant repudiation by the Institution

of the recognition of any such practice as that referred to," and that he would
call upon the Governor-Geuernor in Council for an explanation of the circum-

stances which led to the issue of the objectionable notification. A sufficient time
had not yet elapsed for an answer to be received from India to the remonstrance
of the Institution. In the meantime the council felt assured that the steps

they had taken would meet with cordial approval.

In inviting attention to thi> report, the presentation of which terminated the

trust confided to them by the annual general meeting, the council observed

that they had laboured so to direct the affairs entrusted to them, that the dis-

charge of their duties might be attended with advantage to the Institution.

THE PUBLIC WORKS OF THE PROVINCE OF CANTERBURY, NEW
ZEALAND.

By Mr. Edward Dobsox, Assoc. Inst. C.E.

In this communication a history was given of the Public Works Department

of Canterbury, from its establishment, in 1854* to the completion of the rail-

ways, in 1803. During that period tin; survey of the province, commenced
under the "Canterbury Association," had been completed by the officers of the

Survey Department ; the eastern portion of the province had been thrown

open to settlement, by the construction of many hundred miles of metalled

roads; the western goldficlds had been connected with the capital, by a coach-

road through the passes of the New Zealand Alps—a road remarkable both for

the boldnos of its design and the circumstances under which it was executed
;

and a complete system of railroad had been surveyed, the key to which (a

tunnel 12'.) chains in length through the crater wall of Lyttclton Harbour) had,

been successfully completed. Extensive harbour works had been constructed

public buildings erected in the principal towns, and telegraph and postal Ber-

carried to a fair state of organisation. The total expenditure on public

works and surveys during the period referred to had been, in round numbers,

£1,800,000, out of a tot.il Government expenditure of about £2,880,000. The
whole ol t li

i
-v outlay had been defrayed out of current revenue, with the excep-

tion of about £500,000, raised on debenture-, secured upon tin' railways and

upon the Land Fund. the population in I about 0,000; in 1868 it

amounted to a little under 64000, including the mining population of the

Kind.

The great bulk of the public works of Canterbury possessed but little pro-

t—the country bring level, and the bridges chiefly of timber of

online notion, Many ol run on ridges above the general

urfii Hi ., and in dealing with them it was essential to leave abundant

waterway, .is then was little chi ordinary embankment standing

againsl -mli torrents is they Mmetin I. Paradoxical as ii might
i

, the porti mi ol the p rere to traverse the level

plains would req it of their running at right

to the v. while the lines through the i toured

on the hillsides, would be carried foi miles on liente, with light

i uioiiutaiiioin and dillicult country. 1 ll that a mere
handful of settlers, spn urly ciu.il in area to the whole of

Ireland (the province ol Canterbnrj hawing a coast one 900 mill - in length, with

a breadth of 120 miles), h > I been able, out of provincial resources alone, to

execute works to the extent ol ni ivlj
•. asterling, deserved attentive

consideration, as exhibiting i degree of sneoai led in the history

of colonisation.

It was necessary at an early date to decide upon the main lines of

munication, in order that isolated works executed without any apparent connec-
tion might ultimately (as the temporary circuitous tracks became closed up by
fencing) form portions of a connected whole ; and to accomplish this the
Government had to incur an outlay which might appear unnecessary, but which
in reality saved a heavier expenditure than would otherwise have been requisite.

The difficulties which had to be contended against were then set forth, and it

was stated that the greatest of all arose from the fact, that the works could
only be put iu hand by driblets, often at at long intervals, and to such an extent
as might be warranted b}- the progress of the land-sales, and as might be
authorized by the Provincial Council, whose views, as might he expected, were
generally swayed by local wants and local interests. These difficulties were
farther intensified by the physical character of the country. The agricultural

land was situated principally in the swampy tract on the seaboard ; the pastoral

on the higher portion of the plains and in the back ranges. The farmers,

therefore, wanted the mouey to be spent in bridging creeks and in metalling the
swampy roads near the coast. The sheep-owners desirded side cuttings to be
made in the hills, and approaches to the fords in the gullies, in order to get

their wool-drays to their stations. The farmers took their grain to market
after harvest, when the unmetalled roads were soft with rains and frost, and
often impassable. The sheep-owners carted their wool down to the port, and
took back their station-stores iu the heat of summer, immediately after shearing,

when every mudhole was baked to the hardness of brick.

Again, Port Cooper, now called Port Lyttelton, the principal harbour of the
Canterbury settlement, was the crater of an extinct volcano, the sides of which
rose precipitously from the beach, torming a formidable barrier to communica-
tion with the interior. This difficulty was partly overcome by rendering the

Heathcote navigable, and by the construction of the Sumner Road ; but its final

solution was the construction of the Moorhouse Tunnel, which was opened for

traffic December 9th, 1867.
The principal works executed by the Government were : 1st, The Sumner

Road, from Lyttelton to Christchurch, which was scarped out ot the cliffs for a

continuous length of several miles. 2nd, The West Coast Road, from Christ -

church to Hokitika, which was constructed in uine months, through 100 miles

of rough and difficult country, totally uninhabited and, for the most part,

densely timbered. 3rd, The Moorhouse Tunnel on the line of the Lyttelton

and Christchurch Railway, 2,801 yards in length, driven through the crater

wall of an extinct volcano, under a summit level 1,220ft. above the sea ; and,

1th, The wharf and jetties ut the Lyttelton station, built upon a soft mud-bank,
which was, in places, 50ft. in depth.

In laying out roads on hilly ground, the principle uniformly adopted was to

follow the windings of the spurs, contouring the gradients with the spirit-level,

so as to minimise both cutting and embankment, and to dispense with culverts

as far as possible. In the case of side cuttings, the gradient was contoured

with the spirit-level and lock-spitted. The back line of the floor of the cutting

was thus ranged out and the depth of the cutting measured at every half

chain. The width of the slope was then calculated and set off, and the back
line of the slope lock-spitted. The work could then he let by contract at any
future time when the funds might be voted by the Council, no plans or sections

being required, or any details, beyond the rate of slope, the total length of the

cutting, and its cubic content. A serious difficulty iu the conduct of the road
works was the want of timber. The expedient adopted was to keep constantly

in stock a quantity of planks, 10ft. 8in. long, and 8in. by Sin- in section, and
the bridges and culverts were built on standard patterns designed with

ence to this unit of material. This plan effected a great saving of office

labour, as no drawings were required in ordinary cases, and as three planks

made up 100ft. (board measure), any labourer was competent to take an a count

of the timber used, all that was necessary being to count the number of

planks.

Amongst the road bridges there were few that presented special in;

with, however, two exceptions. These were—first, a drawbridge over the

Waimakariri River, built on the telescope principle, from a mi , and
which worked satisfactorily; and, secondly, a bridge over tin

the West Coast Road, presenting several peculiarities of construction.

The Harbour Works possessed considerable interest, which was enhanced by
their partial failure. It was found that the mud-hank was too soft to support

the screws of the sercw-pile jetty, and accordingly, additional lengths i

were cast, ami a solid core of hard wood placed in the bottom ot each pile, and

driven down to the solid rock, on which the weight of the Btructun WSJ made
to rest; the llanges of the screws simply acting as supports to cheek lateral

vibrations. The diagonal bracing H as put in by divers without difficult;,

exact length of each brace being taken from a template applied by the diver

to the work alter the piles wcro .screwed down to iheir proper depth.

sea-wall slipped forward in two places (luring the progress of the work, the

imountof forward movement in each case being between 5ft. and

Author did not consider that any advantage would b ying

the piles down to the solid i OCX, as, in all probability, tlie outward movement
of the embankment wouldin liavi overturned the work and desti

it. I! iiial failure of the work might be attributed I

oi nt »as deficiei and

luty it had to perform .
lly.that the ti]

|

: before the stone embankmi
to form an abutment to resist the pressure of the

i work had by driving an outer row of

in fresh capsills, jointing, and planking ; and looomotivos had

been running for twelve months • embankment without any '
sii|,|,;o than the ordinary amount of settlement. It was worth

no effect • .^ produced npon the seawall, or the jetties.

, earthquaki 16th, 1868, although the sea receded

ubour; and it might have b

ably i it the rem the ground in front oi
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the seawall would have been accompanied by the subsidence of the station

ground. The breakwater was still in progress by prison labour.

The communication was accompanied bj' seventeen volumes of Appendices,
comprising—1. Reports from the Provincial Engineers as to the progress of

the Public Works ; 2. Returns showing the cost of the Public Works, and the

working of the Road Boards ; 3. Papers relating to the Sumner Road, and to

the Heathcote Navigation ; 4. Railway Reports ; 5. Reports on the Passes

through the New Zealand Alps ; 6. Reports on the encroachments of the

Waimakariri River ; 7. Papers relating to the Lyttelton Harbour Works ; 8.

Reports on the Telegraph Department of New Zealand ; 9. Statistical Maps

;

10. Topographical Maps ; 11. Maps and Sections illustrating the several plans

proposed for connecting Port Lyttelton with the Canterbury Plain; 12. Sec-

tions of the proposed Little River and Great Southern Railways; 13. Map and
and Sections of the proposed Northern and Western Railways ; 14. Drawings
of the Timber Bridges over the Waimakariri and Taipo Rivers ; 15. Drawings
of the Moorhouse Tunnel, and illustrations of the progress of the AVorks ; 16.

Geological Section of the Moorhouse Tunnel, believed to be the first complete
section ever made through the crater wall of a volcano; and 17. Views illustrat-

ing the Physical Geography of Canterbury.
In concluding this Memoir, the Author expressed the hope that, as a record

of the engineering operations connected with the successful settlement of a

previously uninhabited country, it might be found not only to possess present

interest, but that it would become valuable as a record of precedents for future

reference.

OCKAN STEAM NAVIGATION, WITH A VIEW TO ITS FURTHER
DEVELOPMENT.

By Mr. John Grantham, M. Inst. C.E.

This paper, which was partly read at the meeting on the 7th alt., was con-
cluded, and a brief abstract of the whole is now given.

The author stated that the object of his communication was, first, to take a

review of the progress that had been made to the present time in ocean steam
navigation ; and, secondly, to draw trom the examples thus collected some con-

clusions as to its probable development in the future.

It was contended that steam ships could be employed more extensively on
routes partially occupied by them, and on others where regular steam lines had
not yet been established. Rapid and regular voyages both for passengers and
goods were now fully appreciated, while the greatly increasing intercourse of

all nations furnished freights which would support lines of expensive steam
vessels. The author traced the rise of ocean steam navigation, and showed that
the route from Liverpool to New York was the principal field on which it was
first fully developed. He described the efforts made by the Americans to main-
tain by steam the prestige so long secured by their sailing ships, gave the
reasons for the great change that had taken place, and stated that not one
American steamer was now running between England and America. Some of

the causes of this were to be found in the fact that iron ships, worked by the
screw propeller, could alone be employed successfully, and that such ships in

America were too expensive, both in their construction and in the working, to

enable them to compete with English vessels. The form of, and various im-
provements in, the boilers and the engines were described, showing that a much
higher pressure of steam was now employed, that the expansive system and
surface condensation were at present considered essential to success in economis-
ing fuel, and that the amount of coals consumed had in the best vessels been
reduced to 2£lbs. per indicated horse power per hour, but it was anticipated
that a reduction to 21bs. might soon be attained. The engines for working the
screw propeller had settled down into two forms—the vertical inverted cylinder,

as used in the merchant service, and the horizoual cylinder, as applied in the
Royal Navy. The great increase in the length of the hull was dwelt upon, and
it was shown that this was essential commercial success.

A map on Mercator's projection was exhibited, indicating the principal ocean
routes in connection with the trades betweeu Great Britain and the rest of the
world ; and the improved s3

-stem by great circle sailing, as recommended by
Mr. Towson, of Liverpool, was described. A table was also exhibited of the
relative distances between London and Liverpool, and the various ports shown
on the map, both by long sea, and by the Suez Canal and the Pacific Railroad

;

from which it appeared that, as regarded the northern hemisphere, a great
saving of distance and time would be effected.

The number of ocean steam ships now working in connection with this

country was stated to be 364. The performances of the best ships of various
companies was then alluded to, and the result showed that on the North
American lines, the highest average rate of speed was maintained, but by a large
expenditure of fuel ; that the Pacific and Colonial Companies' ships gave ex-

cellent results as regarded economy of fuel; and that some new vessels, lately

built for the Royal West India Mail Company, seemed to promise the best
performances, with respect to speed and economy combined. With reference
to ships engaged in the Mediterranean trade, particulars of their performance
were given, and it was pointed out that great length, in proportion to the
beam, had been extensively adopted, and very successfully in a commercial point
of view. A brief statement was made relative to other large European steam
ship companies, where good results had been attained, especially on two exten-
tensive lines between the North of Germany and North America. These vessels,

however, were all built in this country.
Prom this branch of the subject the paper proceeded to give a table, taken

from the board of trade returns for 1868, showing the amount of tonnage
employed between Great Britain and all other countries in sailing and in steam
ships. From this it appeared that, with North America, the tonnage of steam
ships nearly equalled that of sailing ships ; but in the Mediterranean trade,

steam ships largely exceeded sailing ships. On the other hand, in the regular
trades with India, China and Australia, steam tonnage, by long sea, comprised
only about 1 per cent, of the whole. A calculation was then made to show
what might be expected if the trade with the east was in future carried through
the Suez Canal, and of the number of large steam fleets which would be
required to work it. Some facts were also recorded relative to the effect of the
Pacific railroad, and the probability of letters and passengers from China, Japan,
aii(^ Western Australia going by that route. It was shown that several days'
saving in time would be effected.

The author considered that the voyage to Melbourne could be best performed
by Jong sea, as there would be no saving either in distance or in time by way
of Suez. The paper held out great prospects of advantage to England and
to British ship builders, from the immense changes that were apparently about
to take place.

At the monthly ballot, the following Candidates were balloted for and duly
elected as Members :—Messrs, J. W. Blackburne, F. Charlton, G. Gilroy, J.
Knowles, F. Matbew, and H. F. Whyte A.B. ; as Associates :—Messrs. J.
Abcrnethy, jun., E. Armitage, G. F. Armstrong, M.A., J. H. Babington, J.
Battersby, G. Blaxland, jun., A. B. Bradbury, F. Brine, Major B.E., E. J.
Bristow, J. B. Cooper, J. Dixon, T. J. Ellis, A. Field, C. Flood, J. G. Gamble,.
L. A. Golla, F. B. Henslowe, A. S. Hewitt, W. Innes Lieut R.E., E. Lawrence,
B.A., A. Leslie, F. Livesev, W. H. Long, J. W. Miers, J. W. Pease, M.P.,
C. Pollard, Major R.E., J. Prestwich, F.R.S., C. Prime, W. E. Rich. W. I.

Roach, W. R. Scanlan, H. A. Tavlor, C. Thwaites, H. C. A. Timins, R. H.
Twigg, R. Vigers, H. C. E. Wenden, C. Wilks, A. F. Wilson, T. Wrightson, and
A. F. Yarrow.
A Report was brought up from the Council stating that, under the provisions

of Sect. IV. of the Bye-Laws, the following Candidates had been admitted
Students of the Institution since the date of the last announcement : Messrs.
E. A. Abbatt, J. V. Aguilar, R. D. Baillie, E. Bainbridge, G. H. T. Beamish,
F. E. Burke, J. Cartmell, G. H. R. Deverell, G W. Fuller, R. N. Hodges, R. S.
Hodgson, H. F. Joel, C. U. King, R. Lathbury, S. Lambert, P. W. Meik, W. I.

Noad, G. W. Randolph, G. Remington, iun., J. C. Searle, J. Strachan,
J. J. Talman, A. G. Tengbergen, C. Thomson, F. E. Townsend, A. W.
Tyrrell, G. W. Usill, D. Wallace, J. S. Webb, A Wheatstone, and J. M;
Wrench.

BEITISH ASSOCIATION.

AN IMPROVED VERTICAL ANNULAR HIGH PRESSURE STEAM
BOILER.

By Mr. Wixliam Smith, C,E., F.C.S., F.G.S.

[Abstract.
]

Although we have already given a plate and full description of Mr. Allibon's

ingenious invention, we think it desirable to reproduce the drawings sent to the

British Association, as several modifications have been introduced which will

at once be evident upon a comparison of the two drawings.

This paper described an improved vertical high pressure annular steam
boiler, recently invented by Messrs. Allibon and Manbr£, and manufactured by
Messrs. Allibon, No3res and Co., of the Rosherville Iron Works, Northfleet,

as it fulfils to a remarkable extent the conditions indispensable in a steam gene-

rator, and that, too, with an extreme simplicity of construction. Now the boiler

stands by itself in this latter respect. The body of the boiler and the fire box

are constructed separately as distinct parts, the water and flue spaces being

disposed annularly. The outer part consists of the external skin or shell of

the boiler, and a concentric inner cylinder is riveted thereto near the bottom,

a wrought iron ring being interposed to keep the proper distance apart. This

inner cylinder is also firmly stayed to the shell by screwed stays placed at

suitable distances apart.

To the top of this inner cylinder a tube plate is riveted which is also con-

nected to a central pendant annular waterspace, descending to within a short

distance of the furnace bars.

Thus the firebox proper consists of two rings forming an annular water space

round the furnace, the inner ring being made slightly conical to give a better

heating surface, and at the same time permit the steam to get away freely. The
top of this fire box is connected to the tube plate bj' a series of short lap,

welded tapered tubes, screwed at both ends.

In the boilers first constructed on the Allibon and Manbrfi system, the central

pendant portion was merely a receiver, pocket, or " pot," but in the boilers now
constructed by them an important modification has been introduced to this por-

tion of the boiler, the central portion forming part of the fire-box, to which it is

connected by the short horizontal tubes or flue passages shewn at the top of the

central pendant portion. The products of combustion on reaching the top of the

fire-box are deflected by the upper tube plate, and descend between the outer ring

of the fire-box and the inner cylinder or body of the boiler, until they arrive at

the bottom, where they pass into an annular flue surrounding the base of the

boiler, and from thence by an oblong flue or uptake to the chimney.

As a thoroughly scientific, yet simple construction of vertical steam boiler, this

invention commends itself to the notice of all interested in the use of steam, and

steam power, and should tend strongly to bring vertical independent boilers

more generally into favour, seeing that their efficiency and safety in the

boilers under notice are now greatly increased.

The flue passages are made sufficiently large to allow of their being cleaned

easily out, and any repairs effected.
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The annular flue surrounding the base of the boiler may also be converted

into a feed water heater by jacketting or surrounding it with a water space.

The feed is pumped in by a circulating pump ; a check valve and a relief

valve being provided to prevent any excess of pressure. ....
This system possesses all the well known advantages of vertical independent

boilers, rendering unnecessary the heavy item of expenditure for the setting of

Cornish, and other enclosed boilers, whilst it allows of free inspection, and the con-

sequent ready detection of leakage or other defects, and thus tends materially to

diminish the risk of explosion.

Amongst some of the leading features of this boiler may be iucluded the

thorough circulation of water which is insured, the large extent of effective

heating surface, the rapid boiling off of large volumes of steam, the thorough

utilisation of the products of combustion, simplicity in construction of the

several parts, and great strength of the whole as a steam generator.

When applied as a marine boiler, the advantages of this plan are very great,

requiring only a very small space compared with the heating surface. Finally,

the very good results obtained from boilers made according to this plan

have fully realised the most sanguine expectations formed of its merits.

In the discussion which followed, it was admitted generally that the boiler

referred to should, from its construction, prove a very rapid und economical

steam generator. It was pointed out, however, that in the model, the amount

of steam room, did not appear to be sufficient, in proportion to the steam

generating power of the boiler, on the other hand it was stated, by the reader

iit' the paper, that this could be easily increased.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

DEEP-SEA EXPLORATIONS.

At a meeting of this society, on Nov. 18th, the president. General Sir

Edward Sabine, in the chair, Dr. W. B. Carpenter, V.P.R.S., presented a re-

port of the results obtained by the deep sea explorations, conducted on board

H.M.S. Porcupin; by Professor Wyville Thompson, Sir. Gwyn Jeffreys, and
himself during the course of the past summer and autumn.

Referring, in the first instance, to the past history of such explorations, Dr.

Carpenter mentioned the dredgings that had been carried on by M. Sars for

the Swedish, and by Count Pourtale^s for the American Government, as part

of the ordinary work of the coast surveys of the respective countries. Near the

Loffoden Islands M. Sars brought up from a deptli of 300 fathams a small crinoid

of a class that had been supposed to have no living representative. It was a
Rhizocrinus, allied to the Ajpioerinitc type that flourished in the oolitic period,

and that was supposed to have its last representative in the Boitrgetticrinus of

the chalk formations. To naturalists conversant with such matters, the dis-

covery of this living animal was a fact as remarkable ns the discovery of a

living mammoth or plesiosaurus. It suggested the possibility that the process

of chalk formation, which was believed to have long ceased, might still be

actually going on, and in June, 18G8, it led to a letter from Professor Wyville
Thompson, containing the suggestion that the Admiralty should be asked to

lend a crusier for the purpose cf facilitating dredging operations of a kind that

would be beyond the reach of private scientific enterprise. This suggestion

commended itself very highly to the president and council of the Rcyal
Society, and was by them pressed upon the attention of the Government.
Capt. Richards, the hydrographer to the Admiralty, also cordially supported it,

and eventually H.M.S. Lightning, under the command of Capt. May, was
placed at the disposal of Dr. Carpenter and Dr. Wyville Thompson. The
Lightning left Stornaway on the 12th of August, 1868, and cruised for five

weeks between the north of Scotland and the Faroe Islands, returning into Oban
on the 21st of September.
Notwithstanding the short time devoted to the inquiry, the unfavourable

weather encountered, the imperfections of some portions of the apparatus em-
ployed, and the difficulties, sometimes of an unforeseen character, inseparable

from the commencement of a new undertaking, the cruise of the Lightning
appeared to establish many facts that were not only new, but diametrically

opposed to pre-existing beliefs. Philosophers had imagined that all life would
cease at an ocean depth of 300 fathoms, and that the temperature of the deep
sea was everywhere 39 deg. It was found, on the contrary, that abundant life

existed at far greater depths, and that the deep-sea temperature varied within

somewhat wide limits. More remarkable still, it was found that a difference

in bottom temperature between 32 deg. and 47 deg. existed at points only eight

or ten miles distant from each other, beneath a uniform surface temperature of

about 52 deg. ; and that where this was the case in the cold area the bottom
was formed of barren sandstone, mingled with fragments of older rock, und in-

habited by .i comparatively scanty fauna, of an arctic or boreal character,

iii the adjacent warm area the bottom surface WU DretaOOOUt, and thai
abundant fauna presented charactoiistil IS due to tlir more temperate climate.

Hence an upheaval of a lew miles of the sea bottom lubjeot to these conditions
would present to the geologist of the future two portion! of surface, ti I

different in their structure, the one exhibiting traces of a depressed, the other

of an elevated temperature; and yet then formations would uai item*

poraneousand conterminous. Wherever similar oonditioni are found npon the

dryland of the present day, it had been supposed that the In ii and thi

I
. it hi r, the formation of chalk and the lonnation of sandstone-, mull have

been separated from each other by long periodi, and the discover] thai tiny

ti tually co-exist upon adjacent surraooi hai done no less than sti i! t at the
very root of many of the ooatomary assumptions srith regard to

The importance of theee reenlte, and the magnitude ol thi

springing from them, induced thi Admiralty, el the renewed in tan i the

null "i the Royal Society, toutiat In thi i of furthering!]

Her Majesty's ship PorMipffM, Captain Calver, li.V, wu fitted apintni way
ted by thi experience gained on the flril expedition, and irai

dradgei for the deep sea, baoling>in machinery, di
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meters defended against pressure, and apparatus for the conduct of various

chymical and other inquiries. She left Galvvay, under the scientific charge of

Mr. Gwyu Jeffreys, on the 18th of May in the present year, and carried on tha

exploration in a westerly direction, getting into deeper and deeper water, urjtil

she reached the Porcupine bank, so named from one of her former surveys.

She next proceeded in a north-westerly course towards Koekall, and thence re-

turned to Donegal Bay. In this cruise the dredging and temperature sound-
ings were carried down to a depth of nearly 1,500 fathoms. Early in July
she started from Cork, under the scientific charge of Dr. Wyville Thompson,
in a south-westerly course, for the purpose of carrying down the explorations

to still greater depths, which were found at the northern extremity of the Bay
of Biscay, about 250 miles west of Ushant. Here the dredge was successfully

worked at the extraordinary depth of 2,435 fathoms, nearly equal to the height

of Mont Blanc, and exceediug by 500 fathoms the depth from which the first

Atlantic telegraph cable was recovered. She returned in about a fortnight, and
started from Belfast in August for a third cruise, under the scientific charge

of Dr. Carpenter, who was accompanied by Dr. Wyville Thompson. The
object of this cruise was the more detailed survey of the ground previously

examined by the Lightning, and the vessel remained out until September 15,

visiting Thorshaven, in the Faroe Islands, and Lerwick. The results of the

three expeditions went entirely to oonfirm, and in many respects to enlarge,

the conclusions that had beon drawn from the more limited surveys of the pre-

ceding year. ^^
Dr. Carpenter commenced his account of the actual work done on board the

Torciipine \>y a very warm tribute to bar commander, Captain Calver, who
brought to the work the most complete and untiring devotion, a large amount
of experience, great ingenuity and sagacity. The working of the dredge at the

great depths attained was entirely due to Captain Calver's skill, resources, and
good management, and nothing could have been more complete than the

success of the various contrivances which he suggested from time to time. On
many occasions a dredge weighing 8 cwt., and carrying If cwt. of mud was
brought up without a hitch from a depth of nearly 2,500 fathoms. S

The thermometers employed for measuring deep-sea temperature were of a

pattern invented for the purpose bv Professor Miller, and made by Mr. Casella,

In all previous researches of the kind, ordinary thermometers have been used,

and these are not only very liable to fracture, but they also rise under pressure,

and the readings from them require correction on this account. The Miller

-

Casella thermometer, on the other hand, was tested under a pressure of three

tons to the square inch (corresponding to that of an ocean depth of 2,400

fathoms), prior to the departure of ihe expedition, and showed no more change

than a rise of about one degreee, which was due to the actual increment of heat

arising from the pressure itself; while so strong were the instruments that

two of them were in constant use, without injury, throughout the whole of the

expedition. The temperature was taken both by serial and by bottom soundings
;

the former being repeated every 50 fathoms, or even more frequently, down to

a depth of 300, and every 100 fathoms at greater depths. The surface tem-
perature varied a good deal with differences of latitude and season ; but, when
high, declined rapidly, and was lost at about 100 fathoms. From hence, in deep

water, there was rapid decline to about 1,000 fathoms, at which a temperature

of 38 deg. was found ; and at 2,435 fathoms there was a slight further fall to

36'5 deg. Compared with this comparatively elevated temperature it has been

found that the deep sea temperature in the Arabian Gulf, and even under the

Equator, is very low, falling to about 30 deg., or even lower; so that the general

temperature of the deep tropical seas is less than that of the North Atlantic

basin. On the other hand, the bottom temperature of certain parts of the
channel between the Faroe Islands and the north of Scotland sunk to as low as

30 deg., while at the same depth in adjacent localities it was as high as 43 deg.

In the colder area it was found that the temperature fell rapidly between 150
and 300 fathoms, to remain almost stationary below the latter depth; and the

general result of the thermometric observations was to show the existence of a

stratum of ice-cold water from 300 fathoms downwards; a stratum of warm
water for about 150 fathoms from the surface, and a stratum of intermixture

between the other two. The cold area occupied nearly the whole of the actual

channel between the Faroe Islands and Scotland, but a higher bottom tem-
perature was found along the east side of this channel, near the so-called 100
fathoms line which marks the commencement of the ascent to that plateau of

which the surfaces form the British Islands. In order to illustrate the con-

ditions on which these facts of marine temperature depend, the hydrographic
department of the Admiralty had prepared a large map having the North Pole
as its centre. On this map Dr. Carpenter pointed out that the Arctic Ocean
was almost entirely inclosed by land. It possesses a narrow outlet at Behriugs.
Straits, and some, circuitous channels leading to Baffin's and to Hudson's Bay's
There is also a deep channel between Iceland and Greenland, through which
flows a powerful current ; but between Iceland and the Faroe Islands there is a
submarine ridge, rising to within 200 or 300 fathoms of the surface, and forming
a complete barrier to the southward course of deep sea water. Only at one
point, near ;h j noith-east corner of Iceland, is there a deeper channel, reaching to

about 600 fathoms, with a bottom of volcanic sand. Between Shetland and the
Scandinavian peninsula there is another ridge or barrier, on which the depth
nowhere exceeds 200 fathoms ; and hence the deep channel between the Faroe
Islands and Scotland, the channel close to the eastward of Ireland, and that
between Iceland and Greenland, are the only feeders of the deep Atlantic with
ice-cold water, which necessarily traverses their greatest depths in a steady
southerly current, carrying with it the debris of the region from which it comes,
sustaining its appropriate forms of animal life, and displacing other forms for
which a higher temperature is required. Dr. Carpenter dwelt at some length
upon the various currents hence arising, and upon the great changes that would
occur in the deep temperature and in the fauna of the Northern Atlantic if the
barriers described should ever be sufficiently broken down to allow of a free

efflux of deep Arctic water such as is experienced now from the Antarctic

towards the Equatorial region.

Leaving the subject of temperature, Dr. Carpenter next spoke of the extra-

ordinary abundance of animal life at the bottom of even the deepest ocean
abysses. Over the whole of the warm area explored the bottom was found to

be covered with globigerina deposit—that is, with animal life actively engaged
in chalk formation. In the colder area the globigerina? are not found ; but
here is a bed of volcanic sand, which forms the paradise of the northern echino-
derms. From the most profound depths animals of high organization, and with
perfect eyes, have been brought to the surface by the dredge, and the creatures
discovered include an extraordinary collection of siliceous sponges and foramini-
fera, together with zoophytes, echinoderms, molluscs, annelids, and crustaceans.

One hundred and twenty-seven species of mollusca not previously known to

exist in British seas were among the captives, and a large number of these are
altogether new to science. The expedition has nearly doubled the number of

British echinoderms, and at one spot, where the dredge brought up little or
nothing, and where Captain Calver devised a plan for sweeping the bottom
with hempen tangles, the first haul of these tangles secured, at a moderate
estimate, 20,000 specimens of a single form of echinus. In the cold area
arenaceous foraminifera, creatures which construct habitations by the agglu-
tination of particles of sand, were so abundant that it will be difficult to find

names for the new varieties ; and a chymical examination of their cases confirms
the inferences about the cold current that were drawn from thermometric
observations, by showing that these cases are formed from particles of northern
volcanic detritus. Many new sponges, some differing widely from previously

known varieties, were also discovered ; and at the next meeting of the Society

Dr. Carpenter purposes to exhibit to the Fellows a collection of the treasures of

the deep that have thus unexpectedly fallen into his hands.
During the progress of the researches sea-water was brought up from various

depths for chymical analysis ; and attention was early called to the character of

retained gases. Near the surface it was found that the gas consisted of about
24 or 25 per cent, of carbonic acid, the rest being chiefly oxygen and nitrogen,

but at greater depths the proportion of carbonic acid greatly increased, and
reached 45 per cent, at 700 fathoms. After storms of wind, however, by which
the surface of the ocean had been much agitated, the quantity of its carbonic

acid was very much diminished. In one of the surface specimens taken scarcely

any was found at all, and its absence was at first set down to some error in

analysis. Afterwards, however, it was remembered ihat this water had been
dipped up from abaft the paddles of the steamer, and not, as usual, at the bow.

The inferer.ee from these facts is that the agitation of the sea by storms, by
liberating its superficial carbonic acid, and thus permitting the ascent of that

which is constantly formed by the abundant animal life below, furnishes one

of the conditions which render the continuance of that life possible.

The inquiry into the sources of food for the deep-sea animals resolves itself

into the single question of the maintenance of the globigerina?, or chalk animal-

cules. Directly, or indirectly,°all their neighbours can live upon them, but it

was at first difficult to conjecture how they could live themselves. Professor

Wyville Thompson has suggested that they may be supported by the organic

matter diffused through the deep sea water, and analysis has shown that such

organic matter is present in considerable quantities, and in assimilable, as

as distinguished from decomposing forms. Besides the analyses conducted on

board, some specimens of water were brought to Professor Fraukland, and he

has fully confirmed the conclusions that had been reached.

Dr. Carpenter's address was received with very cordial applause by a crowded

meeting. It concluded at so late an hour that any questions or discussion upon
it were postponed ; but Sir Charles Lyell gave expression to the thanks of the

society. He observed that the perfect eyes of the deep sea animals suggested the

probability of their having a phosphorescent hahitat, and said a few words upon
the astonishing, and, to geologists, almost revolutionary character of the dis-

coveries which Dr. Carpenter had announced, and in which he had had so large

and so honourable a share.

THE SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW.

It has been a common remark for many years past that a person having once

visited this annual show ought to know as much as if he had made a point of

going to it every year. As far as the general features of the show are concerned

this is undoubtedly correct, but a careful observer who wanders year by year-

through the multifarious exhibits is sure to be attracted by some not unimportant

novelties, or improvements, amongst every fresh collection of machinery brought

together at the Agricultural Hall. Last month's exhibition certainly appeared

at first sight as if the collection of implements shown in December, 1868, had

never been removed; the same names and apparently the same machinery being-

stationed in almost exactly the same place. All the well-known makers were

as usual in full force, but'in most instances but little, if any, difference from the

past years' exhibits can be found with the exception, perhaps, of a still greater

perfection of finish. Thus, Messrs. Clayton and Shuttleworth, of Lincoln, in

addition to their usual excellent collection, had on view a small horizontal

engine, with a separate expansion valve worked by an independant eccen-

tric, which from the style in which it was finished appeared to be intended

to drive some equally highly finished machinery in a drawing-room. The use,

of such an amount of bright work in so small a space can only be accounted for

by the supposition that, from the perfection of workmanship the driver would

have too little employment if he had not constantly to rub up such a mass of

polish. Most of the" other well-known makers were content with even less of

novelty. The Eeading Iron Works had a tine show of machinery similar to

last year, and for many years before that ; Messrs. Ransome and Sims appeared

to be similarly situated, as also Messrs. Garrett, Messrs. Marshall and Sons
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Messrs. Tuxford, and other well-known makers, with their equally well-known
engines, both fixed and portable. Messrs. John Fowler & Co. had as usual a
splendid collection of steam ploughs, and their rivals, Messrs. J. & F. Howard,
also had on view their peculiar transverse boiler arrangement of steam ploughing
engines. Of traction engines there was the usual collection ; Messrs Aveliug
and Porter shewing one of their old design, which, we think, has not as yet
been surpassed by any other maker. Mr. Charles Burrell, who may be considered
one of the fathers of traction engines, exhibited one of his well-known type,
with the addition of spiral springs for the purpose of mounting it, but we
fail to see the advantage of such an arrangement. Messrs. Garrett as usual
exhibited one of their traction engines driven by a pinion working in an
internal toothed wheel attached to the hind wheel of the machine, an arrange-
ment which can scarcely be recommended for rough work. Amongst the few
novelties in the show the principal are directed towards the economy of fuel in

portable engines ; although there are a few which appear to aim more at economy
in their production. For instance there were several different arrangements for

obtaining variable expansion—a point which seems to have attracted increased
attention during the past few years.

Messrs. Ruston, Proctor, and Co. had several engines fitted with a variable
expansion gear, on Chapman's patent of 186G, which they state has already
been fitted to more than six hundred engines. It consists of an eccentric fitted

loose on the crank shaft, but bolted to a "fixed disk thereon. The bolt by which
the eccentric is fastened passes through a slot in the disk, and can he moved at

pleasure; such movement being imparted to the eccentric and varying the cut
off. A somewhat similar arrangement is adopted by Messrs. Marshall and
S >n<, the only difference being that the eccentric is slotted out, so that it can
be shifted transversely across the crank shaft, and is held in the required position
by means of a bolt working in a slot in the fixed disc. This arrangement,
which is patented by Messrs. Hartnell and Guthrie, is also said to have been
very extensively adopted. Messrs. Tasker and Sons vary their arrangement by
having a number of bolt holes in the disc instead of a slot for shifting the
eccentric. As regards these arrangements, there is no doubt but that they are
exceedingly useful for altering the expansion according to the work which it is

known that the engine will have to perform for some considerable period ; but
lor threshing, sawing, ploughing, or any similar work where the strain is con-
stantly variable, it would be ineffective. It is rather astonishing that the plan

lifting the valve eccentric by means of a slotted fixed disc, which has been
known for such a long time, should not have been before applied to agricultural

us, when intended sometimes to work to their full power, a:id at other
times to perform mere nominal work.

Passing from these systems, where the engine has to be stopped for the

purpose of shifting the excentric, we come to a very excellent arrangement
i by Messrs. Roby and Co., where the eccentric is shifted by means of the

governor, and is consequently a self-acting variable expansion gear. The accom-

panying illustration will fit i rrecl idea of the

. Roby. It will be seen t hat the shaft where tin-

eccentric is placed is made square, and fitted with wedges upon which the

eccentric slides. It is, in fact, the same as Dodd's wedge motion, which, until

replaced by the link motion, was so commonly vised on locomotives >

expansion and reversing gear ; only in this case it is used simply for expan
that is to say, ih, it the wry the forward throw of the eccentric from
lull steam to nothing, or as littloai maybe requisite. These wed
of being worked by hand, are attached to the governor- This is affaotad

means of two links, one and of each bran ted to the governor arms, and
the other end to a collar round the ihafl attached Co the wedges, A
governor balls diverge, tha arms draw the wed ;h the eccentric,

doing so shift it from the pc tion which it occupies when in fullgear; tin

effect being thai the greater thi divergence of the balls tha more the throw ol

the eccentric is reduced and the earn t is the steam cut off, the lead, howi
remaining constant. On the contrary, when the speed of the • luoed

the balls are drawn towards the orani shaft by till

interposed bet wren the fixed and moveable cellars, and the throw ol tha i

trie is increased by the corn spondlDg movement ol the WOdgSja. I 111

given on the engine we are describing it mob thai the poinl "I out-ofl Bail U*

varied from ) to
j ol tha stroke, the point at whiofa lupprai

course of regular work I I the stroke. At I

doubtful whether the d iced when working s link axp with
an eccentric would not be reproduced in this ca«e—we allude to tl

'

opening and closing of the governor arms at each stroke of the eccentric rod,

somewhat like a bird flapping its wings. Messrs. Roby state, however, that by
giving the wedges a sufficiently easy slope, such as 2i to 1, all such motion is

avoided, and that the governors work with the greatest facility. We under-

stand that this expansion gear has been patented by Messrs. Roby and Richard-

son.

Messrs. Brown and May had on one of their portable steam engines a peculiar

arrangement for heating the feed water by forcing it through a jacket sur-

rounding the exhaust steam pipe. They say that by this means the feed water

is raised to the boiling point, but in order to raise the temperature to that

extent, we think the steam must have to pass out of the cylinder at too high

a pressure.

Messrs. Tangye Brothers and Holman had a very complete set of small

engines arranged somewhat after the American fashion with, if we may so

term it, the bed plate at the side of the engine, as introduced by Mr. Porter.

The donkey pumps made by this firm, were also well represented, but these arc

too generail}' known to merit any special attention.

In the miscellaneous exhibits there was scarcely anything new, the only

important novelties, if such they may be termed, being several plans for dressing

millstones by the use of diamonds. The one that we saw at work had a revolving

cutter, the diamonds being fixed round a circular head, this cutter being

traversed in the usual method, with the exception of the revolving cutter there

did not appear much novelty in the in the arrangement, and we tear that the

concussion to which the diamonds must necessarily be subject when revolving

at a high speed will very frequently break them. In another place we illus-

trate au American stone dressing machine which has been in use for many
years, and which will explain the principle upon which nearly all the others are

founded. We ought not to omit favourable mention of a machine for

sharpening the knives of reaping and mowing machines, which was to be

at the stand of Messrs. Hornsby. It appeared remarkably simple, easily

worked and very efficient—in fact just such a handy little tool that an agri-

cultural labourer could appreciate.

PATENT LAW.

The Boyill Litigation.

(Continued from page 281.)

In November, 1867, the suit of Bovill v. Smith was brought on for

hearing before Lord Hathcrley, then Yice-Chaucellor Wood.
In order to appreciate his Honour's judgment it is proper our readers

should be reminded that the only words of instruction in Mr. Bovill's

specification by which millers wore taught bow to do a new tiling were
these: "When working millstones with a blast of air I introduce a pipe

to the millstone case, from a fan or other exhausting machine, s I as to

carry off all the warm dusty air blown through between the stones to a

chamber, as hereafter described, by which the dust in the mill is avoided,

and grinding improved, and this pait of my invention relates only to

sucking away the plenum of dusty air forced through the stone-, and not

to employing a sufficient exhausting power to induce a current of air

ei D tlio millstones without a blast, this hiving boon before practised."

And that they should know that Mr. Bovill, in his English patent of

1816, published an arrangement for employing exhausting power to get

the desired current of air through the grinding surfaces of the millstones,

and at the same time ay id the inconvenience of passing the meal through
the exhausting machine, and that in 1846, a .Mr. Debeaune registered

i
i bhe ! tility designs Act, a plan of a set of millstones arranged round

a central receiver, from the top of which a fan was to carry aw.ix. I>\

exhaustion, the stive. The inconvenience sought, to be avoided by .Mr.

Bovill's English Patent of 1846 was one supposed to attend the working
of Newton's earlier patent of that year, whoso drawing showed the

exhausting apparatus attached to the meal Bpoul itself, SO as to draw both

meal and air through the grinding surfaces, and discharge both from the

nil into a receiver. Mr. llovill propped to draw air through the grinding

i i by exhaustion, but to avoid passing the meal through I he exhausting

apparatus, whilst Debeaune proposed t i use the exhaust only to draw
away the stive from the ' withonl seeking to increase the currenl

of air between the grinding surfai

The defendant in Bivil v. Smith used exhausting power only to draw

away the Btive from the millstooi I to blow it either into the open

air, or into a a non-porous sti\ e r

It will l"' i ssarj I i transcribe potions of the evidence, as the

ling infirmity of the nrl ol I htmcory as a tribunal for deciding on

the validity ot a patent exhibited it -ill to plainly that parti of the
,• were not read by the learned judge until he was pronouncing his

judgment, and other parts of it wore sadly misun

1 1 v. ill i I that iii Bovill v. Orate the judgmont In Bovill v.

K'.-vworth «nu referred to as not in anj way binding upon the Courl of

Chancery, bul w that Coorfs investigation

of the lent one.

The vice l

" Mr. Grove, I <1
1 Dot think I need Mil dpi d > a

in i,i< nm- for ii reply. I an of opinion •
•
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been adduced before me have not touched in any way my judgment in the

case cf Bovill v. Crate, nor have the circumstances which have been

adduced in evidence here as being supposed to shew some degree of

distinction between this case and Bovill v. Crate. It appears to me, when
it comes to me to be analysed, that neither the new evidence nor any of

the new arguments—I should rather say, arguments put in a new form

—

ought to make any difference in the case. What I apprehend to have been

the contest in Bovill v. Crate was this :—The defendant of course, was

compelled to admit that in Bovill v. Keyworth there had been a decision

on the general validity of the plaintiff's patent in that particular case, that

that decision had been come to after a very mature consideration, and that

that consideration had been given to the case not only by the then Lord
Chief Justice Campbell, who tried it, but by the Court of Queen's Bench
on the motion for the new trial ; aud it appeared to me there was one very

important point determined in that case which I was not at liberty to

dispute, if I had been inclined to do so, and I certainly was not inclined

to dispute it. That point was just this: The patent in Kay v. Marshall

seemed to me rather a nice point upon this particular enquiry. In Kay v.

Marshall, it was determined that if it has been ascertained that an
advantage is to be procured by doing a certain act, such as in that case

the bringing two parts of the machine to a nearness with each other, you
could not, because you ascertained precisely the exact point at which the

best effect was produced, have a special patent for that, it being known
beforehand that bringing the two things near was a matter of great

importance. As to that there could have been a patent if they had never
been used near before, but at a given distance off, but persons being at

liberty to move them to any distance they pleased in the experimental

process, in order to see which was the best, you could not by alleging you
had found the best number of inches to accomplish the result, on that

ground alone obtain a patent. The argument, of course, upon this case of

Bovill's patent would be :—the blast having been used before, the exhaust
having been used be 'ore (as you admitted by your own patent), and as in

fact i; is clear upon the evidence had been done, yon cannot obtain a patent
for saying, ' Well, but use the blast, and use the exhaust, and use them in

this particular mode— exsctly with this amount of judgment, namely, that

the plenum only, that is to say the excess of blast (if I may so use the

phrase), shall only be removed, and you shall tike care not to work your
exhaust to such an extent as to create any blast whatsoever by the stones,

supposing all other blast were away." It was said you cannot have a
patent for that, because that merely is hitting upon the process alone in

which a matter may be done which it was admitted had been done before,

but had not been done, perhaps, quite so well, because the exact line had
not been hit upon. It does appear to me, Bovill v. Keyworth distinctly

decided that the patent was not open to the objection which arose in Kay
v. Marshall, and that the patentee (as Lord Campbell described it), by
having described what he does, namely, the exhaust of the plenum, and
having cautioned you not to do more, has made a valuable discovery,

proved and established as it was in that case by evidence, and as has been
proved abundantly before me by evidence in both cases of Bovill v. Crate,

and Bovill v. Smith, to have been a vast improvement, and therefore a
proper subject matter for a patent, inasmuch as it was not a mere idea

by which parties were to be guided, but an idea brought into material
action by your telling the parties what is to be done. A second point was
at the same time also determined in Bovill v. Keyworth, namely, that
when he used those words, 'exhaust the plenum, but do riot use your
exhaust sufficient to produce a blast,' the Court was of opinion, and I do
not find that in substance disputed (I shall presently comment on there
being no blast at all) that there was enough to lead any experienced
mechanic to know what to do ; that, in truth, the thing had been easily

done from the description so given; and when Lord Campbell asked the
Counsel to devise a better form of words, they confessed themselves unable
to do so. I said, on the former occasion, that that case, being a case in

which what is called an artificial blast was used—that is to say, something
beyond the mere blast produced by the rotation of the stones in the
ordinary manner, which had existed ever since millstones bad been known
and used—that case being a case in which such an artificial blast had been
used, of course the judgment of the Court, and any effect which was due
to that judgment, must be confined to what the Court had before it. If
I had a new state of facts before me, which to a certain extent I have, and
which I had in Bovill v. Crate, I must apply my mind to that new state of
facts to see how far the circumstance of there not being an artificial blast
in this case, but the blast created by the mere rotation of the stones,

ought or ought not to produce a variance in the decision at which the
Court may arrive.

" Now then, in Bovill v. Crate the great contest was, as to which in
some of the arguments (especially Mr. Little's argument I may say) that
contest has been repeated, although I find the evidence upon it exceedingly
small that there was no blast at all when you used the stones in the
ordinary way ; Mr. Little repeated that again, he said ' there cannot be
a plenum,' and finding that the plaintiff did not describe his improvement

until he came to that part as to exhausting the plenum, Mr. Little said
' there is no plenum to be exhausted if there is no blast

;
' now that, I say,

was the great point of the case in Bovill v. Crate ; that was the point
upon which we had a great deal of evidence. I must say, Mr. Bramwcl!
never gave any evidence in that case as he has not given it in this, saying,
that no blast is produced by the ordinary rotation of the stonas one upon
another. I should have been much surprised if he had, but he contented
himself with saying, 'if a plenum can be created in that way,' he does not
say it cannot, and I do not therefore repeat what I said in the first part of my
judgment, before you arrive at what Mr. Little commented upon, and very
fairly commented upon, by way of argument to shew, that in my judgment
there is a distinct blast beyond all dispute, that there is a blast created
by the ordinary rotation of the stones, what one witness, Dr. King,
calls the ' innate ' blast, which is an odd expression, but it is in fact a
blast created by the rotation of the stones, and of course if additional
blast is occasioned a plenum may be created, that plenum may be exhausted,
and that exhaustion may be carried to the extent only of exhausting that
surplus of air which is so induced by the ordinary whirling action of the
stones. When that is done you are to take care not to draw off any more,
and the whole thing described by the plaintiff in his patent takes place,

namely, you exhaust the plenum and you do no more."
The passages of the printed evidence to which reference has been made

were as follows :
—

" I say that I observe at paragraph 40, 42, and 48 of the plaintiff's bill

of complaint that the plaintiff in effect states the second part of his

invention (that relating to the exhaust) to embrace cases where an exhaust
fan is applied to millstone cases regulated so as to carry off what is termed
in the bill 'the plenum of air' although there be no fan or other blowing
machine applied to such millstones, anl that to support this statement he,

in the 10th and several other paragraphs, alleges that the revolving

millstone itself is such a blowiug machine as was intended by his specifi-

cation, and I say if these contentions of the plaintiff be correct then his

specification is calculated ti mislead a mechanic, and is not sufficient to

inform him where he is trenching on the plaintiff's alleged invention, for

I say that a mechanic reading the said specification and finding there the

statement that the plaintiff's invention consists ' in exhausting the air

from the cases of millstones, combined with the application of a blast to

the grinding surfaces,' and also finding there in reference to the same
invention the words ' In carrying out the second part of my invention

when working millstones with a blast of air I introduce a pipe to the

millstone case from a fan or other exhausting machine so as to carry off

all the warm dusty air blown through between the stones to a chamber'
would not understand that such words intended a blast of air produced by
the mere revolution of the stones, because if this were the meaning of

that passage, the words, ' when working the millstones with a blast of air

would be not only unnecessary, but would mislead, since it is, according

to the plaintiff's present contention, impossible to work millstones

without a blast of air, whilst o:i the other hand if it be possible to

work millstones without a blast of air there is no direction anywhere
given how to apply the exhaust when working in that manner."

"6. According to the construction of the plaintiff's specification con-

tended for in the case of Bovill v. Goodier the plaintiff is supposed to have
patented the application or use of an exhaust from the cases of millstones

in two forms as well as the use of an exhaust in combination with or as a

supplement to the super-added and artificial blast namely (first) the

form of working the exhaust in combination with the innate blast of the

stones themselves and (second) the working of the exhaust in such a

manner or degree as to take away from the millstone case the plenum in

the millstone cases and no more. This innate blast of the stones is the

displacement of air caused by the alleged fan or blowing action of the

running stcne and this so-called plenum of air is the volume of air in the

millstone cases heated and disturbed by the friction in grinding and by the

rotation of the running stone. According to the 46th paragraph and the

48th paragraph of the plaintiff's bill in this cause the ' carrying off by an

exhaust the warm dusty air from the millstone cases " is exhausting the

plenum as mentioned in the plaintiff's specification, I mention the following-

reasons why an engineer reading that specification would form the opinion

that the process of exhausting the plenum described in the specification

is the use of an exhaust as a corrective supplement to an artificial super-

added blast ventilating the grinding surfaces of the stones, and is not any

one of the three things which as I have stated the plaintiff contended in

the case of Bovill v. Goodier and intimates in the 46th paragraph of his

bill amount to exhausting the plenum. To an engineer the very expression
' to exhaust the plenum of air forced through the stones " imports that a

superadded artificial blast is employed to force the air through the stones

because as indeed is stated in the plaintiff's own specification under his

English patent of 1846 (I refer to page 3 line 32, to page 4 line 3 of the

printed copy) without such a blast it would be impossible to have a plenum
between the stones for a plenum is nothing else than a volume of air in a

particular place at a higher pressure than the normal atmospheric pressure.
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Moreover to an engineer the expression ' when working millstones with a

blast of air ' contained in the plaintiff's specification of 1849 imports that

an independent blowing machine is being employed to force air into the

millstones, and in support of this statement I would refer to the obliterated

words to be found at page 7 line 33 of this specification as shewing a

recognised and well understood difference between working millstones with

currents of air produced by a blast and by an exhaust, and without wind

in the ordinary manner. I further say that the s'gnification which I have

stated the expression 'to exhaust the plenum' conveys to an engineer

makes it an equivalent for the expression used on page 7 lines 5 and 6

of the specification namely ' exhausting the air from the millstone cases

combined with the application of a blast of air to the grinding surfaces
'

and for the words in the immediate context of the expression itself as to

carrying off by the exhaust all the warm dusty air blown through between

the stones when working millstones with a blast of air, and that in each of

these expressions the ventilation of the grinding surfaces of the millstones

is indicated as an essential matter, and therefore, that an engineer would

not understand that the plaintiff was by any words in his specification

claiming the use of an exhaust which would not ventilate the grinding

surfaces. And I mention as a good cause for the plaintiff adding this

expression as to exhausting the plenum to the preceeding words for which

I say it is an equivalent that it was known to the plaintiff at the time of

preparing the specification that the double object of ventilating the

grinding surfaces and removing the stive had been previously accomplished

by using the single agency of an exhaust alone, and it was therefore

necessary for him to intimate that his present invention was one for

effecting that double object by employing two agencies, one the blast to

ventilate the grinding surfaces and the other the exhaust to remove the

stive, and I say that there may be very considerable advantages to a miller

in accomplishing this double object by the employment of the two agencies

as in my opinion the blast accelerates the work of grinding far more than

the exhaust can do so."

The Vice-Chancellor proceeded :

—

" Now again in Bovill v. Crate there was a great deal of argument on

this, which I have heard repeated here on the present occasion; if yoii

look at the whole of the plaintiff's pateut, especially that portion on which

I remember the argument in the former case has been repeated in this

case, that portion which has been struck out by disclaimer, but which may
be used as shewing the sense in which the patentee used his own language,

yon will find there, in that particular portion of the invention first

described, three modes of working it, the one with the blast, the other

what he calls without wind (that is the ordinary way, or at least it is to be

presumed so, and I read it so), the other by means of an exhaust. He
points out those three modes, and when he comes to describe his own
invention, having given you those modes of operation, which the argument
is he intends to describe, they are, three distinct and separate modes, the

one being the blast (and the word 'blast' must mean artificial blast) unci

the other being without artificial blast, the third being the exhaust, he
says, ' in carrying out the second part of my invention, when working
mi)lstone3 with a blast of air I introduce a pipe to the millstone case from
a fan or other exhausting machine,' and then comes the other part, which

I have always relied upon as that which describes his invention, 'and this

part of my invention relates only to sucking away the plenum of dusty

air forced through the stones, and not to employing a sufficient exhausting

power to induce a current of air between the millstones without a blast,

this having before been practised, as above mentioned.' Now then, it is

said that here
J
m bave had the evidence of his own language, which tills

you he is r.ot looking to the working i f the stones in the ordinary in

without an artificial blasr, and that that being so the claim must la-

limited to the using (.1' the exhaust when you use the artificial blast ; that

is further proved by the evidence put. in in ISovill v. Kcyworth, which
evidence undoubtedly shows over and over again that in the words be
here ho claims exhaustion in combination with a blast. I had to comment
upon that at considerable length on the former occasion, and therefore I do
not go into it now, simply saying, in the first place, that I had the opinion
of the Master of the Bolls—that opinion distinctly concurred in by .Mr.

Justice Willes— that there is nothing in this patent to confine the

patentee to the working of an artificial blast, and 1 concurred in their

opinion on two grounds, first, I said that it would be in my judgment,
. the least of it, very questionable whether under this word 'blast'

you could say it necessarily means artificial blast, although his own
working of it in Ins own mind was a working with the patent which he
had obtained in L846, similar to the one which had been obtained b\ Mr.

Gordon about the same time for working it with an art it;

Although that may have been pat ling in his mind, just look at the history

of the transaction (Id) not enter into the details of it, for it i all explained
in the defendant's Answer). The whole matter Mema to con.

there wero two .inconveniences occasioned, and I noticed thii particularly

with reference to an argument of Mr. Webster's, about this being o patent
for 'improvements in manufacturing wl eat at d otht r grain '—there were

two inconveniences, not merely the flying about of the dust, which was an
inconvenience, but as regarded dirt, and still more important because it

was inconvenient to the workmen in reference to their health, having a

quantity of dust in the atmosphere in which they were condemned to live,

but also as the defendant puts it in his answer, there was the inconvenience
from the heat of the meal ; the effect of the heat and the moisture combined
was this, that the meal came out in a clammy state, and that inconvenience
was a very serious one. You have all men's minds who were concerned in

this business directed to correcting these two inconveniences, directing

their attention to avoiding them—namely, the heat and moisture on the

one hand, which tended to damage and spoil the meal, and the preventing
its flying about the mill, which was found to be a great inconvenience in

another direction. People's minds being directed to that, the first

improvement you had was that of improving the blast which effected what
was desired in cooling the meal, but at the same time had the effect ot

driving the stive out in a manner very much worse than before. Well,

that being so, next came another way of doing it. It was thought you
might have this blast used in the shape of an exhaust, instead of being
used in the shape of a blast (that was Newton's blast), and so create a

draught, which of course you would do by the inverted action. That was
found to have its own inconveniences also. The exhausting plan was found
inconvenient, and it was found that it would not work in consequence ot

its having too much effect on the meal in the pipes, the meal not flowing

out of the spouts in the way desired; at all events it would not work.
Tliat being so, we have evidence in abundance that there were people in

England, and people in France, trying all they could to avoid these

inconveniences ; at last, you find the plaintiff does do it, and the moment
the plaintiff does do it it, as usually occur?, everybody says it is exceedingly

easy, and everybody must have known it. However, the plaintiff does it,

and it is successful, and it consists of the simple operation of just using

the blast and the exhaust in such a manner that the surplus, or plenum,
should alone be drawn off, and, when it is drawn off, you must not carry

your exhaustion one single step further ; you will not create the iucon-

venience which Newton's occasioned, and you will obviate the other

inconveniences of Gordon's, and so on, because you will withdraw the

plenum and prevent that scattering of the stive about the mill which
prevented your working in the manner desired. The great object of all

parties in all these things was to grind a greater quantity of flour by the

rapid motion of the stones, but until you cooled the meal it was found
impossible to work the stones with the number of revolutions you desired

because by doing so you increased the heat ; you were obliged to confine

yourself to a certain amount of revolutions. It was not until the plaintiff's

patent came out that you fouud you could get an increased number of

revolutions. When that came out, you got rid of the stive, and heat, and
moisture, and everything was brought into that state which is represented

in that report which was made by those persons, who, on behalf of tho

Government, tried the plaintiff's process. I put it in my former judgment,
and I say I adhere to that most fully, that in whatever way you choose to

read the word ' blast ' in the description contained in the direction I have

referred to about the second part of the plaintiff's invention, whether you
even read the word blast where he uses it, as meaning an artificial blast,

or whether you read it as meaning a blast generally, it seems to my mind
to make very little difference. What he says is this, that if there is a

blast, ho draws off the plenum. He does no more: and he tils you
he uses it when he is using, say his artificial blast, but does that prevent

it also including the case of an ordinary blast? It is just this:— Pint,

there is an ordinary blast (I have already given my reasons ft)T holding

that), and secondly there is an increased blast. I think the increased

blast the best mode of working; therefore, when I am describing aaj

improvement in just hitting that exact happy medium In which the plenum

shall be drawn oil', and the draught shall not DO increased, I am describing

my application of it to the best mode of w. rking, and the beet mode of

ing I conceive to be working with an artificial blast. Does that

prevent him saying my invention is exhausting the plenum doing

more by way of creating a blast ? Thi invention, and of course

there is a plenum created by the ordinary bis t. His telling vou that he

applies it to the best mode of working, will not prevent hi- describing it

applied to the mode in which Mist is employed, whether bj the

Ordinary operation of the stones or in anj other manner. It comt

this. tight just as well say, ' Well, now, tho plaintiff, when be

worked with an artificial blast, worked i' up I i luch a degri rare,

ink it to that degree of pressure; 1 go down and down until I

nearly conn; down to the blast in the ordinary mode of working, but still

and l applied it myself when working it in mj own particular

way, l.ut it is ti ombinatfon.' i
i

the whole of that

tags with which l was so much prated bat

'i in the argument of this case. The conti u v. Keywortb

iet nature of the pati at, and the pa

is ;i combination of exhau I
and blast, in Bovill v. Kcyworth, it

was tin; artificial blast, and all the evidence went to the artificial 1

3
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Does that prevent the Court from holding, when it is used with the

ordinary blast, that therefore the patent does not apply, and that if the

plenum is not exhausted and no further draught created, and the same
benefits produced exactly in the one case as in the other, that therefore

you are to hold that is an application of his patent to that particular state

of things ? I say it does not. I am very glad to have the opportunity of

having such authorities before me. I agree with the Master of the Bolls

and Mr. Justice Willes, in thinking that the exclusion of the plenum and
modification of the exhaust is not confined to the artificial blast, but is

applicable to any blast wherever the plenum is created ; and I hold, for

the reasons I have already assigned, that a plenum is created by the

working in the common ordinary mode of procedure.

"Now, after having made these observations, what is there new in this

case before me ? 1 will specify all the points which I think are new in

the cas?, as contrasted with Bovill v. Crate. There is the point which
Mr. James took on the specification, as applied to this construction of the

patent, being an insufficient specification for the direction of an ordinary

workman as to what it is that he is to do with reference to the construction

of this particular patent before him; and, also (for you have a right to

introduce that) what he is to avoid, for perhaps that is the strongest way
of putting it for the defendant, when he is constructing machinery in

order not to infringe the plaintiff's patent. Mr. Bramwell's evidence was
directed more particularly to thut branch of the case. That is one point.

The next new point is the production of evidence of Debeaune's design.

The next is the introduction of tbe working of Wren's Mill. I do not
think, beyond that, there is anything new whatever in this case, though
there are variations of evidence as to many matters which came in evidence
before me on a former occasion. There is evidence as to the Isleworth
Mills and the old story as to that; there is evidence again as to the
Houghton Mills; there is evidence as to the Tradeston Mills of Messrs.
Muir, and there is evidence before me of the French patents, with the
patent of Cabanes, and some little attempt (a very feeble and slight

attempt it is) to shew the mode by which Cabane's patent might be
worked, as to which some gentleman says he went over to France a year
or two ago and that he saw the thing being done. I believe that is the
whole of what is new."

" Now, first as to the argument on the specification. What Mr. Bramwell
says is this : Mr. Bramwell's evidence is an extremely ingenious argument
against my former decision in many respects, and I give it that weight and
respect which 1 must unfeignedly feel for his scientific ability and judgment,
in reconsidering this case. As regards this particular part of the case on
the specification he says, 'no workman looking at that description could
possibly understand that he was infringing the patent unless he was
applying the exhaustion of the plenum in the degree described to a case in

which the artificial blast had been used and no other.' He said that would
be tbe thing that every workman would suppose. Everybody would agree
in that^ especially if he happened to read the former part of the patent of
tbe plaintiff, and the disclaimed portion of it describing the three things

;

he must arrive at tbe conclusion that upon that and that alone he was
infringing the patent. But that does not appear to me an argument which
is sufficient. The first thing is—Is the specification sufficient to describe
what the workman is to do ? He is to exhaust a plenum if there is one,
and he is to do no more. This is what in Bovill v. Keyworth Lord
Campbell said the workman was to do; and Lord Campbell was of opinion,
and I do not find anything Mr. Bramwell has said to the contrary of it,

that a workman being told to exhaust the plenum and nothing more,'
would know what he had to do if it was with a blast introduced. We
must assume upon that, that that is enough for the workman to know—the
machinery is all known, and how you can adjust it by means of slides and
otherwise. Therefore that can all be easily adjusted and the workman will
know very well if there is an artificial blast. Then I would mention this
particularly with reference to an argument which Mr. Little pressed me
with, saying the plaintiff has described how you are to judge whether you
have got the right degree of exhaustion : you are to put your candle there
and when you find your candle stationary or nearly stationary then you are
right, should it waver one way or another then you are wrong. Why did
he not say all this in his patent ? The argument would apply just as
strongly to the artificial blast, and why did he not say all this ? In the
case of Bovill v. Keyworth, Lord Campbell thought—and I confess I think
so too—that the thing was perfectly sufficiently described, at all events for
that purpose, and that there was no necessity, the thing being well known,
for telling any workman how such matters were to be adjusted. When
Mr. Little tells me there is no evidence in this case on tbis point, I refer
to Mr. Fothergill's evidence— it was hardly necessary, except pro forma
to have any evidence—Mr. Fothergill describes how that is to be done by
the specification in the 5th paragraph of his affidavit. Then if that be so
the only difficulty that remains is this—the difficulty of the workman-
supposing there is to be applied to the concern a different sort of plenum
The workman has nothing to do with that, he is to exhaust the plenum
if he finds one, I have already held, for the reasons I have mentioned,

that he does find one in the ordinary working of the stones. If he does
find it he is to exhaust it—he cannot find any difficulty in doing it one
way more than the other. Mr. Webster says he can measure what he is to
pump in very easily, and he knows he is to pump out exactly as much.
I apprehend the use of slides was well kuown in this part of the process;
in almost all the drawings before me that is shewn. When a man wants
to force in air or force it out he knows exactly what he has to do, and by
means of slides he can do it, or by means of having a fan with the same
amount of action for drawing out or for drawing in. You might just as

fairly say to the patentee he ought to have told the workman to take a
fan calculated to pump out so much as was pumped in, as to say he ought
to have told you you were to get slides, or to get a candle and apply it to
see that yon had done what you ought to do. It appears to me that on that
new ground of the specification, what is called a newr construction of the
patent— I do not hold it to be so—that that argument has really no appli-

cation so as to nTeke it incumbent on me to reconsider the case on the
alleged new view which I am supposed to have taken of the affect of the
patent.

"Now, then, as regards the case of Debeaune. I am quite prepared to
take that case, because all I say upon the case of Debeaune will apply as

much to Cabanes, but stronger to Cabanes, in this respect, that as regards
Cabanes it is not a question of discovery, whether it was discovered to the
public, but a question on the section of the patent law which goes to tbis,

whether or not a man has a patent for the same thing abroad as be has
here ? Now the argument I am about to use with reference to Debeaune's
design, applies more strongly to Cabanes' case than to his. With regard
to Debeaune's it stands thus :—There it is, you have a series of millstones
and a reservoir where the stive is collected. I take the liberty, in passing,

to observe that I do not agree with Mr. Bramwell's view, in one part of
his evidence, where he says the plaintiff describes tbe plenum as the stive

and dust."

[Mr. Bramwell did not say that the plaintiff did give such a description

of the plenum. The passage of Mr. Bramwell's affidavit of which the
judge was thinking was this :

—

" I say that in the specification under Cabanes' certificate of addition

of 26th May, 1846, the exact invention which in my judgment and belief

is described in the plaintiff's specification of 1849, as the second claim of

invention therein mentioned is clearly shewn and described, for by such
specification and drawings Cabanes shews in the clearest and most unrais-

takeable manner, that air is to be blown by a fan into the closed eye of the
millstone, so as to force a plenum of air between the grinding surfaces of

the stones, and that a second fan is to be used for the purpose of exhausting

such plenum, which the patentee describes as the stive, the hot air or the

evaporation produced in the interior of the millstone case. The patentee

also describes that the stive or hot air being exhausted through the tube
' M,' passes through the fan, and is driven by the blades into the tube
'N,' which conducts it outside, or better, into a box arranged for this

purpose, or finally into the rake chamber or meal collecting-room."]

The judgment continues':

—

"The plaintiff's plenum, I apprehend, is the surplus air which is created

by the indraught. Now, you have therefore in Debeaune's case, an
apparatus which collects into a reservoir the heated air which would rise

by its own levity, if I may use such an expression (it is occasioned, pro-

bably, from the pressure of the heavier air about it), in the reservoir, and
the moisture is carried up with it, and he applies to that reservoir, and to

the several stones, an apparatus of exhaustion. The passage I referred to

in Mr. Bramwell's affidavit, is paragraph 13, in which he speaks of the
exhaustion of such a plenum, ' which the patentee describes as the stive,

the hot air, or the vapour produced in the interior of the millstone case.'

That is not all. No doubt the plenum contained all those things, but the

plenum is not exactly the hot or dusty air ; the plenum is the surplus

produced by the indraught. Now, then, Debeaune tells you, you are to

exhaust this; but Newton, in his patent, had used au exhaust for creating

a draught, and he used it for that particular purpose. He had not used it

for the special purpose of removing hot air, and dust, and the like. But
what has the direction contained in Debeaune's process, or in Cabanes'

process, to do with giving you the exact measure which Lord Campbell
points ou6 as being the important thing, and which seems to be the

important thing in the plaintiff's discovery, where you are to use the

exhaust; and where is the direction in Debeaune's, or Cabanes', that you
are not to make such an exhaust as to create any draught ? In Newton's
case, it seems to have been a total failure. Gordon's blast, and the

plaintiff's blast do not seem to have been total failures ; but the thing is

a total failure if you exhaust too much. I do not see a single direction in

Debeaune's, or a single caution in Debeaune's diagram or description, nor
do I in Cabanes' description or diagram find anything which gives you that

limit, and tells you, in fact, that that is the essence of the discovery. As
to Cabanes' case, the plaintiff makes a comment upon it in his affidavit.

These matters are all more matters of comment than of evidence, but the

plaintiff, turning his mind to Cabanes,' says here, as he said on the former
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occasion, ' Cabanes' whole process seems to me to be directed to what he

calls acceleration, and the acceleration is to make the thing go as fast as

possible. He says, ' when you use both the blast and exhaust, you do it

to work it as rapidly as possible, and in the most continuous way, to

produce the blast ; ' there is no caution and no direction whatever given

that you are to take care so t" use your exhaust as to carry off the addi-

tional amount of air, and no more. As far as the model goes, there is

certainly nothing whatever in the model which is brought into Court as

exhibiting and shewing what Cabanes' was (it is a tolerably fair description

of the diagram,) to shew that there was any notion in his mind of directing

the thing to be exactly measured in one way or the other. The pipe for

forcing the air in, was considerably larger than the pipe for the exhaustion

process ; and it does not appear to me that there is anything given you in

the description to show that you are to measure the one by the other, and

that his plan was to be like the plaintiff's plan, simply to exhaust that

additional quantity which was poured in, and to do no more.
" That being so, both in Cabanes' case, and Debeaune's case, it really

seems to me, neither of those cases come up to the invention claimed by
plaintiff, and I am fortified in this conclusion, because Debeaune's invention

remained a dead lettor ; there is no evidence that any human being ever

tried Debeaune's invention, or thought it worth a moment's attention. As
to Cabanes' invention, nobody has said they ever tried it, but somebody
gives evidence now, that it can be done, as I have no doubt it can, with all

the improved knowledge which the plaintiff has given them, and which they

have obtained since the year 1819, I have no doubt they could get an
exhaust exactly like it, but what I am to look at is, whether there

is anything in Cabanes' specification, which tells you how to do what the

plaintiff does ; Mr. Bramwell says, it tells how to do it much better than

the plaintiff does it. Cabanes has not described that which Lord Chief

Justice Campbell said was necessary. He has not described the fan or the

tubes, he has not described them, notwithstanding lie has produced these

French drawing, executed with the extreme neatness and precision which

the French draughtsmen (and the French logicians indeed) are so celebrated

for, and I have no doubt he has put out everything which he thought we
would want to know, and which he intended to lay before us. The question

is, whether he has put out what is wanted, the extreme adjustment of the

glides, and what you are to do to get it ; not the mode of getting at the

adjustment, because that is a simple enough matter, when you are told

what the thing is, but what adjustment you are to make in order to arrive

at the most efficient mode of working. That is just the thing which
Cabanes does not seem to me to have told you. It might be said in

Cabanes' case, no doubt, that having the thing you can easily make the

adjustment, that would be met by Kay v. Marshall,—you can easily, having

the larger measure, adjust yourself to the lower measure. That is a poiut

of great importance. Thai point has been decided on the former occasion,

and it appears to me correctly decided, and the case is removed also out of

the difficulty the plaintiff might have been exposed to otherwise, if the

poiut had not been determined upon the doctrine of Kay v. Marshall, on
the want of reformation given by Debcaune and Cabanes.

•' Now, then M to the other French patents:—
Mr. Grove,— " Will your Honour forgive me for interrupting you ?

Your Honour lias not mentioned that Dr. Kuigin his affidavit says that

Debeaune's is substantially the -.ma: as Car tier's; it is not rolled upon quite

80 much."
The Vice-Chnncellor.—"That, of course, would bring the thing com-

pletely t ) that point, because Cabanes' ia decidedly far more like than
Cart.icr's. I do not think it nccossary to go through CartierV, [ wont
through all the patents on thfl former occa-ion, aid I am content to rest

it there; I find nothing tier.' pointed ont, which indicates that the exact

point you are to achieve is that which bee been achieved by the plaintiffs

happy idea, by telling you how it is to be carried into effect."

We omit hu Hononr'a comment] upon evidence given as to w,
Mill.

{To be continued.)

THE THAMES AT BARKING.

The following arc Mr. Rawlinson's conclusions an to the state of the Thamea
.it Barking:—"That the allegation* in the memorial hare only been partially

proven. That tin nut iii :i
i

ion of
health to emanations from the metropolitan main
the town of Unking is without LoobJ governing powers, ia on-sewered, contains
many cesspools, iss iii, and baa a defect: apply.

That tlw Rivet Thamea ia polluted by the metropolitan
such mad and street di ige contains, N
channel of the Thamea baa n it been reduced in depth of water by inch del

That Barking Creek has not been closed to vessefa of 260 torn burden. That
Bab have been destroyed in the creek, bnt most probably by obyi I

i

That an accumulation of nmil baa taken place, both on the inON ol tee I |

and at the mouth of Barking Creek, but from what enecial cause baa uol

proven. That the MstTopol

nise their obligation to purify the Thames, and to effect this purpose have
negotiated with second parties for the utilisation of the northern sewage by
irrigation. That the Board, throughout their transaction for the utilisation of
sewage, have stipulated for pecuniary relief to the metropolitan ratepayers. That
the Metropolitan Board have objected to the admission of sewage into the
Thames from towns situate above London, Bud therefore inferentially justify
the objections to river pollution below London. That deodorisation and dis-

infection of the metropolitan sewage by chemicals would he very costly to the
ratepayers, and in the results imperfect. That river pollution by town sewage
in the case of the Thames, may be prevented." On the sanitary state of Bark-
ing Mr. Rawlinson says:

—"The town of Barking has no local governmeut.
There is one drain which opens into the basin at the town quay, and any foul

matter or sediment passed through this drain pollutes the water of the small
basin bounded by the town quay. Barges also bring up London muck, which
is loaded into waggons and carts for removal into the country, and the nuisance
so caused is at times very offensive. The town of Barking is not sewered, and
therefore the houses are not properly drained. There are numerous cesspools,

the subsoil around which has become sodden with putrid sewage, and, as a
consequence, the cesspools get full to the surface. One witness stated that the
moment the house door was opened the stench of the cesspool was perceptible.

There is no supply of water other than from pumps, wells, and water-carts.

Those who have neither pump nor well (and this is the case with the greatest

number of the inhabitants) have to purchase the water used by buckets or cans

full. The result is that the sanitary destitution of the inhabitants is as bad
as it can be, and in the event of any epidemic or contagious disease breaking
out, all experience teaches that a population so situated will suffer in excess."

Mr. Crowe, in his evidence, stated of Barking

—

<: The town is governed by no-

body, and consequently there is nothing done. The roads are allowed to get out
of order, and no footpaths are made."

PROPOSED NEW RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.
Plans, sections, &c, of the following railways and tramways have been

deposited in the Private Bill Office for Bills in the next Session of Parlia-

ment :

—

Birmingham Canal Navigation, Birmingham Street Tramways, Blackpool and
Lytham Railway, Birmingham Tramways, Bristol Port and Channel Dock,
Bristol and North Somersetshire Railway, Birmingham and Staffordshire

Tramways, Belfast Central Railway, Barnstaple and Ilfracombe Railway, Bury
St. Edmund's and Thetford Railway.

Chesterfield and Brampton Railway, Clyde Navigation, Cobham Railway,
Continental Communication, Caledonian Railway (Taj- Ferries and Land at

Dundee), Caledonian (additional powers).

Dublin, Wicklow, and Wexford Railway. D'Olier-street, Dublin, Terminus
Railway; Dublin and Suburban Tramways and Railways, Dudley, Oldbury, and
Birmingham High Level Railway.

Ellcsmerc and Glyn Valley Railway, Ely and Bury St. Edmund's Railway,
East and West Metropolitan Junction and Mansion House Railway ; Edinburgh,
Loanhead, Roslin, and Penicuick Railway.

fuiness Railway, Fulham, Hammersmith, and City Railway.

Great Eastern (Metropolitan Railways) Great Northern and Western of

Ireland (Wcstport Quay line), Glasgow Street Tramways, Gloucestershire and
Berkeley Canal (new entrance and dock), Glasgow Tramways.

Hereford, Hay, and Brecon Railway, llounslow and North London Railway.

International communication, Islington Railway.

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, Leeds Street Tramways, London and
North-Western Railway (additional powers), Loudon, Brighton, and South
Coast Railway, (abandonment of Surrey and Sussex line), heeds Tram-
ways, London Street Tramways, Liverpool Tramways, Liverpool Strict Tram-
ways.

Margate Tier Extension, Manchester, Salford, and District Tramways (No. 1),

Manchester, Salford, and District Tramways (No. 2), Midland Counties and
South Wales Railway, Midland fWivksworth and Rowaley) Railway, Midland
(additional power.-,) Railway, Manchester Street Tramways, Manchester Tram-

Metropolitan District Railway, Metropolitan and St. John it-wood Railway.
Metropolitan Street Tramways.

North London Tramways, Newport Pagnell Railway, Newport Railway,

North-Eastern (Hawe and Mermerley, &o.) Railway, North British (Tay Bri

Railway. North British (general powers), North Metropolitan Tramways, North
Western and Cliaring-cross (deviatioi I.

Oaweatry LI in [yno - Railway.

Pembroke and Tenby (extension to Pembroke Dock,) Peniouiok Railway,
i station (enlargement, Ao.) Portsmouth street Tramways, Plymouth,

and Devonport T/ramwaya, Pimlioo, Peckham, and Greenwich S

Tramways, Pimlioo, Peekbam, and Greenwich Extension

Ryde Pier Extension Railway, Ryde Station, Radhill, Bletohingly,snal <

rn Junction Railway, 8evern and Wye Railwaj and Oanal, Bonthwark
and City Subway (under thfl l'l' i i i] Railway, Savtnoaka,

,i<l Tunbi klgo B -
1 li-Eastern Roilv

i Woolwich), Surbiton, Cobham, and Riplej Railway, Sutherland Rail-

Wallasey Tram i rerhainpton and
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THE SOUTHERN EMBANKMENT.
Hitherto metropolitan improvements have been chiefly for the benefit of

those who live on the north side of the river. But a work of much im-

portance to South-west London—the Southern Embankment of the Thames
between Westminster-bridge and Vauxhall—was thrown open for general

traffic on the 24th of November. In one respect the Surrey side has been

more fortunate than Middlesex. People have not been tantalized by seeing

the roadway all but completed, and then torn up Tor the inevitable railway

;

and thus the southern carriage road, though begun much later, has been

opened while that on the left bank of the river still remains a chaos, with

railway contractors cutting into it and tunnelling under it from end to end.

The history of the new Embankment is soon told. When in 1862 Par-

liament authorised the Metropolitan Board of Works to embank the

Thames from Westminster-bridge to the eastern boundary of the Temple,

Lambeth raised up its voice and said that a similar work was still more

necessary there. The names of Lambeth, Upper and Lower Marsh, still

retained by streets ot some distance from the river, show that the Thames
of old was sometimes a very unpleasant neighbour. At high tides, in fact,

the low-lying district hereabouts was flooded, to the injury both of pro-

perty and of health. The inhabitants had, therefore, a strong claim to an

embankment which would shut out the tidal water as well as open up a new,

though not a very important, thoroughfare ; and in 1863 the Metropolitan

Board obtained fresh powers to embank the Thames from Gunhouse-alley,

near the London Gas Works, to Westminster-bridge, and make a public

road and footway. The coffer-dam was not, however, commenced till the

autumn of 1865, and on the 28th of July, 1866, Sir William Tite, M.P.,

laid the foundation-stone of the new works, in the presence of Lord J.

Manners, then First Commissioner of Works, the Lord Mayor, Sir J.

Thwaites, and the members of the Metropolitan Board, and several

members of the House of Commons. By that time it had been arranged

that the new St. Thomas's Hospital should be constructed on the site on

which it is now rising, and the two works were carried on with something-

like harmony. Six acres of foreshore were won from the river near West-
minster-bridge for the purposes of the hospital ; on the other hand, above

Lambeth-bridge, two acres were surrendered to the river, which was thus

widened where increased width was necessary, and made narrower lower

down at a point where the tidal area was sufficiently great even after this

encroachment. In May of last year the flagged footway, some 20ft. wide,

between Westminster and Lambeth bridges, was opened for use, and on

the 24th November both carriage-way and footpath were handed over

for traffic.

The footpath skirts the Embankment, the wall of which is 4ft. high

above the level of high water. Thus there is a terrace 20ft. wide, which
is approached from Westminster-bridge by a flight of stone steps, and
which nearly corresponds with the river terrace of the Houses of Parlia-

ment, just opposite; and above this is a second terrace forming the plat-

form of the new hospital. The carriage road and the footpath at this point

are separated by the hospital, the road commencing at Stangate, the ancient

stone way or approach to the Archbishop's Palace. Stangate, which used
to be a crooked and narrow way that could hardly, except by courtesy, be
called a thoroughfare, is now improved into a straight road 60ft. wide.

The new road, which skirts the archi-episcopal grounds, joins the foot-

path in front of the palace, and thence continues along the Embankment
towards Vauxhall. The new Embankment is a great ornament to the
river; and the new Hospital, with the venerable towers of Lambeth, will

form a background hardly less striking than the opposite Palace of
Westminster. The total length of the river wall Is ^OOft. In elevation

it resembles that of the Middlesex Embankment, "there is a moulded
parapet and plinth, and at intervals of 60ft. plain granite pedestals, orna-
mented with lions' heads in bronze, and hereafter to be topped with gas
standards. On account of the shallow foreshore, no recesses for steamboat
landing-places have been constructed, as in the Northern Embankment, but
an improved approach to the Lambeth pier will shortly be made, and will

be somewhat more ornamental than the present landing-stage. Above
Lambeth-bridge, at the pottery works of Messrs. Doulton and Messrs.
Stiff, docks have been constructed on the land side of the Embankment,
and the entrances to these pass under the roadway without interfering
with its level. These detract somewhat from the appearance of the
Embankment, and so also do the openings made further up the river to

accommodate the traffic formerly using the White Hart Draw Dock. As
Stangate, Bishop's-walk, Palace New-road, and Vauxhall-row have been
absorbed in the new road, there is now between Westminster and Vaux-
hall bridges a carriage way and footpaths about 60fc. wide, which form a
short and good communication between the Borough, by way of South-
wark-street, Stamford-street, and York-road, and the suburbs of Battersea,
Wandsworth, Clapham, and Kennington. The carriage way is for the
most part paved with Aberdeen granite cubes laid on a bed of lias lime
concrete, and an improved approach and gradient has been made to Lam-
beth-bridge. The total cost of the great work has been not far short of a
million of money. But St. Thomas's Hospital pays £105,000 for its site,

and the Metropolitan Board has been recouped in other ways to the extent
of some £30,000, so that the net cost is reckoned approximately at

£858,000. The bulk of this has been paid for compensations, which hare
amounted to £713,000, the actual cost of the works being about £280,000.

THE VOYAGE OP THE FLOATING DOCK TO BERMUDA.

An interesting account of this voyage has been written by " One of
those on Board," from which we find that, coutrary to the forebodings of
many nautical men, this gigantic structure arrived perfectly safe, and ap-
parently without any difficulty. It will be remembered that it was built
by Messrs. Campbell, Johnstone, and Co., and that a full account of its

construction appeared in The Abtizan; having been begun in August,
186 ", and finished in May, 1819, at a cost of close upon a quarter of a
million. She was fitted with a gigantic rudder, and two light wooden
bridges were thrown across her for purposes of navigation; lighthouses,
semaphores for signalling to her consorts by day, and flashing lanterns for
night work were supplied to her; she was also provided with steam
whistles and guns in case of fog, and at each corner was fixed a lightning
conductor. Her crew consisted of 82 hands, under a staff commander and
other officers, and were quartered in several of the upper watertight com-
partments, which were fitted as cabins, &c. As these had no ports, their
ventilation was only such as the hatchways afforded, and in hot weather
the " 'tween decks " of the dock were almost unbearable. Her high sides
were decked with wood, and afforded fair walking room, but by descending
53 feet of ladders her floor could be reached, and its clear space of 110
yards in length was a famous exercise greund.
The Bermuda was sent to sea without her caissons, which weigh about

400 tons. These, having -teeiLjaauV^and fitted in England, were con-
veyed in pieces to Bermuda, and there riveted together by a body of work-
men sent out for that purpose by the contractor. Even without them the
Dock weighed 8,200 tons, and although when the wind was fair a sort of
sail or curtain was set between her sides, neither this nor her ponderous
rudder was found to be of much assistance. She had to trust entirely, both
for towing and steering, to the engines of the men-of-war appointed to
convey her to her destination. The vessels selected carried, perhaps, the
most powerful machinery afloat, and, by the skilful application of compe-
tent strength, the Bermuda was moved through the water at an average
speed of about five knots an hour. On the 23rd of June last she slipped
her moorings in the Medway, and, being taken in tow by six tugs, pro-
ceeded to the rendezvous at the Nore, where the ironclads Northumberland
and Agincourt were in waiting to pick berup. The Terrible, whose paddle-
wheels have been doing good service for the last 25 years, steamed astern
and in tow of the dock, for the double purpose of steering and of acting as

a check upon her should she prove unruly. The work of attaching the
dock to the Northumberland was quickly accomplished. She was brought
under the ironclad's stern ; the immense hawsers, 620 feet in length and
26 inches in circumference, were at once passed between the vessels, and
the squadron stirted down thp Channel. These hawsers were secured to

the riding-bits in the cut-water deck, with which the dock had been
fitted, and which formed part of the original design for rendering her
navigable. This deck projected 24ft„ and was sloped away on the under
side, so at to offer the least possible resistance to her progress ; the after

end of the dock was rounded off in a similar manner. The squadron
made its way slowly down the Channel, the Agincourt and Northumber-
land, harnessed in tandem fashion, in front of the Bermuda, and the
Terrible partly steaming and partly towing astern to keep the huge mass
from yawing. The Buzzard and Medusa, soon afterwards relieved by the

Helicon and Lapwing, took up their positions on either side, acting as a

sort of police to warn off any vessels that might approach dangerously

near to this strange ocean procession. The decks of her high sides were
at about the elevation of the mizentop of the Agincourt, and outside the

house which served as the captain'3 cabin was a regular flower garden, in

which sweet peas, mignonette, and other common flowers flourished, giving

to the place, as the writer of the journal observes, more the appearance of

an Australian shanty in the bush than of anything appertaining to ship-

board.

The bydrographer to the Admiralty had laid down a track, which was
carefully adhered to by the squadron ; it was based, as was the date of

sailing, on the most careful consideration of probable wind and weather,

and the result showed how soundly statistical knowledge of this sort may
be applied. During the whole of her voyage, which lasted 36 days, nothing

but the finest weather was met with
;
good luck, as well as good manage-

ment, contributed to a prosperous conclusion, and the Bermuda was towed
into Grassy Bay, off Ireland Island, on Thursday, the 29th of July, and
rode at anchor opposite the camber in which her life is to be passed. Since

leaving the Medway there had been no accident to life or limb, although

the clearing of the tackle, &c, often involved very dangerous service. The
vessels towing her had been managed with a skill and delicacy only ap-
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preciable by those who know how much may depend in the crisis of an

undertaking of this sort upon a few strokes of the wheel or turns of the

screw. The careful selection and special qualifications of the officers is

evident from the fact that in passing through the " Narrows " of Bermuda

the dock was committed to the charge of two gunboats stationed at the

island which were so badly handled that perhaps the whole undertaking

would have been frustrated by some catastrophe had not officers from the

Warrior been sent to take command of them, after which they worked

perfectly. The la't few miles were the most anxious of the whole voyage,

and the currents of the "Narrows," the tortuous and shallow channels

involved great risk ; the ironclads drew too much water to be used here,

and the Bermuda evinced at one time a disposition to start on her own
account for Halifax, taking the Terrible, which was doing her best to

persuade the dock to face the " Narrows" in tow. However, after a day's

expenditure of tackle as has rarely been equalled in naval annals the

monster was coaxed iuto submission, and passed into the harbour all safe.

The only place touched at in the voyage was Porto Santo, in the Madeira

group, where the Agincourt and Northumberland gave place to the Warrior

and Slack Prince. The highest speed ever attained was 6i knots ; but

this involved a great consumption of coal, the husbanding of which was

one of the chief necessities of the expedition. The senior officer was

most unremitting in the careful performance of his duty ; day and night,

all through the voyage, flags, semaphores, and lanterns were at work, and

the signalmen of the squadron had little rest; every contretemps was fore-

seen, and defeated by some new expedient, and the whole conduct of the

expedition was without a single mistake. It is not often that a first

venture so novel in itself, and involving such great risks, has had such

perfect success.

RAILWAY BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

A fund which deserves the notice and encouragement of all who travel

by railways—that is to say, the whole nation—is collected about this time
at the many railway stations throughout England. The object is to pro-
vide some compensation for every railway servant who meets with an
accident in the discharge of his duty : for this purpose the men are called

upon to subscribe one shilling each. The pnblic may not unfairly be asked
to help the good work, by sending contributions to. the offices of the insti-

tution, 123, Seymour-street, Euston-square. In the year now ended
18,360 employes of different railway companies subscribed to the fund
and about 500 have experienced its benefits. It will be seen that self-help

has not been wanting ; but at the same time aid from without will be very
acceptable, and will h.irdly be denied by habitual travellers.

©bituarg.

THE LATE GKORGE SMITH, ESQ., C.E., BELFAST HARBOUR
ENGINEER.

Mr. George Smith, C.E., was for twenty-four years, the resident engineer
of the Belfast Harbour, and during that long period of active unobtru-
sive service did an extent of work which only those who are intimately
acquainted with the past and the present state of Belfast Harbour.
can adequately apppeciate. The late Mr. Smith was an English-
man, and was appointed Barbour Engineer in 1839, on the
recommendation of Messrs, Walker and Burgess, the eminent engineers,
who at that time designed some improvements in the harbour.
Mr. Smith was previously engineer in the Leeds and Selby Railway. It
was under his superintendence that the new cut at the Qoeen's [stand and
the channel between the Twin Islands were formed, the contractor being
the late Mr. Dargan. The Qoeen's Quay, Clarendon Dock, and all the
timber wharfs on the Down and Antrim -ides of the river wer
structed under his superintendence. The filling np of the old docks-
Limekiln Dock rnnning into Waring-street, Ritchie's Dock up to Great
Georges-street, and Town Dork up High-street to where the a
Memorial now stands, and all tl.e extensive Improvements in connexion
therewith were executed by him. Be was the archited of the new Har-
bour Office; be designed the lighthouse on Holywood Bank; it was under
his superintendence thsl tl " Slip was constructed; lie carried onl
all the reclamation improvements on the Connty Down tide of the river;
and the extensive ranges of sheds along tie- quays were all planned ami
executed by .Mr. Smith. Indeed, all the gr,"it improvements in the
Harbour of Belfast completed during the past thirty irried
out under his management. It' the late Mr. Smith bad at am- time been
askedtoshow the extent of what he had done for Belfast Harboti

might haveiaken th£mfei^ogAtan-ify*lre tower of the Harbour Office and
said wi^^CTfecplwutB^ St'; in\nti'VetitJ!»ii quceris, circumspice. From the
summit of that public building, itself a model of good architecture and
economy in construction, the eye would range over long lines of quays and
docks, bridges, steamers passing at all times of the tide in and out of port,

by a straight channel instead of the former tortuous course, a harbour well

buoyed and beaconed, green trees and grass where foul weed-banks once
spread—all mnde by Mr. Smith. In fact, the history of Belfast Harbour
improvements up to a very recent period was written by Mr. Smith in the
extensive works of practical utility which he executed. The deceased
gentleman was unobtrusive, and kept clear of all public matters, devoting
his acknowledged professional abilities and his unwearied exertions to the

duty which he had to discharge, and in which he spent his strength and
his life. From failing health he became unable to continue the more active

duties of his office, and in 1863 he was appointed Consulting Engineer to

the Harbour Board. For some time past increasing infirmities and age
proved too much for him, and on the 3rd uit. he expired at the age of 77,

leaving behind him the esteem and respect of all who knew him, and
the reputation of as faithful, diligent, and capable a public officer as ever

filled an important post in Belfast.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OP NEW BOOKS.

Railway Diagram of London and its Suburbs. By Mr. Airby, of the Railway
Clearing House.

This diagram is well defined and clear. The omission of the streets

tends much to make it plain. All the various properties, stations, junc-
tions, distances (iu miles and chains) running powers and working arrange-

ments are accurately laid down. We can commend the publication as trust-

worthy and useful.

We have on previous occasious noticed similar admirable productions of

Mr. Airey, and we have had several opportunities of proving his correctness

of the plans of complicated railway junctions.

The Timber Trades' Price Book: By William Richardson. London: Long-
man, Green, and Co.

A useful little Pocket Ready Reckoner for ascertaining the value of tim-
ber of all dimensions. It is all in tabular form, and from its simplicity,

scarcely needs the few explanatory examples given of each series of
tables.

CORRESPONDENCE.

W» cannot hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our Correspondents.

THE SUEZ CANAL.

To the Editor of The Autizax.

Aden, \th December, 1869,

H.M.S. Nile.

Sir,—I have been particularly fortunate in having: had it in my power to

inspect the Suez Canal after all the crowd of visitors had passed, so that I was

not hurried, and by the kindness of the French Engineers, who were most ready

to give full information ou any point I desired. I have been able I trust to

form a pretty correct idea of the actual state of matters.

With regard to the canal itself, I think all concerned have cause to feel

Satisfied with the result, ami at present ships drawing from 10 to 17 feet of

water may navigate the Sue/, (.'anal fronj end to end without difficulty or delay,

provided they he properly steered. One point the French authorities should

—

and I have no doubt, will—look to, is to have tin' ships p:issin k- through the

canal steered hy a wheel placed on the liridge, or on some point on the foro

pait '>i the ship, for it is neosssary thai the man who steers should he able to

see for himself how the deep channel is marked out. Bad this been done, I

E most ships could have passe,
I through without hanllv ever tOUOhlUg the

hanks. The ship I came d..wn the eanal in, was about 800 fSSl in length, Slid

drew nearly 10 feet, and had this steamer been steered bj awheel on the'

'1 of nt the stern, I do DOl bolivt we should ever h.nc ton, lo.l. No) :1. tl

we irere much delayed, as we never stuck longer than a quarter of an hour ou

any occasion, if so much, and that only on one occasion. Ou speed thn

the canal itself • ml Bvt miles an hour, while through thi I

WC averaged twelve mild an hen. ami it is t.. this ipiestiim I would like
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to say few words, as I believe that by careful observations on the action of the

several waves formed by the ships of various dimensions and lines passing at

different velocities through the canal where the sections differ, would lead to

most interesting discoveries as to the motion of ships through the water. My
observations of course were ver3r general, but I may say that the height of

the wave very much depended on the breadth and section of the canal.

Where it was broad and deep there was often hardly any perceptible wave

whatever ; where the channel was more contracted, yet still deep at the sides,

the wave had more the nature of one of undulation than that of translation, but

where the depth at the point where the slopes reached the water was only a

foot or so, the wave of translation became considerable, rising to a height

of from eighteen inches to two feet, and there was considerable washing away

of the slopes, but nothing serious ; in fact not so great as I was prepared to

expect, with a velocity of five miles an hour. I should therefore say, that at

present a speed of five miles an hour with the canal of its present breadth was

safe. With an increased section, however, the velocity may I think, be raised

to six miles an hour, but I do not think this speed should be exceeded by large

sea-going steamers ; so for the present such vessels must rest content with

passing through the canal in two days, One day from Port Said to the Timsah

Lake, anchoring there all night, and the next day passing on to Suez.

What struck me as most remarkable regarding this wave question was that

the several waves, or rather currents, may be divided into three in quite

opposite directions. The ship I came down the canal was a screw steamer (I

say down from the north to the south) and was, as before mentioned, about

300 feet in length, with fine lines, and drew very nearly 16 feet of water,

ividing the ship into four equal parts, thus :

—

All in front of b, b was pushed forward in the direction the ship was passing,

but with no apparent violent action. In the space between 6, b and a, a the

stream was very strong, increasing in velocity as a, a was approached, making in

towards the " counter " of the ship, and beyond a, a the stream rushed in in

the direction shown by the arrow, near the stern, the action on a, a depeuding on

the depth along the canal bank.

These appear to me very interesting facts, and some of the readers of The
Artizan may be able to further investigate this question under more favour-

able circumstances.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

T. Logiw, C.E., F.R.S.E.

The East London Railway.—The first section of this company's line was formally
opened on the 6th ult. from New Cross to the north end of the Thames Tunnel at Wap-
ping, about three miles in length. The line was in excellent condition, and the train
consisted of new carriages, affording ample accommodation for third-class passengers.
The stations at New Cross, Deptford-road, Rotherhithe, and Wappingare convenient and
well constructed. The line is to be worked by the London Brighton, and South Coast
Railway Company. There are to be 23 trains each way on week days, and 20 trains each
way on Sundays. The works remaining to be completed on the Surrey side are the con-
pecting line with the South Eastern Railway, and the .junction with the up main line of
the Brighton Railway; and on the Middlesex side, the continuation of the line from
VVapping, under the London Docks to Brick-lane, the point of junction with the Great
Eastern Railway for passenger traffic, and the junction with that line near Bethnal-green
lor the goods and mineral traffic, together making about 3J miles of line to construct.

A^expenditure to the present time has been, on the south side of the river, including

£1357 9 ° S Tvmr" 1
*
£976'474> and on the north side of the river, £381,516, together

NOTES AND NOVELTIES.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Aloe Fibee in Maueitius.—Another article of colonial production which has for
years past, from time to time, attracted public notice, seems now to have some chance
of assuming, ere very long, an important place in the exports of Mauritius. This is
aloe fibre, which is now being extracted for exportation by several persons ; and in
Bourbon, where sugar planting has ever been less successful than Mauritius, a still

larger amount of attention has been bestowed on this fibre ; and machines have been
erected in several places, capable of beating out 1,0001b. of it per diem. The aloe (that
known as the Yucca) grows wild in immense numbers on the mountains of these islands;
and, like all species of aloes, it is very hardy, being little affected by dry seasons. The
fibre is worth £25 to £30 per ton in Europe, and it is believed that it will gradually
become au article of considerable importance in the colony.

United States' Patents.—In the year ending the 30th of September, 1869, no less
than 19,360 applications were made for patents in the United States, including re-issues
and designs; and i3,762 patents were issued. The fees received at the Patent-office were
213,926dols., in excess of the expenditure. The office publishes a weekly list of claims
which is supplied to subscribers at 5dols., per annum.

It is said that a Russian line of steamers from the Black Sea to Bombay, via the Suez
Canal, is about to be established, with contracts already made by one house at Moscow
to ship 4,000 bales of cotton per week.

SHIPBUILDING.
Shipbuilding on the Clyde.—The Clyde shipbuilding yards have set afloat no fewer

than eighteen vessels during the month of November. Nine of the launches were at
Glasgow, four at Greenock, three at Dumbarton, one at Port Glasgow, and one at Rothe-
say. Nine were steamers, and nine were sailing ships, and, as usual, the large proportion
were iron vessels. The total tonnage represented was close on 20,000. The largest of
the eighteen is the Scandinavian, an iron steamer of about 3,000 tons, built, by Messrs.
R. Steele and Co., Greenock, for the Allan Montreal Line. Next in size is the Elbe, a
screw steamer of 2,657 tons, built by Mr. John Elder, Govan, for the West India Mail
service. The Apis, an iron screw steamer of 1,200 tons, built by Messrs. Denny, Dum-
barton, for the Austrian Lloyd's service; the Afrique, a screw steamer of 1,800 tons, built
by Messrs. Napier and Sons, Govan, for the Marseilles and Alexandria trade; and the
Shang Tung, a screw steamer of 1,500 tons, built by Messrs. A. and J. Inglis, Glasgow, for
the Shanghai Steam Navigation Company, stand next on the list.

TELEGRAPHIC ENGINEERING.

Captain R: R. Oldfield, of the Royal Navy, an experienced officer, has been granted
leave by the Admiralty, and has proceeded on behalf of the Telegraphic Construction
and Maintenance Company to Siam and the Malay Peninsula for the purpose of exploring
certain routes by which that company proposes to establish a telegraphic communication
from Burmah, the Tenasserim Provinces, and Siam with Penang, so as to throw the
traffic upon the British Extension Company's cable, which will be laid this year between
the Straits of Malacca and Ceylon.

Telegbaeh Concessions.—The Russian Government has granted a concession of
thirty years to M. Titgen, Councillor of State to the King of Denmark, M. Erickson, a
merchant, and M. Palhsen, consul-general for that country at St. Petersburgh, for the
establishment of submarine telegraphic lines between Asiatic Russia and Osaka, Yoko-
hama, orNargasaki, in Japan; and Shanghae, Fou-djaon, and Hong-Kong, in China.
The company thus formed will ask for the authorisation of the Chinese and Japanese
Governments, and the Russian executive will lend its good offices in the matter. The
concessionaires bind themselves to attach this system of telegraphy to a station and
telegraphic line of the state in Russia in Asia.

The cables of the West India and Panama Telegraph Cempany, to connect Cuba,
Jamaica, and Porto Rico, have been completed at the Silvertown Works, and the whole
of the line will be shipped by March 15th.

LAUNCHES
A new steamship, the Alnwick Castle, built by Messrs. C. Mitchell and Co., Low

Walker, on the Tyne, for the Northumberland Steam Shipping Company, was launched
on the 4th ult. She is intended for the Indian trade, via the Suez Canal, and she has
been specially constructed for the purpose. Her rig will be that of a four-masted

schooner, and she will have engines of 600-horse power. If the Suez Canal proves a
safe water-way for steamers to proceed from the Mediterranean to the Red Sea, it is

likely that good deal of new iron steam tonnage building for Tyne shipowners will be
employed in the East India trade by this route.

On the 19th ult., there was launched from the shipbuilding yard of the late Mr. John
Elder, at Fairfield Govan, an iron paddle steam ship, of 1,350 tons, B.M., and 300 horse

power nominal. As the vessel left the ways she was gracefully christened the Arequipa
by Miss Jay. The Arequipa has been built to the order of the Pacific Steam Navigation
Company, Liverpool, and is intended for their mail and passenger service on the west
coast of South America. This firm has also on hand two large ships for the same com-
pany.

RAILWAYS.
Influence of Raileoads upon Weather.—The opinion seems to be gaining strength

that the Pacific Railroad is working a great change in the climate of the plains. Instead

of continuous droughts all along the railroad rain now falls in refreshing abundance.

This result has been remarked upon in other sections of the West. In Central Ohio,

for example, it is said, the climate has been completely revolutionized since iron rails

have formed a network all over that region. Instead of the destructive droughts for-

merly suffered there, for some four or five years there has been rain in abundance—even
more than enough to satisfy all the wants of farmers. This change is thought to he the

result of an equilibrium produced in the electrical currents, which has brought about a

more uniform dispensation of the rain. It is a fact within the observation of all who
remember anti-railroad times that we have now few or no such thunder-storms as wc
formerly had in New England. The iron rails which touch and cross each other in

every direction serveas conductors and equalisers of the electric currents, and so prevent

the terrible explosions which used to terrify us in former years. The telegraphic wires

which accompany the iron rails everywhere also act an important part in diffusing

electricity equally through the atmosphere, thus preventing the occurrence of severe

thunder-storms.

—

Boston Traveller.

The great Louisville railway bridge across the Ohio is now ready for use. It is sup-

ported by 25 massive piers, the length of the longest span being 320ft., while the entire

length of the bridge lacks but 80ft. of a mile. The cost will exceed a million and a

half dols.
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The demand for iron for Indian railways appears to be atrain increasing, the exports
of railway iron from the United Kingdom to" British India to October 31st this year
having been 76,200 tons, as compared with 61,333 tons in the corresponding period of
1868, and 140,606 tons in the corresponding period of 1S67.

ACCIDENTS.

Steamboat Explosion.—On the 1st ult., a sad accident occurred on the Clyde, between
Innellan and Dnnoon, by the blowing np of the boiler of a screw steam-Lighter, causing
the deaths of the whole crew, supposed to number five men. The steamer was seen
passing Innellan, and when about a mile and a half beyond it the boat seemed as if

lifted clean out of the water, after which she went down. A large quantity of wreck
rose to the surface shortly after, and gave evidence that the lighter had trone to pieces.
The bodies of none of the men were recovered up to the time the last steamer left, but
three caps were picked up floating on the water. A number of small boats put out from
the shore to search for the bodies, but these only brought ashore pieces of the wreck.

Fall os a Labge Railway Shed.—On the 6th ult., the passenger shed of the new
Caledonian Railway station at the Lothian-road, fell with a loud noise. The shed had
been completed with the exception of the work to be done by the slaters on the roof, and
during the day about 100 men had been employed upon it. When the accident occurred
all the workmen had left with the exception of four, who were in one end of the build-
ing; but fortunately they escaped uninjured. A horse was caught by some of the beams,
but was ultimately rescued without sustaining much damage. The building, which was
constructed chiefly of wood, was fully 400ft. in length and. between 80ft. and 90ft. in
breadth.

AGasometebISlownIIowi..—An extraordinary accident oacurrcd on the 13th ult., upon
the premises of the Cambridge University and Town Gasworks. The wind, which had been
very strong all day, had then increased in violence to such a degree that the largest gaso-
meter attached to ihe works was completely capsized, and many thousands of cubic feet

at gas escaped instantaneously. Although there was no light of any kind within 30yds.
of the gasometer, the nearest light instantly illumined the gas, and an immense flame of
fire rose to the heavens, lighting up the sky in the most vivid manner. The utmost alarm
was felt in Cambridge when this became apparent, hut happily no explosion occurred.
The Qame caused a tire on the premises, and it was at onetime feared that it would reach
the remaining gasometers. This, however, was fortunately prevented by the exertions of
a large number of the inhabitants, who went up from Cambridge to Barnwell, where the
works are situated, directly the illumination commenced. The new gasometer which
was blown over had been only recently erected at a cost of £6,000, and a heavy loss will
fall upon the company in consequence of the accident.

.\\other (lAsosttTcit Blowx Dowx.—The Gloucester Gasworks were on the 15th
ult. a scene of an accident almost equally serious with that which happened at Cambridge.
A large gasometer, capable of holding 240,000ft. of gas, has recently been erected at the
works at b cost of nearly £4,000; and there are two other gasometers, holding together
about 130,000ft. The works are situated on the Severn Quay. Shortly after one in the
morning one of the chains supporting the largest gasometer was broken by the violence
of the wind, and the breaking of a second chain just after caused the vessel to rapidly
descend. While it wa« descending one of the large iron pulleys fell over and broke a
hole in the crown. The gas escaped rapidly through the rent, and, despite the efforts of
the workmen, the 70,000ft. the gasometer had contained were soon exhausted. There
was a light near, but no explosion occurred.

DOCKS, HARBOURS, BRIDGES
A Hrr.r. liinnoK.—The iron bridge ;it SI. Louis, connecting the Illinois and Missouri

shore pi river, is reported to have been commenced, and four hundred
and th th all the modem steam appliances for excavating earth and n

heavy stones and timber-, are now at work. The bridge structure is to be composed of
three wrought and Mil iron arches, one of 515ft. in length, the other two 497ft. each.
The intended for t:i" passage of railway trains, the opj
ordinary trallir.

Tin. Peninsular and Oriental Company have ju . a contract with M
I

.

Calrd and Co., of Greenock, for the construction of tiro Bcrew steamers of 3,410 tons and
600 ho 1 or high and low

|

e already nuarlj completed one steamer of the same

. Denny and Co., of Dumbarton, at
I

Southampton, have recently be d to India, These addition ipany'a
licet represent 17,000 tons and 3,0<hJ nominal hoi- .

I.vir. .uio.« sccumuht 3uoz Canal win rapidly bring about a
itl ability of a (hip oanal to unit

i
' to attracl the raosl attention.

the raising of the H high as ZO millions
stcrlin.-. much will depend ni Canal If these
shoul't he affair may perbep be entertained even n aprl

I
mi I, i,.- inv a f i

i trm or the othei there seems
little doubt that the American people will force the accomplishment of the •

MINES, METALLURGY, &c
[box Works n Buasu.—Th taMlshmenl is proposed in the Qovemmenl ol

Cathcrinovlav (Russia) of iron works, to be capable of producing 600,000 pounds ol
annually; Bo under the largo Imports of rails which she has now tOimke
trom other countries.

Tn report of the Sclnde Ballwaj I irthe half year ending 80th Jane last.
Railway for thai period ha b< B

£14,808 1 . 6d., agalnsl i rrespondlng period ol lasl rear. The
net revenue of the Indo la was £ll,5M 18s. 7u. i 3d. In
the corresponding hall of 1368: that ol the Pnirjaob Railway was 434,672 17s. 8d. i

£18.768 12s. 6d.; and that of the Delbl Hallwayws
with n ipsa t to the la t-naincd line the dire, tors state thai Im e the prevloo >

mileage of open line has been Increased from 171 to270ml!e< ; tl otlon from I ml
lodhlana, 70 miles In length, havl bar] t, and that from thi

BeaatoJull lur. 20 miles In length, on the 15th November last. Tl tion
.iiiiiiindnr to I'hiiiotir, on the righl bank ol the Bntlej, will, II i oxp
March next, when the entire railway, with the azasjptloo ol the bridge aero
wrii lie completed 1

1

Au. the departments of the finished Iron trade In tba Olevsland dlsttiei are In'a I

prosparoos condHton, ami tiie r ,. h svarv i Ueve thai thl rear the
industry will i.e in a better itats than it has been in in e 'in i la t oey panic and (he
depression which followed it.

\ niw marble b i In the Glanl Mountain ol Bohemia, whl
iles, ribed as in every way equal to Carrara, both in win DC and Oni Ol

and invaluable for sculpture or for the purpose of trade when worked Into
t ops Ac

LATEST PRICES IN THE LONDON METAL MARKET.

COPPER.
Best selected, per ton
Tough cake and tile do
Sheathing and sheets do
Bolts do

Bottoms do
Old (exchange) do
Burra Burra do
Wire, per lb

Tubes do

BRASS.
Sheets, per lb

Wire do
Tubes do
Yellow metal sheath do. ..

Sheets do

SPELTER.
Foreign on the spot, per ton
Do. to arrive

From To
£ s. d. £ s. d.

73 :j

72 7,

77
78
80
64.

73 10
lOi , >T j>

Hi ' » 11

8* C 9
8 „

10* 11*
G* 7
61 " M

19
19

ZIXC.
In sheets, per ton 24

TIX.
English blocks, per ton 117
Do. bars (in barrels) do ,118

Do. refined do 118
Bancado in
Straits do |m

TIN PLATES*
IC. charcoal, 1st quality, per box I 1
IX. do. 1st quality do 1
IC. do. 2nd quality do 1
IX. do. 2nd quality do 1
IC. Coke do 1
IX. do. do i i
Canada plates, per ton 13
Do. at works do 12

IRON,
liars, Welsh, in London, per ton ..

Do. to arrive do
Nail rods do

Stafford in London do
Bars do. do.

Hoops do. do
Sheets, single, do
Pig X». 1 in Walesdo
Refined metal do
Bars, common, do
Do. mrch. Tyne or Tecs do
Do. railway, in Wales, do
Do. Swedish in London do
To arrive do
Pig No. 1 in Clyde do
Do. f.o.b. Tyne or Tees do
Do. No. 3 and 4 f.o.b. do
Rai lway chairs do
Do. spikes do
Indian charcoal pig in London do.

STKKI..

Swedish in kegs (rolled), per ton I I

Do. (hammered) do II

Do. in faggots do 15

Kti(*lish spring do L9
Qi i' i. ii .

i b, per bottle 8

LEAD.
English pig, common, per ton '

s

Ditto. L.B. do. r.i

Do. w.ii. do 20
Da sheet.do I'.i

Do. red lend do L'n

DO. white (In 21

Do. patent that do --
Spanish do 1 B

7

7
7
8
8
9
10
3

4
G
G

7

10

10
2

2
2

5

11

G

10
10

6

12
4
10
2

8
10
10

10

7

15

5
10
5

5

18
9
6
10

it

ir>

15

17

LB

6
:

in

ti

II

6

6
6

G

II

II

II

II

6

19 15
19 15

12
4
5

6

2
5

12

6

8
14
6

12

3

9

10
10
10

10 15

5

10

7 10
10 5

7
15

10

in

IS 5 ii

in ii (i

88

•At the works Is to ls.Gd. per box less.
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LIST OF APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS

PATENT.

Wb havb adopted a mew arrangement of

thb Provisional protections applied for

by Inventors at thb Grbat Seal Patent

Office. If any difficulty should arise

' with reference to thb names, addresses,

or titles oiybn in thb list, thb requi-

site information will bb furnished, freb

of bxpbnsb, from thb officb, by addrsssi no

* letter, prepaid, to thb editor of

"Thb Artizan."

Dated November 22nd, 1869.

3372 G. and J. Ritchie—Teats, weather protectors.

See.

3373 J. Tomlinsou—Cements
3374 J. Brookes—Fastening's applicable to ladies'

etaj s

3375 B. E. Allen—Tramways

Dated Novsmbbr 23rd, 1869.

3376 H. A. Bonneville—Steam boiler supply cock
3377 H. A-JBonneville—Electro metallurgy
3378 H. A. Bonneville-Electric batteries

3379 S. G. Arnold—Saws
3380 J. E. C. Spinelti—Nautic means
3381 E. Kornd—Indicator
3382 W. E. Gedge—Hydraulic tractiou on railways
and other roads

3383 H. F. Shaw—Cutters for moving machines
3334 A. Nairn—Steam carriages
3385 F. Foster—Gauges
3386 J. H. Johnson—Grinding saws
3387 H. C. Lobnitz—Engines

Dated Novbmbkr 24th, 1869.

3388 A. McNeill—Safe for Bhips carryicg mails and
other valuables

3389 F. J. Granville and H. Gardner—Adveitising
papers

3390 W.Tbomas—Obtaining power
3391V. Fogg—Dressing Btoue

3392 S. Cotton—Pre paring flax'

3393 J. Norris and E. Longworth—Placing fog
" signals
3394 J. and B. Dunkerley—Felting or planking the

bodies of bats
3395 J.B. Paddon—Gas
3396 D. Miles—Lighting and extinguishing gas by

electricity

3397 J. Tumbull— Connecting and disconuecting
railway carriages

3398 S. Chatwood and T. Sturgeon—Drawing and
forcing fluids

3399 M. Henry—Moving railway carriages and
other heavy bodias

3400 J. Downs—Presses
3401 W. C. Manu—HatsJ

Dated November 25th, 1869.

3402 P. C. Evans 'and H. J. H. King—Feeding
carding machines

3403 F. W. Webb—Steam engines
3404 T. Richardson—Desks
3405 J. Nichols—PolishiBg yarns
3406 B. Goddard and W. Finley—Making and
mixing pills

3407 E. F. Goodall—Ink bottles

3408 W. R. Lake—Propelling ships
3409 B. Johnson and £E. B. Ellington—Moving
weights

3410 A. McDougall—Blacking
3411 T. Brown—Boring rocks
3412 L. Mount—Filling match splints
3413 J. Keats—Buckles
3415 W. E. Gedge—Destroying the parasites in the
wood of trees

3416 \V. Pollitt aud W. J. Kuowles—Washing
fluids

Dated November 26th, 1869.

3417 D. Barker -Varnish
3118 J Denie—Paper
3419 J-, J. and W. Fletcher—Mortar mills for pul-

verising
3420 S. Tatton—Reels
3421 S. Tattun—Card for the withdraw el of single
threads for sewing

3422 E. H. Burke—Metallic barrels
3423 B. Wood—Lids for railway.axle boxes
3424 W. Perkins—Fusees
3425 J. Combe—Hackling flax

3426 A. C. Eugeit— Ornamental placards and such
like articles

3427 J. Bruuton—Working railway (points aud sig.

nals
3428 S, Wyatt—Preserving meat

.Dated Novbmbkr 27th, 1869.

3429 H. S. Freeman—Adjustment ofroen's wearing
apparel

3430 F. Pteston—Preparing fibrous substances
3431 W. C. S. Percy—Cutting animal and vegetable
substances

3432 A. Barclay- Condensers
3433 G. Bertram and M, Patterson—Straining paper
pulp

3434 J., J. E., and W. Pitt—Cutting metals and
other materials

3435 L. Poehet—Dressing stone
3436 W.Johnson—Lock fastenings
3437 J. Howard and E, T. Bousfielda—Cutting

standing crops
3438 A E. Loram—Buckles
3439 W. Cross—Shawls
3440 G. Lockett—Revolving graphoscope
3441 W. Brookes—Sewing machines
3442 B, Oldfield—Looms

3443 S , J. J-, and L. H. Perry—Boxes
3444 S. Fox and J. Reflitt—Turning and pehsbing

treenails

Dated November 29th, 1869.

3445 J. Moaeley—Blankets
3446 G. B. McFarland—Convertible double centre

rotary engine
3447 E. Lethbridge—Balancing millstones

3448 J. Williams—Cooking
3449 J. Tester—Cutting chaff
3450 E. Oadea—Vent plugs
3451 T. Ro ssig—A new derivative of phenol

3452 J. C. Mewburn—Obtaining motive power
3453 H. Draper—Tanning
3454 G. and A. B. Marquis—Cutting metal or ot er

sheets .,

3455 J. Edward and J. Quin—Preventing roller

laps
3456 W. R. Lake—Journal bearings for railway

carriages
3457 W. Harham—Horticultural.buildingB
3458 J. Speight- Spinning and twisting worsted

substances

Dated November 30th, 1869.

3459 W. H. Shaw and J. M. Audus—Dressing mill"

stones
3460 J., J., and W. H. Wood—Hats
3461 C. H. Hudson—Bedsteads
3462 E. T. Hughes-SpringB
3463 A. W. Pocock—Meters
3464 W. H. Willis—Indicating the points of

srnmes _ ,.

3465 B. A ton and J. Mustard—Feeding carding

engines
3466 W. Avery—Umbrellas
3467 E. Ensor— Kilus
34b8 A. V. Newton—Converting reciprocating into

rosary motion
3469 R. Milburn end T. Browning—Drying ma-
chines

3470 J. F. Crease-Tank filters

3471 R. Hornsby and J. E. Phillips—Reaping and
mowing machines

Dated December 1st, 1869.

3472 W. Spehce—Soda crystals

3473 T. G. Green Eaithenware
3474 J. Forbes—Desict ting grain

3475 J. James—Stamping letters

34J6 A,C. Hendersou—Shearing animals

3477 J- T. Griffin—Rendering sponge suitable for

stuffing: beds
3478 W. Bennett and J. Cunall—Kitchen ranges or

stoves
3479 F- N. Target—Waterclossts
3480 J. Fence—Sawing wood
3481 W. Richards—Firearms
3482 H C. Ash—Churns
3483 R. Robey and J. Richardson—Steam engine
governors

3484 R. N. Slight and W. F. Denholm—Straining
paper pulp

3485 G. Hammer—Cork cutting machines

Dated Decembbr 2nd, 1869.

3486 H C. Pannell—Rifles
3487 J. B. Wilson, J. Higginbottoui, and I. Royse-

Roilers
3488 A. Mitchell—CaiBsons
3489 F. C. Webb—Cables
3490 A. P. Stirling—Railway spittoon

3491 J. H. Johnson—Spring mattresses
349"i H. H. Mayden—Spinning tobacco

3493 J. W. and E. Whittaker—Furnaces
3494 P. A. S. Langloia and L. S. Thomassin-
Sulphuric acid

3495 E. Field—Valves

Dated December 3rd, 1869.

3496 W Tatham—Opening and breaking hard wast
Tags of cotton

g497 J- Smith andT. Eastwood—Reversing valves ot

Bteam engines
3498 J. M. Macintosh—Laying sheets of paper deli-

vered by paper cutting machines
3499 J. C Wilson—Revolving engine
3500 W. Mocllan—Printing
3501 J. Jeaoons—Armoui plates

3502 E. V. Neale—Fastening objects capable of
rotating on hinge joints

3503 T. W. Tobin—Telegraphs
3504 T. R Cramptou—Burning powdered fuel

3505 H. Larkin and ,W. White—Production of po
tasaium

3506 J. and S. Loebl—Locks

Dated Decembbr lib, 1869.

3507 J, Boyd—Winding yarn
3508 C W. Petersen—Lifeboats
3509 J. F. Kent—Sawing machines
3510 H. M. Nicholls—Cutting continuous paper

into Bheets
3511 S. Alley—Breakwaters
3512 J. Knowles—Rotary engines
3513 J. Walker—Washing blankets
3514 H. Alexandre—Organs
3515 W. Brookes—Fluid lenses
3516 T. Macguire—Packing glands of steam and

other engines
3517 A Ripley aud J. Wormald—Pipe wrench
3518 W R. Lake—Harness
3519 T. Clark—Covejs of parasols
3520 S. C hatwood aud J. Crompton—Valves

Datbd December 6th, 1869.

3521 J. L. Booth—Rails for railioads
3522 T. Prideaux— Purifying Iimea
3523 W. Thanks—Forging horse Bhoes
3524 H. H. Murdoch—Joining the ends of iron and

other tubes

3525 J. B. Spence—Alum
3526 J. B. Speuce— Paper
3527 W. R. Lskt—Hulling grain

3528 W. Geeves—Packages for containing t

Dated December 7tb, 1869.

3529 D. Robertson, W. L. G. Wrignt, aud J More
—Forcing fluids

3530 S. Lewin—Raising straw
3331 H. P. de Meyrignae—Brushing and wetting

the hair
3532 J Swift—Safety lnmps
3533 G. Dowler and W. Pursall—Breech loading

firfcarms
3534 J. Jonas Packing tea
3535 B. J. B. Mills—Securing bales ot fibrous and
othe substances

3536 W. Scott—FurnaceB
3537 J . Watson—Electric telegraph apparatus for

continuous printing
3538 O. Vavin—Separating metals
3539 F. A* Harrison—Buckles
3540 J. Childs—Biscuits
3541 J. H. Johnson—Cracibles'
3542 C. Wyudham—Velpcipedes

Dated Dbcbmbbr 8th, 1869.

3543 E. Edwurds—Photo-mechanicnl printing and
reproduction of designs

3544 J 5. Robertson—Horseshoes for snowy or
frosty weather

3545 M. Kolb—Screw propellers

3546 E.Weldon—Cooking food
3547 M. S tell—Doubling worsted or other fibrous

substances
3548 G.Preston and!J. Prestige—Regulating the

woter supply to w&terclosets
3549 B F. Stevens—Workiog of glasB

3550 M. F. A uderBon—Treating sewage
3551 A. L. Bricknell—Gates
3552 A. M. Clarke-Ornamenting muslin and gauze

fabrics

Dated December 9tb, 1869.

3553 H. S, RuBh—Railway cbairB
3554 E. Walker—GaB burners
3555 W. Johnson—Pressing wool
:;5".6 H. Byk—Refiuing .paraffin and rendtring it

white
3557 W. Tranter—Firearms
3558 J- Loader aud W. H . Child—Meters
3-359 D. Clayton—Shuttles
3560 C. Sipiiot—Exhibiting placards
356

1

J . Ham i 1 ton and R. Paterson—Collapsable
cask*

3561 W. R. Rake—Vices
3563 J. F. Alexander— Propellers

3564 R. A. Ballon— Safes
3565 C. A. McCalla—Stoppering bottles and such

like articles

3560 J. Billontyne—Yarns

Dated December 10th, 1869.

3-567 H. Wbiitaker and W. Bradbury—Connecting
the ends of hoops

3568 H. Kershaw—Spinnicg
3569 G. F. Logan— Utilising heat
3570 W. E. Gedae—Veloclptdes
3571 J. Willie—Umbrellas
3572 T. S. Sarney—Fisbiug or connecting railway
wheels

3573 A. M. Clark—Ornamenting brooches
3774 W. Baines—Actuating railway signals and
switches

3575 R. J. Ransome, J. Deas, and R. C. Napier-
Tramways

3576 W. Yeoman and J. Gilbert—Seing machines

Dated Decemhkr 11th, 1869.

3577 W. Downing—Cartridges
3578 J Paruett— Fupl
3579 G. White—Steering ships
3?80 T. Sager and T. Richmond—Looms and healds

for we ving
3581 A. A. Croll—Treating ammoniacal liquor of
gasworks

3582 W. E. Newton—Folding paper
35S3 J. T. Parlour—Raising sunken ships
3584 E. Simooe—Portfolios

3585 W. 1. Heiheriugton -Engines
3596 T- Moore—Door knobs
3537 W. A. Marhhall—Telegraph cables

3568 H. and F. C. Cockey—Steam boilers

3389 W. C. Green—Fitearms
3590 H. Wilson—Cutting timber
3591 VV. Williams—Subaqueous and tunnel com-
munications

Dated December 13th, 1869.

3592 T. Rawsthorne— Putting twist icso yarn from
the flyer eye to the front rollers of dames for

fibrous substances
3593 P. Koch—Untapped nuts
3594 J. and J. Turner—L'ibricaiors
3595 H. Wa son—Smoothing bobbins
3596 G., J., and M. Oldroyd—Weaviug
3597 W. R. Lake— Preserving dead human bodies
and auimal carcases

3598 J. G ToBgue—Sewing together separate parts
ofa volume

3599 E. A. Cowper—Sieves
3600 P. C Evans and H.J. H. King—Feeding wool

to carding machines
3601 A. Barr—Blowing organs
3602 W. Asquith, G Booth, and G. Pickersgill—
Cutting metals

3603 H. E. Newton—Net mnchines
3S04 R. J. Carpenter—Iron
3^03 J. Gwrdner— Cutting veneers
3606 R. W. Bernard—Candle lamps or imitation
candles J^

3607 J. Livesny—Tramways

Dated December 14th, 1869.

3608 T. Moore—Castors for sofas, pianos, and other
purposes

3609 J. Barlow—Looms
3610 B. B. de Morell—Raising vessels above the sur-

face of the water
4611 \V. Heppleand M. Stainton—Furnace bars and

furnaces
361? W. aud W. McGee—Machinery foi winding

fibrous substances
3613 R. Morton—Refrigerators or apparatus for
coliug

3614 P. Parks—Cutting screw nuts and the heads of
baits

3612 W. E. Newton—Improvements in harness for
looms

3616 W. E. Newton—Improvements in rotary en-
gines

3617 G W. Houeyman—Prevention of incrustation
in boilerB

Datbd Decembbr 15th, 1869.

3618 W. C. Homersham—Pipes and conduits'and in
the joints thereof

3619 N. P. Burgh—Improved double or single
acting pump

3620 W. R. Lake—Making and breaking slectro-
magnetic circles

3621 E. Moss—Drying malt
3622 E. Johnson—Arrangement and construction of
granaries

3623 W. K. Stock—Looms
3624 J. Hamer—Steam engines"
3625 J. Askew—Refrigerator for cooling distillers
wort

3626 J. Outram—Propelling ships
3627 J. H. Sams—Seed sowing machine and manure

distributor
3628 E. T.'HugheB—Wood-moulding and panelliog
machines

3629 T. Parry and J. McHardy—Brake applicable
to waggons

3630 A. Hall—New fabric, called Tartan Reversible
As'.raehan

3631 G. Seymour—Facilitating the steering and pro.
pulsion of ships

3632 J. S. Battye—Machinery for spinning woollen
yarns

3633 J. H. Johnson—Reducing friction

Datbd Dkckmbhh 16tb, 1869.

3634 J. Heap—Urinals
3635 E. Tomliuson—Furnaces for the prevention of
smoke

3636 J. W. Greenwood Buckle fastener
3637 W. T. Heules— Protecting telegraph wires and
cables

3638 S. Johnson—Velocipedes
3639 J. O. Butler—Wheels
3640 G. Wilson—Railway wheels
3641 W. Richards—Firearms
3642 J. Outram—Engines
3643 S. A. Buirat—Engraved roetalic plates

3644 F. E. Duckbam—Weighing machines
3645 A.m. Clark—Superphosphate of lime

Datbd December 17th, 1369.

3646 J. Gassi—spherical ship
3647 A. R Stocker—Bottle stopper*
3648 H. Willett—Breastworks
3)49 L. Sterne- Buffers
3650 G. Weir—Slide valves
3651 W. Fuulds—Feed-water heaters
3652 W. Bnrrs—Elastic webbing
3653 R Idli aud G. Naylor—Smoke consuming
apparatus

3654 E. A. In<;lefi.-ld— Utilising epre3S re of the

the exterual water
3655 J. L. Hancock—Crushing bones
3656 T. C. March—Ornamenting furniture

3657 G.Rhodes—Valves
3658 A.M. Clark—Jacquard apparatus

Datbd December
:

isth, 1869.

3659 W. Carver- Sewing machines
3660 R. C. Goddard—Csokiug apparatus
3661 J. C, Martin—Finings for clarifying wiu.es and
beer

36G2 W. E. GrdRe—System of pessary
3663 W. Hargreaves—Stfam boilers

3664 W. Fouids—Steam boilers

3665 J. Smiies—Firearms
36H6 W. Batts—Ventilation
3667 R.Nevill—Retorts
3668 J. C. Ramsden—Looms
3669 J. M. Sblels—Prepariug grain
3670 S. Butler—Lace
3671 S. Giles—Fermentation of worts
3672 D. W, Boihiy—Laying composite pavements

for streets

3673 H. Kinseo-Surfnce condensers
3674 L. Woodward— Knitting frames
4675 G. T. Bousfield—Obtainiug colouring matter
3676 W. L. Wise—Instrument for measuring and

levelling angles

Dated December 20th 1869 .

3677 J. Robertson—shaping metals
3678 G. Ermen—Brushes
3679 M Heprv—Composing types
36S0 F. EUeishnuaen—Utilising the force of the
waves

3681 G. Newsum—Pumping
3682 G. T. Livesey—Gas
3683 W. Morris—Permanent way
3684 E. T. Hughes—Garments to be worn next the

3685 J. Wild—Pile fabrics

36S6 J. H. Richardson—Boxes for carrying eggs
,

3687 C. D Abel—Ploughs
3688 T. Sha*apear—Sewing machines
3689 A. M. Silver—Indicating time
3690 W. Galloway—Couplings for pines
3691 G. C. Froser—Disin ecting clothes
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DESIGNS FOR YACHT BOILERS.

(Illustrated ly 'Plate 357).

During the past few years an extraordinary number of small steam

yachts have been called into existence, and when it is considered how

remarkably handy these little craft are in consequence of their thorough

independence of wind and tide, it is only a matter of surprise that they

should not be even still more numerous: In vessels of this description,

more especially in those of the smaller class, condensing engines would be

inapplicable, as it is essential that the machinery should be light and com-

pact, and also that it should be sufficiently simple to be managed by

amateurs. Nearly all of these boats are, therefore, fitted with non-con-

densing engines, but as this system also necessitates high pressure steam, it,

to a certain extent, increases the difficulty with regard to the boilers. The

great number of different forms of boilers at present to bo found in these

yachts is extraordinary ; in many instances the vessel appears to be all

boiler, in other cases the most energetic stoking fails to supply a sufficient

quantity of steam, and not unfrequently the boiler reaches to such a height

that the stability of the boat is endangered.

There are, of course, many honourable exceptions to these anomalies,

but the great prevalence—we might almost say, preponderance—of badly-

shaped or badly-proportioned boilers in steam yachts, has suggested the

accompanying Plate (357), illustrating various systems of boilers suitable

for this purpose, and which may possibly be of assistance to some of our

readers. It is not to be supposed that the designs here given includo

nearly all the different systems that might be advantageously adopted,

many having been omitted as being too woll known to require reproduction.

Thus, the type of boilers adopted for the launches of H.M. navy, together

with the excellent design of Messrs. Allibon and Manbre' are omitted,

having been already illustrated in Tiie Artizax. The boilers shown in

tho accompanying Plate (357) are all drawn to the same scale, viz., half an

inch to tho foot, and are calculated to be of sufficient powor to supply a

five-inch cylinder with COlbs. steam. The drawings for each design aro so

explanatory in themselves that but fow remarks upon them aro needed,

Fig. 1 shows two sectional olovntions and plan of an upright cyli:,

boiler, having roturn tubos. Tho uptako is not shown, but is intended to

bo of the usual description, as shown in Fig. 2. The form of a vortical

cylinder possos3os many advantages for high-pressure boilors for small boat*,

as it takes up very little floor spaco, is but Hlightly affoclod by tho variation*

in tho trim of tho boat, and at tho samn timo affords a sufficient amount of

stoam spaco. It may bo objected that tho tube* of this boilor are Tory

, short, but it is a woll-known fact that the first I Bin. of the tubos in tubular

boilors absorb by far tho greater portion of tho hoat, ovon whon tho*.'

aro 10ft. long. Tho horla rota] cylindrical boiler, with return tubos, shown

in Fig. 2, is too woll known t<> Mqtdra any romnrka except that It

has boon proved to bo vory sorvicoahlo whon suflViont floor-speco

is available. Fig. 3 is an ingenious dosign for a boilor with a Inn

draught, and one which, we think, would prove to be very efficient

and economical. At Fig. 4 is shown a sectional elevation and plan

of a pot boiler, which has lately received considerable attention.

This class of boiler, modifications of which are shown in Figs. 5 and 6,

is said to make steam very rapidly ; it is also assorted that the

violent ebullition in the " pot " prevents any accumulation of deposit on its

bottom, but we think great caro should be exercised that the water should

not be so dirty that, when the fire was drawn and tho ebulition ceased, a

deposit could then be formed. Those boilors would probably be improved

by the addition of a circulating plate, as shown in the annexed

T.

engraving. Tho water tube boilor shown at Fig. 7 (Plate 357), has boon

found to be a very effective steam generator ; the only drawback being the

necessity for having manholes opposite tho tubos for tho purpose of

cleansing and repairs. Tho Field boiler, shown at Fig. 8, is too well

known to need description. The remarks made above respecting tho

necessity of clean water whon working with a pot boiler, aro perhaps still

more applicable to this class of boiler. The upright tubular boiler is MO

favourito with some engineers, and in Fig. '.» one of this class Is given, with

the addition of a circulating plate, which would assist in keeping tho tubo

plato clean. In working theso boilers caro should be takou that tho water

level should bo kept sufficiently high to provont tho tubos getting t-

just above tho water lino.

Although, as wo havo boforo remarked, tbero aro many other forms of

boilor which might havo boon included in this list, wo think that a sulb

number of designs havo boon brought forward to enable our roadora lo

decide upon a suitable form of boflar tot l!i"ir pnrpOM. It i« evident ths',

although thoso designs ha\ that

W..11M pr.ib.ibly be required, ths. may l>o increased to any

sizo that may bo necessary. In stoaui yn.hu of small tonna^o greet

rulty is often oxporionecl in obtaining a boiler that will

stoera, while at tho sametime it -b-e- • >• botwooo

the fore end after pev '-"pi in view In

thoso designs is to show how this - .ine. In larger

boats, of course, no such difflc... ihatevei may bo the farm of

•naoquonlly n>T" I designs may r-e

sro, howsver. of |.lni..n that f
•• using engines, one or the i

of the forma givon In Plato 357 might be advantageously adopted ereo for

a mu'-h groater power.
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ON THE MANUFACTURE OP CRUCIBLE STEEL.
By R. H. Smith, F.C.S., &c.

A great deal is being talked about the production of cast-steel directly

fron iron ores, or its manufacture from inferior kinds of English iron ; but
little is known or said (outside the immediate manufacturing districts) as

to how the immense quantities of this substance are produced at the pre-

sent time. The conversion of iron into steel is, perhaps, to be classed

among one of the most peculiar, but, at the s.une time, interesting pro-

cesses with which chemists are acquainted.

The ordinary converting furnaces are of a conical shape, the bar-iron

laying in stone pots, in contact with charcoal ; and the heat to which the iron

is exposed is regulated according to the purpose for which it may afterwax-ds

be required. The time generally occupied in what is termed " conversion"
is about three weeks, a week being taken to raise the heat to a sufficient

degree, a second to maintain it at the required temperature, and a third to

gradually cool the furnace. When cold, the bars are withdrawn, and
lound to be covered with blisters, and, if broken, possessing a fracture

totally different in appearance to that shown by the iron before treated in

the manner described. Several tempt rs, as they are technically called, are

produced in one furnace, and much care is necessary in selecting them out

for the different requirements of the melter.

Too much care cannot be taken in the melting of steel, as the after work
so much depends upon this part of the process. The melting-holes are on
a level with the floor of the furnace-room. Eaeh hole has a flue ; and
some six, twelve, or more, of these form a flat stack. The grate bars at

the bottom of each hole aie approached by means of a cellar below. The
crucibles, or pots, as they are called, made from a mixture of several kinds

of clay and a little coke-dust, are formed into shape by means of a plug and
flask. The pots are annealed over night, and when at a dull red heat in

the morning placed in the holes by means of tongs, each furnace taking
two pots.

The bar-steel of the required hardness is now broken up, and the cruci-

ble charged by means of an iron funnel. The first heat, as it is called, will

take from four to five hours before it is ready to be poured ; but this greatly

depends on the nature and hardness of the steel. The holes are watched
and worked by the puller-out; but the word to draw the pot is given by

the melter.

The puller-out now lifts the crucible from the hole with large tongs,

and places it upon the floor of the furnace. Its contents are then poured
by the melter into a mould, made of cast-iron in two pieces, covered with
a coat of coal-tar soot, and held together by rings and wedges.

Great care is required in pouring or teaming the steel, as it is technically

called, and skill in judging the proper heat when to cast it. Mild or soft

steel should be teemed immediately the pot is withdrawn from the furnace;

but hard steel may often remain a few minutes with advantage. Each
crucible should last one day, and is used three times, with charges of 50,

45, and 40 lbs. respectively.

All steel above a chisel temper contains 0'90 to 1*00 per cent, of carbon.

If well melted it will settle down in the mould, leaving a small hole at the

top of the ingot. If, however, the molten steel has not remained long
enough in the fire, it will pour fiery ; and, if the ingot, on cooling, be

broken, it will be found to be full of small holes, called honeycombs. Great
precaution must also be used in not allowing the metal to remain too long

in the fire, as bard steel, when of good quality, will soon scorch, and so

render the ingot very brittle.

"Well melted, steel (say of a cool temper) may be thus known. The ingot

will be of a blue colour, with a smooth and even skin ; the fracture of

uniform brightness, and the outer edge perhaps slightly scorched.

Another very important operation to which steel is subject is the ham-
mering; and probably more good steel is spoiled in this department than

any other. The ingot should be well soaked in the flame of the forge

furnace, and not at once (as is often the case) put into a dead fire—where
the heat is what is called dead, and where no flame surrounds the ingot.

The fineness of the fracture of a bar of finished steel greatly depends

upon the heat that the bar is allowed to retain when the finishing stroke

of the hammer is upon it. Coarseness and fineness of grain, as judging the

temper or quality of cast-Steel, is far over-estimated. It is, to a certain

extent, an indication of harduess ; but so much depends upon the way the

bar has been finished, that it is of little practical value. However, best

east-steel, especially when hard, will show a fracture of a silky nature; and

when soft, will look bright, and shine like glass. Common cast-steel, on

the other hand, will lack that brightness which is so characteristic of good

steel ; it will look dull, and have, so to speak, a leaden appearance about it.

In the working of steel too much care cannot be bestowed; and where,

as in razor making, the workman is required to use a steel containing T50
per cent, of carbon, the durability of the razor will almost entirely depend

upon the heat to which he subjects it while, forging it into shape.

A useful tool-steel will contain about 1*2 to 1-35 per cent, of carbon.

Spindle-steel, or large size turning tools, will work well if containing about

1'15 per cent, of carbon. Chisel-steel is a temper much used, will harden

at a low heat, and possesses great toughness. Steel of 0*85 to -75 per
cent, ofcarbon will weld easily, and is adapted for cold-setts, or tools where
the principal punishment is on the unhardened part.

In melting, charcoal is largely used when the bar-steel is not of the
required hardness. Wolfram and titanium are occasionally used, but with
little advantage.

Binoxide of manganese is universally employed. It forms a good flux,

and protects the molten steel from the action of the air.

Spiegeleisen is much used in Sheffield. It is an alloy of iron with man-
ganese and carbon. The following is an analysis of a good spiegeleisen :—

Iron (by difference) 84-78
Manganese 10-21

Carbon 501

100-00

Among the many irons employed in steel-making, none have acquired

the reputation that those imported from Sweden have won for themselves,

and especially those known as the Dannemera marks.

Such brands as double Bullet (00) and hoop L (l) command a high
price, and are much u=ed where the best quality steel is required. Second
Swedes, such as Wand Crown, Steinbuck, Great S, K6, &c, are good
bodied irons, largely employed, and making a very good steel. Of the

in __
commoner marks may be quoted (CW) (SV8) Spider, and I-G; and, where
a high price cannot be obtained for the steel, such brands are recommended,
being found to melt and work well. English irons and spring ends are

melted, but make an inferior quality of cast-steel.

The following is an analysis of tool-steel :

—

Iron (by difference) 88"34

Carbon 1-31

Manganese 0'12

Silicon 019
Sulphur 003
Phosphorus -01

100-00

TRIAL TRIP OF H.M. CORVETTE " VOLAGE."
On the 29th of December the Volage made her Channel trial of six

hours' continuous steaming at full power off the Isle of Wight, under the
superintendence of the officials of Portsmouth Dockyard, Reserve, and
Factory, and attained an unprecedented amount of success, her mean rate

of speed for the six hours having exceeded the rate she attained on her
trial over the measured mile in Stokes Bay, her mean speed on the latter

occasion having been 15-07 knots per hour, whereas at this trial her six

hours' Channel steaming gave her a mean rate of 15-38 knots. The
Volage slipped her moorings in Portsmouth harbour at seven o'clock, and
soon afterwards was steaming through the harbour channel for the open
waters of the Channel south of the Isle of Wight. At 8.30 a.m., she being
then in a good position off the east end of the Isle of Wight, Sandown
Bay opening out on the starboard beam clear of the Culver cliff-, a start

was made for the six hours' trial on a course S.W., the ship being weighted
down to her load line draught of water of 16ft. 6in. forward and 21ft. 6in.

aft. The wind was quite moderate (ranging not above 3 at the time of
starting) from about west, and therefore on the ship's weather bow. The
steam was barely at its best at the time of starting, the guage showing
but 251b. pressure, aud the revolutions of the engines, consequently, were
at 74 per minute, their considered maximum rate being 80. Three hours

were spent in steaming from off the land on the S.W. course, and the

remaining three in steaming back N.E., towards the Culvers again.

Observations were taken every half-hour in the engine-room, and these

gave the subjoined figures, taken from the indicator cards, in the more im-
portant results of the trial :—9 a.m.—Steam pressure, 271b. ; vacuum,
26 -

5in. and 26in. ; revolutions of engines, per minute, 77"8 ; per half-hour,

2,335. 9 30.—Steam pressure, 281b. ; vacuum, 25*5in. and 25 -7in.; revolu-

tions of engines, per minute. 79 ; per half-hour, 2,335. 10 a.m.—Steam
pressure, 26"51b.; vacuum, 25 -7in. and 26m. ; revolutions of engines, per

minute, 77'5; per half-hour, 2,286. 10 30 a.m.—Steam pressure, 25-51b.

;

vacuum, 25.7in. and 26in.; revolutions of engines, per minute, 76; per

half-hour, 2,253. Fires cleaned during this half-hour, and the steam

lowered in consequence. 11 a.m.—Steam pressure, 27lb. ; vacuum, 25 -5in.,

revolutions of engine?, per minute, 77'6; per half-hour, 2,326. 11 30 a.m.

—Steam pressure, 27in.; vacuum, 25in. and26in. ; revolutions of engines,

per minute, 78; per half-hour, 2,353. The last two half-hour returns

give a marked increase in developed power by the engines, and illustrate

much more clearly than any words could do the splendid manner in which

Peun's machinery was now working. The shrp had reached a distance of

44.9 knots on a S.W. course from her starting point off the east end of
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Sandown Bay, with 13,888 revolutions of her engines, and, as the firs

half of the trial was now concluded, the course was reversed for a north-

easterly one in a three hours' back steaming for the Culvers.

The following returns give the half-hourly figures obtained in the three

hours' run hack for the Culvers:— 12 noon.—Steam pressure, 281b.;

vacuum, 25in. and 25"5in.; revolutions of engines, per minute, 809; per

half-hour, 2,427. 12 30 p.m.—Steam pressure 281b.; vacuum, 26in.

;

revolutions of engines, per minute, 80"5; per half-hour, 2,417- 1p.m.

—

Steam pressure, 2851b. ; vacuum, 26in. : revolutions of engines, per

minute, 81-6; per half-hour, 2,449. ] 30 p.m.—Steam pressure, 28-51b.

;

vacuum, 25oin. and 26in. ; revolutions of engines, per minute, 81"6
; per

half-hour, 2,449. 2 p.m.—Steam pressure, 28 -

51b. ; vacuum, 26in. ; revo-

lutions of engines, per minute, 81 ;
per half-hour, 2,430. 2 30 p.m.

—

Steam pressure, 27'51h, ; vacuum, 26in. and 25"5in. ; revolutions of engines

per minute, 80'9; per half-hour, 2,419. Total number of revolutions made
by the engines during the six hours, 28,478 ; mean horse power indicated

during the six hours, 4,504 -10; mean speed of the ship during the six

hours, 15 -38 knots; coal burnt during the six hours, 42 tons 6 cwt.—7 tons

1 cwt. per hour, or at the rate of 3 -

51b. per horse power iudicated.

THE WATER SUPPLY OF SYDNEY.

The commission appointed to inquire into the best means of supplying

Svdney and its suburbs with water, have lately submitted their report to

Parliament. Their labours have extended over a period of two years. In

their report they have given the outlines of a scheme which seemed to them
on the whole to be superior to all others examined, and they therefore

agreed to recommend its adoption—the scheme, namely, of bringing down
the waters of the higher affluents of the river Nepean by gravitation.

The catchmer.t area is 354 square miles in extent. The rivers that drain

the selected district take their rise mostly in swampy flats between 1,200

and 1,600ft. above the sea ; but at the confluence of the Corbeaux with the

Nepean, where it is proposed to make the first interception of the waters,

the height is 430ft. In regard to extent of surface, purity of water, freedom

from sources of contamination, want of value in the laud for others purposes,

and altitude above the sea, the commission consider that there is in this

scheme all that can be desired; the great drawback is the distance from
Sydney (63 miles measured along the proposed conduit), which, though not

important in an engineering point of vie*', will necessarily be a source of

great expense. Instead of constructing dams, it is proposed to construct

one large reservoir apart from the rivers, where they would not be subject

to floods. Good sites for reservoirs have been found near Prospect, 21 miles

from Sydney. It is proposed to convey the waters to Prospect by means
of canals, tunnels, and raised aqueducts. Two methods for bringing the

water from Prospect to Sydney have been considered by the commission.

First, a high level scheme, by which the water would be impounded at a

maximum height of 260ft. in a large reservoir, with a possible additional

height of 20ft. by means of a small reservoir higher up—the water to be

brought down to Sydney (a distance of 21 miles) in pipes. And, second, a

low level scheme, by which a larger body of water would be impounded at

a maximum height of 195ft., and be brought to Sydney by eight miles of

open conduit, and thirteen miles of pipes. It was estimated that the high

level scheme would cost £1,046,846, and the low level, £790,029. After

prolonged deliberation the commission agreed to recommend the low service

scheme for adoption. In concluding their able report (which was a very

lengthy one) the commission point out reasons for believing that, costly

as the work would be, it might be made productive.

II.M.S. " VANGUARD."

The new armour-plated twin screw steamer Vanguard was floated from
the dry dock at the works of Messrs. Laird Brothers-, Birkenhead, on the

3rd ult., and taken to the Alfred Dock, Birkenhead, to be prepared for

sea. Mis. Henry Laird performed the ceremony of christening, and the

Vanguard was towed out without mishap. She is one of six vessels of the

Invincible class, aid is built to tin- design of Mr. E. J. Reed, the Chief
Constructor of the Navy. [These vessels are broadside ships, fully rigged

as ocean crullers, and are built on the central battery and armour bell

• in. TheBrmom plating is Kin. at Hie water line end Sin. on tbe

broadside, reduced, M usual, at Die cxliv -mis, backed by Kin. and loin.

of teak respectively, and by li'm. skin plating, with the usual arrangemi pi

of framing. The armour-plating is continued up to such 6 b< i^lii above
the upper deck f r a portion OX the length Amidships, us to form an

Octagon*! battery lo protect four heavy guns mounted at the angles, the

end* betas/ enclosed by trahsverse Lroot-plated bulkheads. Thesegnnsoan
be fired in t he line ot ki id as will as on the I roadside, and, as tin ,

a considerable height above water, can bfl I Dgl I in weather when tho purls

of the main deck bi ttery cannot be "i id. Iii combination with tbi

guns in the main deck battery, which have the ordinary broadside training,
this arrangement gives large arcs of training to protected guns, every point
on the horizon being commanded by one guu or another. The accommo-
dation for officers and crew is in the unprotected parts of the ship, fore
and aft of the battery, and is very commodious and well ventilated. The
principal dimensions are are as follows : —Length over all, 300ft. ; length
between perpendiculars, 280ft. ; breadth extreme, 54ft. ; tonnage, 3,774ft.

;

draught of water abaft, 22ft. 6in. The engines, designed and made at
Birkenhead, are two separate pairs of the ordinary horizontal double piston
rod, with return connecting rod type, each pair driving a separate screw
propeller 17ft. in diameter. The collective nominal power is 800-horse,
and the indicated will not be less than 4,800. There are surface condensers,
jacketted cylinders and other appliances for economising fuel. The 4 cy-
linders have each a diameterof 72in. with a stroke of 3ft. The steam is supplied
from six boilers having 24 furnaces. The construction of the Vanguard
was intrusted to Messrs. Laird Brothers in consequence of their competitive
design for an armour-clad turret ship in 1867 being reported on as the best
of the designs then submitted, and possessing great merits as a ship of
war, although at that time the Lords of the Admiralty were not prepared
to Older another turret ship pending the construction of the Captain.

IRONMASTERS' QUARTERLY MEETING.

The second meeting of the ironmasters of this district for this quarter
was held in the Town-hall at Birmingham on the 13th ult. The at-

tendance was most unusually large, this having doubtless been stimulated
by a feeling of anxiety on the part of all who are engaged in the trade to

ascertain by the tone of the assembly itself what apparent prospect there
is of maintaining the new list of prices. As it turned out, however, on
that point there was much difference of opinion; and at present there is

little guide to a definite conclusion on the subject. So far as might be
judged from the amount of business transacted in the hall that day the result

would be unfavourable ; but the set-off to that is that buyers of every
class will not operate to any extent at this early period of the year, and
certain contracts and specifications for the foreign markets are said to be
not yet ready to come out. The ordinary quarter-day contracts were
given out as usual, but beyond that the business did not extend, and it

may safely be s:iid, that this was a quiet quarter-day. In reference

to the terms upon which orders were accepted it would be difficult to speak
with accuracy, but at least it may be said with a tolerable degree of safetj

that it is at ail inconsiderable minority of the works only that the " list"

prices are obtained, and that the weekly production just now falls short of
what it was at the end of November. The result is that many of the

men who are dependent for employment on the extent of operations at

the mills and forges are very indifferently off iu that respect. A slight

impulse to the trade would have an immediately favourable effect, as

finished iron is not being warehoused to any extent.

Hot-blast, all-mine pig of South Staffordshire and the district has gone
up to £3 12s. 6d. ; very favourable brands to £3 15s. per ton.

Tbe Shropshire pig-masters have raised their prices ; hot-blast may be

quoted at £4 to £4 2s. 6d. ; cold blast is quoted at £4 14s. per ton.

LONDON ASSOCIATION OP FOREMEN ENGINEERS.

Tbe seventeenth Annua] general meeting of the members of this insti-

tution was held or. Saturday, the 1st ult., at the City Terminus Hotel.

The chair was occupied by Mr. Joseph Newton (Royal Mint), and the

attendance was very good. After tbe routino business and nomination of

new members had been accomplished, tho auditors— Messrs. Edmonds and

Gibbon— produced the balance sheet and their financial report. From th*M
documents it appears that the total number of Ordinary members is Ids

and that of honorary members 61—total 169. Tho ordinary fund tor

meeting the working expenses of the tootott aunmnts to C l.V.I LSs, lid. j

the superannuation rand, the interest alone 'of which timed for I

of decayd foremen, is equal to Bl,010 17s. Id.j and the widows'

orphans' fund stand at £18 i\ These Items make i jrand t rtal "f rams
invested for all purposes equal In value to £1,491 t< :M. :

and tiria •

bits a net Increase during the twelve months of £146 14*. M« '

shoot was deemed to be nnder all olrcnmsl ma
was, with the audit >t's report, uniinim

The chairman hesl I to deliver the annus] address. thin com.

pi i , ,i ,i retr i peetive so I oompr iben We view of the I it rj m '

of the Institution during tbe post ton year*. One of the

i regard to the presi nl position of tbe s lal N

said) tho steady incn it of the • npl yn
engineering labour throughout the kingdom, Ten years ill

employer's name gi toed than !"• nt .

;, men wire enrolled 01 h
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liberal contributors to its benevolent funds. Many distinguished scientific

men, apart from the engineering community, were also connected with
the society, and assisted in promoting its charitable objects. Altogether,

he (the chairman) considered that the Associated Foremen had real grounds
for satisfaction. Still, more remained to be done. Was there any valid

reason, for example, why young workmen who were desirous of advancing
themselves in technical and practical knowledge should not be permitted

to unite themselves as students, or otherwise, to the association ? By
such an arrangement the embryo talent of apprentices and assistants would

be more speedily developed, and advantage would accrue to the entire

engineering community. Employers would probably favour the scheme
because they would benefit by the increased intelligence and usefulness of

their young employes. Foremen would not fail to derive advantage from
it, because the teachings of the lecture room would not fail to produce
their fruits in the workshop, and conduce to a more intelligent realisation

of their own orders and instructions. The pupils themselves would have
a direct interest in the successful working of the plan, for they would reap

immediate good from the lessons of experienced mentors ; in short, the

whole profession would find its interests advanced by the extension of the

educational influences of the Association. " If such a moral stone were
cast into the smooth water in which the Institution happily floated, the

subsequent ripplings would extend far and wide, and the agitation could

not fail to effect wholesome results." The chairman touched upon a

variety of other topics, and especially referred to the independent societies

of a similar kind to their own which had grown into vigorous existence at

Manchester, Leeds, and Middlesborough, and which were in process of

formation at Glasgow, Ferryhill, and Birkenhead. At all these places em-
ployers were co-operating, more or less, with their foremen, in supporting

or founding these institutions.

After giving some brief particulars of deceased associates, invoking the

more active aid of ordinary members at monthly meetings, and thanking
the officers ani members generally for their never-failing assistance and
kindness to himself, Mr. Newton resigned the office of president, and
vacated the chair. Thereupon Mr. Irvine was appointed chairman pro
tern., and Messrs. Briggs and Ives having proposed and seconded the re-

election of the ex-president, Mr. Newton was for the eleventh time unani-
mously chosen to preside over the meetings of the association. Very
reluctantly that gentleman consented to officiate for another year, and
amidst loud demonstrations of approval again resumed his old post. Mr.
Irvine wa* appointed vice-president, Messrs. Sissons, Welch, and Reed,
junior committeemen, and Mr. Ives auditor for the ensuing year. The
proceedings then came to a termination.

MANCHESTER STEAM -USERS' ASSOCIATION.

CHIEF ENGINEER'S MONTHLY REPORT.
The last ordinary monthly meeting of the Executive Committee of this

Association was held at the Offices, 41, Corporation-street, Manchester, on
Tuesday, November 30th, 1869, Sir William Fairbairn, Bart., C.E.,

F.R.S., LL.D., &c., President, in the chair, when Mr. L. E. Fletcher,

Chief Engineer, presented his report, of which the following is an
abstract :

—

During the past month 285 visits of inspection have been made, and
650 boilers examined, 446 externally, 12 internally, 2 in the flues, and 190
entirely, while in additiou 5 new boilers have been tested by hydraulic

pressure, and specially examined both as regards their construction and
equipment of fittings. In these boilers 84 defects have been discovered, 8
of them being dangerous. Furnaces out of shape, 8,-1 dangerous; frac-

tures, 11,—3 dangerous ; blistered plates, 8,—1 dangerous ; internal corro-

sion, 14 ; external ditto, 9,—2 dangerous ; internal grooving, 3 ; water
gauges out of order, 5 ; blow-out apparatus ditto, 4 ; fusible plugs ditto, 1

;

safety-valves ditto, 3,— 1 dangerous; pressure gauges ditto, 4; boilers

without glass water gauges, 4; without pressure gauges, 4; without blow-
put apparatus, 4; without feed back pressure valves, 2.

Injtjey to Furnace Crowns through the Use oe Boilee Composi-
tions, coupled with the Neglect of Blowing-out.

The attention of the members has previously been called to the great

caution that should be exercised in adopting boiler compositions, and, more
especially, in following the dangerous advice so frequently given, that when
compositions are used, blowing-out should be given up. Such a course is

completely suicidal as far as the boiler is concerned, a further illustration

ef which has just been met with.

This case occurred to a first-class boiler of the Lancashire type, in

which the two furnace tubes were strengthened at each of the ring seams

of rivets from one end of the boiler to the other with T iron hoops. One
morning, as the fireman was about to charge his fires, the steam at the

time being at a pressure of 551b. per square inch, he noticed that both

furnace crowns were bulging down at a little on one side of the centre
line, though on looking at his water gauge, he found that he had a depth
of between eight and nine inches of water over the furnace crowns. The
engineer also tested the glass water gauge and found it as just stated hut
on account of the condition of the furnace crowns, had the fire at once
withdrawn, and the steam blown off. It appears that an anti-incrustation

composition was used in this boiler^ and that the patentee of the composi-
tion had given instructions that the boiler should not be blown out till

cleaning time, and, therefore, it had been worked on all bottled up for 340
hours. The water with which the boiler was fed was drawn from the river

and left a sludgy deposit, which combining with the composition, which
was of a glutinous character, formed, in the absence of blowing-out, ai

coating on the furnace crowns about an inch thick, and hence their distor-

tion. It was fortunate that this was detected in time, or rupture might
very shortly have ensued, and it is once more urged upon the members-
that they should turn a deaf ear to all recommendations to cease blowing-
out.

Weak TJnguabded Manhole.

Another case has recently been met with showing the importance of
strengthening all manholes with substantial mouthpieces. The manhola
in this instance, which was of the somewhat unusual shape of an oblong,

rounded at the angles, was found to be fractured at three of the corners

for a length of about an inch and a half in each case, so that a little more
pressure of steam and a little more strain on the suspension bolts would
have driven the cover right through the manhole, and thus have split the
shell open and caused an explosion. Such explosions are numerous. They
have been referred to again and again in previous reports, and it is once
more recommended that every manhole should be strengthened with a
substantial cast iron mouthpiece.

The Dangee of Wide Beickwoek Seatings.

The boiler in this case, though set on side walls, was not carried in

suitable firebrick blocks, but let down on to the solid brickwork, with seat-

ings as much as 8in. wide, in consequence of which, dangerous corrosion

took place, and the plates, where resting on one of the side walls, were
reduced for a length of ahout 9ft. to the thickness of a sheet of paper.

Fortunately our Inspector detected this in time, and knocked a hole

through.
Explosions.

Six explosions have occcurred during the past month, by whieh thirteen

persons have been killed and sixteen others injured; but not one of these

explosions has arisen from boilers under the charge of this association. Th
scene of the catastrophe has been visited in three cases by the officers of
this association, while in a fourth I have been kindly favoured with
particulars from an engineer residing in the locality of the explosion.

The following is a tabular statement of explosions for the past month:

—

Tabulae Statement of Explosions,

From October 25th, 1869, to November 26th, 1869, inclusive.

Progressive.
Number
for 1869.

Date.

42 Oct. 28

43 Oct. 29

44 Oct. 30

45 Nov. 2

46 Nov. 3

47 Nov. 25

General Description of Boiler.

Plain Cylindrical, Egg-ended
Externally fired

Particulars not yet fully

ascertained

Two-flued ' Lancashire ' In-
ternally-fired

Plain Cylindrical, Egg-euded
Externally fired

Multitubular Marine In-

ternally fired

Single-flue, or Cornish,

Internally fired

Total

Persons
Killed.

1

1

11

13

Persons
Injured.

16

Total.

6

1

1

2

18

1

29

A Case oe Flageant Malconsteuction, as well as of Absurd
Evidence, and Coeonee's Verdict.

No. 42 Explosion, by which one man was killed and five others injured,

is an illustration of bad boiler making, as well as of the unsatisfactory

character of coroners' investigations with regard to these catastrophes.

It occurred at half-past nine o'clock on the evening of Thursday, October

28th, at a tin works.
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The boiler was externally fired, and of plain cylindrical construction, the

back end being flat, and the front hemispherical. Its length, as nearly as

may be, was 33 feet, and its diameter 6 feet, while the thickness of its

plates was nine-sixteenths of an inch in the flat end, and half an inch in

the remainder of the shell, the pressure at which it is stated to be worked

being ahout 201b. on the square inch. The boiler was 17 years old, but

the plate at the hack end had only been put in about a year.

The boiler gave way at the flat end, rending all round, or nearly so, at

the root of the angle iron attaching it to the shell, when the main portion

of the boiler was blown forwards, and the back end backwards for a

distance of about forty yards. In addition to this, another boiler alongside

was thrown from its seat, while fragments of piping and brickwork were

scattered in every direction, from which, combined with the rush of steam

and hot water, a man working in the mill was killed, and five others

severely injured.

The cause of this explosion will already be apparent from the description

just given of the form of the boiler, and the mode in which it gave way.

The danger of these flat-ended boilers, nnless strengthened as in those of

the Lancashire or Cornish type, with flues running right through them
from end to end, or else adequately stayed in other ways, has already been

pointed out in previous reports, and the particulars given of a number of

disastrous explosions that have occurred to such boilers from the neglect

of these precautions. One such explosion was referred to, by which three

persons were killed, on the 11th August, 1869; a second, by which four

persons were killed and four others injured, on the 31st of May, 1869; a

third, by which one person was killed, on the 27th of November, 1867 ; a

fourth, which occurred on the 7th of November, 1867 ; and a fifth, by

which two persons were killed and seven others injured, on the 28th of

July, 1866, while others might be added to this list. The explosion under

consideration was very similar to these in its cause. The flat end plate at

the back of the boiler was most inadequately stayed. There were but two
diagonal rods, measuring an inch and a quarter square, tying it to the sides

of the shell, while these were considerably weakened at the eyes by

corrosion, the metal being reduced in section to seven-eighths by seven-

sixteenths of an inch, so that they afforded the back end plate no adequate

support, and were easily torn away, added to which, the angle iron by
which this plate was attached was not welded into an iron ring as it

should have been, but was simply jump jointed, which is a most inferior

mode of construction. Thus the flat end plate was altogether too weak to

withstand the pressure of the steam, and was blown out in consequence,

so that the explosion is by no means mysterious, but attributable solely to

malconstrnction of the boiler.

The evidence given at the coroner's inquest was most unsatisfactory.

The first witness, who was a mechanic, and had charge of the engines at

the works, stated that the boiler in question had been examined internally

in the ordinary way only a week before the explosion, while he had repaired

it by a screwed p?tch only the night before, when he examined it internally

himself, and though he had examined it again since it burst he could not
see anything wrong ahout it, and could give no reason for the explosion.

This screwed patch appears to have been altogether unimportant, being
only from 4 to 6 inches square and screwed by a tingle bolt. After him,

another mechanic, who had assisted in putting on the patch, stated that he
had been an engineer all his life, and having thoroughly examined the boiler

the night before, and as he said, "looked everywhere," he had come to the
conclusion as a " practical man "that the boiler was quite safe to work,
and he was altogether unable to account for the explosion; adding that
" the most scientific man if he had examined the boiler might have been
deceived." The third witness, who was the out-door manager of the works,
stated that the two mechanics who had examine I the boiler were fully com-
petent. He had himself had twenty years' experience with boilers, but
nevertheless threw no light on the cause of the explosion. The fourth

witness was another mechanic connected with the works, and who had had
forty years' experience with engine work. He had examined the boiler

since the explosion, but, like the previous witnesses, threw no light on the
cause of the disaster. The fifth witness was a boiler maker, wl.o had re-

pair, d the boiler in May, 18G8, when, he stated, he '• left it as good as

new," so that " the explosion took him by surprise, and l.c could Dot
account for it. He was now repairing the boiler." The sixth witness,

who was another manager of the works, stated that the two mechanics who
had repaired the boiler had held their position for 18 or 1 I years, and that
ahout £100 had been laid out in repairs to this boiler during tht last year,

but he threw no light on the cause of the explosion. After the examina-
tion of one or two other witnesses, the coronet rammed op, saying that he
"did not consider any further evidence necessary, inasmuch ;>^ do addi-
tional light could bo thrown on the esse." Be tfa night " the causa of the
explosion was a mystery, and in all probability would remain so, According
to the evidence of the engineers, the explosion was clearly an accident,''

and he saw " no reason to doubt them. It WM aUo clear that the boiler

owner, w.re free from blame, and bad supplied proper machinery »* well

as efficient workmen." In conclusion he suggested that the jury ih

return as their verdict that " the deceased died from scalds resulting from,

the bursting of a boiler," but the jury found that " the deceased died fron*

scalds occasioned by the accidental explosion of a boiler."

It will not pass unnoticed that not one of the witnesses referred to above-

was independent, but that all of them were connected with the works at

which the explosion occurred, while the result of the investigation simply
went to show that the boiler was immaculate, the attendance exemplary,
and the death of the poor man, as well as the injuries to the five other?,

inscrutable and inevitable.

That such an explosion—arising, as already shown, simply from gross
malconstruction of the boiler—should be styled by the coroner in his

summing up as mysterious, and be brought in by the jury as accidental, is

deeply to be regretted, and is fraught with the most mischievous conse-

quences. I am informed that at the works at which this catastrophe oc-

curred, there is another boiler of precisely similar construction to the one
from which the explosion sprung, while there are many others like it em-
ployed by other steam users, so that numbers of men are working on at

the hourly peril of their lives, though ignorant of their danger. Had the

true cause of the explosion been brought out at the inquest, this would
have been shown. As it was, no warning was given, and these deadly
boilers may be worked on till other explosions occur and other men are

killed. This is a most painful reflection, and I therefore felt it my duty
to write to the owners of the works at which the explosion occurred, ex-

plaining the true cause of the disaster, and at the same time urging that

the boiler should be at once stopped, the flat end removed and exchanged
for a hemispherical one, and further that, if the ruptured boiler were to be
used again, the flat end should not be restored, but a hemispherical one
adopted in that case also. Nothing could more strongly show the advan-
tage that would result from coroners being assisted, wheu conducting in-

quiries upon boiler explosions, by competent engineering advice, as recom-
mended by this Association, than the inquisition under consideration. Had
this plan been adopted on this occasion, sound information might have been
generally disseminated, but as it was, the opportunity was lost.

An Explosion that might mate been Prevented Br, Suitablb
Boiler Fittings.

No. 44 Explosion, by which one man was killed, was of a very simple

character, and might have been prevented by suitable boiler fittings. It

ocenred about a quarter past six o'clock on the evening of Saturday, Oc-
tober 30th, at a bleach works.

The boiler in this instance was of the ordinary Lancashire mill type,

having two furnace tubes running through it from one end to the other in

which the fires were placed. Its length was about 30 feet, its diameter in

the shell 7 feet 4 inches, and in the furnace tubes 2 feet 11 inches, the

thickness of the plates being three-eighths of an inch, and the load on the

safety valve, as nearly as may be, 501bs. on the square inch. This boiler

was one of a series of eight, connected together both by the steam and
feed pipes.

The boiler gave way in the furnace tubes over the fire, the right hand
one bulging down at the crown and rending nearly half way round at the

second ring seam of rivets from the from the front end, while the places

gaped apart about four inches at the widest part, and thus formed an
opening through which the steam and hot water rushed out, blowing open
the fire-door, carrying away the hot coals, and also catching one of the

firemen who was unfortunately standing at the front of the boiler at the

time, and throwing him across the firing space against the wall at the

back, in consequence of which he died in the course of a few hours. The
boiler, however, was not moved from its seat, neither was the brickwork

disturbed, nor were the joints of the steam and feed pipes broken.

There can be no doubt that this explosion arose entirely from overheating

of the furnace crowns through shortness of water. The durl irtion of the

furnace crowns guve incontestible proof of their having been overheated,

while the fusible plug in the right hand furnace, though removed before

the boiler was examined by the association'* Inspector, was Stated to have

been melted ; added to which then: was actual evidence that the Water

supply had been allowed to run short. It appears thai the foreman boiler

attendant, whose duty it was to look after the firemen ai.d slso t > sec that

they did not neglect the water supply, had observed to one ol tbem that

tieie was no wati I- in the gauge of this boiler, when the firemen replied

that the glass was full up to the top, and that was whvhoc old Dot

tho movement of the water and h ol lupp Med ll I I b I
i tnpty, up n w bjofa

the foreman told him "to fire up, when the water would in by
wasting." It is by no means difficult to make mistake ol this *

When the water partially fills a gang.- gUsi it tan be rle;iil\ SSSJO, DCl

only from the movement of the arts ol the water, but from the conti

between the portion of the tube thai is full and the portion which is

empty; bul it is oini.ni' t. tell the differ quite full

ana quite empty. All that Is oeoaeeaiy, however, to i

b on the gauge through, which aD firemen know should be t

'I his, i be foreman boll at was in
•
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bad but just discovered that tbe foreman had mistaken an empty glass for

a full one, when ihe furnace crown rent, and tbe poor fellow was blown
across tbe firing space, as already explained. In the interval, however,
between the explosion and his death, he was able to state that, " Mick the

fireman had let the water get low," and said to his wife while at the

Infirmary, " Mick has done it." Had Mick taken the trouble to blow the

gauge through, as he ought to have done before concluding that it was
full, the explosion would not have occurred.

At the inquest, evidence in accordance with the above was given, and
the coroner in summing up remarked tllat the explosion did not seem to

be due to any defect in the quality or construction of the boiler, but solely

to want of water; while, with regard to individual responsibility, the per-

son whose duty it was to superintend the working of the boilers had paid

the penalty of bis neglect by the loss of his life, adding that it appeared
there had been a mistake in reading the water gauge, an empty glass being
taken for a full one, and therefore under the circumstances he considered

there was no particular blame attaching to anyone. With this tbe jury
agreed, and brought in a verdict accordingly.

Though this verdict is correct to a certain extent, it by no means ex-

hausts the whole truth of the matter, and there are points with regard to

this explosion which it is desirable should be brought out, in order to assist

in preventing similar occurrences in future, and it would have been of

considerable service had the coroner given publicity to these in bis

verdict.

It is important to point out that the feed was introduced by means of

internal open-ended pipes, carried down nearly to the bottom of the boilers,

while, though there were eight of them in the series, and all connected to-

gether, they were not fitted with any non-return or feed back pressure

valves, in consequence of which all these boilers were in constant danger
of having their furnace crowns laid bare, and overheated through the

water in one boiler being driven out into the others, which it is very
i
ossi-

ble took place in this instance, though it does not now admit of positive

proof. It is in consequence of the number of cases of this sort that occur

from time to time that the recommendation, which some of the members
seemed to think so unnecessary, is so frequently given the association's

reports, viz., that every boiler should have its own non-return or feed

back pressure valve, and that the feed inlet should not be below the level

of the furnace crowns, but slightly above it, so that in case of any refluw

the furnace crowns would not be laid bare. This is certainly a most
simple suggestion, and is recommended to every member as a wise precau-

tion. Again, the raptured furnace crown was fitted with a fusible plug,

which should of course have given warning of the shortness of water, but
proved faithless, and as this is by no means a solitary instance, it shows
how worthless fusible plugs often are. Haa this boiler been fitted with a

low water safety-valve, in accordance with the recommendation so frequently

given in the association's monthly reports, as soon as the water disappeared

from the gauge, and the fireman mistook an empty glass for a full one, the

valve would have warned him of his error by allowing the steam to escape,

and would not have ceased roaring until all the steam had been let off, or

the water restored to its proper level. Scarcely a month passes but one or

two lives are lost from explosions, which might have been prevented by the

simple adoption of one of these valves.

This explosion, therefore, though it clearly resulted from the oversight of

the boiler attendant, might have been prevented by due caution on the

part of the owner, in having the boiler provided with suitable fittings. The
best human agency will sometimes fail, and it is therefore the incumbent
duty of all those who, for their own commercial advantages, avail them-
selves of so destructive an agent as steam is, if not rightly managed, to

take advantage of every reasonable precaution to protect the lives of their

workpeople. This was not done on tbe present occasion. If it had, the

explosion and its fatal consequences would have been prevented. The
coroner's investigation would have been far more valuable if these facts had
been plainly stated. There is no doubt that many other lives will shortly be
sacrificed through the neglect of these low water safety-valves, and hence
the importance of calling public attention to this subject. Were u full

investigation made on the occurrence of each explosion, and the truth

plainly spoken, great good would be done, and it would be well if coroners

could he aroused to see how much they could do to arrest the constant

recurrence of fatal steam boiler explosions, simply by faithful investigations

and plain spoken verdicts.

An Explosion tkoh External Firing.

No. 45 Explosion occurred at a colliery, at six o'clock November 2nd,

and though fortunately no one was killed, two persons were injured.

Colliery boiler explosions are of so stereotyped a character, that it hardly

seemed worth while to send an officer of this Association to a distance of

between 100 and 200 miles, in order to visit the scene of the catastrophe

on this occasion, and I have not therefore very full information, but I have

been favoured with brief particulars from a correspondent residing in the.

neighbourhood, from which, and other sources, it appears that the boiler,

which was one of a range four, wns of plain cylindrical, egg-ended construc-

tion, and externally-fired, and that it commenced to rend, as these boilers are

so apt to do, at a seat of rivets near tbe bottom, the primary rent, which was
a horizontal onp, developing into others, and tearing the boiler in pieces,

when tbe side of the engine-house near to the boilers was levelled to the

ground, and the debris scattered right and left, the breaksman and the
fireman being both injured by the rush of steam and flight of the parts.

It is stated ttiat there whs an old flaw in the plates, and that the boiler

had beeu ordered off" for repairs.

This explosion is simply an additional illustration of the danger of plain

cylindrical, externally -fired boilers.

.THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Address of Chaeles Blacker Vignoles, Esq., F.R.S., President.

[Although the worthy President's address extends to a most unusual
length, it is so ably written and contains such a vast amount of interesting

information, that we feel sure we need make no apology for inserting it

in extenso.~\

Gentlemen,—Iu assuming for the first time this chair, succeeding to so many
distinguished aud honourable pre-occupants, whose names are graven upon the
marble tablet before you, the first duty is to express my deep sense of the
honour, which by your kind suffrage, has been conferred, raising me to a
position whereby I am called upon to preside over your proceedings, and, if it

be in my power, augment the utility of our noble Institution. My second duty
in point of form—though for myself I feel it to be almost paramount—is most
cordially to thank my friend Mr. Hawksley especially, and the vice-presidents

senior to me, who have so unselfishly waived their prior rights for a season,

and led to the resolution of council to put me forward for president. To the
very flattering concurrence of these friends, ratified by your mo3t deeply
appreciated vote, I am this evening placed here thus prominently. I will endea-
vour, gentlemen, to prove that I shall not be found wholly disqualified for ful-

filling the duties you have a right to expect from me.
Let me be permitted to glance for a moment at the progress of our Institution

although in doing so there must occur some unavoidable repetition of what has
been expressed by former presidents on similar occasions, and is set forth in the
recent annual report. It is due, however, to ourselves that our scientific brethren,

in cognate professions and pursuits, as well as the engineering world outside of

these walls, should be made acquainted with our success through more than one
channel.

The first president of this Institution was that eminent engineer, Telford,

who had but little support originally. Now, in the 53rd year of assembling, the
numbers are 1632 members and associates, besides 173 students, whom we hope
to incorporate with us from time to time. Well ma}' I feel proud at being selected

to preside over such an Institution.

Pondering upon what should constitute the staple of my address, I propose

to limit myself to a very few subjects. I shall commence by endeavouring to

interest our younger members, and I trust our older ones also, by giving a rapid

sketch of the progress of events which has led to the present system on the
Continent. I will next speak of our own mode of going to work. Afterwards
venture upon notices of some of the chief professional subjects of the day,

and if your patience is not exhausted, I will conclude with reminiscences of

matters which at the time were replete with interest to engineers.

In following up this general outline I cannot engage to be very logical. I

fear, also, that I shall not be able, when I come to reminiscences, to avoid allu-

sions personal to myself. Still, amid the multifarious matter with which the

speech and recollections of an old man are prone to be filled, something useful

may be learned by the younger, something pleasing recalled by the elder ; may
I say in the words of the Latin classic

—

" Indocti diseant, ament meminisse periti."

Let me employ a metaphor—I hope not yet worn threadbare—and compare
myself to a traveller who has ascended a mountain top towards the close of a

wearisome day, and looks on the scenes passed through, spread like a map at his

feet. When he first started in the morning " distance lent enchantment to the

view "—Illusion vanished when reality was attained ; but the scenes once left

behind, the Enchantment returns partially, and, on a retrospective view, the

brilliant pleasures of Hope seem to be replaced by the more sober pleasures of

Memory.
In tracing the first steps of engineering, I need not refer to history for confir-

mation of what is self-evident, that in the earlier stages of the human race their

first want must have been, as it now is, a supply of water for the men and
beasts of tribes, whether nomadic or stationary, when no longer within reach of

the natural streams and springs ; and, assuredly, the individual who first dug a

well iu the desert, and raised water to the surface by the simple contrivance of

pole and bucket, was the first mechanic—the first pre-historic engineer, whose

rude invention, nevertheless, has been followed in all subsequent ages, in-

troduced into most countries, and extended, by various applications of animal

power, to the raising of water, wherever found, from a lower to a higher

level.

As civilisation advanced, and shepherds became cultivators of the soil, in the

warm climates of the East, the fertilising and renovating water was led by

narrow artificial channels from the rivulet or lake, to the field and gardens.

These operations, however primitive, must have required men of some experience

though perhaps of not extraordinary skill.

Passing to eras less remote, we find in Egypt, at both extremes of India,
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and elsewhere in the East, that similar undertakings were executed on a larger

scale. It is in Southern India that we first observe the additional feature of

tanks.

In the Presidency of Madras there are upwards of 53,000 tanks or reservoirs

for irrigation purposes alone, exclusive of small tanks near villages, all executed

by the natives prior to the occcupancy of Deccan by the British. The aggre-

gate length of the embankments of these reservoirs is fully 30,000 miles, that

is, more than double the length of all the railways in the United Kingdom.

and work? of art which were consequent on their construction, such as

bridges, culverts, sluices, &c., are more than 300,000 in number. The stored-up

waters, sent forth at the proper season, still bring to the exchequer of the

Madras Presidency a yearly income of a million and a half sterling (one-sixth

of the whole revenue) , although many of the finest of these reservoirs are in

ruins, or useless from want of being properly kept up. One of them, the Ponairy

Reservoir, in the district of Trichinopoly, has a superficial area of about 80
square miles, say 50,000 acres; the banks are 30 miles in extent. Auother, the

Veranura Reservoir has nearly 65 square miles of area, or upwards of 20,000

acres, and 10 miles of banks.

I cannot pause to speak of the ancient canals of Egypt, belived to have

formed a communication between the Red Sea and the Mediterranean, and to

have been maintained for six hunnred years before and about eight hundred
years after the Christian era, nor of the Waterworks of Imperial Rome, or the re-

cent discoveries relating to those of Jerusalem ; yet I may mention the Bceotian

Canal, said to have drained the Lake Moei'is by several channels carried in tunnels

through the high mountainous barriers. This canal is of such fabulous age as

to have led fiction to usurp the place of history, and even of tradition, when
describing the work at a period of time so far back as prior to the conquest of

Greece by Rome.
The long celebrated canals of China, have in my view, been much overrated,

and the romance of their nnkuown antiquity has vanished, since the most
trustworthy representations lead to me to conclude that they arc scarcely older

than the works in the Deccan. At all events they date from less than nine

hundred years ago, a century subsequent to the first irrigation of Valentia. In
Spain, the Moors constructed canals uniting with rivers, particularly the
Guadalquiver, and connecting Granada with Cadiz. They also introduced, when
they conquered that country, their own system of irrigation, with the customs
and laws relating thereto, which are followed at the present hour without
material change.
The embankments along the shores of our metropolitan river the Tbamcs date

back certainly from the period of the Roman occupancy of this country. The
struggle against the ocean maintained by the inhabitants of the countries border-

ing on the North Sea, began earlier, and so continues up to these days.

I come to the middle ages. Canals were introduced during the twelfth century

into Italy for irrigation and inland navigation, and about the same epoch iuto

Holland.
What I am endeavouring by these hitherto preliminary remarks is to show

that in those early times it was the Government of each country that felt com-
pelled to undertake the execution of works for public uses. Hence arose the
ancient establishment of what is known in modern days as the Water Staat, as

a necessity for ensuring the perfect safety of the dykes. Hence arose, also, the
germ of the system in France known as the Corps des Pouts et Chaussees, of

which I will endeavour to sketch the use and history.

The Unmans had, of course, spread their great military roads over Ancient
Gaul, though not to the same extent, comparatively, as throughout England

;

they shared the disastrous fate which betel all such civilisation as existed pre-

vious to the early part of the third century. In the seventh century, under
King Dagobert, what were styled the Chaussees of Queen Rrunehnult appear
to have been divided into three classes, of which first were the Vice TubUZs.
called at a subsequent period Royal Roads. It has been assumed, from tradition,

that these Chaussees were perhaps partial restorations of the Roman roads
;

but this is doubtful, and the Capitulary of a.d. 628 refers solely to matters
of police, and not to repairs.

Towards the closo of the eighth century it was that Charlemagne revived what
were called in his decrees the ancient laws and customs, by which the whole
population of the several districts, high and low, without exception, were bound
to construct bridges and roads, under the direction of the provincial counts, of

whom our lord-lieutenant of a county may be taken as the modern prototype.

These laws were partially enforced by the Carlovingian Successors to the

monarchy up to the ninth century. The words " bridges," however, is a mis-
nomer for the works referred to iu these and former edicts ; they were really

only causeways across marshes and land subject to inuudations, or embanked
approaches to rivers, across which ferries were established. The roads, generally,
fell into absolute ruin.

When the feudal anarchy was at its height, crowds of pilgrims flocked yearly
to the shrines of favourite saints, and hence the establishment of fairs ; then
the Crusades began. Commerce, rude and peripatetic, and a faint gleam of
civilisation forced attention to the state of the roads in the courso of the twelfth
century ; but the want of bridges was felt to be a still greater evil, and I allcl

for prior remedy. Then it was that to build a bridge was deemed a work of

charity, and large properties were dedicated in perpetuity to such pious purposes
of which we have several instances in this country—notably the estates whose,
revenues are still appropriated to the upholding of Rochester-bridge, across the

river Medwny, and were applied to its reconstruction, effected little more than
twenty years ago by Sir William Cubitt.

About the above mentioned epoch was formed the celebrated Monastic Order
of Bridge Builders. The recognised titlo of a Monk Kngineer of this order was.
in the barbarous Latin of the middle ages, Pontifex (Constructcur de I'

bridge builder.

This monkish order of bridge builders, which I shall not hesitate to charac-
terise as the first Institution of Civil Rugineers, continued almost uninterruptedly

for several hundred years ; it is not certain whether they were quite separate
from others, their purely ecclesiastical brethren, but thev were a mendicant order,
solely, however, to raise sufficient funds for bridges. History records few of the
names of these pious engineers, but tho last was the monk Romain, win, after
long previous good service under Colbert, became one of the first of the engineers
in the Corps de Ponts et Chaussees of France.

I cannot hope to find time for more than mention of the system of Corete,
or forced labour on roads and bridges, which we find existing in the seventh,
century, then disappearing, or nearly so, until revived by Louis XIV., and con-
tinued, with all its evils, until 1700, the epoch of the French Revolution. We
have traces of the Corvie in what is called " Statute Labour," and " Parish
Road Rates ;" and I believe it is is still id usage, unless recently abolished, in
some of the Channel Islands.

I must remark that when the success of canals iu the Low Countries drew the
attention of Europe, a sort of mania arose in France for inland navigation.
Most of these were rendered abortive, and became abandoned, from uncertainty
in the supplies of water on account of irregular rainfall, and from the pre-
existing monopolies of the milleis, who appear, at all times and places, to have
been, as they still are, the natural enemies and thorns in the sides of the hydraulic
engineer. Navigation on the upper branches of rivers rapidly ceased, but con-
cessions for canals in Frence were then given. The Canal de Briare was the
earliest, and next the Languedoc canal, though neither was finished until about
forty years after their first imperfect commencement. So early as the twelfth
century, as I have already stated, large canals had beeu cut in Flanders,
though the great canal from Brussels to the Scheldt was not completed
uutil 1560, still a century before Louis XIV. had finished the earliest of those
in France.

It was Louis XL who first established posthouses and relays of horses along
certain chief roads. Iu 1550 the first road guidebook for France was published
describing about one hundred routes. In 1556 a regular Cbaussee from Paris to
Orleans was made ; but, for more than a century later, the great highways (and
for these only had any repairs been hitherto undertaken) were only suited for
the rapid transit of horsemen, though wagons, or other covered or uncovered
vehicles, like the Araba of Eastern countries, or theTarantass of Russia, travelled
in good weather over the wild tracks. It was in 1600 that the celebrated states-
man Colbert was appointed by Louis XIV. comptroller general of finance, and
for many years exercised powerful and efficient rule overall the ways of commu-
nication, employing independent architects and engineers, civil and military,
most of whom he appears to have mistrusted, and paid all badly and irregularly.

Much of their time, and large sums, were devoted to keeping passable the chief
routes from Paris to the seats of war for the passage of the Grand Monarque to
enjoy the triumphs gained for him by his armies.

At the death of Louis XIV., after several abortive attempts, the charge of the
internal communications was taken out of the hands of tho Fiscal Department,
and the decree of the 1st of February, 1716, marked the date of the actual
establishment and definite organisation of the Corps des Ponts et Chaussees ; a
hierarchy of engineers was then created, which, though the duties first attributed
to them have since been vastly extended, still exists iu its leading features.

As now constituted, this Corps des Ponts et Chaussees forms the most im-
portant branch of the Government department in France, designated as the
" Ministry of Agriculturo Commerce, and Public Works/' It is impossible in a
brief sketch, such as I am attempting, to give more than a faint idea of tho
importance and many ramifications of this Ministry, which includes the direc-
tion, inspection, and in many cases the carrying out of what, iu this country,
are assigned to various and generally independent bodies, or are not looked after

at all, at least systematically.

The engineering branch inspects and controls every railway, canal, and navi-
gable river, whether completed and in operation or only in progress. It bring*
every mill and manufacturing establishment, worked either by water or by
steam, under its direction ; mines, sunk or open, beds of minerals, quarries, and
collieries, come under its regulations, and of course, all steam engines, stationary

or locomotive. Also all establishments for electric telegraphs, water, or sewer-
age, and the streets and improvement of towns. A special office is devoted to

the management of all the lighthouses, channels, aud buoys on the coasts,

estuaries, and harbours. The construction and repair of highways aud carriage-

able roads, of every class como under its control. Further, it establishes the
minute regulations for the preparation, on fixed scales, of every plan and icetion

intended tor the purpose of soliciting a concession, and for every stage of the
works subsequently executed.

Thus this Ministry combines in itself, and becomes, theoretically. racpomctOc
for many of the duties performed in this country by the" Standing ( irder," and
other committees of both Houses of Parliament, by Home department or other

of the Board of Trade, the Custom House, the Ordnance Surrey Otic, the

Hydrographical Branch of the Admiralty, tho Trinity 11 en. I, the U l« and
Forest", the Bjard of Health, and other public Hoards and l '.unmi. seme! v
the county, city, and borough surveyors, by the wiy wardens, and by inn.:

able local officer* throughout the United Kingdom ; baaWaJ inany oilier d

and functions which in thi* country we hiivo had BO t)» u.-htoi creating tor the

purpose of control, but which arc vested in thin Miui>tiy l.y tbnr perfect •y«tetn

of centralisation.

Id keep tins en urinous machine iu good working order 1 1»

labour and responsibility haa been carried to an client, which ..

of the organising faculties of the French. There are in I'.iri- i

bureaux, each with its ntaff of chief, deputy, and clerk*, of win. b tally one-half

hare their attention devoted exclusively to public worki. Be "I lh» almost ac

many permanent OOlDIIUBlioni sitting in Paris.

lor the public woiks the corps hn* H77 enmneer* in eirfht rlaw«, of »1

13* bdbng to the division of mines, >nd 43*1 oondactor*, in nr.. els «
winch 1 4« are mining guard*. In addition, there «re 'J7o hat hnnr mailer* and

other port officer*. In the whole, 6,495 emplojtU, nt the piMOl tiroo nominally
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available, and 160 officers are invalided with retiring allowances, there being

nearly 200 widows of deceased officers in receipt of pensions. The Ecole des

Ponts et Chaussees has 15 professors, mostly from the corps, 8 teachers, and
30 other persons on the staff for regulation purposes ; at present, however, there

are only 55 pupils at the school. The Ecole des Mines has 16 professors

(mostly engineers), 8 teachers, and a large staffbesides. There are only 9 pupils.

The two working mining schools, at St. Etienne and at St. Alais, have 13

professors and teachers. We have often heard of the admirable modern ma-
nagement of the streets of Paris. To effect this, there are specially appointed 16

engineers of all classes, and 152 conductors, who have charge of the public streets,

roads, foot pavements, promenades, plantations, water supplies, and sewerage,

all appointed by the minister, but paid for by the Municipality of Paris. I am
not now considering the cost, but merely the organisation, which is certainly

most complete and effective in its results.

The late Mr. Hosking, Professor of Engineering and Architecture at King's
College, laid it down as a maxim, that it is " the combination of the workman
and the man of science that forms the civil engineer," and I adopt the definition,

as we all must. But the engineer of the Corps des Ponts et Chaussees is a
highly educated scientific gentleman, and, as our esteemed member, Mr. Calcott

Reilly, said in debate a few weeks since, and there can be no better judge,
" These engineers are all mathematicians." No doubt ; but very few probably

are at first practical men. These are found in the class of Conductcurs des

Travaux et Gardes-Mines, and the young engineers are usually wise enough, till

they acquire thir own experience, to rely on them, they being generally really

workmen.
These conductors of the Corps des Ponti et Chausse'es are a most valuable,

and in the main, trustworthy bod}-. They are entered, first, into the lowest of

the six classes into which they are divided, at the average age of about 25, after

having served an apprenticeship to some master workmen. By the time they
are 50, they get to rank as principal conductors, and after a further service in

that rank, varying from 3 to 13 years, they obtain appointments as sub-engi-

neers, but rise no further for want of sufficient previous education ; they may be
considered as the corporals, sergeants, and sergeant-majors of the corps.

Those of higher grade (the commissioned officers, as it were, of the corps)

enter the Ecole des Ponts et Chaussees at about 21, and at the end of 3, 4, or 5

years are usually qualified for, and pans their examination, being then appointed

as ordinary engineers of the third class, at which period they are not far from
25. They then rise through all the ranks of the hierarchy, until they obtain

the position of inspector general of the first class (the highest grade) after a

service of 36 years, on the average. I have not been able to ascertain the rules

of promotion, but I infer that the promotion is not altogether by seniority.

Neither can I get any reliable information about their pay, except that the first

40 engineers in chief of the first class, each having served about 35 years in the

corps, on the average, appeared to be entitled (under what circumstances I know
not) to a salary of £320 a year.

Such are the arrangements in the celebrated Corps de Ponts et Chaussees of

Prance. In theory the system is perfect, but it drags along terribly slow accord-

ing to our ideas—and we must come to the conclusion that however powerful
to control, it is ill adapted to originate

This complete organisation in the ministry of public works is kept by the

strictest supervision. Among other regulations, is the preparation annually of

a volume or directory of five hundred closely printed pages, chiefly tabular

—

bulky as the annual list of our army. It is interesting to turn over the leaves,

and I shall place in the library a copy of the last publication for 1869, by way
of voucher for the analysis I have given you ; but there is no record of works
executed, except occasional and voluntary contributions from engineers to a
separate official publication b}r the department, entitled the Annals of the corps,

commenced about forty years ago, and still regularly continued. These annals

contain papers of the same character as those which appear in our own printed

minutes; but they set forth, in addition, every decree and ministerial decision

upon points of engineering practice ; especially in the working of the conditions

in concessions granted. These can only be compared to a collection of reported

law cases on these subjects, which, in fact, they really chiefly are.

This system of interference and control in all matters of engineering has
been adopted more or less stringently by every Government in Europe. It

has been introduced into most of the States in South America. I have had to

encounter it in France, Spain, Switzerland, Holland, North and South Germany,
Russia, Austria, and Italy, and in its most annoying and most mischievous form
in Brazil.

Turning to the engineering of this country, the leading principle is, that

except in a very few limited cases, the Government does nothing, recommends
nothing. Everything is left to be accomplished by individuals and associations,

and then the rule is to interfere as little as possible. The practical result,

however, is that wondrous improvements have been effected to a vast extent
and in every direction.

Private, or as they are popularly called, public companies, associated in de-

vising improvements for local benefit, were not much known, perhaps I should
rather say not appreciated, in England, before Sir Hugh Myddleton had
directed the springs of St. Chad at Ware and Amwell into London, and the
Duke of Bedford had brought Dutch engineers to drain the Fen country ; though
it is known and must not be forgotten, that just previous to the alarm raised by
the Spanish Armaea, Sir Walter Raleigh was engaged in a survey for bringing
water from Dartmoor to Plymouth ; still, what we now call private enterprise

did not thrive generally till very much later ; and it was not till the beginning
of the second half of the last century that the tide of wealth began to turn
towards effecting internal improvements.
Although the proprietors in what was called the " Old Quay Company " had

obtained an Act of Parliament in 1733, for improving by weirs and cuts the
rivers Mersey and Irwell, between Runcorn and Manchester, the first association

incorporated for making a regular navigable canal in England was not till more

than twenty years later, viz., in 1,755 utilising the Sankey Brook, in Lancashire,
and finished in 1,760, six centuries after the first canals in Italy and Flanders,
and a hundred years subsequent to the canals of France being in operation. In
1,758 the celebrated Duke of Bridgwater got his first Act of Parliament, and
says a popular writer of the past ceutury, " then was awakened a general ardour
for similar improvements among the land-owners, farmers, merchants, and
manufacturers of the kingdom, and although there was not a Louis XIV., nor
a Colbert to encourage them, there wanted not engineers equal to Riquet ; and
England, though late, began to rouse from her lethargic slumber, and pour
forth the riches she possessed in her inland provinces."
The rage for making canals became almost as great as ever was the subsequent

mania for railways ; this continued during nearly forty years, in which time
the greater number of our canals were cut, though their construction was pur-
sued, less ardently, for 30 years longer. The aggregate length of our canals is

now about 3,000 miles, against 3,154 miles in France, exclusive in both coun-
tries of inland navigation by rivers.

About the same period in the last century with the introduction of canals, the
attention of all classes of the community was directed to the state of the high
ways. Bills for making turnpike roads were passed every year to an extent
which seems almost incredible, and in addition every parish was compelled by
the force of public opinion, supplemented by indictments and fines, to improve
their ways ; this pressure acting through more than a contury, has resulted in
our having in the United Kingdom a network of fully 160,000 miles of good
carriageable roads, France having at this very day barely 100,000 miles of such
reads of all classes. I say nothing of the wonderful improvements and embel-
lishments of every town and suburb in the empire. Thus much for private
energy and self-reliance as against centralisation. I may add that the propor-
tionate superficial areas of France and of the United Kingdom are as 12 to 7.

I cannot here refrain from a momentary interruption to express my as-
tonishment at the state of the roads in India. In the Bengal district only,
which has an area exceeding 250,000 square miles, or much more than double
that of the United Kingdom, there are (should the statistics which I have seen
be correct, and I know no cause for doubting them) over that immense district

only 1,869 miles of metalled roads, 6,064 unmetalled, and 5,815 unmetalled
and unbridged, which last are described in an official report as " mere trac s,

passable in the dry season only." And this district is stated to have a popula-
tion of forty millions of people, paying one third of the revenue of India. In
one province only (Patna), where cultivation has wrought beneficial changei
there are reported to exist three or four miles of road to every twenty square
miles of country ; but in the rest of the Bengal district there is only one mile
of track to twenty square miles of territory. In this country there are twenty
six miles of good roads within the same area; in France as yet, only ten
miles.

The perfection to which travelling over our roads was brought thirty-five

years ago, cannot be appreciated by the majority of those whom I have the
honour of addressing, except from what they may have read, or learned from
their older friends. Men were then begining to value time, and when the
grand career of improvement culminated in the introduction of railways, as a
substitute for mail coaches and posting, they soon acknowledged what is now
a mere truism—that distances are virtually shortened in the precise ratio in
which the time occupied in traversing them is abridged.

I proceed to take a rapid view of the most interesting engineering matters of
the present day, abroad as well as at home, though but a very few paragraphs
can be devoted to any one subject, as there are many ; and my list has not been
made out very systematically.

Amsterdam Sea Canal.

The Amsterdam Sea Canal, designed by, and now in course of execution
under the direction of our Past-President, Mr. Hawkshaw, and Heer J. Dirks, of
Holland, is a gigantic example of engineering compressed within a limited ex-
tent. The burgesses of Amsterdam had spent millions in improving the access
to that great commercial port ; first by long previous operations in the Zuyder
Zee, and subsequently on the North-Holland ship canal, which stretches nearly
due north for about 52 miles, from their city to the Helder, between which
point and the Texel island opposite, is the entrance from the North Sea, and at
present the only available channel for large vessels.

The exigencies of theil trade calling imperatively for further improvements,
the engineers furnished them with the design for a new ship canal, which
reduces the navigable distances to 15£ miles, on a course about west from
Amsterdam to the North Sea, available for larger vessels than now come up to

the port, and providing a new harbour on the coast, to have an area of 250
acres, bounded by breakwaters formed of concrete blocks, set in regular courses,

with 853ft. of entrance between the pier heads and 26^ft. miuimnm
depth of water. The width of the Sea Canal is 197ft. at the surface, 88ft. at

the bottom, minimum depth 23ft ; locks 59ft. wide, and of proportionate

length.

There will be three locks or entrances at the west end of the canal from the
new harbour. Eastward, and below the city and wharves of Amsterdam, there

will be a mighty dyke to shut out the Zuyder Zee, pierced with three locks,

besides sluices ; these have to be built upon such a lake of mud as to require

nearly 10,000 piles in their foundation. Thus the canal will be approached by
locks at each end, not for the purpose of locking up, but for locking down, as

the surface water of the canal has to be kept 20in. under low-water mark. To
accomplish this, in addition to the locks and sluices, that can only avail at low
tides, pumping power is required at the dyke, which bars out the Zuyder Zee.

The three large centrifugal pumps by Messrs. Eastons, Amos and Anderson,
already delivered though not yet in operation, will together lift 440,000 gallons

of water per minute.
The lakes through which the canal runs are to he re-drained to admit of this ;

branch canals have to he cut to the several towns and ports on the borders of
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the lakes. These branches, though of smaller sectional area exceed the sea

canal in length in their aggregate extent. The works have already been three

years in progress, and it will require six years more to complete them. In
some respects this Amsterdam sea canal may be said to resemble the Suez
Canal, so far that it passes through two large shallow lakes, having the same
depth of water, and the same muddy substratum as the lake Menzaleb in

Egypt, and then running through a deep sand cutting to the sea, with a har-

bour, as at Port Said.

Tower Sub-way

This remarkable work has excited much attention, from the small cost and
the rapidity with which it has been executed. It was designed by our member
the senior Mr. Peter Barlow, F.R.S., and carried into completion by his son.

The intention of the designer was not only as a mode of communication, by
omnibus, under the Thames and other large rivers, but to illustrate a system
which, Mr. Barlow contends, is alone capable of relieving the street traffic of

the metropolis. The Tower Sub-way may be briefly described as consisting of

two vertical shafts, one on Tower-hill, and the other on the opposite side of the

river, adjacent to Tooley-street, in the Borough, each of 10ft. internal diameter

and about 60ft. deep, penetrating well into the London clay, these shafts being

connected by a circular tube, or tunnel, of 7ft. clear diameter, and 1,350ft.

in length, which dips from the bottom of one shaft far below the bed
of the Thames, and rises again to meet the other shaft, resembling in

longitudinal section, a long curve, of which the ends are on a gradient of 1

in 40.

Passengers will be conveyed np and down the vertical shafts within circular

lifts, having suitable breaks, and worked by steam power. These lifts resembk
those used in the large modern hotels, but on a greater scale, and they will hold

comfortably, as many persons at a time as will fill a roomy omnibus, which will

wait at the bottom of the shaft, for the descending passengers. The transit of

the omnibus between the bottoms of the two shafts moving along a permanent
single line of railway might be effected by gravitation, giving sufficient velocity

on the descent to ascend the opposite plane, aided, if necessary, by a power not

exeeeding that of two men ; but I am informed that it has been determined to

employ small donkey engines with a wire rope, and a propelling power of

about lOOlbs. In either case the transit of the omnibus with the passengers

will only occupy one minute. In this way between 3,000 and 4,000 persons can

be conveyed between Tower-hill and Tooley-street daily, at a charge of one

penny only.

The lift engines will be below, so that the only permanent occupation of any
part of the ground will be the lift-house on the top of the shafts, which does

not cover the space of an omnibus, thus with scarcely any perceptible occupa-

tion of the surface, large streams of traffic may be conveyed under the streets.

Without going into details, it may be stated, that the tunnel and shafts are

now completed, and are so perfectly dry that the question of getting rid of the

dust will be more important than that of getting away the water. During the

whole time of execution, the necessary water, even for drinking, had to be sent

down to the workmen by the shafts. The rapidity of execution is to be explained

by the tube-tunnel being of cast iron, propelled by using a shield forced forward

by powerful screws, and overlapping the tube, like the covering to the object-

glass of a large telescope.

The contractor had the land on Tower-hill placed in his possession on the

12th February, 1869. The Tube-tunnel was driven as far as high-water mark
on the Middlesex side by May 26th, and reached high-water mark on the

Surrey side September 8th ; the length under the Thames, 890ft., having been

finished in fifteen weeks. The land for the Surrey shaft was handed over to

the contractor October 5th, and before Christinas the shaft and tunnel were
completed. The only work remaining to be done is the fixing of tin lifts, for

raising and lowering the passengers. The whole expenditure to the end of

1869 has been £14,500, and when all is finished, the outlay will have been

£18,000.
Bermuda Dock.

One of the most interesting operations during the past year was the voyage
of the huge iron ' camel," known as the "Bermuda Dock," 4,000 miles across

the Atlantic Ocean from Sheerness to Bermuda, the most important station of

the North America and West India command. A dock capable of receiving

large vessels of war had long been an absolute necessity there ; but tin

tion of constructing a stone dock was abandoned for various practical and indis-

putable reasoni ; it was therefore determined by our scientific assoi tiate ami mem*
ber of council, Colonel Clarke, of the Royal Engineei . Director of engineering
works to the Admiralty, to adopt a floating dock as peculiarly suited to the

ttion. which was designed and built by Mr, Campbell. I have called this
" BhroTBdl Does " by the name of "Camel," long ago taken into our engineer*
ing vocabulary from the nnmc of ths original vessel and its fortuitous destina-

tion and ti'inpomry contrivance-, the history ol which is remarkable.
r-huls with the ends taken out gives a rough idea of thi— v.

I. ill ii ;— hut with hollow sides and bottom, each folly 20ft wide, with all the

interior of the balk removed, leering a cove, shaped to the I f the hull oi

a lai 180ft long and 64ft. wide, as the I ansiona

over all being, length 881ft., breadth 124ft., depth Tin. I cannot pretend to

give any details, bat the construction i^ oi wrought iron, about Jin. thiol on
tin- average throughout, and divided Into numerous weter-tigbt and sir-tight

compartment . The weight oi bran material In the dock is about 8,200 t"i>>.

besides lOOtonj in tbo caissons, sent out separately and put together at the

island.

The
J" Bermuda Dock" l. capabls, without the caissons, of taking in any

el now afloat with the exception of the "Greet I i tern," whose width is

too great to admit of her entrance. Our largest Ironclads, bavin

ment of 10,200 tons, can be lifted by her SO BJ to have their keel it

Two peculiar advantages are, 1st., that the dock using her cai»ionj, will lift and

lay completely dry a vessel weighing 8,000 tons, raisin? the docked ship only
14ft., with the consequent less exposure to wind, than if she were lifted BE
30ft., which would be necessary were no caissons employed ; 2nd., bv this mode
of construction and her shape, which assimilates to that of a ship, the " dock "

can be heeled over so as to enable her to be thoroughly overhauled and cleaned
from fouling. This operation was performed twice at Sheerness before her start,
and on each occasion was accomplished in two days and a half, one side being
cleansi <1 at a time.

Tin I uildiug of the " Bermuda Dock " occupied two years up to her being
launclnd, and nine months more for entire completion. The draught of water,
light , is lift. 2in., and 50ft. when submerged for docking a large ironclad. The
" dock " was towed oat by two of the largest steamers of the navy, with a third
astern for steering, and several small look-out steamers. The voyage occupied
thirty-six days. The average speed was little more than 4£ miles an hour.
Much experieuce was gained on the voyage to be hereafter available. While tho
executive officers connected with the expedition richly deserve their meed of
praise for the care and skill with which the onerous duty was performed, the
highest credit is due to Colonel Clarke for having formed the bold scheme of
transporting the " Bermuda Dock " across the Atlantic by towing, and for the
steady determination with which he adhered to his plan, and maintained that it

was feasible, in the face of the discouraging and adverse opinions which it elicited.

I am indebted for this information about the " Bermuda Dock " to the hook by
Capt. Webb, just published, which is of the highest interest, and worthy of
perusal.

Engineering Works of recent date in North Germany.

The first dock-harbour on the German coast was Bremerhaven, for the

city of Bremen, at the mouth of the Weser. A rival port called Ger-
stemuude, is now in the immediate vicinity. The double-gated entrance
dock has a width of 80 feet at the gates ; length of chamber, 250 feet

;

depth on the sill 24 feet at high- water, or 13-J feet at low-water; dock
area, 16J acres ; but room for great extension. Quays, sheds, and ware-
houses are provided. The gates are curved, and of wrought iron.

A larger work is the Prussian Royal Dockyard Wilhelmshaven, on tho
Jade. The works were begun in 1857, and are nearly completed. Outer
basin (tidal) about 700 feet long; width of entrance, between pier-heads
220 feet. Piers of masonry on concrete foundation. A pair of lock-gates

admit to a basin or Chamber of GOO feet by 400 feet, closed at the inner
end by another pair of gates of the same dimensions. Depth on the sills

28^ feet at high-water or 16j feet at low-water. Dock area inside of

inner gates 32 acres. Two dry docks, 450 feet long, are completed; a third

one of 880 feet is in progress. Other accommodation if fully provided.

The solemn inauguration by the king, personally, took place 17th June,
1869.

Another Prussian Royal Dockyard is in course of being built on the

Baltic coast, in that excellent natural port Kiel. Slips, dry docks, quays,

and other accommodation are in execution on a large scale, begun in

18G9.

A work to be noticed likewise is the new Steam Quay at Hamburg. It

is tidal, but provided with sufficient depth for commercial steamers to float

along the quay-side at low-water. In 1868, 2,G00 feet of length were in

operation, provided with 19 steam cranes, sheds, and railway communica-
tion. The steamers are generally unloaded and re-loaded within from
three to four days; incases of emergency, twenty-four hours suffice for

both operations. The tonnage accommodation per lineal foot of quay, per

annum, is stated to be 161 tons, which, I think, is more than double that

usually taken as the average for Liverpool.

The Prussian commercial ports on the Baltic are to bo improved by the

introduction of the principle (long ago adopted in England and France] of

piers with steep, nearly perpendicular or curvilinear itdi -. butlt of masonry
from low-water upwards, with occasional use of artificial blocks ol concrete.

The old-fashioned, dangerous, flat-slopedjetl stonework »re thus

improved to a great extent at Swinemunde (Stettin), and, on a small scale,

at Pillaa (Eomgsberg). At Stolpmunde, so outer basin oi 1<> sores baa

been formed in front of the old harbour, by two new piers carried Into the

sea, and constructed on the new principle.

As projects of importance in Northern Germany may be mentioned!

—

1st, the Great Canal from the North ^n, near the mouth oftheElbi

bbeport of Kiel on the Baltic. The plans are fully prepared, and the

works estimated at about live millions of pounds sterling, 2nd. A Mew
i r mmerce and Befogs on the Western C< a-t oi Sleswig, a bare tbo

Island of Bom is to be connected by an embankment of about tbxse miles

long, with the coast, the porl on ti a isbu d being thus brought into i

munication with the continental railway system. This barb cted,

to be the d •' on the German i est nodi r all rfn d

of wind and weath. i. Ibe worki are estimated at about three-quarter* of

ofa million pounds sterling.

still greatl] wanted ii toe completion of the lighting of the German
. there being several mat distances of darkness near tbeooast !

the North Son (between the fighl I Of Hot k bum and Heligoland, ami bstWSOU

those of Heligoland and Sylt), as well a< on the Baltic coasts, The

tightened Government oi Prussia, l>> which already in many mm light

5
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has been thrown in dark places, will no doubt here also find ways and
means for remedy.

Four or five new crossings of the River Elbe by railways are at present

in execution, and may be mentioned :—1st, the crossing between Hamburg
and Harburg (first proposed in 1833, again in 1855) in the direct line from
Paris, via Venloo, Bremen, Hamburg, to the East (Petersburg). 2nd, at

Hamerten (a small village) in a new, direct (almost straight) line from
Berlin to Hanover (Cologne). 3rd, at Magdeburg, where the fortifications

are being dismantled for enlarging the town and finding room for a central

railway station, whereby the present most intolerable station, the worst in

Europe, will be disposed of. 4th, at Torgau, on a new line, Halle-Sorau-

Guben. A fifth one, at Zornitz, will be commenced in 1870, rectification

of the Hamburg-Berlin railway. The new great ,bridges will all be con-

structed of wrought iron ; the piers of masonry, some of them founded by
pneumatic apparatus. Descriptions of the same are not yet published.

An observation of a more general character presants itself obviously on
this occasion. It is a well-known fact that Germany has been suffering

long for want of a central power, strong enough to defend the national

interest against the selfishness of a number of small independent govern-
ments. The German railway lines prove this by numerous deviations

where common sense and national spirit would at once have chosen a

shorter and a better line. A remarkable change for the better has taken
place since. Under the guidance of the Prussian government, the North
German Confederation has had to decide the national questions among
which, very wisely, the constitution names railways. The consequence is,

that where hitherto the traffic has been dragged round along polygons, at

present the diagonals are aimed at, many of which have long before been
proposed in vain by enlightened people.

The instance between the two great commercial ports, Hamburg and
Bremen, is striking. The present railway distance between these two
cities (in consequence of the obstinacy of the late Hanoverian government)
is not less than 190 English miles ; the length of the turnpike-road being
only 64 miles ; -which will also be about the new railway distance when the
direct line shall have been opened.

Armour Plates and Military Engineering.

While science applied to the military art has, on the one hand, aided in

the production of weapons whose powers are marvellous, it has, on the
other hand, in its application to military engineering, solved the difficult

problem of obtaining practically for our coast defences invulnerability to

the penetration oi their projectiles ; and 6hat, too, in a manner more eco-

nomical than was once hoped for. It had long been felt that to iron we
must look for obtaining the necessary resistances to the great penetrative
powers of modern ordnance, but, till recently, some erroneous impressions

prevailed with regard to the ratio of the powers of resistance of wrought
iron. The theory which once obtained amongst military authorities, that

the resistances of wrought iron plates were proportionate to the squares of
their thicknesses, was rudely dispelled by the experiments of last year, at

Shoeburyness, which showed two 5in. plates bolted together to be equal in

resistance to a solid 10-in. plate, while three 5-inch plates gave better re-

sults than solid 15-inch plates.

Great efforts had been made in the manufacture of iron plates to obtain

them in solid masses of the full thickness deemed necessary to resist pene-

tration. This was owing to an idea, now exploded, that compound struc-

tures of iron and other materials could not be devised to resist the shearing

and shattering effects of heavy projectiles ; the difficulties, however, have
been overcome by our military engineers, and the forts guarding the vital

points on our coast Will now be protected by compound structures of iron

plates and iron concrete, ingeniously held together by systems of fastenings

which experiments have proved to be able to resist successfully the colla-

teral shearing and racking effects which high forces of impact induce.

While investigating the problem of protecting the ponderous guns with
which our forts are armed, the question of working them by ingenious
mechanical appliances has not been neglected by the military engineer ; and
whereas it is but a short period since simple levers of the first order were
almost the only mechanical aids to human power which were used in work-
ing guns, at the present time a system has been elaborated by which not
only will the heaviest guns be trained and pointed with the ease of toy

weapons by means of hydraulic power, but the supply of the ammunition,
from the magazines and stores to the very muzzle of the gun, can also be

effected by similar means.

The excessive forces and strains induced by the explosion of the large

powder charges used with heavy ordnance, and acting destructively upon
the structures which support them, have been neutralised or taken advan-

tage of by mechanical devices of the highest ingenuity, the recoils have
been controlled by elaborate compressors and hydraulic buffers, while in the

case of Captain Moncrieff 's carriage a portion of the recoil is usefully ab-

sorbed in lowering the gun under cover. Notwithstanding that the strains

I allude to are incomparably more severe than any dealt with but a few
years back, yet engineering skill has so far mastered them that the tradi-

tional fixed platform can, when necessary, be replaced by moveable plat-

forms, such as turntables, to facilitate the training of monster weapons
The old system of balancing them upon the supports at the trunnions and
the breech is likewise proposed to be abandoned for a system of muzzle-
pivoting, whereby the exposed surface presented by the ports, through
which the guns fire, will be reduced to a minimum.

This retrospect of the progress made in the art of military engineering
in the recent past would be incomplete without a reference, however brief,

to the complete subjection of electric forces to improvements in defences
and in the art of war. The application of electricity to submarine mining
has been so successful, that a new adjunct to defensive war is obtained,
while its application to military signalling ensures that maintenance of
communication between the scattered divisions of an army, by which alone
the harmonious working of the whole can be attained. The importance of
this subject, as well as of submarine mining, was very apparent in the late

War of Secession in America ; but the value of military signalling was
only fully realised in the recent struggle between Austria and Prussia;
since then, both submarine mining and military signalling have been re-

duced to system, and form an essential branch of education at the school

of military engineering at Chatham.

Rifled Ordnance.

.It appears that there has been no increase in the actual power of the
Ordnance service-gun within the last year. Then, as now, the Govern-
ment factories stood in actual construction at the limit of 25 tons weight,
and 12iu. calibre ; but it is stated that guns of 30 tons have been ordered,
and guns of 50 tons designed. I understand, however, that the principle
adopted by the Ordnance authorities is that nothing beyond a 25-ton gun
is called for by the thickness of armour borne by foreign vessels of war,
and that, as far as known, no foreign power possesses a more powerful gun.
If this be the doctrine really held, I venture, not ex cathedra, but on my
own personal judgment, to demur to the validity of the reason, notwith-
standing that the few American guns of 50 tons weight, smooth-bored and
of cast iron, were proved inefficient compared with rifled guns, by the fire

from a 15-inch smooth-bored gun, against an iron structure representing
the fort on Plymouth breakwater. This was at Shoeburyness, in June,
1868. The greatest effect produced by the spherical shot with a charge
equal to lOOlbs. of American powder, was a large circular indentation be-
tween 4in. and 5in. deep ; indeed, the American Secretary of War has
acknowledged that we are better prepared than they are; and it may be
well conceived that with this conviction, his countrymen will not rest till

they at least equal, if they cannot surpass us.

It is considered by the Ordnance authorities that if guns of 30 tons, or
even greater power, should be made hereafter, it will be chiefly to utilise to

the utmost the mechanical facilities for their action afforded by the turret
principle in naval construction. If the turret ships Devastation and Thun-
derer are each to have four guns of 30 tons or more, as is believed, they
will be the first to demonstrate more than one mooted point on this sub-

ject.

It seems that our Government have now 1,200 of what are termed
armour-piercing rifled guns, from the 7-in. to the 12-in. calibre, of which
500 are 12 tons and upwards, the 12-ton gun has been subject to severe

trials for strength and endurance. The 25-ton gun has as yet fired only 100
battery charges.

An important investigation in gunnery now going on relates not to guns,

but to gunpowder : it is directed to the discovery of the actual law and
exact measure of the force exerted by fired gunpowder in a tube. Sir W.
Armstrong in his address at Newcastle to the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, in August, 1869, alluded to this subject as follows :

—" The
action of expanding gas in a gun is analagous to that of expanding steam in

the cylinder of a steam engine ; and we all know the advantage in the

case of steam, of having a high pressure to begin with, provided a steam
jacket be used to maintain the material of the cylinder at a temperature

equal to that of the entering steam. But in a gun we can have no provi-

sion analogous to the steam jacket, and it would appear that it is owing to

the necessary absence of such a provision that there is a limit to the increase

of initial pressure, beyond which no gain of propelling force is realised.

Perhaps I shall not be fully understood without explaining this curious

and important subject in a more definite manner, and I will therefore en-

deavour to do so. The force exerted in a gun bears a certain relation to

the heat evolved by the gasification of the charge. The greater the heat

the greater the force, for heat is nothing more than unexpended force. I

have already alluded to the loss of heat by transmission to the gun, and it

is evident that this transmission must be greatest in amount when the heat

of the gas is highest. By using a slower burning powder less beat and
pressure are evolved at first, and the waste of heat in the stage of initial

pressure being less, more heat remains for expansive action. Hence the

slower burning powder is weaker at first, but stronger afterwards ; and
although the quantity of gas be only the same and the pressure not so

great at any point, yet the aggregate pressure throughout the bore may
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equal that of the more energetic and more dangerous power. This would
not be so if the gun, like the steani-jacketed cylinder, could be maintained
at the maximum temperature of the elastic medium within, but, in the case

of the gun, that temperature would be far above the melting point of its own
material. It is only lately that attention has been strongly directed to the

powder question in Englaud. In Russia and Prussia, where great efforts

have been made to obtain endurance with large rifled guns, powder similar

in granulated form to that used in England has long been wholly discarded,

and superseded by powder stamped into prismatic blocks, which burn more
slowly ; but although we have erred in using a powder for our new ord-

nance so violent as to be justly designated 'brutal' by the French, yet we
have this satisfaction, that the ordeal which our guns have sustained with
our severer powder affords an assurance of strength which we could not

have had if they had only withstood the mild description of powder with

which alone continental guns have been successfully tried. Attention is

now fully awakened to the subject, and a scientific military committee is

conducting experiments upon the force of different descriptions of powder.
In these experiments, the pressures exerted in every part of the gun are

determined by the use of an instrument of exquisite delicacy, invented by
my friend and partner, Captain Andrew Noble. This instrument, which is

a happy combination of mechanical and electrical action, indicates the

velocity attained by the projectile at any number of points in the gun, and
from these velocities the pressures are deduced by calculation. Thus a dia-

gram of pressure can now be exhibited for gas in a gun, as well as for steam
in a cylinder, and I think you will agree with uie in regarding the result as

no small triumph of mechanical science."

Since that time the inquiry has grown in interest at every stage. It

would be anticipating results not yet made public to say more than that

the application of actual measurement to the velocity of translation of a

shot in the bore of an 8-inch gun has shown that different descriptions of

gunpowder differ 34 per cent, in their disruptive effects, without showing
any corresponding difference in the vis viva of the shot when it leaves the

muzzle. Where British large-grained rifle powder produces a pressure m
the bore of 23"2 tons per square inch, or nearly 3,500 atmospheres, 17'3

tons only, and even less, or upwards of 900 atmospheres lower, has been
obtained from other descriptions of powder.

Here, however, it is but the barest justice I should mention that four or

five years ago Captain Wynants, of the Belgian corps of Royal Engineers,

published a pamphlet on this subject, strongly recommending coarser powder
aud slower combustion for rifled cannon ; and I had the pleasure of intro-

ducing that officer to the Ordnance Committee, who heard his explanations .

but I believe nothing resulted therefrom.

It is deeply to be lamented that a certain amount of antagonistic feeling

appears to exist between those who regard the present Ordnance service-

gun with favour, and those who put their faith in our esteemed member,
Sir Joseph Whitworth, and the merits of his rifled ordnance. The ordnance
authorities, on the one hand, appear to hesitate adopting, or, at least, trying

what I am to understand the Admiralty authorities, on the other hand,

have determined to give a fair trial to, namely, the 35-ton gun on the

Whitworth rifled system with elongated shot. If this intention be realised,

there will be an excellent opportunity of a fair trial, on what I conceive to

be correct principles, stated thus :

—

The value of a rifle-gun may be properly estimated by the lownesi of its

trajectory and the length of its shell. To obtain these two important
elements in the greatest degree, it is requisite that the gun should consume
a column of powder not less than three diameters in length, aud without

producing a permanent alteration in the diameter of its bore by the explo-

sion. The power of hitting objects nt unknown distances depends greatly

on the lownesi of the trajectory. At very short distances a shorter shell

may givo a somewhat lower trajectory than at longer ones.

But for destructive effect at very short distances, Sir Joseph Whitworth
clearly showed in the paper he read on the penetration of armour plates, at

the meeting of the British Association at Exeter, that shells twice the

ordinary length gave the greatest penetration, while they contained double

the ordinary bunting charge.

It is highly desirable that there should be some fixed standard of length

of range, at which all guns should be fired. If such standard of length
were adopted, tho merits of guns and ammunition would be at oner known,
by simply recording the elevation at which the standard distance was
reached, and the length of the l in diameters of the bore.

The longer the projectile, and the lower the elevation at which it is pro«

pelled, ti shown to be the I he gun.
One thousand yards may be n'.u considered a short range for artillery

;

and as upwards of 1.1,000 yards (mon | has been attained, a

standard range of from - t < :i miles would answer . If this

were carried out, any one would be a - ' opinion ol the

value of any particular gun, r*ot me standard, rerj

;>iv\ iii on the rabjeel i f rift 6
•

It is very difficult to attempt to compare two guns having nothing in

common. For instance, to compare the 7-iuch service breech-loading gun
and the 7-inch Whitworth :

—

Shell.
Elevation. Diameters long.

7-inch service-gun, range 3,660 yards 9' 54' 2
7-inch Whitworth, range 5,000 yards 10° 3'.-

Although it is obvious how much more powerful one gun is than the other
it would have been far better for the ranges to have been the same, and tho
difference shown only in the elevations, and the length of the projectiles

given in diameters of the bore. The length of the Whitworth shooting
gallery at Manchester being 500 yards, it was the practice to compare tho
performances of different rifles and their amunition at that distunce, and
500 yards became the standard of length.

The following shows the qualities of the Eufield and Whitworth, as

developed in April, 1857 :

—

Length of Bullet.
Elevation. Diameters.

500 yards range Enfield rifle, largo bore 1° 2
500 yards range, Whitworth rifle, small bore... 1° 3

Other qualities, such as accuracy or figure of merit, charge of powder,
weight of bullet, weight of rifle, &c, it may be desirable to kuow ; but the

key-notes are elevation and length of shell, which at once decide the value

of the arm. In 1852, the average shooting of six rifles made by the best

makeM in London was 33 inches deviation. The shooting of each rifle is

recorded iu a hook printed by the War Department, which I have seen, and
which affords evidence of the great advance made in tho science of

gunnery since that time. The shooting of the Whitworth rifle is now, as

it was at Hythe in April, 1857, 4^ inches at 500 yards with ten successive

shots.

An infantry soldier will probably be as well armed with the new small-

bore breech-loader, as far as accuracy, rapidity, and distant firing are con-

cerned, as he is ever likely to be. Ho is now able to fire 8 projectiles,

1 07.. each per minute, and make good practice at one thousand yards.

But the power of infantry for attack or defence, even with the new breech-

loader, falls far short of what small bodies ot infantry could do, if armed
with 3-pr. field-guns drawn by two horses; each man would ho able to fire

a far greater average weight of ammunition, and of much more destructive

character that with tho rifle. The trajectory at 1,000 yards for the 3-pr.

gun is not one-half that required for the rifle.

Blackfriars Bridge and, Holborn I'iaJuct.

The new Blackfriars Bridge and the Holborn Viaduct were, two months
ago, opened for public traffic by her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen,

with great state and formality. As you are all aware, our Vice-President,

Mr. Cubitt, designed and constructed the bridge ; and OUT honourable

member, Mr. Haywood, as Engineer of the City of London, the viaduct.

I mention those two great works to record the date of thi Miimltannous

completion; at the same time I shall place a mark against the name Oi

each engineer, as a reminder of what they owe and arc bound to pay Oj—
descriptive accounts of their respective operations—which are monuments of

grace and utility, admitted by all, and needing no eulogium from inc.

M,i i,-i i Watt ruorks.

Although that fine country, Spain, has long been in a state of chronic

disorder, and fox the last sixteen mouths in the agonies of an Interegnum,

more than one great work, besides tho railways, has been accomplished

within the last tow year-, the principal one being the grand reservoir and

aqueduct for the supply of -Madrid with good water. The I 1 1] cosl was

£2,300,000 sterling, including additional work on the principal weir, foundi d

on limestone rock, through which great leakage tOOK place.

Iu the course of lust summer our Transatlantic brethren comploted the

extension of their railways between the Atlantic and l'acitic ocean-, across

the Rocky Mountains, the account s hi'.herto received have been perhaps

tOO highly coloured by local enthusiasm; but 1 have been SUDD lied with

statements sufficiently authentic t > prove, thai on the day previous to she

forms! op utng, ten "miles of peimanenl way warn actually laid by one

working party, and about eight miles by another and rival party, each

Mi-iving to aUain the tnl ol" junoli. n. However, sine, the*.- and

similai a1 otl er
|

tbsj 1 womotivs engines, in -

way orothi r, t ver tho lines, nn official Inspection bai ssotrl lined thai

the whole length of the i ,-wl v -op, ti. d rail* ay ,
it will require a further

perfect the way, and I i

„;n, ii,, . gondii
' lots. The requlreun tits have nol I

though! unreasonable, and the money i- rorlhaommg ; moansshik the traffic

is OOntioO interruption.

A fen words only on a ohaapand novel mothod of I I for

„h,, r t .; nd rough distru innot be

mail.- eoonoi Mr - Charh 11 In .. be
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briefly described as a continuous development of the plan often adopted in

India, Australia, and America, of bridging over rivers by means of a wire

rope on which loads are transmitted in a bucket suspended by a pulley.

The endless wire rope, now adopted, is supported on a series of pulleys,

carried by substantial posts, about 70 yards apart, on the average, passing

round a clip-drum at the end, and worked by an ordinary moveable steam
engine. Boxes, carrying from one to five cwt., are hung on the rope, in

such a manner as to maintain the load in equilibrium and pass over the
supporting pulleys with ease. The line is worked at a speed of about 5 or

6 miles an hour, and, the rope being endless, the full boxes travel on one
side of the supports, the empties return on the other.

However rugged the country, the Hue can be constructed quickly, and
without necessitating much more engineering work than for an ordinary

line of telegraph. The cost of a line calculated to transport 100 tons a-

day appears to be about £400 per mile, complete for working, and the

average cost of transoort is about twopence per ton per mile, including

maintenance. The plan has been in operation about 10 months. About
35 miles of line have been made, and upwards of 100 miles are in con-

struction, all in different places.

Mont Cenis Tunnel.

The long tunnel popularly known as that of Mont-Cenis, really passes

below a different mountain. It connects the railways of Italy, converging
at the town of Susa, at the foot of the eastern slope of the Alps, with the
railways of France, at present terminating at the village of St. Michel, in

Savoy, west of the range. The mode of driving this tunnel has been be-

fore described ; at present, I have simply to note its progress. The total

length of actual tunnel is 12,220 metres, say 7J English miles; the aggre-
gate lengtb of the driftways, completed from each end, is 10,598 metres,

or 6J miles j so that there is only one mile of driftway to finish; the rate

of progress being from 3£ to 4 yards per day, the entire piercings from
end to end may be expected early in the spring of 1871. The enlarge-

ment to full size, and the lining of the tunnel, are always kept up to

about 300 yards behind the headings in each direction. Assuming that

the tunnel, with the deep-cutting approaches at each end, will be finished

in the course oi the year 1871, it will have occupied thirteen years in con-

struction, at a cost not less than four millions sterling.

Mont Cenis Railway.

The Mont-Cenis railway is a work quite independent of the lines which
the tunnel is intended to connect. It cannot possibly be called a rival

scheme, though this railway contrasts most remarkably with the tunnel,

and affords a complete solution of the difficulty of surmounting mountain
ranges at a moderate cost ; the practical results of the working of this line,

which after all is merely an experimental and provisional one, must be
considered by all who view it without prejudice, highly satisfactory.

Only three interruptions have occurred since it was opened, and none of

them were from any cause arising from the system itself. The first in

August, 1868, was occasioned by heavy floods, which ravaged the whole
face of the country, and greatly damaged the chaussee, on which the

railway is laid; in this instance the passage across "the mountain was
stopped for three days only, but was equally blocked for diligences and
road waggons; there was a further partial hindrance duriug ten days sub-

sequently, when passengers and goods were transported in sledges for dis-

tances varying from two to ten miles. The second was in 1869, arising

from snow storms and hurricane drifts. The third, in December last, was
from similar causes, but the transit over Mont-Cenis was never totally

closed, thougb it had for some days to be made partially by sledges, and,

of course, considerable irregularity unavoidably resulted.

The concession for the Mont-Cenis railway expires with the opening of

the Mont-Cenis tunnel and approaches, previously described. I presume
most of my audience are aware that the rails are laid on the outer edge
of the highway across that part of the Alps, on a narrow gauge, having
extremely sharp curves, and excessively steep gradients—the curves and
gradients, in fact, of a mountain road—inasmuch as the rails follow its

surface. The locomotive engines obtain the necessary adhesion, and at the

same time ensure perfect safety to the train, by the lateral pressure of

horizontal wheels upon a central rail.

Owing to the limited date for its existence, which will probably be only

two or three years longer from this time, it has been quite out of the ques-

tion to construct all the necessary protective works, which would have
been executed for a more permanent line : then it passes over one of the
Alpine summits, in a region exposed to the most violent winds (Tormentos)
and drifting snow. From peculiar causes, ab first perhaps unavoidable,

the mechanism of the moving power was, until very lately, imperfect in

design and inferior in workmanship, the result being continued repairs,

with scant power, and consequently only half loads ; the fact being that

the old stock could hardly drag 20 tons behind it, whereas the new engines

will take up 50 tons, exclusive of their own weight.

The Mont-Cenis railway, between St. Michel and Susa, is 50 miles in

length, and has cost exclusive of royalty and interest during construction,

about £7,070 per mile ; engines and rolling stock £862 per mile. Total,
£7,932, say £8,000 per mile. Had the line been constructed on the usual
gauge, and with a more solid permanent way, the cost would have been
£3,000 additional, altogether £11,000 per mile. As a maximum expense
obtaining all the unfettered advantages of the system, £12,000 including
stations, may be safely reckoned upon as the cost per mile of similar lines
in future through a mountainous country. With gradients and curves,
such as would be warranted and adopted by lines hereafter laid down on
this central rail system, a comparison of distances over such a country
along lines prepared for ordinary locomotive engines, to travel over gra-
dients of 1 in 30, probably the steepest allowable without lateral adhesion,
the time of moving, and first cost would probably be as 1 to 3 ; this
difference of distance must also be taken into account when calculating
and comparing the cost per mile of working over each system.

As regards the expense of working, the present actual cost on the Mont-
Cenis railway can hardly be taken as a fair criterion. Owing to the ex-
ceptional circumstances of its construction, the narrowness of gauge and
the inferiority of the first engines, the working expenses have been pecu-
liarly heavy—viz., fuel Is. 6d., engine repairs Is. 8d., wages 6d. (in all for
locomotive power 3s. 8d.,) general charges 4d., permanent way Is., making
a total of 5s. per train mile. The general charges, repairs and mainte-
nance thus calculated, would of course be reduced by a higher mileage, as
the rapairs are very onerous, but the new locomotives will reduce the ex-
pense of moving power one-third. The yearly train mileage is about
113,000, or 310 miles daily. The engines are perfectly steady on the as-
cent and descent ; in either direction, it seems next to impossible for en-
gines or trains to get off the rails; up to the end of 1869 about 68,000
passengers have travelled over this line without loss of life or limb.

Suez Canal.

This renowned work is about 160 kilometres, nearly 100 English miles,
in length, from Port Said to Suez. About 63 miles are along ground which
is at, or nearly at, the ordinary water level of the canal ; 37 miles are
over ground above that line. The mean level of the Red Sea is only 6
inches higher than that of the Mediterranean ; the tides of the Red Sea
are but small; those of the Mediterranean very feeble, consequently there
are no locks. Our worthy member, Mr. J. F. Bateman, F.R.S., in his
recent letter to the President of that learned body, has given its history
and anticipated most of what I might have said about the Suez Canal ; but
I have received, though too late to introduce here, some new and inte-
resting particulars, which I will endeavour to put before the members in

some accessible shape at the earliest opportunity.
Meantime I mention one special fact. Between the 15th May and 15th

June of last year, when the works were in full swing, 58 immense steam
dredgeM and 11,000 labourers were at work, and upwards ot 2j millions
cubic yards of materials were got out, being at the rate of more than
80,000 cubic yards daily. On the question of maintaining the slopes and
depth of water in the canal and in the two harbours, there seems no doubt,
though at a certain heavy, but probably yearly-decreasing expense. Ad-
ditions, improvements, and precautions have still to be taken, bet in the
course of the coming spring I believe a depth of 26 feet of water through-
out will have been attained. The expense up to the last accounts appears
to have been about sixteen millions sterling, and, when properly finished,

the total outlay of every kind, including a vast per centage for interests

and discounts, may, by possibility, be swelled to twenty millions. Many
good judges affirm that it will be a very excellent financial speculation at
this large cost. I, myself, believe it will be, although I am bound to

confess that at one time I thought otherwise. It is due to Mr. Daniel
Lange, the representative in this country of the Suez Canal Company, and
their strenuous unflinching advocate, to record his persistent opiniou of its

ultimate success.

But my proper business is to consider it as a work of engineering, and
as such it is a great, important, and successful undertaking, and to echo

my friend Bateman's words, " great as respects its magnitude and the

country in which it has been executed. ... A great work more from
its relation, however, to the national and commercial interests of the

world than from its engineering features. In this light it is impossible

to over estimate its importance. It will effect a total revolution in the

mode of conducting the great traffic between the east and the west, the

benefic'al effects of which it is difficult to realize. It is in this sense that

the undertaking must be regarded as a great one, and its accomplishment
is due mainly to the rare courage and indomitable perseverance of M.
Ferdinand de Lessep^, who well deserves the respect he has compelled, and
the praises which have been bestowed. . . . By cutting across the

sandy ligament which has hitherto united Asia and Africa, a water com-
munication has been opened, which will never again be closed so long as

mercantile prosperity lasts or civilization exists."

In entering upon my engineering reminiscences, I find they extend far

back, and I am tempted to begin, as the legends of the nursery do, with
" Once upon a time !" Well, then, once upon a time, there was no gas in
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London ! Moreover, no steamers on the Thames! Caa the younger part

of my audience realise in their minds these facts ? Yet so it was only

sixty years since. Why do I mention gas ? It is to show that great as

are the blessings which science and philosophy have conferred on the

world, their professors in this, as in many other instances, hesitated to

sanction practical men in carrying out to their logical conclusion the

principles they had taught them. The examination of the properties of

coal gas long remained a philosophical experiment merely. Chemists

worked laboriously with the principal materials of a grand invention, with-

out making anything out of them for thirty years, until Murdoch lighted

his own house in Cornwall with gas in 1792.

The subsequent success of Murdoch, and afterwards of the elder Clegg,

in gas for the manufacturing districts, did not meet that attention it

ought to have done, and while Murdoch was struggling with ignorance,

prejudice, and interested opposition, Le Bon, an ingenious Frenchman,
made a bold but happily unsuccessful attempt to rob bim of his honours by
proposing, about 180i, to introduce into Paris gas distilled from wood.
Nevertheless, it was not till 1313 that the first public thoroughfare in this

this metropolis was lighted with gas. It is interesting to us to know that

a part of this thoroughfare was Great George Street, Westminster.
Previously our deceased member, the elder Clegg (I am condensing frjm
the work by bis talented son, also a member of our Institution, pre-

maturely lost to us), the elder Clegg, I say, confident in its practicability,

proposed to light all London with gas; and then occurred his memorable
passage—not of arms, but of wit, with Mr. (afterwards Sir Humphry)
Davy—"Impossible, Mr. Clegg," said the great chemist, "you would want
a gasometer as large as the dome of St. Paul's." " Why not ?" was the
retort of the shrewd practical engineer. Nevertheless, it was many years

before the prejudice against large gasometers was worn out, and even now
I am not quite sure that is so. Most extraordinary precautions were at

first adopted, under compulsion, to protect the public from imaginary
danger.

Steamboats had not, perhaps, so much prejudice to encounter as was the
case with gas; but a considerable period elapsed, alter their success had
been established on the Clyde, before they became naturalized, as it were,
on the Thames, and obtained regular traffic. Long antecedently the
bathing towns of the Isle of Thanet had been favourite resorts for the
Londoners, as Gravesend, and other places on the Thames, had been for

ages. But how about getting down the river on easy terms before steam
came for those who could not ail'ord the luxury of posting, or the less

costly but beavy stage coach ? My young friends must imagine, for the
lower class of passengers between Black wall and Gravesend, a covered boat
going only with the tide, known as the Tilt Boat, and much resembling
the small craft common on the Thames in the time of Henry VIII. But
for longer distances there were the once famous Margate-hoys—smart
sloops like our modern yachts. With a strong favourable breeze, and by a

careful study of the tides, the skippers of these hoys might get down to

Margate in the couise of a summer day. But with contrary winds,
and in stormy weather, woe! to the unhappy holiday seeker whose time
was limited, and who had not laid in a due stock of provisions. Fortunate
if he fared no worse than was once my hard fate—to pass more than bbree
days and nights in a crowded hoy between London and Ramsgate.
Luckily no gales, but slight baffling airs and calms—anchored half the
time to avoid the back drift of adverse tides, and wearing out the
lingering day by attempting bo catch mackerel with a red rag to supple-
ment our provender, short in our allowance of bad water, and having the
fear of the press-gang constantly before our oyes.

Passing over intermediate years, let me come to my proper ta-k, ard
attempt so recill some of the memorable chain of occurrences in the
earlier days ol the railway system, when that grandest Improvement among
the many ameliorations of the first quarter of the nineteenth eentury
began its earliest straggles for general adoption. It is to the courage anil

enterprise of the mercantile nod rfnnnfactariog communities of Liven I

and Manchester that we owe their introduction and benefits such i

have enjoyed during the last forty years.

The trade to and from the port of Liverpool had Ion

growing the existing means of inland carriage. The two great carrying
companies, popularly known as tho ,< Dake"and the " Old Quay," had
provided it with water transport during three-qnarten ol a century, as,
for a shorter period, had the " Leeds and Liverpool Canal ;" and the many
waggoners along the rough paved highways had supplied the road con-
veyance, lint it may readily be imagined that, with the rapid increasoof
commerce rabsequent to the close (in 1815) of our long series of wan, all

of them were in-.u It; <• out.

When the finri steam engine had ottlj been ereoted ia Manchester in
the year L790, not a p i.ver loom introduced until twenty yean I Iter, and
the population scarcely 10,000; when the po,t tonnage and popalati
Liverpool were small—when the first casual importation of eight hi
American cotton in the year I 7S I wns so strange, that it WBI telzed bv
the Customs officers, under the conviction that it could not have been the

produce of the country which the invoice stated it to be—the trade of
both towns was unimportant compared with that of 1821—by which time
Manchester had 150,000 inhabitants, 200 steam engiues at work, and
30,000 power looms employed ; then dock dues at Liverpool were paid bv
10,000 vessels, the population was 135,000, and upwards of 400,000 tous
of cotton were imported yearly ; goods in transit between Liverpool and
Manchester equalled fully 1,200 tons daily, besides upwards of a mi'lion
tons of coal arrived aunually into those two towns. Thus the aspect of
commercial affairs had totally changed, though the means of conveyance
remained unaugmented and unimproved ; hence arose vast pressure and
enormous sacrifices to ensure speed and certainty in the delivery of goods.
This could only be done by laud carriage, sometimes at almost ruinous
cost. Some remedy was imperative, some competition indispensable, and
the inquiry became necessarily limited to the form in which it should b&
devised and applied; it was not long before deciding that the remedy
should be by means of a railway.

Railways, though rude, had existed in the coal counties on the Tyue and'
the Wear for 200 years previously, but since the beginning of the present
century tbey had improved and multiplied rapidly, but were still only
short isolated private undertakings, appropriated exclusively to the transit

of coal. In 1822 the first public railway for goods, coals, and passengers
was proposed between Stockton and Darlington ; it was unsuccessful in

Parliament from the opposition of the landowners and coal proprietors, but
next year the act was obtained. About this time, William James, a Lon-
don engineer, had suggested just such another railway to the mercantile
men of Liverpool, to supply the great want of conveyance between Liver-
pool.and Manchester, and James made the first actual survey. It was not
adopted, but the idea was entertained and ripened. The water-carrying
companies refused to reduce their tolls, the alternative of road conveyance
was impracticable, from its limited resources and great expense ; but in-

dependent of tolls, the endless delays on the canals, the pilferage of the
merchandise in transit, and the terminal obstructions from want of space,
left no hope of improvement ; and iu 1821 the first prospectus for the
Liverpool and Manchester Railway was issued, the appointed committee
prepared their plans under the advance and direction of George Stephenson,
and lodged them for application to Parliament in the ensuing session.

The anticipated strenuous opposition to the scheme was not long in be-
coming realised. The three bodies of canal proprietors, each iu itself ao
despicable opponent, forgetting their mutual animosities and former dis-

agreements, banded against the new rival in formidable array, acting on
common impulse, organised under most skilful direction, upholding with
tenacity their vested interests, claimed as rights; and prepared at all

hazards to resist and crush down so intolerable an innovation on established
modes of communication, and on their chartered privileges and long-
maintained monopolies
Two noble peers, Lord Sefton and the great grandfather of the present

Earl of Derby (whose estates the railway crossed, and have since so vastly
improved those belonging to the latter nobleman), made ommou cause
with the canals to prevent the passing of the railway bill. It was battled
daring three months through the House of Commons. Every possible
objection was taken. Imperfect plans, erroneous levels, interference with
parks a mile distant, danger, nuisance, and incompetence of locomotive
gines, deficiency of estimate, impracticability, especially in crossing Chat
Moss. One vory eminent engineer affirmed that the probable cxpence of
crossing thai moss would exceed £200,000, though the real cost was actually
within £30,000.

I should inform those of my readers who have uot watched the different
Changes which have taken place in the practice of passing private Uilk»
through Parliament, that in those days Committees on hills, uud even C'.i

standing orders, were open to every member of Parliament who oho
attend, were it solely lor the purpose of voting upon the preamble or
merely on o particular clause. The whip for the lirst division was tremen-
dous. The preamble ol the bill was carried py a majority of one only in

.
>n committee to which 73 members bad been presed. It musl then

have i, en e nuidexed hopele to persevere; next day the el

ing the company to make the railway was lost bj avoteol 19 to 18 j the
i to take land was also negatived] the promoters then withdrew the

bill, and thus ended the Brat act of the great railway drama, which, i

at the present day, is still far from being played oat, sltl i,000
I railway are now laid on the laee <.| the globe.

Nothing daunted, the high-spirited oommittee, the verj 4UU of Liver-
sailed their parliamentary supporters together on the third

tie: loss id' their lull, and. .1 by them,
And, hear it my fellow-countrymen of Ireland I theme
need by the leading political men of the day who attended ng

In then n prosptotus ofthe railway—i
which the railway would produot, directly snd Indirectly,! ol-
Loral inter. , bi m B) i . .-, :. m, fv ,i„ „,\

;

ond inllj < ilised ; .

it was un argument brought forward B
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ground for maintaining that the best interests of Ireland were then, as

now, quite as much cared for as those of Lancashire.

It happened that I had returned, some two years previously, from occu-

pations on the continent and in North America, both civil and military, all

connected with engineering, occupying repeated absences from this country.

Having watched the few railways then made, or making, I was fortunate

in being selected by Messrs. Rennie to take charge of the new surveys,

which the Liverpool committee immediately ordered under the direction

of those eminent engineers. But the opposition of canal owners and land

proprietors had become redoubled—and it was in the course of carrying

out this duty that I was brought into contact with the celebrated Mr.

Bradshaw, the devoted trustee under the remarkable will of that Duke of

Bridgwater who employed Brindley to make his canals, and had charged

Mr. Bradshaw with the sole and absolute control of them, and of his large

estates, for the benefit of his future heirs, which he exercised for nearly

half a century.

I was brought up before Mr. Bradshaw, at Worsley Hall, on a pretended

charge of night poaching and trespassing—for I was often obliged, to make
surveys and take levels by moonlight and torchlight, so strict was the watch
kept by day, by order of many landowners to prevent engineers from com-
pleting the necessary plans and sections. Mr. Bradshaw had contrived to

earn himself a terrible name for severity, but I found him a gentleman.

My only reason for recurring to such a mere personal adventure is, that

some not unfriendly discourse passed between us on that occasion, which
I communicated to the Liverpool committee. This led, I have good reasons

for believing, to communications which, before the end of 1825, ended in those

arrangements by which the then Marquis of Stafford, for himself and those

of his family who were ultimately to benefit in the profits of the Duke of

Bridgwater's canal, took one thousand shares in the Liverpool and Man-
chester railway company, with the privilege of nominating three of the

directors, arrangements confirmed by the company's first Act of Par-

liament.

On the 25th September, 1825 (I note the special date) the Stockton and
Darlington railway was opened for public traffic. The surveys of the new
railway between Liverpool and Manchester, commenced in the July pre-

ceding, were completed and lodged in November; then public attention

awakened to such projects, and early in 1826 the bill was again introduced
into Parliament, under less discouragement. The opposition, however,
though not so compact, was as keen as ever, and the passing of so impor-
tant a measure required every effort, every precaution, on the part of the

promoters. The leading counsel opposing was the late Baron Alderson, the

most accomplished mathematician and man of science then at the bar,

prompted in his crucial examination of engineers, by your esteemed Past

President, George Bidder, then as well known for bis marvellous power of

mental calculation, as he has since been as a scientific and practical engi-

neer. Pew of my audience will be disposed to infer, judging from his sub-

sequent career, that my old opponent Bidder was the most formidable

enemy of the railway in its first parliamentary warfare.

In spite of him, however, the preamble passed the ordeal of committee,
this time with a majority of 43 to 18. The third reading was opposed in

the Commons by the illustrious Lord Derby (lately deceased), then the

Honourable Edward Geoffrey Stanley, who made his almost maiden speech

in that House against the bill, with all the ardour of his character; but on
a division, the numbers were 88 in favour, 41 against. The struggle was
renewed in the Lords' Committee. One of the counsel for the railway was
William Page Wood, then a junior barrister, now Baron Hatherley, Lord
High Chancellor, and a very near neighbour of ours. On their last day of

meeting in Committee, thirty-two Peers were present, when the very old

Earl and his son-in-law, Lord Wilton, were the only dissentients. The
third reading was carried without a division, though not without hostile

speeches; the royal assent soon followed, and on the 26th May, 1826, a
general meeting of the subscribers was held in Liverpool, and the newly-
appointed directors held their first sitting on the following day. Soon after

George Stephenson returned to the post of engineer-in-chief, and the rail-

way works commenced and were vigorously pushed on for three years, until

approaching near to completion, when it became necessary to settle the
question of the motive power to be used on the railway.

It would occupy the time usually assigned to more than one address
were I to pursue the interesting record of the steps taken to solve this

question; but lam not attempting an historical analysis—merely selecting

a few reminiscences. I should have been very glad to have noted the pro-
ceedings known as the "Rainhill Experiments," having been myself present
the whole time, in October, 1829, when the competitive trial of locomotive
engines took place, ending in the grand prize being awarded by impartial
judges to George Stephenson and Henry Booth jointly. It is from Mr.
Booth's publication that I have been most unscrupulously abstracting. I
will refer those who may be disposed to enter into details of such remote
date to the pages of the Liverpool newspapers and the "London Mechanics'
Magazine" of that period. Trustworthy, impartial accounts are to be found
therein, and full justice done to my old friends, Braithwaite and Ericsson,

whose engine the " Novelty" was long remembered as the beau ideal of a

locomotive, and which, if it did not command success, deserved it.

A great gathering of engineers from all parts was, of course, in Liverpool

;

and, as Englishmen are said not to get on well on important business wi th

out dinner demonstrations, the engineers gave on this occasion a grand
banquet to the directors and of the railway, and to the competing locomo-

tive engine builders. Of course speeches were made and healths drunk,

and we toasted each other and everybody, except the waiters. Will you
excuse me if 1 read from a newspaper report of our feast (in the Liverpool

Albion, of the 12th of Octoder, 1829), two short predictions of mine about

railways. I had had the honour assigned to me of returning thanks for

the toast of the " President and Institution of Civil Engineers," and what
I said is thus reported :—" Mr. Vignoles, as a member of the institution,

returned thanks for Mr. Telford, to whom as the consuctor of many of our

most important public works, the toast was due. His (Mr. Vignoles's) first

step in life was as a military rather than a civil engineer ; and as he was
deputed to propose a military toast, perhaps he might preface it by some
anticipation of what steam would do, in a military point of view. Sup-
posing such a general as Napoleon were to effect a landing on our coast

with a large and powerful army, and that he even were to be victorious

upon his landing; armed as this country is shortly to be with railroads

and locomotive engines, brief would be his triumph ; for by return of post,

as it were, parks of artillery and the whole military force of the country

could be poured upon him, without even the fatigue of a march. Mr.
Vignoles concluded with giving " The Master-General of the Ordnance and
Corps of Royal Engineers."

And a little later in the evening, having had to propose the health of the

three jndges of the Locomotive Competition, I stated, as reported :
—" Being

engaged in laying out a railway between Goole and Barnsley, be (Mr.

Vignoles) hoped to see that accomplished and made part of the union be-

tween the two sides of the kingdom, and that it might put it into the power
of that part of the country to supply the metropolis with the article coal,

at present furnished through sea transport by the Great Northern pro.

prietors, whose monopoly he trusted would then soon be put down."

As regards my latter prophecy, my friends, taking them either in alpha-

betical or geographical order, Barlow, Cubitt, and Harrison have now
pretty well realised what I uttered about bringing coal into London by
railway, though they only began some twenty-five or thirty years after it

was first thought about. Still it has been most effectually accomplished.

In respect, however, of what railways would be able to do, in case of the

momentary success of an enemy invading this country, I have to remark
that one of the earliest duties required by the War Office, after the esta-

blishment of our Engineer and Railway Volunteer Staff Corps, was to point

out the means by which, in the event of such a disastrous occurrence, the

railways could practically protect us ; and the answer we returned went to

the effect of demonstrating, that within forty-eight hours after the alarm

had been sounded, the whole military force of the country could be poured

down upon the enemy, on whatever coast the invading forces might land,

without, excepting in a few limited cases, the fatigue of a single day's

march. I would have asked our illustrious honorary member, Sir John

Burgoyne, whom I hope I may be permitted to call old friend (whose ill-

ness, 1 regret to say, has alone prevented him from doing us the honour of

being present this evening), but in bis absence I shall appeal to the Quarter-

master-General Sir William Gordon, whom I am proud to see here, whether

our replies were not complete and satisfactory, and whether what was

thought at the time to be the mere boast of a dreaming enthusiast, is not

now ready for realisation at any hour—though, God forbid, that that hour

should come! even though it found us as fully prepared, as forty years

ago I ventured to anticipate we should be.

I am thus led to a subject which I had intended to have mentioned sub-

sequently, but here seems to Jbe the most appropriate place. The civil

engineers, as a body, were first so called by Belidor, to distinguish them

from the military engineers. It may be readily understood, however, in

how many cases the military professional operations would partake of the

civil elements. On such occasions when appealed to, as in several recent

instances, we have always been most willing to give our military bre-

thren any advice and assistance in our power, as has been repeatedly ac-

knowledged.
But now a new era is coming upon us, which will bring us much more

in connection with the military service. First, by the organisation of our

national Volunteers, in which we, as engineers and artizans, have largely

partaken, giving to the movement our professional skill ; and secondly, in

consequence of the general extension of railways, and the recent intro-

duction of the new powerful arms and implements, none of which have

been as yet subjected to any regular fully-devised system, even in the

most recent wars, but which will necessitate increased influence of

engineering in military operations, the full consideration of which we,

as civil engineers, including the most eminent of our body, are using our

best efforts to develope ; and we have the satisfaction of finding these

efforts appreciated by military and naval officers of the highest distinction

and experience.
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I need scarcely say that a year or two before, and of course immediately

after the opening of the Liverpool and Manchester railway, the attention of

the public generally had been drawn to the new system of locomotion; a

number of projects were brought forward, and many were in contempla-

tion, especially a railway from London to Birmingham, and another from

Birmingham to Liverpool, for amalgamation had not then become the order

the day. Amoug others was a plan for connecting London and Paris by

railroad, via Brighton (or rather Shoreham) and Dieppe, the long sea

transit not being then deemed so objectionable, considering the distance

between the two capitals by this route was the shortest by sixty miles.

A powerful combination of capitalists was formed, and soon after the

change of monarchy which placed Louis Philippe on the throne of France,

I was sent over to negotiate for a concession in the French dominion*. I

had the honour of several interviews with his Majesty ; tbe celebrated

statesman, Thiers, then Minister of Public Works, was sent to England,

and soon after Monsr. Le Grand, his Under Secretary of State, came over.

I had the honour of escorting them, one alter the other, through our manu-
facturing districts and along the railways, some of which I was constructing,

and I thought I had convinced them both of the advantage which the rail-

way system would be to France.

After some considerable time occupied in inspecting everything which I

thought most likely to interest these two chiefs of the public works ot

France, and conveying them over road and railway at a pace at which I

am sure neither of them had ever moved before, M. Thiers took leave of

me in a speech full of compliments and pjlite phrases, which I will attempt

to paraphrase in plain English :
—" Mr. Viguoles," said the accomplished

statesman, but bad discrimiuator, " I am infinitely obliged to you, and I

think you a very clever fellow, but, do you know, I did nut believe a word
of what you told me before I came, and now I cannot see the great advan-

tages you were constantly dwelling upon. You have good canals—but very

small, and ours in Franco are much superior. As for your roads, they are

very good, but I have not met a merchandise waggon on them in the whole

of my journeys. I do not think railways are suited to France !—and as

to your ^vaunted posting, we go quite as quick in France." Perhaps this

last remark was not to be wondered at—for M. Thiers had insisted on
bringing over to England his own heavy lumbering vehicle, quite a la

Louis XIV., with immense lamps like the old Paris reverberators, at the

four corners on the top of the coach, which carried heavy Imperials,

and eight or nine persons in and out, requiring six horses most of the

way.
M. Thiers returned to Louis Phillipe, and reported against the intro-

duction of railways. Ho made violent speeches in his place in Parliament

as Minister of Public Works adverse to them, and the benefit of railways

to France was postponed for eight or ten years, of which M. Thiers Iras

been repeatedly and sharply reminded by his political opponents when
lamenting hi.s short- •ighteducs.s. iiut his deputy, M. le Grand, was some-

what more reasonable. He left a stall' of youug engineers to study our

system of road-making, and it wai copied closely in all the new roads

subsequently made, and the Macadam principle of repairing was adopted;

and, in fact, from that period the roads throughout France have been

changed, greatly for the better. I cannot but acknowledge that the way
in which roads in that country aro now kept is superior to our own

—

especially as regards our mode of forcing good horses and light carriages

to grind down broken stone. In France they keep many of the road*

clear from mud in winter, ami from dust in summer; and where road

materials are scarce and dear, they find a great economy in doing s i.

Mere politicians called upon to consider and judge of engineering

naturally fall into errors which, if excused, cannot be easily forgotten
;

but what can we think, or rather what ought the engineers of France to

think, of a system which placed at their head a statesman who virtually

robbed them of the glorious opportunity of doing for them-. Iv68 and their

country what, after years of Injurious delay, fell into the hands of K
engineers and capitalist*, they becoming the first practical introducers, on
a large scale, of railways into France. A system which, in my judgment,
notwithstanding many advantages, hangs like a dead weight on the talent,

genius, and invention of tint country.

However, scientific men in this country, as elscwhore, somctimos commit
queer and sad mistakes. Witness thoso by that very learned man, 1

DOT. At the Mechanical Seel ion of the British Assoeiation meeting in

Dublin, in 1835, he harangued a brilliant audience on the extreme danger
of unveiling at high speed, arising from the effects of centrifugal force,
over a railway curve of less than half a mile radius, at the very hour
when a large portion of those present had come to hear him, au'l were
going home again, over just such a railway curve, and bad been travelling
over it rapidly for months previously; or tbe much more dilOOUn
assertion, by the same learned professor (only huzarded, per h

suiue meeting, or about the same time, and not so capable of immediate
refutation, namely), that it was a meelianieal impossibility lor steamers
to make successful voyages across the Atlantic ocean.
One more and the last reference to antecedent times. When the

practice of railway making and working was firmly established in Great

Britain, and the rush into Parliament for new lines was beginning to

attract the notice of our legislators and the executive, the Government
were desirous of laying down, before it became too late, a good system of

railways for Ireland, and appointed for that purpose the " Irish Railway

Commissioners," to make due inquiry and investigation, and to report

thereon. It was impossible then, as it would be now, to select any body of

men more perfectly qualified to discharge this duty—Diummind, the

the Under Secretary for Ireland, who stood high in scieuoe ; Burgoyue,

the Chief Commissioner of the Board of Public Works; Griffith, in charge

of the Valuation Department of the Ordnance Survey ; au I Barlow, Pro-

fessor of Mathematics of the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, the

father of the two distinguished brothers, our fellow members. The
Secretary was the late Harry Jones, an officer with practical knowledge,

both as a civil and military engineer, afterwards Governor of the Royal

Military College at Sandhurst; and the statistical duties were assigned to

Harness, a gentleman peculiarly well qualified for the office, lately at the

head of the school of practical military engineering at Chatham. To the

commission were attached two civil engineers in tho full exercise of their

profession.

A report from the Commissioners followed in due time, in which it was

clearly proven that only a few principal lines of railway could, looking for-

ward to all probable increase of traffic, pay yeaily interest on capit il

pended, and then not more than 4>i per cent, on the average of all the lines.

The report demonstrated that minor and branch lines would be unprofitable

and probably ruinous; and it concluded by recommending tha attention

should be devoted to the main railways alone, which it was indicated ought

to have a uniform gauge of six feet two inches. This report was received

with distrust, and treated almost contemptuously ; the idea of government

dictating to capitalists how to invest their money was scorned ; and the

railway mania extending to Ireland, lines were designed with differ

gauges, and executed through districts where, to the dispassionate observer,

profitable returns appeared to be hopeless. The consequence has bean as

foret dd ; very few of the lines pay, and for those which do, the inter*

with one or two exceptions, under 5 per ceut., and all the railway COmpMriafl

are now clamouring at the doors of the imperial treasury to be bought up,

under the pretence of relieving the Irish people. And this from the repre-

sentees of the very speculators whe had persisted in constructing 8U«h

umvmuncrativc lines, in spite of tho proofs and recommendations of the

Railway Commissioners for Ireland, whose judgment should have been relied

upon and advice followed in the first instance, and the accuracy of which

has since been so abundantly proved.

It has been often urged by theoretical writers, that our Government

should have interfered to check the extension in Great Britain of rival

schemes, and unprofitable linos of railway, Looking, however, to

occurred in Ireland, it appears altogether unlikely that railway men would

have paid the slightest attention to any cheek attempted, short of a

hibitory Act of Parliament, which it was and is utterly hopeless t l expect

could pass. The railways have inn their course, and their proprietors now

reap the the bitter fruits of by-gone contests.

But under a strong government, and with the system aud control I have

described, the French have had the financial interests of railway shareholders

tolerably well guarded, by measures 1 cannot pause to describe. The broad

practical results in the two countries stand thus contrasted :
In the I nited

Kingdom, tho general public have obtained the greatest benefits, and,

speaking broadly, the railway proprietors have paid for them. In France,

shareholders have been spared the competition of rival lines, and tin

struction of useless branches, an 1 lair interest on their capital has

secured to them; but, on tho other hand, the general public have D

tho freedom, facility, nor advantage of railways, particularly m past

traffic, such as we enjoy.

Before finishing, 1 will ad Ire- a few words to the student-class, which

has been established recently, with a vievi of affording i pportuuitiei to the

FifinB generation of engineers for improving their theoretical eduction ;
but

hitherto, il I mav judge from the comparative pauoitj -I tl)

particuhi

they

tion,

ly up ID

herto, if I may judge feom Hie oomparative paucity of their a

rticularlv in the library, they have nit availed themselves to tie

•y might have done of what has been offered them. W

,n,do not profess to educate, and it do] >•>• '
»"'

'

'

dusively upon the student, to educate hunself. NevertI <"'i"i-

a ,11 !„• i'u ciivulatn.il in the BOUTM ' MM BWI '< •e-«i"ii.

M. ,
' to* iphorismol tho lato M.

•mbinatlon •

fornfs the engineer." Dr. P «"*^ '

bsencolleol , ,

|y. I bav.

you how much more omplcteh our brethren .„, the ot„ r lidl Ol
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the channel are educated, and I would stimulate you to make greater efforts

in this direction for your own good. Dr. Pole has confirmed me in what I

had myself surmised, that it is the opinion of French engineers that we excel

them in practical skill, but that they excel us in theoretical knowledge. Let
me implore you, therefore, to reflect that if our scientific education were
more nearly equal to theirs, our superiority would be beyond question.

In going into the world and beginning the struggle of professional life,

keep in mind that what is true in politics, religion, law, and all other pur-
suits is equally true in engineering— earnestness—to do what you have to

do with zeal and assiduity, so that having yourselves thoroughly imbibed
sound convictions, you may be able to carry with you those disposed to con-
fide in you.

The first Napoleon said that "Engineers ought to have magnificent
ideas ;

" and it is no doubt well always to have an ideal perfection in view :

but do not suffer yourselves to be carried away in pursuit of an ignis

-fatuus. It is not given to every one to project such a work as the Suez
Canal, the Mont Oenis Tunnel, or similar grand undertakings. Conceptions,
such as these, generally emanate from statesmen, and far-judging thinkers
in their cabinets, who call upon the engineer to aid them in carrying out
their ideas. Do you rather aspire to works of every-day utility, and guard
yourselves especially from supposing that the merit of an engineer is mea-
sured by the expenditure on his works. In this country, at least, the time
has gone by when it was supposed that the public would ask, not what a
work costs, but who the engineer was that did it. I have always inculcated
the doctrine that the success of an engineer is best ensured by the pecuniarv
benefits accruing from his works, as commercial speculations.

In reference to the contrast between theoretical and practical work, the
late celebrated Dr. Whewell, Master of Trinity College, Cambridge, said in
a lecture :

—" Looking at the progress of art and science in past times we
find that, in general, art has preceded science. Men executed great works
before they had a scientific insight into the principles on which the success
of their labours were founded. There were good artificers in metal before
the principles of chemistry were known. Mighty masses were raised into

the air before there was a theory of the mechanical powers. The earlier

geneiations did—the latter explained how it had been possible to do so

—

art was the mother of science—the comely mother of a daughter of far
loftier and serener beauty. Stimulated by the sight of such massive
works of human skill—stimulated still more by the natural working of

those powers of man from which such skill had arisen—men were led to

seek for science as well as art—for science as the natural complement of

art, and fulfilment of the thoughts and hopes which art excites—for science,

as the fully-developed blossom of which art is the wonderfully-involved
bud."

At the same time it cannot be denied that there is an honourable ambi-
tion in the minds of engineers that their names should be, in some degree,
associated with works with which they have been connected. I cannot
avoid another quotation ; this time from the recent publication of a French
engineer, M. Vignon, to whose book I am indebted for much of the history
of the Corps des ponts et chausse'es :—" Many works have left lasting traces
and have led to consequences, more useful and more beneficial to the public
than certain victories, the glory of which has not sufficed to hide their
barrenness. Why not, therefore, name along with the principal engineers,
those who have simply aided by their labours, talent, and zeal—as historians
willingly record not only the names of generals but those of inferior grade,
when they can point out acts worthy of remembrance ? " It is not every
engineer

" Whose name
History shall blazon on the rolls of fame ;

"

but he still has the merit of having done his duty, while those who were
able to aid him materially " could only have done so by long previous close
study, patient self-denial, and intellectual qualifications of will and
character, meriting honourable mention for them, when possible, in con-
junction with the work of their Chief, as left to the appreciation of
posterity."

I now conclude :—thanking you for the attention with which you have
followed me through this protracted address, which I regret to have been
unable to compress within more reasonable limits.

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

CAPT. NOBLE'S INSTRUMENT FOR DETERMINING THE VELOCITY
OF PROJECTILES IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE BORE OF A
GUN.
The object of this instrument is to render distinctly visible and to register the

exceedingly minute intervals of time occupied by the passage of a shot through
successive distances in the bore of a gun ; and this is effected by registering
these intervals of time, by the aid of electric currents, upon a recording sur-
face travelling at a uniform and very high speed, so that the minute intervals
of time are represented by intervals of space that are of sufficient magnitude to

be readily appreciable. 'a The instrument consists of two portions : first, the
mechanical arrangement for obtaining the extremely high speed of the record-

ing surface, and maintaining that speed uniform ; and second, the electric

apparatus for registering upon this surface the exact instants of time at which
the shot passes certain stated points in the bore of the gun.

The first pari of the instrument, for obtaining a very high and uniform
speed of the recording surface, consists of a series of six thin metal discs, each
36in. circumference, fixed at intervals upon a horizontal revolving shaft, which
is driven at a very high speed by a heavy descending weight, arranged accord-
ing to a plan originally proposed by fluyghens, through a train of gearing
multiplying 625 times. If the speed of rotation of the discs were got up through
the action of the falling weight alone, a very considerable waste of time would
be occasioned ; and to obviate this inconvenience a special arrangement is pro-

vided for obtaining approximately with great rapidity the required velocity of

the discs, by means of a handwheel connected temporarily with the gearing.
The sound emitted by the rapid rotation of the discs and gearing serves as au
indication of the uniformity of speed, a very slight variation in speed being
sufficient to alter the acuteness of the sound to an extent that is readily

detected by the ear. The actual velocity is ascertained by a clock connected
with one of the slower wheels of the train ; and the time of making each five

revolutions of this wheel, or 625 of the discs, is shown correct to l-10tli of a
second by the clock. The speed usually employed in the working of the instru-

ment is about lOOOin. per second lineal velocity at the circumference of the
revolving discs, so that each inch travelled at the circumference of the discs at

that speed represents one thousandth part of a second ; and as the inch is sub-

divided by a vernier and magnifying eye-piece into a thousand parts, a lineal

representation at the circumference of the discs is thus obtained of intervals of

time as minute as one millionth of a second. As a minute variation in speed
would make a difference in measurement at the circumference of the discs, the
uniformity of rotation maintained by the descending weight is tested on each
occasion of experiment by three observations, one immediately before, one
during, and one immediately after the experiment, the mean of these being
taken for the average speed during the experiment. With a little practice there

is no difficulty in arranging the instrument so that the discs may rotate either

quite uniformly or at a rate very slowly increasing or decreasing ; and it is

found that the probable error then arising in the determination of the time
occupied b3r 625 revolutions of the discs rarely amounts to so much as l-10th of

a second, the total time of making each 625 revolutions being about 23 seconds.

The uniformity of revolutions during each experiment may consequently be
considered practically perfect, as the total time of observation in the passage of

a projectile along the length of a gun is generally less than one third of a single

revolution of the discs. The maintenance of the speed with so great a degree

of uniformity is obtained by means of very great accuracy of workmanship in

all parts of the mechanism.

For accomplishing the second portion of the operation, namely, the register-

ing of the exact instants of time which it is desired to determine, the six

revolving discs are each covered on the edge with a strip of white paper, and
are all in connection with one extremity of each of the secondary wires of six

electrical induction coils ; the other extremity of each secondary wire, carefully

insulated, is brought to a discharger opposite the edge of its corresponding disc,

and is fixed so as to be just clear of the revolving disc. When an electric spark

is passed from one of the wires to its corresponding revolving disc, a minute
hole is perforated in the paper covering on the edge of the disc, marking the

point of the disc that was opposite to the wire at the instant of the spark

passing ; but as the situation of this hole in the paper would be very difficult to

find on account of its extreme minuteness, the paper is previously blackened

over with lampblack, and the position of the hole is then readily seen by a

distinct white spot being left on the blackened paper on the edge of the disc, in

consequence of the lamblack at that point having been burnt away by the

electric spark, so that the white paper is shown beneath. As the points of the

six wires at the edge of the disc are all arranged in the same horizontal straight

line, parallel with the axis of the revolving discs, an absolutely simultaneous

passage of the six electric sparks causes the spots produced upon the six discs

to be all exactly in the same horizontal straight line, at whatever speed the

discs may be revolving ; but any interval of time between the sparks is repre-

sented by a corresponding circumferential distance between the spots on the

different discs, this distance being proportionate to the speed at which the discs

are revolving. Thus when the discs are running at the circumferential speed

of 1000 inches per second, an interval of l-1000th part of a second of time

between any two of the sparks causes the spots made upon the two correspond-

ing discs to be separated by a distance of 1 inch measured at the circumference

of the discs.

The mode of connecting the primary wires of the induction coils to the bore

of the gun, in such a manner that an electric current shall be induced and a

spark produced at the instant ot the shot passing each wire in succession, is

shown in Figs. 1 and 2, representing a longitudinal and a transverse section of

the bore B of the gun, along which the shot A is moving in the direction of

the arrow. A hollow plug C is screwed into the side of the gun, carrying at its

inner extremity a hinged finger D, forming a trigger, which is made at an

incline at the tail end, projecting slightly within the bore of the gun, as shown

} on the right hand side in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2; and the trigger is held up in

this position by the primary wire, which passes in at one side of the plug C,

then through a hole in the trigger D, and out again at the other side of the

plug. When the shot is fired, it presses the trigger D outwards, as shown on

the left-hand side in Fig. 1, and thereby cuts the wire through ; and the conse-

quent breaking of the current in the primary wire induces a current instanta-

neously in the secondary wire, causing an electric spark at the same instant to

pass from the point of the wire to the disc, its passage being marked by the spot

left upon the paper edge of the disc.
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The action of the apparatus was exhibited by Captain Xoble by filing a shot

from a musket, the bore of which was connected with the six discs of the

instrument by six wires arranged at increasing intervals along the length of the

barrel ; the distances between the successive wires, commencing at the breech

end, J inch, IV inch, 3 inches, 5 inches, and 7i inches. At the instant of firing the

six sparks were seen to pass at the edge of the discs, all apparently at the sam?
moment ; but on stopping the rotation of the discs, it was seen that the spots

left by the passage of the sparks were situated at increasing intervals round the

circumference of the successive discs, extending to a distance of about 2 inches,

the visible intervals of space being exactly proportionate to the minute intervals

of time occupied by the shot in passing through the successive intervals in the

bore of the gun. For the purpose of illustrating the correct action of the in-

strument, a second experiment was exhibited with all the six wires placed

together across the muzzle of the gun, so that the shot when fired should sever

FIC.I.

them all simultaneously. The discs were then made to revolve at the same
speed as in the previous experiment, and the shot was fired ; and on stopping the
discs, the six spots made by the passage of the sparks were found l" be all ' '" tlj

in the same horizontal straight line, parallel with the axis of the disas, ihon tag
that the six sparks had all occurred ,it precisely the Mms in-l.int of 1 1 •» •. and
that there was consequently do irregularity in the instrument from inequality iii

rate of transition of tho electric currents by the six separate «

The instantaneous action of the electric ourrente obtained by the o

induction coil admits of the obeervations being taken by means ol t In < instru-

ment at Tory short intervals along the bore of the gun; and •> •
I

observations have been obtained in this way in a length Of only '.'in- along tbr

bore. In tho first trial* of this instrument three
)

was attempted!
on account of the expense "f induction coils, t.. smpl
recording on the discs the moment it which the current of electricity was broken
by the passage of the slmt. In this arrangement a pointer pressed towards tbs
revolving disc by a strong spring WSS held bark just clear ol the disc by mean*
of a powerful elect ro-ningm-t ; and when the euirent ol electricity PTM broken,
the magnet becoming demagnetised released the pointer, which registered by
a scratch on the prepared surf.iro of the disc the moment of the ihot pal

Hy this means tolerably accurate results were obtained, as long ss it wa»

attempted to work with two discs only ; but even with two discs considerable
irregularities occurred in the results, owing apparently to almost inappreciable
variations in the strength of the electric currents ; in spite of these difficulties

however, the velocities at different points of the bore of a Lancaster rifle were
determined with tolerable accuracy. But when it was attempted to use more
than two discs, the irregularity of action of the instrument was so great that
this mode of registration had after many trials to be abandoned, and the in-

duction coils were adopted instead.

In order to measure the circumferential distances between the spots marked
on the successive discs iu any experiment, the shaft of the revolving discs is

disconnected from the gearing of the instrument ; and by means of a micromcti r

screw each disc in succession is then turned backwards until the spot up
edge is brought exactly opposite a magnifying eye-piece, which slides horizontally

along a bed parallel to the axis of the discs. The divided head of the micro-
meter screw shows the circumferential distance through which each disc is

turned backwards, which is then recorded ; and by setting out in the form of

a diagram the circumferential distances thus determined between the spots

marked upon the successive discs, a "lime" curve is obtained, as shown by
the strong dotted lii.es i:i Figs. 3 and I. The position of the vertical lines

FIC.3

repre- ol the m wire* fixed at successive pen
;
the

boil of the gun I! ; and the vet" of r.nrb Imp, being thl

of the spot -: disc, IWpn OUtl the tun-
occupied by the shot A in reaching the corresponding point ta the gun Iron
the moment Prom the "time" .ta 1 by i

the "velocity " curve-, shown by the line linr« in RgB, I n.d t md RtDJB
.nre ' curve*, shown by the strong full line*, are also

arrived at by calculation.

6
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The practical application that has heen made of this instrument has been for

the purpose of ascertaining the relative strains to which guns are subjected by
the employment of different sorts of gunpowder, fast-burning and slow-burning

;

and the curves shown in the diagrams Figs. 3 and 4, are some of the actual

curves that have been obtained in the experiments made upon this subject In
Fig. 3 are shown the curves given by a fast-burning powder, and in Fig. 4
those obtained with a slow-burning powder ; and a comparison of the two shows
that in this instance, although the shot took about twice as long time in passing

along the length of the bore of the gun when fired by the slow-burning powder,
yet the velocity at which it left the muzzle of the gun was about the same as

when fired by the fast-burning powder; while at the same time the important
advantage is here gained with the slow-burning powder that the maximum
strain thrown upon the gun in firing is only about half of that

_
to

which the gun is subjected in firing the same shot with the fast-burning

powder.

INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS IN SCOTLAND.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
By The President, Professor W. J. Macqtjokn Rankine, C.E., LL.D.

F.R.SS.L. & E„ F.R.SS.A., &c.

Gentlemen,—Called unexpectedly as I have been by the Council of this

Institution to fill, until the next election, the chair left vacant by my dis-

tinguished and lamented predecessor, it is impossible for me to lay before you,

as he would have done had his life been spared, a comprehensive and systematic

view of the progress of engineering and the kindred arts. I can only offer you
some remarks on particular departments of that subject, in the order in which
they occur to me.

Steam Navigation.

Naturally, the first department to suggest itself is that of steam navigation,

for the advancement of which our late President and his firm did so much. I
will not now enter into details respecting the principles which they applied, and
their methods of carrying those principles out ; for these will form an important
part of the subject of a memoir of Mr. John Elder, for which the Council

are now collecting materials. I will only state, that the practice of marine
engineers in general at the present time is characterised by an extensive and
increasing application of the means of realising the best economy of fuel and
of power in marine engines ; such as the augmentation of the heating surface

of boilers, and its arrangement in the most efficient way ; the heating of the

feed water; the superheating of the steam ; the use of steam at high pressures

in condensing engines ; the use of high rates of expansion, combined with the

means of realising their proper economy, by preventing the liquefaction of

steam in the cylinder ; the use of surface condensers ; the arrangement of

mechanism so as to diminish friction ; the application of governors to marine
engines, with a view to safety as well as to economy. To these we may add,
as a practice which has not quite passed the experimental stage, but which pro-

mises to have good results, when employed with proper precautions, the use of
liquid fuel in marine engiues, in order to effect a considerable saving of weight
and stowage-room on long voyages.

Measured Mile.

The means available on the Clyde for ascertaining with precision the per-

formance of steam vessels, have of late been much improved by the marking,

by Messrs. R. Napier and Sons, of a measured mile on a part of the Firth where

the tidal currents run straight and regularly. There are purposes, such as the

testing of the economy of fuel, for which the longer distance between the Cloch

Lighthouse and the Cumbrae Lighthouse is very useful ; but for accurate com-

parisons of power with speed in tidal waters, a series of three runs back and

forward is absolutely necessary, and one of from four to six runs and upwards

is desirable, if practicable : and to accomplish such series without great expen-

diture of time, it is necessary to have a short distance very accurately marked.

Committees of the British Association on Ships.

"With a view to the reduction of marine steam engineei ing and shipbuilding

to general principles, a Committee of the British Association was engaged for

about seven years, from 1857 to 1863, in collecting and publishing statements

of the performance of steam ships, compiled from information furnished to them
by the Admiralty, by steamboat owners, by shipbuilders, ana by marine en-

gineers. The tables and reports published by that committee col tain details of

the dimensions and performance of about 270 vessels, and are of so great a bulk

as to be very inconvenient for reference; and a second committee w.^s appointed

to condense them into a moderate bulk, and to arrange and analyse their results,

with the addition of such further information as might in the mea while be

obtained. The reports of the second committee were presented to the British

Association in 1867 and 1868, and have been printed and published, except a

small portion which will appear in the Transactions of that body for 1869.

The Association, in 1868, appointed a third committee, for the purpose of re-

porting on the State of Existing Knowledge of the Stability, Propulsion, and
Sea-going Qualities of Ships ; and the first report of this third committee was
presented to the Association in 1869. After giving a summary of existing know-
ledge as to the stability and resistance of ships, the committee point out the

want of certain experiments on those qualities, which ought to be made on a

scale so great as to be beyond the means either of individuals or of scientific

societies ; and they recommend that the importance of making such experi-

ments at the public expense be represented to the Admiralty. The committee

also recommend, that the co-operation of the. Institution of Civil Engineers,
the Institution of Engineers in Scotland, and the Institution of Naval Archi-
tects, lie sought, in applying to the Government, and otherwise carrying out
the views of the committee ; and they have made a communication to the
Council of this Institution, which will, as soon as practicable, be laid before you
for consideration.

Experiments on Model Boats.

One of the members of the committee just mentioned, Mr. William Froude,
has now in progress some experiments on the resistance of model boats, in the
course of which he has obtained results of a kind so curious and paradoxical,
that it may be interesting to this meeting to hear a statement of their general
nature. The model boats were of three lengths, of 3, 6, and 12ft. ; and in each
case two models of equal displacement and equal length were compared together;
the water-line of one was a wave-line, with fine sharp ends ; that of the other
had rounded ends, and was of a figure suggested to Mr. Froude by the appear-
ance of water-birds when swimming. At low velocities, the resistance of the
sharp-ended model was the smaller ; and that continued to be the case up to a
speed nearly agreeing with the greatest economical speed corresponding to the
given length, according to Mr. Scott Russell's rule ; at that speed, the resist-

ance of the two boats became equal ; at higher speeds, the resistance of the
round-ended bird-like boat was the less ; and it showed an advantage in that
respect over the sharp-ended boat, increasing rapidly with the excess of speed
beyond the limit fixed, according to the wave-line system. Applying the prin-
ciple, that when the respective velocities of a model and of a ship of similar
figure are proportional to the square roots of their lengths, the resistances are
proportional to the displacements, Mr. Froude considers that the results of his

experiments may very probably be applicable to vessels on the large scale. For
example, if the resistances of a pair of models 12ft. long, and of equal displace-
ment, be found to bear a certain proportion to each other at a speed of 3^ knots,
then the resistance of a pair of ships of equal displacement, similar to the
models, and 12 x 16 = 192ft. long, will probably be found to bear the same
proportion to each other at a speed of 3j x V 16 = 3£ x 4 = 14 knots.
Should these anticipations be realised on the great scale, they may lead to im-
portant modifications in the lines of vessels intended for high speeds. It is

easy to see what advantages might be gained in point of strength, durability,

economy of material, stowage, and liveliness, if the bow of a ship intended for a
high speed could be rounded, even to a small extent, consistently with economy
of propelling power.

Ejector- Condensers.

The most important improvement that has lately been made on steam-engines
in general, is the introduction of apparatus whereby the combined impetus of
the currents of exhaust steam and of injection-water is made use of to eject the
products of condensation, and so to supersede the air-pump, well-known to be
one of the most troublesome parts of the steam engine. This improvement
enables condensation to be used in many engines in which it never was applied
before ; such, for example, as the small separate engines now often used in fac-

tories to drive various machines, instead of the former system of transmitting
power by lines of shafting ; and it possibly may have ultimately the effect of
putting an end to the use of non-condensing engiues, except where the exhaust
steam is needed in order to produce a blast.

Eire Engines.

For some years past rapid progress has been made in the improvement of
portable steam fire engines. In these machines the quality of the first importance
is the rapid raising of steam ; and next in order is great boiler power in small
space. Both these qualities are obtained by the use of numerous water tubes
exposing a great surface to the fire within a small bulk, and so constructed and
arranged as to let the steam bubbles readily escape from them. In some recent

examples steam of lOOlbs. pressure on the square inch above the atmosphere is

raised in about 7£ minutes. Freedom from vibration and great steadiness of jet

have been obtained by using three steam cylinders whose pistons work three

double acting pumps.

Locomotive Engines.

It is well known that in locomotive engines the use counter pressure, effected

by putting the slide valves in backward gear while the engine is moving ahead,

is a most convenient means of preventing acceleration on descending gradients,

slowing or stopping the train, and generally doing the duty of a brake. When
first introduced, however, it was liable to the serious objection that it caused hot

air aud ashes to be drawn from the chimney into the cylinders and forced into

the boiler, to the great injury of the piston, valves, and other parts of the

engine. A method of preventing that evil has been, with perfect success, intro-

duced by M. Le Chatelier; it consists mainly of admitting from the boiler into

each of the exhaust pipes, when working at counter-pressure, a small quantity

of liquid water, sometimes alone, sometimes mixed with more or less steam ;

this expands into steam of atmospheric pressure during the forward stroke of

the piston, so as to fill the cylinder and ports, and partly to escape at the blast

pipe, thus preventing the entrance of hot air and ashes. That steam, during

the return stroke, is compressed until it rises to the boiler pressure, and forced

back into the boiler ; and during that process it exerts the resistance required

in order to give brake-power, A screw and winch for adjusting the link-motion,

as in some marine engines, have in many locomotive engines been substituted

for the lever or reversing handle formerly employed. This at once prevents the

danger to the engine-driver arising from the tendency of the link-motion when
working at counter-pressure, to fly suddenly into forward gear, and enables the

grade of expansion to be adjusted with greater precision than is possible when
the lever is used.
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Traction-Engines.

The most remarkable recent improvement in road locomotives, or traction-

engines, is Mr. R. W. Thomson's adaptation to their wheels of india-rubber

tyres ; in some examples twelve inches broad and five inches thick. These ap-

pear to be suited alike to all sorts of ground, hard and soft, rough and smooth;

pavements, broken stone, and ploughed fields. They prevent slipping and

jolting, and lessen resistance ; and they specially facilitate the use of the engine

for agricultural purposes.

Agricultural Machinery.

As regards the application of machinery to agriculture, the present time is

marked rather b}r the increased use of previously existing machines, and by
improvements in detail, than by the introduction of any new principles. Plough-

ing by steam power, in particular, is every year being more extensively practised.

For information on this subject, reference may be made to a paper by Mr.
Baldwin Latham, in the Transactions of the Society of Engineers for 1868-9

Reaping Machines.

One novelty in point of principle may he noticed in the construction of reap-

ing machines. It is the invention of Mr. J. A. Douglas, and consists infixing

the triangular knife-blades to an endless chain, which travels continuously, in-

stead of to a bar having a reciprocating motion. It is obvious that this im-

provement, by lessening vibration, must at once save motive power, and increase

the durability of the machine.

Increasing "Use of Steel.

In the construction of machinery in general, we have to remark the pro-

gressively increasing use of steel instead of iron, arising in a great measure from

the invention of processes by which large masses of steel can be made at a

moderate price. The advantage of this change of material is most decided in

the case of pieces of large dimensions, such as the propeller shafts of powerful

steamers ; for it is in such pieces that it is most difficult to obtain with cer-

tainty large iron forgings free from Haws and from local weakness.

Scientific Construction.

In works of civil engineering, specially so called, we may remark the effects

of the more extensive diffusion of knowledge of the scientific principles of con-

struction. In the bridges and viaducts, for example, which now occur on new
lines of railway, we generally sec that the material is arranged so as to resist,

in the most efficient and economical manner, the straining action of the load,

by being concentrated along the lines of most severe stress.

Narrow Gauge Railways.

A class of railways well deserving of attention arc those of which the now well

known Festiniog Railway is perhaps the first example :—railways of extremely

narrow gauge, say from 2ft. to 3£ft., suited to districts where the traffic is not

sufficient to yield a profit on a line of a wider gauge.

Machinery used in Tunnelling and Earthwork.

In the execution of great lines of communication, labour saving processes are

employed, without which many works now successfully advancing towards

completion would have been impracticable. Amongst such processes may he

classed those employed in excavating by machinery the great tunnel through
the Alps, and the use of tho transporting power of water in removing the

material excavated from the Suez Canal.

Abrading and Transporting Power of Water.

The abrading and transporting power of water for earthy matter is one of

those subjects on which additional experimental knowledge is much wanted.

It has been pointed out by Mr. Thomas Login, C.E., of the Public Works
Department of India, that not only has a current of water of a certain velocity

a certain poweTof sweeping along solid material, but that its power of picking

up and carrying off additional solid matter, by abrading or scouring away the

bed, is diminished by the fact of its already holding solid matter in suspension
;

and that when it is, so to speak, saturated with solid material, its power of

abrading additional solid material is gone. Precise data aro still wanting ns to

the transporting power of currents at different velocities, and as to t lie abrading

power of currents at different velocities, and holding in suspension different

proportions of solid matter. To obtain BUM) data, experiments would be required

on a scale beyond the means of individuals or of scientific societies ; and con-

sidering the great practical importance of an accurate knowledge of this

to drainage, irrigation, and inland navigation—matters affecting the interests of

the whole British empire, but especially of its Indian provinces, it appears to be
well trortby of consideration whether such experiments should not be made at

tho public expense.

Band Com
It has long been known how greatly the execution of breakwaters and other

harbour works and sea defences is facilitated by the use of blocks of concrete

instead of natural -tour'
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property speaking, not so much of an engineering as of a physiological and
social character. Let the community decide what they wish to be don i with
the refuse of a great city, and engineers will easily be found to design and
execute the requisite works.

Ventilation.

A branch of sanitary engineering not less important than water supply and
cleansing, is ventilation ; but its difficulties and imperfections are in some res-

pects of an opposite character. In the branch which deals with liquids and
solids, we find that the supply of pure water is comparatively easy, while the
removal of refuse involves matters of dispute and perplexity. In the case of
ventilation, on the other hand, appliances for the removal of foul air are well
known and extensively used ; while the supply of fresh air, though in some cases
efficiently provided for, is in other cases neglected; and there are too many
instances of the latter class. We too often see large and splendid public halls,

in which outlets for foul air have been most carefully planned and executed at

various points of the roof, while the supply of air has beeu left to the casual

opening of a door, or to the currents which the pressure of the atmosphere may
cause to enter through drains and soil pipes, or down disused chimneys. There
are many exceptions, however, to this remark to he found in buildings where
the supply of fresh air has been amply and skilfully provided : and the number
of those exceptions is fortunately increasing. Care should be taken not to

undcr-cstimate the supply of fresh air required by the inmates of a building;

experience has proved that each individual requires at the very least 20 cubic feet

per minute, and that if possible he should be supplied with 30.

Patentsfor Inventions.

The efforts which from time to time have been made to procure the abolition

of patents for inventions have of late been renewed with much vigour and
ability, and with equal vigour and ability resisted. The arguments on both
sides are well known, and there is only one of them of which I shall rewind
the institution on the present occasion ; because it is one which, though brought
forward some years ago, has latterly beeu somewhat overlooked. It is this:

those who object to the recognition of property in ideas, must, in order to be
consistent, virtually object much more strongly to the recognition of all other

kinds of property ; for property in ideas is the only property that is absolute,

and not founded on legal or social convention. It is possible by law, or by force,

to take from a man all material objects which he may claim, and even the

labour of his body : the only possession which is absolutely and unconditionally

his own, and of which he cannot by any human power be deprived against his

will, is the labour of his mind. Its fruits cannot be obtained from him honestly,

except for a price satisfactory to him, or as a free gift on his part. Hence, pro-

perty in the fruits of mental labour is the truly real property, and the foundation
of all other kinds of property, and of all forms of value.

I will dso refer to a question of fact as to which it appears to me that tho

opponents of the granting of patents are mistaken. They allege that tli

of' almost every useful invention occurs to several persons nearly at the same
time ; and that to grant a patent to one of those persons because he happens
to be the first to undertake the publication of the invention, is to deprive tor a

certain number of years the actual or potential inventors of their fair share of

the benefit. But from long continued observation of the progress ol invi ution

I am convinced, that although the general principle of a class of useful inven-

tions may, and very often docs occur to many men at once, such is not tho

case with methods of carrying that principle into effect ; but that in al

every instance, the methods of practical application which occur to the m
independent discoverers of the same general principle, arc varied sufficiently to

enable those methods to be considered as separate inventions ; so that the

granting of a patent for one of them will not injuriously impede the use of the

others. I do not remember any instance of alleged identity of in lenpcndciit

inventions in method of application, as well as in general principle, in which
an inquiry failed to prove, either that the alleged identity did d A exist, "i that

if it did exist, it was the mult of copying. It is well known that a patent is

never grunted for a general principle, but only for a method of applying a prin-

ciple to a practice.
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ing department, as well as for other branches of stuoty. which have hitherto

been conducted, in the old college, under great disadvantages as to space, light

and air.

The objects which give the most important aid to instruction in engineering
science are those examples of materials and workmanship which are to be seen
in actual structures and machines. Nevertheless, a good collection of specimens
of engineering materials would be of great service in connection with the
engineering department of an University ; and so also would a collection

of models, drawings, and instruments, though less important than specimens
of materials.

It is only necessary to name to you Sir Joseph Whit worth, in order to remind
you of the magnificent endowment which he has provided for students of

mechanical science and practice combined.
It is evident that the value of scientific education to engineers is at the

present day duty appreciated, and that the means of obtaining it are being
rapidly extended, and indeed are in many cases promoted with enthusiasm.
Just as in every similar case, in which a good object is earnestly pursued,
there are errors against which it is necessary to guard. One is, to expect results

from the scientific branch of education which it is not really capable of accom-
plishing. The purely practical parts engineering, such as the use of tools, and
the superintendence of works, cannot be soundly and thoroughly learned except
through experience in real business ; and it is a mistake to endeavour to teach
them during an University course. The true laboratory for students of

engineering science is to be found in the workshops of such cities as Glasgow,
and amongst the earthwork, masonry, carpentry, and ironwork of engineering
structures in progress.

I have to congratulate this institution on the recent conferring of hereditary
rank on two of our honorary members : Sir William Pairbairn and Sir Joseph
Whitworth—an act which has done honour not only to those great engineers
and men of science, but to our Sovereign and her advisers, and to the
nation.

PATENT LAW.

The Bovilx Litigation.

(Continued from page 19.)

"As regards the other cases I have had them before me before. What
Mr. Little says is quite true, that I am bound to go by the evidence in this

case alone, and not to attend to any other, but I only say, I have had it

before me before, for this reason that it shows that the parties have had
the opportunit of making the very best case they can. Therefore having
all been tried before, I must assume, that the best has been done that could

be done to strengthen it. Now as to Muir's case, I have it in evidence, and
I have a right to look at it as part of the res gestce in Bovill v. Keyworth.
Mr. Muir was called in Bovill v. Keyworth, and merely gave the same
evidence as he gives here, with the exception that in croes-examination he
was a good deal broken down. In his examination in chief he says exactly

the same thing, as to his having got the drawings at Altona, and so on

—

he tells exactly the same story as he told befure. Now what does Mr.
Muir say now, in order to strengthen the case ? Mr. Muir now says this,

and it is a most remarkable statement, and it is really a very strong

illustration of the difficulty in which a patentee is placed when after he
has succeeded in case after case, persons still go on fighting it eighteen
years after the date of the patent. Here is Mr. Muir when his memory
was comparatively fresh in 1857, telling this story ; now ten years more
have passed, telling the story that he told then in his examination in

chief, but which in cross-examination was a good deal broken down and
ultimately his case cannot have been believed, because if it had been
believed it would of course have been forestalling of the plaintiff's patent.

He says this :
' My aforesaid letter to Robert Gordon of 23 February, 1849,

was produced on the trial in 1856 in the cause Bovill v. Keyworth and
Seeley, and my machine copy thereof was made an exhibit on the occasion

of my being sworn to my affidavit in Bovill v. Gcrdier. I am aware that

on my being examined as a witness in the said cause of Bovill v. Keyworth
and Seeley, and in my said affidavit in Bovill v. Goodier and several other
affidavits, I have made in causes relating to the plaintiff's patent, as

well as upon my being examined as a witness upon the trial of the * issues

in Bov ;

ll v. Goodier, I did not state the various dates and circumstances in

accordance with what I have hereinb«fore stated.' Well now, how is

this case launched ? A man tells you in that case of Bovill v. Keyviorth
ten years ago, again in Bovill v. Goodier, and in several other affidavits he
has made he has not stated things as he now states them in year 1867.
What excuse does he give for it, how does he explain the differences ?

Why, he adds this, ' I have been led by the difficulty I experienced, with
regard to them whilst I was under cross-examination, to investigate them
narrowly and to refresh my memory by reference to my books and corres-

pondence of the period, and having done fo, I say that the foregoing
statements of what was done at the Tradeston Mills, are all uutrue.'

Now, observe what this gentleman has been reduced to say. He says be
experienced difficulty under cross-examination, that is when he was cross-

examined in Bovill v. Keyworth, two years ago, and then made a great

number of statements not in accordance with his present statement, but

since Bovill v. Keyworth, and since these difficulties occurred to him, he
has made several other affidavits in the case of Bovill v. Goodier, and other

causes in which the plaintiff has proceeded, and although he knew he was
going to pledge his oath to the (acts, he never thought of looking at his

books, papers, or writings until this case came on. He has gone on making
repeated misstatements, he had the difficulties brought before his mind in

the former case; he goes on swearing, as he says himself, in that way, and
never thinks of looking at the books and papers which he looks at for the

purpose of this suit. I had really better refer to his affidavit and use his

own words, for it is indeed difficult to exaggerate what is put down in

those words. He says, ' I am aware that on being examined as a witness

in the said cause of Bovill v. Keyworth and Seeley, and in my said

affidavit in Bovill v. Goodier, and several other affidavits I have made in

the causes relating to plaintiff's patent, as well as upon my being examined
as a witness upon the (rial of the issue in Bovill v. Goodier, I did not

state the various dates and circumstances in accordance with what I have

hereinbefore stated.' Neither before he was to be examined as a witness,

before he made the affidavits in Bovill v. Goodier, nor before he made the

several other affidavits in the other causes, did he think it worth his while

to be sure in the truth to which he was about to swrear as between the

parties who were engaged in the litigation, and during all these years

never once, until this moment, did the happy idea occur to corroborate his

story or refresh his memory by reference to his books and papers. How
can I believe such evidence as that ? It is utterly impossible that I can

regard it for a single moment. Then Woods is called, whom I had not

heard of before, and Woods comes forward to corroborate these statements,

and make out what, if true, would be a prior invention to the plaintiff's

patent. Woods himself is not cross-examined, but there is produced from

him a letter ; it has been admitted ; he was not required to be called to

prove it. There is a letter written just after the trial of Bovill v. Key-

worth was over, when everything was fresh in his mind, to Mr. Don, the

plaintiff's agent, in which Woods congratulates him on his success—says

that Mr. Muir must think very little of himself after the comments which

were made by the Chief Justice upon his evidence, and saying he hopes

they will take proceedings in Scotland as well as in England. This is the

man who is to corroborate Mr. Muir, now, who when the thing was fresh

in his mind, writes this letter, and says he was satisfied and convinced

upon the subject, speaking of the figure which he cut then, and which I

think Mr. Muir cuts upon this occasion, a very poor figure indeed ; a man
makes this statement upon his oath, he has his attention called to the

subject, he goes on making misstatement after misstatement, and does not

until after the sixth, seventh or eighth affidavit made in the cause, think

it worth his while to look at those things which he now says gives him

confidence and assurance. Well, I do not think it necessary to say more

upon that part of the case.

In order that our readers may appreciate the accuracy and even fairness

ot the Vice- Chancellor's version of Mr. Muir's evidence, we give the letter

which that gentleman wrote to Mr. Eobt. Gordon, in February, 1849 (four

months before the date of Mr. Bovill's patent), and also the very words of

Mr. Muir's affidavit :

—

" Tradeston Mills, Glasgow,

"23rd Feb., 1849.

"Robert Gordon, Eiq.

" Dear Sir,—Yours of the 10th is duly received. When I applied your

cold blast to our stones, I certainly found it a great improvement, in as far

as we were able to grind the flour much cooler and a larger quantity in a

given time, &c, but these advantages were certainly counterbalanced by the

great waste from dust flying over the mills; I was therefore obliged to shut

off the blast shortly after it was in use.

"The improvement that I would suggest will entirely overcome this dis-

advantage, and otherwise render the application of cold air much more

effective ; so much so that I am certain with this addition every miller

would find it greatly to his advantage to apply your cold blast, which as it

is at present is only half complete. This improvement would form a dis-

tinct patent, but were it joined with your own, they might be carried out

at small expence and advantage to both of us.

" Below you have a rough sketch, with an explanation ; but if you could

come here in the course of a few days you would see it working to perfec-

tion. I have also made some alterations on your cold blast, and the result

of both combined 1 have no doubt will surprise you. Meantime I will be

glad to hear from you, and am
" Yours truly,

"Thomas Mtjir.

" You will observe that the stones are covered in, and made as near as

possible air-tight, being supplied with air from the cold blast, which when

having passed through the stones is drawn off by the extracting-fan (A),

thence into a small room, and into the open air. This room I now consider

unnecessary, but may be put up for caution, to allow any dust to subside
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that may come. I had three of them at first j the extracting-fan runs at

the speed of 1,200 ft. per minute."

The Affidavit states :

—

" 1 have been conversant with the business of a corn miller for the last

twenty-five years. I and my partners have carried on an extensive business

as millers at the aforesaid Tradeston mills ever since the year 1844, and

(luring the whole of that period I have given attention to the various im-

provements that were introduced in Great Britain and elsewhere in the

business of milling. In the year 18-17 I visited the mills of M. Lange at

Altona, and in the year 1848 I visited the mills of M. D'Arblay at Corbeil.

I have since visited America, and I have travelled in various other parts

of the continent of Evrope, and have always endeavoured to observe the

improvements in milling that were to be inet with. In the year 1818 I

learned from conversation with M. D'Arblay that he had before then suc-

cessfully used in his said mills the process of exhausting the stive from the

millstone caces.

" In our aforesaid mills we drive thirty pairs of stones. Of these eight

pairs are worked with a bias' of air into their grinding surfaces, and an

exhaust carrying away the plenum thus caused in their cases. The rest of

our stones are worked without the combination of the blast and exhaust

applied. We consider that such combination is beneficial under some cir-

cumstances, but that for many purposes the other arrangements which we

have in connection with the twenty-two pairs of stones in our mills arc

preferable.

"I say that on the 5th day of June, 1819, it was not a new invention to

exhaust the air from the cases of millstones combined with the application

of a blast to the grinding surfaces of the stones, aud that it was not at

that date a new invention to strain the stive or air surcharged with fine

flour through suitable porous fabrics, which retain the flour and allow the

air to pass through, for I say that both those matters had for several

months previously to that date been habitually and successfully performed

at the aforesaid Tradeston mills as regards four pairs of millstones.

" I say that the following were the circumstances under which the afore-

said processes were adopted in our said mills. We had in the year 1815

applied the cold blast patented in 1814 by Robert Gordon to four pairs of

stones therein, nnd subsequently to three additional pairs of stones. The

application of this blast was successful in the primary object of driving

air through the grinding surfaces of the millstones, and so making the

work of grinding more rapid, but the inconveniences resulting from tin-

blast when there was no suitable provision made fur the stive which it

would necessarily create were serious, and after trying to obviate the same

by enclosing the millstone cases within porous canvas curtains, and other-

wise, we were so troubled with the stive that in the year 1846 we discon-

tinued the use of the blast.

" When I visited M. Lange's mill at Altona I found that he was working

Gordon's patent blast in a mauner completely overcoming'.the disadvantage

which we bad found it to cntuil, and on my return to Glasgow, I pi

cecded to adopt tin- same means for using the cold blast successfully, as I

had seen used by If. Lange. These menns consisted simply in applying

exhausting machinery to carry ofl' from the millstone cases the air and

stive caused therein i>y tlio blast. These means wit.- applied lUCCessfulIy

as earl; ae tbe month of February, 1818, and from that time until the

rammer of 1862 the same were need constantly, successfully, and publicly

in our said mills.

"In the month of February. 1840, after tho sane had tx igbly

tried and found to answer to our entire satisfaction, I redrj

description of wbst we were doing nl oox laid mills. This was dona in a

letter which I wrote on the 23rd of that month to Mr. Hubert Gordon, the

patentee of the cold blast. I have still a foe-simile copy of such my letter
to him, the same being the machine copy or inipres siou taken from the letter
itself before it was dispatched. lu that letter I described what had been
done by me as aforesaid, and was then in use at our said mills, by a draw-
ing of a millstone case and a pair of millstones, showing the cold blast in-
troduced to the grinding surfaces and the modes of connecting the mill-
stone cases with an exhausting machine, and I added a verbal description,
which was as follows :

—
' You will observe that the stones are covered iu,

and made as near as possible air-tight, being supplied with air from the
cold blast, which, when having passed through the stones, is drawn oil' by
the extracting fan (A), thence into a small room, aud into the open air.

This room I no.v consider unnecessary, but may be put up for caution to
allow any dust to subside that may come. I bad three of them at first.

The extracting fan runs at the speed of 1200 per minute' I say that the
description mentioned iu the aforesaid words in my said letter is a true
and faithful description of the process which was then used, and had for

some time previously been used by mc and my partners at the Tradeston
mills aforesaid.

" I say that the rooms and room of which mention is made in my above-
quoted letter were of the following kind. So soon as an exhausting fan
machine was used, removing away in one channel all the stive from the
millstone cases that tad formerly descended the meal spout, and rorvaded
the spout floor, and settled upon the boards of that floor, and upon the-

machinery therein, whence it was swept up, it was an obvious course to

cast it into a room wherein the flour particles contained in the stive might
be economised. For this purpose we used originally at our said mills a

room of considerable size, say 35 feet by 10 feet, which wo divided into

three compartments, the first division being of wood, in which a number ef
holes were bored so as to allow ot the passage of air through and beyond
it into the second compartment, which was divided from tho third com-
partment by a curtain, which was made of the porous clo'.h called biscuit
sacking. This curtain was secured to the ceiling aud sidos of the room by
nails, and was kept firmly down to the floor by a log of wood being placed
upon it for that purpose. The operation of this room was as follows.

The exhausting, or, as in my said letter I called it, the extracting fan dis-

charged the stive it sucked from the millstone cases into the first compart-
ment of this room, the area of which was many times larger than that of
the trunk or pipe through which the exhausting fan discharged the stive,

and by reason of this greater area the stive expanded, and consequently
the flour particles were liberated, and a considerable proportion of them
subsided upon the floor of this compartment. The slive made its way (.in a
less dense form) from this first compartment through the holes in tin- wooden
partition iuto the second compartment. There was no outlet whatever
from the first compartment except by the holes in the wooden partition,

aud there was no outlet whatever from the second compartment (when the
curtain was down) except through tho pores of the curtain it elf. There
was, by reason of the fan constantly discharging stive into the first com-
partment, a very considerable piessuxeof air in the first ami also in the

second compartment of this room, aud the air under pressure forced

through the poros of the curtain, but the Hour dual was prevented nasi

through with it, and the stive or air was thus tillered. It eras bj NS
this curtain being used in our said mills that 1 have herein slated it mi
not a new invention on the 5th day of June, 18-11), to strain the stive or nir

surcharged with tine flour through suitable porous fabrics. Before 1 wi
my said letter of the 23rd February, 1840, to the said Robert Gordon I

and my partners had, from observation of tho small importance I

flour dust that was collocted in (he second compartment of the laid room
as compared with the quantity that was collected in the said lir>t .

partment thereof, and also because we found by experience how to regulate

the force of the exhaust so as to niako it draw oil' only the extra pn
of air caused by the blast, and therewith the stive, but not to take up any
meal, or at all interfere with tho descent of the meal dm n the meal *;

been led to tho belief that moro than one room or compartment was net

required for tho efficient working of four pain Of lb Dl I with the arrange-

ment of exhaust and blast hereinbefore reft i :< d to, but as it was our far >\

intention at thai lima to extend this srrangemen! t" other Hones, die

Compartment! were allowed to remain, ami when lire extensions were

shortly thereafter to three additional pairs "f Mm.., we feinnl that tin
second and third compartment! were again of use.

" I say that the iftllOSSld Mast and exhaUST, in COmblnatioi i

elso the said stive room, oontinued t.. be used habitually snd without hi'

terrnptian at our said mills up to the summer, of 1888. I have lately i

occasion In think over reTJ can fully tie tim. ni.l cause* nt which

ad exhaust in combination ceased to he worked I

satisfied myself, and do my thai the following i« « I

II li i .ine and i an-. -. 1 1 ' on engine at 0'

bad In i omo "Id, ami not of • sll •

boilers being alto worn out In lUCfa an I

ileum j ir .
--i". bj ab tbret pi ni d

t, ui also I. and ihs/Ur
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n and the stive exhausted from the millstones, and their cases had hecome
imperfect, we shut off in the summer of 1852 both the fan forcing in the

blast and the fan exhausting the stive, and we worked the said seven pairs

of stones without the blast and without the exhausting, from the summer of

1852, until the end of August, 1853. Shortly before this latter date, we
had for the first time introduced fine silk-dressing machines into our said

mills, and by adopting these instead of the old wire dressing machines, we
effected a very considerable saving of motive power; so much so, indeed,

that we were able to resume the use of the exhausting fan in connection

with the cases of the said seven pairs of millstones, thongh not to resume
the blast also, and we were then enabled to dress the meal immediately on
production through the silk-dressing machines, and we worked the exhaust

by itself upon these seven pairs of millstones, along with the silk machines,

continuously from that time until the end of the year 1854 At the latter

date we (who had been formerly only tenants of the said Tradeston mills)

acquired by purchase the interest of our landlords therein, and we then

proceeded to erect new and more powerful steam-engines for the same, and
to extend and improve our mills generally ; and we therefore at that time
took down the exhaust appliances, but in the year 1856, when our alterations

and improvements of the geueral arrangements of the mill had been com-
pleted, we again applied the blast to the grinding surfaces of eight pairs of

millstones, and in combination therewith the exhaust from the cases of

those stones, upon identically the same principle as we had used the same
from 1848 to 1852, as before stated, and we have ever since continued to

use, and do still now use, the said exhaust from the cases of eight pairs of

our millstones, in combination with the blast, to their grinding surfaces.

" My aforesaid letter to Robert Gordon of the 23rd February, 1849, was
produced on the trial in 1856 of the cause Bovill v. Keyworth and Seeley,

and my machine copy thereof was made an exhibit on the occasion of my
being sworn to my affidavit in the cause of Bovill v. Goodier. I am aware
that on my being examined as a witness in the said cause of Bovill v. Key-
worth and Seeley, and in my said affidavit in Bovill v. Goodier, and in

several other affidavits I have made in causes relating to the plaintiff's

patent, as well as upon my being examined as a witness on the trial of the

Issues in Bovill v. Goodier, I did not state the various 'dates and circum-

stances in accordance with what I have hereinbefore stated, but I have been
led by the difficul6y I experienced with regard to them whilst under cross-

-examination to investigate them narrowly, and to refresh my memory by
reference to my books and correspondence of the period, and having done
so I say that the foregoing statements as to what was done at the Tra-

deston Mills, and the time when the same was done, and the time and cir-

cumstances when and under which its use was suspended and resumed, and
the other matters hereinbefore deposed to are the true and correct descrip-

tions and account of those several matters."

REVIEWS AND NOTICES 0E NEW BOOKS.

JProjet de Construction d'un Tunnel Sous-3farin pour Vetablissement d'un

chemin defer devant relier la France a VAngleterre. Systeme Erhest
Maktin et Gilbeet IE Gtjay, a Randan (Puy-de-D6me). Paris : Eugene
Lacroix.

A brochure detailing the construction and placing of a submarine tube

between England and France. The author proposes to construct the tube,

which is enclosed in and attached to a square box, open at [the top,

in sections of suitable length, which are to be conveyed to their position in

vessels constructed for the purpose. The mode intended to be adopted for

placing them is by means "of guide ropes, passing through four eyes or

.staples, through which two parallel cables pass, which slant from the sur-

face to the bottom of the sea, and down which the portions ofthe tube are slid

into their position. Concrete is then deposited upon the tube in the box

from vessels which are to be moored in the requisite position by means of

the cables by which the tube and box have been lowered. Over the concrete

rubble masonry will be deposited. The inventor depends upon the body

of concrete forming a sufficient barrier to the entrance of water in the tube,

from which, when completed, the water is to be pumped, and the rails laid.

The plan displays great ingenuity in theory, but we fear that the crucial

test of experience will demonstrate its impracticability even for a shorter

distance than that between Dover and Calais.

&

Guide Pratique d'Arcldtecture Navale a Vusage des Capitaincs de la Marine

dm Commerce apelles a stirveiller les constructions et reparations de leur

Navires. Par Gustave Bousqtjet, Capitaine an long cours, Ingenieur. Paris :

Eugene Lacroix.

A little work of the greatest use to shipowners and captains of the mer-

chant navy, for whose use it is especially compiled. It gives a detailed account,

with engravings, of the various operations in the construction of vessels

(wooden), and contains a quantity of information which everyone in any

way connected with shipbuilding will do well to acquire.

NOTES AND NOVELTIES.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Petroleum in India-—The Secretary of the Public Works Department has expressed

his opinion that the supply of petroleum which it is expected the salt range will yield
will supersede both wood and coal as fuel for the railways of India.
The System op Packing Cotton in America.—Some time ago the Liverpool

Chamber of Commerce wrote to the American Chambers urging them to adopt the Liver-
pool system of packing cotton in place of the existing American system, which makes
no allowance for tare and draught. At the meeting of the Council of the Liverpool
Chamber on the 29th December a letter from the New York Chamber was read. It stated
that a special committee had considered the proposal and had come to the conclusion
that no practical good would result from its adoption.

Wintee Travelling.—American papers state that every train on the Pacific Railroad
has now cars attached with a special supply of fuel, food, lights, and blankets, so that in
case of accident, a fight with snow-drifts, or other cause of extended delay, there will be
plenty and to spare of everything needed for comfort. It is stated that the Grand Trunk
Railroad has a new patent snow plough that has a sweep of 17ft. It throws the snow
completely away from the region of the track by means of wings that can be extended
at pleasure, which will sometimes throw the snow across the fences. It is made very
heavy so as not to be thrown from the track, and has a room and stove inside of it for

the men required to .manage it.

TRIAL TRIPS.

Trial Trip op the Nile.—The Royal Mail Company's new screw steamship Nile,
built and engined by Messrs. C. A. Day and Co. at the Northam Iron Works, Southampton,
was taken to Stokes Bay for an official trial on the 6th ult. This vessel, the gross regis-

tered tonnage of which is 2,991, and builders' measurement tonnage 2,742, is propelled
by direct-acting engines of 600-horse power nominal. Her length over all is 376ft. 2in. ;

length between perpendiculars, 346ft. 9in. ;, length onload water-line, 340ft. ; extreme
breadth, 40ft. 5in. ; and depth from top of keel to under side of spar deck, 35ft. 7in.

She has accommodation for a total of 369 passengers, including 276 first-class berths, and
stowage capacity for 800 tons of cargo and 1,200 tons of coals. • The Nile made four runs
at the measured mile, with the following results :

—

Time: Speed. Steam. Vacuum. Revolutions.

h. M. Lb. Inches.

First run ... 4 13 ... 14'229 ... 24 ... 25J ... 59

Second run 4 5 ... 14'694 ... 25 ... 25J ... 60
Third run ... 4 20 ... 13846 ... 25$ ... 254 ... 60
Fourth run 3 52 ... 15517 ... 26 ... 25* ... 60£

The mean speed of the four runs equals 14'571 knots per hour, superheated steam at

cylinders, 320 deg. The machinery worked in the most satisfactory manner throughout
the trial, and no trouble whatever was experienced from heated bearings or priming. In
proposing the health of the builders, Captain Wilson said he had watched the progress

of the Nile from the laying of her keel to the present time, and he considered her to be
in every respect a beautiful, strong, fast, and faithfully-built ship. The Nile's speed at the

measured mile is the highest ever attained by any vessel of the Royal Mail Company's
fleet. The Peninsular and Oriental Company's steamship Hindostan, built recently at

the Northam establishment (and which lately arrived at Calcutta in 56 days from
Southampton), averaged 14'382 knots on the occasion of her trial trip a few months
since.

Trial Trip op the " Albatross."—This new screw steamer recently launched from

the building yard of Mr. Key at Kinghorn, and owned by Messrs. G. S. Steater and Co.,

Leith, made her first trial on the 28th December in the Firth of Forth. Her dimensions

are as follows;—Length, 241ft. ; breadth, 29ft. ; and depth, 22ft. Gross tonnage, 1,030.

Her engines, which were made by Mr. Key, are horizontal, direct acting, surface

condensing, and of 100 horse power nominal. In steering down the Firth, the propeller

revolving steadily at 62 per minute with 301b. pressure of steam, and 9 cwt. coal per

hour, the ship having 400 tons dead weight on board, attained a speed of 9J knots per

hour, by patent log, when going with the tide, and 8f when steaming against the tide

and a fresh breeze. The steamer is intended for the Leith and general trade, and is

commanded by Captain Hewat. The trial trip was considered highly successful and was

made under the inspection of Mr. Matthew Anderson, consulting engineer, Leith ; and

Mr. Caldwell, superintending engineer for the Leith, Hull, and Hamburg Steam Packet

Company.
RAILWAYS.

American Railways.—The extent of railway in operation in the United States, at the

commencement of 1870, was, according to the best information obtainable on the subject,

48,860 miles. This total does not include 3,500 miles of street railways existing in Boston,

New York, Brooklyn, and Philadelphia. In the course of 1S69 no less than 6,583 miles

of new railway were opened in the United States—viz., in the North-Eastern States, 254

miles • in the middle Eastern States, 1,000 miles ; in the South Eastern States, 186 miles

;

in the'Gulf and South-Western States, 223 miles ; in the Northern interior States, 3,977

miles and in the Pacific States, 922 miles. The aggregate expenditure upon United

States railways in 1869 was no less than 358,707,678dols. of which 189,000,824dols. related

to the Norihem interior States. The aggregate amount of capital expended upon

United States railways to the close of 1869 was 2,212,412,719dols. The extent of railway

in operation in the United States in 1830 was 41 miles ; in 1835, 918 miles ; in 1840, 2,197

miles- in 1845, 4,522 miles; in 1850, 7,475 miles; in 1855, 17,398 miles; in 1860, 28,771

miles : in 1865, 34,442 miles ; and in 1870, 43,860 miles.

The Embankment Railway.—It is stated that in less than three months the Metro-

politan District Railway from Westminster-bridge to Cannon-street will be opened.

This railway will, when completed, form an important portion of the inner circle system

of metropolitan railways, the construction ot which was recommended by a committee

of the House of Commons with a view to relieve the street traffic. The district line will

be seven miles in length from end to end, and is designed to give increased facilities of

communication to passengers between the West-end and the City. It is already open

from Kensington to Westminster, where it abuts on the Thames Embankment, lhe

section thence to the City was commenced last February, though owing to want of

funds the work was delay for six months. Althongh the section is not quite two miles

in length there are 2,000 men engaged on the works, about 300 being night hands.

There are 250 horses, 280 trucks, 130 barges, 20 steam cranes, with three locomotive

engines two of 40 tons and one of 18 tons, daily employed in the various processes

incidental in the execution of such an undertaking. The work, with the exception ot

some 380ft. from Essex-street through the Temple property, is what is known as girder

covered way. The tunnel is 25ft. wide and nearly 16ft. high. The first station will be at

Hungerford, the second at the foot of Norfolk-street, and the third at Blackfnars.

That at Norfolk-street, to be called the Temple Station, will be entirely underground,

but all the others are to be built in the open ground, and will be similar in appearance

to the structures at Victoria and Paddington. The contractors hope to have the line

ready for public traffic as far as Blackfriars, and perhaps Cannon-street, by the 1st ot

March next.
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A Double bogie eight-wheeled 21-ton Fairlie engine, built for the Xasjo and Oscarsham
Kailway in Sweden, was tried on the 17 ult on the Ring Railway of the Fairlie Engine
and Steam Carriage Company at Hatcham. The engine was run round the curves of
60ft. radius, at the speed of twenty miles an hour, with the same ease as the passenger
steam carriage, the remarkable performances of which we noted in August last year.

A Railway nr Japax.—The project for a railway to Yeddo (Japan) is said to have been
revived, and the Japanese Government are in treaty with a Belgian firm for the supply
of the necessary plant.

Rollixg-Stock Buildixg ix Belgiuii. —The Belgian construction workshops have
obtained some important orders of late for engines and machinery. M. Charles Evrard,
director of the Belgian General Railway Plant Company, has secured a contract for 400
trucks for the Waronesch and Rostoff line, and 43 locomotives with their tenders for

the same line. The number of locomotives in this contract may, not improbably, be
increased to 62.

APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
Rexdebixg Commeecial Sulphide or Cakbox Ixononous.—51. Cloez, states that

when sulphide of carbon is left for twenty-for hours in contact with half per cent of its

weight of finely-powdered corrosive sublimate, care being taken to shake or stir up this

mixture, the mercurial compound combines with the substances which are the cause of
the fcetid odour of this substance, and an insoluble compound is deposited. The liquid

s carefully decanted, and, after 002 of its weight of a pure inodorous fat lias been added
(no reason is given for this addition), the sulphide is re-distilled with care by the heat of
a water-bath. The sulphide thus obtained exhibits an ethereal odour, and is eminently
suitable for the extraction of oils, fats, &c., from various substances, since, on evaporation
of the purified sulphide, these matters are obtained in as fresh and pure a state as if the
oils had been obtained by pressure.

Oxygen Gas fob Public Use.—Oxygen gas is now produced on a large scale com-
mercially in Paris. Carts with metal reservoirs containing the compressed gas may be
teen in the streets for the supply of consumers. The Gaiete Theatre is one of the largest
consumers, the outside being illuminated every night by the oxy-hydrogen light, cylinders
of magnesia or zirconia taking the place of those of lime, as ordinarily used for this

purpose. The light is interspersed among the gas jets with good effect. In the interior-

the scenes owe many of their beautiful effects to the use of this light. The oxy-hydrogen
light is also used largely for the production of the illuminated advertisements now so
common in the Boulevards and other places. These are produced by a magic lantern
and screen on the second floors, and the parties undertaking the display of these advertise-
ments arc large consumers of the oxygen gas.

Chixchoxa.—The range of growth of this plant is being rapidly extended. During
the Indian .Mutiny the enormous price given for quinine at Bombay and elsewhere in that
presidency proved the importance of cultivating thecbinchona plant in that country, and
efforts in this direction have since been attended with remarkable success. A new variety,

yielding a larger percentage of quinine than any species yet analyzed, has been discovered
by Mr. liruugh ton, the quinologist to the Madras Government ; and it is said to have been
raised from seeds collected in the Loxa district of the Andes. About 4,000 chinchona
trees have lately been planted in the island of St. Helena, and as the climate is specially
favourable and the inhabitants skilful in the management of the trees, there is no reason
why this place of call for many of our vessels should not, in this way, supplement use-
fully her somewhat scanty revenues,

SHIPBUILDING.
Steam Shipbuilding ox the Clyde.—Mr. R. Little has contracted with 5Iessrs. A.

Duncan and Co., of Port Glasgow, to build a screw of about 1,550 tons register. She
will be supplied with compound engines of 200-horse power by the Finnieston Steamship
Works, and she is intended for the Mediterranean and American trade. The Fitzmaurice
sccrw, has made a trial trip, in which she attained a speed of something ovtr 11} knots
per hour. The Fitzmaurice was built and engined by Messrs. Henderson, Coulbouin, and
Co., of Renfrew, and they guaranteed a speed of 10 knots per hour. The FUamaurice,
which is owned bj Messrs. Swann Brothers, is 190ft. by 25ft. 9in. and 13ft. 7in., ; she has
been fitted by her builders with compound surface condensing engines of 90-horse
power.

TELEGEAPHIC ENGINEERING.
The Channel cable of the French American Telegraph Company, from Brest to the

English coast, has been successfully submerged, and will bo brought into operation
forthwith.
Ms. Saxgeb, who has been for many years manager of the Magnetic Telegraph Com-

pany in Ireland, has been appointed the manager for that country of the Government
telegraphs.

: MINES, METALLURGY, &c.

Imbcoveby or Coal9 ix Algeria axo Tuiikey.—According to a statement in the
Echo d'Orun, it appears that there has been found, near Laghouat, an excellent and
abundant scam of coal, near the spot where the undent Romans worked manganese iron,

and zinc mines. As regards the last-named country, M. Hochstctter states that he has
found coal near Kezoulik under the carboniferous limestone on the southern slope
Balkan mountain--.

Discoveby of ax Anciext Silybb 5Iixe.—The recent earthquakes in Germany have
caused the fall of a largo mass of rocks situated between Heidelberg and Wiesloch, and
In eoninTnenoa thersof tho works of a i liver mine, worked by the ancient Soman .have
been brought to light. There is no silver-ore of any importance left, bat, Instead,
very rich zinc ore Is met \ luaulity, which was left untouched by the former
workers,

LAUNCHES
l.uxcn Of A TuRKisn Ibox-clad.—An addition has lately been made to the Turkish

. .0 the form ol a n.:w Iron-clad oon tte, «rhli ii w.is laooohed from the ^ar.i

Thames Iron Works and shipbuilding Company. t\ nclpal
dimensions: Length, 236ft. ; breadth, extreme, 42ft. j depth in hold, 19ft, Sin. j

-

1,801 rallden' uisasiusuient) load dm r, 1 71 1. nin.
I

lot aft,.it which the srill dlspls le -',7<VI tons. She Is to bo fitted by.Mcssr 1

1

and Ttnnant with engines of to*> nominal horse-power, guaranteed to work up 1

mid driving a singlu m row, from which a speed 01 Hi least 13 Ipatod. I h.-

/ B ''ir. B, •). 11 -
<' bracket system ol trs

Itndlnal Frames, and 1
built for theTirklsh Government, from thi

that gentleman, and nnder Admiralty raptrrl Ion. Berarmani
ISf-ton Armstrong 800-ponndsi guni 1 tobelooghl ouli al the the battery In
a manner very similar to Mr. MacBXOW, tho naval arthil

Thames Iron Works, foi

oompanyfoi ""' '- iment, and for a oorrotts Ibi the Pni nt,
The battery of the 2WM I

ckof the armour-els class. Thearmoar-i
line and at tho lower part of the battery ii Uin. thick; above and below It is Oln. •

aperlng away fore and aft in the usual style. '

LATEST PRICES IX THE LONDON METAL MARKET.

COPPER. &
Best selected, per ton 73
Tough cake and tile do 71
Sheathing and sheets do 76
Bolts do
Bottoms do
Old (exchange) do
Burra Bnrra do
Wire, per lb

Tubes do

BRASS.
Sheets, per lb

Wire do
Tubes do
Yellow metal sheath do. ...

Sheets do

SPELTER.
Foreign on the spot, per ton
Do. to arrive

From
s.

10

19
19

7

7
7
8
8
9
9
3

4
G
6
G
10
10
2

2

2
5

11

G

Swedish in kegs (rolled), per ton I 8

Do. (hammered) do II

Do. in faggots do 15
Ehiglitfa springdo L9

Qt/IOKBTXTZB, pel bottle

LEAD.
English pig, common, pur ton I s

Ditto. I>.U. do 19

Do. W.II. ,1„ LU

i.

10i
ni

8A

8m

ZINC.
In sheets, per ton 24

TIN.
English blocks, per ton
Do. bars (in barrels) do.

Do. refined do
Baucado 108
Straits do 109

TIN PLATES.*
IC. charcoal, 1st quality, per box 1
IX. do. 1st quality do 1
IC. do. 2nd quality do 1
IX. do. 2nd quality do 1

IC. Coke do
| 1

IX. do. do 1
Canada plates, per ton 13
Do. at works do 12

IRON.
Bars, Welsh, in London, per ton
Do. to arrive do
Nail rods do
Stafford in London do
Bars do. do.

Hoops do. do
Sheets, single, do
Pig No. 1 in Wales do
Refined metal do
Bars, common, do
Do. mrch. Tyne or Tees do
Do. railway, in Wales, do
Do. Swcdisli in London do
To arrive do
Pig No. 1 in Clyde do
Do. f.o.b. Tyne or Tees do
Do. No. 3 and 4 f.o.b. do
Railway chairs do

,

Do. spikes do
Indian charcoal pig in London do

STEEL.

Do. »licct,do

Do. red lend do
I)'), wllitr do
Do. patent shot do.

Spanish do

19

10
87
88

Lfl

6
12

5

11

2
8

5

5

10

7

15
15

15
10
12
a

18
9
G
10

15

16

15

17

10

10

„

6

6
6

6

G
(i

6
G
6
ft

('

(I

(I

19

„ HI
,. 112

,. US
109

,109

1

9

9
10
11

1

5

L6

ie

88

I

To

6
£
73
73
77

79
80

10

13

10

15

7
15

10

10

lit
7

•At the works Is to Is.ed. per box less.
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LIST OF APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS

PATENT.

XVr RAVE ADOPTED A NEW ARRANOEMBNT Of

twe provisional pilotrctions applied for

by Invrntors at the Great Seal Patent

Office. If any difficulty should arisb

with reference to the names, addresses,

or titles 017en in the list, the rfqui-

8itb information will be furnished, free

of bxprn38,from the office, by addrkss1no

* letter, prepaid, to thh editor of
" The Artizan."

Dvtkd'Dkcembfr 21st, 1969.

3692 H.tM. HUrs.leD—Shears" 1

3R93 W. E. Gedsre—^hearing woven fabrics
3694 W. E. Gedge—Preventing nccidents fr >m Bfam
machinery b

.3695 H. Grren—Lubricators
369R D. G. Fiir.<;er*M—Telegraphs
3G97 W. R. Like—Steel
3198 J. Martin— Rendering woven fabrics water-
proof

2699 W. Ferrie—Furnaces
3700 \V. Gossnge—Treating- gn*;pB evolved during

ropner smelting
3701 R. W. Pyne—Mauumotive aDd pedomotive
cani ages_

'Dated DRCEMFvn. 22nd, 18G9.

?7tt2 J. Loider and W. H. Child- Steam boilers

3703 J. Prifrhurl and J. Col.ins—Embroidering
3701 J. M Gray—Steam engines
3705 J Bourne—Production of h<at
370() J. Brooke—BlanVeta
3707 H. Bessemer—Ster.m veasels and preventing sen

sickness
370S E. L-'uller, G. Spencer, and E, Mai till—Feeding

finttles

37C9 J Ashbury-Screw n Tenches
3710 W.P. VVillinmsnu— Fastenings for trunks and
PVb()Xf>S

3711 XV.. T.,nud J, Mckenzie—Sharpening mown g
, machine cutters

DaTF.D DeCBMBBR 23rd, 1869.

3712 R. T'irner—Spinning o- tton
3713 E. Ihoa— Soot coles

3714 J. Ra* and J. Wright—Supplying inland
towua with sea water

3T15 B. Hunt—Railway sleepers *

3716 J. W-odward—Bricks
3717 J. B. Gough—Studs
3718 C. H Roeckner and XV. H. Northcott—Disin-
• tegrating wod
3710 R. Spe»r—Governors for steam and other

enfftoes
3720 R. Spear—Pneumatic engines
3721 J. C Walker—Stoves
372S VV. E. Newton—Adjusting and packing rails

of railways
37^3 W. E. Newton—Joints for the permanent way
of railways

3721 H. K. Newtiu—Traction engines

3725 A M. Clark- Curtains

Dated December 24th, 1869.

3726 W.Sumner and E. H. Waldenstiom—Boring
ropper3^-£?^3 *

,

3727 W. Sum Uer and E. H. Waldenstrom—Cvlin>
PTders
2728 R Thomas—Propelling ships without screw or

padriles

3729 G. B. Bm—Cutting loaf sugar

3730 G M. Molesworti -Rails employed with grip

wheels for wording traction eugines

3731 J. Hargreaves and T. Robinson—Treatment of

Pyrites
3732 P. Currie—Drying woven fabrics

3733 W. H. Baxter-Measu'ing corn

3734 VV. AlcAdam— Collecting tares on tramway
cars

3735 T. G. McDiarm-d- Ringing ships

3736 "VV. R. Lake—Metal tubing

3137 W. E. Newton—Heating water

3738 XV. White—Velocipedes
3739 P. F. Benvenuti—Inkstand
3740 S. Dixon—Petticoats
3741 S. Walker atd E. Holt—Pumping
3742 H.J. Girdlestone—Commodes
3713 C. Drake— Poitab'e stove

3744 N. Grew— Measuring the weight of water

supplied to bailers

Datbd December 27th, 189.

3740 E. P. H. Vftughan—Fluoride of potassium anfl

sodium
374G T. H Llovd—Valves
374" F, XV. Webb —Crushing metals and other

m >terials

3748 O. A Marriott and E. Holt—Engines
3749 P. Pcarce—Gearing
3750 W. Adams—Firearms

Dated December 28th. 1E69.

3751 L. Schalleidner-Stainping v. ax and other

candles
,

' :

:

3752 G. Spencer—Pit-serving animal and vegetable

substances
3753 C. Godon—Firearms
3754 XV. R. Lake—Steam boilers

3755 G* W. Ravtsou—Promoting the combustion of
smoke

3756 A. Upward, J. Bannehr, and T. P. Dale-
Purifying gas

Dated December 39tb, 1869. '

3767 R.'HVKay and A. T. Richardson—Crape

3758 XV. Sinnoclc and J. Polglaae— Machinery for

crushins ores
3759 P. Gledbill—Cutting oal
3760 T. Edwards—Steam engines
3761 B. G. Herrmann—Separating metals
37«2 XV. E. Newton—Tilting vessels
3763 XV. Richards—Firearms
3764 H.N. Maynard—Piers

Dated December 30th, 18F9.

3765 W., J., M. t and T. Belli well—Construction of
bobbins

3766 J. O. Butler, J. Nichols, and XV. Heslop—
Tyres

37b" W. F. Petersen—Lifeboats
3768 R. Durham—Washing potatoes
3769 W. R Lake—Roastiug iron pyrites

3770 J. Howard—Steam boilers

3771 J. R Wigham—Gas burners for illuminating
beaenrs

3772 G- T. Bonsfield—Harness operating mrchanism
for power looms

3773 T. Whitby—Bedsteads
377-4 J. Staotou-Gun lock
3775 J. H. Johnson—rant iron
3775 J. H. Johnson—S:eel

Dated Decembkr 3!st, 1869.1

3777 XV. H. Richardson—Stamping glass or crystal

measures
3768 A. Mattiessen—Covering telegraph conducting

wires
3779 G. Hamilton—Steam boilers

3780 H E Newton—E eciro mngneticeugines
3781 A. Bradshaw—Printing machines
378C T F. France—Baths
3733 C. A. Calvert^Ct.ecking money
3784 A. Chaplin-Steam boilers

3785 F. J. Bolton—Fermented liquors

378b" J Wright—Indicating the mileage of cabs and
other vehicles

Dated January 1st, 1870.

*l C. Hodgson—Substitute for wire ropes
2 G.Goold—S-oons
3S Holman—Fastening lids
'4 R. A Moll—Tramways
5 J Eic< and R. Bond—Temples for looms
6 G Richardson—Supplying baths and otherplacts

with hot water
7 H Tu -tier—Weaving
8 W. R Like—Harness
9.C. Drake—Construction of concrete buildings

Z Dated January 3rd, 1870.

10 W. E. Gedge—Human power locomotive, termed
the Family Cala«h

11 F J. Duncan—Stoves
12 H H. C ochraue—Workiug signals and switches
on railways

13 E.Know'lesaud G Hartley—Looms
It J. gmith —Wires connected with mule? for spin.

ning
15 T. C. Olney—Gas stove
16 IV. R- Lake—Securing b>u-s of cotton
17 XV. E. Newton—Elect o magnets
18 XV. Coclburu—Hoiseshoes
19 W. Palmer—Lighting carriages
20 F. Foster—Measuring fluids

21 D. Forbid— Artificial manures
22 C Wyndlmin—apparatus conne«ted with two
wheeled velocipnles

-?3 H. B. Barlow—Manufacturing fishiDg and other

nets

Dated January 4th, 1870.

21 T. and R. Nuttall—Counterpanes and similar
articles

25 E. C Marie—Buttons
36 T. Gnffin—Securing trinkets on chains worn with
jewellery

27 J.Gordon—Yarns
28 J. G Tougue—Putifkation^of syrups
29 W. H. Adcock—Construction of steam boilers

and generators
30 E. Cottam- Shoes for horses and other hoofed
animals

31 C. H. Lea—Apparatus for signaling trains in

foffuv weather
32 T. Baunehr—Propelling carriagts

33 C. L.Thiery—Watch cases

Dated January 5ih, 1870.

31 C W Siemens, E. A. Cow per, and C. Cochrane
—Stoves

35 I. Baggs— Purifying gas
36 C. H. Westendarp and D. Dowliug—Breech-
loading firearms

37 W. S. Lowe—Sizing machines
33 E. Edwaids— Valves
39 Y. Duxbury—Paper
40 R. Ruudle and T. Parket—Heating chuiches and

other buildings
41 E. T. Truman -Cleaning gutta pertha and like

stihstancas
42 L. C. W. Schutte—Sugar cane mills

43 H. Plummer- Sewing machines
44 VV. Wharton—Spinning and manufacture of

tobacco
45 A. N. C. Gavaid—Cartridge case for breech

loading firearms

Dated January Gth, 1870.

46 J. Hargreaves and T. Robinson—Treating pyrites,

&c.
47 G. D. Kittoeand V. Brotherhood-Packing pipe

and other joints

48 W. Weild—Winding yarn ar threads on to bob-

bins
49 J. Michels—Fastening and unfasteniug thedoois

of carriages ;

59 G. Shand—Obtaining products f -r vegetable and
mil.era! tars

51 J.J. Miller—Reversing marine and other large
engines

52 P. Jensen—Fastening ueckties, cuffs, and other
n-ticles

53 C. East—Boots
5+ J H. Jt.hnsou—Heating apparatus ^*

55 A. A. Iubotson—Securing the euds of tailwny
> rails ^,

Datrd January 7th, 1870. 1

56 W. J. Purcell—Speedily moisteuing the sheets
of a letter book

57 H. Pritty— Damping paper
58 R. Morris and M, D. Penney—Treating animal
waste

59 \V. R.Lake—Mowing machines
60 J.Gamgee—Preserving animal substances
61 J. Carnaby—Dials for sias regulators
62 T. Coltmao—Kuitted fabrics
63 G. G. Tandy, J. A. Drydeu, and W. Perkins-
Combustible liquids for illuminating and other
purposes

64 B. Brown— Spinning cotton

Dated January 8th, 1870.

65 G. Little—Combine wool
66 J. H. Robinson—Ships
67 W. H. H uK h<in—Treatment of sewage
68 H. W. Lowden—Ascertaining the consumption of

liquids
69 A.M. Clark—Spring seats
70 W. Thomson—Brnding metals
71 J. H Btss-T^apots J

Dated January 10th 1870

72 C D. Abel—Production of castings from cast
iron

73 W. G. Clnninsham—Cleaning boots
74 W. XV Hughrs—Furnaces
75 J. H. Johnsou— Bleaching
76 H. M. Ruhardscn-Lirops

Dated January 11th, 1870.JJ

77 A. Cochran—Apparatus for discharging water
from steam pipes

78 J. E. Lipscombe—Filters |
79 E. GailUt— Ploughing
80 E. A. Chamerny—Gauging or regulating the flow

of water
81 J. H. Johnson—Puddling iron
82 O. Vivier—Indicating the distances travelled by

vehicles
83 C M. Wade-Railway switches
84 W. Capion—Sewing machines
82 R. I). Dwyer-Rooring bmldiu;s
86 R. D. Dwyer—Self closing tap for drawing off

liquids

87 W. R. Lake- Sharpening knives

Dated January I2th, 1870.

88 H. T. Humphreys—Railroads with jaunting car 1

and posts
S9 T. G. Hemery—Photography
90 B.J. B. Mills—Tramways
91 F. H. Koevitt— Blinds for windows, doors, and

otbei apertures
92 H. Joi.es—Firearms
93 L. Sterne aud J G. Warner—Bolts for permanent
Way ofrail w>iys

94 A. A. Hely aud J. Marshall—Facilitating human
locomotion

95 J Ambler—Twisting cotton
96 XV. Ceuisou and H. Teall—Marine and Other

engines
97 W. H. Bnmain and XV, J. Menzies—Storing

vitriol

98 W. E. Newton—Sugar
99 W. Gorelam aud L White—Mann r

acture of
Portland cement

Dated January 13th, 1870.

100 G. Kent—Rotarj knife cleaning and polishing
cement

101 A. B. Ibbotson and J. A. Li ndblad—Railway
chairs

102 A. ClarK aad A. V, Winkle—Bottling soda

water
103 H. E. Newtou—Billiard cushions
1U4 A. V. Newton—Preparing fibrous substances for

spinning
105 A. V. Newton—Knitting machine
106 A. V. Newton—Spinning
107 J.Taylor—Combinu w. ol

108 J. Greenshields—Obtaining oil from carbona
ceous substances

109 J. Cross—Umbrella frames
110 XV. F. Chapman—Cases for exhibiting cut

flowers
111 E Leigh—Permanent way of railway

112 J. Wright— Exhibiting names, &c.

113 G. Thorneloe—Regulating tlie flow of liquids

in pipes ,

114 A. B. Ziesthaug and F. L. H. Schmidt—Firo-
arms

115 J. Lusty—Sewing machines
116 T Restell—Cartridges

117 XV. Thornlry aud S. Spencer—Steam boiler and

other furnaces

Dated January Utb, 1870.

118 J. Lsetch—Communication between different

parts of a railway
119 P. NisBer—Substitute for gunpowder
120 R. Cottam—Pi pes for Bmokiug
121 \V. Sinton—Churns
122 H. A. Bonneville—Warming and ventilating

carriages

Dated January 15th, 1870.

123 A. C. Jonais—Watches

124 J. Wadsworth—Steam boilers
125 M. Andeiaoa—Pretentinjf the downward draught

in chimneys
126 W. F. Reynolds—Ships' logs
127 J. Watson—Feed motion of eewing machine;
1L"8 T. R. H. Fisken—Breaking flax
129 J. Robinson aud J. Smith—Cutting wood
HO A.M. Clark—Wooden pavem-nta
131 E J. Jeffs— Recording the number of passengers
who travel in omuibuses

132 E G. Wriglev—Rag engines"^|
133 F. G. Fleury—Forcing liquids

134 G. Lampen—Shots

Dated January 17th, 1870.

135 T. Welton—Bottle stoppers
13t> T. Taylor— Prevention of smoke in Steam aud
other furnaces

137 F. S. Lines—Ornamenting surfaces
138 G. Baker— Cutting spliutf

139 A B Rocke—Knobs fur iloors and similar fas-

tenings
140 A. R. Gibbons—Ornamenting snd embroidering
rabrics

141 T. Peard, J J. Castle, and I. Holmes—S. curing
latch handles

142 J. Richardson—Artificial manure

Dated January 18th, 1870.

143 T B. Hubbell—Gas burner
144 W. Richards—Firearms
145 H. B. Barlow—Sizing yarns
146 H. B, Read—Travelling rug
147 H. Haines—Tiu pipes
148 T. O. Sloggett— Preserving meat 1

149 H W. Hammond—Continual lever
150 G. G. Bussey—Giving flight to the toy known
as the Ariel toy, and utilsiug the Eame for trap
shooting

151 T. Whitehead -Combing wool
152 J Mackenzie—Coupling c irriages
153 J. H. Johnson—Treating tar
154 T. P. Balls—Compressing substauces for artifi- .

cial fuel ^

Tated January i9th, 1870.'

155 W. H. Sleigh and J. Richardson—Sharpening
tools

156 XV. F. Padwick—Fire grates
157 E. T. Hughes- Preventing sea sicknesi"
158 B. Clarkson and S Charlton—Scale beam
159 E. T. Hughes—Looms
160 C. Gordon—Firearms ~"~l \

161 J- G. Tongue—ReguUiing the speed of prime
movers

162 W. Mawe—Safes
163 J. Dewar—Mauurw '

164 J. A. D. Cox— Paint
165 H Ashworth—Spinning cotton and other fibrous

.-ubstances
166 E. Wood—Steam boiler

i

167 J. C. Ramsden—Apparatus for producing piled

sur'aces
168 W. Mavitta—SigVs for firearms;
169 P. Currie- Hat books
170 D.Servante— Printing machinery
171 J. J. R chardson—Grinding pins used in cottoa

machines

Dated Januart 20th, 1860.
'

172 G. H. Gossip—Umbrellas
173 G. H. Ellis—Ladders
174 W.Noton—Carding engines
175 J. M. Kilnsr—Passage aud control of cables and
chains

167 G . Cochrane—Preparation of iron ores for

smelting
177 G. E. Fowcm—Refining lead

178 C. A. Calvert—Cbecking money taken for ad*
misBion to theatres. Sic.

179 XV. L Wildy—Steam engines
180 D Spill—Treatment of xyloidine

181 \V. Simons and A. Brown—Dredging
182 W. R. Lake—Needles and needle arms for

sewing machines

Dated January 21st, 1370.^ ,

183 F. Rotig—Watches
184 XV. E. Gedst—Preserving bread
175 M. A nderBon—Discharging grain
186 J R*ichel—Buttons
187 F. Whitfield—Locks
U8 T. J. Smith—Tinniug wire

180 F. C. Southwell—Chaff cutters

190 XV. E. Newton— Rendering substances applic*

ab'e for use in journal boxes

191 F. Hockhng— Fastening the leaves of books and
music

192 XV. R. Lake—Toy air gun
19a A. M.Clark—Chains

Datbd January 22nd, 1870.

194 J. M. Plessner—Treating fuel

195 J. Macqueen—Self actiug mules
196 J. Paton and P. and R. Harris—Carbonic acid

gas
197 R. nnd T. Fielden—Pickers for looms
»98 P. Sleiah—Strengthening cables

199 J. Dawson aud T. C. Fawcett—Gigs' used in

rfisinii the nap of cloth

£00 W. H. Berry, G. Jowett, and J. Wood—Water
meters

201 J. R Johnson—Photographic paper

202 H. M. Whitehead—Preparing materials for

making soup
203 W. T. Waite—Cha-coal
204 VV. T. W-ite—Filtering
205 XV. Garton— Preparation of fermentable saccha-

rine matters
206 VV. Dennis—Letterboxes
207 A. M. Clark—Electro motor for sewing ma-

chines
208 F A. Bai row—Evaporating and concentrating

liquids.
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3754 W. R. Lake—Steam ooiim
3735 G* W. Raw sou—Promoting the combustion of

Bnrioke

3T.W A. Upward, J. Bannehr, and T. P. Dale-
Purifying gas

Dated Drcbmbf.r S9tb, 1859.
'

'iW R."H.".Kay and A. T. Richardson—Crape

46 J. Hargreaves and T. Robinson—Treating pyrites,

&c.
47 G. D. Kittoeand I*. Brotherhood—Packing pipe

and other joints

48 W. Weild—Winding yarn ar threads on to bob-

bins
49 J. Michels—Fastening and unfasteniug thedoais

of carriages ;

120 K. Cottam—1'ipestor smoKiny
V21 W. Siutun—Churns
122 H. A. Bonneville—Warming and ventilating

carriages

Dated January 15th, 1870.

123 A. C. Jo-iais—Watches

207 A. M. Clark—Electro motor for sewing ma-
chines

208 P A. Bai row—Evaporating and concentrating

liquids
.
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ON TOWING BOATS ON CANALS AND RIVERS BY A FIXED
WIRE ROPE AND CLIP DRUM.

By Mr. Max Eyth, of Leeds.*

{Illustrated by Plate 358).

la the application of steam power to river and canal navigation the

greatest obstacle to he encountered has been the loss of power that is in-

separable from the ordinary methods of propulsion by paddle wheels or

serew propeller. As the receding water hero forms the fulcrum upon

which the bearing is taken for propelling the vessel, the result is that a

great quantity of water is put in motion, and a considerable amount of

power exerted without any useful effect being produced. Thus, even under^tho

most favourable circumstances, when working on a broad sheot of deep water,

the ordinary propellers lose from 40 to 50 per cent, of the power applied to

them ; and undor the poculiar circumstances met with on rivers and canals

their useful effect is frequently reduced to less than 25 per cent, of tho

power applied.

On canals, tho increased difficulties to be oncounterod arise from the

presence of locks, the small section of water through which the boats have

to be driven, and the swell produced by the increased speed of the boats,

the small soction of water not having been originally calculated for such a

speed. Moreover, as the only admissible moans of propulsion is by screws

or paddle wheels placed at the stern, the water put in motion by them is

withdrawn from the stern of the tug, and thrown against the bows of the

boat in tow
; the water level in the canal is thereby disturbed, and the

hollow created at tho stern of the tug has to be filled up by tho wator in

front of the tug running backwards through tho narrow passago loft between

the tug and the sides of tho canal. Tho motion of the wator being in the

opposito direction to the advance of tho tug, the skin-friction is greatly

augmented, especially at tho bottom of tho vessel. Tho consequence is,

that engines of considerable powor have to be used for towing a givon

freight; and as the si/.o and capacity of the boats in uso on any canal are

limited by the size of tho locks through which they have to pass, it becomes

of the utmost importance that tho onginos omployed should occupy as littlo

space as possible in tho hold of tho vos3els, in order that tho cost of stoam

propulsion may not bo further incroased by a serious diminution in tho

amount of freight that can bo carried. Owing to tho froquoncy of locks,

which aro generally constructed for tho passage of only ono boat at a time,

the omploymont of larger tugs working a train of sovonil barges is in most

casos inadmissible, as each lock would stop the ontiro train during tho wholo

time reqnirod for passing each bargo soparatoly through tho lock.

On rivors, in addition to shallow placos and small soctions of tho navigable

channel, tho principal impedimenta to stoam navigation aro tho varying

currents, by which tho effoct of tho paddlo-whools or screw is roducod some-

timos to a mere nominal ajiount. On tho Rhino, for instance, it is a com-

mon occurrence for tho large stoam tugs of 500 offoctivo horso-power,

drawing throo boats, to continue working full powor against tho cnrronts

noar Bingen and St. fioar without making any advance Ton or twelvo

horses are thon attached to tho tug, and are ablo without much difficulty to

draw tho wholo train through tho rapids of tho rivor.

Undor nil tho circumatancei of navigation, and ospocially undor thoM

usually mot with on rivors and canals, a dead pull from a lixod point must

undoubtedly be a more offoctivo modo of applying powor than any D
doponding upon the rosistanco of tho wator as tho fulcrum against which

• Rend before the meptlnif, at N'cwcaitle, of the Innlttutiun

the propelling power is exerted ; and this principle of a direct pull hai

accordingly been adopted as the basis of the system of navigation which

forms the subject of the present paper, for towing boats on canals and rivers

by means of a fixed wire rope and clip drum. The wire rope is laid in the

bed of the canal or river from end to end, being anchored only at its two

extremities ; and an engine fixed upon the tug takes hold of the rope by

means of a clip drum, round which the rope is passod. The clip drum

being put in motion by the engine winds itself along the rope, lifting it up

from the bottom of the canal in front of the tug, and dropping it again into

the water behind. The engine thus exerts a direct pull upon tho rope,

which in consequence of its weight and the friction upon the bod of the

canal does not materially alter its position. By this means the wholo of the

powor applied to tho clip drum is utilised in the propulsion of tho boat,

independent of the currents of the water or the section of the channel.

The idea of towing by means of a submerged rope or chain is by no means

new, attempts in this direction having boon made on tho Rhino as early as

the year 1732 by the French Mare'chal de Saxe, for transporting war

material through difficult parts of tho river, by means of a horso windlass

on the boat, winding up a rope made fast at the other ond upon the rivor

bank ; on arriving at the end of the rope the boat was moorod, while

the rope was drawn out and secured again at a point highor up the

rivor. In 1820 a rogular service on this principlo was established on tho

Rhone by Tourasse, and successfully overcame the very difficult parts of the

river between Givers and Lyons ; the tug boat carriod an ordinary cap-

stan driven by a steam engine, and was accompanied by two small auxiliary

steamers acting as tenders to tho tug, each containing a winding drum

carrying a length of 1,100yds. of hemp rope 2in. in diameter. Ono of these

tenders ran ahead, paying its rope out into the river and fixing it at the

upper end to the mooring post ; tho tug boat meantime wound itsolf along

tho other ropo previously laid, and tho ropo was doliverod from tho capstan

of tho tug boat to tho winding drum in tho second tug lying alougsido,

which afterwards ran ahead with it ns soon as tho ond was reached. In

this mannor the tug worked its way along, using tho two ropes nltornatoly

without groat loss of time.

Tho employment of a chain in place of ropo was twico attemptod on the

Soano betwoon Lyons and St. Bernard; and in 1850 a steam tug working

on a chain was startod on the Soino, sinco which time two lines of chain

navigation havo boon in activo oporation on that rivor, and still continue so,

ono oxtonding thirty-two milos from Paris down to tho month of the Oiso,

and the othor rather a groatcr distance up to Montoroau. Tho chains oni-

ployod are of vory great strength, being mado of iron \ to 1 in. diameter,

in order to stand tho violont shocks to which they aro oxposod by the

passago of tho tog boat! Tho tugs aro 130ft. long by 28U. beam, with 7ft.

depth of hold and leih. draft; and thoy carry ongiurs of 60hon0-pOWer

mg a pair of winding drums OS parallel hOrutOBttl BXee, Tho chain

passing over leading pnlleyi at tho bow and storn i I lad ••••, M» Ae«I in a

h and (imported by number of carrying pulleys, and makee four w
.rn. round the pair of drums. The tug Iuih a rudder at aaefa «ml for

running backwards 01-forwards, as it is not able to tmn BBdM tlm chain.

The principal drawback In the working of thc*n boats arisea from aaa grta!

Weight Of thn chain, which has cnsoqiiontly n en- i..-i ..!!.. m- liimtiuii t>

thehorison in pa tog oror the troai leading pulley; the poll ai the m

exerted in an Inollned direction, Intend ol nearly b

da] <sed in the water ; and He- add itional tXp*

turo of powei thoroby occasioned beeomM i" doop wator ao aaj
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as to render the employment of a chain less advantageous than that of an

ordinary propeller, the effect of the latter increasing -with the depth of

immersion.

Another difficulty in the use of a chain is the steering of the tug, as the

great weight of the chain and its clinging to the river hed impede the

lateral movement that is required of the tug, -wherever the chain happens

to lie out in the middle of the river. Where the traffic goes principally in

one direction, the chain gradually gets pulled tight against the inner bank

of the curves in the river ; and in this case it is necessary to cut the chain,

insert additional links, and draw it hack into the middle of the river by

manual labour, an operation -which has frequently to be resorted to on the

Seine. The jerks upon the links in the working of the chain tend to pro-

duce breakages, -which generally happen in those parts of the river -where

the currents are strongest ; and the chain is also liable to break in passing

over the winding drums, in consequence of one coil jumping on the top of

another on the drums and thereby being driven at a greater velocity than

the rest of the chain round the drums. This occurs especially in going

downstream at a considerable speed, at which time the chain is running

rather slack on the drums. On the Elbe, where the same plan is also in

use, fractures have been rare, in consequence of the unusual strength of

the chains employed ; but the increased weight and cost of such chains are

serious objections to their adoption. As it is impossible for two tugs work-

ing with winding drums to cross each other on the same chain, and as two

chains are also impracticable owing to the liability of one overlying the

other in the river bed, an attempt was made by Bouquie' to employ pitched

pulleys taking hold of the single links of the chain ; but the unequal

stretching of the links and the wear and tear of the pulleys caused the

chain to slip and jump off the teeth of the pulleys.

The system of Wire-Rope Navigation, consisting in the employment of a

clip-drum working along a submerged wire-rope, has been invented and

matured by Baron Oscar de Mesnil and the writer of the present paper,

the first experiments for the purpose having been made at Leeds in 1866,

by Messrs. John Fowler and Co., under the direction of Baron de Mesnil, a

Belgian gentleman, who has for many years devoted his attention to inland

navigation. These experiments were afterwards repeated on a more

extensive scale upon several A.merican canals and also in Belgium, the

results obtained being in every respect favourable ; and the system has

consequently been established upon a number of canals and rivers. The
first application of this system was on the river Meuse, where a line of

wire rope of 42 miles length from Namur to Liege has been in successful

operation from June, 1868, and is now about to be extended 90 miles

through the Canal de la Campine to Antwerp. This will give a continuous

line of 132 miles, partly canal and partly river, presenting examples of

almost all the ordinary difficulties met in inland navigation. Wire ropes

have also been laid on the Canal de Charleroi in Belgium, where a long and

narrow tunnel offers great difficulties to the ordinary towing by horses ; and

also on the maritime Canal de Beveland in Holland, between Rotterdam

and Antwerp; and on the Canal de Terneuze, which connects Ghent with

the Scheld and is accessible for large sea-going vessels. Other lines are

about to be established on the Danube and the Rhine ; and for the latter a

vessel is now building for the purpose of a series of experiments in the

more difficult parts of the river.

In Figs. 1 and 2, PI. 358, is shown the 10 horse-power tug employed on the

Canal de Charleroi, in Belgium. The boat is 62ft. long, 8ft. broad, and 6ft.

deep in the hold, drawing about 3ft. of water ; the hull is entirely of iron, the

bow and stern being alike for running in either direction. There is a large

rudder at each end, 8ft. long by 3ft. high ; and the keel is made unusually

deep, projecting 1ft. below the flat bottom of the boat, as shown in the

transverse section, Fig. 6. The large rudders and deep keel are found of

great service in the sharp curves of the canal, where the tug is able to tow

a train of from fifteen to eighteen barges of 70 tons burden each. The

boiler is placed horizontally in the after part of the hull, and is of the

ordinary locomotive construction having 200 square feet of heating surface

and 6; square feet of grate surface. When working is the canal tunnel,

the exhaust steam is condensed by beiBg blown into the water of the canal,

and the draught for the fire is produced by a small fan driven by the engine
;

outside the tunnel the draught is produced in the ordinary way by the

discharge of the exhaust steam.

The engine is shown to a larger scale in Figs. 3 and 6 (PI. 358) ; it has a

single lOin. cylinder, of 12in. stroke, fixed horizontally on a cast-iron bed-

plate in the bottom of the boat. The crank shaft A has a small fly-wheel

B on one end, and on the other a friction clutch C, the loose half of which

is cast in one piece with two bevil wheels D D, of nearly equal diameter,

gearing with two bevil wheels E F, of different sizes, on a vertical shaft

G ; a small pinion I, on the top of this shaft gears inside the rim of the

horizontal clip-drum H on the deck of the tug. The two bevil wheels

E F on the vertical shaft G, slide on feathers on the shaft, and are connected

together by a long cast-iron neck ; and by means of a large nut, J, working

on a screwed portion of the shaft, either of the two wheels is thrown into

gear with the crank shaft, thus giving two different speeds for the clip

drum.

The wire rope employed, R R, Fig. 4, is |in. diameter, and the clip drum
H working upon it is 5ft. diameter, and turns loose on a centre stud fixed

on a wood crossbeam flush with the deck, as shown in Fig. 3. A second

stud carries the double-grooved guide-pulley K, which is set slightly

inclined, so that the rope passing off horizontally from the two sides of the-

clip drum enters the upper groove on one side of the guide pulley and the

lower groove on the other side. Between the clip drum and guide pulley,

and also in the grooves of the guide pulley, the rope is guarded by a slight

cast-iron trough, or casing, lined with wood, as shown to a larger scale in.

the section, Fig. 5 ; the portions between the drum and pulley are cast in

two halves to allow of readily opening whenever the rope requires to he

taken out.

Two pressing pulleys L L, Fig. 4, held up by springs, press the rope into'

the clip drum, one of them only being generally in use at a time, for

pressing the tail rope 'into the clips at the point where it quits the drum r

according to the direction in which the tug is going. The rope is guided

on and off the double-grooved pulley K by two small vertical pulleys M M
overhanging the side of the tug ; and from the hinder of these pulleys the

tail rope is usually allowed to fall direct into the water, as shown in Fig. 1.

A leading pulley N, Fig. 1, swinging on a universal joint, as shown in Figs.

7 and 8, is suspended near each end of the tug, the pulley for the front

rope only being in use at any one time.

A small winding drum P, Fig. 17, is provided on some of these tugs,

turning loose on the centre of the clip drum, with which it can be connected

by a pin, for the purpose of winding an auxiliary rope for towing bargee-

through the locks on the canal, while the tug is lying stationary alongside.

The principal use of the winding drum, however, is to obtain a sufficient

amount of slack in the wire rope for enabling the tug ,when off the rope, to

hitch on again at any place, without having to go to the extreme end of the

rope. For this purpose the wire-rope is picked up generally in the neigh-

bourhood of a bend on the canal, where there is always some slack to be

found, and is fixed securely to the bow of the tug ; the auxiliary rope from

the winding drum being then fastened to the wire-rope near the stern of

the tug, the wire-rope is by this means hauled in until a sufficient amount

of slack is obtained for passing round the clip drum and the double-grooved

guide-pulley.

The handles S and T for starting and reversing the engine, and also the

handwheel and screw Q for working the friction clutch C, are all on deck in

convenient proximity to one another, Figs. 4 and 6. The friction clutch is

essential with the single-cylinder engine employed on the tug, for bringing

the load gradually upon it, as it would otherwise be impossible to overcome

the inertia of a long train of barges, without the engine continually sticking;

fast on the centres. The usual speed of the engine is 80 revolutions per-

minute, with OOlbs. pressure of steam ; but the speed can at any time be-

increased without inconvenience to 100 or 120 revolutions per minute. The
gearing is so arranged that at the ordinary speed of 80 revolutions, the tug

makes either one or three miles an hour. The very slow speed of one mile

an hour is specially required in the tunnel, where the canal is so shallow

and narrow that any greater speed would drive the water in front of the

first boat of the train, so much as to cause the hinder ones to get aground.
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This tug was put to work on the canal a few months ago, another f

similar construction haying been started experimentally about a year ago

the engines and machinery of both, as well as the rest of the machinery

described in the present paper, were constructed at Leeds by Messrs.John

Fowler, and Co.

In Figs. 11 and 12 is shown a 14 horse-power tug on the River Meuse.

The boat is 80ft. long and 13ft. beam, with 7£ft. depth of hold, drawing 3ft.

of water. As there are currents in the river, facilitating the steering, and a

higher speed is admissible in this case, the keel and rudders are of smaller

dimensions than in the canal tug previously described. The boiler has

200 square foet of heating surface, and 7i square feet of grate surface, and

is of ordinary locomotive construction, fixed longitudinally in the boat.

The engine is a horizontal double-cylinder one, fixed on a bedplate and

wooden framework in the bottom of the boat, as shown to a larger scale in

Fig. 13 ; the cylinders are "fin. diameter by 12in. stroke. As three different

speeds are required with the tug, an intermediate shaft B is introduced

between the crank shaft A and the clip drum H, as shown in Fig. 14 ; and

the spur wheels are thrown in and out of gear by ordinary clatefc.es, a

friction clutch no't being required with double-cylinder engines.

The clip drum is Gft. diameter, and is plaeed vertically, projecting over

the side of the boat by the amount of its breadth, Fig. 14. The rope R is

led on and off the drum by two 6ft. guide-pulleys, C C, Fig. 13, the bear-

ings of which slide in long inclinod slots D bolted on the side of the boat,

and are raised or lowered by hand screws E ; in their lowest position, in

•which they are fixed when towing, as shown in Fig. 13, each pulley is

further secured by a locking nut F, Fig. 14, on the inside of the slot. The
object of this arrangement is to afford greater facility for getting the wire-

rope off the pulleys and throwing it overboard, when disconnecting the tug

from the rope, for which purpose the locking nuts are slackened and the

guide pulleys are drawn up the inclined slots by the hand screws into their

highest position, as shown dotted on the left-hand side in Fig. 13, whereby

the rope is completely slackened, and can be thrown off the clip drum and

guide pulleys by hand with the greatest facility. The replacing of the

rope is done in a similar manner, by putting it round the clip drum while

the guide pulleys are in their highest position , and the latter are then

screwed down upon the rope into their working position.

The pressing pulleys L for pressing the tail rope into the groove of the

clip drum are worked by a flat spring, and are so arranged that while one

of them is acting the other is off, one only being required at a time. The

rope guards G are fixed cast-iron flanges bolted to the side of the boat and

lined with wood. In screwing the guide pulleys upwards, the guards are

left behind, and the rope can readily fall out of the grooves of the pulleys.

The leading pulleys N, Fig. 11, at the two ends of the boat are similar to

those previously described, and tho universal joint by which oach is sus-

pended, has a counterbalance weight attached to it, as shovvn in Figs. 9 and

10, enabling tho pulley to adjust itself with perfect facility to the slanting

position requirod by tho rope.

The engine makes 70 revolutions per minuto, and the throo corresponding

speeds of tho vessel aro 1 J, 3, and G miles an hour ; tho lowost spood is

specially intended for working against tho strong curronts during tho

winter, whilo tho quick speod is intended for tho down traffic, and ean bo

increased to 10 miles an hour by running tho engine at 120 to 130 revolu-

tions per minuto. In throo tugs subsequently built for this line, auxiliary

screw propellers have boon providod, for the purposo of going down stroam

with tho propellor, so as to uso tho wiro rope only for tho traffic going up

the rivor. Ono of those engines works a horizontal clip dram, which

gives a very neat arrangomont, loaving the deck and sides of tho boat froo

and unoncumborod ; aud tho pressing pulleys boing worked l>y woights

instoad of spring!, allow of using a rope in which tho joints aro modo with

shackles instead of splicing.

In Figs. 1.") and 16, is shown a canal tug worked by a portable engine

of tho smallest class used for tho purposo j tho ongiuo is placod on an

nary canal boat, and on arriving at tho ond of its journey can bo taken off

nnd placod on another rotnrning boat. Usually tho Bizo of canal barges in

so great that iu passing locks ond bridges nothing whatovor can bo ullowod

to project beyond the side of the vessel. Frequently also the bridges are so

low that when the barge is empty very little space above deck is left for

any parts of the machinery projecting in that direction. Also in regard to

length, the locks do not allow any additional room ; and to avoid diminish-

ing the freight, as little space as possible should be taken from the hold of

the barge. These conditions render tho construction of suitable machinery
for the ordinary canal service by no means an easy matter.

The portable engine aow described, which is shown to a larger scale in

Figs. 17 to 20, has a small tubular boiler, fired from the side of the firebox

and provided with a steam dome through which the chimney passes. A
single-cylinder engine of tho ordinary portable-engine typo, is fixed under-

neath the barre of the 'boiler ; and the crank shaft A drives by a friction

clutch C and a pair bovil wheels a vertical shaft Q gearing with a horizon-

tal clip drum H of 4ft. diameter, which is carried on a centre stud bolted

on the top of the boiler.

The double-grooved guide-pulloy K is controd upon a movoablo platform

B, which turns round the centre stud of the clip drum and works on a

slotted circular arc D fixed upon tho top of the boilor, as shown in tho plan

Fig. 18. This radial platform also carries tho two rope guards, consisting

of cast-iron troughs lined with wood ; and also the two pressing pulleys

L L, which are worked simultaneously by a handwheel E acting on a

screwed rod and spiral spring. Tho two small vortical leading pulleys M
guiding the rope R into the grooves of tho double-grooved pulley K are

carried upon two radial arms turning on the centre stud of the double-

grooved pulley. The entire engine is suspondod
#
botween two beams F

placed across tho deck of the tug near the bow, so that the boiler stands

across the boat, and the double-grooved guide-pulley K in its working

position projects 1ft. or more over tho side of the vessel. VThonovor the

tug approaches a lock, a pin which fixos tho radial platform B in its ordi-

nary position is withdrawn, and the strain of the rope itself then pulls the

platform round, as shown dotted in Fig. 18, drawing in tho projecting por-

tions of the apparatus within tho edge of the deck, so that the tug can pass

through tho lock without any obstruction. After passing through, the

engine is reversed for a few strokes, causing tho radial platform B to bo

drawn out again by the rope into its original projecting position, in which

it is then secured by the fixing pin.

The weight of the whole apparatus, which is capable of towing at

2J miles an hour two barges of 200 tons burdou oach, does not exceod

2£ tons ; and its length and breadth are respectively 10ft. and 4Jft., tho

extreme height above deck being only 2Jft. and the depth bolow deck

3Jft.

The wire ropes employed on the several lines now in operation vary in

diameter and material according to the circumstances lor which they are

intended. The smallest ropes iu use are those on the Canal de la Cainpine

and the Canal dc Charloroi, which are Jin. diameter nnd made of charcoal

iron wire; and the largest are those for the experiments now in progress

on tho Rhine, which are l'i'in. diameter. On othor lines ropes nro used of

i, I, and lin. diameter, some of them galvauised. The majority aro Bimply

charcoal iron wire ropes, but some are constructed partly of steel wire, and

the rope used in tho tunnel on tho Canal de Charleroi is entirely of steel.

On ordinary canals, for barges of from 100 to 250 tons burden, and

with the average numbor of locks which do not allow of trains being

worked containing more than 2 or 3 bargee, wire ropes Sin. diameter of

charcoal iron are found to be quile sufficient, generally without galvanising.

I'll.' breaking strain of such a rope is about Ci tons, nnd in weight 21bs.

per yard or 32 cwts. per mile; and tho COil is fiom £ is t> t;.',:l per mile.

When the traffic i- an ut.u.mitlv h.avy , the employment "I itMl wire

ropea is preferable. The breaking strain of a rope •' tho same diameter to

thai donbled, and the cost nearly nj but the additional outlay i- fully

compensate, | by the ilici-ca-cd amount of wurli that the -!. el i.pe will

stand. The galvanising of the wires in in this OBM fcond I > he entirely

nnneoeuuy, tho experience of two king having ruffldratiy

demonstrated that the ropai nrebnl little aflbotod bj oxidation, »- they

nro constantly immersed several lee' uud. i wnlor, and nevw exposed to the

air long] enough to h On larKor canals and •*
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maritime canals, in cases where the speed is not considerable, but where
large ships or long trains of vessels have to be towed, the wire-ropes should

be J to fin. diameter. An iron wire rope Jin. diameter weighs 2£lbs. per

yard or 2 tons per mile, and the cost per ton is slightly less than that of

a fin. rope, so that the cost per mile amounts to £60. The breaking strain

of the Jin. rope is 8J tons, and of the fin. rope 12£ tons. Steel ropes of

smaller diameter in proportion to their increased breaking strain may be

used with great advantage. For ropes laid in salt or brakish water it is

indispensable that that the wires should be protected from oxidation

either by galvanising or by a covering of tar and beeswax. The latter pro-

tection has the advantage of being easily renewed at any time without

having to take the rope out of the canal ; and it also obviates the injutious

action that occurs of the zinc upon the iron when oxidation has once

started in a galvanised wire rope.

On rivers, in consequence of the currents varying with the locality and
the season, stronger ropes are required, of not less than lin. diameter,

having a breaking strain of 15 tons and weighing from 4£ to 51bs. per

yard or 3J tons per mile, their cost being about £95 per mile. Where the

required diameter of an iron wire-rope would exceed li or lf-in., it is ad-

vantageous to substitute a steel rope of equal strength, the cost of which
will not much exceed, if at all, that of the iron wire rope. On lines of

iron \\ire rope it will also be of great advantage to lay lengths of steel

wire rope of the same diameter in the more difficult parts of the river, as

in locks or in strong currents or very sharp bends, or where the bed of the

river is particularly rocky, in order thereby to preserve a uniform degree of

security throughout the whole length of the line of rope.

The laying of the wire ropes is a simple and inexpensive operation.

They are generally supplied in lengths of a single mile each, coiled in the

ordinary manner; the coil is placed on a vertical wooden windlass on the

boat, and the rope is payed out over the stern, the boat being towed either

up stream by horses, or better downstream by a small steam tug. A
simple break is provided for tightening the rope as required during the

paying out, the general practice being to lay it pretty tight along the

straight portions of the line, and pay it out more slack in the bends. When
the length of one mile has been payed out in this way, its end is spliced

to the next coil ; and five or six miles can be laid in a day without the

slightest difficulty.

In the application of the power in the system of wire-rope navigation,

the requisite hold upon the rope for the purpose of towing is obtained by

means of the clip drum. As this ingenious contrivance, the invention of

which is due to Mr. R. Burton, of Leeds, offers the only practical means
at present known of taking hold of an endless rope with absolute

security, its application has now become very general for steam plough-

ing, mining operations, and other purposes where large amounts of power
have to be transmitted through considerable distances. Its application

now described for the purpose of towing in navigation is the first instance

in which the rope remains stationary while the clip drum travels along it.

As the effect produced by the series of clips gripping the rope round the

circumference of the drum is simply equivalent to increasing the friction

of the same rope round the circumference of a plain drum, a similar ex-

pression in each case gives the ratio between the strains on the leading

rope and the tail rope, which increases with the extent of the arc of circum-

ference or the number of clips that the rope passes over the drum. In

order therefore to obtain any given amount of pull upon the leading rope,

it is necessary that a proportionate degree of tension upon the tail rope

should be constantly maintained ; and as the tail rope in towing passes off

8lackfrom the drum, occasionally without any tension upon it, the required

effect of tension upon the tail rope has in this case to be obtained by some
other means ; and this object is accordingly accomplished by the adoption

of a pressing pulley, which acts in a direction radial to the drum, and is

applied at the point where the tail rope leaves the drum, pressing the rope
by a spring or weight into the grip of the last pair of clips on the drum,
as shown at L L in Figs. 4, 13, and 18. The clip drum is thus the only
contrivance at present in use by which a smooth rope can be firmly laid

hold of, while leaving the tail rope completely slack, and at the same time
without occasioning any injury to the shape or material of the rope by any
excessive compression in grasping it; and the clip drum is therefore the
principal mechanical feature in wire rope towing, without which the system
would be impracticable.

The position of the clip drum, and of the guide pulleys guiding the rope
on and off it, is either horizontal or vertical. In the horizonal arrangement
with double-grooved guide-pulley, the leading rope generally lies in the
upper grove of the guide-pulley, and the tail rope in the lower groove.
In the vertical arrangement, the extent of circumference round which the
rope passes on the clip drum is sometimes increased in the case of small
engines to three quarters of a revolution, or nearly a whole turn round
the drum, by employing only a single guide-pulley placed just below the
drum ; the leading rope then enters on the bottom ot the drum nearly
horizontally, and the tail rope passes off it over the guide-pulley at nearly
the same place.

In the passage of the rope round the guide-pulleys, and especially in

running between these and the clip drum, it has to be carefully guarded
from jumping out of the grooves or getting entangled if at all slack. It
has been found by experience that most careful attention has to be paid to

this point; and the rope guards employed for the purpose consist of cast-

iron troughs lined with wood, as shown in Figs. 4 and 13. The rope is in

all cases led along the side of the tug, instead of over the deck in the

centre line of the vessel, this arrangement being adopted on account of the

great facility which it affords for getting rid of the slack rope behind
the machinery. Where a very gre&t towing power is required, it would
no doubt be advisable for the rope to be central ; and the greater stiffness

of the larger rope then employed would of itself do away with the incon-

venience which would occur on smaller tugs from the occasional slack of the

tail rope. The leading pulley over which the rope passes at either end of

the tug is about half the diameter of the guide-pulleys guiding the rope

on the clip drum, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8 ; and the universal

joint by which it is suspended is made simply by two wrought-iron rings,

allowing the pulley to swing according to the direction which the rope

assumes, and thus effectually preventing the rope from jumping out of the

groove. Generally the front rope alone passes over the leading pulley,

while the tail rope is allowed to fall direct into the water on leaving the

guide pulley of the clip dium, although in so doing it occasionally rubs

against the side of the tug.

The most important advantage attending the system of wire-rope navi-

gation consists in the fact that nearly the whole of the power applied

for the propulsion of the boat is here utilised. The trifling

amount of loss may be illustrated by the case of the tug already

described working on the river Meuse. In this instance the average-

depth of water is 12 feet, the weight of the rope 1*3 lbs. per foot, and
the pull exerted at the clip drum Hto 2 tons, or say 4000 lbs. The length

of rope lifted off the ground ahead of the tug is therefore 270 feet; and
its inclination at the leading pulley is such that the useful draft is reduced

to 3984 lbs., being a reduction of only 16 lbs. on the original draft of

4000 lbs., or a loss of power of ouly -4 per cent. The mere lifting of the

rope from the bed of the river does not occasion a loss of power, because

the rope falls again to the same level behind the tug, so that one move-

ment counterbalances the other, excepting only to the extent of the ad-

hesion of the rope in the river bed. The vertical pressure upon the lead-

ing pulley by the weight of the unsupported length of 270 feet of rope

amounts to 352 lbs., which increases the immersion of the tug to the extent

of only l-6th inch, so that the effect upon the motion of the tug is

altogether inappreciable. The friction of the clip drum and pulleys, and

the beuding of the rope round them, can occasion only a very trifling

loss of power, as there are only three bends altogether, and the pulleys

and drum are all made of large diameter and move at a slow speed. Also
! JJae-tendency of the tug to assume a slanting position in plan, in conse-

quence of the draft being at one side instead of in the centre line of the

boat, has only a nominal effect; for if the tug has a number of barges in

tow, a slight inclination of the rudder keeps the tug perfectly straight.

The only remaining loss of power is that which occurs in passing round

the bends in the river or canal, where a displacement of the rope is occa-

sioned by the passage of the tug ; hut when all these sources of loss of

power are added together, there is no probability of the total loss amount-

ing under any ordinary circumstances to more than 3 or 4 per cent, of the

power applied to the clip drum, or say 6 or 7 per cent, of the power given

out by the engine.

In working against a strong current or at a high speed, the useful effect

obtained with the wire-rope system is slightly increased, owing to the rope

in front of the tug being stretched into a more nearly horizontal position,

so that the pull becomes still more direct ; aod, thus whilst the effect of

paddle wheels or screw propellers is diminished in working against a cur-

rent, the wire-rope tug works better, the greater the difficulties it has to

overcome. The perfectly smooth and noiseless working of the rope round

the clip drum and guide pulleys admits of almost any speed being attained

that is compatible with the nature of the river or canal and the power

available; and in this respect the wire rope has an advantage over a

chain, which cannot be worked beyond a certain limit of speed, on account

of the serious vibration and shocks produced in its passage over drums

and pulleys.

The passage of the tugs through the locks is accomplished without any

interruption in the continuous line of the rope. The mode of effecting this

is shown in Figs. 21 to 23, which represent one of the locks on the river

Meuse. At the bottom of the gates a small aperture is made for the

passage of the rope through the joint of the gates when closed, by cutting

a small piece out of each gate ; and when the gates are open, the rope is

perfectly free to be lifted and sunk again by the tug, which works its ^yay

in and out of the lock exactly as in the open river. The gates in closing

sweep the rope hack again towards the centre line of the lock, so that no

attention whatever is required for replacing it in the centre.

Where the construction of the lock gates is such as to entail any risk of
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the rope jetting jammed underneath the bottom of the gate in closing, a

couple of curved angle-irons bent to the circle described by the gates are

fixed on the bottom of the lock, standing up a few inches above the sill,

as shown at A A in Figs. 24 and 25 ; and each gate is provided at its

bottom corner with a vertical iron bolt or finger B, which in closing sweeps

along the flange of the angle iron, reaching an inch or two below its

upper edge. By this means the rope, which always lies somewhere over

the angle-iron, is swept towards the middle of the lock into the exact

position of the opening, though which it passes in the closed gates.

One of the most important practical questions with regard to the work-

ing of the wire-rope system was whether the tugs would steer readily under
all circumstances, but especially in sharp bends, where it was expected

that a gradual if not a sudden shifting of the rope towards the inner side

of the curve would inevitably be occasioned. On long straight lines the

question was quickly settled most satisfactorily, as the great distance ahead
at which the rope is lifted from the ground, and the slackness of the tail

rope, allow the tug perfect liberty to move at an angle of more than 45° to

the rope, within reasonable limits as to the extent of the lateral movement.
The steering in curves is illustrated in the annexed diagrams, Figs. 26 to

29. On approaching a bend, as in Fig. 26, it is observed that at a con-

siderable distance before enteiing the bend the engine suddenly makes
several quick revolutions, as though running empty, in consequence of the

rope at that moment being drawn out of the centre of the river towards

the inner side of the curve. The slack thus gained being payed out be-

hind the tug, as in Fig. 27, is temporarily deposited in the river bed at a

place probably several hundred feet before the commencement of the bend.

On entering the bend the tug is steered so as to keep oft' the inner bank ;

and the steering force acting at right angles to the rope, as in Fig. 28, pro-

duces a tension on the tail rope as well as the front rope, much greater in

amount tlian that by which the rope was originally shifted. The Black

previously deposited behind the tug is thus drawn forwards again into the

bend of the river, the tug following the centre line of the river and laying

the rope back again into its original central position, as in Fig 29, So
completely is this effected that after a year's service on the river Mcuse the

rope is found in all the principal bends of the river to lie on the very out-

side of the navigable channel ; and this result suggests a mode of restoring

an even degree of tightnt H to the rope in places where on long straight

lines it may liave become stretched too tight, the original amount of tlacV

being restored to the rope ut those places by the simple i rncdient of steer-

ing the tug out of its straight course, making it travel in a zig-zag line

between the two baukf:

With regard to th< of lugs working in contrary directions on
a tingle rope, although the throwing overboard of the rope for this purpose

by either of the tngi It greatly facilitated- by the vertical arrangement of
the clip drum, i to 11, yet on lines where there ii

orach trafflo the inconvenience and lost of time which cannot be entirely

avoided in this operation render II advisable • i« Ikt to adopt tome system
of management whereby tngi shall not osnslly have to cross each other,

or else to lay t i the np traffic and the other for the down
i

and even n small amount of traffic is Sufficient to repay tlie txtra outlay

for a tea nd rope, should the two ropes happen anywhere to overlie each

other, and thonld the passing bo working along the under one,

the smooth mrfacfl oi the ro\ es offering no projection! allows the top rope

to slip fn-ely off the under one, thus obviating the onlj that

could be oi ol ol a (1 tuble line of rope. Ah an
additional precanti d irk is fixed on the tog in front ol the

leading pulley, to gnard again t risk of accident in any extreme case. If

only a single rope be employed, the crossing of tngi may be avoided either

by letting the two tugs exchange their tiains of barges at the place where
tboy meet, aa< l> tug tin n returning tlie way it came -, or i las by working
each tog between two particular stations only; the latter plan ho.

requires a very regular traffic, and cannot therefore be generally recom-
mended.

With regard to the wear and tear of the wire ropes and their probable
duration, the experience of two years' working has shown that they are

not exposed to injury by oxidation, the water itself forming a secure pro-
tection to them in this respect. It is only in very shallow places, where
also there is a very rapid current causing a little air to get mixed with the
water and carried down to the bottom, that any spots of rust are found
upon the ropes ; but they are so slight in extent that even in these places

the ropes may be expected to last thirty years without suffering any serious

deterioration.

The effect of the mechanical action produced upon the wire ropes by
bending and friction on the pulleys may be judged of from the facts ob-
tained in other applications, were there is the experience of longer periods

of working. In steam ploughing, for instance, a steel wire rope is bent

some 40,000 times over a clip drum before requiring renewal ; and in this

case it is at the same time constantly running over small carrying pulleys

and also rubbing along the ground. Similarly ropes in mines and on in-

clined planes arc exposed not only to bending and friction over the machi-
nery itself, but also to rubbing against surrounding ol jects in consequence
of the ropes themselves being in motion. In towing however, the rope itself

lies entirely at rest, and is only in use at the moment of the tug passing,

at which time it is lifted from the bottom by the leading pulley of the tug
and bent round three pulleys of large diameter. From these considerations,

combined with the present condition of the ropes &lready in use for tow-
ing, there is reason for anticipating that good wire ropes made of char-

coal iron not galvanised, working under the circumstances of any ordinary

river or canal navigation, may be relied upon to last for at hast ten years

;

so that the first cost of the rope and its subsequent deterioration become
comparatively unimportant. In maritime canals, it is indispensable that

the wire-ropes should be protected by galvanising, or by some other less

injurious mode of preserving them. In a rapid river having a bed of small

loose stones, as in the case of the Rbine, only ropes of hard steel and com-
posed of wires of considerable diameter should be employed.

Any risk of the rope becoming silted up in the river bed could only be

occasioned by heavy floods alter a long severe winter; and where a river

is locked up for several months during the winter, the rope should be

drawn on shore for the time, and put in place again when the navigation

is reopened. Accidental obstructions occasionally met with in the river

beds arise from lost anchors, sunk trees, or large loose pieces of stone,

getting caught and brought up by the rope. This frequently happens on

first starting a new line ; but after a month or two the channel becomes

cleared by the rope itself, and accidents from this cause are exceedingly

rare, and have never resulted in any serious breakage, although on the

river Mease the rope has brought up a dozen anchors, and on one occasion

an entire cart.

Xo fractures of any of the ropes have occurred up to the present time
;

and the pull upon the rope so long as it is not exposed to sudden jerks may
with perfect safety be carried up to one-third or even half of its breaking

strain. Any bad places in the rope aft'ect single wires only, so that in the

same section there are still a number of good wires strong enough to Btand

tho ordinary pull. In the event of a break the splicing of the rope would

he the work of an hour only, and the splice if properly made is actually

stronger than the other parts of the rope, the central hemp core being re-

placed at tha splice by a strand of iron wire. When tho pressing pulleys

of the dip drum on the tug are held up by weights instead of by springs,

the rope may be provided with ordinary steel shackles, and laid in lengths

of Only a quarter or half a mile each, which will in many cases pro\

be an advantage fully compensating for the slight additional outlay required

tor the purpose.

On the line of wire rope in tho river Meuse, extending over the 12 miles

distance between Namur ami Liege, there are eleven locks regulating the

depth of water and the <urn nt.- in the river; and the depth now sdmits

any boat* drawing less than yra. of water, np to 800 bo t"" 1 t ns burden.

The velocity of current averages only 2 to :t miles an bont In luromer.but

in w inter and spring it amounts sometimes to 1: 10 wild in tho

mora difficult parte of the line, The river bed is very uneven,

of water varying from 8 to 25ft., and the bottom con I tvel,

and, and rocks, in different placet j and in tha upper part of tha i

there are some very >h.irp lends in I in DM i« li".

diameter, mado of iron wire and the greater pari galvanised; ife breaking

rtr«ln It l I
• -'. includ

down in the river, £88 per mile Of tUgl in 01 : ' *

to 2u nominal Imr-o power, which generally work »t al - au hour

against the currei • miles ITi I

'I ho maximum work done bj the It hOTSt-DOWl

river consisted in lowing 18" I

cargo oi 1,000 tons i and in mother Instance thaaai

f freight in 10 boats. Both tri]

.1 roilin and hour Including tto|
|

o average
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work of the tug is the towing of 700 to 900 tons in 8 to 12 boats of
different sizes. Owing to the unavoidable delays at the locks the mileage
per day is at present small, averaging only 20 to 22 miles in 10 hours ; but
in consequence of the successful working of the line it has been decided to

increase the length of the locks, so that the whole train of barges may be
worked through with only one opening of the lock-gates. As soon as this

is done, the mileage will easily be raised to 30 or 40 miles per day.

The average consumption of coal by the 14 horse-power tug amounts to

i ton per day, or about i cwt. per mile, when working a full train to 8 to

10 boats ; and the working expenses have averaged during the year about £22
per month. No accidents whatever have occurred, and the service has
been maintained throughout the past winter, even during the time when in

consequence of the high water tbe ordinary navigation was entirely stopped,

and the passenger steamers between Liege and Seraing had to cease running.
The three new tugs on this line are provided with screws for working down
the river without using the rope, as there is very little work to be done in

coming down stream. The adoption of the wire-rope navigation has
already considerably augmented the traffic on the river, and will no doubt
prove still further advantageous when extended to Antwerp in one direction

and towards France in the other.

Another important practical illustration of the system is afforded by the

case of the level on the Canal de Charleroi. This level is 6f miles long, in-

oluding a tunnel of 1,400 yards or more than £ mile length ; and the

section of water in the tunnel being only a few inches larger than that

of the loaded canal boats, the horses previously employed were 2£ hours
in towing the boats through. At the present time one of the wire-rope

tags of 8 horse-power and another of 10 horse-power are employed, each
ef which takes a train of from 8 to 10 boats, each of 70 tons burden,
through the tunnel in 50 minutes. On the rest of the canal as many as 20 boats

are towed in a single train, notwithstanding the narrow and very crooked
nature of the channel. Some of the bends have a radius of not more than
150 yards, and notwithstanding the slow speed that is rendered necessary

by the small section of the canal and the bad state of the banks, the tugs

steer round the bends with trains of boats in tow having an aggregate
displacement fifty times as great as that of the tug itself. The tugs

now in use take the place of thirty horses and thirty drivers, and do the
work of fifty.

In America the experiments made in wire-rope towing have had reference

exclusively to ordinary canal navigation. On most of the Pennsylvania
and New York canals, which form by far the most important high roads

for the inland traffic of those states, the average digtauce between the locks

is only one mile, and their capacity does not allow of the passage of more
than one boat at a time. Under these circumstances the employment of a
separate tug or the formation of a train of more than two boats is quite

out of the question; and therefore either an engine must be fixed in each
separate canal boat, or else portable engines must be used, which at the end
of each trip can be shifted on board returning boats, so as to avoid the
machinery having to stand idle during the time that the boats are loading
and unloading. A 4 horse-power portable engine, similar to that already
described, has been working on the Hudson and Delaware Canal at Horns-
dale, where the channel is very narrow and crooked, and has towed two
ordinary canal boats, freighted with 130 tons of coal each, at the rate of

2k miles an hour, roundiDg tbe very sharp bends with perfect ease. This
speed is double that attained at present by horse towing; and on the wider
and straighter Erie Canal the same engine has towed two 200 ton loaded
boats at the speed of 2J miles an hour, with a consumption of 401bs. of

coal per hour. The total space occupied ty the engine, exclusive of

the boiler, is 8ft. length by 4ft. width and 4ft. height, and its weight
is altogether 2£ tons; it has a single cylinder 5in. diameter by 10in.

stroke.

The cost of towing by means of the wire rope and clip drum has been
found from the experience of working on the lines at present in existence

to amount to not more than 0-05d. ( i th of a penny) per ton per mile, in-

cluding the whole of the working expenses and management, interest, and
redemption of capital. This result is not only another illustration of the
great advantage which inland navigation possesses over any other mode of
carrying a heavy traffic, where speed is not required ; but it also proves
the important commercial value of this particular mode of towing as com-
pared with any other methods hitherto in general use. For the average
cost of towing by animal power on four English canals—namely, the Glou-
cester and Berkeley, the Monkland, the Forth and Clyde, and the river

Lee—amounts to -35d. per ton per mile ; and on seven French canals the
average is

-

27d. With paddle tugs employed on the Thames the cost of
towing was -48d., whilst the average cost of towing by the same means
on six rivers in France is as high as

-80d. per ton per mile. The employ-
ment of screw tugs on three English canals—namely, the Gloucester and
Berkeley, the Aire and Calder, and the Regent's canal—resulted in an
average cost of 0'27d. ; whilst towing by boats carrying their own machi-
nery cost on seven English canals O^Od. per ton per mile.

The charge made for the wire-rope towing on the Meuse during the

regular season is OTOd. per ton per mile for the up traffic, and -07d. for

the down traffic. In winter, owing to the increased currents, it is raised

according to the state of the water, the maximum charge being not more
than -39d., or about the average cost of towing on level canals by other
means of traction.

In conclusion it may be remarked that, while railways have undergone
so wonderful a development during the past thirty-years, the quieter but
often more important mode of transporting heavy goods by inland naviga-
tion has remained comparatively neglected. It is .true that the natural

features of this country are not very favourable for inland navigation, al-

though there is in the United Kiugdom a total length of 2,000 miles of

navigable watercourse*. But on the Continent, in the Colonies, and
especially in India, there is a vast amount of traffic for which no better

highways will be found than those already traced by nature in the rivers

and streams penetrating the interior of the country.

The system of wire-rope towing that has now been described places in-

land navigation in a similar relative position to that in which the road
traffic was placed by the introduction of the railway and tbe locomotive.

By means of the clip drum the tug obtains a hold upon the flexible rope
laid in the watercourse, precisely in the same manner as the driving wheel
of the locomotive takes hold of the rigid rail upon which it runs ; and the
great advantages of steam power may therefore be similarly brought to

bear on the movement of vessels in water, leaving to railways all their

superiority in regard to speed, but restoring to rivers and canals their

advantage in reduction of traction.

MANCHESTER STEAM USERS' ASSOCIATION.

CHIEF ENGINEER'S MONTHLY REPORT.

The last ordinary monthly meeting of the Executive Committee of this Asso-
ciation was held at the Offices, 41, Corporation-street, Manchestei, on Tuesday,
February 1st, 1870, Sir William Fairbairn, Bart., C.E., F.R.S., L.L.D., &c,
President, in the chair, when Mr. L. E. Fletcher, Chief Engineer, presented his

report, of which the following is an abstract :

—

During the month of December 298 visits of inspection were made, and 679
boilers examined, 492 externally, 12 internally, 3 in the flues, and 172 entirely,

while in addition 7 boilers were tested by hydraulic pressure. One of these

hydraulic tests was an ordinary one, simply to ascertain the sufficiency of a
boiler already, in work, while in the other six cases, the boilers were new ones,

and were tested by hydraulic pressure, as well as specially examined both as

regards their construction and complement of fittings, before leaving the maker's
yard. In these boilers 100 defects were discovered, 6 of them being dangerous.
Furnaces out of shape, 3; fractures, 14,—1 dangerous; blistered plates, 11;
internal corrosion, 19 ; external ditto, 17,—2 dangerous ; internal grooving, 13 ;

external ditto, 1,—dangerous ; feed apparatus out of order, 2 ; water gauges
ditto, 5,—1 dangerous ; blow-out apparatus ditto, 3 ; safety-valves ditto, 2,

—

1 dangerous ; pressure gauges ditto, 1 ; boilers without feed back pressure
valves, 8 ; cases of deficiency of water, 1.

Explosions Pbevented by Timely Iijspbction.

The mere inspection of a table stating that so many boilers have been ex-

amined, some of them " Externally " and others " Entirely," and also stating

that so many defects have been met with, some from external corrosion, others

from internal corrosion, Ac, &c, awakens but little interest and gives but a
faint idea of the value of the examinations, and the amount of human
suffering and loss of property prevented. The two following cases, however,
if given more in detail, may aid the realisation of this, and show the worth
of timely inspection;

On examining two boilers of the ordinary Lancashire type, 7ft. in diameter,

recently enrolled with this Association, it was found ^that they had only one
safety-valve between them, this valve being placed upon the main steam pipe,

and beyond the steam stop valves. This, it must be clear, is a most dangerous
arrangement, as closing the stop valves would leave the boilers without any
safety-valve at all, while it was quite possible this might occur to either one or

both of the boilers through inadvertence. For instance, if one of the boilers

were laid off for cleaning while the other was working, the stop valve on the

idle boiler would have to be shut, in consequence of which, when the steam was
being got up again, the idle boiler would be without any safety-valve at all.

Under these circumstances the pressure gauge would be the only guide as to

when the stop valve should be opened, and if this opening were deferred a little

too long, with a brisk fire burning at the time, the results are not difficult to

anticipate, to which it may be added that there was but one pressure gauge to

the two boilers, while this was found to be taken off at the inspector's visit.

On examining the condition of the boilers, it was found that the plates on the

top, which had been covered with flagging, were most seriously corroded , an
eighth of an inch having been eaten away in some places, and three-sixteenths

of an inch in others, while in one spot, the depth of the corrosion was as much
as five-sixteenths, so that only one-sixteenth of an inch remained, and our in-

spector knocked a hole through. Added to this the boilers were found to be
seriously attacked internally by corrosion. The rivet heads were considerably

wasted, and several gone altogether, while a good deal of the overlaps was eaten

away. The dangerous state of the top of the boilers had not been known till

the flagging was lifted: but after examination, it was clear that the boilers were
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altogether too far gone to be repaired, and on a faithful report being made to

the owners, they at once adopted the wisest course, not ot patching the old

boilers, but of laying down new ones, and these have within the last few days
been set to work. In doing this the owners took advantage of the experience

accumulated by the Association with regard to the construction, equipment,
and setting of those boilers under its inspection found to give the best results,

and they appear well satisfied with the course adopted.

With such an arrangement of safety-valve, it is a perfect miracle how the
boilers escaped explosion, and as this case was met with within two or three
miles from the Manchester Exchange, it shows that even in this manufacturing
centre independent boiler inspection is highly necessary.

In the second case that may be referred to, a new member, residing about
300 miles from Manchester, recently enrolled a couple of Cornish boilers 5ft.

6in. in diameter. On the Association's Inspector examining these boilers for the
first time, he found them both to be corroded externally all the way along the
bottom where resting on the midfeather wall, which was 10 inches wide, the
plates at one part being so wasted that a thickness of not more than one-six-
teenth of an inch remained. The weakness in Miis case was apparent inside
the boiler, and the Inspector, on sounding the plates sent his hammer through
them. The owners at once had the boilers taken out, turned bottom upwards,
and thoroughly repaired, though it would have been better policy to have laid
down new ones instead. Two new boilers, however, could not be had at a mo-
ment's notice in the locality in question. Stopping the boilers involved stop-
ping the works, the inconveniences and loss of which conld have been saved by
earlier inspection.

Explosions.

Seven explosions occurred during the month of December, by which fifteen
persons were killed and four others injured. Not one of these explosions arose
from boilers under the charge of this Association. The most important, viz.,

No. 49, is reported on below in detail. The others do not call for special notice,
but particulars are given in a more abridged form in the tabular synopsis of the
f team boiler explosions which occurred during the year 1869, which accompanies
this report.

In addition to the above, a kitohen boiler exploded, killing one person and
injuring another, and as these explosions recur so frequently at this season of
the year when the weather is frosty, and often with fatal results, they are worthy
of attention. I had quite hoped to have reported on this explosion, as well as
on another of a similar character which happened a few months since, but the
length to which I find this report just as it is going to press has attained,
compels me to defer this till another opportunity. It may also be mentioned
that a tar boiler explosion occurred during the month of December, killing one
man and injuring another, while a similar one happened a few months before,
killing four men and injuring one other. The explosion of tar boilers, there-
fore, is a matter of importance. I have obtained full particulars, but must
defer further reference to these explosions, as well as those of the kitchen boilers,
to a future occasion. The following is a tabular statement of explosions which
occurred during the month under consideration :

—

Tahii.au Statembkt op Explosions,

From November 27th, 1809, to December 31st, 1809, inclusive.

•nber
lor 1699.

Date. General Description of Boiler.
' Persons

Killed.

Persons
Injured.

Total.

48

49

60

Dae.

Dec.

Ii,-,-.

Dec.

Dee.

lire.

Dm

l

3

6

11

14

29

Vertical Marine,
Internally tied

Vertical 'Furnace' Iron-
works Externally Bred ...

Single-flue, or Corni-li,

Internally-fired

3

8

2

2

1

o

1

3

9

q
61 Locomotive,

Internally fired o

52 Single-flue, or Cornish,
Internally tired

2

63 Single-flue, or Cornifb,
Internally tired

M 1 1 m:( , lisaina 1. Y .-ended
Externally tired ....

A 13 4 19

n U explosion iraaofa m< n- character, and suggests some im.
with resatfi to the general responsibilities of boiler

owners. This explosion occurred at about eleven o'clock OH '!•< morning of
Friday, December 3rd, at an iron works, and resulted in the death of , i l,t

persons, as well as in injury to one other.

The boiler was of the externally. fired vertical " furnace" class, and hi ated by
the flames passing ofT from three puddlii.g fires, the Same* impin
Brat Instance on tbe bottom of the outer dial], and then ascending round
about mid height, when they passed through openings in tbi
descending flue, and thence to the chimney. The size of this boiler ira

siderable, at least so far as its diameter was concerned, the diameter of the
shell being as much as 10ft. by 18ft. 6in. in height, and that of the central descend-
ing flue tube being 4ft. 2iu. by 10ft., while the original thickness of metal appears
to have been from three-eighths to seven- sixteenths of an inch, and the blow-
mg-off pressure about 30lb. on the square inch.
The boiler gave way both in the central descending flue and in the external

shell, the flue collapsing and the shell rending, in consequence of which, the
whole was ultimately torn into some ten or eleven pieces, all of which were
thrown to considerable distances, one as much as 75 yards, another 130, a third
150, and a fourth 200. These fragments, however, were not scattered in opposite
directions as is so frequently the case, but were all thrown to one side only of
their original position, while the boiler appears to have risen almost vertically
from its seat like a rocket. This leads to the conclusion that the boiler failed
in the furnace tube in the first instance, and that it was theu shot upwards by
the unbalanced pressure consequent on the issuing torrents of steam and water,
the collapse of the tube starting the reuts iu the outer shell.
With regard to the cause of the collapse of the central descending flue tube

from which the other rents sprung, it was found on examination after the ex-
plosion that the boiler had been seriously weakened by internal corrosion. The
greater portion of some of the angle irons had been wasted away, and some of
the rivet heads eaten off altogether, while the plating in the descending flue was
reduced in places to a thickness of three-sixteenths of an inch, when it gave
way under the ordinary working pressure of steam, simply from loss of material.
This corrosion, however, was not confined to the central flue tube, but had at-
tacked the external casing as well, reducing some of the plates to the thickness
of about a quarter of an inch. Added to this, the boiler had to withstand the
trying influence of external firing, and during the sixteen months it had been in
use at the ironworks at which it exploded, it bad been repaired some four or rive
times, iu consequence of leakage, caused by the impingement of the flames from
the puddling furnaces, a defect to which these boilers are always subject, which
makes them extremely unreliable and daugerous. Thus the boiler was wea-
kened both inside and ouside, so that this explosion was clearly due simply to
the condition of the boiler, which was so defective as to render it totally unfit
for work.
The defects in this boiler were so glaring that they could not have escaped

attention had the boiler been examined by a competent inspector.
This explosion underwent a very lengthened investigation by the coroner and

his jury,«and some points brought out in the evidence are worthy of notice. It
appears that the boiler was purchased second hand about sixteen months before
the explosion, having been repaired as well as worked elsewhere. On its repur-
chase it was again repaired, but it did not work long before it had to be patched
again, and this patching seems to have been repeated some five or six times
during the sixteen months the boiler was in use at the iron works at which it

exploded. These constant repairs were rendered necessary by the mode in which
it was heated, the impingement of the flames passing oft' from the iron furnac, i
springing the seams and making them leak, when the rivets had to be renew 1

and the plates rccaulked. The engine-driver, who was in the habit of cleaning
out the boiler, stated that " he never anticipated any danger, and always thought
the boiler safe." A second engine-driver, who appears to have had charge of
the boiler conjointly with the previous one, said " it was a safe and proper boiler
to work so far as he could tell by looking at it when he cleaned it out, and he
could gVra DO reason for the explosion. It was true that the boiler was an old
one, but he had seen new boilers explode." The master boilcrniaker who was
entreated with the repairs of the boiler when first purchased and whose firm
had carried out the repairs since then, did not attribute the explosion to the de-
fective condition of the boiler, but thought there must hnvo been extreme pr» -

Thus no satisfactory information was obtained as long as thcinquin WMOOIli
to interested persons; but fortunately othor evidence of an independent I I

competent, character was given. A scientific witness, experienced in boiler
inspection pointed out clearly that the explosion was simply due to the defect r.r
condition ot the boiler, which could not but have been detected oaoompt
examination, uhile this view was corroborated by anothei •

The uny gave' the matter a great deal of careful oonaideration, and from the
published reports the verdict appears to have been to the folli —
"Accidental death I nun tho explosion of an old and inueh worn
the jury expressing their regret that more complete and competent axsaninatj
had not been made, as tliey emuMer, ,1 that the h,,ile, *aj too WOTD fa til, ».-r»
ii had to do, ami that proper examination would b
same time they did not consider that the owners W«TC aware of thl
condition of the boiler, «lnlc they constantly exposed thamsalvas t-, the da
arising from it. Had it appeared, however, in evidence thai DOtii had been giv< ;i

of the dangerous stats oi the boiler, they should have Mi ,t their dntv to hare
Bl in a criminal verdict. The jury concluded b] SljrSJSSllH the ho|>e that

such boilers would ihortly be under Qovernmenl inspection.
Tins verdict gives much more practical information with regard to tha oraajs

of the explosion than is tho case with tho majority of verdicts, and. to far,
great improvement upon them, while the jury evidently bestowed upon tbo
matter a good deal ol i n ind attention. While, however, the clear statement
given at the oommeni , mi nl , >t ths verdii t with regard t

illusion is i. ii, nl it,. i to prove s serviceable warn i fc-ht
that the principle laid down at the latter part of the verdJ
and ind,,-, | i| fruighl with the most serious OOnSSqUenOSS. In the .

"' ths n idi. t it ia plainly »utcd thai ths boOar burst because it win an bad
li "' inthelattei part the owner isexoneratad from the rasultaol working this
boiler 00 till il Irl i.ecauM be had not taken the trouble t.. tiiaho
himself acquainted with the condition in which it was. Ihis Is to oft
inium ti

i
i, labouring (•• prevent sxplosions by

the promotion ol practical knowledge. Tho association holds that no man
a right to lay doi iQsx lot his own purposes,—a steam boil
•' '"'-"'' Sglected, without ascertaining as far as lit*
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in his power that it is absolutely safe, otherwise he imperils the lives of his

workpeople, and should be held responsible for so doing. Were this view
generally acted upon, explosions would shortly be at an end, but as long as

a man may work a boiler for his own profit, and allow it to explode at the cost

of the lives of his workmen, explosions will continue to recur as at present.

No man has a right to let his boiler explode, and unless this principle is volun-
tarily accepted by steam users, public opinion will compel the Government to

step in and interfere. The only way to prevent this is to render Government
interference unnecessary by generally adopting a system of voluntary periodical

inspection, which this association has already done so much to promote, and is

willing yet further to extend.

Return of the Number op Stbam Boiler Explosions prom thb Ybar
1863 to 1869, inclusivb, with thb nombee op persons killed aid
Injured therebt.

Year.
No. of

Explosions.
Persons
Killed.

Persons
Injured.

Total.

1863

1864

1865

1866

18j7

1868

1869

48

32

48

72

36

45

58

76

64

46

87

60

57

86

80

90

79

109

67

60

126

156

154

125

196

127

117

212

Total for 7 Years 339 476 611 1087

48 68 87 • 155

From the above table it will be seen that the number of explosions during
1869 was above the average, and supports the estimate given on previous occa-

sions, that, as a rule, one steam boiler explodes every week, or in round numbers
50 explode every year, killing 75 persons.

For further convenience in reference the fifty eight explosions recorded in the

year 1869 have been arranged under three heads. One, the service in which
the boileis were engaged; another, the general class or construction of the

boiler in each case ; and the third, the causes from which the explosions sprung.
These are given in the following tables :

—

Table No. 1, showing the Sbryice in which the Boilers werb
engaged from which explosions arosb in the tear 1869.

Description of Service.

Collieries

Tin and other mines

Ironworks

Steamboats and steam tugs

Paper Mills

Agricultural

Locomotive

Iron founders and nailcutters

Bobbin Turnery

Steam crane

Cotton mill

Woollen mill

Miscellaneous :—1 rice mill ; 1 saw mill ; 1

bleach works ; 1 brick works ; 1 chemical

works ; 1 oil works ; 1 shipbuilding works
;

1 tin works ; 1 wire works ; 1 gun imple-

ment manufactory

Number of
Explosions.

Total.

16

10

5

4

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

10

Persona
Killed.

20

2

15

17

2

2

2

15

4

1

Persons
Injured.

58 86

21

2

11

10

6

5

2

4

33

3

2

4

23

126

On a consultation of the above table it will be seen that more explosions

occurred, as in previous years, at collieries, mines, and ironworks, than at any

other works, while those at ironworks were of a much more fatal character

than those either at mines or collieries. Numerous as cotton and woollen
mills are, only one explosion occurred at a cotton mill, and one at a woollen
mill.

The following table shows the class of boiler from which explosions arose in
the year J 869:

—

Tablb No. 2, Showing thb Different Classes of Boiler from which
Explosions arose in the Year 1869.

Description of Boiler.

Plain Cylindrical, Egg-
ended, Camber-ended, and
Flat-ended Externally fired.

Single-flued or Cornish Internally fired.

Double-flued or Lancashire Internally fired.

Multitubular Marine Type Internally fired.

Double Furnace ' Breeches,'

and Double Furnace Pa-
tent Conical Water Tube. Internally fired.

Portable, "Vertical and Loco-
motive Type Internally fired.

Railwas' Locomotive. Multi-
tubular Internally fired.

Furnace Boilers, Heated by
Flames passing off from
Iron Furnaces :

—

One Horizontal Double-
Flued Internally fired.

One Vertical Externally fired.

Wagon Externally fired

Rag Boiler No Fire, Heated
by Steam.

Particulars not Precisely Ascertained...

Total.

Number of
Explosions.

21

14

4

4

3

3

2

58

Persons
Killed.

20

12

17

17

3

5

86

Persons
Injured.

38

15

33

10

126

On a consultation of the above table it will be seen that more explosions

arose from, and more persons were killed by, the plain cylindrical, externally

fired class of boiler, than any other, The introduction of the internally fired

Lancashire boiler in the place of the plain cylindrical, externally fired, would
certainl y be productive of safety, and it is thought of economy.

The following table shows the causes from which explosions arose in the

year 1869.—

Table No. 3, showing the Cat/ses from which Explosions arose in
THE TEAR 1869.

Cause of Explosions.
Number of
Explosions.

Persons
Killed.

Persons
Injured.

Malconstruction :—

-

Collapse of Flue Tubes 7

26

15

7

1

1

8

28

33

10

11

4

Want of Stays 4 43

Defective Condition :—

Overheating through Shortness of Water. .

.

Overheating from the Use of Boiler Com-

56

11

Overheating,—But cause of Overheating
7

Cases in which full Particulars have not
9

58 86 126

All boiler explosions mav, as a rule, be attributed to the neglect of the boiler

maker, the boiler owner, or the boiler minder. Looking at the preceding
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table, it will be seen tbat 26 explosions were due to the boiler maker, 15 to the
boiler owner, and 7 to the boiler minder. While it is important that it should
be known that a large proportion of the explosions that occur are due simply
to bad boiler making-, it should not be overlooked that the boiler maker is very
much under the influence of the boiler owner, and therefore the responsibility

must be shared between the two, which gives the boiler maker and the

boiler owner together 41 explosions to answer for, against 7 by the boiler

minder, or 6 to 1.

The above table also shows how easily these explosions could have been pre-

vented. The 11 explosions due to external firing could have been prevented
by the adoption ot the Lancashire boiler, in such general use in the cotton
mills in this district and from which so few explosions arise. The 7 cases of

collapse of flue tubes might have been prevented simply by the addition of en-
circling hoops, flanged seams, or other suitable strengthening appliances. The
4 weak manholes could have been strengthened with mouth-pieces. The 4
cases of want of stays could have been corrected by due calculation. The 15
plates wasted by external and internal corrosion might have been detected in

time to have prevented explosion, by competent examination, while the 7 cases
of overheating through shortness of water, though due to neglect of attendants,
might, in the majority of cases, if not in all, have been prevented by a liberal

complement of fittings, and the adoption of a low water safety-valve. Thus the
causes of nearly all explosions are under control, and these disasters, as has
been said on so many previous occasions, may, as a rule, be prevented by the
exercise of common knowledge and common care.

Simple as the causes of these explosions were, the investigations conducted by
coroners with regard to them, were, in the majority of instances, most unsatis-
factory, and the verdicts positively mischievons. Too frequently only incompe-
tent witnesses were examined, and explosions resulting from glaring defects in

the boilers were pronounced to be insrrutabh and inevitahle, in consequence of
which, boilers as deadly as those which had given rise to the explosions under
consideration were allowed to be worked on without warning, at the peril of the
lives of the poor men around them.

Constant reference to these subjects may appear monotonous, but those who are
brought face to face with the devastation produced by these catastrophes are
htiired with a strong sense of indignation at such evidence on these occasions.
In one instance to which reference may be made, six persons were injured, one
of them fatally, as well as a woman widowed and a family orphaned, simply by
the explosion of a grossly malconstructcd boiler, yet, on an investigation by a
learned coroner and his jury, the catastrophe was pronounced to be " accidental

"

and every one connected with it acquitted of responsibility. The man was
killed, and he must be buried, but it could not be helped, and theie was an
end of the whole matter. The owners were at liberty to set to work another
boiler, as defective and therefore as deadly as the last, and to work on till

another explosion should occur, and other men should be slaughtered, as well
as others injured, other women widowed and other children orpba 1: when
again, by the help of another learned coroner and his jury, the whole transac-
tion would be once more condoned, the boiler pronounced good, the owners
careful, and the only remaining duty declared to be to bury the dead
out of the sight of the living, and to go on as before. ' Bach il a
simple recital of an almost every-day occurrence, ami the question arises, how is

it that such a state of things is allowed to exist ? The answer is a simple one.
who are killed are only poor stokers who are too friendless and too

ignorant to defend themselves. Let seventy-five boiler owners be blown to
pieces next year instead of seventy-five of their firemen, then boiler explosions
would at once cease to be considered mysterious the cause of each would become
as clear as daylight, and their recurrence would be at once put a stop to. At

this association is resolved to be clear in this matter. It lias lor
investigated the circumstances attending nearly evcrv explosion thai baa

occuned, and circulated broadcast sound information with regard to tli* i

.

I I t,. sweep away all mystery with regard to this Bubject, and
to show si bow to prevent the explosion of their boilers, and the
slaughter of their worl I as long as explosions continue to occur, from
the use of glaringly mal-c nstructed and old worn out boilers, it will persist in
circulating as widelj ible full particulars with regard to them,

''""-' thai - generally are not the result of accident hut
simply ot neglect, and thai they might be and ought to be prevented.

80< IKTV OP ENGINEERS.

ENGLISH AND CONTINENTAL INTi:i:coMMr.\i.ATION.
By Mr. I'kkky V. Ni k-

( Continued from parje '.<
.

Batwmax.
The uncertainty of the strata m the bed Of the Channel, and the risks ..I

tunnelling under tl„
, I,.,,,. I.,| Mr. .1. K. I:,r,.,,,;„,

t
ill conjunction with M

Julian J. Kevy, an Austrian engineer, to propose tout-iron tube for carrvina
ly across the Channel. T u'stance to be crossed, and the

mdoobtedlj ,, :;r ,. ,,,.,, „„. , ,,. ,„ ,,„ a ,, „.,, „,,.,,, ,„. „bsolatelj
freetrom serious doubt and risk, a,M ,i,all be as evidently capable ol accom-
pnshment as the moil ordinary mechanical operation. Some degree ol uncertainty
matt exist in ever) contrivance and speculation : bnt. unless - I can be

tosed which will be free from all doubt and objection so fa u human
L'tlilll' iiiifS '.ii,l I..... . -1.4 .... a. I • 'It I n "

turns, both on the scon of difficulty of construction and the dangers whYrhwouW attend the operations as proposed. Their object, therefor,., baa been to

devise a scheme by which all difficulties of operating in water should be avoided
They propose to lay a tube of cast iron on the bottom of the sea, between
coast and coast, to be commenced on one side of the Channel, and to be built
up within the inside of a horizontal cylinder or chamber, which shall be con-
stantly pushed forward as the building of the tube proceeds. The chamber
within which the tube is to be constructed will be about 80ft. in length, lSft.
internal diameter, and composed of cast iron rings Sin. thick, securely bolted
together.

The interior of the bell will be bored out to a cylindrical surface like the inside
of a steam cylinder. The tube to be constructed within will consist of cast
iron plates in segments fin. in thickness, connected by flanges bolted together
inside the tube, leaving a clear diameter of 13ft. when finished. Surrounding
this tube, and forming part of it, will be constructed annular discs or diaphragms
the outside circumference of which will accurately fit the interior of the bell.
These diaphragms will be furnished with arrangements for making perfectly
water-tight joints, for the purpose of excluding sea water and securiug a dry
chamber within which the various operations for building up the tube and for
pressing forward the bell as each ring of the tube is added, will be performed.
There will always be three, and generally four, of these water joints contained
within the bell. A clear space between the end of the tube a:d the end or
projecting part of the bell of 36ft. will be left as a chamber for the various
operations. Within this chamber powerful hydraulic presses, using the built and
completed portion of the tube as a fulcrum, will, as each ring is completed, push
forward the bell to a sufficient distance to admit the addition of another ring to
the tube. The bell will slide over the water-tight joints described, one of which
will be left behind as the bell is projected forward, leaving three always in
operation against the sea.

The weight of the bell and of the machinery within it, will be a little in excess
of the weight of water displaced, and, therefore, the only resistance to be overcome
by the hydraulic presses when pushing forward the bell is the friction due to
the slight difference in weight and the head or column of water pressing upon
the sectional area of the bell against its forward motion. In like manner the
specific gravity ot the tube will be a little in excess ot the weight of water
which it displaces ; and in order to obtain a firm footing on the bottom of the
sea the tube will be weighted by a lining of brick in cement, and for further
protection will be tied to the ground by screw piles, which will pass through
stuffing boxes in the bottom of the tube. These piles will, during the construc-
tion of the tube within the bell chamber, be introduced in the annular space
between the outside of the tube and the inside of the hell, and will be screwed
into the ground as they are left behind by the progression of the bell. The
hydraulic presses and the other hydraulic machinery which will be employed for
lifting anil fixing the various segments of the tube will be supplied with the
power required for working them from accumulators on shore, on Sir William
Armstrong's system, and the supply of fresh air required for the BUSti nance of
the workmen employed within the bell and within the tube will be insured also
by steam power on shore. As the tube is completed the rails will be laid within
it for the trains or wagons to be employed in bringing up segments of the
rings as they may he required for the construction of the tube, and for taking
back the waste water from the hydraulic presses, or any water from leakage
during the construction.

The tube will be formed of rings of 10ft. in length, each ring consisting of six

segments, all precisely alike, turned and laeed at the flauges or joints, ana fitted

together on .shore previous to being taken into the bell, so tli.it on their arrival

the segments may, with certainty and precision, I"- attached to each other.

Every detail of construction has hern designed, and, so far as the authors of
this project can joe, no contingency has beeu left unproi ided for. The possibility

Of injury by anchors or wrecks, or sub marine currents, has also been invest i.

The tube when laid will he secure from all dangers arising Ironi such iau.es.

The building of the tube will be commenced on dry laud ahove the lev. 1 ot

the sea. and will be gradually submerged as the tube lengthens. The operations

on dry land will be attended
1

with more' difficulty than those under water, lmt,

all these circumstances have been carefully considered and provided for. The
ring's forming the tube n ill be made by apeoinl maohinerj . to be exprosslj < in-

structed for facilitating the work and economising the cost, This machinery
is all designed and specified. The first hah' mile will test the feasibility of
construction, for that will have to be built both above and under water. When
once fairly under water the progress should be rapid. Mini it it estimated that the

whole undertaking may ba easily oompleted in flvo yean from the commencement.

The precise line to be taken betwixt the English and Pronoh ooaati can
hardly be determined without a more minute survoj ol the bottom "i the
Channel than at present exists. It will probably he between a point in olOM
proximity to Dover on the English coast, and a point in close proximity toOape
Urisnez on the French coast, Prom or examination ol (be Admiral!} cl i

and ,,t -mil information as at present exists, thosca bed on iln. lino apnea

bathe most uniform and level, and while free from hard p„ k-- and brokm
ground, to consist and, gravel, and cl depth ol m
is about 1 10ft., the maximum about 800ft. On the liui

.-. iii depth on both sides ol the channel more rapidly than elaowhen,
although iii no instance will the gradient be mora than abonl 1 In LOO The
tube, when completed, will on upy about 10ft. In depth above the pnsenl bottom

of the ses. Up to the I which the depth ol water a

the top of the tube would le.icll, SI opi.'t ornthnr
•ion would have to l- ol nointii

i, ,i,i| ol pravt nl tilling sgainsl the tab I

i, ie,i subservient to harbour improvements, Hiatal rod would
•

•
i

, and on irrivit Id

I with the existing rail n ,v

1 1 avel ill the a i from London to P
Tin- una] on the line ohoMi

The tub,- a. pro] I is larg* enough for the passage of carriages ol the present

a
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ordinary construction, and to avoid the objections to the use of locomotives in a
tube of so great a length, and the nuisance which would be thereby created,

and taking advantage of the perfectly circular form which the mechanical
operation of turning, facing, &c, will insure, it is proposed to work the traffic

by pneumatic pressure. The air will be exhausted on one side of the train and
forced in on the other, and so the required difference of pressure will be given
for carrying the train through at any determined speed. Powerful steam
engines, with the necessary apparatus for exhausting and forcing the air into

the tube, will be erected on shore at each end ; and, supposing one tube only to

exist, the traffic will be worked alternately in each direction. This system of

working the traffic will secure a constant supply of the purest air, which will

accompany every train.

The estimated cost of the whole undertaking, including the stations and
approaches at each end, the engine power and machinery, the interest of

outlay during construction, and engineering superintendence, with a large margin
for contingencies, is £8,000,000.

Gkanteam.

Mr. John Grantham's proposition for improving the communication between
England and France is to turn the present system to account, and to make an
efficient means of transit whilst the more elaborate schemes are being perfected

and rendered practical. Mr. Grantham proposes steamships 400ft. long, 45ft.

beam, and 600 nominal horse-power, to be built of steel, and to draw 6ft. 6in.

water, and to steer from either end, to avoid the necessity of turning. The lower
part of the ship is to be cellular, so as to avoid the danger of sinking if injured

by a collision, and to add to her strength. This cellular portion is 6ft. in

depth ; over it would be the main saloons, these to be 10ft. in height, and pro-

vided with ample accommodation for reclining in bad weather
; good refresh-

ment tables also would be provided, with light and air to avoid that gloom and
closeness so painful to landsmen when on board ship. Between the paddle
boxes would be a promenade deck, 100ft. long, on the extremities of which
would be the houses from which the vessel would be steered. To strengthen
her admidships, with the least amount of weight, there would be provided four

open longitudinal girders, about 250ft. long, so arranged as to cause very little

obstruction on the ship, and longitudinal bulkheads, about 90ft. long, would
run through the engine compartment. In addition to these precautions the

plates of the sides would be extended up, and form the inner side of the

paddle-box, drawn off towards the ends at the same angle as the trussed

girders.

In order to facilitate the transfer of passengers and luggage from the piers to

the ship, wide and ample means are provided at three different elevations to

receive the stages from the shore. The lowest of these is on the level of the

main deck, the next is on the level of the promenade deck, and the upper one
is on the paddle-boxes or on the captain's platform ; so that, whatever should be
the state of the tide, the stages may rest on the top of the piers, and be nearly

level. On the piers are to be erected sheds, under which the trains are to run,

as in ordinary railway stations, to be well enclosed and lighted, so that but little

delay or discomfort would arise. The staircases leading from the promenade
platform to the deck should be easj', wide, well-lighted, and sheltered. The
great bulk of the luggage would be stowed in trucks, the bodies hoisted by
hydraulic cranes on to the deck, and again lifted off on the other side and placed

on wheels provided for them. In all this there is no novelty introduced; all

that is proposed may be seen in operation in other places. The only question

that can be raised is as to the facility of working a vessel, such as is here described,

in and out of the harbours. For experience in this Mr. Grantham refers to the

American steamers, which are managed with wonderful precision. These
vessels have in some instances exceeded 400ft. in length. Those on the rivers

draw 5ft. and 6ft. of water, and those which put to sea vary from 7ft. to 10ft.

;

but all are of immense height out of the water, the wheel-houses of some being

upwards of 40ft. above the water-line. Mr. Grantham's vessel, though drawing
only 6ft. 6in., will not exceed loft, above the water-lines at the ends. Long
vessels steer much more steadily in heavy weather than short ones, and will,

therefore, enter such harbours as Calais or Boulogne with more safety than the
present vessels, and, when fairly entered, there is time to bring them to a

standstill before reaching their berths.

Mr. Grantham gives the following reasons for not adopting a vessel in which
the trains should be carried bodily across :—First, there is the necessity of placing

the vessel in a position of perfect stillness before taking trains on or off the

ship. This involves new harbours on each side, with dock gates and breakwaters
to protect them. Secondly, the large ships necessary to carry the trains will

take a long time in bad weather before they can be placed in position and the

gates closed. Thirdly, very few persons would remain in the carriages when
being put on board, and in the event of sea-sickness, the}' could not be allowed

to remain, so that the passengers must have time to leave the carriages and walk
on board. Lastly, the large outlay in forming the harbours, appliances for

shipping the trains, and the extra cost of the ships, together with the heavy
cost of working them.

Boutet—1869.

M. Boutet selects a point on the Dover hills near the Shakespeare Cliff for the

commencement of the International Bridge, which is to touch the coast of

France at Blanc Nez, a short distance from Calais, at which place the cliffs are

about the same height as those on the English coast. These cliffs, at either

extremity rising nearly 400ft. above the level of the sea, serve as abutments for

the proposed viaduct. To protect them against the destructive action of rain,

winds, and frost, they will be faced with a solid construction of dressed stone.

The project depends in effect on two remarkable innovations in the construction
and establishment of the piers—of which there will be 29—and girders. In
addition to the considerable height to which the former rise above the water
(120 yards), the bases of the piers are sunk to the bottom at a depth varying

from 28 yards to 52 yards. The centre pier will be half as large again as the
others. All the pieces composing the work are of cast iron.

As such ponderous piers could not be erected by the ordinary means, M. Boutet
proposes to construct on the shore their lower parts or bases to a height sufficient

to rise ten yards above high water, and as soon as the iron skeleton is put together
and bolted a number of large sheet iron buoys are distributed about the surface
of the base. At low water the metallic framework thus prepared is made to
slide upon the shore to low water mark. The tide in rising raises this raft or
base of iron lightened by the buoys and floats it. A tug steamer then removes
it to its place, previously indicated by one of a line of buoys attached to an iron;

cable stretched across the Straits at a depth of eighteen yards. By raising one
of the buoys attached to the raft it is made to descend very slowly, tlie top being
just above the level of the sea when the base touches the bottom. The base of
the pier is provided with large screws or spiral feet, which on being turned:

bind it firmly to the solid bed of the sea, and serve to establish the level if

necessary.

Next with regard to the superstructure, M. Boutet has hit upon a plan,

whereby the difficulties of transport, &c, are overcome. He constructs rigid

beams endowed with great powers of resistance of a weight relatively small,,

and capable of being placed in position piece by piece, by the aid of a system
of scaffolding constructed as follows :—Between the abutment on the shore and
the first large pier three temporary piers are placed at equal distances. This
done there are stretched in parallel lines a number of wire cables two metres
(i.e., two yards six inches) apart. They are connected and bound together by
ties made of smaller cables, which interlace the large ones and hold each in its

place. The whole forms a truss of sixty three yards wide. The truss thus
made is covered by a wooden flooring, a guard is fixed on each side, and there-

is at once obtained a service bridge upon which scaffolding is erected to support
the roadway of the bridge during its construction, the scaffolding being always
at a sufficient height above the sea to allow the largest vessels to pass under it..

Upon such scaffolding are supported the wires forming the roadway of the
bridge, each of which is strained as nearl}' to a right line as possible, after

which smaller cables are interwoven, bracing together the main cables and hold-
ing them firmly in their places. Each cable is composed of eight iron wires
parallel to each other, and bound together at intervals by strong wire collars-

The straining of the large cables is to be managed by means of weights, which
are removed after the proper degree of tension has been attained, and the cables

fastened down to the tops of the piers. For example, we will assume the cable

to be fixed at the abutment, and laid loosely over the other piles, the weight
would then be applied to the length of the cable between the first and second
piers. This would bring the length between the abutment and the first pier taut,

and it would be made fast to the first pier. The weight would then be removed
to the cable between the second and third piers, and the process would be re-
peated until every span of cable was stretched to its proper limit. The cables

are carried without a break over the tops of the piers ; each cable therefore will

be twenty-one miles long. Above and below these cables are fastened beams
of timber, over which the permanent way will be fixed. The author is informed
that Mr. Ordish has pronounced that a portion of the scheme relating to the
piers to be practicable, and the method of floating the bases exceedingly in-

genious. Another eminent engineer, the chief of one of our leading' raiways,
hut whose name the author is not at liberty to mention, has examined M-
Boutet's plans for the superstructure, and states that the scheme is perfectly

feasible. He, however, sees a difficulty about the piers, but, as we have it on.

the authority of Mr. Ordish that the piers are practicable, we may conclude the

whole structure to be so. The bridge is estimated to cost £S,000,000, and to

occupy three years in completing. It is stated that experiments in progress

give reason to expect that this estimate will not be exceeded.

Colbuen'.

Mr. Zerah Colbum has recently proposed a novel method of facilitating the
laying of a tube across the bed of the Channel. He has worked out all the
details, but inasmuch as the idea forms the subject of a pending patent, only

a general outline of the proposition can be given. He proposes to construct a
dry dock on the coast at a point where the tube is to be carried across. This
dock is to be any reasonable length, from a thousand feet to a mile, only a few
feet wider than the outer diameter of the tube. The sections of the tubes are

to be united together in this dock, the seaward end being fitted with a water-

tight bulkhead and projecting through a water-tight opening in the dock gates.

When a length of (say) a thousand feet of tubing was ready the rear end would
be fitted with a bulkhead, the water admitted into the dock, and the tube slowly

towed or floated out until the last section reached the dock gates. The gates

would then be closed, the water pumped out, and the work proceeded with as

before. On reaching the opposite shore the tube, after being made secure, is to

be lined with brick in cement, and rails laid, and in other respects the work is

to be completed.

Paksons.

A pontoon vessel, of shallow draught, for the Channel passage, has recently

been proposed by Mr. J. H. Parsons. He connects four pontoons together by

cross girders, leaving a waterway between the pontoons for the paddles, of which.

there are to be six—three forward and three aft. The boilers, coal bunkers, &c,
are to be placed in the centre of the vessel, and the engines at each end. In
the deck arrangement the idea is to have a sleeping and a general saloon separate

from each other. A clear passage is to be left from stem to stem for working

the vessel and for a promenade for passengers. This vessel, it is contended,

would be rendered independent of the tide in crossing the bar at Boulogne,

and would make the service direct instead of tidal, as at present. The author

believes that Mr. ;\V. Bridges Adams has also proposed a somewhat similar,

vessel to that of Mr. Parsons.
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Wabihs.

The present paper would be incomplete, as far as the author's knowledge ex-

tends, where he to omit to mention a proposition by Messrs. Waring to effect

the Channel parage. But what that proposition is the author cannot say, as,

on inquiry a t Messrs. Waring's office, the representative of that firm could only

say that they " had a concession." What that concession was for, whether for

a tunnel, a tube, a ferry, an embankment, a bridge, or an overhead railway,

the author cannot say, inasmuch as, to the author's inquiries on this

point, the gentleman alluded to was specially reticent and painfully

mysterious.

As an embankment has been proposed as a means of facilitating the means
of communication between London and the Continent, it may here be briefly

referred to. An embankment, however, appears to be about the worst possible

solution to the problem, firstly, because of the difficulty of carrying it out,

and secondly, because of the tremendous loss of property that it would
cause.

Mr. W. H. Barlow has proposed a submerged railway, but the particulars of

this scheme have not come under the author's notice.

Mr. Charles Boyd proposes a marine viaduct from Dover to Cape Grisnez,

constructed with iron girders on 190 towers, 500ft. apart, and 500 feet above the

sea, and he estimates the cost of such a bridge at t'30,000,000.

Mr. Hawkins Simpson has addressed the Board of Trade on the subject of

working a submarine tunnel on a pneumatic system, which he has termed his
" Eolian system," for which he claims cheapness, expedition, superior ventila-

tion, and greater utility.

Mr. Alexander Vacherot has a scheme, on which he has been engaged several

years, and which he laid before the Emperor of the French in 1850, for laying

on the bed of the sea a tunnel made or formed of concrete, so as to form, when
completed, a monolith. He would construct it on the shore, and draw it down
to its place in sections.

Estimates.

It is of course taken for granted that the adoption of either tunnel, tube, or

bridge, would prove a success commercially. But as this is an important point,

and one upon the proof of which any project must be dependent, it may be as

well to state a few farts in support of the argument that sucli an undertaking
will pay. It, however, needs not that very much be said upon this point, for

as soon as England is directly united with the European Continent, practical

advantages of incalculable value will result. The resources of each country,

and mutual exchange of produce, will be developed to a degree of which it i.

impossible to form anything like a correct idea. Mr. Chalmers went very

carefully into the subject of the probable revenues to be derived from the estab-

lishment of a Channel railway. Writing in 1807. and referring to his estimate,

he says :

—
" I published these figures in a brief prospectus of this project five

year.- ago, nil I reason to alter them now, unless to increase them.
After I adopted them I became acquainttd with the work of M. de Gamond,
and, on comparing figures, found a wonderful coincidence in the items of freight

and passengers, hi- being £1.041,686 18e. 4d., and mine £1,049,875. He seems
to have overlooked the maiU* as a source of revenue : hisfignres were compiled
in 1850, and based on the actual business then done between England and the

•Continent, and a, be could not have foreseen the impetus that ban since been
given to traffic between England and France by the recent Treaty of Com-
merce, ami by the change in tin: passport system, his figures are more sanguine

than mine, compiled in 1861, alter these important changes had actually taken
place*

Mr. Chalmers estimate! the probable revenue as follows:—2,500 tons freight

daily, or 013,600 per annnro, at I3s.6d .. 8670,812 10b. ; 1,600 passengers doilj

each way, or 1,005,000 i>'
r annum, at 8s. Od., £479,062 10s. mail-, express

treij in and bullion, extra baggage, 250,6 1 5 ; total annual revenue,

observes, may appear too high to those who have overlooked

th' '

'

.•..in improved means of transit and the increase of traffic re-

sulting therefrom. In the infancy of railway enterprise the anticipated tiallic

on a given line was based upon the business done by stage coaches and wagons
of the day. It needs not that we compare the anticipated with the actual rail-

fray traffic, but we should bear in mind that our experience in that case did

not prevent our falling into a similar error in the case of ocean steamers, though
ib-et alter Reel at tie have taken their places on the ocean, each

.. here i i inch existed before, Between tSSOond
1880, in

,:
1 old times of lairing packets, the number of travellers between

England and tie did not exceed 80,000 per annum. The establish-
ingot aregulai raised the number ia twelve yean

ince the introduction of railways it has arisen to upwards of a million.

ittnbuted to the increase ol the populations,
but mninhj to these improvements ; and the effects that would result from the
compi meeting England with the Continent would I veil

greater t! is daced by those two important revelations in locomotion,
whiel Ij raised the flgui 1,000 to 860,000, and from r 1

to upwards ol a million.

In i views, we fiud Captain Tyler stating, in >

report upon the imprm menl ot the means ol communication between England
and France, that, omitting from I

dun, Antwerp, and 0*tcnd, the
]

I iilie between Eugland and Prance
for the \ i-.M I 868 amounted t., :. ether; 111,033 passenger having
travelled by Calais, J09,008 by Boulogne, 11,871

'•
117,4

Havre. A large proportion ol these, namely, 16,411, crossed the Cham

* Mr. ( larooadhaveb venue wblrh woubl
be dcriv

the month of August, as against 12,946 in January, and 13,514 in February.
In the year 1S67, of the Paris Exhibition, the numbers were 454,350 altogether :

192,837 having travelled by Calais, 146,226 by Boulogne, 86,914 hy Dieppe, and
21,373 by Havre. Of these, 81,684 crossed in August, against 13,163 in Janu-
ary, and 13,721 in February. Captain Tyler observes that in addition to the
ordinary annual increase, which is considerable, there would naturally be a
very large augmentation in these numbers if better arrangements were made for
crossing the Channel.

Conclusion.

fiooking broadly at the schemes which present the most reasonable feat

and irrespective of their engineering merits in detail, it appears to the author
that, of tunnel schemes, that of Mr. Remington for driving through the
Wealdon formation would be attended with less danger than that of Mr.
Hawkshaw, which it is proposed to carry through the chalk. Of tin

of connecting the two shores by tubes along the bed of the channel, t!i it of Mr.
Bateman certainly appears the most practicable. If these tubes could be con-
structed in a dry dock and drawn gradually over upon Mr. Colbourn's method,
it would be a very summary method of settling the question, as Mr. Colbourn
assures the author he could effect the connection in three months, although, he
admits, at a great cost. But, both in subterraneous and subaqueous works,
there is au admitted possible risk. In the former, there is the contingency of

flooding from the nature of the soil, whilst, in the latter, some of the operations
would be dependent on comparatively delicate arrangements. The bridge scheme
has also its perils of storms and tempests, but there appears to be a possibility

of guarding against the consequences of these more readily than against the
insidious advances of a great bend of water. The bridge scheme, too, 1ms had
its substructure approved by one independent engineer, and its superstructure

by another. As far, then, as we have at present advanced, tho bridge scheme
appears to present the most reasonable chance of success. But cither a tunnel,

a tube, or a bridge would be the work of perhaps tight or ten years, fi r the

author does not think the various projectors have allowed sufficient time
the contingencies that would arise in the course of carrying out works of such
unparalleled magnitude. We must, therefore, turn to some plan by which the

existing requirements of the travelling public can be promptly and inexpe: •

mat.
Captain Tyler, 1!.E., has examined the English and French coasts and inves-

tigated the various projects, and has reported to the board ot trade thereon.

Referring to Mr. Fowler's plan for improved steam vessels anil harbour ::

modation, Captain Tyler observes that the project would require -on.,- ni lifica-

tions in detail, and that it is a question whether it would be worth whi
ferry tlie railway carriages as well as the passengers across 'he ohannel.

the main features of an improved harbour at Dover and a nev

hour south of Cape Grisnez are sound, if means can be found for meeting so

great an expense.

With regard to Mr. Grantham's proposition to utilise the existing harbours
by vessels of light draught, Captain Tyler states that it i.s asserted by some of

the officers engaged in the performance of these services that vessels of the

class now employed are, upon the whole, the safest that could ! r the

particulars required of them. It is argued that the Bea-pasSSge, in which
greater length and size might lead to increased comfort, is oomnari lively short,

while the entrance of the French harbours, by day and night, in certain

of the weather, which is already the more difficult and dangorous part (

service, would be attended with still greater disadvantage.. The existing 1

are fitted to encounter any weather with which they can meet in the channel,

and are handy for entering the harbours, while longer vessels would 1

to increased ri.k at the moment of entering the harbours. The bow of a

vessels getting under the shelter of one pier, and a heavy sea striking her on the

quarter, she might lie driven against the other pier. The above argument,
therefore, tells in favour of the construction of an extended pier at Boulogne, a.

proposed some time since by Mr. Itrunlees to be u-ed OU the French, i:i cotil-

lon, item with the pier at Dover on the English coast, for an improved channel
service.

The matter, then, in general terms Standi thus:—The steam packet Si

between England ami France i. grenti] in aeodol improvement. Thisi
is important in its character, and the exi tiug iteamei . restricted as to their

dimensions for want of better pier and harbour accomi latum, are nol ;
rop-or

tionate to the importance of tho service, Larger vessels, with less movement in

rough weather, more shelter, and better accommodation generally, would do much
to mitigate tho discomforts ol the sea-pi ago; and even oontemplating the

successful i sue of n tunnel or bridge project, those improvements are much
required, and ihould be affected in the meantime, But la

employed for a fixed service until Letter provision i> made for ombs
diseml ciallj on the Pn I

' •

nlj ready, but has frequently been u-ed for military transport

the 1 ... though certaiu improvotni ol

inborkotion and disembarkal I the

dI fitting the harbour of Calais foi the reception at all liim

vessel I, l»iit by :i ion ol tbo •

similoi accommodation might be provided on the I

ostim

the d might, apn ircntly. b

most •
!'

• v in ithi r din i te"i tho uifl

II

might, win.

I«.

\VI
i

here t
! I
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should not be so much the honour of adopting this, that, or the other scheme
that should influence us, as the reflection that the accomplishment of the object
will be attended by advantages to the nations of the earth. In former times,
when Europe was regarded mainly as a theatre of war, it was, perhaps, no dis-

advantage for this country to be separated from it. But, since the introduction
of steam has so completely changed the character of marine locomotion, any
advantage formerly arising in this respect from our insular position has been
materially diminished, and, in the present day, it is continental commerce from
which we are separated and not continental wars.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

ON THE STATISTICS OF RAILWAY EXPENDITURE AND INCOME,
AND THEIR BEARING ON FUTURE RAILWAY POLICY AND
MANAGEMENT.

By Mr. John TnoEuniLL Harrison, M. Inst. C.E.

It was suggested that the existing lull in railway extension offered a favour-

able occasion for reviewing the past progess and future policy of the system

;

and that the most important points for consideration were the development of

its resources, the diminution of the annual expenditure, and the circumstances

under which branch lines, inexpensively constructed, were likely to prove a re-

munerative investment for capital. The returns now made to the Board of Trade
supplied reliable information on most points of interest. Diagrams were exhi-

bited, giving a synopsis of this information for twenty of the principal railways

in England and Scotland, which represented about 85 per cent, of the entire

capital expended in the United Kingdom. The peculiarities of traffic gave a

distinctive character to each line, and the whole were classified according to the
proportion of income from passengers. The most striking feature of this traffic

was the large numerical proportion of third-class passengers, and, with few
exceptions, they yielded the largest amount of revenue. The circumstances
which seemed to affect the number of persons travelling first, second and third

class were considered ; and whilst it was admitted that each locality required a

separate study, it was thought that there were probably some general principles

which, with allowances for variable circumstances, might prove useful guides
;

and it was deduced that where low fares filled the trains, a moderate difference

in thein effectually sorted the passengers, and tended to increase the demand
for first and second class tickets for long journeys. Attention was then drawn
to the goods traffic, to the great importance of favourable gradients where the

mineral traffic was in excess, and to the probable advantage of improved com-
munication between the Northern and Welsh coal fields and the metropolis.

On the question of the further extension of railways, it was urged that many
lines might be constructed at a cost of from £3,000 to £5,000 per mile, provided
the landowners would sell their land for the purpose at the ordinary market
value, that the Board of Trade would allow level crossings, and that gradients

as steep as 1 in 20 or 1 in 30 were adopted. Also, that such lines, economically
worked with light engines and low traffic expenses, would prove at the same
time beneficial as feeders to the main Hues, and of social and pecuniary impor-
tance to many resident owners and occupiers of the soil. It was shown that
the train mileage receipts depended upon the character of the traffic, that when
the receipts from passengers and merchandise predominated they were high, but
lowest when minerals formed a large proportion of it, which was in a great

measure accounted for by the wagons generally running empty in one direction.

Attention was next directed to the striking similarity on the different Hues
of the per centage of expenditure on the gross receipts, which averaged about
48.4 per cent.,—and the combined expenditure for maintenance, rolling stock,

and locomotive power, which generally exceeded 50 per cent, of the total ex-

penditure, the other heavy item being about 30 per cent, for traffic expenses.
Omitting the Metropolitan and the Cornwall lines, the maintenance of way for

twelve months varied from 6jd. to 9d. per train mile, or deducting £56 per
mile for constants, the cost varied from 4Jd. to 63d., averaging about ojd. per
train mile. Carriage repairs varied from ljd. to 2|d. per train mile with few
exceptions The cost of repairs to goods trucks varied very greatly, and was
dependent not only on the nature of the traffic, but on the number of trucks
which belonged to the rail.vay eompaivy. A great number of trucks in the coal

trade were the property of the colliery owners. The total locomotive charges
were generally from 8d. to 9d. per train mile. The repairs amounted to about
3|d. per train mile, when the mineral traffic was heavy, and from 2|d. to 3d.

on the passenger lines south of London. Under the head of running expenses,

the item of wages was strikingly similar on all the lines, being about 2jd. per
train mile. The cost of fuel per train mile varied greath-, but it was depen-
dent quite as much on the value of the fuel per ton as on the quantity con-
sumed. On the southern lines, where the consumption was small, the cost was
3d. or 4d. per train mile, whilst on the northern lines, where the consumption
per train mile was large, but the price was small, it was only about 2d. Tlie

actual consumption of fuel might be taken on the passenger lines at 301bs., on
the extensive systems of the Great Western, the North Western, and the Great
Northern at 401bs., and on other lines having a mixed goods and mineral traffic

at 501bs., whilst on the mineral lines, where the amount of shunting and
piloting was very large, it rose to about OOlbs. per train mile. The percentage
of net revenue on the total capital expended exceeded 5 per cent, per annum on
eight lines ; was between 4 and 5 per cent, on four ; 3j to 4 on other four; 3
to 3-j- on two; and only in two cases was it under 3 percent. This percentage
was influenced by the cost of construction and the character of the traffic, and
showed the importance of their consideration. The amount available for divi-

dend was dependent on the percentage on the total capital. When this percent-
age fell below 4i- per cent, the stockholders' dividend was diminished to supply

the deficiency, and vice versa ; it depended most on the burdens to be borne

;

but where lines could bona fide pay all their engagements, and have a surplus

to divide, the elasticity of the railway system seemed to promise at an early date

a fair rate of dividend.

Two large funds for investment of capital were next considered ; the National
Debt, which amounted to 750 millions sterling, and gave a return of 26^-

millions per annum, or 3£ per cent., which was a burden on the industry and
capital of the country ; and the capital expended on railways, which amounted
to 500 millions sterling, giving a return of 20 millions, or 4 per cent, per

annum ; whilst a sum nearly equal to the interest on the National Debt was
annually expended in labour and materials. It appeared that 54 per cent, of the

railway capital had been expended since 1849, in which year it amounted to

£228,747,779 ; whereas in 1867 it was £502,262,887. The length of railways in

operation had been more than doubled, being 6032 in 1819, and 14,247 in 1867.
The length of double line was increased from 5034 to 7841 miles, or 56 per

cent. ; whilst the single lines had been increased 542 per cent., or from 998 miles

in 1818, to 6403 miles in 1867- Notwithstanding this the cost per mile

was maintained at from £33,000 to £36,000 per annum. This was explained

by the general traffic having increased 240 per cent., whilst the capital expen-

diture was only 120 per cent. This augmented traffic demanded extensive

increase of rolling stock, sidings, and station accommodation, especially for

goods. The traffic was still largely on the increase, and this would necessarily

delay the closing of the capital accounts, which was desirable. The burdens
on railway property, as they affected the original shareholder, and the proposals

for relieving these burdens to some extent, were next considered. One of these

proposals was, that Government should take upon itself the responsibility of

the loan capital at an equitable price, and it was urged that as they could

borrow money at a low rate of interest, they might benefit the railway com-
panies and the public by an arrangement for extinguishing thu loans and re-

ducing the fares and rates. The other proposal was, that the well-established

railway companies should associate together for the purpose, and issue their

joint stock in exchange for loans contracted by any of the associated companies.

The objection to this was, on the part of some companies, that they were con-

solidating their stock, and taking other steps to improve their position, which
position conld not be improved by such an association. The undoubted value

of railway property fully justified some attempt to form a railway fund system, in

which trust money might be deposited and be readily redeemed in the public

market when wanted.
After reviewing the means of increasing income and reducing the expenditure,

the author stated that the subject was not brought forward with a view of ad-

vancing an}- preconceived opinions, but to stimulate a discussion which could

not fail to prove useful to all interested in the commercial success of the railway

system, if the many intelligent railway managers who were in possession of

the most useful information took part in it.

At the monthly ballot, the following candidates were balloted for and declared

to be duly elected :—As Members ; Messrs. G. Allan, A. W. Craven, C. C.

Greenwell, J. Hendry, S. G. Purchas, and J. B. Simpson ; and as Associates •-

Captain W. H. Beckett, Messrs. H. Hakewill, J. I. Hopkins, T. Horn, W. C
Luard, R. E. Middleton, P. Morris, G. J. Morrison, P. A. H. Noyes, Stud.

Inst C.E. ; A. C. Pain, J. T\ Potts, E. T. Q. de Rochemont, W. Stead, and E.

Wilson.

A report was brought up from the Council stating that, under the provisions

of Sect. IV. of the Bye-laws, the following candidates had been admitted

students of the Institution since the last announcement :—Messrs. T. B. Fry,

W. Greenwood, G. G. M. Hardingham, J. Heinig, S. Preston, T. B. West, and

A. P. Wright.

SUBMARINE TELEGRAPHS.

Submarine telegraphy, which may be called the youngest branch of

engineering, has been the first to show the signs of recovery from the long

stagnation in the profession. The activity which here prevails is owing to

a large extent, no doubt, to the avidity with which the shares in those lines

which were first ventured to be proposed, were taken up. When the re-

quired capital is so freely obtained there are invariably plenty of schemes

good, bad and indifferent, brought forward with the hope ot boing equally

successful upon the principle, we presume, of making the supply equal the

demand. But when, as in many instances lately brought forward, the pro-

moters, in order to keep up that supply, are reduced to proposing exten-

sive lines of telegraph only to compete with others already made or in

course of construction, it is evident that whatever other remuneration may
be calculated upon, that of the "original shareholder" is entirely left out

of the question. Admitting, as all must admit, the reality of the demand

for telegraphs by men engaged in business, their frequently high money

value to the merchant, and their sometimes priceless value to the indi-

vidual, the proposal to lay down costly lines between far distant countries

will yet naturally suggest the question whether they will pay. Can they

be profitably worked at rates which will bring them within the reach of a

large numbers of customers? It is calculated that on an average a com-

mercial message consists of 30 words ; sixteeu words per minute is the

rate at which a message can be transmitted and received by skilful opera-

t irs, so that 30 messages can be sent in an hour. On account of the

differences of time between distant parts of the earth t\ ere can be no
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division of the 24 hours into day and night, and ocean cables must be

worked continuously by relays of clerks. In order to allow for the inter-

vals between the conclusion of one message and the commencement of

another, the day is considered to consist of 20 hours ; in which, therefore,

600 messages can be sent or received. At the present rate charged across

the Atlantic, these 600 messages of 30 words each would bring in a re-

turn of £2,700, and thus, allowing 300 working days in the year, a single

cable to America might earn a possible annual revenue of £710,000. As a

matter of fact, the shareholders of one of the Atlantic cables have already

bad their capital nearly or entirely restored to them; and it is no longer

doubtful that the commerce between any two great centres of activity

will pay for telegrams at a scale which will render the wires very remu-
nerative. When a cable is once paid for, and when a reserve fund has
been formed from which, if damaged, it can be repaired or replaced, it will

become the natural interest and the true policy of the owners to encourage
its use by cheapness, and to make it the ordinary medium of much of the

private intelligence that is now sent almost entirely through the post.

In order t) show how completely this view has been accepted by capi-

talist-, and by how large a ttake they have testified their belief in its cor-

rectness, it is worth while to subjoin a tabular statement of the ocean
telegraphs now constructed or contracted for, and of the sums used or

subscribed to complete them. Irrespectively of some short cables in the

seas of Northern Europe, the list would be as under :

—

.0 of
Company, Capital.

Length of
Cable.

When Contract
was or is to be
completed.

Date of forming
of Company.

Anglo-American Te-
legraph Company

(Tw> cables,Yakutia
vfouudlandj

£

1,360,000 ('65)

600,000 ('66)

Miles.

1,808

i. -.;_>

Sept. 8, 1865

July 27, 1866

[•March, 1865

l Atlantic Te-
-

1 Boston 1,200,000 1,333 July 20, 1869 July, 1868

Falmouth, Gibraltar.

and Malta Tele-

graph Company ... 660,000 2,45« May 31, 1870 July, 1860

Anglo - Mediterra-
nean 1 • I graph Co.

Alcian-
200,000 900 Oct obcr, 1868 May, 1868

British India
graph

April, 1-7" January, 1809

British

.1 Sin-

525,000

l,75fl

2,640

< end
of 1S70

1H71

Octoh.

China Submarine Te-

Dec. 10, I860

I'-ritioh Australian

ESpOie •
I Java mid

1.,-j.;

BOO land

•

la fori

•
: 1871

-Total d

Januar,

Tot ,'00

i of long landKnei has demonstrated that, though
per in the beginning, they are v. uncertain and consequently

In c imparisoo with the m
the !!•>--': in i ii' upon which we had until lately to depend fbi I

(mm. with thoEaal are notoriously Irregular.

1
1

.

to the north "i <'ln>

irbed by frequent and violent storms. Theinjui
by these natural influences i n theattent
and and iiwonvcni. In i -'niii/i-d uiid

Even in itt pn- i

'

• lie line to India

win frequently wilfully damaged. A rail In theorist

time almost invariably followed by an lnterru| m. It

reposed that cotton-holders had dial . «ny at Teheran oi

Tabi task it was, on the nn-iv.i n intelligent

off two or three rascals, mounted on dromedaries, that they might reach
the wires, and armed with nipper3 that they might cut them. The Chi-
nese would not be slow to learn and adopt similar contrivances j and,
between roguery, snowstor.ns, and savages, a wire extending over thou-
sands of miles in Siberia and T.irtary could hardly be expected to subserve,
with any steadiness and safety, the perpetual demands of bus
The other alternative is by the submarine cables now laid or in course

of construction. When the Great K istern returns from Aden she will im-
mediately carry out a cable to extend from Falmouth, by way of Gibraltar,
to Malta, where it will join the present Malta and Alexandria cable, and
will complete the direct line from Knglaud to Bombay. From the south-
ernmost point of Ceylon a cable will then be carried to Singapore,
touching at Penang and Malacca. From Singapore oue line will proceed
north to Hongkong, Amoy, and Shanghai, and another south to Bat
and through Java to Pott Darwin, at the north of Australia. Theuee a
coast Hue will be taken round the eastern s'de of the Australian e ntiueut
to Burketown, Cardwell, Ilockhainpton, Brisbane and Sydney, uniting with
the telegraph (run) Sydney to Melbourne and Adelaide, ami with that from
Melbourne to Eauncest' u and Hobait Town. From Hobart Town a cable
is projected to New Zealand; and, to complete the circle round the world,
some American capitalists have been negotiating for another serosa the

Pacific, from China to California, by way of Japan and Alaska. B. sides

these there are the cables to the West Indies and South America in course
of construction, so that in the course of a very few years we niaj expect
to be able to communicate by telegraph to almost every part of the civi-

lized iv oi Id.

THE U'AKSOP AEUO-STEAM ENGINE.

At the meeting of the British Association at Exeter last August) a

paper was read by Mr. Eaton, of Nottingham, in which was di

system of using air in conjunction with steam in high pressure ens
This plan was invented by Mr. George Vvarsop, 9 Nottingham mechanic,
who, with the assistance of Mr. Baton, took out a patent for tin

nient, and carried on a series of experiments to test its value. An ac

of some of these experiments was given in the paper, already referred to,

read before the British Association, but at that lime the trials were scarcely
of a character to enable engineers to form a decided opinion as to its m
Since then, however, a variety of trials have been made which appear to
show a considerable advantage obtained by this system over the ordinary
engine working with plain steam. The peculiarity ofthearrang
described at the meeting of the British Associatii U, was the addition
air-pump to an ordinary high-pressure steam engine. A ; r condensed from
this pump was diWen into a tube, which was carried at tit-', within the
exhaust steam-pipe, nexl in a spiral course within the funnel, and >

finally entered at the lower part of the boiler, where it tenuioatrd in a
large circle, pierced by numerous very tine opeuiugs, from which th« i m-
pn --id and heated air bubbled up through the water, imparting heat to it

and breaking up its cohesion. Mr. Warsop conceived that the air \

no€ only preserve and convex to the water a large amount of boat that
would otherwise be wasted, but that the bubbles would enormoudy in-

the mi: in. i n which heat could act, and would represent, in effect.

an infinite number of minute tubes. He thus expected to boil the water
with less expenditure ofcoal, and the result tncrimeuta, after pro
liminary difficulties had ' me, were sufficiently

justify expectations of great ultimate success.

Messrs. Boston and Amos have lately conoluded >

i of experiment* with a stationary \ ittingluun, As
the air pump could be put out of gear at any ti

made upon the tame engine with and without :!. idditinn of the Warsop
system. The engine was on the ordinary overhead d

having the uaual slide-valve motion, mid the add t'on of a conipn using «ir-

putnp, worked by a throw in the crank shaft, A feed- nwpof the DOm<
inon kind supplied the boiler, which wna ol t!..- ( rnirii mullitul ilai

-<-i-i j

-*
: m brickwork, tnd fUrnlahod with the un.il mounting!

and litiiucr-. the air. BO leaving tl onvj nii; pump, I

a coil anoloMd a ithin the exhaust-pip. I

ding within tbo chimney, il < nt • r.- 1 ., hue of
i

I

in the fine of the b till

illow the boiler tubes to bo fn I) cleaned, it p
the il • urn, and •

i he fro '
i

th"- il in ol • •

ribnting p the Internal flu.-, all

in nomtTou sum I jot*. 'I

d bj the i •

\ r , break, a itii »U th*

employed si the al sroih doo*| and thi •

eoi dm 'i i

I. To get th. :.ir and steady worklt • ns;

' then to ascertain what load up) r»k
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could be pror/erly maintained; the starting valve being fully open and the

'boiler pressure being kept at what could be regularly and comfortably sus-

tained by the steady firing before mentioned, the engine working as a

simple steam-engine under these circumstances. 2. To draw the fire com-
ipletely, lighting again immediately with weighed coal; and, allowing a
.few pounds of pressure to accumulate (in compensation for the fulling off

of pressure occasioned by drawing the fire), to start immediately, with the
ascertained proper load upon the break, and to run a continuous steady

.'trial for a considerable time, taking indicator diagrams, noting the pressure

and temperature inside the boiler, and generally determining the amount
of work performed by a given quantity of fuel, the consumption of which

• would conclude the trial by bringing the engine to a standstill. 3. With
the same break load and the conditions in all respects the same, to run a

'like trial with the engine in its combined form, noting the same points

and again determining the amount of work performed by a given quantity

of fuel. 4. To ascertain by friction diagrams the power consumed hi work-
ing the air-pump.

The gross result obtained was that the engine consumed 1401b. of coal,

when working with steam alone, in 196 minutes, and, when working with

steam and air, in 234 minutes. During the former period the break,

weighted with 1201b., made a total of 17,825 revolutions, or an average of
90*94 per minute, and during the latter a total of 22,815 revolutions, or

an average of 97'5 per minute. With steam alone the gross horse-power
of useful work done during the experiment amounted to 1,1157; with
steam and air, to 1,428'05. On the Warsop system the fuel not only lasted

longer, but it also produced a greater effect during an equal period of

time.

It was then thought desirable to institute a further series of experi-

ments, under conditions which would obtain in ordinary daily work, and
which may be thus stated :

—

1. Maintaining the break load as before (1201b.), to fire evenly and
-steadily with weighed coal, and to drive at as uniform a rate as possible,

doing the greatest possible amount of work with the fuel allowed, and
dis-eontinuing the experiment when, owing to the expenditure of fuel, the

engine could no longer maintain her speed, and the steam pressure ran
-

Tdown ; ; the engine to be working in the combined form, and care being
taken to note the pressure and temperature in the boiler, the pressure in

the air main, the amount of feed water supplied to the boiler, and the

power developed. 2. Under like circumstances to run a corresponding

; trial with the air-pump disconnected, and to note the same facts as before.

The results are stated below, it being premised that the experiments were
•always commenced with a boiler pressure of 501b. ; and that, according to

the practice of the Royal Agricultural Society, the fuel was deemed to be
exhausted when 90 revolutions of the engine per minute could no longer be
maintained.—Coal consumed, with steam and air, 1201b.; with steam only,

1201b. ; duration of experiment, with steam and air, 153 minutes ; with

steam only, 112 minutes; number of revolutions of break, with steam and
. air, 15,433 ; with steam only, 10,500 ; average number of revolutions per

minute, with steam and air, 100*8
; with steam only, 93*75. Gross horse-

power of useful work done during experiment, with steam and air, 965 9 ;

•with steam only, 657*22. Average horse-power of ditto, with steam and
air, 6*31 ; with steam only, 5*86. Pounds of water consumed for each

- pound of coal burnt, with steam and air, 837 ; with steam only, 613.
In considering the value to be attached to these results, it was plain

rfchat the comparatively inferior performance of the engine left a larger

margin for improvement than would be likely to exist in engine? of the

best finish and quality,

Great allowances must also, no doubt, be made for the want of economy
in the boiler, as it is evident that a large quantity of he it was allowed

vto go up the chimney when the hot air pipes were not used. Still the

saving is so great,—being about 47 per cent.—that a good case has un-

doubtedly been made out for further investigation.

We understand that a pair of engines have already been fitted and had
several trial- on a small iron screw steamer. She is named the Fox, and
is intended for coasting purposes. She is schooner-rigged, carries 230 t >ns

of dead weight, and was built by Messrs. Backhouse and Dixon, of Middles-

brough, for her owners, Messrs. Williams and Purvis. Her engines are

by Messrs. Joy and Co., of Middlesbrough, and have a high-pressure

boiler weighted to 601b., and two cylinders of I5Jin. diameter and 13in.

3troke. The boiler is vertical with cylindrical furnace inside, and cross

tubes from side to side, the uptake passing through the steam. The air-

pump isllin. in diameter, with 8in. stroke. The first trial trip of the Fox
was made on the 13th of December last. She left Middlesbrough at 11

41 a.m., and went down the Tees under steam only, with a strong land

wind blowing. She had neither ballast nor cargo, and rolled very much.
She crossed the bar about 12 20, and got out to sea. The steam pressure

was let down to 281b., with only two inches of water in the gauge-glass, and

a thin fire. At 12 40 the air was turned on, with the engine feed-pump at

full work pumping through the feed-heater, and the donkey running slowly,

pumping cold water into the boiler. At 12 58 the boiler pressure had gone

up to 551b., and from the continued feed the water in the glass stood at

19in. The engines were allowed full steam both at the stop valve aud at
the expansion lever. At 1 30 and thenceforward, the engines still working
full speed, the boiler pressure stood at 601b., and there was no priming.
As an experiment, with this pressure and the screw making 112 revolutions,

the air was shut off. Within two minutes water began to pass into the
cylinders, and in three minutes the revolutions had fallen to 100. The
air was again turned on, and in three minutes all priming had ceased, and
the screw was again making 112 revolutions. From the heavy wind and
the lightness of the vessel she was scarcely manageable, and the trip was
brought to a premature close, having shown only that the engines worked
well, and that the Warsop system prevented priming. A few days later

she was taking cargo from Middlesbrough to Berwick, when, between
Hartlepool and Shields, with the Warsop system in full operation, a pressure

of 601b., and the screw making 126 revolutions, the nut of a valve broke
aud disabled the air-pump for a time. It was immediately necessary to

reduce the pressure on account of priming, and nothing above 301b. and 90
revolutions of the screw could be maintained for the rest of the trip. The
captain calculated that the stoppage of the air supply lost three hours'

time in a passage that occupied eleven.

The next trip of the Fox was to Aberdeen, and on this, after five hours'

steaming on the Warsop system, the air was turned off, and she was kept
for five hours under steam alone. In the five hours under steam and air

she ran by log 32J- miles, averaging 97t revolutions per minute, and with
an average boiler pressure of 501b., and no priming. In the five hours
under steam alone she ran by log 24| miles, averaging only 71 revolutions

per minute, with an average pressure of 351b., and primed whenever the
pressure reached 39. Under steam alone the consumption of coal was
3451b. per hour, and under steam and air it was 2711b. per hour ; showing
a saving of 27*3 per cent, of fuel, besides the increase in the rate of speed.

It will be observed that the bad performance when under steam alone was
jrincipally owing to the extensive priming of the boiler which illustrates

another peculiar advantage of using the Warsop system in overcoming the
defect of a badly designed boiler, but which is scarcely of value fjr com-
paring the relative economy of the two systems. A better opportunity for

a fair comparision will however be shortly obtained as the Fox has been
chartered, by Messrs. Breslauer and Co., of Gracechurch-street, to run as

a regular trader for the conveyance of goods between London and Exeter.

There is a sister ship, the Lynx, belonging to the same owners, and pre-

cisely similar to the Fox in all respects, except that her engines have no
air-pump. Arrangements have been made to compare the performances of

the two vessels over a period of some months, noting their number of hours
under steam, the total distance accomplished, and the total coal consumed
by each.

PEO POSED TRAMWAYS AND RAILWAYS IN LONDON.

The following is a summary of an important report presented by Mr.

Haywood, to the City Commissioners of Sewers, describing the numerous

proposed undertakings in London ; more especially as regards those that

interfere with the City :
—

Referring to the projected tramway schemes, four in number—namely,

those called respectively the London Street, the East London, the North
Metropolitan, and the North London tramways—Mr. Haywood describes

the fi;st-named as a scheme for the formation of tramways on the surface

of many metropolitan thoroughfares, having several branch lines which

will collect traffic from various suburban districts, the whole converging

towards the City. They are briefly as follows :—1, a tramway commencing
in Highgate Archway-road, to be carried along that road, the Holloway-

road, Upper-street and High-street, Islington, thence along the City-road,

Finsbury-square, and Einsbury-place, to the City boundary, near Rope-
maker- Street; 2, a tramway leaving the line just described in the Holloway-

road, proceeding alone the Camden-road, High-street, Camden-town,

H.unpstead-road, and Tottenham-court-road to Oxford-street ; 3, a tramway
commencing from the line in the Holloway-road at the Liverpool-road, pro-

ceeding along the Liverpool-road to High-street, Islington, where it again

effects a junction with the first line; 4, a tramway commencing in the

Edgwave-road, over the London and North- Western Railway, proceeding

along that road, Oxford-street, Regent-circus, joining the branch line in

the Tottenham-court-road, thence along New Oxford-street and High Hol-

born to the City at Holborn-bars, a double line of tramway bei"g then

continued along Holb >m and Charterhouse-street to Farringdon-road ; 5, a

tramway commencing in and carried along the Kentish-town-road, Chesnut-

row, Great College-street, St. Pancra-i-road. Old St. Paneras-road, King's-

cross-road, and Farringdon-road, entering the City at its northern boundary,

at which spot it joins the line in Charterhouse-street, along FarringJon

street (beneath the Hulborn Viaduct), New Bridge-street, Blacklriars-

bridge, B!acl<friars-road, St. George's- circus, and Westminster-bridge-road,
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terminating at Belvedere-road, near Westminster-bridge; 6, a double

tramway leaving the line last described in New Bridge-street, and carried

along the centre of Queen Victoria -street to a spot near the Mansion-

house; 7, a tramway starting from the line in the City -road,. proceeding

along Goswell-road and street, entering the City at Fann-street, thence

continuing as a double line along Aldersgate-street to Carthusian-street,

then by a single line to Hare-court, and thence by a double line along

Aldersgate-street and St. Martin's-le-Grand to Newgate street ; 8, other

tramways, leaving the line in Farringdon-road at Clerkenwell-green, pro-

ceeding along Aylesbury-street, St. John's-street, Compton-street,

Northampton-street, and Percival-street, forming junctions with the line

in Goswell-street ; and, 9, a tramway in the Caledonian-road, commencing
at the spot where the Great Northern Railway crosses it, proceedhig along

the Caledonian, Roman, and Offord roads to a junction with the Liverpool-

road tramway. Each line of tramway is ti consist of two rails, laid to a

4ft. 8Jin. gauge, the top of the rails to be at the same level as the surface

of the street. The cab-stands and public urinals are left unaltered, the

tramways being taken round them. The company is to be bound not to

open or break up any greater length of street at a time than 100 yards,

excepting where streets exceed a quarter of a mile in length, and in such
cases an interval of at least a qnarter of a mile is to be kept between any
two openings. The company is, at its own expense, to pave and keep paved
in good condition and repair so much of any street where a tramway is

laid as lies between the rails of the tramway (where two tramways are

laid in any street not more than 4ft. from each other), the portion of the

street between the tramways, and in every case so much of the street aa

extends 18m. beyond the rails of and on each side of any tramway. In
other words, where there is one line, the paving for about 8fc. in width in

the centre of the street, and where there is a double line, the inner rails

of which are not more than 4ft. from each other, the paving for a width
of 17ft. in the centre of the street will be paved aud maintained by the

company. The materials and mode ol paving in the City of London ate

to be executed according to directions to be given by the Commission of

Sewers. The powers of the Commission to alter the public ways are

reserved, and also those relating to the sewers, drains, gullies, subways,

&c. Before executing any works in connexion with the sewers, &c, the

Commissioners are to give the company 24 hours' notice, and they are not

to be liable for compensation for injury to the tramway by reason of such
works or for loss of traffic occasioned thereby. The company is restricted

to the use of animal power for traction. The right to use the tramway
is reserved exclusively to the company until the expiration of three years

from the opening for public traffic, when the Board of Trade is to have
power to giant licences to other parties to use the tramways under certain

conditions. The total prescribed for passengers is Id. per mile, but the

company may charge 3d. for any distance less than three miles for a period

of three years from the opening for public traffic, at the expiration of

whifh time the Hoard of Trade is, under certain eonditions, to have power
to compel the company to charge 2d. only for distances not exceeding two

Two Carriages at least arc to run each way daily for ar;

mechanics, and luboureTS at the rate of one halfpenny per mile, with no
tare less than 1(1. Penalties may be enforced against persons using vehicles

with wheels specially adapted to run on the tramways, but nothing in the

Act is to affect the right of the public to pass along, on, or across them
with carriages having ordinary wheels. All differences between local

authorities and the company in respect of their works, whether |

-, or otherwise, are to be settled by an engineer appointed by the
Board, of Trade.

The North metropolitan Company propose to form tramways on partly

singlr and partly double lines, starting from and proceeding along High-
gate Archway-road, HoUcway-road,Upper-ttreet, High-street, [slington, the

City-road, Pinsbury-square and Place, entering tbe City near to I! ipemoker-
fc, tin nee by a double line Ol tramway Along Mdorg lt< -Street, and termi-

nating near to Lotbbury; also a tramway Marl ind at I.ivei p lol-f ad. and pro-

i a jancliorl with the first line at High-street, Islington, near to
Wh

| thirdly, a tramway commencing in the
.•I, near tin; Stroud Green-lane, and earrl that road,

Park-road, Camden-road, High-street, Camden-town, Hamj !. ami
Tottenham-court-road, t. rminnting near to Oxford-street, Son
lines are to follow the same route as those proposed b*, tb

Tramway i i !orapany. Thi ird oi

lines now in process of formation under the North Mctropoli
\-' ofl869j thej having power to construct, under thai Act, llh<

Whitechapel Church rd ; which lines they now pi tiding

— firstly, along the Romford road to v7ood ••

me road, an l I nl m-road lo Lo\ '

i propose a double lino of tramway effecting a junction w i t 1
1

1 1 ,
.

•

above lines at Stratford Chnrch, and proceeding along Strati

way and High street, and High I Bow, form i junction
rized lines i low Churchj This double line is in ml fsnd

te route as other lines authorized by ti. I

1869. Also to extend their authorised Hue from Whitechapel Church,
westwards, along "Whitechapel High-street, terminating at Aldgate High-
street, near the Miuories. This tramway is to be formed with two rails,

having a gauge of 5ft. 3in. from the outer edge of each rail ; the upper
surface of the rails is to be on a level with the surface of the street. The
right of Local Bjurds are reserved, and the tolls are about the same as

those of the other companies. The project of the East London Tramway
Company has been withdrawn very lately. It was for a double line of

tramway commencing in the Commercial-road by Salamon's-lane, proceed-
ing along Commercial-road east to Whitechapel High-street, thence to the

City, which it was to enter at Somerset-street, proceeding along Aldgate
High-street, Minories, Little Tower-hill, and by way of Postern-row, and
George-street (one line each) to a termination in Great Tower-hill by
Trinity-square. The whole of the wcrks contemplated by the North Lon-
don Company stop outside the City boundary, the nearest point to the

City being in Farringilon-road, north of Charles-street. The rail being

now laid along the Whitechapel aud Bow Road is a flat bar of iron about
4iu. wide and lfin. deep, the upper surface having a groove about Tin.

wide and Jin. deep, on which projecting flanges on the wheels of the car-

riages will run ; the rails are secured to wooden sleepers 4in. wide and 6in.

deep, laid on a concrete foundation. The gauge is the same as the narrow
gauge of the railways in this country— viz., 4ft. 8'in., the rails being re-

tained at that width by iron chairs and tie rods stretching from rail to

rail at intervals of about 4ft. 6in. The paving between and outside the

rails is at the same level as the top of the rail. The groove is about one
inch from the inner side, and is corrugated. The outer space from the

groove, which is 2in. wide, is smooth for the tire of the wheel to run
upon.

Mr. Haywood next proceeds to say that the applications to Parliament

for power to make tramways in the metropolis upon the extensive - lie

now projected lead to the belief that a great change may shortly be held

in the mode of conducting the transit of public vehicles in London, and,

as the value of most of the lines would largely depend on their being

allowed to enter the City, the subject is one requiring the gravest con-

sideration. The question is, indeed, one so largely affecting the conve-

nience of the metropolitan population, which depends in so great a degree

on facilities for going to and from the City of London, that it must be
considered in reference to the wants of that population, anil not alone to

the convenience of those whose dwellings are within the City limit?.

Street tramways, generally understood, are railways laid at the street sur-

face for facilitating the traction of omnibuses, and the time may eome
when they will be equally used for the conveyance of merchandise. At pre-

sent, however, the conveyance of human beings is the sole purpose for

which they are used generally aud are iutended to be used in the City o\'

London. They exist to a large extent in New York, Chicago, St. Louis,

Philadelphia, and, indeed, evory large town in the United Statl S. In '

towns the cabs and other vehicles are few in number and comparatively

little used. The tramways are almost exclusively used by all classes. In

Toronto, Montreal, and other towns in Canada there are similar street rail-

ways, and they also exist in Valparaiso, Nova Scotia, St. Petersburg,

Vienna, Berlin, Brussels, Copenhagen, Hamburg, and (n-neva. There is a

line from Paris to St. Cloud and Versailles, which has existed some yiars:

also a line at Birkenhead, and u sliort length at Manchester. A consider*

able length is laid at Liverpool, and extensions are now being made, and

there Is a similar tramway in the lotteries, i,, ]m;i permission was
granted by the Local Boards to lay down lines from the Marble \reh to

Bayewater, from Kensington-gate to Westminster-bridge, and from W
minster Abbey to Victoria Station. These were -nine time in \i-tcnce,.

but owing to objections made to the form of rail, which WIS alleged to bo

l
.us and inconvenient to the general trilbe, the\ were taken op,

Nothing was done from that time until tie Bession Of 1'ai liam.-i.t lso,

when bills were deposited for the construction of tramways in various p

of the metropolis. None of those, however, became law, I three

were obtained for the construction of tramways, one being the North

.\i, ! ipolltan Tramways Act, authorising their construction in the White*

chapel anil How-roads to
I

i the City 't London |
anot b-r t be

Metropolitan Street Tramways Act, untie. ii in. -
.b.n COOStrnottoD '" Uw

n. Ki oniogtoOi and Clapbam-roadsj and the third, the Pinal

Peckham, and Greenwich Act, authorising i tramwnj from the \ onxhaJ]

|

;, ii Railn ij i u. None it t

:

. \.L b. en . b*J 'ine ..I tbe lines will lie le.idv |..r

iiatle he spring, and p i n tx fore the rai loo bQli

Parliament ore referred to a uiiltec. U pn cnt in Lliomi

iftned to bin In 1 801,
• .1 thai ti
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and those who have once ridden on them will, he believed, concur with
him in bearing testimony to the great comfort and convenience they afford,

although in none of those cities have they reached their full development,
for there is no reason why they should not be made suitable to the wants
and means of different classes of society, which, he believed, had not been
attempted. It is somewhat surprising that so long a period should have
elapsed before street tramways have had at least a fair trial in London,
for the greater the population the greater their convenience will in most
respects be. On the other hand, the narrowness of some of the important
thoroughfares, the occupation of the soil by gas and water companies, and
the large traffic offer difficulties in the way of their construction and
maintenance which do not exist to a similar extent in other Cities. Great
difficulties have, however, been overcome in the construction of railway and
other engineering works, and we should not have had the benefit arising

from them had every obstacle in their way, or bad every objection which
could be raised again*t them, been sufficient to prevent their construction.

Objections can undoubtedly be raised against street tramways, but they
may, perhaps, be vanquished. The benefits and disadvantages likely to

arise from street tramways would, therefore, have to be carefully weighed
by the Commission before it could arrive at a safe conclusion and determine
whether it should use its influence in opposition to their construction

within the City, or should make such arrangements as may protect the in-

terest of the citizens, and, at the same time, make them as little onerous

a3 possible to the projectors. Special consideration will be needed as to

how far a company should be allowed to establish what will be by many
considered a monopoly of portions of the public highways. The objections

on this point have, however, been already raised before Parliamentary
Committees, but have not been thought in respect of the Metropolitan and
the Liverpool Acts already passed to outweigh the advantages which the

schemes possess ; but if very large benefits are likely to accrue from tram-
ways as well as large profits to the companies, and there are objections to

permitting private companies to construct them, it is a question whether
Highway Boards should not themselves form such tramways out
of the public rates, and this is an essential questions at the threshold of the

whole inquiry.

With reference to the railway projects before Parliament affecting the

City, the first is that of the Great Eastern Company. In 1864 and 1865
that company obtained Acts to construct a line of high level railway,

commencing on the northern side of Liverpool-street, near to Broad-street-

huildings, and proceeding thence in a northerly direction, crossing Half
JMoou-street, Sun-street, Skinner-street, and Primrose-street, and effecting

a junction with the main line at Tap-street, Bethnal-green, near the Brick-

lane Goods S:ation. It was to have been constructed at heights above the

street level varying from 16fc. 6iu. to 19ft., the streets being crossed by
bridges; the area scheduled within the City wa3 10.| acres, and the effect of

the scheme would practically have been to transfer the Shoreditch Termi-
nus to Liverpool-street. In 1865 the East London Company also obtained

powers to construct a railway, following within the City the same line as

that of the Great Eastern, just described ; but the level was to have been
16ft. below the surface at Liverpool-street. In effect, the two schemes
formed a double line of railway, the one subterranean, passing under the
streets, the other a viaduct passing over them. It is proposed by the pre-

sent bill to abandon the high-level scheme, and to construct a railway at

about 17ft. 6in. below the street surfaces, forming by a curved branch at

Liverpool-street a junction with the Metropolitan Railway (Tower-hill

Extension) authorised in 1864, the levels of which will have to be altered

to admit of the junction. The company seeks for extension of time for

the powers of the Act of 1864 to the year 1873, and also power to take

additional property in the vicinity of Liverpool-street, New Broad-street,

Sun-street, and Primrose-street—the total area being about 2J acres.

Powers are also sought to construct various branch railways, or to make
alterations in others already authorised in Bethnal-green, Edmonton,
Hackney, Walthamstow, and other places, the object being to collect

Metropolitan traffic. Angel-place and Angel-alley, in the City, are to be

.stopped up.

The Metropolitan Railway Company apply to Parliament for power to

abandon so much of the railway authorised by their Act of 1864 as lies

between Bishopsgate-street and Tower-hill. It may be thus assumed th'it

the company propose to extend the railway to Bishopsgate-street, but no
further. The question as to powers which may exist of compelling the

company to complete their original plan requires immediate investi-

gation.

The Metropolitan District Railway Company seek power to form a line

of railway to the Mansion House, beginning by a junction with the
authorized line west of Tower-hill, and then to be carried beneath and along

the centre of Queen Victoria-street towards the Mansion House, stopping

at about 130ft. from the north-western angle of that building. The station

is to be in Queen Victoria-street, next to Bucklersbury, upon a portion of

the vacant ground at that spot, and about 270ft. from the same angle of

the Mansion House, and it is proposed to construct a subway for foot traffic

from the station, passing beneath Mansion House-street to the open

space in front of the Royal Exchange, near to the Wellingtan statue, so

that passengers can go to the railway by that subway. It is anticipated

that by this arrangement passengers coming by way of Princes'-street,

Threadneedle-street, Cornhill, and Lombard-street, will enter the station

by the Exchange subway, and those from King William-street, the Poultry,

Cannon-street, and Walbrook by Queen Victoria-street. The level of the

rails will vary in depth below the surface of the new street from 27ft. to

32ft. A total area of about 71 acres of property is scheduled, including a

large portion of vacant land belonging to the Board of Works. The whole

of Queen Victoria-street is now, also, under the control of the Board, and,

although used by the public, has not yet been given up as public way.

Taking the statements made in reference to it to be correct, it appears that

funds are not forthcoming for the extension of the railway to Tower-hill,

and it is, therefore, to he stopped in or near to Queen-street, and as the

Metropolitan Railway Company also desires to abandon its Extension

beyond Bishopsgate-street, it looks as if the Inner Circle Railway was not

to be completed. Assuming that to be the case, the question will be whether

the convenience to the public would balance any inemvenience resulting

from a station being formed near to the Mansion House, a subject requiring

further detail and careful inquiry.

By the East and West Metropolitan Junction and Mansion House Rail-

way scheme it is proposed to form, first, a railway by a junction with the

authorised line of the Metropolitan Railway (Tower-hill Extension), now
proposed to be abandoned, near to Meeting-house-yard, proceeding thence

by a curved line in a south-easterly direction to Whitechapel High-street,

continuing along that street, Whitechapel-road, crossing beneath the

authorised East London Railway, the Mile-end and Bow-roads, to the

North London Railway at Bow. It does not make a junction with that

railway but it is evidently intended to have an interchange station at that

spot ; also to form a second line of railway commencing by a junction

with the Metropolitan District Railway near to Bread-street-hiil, proceed-

ing thence beneath Queen Victoria-street, Cannon-street, crossing King
Willium-street north of the statue, and Gracechurch -street at its junction

with Easteheap ; then curving to the north-east beneath property to the

northern corner of Mincing-lane, passing beneath Philpo'; and Rood-lanes,

it enters Fenchurch-strect, and is to be carried beneath it to Aldgate, and

along Aldgate High-street (beneath the Metropolitan Railway, Tower-hill

Extension, now proposed to be abandoned) to a junction with the line first

described at Whitechapel High-street near to Lemau-street. It is to be

subterranean, its level varying from 18ft. to 42ft. beneath the public ways,

the surfaces of which are to be unaltered in level in all cases. The area of

property scheduled wilhin the City is about 7i acres in all.

The next project is one for the formation of a subway for passenger

traffic between the City and Southwark. It is to commence at the corner

of Martin's-lane, in the City of London, run beneath the public ways of

Arthur-street West (crossing Upper Thames-street), beneath Swan-lane

and then under the river bed to a point close to the south-western steps of

London Bridge. It is then to be carried beneath the public way of

Wellington- street, Southwark, to a terminus at the corner of Blackinan-

street and Great Dover-street, in the parish of Newington. The floor of

the subway at Arthur-street West will be about 77ft. below the street

surface. On the northern bank of the Thames it is to be 55ft., and on

the southern bank 70ft. At its terminus in Blackman-street it will be

62ft. beneath the surface. The total height of the subway will be about

20ft. It is to be formed of cast-iron of similar character, and be executed

in a similar manner, to the one just completed beneath the river at

Tower-hill, and is intended to convey passengers by omnibus, which will

be moved partly by gravitation and partly by small stationary engines at

each end. The journey through the subway will occupy but four or five

minutes, and the fares are to be extremely low. The subway, if con-

structed, would, there is no doubt, take much traffic which at present goes

by way of Wellington-street, High-street, and London Bridge, and

would, therefore, relieve those thoroughfares. Only one house in the

City is to be taken down ; the total area in the City scheduled is fourteen

perches only.

The total area for all the railway projects in the City is about 18t

acres, and the length of street required there for the tramways two miles

five furlongs. Mr. Haywood concludes by stating that it will be neces-

sary for the Commissioners to obtain more information on most of the pro-

jects than they now possess, and that it will be needful that they should

dissent from the whole of the works so as to obtain a locus standi before

the Committees of the Houses of Parliament, to which the Bills will

probably be referred. The Commissioners, at their last meeting, adopted

the last suggestion of their engineer, and ordered his report to be printed

and circulated among the members of the Corporation. They also ap-

proved the general principles of the tramway schemes, but left the Bridge-

house Estates Committee to watch them in their progress through Par-

liament.
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KENNEDY'S ENDLESS CHAIN SAW.

We are indebted to the American Artizan for the following description

of this cnrious invention :
—

The great expense of circular saws large enough for sawing heavy logs

of great size, and the consequent loss incurred in the event of any injury

thereto, renders it highly desirable that some substitute, possessing the

same advantages of continuous motion in one direction, should be provided.

The iuvention herewith illnstrated is designed t3 furnish such a substitute,

Fig.l

und consists in an endless chain saw, the links or sections ot which are

made, as it were, of S shape, as shown in the enlarged Fig. 2, so that they

can be hooked to and connected with one another to constitute the Saw,

without the use of pivots to connect the links. One of the hooked ends,

it should ho mentioned, of each link is so formed that, when hooked upon

the adjacent end of the link next to it, it will fit into a narrow recess

formed in the latter, so that any latteral displacement is provided against.

The saw, constituted by the connection of any desired number of these

links or sections—each formed with any suitable number of teeth— is

passed in a vertical plan': over two grooved pulleys, the upper one of

which has vertically adjustable bearings, hy which it may be adjusted to

regulate the ten-ion of the saw, while the lower one has upon it the pulley

or band-wheel by which the saw is driven.

Among other advantages claimed for this improved saw is that it can

ded from cutting two feet timber to six feet fciinhi r, by

raising the upper wheel, ami adding the requisite number of sections, the

thickness .it' the saw remaining the same; to do which with a circnlar saw

would require one (if it could be made) of a diameter equal to the length

of an ordinary log, at a cost of hundreds of dollars, and a thickness
.

i n i|

than halfan inch. Also, that it nets in a straight line, and is at the

tim.- i being adjusted to any angle of the wood, as in the case of

the band -
I manner in which a circular saw enters the wood is al

Ural dea i in, and from that it gradually works its way out

in a quarteT circle ;
this ; the very hardest of the work, and consequently

requires the mosl power. This is overcome by the endless chain

Alv, the I
nt cf injury in case of accident. A

ai ,. eth only involves the section of which they

arc D part, ill.' replaced by n new one in a few in.

-

without any injury to tin- rest of the saw. II' the ob-ti lie imi booffl

character to destiny n circular saw or tear on! every adjustable tooth, the

encountering it wool 1 break, and the taw stop j the

broken section being the only lots,

Tiik Utilisation op Towx Skwaor.—The Cardiff Local Board ol Floalth, nt tlicir

i £21 to I'..' British Association for rartherln means
town sewage, tin: general ..[.inion being that the town would derivo great

benefit from it.

PATENT LAW.

The Boyill Litigation.

{Continued from page 46.)

We have given the Vice-Chancellor's observations upon the evidence of
Mr. Muir, whom he had not seen, and who had not been cross-examined nor
contradicted in regard to that evidence.

In contrast with those observations, we now quote from the shorthand
notes of the fifth day's proceedings ou the second trial of "Bonn, v.

Goodier." Mr. Muir was giving his evidence before the jury, and was
cross-examined by Mr. Garth, Q.C., on behalf of Mr. Bovill.

Mr. Garth : Did you have any communication with Mr. Bovill with refer-

ence to taking a licence from him ?—A. Yes.

Q. Both verbally and by correspondence ?—A. Not by correspondence,

but verbally.

Q. When was it you saw Mr. Bovill ?—A. In 1851. Mr. Don pressed

me very much to come up and see the arrangement.

Q. Did you discuss with Mr. Bovill the terms upon which he was to

grant you a licence, or upon which he would grant you a licence ?—A. I
discussed with Mr. Bovill in my interview with him in 1851. Afcer I had
seen his arrangement in operation I discussed with him the matter of get-

ting permission from him to drive the air through the upper stone with
a closed eye. Any discussion I ever had with Mr. Don or Mr. Bovill ou
this matter was entirely in reference to the arrangement that he had of the
blast, not to the exhaust at all.

Q. That is a very long answer. Did you uot discuss with him the terms
on which he was to grant you a licence ?

Mr. Justice Byles : A licence for what ? For a portion of the invention

he says relating to the stones and the blast, but having nothing to do with
the exhaust.

Mr. Garth : You were examined on the former occasion in this case ?—
A. Yes.

Q. Did you, when you were examined before, ever say a word about the
licence which you proposed to take from him, as you have just now told

us ?—A. No.
Q. Why not ?—Because I was not aware of the exact nature. In fact,

I believe when I was last in this witness-box I positively asserted that I
never had any communication with Mr. Don by letter or paper of any kind,

but I am glad to say that to clear up the matter I have since found docu-
ments which

—

Q. You have since found letters from Mr. Dou, you say ?—A. A letter

from Mr. Don, and also a memorandum from Mr. Bovill, which I received
from him.

Q. That is the very thing. I am glad you have found it. Have you got
it there ?—A. Yes, I have it here.

Q. Did not Mr. Bovill write down the memorandum in your presence,

and hand it to you as the terms upon which he was to give you a licence ?

—A. Mr. Bovill was very anxious to eet me to take a licence from him of
his exhaust and blast arrangements. I said to him, after seeing the ar-

rangements in operation at Deptford Mills, that I saw no difference, and
you will find that in my previous evidence.

i

i- Gro on.—A. And by that I mean that I saw no difference in the re-

sult. He arrived at his result in one way, I arrived at my result in another
way ; hut the results were quite the same. I told him I had no necessity

to come to him for the exhaust, ns I had it already.

Mr. Justice Byles : I do not think it is necessary at all, either for y.mr
justification, or for any other purpose, to go through this in detail. Answer
the question as briefly as you can.

Mr. Gbrove: The last answer may be of importance, lie says he and Mr.
Bovill arrived at the result one in one way, and tl Iher in another.

Mr. Fullnrton : He added to that answer which .Mr. Grove has just asked
your lordship to lake down, " 1 bold him I hod do re is ui to trouble him for

the use of his exhaust."

Mr. Justice Byles : Really we get into quite unnecessary confusion about
this. lie began by very candidly saying there was D mist ike in m\ firmer

examination, and 1 am now- in a
,

to correct it. That happens to

every man.
Mr. Garth; In your firmer examination, did nything about

what yon have told us now with regard to these memoranda f —Von had
forgotten about the memorandum, bad yt u not P— A. V. -. > on will perhaps

the examination before putting any qi 1 Bualloevory
glad to ai.

Mr. Garth i I think that is quite right.

Mr. Justice Byles: Which pagi i-it?

Mr. Garth: still the lame pagi—206 rt of the former
trial.

Mr. Websl : li ays, "I never wrote to Mr. Bovill that I am aware
of."

Mr. ' Bj lei i
You had I. [rig time.

Garth: Mv learned friend, Mr. ('<: .\
!, ..

'.. I vou this: "Perhaps

9
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you will answer my question as to whether you Met not a discussion with

Mr. Bovill as to a licence, and whether the terms were not discussed be-

tween you ? That is my question, and it seems to me to be not a very

difficult one to answer?—A. No. Q. You had not?—A. No. Q. I ask

you this. Not only were not the terms discussed, but were they not

written down by Mr. Bovill at an interview that you had with him, and

did you not take them away with you ?—A. I am not aware of the fact.

Q. Will you undertake to say whether it was so or not ?—A. I am not

aware of the fact. Q. Am I to take that answer, 'I am not aware of the

fact,' that you do not know whether it was so or not ?—A. I may have had

a general conversation with Mr. Bovill about his patent ?—Q. My question

was not general ?—A. I am quite willing. Mr. Justice Willes : Attend to

the question. Did not Mr. Bovill writedown the terms in writing, and

did you not take away that writing with you."

Mr. Justice Byles : And now read his answer.

Mr. Garth : The answer is— "It is quite possible I may have done so.

I do not remember at the present moment."
Mr. Justice Byles : He did not say he did not, only that he did not

remember it at the moment. He began candidly, by saying, ' I have fallen

into a mistake—there is the memorandum."
Mr. Garth : How have you come to recollect now all the particulars of

the conversation which you did not recollect before as to the time of the

memorandum was given ?—A. I am very happy to give you the reason.

Mr. Justice Byles a You can do it, sir, for your own justification.—A.

Most unfortunately for myself and for my business reputation I made some

mistake in dates with reference to this matter, and also with reference to

the conversation with Mr. Bovill; and when I got back to Glasgow, I

made a most searching examination for every scrap of paper that I could

find about the place. I have now got all my books, and have examined all

my letters in regard to this matter and everything appertaining to it, and I

think I am certainly now in a position to answer every question you can

possibly put to me in reference to this matter. That point you speak of

about the conversation with Mr. Don and Mr. Bovill

—

Q. The conversation with Mr. Bovill is what I am drawing your atten-

tion to.—A. The whole history is before me in this letter.

Mr. Justice Byles : Do you mean to impute to this gentleman an inten-

tional misrepresentation ?

Mr. Garth: Oh, no, my lord; simply this—that on the former occasion

his memory wa3 very defective.

Mr. Justice Byles: If you mean to impute that, of course I shall not

stop you ; if you do not mean that, what can you have more than you have
got. He says I made a mistake, and I have searched through all my papers

arid I have come here to correct it.

The Witness : This is the letter ; it is open to be read, and it will tell

you the whole thing.

Mr. Garth : Be kind enough to give me, first of all, this memorandum,
which you say you have got.—A. There it is [producing it]. It is not even

addressed to me— it is a simple memorandum.
Q. It was given to yourself by Mr. Bovill ?—A. Certainly; I remember

the circumstance.

Mr. Justice Byles : As to this sort of cross-examination, you will judge
whether it endangers the defendant's case or advances it.

Mr. Garth : I propose to put this in, my lord.

Mr. Justice Byles : Oh, no. My Brother Willes very bitterly complained
of it as disadvantageous to the defendant. I said so yesterday, and I repeat

it to-day.

Mr. Garth : Upon my word, my lord, I do not know that we could do
other than we have done.

Mr. Justice Byles : I do not know what impression this gentleman has

made on the jury, but anything more candid I never heard.

Mr. Grove : There never has been any question as to his credibility. It

is an entire misrepresentation.

Mr. Justice Byles : He is now here, and ready to state all about it.

Mr. Grove: My lord, as I am involved, in some respect, in these matters,

will you allow me to state this. Mr. Muir, on the last trial, was rather

sensitive, and considered that some questions put to him went to affect his

credit. I emphatically disclaimed it, but I thought that the gentleman's

memory was very infirm. I said so in so many words at the last trial, and
I say so still.

Mr. Justice Byles : You meant it then, and you mean it now.

Mr. Grove : I tested him closely as to dates, and my case then and now
is that he made very considerable mistakes as to dates. I did not say he
said anything purposely wrong. I most carefully, in my address to the jury,

guarded myself upon that.

Mr. Justice Byles : You need not repeat that, Mr. Grove. Let us go on
to something material.

Mr. Garth : You had, previously to this conversation with Mr. Bovill,

seen Messrs. White and Ponsford's Mill at work. You had seen his system
and apparatus at work at the City Mills ?—A. Not at the City Mills. The
City Mills were not started then ; it was at Deptford. Mr. Bovill did not

Mr. Bovill was at Deptford—the Governmentgo with me to Shadwell.
Mills at Deptford.

Mr. Webster : Do you put that memorandum in ?—Mr. Grove : Yes.
Mr. Justice Byles: Let it be read ; but let me read it before it is read,

if you please. It may be taken as read, perhaps, because it is hardly intel-
ligible. It shall be read if it is desired.

Mr. Garth : Did you see Mr. White, who was one of the owners in the City
Mills, after you had seen the Mills at Shadwell ?—A. Yes.

Q. Did you tell Mr. White that the apparatus which you had seen at
Shadwell was a great improvement in milling ?—A. At Deptford.

Q. Did you tell him so ?—A. I did.

Q. That was Mr. Bovill's apparatus?—A. Yes; I admired it very much.

.

Q. How long after you discontinued the use of this apparatus did you put
up another apparatus at your mills ?—A. I do not quite comprehend what
you mean.

Q. You tell us that you discontinued the use of this apparatus in 1852.

I ask you whether it had not been discontinued in 1851. I want to know
after you had discontinued that apparatus, when you put up another?—A.
There need be no doubt upon the date when I discontinued it.

Mr. Justice Byles : You need not go back to that ; pray do not trouble
yourself, but answer the question.—A. I have it in my letters.

Mr. Garth : You may answer the question in any way on reference to
document.—A. Do you mean an apparatus in connection with this ?

Q. I want to know how soon after you discontinued the one apparatus
you put up another ?

Mr. Justice Byles : Did you put up any other*?—A. Yes. We put up
in August, 1853, silk-dressing machines ; and in connection with those silk

dressing machines

—

Mr. Justice Byles : Now, wait : pray do not go on with what is immate-
rial. You have answered the question, "We put up silk dressing machines."

Mr. Garth : My learned friend, Mr. Grove, wishes me to ask you again
this question—Was not the apparatus completely taken to pieces when Mr.
Don was there, and did not you show him the pieces in May, 1851 ?—A.
I showed him the various parts of the apparatus.

Q. Were they not all detached? It was not at work?— A. I have
already answered you that question most distinctly—that it was at work
then. I have my letters and books here to show.

Re-examined by Mr. Webster : Q. When was this memorandum that has
been produced given to you.—A. It was given to me when I was in London
in 1851. I was anxious, most anxious.

Q. That is quite sufficient : it was given you in May 1851. I believe
you are aware that Mr. Bovill's Scotch patent for this blast was not
taken out until 1863.—A. I was very much astonished to find that after-

wards.

Q. Do you know now that with regavd to this which is called the super-
added blast and exhaust, that was not the subject of a Scotch patent till

the 28th of May 1843.—A. I am now aware of the fact.

Q. You know that fact.—A. Yes.

Q. In 1851 had Mr. Bovill any patent excepting his Scotch patent of
1846.—A. Not that I am aware of.

Mr. Justice Byles: Your last answer is not quite correct, is it ? There
is the patent of 1849 which we are now discussing.

Mr. Webster : The other patent is in Scotland my lord. I believe you
are aware that Mr. Bovill had two patents, an English patent of 1846, and
a Scotch patent of 1846 ?—A. Yes.

Q. But the English patent of 1846 was for the super-added blast with-
out the exhaust.

Mr. Justice Byles : Very well.

Mr. Webster : And that he had no patent in Scotland for the blast and
exhaust combined, until the 28th of May 1853.—A. I believe that is so.

Q. Now Mr. Gordon's invention was for introducing the air, so as to keep
the meal from the eye to the circumference of the stone cooler in grinding,

was it not.—A. Yes.

Q. That is what we have now called a super-added blast.—A. Yes.

Q. You told us the effect of that was to fill the meal with stive. A. To-

fill the meal with stive.

Mr. Webster : That is all I ask.

Mr. Grove: Will your lordship permit me to do this for my own justifi-

cation. Your lordship has referred to me two or three times with reference

to this gentleman, and I do ask to be allowed to say this for myself—this

is what I stated to the jury in addressing them upon his evidence :
'• We

have an instance of a gentleman, honestly I believe—I make no mention
against him of dishonesty in this respect—honestly pledging his oath to a.

matter which was utterly false in fact ; not false to his intention, as he
swore it, and that is Mr. Muir. I make no accusation of any real inten-

tion, but Mr. Muir positively swore in this witness-box that he had dis-

continued the blast, but not discontinued the exhaust, and he was as firm

and positive upon it as any man ever was ; but he was mistaken, and he
honestly admitted that he was mistaken." Now, I ask your lordship,

whether that is not exactly what I stated—that I did not make any reflec-

tion upon this gentleman's character ?
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Mr. Justice Byles : You did him justice upon the former occasion, and

do so now ; and I do him the justice on the present occasion to say there is

no reflection whatever upon him.

The Witness : I am much obliged to your lordship for the remark.

Mr. Grove: But your lordship will permit me to say I wish to do justice

to my clients. I only said on the former trial that he was thoroughly

mistaken as to dates. I did not like the sort of suspicion that seemed to

be thrown upon me that I reflected upon his credit.

It is impossible to imagine anything more decisive for the condemnation

of the mode of procedure in Chancery than this remarkable approval of

Mr. Muir's evidence when given viva voce before a jury, and the flippant

rejection of it by the Court of Chancery, and we commend it strongly to

the attention of those who may be disposed to think slightly of the advan-

tage of trial by jury. We must proceed with our quotation from the judg-

ment :

—

" Then the Isleworth case was repeated as it was before, and I only refer

to it by a word or two before I come to the case of infringement. There

is nothing new in it beyond the fact that Mr. Podger has taken a licence

which he had not done on the former occasion.

"Then there is Westrup's case. It is true that Westrup speaks positively

of having sot up that which would amount to an anticipation of the plain-

tiffs patent some time in the year 1847, but his mills were unfortuuately

burnt down in July, 1848. It is a remarkable feature in this case that not

a single thing is in esse anywhere which can be found to have existed

anterior to the plaintiffs patent. In the Isleworth case I have the same
evidence here that I had before, something of the kind was admitted, as to

which I must fay a little more when I come to speak of the infringement.

That does not seen to have been very successful. The moment after the
plaintiffs patent comes out a different apparatus is set up at Isleworth,

which is in accordance with the plaintiffs patent, and then a different state

of things arises. As regards Westrup's case, there is the curious fact the

mill is burnt down. We have not got in this case a gentleman named
Crampton, who gave evidence in a former case, and it is not proper that I

should allude to what Mr. Crampton said in that case, but there is this fact

brought out on the cross-examination of Westrup. The plaintiff and Mr.
Bramwell (who was acting in some way as agent for the plaintiff then) did

visit Westrup's Mills continually; this was about the time that the appa-
ratus was alleged to have been put up in 1847; that Mr. White and Mr.
Ponsford did visit him ; that after the patent, Westrup was perfectly well

aware that White and Ponsford were in treaty with the plaintiff Bovill

(that is what he says in his cross-examination) lor the use of his patent, not
one syllable did Westrup then say about it as being all moonshine, that
the patent was not worth a farthing, that the thing had all been done in

1847, he, knowing that these gentlemen were making inquiries in respect to

this patent, never did it occur to Mr. Westrup to mention that an apparatus
had been pnt up which had been successful for a few months before his

mill was burnt down ; never did it occur to him to set it up again, and
never did it occur to him to recommend any one else to set it up. Well,
really what a shadowy sort of case it comes to when I look at the case3 of
Wren and Muir. When I see the sort of case attempted to be set up by
them, this alleged existence for a a short period during which Westrup
says this machinery was set up in his mill, although in the mean time he
had frequently seen persons who were in very serious and large concerns,
.sucli as White and Ponsford's, treating with the plaintiff as regards the
patent, not one single syllable did he say about it, and nothing is heard
about it until after this litigation arises. Well, if a man's patent could be
Overturned by evidence of this description, it docs appear to me it would be
absolutely useless for anybody ever to attempt to take out letters patent for

any invention whatsoever."
Our only comment upon this is, that Messrs. Crampton, White, and

Ponsford were si,own to hare Visiter] Westrup's Mill, which was burnt down
insists, with the view of seeing Bovill's patent of 184 > at work

;
that

trup was working that blast successfully and without inconvenience,
bectuse he was applying the exhaust very mueh in the manner shown in
Bovill's patent of 1846 for the purpose of getting rid of the itive ; but the
evidence is disbelieved, because Westrup did not in L818 toll White and
Ponsford thai Bovill's patent of 1849 was all u shine! The jud
continues :

—

"Now, n regards wme of the othercn es which Lave U eu mentioned in
this evidence, I think we have none of the old cases except the Houghton
JHI1 :

this i« > ! »ly one I have not adverted to. [I has uol
proved, [n tho case ol the Houghton Mill, they bad holos in Uio mill-
stone ease. I think it is mentioned that n greal many more have been cut,
although before we knan ,,| ti, r existence of a .

onal evidence thai Mr. Potl i Bro« n, who bud
not taken :. licence before, has now taken a licence, which Air. J
fC" 1 '- W h thai tin thii .

! nol come within flic plaintiffs patent, and th.
his \ ted In him in tin' Pi

nil bad, but that the thin, s he had ii-ed were ft-rent cha-

racter; not on account of their being used by inflation without suction,

but that they were of a totally different contrivance. By those holes cut
in the box he got a contrivance by which the plenum should be exactly ex-

hausted, and no blast occasioned."

The incidents connected with Mr. Brown's Mill at Houghton are so odd
that we must state them. Mr. Brown and his son, Mr. Bateman Brown,
gave evidence in this suit of the use of a fan applied to exhaust the stive

from the mill-stone cases in Houghton Mill, and to blow it into a stive

room, continuously since 1846. The only evidence in contradiction was
that the stive was much more successfully exhausted in 1866 than it was
before 1849. The holes referred to were made in the hoop of the mill-

stone case to supply air as required. The licence was one by which no
payment was to be made for the Houghton Mill so long as no change was
made in the application there of the exhausting arrangements, but by
which at their other mills the patentees might work Bovill's patented in-

ventions on terms. By this licence Mr. Bovill expressed his unreserved
concurrence in Mr. Brown's assertion that what was done at the Hough-
ton Mill was no infringement of his patent of 1849. The Vice-Chancellor

we see believed the testimony that the exhaust was used. In Crate's suit

he was of opinion it was impossible to have a plenum if there were holes in

the mill-stone case. We here find him expressing an opinion that " by these

holes he got a contrivance by which the plenum should be exactly ex-

hausted and no blast occasioned ;" but that this did not invalidate Mr. Bovill's

patent because the contrivance by which he effected it was of a tlifferent

character. This means that Mr. Bovill's invention was not for the process

of exhausting the plenum (begging our readers' pardon for using an un-
meaning expression), but for the particular apparatus by which the plenum
was exhausted. On the second trial of Bovill v. Goodier, Mr. Justice

Byles directed the jury that they were bound to believe Mr. Brown's testi-

mony, but that what he had done in and since 1846 was no evidence of an-

ticipation of Mr. Bovill's invention, because that invention was not an in-

vention of the apparatus (which was the same as Mr. Brown used), but of

the process of exhausting the plenum ! To complete the view of the ad-

ministration of justice we meution that Lord Cairns, on the appeal in the

present case, stated that, beyonel doubt, if Messrs. Brown were to be be-

lieved, the Houghton Mill did anticipate Mr. Bovill's patent, but he, who
had never seen either of them, rejected their evidence as incredible, inas-

much as they had accepted the licence '.

The Vice-Chancellor was so well disposed to Mr. Bovill that the very
sagacious counsel who appeared for him was determined to commit his

Honour as deeply as possible, and our note of the judgment in Bovill v.

Smith next shows the following suggestion :

—

"Mr. Grove : Sir, I ought to mention this, as your Honour has now gone
through all the cases, there is the case of Mr. Kingsford, but my learned

friends have not mentioned it. Your Honour will remember, it was
Newton's case, and it was stated in Mr. Bovill's evidence to be Newton's
exhaust.

" The Vice-Chancellor : I was looking at it last night, but I forget the

name of the witness at this moment.
" Mr. Grove : It is mentioned in Horn's evidence. He mentions what

Mr. Bovill did. Mr. Newton was a Patent Agent, who really was a trustee

for him.
"Mi-. Aston: Your Honour will find it at page 12, paragraph 2—the

second paragraph from the top of the page.
" The Vice-Chancellor : Yes, I have it. Mr. Horn's evidence begins at the

bottom of page 11, and he eays this
—

' I know the plaintiff's patent of

1819, and 1 have always understood that the invention protected by the

plaintiff's said patent was of an exhaust, applied to millstone eases to re-

move the stive and plenum of air caused by a blast of air forced by an

independent blowing machine between the grinding surfaces of the si ones,

and lor a stivo room made of porous fabrics, to admit of the straining of
the flour dust from the air of the stive. 1 say that it was not a new in-

vention in 1819 to apply a pipe from a fan as an exhausting machine to the

cases of millstones, so as to carry off the warm dusty air in the mill

coses, and to allow the meal to descend through the open meal spouts free

from -.live, which was carried to a chamber wherein the flout partlOlfiS were
economised, for I say that early in the year 1848 I saw those things done

as part of the ordinary and c mstanl practice at Messrs. T. and ('. ICings-

I©.] d\ Tide M ill. al I lepl f >rd.

• .Mr. Grove: four Honour remembers he sys ' (.liej were corn* d away,'

but he does not say d good deal more was uol curried aivuy. Tlii- i- con-

sistent.with Mr. Newton's patent.
" The Vice-Cboncclloi Thai witness' evi oesjustst tho bottom

pf tlio n»ge. [ will just refer to i comment has been made up
Will you tell me which amdavil of Mr. Bovill relates to it ? I think there

i-, more 1 1 idi uce abonl K ihg ford.

"Mr. drove.— Y"ur [Tonbui bad ll.c i ol ICingsloi l a

povill v. Crale.
" T
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"Mr. Druce : The statement about Mr. Kingsford begins at paragraph

10, page 4, ' A very large number of millers and others interested in the

milling trade.'

" The Vice-Chancellor :
' A very large number of millers and others inte-

rested in the milling trade were present at such trial, including a Mr.
Charles Kingsford, who was put into the witness-box as a witness on
behalf of the defendant, but not examined by either side, and Mr. Wren
and his millwrights, who were not called as witnesses.' Is that all he
says ?

" Mr. Druce : It was in the Privy Council. That appears afterward?.
" The Vice-Chancellor: It occupied such very little time in discussion, in

the former case, and none at all in the present, that I confess I have very

little attended to it. Nobody has mentioned it in the course of the defen-

dant's argument, but I should just like to look at it.

"Mr. Grove : Your Hoiiour will find it at paragraph 10. It is stated he
was present at the trial of Keyworth and Seely.

" The Vice-Chancellor.—I do not find any more about it.

" Mr. Grove : I think there is something in that. It states he is an

assignee of somebody else.

" The Vice-Chancellor : It is stated ' it was not a new invention to apply

a pipe or a fan.' Of course it was not. That is an exhaust machine.

" Mr. Grove : At page 7, line 23, it is said that Charles Kingsford was
examined in the Privy Council. Then at page 8, in Sioaine and Bovill v.

Christie, Mr. Charles Kingsford gave evidence on behalf of Christie

against him.
" Mr. Druce : Will your Honour look at page 31 of the second

affidavit of Mr. Bovill, which begins ' Improvements upon the manufac-
ture ?'

" The Vice-Cl ancellor : Yes, this is it. ' A patent agent, Mr. Newton, in

his own name, but in fact on behalf of Messrs. Geusdebien and Houyot,
took out a patent, in which patent, very shortly afterwards, a Mr. Chailes

Kingsford, hereinafter mentioned, obtained an interest, for creating a

strong current of air down the eye of the top or runner stone, and be-

tween the stones, by means of a vacuum or powerful exhaust, applied to

the side of the mill-stone case, making the cases air-tight, so as to cut

them off from any connection with the external air, to secure a powerful
vacuum exhaust.'
" Mr. Grove : Your Honour will find that Mr. Horn's evidence is quite

consistent with that.
" The Vice-Chancellor : I am going to look at Mr. Horn's evidence— ' I

say that it was not anew invention in 1849 to apply a pipe from a fan, as

an exhausting machine to the cases of millstones, so as to carry off the

warm dusty air in the millstone cases, and to allow the meal to descend
through the open meal spouts, free from stive, which was carried to a

chamber, wherein the flour particles were economised, for I say that early

in the year 1848 I saw those things done as part of the ordinary and con-

stant practice at Messrs. T. and C. Kingsford's Tide Mill at Deptford.'

The same observation applies to that, that applies to Cahanes' and the

other patents. You may have exhausts simply for the purpose of exhaust-

ing the plenum, taking care to do no more. It is clear, coupling all those

circumstances together, what did take place. Kingsford was interested in

Newton's patent, and what he is describing there is Newton's patent., and
not the plaintiff's."

We believe this to be unique. Whilst delivering judgment, and not
before, does the learned Judge give his attention to the evidence :

—

"Now as to the infringement I have got but one word to say upon it

—

that is, with reference to an argument which was used by Mr. Little

arising on my former judgment. He quoted the passage at page 22, in

which I said that as Mather had described the apparatus in the first part

of his evidence, you there had the plaintiff's patent, because lie described

the fan as within the tube, and that tube as immediately connected with
the millstone case, whereas in reality what existed at Isleworth was this

—

a tube going through the millstone case into a horizontal tube, another

upright tube going from that through a chamber with bunting or some-

thing of that kind—a porous fabric—then another tube from the chamber
with the porous fabric up to the top of the building, where there was the

fan, and that was a totally different apparatus, as I stated in my judg-

ment, as it struck me from what the plaintiff had said. Mr. Little pressed

me, and said what the plaintiff does is exactly that which was described by
Mather (although it turned out not to be the fact) at Isleworth. I will

turn to the evidence which was given, as I do not remember the thing

quite correctly. It is stated at page 22 of my judgment in Bovill v. Crate.

The evidence was ' except that we found that the warm air or stive was
not sufficiently active to ascend the entire distance into the said stive-room,

so as to sufficiently clear the stone-cases, and notwithstanding I and the

said Samuel Kidd had been desirous to obtain this end without the employ-
ment of mechanical means, we found it impracticable, and we therefore

fixed a fan in the vertical spout leading from the said trunk into the stive-

room,and which fan was worked by means of the steam power used for

driving the mills.' That is the plaintiff's patent, and that is the identical

thing no doubt which is described. They have got the tube, they have got
the fan, and this is below the stive-room ; it is in the spout leading to the
stive-room ; it is working away in the stive-room, and takes the air through
the stone-cases and drives it into the stive-room exactly as the plaintiff's
does. The comment I wish to make on that is simply this: it was rather
with reference to another part of the case, as showing a previous invention,
in the design which Mr. Little pressed me with. The same argument
applies there which I have already dealt with in Cabanes' and Debeaune's
cases. In Debeaune's case Mr. Little pressed mo with this—that Debeaune
had done equally what I said before was a description of the plaintiff's

patent. Then the point that arises is exactly similar to what arises in
Debeaune's design. Debeaune has not told you the qualifying process by
which you are to exhaust and nothing more. In the Isleworth case I have
had a good deal of evidence to show that there was a qualifying process j
that a man was sent upstairs to see that the number of turns made was
proper, that it should not go too fast or too slow ; that a candle was applied
downstairs. It is perfectly true that I did not take in the whole of that.
The evidence was strong that a man did go with a candle and made the
experiment, so that if you couple all those experiments with the exact nice
adjustment and description, you have got the whole thing; but I am of
opinion that that was impossible to have occurred. If there could have
been an adjustment of that kind, in consequence of the intervening space
through which the air had to be withdrawn, that would have interfered,
and would have entirely frustrated the possibility of your adjusting the
exhaust in the manner described, there being that intervening space before
you come to the porous fabric. 1 had almost forgotten that, but I am glad
I have just remembered it.

"Now, as regards the actual infringement, the point which Mr. Little
insisted upon, and also Mr. North, is the one test of the plaintiff about,
infringement is as follows—whether or not the stive is cleared away from all

parts of the machine so that you have the mill in a healthy clean state ; with
no heat, no dust, no waste of flour, and no nasty sour paste, and so on.
That is not so in the defendant's mill—there it is not clear. The
plaintiff's witnesses speak to this, and it is not contradicted that the mill-

stone case was quite clear, and the meal itself quite free from stive; all

that had been achieved, but the plaintiff himself said nothing about the
higher part of the apparatus. The higher part of the apparatus seems
from Mr. Bramwell's evidence to have been clogged with paste and dust*
as in the Isleworth case, and the thing was not sufficiently done. The
difference between the Isleworth case and this case of infringement is just
this : in the Isleworth case it never could have been done, as I have held
on the evidence before me, the apparatus was not such as could possibly
have achieved it. Nothing of the kind could occur. The plaintiff's in-

vention could not have been exercised with such a set of contrivances as
those gentlemen set up, with the intervening gap of a room with an open
pcrous fabric, which would have completely prevented the application of
the exhaust in accordance with the patent of the plaintiff. As I said before
when the plaintiff's patent came out, they found they had failed, and they
then introduced and used an apparatus exactly similar to that of the plain-

tiff. In this case there is everything put up which could exactly effect

what the plaintiff does, and as to that I would refer to the passage I just
read from the judgment, everything is done which can effect the plaintiff's

process. There are slides, those slides may be badly manipulated, they
may not have always manipulated them to the right point, but the right
point being that you are to exhaust and do no more, but so manipulated
they have been, as to effect one object of the plaintiff's patent—all the
stive is cleared away, and the moment you shut the slides all the stive

comes down so that when you make it impossible for him to use the appa-
ratus of the plaintiff by the plaintiff's method, then bis mill is smothered
with stive; when he uses the slides in such a way that it can exactly per-

form what the plaintiff does, the effect is to remove all the stive at once,

but it had not so far the effect when the practical experiment was made as

to remove all the damp and all the corrupted flour. I suppose from Mr.
Bramwell's evidence, which I do not in any way, as I said before, question

at all, it never has been used entirely effectively in that way because he
comments upon the state of the timber in the mill, which shows by indica-

tions upon it the effect of damp, and therefore it is clear the damp could

not have been wholly carried away. But the question is whether the par-

tial use is or is not an infringement ? Now 1 can quite understand this,

that the plaintiff is tied down to a very narrow line indeed, because that is

the only way of doing the thing effectively, but when the thing is quite

nicely and effectively done, and will clear the whole concern, not only of

the stive but also of the damp and the heat sufficiently to prevent the
accumulation of moisture, it is not because a person has an apparatus

which if properly used will produce that effect, through the medium of

slides which will produce one object, namely, the removal of the stive, that

he is to escape from his infringement. Because that is done effectively,

and when the slides are closed and the apparatus is not made use of the

mill is covered with dust and stive, a person cannot by using it in that

way escape from the infringement of the patent, that is to say, simply be-
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cause he does not make use of it so effectually and completely as the plain-

tiff does. It appears to me as regards the infringement the apparatus is

exactly that which does effect what the plaintiff's does ; it does effect that

portion of it to that extent if worked. If it is not worked more com-

pletely there is no reason why lie should be allowed to use one portion of

the apparatus and leave the other half unaccomplished ; he is just as much

prevented by the law from using the patent to the extent which I have

described, as he is from using it to the fullest and completest extent. The

line to which the plaintiff is tied down is not so narrow as to allow a per-

son to come upon the very verge of it and say, I will take just half of what

you do, and I will not complete the operation, which if carried into effect

by your instrument is so very beneficial.

"Now, I have only one other observation to make. This really is

Bovill v. Crate over again. This matter has been tried over and over

again in different Courts, but no doubt it come3 on now in an imperfect

form for the Court of Equity to arrive at a conclusion upon it. It comes

on as a cause and not as a motion for decree, therefore the affidavits do

not answer each other, hut each side produces its own evidence, 'lhere is

rather more notice in the plaintiff's bill than there is in the answer, but

there is not full notice undoubtedly in the plaintiff's bill of a good many
things which have been given in evidence. Xo notice whatever is given by

the defendant's answer, and according to Lord Cotteuham's view, what a

Court of Equity should do in such a case as this, the evidence would not

be excluded if it is not put in issue, as was once the notion in our Courts,

but the rule now seems to be established that you should give any party

who is taken by surprise an opportunity of meeting those matters which

he states has taken him by surprise. It is impossible in this case for me
to hold that any party was surprised on one case or the other. Xo doubt

Mr. Bovill may have been somewhat surprised by Debeaune— that is the

only thing, I shoulel say, that took him by surprise. As to the defen-

dants, I cannot trace a single document as to which it can be said they

have been taken by surprise, by what has come out here. They cannot

have been taken by surprise by anything Mr. Muir has said or done ; and

there is not anything I can see to lead me to say that these parties have

not come to trial w ith every possible point -suggested which has arisen

during the period of ten years which has elapsed since the trial of

Bovill v. Keyworlh, and during the whole of which time the plaintiff' has

been in constant litigation. I confess I do not think I ought to prolong

that period of litigation by any technical notion that the parties were not

fully prepared. I have the evidence of the combination, and so on, fully

before me. This gentleman is one of the combination, or I should rather

say he subscribes to it. Therefore I must hold that both sides were fully

informed, both Mr. Bovill and the defendant, that the ease was ripe for

ion; and having come to that conclusion, that the case is exactly the

same as Bovill v. Crate, the decree will also be exactly the same.''

(To be contintied.)

LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOBEMBN ENGINEERS.

At the dinner of the Foremen Engineers, on the 19th ult., Sir- Joseph

Vt'hitworth made the following observations:—During the last two years

trade lias been in a very depressed state, and both employers and em-
ployed have suffered much. I am happy to say that there are now signs

mprovement in most branches of industry, and, if we are favoured with

good harvests this year, the improvement will now go on and increase.

The prosperity of England depends, not only on the produce of her soil

and mines, hut also greatly on the number of self-acting machines she

keeps at work. In proportion to the increase of the latter has been her

increase in wealth and power. Our ancestor had very rode implements

to work with, but since the introduction of the steam-engine the ma-
chinists and engineers of Engl tnd have gone on applying new machines to

every kind of industry, until we have arrived at a time when we bare an

enormous wealth-producing power at our coinmaud. The produce of our

mines Of COS] and iron is so abundant that we can convert the raw mate-
rial we obtain tr m other countrii i into an almost endli - variety of

thing*, which add to the comforts of all. The wealth derivable from

mines and self-acting machinery goes on without interruption. The
produce of the foil everywhere greatly depends on the seasoi . id ace the

desirableness of having the most extended area fox the exchange of our
manufactures. The progress thai baa been made by engineers daring the

been very remarkable, particularly in constructing

and making self-acting machinery. Twelve shillings per fool were then
paid tor the labour ol chipping and filing i iion, which is now
frequently done on the planing-machine for Id. By Mr. tad>

i, the cost of manufactnrisg some kinds of steel hss recently

beta reduced to one-half, and in some cases t) one-third whal it used to

be. The consumption of coal for manufactures has been reduced mora
than one-half; the Having last year on the English railways bj locomotive
engineers burning rod instead of coke wm £1,200,000 Sterling, Me-

ntlflo men are continually

finding out new modes of producing wealth, and the owners of self-acting

machinery generally go on improving and increasing their productions,

from which those who have fixed incomes derive great advantage. Until

the corn laws were repealed legislation was not in accordance with the

proper development of self-acting machinery. The full employment of

such machinery requires a free exchange for the produce of all countries.

Engineers have so reduced the cost and time of transit that when we have
this free exchange Englaml will probably be the cheapest country in the
world to live in. The taxing of imports has long appeared to me very
illogical aud paradoxical, seeing that the labour of 1,000 men employed in

cultivating the soil in foreign countries could in many cases be obtained
for the labour of eue man in this couutry employed on a self-acting ma-
chine. Under such circumstances as these a tax on exports rather than
imports would seem to have been more logical, but I am against both. I

mention these considerations because it is my conviction that, next to the

stuely of those sciences more immediately connecteel with the engineering

profession, that of political economy most deserves the study of engineers.

Looking to the immediate future, we may congratulate ourselves on the

great opportunities that are arising for the development of engineering

enterprise. The cultivation of the land by steam power is greatly on the

increase, landed proprietors now seeing the importance of so clearing and
improving their estates as to admit of this. 1 he use of hers e tramways is

being urgently pressed forward, anel a large outlay is contemplateeL In
my opinion they are not suited to the present times, anel mechanical engi-

neers have a right to enter their protest, considering the many obstruc-

tions there have been for many years past to the employment of roael

locomotives. If tollgatcs were abolished, and each county had an orga-

niseel staff for making and keeping the roads in good order, using the

steam roller, steam sweeping machine, anel other necessary appliances,

where there is large traffic, mechanical engineers would then, 1 have no
doubt, soon produce a small light locomotive that woulel elo its work
quietly and most effectively ; at the same time pedestrians anel those who
riele and drive would have the great enjoyment of good and clean roads,

insteael of the present badly paved anel rough Macadam roads. The
broken stones of the latter are now left for the horses' feet and narrow
wheels to consolidate, in a way which it is qtiite distressing to see. The
consumption of fuel per horse-power is now so small that road locomotives
coulel be employeel at far less expense than the overworked anel ill-con-

ditioned horses we now see, while pedestrians and those who keep animals
for pleasure woulel have gooel roads, and many gentlemen, no doubt,
woulel have their well-made locomotives. Under any cirenmstances good
clean roads are the most profitable when everything is taken into account;
but, unfortunately, those who make and repair them generally consider

only one side of the question.

SHIPBUILDING OX THE THAMES.
The first of the fleet of steamships building in this country for the

" Compania de Navigation a Vapor Italo Platensc " was launched on Jan.

31st from the building yard of Messrs. J. and W. Dudgeon, shipbuilders

and engineers, at Cubitt-town, in the presence of a large number of gen-

tlemen and ladies, many of the former being interested by business pur-

suits and otherwise in the means of communication by sea between the

Italian coasts in the Mediterranean anel the River Plate. The vessel was
named the Halo Platense in a very graceful manner by Madame de Murietta,

and a blessing, according to Italian custom, wi. s invoked upon her future

career by the Bishop of Troy. The Italo Platense is a remarkably hand-
some vessel of l,fi(J0 tons, of large carrying power, combined with fine

lines for speed. She is 270ft. long by 34ft. in breadth, anel is fitted with

independently working twin screw engines, designed and manufactured by
the- Messrs. Dudgeon, of 370-horse power nominal. Two other vessels for

the same company, of similar dimensions to tho Halo Platense, are build-

ing by the Messrs. Dudgeon, and n fourth vessel, 61 somewhal larger

i' ansge, is aboul to be laid down by them. The vessels of the Compania
de Navigation a Vapor Halo 1'lateuse arc intended to run between Genoa
and other Italian porta in the Mediterranean and the River Plate, and
develope what » believed to be a very large and important commerce.
The Italian l rOV( J i .ineiit are in tn uty w ith the Company for the eonveyanee

of mails between the Italian and South American
i

On the 2nd ult. a numerous company assembled at the shipbuilding

vard of Messrs. MandaTiy, Son, and Field, Bast Greenwich, to witness the

[aunebesi fa railing ship named she Bluektddtr, and a barque, the former
built for Messrs. Willis and Brothi i~, and intended for the China tea i

and the latter for Messrs. borntton and Campbell, Intended for the Weal
India trade. Bath hinuehe.s w, i e moat successfully managed, the

nionv of christening the w sell beii \ respectively performed by Mies
Willis and Mrs. Alexander Solution. The principal dimensions of the

lihickuiii, i- ar<— 800ft. between perpendiculars, 3,'.i't. beam, and 21ft.

depth of hold, her registered tonnage being 1ft The barque is 146ft<

n perpendloulai and 1

'

'. 1 1 . depth of hold, lur register

being 48G ton*.
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AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY.

Tbs annual general meeting of this society was held at New York, on

the 26th of January, when the president, Judge Daly, delivered the in-

augural address, in the course of which he enumerated the following events

as making the year 1869 peculiarly memorable :—1. The connecting of

-the North Atlantic with the Pacific Ocean by rail. 2. The completion^
the canal across the Isthmus of Suez. 3. The exploration and discoveries

in South Eastern and East Equatorial Africa. 4. The additional and con-

clusive evidence now brought to light of a climate in the icebound regions

of the Arctic, at a past and remote period of time, resembling that of the

countries lying near the equator. 5. The marvellous results of the deep

sea dredging of Professors Thompson and Carpenter, revealing the exist-

ence of animal life at enormous depths in the ocean, where we should have

supposed the existence of life to have been impossible. 6. The very gene-

ral disturbances throughout this year of the earth's surface by earthquake,

distinguishable not so much for its effects in particular localities as for the

distribution of the phenomena over the globe, and its appearance in parts

of the world where -such disturbances have never been previously wit-

nessed within the memory of man. 7. The attractive power of mountains

discovered in the pendulum experiments made during the past year at the

observing stations upon the Himalayas in India. 8. The discovery through

the spectroscope of a method determining the proper motion of the stars

and the fact that the physical and chymical construction of the whole

•stellar universe is identical. 9. The invention and successful practical use

of a self-registering compass by which every motion of a vessel can be re-

corded and pieserved from the beginning to the end of her voyage. 10.

The discovery of trees of enormous height and magnitude in Australia, one

of which was found to be 69ft. in circumference. 11. The discovery of

great deposits of coal throughout the whole of New Zealand, and the find-

ing of coal upon the borders of the Caspian Sea, verifying in this last par-

ticular a prediction of Humboldt's, both of which discoveries are of the

highest importance to commerce. 12. The anthropological researches in

Europe, Asia, and Africa, revealing the structure and mode of life and cus-

toms of the earliest inhabitants of the earth. 13. The passage and escape

of the American ship Congress, last August, through a cyclone of extraor-

dinary intensity and power, in the Atlantic, under circumstances which

afford a great deal of information upon the time of the formation and move-

ment of this terrible phenomenon of the ocean.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF NEW BOOKS.
1

<Grisement, Extraction et Exploitation des Mines d'Houille, Traiti pratique a

Vusage des Ingenieurs, des Contre-maitres, Ouvrieur Mineurs, $c. Par

M. Demanet, Ingenieur. Paris : Eugene Lacroix.

An interesting treatise upon the working of coal mines. An account is

given of the coal deposits existing in Belgium, the North of Prance, and

the department of the Loire. The means employed in working the mines

and getting the coal are described tersely, yet with a certain degree of

minuteness. —
Atehle/s Builder Trice Book, 1870. London : Atchley, & Co.

By the means of this useful work of reference, it seems quite a simple

affair to calculate the cost of any operation in the building line, from the

smallest repair to the erection of an extensive mansion, Almost every-

thing possible to be brought into use is herein described and priced. In this

edition a noticeable feature is a list of timber marks, by which the quali-

ties of various timbers may be at once recognised. A treatise upon the

application of iron to building purposes is also given.

Scientific Studies. By Hehet Dieckbs, C.E., &c. London : E. & F. N. Spoil.

Two lectures—the first being upon the " Life of the Marquia of Worces-

ter," inventor of the Steam Engine.

The vicissitudes of the Noble Marquis, who spent his life and fortune in

mechanical invention are here graphically described. The final triumphs of

his labours culminated in what he termed the " Water-Commanding En-

gine," which it appears was erected at Vauxhall, in or about 1667, which

is described in his application to Parliament for assistance to work out " his

great invention of a Steam Water-Raising Engine," set up at Vauxhall,

and to project a public company for obtaining funds sufficient to extend

its utility to the supply of towns and canals, and for draining mines and

marsh lands. From" this it would appear that tbe first practical applica-

tion of steam was in the matter of water supply. The inventions of the

Marquis were not confined to his " Water Commanding Engine/' for it is

stated in his " Century of Inventions," tha the claims to have tried and

perfected, inventions which refer to seals, watches, games, arithmetic, per-

spective, automata, a self-acting mechanical contrivance, cipher corres-

pondence, signals, secret writing, telegraphs, inventions applicable' for
domestic use, naval and military affairs, and hydraulics.

The second lecture is a treatise on the chimeras which in the name of
science were propounded in the middle ages, combining those of astrology,

alchemy, squaring the circle, tbe perpetuum mobile, &c, which occupied
the attention of the pseudo-scientific men of the day, who deluded either
their patrons or themselves. The alchemists devoted their attention to the
production of the lapisphilosophorum, which for upwards of ten centuries
was sought with the idea of converting the baser metals into gold, others turn
their attention to medical alchemy,—which was to produce tbe elixir vitas,

a liquid which should prolong human life indefinitely by producing re-

newed juvenescence—others again to the fascinating study of perpetual
motion, and in the dark ages—before the printing press was at hand,
spreading light over the world—inventors were reproducing the same de-

signs, not knowing that similar ideas had occurred to others before them.

CORRESPONDENCE.

We cannot hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our Correspondents.

Sir,—My attention having been called to some remarks concerning the
" Field " patent boiler, in a recent article on yacht boilers in your valuable
journal, I beg to say that I am fully prepared to practically demonstrate
beyond a doubt to any one who will favour me with a call, that the Field

tubes will, within a very short time after lighting the fire under them,
clear themselves of any solid particles of foreign matter that may have
been allowed to settle within them.
Hoping that you will kindly insert this explanation.

I am,
Your obedient servant,

W. Lloyd Wise, H.S.MJ.E.,
Representative of the Patentees.

NOTES AND NOVELTIES.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Rubbee Tubes Made Gas-Tight.—M. Jouanne's method is to give the tube a thin

coating of a varnish made by dissolving two parts of gum arabie and one and a half of

treacle in seven parts of white wine and three and a half of strong alcohol. The
alcohol is added slowly, and at the last,— and with constant stirring, or the gum will be
thrown down.

Oil Boeing in Pennsylvania.—The methods used in boring are constantly changing

and are in some respects quite different now from what they were five years ago. The
derricks are built higher and wider, as the wells are generally deeper, and the tools longer

and heavier. Wells are bored quicker now than then ; instead of five or six months, a

well is now bored nine hundred feet deep in forty-five to sixty days. The crude oil is no
longer shipped in barrels, bat wholly in bulk, in large iron or wooden tanks on the rail-

road. The refined oil, however, goes in barrels.

Biakeitz.—The streets of the town of Biarritz are about to be lighted with gas for the

first time. The first stone of a gasometer was laid on the 10th of January.

Thbhe will be five new lighthouses on the coast of Egypt, in consequence

of the Suez Canal; viz., at Port Said, Rosetta, Burlos, Damietta, and Razel-

Bouroum.

The Nokthekn Ieon Tbadb.—On the 11th ult., arrangements were arrived at without an

adjudication by Mr. Hughes, by which it was agreed that the men should have an advance

of 10 per cent, in their wages for twelve months from January last to January next, the

agreement to bind both parties for that period.

To Australia bi" Bail and Steamship.—A private meeting of influential merchants

and others was held a short time ago at the London Tavern to discuss the projected

steam communication with Australia and New Zealand via Millbrd Haven, Portland, and

San Francisco, within 40 days ; Sir GeorgeGrey in the chair. It was numerously attended,

and alter rengthened explanations of the details, the following resolution was unani-

mously adopted :
" That this meeting highly approves, the proposed route to Australia

and K ew Zealand via Milford Haven, Portland, and San Francisco, and recommends that

steps be lorthwith taken to establish a company to carry the same into effect.

MILITARY ENGINEERING.
The Moncbiee Gun Caebiage—The first of the wrought-iron carriages ana plat-

forns for l-'-ton rifie muzzle-loading guns, manufactured in the Royal Carriage Depart-

ment Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, under the superintendence of Col, H. Clerk, Royal

Artillery Horn designs lurnished by Capt. Moncneff, of the Edinburgh Militia Artillery,

was submitted on January, the 24th, to a private trial at the proof butts in the Govern-

ment marshes at Plumstead, for the purpose of ascertaining the amount of counterweight

requirtd Three rounds were ilred, without any alteration being required, with pro-

jectiles of 2501b. weight, and increasing charges of 301b., 35)b., and 40lb. of powder, the

carriage working with the most perfect ease and regularity. At the last round hred a

fracture was observed in the axle, near the right cheek of the carriage. The trial, as far

as the general principles of the carriage are concerned, was highly satisfactory. The

total weight of the platform, elevator, carriage, and gun amounted to nearly 50 tons.

RAILWAYS.
Rwssiat Uailways —It is announced that the Russian Government has just decreed

a considerable extension of the railway system in the Caucasus and elsewhere, in order

to open up the country and promote trade.

The block system is being introduced on the 3iighton;iine, and is aheady in operation

at some important places on it.
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GaBBrwiCH akd Woolwich Railway.—A letter from Mr. Vernon Lushington, on

behalf of the Admiralty, has been received, in which it is stated that the Lords Com-

missioners have given directions to their solicitor to take the necessary steps for opposing

the bill for the construction of the above line. The letter also states that the proposed

scheme is nearly similar to that which was opposed by their lordships in 186S, on account

of the serious injury it would have caused to the Royal Observatory.

The Midland Railway—On the 1st ult., a new line of railway, which has been con-

structed between Sheffield and Chesterfield, was opened. Through the agency of the new

line the valuable result will be effected that Sheffield will be placed on the main thorough-

fare of the Midland Railway. In addition to the advantages afforded in aoobmmodation

for passengers at stations, the Midland Company will be enabled to provide increased

facilities for travelling. The time occupied in the journey from Sheffield to London by

the Midland will be eiact!y the same as that taken up by the Great Northern.

The Secretary of State for War has accepted the tender of the Fairbairn Engineer-

ing Company for the iron work of the first of the great armour-plated forts at Spit-

head.

TELEGRAPHIC ENGINEERING.
The Ctjba SrBMAEiKE Telegeaph Compact.—A prospectus has been issued of

the Cuba Submarine Telegraph Company, with a capital of £160,000, in shares of £10, to

lay a cable of 510 miles from the western to the eastern points of the island, the former

to communicate with the American line from Havannah to Florida, and the later with

the West India and Panama line from Santiago de Cuba to Jamaica, thus obviating the

necessity for using the internal land lines for foreign messages. An exclusive concession

for forty years has been granted by the Spanish Government, and working arrangements
have been entered into with the American and English Ocean Companies. The cable is

to be constructed by the India-rubber, Gutta-percha, and Telegraph Works Company,
and is expected to be laid within the next four months.

Telegbaph io idje Chasxel Islaxd.—A prospectus has been issued of the
Jersey and Guernsey Telegraph Company (Limited), with a capital of £30,000 in shares

of £2.

Govebsmewt i.vD THE Telegbaphs.—The amounts paid by the Government for

the telegraphs arc as follows :

—

Electric and International Telegraph Company £2,938,826
British and Irish Magnetic 1,243.536

Renter's Tclejrraph Company 726,000
United Kingdom 562,264
Universal Private 184,422
London and Provincial 60,000

Total £5,714,048

The prospectus has appeared of the Manila and Hong-Kong Submarine Telegraph
Company (Limited), with a capital of £350,000, in 35,000 shares of £10 each. The
company has been formed to purchase and carry out an exclusive concession, granted for

forty years by the Spanish Government, to establish telegraphic communication betwecu
Manila, Hong-Kong, and Singapore, and it is now proposed to complete the first section

from Hong-Kong to Manila, about 650 nautical miles, together with connecting cables to

adjacent islands, and land lines, estimated at a further length of 470 miles. It is pointed
out that communication with Europe, England, and America will be established by more
than one route, either through the system of the British Indian, the Anglo-Mediterranean,
and the Falmouth, Gibraltar, and Malta Companies—by Galle or by Calcutta—or along
the Great Northern Company's lines through Siberia. Calculations based on the great
commercial importance of Manila, the Philippine Islands, and other places to be con-
nected, show, it is stated, that a large annual income may be anticipated from this

MMton. The second section of the undertaking, from Manila to Singapore, by Labuan
and Sarawak, is reserved for after-consideration, should the wants of the through traffic

seem to demand the extension.

A pbosiectcs has been issued of Hooper's Telegraph Works (Limited), with a capital

of £250,000, in 25,000 shares of £10 each. The company is formed to take over and
extend the works of Mr. William Hooper, for the manufacture of India rubber core for

telegraphic purposes, and to add the business of making and laying submarine
cables.

DOCKS, HARBOURS, BRIDGES
SrKz Caxal.—According to official returns the receipts of the Suez Canal since the

Opening, and made up to toe 31 st January last, amounted to 567,872f. 6c., accruing from:
1. Tola on vessels ; 2. Transit of merchandise and passengers; 3. Kent of property and
houses. The last item figures only for the sum of 48,8601. 81c.; but so soon as the
question of judicial reform in Egypt has been disposed of, and the lands pertaining to

the Canal Company can legally be sold, the income derived from this source alone cannot
fail to b< ol considerable importance. As regards the navigation of the canal, it may be
aid to be as yet in Its Infancy ; nevertheless it is progressing. Between the dates of
the 21»t November and 31st January twenty-six vessels, or equal to ono every three days,

passed through j and from the 1st to the 17th February nineteen vessels, or little more
--tel pcrday.

The Scez Canal.—It is stated that the directors of the Peninsular and Oriental Com-
pany intend to start a line of traffic stcamer-i between England and India gii the Suez
Canal, and that a branch head quarters office Is to be established at Liverpool, The
homeward bound French steamer from Bombay for Marseilles, via the Canal, had many
panaengen on board. The Malta Tim*» of January 111, reports that the parti lam ,,t (he

ea confidently aiiirm that they will toon take both paaaangers and ^oods
traffic Out Of the band* Of the Peninsular and Oriental Company, but the Malta Timet

opinion that with ad energetic lupertntended al Liverpool the Peninsular and
Oriental would soon have the great majority of the export and Import trad.- with the

II : own, hi

APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
East M«Tiron of Kbuovim. :om Watbs.—Tho use of wtthorlte natirc

carlm. Dr. Blocker, to remove all the gyp am ir..m
water, of course the quantity of the mineral to bo applied for this pur] ihoold be
regal i u to the quantity of gyp preaem m the water-, bot.oi an instance
wo may state that a water oooUlntng, In 10,000 parte, V 17

, urn requires
about ilb. ol with i !•) a line powder, for every large palllul ol thatwater
After the addition of the wtthsrlU, the wat, r

I
i, ud next loft »;

deposit the sediment far Iweotyfoar hour*, and then run ofl for a e, mnvbo
s, an-i will in band quite mm,

>'t-ikow Stoves — Dr, Baoc meoilont tl lerlmonta mad.- m hli labo
prove thai coat-iron rtoyee. even if they are allowed to become red hoi an not in-

health, proTld iro a proper ventilation and draught in
the clurauoy, or, rather, the stove into it. The iw of cast-iron

C* 10 only with i\.
draught

;
and that tlcfi el impnir* the good uac of all kimlx of stoves, no matter i

they be made of rut ot WTOilghMroTl, or 6T any other material.

LATEST PRICES IN THE LONDON METAL MARKET.

COPPER
Best selected, per ton

Tough cake and tile do. ...

Sbeathing and sheets do. ...

Bolts do
Bottoms do
Old (exchange) do

Burra Burra do
Wire, per lb

Tubes do

BRASS.
Sheets, per lb.

Wire do....

Tubes do.

Yellow metal sheath do.

Sheets do

•

• • •• •

• ••**>• ••***•>

SPELTER.
Foreign on the spot, per ton

Do. to arrive

ZINC.
In sheets, per ton

TIN.
English blocks, per ton

Debars (in barrels) do
Do.refineddo
Bancado

,

Straits do , ,

TIN PLATES*
IC. charcoal, 1st quality, per box
IX. do. 1st quality do

IC. do. 2nd quality do

IX. do. 2nd quality do
IC. Coke do
IX. do. do
Canada plates, per ton

Do. at works do

IRON.
Bars, Welsh, in London, per ton

Do. to arrive do
Nail rods do
Stafford in London do
Bars do. do.

Hoops do. do ,

Sheets, single, do »

Pig No. 1 in Wales do
Refined metal do ,,

Bars, common, do
Do. mrch. Tyne or Tees do
Do. railway, in Wales, do
Do. Swedish in London do
To arrive do
Pig No. 1 in Clyde do
Do. f.o.b. Tyne or Teas do
Do. No. 3 and 4 f.o.b. do
Railway chairs do ,

Do. spikes do
Indian charcoal pig in London do

STEEL.

Swedish in kegs (rolled), per ton

Do. (hammered) do
Do. in faggots do
Knglish spring do
nricKsrtnni, per bottle

LEAD.
English pig, common, per ton

Ditto, L.B. do
Do.W.B.do
Db. sheet, do
Do. red lead do
Do. white do
Do. patent Bhot do. ,

Spanish do

From
£ E.

71
69
76
77
79
63
73

116
117
119
115
114

1
1

1

1

1

1

13
12

7

7
7
8
8

3
4
6
6
6
10
10
2
2
2

6

11

6

19 5
19 15

24

6
12
5
11
2
8

5
5
5
5

8 17
9 15

15

15
10
12

18
9
6
10

13 15
14 15
15 15
17
6 17

18 15
19
19 10
19 10
20
27
22

18 5

10
11

8i
7i

10*

6*
6*

£
73
71

78

To
s.

19
20

117
118

1 120

1

1

1

1

1

1
14
13

7
9
9

10
11

4

7
10

2

5
12
6

16
23

19
20
80

• •

II

10

7
13
6

12
3
9

10

15

7
15

10

12

10

11*
6*

115

6
6
6
6
6
6

a

•At the works Is to ls.6d. per boxleee.
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LIST OF APPLICATIONS FOR LETERS
PATENT.

Wb HAVE ATOpTKD A NEW ARRANGEMENT OE

the Provisional Protections applied for

by Inventors at the Great Seal Patent
OfEHCK. If AN7 DIFFICULTY SHOULD ARISR

WITH REFERENCE TO THE NAMES, ADDRESSES,

OR TITLES GIVEN IN THE LIST, THE RBQUI

SITE INFORMATION WILL BE FURNISHED, PRKB
OF EXPENSE, PROM THE OFFICB, BY ADDR9ING

A LETTER, PREPAID, TO THK EDITOR OF
u The Artizan/ *

Dated January 22nd, 1870.

209 A. S. Campbell—Facilitating the working of
bicycles

211 W.Warren—Anchors
212 J. Holdsworth—Discharging grain and other

materials
213 W. R. Lake—Reaping maobines

Dated January 24th, 1870.

214 R. Boyd—Bella
215 W. R Lake—Railway switches
216 R. S. Dale and C. Scliorlemmer—Preparing

colouring matters
217 T. Bentley—Decanting liq-iids

218 VV. E. Gedge—Lubricating parts of locomotive
engint-a

219 F. Kolm—Extracting juices from plantB

Dated January 25th, 1870.

220 G. E. Hardiug aud P. Wright—Knitting ma-
chines

221 J. H Johnson—Applying anti friction rollers to
wheels of machinery

222 G. C. Fhilcox and T. Saint—Chronometers,
Sec.

223 J. Skertchly and A.'M. Hurai—Manufacture of
tablets

L'24 W. Hunter—Looms
225 H. B. Greenwood—Telegraphs
2260 R. A. Whytlaw—Feeding steam boilers with
water

227 J. Strain—Pipe joints
228' C. F. Varley and T, A. Rochussen—Producing

heat
229 G. A. Buchholz—Manufacturing semilona and
1 flour

230 W. S. Underhill-Steara engines
231 A. V. Newton- Meter*
232 F. J. Barnby—Floor cramps

: Dated January Mth, 1870.

233 W. G. R. Pen'.ey—Pipes i

234 W. H*y—Making paper
235 W. R. Lake—Grates
236 W. E. Newton— Preparing surfaces for skating

in Ml se.isons~ J

337 C. Lungley—Ships
238 J. B. Alliottand A. H. Sellers—Axle boxes for
railway carriages

239 M aud O. P. Alike tell—Producing manure and
fuel from fecal matter

240 W. F. Dtarlove—Chopping animal or vegetable
suhstuDcee

241 W. J. Colemau—Removing the acidity from
aOur beer

Dated January 27th, 1870.

242 S Lewin—Stacking hay
243 G. Leach—Shipping aud unshipping screw pro-

pellers whilBt in deep water
244 J. W. Currier—Connecting carriage traces

245 J. H. Kidd—Wheels
2i6 J. S. James and H. Wilson—Putting together
part* of wheels

24; A. D. and J. W. Brown—Cutting curved and
iiregular* forms

248 J. B Smith—Permanent ways
249 W. H. Adcock— Hunting water I

250 O. C . Mootham—Umbrellas

DATED JANUARY|28th, 1870.

251 \V. R. LakeLawn mowing machines
U.yi B. Con"i— Scaffolding
2.33 J. Ricketts—Taps
251 R. Haworth, E. Woock, and J. McCebe—Looms

for weaving
255 A. W. G. Weeks, G. Deal, G. Lillywhite, and
A. O. Laimders—Valves

256 J. E. Stanfield—Carriages
257 J. C Hnddan— Registering V'tes

258 J. Rigby—Axles
259 E S. Caihels and D. Terrace—Manufacture of

gilS

260 J. Dewar- Treatment of certain substances for

food or manure
261 W. R. Lake—Spiuuing
262 R. H. Durie—Braking or retarding railway

trains
263 G. Tl.oruhiVi— Hats
264 W. Orr-Ornnmrntingcaps
265 A. M. Clark—Currying leather

266 C. H. Peiman—Hinges

Dated January 29th, 1370.

267 H.J. West—Refrigerating
268 W. WLAte—Wearing apparel
2ti9 A. H. Brandon—Firearms
270 S. W. Mullouey—Seamless articles

Dated January 31st, 1870.

271 J- Hodgson—Railway time tables
272 R. Dick—Coveriug^iand insulating telegraph
I ;wiie3jj

273 A. Paget-Hooks
274 T. Walker Te>*raph9
275 T. B.Kay—Carding eiifriues

*

276 T , W-, and E. Lee—Mill bills;
277 O. E. Pohl—Ships
278 J. Clark—Collars
279 W. R. Lake— Producing rotary motion
280 E. Brasier—Cleaning and breaking hemp and

other fibrous materials
281 C.Mahler—Windmills
262 F. Claudet—Treatment ot cupreous ores con-

taining silver

283 J. H Johnson—Sewing machines
284 J. H.Johnson—Engines
293 A. Werkmeister—Liquid meter

Dated February 1st, 1870.

286 J. Bullough—Looms
287 B Latchford—Spur boxes
288 E. Dutasta—Aat cover
289 R. Boyd- Weighing machines
290 T. Mnrklaud—Hydro extractors
291 C. Wi Fuller—Bottles intended to contain

different liquids
292 J. and H. Fisher—Furnaces
293 J. E. H. Gordon—Communicating the direction

of the wind
294 W. R. Lake—Needhs
295 G. Broadhuist, J. Swindells, aud J. Kershaw—

India rubber manufactures
2«6 H. Collins—Saiety cage for children
297 A. G. Coes—Wretches
298 D. Robertson-Carding engines
299 C. V«ro-Hats
300 1 . H W. Hedges—Mortising machines

Dated Fkbruary 2nd, 1870.

301 N, J. Holmea—Inextinguishable lights for
marine purposes

302 W. Hartley—Paper bags
303 I. Adams—Effecting the electro deposition of

nickel
304 B. Hunt—WatcheB
305 W. R Lake— Producing carbonic acid
306 C. Kinaier ond A Keppler—Propellers
307 J. P. Pritchell—Stoves
308 A. M. Mort—Eliminating disease from the hu_
309 XV. R Lake—Apparatus tor revivifying animaj
charcoal

310 A. W. T. Raker—Nails
311 W. J. Hodge and J. W, Greayer—Obtaining
motive power

Dated February 3rd, 1870.

312 W. Shanu—Breaking hemp
3U C Gordon—Firearms
314 B.J. B Mills—Fans
315 J. H. Johnson— Gas regulators
316 J. Davenpoi t— Riddle for cleansing and assort-

ing potatoes
317 A. V. Newton—Treating iron
318 A. V. Newton—Steel
319 W. R. Lake—Friction clutch
320 W. R. Lake—Spring bed bottoms
321 W. R. Lake—Mowing
322 A. M. Clark— Printing presses J

•' i Dated February 4th, 1870.

323 J. Sellers—Effecting calculations
324 J. Thomas—Firearms
325 W. E Gedge—Boxes
326 A. V. Newton—Knitting machines
327 H.E. Newtou—Cutting, dressing, and workicg

stone
328 A. La BrunVirloy—Treating orea
329 J. Willis and J. SouthaU—Cutting leather for

the holes ot boots

330 T. J. Smith—Chairs

Dated February 5ih, 1870.

331 W. Whieldm—Kneading machines
332 <t. E. Harding—Imparting a reciprocating
. motion to toothed wheels
333 G. Holmes and J. Winterton—Manufacture of

gloves
334 M . SteJJ—Spinning, twisting, or doubling fibrous

sub-tances
335 W. Snaydon—Carriage brakes
336 J. Knowles—Working self acting mules for

spinning
337 H. Gardner—Preparing fhtx for manufacturing
purposes

338 W. T..Shaw—Preparing lard

339 L. Mejer—Fastening for ruffles or other articles
of dress

310 H. Wittoft—Gas burners
341 F. Sangster—Umbrellas •

342 G. Tyler—Securing the euds, bands, or parts o
scarfs

Dated February 7th, 1870,

343 G. T. Tietjen—Adjusting shafts to suit the
height of animals

344 H. and A Brooks and T. and W. Bestwick—
Telegraph wires

345 J. T. Greenfield—Life buoyB
34G W. B. Wouodbury—Producing surfaces by the
aid of photography

347 J Rambbottom—Registering the number of
gamts played at.billiarde

348 H. G. Pendleton—Chain suspender and fas-

tener
349 G. E. Dumont—Treatment of argentiferous

leads
350 S. Bremner— Printing machines
351 H. Wedekind—Shaping and treating metallic

plates
352 J. Taylor—Ploughing, harrowing, aud cultiva-

ting hind.

353 J. Hanson—Breech loading firearms and car-
tridges

354 H. Hughes—Trimmings, and apparatus con.
""fleeted therewith

355 J. S, D.-ousfield—Preparing cotton and oths
fibrous materials

156 B. Walker and J. F. A. Pfiaum—Disengaging
parts of machinery

Dated February 8th, 1870.

357 J. Kenyou— Pickers for looms
353 J. W«rd and J Bmviug—Preparing and drying
yeast

359 H. Bond aud J. Riley—Counterpanes and auch
iine fabrics

360 D. Rurisou and R. G. Finlay—Looms for
weaving

361 S. W. Thomas—Bicycles
362 C. D Abel—Taking soundings at sea
363 A. Field and E Badger—Velocipedes
364 G. W. Wiguer—Treatment aud purification of
sewage

365 E Cruger—Re utilising caustic soda lye
3bS R. Edwards—Ste.m cultivation
367 H. Lue— Waterproofing
368 A. A. Common—Regulating the supply of water

to waterchtsets
369 J. Pinney—Organs
370 W. Davison and W. Richards—Preventing ttbe

fouling of ships' bottoms

Dated February 9tb, 1870.

371 A. B. Child-—Cleaning wheat and othtr kinds
of grain

372 R. C. Cutting and A. Mason—Marine and other
om passes

373 T. A. Warrington— Presses
374 J. Tenwick—Holding fingers used in mowing
machine*

375 C. Crossley, R. Whipp, and T. Crossley—
Size

376 C. Bardy—Preparing and obtaining colouring
matters

377 R Peacock and E. Wilson—Disintegrating and
cruBhinsr mill

378 J. Haley—Illuminated rotary advertising appa-
ratus

379 K. PunBhon—Securing boata on decks of ships
without lashing

380 J. T. Greenfield-Side arm for cleariug the
rifling of orduarce

331 F. Prince—Preventing fog signals being passed
on railways without the Knowledge of the driver
in charge of tin train

382 T. J Smith—Guidiug the movements of torpedo
boats

383 A. and H. Foley—Production of photographic
pictures on wood

384 W.Bevittaud V. Strickland—Brakes
385 C. Baylis—Preventing impeisonatioa
386 J. Petrie—Dryiug wool
387 J. M. Stanley and W. Atkina—Generating
steam

383 H. T. Humphreys-Railways

Dated February 10th 1870.

3:9 C. aud F. Poutifex and A. Sherwood—Pressing
spent grains

390 W H;.dfield-Looms
391 G Bouillon—Reducing the friction of pivots
turning on oscillating levers

392 W. Houghton and J. Bapty—Dressing warps of

393 J. and W. ThoraBon—Ventilating chimneys and
apartmenti

394 J. C. Wilson—Shearing sheep
395 W. R. Like— Production of fringe upon woven

fabrics
396 W. E Gedge—Cui rying leather
397 W.R.LaVe—Printinir muchines
398 W. M. Mason and T. Lockerbie—Utilisiug
water pressure

399 W. Swain—Cricketer's battery
400 F T. Ferguson—Jugs
401 W. R. Lake—Looms
402 A. Turner—Carpets

Dated February 11th. 1870.

403 J. Imriiy—Subaqueous communication
404 M. Macdermott and A. D. Williams—Augers
and drills

405 D. Dalglish -Looms
409 A. B. Brown—Transporting heavy objects from
oue place to another

407 W. R. Liike-Spring seats

408 J. Thompson—Spindles
409 J, Story— Sobm.trine tolegraph cables'

410 E. Stott, A Oyden, and W. C. Stafford—Prepa-
ring cotlou

411 J. Smart—Slide valves
412 J. W. Dixon and J. Bates—Filing
413™I. N-.ischand C. Grimme—Sewing machines to

produce button hole hems
414 R. Chauony— Playing cards

415 W.R Lake-Drying sugar
416 W. E. Newton—Bolting or sifting flour and
meal

417 W- Spence—Polishing yarns

Dated Febbuary I2th, 1S70.

418 J. H. P- Colson—Portable frame for playing
billiards on ordinary tables

419 B. Looker—Horticultural structures for grow ing

seed
420 J. Brown—Utilisation of was;e made in wet flax

spinning
421 J. and J iBotterill—Consuming smoke
422 J. MorriSou—Gas stoves

423 M. Brown—Carpets
424 A. Prince—Generating gas from petroleum and
such like articles

425 W. T. Whiteman—Printing dates ou railway
tickets

Dated February 14th, 1870.

420 O. C. Evans—Digging machinery
427 J. Flear-Clipping horses

428 E. W. Furred— Boltor fastening for doors^and
windows

429 T. T Lingard— Preparing stone
430 A. Fryer—Pre3t-rving animal and vegetable

substances
431 W. lurking—Fire escapes
432 W. Tasker -Elevating hay and other agricult'\«

ral produce
433 W. Whieldou nnd J. Beck—Valves
434 F. T. Ferguson—Combiued hammer, nail puller

screwdriver, and rule

Dated February 15th, 1870.

435 R, F. Fairlie—Stuffing boxes
434 J and W. Weems— Mttal pipes
437 H. B Barlow—Jewel boxes
438 H B. Baitow—Bottle cases
439 A. Nt-ill—Cutting wood
440 A. H. de Villeueuve—Obtaining and applying
motive power

411 G. Lieberknecht—Disentangling hairs
442 H. Dupland—System of coatiugs against damp-
ness

443 H. Collins and R. T. Hedges-Rxhibition of
advertisements

445 E. A. Parnell—Conveying sulphuric and other
acids

446 B. Blackburn—Looomntinn ]

447 E. XV. Knowles—Stamping

Dated February 16th, 1870.
;

448 W. Smith—Looms
449 T. W. Rammell—Boilers
450 I.Mason—Measuring liquids
451 A.Stewart—Railway wappera
452 W. M. Scott—Firearms
453 J. Abraham—Breech loading firearms and io
percussion cups

454 L. Hill

—

Lik: -motives
455 T and H. W. Whitehead—Preparing wool and
other substances

456 J. Binrehr-Artificial fuel
457 E L. Rueleus—Indicating apparatus for mining
purposes

458 G.Twigg—Shearing
459 W. K, Lake—Vegetable parchment or parch-
ment paper

460 J. Dawson and N. G. Lambert—Glass and other
furnaces

Dated February 17th, 1870.

4^1 B.Hunt—Mowing machines
462 W. B. Moore—Sewing machines
463 S. Leoni—Aapparatua for heating and lighting

by tras

464 L. Lucon,and Z. P. Kern—Pumps
465 J. MacNeill—Soap
466 R F. Drury—Spanners
467 C. D. Austin--Lubricators
463 XV. Brass and P. Hackworth—Dressing and
workiug stone

469 J. Wulmaley and T. Roberts—Ornamenting
cloths

470 R. A. Leigl—Carding wool
471 G. Battimelli—Lamps
472 C. T. Balunchard and L. A. Damurs—Cleaning:

grain
473 R. Duerre—Velocipedes
474 J. H. Johns-m—Lighting*

'

375 A.Millar—Marking linen and in marking ink
for the same

476 W. R. Lake—Determining the distance of celes-
tial bodies

Dated February 18th, 1370.

477 E. Lord— Spinning
478 C. A. Rober and C. M. Gallet—Stoppers for

bottles
473 L. E. Peyrounil—Transparent covers for cotton a

See,

480 C. Beaton—Pieventiug the bursting of water
pipes

481 R. Hunt-Storing liquids
482 B. Barnard—Beds for infants
483 S. W.Clark and XV. R. Sykes—Hand Bignal and

othet lamps
484 E. Chafer—Billiard tableB
485 I. Baggs—Ammonia
486 T. Russell—Auxiliary screw propellers to sailing

vessels
187 C. Bartholomew—Getting coal
488 J. Brown—Convtrtiug the waste of hemp
489 J. L. Norton—Embro:deriug

, __.

Dated February 19th, 1870.

Jones—Consumption of smoke and saving of

Feid—Ploughiug
Hill—Engine turning

. Wilson—Bird cages
Lakm aud J. Bayley—Spinning cotton and
r fibrous materials
H. Nicholson—Kuife handles
Thomas—Sjup frames
O. Camroux and G. Oliver—Breaking stone

H. Johnson—Oxygen gas
Hammond—Washing clothes
Jeffeis—Stamping soles of boots

Dateb February 21st, 1570. \

501 G. Newsum—Letterpress printing
502 S. Osborn— Hardening knives
603 E. Maw—Apparatus for manuring and irriga*

ting land
504 W.E. Heath—Gas governors
595 S. Hulme—Removing paint from wood .„-."-'

506 J. Leopard—Treating sewage
507 J. Fournier—Substitute tor gunpowder
508 T. J. Smith—Sliennng horses

509 J. Richaids—Preventing fraud in cheques" and
similar documents

510 F C. Hills—Gas
.511 W. R. Lake—Pneumatic engine

460 G.
fuel

491 T.
402 E.
493 M
494 R.

othei

495 M,
496 C.
497 F.

fee.

498 J.
499 J.
500 A.
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STEAM LAUNCH FITTED WITH HIGH PRESSURE CONDENSING

ENGINE.

(Illustrated by Plate 359).

la The Artizax of last February we gave a Plate (357), containing

various designs for high-pressure boilers suitable for yachts or other small

craft, in the hope that they might be of assistance to intending purchasers

or builders. We now have the pleasure of placing before our readers an

illustration of a high-pressure condensing engine suitable for the same

purpose, and which may therefore be considered as a sequel to it. It will

be remembered that in the description which accompanied the plate, the

necessity for using clean water with several of the boilers there illustrated

was insisted upon. As, however, owners of such steam yachts cannot be

expected to confine themselves to travelling in clean or even in fresh water,

we illustrate in the accompanying Plate (359), a simple design for a surfaco

condenser attached to a small high-pressure engine, by means of which

the requisite fresh wator may be obtained. It is, we believe, considered by

all experienced engineers to be an acknowledged fact, and one which has been

frequently insisted upon in these columns, that high-pressure and salt water

will not agree, and in large sea-going vessels, surface condensers are

invariably fittod to engines designed for working with high-pressure steam.

It has, however, been very generally assumed that for small boats, such as

those now under consideration, this system would be inapplicable, and it

must be acknowledged that it has several apparent disadvantages. Thus,

it is said a surface condenser entails extra space for the machinery, which

oan be ill afforded in a small boat ; the increase of cost which it entails is

also very considerable, and, above all, the extra amount of knowledge

required to manage the engines is a great objection. Now we think those

inconveniences are very much overrated, and, moreover, that they are far

more than counterbalanced by the undoubtod advantages obtained by its

adoption. Tho objection to a surfaco condonser upon the ground of it

occupying too much space will, wo think, bo satisfactorily disposed of upon

referring to the Plato (359), whero a surface condenser is shown fittod to

an engine with a 9-in. cylindor, and in which case it will be seen tbat it

does not increaso the ongino space by more than about a foot in loDgth.

The objection to a surface condonsor on account of its cost is apparently

more valid, but when wo tako into account tbo saving effected in tho con-

sumption of coal, and in tho cost of repairs to the boiler, together with the

annoyance of tho dolay incurred during those repairs, not to mention tho

chance of a break-down in tho boilers at a place where there aro no moans

for repairing it, it will, we think, bo conceded that the extra amount
expended in tho first cost of the machinery has not been wasted. As
regards the extra amount of skill required to work an engine of this

description, wo think, this objoction will bo found to be chiofly imaginary,

for upon reforonco to tho plato it is evidont that there are no more valves,

Ac., to look after than if thoro wore no condenser; tho only oxtra cock

shown being simply for tLo purposo of shutting off the communication

between tho condonsor and tho ongino, and at tho same time allowing tho

blast to go into tho funnel so as to work as tho ordinary high-prossuro

ongino.

Amongst tho nnmorou* advantages connoctod with this system tho most

important is of course, the enabling tho boat to travel through snlt or dirty

water without any chance of injury to tho boiler. Anothor vory important
advantage already alluded to, is tho economy of fuel, tho saving boing offoctod

by feeding with hot wator, and tho entire fioodom from tho nocessity of blow-

ing off. But there are also several minor inconveniences and annoyances

well known to all who are accustomed to travel in yachts fitted with non-

condensing engines, which are entirely obviated by the use of the condenser.

Thus it is well known that with non-condensing engines, these small boilers

are liable to prime at any moment from the unavoidable variation in the

amount of feed, and are almost certain to do so when any considerable

change in the state of the feed water occurs, consequently the passengers

are constantly in a not ill-founded state of alarm as to their appearance

at tho end of their journey. Another unceasing cause of annoyance

inherent to all boats with non-condensing engines, though of varying

intensity according to their different designs, is the noise caused by the

exhaust ; the annoyance in this case not being confined to the passengers,

but in many cases including innocent outsiders for a considerable distance

from the boat. The perfect regularity of the feed obtained by the surface

condensers enables the steam to be kept much more uniform and with less

trouble, and obviates the necessity of constantly altering the feed pump.

Tho boat and engines illustrated in our Plate (359) were designed and

built by Messrs. Jackson and Watkins, Canal Ironworks, Limehouse, and

besides affording an excellent example of a simple and effective arrange-

ment, it affords a very good illustration of the method of applying a surface

condonser to an existing high-pressure engine. The boat is 35ft. long,

8ft. 9in. beam, and 4ft. 4in. deep. These dimensions though well

suited to the purposes for which the boat was intended, appear to

be scarcely well adapted for speed; 'another 10ft. added to the length

would seem to be advantageous. The condenser is illustrated in tha

panying engraving, Fig. 1 boing a tranivorso soction, and Fig. - a

longitudinal soction. It contains 220 tubes, I -in. long, and Jin., outiido

diametor ; tho inlot and outlot pipos for tho circulating wator boing 2in.

in diamoter. Tho boilor is similar in design to that shown in Fig, 2,

Plate 357, in The Artizan of February
; the sholl boing 5ft. (iiu. in

longth, and 4ft. 2in. in diamoter. Tho firo-grato surfaco is 5 sq. ft., aud

thore aro 21 tubon -Jin, outsido diamotor, and 4ft. long. Tho cylindor,

which is 9in. in diamoter, and 8in. stroko, cutting off at i, drivos a

10
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screw 2ft. 8in. in diameter, 4ft. pitch, at the rate of 254 revolutions with

581bs. pressure in the boiler, the speed of the boat averaging about

7f knots per hour. The coal bunkers are made water-tight, either to

carry water or to act as air chambers. It is found after considerable

experience, that in addition to the great saving in fuel already alluded

to, that the boat travels rather faster when condensing than when the

blast is turned into the funnel, and the engine made non-condensing,

there being plenty of steam without the use of any blast whatever.

NEW YORK AND BROOKLYN SUSPENSION BRIDGE.

The following account of this important engineering work is condensed

from an interesting description contained in the Manufacturer and

'Builder :

—

New York and Brooklyn are in reality only one city, notwithstanding

they bear two different names and have two different city governments.
They belong as much together as the two halves of London on both sides

of the Thame?, or the two halves of Paris on both sides of the Seine, or the

two halves of Rome on both sides of the Tiber. The only difference is,

that the river separating the larger half of New York from its smaller half

is a deep, wide, and swift-running stream, while the Thames, Seine, and
Tiber are comparatively shallow, narrow, and sluggish. Indeed, the amount
of water passing through the East River at every tide is enormous ; the

velocity of the current, always great, has increased with the improvement
of the Hell gate channel ; and when all the obstructions shall have been
removed from that channel, the current will be still more inconvenient,

chiefly to the steam ferry boats, which, to the number of twenty-five, by
seven different ferries, now transport weekly one million persons across

this river, between New York and old Brooklyn, not to speak of the eastern

district of Brooklyn, formerly called Williamsburg, which is connected with

New York city by means of seven other steam ferries, all crossing the same
river.

Among the different plans for more perfect commuuication, a system of
solid dams was suggested, with streets and warehouses on the top, closing the
East River to navigation entirely, and changing it into enormous docks or

basins, provided with locks. This plan was elaborated by different persons in a
great variety of shapes. A tunnel has been proposed, in imitation ofthe tunnel
under the Thames; or the Chicago subfiuvial tunnels; or the one now to be
made under the Detroit River. But the circumstances are very different ; the
depth of the Thames is only some twenty feet, and that of the Detroit
River forty ; and both flow on a bed ot uniform clay, easily cut arid sup-

ported with water-tight brick masonry. The East River, on the other
hand, is sixty feet deep in the channel; and thehedis composed of rock, in-

terrupted by cracks filled with earth and boulders. This heterogeneity of
the substratum would present great difficulties ; and, although the tunnel
can not be pronounced impossible, the expense of its construction would be
very great.

The plan of a bridge is preferred to those of a causeway and a tunnel

and considered at the present day the most desirable and practicable ; and,

as the depth of the water and the requirements of navigation preclude the

building of arches on piers, nothing is left but the construction of a sus-

pension bridge. It is an old saying, almost a proverb, that when by a con-

course of circumstances a man is really wanted, he will be found. So it

was in this case. America possessed an engineer, Mr. John A. Roebling,

of Trenton, N.J., who had made the building of suspension-bridges, a

speciality ; and had successfully constructed two of the boldest bridges of

this kind in the world, namely, that at Niagara Falls and that at Cincinnati,

which is now the largest in existence, but will be far surpassed in dimen-
sions by the East River suspension-bridge. To give an idea of its dimen-
sions, we will only say that, including the approaches, it will be over one
mile long; and that the bottom will be 130ft., in clear height, over the

channel of the river. Mr. Roebling was spared long enough to complete

the plans for this colossal work, the execution of which is now intrusted to

the worthy hands of his son.

The bridge has only two piers, situated on the shores, and thus not in

any way obstructing navigation. They are 1,620ft. apart and 280ft.

high. The base of these piers, at the water-line, is 134ft. long and 56ft.

wide ; of their height, 130ft. is below the floor and 150 above it, not in-

cluding balustrade and ornamental blocks. In each pier are two arches

for entrances to the bridge; each archway, being 32ft. wide, gives passage

to a railroad track, a carriage way, and a sidewalk. These openings, or

archways, are intended to he 120ft. high. The piers will be built wholly of

granite, and hollow; each will contain over 900,000 cubic feet of stone,

and weigh over 70,000 tons. The bridge will weigh 3,600 tons ; its maximum
transitory weight by crowds of people, railway trains, carriages, and horses

being 1,400 tons, gives together 5,000 tons. As the base of each pier is

nearly 5,000 square feet, there is a weight of about 15 tons per foot, which
cannot be safely constructed without enlarging the foundation considerably.

At the lower part of the foundation, therefore, the surface will be 17,000
square feet, reducing the pressure form 15 tons to a little over 4 tons per

square foot, which is perfectly safe, especially in view of the considerable

depth to which the foundations will be laid, the nature of the compact,

gravelly saud on the Brooklyn side, and the rock which probably will be

reached on the New York side.

The whole bridge will be supported by four cables, consisting of parallel

steel wire, stretched in a bundle nearly one foot thick. These cables are

anchored in solid walls, 1,337ft. from the pier on the New York side, and
837ft. from the pier on the Brooklyn side. The real span of the suspen-

sion-bridge, from anchor-wall to anchor-wall, is thus 1,337 + 1,620 + 837,
or 3,794ft. The approaches beyond these points are of arched masonry,

thrown, like the half-spans between anchorage and piers, over houses

and streets.

Each of the four cables enters the anchor walls through the masonry to

a distance of twenty feet, where they connect with the anchor-chains, com-
posed of ten links, each 12ft. or more in length, together measuring 130ft

,

and forming a downward curve of a quarter of a circle, in order to convert

a portion of the tension into downward pressure—a plan always followed

in the anchorage of suspension-bridges. The tension, or pull, of each of

these four cables on the anchorage will be 5,000 tons, which is only about

one tenth of the breaking strain of the structure.

The cables have, however, r.ot to support the whole bridge, It is also

secured by straight stays, running from the top of each pier toward the

bottom of the bridge. Mr. Roebling asserts that the bridge would not fall

even if the cables were removed, the stays being sufficient to hold it—only

it would sag in the middle. The cables have, therefore, only to sustain a

portion of the weight, and to give stiffness to the bridge, so that it will not

be swayed by heavy gales. A simple arrangement of the cables increases

this stiffness against side pressure. The outside cables are much further

apart at the piers than the width of the bridge, and approach each other

;

while with the two middle cables the reverse is the case. They are near

together at the piers, where they pass over the middle between the two
arches, and widen toward the middle of the bridge.

The bridge will commence in New York City at the City Hall Park, at

the head of Chatham-street. Slowly rising 3§ft. in 100, it will cross

William-street and Eranklin-square, so that no interruption of street travel

will result. It will be supported by arches, girders, and trusses, till it

arrives at the anchorage of the chains, 90ft. above high tide, located in the

block bounded by Cherry, Water, and Dover-streets, where the suspension

commences ; and the whole structure runs over all the houses to the pier

at the river side, a distance of 1,337ft. Here the full sweep of the cables,

passing over the top of the piers, 260ft. high, descends 130ft. below that

point, and rises to the same height on the Brooklyn pier, to descend to the

Brooklyn anchorage, situated in James-street ; and, beyond that, by an

archway of masonry and trusses, to extend to the junction of Fulton and

Sand-streets, almost on a level with Brooklyn Heights.

The New York pier will be situated where now a dilapidated pier,

known as No. 29, is located ; that of Brooklyn, in the east slip of the

Fulton ferry. The work on the latter was commenced on Monday,
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January 3rd, 1870; and has since been continued by means of dredging-

machines, &c, preparatory to sinking a colossal caisson, which is being

built at Greenpoint^ and has advanced considerably toward completion.

There being no suitable rock foundation found on the Brooklyn shore, the

caisson itself will form part of the foundation. The system adopted for

constructing the piers is upon the principle of the pneumatic pile, which is

usually a tubular pile or cylinder of large dimensions, forced down by at-

mospheric pressure. In this case, however, the atmospheric pressure is

assisted by the continual excavation of material beneath the mass.

The caisson or chamber within which the work of excavation will be

carried on, is rectangular in shape, 168ft. long and 102ft. wide on the

outside, and about 15ft. high. The sides are wedge-shaped in section, the

lower edge being eight inches, and the upper eight feet eight iuches

thick. The roof resting on these sides is five feet thick, leaving a work-

ing chamber (the dimensions ot roof and sides being allowed for) 166 by
98ft. in ground area, and 9ft. in height. The whole is constructed of

yellow-pine timber, a foot square ; the seams are payed with a vegetable tar,

to render them impervious to water ; and between the outside layers of

timber is a sheathing of tin, between two of felt, intended to prevent air

from leaking through. As the sharp lower edges are intended to facilitate

the sinking of the caisson, they are made very strong. The first course of

timber is oak ; to this is bolted a cast-iron shoe, eight inches wide, and
oval on its face, being three inches thick in the centre. Around the shoe

is placed an armour of boiler-plate, extending three feet above, on both

sides of the wall, the whole being strengthened by heavy interior angle-

irons. Especial pains are taken to prevent the corners at the bottom from
" spreading " under the great pressure to which they will be subjected. At
each corner, in the second course, is inserted a knee of hard wood timber,

extending twenty feet each way. The timbers of the caisson are all bolted

together vertically, horizontally, and diagonally, with ljin. bolts, varying

in length from two to 7ft. The bolts are, ou an average, 18in.—none more
than 2ft. 8in.—apart throughout the whole structure ; and the heads and
nuts are made air-tight by rubber washers.

As this huge frame is sunk to its desired position, 30ft. below low tide,

additional courses of timber will be laid on the top, to the height of 15ft.,

and filled in with concrete; and when the whole mass has become fixed in

its final resting place, the tower will be built on the solid foundation thus

obtained.

Six shafts, lined with halt-inch boiler-plate, pass through the roof of the

caisson. The two outside ones are rectangular, and 6ft. 6in. by 7ft. in

size. These are the water-shafts, in which the water collecting in the

caisson will rise by the atmospheric pressure to the height of the tide Out-

side. Next to these are the two man-shafts or supply-shafts, circular in

form. Through these the workmen will pass, and the earth be hoisted.

The last pair are the air-shaft-', also circular, and 42in. in diameter. The
shafts are made in couples, both for convenience and for safety. Through
the air-shafts large air-pumps will force air into the caisson, expelling the

water, and enabling the workmen to descend and work upon the bottom.
The earth excavated will be deposited around the square water-shafts ; and
a dredging-niachinc will lift the mud and dump it into barges. As the

excavations progress, the caisson will sink. During this operation, it is to

be hoped that the edges will come upon no large boulders. It is of the

utmost importance that this heavy structure, which will not be very

manageable when it is once under water, shall move downward with quiet

uniformity ; and fortunately there is no reason to expect in the sand of the

Brooklyn ihore any serious obstacle! to this part of the work. Gas is to be

introduced fOt lighting the caisson. The following figures will give to

some readers a better notion of the size and importance of this construc-

tion : length of caisson, 168ft.; width, 102ft.; height, 15ft.; height in-

cluding superincumbent timber and concrete, 30ft. ; timber in caisson,

I^SOO.OOOfk, (105,000 cubic feet); weight of caisson, 2,500 to 3,000 tons;
wrought-iron employed in bolts, angle-irons, and plates, 100 tons; lumber
in launching-fraincB and way*, 127,000ft.

PATENT LAW.

The Bovill Litioatiok.

(Continued from page 69.)

When tbil decision in Bovil] ''. .Smith was pronounced, several niilleis

against whom Chancery Hiiits wore commenced, were advised to ask the
Court to allow juries to bo summoned for the purpose of trying the

cates. An application of bob nature was made to the Master ol the Etolll

in the unit of liovill v. Hitchcock, but was refused. The question ol Una
right of a defendant in a Chancery suit to submit his evidenco against the
validity of a patent WU a very important one, and an appeal wan brought
against Lord Ilomilly's decision, and WW heard before Lord Cairns, then
Lord Justice, on the 14th Jnuuary, 1868, when the following judgment
was delivered :

—

"This appeal is rested on two grounds—the first being, that as before
the course of the Court of Chancery was altered, so as to throw upon the
Court the duty of deciding questions which, according to its former course,
were sent to be tried at law, a question of this nature would have been
tried at law, so now either party has a right to insist on its being so tried.
I cannot accede to this argument. The effect of the Acts is to impose on
the Court the duty of.deciding these questions, and, in the absence of any
direction to the contrary in the Acts, the Court must try them according to
its ordinary course of practice. If the Court thinks it best that a question
should be tried before a jury, a jury can be had; but if, in the opinion ot
the Court, a trial without a jury is preferable, neither party can claim a
jury as a matter of right. It is a fallacy to say that under the old prac-
tice the Court required a legal question to be tried by jury. What it re-
quired was the judgment of a Court of Common Law. In most cases it

was a necessary incident to proceedings at law that there should be the
verdict of a jury before judgment ; but these cases were sent to law, not
thut they might be tried by jury, but because this Court had no jurisdiction
to decide upon legal rights.

"Secondly, it was urged that a trial might be had before a jury because
the Master of the Rolls, in a former litigation between the present plain-
tiff and another party, expressed a strong opinion in favour of the patentee,
as regarded the questions then in dispute. If that has any bearing on the
present case, it would rather go to show that the trial ought to bo before
another judge than before the Master of the Rolls with a jury. His
lordship, after having had his former expressions called to his attention,

stated it to be his opinion that this case could be conveniently and pro-
perly tried before him, and more conveniently without than with a jury;
and it has not been urged that there was anything in the nature of the
case to make it especially proper to be tried by a jury. With all respect

for that mode of trial, 1 think that many patent cases can be disposed of

by a judge much more satisfactorily than by a jury; and I should be ex-

ceedingly disinclined to interfere with the discretion of a judge as to the
mode in which a particular case can be most advantageously tried in his

court."

The defendant then made terms with Mr. Bovill.

The suit of Bovill v. Hird came before the Rolls Court on an application

for an injunction to restrain Mr. Bird from bringing on for argument a
demurrer in an action brought against him in the Queen's Bench for in-

fringing the patent. The demurrer was a submission by Mr. Bovill that

some of the grounds of defence pleaded by Mr. Bird wero insufficient in

law. It was probably thought incongruous to ask the Court of Chancery
to prevent a defendant in an action at law taking the judgment of the
court of law upon the questions of law raised in the action, and Mr. Bovill,

without having the motion for the injunction argued, cat the knot by dis-

continuing the action, paying the defendant's costs.

Mr. Bird, however, had as strong an aversion to the Court of Chancery
as Mr. Bovill had to the Court of Queen's Bench, aud ho compromised the

Chancery suit.

As an introduction to the second trial of the issues iu Bovill v. Goodier
it is necessary to state that Mr. Goodier had described in his answer to the

Bill in Chancery a creeper in the horizontal trunk into which the exhaust

pipes from his mill-stone cases had been connected before he adopted
Blake and Lee's improvement of having a fan on the mill-stone spindle.

The creeper was to serve the same purpose as the "monkey," or damper,
which iu many mills is drawn from end to end of this air trunk to clear

out the deposit of flour dust. In Mr. Bovill's affidavit, he referred to this

description and to Mr. Goodier's model of those arrangements, aud he

made the following very important statements :

—

" I have read the defendant's answer filed iu this cause on 12th January,

1865, and I say that the apparatus and process described by him in the

11th paragraph of his said answer, and purporting to he, save as regards

the stive room, the process so as aforesaid, shewn by model No. 1, is an in-

fringement of my patent. In order to attain the object stated by tin-

defendant in the 10th paragraph of the said answer, for which he desired

to apply an exhaust, viz., ' to cool and dry the meal or flour before it

reached the meal trough, aud also to free the meal from the stive or dust

which result ed from the process theretofore iu use ' ; th c defendant did iu

fact, adopt the very means described In my said speeilication to carry out

the same, and which he now alleges to have been his own discovery, made
iu 1m5-1. The details of the defendant'! machinery wore in all respects

similar to those employed by BU in numerous mills where my patent had

been put up, save as regards (he particular character of the stive room, aud

save that an endives screw for Clearing out the stive, Ot line dust, deposited

in the horizontal e\hau-l pipe, was applied by him, insl ad of the simpler

apparatus adopted by me of a wooden piston moved by I DOld, (or the pur-

pose of being occasionally drawn from one end of the pipe to the other to

clean out the dust or flour from the trunk."
" Tho mode in whieh these very considerable ineoiiTciii.nees arc alleged by

the defendant to have been got rid of by applying an exhaust Ian and pro-

ducing an action thus slated by him in tin: 11th paragraph of tho laid
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answer, 'The revolution of the exhaust fan caused an upward draught
of cold air which, entering the said twelve exhaust pipes, or portions of ex-

haust pipes, at the orifices thereof, just above the meal trough, ascended and
made its way through the before descrihed other pipes, or portions of pipe,

and finally made its exit into the open air ; the before-mentioned exhaust

had the effect of cooling and drying the meal or flour in its descent from
the points where the delivery spouts entered the lower portions of the ex-

haust pipes, or portions of exhaust pipe as aforesaid, and the further effect

of carrying upwards a considerable portion of the stive or dust occasioned

by the grinding process.' I say that such action and process so used and
described by the defendant, is in fact, and relates only to sucking away the

plenum of warm dusty air forced through the stone*, and not to employing
a sufficient exhausting power to induce a current of air between the mill-

stones, without a blast, as described in the specification of my said patent,

page 8, lines 15 to 22, and I make such statement upon various grounds,

and amongst others the following, Had the defendant used a too power-
ful exhaust, overrunning the blast, and exhausting more than the plenum
there would have been a strong current of air rushing up the meal spout
aud such last-mentioned current would have held up the meal and pre-

vented it descending the spout, and would have stopped the working of the

mill by the meal accumulating in the mill stone cases, around the stones,

aud choking them to such an extent that the meal could not issue from
between the grinding surface?, and further, a too-powerful exhaust would
have drawn up a large quantity of meal into the exhausting machine, and
have blown it out and created excessive dust and waste in the mill, and
would have drawn the air so rapidly through the pipes that no lodgment or

deposit of stive in the said pipes, as mentioned in the 11th paragraph of

the defendant's said answer, could have taken placa, but the same would
have been blown out of the fan. Had the exhaust been too weak, the stive

and dust would have descended the meal spout with the meal, and been
delivered or blown about the mill ; and the effect stated by the defendant
in the 6th paragraph of his said answer, as resulting from the use of the old

process, would have been produced. The defendant must have employed
the exhaust of the plenum, since there was just sufficient exhaust to create

an upward current through the meal spout, analogous to the draft of an
ordinary chimney, as hereinbefore mentioned, and to carry off from the

millstone cases the warm dusty air in manner hereinbefore mentioned."

The second trial oceupied eight days, and came to a close on the 11th
Feb., 1868, when Mr. Justice Bvles thus summed up :

—

"Mr. Justice Byles, Gentlemen :—In this case, George Hinton Bovill is

the plaintiff, and James Goodier is the defendant. It is an issue directed

by the Master of the Rolls to you, to try whether that part of the invention

comprised in letters patent granted to him, and comprised in the specifica-

tion, be good or not when altered by the disclaimer. The first question

is 'Whether [thatpart of the invention described] in the said specification

as altered by disclaimer [as] the fixing the top stone and causing currents

of air, either by exhaustion or pressure, to pass between the grinding sur-

faces of the millstones when the top stone is so fixed, and in the introduc-

tion of ventilating machinery in the stones descrihed in the said specifica-

tion [as the first part of the invention] was a new invention at the time of

the patent ?' Secondly, ' Whether that part of the said invention which is

stated to consist in exhausting the dusty air when the same has been blown
through the grinding surfaces of the millstones from the stone cases or

chamber receiving the meal, described in the said specification was new at

the date of the letters patent ?' The third is-, ' Whether that part of the

invention which is said to consist in the passing the dust or stive caused in

the process of grinding through suitable porous fabrics, by which the flour

is filtered from the air, described in the specification as altered as aforesaid

was a new invention at the date of the letters patent ?' Fourthly, 'Whe-
ther the combination of the three said several parts, described in the speci-

fication so altered, was new at the date of the specification ?' In effect,

gentlemen, the issue is whether these three claims, or either, and which of

them, have be^n anticipated ?

Now, gentlemen, before I call your attention very particularly—which I

must do before I go farther— to this specification, allow me to distinguish

(for that you must bear in mind) between questions of law and questions of

fact. You have had the advantage of hearing counsel on each side—I allude

to my learned friends Mr. Webster and Mr. Grove; you have had the ad-

vantage of hearing on each side in this case the two gentlemen at the Bar
of England who are best acquainted with Patent Law. I confess that I

have received very great benefit and very great instruction from listening

to them. I always listen very carefully to counsel, and I believe that

everything that can be said has been said, both as to the law and as to the

facts of the case. Therefore, the time has not been wasted. I think no
time has been wasted. The fulness with which you have heard the dis-

cussion, and the patience with which you have listened to both sides, will

very considerably abbreviate the observations that I shall have to trouble

you with. But first, as I said, let us distinguish between questions of law
and questions of fact. Questions of law are for the Court—for the presi-

ding judge, who must be right at his peril. I do not incur much peril

here, because the way has been traced out to me by the three learned
judges who have preceded me. If the judge is wrong—nay, even if the
Master of the Bolls were wrong, or my brother Willes was wrong, there is-

a resort to a superior tribunal, because what the judge has said is in white
and black, and you can appeal against it and correct it; but as the judge
is bound to leave questions of fact to the jury, so thejury are bound to leave
questions of law to the judge. I shall tell you, for the purposes of to-day,
what you must, as I conceive, take to be the law. But with respect to
facts, if you discover in my mind any indication of opinion on the one
side or the other I request you to discard it. I shall assist you as far as
I can, but as the Court claims to decide the law of the case, so the jury, and
they only, are to decide the facts. The Master of the Bolls might have
decided, if he thought fit, the questions of fact. He did not do so. He
sent it for you to decide; and I am quite certain he sent it to a tribunal
whose minds are pure, and who will not have made up their minds at all

until the case is at an end.

Now, gentlemen, amongst the questions of law is the construction to be
placed upon a written instrument. As a general rule—there may be some
exceptions, of which this is not one—construction of a written document is

lor the judge or the Court. If it be a will, the jury are not to say what
the will means. VVith great deference to them, they have not spent their
lives in the reading and construing of such instruments. It is for the
Court. If an irregular promissory note or bill of exchange is made, what
the effect of it is a question of law for the Court, not of fact for the jury.
So in construing the specification of a patent, and saying what it means,
the question of construction is for the judge. He will tell the jury what
the patent means, at his peril, as I said before. The jury will then apply
their minds to it, and answer the questions of tact which are submitted for

their consideration. Another observation I will make to you. Utility is

not here in question. However useful Mr. Bovill's patent may be, if it is

anticipated it comes to nothing. On the other hand, where you find that
the utility which is said to result from the patent is very great and strik-

ing, and that the utility did not exist before, the utility may, as has been
contended at the bar not without some show of reason, reflect light upon
the novelty of the patent. But, further than that, utility has nothing to
do with this question. You will not give Mr. Bovill your verdict because
it is a useful patent. Another matter I beg to state. I have already alluded
to it, and the learned counsel, Mr. Grove, has also stated the same thing.
If a patentee claims too much and does not disclaim it, and a bad claim re-

mains, not only that claim, but the whole patent, is bad. Now Mr. Bovill
has reviewed or recensed the patent. He has gone through it once with
his disclaimer, and he has, as he now contends, and he now says he did,

eliminated every doubtful claim, and left it as it now stands; but if one of
those three claims is bad, the whole patent has been had from the begin-
ning. I say that, that you may see what a vast stake L; before you, because
it turns out, upon this evidence, that the sum in dispute is between
£100,000 and £200,000. That is dependent upon the breadth of your
mouth. Another observation I beg to make to make to you, which you
will find useful as you go along if you thoroughly understand, is this—it

is very essential to be brought before you, perfectly familiar to my learned
friends at the Bar, but possibly not so familiar to you—a combination may
be the subject of a patent, often is— generally is. Although in this combi-
nation all the ingredients but one—I say, first of all, but one—are old, yet
if the introduction of that ingredient in connection with the others be use-

ful and novel there may be a new patent for the combination although
three of the things are old. So it happens in many patents, if the ingre-

dients are all old, yet if a novel and useful [combination is introduced by
the patentee there may be a good patent for the combination. In saying
this, I dare say I am only reminding you, but it is well that you
should be reminded, of what the law is before wo address ourselves to the
construction of the patent which is the first thing t > which I shall invite

your attention. Auother rule of law, which you must bear in mind, is

this—there may have been a great many experiments in many cases before

the real thing was found out, nay sometimes whnt turns out to be the real

thing has often been used but only by way of experiment and then given
up. That is not an anticipation of a patent. Mere experiment or unsuc-
cessful user are not anticipations of a patent. A man must have brought
his invention, or his invention of a combination, to a successful issue so

that the thing can be done and it must be done not as a mere experi-

ment.

" Now, gentlemen, with those previous observations upon the patent wo
will address ourselves now to what this document means. I do not know
whether any of you have had the patent before you. If not I will direct

that a copy or copies be laid before you when you retire to consider your
verdict. And first I must premise that this patent—that is the first

jndgment of the law upon this patent—has been before many tribunals.

It was granted in the year 1849, It was renewed for five years from the

year 1863, and will expire if I am right next June. It has hut a few months
to live, but great issues depend upon it from what has already passed.

This patent, 1 tell you as matter of law, is good upou the face of it. There
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is no fault on the face of it. It has been through many tribunals, and has

been nearly through 19 years of its existence, and it has stood shot from
that time to this. You must take it from me that the patent on the face of

it, subject to questions of (act whether it has been anticipated, is a perfectly

good patent. To express myself more correctly, the specifica'ion is good
upon the face of it.

"Now, gentlemen, I do not think it necessary to read this patent over
t > you. If I did I should over-lay with a good deal of extraneous matter
the few observations that I have to make upon ir. The best course I can

adopt is to take you to the first claim at first. You have heard enough
about the patent to know the general nature of it. Now the first claim

is this :
' Fixing the lop stone and causing currents of air either by exhaust-

tion or pressure to pass between the grinding surfaces of millstoues when
the top stone is so fixed, and in the introduction of the ventilating pipes in

the stone6 as herein described.' Now let me implore you, when you look
at this patent, not to forget the words, ' as herein described.' For those
words ' as herein described' have the effect to a certain extent of incorporat-
ing those parts of the patent that are referred to in the claim ; those claims
w.juld be totally different if it were not for the words ' herein described.'

Now we will go back and look at this first claim. ' The first part of my
invention consists in introducing air-pipes into the top millstone, so as to

more freely ventilate the grinding surfaces when cunvmts of air are forced
or exhausted through them. In the top of stoue A are placed the air

pipes C, C, C, C, which open into the furrows on the lace of the stone, and
are led away to the eye or hack of the stone where the air is introduced "

air introduced into the eye. " These pipes I prefer to have of about one
inch in diameter, and as many in number as thp furrows in the stones so
as to give a free ventilation.' Then he mentions other holes and the
trumpet-mouthed pipes which are in another specification, and which I will
no 1

- trouble you with now, and then he says :
' hut it will he seen these

dilfer essentially from this part of my invention, and have i nly been applied
to the top stone when running; air has also been exhausted down through
the eye of the top stone when tunning, and between the grinding surfaces.
I du not there-lore claim the principle except when worked in combination
with a fixed upper stone.' This first claim, then fore, is not only from the
nature of it, hut from the very words of the patent a claim for combination.
It is not necessary here that all the parts of it should he new. It is suffi-

cient if it is a new combination. Now I will read it once more and then
pass to the next. 1 must revert to it again when I have very shortly gone
through the evidence. ' Firstly, fixing the t .p stone,' that* is one ingre-
dient iu the combination, 'and causing currents of air either by exhaustion
or pressure to pass between the grinding surfaces,' that is another part of
the combination ' when the top stone is so fixed,' that is a careful reference
again t: the fixing of the top stoue, 'and in the introduction of the
ventilating pipes in the stones,' then it is ended by the words ' as herein
described.' It is in effect causing holes or channels to he made in the top
stone celled hi re ' ventilating pipes in the way therein described.

• Now to go very quickly to the second which is the claim to which nine-
tenlhs of this evidence relates: ' In exhausting the dusty air when the
fame has been '—I beg your attention to this—' In exhausting the dn-.ty
airwhen the tame has been blown through the grinding surfaces of the
millstones from the stone cases or chambers receiving the meal as herein
described.' Let me read it once more as shortly as 1 can. ' Jn exhausting
the dusty air when the same ' (that is the same dusty air) ' has been blown
tl :; -ugh the grinding surfaces of the millstones from the stone cases,' 'as
herein described ' again. Then we must go back again to the invention to
see how much and what it is that lie intends to blow away, and what I am
ah.ut to r, ad to you now is really the very essence of the specification.
' In carrying out the second part of my invention when working millstones
With a blast i fair, 1 introduce a pipe to the millstone case from a fan or
other exhausting machine, so as to carry off all the warm dusty air blown
through Letwei n I to a chamber as hereafter described, by which
the dust in the mill is avoided and the grinding improved.' Observe, it is
li.-t of all to carry off all the warm dusty air.' If it stopped there it would
be all the air. lint it does not stop there, 'so as to carry off all the warm
dusty air blown through the stones;' tbatu>, all the afar, that iatd be carried
away. 'And this part of my invention relates only to sucking away
•*« plenum ol dusty air (breed through the stones, and not to
employing ;, sufficient exhausting power to induce B current of air between
the millst.on,s without a blast, tbil having before been practised as above- I

mentioned.'

''Now the claim lays
: 'exhausting the dusty »i r &om the atone oases, I

as herein described. ' Herein described' i*. lake out Uia afar blown in,
jsuck away the plenum, llf> moi* I hat is the meaning of this claim.

"Now. th.n, what is the meaning of the woid ' plenum.' The word
phiuim' is certainly srabamsstog, I resitted to nsetfae word '<

ti

but very icientifle win..
i t |„. defendant, Mr. Bramwelt

Oted me, and I think be enn.el.d me |ltm>lj and natui :<ilv so as to
make whit is said lure intelligible. Me Mii.l, ' I do not like tin- word
' eateas, I „hould ri(t her r„n it ,•„,„, m , -

, ,„. ,, ,ini ,. (1 ,.„„„.,, whoin

have heard, said, I will show you what it means. Suppose there was a

cylinder of light porous material filled with air, and it bung down straight

;

suppose the quantity of that air is increased, then it will bulge out at the

sides, and the extent of that bulging would in that case, he sast\ be the
' plenum ; ' which seemed to me to be not an inapt illustration, But now
here I am relieved from all difficulty, because the three learned judges
who have preceded me, have interpreted the word ' plenum,' audi am
(whether you are or not, but iu point of fact you are as much as me. for

you must take the law from me, and I must take it from them) bound by
that. They have interpreted this word 'plenum.' No doubt, at first sight,

the word ' plenum ' might seem to be an unfortunate word, because it

naturally carries you back to the word 'vacuum,' and one of you thought
scientifically it meant ' plenum' as opposed to 'vacuum.' 1 do not wonder
at any one putting such a construction upon it. But that is not what it

means. For your satisfaction I am able to read to you upon this subject

the statement of a learned judge, whom I am not flattering when I say

there is no judge in Westminster Hall whose dicti are entitled to greater

consideration, I mean my learned brother, Mr. Justice Willes, when he
sac where I now sit trying this cause, and in that he concurs with the

judgment of the Master of the Bolls, although I agree the judgment of the

Master of the Rolls is not so explicit as it has been reviewed at the bar,

but he has been followed by Vice-Chancellor Wood, who does in terms
adopt what my brother Willes has said. Now you will have the word
'plenum' therefore defined by the highest authority. My brother Willes

says this : 'Now, therefore, the patent is for the application of an exhaust,

regulated in such a manner as to carry off, call it the ' plenum,' I should

call it the wind produced by the blast coming in; that is, an exhaust

regulated according to the force of the blast used to go through thesLone.'

I do not venture upon any definition myself, but I suppose it is any excess

above the natural density of the atmospheric air as charged with stive.

There is another observation to be made here upon which something may
turn as we go along. There are fierce currents of air driven through the

millstones even when there is no super-added blast. I think one witness

described as many as 900 cubic feet an hour increased, for I will not say

by Mr. Bovill's patent, but in some cases as much increased as 40 per
cent.

Mr. Justice Byles : 1260 was the figure my lord.

(To be continued.)

ROYAL INSTITUTION OF GREAT BRITAIN.

ON THE TEMPERATURE AND ANIMAL LIFE OF THE DEEP
SEA.

By William B. Carpenter, M.D., F.R.S.

The present discourse embodies the most important general results ob-
tained by the exploration of the deep sea in the neighbourhood of the Bri-
tish Isles, carried on during the summer of 18G9 in H.M. surveying ship Por-
cupine, with the view of completing and extending the inquiries commenced
in the Lightning expedition of 1868, of which au account was given by the
speaker at the Friday evening meeting of April 9th, 1869.

The expedition of the Porcupine was divided into three cruises. The first

of these, which was placed under the scientific charge of Mr. J. Gwyn
Jeffreys, F.R.S,, accompanied by Mr. William L. Carpenter as chemical
assistant, commenced from Gnlway near the end of May, and concluded at
Belfast at the beginning of July. It was directed in the first instance to

the south-west, then to the west, and finally to the north-vest its far as the
Rockall Bank. The greatest deptli at which temperature-sounding and
and dredging were can ied on in this cruise was 1,476 fathoms; and these
operations, through the excellent equipment Of the JPorcupinr and the skill

of her commander, Captain Calver, were so successfully performed, that it

was confidently anticipated that still greater depths might be reached with
an equally satisfactory result.

The second cruise, which was under the scientific charge of Piofcsor
Wyville Thomson, F.H.S., with Mr. llnnter as chemical assistant, WBI con-

sequently directed to the nearest point at which a depth of 2,600 fathoms
was known to exist, viz., the northern extremity of the Hay of I'iscay,

about 250miles to the west of I'shnnt. In tbil cruise temperature-sounding
and dredging were carried down to the extraordinary depth ol 2,'M~> fa-

thoms, or nearly three miles— u depth nearly equal to the height of Mont
Blanc, and exceeding by more than C>< K ' fathoms that ffODI which the

Atlantic Cable was recovered. This sen-bed, on which the prSfBUre of the

superincumbent water is nearly three tons for every square inch, WSSfOUOd
to support an abundance of animal life; about 1 | Cwt. ol Atlantic mud,
chiefly consisting of globigerinan having been brought up in the dredge,

togetbef with various types of higher animals, Bchfaioaerms, Annelids,

Crustaceans, and MollutBaj among them a new Criuoid— referable, like

thr RMsocrinu*, whose discovery bj M. Bars, jun., had been the starting-
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point of the present inquiry—to the Apiocrinite type, which flourished

during the Oolitic period.

The third cruise was under the scientific charge of the speaker, with Mr.
P. H. Carpenter as chemical assistant; but he had the great advantage of

being accompanied by his colleague, Professor Wyville Thomson, who, as in

the Lightning expedition, took the entire superintendence of the dredging
operations. The object of this cruise, which commenced in the middle of

August i.nd terminated in the middle of September, was a more thorough
exploration of the area between the north of Scotland and the Faroe Islands,

which had been found in the Lightning expedition to afford results of pecu-

liar interest iu regard alike to the inequality of temperature and to the

distribution of animal life on the sea-bed, which here ranges between the

comparatively shallow depths of from 350 to 650 fathoms—the last-named

being the greatest depth to which dredging had been carried in 1868.

The weather during nearly the whole of the Porcupine expedition was as

favourable to its work, as during the greater part of the Lightning expedi-

tion it had been unfavourable; and the results obtained not only far ex-

ceeded the most sanguine expectations of those who had promoted it, but
may be said, without exaggeration, to be such as no previous scientific ex-

ploration of so limited an extent and duration is known to have yielded.

The results of the temperature-soundings will be first stated, with their

bearing on the doctrines advanced in the former discourse as probable in-

ferences from the observations made during the Lightning expedition.

These observations indicated that two very different submarine climates

exist in the deep channel which lies E.N.E. and W.S.W. between the north
of Scotland and the Faroe Banks; a minimum temperature of 32° having
been registered in some parts of this channel, whilst in other parts of it, at

the like depths, and with the same surface temperature (never varying
much from 52°), the minimum temperature registered was never lower than
46°, thus showing a difference of 14°. It could not be positively asserted

that these minima are the bottom temperatures of the areas in which they
respectively occur; but it was argued that they must almost necessarily be
so—first, because it is highly improbable that sea water at 32° should over-

lie water at any higher temperature, which is specifically lighter than itself,

unless the two strata have a motion in opposite directions sufficiently rapid

to be recognisable ; and second, because the nature of the animal life found
on the bottom of the cold area, which consists of quartzose sand, including
volcanic particles, exhibited a marked correspondence with its presumed
reduction of temperature, whilst the sea bed of the warm area is essentially

composed of Globigerina mud, aud the animal life which it supports is cha-

racteristic of the warmer-temperate seas.

This conclusion, it is obvious, would not be invalidated by any error

arising from the effect of pressure on the bulbs of the thermometers ; since,

although the actual minima might be, as was then surmised, from 2° to
4° below the recorded minima, the difference between temperatures taken
at the same or nearly the same depths would remain unaffected.

The existence in the cold area of a minimum temperature of 32°, with
a Fauna essentially Boreal, could not, it was argued, be accounted for in

any other way than by the supposition of an under-current of Polar water
coming down from the North or North-east; whilst, conversely, the exis-

tence in the warm area of a minimum temperature of 46°, extending to

500 or 600 fathoms' depth, iu the latitude of 60° (being at least 8° above
its isotherm), together with the warmer- temperate character of its Fauna,
seemed equally indicative of a flow of Equatorial waters from the South or

South-west.

It was further urged that if the existence of two such different sub-
marine climates in close proximity can only be accounted for on the hypo-
thesis of an Arctic stream and an Equatorial stream running side by side

(the latter also spreading over the former in consequence of its lower
specific gravity), these streams are to be regarded (like the Gulf Stream)
as particular cases of a great general oceanic circulation, which is con-
tinually bringing the water cooled-down in the Polar regions into the
deepest parts of the Equatorial ocean-basins, whilst the water heated in the
Equatorial regions moves towards the Poles on or near the surface. Such
a circulation was long since pointed out to be as much a physical necessity,

as that interchange of air between the Equatorial and Polar regions which
has so large a share in the production of winds; but whilst physical geo-
graphers remained under the dominant idea that the temperature of the
deep sea is everywhere 39°, they could not fully recognise its importance.

These doctrines have been fully tested by the very numerous and careful

temperature-soundings taken in the 'Porcupine' expedition; and there-
suit has been not merely to confirm them in every particular—so that they
may now take rank as established facts,—but also to show that a tempera-
ture 2J° below the freezing-point of fresh water may prevail over the sea-

bed in a region far removed from the Polar, and that even this extreme
reduction is by no means antagonistic to the existence of animal life in
great variety and abundance.

All the temperature-soundings of the 'Porcupine' expedition were taken
with thermometers protected from the effects of pressure by the enclosure
of the bulb of each instrument in an outer bulb, sealed round the neck of

the tube; about three-fourths of the intervening space being filled with
spirit, but a small vacuity being left, by which any reduction in the capa-
city of the outer bulb is prevented from communicating pressure to the
inner. This plan of construction, which was suggested by Professor \V.
A. Miller, has been so successfully carried into practice by Mr. Cassella,

that thermometers thus protected have been subjected to a pressure of
three tons on the square inch, in a testing-machine devised for the purpose,
without undergoing more than a very slight elevation, of which a part (at

least) is attributable to the heat given out by the compression of the water
in which they were immersed; whilst the very best thermometers of the
ordinary construction were affected by the same pressure to the extent of
8° or 10°, the elevation in some instruments reaching as much as 50° or
60°. Two of these protected Miller-Casella thermometers were used in each
observation ; and they always agreed within a fraction of a degree. The
same pair was used throughout the expedition ; and notwithstanding that
they were used for 166 separate observations, in which they travelled up
and down nearly 100 miles, they came back in perfectly good order,—

a

result mainly due to the care with which they were handled by Captain
Calver. It may be affirmed with great confidence that the temperatures
which they indicated were correct within 1° (Fahr.) ; an approximation quite
near enough for the scientific requirements of the case.

In order to connect the work of the Porcupine with that of the Lightning
expedition, it will be desirable to commence with the third cruise

of the former, in which a detailed survey was made of the area traversed
in the preceding year by the latter. In this cruise bottom-soundings were
taken at thirty-six different stations, at depths varying from 100 to 767
fathoms ; of these, seventeen were in the cold area and fourteen in the
warm, whilst five exhibited intermediate temperatures,'in accordance with
their border position between the two. In order to ascertain whether the
minimum temperatures thus obtained were really the temperatures of the
bottom, seiial soundings were taken at three stations, of which one was in

the warm area and two in the cold,—the temperature at different depths
between the surface and the bottom being ascertained by successive obser-

vations, at the same points, at intervals of 50 or 100 fathoms. All these

results agreed extremely well with each other ; and they closely accorded
with the fifteen observations made in the Lightning expedition, when
the requisite correction for pressure (from 2° to 3°, according to the depth)
was applied to the latter.

The following General Summary of these results brings into marked
contrast the conditions of the warm and cold areas, which occupy respect-

ively the W.S.W. and E.N.E. portions of the Channel between the north
of Scotland and the Faroe Islands, and lie side by side in its midst.

The surface-temperature may be said to be everywhere nearly the Same,
viz,, 52° ; the variations above or below this being attributable either to

Atmospheric differences (as wind, sunshine, &c.) or to difference of latitude.

Alike in the warm and the' cold areas there was a fall of from 3° to 4° in

the first 50 fathoms, bringing down the temperature at that depth to 48°,

A slow descent took place nearly at the same rate in both areas through
the next 150 fathoms ; the temperature in the warm area at the depth of

200 fathoms being 47°, whilst in the cold it was 45 ,7°. It is below this

depth that the marked difference shows itself. For whilst in the warm
area there is a slow and pretty uniform descent in the next 400 fathoms,

amounting to less than four degrees in the whole, there is in the cold area

a descent of fifteen degrees in the next 100 fathoms, bringing down the

temperature at 300 fathoms to 30.8°. Even this is not the lowest; for the

serial soundings taken at depths intermediate between 300 and 640
fathoms (the latter being the greatest depth met with in the cold area,

midway between the Faroe and the Shetland Islands) showed a further

progressive descent; the lowest bottom-temperature met with being 29° -

6.

Thus, while the temperature of the superficial stratum of the water

occupying the cold area clearly indicates its derivation from the same
source as the general body of water occupying the warm area, the tem-

perature of the deeper stratum, which may have a thickness of more than

two thousand feet, ranges from tbe freezing-point of fresh water to 2J-°

below it. Between the two is a stratum of intermixture of about 100
fathoms thickness, which marks the transition between the warm super-

ficial l.iyer and the body of frigid water which occupies the deeper part of

the Channel.

The shortest distance within which these two contrasted submarine

climates were observed at corresponding depths, was about 20 miles ; but

a much smaller distance was sufficient to produce it when the depth

rapidly changed. Thus near the southern border of the deep channel, at a

depth of 190 fathoms, the bottom-temperature was 48°"7
; while only six

miles off, where the depth had increased to 445 fathoms, the bottom-

temperature was 30°-l. In the first case, the bottom evidently lay in the

warm superficial stratum ; whilst in the second it was overflowed by the

deeper frigid stream.

It. seems impossible to account for these phenomena on any other

hypothesis than that of the direct derivation of the frigid water from the

Arctic basin. And this agrees very well with other facts observed in the
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course of the exploration. Thus:— (1) The rapid descent of temperature

marking the " stratum of intermixture" began about 50 fathoms nearer

the surface in the most northerly portion of the cold area examined, than

it did in the most southerly, as might be expected from the nearer

proximity of the cold stream to its source. (2) The sand covering the

bottom contains particles of Volcanic minerals, probably brought down
from Jan Mayen or Spitzbergen. (3) The Fauna of the cold area has a

decidedly Boreal type ; many of the animals which abound in it having

been hitherto found only on the shores of Greenland, Iceland, or Spitz-

bergen.

Although the Temperatures obtained in the warm area do not afford the

same striking evidence of the derivation of its whole body of water from

a Southern source, yet a careful examination of its condition seems fully

to justify such an inference. For the water at 400 fathoms in Lat. 59i°

was only 2°4 colder than water at the same depth at the northern border

of the Bay of Biscay, in a Latitude more than 10° to the south, where the

surface-temperature was 62° -7; and the approximation of the two tem-

peratures is yet nearer at still greater depths, the bottom-temperature at

at 767 fathoms at the former station being 41°.4, whilst the temperature

at 750 fathoms at the latter point was 42°'5. Now, as it may be certainly

affirmed tint the lowest temperature observed in the warm area is consid-

erably above the isotherm of its latitude, and that this elevation could

not be maintained against the cooling influence of the Arctic stream but

for continual supply of heat from a warmer region, the inference seems

inevitable that the bulk of the water in the warm area must have come
thither from the South-west. The influence of the Gulf Stream proper

(meaning by this the body of superheated water which issues through the

"Narrows" from the Gulf of Mexico), if it reaches this lo< ality at all

—

which is very doubtful—could only affect the most superficial stratum
;

and the same may be said of the suiface-drift caused by the prevalence of

south-westerly winds, to which some have attributed the phenomena
usualiy accounted for by the extension of the GulfStream to these regions.

And the presence of the body of water which lies between 100 and 600
fathoms' depth, and the range of whose temperature is from 48° to 42°,

can scarcely be accounted for on any other hypothesis than that of a great

general movement of Equatorial water towards the Polar area; of which

movement the Gulf Stream constitutes a peculiar case modified by local

conditions. In Like manner, the Arctic Stream which underlies the warm
superfh inl stratum in our cold area, constitutes a peculiar case, modified

bj the local conditions to be presently explained, of a great general move-
ment of Polar water towards the Equatorial area, which depresses the tem-
perature of the deepest parts of the great Oceanic basins nearly to the

fre izing-point.

Duxii g the first and second cruises of the Porcupine, the temperature
of the eastern border of the great North Atlantic basin wis examined at

variou- depths between from 51 to 2,435 fathoms, and in widely different

ing from Lat. 47' to Lat. 55. The bottom-temperature
was ascertained at thirty Matrons, and serial soundings were taken at

seve ; making tin; total number, of observations eighty-four.

coincidence of temperatures at corresponding depths

linarily close ; tie' chief differences showing themselves in the

re of the surface and of the stratum immediately beneath it. A
rable in this superficial stratum, not extend-

ing ! f much inure than 70 or 80 fathoms, and more considerable

at tl i. than at the Northern stations. Whether ties 'super-

influence of solar heat, or depi ml- in

any d n of t be Gulf Stream as far as the southern pari
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relative amount at different seasons. Between 100
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colder region, or thai its temperature has i n reduced by the diffusion
tnrou a Polai

th the gradual deprcsti m of tempi rature exhibited bi t ween
ind 1,000 fathoms, which corresponds with the "stratum of Inter
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toundings recently taki n bj Commander Chimin
and Lieutenant Johnson, K..V. at. various pints of the North Atlanth

basin, when the requisite corrections are applied for the influence of pres-
sure on the bulbs of the unprotected thermometers employed by them,
give results which are remarkably accordant with our own ;*so that it may
be stated with confidence that the temperature of the deeper parts of the
North American sea-bed is but a very few degrees above the freezing-
point.

Now a glance at the North Polar Region, as laid down either on a
globe, or any projection of which the Pole is the centre, shows that the
Polar basin is so much shut in by the northern shores of. the European,
Asiatic, and American continents, that its only communication with the
North Atlantic basin—besides the circuitous passages leading into Hud-
son's and Baffin's Bays—is the space which intervenes between the eastern
cost of Greenland and the north-western portion of the Scandinavian
peninsula. If, therefore, there be any such general interchange of Polar
and Equatorial water as that for which we have argued, the Arctic current
must flow through the deeper portions of this interspace, at the north of
which lies Spitzbergen, whilst Iceland and the Faroes lie in the middle of
its southerly expanse. Now in the channel which lies between Greenland
and Iceland, the depth is such as to give a free passage to such a frigid

stream ; but between Iceland and the Faroe Islands there is no depth so great
as 300 fathoms at any part, except in a narrow channel at the south-east
corner of Iceland ; so that an effectual barrier is thus interposed to any
movement of frigid water at a depth exceeding this. A similar barrier is

presented, not merely by the plateau on which the British Islands rest, but
also by the bed of the North Sea; the shallowness of which must give to
such a movement a not less effectual check than would be afforded by an
actual coast-line uniting the Shetland Islands and Norway. Consequently
is is obvious that a flow of ice-cold water, at a depth exceeding 300 fathoms
from the surface, down the north-eastern portion of this interspace, can
only find its way southwards through the deeper portion of the channel
between the Faroe and Shetland Islands; which will turn it into a VV.SW.
direction between the Faroe Islands and the north of Scotland, and finally

discharge such part of it as has not been neutralised by the opposing
stream coming up from the south-west into the great North Atlantic basin,

where it will meet the Icelandic and Greenland currents, and unite with
them in diffusing frigid waters through its deeper portion. In thus
spreading itself, however, the frigid water will ueces-aiilv mingle with the
mass of warmer water with which it meets, and will thus have its own
temperature raised, whilst lowering the general temperature of that mass;
and hence it is that we do not find the temperature of even the greatest
depths of the Atlantic basin nearly so low as that of the comparatively
shallow channel which feeds it with Arctic water.

It may be questioned, however, whether the whole body of Arctic water
thai) finds its way through the channels just indicated could alone main-
tain so considerable, reduction in the temperature of the enormous mass
which lies below 1,000 fathoms in the Atlantic basin ; subject as this must
he to continual elevation by thu surface-action of the sun on its southern
portion. And as the few reliable observations on deep-sea temperatures
under the equator indicate that even there a temperature not much above
30^ prevails, it seems probable that part of tho cooling effect is due to the
extension of How ol frigid water from the Antarctic Pole, even north ot

the Tropic of Cancer. Of such an extension there is evidence in the
Temperature-soundings recently taken in ll.'d.s. Wgdia between Aden and
B iiobay, where the cooling influence could scarcely have been derived from
any other source than the Antarctic ar a.

The unrestricted communication which exists between the Antarctic
and the great Southern Ocean-basins would involve, if the doctrine of

a general' Oceanic circulation be admitted, r much trior* considerable in-

ange-of wal sen the Antarctic and equatorial ureas, than is
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oi the Mviin-bcil. i\eu bo intertropical region neraJ

vement of Polar waters towards the equator, forming the compla-

inant of tiie ,-ui line ii; .\em. ut el equatorial water towards the poles, it is
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obvious that such diffusion must exert a very important influence on the
distribution of animal life; and, in particular, that we may expect to meet
with forms whieh have hitherto been reputed essentially Arctic, in the deep
seas of even the intertropical region, and again in the shallower waters of

the Antarctic area. Such, there is strong reason to believe, will prove to

be the case. In his recent annual address as President of the Royal Society,

Sir Edward Sabine cites observations on this point made by Sir James
Ross in his Antarctic expedition, as confirmatory of the view entertained

by that distinguished navigator, " that water of similar temperature to

that of the Arctic and Antarctic seas exists in the depths of the interme-

diate ocean, and may have formed a channel for the dissemination of

species." The " similar temperature " believed by Sir James Ross to have
had this general prevalence, seems to have been 39° ; whereas the observa-

tions made in the Porcupine expedition distinctly prove that a tem-
perature even below 30° may be conveyed by Polar streams far into

the temperate zone, and that the general temperature of the deepest

part of the North Atlantic sea-bed has more of a Polar character ihan lie

supposed.
Again, the deep-sea dredgings of the Porcupine expedition have

shown that many species of mollusks and Crustacea previously supposed to

be purely Arctic, range southward in deep water as far as those dredgings

extended—namely, to the northern extremity of the Bay of Biscay ; and
it becomes a question of high interest whether an extension of the same
mode of exploration would not bring them up from the abysses of even

intertropical seas.

Now, as there must have been deep seas at all geological epochs, and as

the physical forces which maintain the oceanic circulation must have been

in operation throughout, though modified in their local action by the

particular distribution of land and water at each period, it is obvious that

the presence of Arctic types of animal life in any marine formation cannot

be accepted as furnishing evidence per se of the general extension of

glacial action into temperate or tropical regions. How far the doctrines

now current on this point may need to be modified by the new facts now
brought to bear ou them, it will be for geologists to determine; the ques-

tion may be left in their hands with full assurance of a candid reception of

the fresh evidence now adduced.

The general results of the dredging operations carried on during the

Porcupine expedition will now be concisely stated.

In the first place they show conclusively that there is no limit to the

depth at which animal life may exist on the ocean-bed; and that the

types found at even the greatest depths may be not less elevated in character

than those inhabiting shallower waters. It would even be premature

yet to affirm that the higher types occur in less abundance and variety than

at more moderate depths ; for it is by no means impossible that the use

of the improved method of collection devised by Capt. Calver, which was

employed with extraordinary success in the third cruise, may make as

large an addition to our knowledge of the life of the sea-bottom explored

by the dredge in the first and second cruises of the Porcupine as it has

done in the case of the cold area, where it revealed the astonishing rich-

ness of the bottom, which the Lightning dredgings of the previous year

had led us to regard as comparatively barren.

Secondly, they confirm our previous conclusion that temperature exerts

a much greater influence than pressure on the distribution of animal life.

Not only have we found the same forms presenting themselves through an

enormous vertical range—no amount of fluid pressure being incompatible

with their existence—but we have also, by a more complete survey of the

relations of the warm and cold areas, established the very marked difference

between the Faunae of two contigous portions of the sea-bed lying at the

same depth, which was indicated by the Lightning dredgings. It is

remarkable, however, that this difference showed itself more in the crusta-

ceans, echinoderms, sponges, and foraminifera, than it did in the mollusca,

of which a considerable proportion were common to both areas. The

abnndance and variety of animal life on a bottom of which the temperature

is at least 2Q (Fahr.) below the freezing-point of fresh water, is a fact

which has all the interest of surprise; and it is scarcely less remarkable

that the forms of mollusks, echinoderms, and sponges, which seem to be

the characteristic inhabitants of this cold area, should attain a very consi-

derable size. The precise limitation of the globigerina mud and of the

vitreous sponges to the warm area, was a very striking manifestation of

the influence of temperature, and has very important geological bearings.

Thirdly, they have largely added to the number of cases in which types

that had been regarded as characteristic of earlier geological periods, and

to have long since become extinct, prove to be still existing in the depths

of the ocean; and greatly increase the probability that an extension of the

like method of research to more distant localities would produce even

more remarkable revelations of this character.

The doctrine propounded by Prof. Wyville Thomson, in the report of

the Lightning expedition, as to the absolute continuity of the Cretaceous

formation with the deposit of Globigerina-mud at present in progress on

the North Atlantic sea-bed, has received such striking confirmation from

the discovery of the existence of numerous Cretaceous types, not merely
in our own explorations, but also in those carried on by the United States
Coast Survey in the Gulf of Mexico, that it may be fairly affirmed that the
onus probandi rests upon those who assert that the formation of true chalk
has ever been interrupted since the Cretaceous period. That period is

usually considered to have terminated with the elevation of the cretaceous
deposits of the European area into dry land. But according to the ac-

cepted doctrines of geology, it is highly probable that, coincidently with
the elevation of the European area, there was a gradual subsidence ofwhat
is now the Atlantic sea-bed; so that the Globigerin» of the former area,

with many accompanying types of animal life, would progressively spread
themselves over the latter, as its conditions became favourable to their ex-

istence. And there seems no reason why they should not have maintained
themselves in its deepest parts, through the comparatively small changes
of level which took place in this portion of the earth's crust during the
Tertiary epoch.

Fourthly, the Porcupine explorations have enormously extended our
knowledge of the British Marine Fauna; alike by the discovery of new
types, and by the addition of types previously known only as inhabitants

of other localities.—The Mollusca alone have as yet been fully examined ;

and Mr. J. Gwyn Jeffreys, whose authority upon this part of the subject is

not second to that of any other Naturalist, reports as follows :—The total

number of species of Marine Mollusca enumerated in his recently completed
' British Conchology ' (excluding the Nudibranchs) is 451 ; and to these the
Porcupine expedition has added no fewer than 117, or more than one-
fourth. Of these as many as fifty-six are undescribed, whilst seven were
supposed to be extinct as Tertiary Fossils. Sixteen genera, including five

which are undescribed, are new to the British seas. "All that I could
do," he says, " by continual dredgings in comparatively shallow water dur-
ing the last sixteen years was to add about eighty species to the number
described by Forbes and Hanley. I regard the present (although a large

addition) as merely an earnest of future discoveries. In fact the treasury

of the deep is inexhaustible." The complete examination of the Crustacea,

which are in the hands of the Rev. A. M. Norman, and of the Aunelids
which have been undertaken by M. Claparede and Dr. Macintosh, will pro-

bably yield results scarcely less striking. It is, however, in the Echinoderms
and Sponges, which are being examined by Prof. Wyville Thomson ; in the
Stony Corals, which have been referred to Dr. P. M. Duncan; and in the
Foraminifera, which constitute the speaker's own speciality, that the most
interesting novelties present themselves.

An enormous addition has been made to the list of British Echinoder-
mata by the discovery in our own seas of a number of species which had
been previously known only as Norwegian or Arctic; end these often oc-

curred in extraordinary abundance. One of the most interesting of these

was the large aud beautiful Feather-star, the Antedon (Comatula) Esch-
richtii, hitherto known only as inhabiting the shores of Greenland and
Iceland, but now found over all parts of our cold area. On the other hand,
the influence of temperature was marked not only by the absence of many
of the characteristically Southern types of this group, but by the dwarfing
of others to such an extent that the dwarfed specimens might be regarded
as specifically distinct, if it were not for their precise conformity in struc-

ture to those of the ordinary type. Thus the Solaster papposa was reduced
from a diameter of six inches to two, and had never more than ten rays,

instead of from twelve to fifteen ; and Asterocanthion violaceus and Cri-

bella oculata were reduced in like proportion. But, in addition, several

Echinoderms have been obtained which are altogether new to science, most
ofthem of very considerable interest. The discovery, at the depth of 2,435
fathoms, of a living Crinoid of the Apiocrinite type, closely allied to the
little Rhizocrinus (the discovery of which by the Norwegian naturalists

was the starting-point of our own deep-sea explorations), but generically

differing from it, cannot but be accounted a phenomenon of the greatest

interest alike to the Zoologist and the Palaeontologist. Another remarkable
representative of a type supposed to have become extinct, occurred at

depths of 440 and 550 fathoms in tho warm area ; being a large Ecbinidan
of the Diadema kind, the " test " of which is composed of plates separated

from one another by membrane, instead of being connected by suture, so

as to resemble an armour of flexible chain-mail, instead of the inflexible

cuirass with which the ordinary Echinida are invested. This type bears a

strong resemblance to the very singular fossil from the White Chalk, de-

scribed by the late Dr. S. P. Woodward, under the name of Echinothuria

floris. Specimens were also obtained, both in the first and third cruises, of

a most interesting Clypeastroid, which is closely allied to the Infulaster

—

specially characteristic of the later Chalk. These constitute only a sample

of the interesting novelties belonging to this group, which our explorations

brought to light.

Besides further additions to the remarkable group of Vitreous Sponges,

which were made in the area over which the Globigerina mud extends, a

peculiar and novel form of Sponge was found to be one of the most
generally diffused inhabitants of the cold area. This sponge is distin-

guished by the possession of a firm branching axis, of a pale sea-green
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colour, rising from a spreadiug root, arid extending itself like a shrub or a

large brauching Gorgonia. The axis is loaded ivith Siliceous spicules
;

and spicuks of the same form are contained in the soft flesh which clothes

it.

The Foraminifera collected in the Porcupine expedition present features

of no less interest, though their scale is so much smaller. The enormous

mass of Globigerina mud (sometime almost pure, sometimes mixed with

sand) that everywhere covers the deep-sea bottom in the region explored,

save where its temperature is reduced nearly to the freezing point, may be

judged of from the fact that in one instance the dredge brought up half a

ton of it from a depth of 767 fathoms. The resemblance of this deposit

to chalk is greatly strengthened by the recognition of several characteris-

tically cretaceous types among the Foraminifera scattered through the mass

of Globigcriaj of which it is principally composed; as also of the Xanthi-

dia, frequently preserved in flints. Xot many absolute novelties presented

themselves among the Foraminifera that form true Calcareous shells ; the

chief point of interest being the occurrence of certain types of high organ-

isation at great depths, and their attainment ot a size that is only paral-

leled in much warmer latitudes, or in the Tertiary or yet older formations.

This is especially the case with the Cristellarian group, which has a long

geological range; and also with the Milioline, of which specimens of un-

precedented size presented themselves. The most interesting novelty was
a beautiful Orbitolite, which, when complete, must have had the diameter

of a sixpence, but which, from its extreme tenuity, always broke in the

process of collection. Of Arenaceous Foraminifera, however, which con-

struct tests by cementing together sand-grains, instead of producing shells,

the number of new types is such as seriou=ly to task our power of invent-

ing appropriate generic names. Many of these types have a remarkable

resemblance to forms previously known in the chalk, the nature of which

had not been recognised. Some of them throw an important light on the

structure of two gigantic Arenaceous types from the upper green-sand,

recently described by the speaker and Mr. H. B. Brady, an accouut of

which will appear in the forthcoming part of the " Philosophical Trans-

actions ; " and there is one which can be certainly identified with a form

lately discovered by Mr. H. B. Brady in a clay-bed of the carboniferous

limestone.

The question now arises, whether—as there must have been deep seas in

all geological periods, and as the changes which modified the climate and

depth of the sea bottom were for the most part very gradual—we may not

carry back the continuity of the accumulation of Globigerina mud on

some part or other of the ocean bed into geological epochs still more re-

mote ; and whether it has not had the same large share in the production

of the earlier calcareous deposits, that it has undoubtedly had in that of

the latter. The Foraminiferal origin of certain beds of the carboniferous

limestone, for example, appears to be indicated by the presence of Globi-

gerinse, long since observed by Professor Phillips in sections of them, as

well as by the fact just stated. The sub-crystalline character of these rocks

cannot be regarded as in any way antagonistic to such an idea of their origin,

since it is perfectly well known that all traces of the organic origin of cal-

careous rocks may be completely removed by subsequent metamorphisin

—

us in the chalk of the Antrim coast.

What is the source of nutriment for the vast mass of animal life covering

the abyssal sea-bed, is a question of the greatest biological interest. That
animals bare DO power of themselves generating the organic compounds
which serve as the materials of their bodies—and that the production of

these material from the carbonic acid, water, and ammonia of the inorganic

world, under the influc-nccof light, is the special attribute of vegetation— is

a doctrine so generally accepted, that to call it in ejuostion woulel be es-

teemed a physiological heresy. There is no difficulty in accounting for the

alimentation of tin: higher animal types, with such an unlimited supply of

food as is afforded by the Globigerina; and the Spongos in the midst of

which they live, and on which many of them are known to feed. Given the

Protozoa, everything else is explicable. But the question returns—On
what do these Protozoa live ?

The hypothesis has been ndvanced that the food of the abyssal Protozoa
is derived from Diatoms and other forms of minute plants, which, ordi-

narily living at or near the surfu<v, may, by subsiding to the depths, Curry
down to the animals of the sea-bed the supplies they require. Our ex >m i

-

nation of the surface waters, however, has afforded no evidence of the ex-

istence of such Microphytic vegetation in quantity at all suflieient to supply
the vast demand ; and the most careful search in the Globigerina mud lias

failed to bring to light more than a very small number of specimens of
these siliceous envelopes of Diatoms, which could most assuredly have
revealed themselves in abundance, had these l'rotophytes served as a prin-

cipal component of the food of the Protozoa that have their dwelling-place
on the sea bed. Another hypothesis has been suggested, that these Pro-
tozoa, which are so near the border of the vegetable kingdom, may be able,

like plants, to gencrato organic compounds lor themselves, manufacturing
their own food, 80 to speak, from inorganic material!'. But it if ICSTCely
conceivable that they could do this without the agency of light ; and as it

is obviously the want of that agency which excludes the possibility of vege-
tation in the abysses of the ocean, the same deficiency would prevent
anirtals from carrying on the like process.

A possible solution of this difficulty, offered by Professor Wyville Thom-
son hi a lecture delivered last spring, has received so remarkable a confir-

mation from the researches made in the Porcupine expedition, that it may
now be put forth with considerable confidence. It is, he remarked, the
distinctive character of the Protozoa that " they have no special organs of
nutrition, but that they absorb water through the whole surface of their

jelly-like bodies. Most of these animals secrete exquisitely-formed skele-

tons, sometimes of lime, sometimes of silica. There is no doubt that they
extract both of these substances from the sea water, although silica often

exists there in cruantity so small as to elude detection by chemical tests. All

sea water contains a certain amount of organic matter in solution. Its

sources are obvious. All rivers contain a large quantity; every shore is

surrounded by a fringe, which averages about a mile in width, of olive and
red seaweeds ; in the middle of the Atlantic there is a marine meadow, the

Sargasso Sea, extending over 3,400,000 of square miles ; the sea is full of

animals which are constantly dying and decaying; and the water of the

Gulf Stream especially courses round coasts where the supply of organic

matter is enormous. It is, therefore, quite intelligible that a world of

animals should live in these dark abysses ; but it is a necessary condition

that they should chiefly belong to a class capable of being supported by
absorption through the surface—of matter in solution, developing but little

heat, and incurring a very small amount of waste by any manifestation of

vital activity. According to this view, it seems highly probable that at all

perioels of the earth's history some form of the Protozoa—Rhizopods,

Sponges, or both—predominated over all other forms of animal life in the

depths of the sea ; whether spreading, compact, or reef-like, as in the Lau-
rentian and Palaeozoic Eozoon, or in the form of myriads of separate or-

ganisms, as in the Globigerina? and Ventriculites of the chalk.

During each cruise of the Porcupine, samples of sea water obtained from
various depths, as well as fiOm the surface, at stations far removed from
land, were submitted to the Permanganate test, after the method of Pro-
fessor W. A. Miller, with an addition suggested by Dr. Angus Smith for

the purpose of distinguishing the organic matter in a state of decomposi-
tion from that which is only decomposable, with the result of showing the

uniform presence of an appreciable quantity of matter of the latter kind,

which, not having passed into a state of decomposition, may be assimilable

as f;od by animals—being, in fact, Protoplasm in a state of extreme dilu-

tion. And the careful analyses of larger quantities collected during the

third cruise, which been since made by Dr. Frankland, have fully confirmed

these results, by demonstrating the highly azotised character of this or-

ganic matter, which presents itself iu samples of sea water taken up at from
500 to 750 fathom's depth, in such a proportion that its universal diffusion

through the oceanic waters may be safely predicated.

Until, therefore, any other more probable hypothesis shall have been

proposed, the sustenance of animal life on the ocean bottom at any depth

may be fairly accounted for on the supposition of Professor Wyville Thom-
son, that the Protozoic portion of that Fauna is nourished by absorption

from the dilute Protoplasm diffused through the whole mass of oceanic

waters, just as it draws from the same mass the mineral ingredients of the

skeletons it forms. This diffused Protoplasm, however, must he continually

renewed; and the source of that renewal must lie iu the surface-life of

plants and animals, by which (as pointed out by Professor Wyville Thom-
son) fresh supplies oforganic matter must be continually imparted to the

oceanic waters, being carried down, even to their greatest depths, by

that liquid diffusion which was so admirably investigated by the late Pro-

fessor Graham.
Not only, however, has the nutrition of the Abyssal Fauna to be explained

— its respiration also has to be accounted for; and on this process also tin-

results of the analyses of the gases of the sea water made during the Por-
cupine expedition throw very important light. Samples were collected not
only at the surface, under a great variety of circumstances, but also from

greal depths; and the gases expelled by boiling wire subjected to analysis

according to the method of Professor \V. A. Miller— the adaptalb n of his

apparatus to the exigencies of shipboard having been ucet ssl'u'ly accom-

plished during the first cruise by Mr. W. L. Carpenter. The gen ral ave-

rage ot thirty analyses of surface water gi\. 1 the billowing as the per-

centage proportions:—25'1 oxygen, 54*2 nitrogen, 80 7 carbonic acid. This

rtion, however, was subject to groat variations, as will be presently

shown. As a general rule, the proportion of oxygen WBS found to diminish,

and that of carbonic arid, to increase, with the depth; the results of

analyses of intermediate waters giving :i percentage or 22*0 oxygen, B2'8

nitrogen, and 26*2 carbonic odd; wbll I the results <<( analyses ol bottom
waters gave L9"6 oxygen, r.jt; nitrogen, and 27*9 carbonic aofd. lint bottom
water, al a comparatively sm ill depth, <>iien contained as mnch carbonio
acid midas little owgen as Intermediate water at mnch greater depths;
and the proportion ofenrbmie aei.l to oxygen in bottom Water WSJ found

ir n. mil closer relnti in t" the abundance of animal life (especially

11
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of the more elevated types), as shown by. the dredge, than to its depth
This was very strikingly shown in an instance in which analyses .were made
of the gases contained in samples of water collected at every 50 fathoms,
from 4,00 fathoms to the bottom at 862 fathoms, the percentage results

being as follows :

—

750 fath. 800 fath. Bottom, 862 fath.

Oxygen 188 ... 17"8 ... 17-2

Nitrogen 49-3 ... 48-5 >.. 34-5

Carbonic acid 319 ... 337 ... 483

The extraordinarily augmented percentage of carbonic acid in the stratum
of water here immediately overlaying the sea-bed was accompanied by a

great abundance of animal life. On the other hand, the lowest percentage
of carbonic acid found in bottom-water—viz. 7"9—was accompanied by a
"very bad haul." In several cases in which the depths were nearly the
same, the analyst ventured a prediction as to the abundance, or otherwise,
of animal life, from the proportion of carbonic acid in the bottom-water;
and his prediction proved in every instance correct.

It would appear, therefore, that the increase in the proportion of
carbonic acid, and the diminution in that of the oxygen, in the abyssal
waters of the ocean, is due to the respiratory process, which is no less a

necessary condition of the existence of animal life on the sea-bed, than is

the presence of food-material for its sustenance. And it is further obvious
that the continued consumption of oxygen and liberation of carbonic acid
would soon render the stratum of water immediately above the bottom
completely irrespirable— in the absence of any antagonistic process of
vegetation—were it not for the upward diffusion of the carbonic acid
through the intermediate waters to the surface, and the downward diffusion
of oxygen from the surface to the depths below. A continual interchange
will take place at the surface between the gases of the sea-wat«r and those
of the atmosphere; and thus the respiration of the abyssal fauna is pro-
vided for by a process of diffusion, which may have to operate through
three miles or more of intervening water.
The varying proportions of carbonic acid and oxygen in the surface

waters are doubtless to be accounted for in part by the differences in the
amount and character of the animal life existing beneath ; but a comparison
of the results of the analyses made during the agitation of the surface by
wind, with those made in calm weather, showed so decided a reduction in
the proportion of carbonic acid, with an increase in that of oxygen, under
the former condition, as almost unequivocally to indicate that superficial
disturbance of the sea by atmospheric movement is absolutely necessary
for its purification from the noxious effects of animal decomposition. Of
this view a most unexpected and remarkable confirmation has been afforded
by the following circumstance:—In one of the analyses of surface-water
made during the second cruise, the percentage of carbonic acid fell as low
as 3-3, while that of oxygen rose as high as 37"1 ; and in a like analysis
made during the third cruise, the percentage of carbonic acid was 5-6,
while that of oxygen was 45-3. As the results of every other analysis of
surface water were in marked contrast to these, it became a question
whether they should not be thrown out as erroneous ; until it was recollected
that, whilst the samples of surface water had been generally taken up from
the bow of the vessel, they had been drawn in these two instances from
abaft the paddles, and had thus been subjected to such a violent
agitation in contact with the atmosphere, as would pre-eminently favour
thorough aeration.

Hence, then, it may be affirmed that every disturbance of the ocean sur-
face by atmospheric movement, from the gentlest ripple to the most tre-
mendous storm wave, contributes, in proportion to its amount, to the
maintenance of animal life in its abyssal depths—doing, in fact, for the
aeration of the fluids of their inhabitants, just what is done by the heaving
and falling of the walls of our own chest for the aeration of the blood
which courses through our lungs. A perpetual calm would be as fatal to
their continued existence, as the forcible stoppage of all respiratory move-
ment would be to our own. And thus universal stagnation would become
universal death.

_
Thus it has been shown that the bed of the deep sea, even in the imme-

diate neighbourhood of our own shores, is an area of which the conditions
have until lately been as completely unknown as those of the ice bound
regions of the poles, or of the densest forests, the most arid deserts, the
most inaccessible mountain summits, that lie between the tropics ; and
further, that by the systematic employment of the sounding apparatus,
the thermometer, and the dredge, almost as complete a knowledge can be
gained of those conditions, as if the explorer could himself visit the abyssal
depths he desires to examine. Of the important discoveries in almost
every department of science, but more particularly in what Mr. Kingsley
has well termed bio-geology, which may be anticipated from the continua-
tion and extension of an inquiry of which the mere commencement has
yielded such an abundant harvest, the speaker felt it scarcely possible to
form too high an expectation. And, in conclusion, he referred to the
systematic and energetic prosecution of deep sea explorations bv the

United States Coast survey and by the Swedish Government—the results

of which prove to be singularly accordant with those now briefly expounded
—as showing that other maritime powers are strongly interested in the
subject; and expressed the earnest hope that the liberal assistance of H.M.
Government, which has already enabled British naturalists to obtain the

lead in this inquiry, would be so continued as to enable them to keep it in

the future. In particular, he called attention to the suggestion lately

thrown out by M. Alex. Agassiz, that an arrangement might be made by
our own Admiralty with the naval authorities of the United States ; by
which a thorough survey, physical and biological, of the North Atlantic
should be divided between the two countries ; so that British and
American explorers, prosecuting in a spirit of generous rivalry labours
most important to the science of the future, might meet and shake hands
on the mid-ocean.

SOCIETY; OF ARTS.

CHANNEL STEAMERS COMMITTEE.

The committee on the models sent in competition for the prizes offered

for improved Channel steamers—consisting of Lord Henry G. Lennox,
M.P., Chairman of the Council ; Rear-Admiral Erasmus Ommanney, C.B.

;

Capt. Boxer, R.N. ; Capt. Tyler; Henry Cole, C.B. ; C. W. Merrifield,

F.R.S. ; E. J. Reed, C.B. ; and Seymour Teulon, Vice-Chairman of Council
— have preseuted the following report to the Council :

—

"Your Committee, having carefully considered the designs for Channel
steamers submitted in competition for the gold and silver medals of the
Society, have the honour to report as follows :

—

The models received are 17 in number, but your Committee regret to
state that three only conform to the conditions laid down by the Council in
their public announcement with sufficient closeness to enable your Com-
mittee to consider them as entitled to compete.
"After considering all the points in which these three designs differ from

the existing vessels, your Committee have come to the conclusion that no
one of them presents such features of originality, or such improvements
upon the accommodation of the existing vessels, as to justify tbem iu re-

commending it for either of the medals.
The Council are aware that, in inviting ship designees and others to furnish

these models, the draught of water and the tonnage of the vessels were
limited to suit the conditions of the present harbours, which preclude the
resort to a draught of water much exceeding seven feet, or to a tonnage
materially exceeding that of the present vessels. It was unquestionally very
desirable, as a first step towards the solution of the great question of
Channel traffic, to ascertain whether it was possible to give the public the
benefit of greatly improved accommodation subject to these conditions, be-
cause the necessity for improvement is very urgent, and this wou'd ob-
viously have been the readiest method of obtaining it.

"The result of the present competition shows that no substantial im-
provement is to be expected from the voluntary production of designs, even
under the stimulus of the offer of the gold medal of the Council, with all

the advantages which the award of that medal would, in many cases, bring
to the designer.
" It does not necessarily follow that it is impossible to improve the ac-

commodation of the existing boats, and to this point your Committee have
given careful consideration. They are of opinion that no such change
could be made in the existing boats as would carry with it a large improve-
ment in the accommodation.

" To the adoption of deck houses there are weighty objections, relating
chiefly to the navigation of the vessels in stormy weather, and to the enter-
ing of the existing harbours under certain circumstances of wind and tide.

For these and other reasons your Committee are satisfied that it is not
desirable for the Council to take further steps in seeking to effect any sub-
stantial improvement in the Channel vessels, while limited to the tonnage
and draught of water of the present boats. Minor improvements might be
made if the boats were used for passenger traffic only ; but your Committee
do not understand that it falls within the scope of their duty to offer de-
tailed suggestions of this nature, or to seek to extract them from the
various designs which have been submitted, as they take it for granted
that the object which the Council has in view is of a much more important
character.

" Among the seventeen designs which have been submitted, some exhibit

features which would deserve consideration, in determining the best kind
of boat to be built for the Channel service, provided the limitations of ton-
nage and draught of water were removed ; but as by the terms of the
Council's invitation these designs are excluded fi-om the competition, it

was considered undesirable to discuss their details, especially as none of

tbem present any improvement at once so novel aud so important as to

deserve especial mention in this report.

"The inquiries and investigations which your Committee have made
have impressed their minds more strongly than ever with the urgent ne-
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cessity that exists for some large measure which shall improve the means

of communication between this country and the Continent. At present,

the forced smallness of the boats, consequent upon the small area and li-

mited depth of water of the harbours and their approaches, results in

extreme discomfort to passengers.
" It cannot be for a momeut doubted that the engineering skill of Eng-

land and France is perfectly competent to construct, in a comparatively short

time (provided the necessary capital were found) vessels capable of crossing

the Channel without the excessive discomfort which is now experienced,

and also to construct piers or harbours capable of receiving such vessels

under all circumstances of wind and weather, and at all times of tide. In
so far as your Committee can ascertain, there is absolutely no practical im-

pediment to these works being undertaken with every prospect of success,

provided only the necessary co-operation of the French Government can be
obtained."

The Council have adopted the foregoing report, and directed a copy of it

to be sent, with the thanks of the Society, to each of the competitors. The
Council have also directed copies of the report to be sent to the Emperor
of the Erench and to the Erench Minister of Agriculture and Commerce,
and alsD to the President of the Board of Trade.

CHANNEL STEAMERS.—Society of Arts Competition, 1869.

No. LeDgtb
on

L.W.L.

Extreme
Breadth.

Tonnage
B. 0. M.

Draught of
Water.

Height of
Saloon
Deck
above

L. W. L.

Deck Area.
(Rough).

Area occupied by Passengers.

Free Area.on

Saloon. Open Benches

Provisions for Hatchwajs, Horses, and Carriage?.

Model-

Hull. Paddles

1

Feet.

210 •

Feet.

25

Feet.

45

Tons.

618

Feet.

< 87 for. 1
i 7-7 aft.

)

Feet.

125

Square Feet.

4,098

Square Feet.

3,590

Square Feet. Square Feet.

508
Small hatchway in saloon deck over engines

None shown to hold. Horses and carriages

could only be stowed forward.

2 196 21 44 556 70 14-5 4,100 2,731 60 1,306 Large hatchway in saloon deck over engines.

Companions to forecastle and after cabins.

No hatchways to hold shown. Horses and
carnages could be stowed right forward
and aft.

3 1905 24 44 540 7-5 130 3,895 2,820 1,075 No hatchways shown on model, but very

complete in drawings. Room for horses

and carriages amidships.

4

5

200 25-5 43 636 7-0 10-5 3,800 1,250 90 2,460 Companions to fore and after cabins, and
hatchway to hold. Deck aft free for car-

riages and horses.

227-5 24 42 653 6-0 13-0 4,416 3,10-4 1,342 No hatchways shown. Deck right forward
is free for carriages and horses.

6 181 32 52 881 •
4,500 2,610 1,860 Companions to cabins and hatchways to hold

shown. Space for horses and carriages

forward between forecastle and bridge.

7 192 32(a) 47 034 90 140 4,866 1,210 0(S) 3,656 Large hatchway over engines, and to fore aud
after holds. Companions to cabius. Space
for horses and carriages in the centre of
the vessel throughout its entire length.

8 230 21 41 660 0-5 (Y) 11-0 4,833 3,520 0(0 1,313 Hatchway over engiues, and companions to
cabins and forecastle, Only space for

horses aud carriages is right forward.

190 28 49 722 8-0 100 4.061 2,750 1,314 Hatchwaj' over engiues, and companions to

cabius. Space for carriages aud horses
forward and aft.

10 2015 24 40 573 7-0 14-0 1,217 1,480 2,737 Companions to cabius. Space for horses and
carriages forward and aft.

11 W) 27 15 906 65 110 Saloon deck extends the whole length of vessel. All necessary hatchway* showu.

19 195 25 40 565
(8o for.

-

)

19-6 aft)
11-5 3,619 2,055 1,504

C Hatchways very complete. Space for

( horses and carriages forward and aft.

11 200 25 45 615 6o 12 4,117 2,625 1,492 Hatchways over engines and companions to
cabins. Space for horses and carriages
aft only.

15 202 30(3) 43 881 70 11 4,883 2,112 C25 2,140 Hatchways to fore hold.

(a). 2 Oft. for tonnag

5
l,

). All sc

(0). 3 ate

ats shown on upper d

"t. in letter ao
cck are protec

:ompanying in

ted.

odd. (7

(e). All sea
). Stated to b
ts shown are i

1 5'25 in letter accompanying model.
n Che saloon deck.

ON THE INKI.CK.vn; or THE 8UEZ CANAL OX TRADE WITH
I X I J I A

.

By snt Fbjdibh t Anew, Dej oty-M later of the Trinity House,

rbjed of this evening** discussion it one involving so many novel
c rasiderations, and is at the present! time so i niirely speculative, thai tl

doubtless a margin for much dinVeaes ofopfakm with regard to it. Many
differing views may be and ate taken ofir, and moon sanguine expectation, »s
w.-ll II mu b reasonable doul.t, exist* as to thto extent of the retuHl which
will follow the completion of tin- Boei Tamil. | think. how.-\ it, that if

only on the general grounds of li rnnmnieation.it will beoonocded

that much benefit must aecrne t > the great Indian possessions of this

country, with tho welfare of which the question in ass elated.

It seems to me that tin- subject may be conveniently viewed nodertntj
heads, the one showing how, by means of the eana', lie I a is brought oloBeptO
Europe for purposes of commerce, and bew new fMda of commercial enbot*
prise may be i pened up, which hitherto have been mawnsalbla except at

:mil lengthened periods of transit, economising in tie

cess that moil valuable of all commodities, timej and, ondei the seoond
head, it may be shown that Increased oommunioatloD and rapi lity of trai -

•it will make and rappb ineroaatng wants, and in to doing developetbe
resources of India, ami distribute them for thl brnelit of Hie world at

large.
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I propose to confine my own remarks to the first of these two branches
of the subject, leaving other gentlemen, better qualified than myself, to

deal with the second.

It will be necessary, in the first place, to see what distances at the pre-

sent time have to be traversed between ports of British India and ports of
Europe, via the Cape of Good of Good Hope, and then to compare them
with those between the same ports via the Suez Canal, ascertaining at the

same time how, if enhanced freights are required for steamers by the latter

route, they will contrast with the loss of time by sailing vessels on the

former.

Assuming, then, as a fact that the Suez Canal is so far successful that

there are now no obstacles to its being freely traversed by steamships, as

ordinarily used for commercial purposes—a fact which, if a matter of

doubt at its first opening, is now unquestionable from the use that has

already been made of it, and the removal of the only serious difficulties

to its navigation—one or two general propositions may be laid down for

convenience in argument, and for the purpose of saving further reference,

viz. :—That steamers may be considered to average a rate of eight to nine

knots per hour, and sailing ships five to six knots per hour, and that un-
certainty as to time of delivery can be brought to a certainty by steamers
only. In speaking of sailing vessels, I assume that they will practically

be the only carriers on the Cape route, and have purposely excluded
steamers from consideration as regards that line of traffic, because at the

present time it is well known that the expense of the fuel for the long
voyage is so great, and the time saved so trifling in comparison, that

steamers are not an ordinary means of transit. As science advances in the
economising of fuel, there may be an improvement in this direction, but it

will require vessels of great power and speed to shorten the mileage now
entailed by the prevalent winds within the tropical belt. With these

general propositions, and my own experience to guide me, I have drawn
out a table which shows, with sufficient accuracy for the present purpose,
the comparative mileage transit between port and port actually traversed,

and the time occupied in making the passage. They are, taking the Land's
End of Cornwall as a common point of departure from England, or ports
in Europe north of Brest, as follows :

—

Port. Via the Cape. Via the Suez Canal. Difference.

Miles.

11,500

11,200
13,000
13,000

Miles.

6,300

6,100

8,000

8,200

Miles.

5,200
Kurrachee 5,100
Calcutta 5,000

4,800

In point of fact, therefore, to a steamer averaging 8 knots, and to a

sailing vessel averaging 5£, which, considering the area they have to tra-

verse at times to make their course and distance good, is the outside that

can be allowed to them in the most favourable seasons, the time occupied

will be as follows, omitting fractions of days :

—

Port. Steamer in days.
Sailing

ship in days
Difference in favour

of steamer.

33 + 3 coaling = 36
32+3 „ =35
42 + 5 „ =47
43 + 5 „ =48

87
85
99
51

51
50
52
51

Having thus disposed of the question of mileage and time, it remains to

seen whether these advantages compensate for the increased cost of navi-

gating a steamer. This is not very easy to arrive at, for there are at pre-

sent so many varieties of engines and such differences in the cost of the

motive power, the principal element, that any sort of average would be

fallacious. I propose, however, instead to take as an example a class of

vessel now being built, combining carrying capacity and economy of fuel

and wages, which will, I think, be a type for this trade, and to compare it

with an average sailing vessel of the class mostly used in the trade, founded

upon the experience of actual voyages made, the two vessels being of about

equal carrying capacity, say about 1,200 tons burthen each. I find that,

as regards times of transit of the latter, they nearly coincide with the cal-

culations I have above made, but independently of them. The steamship

will carry, in addition to her stores and coal for 28 days, 900 tons of goods ;

the sailing vessel, 1,200 tons.

The portage bills for both vessels are nearly the same ; the canal rate on
the steamer is about 6s. per ton on 900 tons of freight—say, £270. The
cost of coal may be averaged at 35s. at all ports, and the amount consumed
on a passage to Calcutta would be a little over 400 tons. Taking, there-

fore, as an example the voyage in which the sailing vessel would do best,

viz., from Calcutta to London, the following would be an approximation to

the result :—The steamer would do the distance in 47 days, her expenses

being—coal, £700; wages, £300; canal dues, 270; total, £1,270; and she

would deliver 900 tons of goods, say at £3, £2,700; leaving net earnings,

£1,430. The sailing ship would deliver 1,200 tons in 99 days, the wages,

steam hire, &c, would come to at least £700, and crediting her with the

same rate of freight, would net £2,900, or as near as possible double that

of the steamer, and occupying more than double the time. As the steamer,

therefore, will make two voyages to the sailing ship's one, it seems to me
the case is made out that the canal can compete successfully with the Cape
route. I have not attempted to go into minute calculations as to insu-

rance, repairs to vessels, original cost, &c, but I think I have gone far

enough to prove that steam can compete, via the canal, with sailing vessels

by the Cape. I have purposely put the case favourably to the latter. I

have taken the freight at equal rates. I have not touched on a round
voyage, when not only would the outward freights be more against the

sailing ships, and the cost of coal more in favour of the steamers, but the

loss of time would be still greater, and I have taken the port of .Calcutta as

furthest to the eastward, and therefore more favourable to the sailing

vessel. On the west side of India, the results would be proportionately

more in favour of the steamer, as I have stated in a little pamphlet, lately

published, a copy of which I had the honour to send to this Society.

Assuming it as proved that the Suez Canal can compete with the Cape
route, let us see what further advantages it presents. I think we may
say it will probably open a considerable trade between India and Italy, the

Morea, Islands of the Grecian Archipelago, and the countries bordering the

Mediterranean, including Spain, whose industry, although still undeveloped,

is represented by many cotton and other factories at Barcelona and elsewhere

on its Mediterranean shore. It will probably create a direct trade between
the coasts of the Black Sea and India, by placing the latter in direct com-
munication with Russia and her teeming population. By the Cape route

all these places are excluded from direct communication, except perhaps those

immediately contiguous to the Straits of Gibraltar, and we may consider

Marseilles as the point at which supply comes no longer from the westward.

On a previous occasion, a remark was made that, there was not much
credit due in making this canal. It was said that it was simply supply-

ing a want for which the time had come. It struck me then that no

greater compliment could be paid to the eminent man by whose persever-

ance and energy the undertaking has been carried out, and I accept it as

conveying what, in my opinion, is the highest praise that can be bestowed

on it. I believe it is a real want, and that its supply is another link in

the chain which binds mankind together, and in which each successive link

of discovery of nature or science is forged with stronger power. It is

within my memory, as of many here, when the first steamboats were put

on the waters, when the iron horse first traversed the rail : and we have all

seen how the necessities of those great advances in communication required

still further development. Thought was required to travel faster than lo-

comotion by the very advantages the latter gave, and then came that won-
derful discovery of the electric telegraph, now being carried to such per-

fection that, ere another two years have passed away, we may feel the

furthest ends of the world to be as practically familiar to us as are now
Paris or Vienna ; but this again creates fresh wants, requires greater rapi-

dity, regularity, &c, and in obedience to this law, the Suez Canal has been

formed.

I will not pursue the theme—it is as diversified as it seems to be end-

less; but I claim for the Suez Canal and the enterprise of its great and

large-minded author a fair and full recognition. At the present moment
its influence is being felt in a decrease of the cost of fuel east of the Isth-

mus, which certainly will have great effect on the cost of carriage, and

therefore in the cost of laying down produce and goods. The existence of

this route, it appears to me, will stimulate production not only in India

but in the various countries which it brings into the family of commercial

relations, and seems to me the natural channel for the produce of Ind'i9.

If so, it must increase that produce, and must benefit India itself. Eng-

land wants cotton, so do other countries—a want likely to increase—and

at the moment that a network of railways has connected the great port of

Western India with the cotton districts, comes into being that channel

which will most quickly and cheaply take the staple to the place where it

is needed. Prom the north-west by the Indus and the railway system of

the Punjaub, another great feeder to it opens, while the rail from Madras

to Baypore on the west coast gives a speedier and cheaper transit from the

east coast of India, via the Canal, than by the Cape. These are considera-

tions, however, which come more under the second head of this subject,

and I do not propose to enlarge upon them, as they will be, I am sure,

done justice to by those better able to handle them than myself.
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ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

At the usual meeting of this Society on the 14th ult., the President, Sir

Roderick Murchison, read an official letter he had that day received from Lord
Clarendon, stating that a severe outbreak of cholera had occurred in East Africa,

at Zanzibar, and the neighbouring mainland, which it was feared would delay

the progress of Dr. Livingstone, inasmuch as the native carriers who were taking

supplies to him had been attacked by the epidemic. Sir Roderick stated that

there was little probabity of the disease reaching the remote interior district,

where Livingstone remained waiting for the Zanzibar caravan. The paper of

the evening was " On Morrell's Antaixtic Voyage, and on the advantages of

Steam Navigation in future Antarctic Explorations," by Capt. R. V. Hamilton,

R.N. According to the author a remarkable narrative of a voyage in high
southern latitudes by Benjamin Morrcll, in a sealing schooner, published at

New York in 1831, had been hitherto overlooked by all concerned in Antarctic

exploration. Even Morrell's celebrated countryman, Commodore Wilkes, seems
not to have been aware of this publication, which appeared before he sailed on
his voyage of discovery. Captain Hamilton had laid down Morrell's route on
a South Polar chart, and found that it intersected several times the laud said

afterwards to have been discovered by Wilkes. The portion of the Antarctic Ocean
navigated was between 66deg. and 70 deg. 14min. S. latitude and between lOodeg.

E. longitude and ths meridian of Greenwich. South of 64deg. he found less ice,

and in 69deg. llmin. S. there was no field ice visible. Captain Hamilton con-

cluded that the Antarctic lands seen by Wilkes and others were mostly islands,

and that one or other of them would offer a suitable site for the observation of

the approaching transit of Venus. The employment of steam vessels, he con-

tended, would add very greatly to the safety of the expedition as well as the

facility of reaching the high southern latitudes . The great barrier of ice

surrounding the South Polar lands he believed was not glacier ice, but an
enormous floe. In the discussion which followed Commander J. E. Davis (of

Sir James Ross's expedition) dissected many of Morrell's statements about well-
known places in high southern latitudes, and showed that they were almost all

pure fiction ; he considered his work to be, therefore, of no authority, and denied
that it had been overlooked. It had been examined by chartographers and
writers, and set aside as unreliable. Mr. Euderby expressed similar opinions,

from personal knowledge of Morrcll ; and Mr. F. Galton also exposed Morrell's

inaccuracy with regard to the interior of south-west Africa. Captain Sherard
Osborn differed in opinion from Captain Hamilton regarding the formation of

the Antarctic ice barrier, and believed it to be the seaward edge of au enormous
continental glacier. Admiral Ommanney also took part in the discussion. The
following new members were elected :— Charles Ashton, William J. Anderson,
Louis Alford, Charles Fairbridge, Charles W. Gray, Edward Gellatly, J. G.
Gibson, T. D. Mackay, Rev. W. R. Tilson Marsh, M.A., M. le Chevalier de
Ovcrbeck, Robert T. Pigott, Albert Walker, Thomas Watson, and Peter T.
Wills.

MANCHESTER STEAM USERS' ASSOCIATION.

THE EXPLOSION OP KITCHEN AND CIRCULATING BOILERS.

At the last meeting of the Executive Committee of this Association held on
Tuesday, the 22nd of February, at the offices 41, Corporation-street, Manchester

;

Thomas Scbofield, Esq., Cornbrook, taking the chair in the absence ot the
Prudent, Sir VV. Fairbairu, C.E., F.R.S., &c., Mr. L. E. Fletcher, Chief
Engineer, briefly referred fo the number of fatal household boiler explosions

that have recently occurred. This meeting had been specially convened for the
purpose of considering the annual report to be laid before the body of sub-
scribers at the approaching general meetings, but, owing to the number of
lives which had been lost by the explosion of these household boilers during
the recent fro»t, it was thought important to circulate at once some suggestions
with regard to the cause of these disasters, with the hope of preventing their

recurrence should the frost return. Under these circumstances the subject was
only briefly touched on, the Chief Engineer hoping to treat it more fully, with
tin: aid of illustrations, in his next ordinary Monthly Report.

1 be oanse of kitchen or bath boiler explosions is very much misunderstood,
and theBM the constant recurrence of these disasters. They are wrongly
ascribed to the introduction of a few drops of cold water into a red hot boiler,

'liny are attributed to the thaw, whereas they are the result of the pipes being
scaled by the frost. That the sudden introduction of cold wafer into a red hot
boili.i will not cease BO instantaneous goncration of pressure sufficient to pro-

daee an explosion, was shown by reflected experiments, fully described in the

Cbiel Ueport for January, 1807.
that explode on the occurrence of frost are on the circulating

principle. Ths tod by two pipes to an overhead cistern, the result
ol which is that on the application of I fire to the boiler, as soon as tho water

it lises through one of these connecting pipes, while the cold
wati. nity, descends in the other, so that a constant emulation is

kept up as long a, the fin remains in lotion, the boiler and pipes are full, the
en, and there is any water left in the overhead cistern As long as

atural safety-valve, mid afford a pressure Joe
SO the height Of and no more; but as soon as the ffO I

them op the pressure accumulates as long at the Are burin, when explosion
question of time. This is ths lit

•ions, and thai being so, it is clear thai all that ia needed to prevent then
iatoadopl ths ver> sin ition ot Bring •

liler e
reliable safety-valve, thai mil no) be affected by the fmet, A drawing
safety-valve, recommended for this purpose, was given in one of thi

punted monthly reports three years since, when attention til calb 1 t>

the subject, in consequence of a number of fatal explosions that occurred during
a frost at that time. The valve recommended was of the external pendulous
dead weight construction, and, having no lever, hinged joint, wings, or spindle,

was not at all liable to derangement, while hundreds of similar valves of larger

size, on steam boilers, have worked satisfactorily under the inspection of this

Association for years. These valves should be fixed in the front of the range, being
brought out, if necessary, by means of a connecting pipe, so as to be always in

sight and accessible. They should be kept clean and bright—treated as an
ornament, and then they can be depended on ; but safety-valves, if stowed
away in a dark corner, and left out of sight for years, prove in nine cases out
of ten, especially when of the ordinary lever, hinged joint construction, to be
stuck fast and useless just when they are wanted. These safety-valves are very
inexpensive; an}' brass founder should be able to turn them out, and every
householder should have one applied, or some other simple contrivance for pre-

venting thp accumulation of pressure during all states of weather. It is poss-

ible that there may be other contrivances more convenient than the safety-

valve, and it is proposed to return to this subject on a future occasion, but from
the number of fatal explosions which have recently occurred it is important to

call public attention to this subject immediately, and if it is once fairly recoguised

that the cause of these explosions is a gradual accumulation of pressure, it will

not be long before some suitable measures are contrived to meet it. To set a
boiler in a kitchen alongside of a brisk fire without a safety-valve, or some-
thing equivalent thereto, is very much like putting a cask of gunpowder into

the oven to bake.

UNITED SERVICE INSTITUTION.

IRONCLADS, PRESENT AND FUTURE.

By Mr. C. F. Hbnwood.

The following is an abstract of the paper on this subject read in the lecture

theatre on the 7th ult., by the author :

—

The author stated that the couutry possessed in all but 47 ironclads, which
had been divided by the Admiralty into no less than 13 different classes. Such
a classification simply exhibited what a medley collection we possess. It had
been stated by Sir William Fairbairn that " it is essential that the steam navy
of this country should be able to manoeuvre at sea with the precision of a
squadron on parade." Our present ironclads were incapable of performing such
evolutions, for their maximum speeds were too various, some 11 knots and
others 14 knots at sea ; they also varied considerably in haudiness—the long
ships having small rudders, while the short ships have large rudders. In
respect therefore of squadron evolutions our present ironclad navy was not in a
satisfactory condition. The reader pointed out defects of the six vessels of the

Audacious class, especially noting the fact that their maindecks, which are only

4ft. above the water, are protected simply by steel plating 5-16ths of an inch

thick covered with a wooden deck 3£in. thick. The author further argued
that the Captain was, on the whole, superior to either the Hercules or the

Monarch, for although the Hercules was more strongly armour-plated at the

watcrlinc, her battery and other portions were inferior to tho defensive powers
of the Captain. The Captain and the Monarch are armed with four 600-

pounders, and two 114-pounders, throwing a broadside of 2,5151b., while the

Hercules can throw but 2,0801b. The Captain is 1,000 tons smaller than the

Hercules and390-horse power less, and taking the same rate per ton and horse-

power for each, the Captain would cost £62,800 less than the Monarch, and
£77,220 less than the Hercules. The Captain, therefore, Mr. Henwood con-

siders, takes her place at the head of all our sea-going ironclads, as the most
powerful, and at the same time the most economical. The Devastation and
Thunderer are turret vessels without masts or sails ; they are to carry four

000-pounders in two turrets, which are surrounded by a breastwork invented

by Captain Coles in 1865. The hull, breastwork, and turrets will be plated with

12 inches of solid iron ; but these powerful and costly vessels will not be fast.

Their estimated speed is but 12i knots. The speed of our earliest ironclads is

14 knots, which speed is now maintained by most of our Transatlantic steamers.

The latest ironclad ordered, an improved JJevattation, named the Bury, is esti-

mated to have 13J knots, but as the Thunderer, to be built at Chatham, is not

yet laid down, it would be wise to reconstruct her and increase her speed from

J2£ knots to at least 18J, tho same as the Fury. The author further stated

that it is more than probable than within the next two or three years wo shall

possess 1,000-pounder guns, for the Russian Government do already possess

such a gun, weighing 60 tons, throwing projectiles of 1,0001b. weight, with a

charge of 1301b. of powder. Again, it is possible that the hydraulic propeller

may prove more suitable for ships of war than the screw, that Liquid fuel may
supersede coal for generating steam, and that an efficient plan fur sheathing tin-

bottoms of our iron ships with zinc may be discovered. Considering thai

these at present onsolved problems may, and undoubtedly will, causa another

reconstruction or our navy, involving au expenditure of £18,000,000 or more,

the author believes if mosl unwise t-> lav down at thepreeenl time new iron-

Oladi which will take two or three years to complete, at I I

'""»

apiece. But, having icgard to the national naosssit] for increasing ths num-
ber of our present ironclad —a new itj admitti I by the Admiralty— era might

- line-ol- battle sbip^ intO praOtiC ll ion-

clad turret • the DttattatUm, which would if one-third the

Outlay in tune and icncy. At the same time a portion Ol the money thus

10 the country, be expended in making judicious

banstive sxperimi us. Thus should we
nith effll '
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INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

This institution will open its annual general meeting on Wednesdaj', the Gtli

April, in the Lecture Theatre of the South Kensington Museum, which has been
placed at the disposal of the members by the courtesy of the Committee of

Council on Education. The remaining three days of the wiek the Institution

will meet as usual, through the permission of the Society of Arts, in their Great
Hall, in John-stieet, Adelphi. The meeting at South Kensington has been
arranged with the view both of obtaining a little extra time for the discussions

upon the papers read, and in order to enable the members and associates and
their visitors to inspect the premises of the Royal School of Naval Architecture,

and the valuable collection of Models of Ships and Marine Engines in the Naval
Gallery at South Kensingtou. The programme of papers to be read has not yet

been completely settled, but some interesting contributions to the theory and
practice both of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering have already been
promised.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

ON THE NEW MHOW-KE-MULLEE VIADUCT, GREAT INDIAN
PENINSULA RAILWAY,

By Mr. A. R. Tehey, Assoc. Inst. C.E.

The work described in this communication was to replace a structure of
masonry, which failed on the 19th of July, 1867, after having been completed
and in use for about lour years. To carry on the traffic, which amounted to

eighteen trains per day, during the reconstruction of the viaduct, a line of rails

was laid on the surface of the Mhow-ke-Mullee ravine, in such a manner that
the trucks, descending freely on one side, could work up the greater part of the
other side by the momentum acquired, when they were drawn up to the top by
engine power. This temporary line descended to the centre of the ravine by
gradients of 1 in 20 and of 1 in 1\. The length from the starting point to the
bottom was 1,000ft., and the depth descended 56ft. There were similar gra-

dients on the other side, with curves of 20 chains and of 10 chains radii, until,

at l,4C0ft. from the commencement of the incline, a crossing was introduced,

the gradients adopted being 1 in 37 and 1 in 5f for a distance of 360ft. beyond
the points. From the crossing a line was constructed in the opposite direction,

with a curve of h\ chains radius, and a gradient of 1 in 8|, for a length of
dOOft., and then straight and level for a distance of 210ft., to turntables at the
end of the main Hue. For eight months, the traffic was successfully carried by
this temporary line, at the average daily rate of two hundred and fifty wagons.
The trains which ascended the Ghauts were divided into lots of two wagons
each, and were pushed over in pairs from the main line on to the tramway by
a locomotive. In descending they acquired sufficient velocity to ascend the
other side of the gap to within 150 yards of the main line, and for that distance
they were drawn by means of a rope attached to a powerful engine.

The new structure consisted of masonry abutments, 26ft. in advance of the
old abutments, and of one solid ashlar pier, the two openings being crossed by
iron girdeis, four to each span, of the triangular kind known as the Warren
truss, which were originally intended for another viaduct on an unopened por-
tion of the line. These girders were each 206ft. in length, (the distance between
the end pins being 202ft.,) and 22ft. 6in. in depth, and they were placed directly

under each line of rails. Their total weight was 812 tons, or rather more than
100 tons each.

A staging was carried across the ravine, at a height of about 63ft. above the
debris of the old work, on which the girders were erected. There were two
platforms, the one 18ft. below the other, both 36ft. wide, and both supported by
heavy timbers, resting on cast iron columns. In putting the girders together,
the parts of the boom were laid in a straight line, and to a camber of 3in. in
excess of the ultimate camber of 5in. The sides of the triangles were then
slipped in from underneath, and fixed to each part, and were further joined at

the ends by steel pins. The links of the bottom chaiu were afterwards put on
these, and connected at the intermediate joint. Then the parts of the boom
were let down, till they joined closely together, and were riveted up. The con-
necting pins were driven by wooden rams generally in less than three hours.
Screw presses, specially designed for this work, failed entirely ; as it was found
absolutely necessary to give a blow of some kind.

In order to raise the girders from the platforms on which they were built, a
height of 63ft., and to lower them on their bearings, machinery of the following
description was employed : the machinery consisted of a wrought-iron frame
on wheels, to which was fixed a cast-iron press cylinder, fitted with a plunger
6in. in diameter, capable of moving through a length of 2ft., the load being sus-
pended by a cross-head and two linked chains. There were two force pumps, one
on each side of the lifting plunger, worked by fifteen men at each end of a rock-
ing lever in the usual way. The two chains were each of two bars, in lengths of
12ft., and pierced at every 2ft., with holes for stopper pins. On each side of
the hydraulic ram, they passed through a hollow cast-iron standard, with slots

in the sides, fitted to receive the stopper pins ; so that the load could be traus-
ferred from the press plunger to these standards at the end of each 2ft. stroke.
The men worked at the rate of twenty-five strokes per minute, and the speed of
lift was 12ft. per hour. The f.ur girders of one span were lifted and bedded in
seven days ; the hoisting machinery was theu transferred to the second span,
which occupied four days ; and the four girders of that span were raised and
placed in four days—or altogether fifteen days after the act of hoisting had
been commenced.

The girders were tested by a train composed of seven engines, each weighing
55 tons, the absolute load bearing on each span being 357 tons, or If ton per
lineal foot of single line, when the greatest deflection produced was lfjn, and
the permanent set was less than y ff

of an inch. The train was then run over at

a speed of from 10 miles to 12 miles an hour, when very little motion was
observed. On the 1st of July, 1868, or nineteen days within twelve months
after the first viaduct fell, the trains resumed their old route across the Ghauts.
The expenditure for labour alone at the site of the works amounted to nearly

£8,000, or £10 per ton of bridge work erected, including a sum of 65s. per ton,

paid subsequently to the opening of the viaduct, for the removal of the build-

ing stages. The cost of the solid ashlar pier and of the new masonry in the
abutments was £36,100.

ON THE PENNAIR BRIDGE, MADRAS RAILWAY.

By Mr. E. W. Stoney.

This bridge was 1,674ft. in length between the abutments, divided into
twenty-four openings of 64ft. each, by masonry piers 6ft. thick, twelve (six at
east end nearest the abutments) being founded on solid masonry, and the re-

maining eleven in the centre on brick wells. Details were given of the mode
of putting in the foundations and of the fair work of the abutments and of the
piers. The average height of the piers, from the bed of the river to the under-
side of the girders, was 20ft. ; while they measured 29ft. in length, being built

for the reception of a second set of girders, should it hereafter become necessary
to double the line.

The superstructure consisted of wrought-iron plate girders arranged in pairs,

8ft. apart from centre to centre, each pair being 139ft. lOin. long, and continu-
ous over two openings, connected transversely by means of seven plates and
twelve crossbracing frames. The girders were of the double T section, 4ft.

deep, and consisted of similar top and bottom flanges. Each girder, as sent
from England, arrived where it was to be erected in five sections, of the follow-
ing lengths, viz : two abutment pieces of 21ft. 4in., two intermediate pieces of
30ft., and one centre piece of 37ft. 2in. The weight of each set of girders com-
plete was 37 tons 3 cwt., and of the sleepers and permanent way for each length
of 140ft. 11 tons 1 7 cwt., so that the total dead load was 49 tons, or 7 cwt. per
lineal foot of roadway, equivalent to 3f cwt. per lineal foot on each girder of
the pair forming one set. The greatest running load did not exceed 10 cwt. per
lineal foot on each girder, so that the maximum load to be sustained was about

13f cwt.

In order to build the girders, a length of about 300ft. of embankment behind
each abutment was levelled to a height of 1ft. above the girder stones, this area
allowing four sets, two abreast, to be set up at one time. The first pieces of
girder arrived from Madras by railway on the 21st of October, 1868. Setting
was begun on the 24th of the same month, and by the 24th of December all

the riveting was completed, as well as eight sets rolled ; and tho whole would
have been rolled and in place by the end of that month, if the masonry of all

the piers had been Teady for their reception. In these two months there were
only fifty-five working days, during which time twelve sets of girders were
unloaded, set up, and joined together by thirty-four thousand rivets ; the whole
comprising one hundred and twenty pieces of girder, two hundred and twenty-
eight bracing frames, as well as all cover plates and other fittings, together
weighing upwards of 370 tons. Four sets of girders were constantly worked at

by four sets of men—one set of men being employed in unloading and setting

up, another in fitting and screwing them up reads' for the riveters, a third in

riveting, and the fourth in rolling the girders across opening after opening,

until they reached their destination. On the completion of the riveting, each
set of girders was lifted with screw jacks about 18in., and double-headed rails,

laid flat, were affixed to the lower flange. The end rails were allowed to project

12ft., so as to relieve the girders from the overhanging strain as early as possible.

Three platforms of sleepers were now made, and on these, directly under the
rolling rail, twelve cast-iron rollers arranged in groups of four were placed.

Upon these the girders were lowered. Four similar rollers, secured to sleepers,

having been placed on the girder stones of the abutment and the piers to be
passed over, it only remained to fix the hauling tackle, which consisted of double
purchase crab winches, secured to sleepers resting on the top flanges over the
centre of the girder. A large double block was then attached to a bracing frame
in front of the girder, and another similar block rested on the top of the second
pier forward, and there was passed through these blocks a 6in. Manilla rope,

one end being secured round the second sheave of the first block, while the other

end, after taking a couple of turns round the crab barrel, was passed back to

two men, who coiled it as fast as it was wound in on the sleeper platform be-

hind the crab. The rate of rolling was about 1ft. per minute, provided no de-

lays occurred ; but owing to the time taking up in shifting tackle, and other

occasional hindrances, the average rate of progress did not exceed four or six

openings a day, or a distance of 420ft., in nine working hours. It was stated

that the rolling system had been in use on the Madras Railway for some years,

and that it had been found to be cheaper, safer, and more expeditious than the

ordinary way of riveting on staging. The system had been applied with ad-

vantage to the placing in position of girders of much larger span than those

described, by the introduction of a simple temporary trussing to support the

overhanging portion in rolling. The lattice girders of a viaduct on the Paris

and Orleans Railway spanning openings of 164ft. were so rolled, as were also

the plate-girders of the Grand River Bridge, Mauritius Railways.

The cost per set for erecting and fixing the girders in place, exclusive of the

v.ilue of large tools, was £81, or £40 10s. per opening. The cost of fixing rails,

rolling and lowering was about 34s. per opening. The value of materials used
and depreciation of plant did not exceed £15 per set.

The Pennair Bridge was opened for public traffic on the 1st of August, 1869.

The maximum deflection of the girders at the centre, with two engines coupled
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standing over and just covering one opening, was | an inch ; this deflection was
increased ^ or ^y, or say a total of fg an inch, when the same engines were

run at a speed of 40 miles an hour over the bridge. With both spans uniformly

loaded, the points of contrary flexure were each 48ft. from the abutment piers,

and the points of maximum deflection 24ft. from the same. When, however,

one span only was loaded (say with engines) the point of flexure in the loaded

span was about 54ft. from the abutment, and the point of maximum deflection

was situated at about 27ft. from the face of the same abutment. The calcula-

tions from which these results were derived were given in an appendix.

THE WOLF ROCK LIGHTHOUSE.

By Mr. Jas. N. Douglass, M. Inst. C.E.

Before entering upon the immediate subject of the paper, the author noticed

briefly some other works which had been executed from time to time in the

same neighbourhood, and with which it was intimately connected. These in-

cluded a lighthouse on the Longships Rock, built of granite in 1795, and from
which a catoptric fixed light was exhibited. Owing to the terrific seas to which
it was exposed, the lantern, with its centre at an elevation of 79 feet above
high water of spring tides, was so much under water during stormy weather,

that the character of the light could not be determined with accuracy. In its

stead a granite column 110 feet was now beiug erected, to be surmounted by a

first order dioptric light. In the same year, 1795, beacons were erected on the

Wolf and the Rundlestone Rocks. These works were described, as well as a

second beacon erected on the Rundlestone during the years 1841-3, the mast of

which was on several occasions carried away and had to be reinstated. The
dangers of the Rundlestone had since been marked by a bell buoy. An iron

beacon was also erected on the Wolf Rock during the years 1836-40, and
during these five years it was only possible to work on the rock for thirty and
a quarter days of ten hours each. The mast of this had likewise to be renewed
several times. The ironwork of this beacon, after an exposore of thirty years to

the corrosive action of sea water, was in a good state of preservation, having
been protected by a coat of good red lead paint, renewed annually,

The Wolf Rock was stated to be composed of hard, dark, felspathic por-

phyry. Its highest part was 17 feet above high water of spring tides, which
had a rise of 19 feet. The surface was rugged, rendering a landing upon it

difficult. The deptli of the water close to the rock was 20 fathoms, excepting

on the south-east side, where a shoal extended for a considerable distance. The
success which had attended the efforts of the Trinity House in the erection of

lighthouses on the Bishop Rock, Scilly, on the Smalls Rocks, at the entrance

of the British Channel, and on the Hanois Rock, at the west end of Guernsey,
induced the corporation to undertake the erection of si lighthouse upon the
Wolf Rock. In the year 18G0 the late Mr. Walker (Past President Inst. C E.),

was instrustcd to furnish a design for, and an approximate estimate of, the
work. These having been approved, the author, who was then com-
pleting the Smalls Lighthouse, was appointed to carry out the work as

resident engineer. The form and dimensions of the tower differed but little

from those on the Bishop, the Smalls, and the Hanois. Its exact height was
110 feet 4$ inches, its diameter at the base 41 feet 8 inches, and near the top

at the springing of the curve of the cavetto under the lantern galley, the
diameter was 17 feet. For a height of 39 feet 4£ inches from the base the work
was solid, with the exception of a space forming a tank for fresh water. At the

level of the entrance door the walls were 7 feet 9£ inches thick, whence they
gradually decreased throughout the whole height of the shaft to 2 teet 3 inches at

the thinnest part near the top. The shaft of the tower was a concave elliptic

fmstrum, the generating curve of which hid a major axis of 236 feet, and a

minor axis of 4') feet. It contained 44,500 cubic feet of granite, weighing
about 3,290$ tons ; and its centre of gravity was 36 feet 2i inches above the
base. In consideration of the exposed position of the work, it was determined
to dovetail each face stone vertically and horizontally, in accordance with the
system snggestcd by the author's father, and first adopted at the Hanois Light-
house. This method consisted in having a raised dovetailed band, 3 inches in

height, on the top bed and one end joint of each stone. A corresponding
dovetailed recess was cut in the bottom bed and end joint of the adjoining
stones, with just sufficient clearance for the raised band to enter it freely in

letting. Prom erperimenti made upon blocks of granite put together in this

manner with Portland cement, it was found that the work was so homogeneous
as to be nearly ns possible equal in strength to solid granite. In addition to
increased strength, this system of dovetailing afforded great protection to both
the horizontal and the vertical joints, against the wash of the sea when the
work was first set. As an additional precaution, each stone of the first twenty
COtmei was also secured by two holts to the course below. The masonry, to
the level of high water spring tides, was iei iii fresh Medina Roman cement,
part of which was supplied from the Government Stores at Chatham* and part
wan manufactured by Messrs. Pram ii and Co., from whom the Portland cement
was obtained tor letting the work above higb water. All the oement n-el
in the work was mixed with an equal portion of clean, sharp, granhio sand,
obtained from th Balleswidden Tin Mine, near Penzance.
This sand Henl reality for such work, every grain in it being hard,
angular, and ron b. Salt sd for mixing all the cement required for

landing platform ami tor tin- solid portion of thetowei : above this fresh
wat<-i -t'|i ladders tor ascending from door to floor, and the

between the roomi and staircase, were of cast iron, and preosui
bad been taken to limit the use of wood for tin fittings as much as possible,
in oast "I tin'. Tin- doors, windows, and ItOrm shutters were of gun metal.
The windows of the watch nr service roots, immediately under the lantern)

'lly arranged for admitting nir to the lantern, and for regulating the
ventilation, in all ordinary weather. The supply of nir was admitted by a

valve at the upper part of the window, so as to pass above the head of the
lightkeeper on duty, and upwards through an iron grating surrounding the
lantern floor.

The lantern was one of the cylindrical helically-framed type, designed by the
author, and adopted by the Trinity House. It was manufactured by Messrs. S.
Hodge and Sons ; while the curved plate-glass for glazing it, and the dioptric
apparatus, were manufactured bp Messrs. Chance Brothers and Co. The instru-
ment was probably the most perfect for the purpose that had yet been constructed.
With the view of giving the Wolf Light a perfectly distinctive character, a
revolving dioptric light of the first order, showing alternate flashes of red and
white at half minute intervals, was resolved upon. This arrangement involved
the consideration of the important question, which did not appear to have been
previously determined with accuracy, of disposing in each beam the relative
proportion of light to allow for the loss in the red beams by passing through
a ruby glass medium, and producing at all distances at which the light could "be
seen, with variable states of the atmosphere, flashes of nearly the same strength.
The investigation of the subject was entered into by Professor Tyndall, the
scientific adviser of the Trinity House; and as it was one which could not be
determined with accuracy by photometric measurement, he, with the author,
paid a visit to the Rock Lighthouse, near Liverpool, which had a catoptric
revolving light showing one red flash succeeded by two of white at intervals
of one minute, and inquiries and observations were made on this light at the
Point of Air Lighthouse, at a distance of 11 J miles, and at the Great Ormes
Head Lighthouse, at a distance of 30i miles. Experiments with red and white
lights were also made in the experimental lighthouse of the Trinity House at
Blackwall, and observations on these were taken from a station in Charlton, at
a distance of 2 miles. From these practical tests it was determined that the
quantity of light to be appropriated to the red beam should be to that of the
white in the ratio of 5,275 to 2,250, or as 21 to 9 nearly. The apparatus had
sixteen panels of refractors and lower prisms, and eight panels of upper prisms,
to the circle. Eight panels of refractors and lower prisms of 18° each were
appropriated to eight beams of white light ; and eight panels of refractors and
lower prisms of 27° each, together with the eight panels of the upper prisms
of 45° each, to eight beams of red light. The colour was produced by ruby
glass placed in front of the panels, and revolving with the apparatus. The
illuminating power of each beam sent from the apparatus was estimated at
2,250 French units.

The details were then given of the work accomplished on the rock during
the eight seasons of 1861 to 1869 inclusive, from which it appeared that a total
of two hundred and sixty-six landings had been effected, when the operations
were proceeded with for eighteen hundred and nine and a half hours, or one
hundred and eighty-one days of ten hours each for the erection of the tower.
The light was exhibited on the 1st of January, 1870, and had since been con-
tinued with regularity every night from sunset to sunrise.
The total cost of the undertaking, including the lantern, the illuminating

apparatus, cost of workyard at Penzance, vessels, and all incidental expenses,
might be taken at £62,726. Considering the exceptional difficulties of the work,
it was thought that this cost would compare favourably with any similar work
that had yet been executed.
The average number of persons of the various classes employed at the light-

house was seventy. It only remained to add that, on the death of Mr. Walker,
in October, 1862, the author was appointed Engineer to the Trinity House,
when Mr. W. Douglass, M. Inst. C.K., succeeded him as resident engineer. On
Mr. W. Douglass leaving last year to take charge of a similar work on the
Great Basses Rock, Ceylon, the completion of the Wolf Lighthouse was entrusted
to Mr. M. Beazeley, M. Inst. C.E., the assistant engineer, who was also proceeding
with the erection of the Longships Lighthouse.

DESCRIPTION OF THE LINE AND WORKS OF THE SAN PAULO
RAILWAY IN THE EMPIRE OF BRAZIL.

By Mr. D. M. Fox, M. Inst. C.E.

Allusion was in the first instance made to the history of the enterprise, from
which it appeared that the concession granted to the Baron do Maud, and other
distinguished Brazilians was for a line of railway commencing at Santos, pass-
ing close by the city of San Paulo, and terminating at the town of Jundiahy,
a distance of about 88 miles, with a guarantee of 7 per cent, interest on ft maxi-
mum capital of €2,000,000 for a period of ninety years, and a right of preference
for continuing the line to Rio Claro, a further distance of 80 miles. In 1850,
Mr. lirunlees, M. Inst. C.E., became the K:iginoer-in-chief, by whom the
author was appointed principal resident engineer to make the preliminary sur-

veys, and ultimately to take charge of the works. In I860, a contract was
entered into with Messrs. Robort Sharpe and lions, who undertook to acquire
the land, execute the works and buildings, and supply all rolling stock and
plant for ill,745,000. A period of eight years was allowed lor the completion
of the works; but the line was opened for traffic tin months before the

expiration of the contract time, and for this expedition a bonus of M6,760
n as [mid to the contractors, who also received £78,919 mi aooount of extra costs
of stations, A>.

An account was then given of the physioal characteristics, piodoutiou, cli-

mate, Ac, of the province, as will as ol the geological formation of thedistrict
through which the line paseed, the climate ol the plain near the sea level, ami
that of the high lands above the s-nia. which WON distimt ai :. ,:.!.. I Uin-
pi Tat ure, moisture, and rainfall.

Proceeding neat to a description of the engineering features of the line, it

was stated flint the railway ran OVtf low swampy l'iiiiiihI lor a distan. e I

milee, from Santos to the fool "t the Bern do Mar, a precipitous emrpmenl
running parallel to theses coast, in a direction at right angles to the railway,

and rising abruptly to a minimum height of 2,500ft. above the sea level. At
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first it was proposed to lay out a locomotive line over the Serra, but with a view
to shorten the ascent and to enable the line to be made withiu the prescribed
sum, it was determined to adopt inclined planes of 1 in 10, to be worked by
stationary engines, and these inclined planes, and the mode of working them,
were the chief points of interest in the undertaking.
From the summit of the Sena to Jundiahy, a distance of 68 miles, the line

crossed a succession of short ridges and valleys, with occasional deep cuttings
and embankments. The steepest gradient was 1 in 40 for H mile, at the
summit of which a tunnel, 650 yards in length, was unavoidable. This tunnel
was driven in part through mica schist of a hard and coarse description, with
large quantities of quartz and veins of trap intersecting the rock. In the
cutting at the northern approach to this tunnel, a slip or landslide on a large

scale threatened to endanger the stability of the line. It was temporarily
overcome by driving heavy piles along the face of the slip, with transverse

stretchers, placed about 3ft. under the rails, on which broken stone was laid.

The movement however continued, and eventually a solid invert of stone was
constructed, for the whole width of the formation, under the road-bed in lengths
of 8ft., without interfering with the traffic. The piles were then cut down, and
a retaining wall was built.

The length of the inclines was about 5 miles, the rise being 2,557ft. above
the foot of the Serra. There were four inclines, each with a gradient of 1 in

9'75, and 6,388, 5,852, 6,876, and 7,017ft. long respectively. At the top of each
incline there was a bank head, about 250ft. in length, with an inclination of 1

in 75 downwards, where the stationary engines were placed. The radii of the
curves ranged from 30 chains to 80 chains. The earth-works were very heavy

;

in some instances the cuttings and embankments being 75ft. and 95ft. in depth
on the centre line, and, owing to the steep cross section and the treacherous
nature of the ground, the slopes of the cuttings on the upper side, although
never flatter than l£ to 1, were often 330ft. in length, whilst the inferior slopes

of the embankments were of corresponding extent. Nearly all the banks were
secured by heavy dry-stone retaining walls. Earthworks of this nature were
subject to extensive and sudden slips from the mountain side, and embankment
after embankment was carried away during construction, sometimes after com-
pletion to the formation level. The only effectual mode of stopping these slips,

was, by a thorough system of drainage, searching for and gathering all the
water on the upper side of the railway, and conducting it across the line in

pitched channels set in cement ; by pitching the entire surface of the inferior

slopes of all embankments, thus preventing wash; and by draining the upper
slopes of the cuttings, and securing the same by massive retaining walls.

These measures had been so far successful that, during the two last wet seasons,

not a single slip occurred on the Serra works. An extensive slip in one of the
largest cuttings, during the term of maintenance, was cleared out by the agency
of water. A considerable mountain stream was diverted into the cutting, and
as many men as could be crowded on pulled down the soil, others working it

up ; the force of the water on the incline of 1 in 10 rapidly carried the soil

-away, leaving behind the stone, which was available for pitching the banks, &c-
At the foot of the fourth incline a chasm was crossed by an iron viaduct, 705ft.

in length, and consisting of ten spans of 66ft. each, and one of 45ft. The
greatest depth from the rail level to the ground was 185ft. Each pier was
composed of eight cast iron columns, bolted down to a base of solid ashlar

masonry, while the superstructure consisted of four wrought iron lattice girders.

No scaffolding was used during the erection. An iron wire rope was stretched

across the chasm, and piece by piece of the columns was lowered into its place,

by means of a block pulley, running along the rope with the necessary tackle.

The piers were thus run up simultaneously and independently of each other.

The danger of their being blown down when they reached a certain height, by
the furious winds to which the locality was subject, was guarded against by
laying a balk 66ft. long from pier to pier about the mid-height of the structure,

which, with a temporary hand rail, served as a bridge for the men engaged on
the work. The girders were erected by means of a crane, with a jib reaching
over half the span, mounted on a suitable frame and wheels. On the comple-
tion of the first pier, the girders were placed in position from the abutments.
The road was then made good over this span, and the crane was moved to the

first pier, when the girders were deposited on the second span, over which the

road was laid ; and this process was continued until the viaduct was completed.
The structure was built on a curve of 30 chains radius, and on the incline of 1

in 9'75. The weight of wrought iron in the girders and piers was 562 tons, and
of cast-iron in the columns 480 tons. The erection of the iron work was not
fairly commenced until March, 1865, and the first train passed over the viaduct

on the 2nd of November in the same year.

The inclines were worked by what was known in the North of England as

the ' tail end system,' and were thus partially self-acting, wagons being attached

to each end of the rope, and raised and lowered simultaneously. The arrange-

ment of the rails was peculiar. On the lower half of each lift an ordinary

single line was laid, and on the upper half (above the passing place) three rails

were laid, forming a double road road with the centre rail common to both.

Exactly half way on each lift, the single line of the lower half and the three

rails of the upper half branched out into a double line of way, of sufficient

length for the up and down trains to pass, with a 5ft. space between the tracks.

The switches at the lower end were self-acting. This arrangement enabled two
lines of pullies for carrying the ascending and descending part of the rope to be
laid down above the passing place, whilst on the lower half a single line of

pullies only was required. At the bank heads three separate lines of way, about
250ft. in length, were provided, the up traffic being alternately run on to one or

the other of the side lines, the down traffic being always worked on the centre

road. These lines were laid to a gradient of 1 in 75, which was sufficiently steep

to allow the wagons to trail the rope out from the engine. The ropes were
4in. in circumference, and were of steel wire. They were tested to 35 tons break-
ing strain, the maximum working load, as shown by the dynamometer, being
from 4 tons to 4J- tons. Their duration was about two years. The ropes ran in

light pullies of wrought-iron, with a cast-iron core 12in. in diameter, placed
from 5 yards to 7 yards apart on the curves, and 10 yards apart on the straight
lines. Extra strong and carefully made sockets were fixed to each end of the
rope, with swivels to allow for undue twist in the rope to be worked out. The
ropes passed to the engines round horizontal pullies 10ft. in diameter. The
winding machinery at each bank head consisted of a pair of 150 nominal h.p.
high pressure horizontal engines. The cylinders were 26in. in diameter, with a
stroke of 5ft., and were run at a speed of 22 revolutions per minute, with
30lbs. pressure of steam in the cylinders. Motion was given to the rope by
means of friction gearing, consisting of two pullies of 10ft. in diametev, the
upper one, fixed on to the fly-wheel shaft, having three grooves, and the lower
one, running loose, with two grooves, round which the rope was passed in the
form of the figure 8. The engines were fitted with a powful break round the
fly-wheel, and with an indicator, which showed the driver the position of the
train on the incline. Special break-wagons went up and down with every
train. The draw bars were movable, so that by raising and lowering them
according to the weight of the train, the rope could be made to enter the
pullies on the curves with certainty. In addition to the ordinary break-block
acting on each wheel; and worked in the usual manner, there was a specially

designed safety break, which clipped the rails, and by means of which, in case

of emergency, a train could be brought to a standstill in a length of a few 3'ards.

The pair of levers which formed the ' clip ' were worked by means of a right
and left screw turned by a wheel, four revolutions of which screwed the break,
so as firmly to grip the rails. The ' clips ' when not in use where suspended over
the rails by a balance weight, being kept in their places by guide blocks work-
ing in iron plates, and were lowered in a moment for action by pressing a
lever with the foot. In addition to their value as a safety break, the ' clips ' had
often to be used in misty weather, when the rails were greasy on the bank
heads, in order to pull up the train at the right place. Telegraphic signals

were used in working the inclines, and each lift was also provided with a draw
wire signal, by means of which the guards in charge of the train could com-
municate with the engine house, and stop the train at any part of the road.

The load at present was limited to three carriages or wagons, besides the
special break van to which the rope was attached. The weight of three loaded

wagons was about 34 tons, and the break van 6 tons, making a total weight of

40 tons as the maximum load, of which 21 tons was paying load. The time
occupied on each incline was about fifteen minutes, or one hour for the whole
ascent of 2,550ft. As four trips could thus be made in the hour, twenty four

wagons containing 168 tons could be raised and lowered per hour, or two
hundred and forty wagons with 1680 tons of paying load per day of ten hours.

The whole ascent could easily and safely be made in three quarters of an hour,

thus increasing the capacity of the inclines 25 per cent. Since the opening of

the line on the 6th February, 1867, the inclines had been worked without acci-

dent to either passenger or goods train.

Details were given of the various works of art on the line, of the permanent
way, of the locomotives and rolling stock, of the materials of construction

obtainable in the province, of thelabout available for the works, and of the wages
paid to various classes of artisans.

The total cost for works, stations, land, rolling stock, fixed machinery,
engineering, and administration, was stated to have been £24,040 per mile, or

including the extra capital to pay 7 per cent, interest during construction

£31,570 per mile. The receipts for the half-year ending June 30th, 1869,

amounted to 1262 contos of reis, and the working expenses to 447 contos of

reis, being 35'46 per cent, of the receipts. It was difficult to convert these

sums satisfactorily into £. s. d. sterling, owing to the depreciated and fluctuating

state of the currency. Had exchange been at par, the net revenue would have

been sufficient to pay 3'46 per cent, for the half year on the total guaranteed

capital ; but at the current rate the equivalent in sterling was equal only to

about 2-43 per cent. The depreciated currency likewise added to the working

expenses, by increasing the cost in milreis of coal and of all stores from England
paid for in sterling. These satisfactory results, no doubt, were in a measure

owing to the remunerative tariff; but it must be borne in mind that, in addition

to the steep locomotive gradients, all the traffic had to be raised and lowered

2,550ft., for which service the company were only entitled to receive the freight

due to 5 miles of level line.

In an appendix, comparative results based on actual experience were given,

showing how the Serra inclines were costly to work per mile, and that the

traffic, at locomotive rates, was conducted at a loss ; but it also appeared that

the traffic was worked at a considerably less total cost, and more rapidly, by

the steep fixed inclines, than it would have been by means of a locomotive line

of 1 in 40, involving a development of 20 miles in length, on the steep slopes

of the Serra do Mar, and the cost of which for works alone would probably

have amounted to £1,500,000.

At the meeting on the 1st inst, Mr. Charles B. Vignoles, F.R.S., President,

in the chair, twenty-three candidates were balloted for and declared to be duly

elected, including ten members, viz. :—Messrs. Horatio Brothers, Engineeer to

the Equitable Gas Company, Pimlico ; Richard Spelman Culley, Engineer-in-

Chief of the Telegraph Department, General Post Office ; John Gwynne, Ham-
mersmith ; Robert Handcock, Sydney, N.S.W. ; Samuel Keefer, Brockville,

Cauada; Charles Martin, B.A., Cork ; William Mills, Engineer to the London,

Chatham, and Dover Railway; James Price, Engineer to the Midland Great

Western and the Great Northern and Western (of Ireland) Railway Companies ;

Edward James Reed, C.B., the Chief Constructor of the Navy ; and Clifford

Wigram, Blackwall. Thirteen gentlemen were elected Associates, viz. :
Messrs.

John George Crampton, Westminster ; Henry James Galton, B.A., Engineer's

Office, Trinity House ; Henry James Burford Hancock, Temple; Geo. Hodson,

Surveyor to the Loughborough Local Board of Health ; Henry Joll, P.W.D.,

Government of India: William George Laws, Newcastle-upon-Tyne ; Richard
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Longlands, Resident Engineer. East Indian Railway; John Marshnian, General

Mana-er of the Railways of Canterbury, N.Z. ; Win. Moms, Resident Engineer

of tlie Kent Waterworks, Plumstead ; William Powell, Resident Engineer,

Harbour Works, Isle of Man; Major Francis Ignacio Rickard Government

Inspector of Mines for the Argentine Republic ;
Captain Frederick Smith

Stanton, R.E., Officiating Consulting Engineer for Railways in the 1 rovinces ot

Oudh and Rohilkund, India ; and Mr. George Hunter Tait, Executive Eugineer,

Rajputana (State) Railway, India.

of the high-pressure cylinder, the lengths of its base, and of every line in

it parallel to its base, are to be increased in the ratio in which the effective

capacity of the low-pressure cylinder is greater than that of the high-

pressure cylinder. (When there are a pair of low-pressure cylinders com-

ON THE WORKING OF STEAM IN COMPOUND ENGINES.

By W. J. Macquobn Rankjxe, C.E., LL.D, F.R.S.

1. Principal kinds of Compound Engines.

By a compound steam engine is meant one in -which the mechanical

action of the steam commences in a smaller cylinder and is completed in

a larger cylinder. Those cylinders are respectively called, for convenience,

the high-pressure cylinder and the low-pressure cylinder. Two classes of

compound engines will be considered— first, those in which the steam

passes directly or almost directly from the high-pressure to the low-pressure

cylinder, the forward stroke of the latter cylinder taking place either

exactly or nearly at the same time with the return stroke of the former

cylinder ; and, secondly, those in which the steam, on its way from the

high-pressure to the low-pressure cylinder, is stored in a reservoir, so that

any convenient fraction of a revolution (such, for example, as a quarter

revolution) may intervene between the ends of the strokes of the cylinders.

As to the latter class of engines, reference is mado to a paper by Mr. E. A,

Cowper in tho " Transactions of the Institution of Naval Architects," for

1864, page 241. Sometimes, especially in the first class of compound

engines (those without resorvoirs), there are a pair of low-pressure cylinders

whose pistons move together, and which act like one cylindor divided into

two parts.

2. Advantages of Compound Engines.

As regards the theoretical efficiency of the steam, the compound engine

possesses no advantage over an engine with a single cylinder of tho dimen-

sions of the low-pressure cylinder working with tho same pressure of steam

and the same rate of expansion. The advantages which it does possess aro

tho following —First, in point of strength, the action of the steam when

at its highest pressure takes place, in the compound engine, upon a com-

paratively small piston, thus diminishing the amount, of the greatost strain-

ing force exerted on the mechanism and framing; secondly, in point of

economy of heat and steam, in a singlo-cylindored engine it is necessary,

in ordor to prevent liquefaction and re-evaporation of the steam, and con-

sequent waste of heat, that the whole metal of tho cylindor should be kept,

by means of a steam jacket, at a temperature equal to that of tho steam

whon firBt admitted ; whereas, in a compound engino, it is tho smaller or

high-pressure cylinder only which has to bo kept at so high a temperaturo

it being sufficient to keop tho larger or low-prossure cylindor at the tem-

perature corresponding to tho pressure at which the stoam passes from the

high-prossuro to tho low-pressuro cylindor. Thirdly, in point of economy

of work : tho whole of tho lorce oxortod by tho piston rod upon tho crank

in a singlo cylindored engino takes effect in producing friction at tho bear-

ings ; whereas, in compound engines, tho mechanism can bo so arranged

that tho forces exerted by tho piston rods on tho bearings shall, to a certain

extent, balanco each other, thus diminishing tho friction. Whon thoro are

a pair of low-pressuro cylinders with a high-prossuro cylindor between

them (as in tho engines of H.M.S. Constance, by Messrs. Randolph, Elder,

and Co.) tho balanco can be mado almost porfoct. Thoso romarks apply

not only to tho forces duo to the pressure of the stoam, but to thoso pro-

duced by tho reaction or inertia of tho pistons and of the masses which

move along with thorn. Tho advantages which havo been stated are

obviously greatost with high rates of expansion.

3. Combination of Diagrams.

When the diagrams of the high and low-pressuro cylinders of a com-
pound engino aro taken by means of ono indicator they have the samo
longth of base; and whon arrangod in tho customary way for inspoction

they prosent appoarancos which aro roprosentod in Fig. 1 for onginos with-

out rosoi'vuir.-t, and in Fig. 2 for onginos with reservoirs. In oach figuro

A A la I ho atmospheric lino, O P tho zoro lino of absolute prossuro, and
tho longth O P on that lino is the common longth of tho diagrams of

cylinders, aa originally drawn. The diagram of tho high-prossuro cylinder

in roprosentod in Fig, 1 by CDK 11, and in Fig. 2 by (J I) K L ; t hut ot the
low-pressure cylinder, an drawn by tho indicator, is roprosonted in Fig. 1

by ki h, and in Fig. 2 by Ugh. In combining tho diagrams of tho two
eylinden into one diagram, it is to bo borno in mind that whon tho oroa of

a diagram is considered tl ropresonting tho work done by tho stoam on tho

platan at one stroke, tho longth of tho baso of tho diagram is to bo consi-

dered M representing tho rffeattot Mqwetty of tho cylinder : that is, tho
space Hwopt through by tho piston at ono stroke. Hence, in ordor to pro-
pare tho diagram of tho low-prossuro cylindor for combination with that

A---

bined with one high-pressure cylinder, they are equivalent to one low-

pressure cylinder of double the capacity). On each of the Figs. 1 and 2,

then, then, the base O P is, in the first place, to be produced to B, making
B greater than P in the proportion above mentioned. To complete the

preparation of the low pressure diagram draw, in oach case, a series of

lines across it parallel to tho base B, such as the dotted lines in oach

FIC.2.

figure, of which ono is markod h i e. Lot c donoto tho ratio B -=- P.
Thon, in the case of an engine without a rosorvoir, Fig. 1, draw 1' k per-

pendicular to B, cutting all tho parallel dotted linos, and on each of those
linos (such as « r q) lay off s q = c'r s. A curvo kq ej, drawn through lli«

points, such as q, thus found, will bo tho required boundary of tho oularged
low-pressuro diagram kqejhsk, which, boing joinod on lo the high-
prossuro diagram CDK II, niakos tho combinod diagram. When tho

ongine has a rosorvoir, draw O I (Fig- 2) perpendicular to <) H, and «-!-

all tho dotted linos, and on oach of thoso linos (such as s r k) lay off * k =
c's r. A eurvo Ikefg, drawn through tho points, such as k\ thus found,

will bo tho required boundary of tho onlargod lov. diagram, which,

boing joinod. on to tho high-prossuro diagram, C D K L, niakr-H iho com-
bined diagram. In a thoorotically porfoct ongiuo, in which tlio stoam
passed from tho high-prossuro to tho low-pressuro Cylinder without change
of pressure or tomporaturo, tho two diagrams would join exactly at tho

boundaries K L and k I in Fig. 2, or K II and £ h in Pig. 1, so M to
I

»>no diagram identical witli that produced by tho nine quantity of stoam
working botwoon the samo limits of prossuro in tho largo cylinder only.

But in actual onginos thoro is sometimes a gap botwoon tho high and low-

pressure diagrams, as in tho Figs. 1 and 2 ; and soinotimes, whon tho stoam
roservoir is boated, thov ovorlap oach othor.

12
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4. Rates of Expansion.

In Figs. 1 and 2 let D be the point where the cut-off takes place in the

O P
high-pressure cylinder ; draw D c parallel to B ; then—— is the rate of

O B
expansion in the high-pressure cylinder ; -=—= is the total increase of

volume in passing from the high-pressure to the low-pressure cylinder

;

and the product of those quantities, —=r • ^-=r = —— > is the total rate of
c D O P cD

expansion.

5. Construction of Theoretical Expansion-Diagrams for
Proposed Engines.

In constructing the theoretical diagram of a proposed steam engine oer-
tain well-known assumptions are made in order to simplify the figure and
the calculations founded upon it. In the first place, the pressure of the
steam during its admission is assumed to be constant, so that the uppermost
boundary of the diagram, as in Figs. 4 and 5. is a straight line C D, parallel

to the zero line B, the height C representing the absolute pressure of

admission. Secondly, the back pressure is assumed to be constant ; so that
the lower boundary of the diagram also is a straight line F G parallel to

B, the height G representing the mean absolute back pressure, as
estimated from the results of experience. Thirdly, it is commonly assumed
that at the beginning of the forward stroke the pressure rises suddenly
from the back pressure to the pressure of admission, so that the first end-
boundary of the diagram is a straight line G C perpendicular to B,

corresponding to a given series of volumes assumed by the steam, on the
supposition that the expansion curve is a common hyberbola, multiply the
initial absolute pressure by the initial volume; divide the product by any
one of the given sei'ies of volumes ; the quotient will be the corresponding
absolute pressure. To find a series of points in the common hyperbola, in
Fig. 3, draw the two axes O X and Y perpendicular to each other ; X
to form a scale of volumes, i

and to represent the zero line Y]
I- I U .3

of absolute pressure ; O Y to

form a scale of absolute pres-

sures. On X lay off O A
to represent the initial volume
of the steam , also B', OB",
&c, to represent a given se-

ries of volumes occupied by
the same steam during its ex-

pansion. On Y lay off C
to represent the initial pres-
sure of the steam. Through
C draw the straight line

Cab' b", &c, parallel to X,
and through the points A, B',

B", &c., draw the series of

straight lines A a, B' b', B" b",

&c. parallel and equal to C.
From O draw the series of ®
diverging straight lines b', V , &c, anl mark the series of points C,
C", &c, where they cut A a. From these points, and parallel to O X, draw

Fl C. 4
FIC.5

T

Fourthly, it is assumed that at the end of the forward stroke the pressure

falls suddenly from the pressure at the end of the expansion (orfinal

pressure) to the back pressure, so that the second end-boundary of the

diagram, there is assumed a line of the hyperbolic class. Thus the area of

an assumed theoretical diagram of the work of the steam in a proposed
engine is made up a hyperbolic area C D E H, and a rectangular area

E F GH. The form of the expansion curve depends on a number of cir-

cumstances, such as the inititial pressure and temperature of the steam,

the proportion of water (if any) admitted along with it in the liquid state,

the communication of heat between the steam and the metal of the cylinder,

and the communication of additional heat to the steam during its expansion

by the help of a steam jacket. Writers on thermodynamics have determined
the exact form of that curve in various cases, such as that of steam origi-

nally dry, expanding in a non-conducting cylinder ; that of steam originally

containing a given proportion of moisture expanding in a non-conducting

cylinder ; that of steam originally dry supplied during the expansion with

heat just enough to keep any part of it from condensing; that of steam
supplied during the expansion with heat sufficient to keep it at a constant

tomperature. For most practicalpurposes the common hyperbola forms a goijd

approximation to the true expansion curve, and it is convenient because of

the simplicity of the processes for finding its figure, whether by calculation

or by construction. To find by calculation the series of absolute pressures

the series of straight lines C D', 0" D", &c, and mark the series of points
D' D", &c, where they cut the series of straight lines B' b\ B" b", &c.
These points, together with the point a, will be points in the required
hyperbola, a D' D", &c, which is taken as an approximation to the expan-
sion curve.

6. Calculation of mean absolute pressure and of indicated work in

a Theoretical Diagram.

Suppose that in Fig. 3 B"" represents the final volume of the steam
so that D"" is the end of the expansion curve, and that B"" D"" repre-
sents tho final absolute pressure. The intermediate volumes O B', B"
&c, are to be so chosen that the points B', B", &c, shall divide A D",
into an even number of equal intervals. Multiply the series of absolute

pressures represented by A a, B' b', &c-, by "Simpson's multipliers,"

which are, for the initial and final pressures, 1 ; and, for the intermediate

pressures, 4 and 2 alternately ; so that, for example, for four intervals, and
five absolute pressures, the multipliers are 1, 4, 2, 4. 1 ; for six intervals,

and seven absolute pressures, 1, 4, 2, 4, 2, 4, 1, and so on. Add the pro-

ducts together ; divide the sum by three times the number of intervals.

Multiply the quotient by the rate of expansion ; the quotient will be the

required mean absolute pressure, nearly,

—

Example : Rate of expansion,

5 ; expansion divided into 8 equal intervals ; initial absolute pressure,

37-81b. on the square inch.
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Absolute pressure.

Initial 37-80

a, f37-8 x | = 25-20
"5 37-8 x } = 1890
% 37-8 x \ = 15-12

2 < 37-8 x i = 12-60

« I 37-8 x|= 10-80
=

I
37-8 x J = 9-45

L37-8 + s-
= 8-40

Final 37-8 x £ = 7-56

Multipliers.

1

4
2
4
2
4
2
4
1

Divide by 8 intervals x 3 = 24

Quotient
Multiply by rate of expansion 5 — 1

Add initial absolute pressure .

Product

Products.
37-80

100-80
37-80
60-48

25-20

4320
1890
33-60

7'56

36S34 sum

15-2225

4

6089
37-80

Divide by rate of expansion 5 ) 98-69 sum

Mean absolute pressure nearly 19738

The remainder left after subtracting tlio back from the mean absolute

pressure is the mean effective pressure, which, being multiplied by the area

of the piston and by the distanco moved through by the piston in a given

time gives the indicated work of the steam in that time.*

7. Theoretical Combined Diagrams.

By tho process described in the preceding section there may bo con-

structed the approximate theoretical diagram of steam working with a

given initial pressure and a given rate of expansion, and against a given

mean back pressure. In the case of a proposed compound engine, that

thoorotical diagram is to be regarded as the combined diagram of the two
cylinders, and it is to bo divided into two parts, representing the parts of

indicated work done in the two cylinders respectively. In each of the two
figures, 4 and ~>. the theorotieal combined diagram is represented by
C D E F G, O C being the initial, and B E tho final absolute prossure, O G
=• B F the mean back pressure, A A the atmospheric lino, O B tho zero
lino of absolute prossure, HE=FG = OB tho effective capacity of the
largo cylinder, C E tho initial volume of steam admitted per stroke, and
E II
„ „ tho total rate of expansion. The dividing lino which marks the

boundary betwoen the high-pressure and low-pressure diagrams is repre-
sented in Fig.4 by K H, and in Fig. 5 either by k L, or by A- /, or by some
line near those lines, as will afterwards be more fully explained.

8. Theoretical Diagrams of a Compound Engine without a
Reservoir.

When tho steam passos directly, without loss of prossuro or of hoat,

from tho high-pressure to tho low.pressuro cylinder, tho dividing lino of tho
theoretical compound diagram is found by tho following procoss. In B
lay off Q P to represent tho effective capacity of tho high-pressure cylinder.

Through P. parallel to C, draw the straight lino P J K, cutting tho back
pressuro line in J, and tho oxpansion curve in K ; thon K will be one ond
of tho dividing lino. Through tho lower ond E of tho oxpansion curvo, and
parallel to B 0, draw K If, cutting O C in H ; thon II will bo tho other end
of tho dividing line. To fiud intermediate points, draw, parallol to B, a
sorios of straight lines, such as T RQ, T' R'Q', across tho part of diagram
which lies below the point K, and in each of those linos, for example in

Q R T, lay off RS, bearing tho sanio proportion to RQ that P O bears to
I'll; the point* thns marked, such as S and S', will bo in tho required
dividing line K If. Tho areas of tho two parts of tho theoretical diagram,
C D K II, and K K I'" (; H, being moasurod by ordinary methods, will show
tho comparative quantities of Work dono in the high-prossuro and low-

yliwlers respectively. The advantages of tho compound engine
in point of diminution of strosi and fri'-ti'm ore moat folly realised when

B quantities of work are equal : that is, when tho line E II divides tho
area CDKF'i into two equal parte; for then tho mean values of tho

m exerted through the are equal : honco tho proportion
OB by tho offectivo capa'-itv of the high-prossuro cylinder to that of tho

low-prciuro cylinder ought to be '-ho?on so as to roaliso that condition as
nearly rn possible. An exact rule for that purposo would bo too complox

The fallowing empirical rule has been
found by trial to give good r.mgh approximation to the required rosult
in ordinary cases of eeupuuiid engines without resorvoirs: Mako tho ratio
In wtrioh the low»pr«oraf« cylinder is larger than the high-pressure cylin-
der " |

"

:i ' •" »he Ki|iinrn of tho eube root of tho total rate of oxpansion ; for
i|)lo, if tho total rate of expansion is to be 8, lot the low-pic, ,nn-

ider be four times tlpi.-apaiiy of the bigb-preesure cylinder (this rule
was tirst. given in ".Shipbuilding, Theoretical and Practical,' page 276).

• A writ known formula for the ratio of tho mean to the Initial absolute prewar? in

1 • li;p. lo». r
, r bcing the rato of oipmeion.

When a table of squares and roots is at hand, look for the total rate of

oxpansion in the column of cubes, the required ratio will be found in the

column of squares.

9. Theoretical Diagrams of a Compound Engine with a Reservoir.

To realise theoretical perfection in the working of an engine with an in-

termediate steam reservoir, that reservoir should be absolutely non-conduct-
ing, so that the steam may pass from it into the low-pressure cylinder at

exactly the same pressure and volume at which it is received from the
high-pressure cylinder. Supposing this condition to be realised, let p in

Fig. 5 represent the volume of steam admitted into the low-pressure cylin-

OB .

der at each stroke, so that pr— is the rate of expansion in that cylinder

;

then p will also represent the capacity of the high-pressure cylindor, and

pp~- will be rate of expansion in it ; and if p jt be drawn parallel io C

so as to cut the expansion curvo in k, this point will be one end of the
required dividing line. To find other points on that line under tho same
theoretical conditions, combined with the supposing that the forcing of tho
steam into and its delivery out of the reservoir take place at separato times,

produce B O, making X of a length representing the capacity of the
reservoir ; then in C lay off L greater than^j k, in tho proportion in which
Xp is greater than X ; L will be the othor end of the dividing line k L,
which line will be an oxpansion curve for steam of the initial volumo repre-
sented by XO = ML, and initial absolute pressure represented by L =
X M, and may be constructed by the method of sec. 5. The high-pressuro
diagram will bo CDtL, and its lower boundary, k L, will represent tho
increase of pressuro during the process of forcing the steam from tho high-
pressuro cylinder into tho rosorvoir ; the low-pressure diagram will be
L k E F G, and its upper boundary L k will represent tho diminution of

pressure during the procoss of delivering the steam from tho reservoir into

tho low-pressure cylinder. But, in reality, the entrance of the stoam into

and its delivery from the reservoir take place partly at the samo time, and
the motal of the reservoir abstracts heat from tho entering steam, and givos

heat back to the escaping steam ; the practical result (as shown by tho
diagrams published in Mr. Cowper's paper already referred to) being that the
prossure of tho steam in the reservoir is nearly constant, so that the upper
boundary of tho low-pressure diagram nearly coincides with a straight line,

I k, parallel to B. The same straight line also coincides nearly with the
lower boundary of tho high-pressure diagram.

In the engines experimented on by Mr. Cowpor, tho effective capacity of

tho high-pressure cylindor was somewhat smaller than the volume of stoam
admitted at each stroke into the low-prossuro cylinder, being represented,

for example, by O P instoad of by Op; and the final pressuro PK in tho

high-pressuro cylindor was greater than the pressure in the reservoir.

The high-pressuro diagram was thus mado to resemble CDRgHa Fig.

5, leaving a sort of notch, K q k, botweon it and the low-pressuro diagram
1 k E F G ; but it appears that this loss of area was compensated by tho

effect of the stoam jacket enveloping the reservoir, which, by imparting

additional heat to tho steam, caused the low-prossuro diagram to be of a
fuller form in the part k E than that bounded by tho theoretical curve.*

In this case a rough approximation to au equal division of work between
tho high and low-prossuro cylindors may bo obtainod by making the rate of

expansion in tho low-pressuro cylindor equal to the squaro root of tho total

rato of oxpansion.

GENERAL VOTES OX BOILERS AND ON THE PREVENTION
OF EXPLOSIONS.

By Henhy IIii.li it, Engineer to the National'Boiler Insurance Company,

The following u-eful remarks are made by Mr. lliller, at the conclusion

of his yearly report containing a list of boiler explosions similar to tlr.it

given in Tin: Auii/an of last month:—
'i be groat li»s oi lift mid property reported, in the preceding list and

description of explosions, Call for Special attention. I propose by a com-

parison of those arising from various causes, and by remarks thereon, to

point out tin- means oi prevention, or at least of tire reduction ol rule;

which will doubtless be ofioteresl t> tnanj to whim this report will.he

IUp| liid, whilst tending to the abolition of some of the objectionable prae-

tic s, u hieb attend the use ol steam in I bjl ruuntry.

It will be noted, on referring to the list, that the greater number of

explosions occur through d edition of the boilers; arising from

oiiginal nnil-i onsti mlioii, unskilful .-citing or lilting up, or through im-

proper or too long usiige. Out of tin' 58 explosions of which 1 bave, oh.

tained reliable particulars, fifteen were owing t
i radical weakness in the

construction of tbe boilers, via.: weakne i of fine tubes, inrafficienl st ij

• In Hn (fenhani'i compound nifrino (exhibited li

t high pressors to the Ion pi Inder »« hasted In lubes pamln
IS. Tim would still furllii r

| fullncie of the low pressure dlngr

it- ««i

iK through i

re dlaijriiui.
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weak manholes, &c. ; eleven occurred from defects to which externally-fired

boilers are especially and peculiarly liable, and fifteen resulted from the

weakened state of the boilers, through corrosion or grooving.

The proportion of explosions through deficiency of water is beyond the

usual average, but is still below 17 per cent, of the above 53 cases; whilst

the damage by explosions from this cause is usually comparatively slight.

In only one instance of the nine herein reported, was material damage done

to property. The most disastrous case which occurred, was that of a

boiler on board one of Her Majesty's Gunboats, which exploded during

a " trial trip," when a large number of engineers and others were assembled

about the engines and boilers. The only rupture in the boiler was at the

crown of one of the furnace tubes, but the rush of steam, &c, caused the

death of eleven persons and serious injury to seven others.

Fusible plugs or other apparatus to avert damage through deficiency of

water, are seldom used in marine boilers, although many of these are in-

jured through overheating. If ordinary plugs are objected to, it appears

desirable that some other form of alarm apparatus should be attached, so

as to prevent damage in case of mistake or neglect. Some of the explo-

sions of stationary boilers would have been prevented, had the furnace

tubes been fitted with good fusible plugs, or if a good low-water safety-

valve had been attached to the boiler.

The explosion of no less than eleven plain cylindrical boilers through

fracture at the furnace seams, &c, calls for especial remark. The unskil-

ful manner in which mauy ot these boilers are worked, and the defective

mode in which they are repaired ; has been fully referred to in previous

reports. With water containing much sediment, it is impossible to pre-

vent the furnace seams being overheated and damaged, and thus new boilers

are often fractured after but short service; and the "patching" com-
mences only to be finally completed, in many cases, by explosion. The
fractures occurring in these boilers are almost always of a dangerous cha-

racter, frequently extending a length of several feet through the line of rivet

holes, and liable at any time to lead to explosion. Although competent
inspection might arrest disaster in many instances, the deterioration of the

plates cannot always be easily detected. Six of the exploded boilers were
constructed with the plates laid lengthwise, a most objectionable plan, in-

stead of in rings ; as the longitudinal seams which are subjected to the

greatest strain, are thereby brought over the furnace and thus most ex-

posed to injury. Some of the explosions occurred when the boilers were

being re-started after repairs, &c-, owing probably to the latter not being

carried far enough, or through omitting to cut off the old line of rivet

holes, or through excessive straining of the old plate when riveting the new
one thereto. When externally-fired boilers are preferred, it would mate-
rially conduce to their safety, if the plates were so arranged, that the lon-

gitudinal seams would not be over the furnace ; whilst the addition of a

flue tube or very strong longitudinal stays, would so unite the ends, as to

much reduce the risk of disaster in case of fracture at a ring seam ; but

they can never be so reliable for ordinary service as a well constructed in-

ternally-fired boiler, although they may work well for many years, where
fed with good water and carefully managed.

The explosions from mal-construction manifest deplorable ignorance or

neglect, on the part of those persons who designed or made some of the

boilers, and of those who superintended the alterations of the others. Al-

terations are continually being made, and unfortunately in many cases

where flue tubes are removed, as in three of the exploded boilers reported

on ; the large flat ends, which were previously so well " tied together " by

the tubes, are not suitably strengthened; and although the total pressure,

on each end, may amount to some sixty or seventy tons, they are left un-

supported, except by two or three diagonal rods, insecurely attached by
small pins ; the inadequateness of which is manifested by their failure.

Year after year, cases of this description occur, and it is to be regretted

that owners are not convinced thereby of the necessity tor proper super-

vision, and instead of submitting themselves to the guidance of men who
work cheaply (?) take steps to obtain good boilers, and avail themselves of

the services of those thoroughly acquainted with such matters.

The present unsatisfactory character of coroner's inquests on boiler ex-

plosions, owing to the coroners being, in many cases, unable to employ
skilled engineers to give evidence ; was displayed most forcibly in one in-

stance, where the failure was clearly due to insufficient staying of the end
plate, which was blown out. Evidence was given by a boiler maker, who
did not account for the explosion, but stated that it " took him by sur-

prise ;" and other evidence of similar character being adduced, the coroner

was led to remark " that the owners were free from all blame, as they had
provided good machinery and competent workmen." A verdict of "Acci-

dental death " was recorded, and the cause of explosion left nnexplained.

It is frequently our duty, in reporting on boilers proposed for insurance,

to advise additional stays or alterations essential to safety, and numerous
instances might be described in illustration. Three two-flued boilers,

nearly 7ft. diameter, and working at 501bs. per square inch, were pro-

posed to us. The ends were quite flat, and attached to the shell by angle

iron ; the only stays at each end were two very slight gussets attached to a

short strip of light angle iron by three rivets each. The owner refused
to strengthen them, on the ground of their having worked some years with-
out accident. The proposal was therefore declined. Breeches-flued boilers

are met with where the combustion chamber is not suitably stiffened by
vertical tubes, others with large flat topped domes or thin plates, un-
stayed, and the hole in shell full size, much weakening the boiler, Ac, &c.
In one boiler constructed on the " Galloway " plan, the large oval flue

was found made of plates varying from T
7
F inch down to i inch in thick-

ness ; the thinnest plates being at the sides, which instead of being semi-
circular, were of flattened weak form. On subjecting the boiler to hydrau-
lic test one of these sides collapsed.

The weakness of large flue tubes has been frequently pointed out, and
various modes of strengthening, by flanged seams or hoops, T rings, cross
tubes, pockets, &c, have been adopted by many first-class makers ; but in
some districts, especially in Cornwall, where the boilers might be expected
to be of superior construction, many are at work with tubes of large dia-
meter unstrengthened in any way ; and although collapse from weakness
is frequent, the failure is generally erroneously attributed to deficiency of
water. At one mine in the district named, three explosions, through
weakness of flue tubes, occurred during the last twelve months; all of
which might have been prevented, had the tubes been suitably strength-
ened by any of the means herein referred to. It is of great importance
that flue tubes be constructed of circular form ; this is best attained by
welding the longitudinal joints or by butting the edges of the plates and
riveting joint strips thereat. Where tubes are made with the usual "lap
joint, it is important that the longitudinal seams should "break joiut" in
that part of the tube beyond the furnace bridge.

The system of laying the plates longitudinally in flue tubes is objection-
able, and should never be adopted.

Suitable manhole beds with planed joint faces assist in making good
joints, and thus avoid the annoyance of leakage; whilst the explosions which
occur illustrate the necessity for their attachment. The plates at the edge of
unstrengthened manholes are frequently found distorted and dangerous,
through the great strain applied when screwing up the joint. No bolted
joint should be made directly on the boiler. Suitable beds with faced
joint, should be provided for all fittings or pipes.

As before noted, the explosions from failure of the outer shells of boilers,

through the weakening effect of corrosion, are usually accompanied by most
disastrous results ; hence it is especially desirable to consider how such
catastrophes may be prevented.

Internal corrosion, due to acid contained in the water, may generally be
easily discovered on making an inspection of the interior of the boiler, if it

be suitably cleaned beforehand. Where practicable, the use of acid water
should be discontinued, but if this be impossible, means should be taken
to neutralize the acidity before passing the water into the boiler. Car-
bonate of s?da has been used with success in many instance, but it is obvi-
ous that, as previously advised, the best course will be in each case, to first

subject the water to careful analysis.

External corrosion is most generally met with at the lower part of the
boilers, arising from leakage or from external moisture about the seatings ;

which are too often of such excessive breadth, or of such arrangement, that

the condition of the plates cannot be seen. The cases of explosion described,

exemplify how essential it is, that the plates, &c, in every part of the flues,

should be easily accessible ; and the latter should be so arranged, and of
such size, that a man may pass along them to make complete inspection of

every part ; except where tlie boilers are very small and short, in which
case the flues may be so arranged, that the boiler could be examined by
passing; a light along. Where it is deemed desirable to contract the area of
large flues, this should be done by thin temporary walls, which could be
removed to allow inspection. Much complication is introduced in the ar-

rangement of the external flues of some boilers, the advantage of which is

very doubtful. The breadth of brickwork seatings, or of walls where in

contact with the plates, at the lower part of shell ; should not exceed 4t
iuches, so that if corrosion be going on, it may be readily detected. I
have before stated that in some of the instances recorded, the condition of
the boilers which exploded was known to those in charge ; but owing to

their gross ignorance of proper management, and of the causes which lead

to explosions, the use of the boilers was continued ; and in some of them,
clumsy attempts to repair with bolted patches, (a most reprehensible prac-

tice) was resorted to.

The two most destructive explosions, occurred to second-hand boilers,

viz :—a two-flued one from external corrosion, and the Rastrick boiler from
internal corrosion. At the inquest relating to the latter, an engineer wit-

ness attempted to ascribe its failure to deficiency of water, but his errone-

neous evidence was counteracted by that of a gentleman thoroughly con-

versant with such matters, who attributed the disaster to the bad condi-

tion of the boiler ; which was, without doubt, the actual cause.

The vertical boilers used in many iron works which are heated from the

"puddling" and other furnaces, repeatedly fail and require repairs, their

construction also renders it difficult to examine them satisfactorily. A
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horizontal internally-fired boiler of suitable design, would be much more
reliable and satisfactory, whilst the heat from the furnaces might be more
fully utilised.

Second-hand boilers should never be purchased nnless previously thor-

oughly examined by some one of special experience.

The hydraulic test is a valuable auxiliary to inspection, but it is fre-

quently applied in such a manner, as to render it valueless, and some-

times positively injurious to the boilers. It is more valuable when used to

test the strength of flue tubes, flat surfaces, or irregular forms, than for

cylindrical shells ; and should never be substituted for careful thorough

inspection. Shell plates, much thinned by corrosion, will sometimes resist,

without fracture, a comparatively high hydraulic test pressure ; although

quite unreliable and unfit for ordinary work at a low pressure. Boilers

under steam pressure, are also subjected to most severe and varying strains,

through unequal expansion; which is the most fruitful source of fractures,

whilst hydraulic pressure is uniform in every part of the boiler. This test

should never be resorted to except under the superintendence of a compe-
tent engineer, who should, before the pressure is applied, gauge and care-

fully examine every part of the boiler. This examination should be re-

peated after the pressure has been steadily sustained for about one hour,

that any distortion or defect may be noted; and if yielding be apparent,

the "permanent set," &c, when water is let out noted. New boilers should

always be tested and all made good, before they are bricked in.

The mode in which many boilers are covered at the upper part, by
heavy "flagging," &c, is most objectionable, as the plates cannot be seen

without removing this cumbersome covering; to which many owners are

averse. Numerous instances might be referred to, where the plates at this

part have beeD found most dangerously weakened.

It will be evident from the preceding notes, that careful inspection would
have revealed the defects which led to many of the disasters recorded; and

that had the owners proposed the boilers for insurance, such suggestions

would have been made, as would, if adopted, have averted the explosions.

Tbc advantages of connection with this company are forcibly illustrated by

the events, &c, of the past year, and will I trust decide many to insure

with us. Some proprietors may delay doing so, in the belief that their

arrangements are such that they would derive but little advantage. I

believe that our system of periodical independent inspection is beneficial in

every case where boilers are inspected and reported on by us ; especially

where we have that co-operation and assistance in the proper preparation

of the boilers for examination, &c, which enables ua to perform our ser-

vices satisfactorily; whilst from our special experience in the construction

and working of all classes of boilers, we cau supply reliable and valuable

advice, to those insurers who may desire it. We have had considerable

trouble to induce some owners to afford opportunity and make suitable

preparation, when we desired thorough inspection of their boilers; but I

have pleasure in acknowledging the care and attention manifested in this

respect by many firms, by which the inspections were facilitated and the

state of the boiler properly ascertained. If the flues are uncleaned, and
the plates covered with soot externally, and without sediment or mud in-

ternally, it is impossible to examine properly, and the time, &c, expended
in making the visit is thus thrown away.

THE ROYAL MINT.

In a report lately issued by Mr. Freemantle and Mr. Rivers Wilson the

following recommendations are contained :
—

•' It has been stated in our memorandum on the Mint, that the present

system of assaying is capable of improvement.
"At present all bars ready for coining, and all gold and silver coins, are

assayed by two of the non-resident assayers of the Mint, who receive a

fee on each assay. This fee was originally 2s. 6d., but in 1868, on the re-

commendation of the late Master of the Mint, it was increased to 4s. 6d,
for the first 2,000 assays in each year; and, calculated on this scale, the

avenge amount of remuneration received by the assayers is £1,278 a year.

We propose that the employment of non-resident assayers should be aban-
doned, and that, instead) a second resident assayer should be appointed,
wiMi a silary of £400 to £500 a year, and that he should be assisted by a

junior elrrk at the usual salary of £100, rising to £250 a year, and an
:'" nil. in' af B70 a year. In tin' event. <.f a vacancy in the existing office

ol resident nssayor, his successor should be appointed at the same Hilary of
£40<Mo £600 a year, M tbal the two appointments may be on a footing of

lity. An Immediate expenditure of £570 a year would be incurred
by this arrangement, and a wring of C70H a year would bo effected.

nom this saving mini be dedoeted the expense of restoring the second
BSSy office, which already exist! in tin- Mint, and the annual cost of the
fuel and implements which would l»- required, but these would be Incon-
siderable.

Some change also appears desirable in the arrangement for watching bbe
Mint premises. At present n police-sergeant and fix ooDStablt '

I em-

ployed on this duty at a cost of £600 to the department, and besides the

police, five sentries are on duty at uight, and three during the day, in the
' military way,' which surrounds the buildings. It would seem desirable

to substitute for the police one gate porter, who would be on duty during
the day, and two night watchmen, one of whom might act as night porter,

and the other as watchman, to patrol the premises, ' tell-tale' dials being,

as at present, affixed to various parts of the buildings. The wages of the

porter and watchmen would amount, to about £230 a year, and a saving

would, therefore, be effected of £370 a year.

"Should the above recommendations be adopted, the following reduc-

tions of expenditure will have been effected since the beginning of the

current year :

—

In officers and mechanics' wages £2,100
In workmen's wages 100
In the Assay Department 700
In the expenses of watching 370

£3,270
Or, if the Deputy Mastership were abolished, £4,070-

" It should be observed that in our former memorandum we have as-

sumed that the total future expenses of the Mint will amount to £25,000
a year. The expenses for the financial year 1869-70 (exclusive of £15,000
for loss on the re-coinage of worn silver, which does not at present enter
into consideration) were estimated at £30,550.

" One other point remains to be noticed, namely, that there would
appear to be no reason why the Mint should, as has hitherto been the case,

refuse to undertake the execution of coinages for foreign Governments.
Many contracts for foreign coinages have of late years been executed at
Birmingham, with large profits to the contractor, and it is obvious that
the Mint, with the appliances at its command, and the risk to which it

may at any time be exposed of being left unemployed, could with advantage
undertake such contracts.

" Coinages for foreign Governments are undertaken by some of the Mints-
in other countries. A coinage for Roumania and another for Egypt have
recently been struck at the l'aris Mint.

" We would recommend that, for the future, should any offer be made
to the Mint to undertake a coinage for a foreign Government, the Master
of the Mint should report the circumstances to the Treasury, and should
be empowered to make the necessary arrangements for executing the
work."

ANGULATED RUDDERS.

It is well known that an angulated target has its face set at an angle
favourable to the gliding off of the impinging shot—an angulated rudder
has its face convertible to an angle favourable to the retontion of the cur-
rents of water striking against it, so that where in the ordinary rudder a
partial or small amount of work is done and at a slow rate of speed, then in

the angulated rudder the greatest amount of power is produced at the
highest speed. In these days of rapid water travelling, an efficient steering
apparatus for a war vessel, and safeguard to a passenger steamer is of
great value and importance. With increased water travelling a neces-
sarily augmented amount of danger exists from collisions, and to

avoid such accidents the use of the angulated rudder is suggested, and
with apparently so simple and efficient an alteration of the common
rudder, it will be unaccountable if steamship owners and builders do
not in course of time thoroughly adopt the new system. We are con-
tinually hearing of collisions at sea, many of which might have been
avoided if efficient steering power were at hand. We say this advisedly,

because it would appear that the angulated rudder has been the means of
preventing collisions in several cases. Its handiness in vessels of war has
been exemplified in the many ships of the Royal Navy, fitted with the Lumlcy
rudder, which is one of the methods of angulation now in use. The difference

in its favour, as tested against the rudder of ordinary construction, is very
great and highly suggestive of important improvements in the sluggish

manoBiivring of many war vessel-*. The demand for increased turning power
has produced a supply of expedients. The system of double screw pro-

pulsion, is of no general and constant valuo for steering purposes. It is in

the rudder the means of altering direction are found. A resort to the engine-
room to steer the ship when an efficient rudder is at hand, is but a blind

exposition of a theory, sueeos-o'ul perhaps in a carefully arranged and ipeoial

experiment, bnl unnecessary, and a loss of time H practioe. The power of
turning, exhibited by the "water-jet" system, whose apostle, Mr. Knthveii,

has, by the way, shown nil fnith in hit creed and bis sagacity at the same
time, by adapting and introducing Angulated Redden into nil water jet.

vessels, is Interesting In an experimental and particular form, but its prac-
tical value in everyday work, is bnl I dormant nil 1 useless affair compared
With the power 0T the rudder itself, Whioh ll always ready for use and
never-failing.
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OPENING OF THE WEST INDIA SOUTH DOCK.
On the 5th nit., at high water, the newly-constructed South Dock, form-

ing an extension of the East and West India Dock Company's range of
accommodation for shipping, was formally opened by the admission of a

fine new vessel called the Lufra, the property of Messrs. Robertson and
Co., of Cornhill, which has just been built for them at Aberdeen, and is in-

tended for the China trade. The new dock extends across the Isle of Dogs
from Limehouse to Blackwall, and comprises the site of the old City Canal,

together with what was formerly known as the East and West India Dock
timber pond, affording a water area of no less than 33 acres. There are

four pairs of dock gates, the entrance lock being 300ft. in length and 55ft.

in width, and at high water spring tides there are 30ft. of water on the sill

of the dock. The lock leads to a basin of about six acres in extent, which
is divided from the main dock by two pairs of gates, one pair opening to-

wards the basin and the other towards the main dock itself. The whole
of these gates are worked by hydraulic machinery, and it is stated that

access to and egress from the new dock can be maintained at all conditions

of the tide. On the north, or export quay are 16 fine jetties, constructed

to afford accommodation for the largest class of merchant ships. There is

also a line of quay frontage of fully a mile and a quarter in extent. The
whole of the works have been carried out in the most substantial manner
under the superintendence of Mr. Hawkshaw, Mr. G. Wythe?, of Bickley,

being the contractor, and the brickwork having been executed under the

supervision of Mr. John Baldwin.

H. M. S. "HOTSPUR."
This powerful armour-clad turret ship was successfully launched on the

19th ult., from the Govan shipbuilding yard of Messrs Robert Napier and
Son, of Glasgow. Besides being fitted with a fixed turret, she has an
enormouslv powerful ram projecting from her bows under water. The
following are some of her principal dimensions :—Length between the per-

pendiculars, 235ft. ; breadth, 50ft. ; depth in hold, 20ft. lin. ; burden, 2,637
18-94 tons builders measurement ; and 600 horse-power. This war ship

is constructed on a principle that is entirely new in this country, but which
was adopted some time ago in connexion with the navy of France. The
diameter of the turret, which is pear-shaped, is 31ft. 6in., and 35ft. 9in.

from the aft to the fore side. This stationary turret is armed with a 30
ton gun, carrying a 6001b. shot. It is worked on a revolving turn table,

the diameter of which is 26ft. ; from the two front port holes the gun has

a training of 60 deg., and at the side port holes a training of 4-£ deg. aft,

and 26 deg. forward, so that it is able to fire right forward, and almost,

but not quite, right aft. The gun can be elevated 12£ deg. and depressed

7, the recoil being 6lt. 3in. The ram projects about 9ft. below water, and
is brought up to a sharp point at a depth of about 8ft. below the water
line. There are three decks, the middle one being plated with two thick-

nesses of iron tapered forward and aft. The engines, which have been
made and fitted by the Messrs. Napier, are of the direct acting horizontal

description, having two piston-rods to each cylinder, and are fitted with
surface-condensers and all the most recent improvements. The boilers, of

which there are four, are of the ordinary tubular type, with five furnaces

each. The propellers are 14ffc. in diameter, on Griffith's plan, with movable
blades. In all, six armour clads have been built by the Messrs. Napier, for

the British Navy. In 1856 they set afloat the JErebus, in 1861 the Black
Prince, in 1862 the Hector, in 1869 the Audacious and Invincible, and now
the Hotspur.

AMERICAN RAILWAYS.
It appears that the addition to the railway system of the United States

during the past year was 6,588 miles, a total nearly twice as large as in

any previous year. The first railway in America was commenced with

three miles at Quincy, Massachusetts, in 1827, and the total length is now
48,860 miles, while there are 27,507 miles projected and in progress. The
State with the greatest mileage is Illinois, which figures for 7,186 miles,

and is followed by Pennsylvania with 6,878, Indiana with 5,331, New
York with 4,735, and Ohio with 4,613. California has already 2,307 miles,

and is fi.r above some of the older States, snch as Louisiana and Mississippi.

The State with the least mileage is, of course, the small one of Rhode
Island, which figures only for 121 miles. This account of length of roads

does not include the second tracks with which most of the leading lines are

supplied, nor the sidings and turn-outs. These may be estimated at 25 per

cent, of the length of road, and are being added to yearly. Adding these

supplementary tracks to the tabulated mileage, the total length of equiva-

lent single track in use is about 60,000 miles, and adding to this the

equivalent for the city passenger tracks, to nearly 65,000 miles. As re-

gards works in band it is stated that the new year opened with nearly 300
railroads in process of construction between Maine and California. These,

it is estimated, when finished, will represent an aggregate of about 15,000

miles, and great efforts will be made to complete them all within the

twelvemonth.

NOTES AND NOVELTIES.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bronze Coinage.—The cost of material for the bronze coinage is less than £100 a

ton ; the cost of the workmanship, by contract, is about £50 a ton, and the pence are
issued or sold at the price of £4i8 a ton ; showing a profit to the State of £330,000, or
equal to about £10,000 annually.

The Pennsylvania Oil Trade.—The statistics of the American Pennsylvania crude
oil industry for the past year are now published. The total production of the year was
the enormous amount of 4,215,142 barrels, being a daily average of 11,548 barrels. The
production of 1868 was 3,715,741 barrels, the increase during 1869 over the previous
year thus being 499,401 barrels, the increase per day being about 1,-160 barrels.

Exportation of Steam-Engines.—The value of the steam-engines exported from
the United Kingdom in the ten months ending October 31st, last year, was computed at

£1,429,499, as compared with £1,470,171 in the corresponding period of 1868, and
£1,717,270 in the corresponding period of 1867. The value of the steam-engines exported
to Russia was largely increased last year, having risen to £294,284, as compared with
£149,618 in the corresponding period of 1868, and £65,189 in the corresponding period
of 1867. While the demand tor English steam-engines largely increased last year in

Russia, it has declined in India, in consequence of the slackening which has taken place
in the work of Indian railway constrnction. Thus, in the ten months ending October
31st, we only sent to India steam-engines to the value of £241,498 as compared with
£472,601 in the corresponding period of 1869, and £811,961 in the corresponding period
of 1867. There was rather an improved demand last year for English steam-engines in
Egypt and Australia, but a falling off occurred as regards France, Spain, and Brazil.

MILITARY ENGINEERING.
The new field gun for India is to be a muzzle-loading 9-pouiider bronze rifled gun,

weighing 8 cwt., and Col. Maxwell, Royal Artillery, who read a paper on the subject on
the 14th ult, stated that the 9th Brigade is about to be armed with the new weapon.
The gun will be fitted with Sir J. Whitworth's elevating screw, and, with the carriage

and the usual spare gear, &c., will weigh about 32 cwt.

STEAM SHIPPING.
It was announced from Marseilles on the 13ch ult. that the Europe steamer, 3,500 tons.

400-horse power, had arrived there from Bombay on 12th ult, with 37 passengers. She left

Marseilles on the 1st of January, and has, therefore, accomplished the two passages, vid

the Suez Canal, including discharging and reloading, in 70 days.

Quick Passage to Bombay via the Suez Canal.—The Byuiell Castle, s., belonging
to Messrs. Palmer, Hall, and Co., arrived at Bombay on the 16th ult., after a passage of

thirty-five days from the Thames, including three days occupied in passing through the
canal.

Suez Canal.—Direct steam communication between Holland and her Eastern
dependencies (Java, Sumatra, Sunda Islands, &c.) vid the Suez Canal is being organized
at Amsterdam, under the honorary presidency of Prince Henry of the Netherlands,
brother to the King of Holland.

SHIPBUILDING.

Steam to Australia.—Messrs. Robert Napier & Sons have now in course of con-

struction for Messrs. Devitt & Moore, of London, a magnificent screw-steamship of about

3,000 tons register, to be fitted with a pair of compound expansion engines, capable of

maintaining an actual working power of 2,000 horse. The steamer is intended for

Messrs. Devitt & Moore's already well-known London and Australian passenger line, and
will be commanded by Captain George MacDonald. In addition to her great steam
power, she will be so rigged that in the event of an accident to the machinery she will,

in point of speed and safety be equal to any first-class sailing clipper afloat. We trust

that the large amount of surface thus exposed to an adverse wind, when under steam
alone will not be found so disadvantageous as in auxiliary ocean steamships.

Shipbuilding on the Humbsb.—-The iron shipbuilding trade at Hull is in a more
active condition than for some years, several steamers of very large tonnage being in

course of construction, while others are fitting out in the dock. One of the finest

steamers ever built at Hull has lately been completed,—viz., the Orlando, built by Messrs.

C. and W. Earle for Messrs. Wilson, Sons, and Company. Messri. Wilson fc«.ve a contract

with the Swedish Government for the conveyance of the Swedish mails, and the Orlando

is intended for that service, and for the accommodation of the ever-increasing number
of tourists to Sweden. The Orlando was put upon her trial trip on the 18th ult., and
although she was too light to be in good trim she steamed about 12J knots an hour. She
is 260ft. long, 34ft. wide, and is 1,400 tons gross. She is fitted with compound engines

38in. and 76in. in diameter, 36in. stroke, and combining all the latest improvements,

surface condensation, expansion valves, and and everything to insure economy of fuel

and speed. Her engines are of 250-horse power, and indicated on trial 850-horse power

;

pressure, 601b. ; vacuum, 28 ; revolutions, 69. The passenger accommodation on board

is as follows :— Saloon, 50; second cabin, 32; steerage, or emigrant accommodation,

800. The saloon is amidships, the second cabin aft, and the accommodation for

emigrants on the main and lower decks, both of which are lofty and well ventilated.

This excellent provision for passengers will make the Orlando one of the most suitable

vessels afloat for the transport of troops should occasion arise for her employment in

tbis service.

LAUNCHES
On the 2nd ult., there was launched from the shipbuilding yard of Mr. John Elder,

Fairfield, Govan, an iron screw-steamship of 1,083 tons, of the following dimensions:—

Length, 219ft.; breadth, 30ft. ; depth of hold, 16ft. 6in. ;—having passenger aecommoda-
tion°for 70 first-class and 50 second-class passengers. As she left the ways, she was
gracefully christened the Ban-Sigh by Mrs Ligertwood. The Ban-Sigh is being fitted

with the builder's patent compound engines of 275 horse-power nominal, and is

guaranteed to attain a speed of 13 knots per hour. She is being built to the order of

the Aberdeen Steam Navigation Company, of Aberdeen, and is intended for their pass-

enger trade between Aberdeen and London.

Launch oe the " Abyssinia."—Messrs Thomson lately launched from their building

yard at Govan the steamship Abyssinia, of 3,500 tons, 650 horse-power. This vessel, the

first of four ships of similar dimensions building at present tor the Atlantic service of

the Cunard Company, has been constructed with the greatest care, and as she is in every

way one of the finest specimens of naval architecture afloat, will fully maintain the

renown of the company. The ceremony of naming the vessel was gracefully performed

by Miss Thomson, daughter of the late Mr. George Thomson, the well-known and much-

respected engineer.

Ship Launch —There was lately launched from the shipbuilding yard of Messrs.

M'Culloch Patterson and Co., Port-Glasgow, an iron barque of 1,100 tons burthen, for

Messrs D and J. Sproat, shipowners Kirkcudbright. The ceremony of naming the

shin Loch Dee was gracefully performed by Mrs Sproat, the wife of Provost Sproat,

one of the owners. The company thereafter adjourned to the draughting rooms of
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the builders, where, after the usual loyal toasts were disposed of, " Success to the Loch
Dee and the enterprising Owners" was proposed by Mr. Patterson, and responded to by

Provost Sproat on behalf of the owners. We may mention that this ship takes the berth

for Valparaiso under the command of Captain Millar, a gentleman of great experience

in the West Coast trade, being under charter to Messrs. Cree, Renison and Co.

Launch at Walkee.—On the 19th ult.. Messrs. Wighara, Kichardson, and Co., of

Newcastle, launched from their yard, at Walker, a screw steamer of 2,000 tons and 200

horse power, built to the order and according to the designs and arrangements of Capt.

K. 15. Durham, for the India and China trades. Her dimensions are 280 by 36 by 26,

and her engines, by Messrs. Thompson. Boyd, and Co., are on the compound principle,

with surface condensers and all approved modern appliances for saving fuel and giving

increased efficiency and ease in working. Sha was christened the Vixen by Miss Mable
Croft, niece to Str. Richardson. It is intended for her to sail from London, on the 14th

of May, with a cargo of fine goods and 25 Brst-class passengers for Madras and Calcutta,

and from the latter port to China. The same builders launched a small screw steamer
called the Spitsbergen, intended for opening a new trade in the White Sea.

TRIAL TRIPS.

Thb Favourite, 10 guns, screw corvette, 2,09 1 tons, 400-horse power (nominal) of

engines, wood built, hull plated with 4Ym. armour over the amidships battery and the

water-line, was on loth ult., taken out of Portsmouth harbour, and made a satisfactory

preliminary trial of her machinery, preparatory to receiving her armament and being
completed for commission again for foreign service. Her working anchor, on the

starboard side, is one of Martin's patent self-canting, such as has been fitted to the

Pallas and other ironclads of the Navy, and a special trial was made of its capabilities

after the machinery of the ship had gone through its official trial at Spithead. The
anchor, which weighs 57cwt., including the stock, was first let go at Spithead, in 12

fathoms of water, with only 25 fathoms of cable out from the hawse pipe of the ship, in

a muddy bottom mined with fine saud. This brought the ship up effectually, notwith-
standing that a heavy lop of a sea was running through the roadstead, which caused the
Favourite to plunge somewhat heavily. The engines of the ship were then turned astern

at about 8-knot speed, to test the holding powers of the anchor, but the latter remained
immovable. On heaving the anchor up, it broke out of the ground easily, and came up
to the bows of the ship cleau. The Favourite then shifting her position, the anchor was
again let go in about the same depth of water and the same short length of cable, with
a muddy bottom, and the results were quite as satisfactory as in the previous trial, the
anchor snubbing the ship at once on her short length of cable, and also remaining fast

bound to her anchorage with the engines going at eight knots speed astern. Capt.
Moriarty, C.B., .Master-Attendant of Portsmouth dockyard, made the trials under
Admiralty instructions. Mr. Martin, the patentee of the anchor, was also on board.
The Favourite ia one of the earliest vessels converted by the present Chief Constructor
of the Navy from the frame of a designed unarmoured wooden corvette to a wood-built
ship carrying armour-plating over her central battery and water line. She was during
her last commission a very useful ship nnder both steam and sail, but at tbc present
time, nnder the new conditions imposed by the great advances made within the last

three years in ships, guns, and armour, she would be better without her armour-plating
than with it. She is 225ft. in length and 56ft. 9in. ; in breadth. Her cost is given by
Mr. Reed, in his work on Our Ironclad Ships.—Hull, £122,423; engines and fittings,

£24,016; masts, sails, stores, Ac., £10,206, making in all £156,643. Adding 12} per cont.
as dockyard charges, the total is £173,146. The Accountant-General of the Navy
however, says 12 per cent., instead of the moderate 12} allowed by Mr. Reed.

Thb new doable-screw iron armour plated ship InvincibU, 14, which, with her engines,
was bnilt by Messrs. Napier and Son, of Glasgow, ran six times under full boiler,

power over the measured mile outside Plymouth Breakwater, on the 23rd ult., at a mean
speed of 13511 knots, and four times under half boiler power, at a mean of 10925
knots.

RAILWAYS.
Thb jnnction of the line of the East Indian Railway Company with that of the Great

Indian Peninsula Company at Jubbulpore has been effected by the completion of the
latter to that point, and was opened ou the 7th ult, by the Duke of Edinburgh aud the
Governor-General of India.

TELEGRAPHIC ENGINEERING.
Thb Bbieisb-Indiav Telegraph Kxppditiox.—The following congratulatory tele-

grams have been forwarded, upon the successful completion of this enterprise, from John
Pender, chairman, Bristish- Indian Submarine Telegraph :—" To Seymour Blanc, Calcutta.
The Submarine Telegraph between England and India is now complete. Englishmen
have shown by carrying out this great work their deep interest in the progress of India.
I hope the Government and people of India will fully appreciate the great benefits thus
conferred."—"To Hon. Alexander Campbell. Thanks for the very warm interest you
have always, with myself, taken in connecting India with England by submarine cable.
i congratulatcyouon the completion of this treat work, so important to the imperial and
commercial Interest! of both countries.",—" To Captain llalpin. On behalf of the
board I beg t'i thank you and all engaged with you in carrying out the important work
Of COW

I island and India, which von have so successfully accomplished."—
(iibb* (Suez) to John Pender "Cable completed throughout last night (23rd ult.) Sig-
nals excellent.

APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
ACTIOW OP OZOBE CI-OW XlTBOni-YCBBIKK, DYNAMITE, AMD OTIIEB ExPLOBIVB SuB-

stakcis.—According to J. Jouglet's experiments, nitroglycerine, dynamite, iodide of
nitrogen, Cbl rtdi and some ether similar compounds explode the very

lent they are brought In) ntad with ozone; «o that, tor Instance, a drop of
Mining cizniic, causes an inliiiitancoiiH oxplo-

r and ordinary gunpowder arc slnwly deenm,
ition which, as regards the last-named substance, taken set

before II Is peri eptlble.
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LATEST PRICES IN THE LONDON ME TALMARKET.

COPPER.
Best selected, per ton
Tough cake and tile do
Sheathing and sheets do
Bolts do
Bottoms do
Old (exchange) do

,

Burra Burra do
Wire, per lb

Tubes do

BRASS.
Sheets, per lb

Wire do
Tubes do
Yellow metal sheath do. ...

Sheets do

SPELTER.
Foreign on the spot, per ton
Do. to arrive

ZINC.
In sheets, per ton

TIN.
English blocks, per ton..,.

Do. bars (in barrels) do. .

Do. refined do
Bancado
Straits do

TIN PLATES.*
IC. charcoal, 1st quality, per box
IX. do. 1st quality do
IC. do. 2nd quality do
IX. do. 2nd quality do
IC. Coke do
IX. do. do
Canada plates, per ton
Do. at works do

IRON.
Bars, Welsh, in London, per ton .

Do. to arrive do
Nail rods do
Stafford in London do
Bars do. do.

,

Hoops do. do
Sheets, single, do
Pig No. 1 in Wales do
Refined metal do
Bars, common, do
Do. mrch. Tyne or Tees do
Do. railway, in Wales, do
Do. Swedish in London do
To arrive do
Pig No. 1 in Clyde do
Do. f.o.b. Tyne or Tees do
Do. No. 3 and 4 f.o.b. do
Railway chairs do
Do. spikes do
Indian charcoal pig in London do.

STEEL.

Swedish in kegs (rolled), per ton
Do. (hammered) do
Do. in faggots do
Rlgl'lh spring do
Quickbilveb, per bottle

LEAL.
English pig, common, per ton

Ditto. L.K. do
Do. W.B.do
Do. slice t, do

Do- red lead do
Do. white do
Do. patent "hot do
Spanish do

From

24

124
125

127
122
119

1

1

1

1

1

1

13
13

7

7
7
8
8
8
9
3
4
6
6
6
10
10
2
2
2
5

11

6

ia

14
15
17

i:i

19
11)

I :i

BO
27

82
18

6
12
5

11

3
9
10

2

5

5

5

17
15
15

15
10
12

18
9
6
10

10
15
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17

10
n

10
.-.

6

6
6

6

6

6

6
6

6
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To
£ s. d. £ s. d.

73
69 71
76
77 78
79
63
72 10

10
11 it n »
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64- 6i
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19 15 20
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1

1

1

1

1

1
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8
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12
3
9
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9
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11
4 5
5

7
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2 7
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12

6 10

16
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19 15

19
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•At the works Is to ls.Od. per box lost.
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LIST OF APPLICATIONS FOR LETERS
PATENT.

Wk HAVB ATOpTED * NEW ARRANGEMENT OY

the provisional protections applied for

jiy Inventors at thk Grrat Seal Patent

Office. If any difficulty should arisk

with reference tothb names, addresses,

or titles oivbn in the list, thk rbqui-

sitb information will be furnished, frbb

of expense, from thb office, by addrsino

a letter, prepaid, to thk editor of

"The Artizan.' '

Dated February 22nd, 1870.

512 W. B. Adams-Railways, &c.
513 R. Gaidner—Prod-iciug photographic effects by

lithographic printing-
514 H. Ferguson—Cooking ranges
615 VV. R. Lake—Producing an improved black

pigment
516 F.J. Hsmel—Compressing fuel
517 A. W. Bain—Producing end and cover papers

for books
518 W. Adams—Dressing Btone
519 F. Fitzgejaid—Securing cattle |

520 A. M, Clark—Combination tools

Dated February 33rd, 1870.

521 G. H. Ellis—WaahiDg, &c.
522 W. Crombleholme— Connecting railway car-

riages
523 W. E. Newton—Springs
524 H. A. Bour.eville— Matiufactaii' of the legs of

boots
525 G. Leech—Stocks
526 T. Grimshaw—Weft forks
527 J Farmer—Drying fabrics, &c.
523 T. Andrew—Improvements in hand punching
machines

529 E. PunGhon—Raising weights
530 G. Rydill— Extracting and purifying mill
waste

531 C. H. Astcn—Preventing ;the radiation,".of
heat

532 T. H. Leaker—Buttons, &c.
533 A. M. Clark—Horseshoe nails

534 C. Davy—Improvements applicable topicksand
other tools

535 A. M. Clark—Filing papers
526 J. H. Johnson—Straining pulp
537 W. R. Lake—Alarm apparatus

Dated February 24th, 1870.

538 R. Maynard—Chaff engines
639 J. J. Aston- Propelling vessels

540 E. P. H. Vaughan—Splitting rocks
541 H. A. Bonneville—Steam engines
542 G. Asker—Shirt fronts
543 A. Dickson and T. Law — Manufacture of

pressed leather
544 E. T. Hughes—Nails
545 J. E. Core—Kilns or ovens for burning or
baking bricks

546 E. Duce and S. Noble—Reeving slivers of
wool, fcc.

547 R. Cook—Fr miss of umbrellas
548 W. Brown and C. N. May—Heaters for steam
generators

549 W. E Newton—Boilers, Sec.

550 A. V. Newton—Needles
551 W. E. Newton-Windmills
652 G. A. Huddart—Permanent way
553 H. Bessemer—Steam vessels
554 J. B. Elkmgton and C. E. Ryder—Copper

tubes, &c.

Dated February 25th, 1870.

555 J. Bullough—Warping machines
556 W. B. Leachman—Raising water
557 W. R. Lake—Producing and utilising a fall of
water

558 H. A. Bonneville—Axles, Stc.

559 T. Itlackwood—Marine engines
560 G- H. Harriaon—Lifting potatoes
561 S. Moorbouse— Furnaces
562 E. Tomlinson—Type design and colour printing
on paper

563 A. V. Newton-Screws
564 J. H.Johnson—Sewing machines
565 J. J. Holden—Charging gas retorts
566 P. K. M. Skinner— Propelling vessels
567 C and S. H. Dening—Brushes
568 P, J. Livesey—Hair cloth
569 J. Saxby and J. S. Farmer—Working lailway

points

;Dated February 26th, 1870. %,

570 A. Wingard—Paddle wheel
571 S. Firth and F. Hurd—Excavating coal, &c.
572 J. McElroyand C. Kearsley—Communicating
between the guards, drivers, ar.d passengers of
lailway trains

573 R. W Thomson—Omnibuses
574 A. H. Martin—Looms
575 T.Bell and F. Roper—Feeding threshing ma-

chines
576 R J. Westley—Billiard tables

577 J. R. Mann—Waterclosets
578 A. Godiilot—Military tent

579 T. Coles—Running wheels, &c.
580 A. Bobrownicki, A. D. M. Mesnard, and Vis-
comte do Chousy—Converting human excrement
into fuel

581 1) Cameron— Pens
582 W, Clark—Governors for steam engines
593 A. M. Clark—Wheels

Dated February 28tb, 1870.

584 A. Ripley—Rotary engine
685 J. Wnkefield and J. Kendall—Indicators for
steam boilers

586 R. T. Sutton—Checking the receipts by money
tuners. Sec.

537 C. Duff — Treatment of certain fibrous sub-

stances
588 T. Cattell — Treatiug fibrous vegetable sub-

stances
539 R. Richardson— Harbours, &cc.

590 H. W. Dee—Caps for bottles

591 T. Thomas— Preventing accidents iu the pits ef

mines
592 A. V. Newtou—Sewing machiaes
593 T. Clayton and J. Taylor—Gas from mineral or

other oils

594 C. W. Siemens—Treating irou ores

Dated March 1st, 1870.

595 J Parkirson—Apparaus for giving an alarm in

steam boilers, &c.
596 M. Wilkin, J Clark, and A. Scott—Subdivid-

ing particles of waier
597 R. S Norris-Getting coal
598 T. Rowatt—Testing oils

599 L. Sterne—Wheel tyres

600 B. G. George—Pictorial devices
601 R. W. Thomson—Applying steam power in cul-

tivating laud
602 W. and R Mushet—Moulding metals
603 W. L. Wise—Firearms
604 H Hayward—Yarns, &c.
605 A. M. Clark—Wheels
C06 A. M. Clark—Artificial flowers

Dated March 2nd, 1870.

607 D. Forbes and A. P. Price— Treatment of sew-
age, ike.

60S T. Brown — Feeding steam generators with
water

609 F. L. H. W. Bunger—Arrangement of steam
traps

610 G. C. ThompsonCranes
611 W S. Lowe—Tape dreseing machines
612 H. Crowther—Turning over the leaves of music
books

613 J. Harman—Railway carriages
614 B. Johnson aud E. li. Ellington—Hydraulic
cranes

615 C. E. de Loriere—Rotary motion
616 T. S. Davis—Alloy
617 J. Neale and J. B. Fenby—Attaching lamps to

carriages
618 J.'H. Johnson—Enamels
619 W. Darley—Illuminators
620 G. E. Donisthorpe—Cutting coal

Dated March 3rd, 1870.

621 G. H. Ellis—Ladders
622 J. Broadley—Couplings
623 R. B. Boyman— Propelling vessels
624 J Linfoot—Ftxiug bristles, Sec.

625 J. Bowrah—Communication between passen-
gers, &o.

m
626 J. Armitaee—Case hardening
627 S.E. Phillips—Electric cables
628 J. Wheeltr—Fastenings for gloves
629 J.S, Johnstone—Motive power engine
630 J. C. Morrell- Treatment of refuse for sanitary
purposes

631 A. V. Newton—Fluid meters
632 J. Cletrg—Looms
633 F. Walton—Construction of houses and other
buildings

634 W. H. Bailey—Boiler fittings

635 J. T. Griffin—Oiling the hearings of revolving
shafts

636 W. R. Lake—Permanent way

Dated March 4ih, 1870.

637 R. Young—Treating grain
638 H. Siebe, W. A. Gorman, and T. Forster—Div-
ing dresses

639 J. Rnpbael—Sunshades
640 W. E. Gedge—Syringe
641 W. Tyrer— Propellers for ships or other navi-

gable vessels
642 T. Atkins—Generating gases for extinguishing

fires, &c
643 E. J.C.Welch—Using the lime light for thea-

trical representations
644 J. A. Matthews—Moulding bricks
645 J. A. Hogg—Safety lamps
t>4G S.Cohen—Waterproof garments
647 R. A. E. Scott—Mounting, working, pointing

guns, &c.
648 A. F. W. Louis—Improvements applicable to

chairs, &c.

Dated March 5th, 1870.

649 J. Allman—Dressing grain
650 J. Pickering—Castors
651 J.Strang—Dressing or finishing and piinting

textile material
652 E Robinson, C. F. Robinson, and J. E. H.
Andrew—Twisting tobacco, &tc.

653 H. Sykes—Spinning or twisting worsted snb-
stances

654 E. O.Taylor and J. Field—Moulding: flanged
pipes

655 G. Elliot—Ventilating rooms
656 S. H- Stott—Treatment or preparation of yarns

for weaving
657 E. Bray, J. C. Hargreaves, and F. H. Stubbs—
Burning smoke

658 E. Stevens—Kitchener
659 F. C. Hills—Sea going vessels

660 S. Meredith—Furnaces
661 J. HipkiBS aud S. Whitehouse—Sad and other
smoothing irons

662 J. E. Ransome and J. R. Jefferies—Double fur-
row ploughs

663 F. T. Ferguson—Device for holdiug letters and
other documents

664 A. M. Clark—Power for the propulsion of vehi-
cles

Dated March 7th, 1870.

665 E. Wood—Potters* glazes
666 G.G. Lowe—Cisterns

667 G. Hoi croft and R M. Roberts—Treating auri-

ferous ores
663 J. Hargreaves and T. Robinson—Manufacture

of chlorine
669 W. A. Fell—Mowing machiuea
G70 P J. Robine—Boilers, &c.
671 J. Brooks—Watch protector

672 H. Herbert—Boxer* for containing furB

673 W. E. Newton—Injecting liquids to a state of
sprav

674 F.Wilkins- Ships
675 W. Law—Pulp for making paper or papier

linache

676 W. R. Lake—Sweeping carpets

Datbd March 8th, 1870.

677 C. J. Fox and R. Larchin—Improvements in

mowiug machines
678 J. Piegrome—Improvements in the construction

ol rails

679 G. W. Wigner—Drying machines
68J S. Brooks, G. Harrison, and J. Wardle—Spin-
ning, &c.

681 A. Villepigue— Boring
682 R. A. Wiffen—Tapping cock for drawing liquids
from casks

683 J. Poison—Treating grain
684 C H. Wiliiams—MeaiiB for curing skin diseaees

in animals
685 W. C owan, A. Donaldson, and J. Sandilands—
Gas meters

686 J.L.Norton—Looms
687 J. Lang—Firearms
688 W. R. Lake—Method of executing submarine
constructions

689 G. Preston and J. Prestige—Preventing waste
of water

690 C Wyndham—Bicycles
691 W. E. Newton—Generating steam or elastic

vapours

Dated March 9th, 1870.

692 J. Hopkinson—Arrangement of furnace and
boiler

693 H Potter—Bleaching-
694 J. Duffey—Receptacles to be used as & protection

from- fire

695 T. S. Truss—Boilers, See.

696 J. Neilsoo—Manufacture of hollow cast iron
cooking utensils

f97 G. Fowler—Smelting iron ore
698 W. O Wilson—Millstone picks
699 M. Frow—Gathering and binding of cut crops

into sheuves
700 W. R. Lake—Surface printing
701 VV. R. Lake—Threshing1 machines atd driving
mechanism

Dated March 10th 1870.

702 O. Ormrod and R. Hall—Finishing threads of
cotton, &c.

703 T. Newton—Firearms
704 R. Blakeborougb and S. Sanderson—Steam

boiler furnaces
705 H. S. Gibson—Hats
706 C. A. Winder—Drawing and forcing water and

Olhei liquids
707 J. W. Grover—Rolling stock
"08 J. Biady—Skirts
709 J. A. Tatro—Converting petroleum into a safe
burning oil

710 J. H. Johuson—Wheel tyres, hoops, and such
like articles

711 J. Jeavous—Armour plates
712 T. W. Walker—Enamelling stone
713 J. J. Lundy—DeeoloriBation and purification of

foul waters
"14 W. R. Lake—Extinguishing fire

715 S. Cnatwood and J. Sturgeon—Direct power
hammers

716 M. Henry-TanuiDg
717 J. Wallace—Distilling

Dated March llth, 1870.

718 J. A. Hopkinson and J. Hopkinton, jun.

—

Steam engine indicators
719 F. Brusch—Automatic apparatus for dampers of
furnaces

720 G. Paley—Putting twi?t in sliver, &c
721 J. Wright—Watering gardens
722 J. Moysey and C. Thome—Improvements iu
hackllngmachinery

72:1 G., E.,aud A. A. Atkin—Reducing hones to

small particles
724 J. H. Johnson—Combing flax

725 H. A. Bonneville—Improvements iu machines
for setting types

726 C. Jackeon—Vulcanisers
727 J. SiddunsandD. B. Meest—Improvements in

728 P. C. Thamaeu—Leather
729 M, Henry—Improvements in the construction
of piers

730 L. Silberberg—Cigars
731 J. Couuell—Improved apparatus for the manu-

facture of sugar

Dated March 12th, 1870.

732 W. Pennington — Plaiting linen and other
fabrics

733 A. Kay—Tramways
734 J. Brown—Carding engines for carding hemp,

flax, &c.
735 J. Dunnachie—Stoves
736 J. Poltou—Application of machinery for treat-
ing grain

737 G. Ty^»ck-WindlasseB
738 VV. Nicholson aad D. Hopkins—Clog for rough-
ing Worses

739 A DuBled, P. Chenaillier, and J. Aufpret—
Cartridge holder

Dated March 14th, 1870.

710 J. Morris—Jacquard apparatus

741 W. Pave-Furnaces
742 G. Townsend—Lawu edge clippers
743 J. Glover-Regulating the flow of^ air into
suruaces

741 W. R Lake— Indicating deficiency of water in
boilers

745 S. D. McKellen—Watches
746 J. J., J. J. I'., ami W. A. StevsnB—Working
railway signals

747 W. Arkell—Raisin? heavy bodies
748 T. Routledge—Paper

Dated March 15tb, 1870.
'

749 W. Husband—Hammers
780 J. Felber- Paper
751 R. Winstnnley and W. Barker—Excavating

coal
752 W. R. Pape—Firearms
753 H. Manton aud J H. Mole—Swivels
754 G. Brown— Velocipedes
755 W. H. Samuel—Friction lights
756 R. S. Prowse—Haod trucks
757 F. Pattison—Manufacture of blackening for
foundry purposes

758 J. C. MeLagna—Sewing machines
759 J. S Atkin, I. Deely, and F. Newbery—Fur-

naces
760 C Stockbridge—Saddles for horses
761 J. C. R ineden—Looms
762 J . H . Johnson—Regulating the speed of motive
power engines

763 P. C. N. de Ferrari—Hats
764 D. and J. Dugdale—Sizing machines ""

765 G. Jaite—Ttlegraphicat apparatus, termed
Jaite

766 G . H. Brockbauk—Pianaforte actions
767 P. W. Spencer—Limekilns
768 J. Beckett and R. Levers—Buckles!
769 W. F. Newt -n—Maltkilns
770 W. E. Newton—Gnu carriages
771 R Lakin, W. H. Rhodes, J. Wain, and jW.
Greasley—Mules for spinning

Dated March I6tb, 1870.

772 R. Tonsrue—L'>oms
773 W. C. Mitchell—Books
774 W. Moagan—Preservation of lifefrom fire

*

775 G. Holdsworih—Drawings
776 W. aud W. Raiutorth—Dressing and separating:
gran

777 P. Murray—Moving hesvy bodies
773 H. W. Hammond—Firearms
779 J. C. Mewbura— Raising fluids

780 J. T. Walker—Horseshose
781 W. R. Lake—Formiug tienchea
782 J. Holmxu—Waggons
783 J Watkius—Dies
784 J. H Johnaou—Construction of roads
7r.3 F. Virtue—Registering the pressure in bydruulic

presses
786 J. Moulton— Elastic rolls for wringing clothes
787 D. Spill—Xyloidiue
783 G. Buck—Sewing machines

Dated March 17th, 1870.

769 T.Williams—Sewing machines
790 J. Pinchbeck—Boilers
791 G.deLavigue—Retaining caloric
792 W. E. Gedge—Damping woven fabrics
793 F. A. Barrow—Distilling
7^4 J. Walker—Bottles

795 E. R. Southby- Distilling
796 M.T- Hughes—Presses
797 A. M. Clark—Stereotype moulds
798 J- and W. N Davis— Ploughs
799 C, H.Rost— Washable papers
800 T. J. Smith—Holding postage stamps

Datbd March 18tb, 1870.

801 S. Perkins—Boilers
802 C. Jauicot—Producing photographic pictures on

fabrics
803 R. Gitdwood—Cutting stone
804 W West—Generating steam
805 C Young—Sawing wocd
806 J. H. Johnson—Crimping machines
807 G. White— Propellers
808 H.iB. Newton—Limekilus
809 J M. Napier—Pouriug metals
810 W. Fi.irbairn—Steam boilers

811J1W. Woofe—Guiding ploughs, aad^regulating
their depth or working

812 W. Friai—Fire escapes
813 W. Austin— Boxes
814 W. Guest—Ropes

Datbd March 19th, 1870.

815 A. M. Strathern—Cutting minerals
816 T. Keely— Looped labrice

817 S. Nonis—\V. od paving
818 J. Hockey—Ventilating lights

819 G. *W. Fox—Rendering cod liver and other oils

more palatable
620 W. A. Lytile—Wheels
821 W. R. Lake—Sewing boots

822 B. Wade—Railway brakes
S*3 J. S. and B. Stocks and S. Hutchinson—Shaving

hides
824 G. Weedon— Cleaning knives
825 G. Kent—Combined carving fork and knife

cleaner
826 C. J- H. Warden—Fastening carriage doors

827 R. F. Fuirlie—Wheels

Dated Maiich 21st, 1870.
*

828 J. Stirling—Railway brakes
829 J. Ferris—Lubricating slide valves

830 G. Barker and J. McFariane—Copying letters

831 P. M. Walker—Shoeing hoisee

832 J. Millar—Obtaining motive power
833 S. Brooke—Doffers of carding engines
834 A. V.Newton—Barrels

835 J. AscouKh—Candles
836 G. Skey—Gas purifiers

837 W. R. Lake—Wheels
838 A. BarUw—Weaving
839 W. R. Lake-Micrometic steelyard
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REVOLVING FURNACE TOR CHEMICAL WORKS.

Ry Mr. R. Calveet Clapham and Mr. He^et C. AixnrsEN,

of Newcastle.*

{Illustrated by Plate 360).

The conversion of Sulphate of Soda into Crude or Rail Soda is the third

-s conducted in alkali works; and its importance will be understood

from the statement that in the Tyne district alone, 455,000 tons and

£500,000 represent the total annual quantity and value of the sulphate of

soda, chalk, aid coal, operated upon in reverberatory and revolving ball

furnaces. The revolving furnace was introduced in 1853 by Messrs. George

Elliott and William Russell, with the object of effecting by machinery

that which from 1794 had been accomplished by Laud labour; but owing

t ) '.!ie numerous practical difficulties encountered, the economy aud other

atages expected were not realised, and no extensive application of the

revolving furnace would yet have taken place, had it not been for the per-

nce of Messrs. Stevenson and Williamson, of the Jarrow Chemical

Works, who made improvements on the original plan, and erected five ot

the fifteen revolving furnaces that are now working in England.

In this description of furnace the charge of material to be acted upon is

placed iu a revolving cylinder A, shown in the general longitudinal

section, Fig. 1, Plate 360, and to a larger scale in the longitudinal

and transverse sections, Figs. 2, 3, and 4. This cylinder is constructed

of 5-16ths in. boiler-plate lined with firebricks, and is mounted so as to

allow the heat from the firing furnace R at one end of the cylinder to pass

conveniently through it and over the liquid contained in the evaporating

pan C at the other end, Fig. 1. In exterior measurement the cylinder is

15ft. Gin. long and 9ft. diameter; and its interior measurement is 13ft.

3in. length, 7ft. Gin. diameter in the centre, and Gft. Gin. diameter at

cither end. In the brick lining are fixed two rows of fireclay blocks D D
Figs. 3 and 4, termed " breakers," which stand llin. above the lining in

"litre and 9in. at the ends; by these breakors the contents of tho

cylinder are thoroughly mixed and successively exposed to the fire. Be-

tween the firing furnace 13 and the cylinder A a loose collar E is adjusted

Figs. 1 and 2, which consists of a wrought-iron hoop lined with firebricks;

and between the cylinder and the evaporating pan C at the other end a

space F is left, termed the '' smoke-chamber," fo that the greater portion

of the particles carried forward by the strong draught may be deposited

tin iv, instead of in the liquid to be cvoporate.l. In tho downcast at the

extremity of the pan C a main horizontal damper O is secured by a chain,

at no more than the requisite draught can be obtained ; and further

control over tho draught is given by a vertical damper II placed between

I

an and the downcast, and counterbalanced by a weight suspended

near the engine.

The mechanical apparatus for rotating the revolving cylinder, as shown
in Figs. 2 to 1, Elate 3G0, rests on a bed-p'ate 2Jin. thick, which is

cast in fire pieces fastened together by six wrought-iron hoops shrunk on
the whole being fecured to the stone foundation ly twelve ljiu.

The vertical direct-acting engine K, Fig. I. with reversing link motion,

has an inverted cylinder Sin. diameter and L2in, rking at 6 horse

power with 301bs. pressure. The cylinder A of tho furnneo makes one
revolution per minute when in the quick mutiou, and one revolution pet

* Paicr read before the Iimtilutiou of Mechanical Engineers.

five minutes when in the slow motion. The quick motion is obtained

direct from the crank through the upper line of shafting L L, upon the end

of which is a worm I working into a large wormwheel J J fixed rcuud tho

pan end of the revolving cylinder by means of feet and screw bolts. In

some cases this wormwheel has been cast in segments; but on account of

their inaccuracy and the difficulty experienced in getting the pitch of the

teeth correct at the joints, a single casting is deemed preferable. The slow-

motion is obtained by disengaging the friction cone M on the upper shaft

L, and putting into gear the lower shaft X, so that tie .-pur-wheel and

pinion at either end of the lower shaft N work into the pinion and spur-

wheel on the upper shaft L.

The revolving cylinder A is carried upon two pairs of cast-iron flanged

bearing wheels P P, Figs. 2 aud 3, with -l^in. axles supported on diagonal

carriages. The bearing surfaces of the cylinder are two cast-iron rings

Q Q riveted round its circumference, and each strengthened by two

wrtught-iron hoops liin. square. Each ring is faced with a wrought-iron

tyre, secured by countersunk bolts, and in some instances the tyres have

been shrunk on in one piece, after boring them out and turning the rings;

but the expansion from the pressure aud heat sooner or later cause the

tyres to roll out and become loose, and consequently to snap the bolts.

For this reason it is found advisable to fix the wrought-iron tyie in seg-

ments, with diagonal face joints, and to have the countersunk bolts passal

through oblong holes in the cast-iron ring, by which means expansion is

allowed for and the breaking of the holts prevented.

The charge for tho rovolving furnace at the Tyne Chemical Works

consists of

Sulphate of Soda 22 cuts.

Chalk 25 „

Coal 12 „

The sulphate of soda falls through a \\n. screen, ns delivered into tho

depot, and thus an adequate quantity of lino material is Beoured for the

cylinder without expense; the chalk is charged into the Cylinder in mode-

rate sized blocks, whilst the opal is divided, 3 cwts. being mixed with the

sulphate and 9 cwts. with the chalk. On the day-shift, during which tho

evaporating pan is drawn, five charges are worked, and 1 11 tho nigbt-shift

six, the full work being six days at 12 tuns 2 cwts. of sulphate of soda

per 24 hours, making 72 tons 12 cwts. per week. 'lhe method of pro-

ceeding is as follows:— in the first place the 25 cwts. ol cbalk ami i» Qwts.

of coal are charged, and the cylinder is made to revolve with the flow

motion. Alter tho expiration ol 1 br. 10 mins. the •'liming" or conver-

sion of the chalk into limo is generally effected, and it - c impletion i- always

indicated by a bluish flame rour.d tho charging door; the 22 cwts. of

sulphate and 3 cwts. of coal are then added, and the vertical damper II,

Fig. 1, is lowered for ton minutes, so as to give tho small) t p

amount of draught. In about twenty minutes after the da

raised again, the Auxin ol tb< nlphate becomes appaxon

of a bright yellow flame round the charging door, and the mot! in "I the

cylinder in then changed at • nee from slow to quick. A small door It In

the areh over the pan C, Fig. L, enables the workman to '.-.hen

the decomposition of the materials is sufl. I, ol \\
.

'.

r.

judges by their dear oolonrand incrensing con ind also bj

light yellow jets of Ihuno thai IB porttODI : lie flnxsd mats

adhering to the I
I
the cylinder. This stngo is UMi | d in

half an hour, and the contents of the Bjlln ll ; .110 then run out, the
|

13
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time expended on the whole operation amounting on the average to 2 hrs.

10 mins.

In comparing the working of the revolving furnace with that of the

ordinary hand furnaces, it must be borne in mind that any such comparison

is affected by a variety of local circumstances ; and the results given in the

present paper have principally been deduced from observations made and

abstracts taken at the Tyne Chemical Works, where there are twenty-five

hand furnaces and two of the revolving furnaces, and all the materials

charged are elevated by means of a waggon and lift.

The cost of construction of a revolving furnace may be estimated at

about £1,500, exclusive of the charging machinery, and the building con-

taining the furnace would cost about £500 per furnace, making the total

cost of the furnace about £2,000. A hand furnace costs about £325, and

its containing building about £175, making £500 total. The expenditure

involved in crushing and elevating the materials maybe considered equal

in the two cases; but the revolving furnace requires steam for its engine

and liquor pu mp, and a proportionately stronger draught, thus necessitating

a greater outlay on the boiler, flue, and chimney. When in thorough

order a revolving furnace can ball 72 tons 12 cwts. of sulphate of soda per

week of six days, and a hand furnace 21 tons 12 cwts. ; but taking into

account stoppages for repairs, the foimer does not exceed 66 tons per week,

whilst the latter accomplishes 21 tons.

The consumption of ceal, including firing, heating up, chalk-drying,

and raising steam, is less in the revolving furnace than in the hand furnace

and with some qualities of ccal the difference has been found to be 1'5

cwts. per ton of sulphate balled, the consumption being 10'7 cwts. per

ton of sulphate iu the revolving furnace against 122 cwts. in the rever-

bcratory furnace. The reverberatory furnace requires dry and ground

chalk, and half of the chalk used in it is dried in kilns, and is then ground

in a mill with the remaining half wheeled direct from the depot; but the

revolving furnace can be charged with damp and rough chalk, and the

whole of the chalk supplied to it is used without drying or grinding. An
advan'age is thus afforded to the revolving furnace of 6d. per ton on the

sulphate balled, which however has thus far been seriously reduced by the

difference in cost of repairs, the account for repairs frcm September 1867

to June 1869 showing Is. 3d. per ton of sulphate in the revolving furnace

against lOd. in the hand furnace. The rate paid for charging the furnaces

is identical ; but in working them there is a distinct saving in wages with

the revolving furnace of Is. per ton of sulphate, the present cost of work-

ing being 2s. 6 J. per ton of sulphate in the hand furnaces and Is. 6d. in

the revolving furnace, inclusive of heating up.

The chemical results are slightly in favour of the revolving furnace, so

far as the quantity and strength of the alkali produced are concerned,

especially where causticity is required; but in the works where chalk is

used instead of limestone, the carbonate of lime carried over by the draught
into the evaporating pan is found to render the salt drawn out not so well

adapted to the manufacture of crystals of soda as that taken from the hand-
furnace drainer.

Although in the majority of alkali works where the revolving furnace
has been a'opted, the opinion obtains that in addition to general superiority

over the reverberatory furnace it also presents an evident advantage
during wages disputes, yet there are sufficient grounds for stating that
obstacles still exist which must be modified, if not removed, before the old
furnace can be entirely superseded by the new one. Improvements in

the latter are clearly required for reducing the consumption of coal and the
cost ( f repairs, and for increasing the quantity of sulphate balled and im-
proving the quality of carbonate produced; and in referring in the present
paper to the difficulties hitherto experienced, it is hoped that by the atten-
tion directed to them they may more speedily be overcome.

A concession for the laying of a cable from Constantinople to Odessa
has been granted to a company, which is represented at Constantinople bvM. Coumban, director of the Observatory.

PATENT CASE.

The Ejectok Condense".

The action of Neilson and others v. Barclay, in which important ques-

tions as to the protection of patents are involved, came on for hearing in

the First Division of the Court of Session, Glasgow, on M arch 23rd, before the

Lord Justice General and a jury. The pursuers were Walter Montgomerie
Neilson, engineer in Glasgow; James Wood, residing at Troon; anil

Alexander Morton, engineer, Glasgow; and the defender, Andrew Barclay,

founder and engineer, Kilmarnock.

From the statement of facts for the cornplainers, it appeared that the
pursuer, Alexander Morton, obtained letters patent under the Great Seal,

dated 18th July, 1867, and sealed 14th January, 1868, for the invention of
"Improvements in the lateral action or induction of fluids, and in the ap-

paratus or mechanism employed therefor." By these letters patent, he
obtained for the period of fourteen years the exclusive right anel privilege

of making, using, exercising, and vending that invention within the United
Kingdom, anel the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man. In pursuance of
the proviso contained in these letters patent, the complainer duly tileel in.

the Great Seal Patent Office a specification particulaily describing and as-

certaining the nature of the invention, and in what manner the same was-

to be performed. This specification sets forth that the invention ' consists

mainly in the construction and arrangement of apparatus by which certain

currents of either elastic or liquid fluids or of gases may communicate en

simultaneous motion to such other fluids or gases, by their lateral aclion or
induction through a tube or tubes, in area iu a certain ratio to the diminish-
ing pressure of the escaping or acting fluids; and the objects and advan-
tages to be gained by my invention are its application to; steam engines-

and injectors, whereby such steam engines anel injectors are made more
perfect anel economical in their working than has heretofore been the case."'

The different applications of the invention in reference to the injection and
ejection of fluids and gases, and the arrangements for the same are then set

forth, and the specification concludes by stating the various respects in

which the complainer considered his invention novel and original. These
were in substance as follows :— 1st, The construction and arrangement of
apparatus for the induction and exhaustion of flivids generally, as described
in the specification. 2nd, The application and use of a jet or jets of steam
for the purpose of producing a vacuum or a partial vacuum in ihe cylinders

of high-pressure engines. 3rd, The application and use of a jet or jets of
steam to impel water through fluid lateral-action apparatus, for the pur-
pose of producing a vacuum or a partial vacuum. 4th, The application anel

use of two or more separate anel distinct passages for admitting exhaust,
steam into a fluid lateral action apparatus, for the purpose of producing a
vacuum or a partial vacuum. 5th, The application anel use of apparatus or
injectors for feeding liquids into vessels under pressure, so constructed that
the steam or other actuating fluid does not enter or return into the liquid

conduit or chamber, but steadily maintains an induced current or parti;*!

vacuum therein. 6th, The application and use of a steam-cased induction
or fluid lateral-action tube for injectors generally. 7th, The application

and use of injectors so constructed that the excess or deficiency of liquid

actuates a piston or other regulator of the liquid inlet. 8th, The applica-

tion and use of injectors so constructed that the excess or deficiency of the
water in the overflow chamber regulates the quantity of steam necessary for

the proper induction of the water. 9th, The application and use of injec-

tors, so constructed that their actuating steam is shut off and put on bv a
Yalve or other regulator, actuated by a feed in the vessels to be supplied
with liquid. By assignation, dated 20th November, 1868, Morton irade
over all right, title, and interest he had in the letters patent, and also the
letters patent themselves. The cornplainers now aver that the respondent
has on various occasions since 14th January, 1868, infringed, and is at pre-
sent infringing, these letters patent, by making, vending, or using improve-
ments in the lateral action or induction of fluids, and in the apparatus or
mechanism employed therefor. In particular it is alleged the respondent,
in contravention of the letters patent, has fitted up, or is fitting up, three
engines, situated respectively at Addiewell Oil Works, near West Caleler,

at Fauldhouse Pit, anel at the respondent's work", Caledonia Foundry, Kil-
marnock, condensing apparatus in all essential respects identical with the
apparatus describeel in the specification (now generally known as ejector

condensers) as applicable to and for the purpose of producing a vacuum in

the exhaust pipes of low pressure or condensing steam engines.

The respondent, in his answers, maintains that the alleged invention, as
described in the specification, does not consist of improvements in the late-

ral aclion or induction of fluids, and in the apparatus or mechanism em-
ployed therefor. The invention, he says, or a mateiial part of it, consists

of improvements in steam engines and injectors, and of the special applica-
tion of the improvements and apparatus of mechanism specified in the title

of the letters patent to steam engines, for the purpose of attaining the par-
ticular result describeel in the specification. He maintains, further, that
Alex. Morton is not the first and true inventor of the alleged invention;
that the invention was not first publisheel in Great Britain by him; and
that the alleged invention was published and publicly known and used in
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Great Britain prior to the date of the letters patent referred to. Inven-

tions or contrivances similar to or substantially the same with the alleged

invention were described and disclosed (1) in letters patent granted to

Henry Jacques Giffard, mechanician, of Paris, in 185S ; (2) letters patent

granted to the respondent,, Andrew Barclay, and the complainer, Alex.

Morton, dated 7th November, 1863, and sealed 3rd May, 1864; (3) in the

letters patent granted to the respondent, dated 6th May, 1864, and sealed

20th October, 1864 ; and (4) in a provisional specification left by the re-

spondent on 6th March, 1864, at theofEce of the Commissioners of Patents,

with his petition for a patent for improvements in condensing steam en-

gines. Tne alleged invention was, besides, publicly used in Great. Britain

prior to the date of the letters patent. An apparatus or condenser con-

structed in the manner described in the specification, was, in January, 1867,

erected and thereafter continued in operation in the respondent's Caledonia
Foundry at Kilmarnock. This apparatus was constructed from designs

conceived and prepared by the respondent. The complainer, Ales
Morton, was at that time in the service of the respondent, and after the

construction of the apparatus lie was employed by the respondent to observe

and take notes of its action. The descriptions in the specifications libelled

on, the respondent maintains, are not such as to enable workmen of ordi-

i say skill to make apparatus or mechanism capable of being beneficially

used, or to use and practise the invention so as to produce the effect set

forth in the letters patent. The complainer, Alexander Morton, in big

specifications docs not sufficiently distinguish between what was old and
what was new; and he further claims as new inventions and contrivances

which were o'd and well known at the date of the patent.

Tne case w-s opened on March 23rd, for the complainers, by the Solicitor

General.

Alexander Morton, one of the complainers, was then called as a witness,

I moned that he had served his apprenticeship in Dundee. In 1S60 he
t ) Kilmarnock, and entered the employment of defender a3 chief

draughtsman. He afterwards assisted generally in the work. In 18 2 or

1863 he communicated an invention to Mr. Barclay. It wa3 an apparatus

to lift water, by the direct action of steam from one reservoir to another.

That had nothing to do with a condensing apparatus. Shortly afterwards,

Mr. Barclay proposed to take out a patent for it, and a patent was taken
accordingly. It was taken out in 1863 in their joint names. That ap-

paratus was successful as a means of raising water. The apparatus could

not be used as a blow-through condenser. He was afterwards engaged io

tv\ing to discover an improved means for raising water and putting it into

steam boilers. He made a model, applied it to the shop boiler, and suc-

ceeded. He gave a draft of the rude specification he had prepared to .Mi

.

Barclay, with the view of obtaining a patent. A patent was got for it.

Witness had expected that it would be obtained, like the previous one, in

their joint names, but he found that Mr. Barclay had got it in his own
name. Sharp?, Stewart, and Co., of Manchester, complained of the appa-
ratus as an infringement of their patent, and the use of it was stopped in

Mr. Barclay's work. That apparatus had nothing to do with the produc-

tion of a vacuum, and could not be used as a condenser. Witness left re-

spondent's employment in June, 1867. He took the present patent in

July of tli : same year. He had a long time previously been engaged making
experiment?. He made these experiments in his own time, and put Mr.
Barclay to no expense in regard to them. He hid not completed the
invention when he left Mr. Barclay's, but he completed it soon afterwards.

Mr. Barclay did not communicate tie ideas to him on which he worked.
Mr. Barclay did not aid him in his discoveries, hut rather the reverse. Wit-
ness then proceeded to give a minute description of his inventions, and also

cf the apparatus which he complained of as an infringement of his p
Professor Mocquorn Rankine, gave evidence showing tbe different forms,

models, &c., between Mr. Morton's and previous patents. He also deponed
to having visited Addicwell in July last, and seen a condensing engine iii

te of erection, the principal action of the condensor, in certain e ential

point*, being the same as Mr. Morton's patent. He bad found similar

engines at the defender's foundry at Kilmarnock. One of these was more
complex than the one at Addiew.ll, and more correctly proportioned, and
in that respect was nearer Mort n's patent than the one at Addiewell. He

fed be wan the first to propose that Mr. Morton's patent should
get ti e a ime of " ejector-condenser."

Robert Douglas, engineer, Donuikier Foundry, Kirkcaldy, deponed that

be bad bi d with practical engineering tor thirty years. .Mr.

Morton was in his employment seventeen years ago as a journeyman engi-

neer and mechanical draughtsman. The specification libelled on of Mr.
Morton was gufl Cribed to enable an engineer of average ability

to get theappanitns produced in his works. He did not think that Giffard's
til 1S58 w.-H an anticipation of tbe patent of Mr. Morton. The

object of the Morton patent was to produce a vacuum in the cylinder, and
Giffard's COnld not produce a vacuum because, it had an opening to the
external air. It was a patent for an injector, and had not means described l I

< jecting produol 'lensation. Stewart and Robertson's patent for

improving Giffard's apparatus contained no more indications of Mr. M .r-

ton's patent. It differed from it by its having an opening to the air, and
also in the narrowness of the throat by which the fluid was expe'led from
the injector. He had looked at the provisional specification of tbe patent
of 1854 of tbe defender Barclay. It did not anticipate Morton ; and it di 1

not depend on the lateral induction of fluid-, as Mr. Morton's did. Mor-
ton and Barclay's patent of 1833 did not contain anything ti describe or
anticipate Morton's patent. He first heard of the words " eject ir-con-

deuser" in c allocation after Morton's patent. It was a now word among
mechanical engineers as far as he knew. He had examined an ejector_

condenser at the defender's foundry. Tr.ere was no doubt it acted oi tb
principle of lateral induction of fluids. He had examined tbe engin s a.

Addiewell and Fauklhouse, and found them on the same principles as Mr
Morton's patent.

Cross-examined by Mr. Watson : I have not directed si much attention

to injectors as to enable me to say whether there is any difference between
those of Morton and Giffard, exeept that certain parts are fixed in Mor-
t >n's and moveable in Giffard's. I would no' take upon me to say whether
Giffard's nozzle, with its slides, could be put into the siine ;> sition as

Morton's fixed one. There is lateral action of fluids in both Giffard's ami
Morton's. I have seen a perfect vacuum formed by Morton's but not by
Giffard's.

Win. Inglis, mechanical engineer, Bolton, gave evidence with reference

to the distinctions between the several patents in question. The principle

of Morton's proceeded upon giving the same direction to tbe current

steam and tbe current of water, and a certain number ofopenings lor each.

In Morton and Barclay's patent of 1S63 he did not sec anything in the

arrangement which he would call a condenser. In Mr. Barclay's patent of

1864 the condensers were not ejecting.

Robert Angus, manager at Lugar Ironworks, fur Missis. Wm. Biird,

deponed that he had put on two of Mr. Morton's patent "ejector-conden-

sers " to two engines at Lugar and one at Dairy.

John Howie, manager at Messrs. Merry and Cunningham's Ironworks,

Dairy, deponed to three of Morton's c mdensers being fitted on to engines

in the possession of firms at Dairy and Kilbirnie, and in Ireland,

Alexander Strathearn, partner of the firm of Strathearn and Murray,
Coatbridge, deponed to having ma le condsnscrs on Morton's patent. One
of them was in the North British Ironworks, Coatbridge, and working
well.

John Frame, manager of Messrs. Walker's Engineering Works, Glasgow,

gave evidence as to making Morton's ejector-condensers.

Win. Brown, a draughtsman, formerly in the employment of the ii -fin-

der, and now with the complainer, Neilson ; and James Goldie, foreman of

Vulcan Works, Kilmarnock, were also examined for, pursue! .

The Solicitor-General having addressed the jury for tbe pursuer, Mr.

Watson followed for the defender.

The Lord President then summed up, directing the jury t > bring in a

Separate answer to the questions whether the defender had infringed the

patent at Addiewell, at Fauldbouse, and at the defend v's works i:i Kilmar-

nock. The allegation of the pursuer was that at these places the defender

used his invention; but, of cour-o, before the jury could answer that

question, they must thoroughly understand what the invention was. His

Lordship having read the letters patent and specification of the invention,

proceeded to say that within the words of tie fairly comprehended

not the use merely of the very particular apparatus which was specified,

but of any other apparatus that was a mere modification •

imitation of it. It seemed to his Lordship that the
:

cored by

Morton was for an apparatus. The patenl did nol c inpr hend every

mode of producing, or every apparatus producing, the indue; laus-

tion of fluids; nor did it include every mode of produi every

apparatus for producing, a vacuum by means of the application or use of

tie- latert.1 action or induction of fluids; nor did it include e\ n every

mode of producing, or every apparatus lor
|

1 »«

pressure engines by means of the lateral action or Induction of fluids.

In short, the inveutiou consisted of the use of the op

described in the specification for the different purpo

and nothing more; and if any one invented a new apparatus for
|

similar results, although it might be by the application I f I

iw of induction of fluids he

infringing this intent. He then proceeded 1 ilnguirewl pporatns

made by the d. fender, and complained of by tie-
|

the

description and specification ol Moitc I por-

tions of evidence, and stated thai the witnesses for the defender seemed

much bettor ncquaintid with the engines at Addiewell and f nihil,

alleged to be infrlngments of Morton's patent, than the wi

re. These witi

Addiewell and Fauldb very different from M-t'- i
.and

corresponded very much with tbi general di ugh

B .; the pursuer* also alleged that there «:n an Inf

patenl In a imaM tx\ me in the fittim; shop of tho

!. r, and in regard to that p int be gave the following —If
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the jury wore satisfied on the evidence that the apparatus used in connec-

tion with the small experimental engine in defender's fitting-shop in

Kilmarnock was so used by the defender only in private, and for the pur-

poses of private study and experiment, that was not an infringement of

the patentee's exclusive privilege within the meaning of the pursuers' issue,

even though the apparatus so used were substantially the same as the

apparatus described in the patent specification. Adverting to the counter-

issues, his Lordship stated that if the jury found that the apparatus objected

to was made by the defender before Morton's patent was secured, and that

its experimental use was known to Morton, and if it was the same thing

as Morton's patent, Morton's patent would be bad; but, on the other hand,

if that were not the same thing as Morton's patent, then the question

remained, was it the same apparatus now in use in the defender's fitting-

shop ? It was for the jury to weigh the evidence as to whether the injector

claimed by Morton in his patent specification was new or not. If it was

new, it was right that Morton should have the benefit of it; but if it was

not new, then the whole patent would be lost; for if a man claimed any-

thing that was not new within his specification, he lost the whole, until

he went back and disclaimed that part that was not new, and kept the rest

of bis patent.

The jury retired about ten minutes to six, and, after an absence of an

hour, returned the following verdict:—"The jury find that, under the

issue for the pursuers, the letters patent have not been infringed at Addie-

well Oil Works, at Fauldhouse pit, or foundry engine at Kilmarnock ; but

that the patent has been infringed at the large engine in the fitting-shop

of the defender's works, Kilmarnock. The jury find that the improvement
in the Giffard injector is a new invention, as is claimed by the pursuer,

Mr. Morton, in his specification; and they find for the pursuer under the

three alternative issues for the defender."

Counsel for the Pursuer —The Solicitor-General Mr. Moncrieff, and
Mr. Mackintosh. Agents—Messrs. Hamilton, Beatson, and Kinnear.
W.S.

Counsel for the Respondent—Mr. Watson and Mr. Balfour. Agents

—

Messrs. Macnaughton and Finlay, W.S.

THE FUTURE PROSPECTS OF THE CIVIL ENGINEERING
PROFESSION, AT HOME AND ABROAD.

ByG J. Ceosbie Dawson, Assoc. Inst. C.E., Vice-President of the Civil

and Mechanical Engineers' Society, &c. *

To begin at home,—onr future prospec! s in old England, I regret to say,

are not so bright as they might be. There is at present a great stagnation

in all branches of civil engineering.

It is quite depressing to walk down Great George -street, Duke-street, &c,
of a November evening, and see all the windows dark, and offices shut,

where but a few years ago, there was, even sometimes till midnight, a per-

fect galaxy of light,—in fact there is less work in hand now than there

has been for the last 40 years, and yet there are very many more civil en-

gineers in the country now than there ever were before, with prospects of

continued increase ; almost all our eminent engineers constantly receiving

fresh pupils.

There are as many as 1,632 members and associates of the Institution of

Civil Engineers, being double the number there were 13 years ago, and the

supply is greater thnn the demand. The profession would be terribly over-

stocked, even if works were being vigorously constructed all over the king-

dom, as they were before the panic 3 or 4 years ago.

Many colossal fortunes having been made during the past 40 years, the
ambitious youth, now-a-days, with a mechanical turn of mind and a taste

for mathematics, thinks he can see a fortune glittering in the distance, if

he is but allowed to set foot in an engineers' office. But his castles built

in the air are quickly dissolved, and the would be " chip of the old block "

not unfrequently (I know several instances) after serving his 3 years of

pupilage, forfeits that time and his premium, and has reluctantly to seek

for other and more lucrative employment.
As 'Punch's advice to young people about to marry, so would my advice be

to young men about to enter the engineering profession,—" Don't !
"

However as some of the members of the Civiland Mechanical Engineers'
Society are either now serving their pupilage or have but recently finished

it, and have no intention of " cutting" the profession, but come what may,
whether for better or for worse, intend to go to work in real earnest, and
persevere in the up-hill struggle, hoping for better times, I must not
damp their ardcur, but try and take as bright a view of the future as I
dare— and as Lord Lytton says in one of his novels :

" But I held the doc-
trine which youth deems a truth and age a paradox, namely, that in science
the young men are the practical elders, inasmuch as they are schooled in

* Bead before the Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society, 22rd March-, 1870.

the latest experiences science has gathered up, while their seniors are

cramped up by the dogmas they were schooled to believe when the world

was some decades the younger."

The engineer of to-day has undoubtedly a much lighter task to perform
than had the engineer of old. He has not to make his own experiments
and formula?, &c. or to grope almost entirely in the dark, and live a life

of constant anxiety for the success of his undertaking, whatever it might
be; for he inherits the legacy left him, has their formulae at his finger ends,

and knows all about the properties of iron, strength of materials, Ac,
from their experiments. He can remove all obstacles that may have led to

failure in any of their undertakings, and copy and improve on all that they

were successful in.

Let us now inquire into the cause of the present great stagnation in all

engineering enterprises. The fact is, we have been going ahead too quickly;

more capital has been expended in this country on railways, roads, canal?,

and all other engineering works, than in any other country in the whole
world, except the United States of America, where engineers are also, at

the present time, at a discount.

We have in the United Kingdom, with a limited area of 122,519 square

miles, and a population of 30,621,431, 14,247 [miles of railway nosv being

worked, on which has been expended no less a sum than £500,000,000,
exactly two-thirds of the National Debt, which amounts to £750,000,000.
The whole of France, with an area of 210,460 square miles, and a popu-

lation of 38,192,064, has only 10,302 miles of railway, and no other nation

,

except the United States, has more than half that number of miles.

Classification of Peivate Bills dbposited in the House of Commons.

Session, 1870.

Railway Bills 94

Tramway 24

Water and Gas 56

Harbour, Dock, and Port 11

Town Improvements, Market, &c 20

Road aud Bridge 8

Miscellaneous 27

Total 240

Session, 1869.

Railway Bills 84

Tramway 5

Water and Gas 52

Harbour, Dock, and Port 12

Town Improvements, Market, &c 23

Road and Bridge 5

Miscellaneous 31

Total 212

Session, 1868.

Railway Bills 104

Tramway 5

Water and Gas 48

Harbour, Dock, and Port 14

Town Improvements, Market, &c 17

Road and Bridge 3

Miscellaneous 37

Total 228

Session, 1867.

Railway Bills 152

Water and Gas 69

Harbour, Dock, and Port 14

Town Improvements, Market, &c 28

Road and Bridge 10

Miscellaneous 44

Total 317

Session, 1866.

Railway Bills 409

Water and Gas 79

Harbour, Dock, and Port 26

Town Improvements, Market, &c 22

Road aud Bridge 26

Miscellaneous 71

Total 63a
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RlA^S DEPOSITED AT THE PeIVATE BlLl OeFICE.

JTo Lists were pulIisJied prior to 1846.

Session. Hailways. Miscellaneous
Schemes.

Total Number of
places deposited.

184G 718 103 821

1817 300 68 368

1848 70 36 106

1849 29 25 54

1850 19 43 62

1851 57 47 104

1852 75 60 155

1853 159 90 249

1854 135 98 233

1855 98 65 103

1856 82 40 122

1857 113 58 170

185S 83 45 128

1859 117 49 190

1860 1G9 C3 232

1861 249 57 300

1863 178 49 227

I8C3 209 77 280

1864 294 95 389

1866 357 104 461

1SC0 334 11G 450

18W 90 84 180

1SC8 52 72 121

1869 GO 70 130

1870 57 62 139

We have therefore, hitherto, had far more enterprise in this respect than

our neighbours, but unfortunately many of our railways have been con-

structed far too hastily, and competing lines have been made running
parallel with each other, and sometimes from small towns of little impor-
tance to other towns of less. Indeed we have only to refer to Bradebaw's
Railway Map, to see what a perfect network of lines we have. The con-

sequence is that many of these lines do not yield to shareholders as large

returns as the funds, and some, alas, pay no dividend at all, and but few
as yet, except the trunk lines, have really been successful speculations.

Of all tho railways in the United Kingdom, the shares of only 10 of them
are above par, and the £100 stock of 14 of them, arc below £50, 12 of

them pay under 4 per cent, dividend, and 9 pay no dividend at all, and it

may be years before they recover themselves.

Is it therefore to be wondered at, that the public bold back, for the pre-

sent at least, from investing in new undertakings?
'Hi" Timea the other day remarked that, " the By tern of driving rail-

way enterprise forward at ihe cost of railway proprietors has ended, :is it

was always mre to end, in the destruction of such enterprise altogether.

No force can he put upon shareholders now-a-days. They have 1
1 a

thrust, as Sir Edward Watkin explained, to the very edge oi their resources,

and are not merely reluctant, hut almost unable, to fulfil even their exist-

ing obligations. At the same time, all other investors have been alarmed
and discouraged, so that, with abundance of capital unemployed, there is

no longer any flow of money to public works. To say the least, it was a

vain attempt to push forward railway enterprise when it could only bi

prosecuted at a loss. Before long, perhaps, we shall boo the pro

Changed, under new conditions, to one of gain, and then the work will be
'1."

At first sight it would appear that the spirit of enterprise was again
beginning to revive, for tb n there are 210 private bills in i'

nent, out of wl railway bills, showing for the since

the panic an increase. Lasl Sessi a there were 212 bills in Parliament, oat
of wl e railway bill'.

In Session 1868, the lotal number of hills deposited were 228, out of
railway hills.

In 8ession 1867 I number of bills deposited were 317.

which 152 were railway bills.

In Session 1S66, the total number of bills deposited being G33, out of
which 400 were railway bills.

For the first time, therefore, as I before observed, since the fatal yenr of
panic, the number of deposited bills show an increase. Rut if we analyse
this year's list of bills, we shall find that notwithstanding there are 2S
more bills deposited this year than la-t, we shall find that out of the 94
bills deposited, IS are fir the ab mdonment, not the construction of con-
templated works, and out of the remainder 39 are t' r extension of time in

completing works in hand, so that we have only 37 left on the list, a large

proportion of which refer only to Metropolitan schemes, so that after all,

in reality there is hut very little improvement this Session, though there is

that little.

One project however, there is which I must not overlook, as it will be
one of the giandest engineering wrrks in the country, if carried out; I

allude to the lay Bridge scheme, Xoith British Railway, of which Mr.
Bouch is the engineer. The bridge will be nearly 2 miles in length and
will consist of 70 openings ; i openings of 60ft. span, 15 of 120ft. span, IS
of 200ft. span, antl 33 of 120ft. span. The biidgc in the centre will be

100ft. above high water.

The general cry of shareholders, I fear now is, "close the capital ac-

count,"—perhaps the best thing for them, though not fur the engineers.

H wever, with capital accounts closed, there will be a certain amount of

work for us.

Each company must of necessity, have its " staff of engineers," to keep
in repair, out of revenue, the bridges, tunnels, viaducts, stations, lines, &c.

It will also be necessary from time to time as the traffic grows, and grow
it must, to enlarge and rebuild stations, to widen from two to three or even
four lines of rails, involving the widening of all the bridges, &c., of open-

ing new stations between old ones now far apart, as the land gets tuilt

upon.

Our population increases most rapidly : in 1851 in England and Wales
alone it was 17,927,009, and at the last CJnsus in 1861 it was 211,061,725,

showing an increase of 2,134,110, and an increase of 10,905,554 since the

beginning of the century, the census return in 1801 being only 9,150,171.

1 he decennial rates of increase per cent, since 1S01 average 14 ; therefore

next year when the census is again taken we may expect the population to

be nearly 23,000,000.

This continued steady increase in the population of our tight little island,

must of necessity keep calling for increased locomotion.

New sea side bathing places will doubtless spring up as Rhyl, Llandudno,
&c. Towns of little importance now will prebahly shortly be larger and
moic flourishing. Immense factories, small towns of themselves, are con-

stantly springing up all over the country, and mines, owing to tho con-

tinual improvements in machinery, keep yielding np continual increase of

wealth. Mew branch lines must be constructed, whether out of revenue or

fresh capital, where they are really wanted, and where the shan holders,

as well as the directors and engineers, feel confident of a good return for

their investment.

With good management, the revenue of our existing railways must in-

crease yearly as the population increases, without the working expel

being greatly increased. Trains are rarely ever rune ti an half tilled at the

present time, and with a return of confidence, at no very distant period, I

venture to predict, that capitalists will he again forthcoming to t rm ni w
companies, and to supply the sinews of war for fr< Bh railways, 1 ranches, and
extensions, though of course with regard to the pas', in a limited seal'.

The growing necessities of the country will require more railway acco-

modation, and railways can be constructed much cheaper now than for-

merly. On an average a single line of railway, im lading 1 in 1 and s'.a
i

&c., can be made through an ordinary country, with due care, f>'r about

85,000 per mile j while the average figures for the existing trunk I

made in a most massive manner, with a view t> cany an imn
high speeds, stand at £33,000 per mile, the cost being a ly swollen how-
ever by the exorbitant prices charged for the land, and b Land
parliamentary expenses. Economical construct i n, blended with economi-

cal management must insure success in a financial point of view, il

I radii 1 "ing-

Mr. T. E Harri eminent engineer-in-cha Korth London
Railway, remarked at the Institution i f Civil l^_

during paper on "lighl railways" i. Mr. C. D,
l'"i: t ii.it the quest! n thai I o h >*\ to

moke cheap railways in England; and he though! there were '"" points

whi< h h re i B eutially i u I Iw.iy I. Ill till

leudi

ol juries or by arbitral

led i:i ful ure y< si • tl

ni honours!

d. ihe lato Lord Curb
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Thirsk to Malton. He was a large landowner himself, and bad sufficient

influence in the district to induce the whole of the landowners over twenty-

two miles of line, with only a few exceptions, to agree before the Act was
obtained, because unless that was done there could be no confidence in mere
general statements ; to sell their land for £60 an acre, including severance

and tenants' damages. His lordship himself took a large interest in the

construction of the line, and he and the other landowners found one-half

of the capital. Under
1

those circumstances the whole cost of the line of

twenty-two miles, including stations, was under £100,000, and it now paid

about 4 per cent. The other point to be considered in connection with the

cost of railways was the requirement which the Board of Trade insisted on

—that, with very few exceptions, public roads should not be crossed on a

level. He was satisfied the persistence of the Board of Trade in that re-

quirement was, in many instances, quite unnecessary. In some cases a

portion of country was traversed where not more than two or three carts,

and very rarely indeed a carriage passed in the day, and it involved a hard
contest to get a levtl crossing sanctioned under any circumstances. In the

case of a main line of railwa\', and an important road, he always advocated
a bridge in preference to a level crossing ; but be did not think the Board
of Trade exercised a just discrimination in their general prohibition of level

crossings ; the nature of the line, and the objects to be obtained by it, should
be more carefully considered. So long as it was the rule to have no level

crossings, cheap lines of railway could never be made in this country. He
had been accustomed for many years past to study the statistics of the
traffic of railways. In a purely agricultural district, without either manu-
factures or mineral productions, the calculation of what the cost of the line

ought to be, to make the traffic pay, was of a very simple kind. He was
satisfied that the results of actual traffic to be pruduced from any line of
that -nature were not more than from £7 to £10 per mile per week ; and
he took that traffic return as the basis of what the cost of the line ought to

be, which, to pay 5 per cent, and with 50 per cent, for working expenses,

ought not to exceed £3,600 and £5,200 per mile, respectively. Generally
speaking, in this country a mistake was made at the commencement. In-
stead of estimating what the country was likely to produce, and then say-

ing, unless the line could be constructed for a certain price it would not
pay 5 per cent. ; lines were laid out without regard to the question whether
the traffic was likely to pay or not. He was satisfied, if promoters would
take a more commercial view of the matter, and if the lines were con-
structed only at such a cost as to afford reasonable prospects of the traffic

giving a fair return upon the capital, there would be found even at this

time, abundance of people ready to invest their money; but when a line

was made at a cost commensurate with a traffic of £20 per mile per week,
whilst the actual traffic only produced £10, then, he thought, people would
he acting an insane part to put their money into it."

I will now turn to light railways and tramways, and I believe we are on
the threshold of quite a new era of engineering in this respect. There,
are rich mineral districts in all parts of the country not yet fully deve-
loped; fresh iron fields and collieries to be opened out. There are also
many small towns and villages in England, some miles from a railway
station, where ordinary branch lines to connect them with the main lines
would not pay, on account of the small amount of traffic to be carried ;

and where, having made the branch, the working of it would be carried on
at a loss,—the wear and tear of engines, rolling stock, brakes, rails, &c,
being the same whether trains are full or empty.
Our Past President, Mr. Haughton, has told us, after analysing the

Board of Trade returns, that the non-paying load of an average passenger
train of an engine and tender, 7 carriages, and 2 breaks, is 116 tons, while
the paying load of it would be seven tons, putting the number of passen-
gers at 73, and including their luggage, &c.
The proportions of the paying weights of trains run in 1867 were,

viz. :
—

Passenger Teains—
Paying weight, 4-89 per cent, of the total weight of the train.

Goods Trains—
Paying weight, 30'34 per cent, of the total weight of the train.
Or, as Mr. Haughton goes on to say, " it takes 19 tons of train equip-

ment to carry one ton of passengers, 2J tons of the same to carry one ton
cf goods, and in gross, five tons of equipment to carry one ton of paying
load."

But, although ordinary branch railways to connect many small towns
and districts to one of the trunk lines of railway, would not pay; cheaply
constructed surface lines with Mr. Fairlie's engines and light rolling stock,
such as have been made at Festining, at Mont Cenis, or in Queensland,'
India, Norway, &c, would yield good returns on the capital invested.

The_ railway from Grundset to Hammar in Norway cost only £3,000 per
mile, including land, rolling stock, and stations. It is 24 miles long,
passing 'through an easy undulating country; has ruling gradients of 1m 70, with curves of If? chains radius. The gauge is 3ft. 6in. The
ordinary speed required by the traffic, including stoppages, is 15 miles per

hour. This line, although running through thinly populated districts,

already more than pays its expenses, and this system is therefore being
rapidly extended in Norway. If light railways can be made in this country
for the same amount of money, or even £4,000 or £5,000 per mile, includ-

ing everything, no doubt there would very soon he a rapid extension of the

railway system ; and should the 3ft. 6in. gauge be adopted, or a smaller

one, as on the Festir.iog Railway, there would then be no fear

of any of the heavy engines or rolling stock of an ordinary railway

being used on these light railways ; the permanent way rails of which
would weigh about 401bs. per lineal yard, against 801bs. on an ordi-

nary railway. The engines in working order would weigh 14 tons, against

about 50 tons on an ordinary railway ; and the bridges, &c , would be pro-

portionately lighter.

The proposed " Cobham and Esher Railway" in Parliament this Session

is to be a 3ft. gauge, and is to be worked by a Fairlie engine. The estimated

cost of construction, including land is £13,000. The length of the railway-

is five miles, so that would be at the rate of only £2,600 per mi!e.

I will here give a copy of Mr. Robert Piercy's (the engineer's) estimate,

as I think it will prove of great interest, being the lowest price per mile

of railway on record.

Cobham Railwat.

Estimate of Expense.

Length of Line

Miles F. Chains,

. 4 7 9'50

Whether single or double,

Single.

Earthworks :

—

Cuttings—Rock

Soft soil

Roads

Total

Embankments, including roads, 6,500 cubic yards, at 9d

Bridges, public roads None

Accommodation bridges and works

Viaducts None
Culverts and drains

Metallings of roads and level crossings, 660 superfi. yds., at Is.

Level crossings, including gatekeepers' boxes, signals, &c,
Number 5, at £250

Permanent way, including fencing :

—

Miles F. Ch.

4 7 9-50 at

Stations

Cost per Mile,

£. s. d.

1,128

Contingencies.

Land and Buildings

Contingencies

A. e. p.

16

1,147 7 9

243 15

350

150 O

33

1,250

5,640

378

9,192 2 9

919 4 3

10,111 1 O

2,400

488 13 O

Total 13,000

In accordance with the foregoing details I estimate the expense of the under-
taking under the Cobham Railway Bill at thirteen thousand pounds.

' Dated this 30th day of December, 1869. Robt. Piebcy, Engineer.

There are many out-lying small towns, villages and districts, spread
over the country, now far removed from any railway station, where even
very cheaply constructed surface light railways, to connect them with the
railway system of the country, would not pay ; but were tramways laid
along the side of turnpike and public roads, with steam omnibuses as pro-
posed by Mr. Fairlie, Mr. Page, or, Mr. Thompson, of Edinburgh, to ply
on them, or with horse-power, they wrould prove successful. Many turnpike
roads, especially in populous districts and near towns, have houses built

on each side, more or less continuous, sometimes for miles together; and
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of course any railway in the neighbourhood would be carried across fields,

out of the road, and however near together the stations might he, the

population could rot possibly be accommodated so well as by omnibuses

running on tramways, la'd on the side of the turnpike road, which would
take up passengers wherever required along the line of route.

Our turnpike roads, made by Telford, M'Adam, and other skilful engi-

neers, which throughout the country are excellent, and on which vast sums
of money have been expended by the last generation, would now again

be thoroughly util sed, as they were in the old coaching days, forty years

ago.

I venture to prophesy that before many years have gone by, we shall

have tramway?, for horse-power at any i\ite, had along the greater part of

our turnpike roads ; and they undoubtedly will prove remunerative. In
England alone there are 22,000 miles of turnpike road, saying nothing of

highways and parish roads. The weight of the passengers, &c, carried

will be as great as the vehicle, instead of the vehicle weighing many times

as much as the load. Tramways will also be of the greatest convenience

to a very large portion of our population, and prove extensive feeders to our

railway*.

Mr. Page proposes tnat the tramway companies shall, in consideration

ofbeing allowed to use one side of the road for their tramway, undertake
to keep the road in repair, and that after their profit shall exceed 4 per
cent., a sufficient per centage to pay off the debt of the road trustees

should be set aside ; thus the present liabilities would be cleared, and the

road trustees relieved from further expense.

He estimates the ccst cf a single line of tramway in England at £1,S00
per mile.

The Board of Trade's Bill to facilitate the construction of tramways,
and to regulate their working, which was issued this month, provides that

the certificates authorising the construction of tramways may be obtained

by the local authority with the consent of the ratepayers in such district;

or by any person, person", corporation, or company, with the consent of the

local authority of Mich district.

The consent cf the ratepayers to the making of a tramway shall he

testified by a resolut :on passed by a majority of ratepayers assembled at a

meeting. The bill also provides that every tramway shall be laid and
maintained in such manner that the uppermost surface of the rail shall he

on a level with the surface of the road, and shall not be opened for public

traffic uiitil the same has been inspected and certified to be fit for such

traffic. The bill contains altogether 53 clause?.

^ir Joseph Wliitworth, Bart., in the course of a speech made at the
annual dinner of the Association of Foremen Engineers last month, said,

that in his npinir n, horse tramways were not suited to the present times,

and mechanical engineers had a right to enter their protest, considering the

many obstructions there have been for many years past, to the employmi
of road locomotives.

Mr. B. W. Thomson's read steamer, of which a long description was
given in the Timet, of February the 28th, seems to be the most practicable

machine yet invented, and from all accounts appears to be a decided si

working noiselessly np a gradient of 1 in 8 and equally well on the

est as the smoothest roads.

There are, however many objections ti theus3 of road locomotives, and
undoubtedly at prc-ent horse power would have to be employed in towns
and their neighbourhood, and I think also it will be found to be in re

practicable and cheaper on the country road?. The omnibuses could be
atflpn ily at. any moment, to take up passengers living along the
line of route, easier with horses.

It would alto be ea ier to start the omnibuses again with horses, their

would "bite" against the rough roads, whereas the fly wheels of a

locomotive, must bave a considerable weight on them to make them lake
the rail-, • ow»ver powerful the engine, they would revolve round
without progressing. Then again if horse power be usod, the rails of the

tramways may be male much lighter and consequently cheaper. Then
nould do away with any non-paying weight, and

t i the weight ; have two, three, or four

If locomotives were used, we should
reiigl lien ninny of the existing bridges, carrying the reads over
•id', railways, <v.<\, which would not be necessary with hone

powor, while by n*ing horse power we should escape a very great opposition,

and bones won nfficient for all requirements. sA hor&e can draw
' eight times OS much along n smooth train rail, as on an ordinary

ros I
; and one horse co ild drew about 4 tons along a level tramway at the

nte of 8 mih s an hour.

A furore for tramways s< dly beginning to buret forth.

r tramway schemes deposited, while this

24 bills. The shore capital of these schemes it over
10, md the borrowed money more Jban £800,000. 1

pr p ie altogether about 450 miles of tramway to be laid In England, 68
i : 'and. and 1 I miloS ill Inland.

: g ths proposed sel I, nrc abont 145 miles of tram-

way in London, 162 miles in Manchester, G2 miles in Liverpool, 52 miles
in Birmingham, and 26 miles in Leeds.

Lord Redeselale seems uneasy about this sudden influx of tramway
schemes. He rose the other night in the House of Lords, to call the atten-

tion of the house and of the Government to the various bills lodged in

Parliament this Session, fir the construction of street tramways. He said
" that most people now admitted, that if at the first introduction of rail-

ways, there had been some Goverumeut inquiry into the whole subject,

and some definite understanding arrived at, respecting ths manner in

which the lines were to be laiel down, a great public advantage would have
been secured, and much expenditure, and many useless contests would have
been avoided. It was because at the present moment a new system of

street tramways was on the point of being introduced that he felt it to

be his duty to call the attention of the House and of the Government to

it." The noble lord wished a comprehensive inquiry to be instituted. lie

also thought there ought to he some suspension of these schemes until

further experience respecting them had been acquired; at the same lime

he should certainly propose that all the Parliamentary expenses incurred by

the prrjeclros should he secured to them, and that all the plain and
estimates should he available for the next Session, and he ended a

long speech by earnestly hoping "That the Government would direct t

attention to the question."

The Metropolitan Board of Works is also hostile t>' tramways, and in-

tends to oppose all new tramway bills, until the working ot those scheme's

already sanetioneel last Session, have been tested.

But I think all opposition will end in smoke. We have hsd tramways
successfully worked in Liverpool and Birkenhead for many years, and there

is no reason why those now being laiel in London along the Kenuington,
Brixton, Clapham, and Camherwell-road?, &,c, for which powers were
obtained last Session, should not he equally successful, and I think I may
safely say that we shall see tramways made all over l.ond in, and even all

over England, by a set of competing companies, and that perhaps

Government in the next generation, will try and buy up these tramways
at a fancy price, as they lave just done the telegraphs, and would like to do
the railway-.

Let us new consider some of the other branches of engineering.

There are many towns inadequately supplied with water, even at the

present time, and but imperfectly drained; and if oonsidcred necessary

now to remedy these defects, how much more so will it he in a few years

time; and those towns now propeily supplied villi water and drained,

&c, in the course of a few years will lequire more provision in this res

as our population is so rapidly increasing.

Then as our population increases our commerce must increase, and we
shall want more docks, more harbours, more piers, &c. Then we must
remember that time tells its ta'e, and chaugc and decay are always at

work. What to-day is a na\igahle rivi r may, in a lew years' time he s he 1

up, and would soon become onnavigable, unless carefully surveyed and
sounded, to see where the sandbanks were accumulating, what parts should

be dredged, where liver walls should be built to divert certain currents into

certain channels, and thus keep up navigation entrances to docks, &c.

Even the physical features of the country slowly change; the sea en-

croaches on some parts of the toast, and recedes from otl:or parts, render-

ing breakwaters, &c, necessary.

in reviewing the future prospects of the profession at home, we must

not forget the permanent engineering appoints eats in this country. Every

largo town requin s its borough engineer and surveyor, every s laport town
its dock and harbour engineer, every railway company its staff of district

engineers, all canals, waterworb companies, and gaswork companies n

bave their engineers, and the various mining companies, &c, require our

aid als >.

1 will now briefly communicate ray ideas respecting the pr *p cts of tho

profession abroad; for although gigantic engineering strides l

made in most countries during tie' past lew year-, there is Still much mora

to bo done. Fifty years ago there were not any ra luay- in the v,

and now there are ab u1 100,000 miles of tbero, m si of which have been

by English engineers, and few without some Engl sh oapitnl. There

ore, however, many countries with very little railwaj accommodul on, and

very inefficiently supplied with internal i imunioation ol all kinds, and

rountries with no railways at all; and, Indeed, with the ezcop io

the United States of Worth America, no nation h like tin num-
ber of miles of railways, canals, at d roads thai we bave in Engl tnd, and, If

weexcepl Prenee,no n even half the number we have.

1 think, without, doubt, thai thegreatesl field I r ngworka

abroad will be found in our various colonies, for although • > - 1

-

trnoted moat of the foreign railways, they will not

have- the chances they have hitherto »1 it exclusive!) enj ytd, n- civil

engineering is becoming a mnofa more general ond i

In mosl countries than fbi merry, and many a luntries can boast of almi

clever and scientific men as we can,

Great Britain and her colonies form a very large pi iporti a of the whole
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globe. We "call such a vast domain our own, that the sun never sets on

our might;" and in all our colonies there is much to be clone.

India, with an area of about 1,465,322 square miles, and a population of

about 181,000,000, has as yet under 5,000 miles of railway, which would

be at the rate of about 1 mile for every 36,200 people, while in the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland there is 1 mile of railway for every

2,140 peopile. There are, however, sever.il new lines of railway now in the

course of construction, and for very many years to come there will be abun-

dance of work for engineers in constructing railways, canals, roads, bridges,

harbours, docks, &c, and in drainage and irrigation.

Many of the railways, roads, and other engineering works have been made

by the Government, and hitherto they have given a rather unfair prefer-

ence to the Royal Engineers by placing them in the more desirable posi-

tions, and by remunerating them at a higher rate. This having naturally

caused very great dissatisfaction among the Civil Engineers is now to be

investigated, and before long, I hope that the two services will be put

upon the same footing.

1 will here quote a few lines from Mr. John Bourne's letter on this sub-

ject tithe Duke of Argyll:

—

"The anomalous position and smouldering discontent of the Civil Engi-

neers employed in the department of Public Works in India have for some

time past been attracting the attention and sympathy of engineers in other

parts of the world. Though belonging to an educated, honourable, and

influential profession, these gentlemen have been treated very much as if

they were the pariahs of the Indian service. Not only have military

officers, without special training or engineering experience, been rated as

their equals in efficiency in the conduct of public works, but in every es-

sential point—in pay, position, pension, promotion, and leave of absence,

these military tyros have been set far above the profes?ional Civil Engi-

neer—a partiality imputable, no doubt, to the circumstance that the depart-

ment of Public Works, though dealing mainly with civil constructions, is

administered by military men; and to the further circumstance that in

India there is no independent public opinion to act as a check upon nepo-

tism and injustice. These inequalities, moreover, though in their own
nature sufficiently invidious and grievous, are rendered more mortifying

by being exhibited before a population keenly observant of the significance

of etiquette and other marks of social appreciation ; and the impression has

consequently arisen that Civil Engineers belong to a different ' caste' from

the other officers in the Government service, and properly constitute a

lower stratum of society. It is not to be expected that any class of men of

conscious talent and integrity, and occupying a social position at home
quite equal to that of the other officers of the Indian service, should con-

tinue to acquiesce in arrangements which they find calculated, if not de-

signed, to effect their social degradation. Nor can it be for the advantage

of the Government that this sensibility should be blunted or be soured into

disaffection."

There are, of course, objections to living for any length of time in India

on account of the climate, &c. ; but by taking the necessary care and
precautions, Englishmen may and do live there even a whole lifetime in

perfect health, and the high rate of remuneration makes it the most tempt-

ing of our possessions for the engineer to seek his fortune in.

In Australia, with an area of 2,690,810 square miles, there are only about
700 miles of railway, and the number of colonists alone, exclusive of abori-

ginal population, is now above 2,000,000. There is undoubtedly a great
field for the engineer there, with this advantage, that the climate is much
the same as in England,

In New Zealand there are, as yet, very few engineering works of any
kind ; but the country is very thinly populated, and, with the exception of

road making, there will at present, I should say, belittle else to do.

The area of the three islands is 122,582 square miles and the population
only 100,000, half of which are Europeans and half natives ; but as the
population increases, the requirements of the country will, of course,

increase.

In Canada a great deal has already been done, but there is still much
more required. Unfortunately, the principal railways made there have as
yet yielded but poor returns, which probably may, for a time, prevent
capitalists from risking more money there.

As regards other nations, the greatest possible field for engineers in the
whole world would be China, if we could only persuade them to let us get
"the thin end of the wedge in," and make a railway there. The area of
the whole Chinese Empire, comprehending not only China Proper, but
also Manchooria, Mongolia, Turkistan, and Thibet, is about 5,300,000
square miles. That part of China called the Great Plain, occupying the
north-east part of the country, and extending south as far as the Yang-tse-
kiang, is the most densely populated of any part of the world of the same
size. In an area of 210,000 square miles there is a population of nearly
200,000,000, or 952 people per square mile.

Belgium, the next most thickly populated country, has 440 people per
square mile, and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire'and, 250
people per square mile.

If railways were to be made over that part of China in the same propor-
tion as in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, that is, 1
mile of railway for every 2,140 people, there would have to be constructed
no less than 93,458 miles of railway. Some of the old Chinese wooden
bridges, carrying the roads over the numerous rivers in the municipality of
Shanghai, are now being replaced by ornamental ironwork bridges, manu-
factured in England.

The Empire of Japan, including all the islands, has a total area of

170,000 square miles, and a conjectured population of about 40,000,000. It

is now determined to introduce railways into the empire, and a line from
Jeddo to Osaka, a distance of 300 miles, is about to be constructed by English
engineers. The Japanese are adopting many European inventions, and
having once allowed the experiment of a railway to be tried, there is little

doubt but that, if it proves a success, railways will be constructed all over
the empire.

Iu Russia, much is now being done by English engineers and contractors.

The area of the whole empire, including Poland, Finland, the Caucasu?,
Siberia, and the North American possessions, &c, is about 8,580,000 square
miles, and the total population about 64,000,000. The number of miles of
railway already opened for traffic is about 3,826, and about 3,211 more
miles of railway are now in course of construction there, viz., Sergniewsk
to Yaroslaw, on the Moscow and Yaroslaw Bailvvay, 200 versts; Schonia to
Turianowno, 82 versts; Moscow to Smolensk, 257 versts; Rybinsk to

Ossetchensk, 278 versts; Roslawl to Orel, on the Orel and Witebsk ljine,

250 versts; Yelotz to Orel, 177 versts; Griaz to Berissoglebsk, 197 versts;

Rostow to Tambow, 65 versts; Saratow to Tambow, 340 versts; Koursk
to Sea of Azoff, 755 versts; Koursk to Kiew, 438 versts; Kiew to Balta,

622 versts; Krementchong jto Kharkow, 247 versts; Balta to Kremen-
tchong, 150 verits; Tiraspol to Kischiners, 65 versts; Riga to Nitau, 40
versts; Finland Line, 330 versts; Poti to Tiflis, 288 versts. Besides these

there are many other lines in project which will shortly be commenced,
being very greatly needed.

A Russian verst equals about 1,167 yards, or nearly two-thirds of an
English mile. But when all these railways in course of construction are

completed, there will then only be at the rate of 1 mile of railway for every
9,000 persons.

In the Austrian Empire railways are now being rapidly constructed.

The (otal length of miles opened in 1867 was 1.815 miles; in 1868 it was
2,920 miles, and in 1869, 3,415 miles.

The population of the whole Empire, including Hungary, Tyrol, Styria,

Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia, Ulyria, Galicia, Croatia, Transylvania,
Servia, Dalmatia, &c, is about 40,000,000, and the area 255,000 square
miles. In Hungary the roads are abominably bad, and the railways now
being made will be of the greatest service.

In Prussia there is still much more to be done. The length of miles of

railways already completed is 4,278. The area of Prussia is 139,675
square miles, and the population 23,970,941.

The whole kingdom of Italy, including Naples and Sicily, Sardinia, &c,
with an area of 96,578 square miles and a population of about 35,503,535,
has only 3,040 miles of railway as yet constructed.

A system of railways is now about to be commenced in Turkey, and
will consist of a main line from Constantinople to the Save, and of two
cross lines, the one traversing the centre of Roumelia, and connecting the
Black Sea with the Archipelago; the other, opening to all the agricultural

wealth of Hungary, and to the richest districts of European Turkey, a
direct communication with the Sea of Salonica.

In Spain there will be more work to do, when she again gets settled.

In Norway, Sweden, Denmark, &c, there is much to be done.

In France, Belgium, Holland, Bavaria, Saxony, the United States of

America, &c, however, in future there will be very little, if anything, for

us to do. A glance at the table of statistics I have compiled will show at

once, that as regards railways, they are almost as abundantly supplied as we
are.

Before concluding this paper I will make a few remarks on the probabili-

ties of new discoveries and inventions.

If we refer to the Charter of Incorporation of the Institution of Civil

Engineers we shall find that " Civil engineering is the art of directing the

great sources of power in nature for the use and convenience of man, as

the means of production and of traffic in states both for external and in-

ternal trade, as Applied in the construction of roads, bridges, aqueducts,

canals, river navigation, and docks, for internal intercourse and exchange,

and in the construction of ports, harbours, moles, breakwaters, and light-

houses, and in the art of navigation by artificial power for the purposes

of commerce, and in the construction and adaptation of machinery, and
in the drainage of cities and towns."
The question is, have we as yet completely and effectually " directed the

great sources of power in nature " to their utmost " for the use and con-

venience of man ?
"

In the beginning of the century the world scoffed at the idea of steam
ever superseding horse-power, and little dreamt that within a few years
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time there would be 100,000 miles of railway laid over the face of the

globe, on which trains of carriages, filled with passengers, would be run at

the rate of 30, 50, and eveu 60 miles an hour.

If in the beginning of the century any one had said that in the course

of a few years we should be able to make electricity subservient to us, and
should be able, by means of the electric fluid, to send a message from one

end of the world to the other, and receive a reply immediately, he would
have been looked upon as a lunatic.

No one in the beginning of the century, looking up at the dim dingy
street oil lamp would have thought it possible for such a dangerous ele-

ment as ga3 to be safely substituted for it.

If all these great changes have taken place during the last 50 years, is

it not quite consistent to expect still greater changes and discoveries to be
made during the next 60 years.

As a humble member of the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain, I do
not quite despair of the possibility of successful aerial navigation, and if

after this admission you put me down as touched and " flighty " in my
"upper storey," you must also put me in the same category their Graces
the Dukes of Argyll and Sutherland, Lord Richard Grosvenor, Lord Duf-
ferin and Clandeboye, and some of our most scientific men, who are also

members of that society.

Statistics—1868-69.

United Kingdom of
Great Britain

Belgium

France

Prussia

Italy

Spain

Austrian Empire

United States of North
America

India

Russian Empire

Australia

Japan

The Great Plain of

China

122,519

11,373

210,100

139,675

96,578

198,061

255.000

3,591,849

1,465,322

8,582,741

2,690,810

170,000

210,000
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30,621,431 219 14,247

5,000,000 439 1,910

38,192,061 181 10,302

23,970,941 171 5,603

25,503,535 264 3,040

15,673,481 79 3,331

40,000,000 156 4,000

38,442,995 10 12,572

181,000,005 124 5,000

64.000,000 7 3,820

C69

40,000,000 235 nil.

200,000,000 951 nil.

ox.

S=5

2,119

2,617

3,707

4,278

8,390

4,705

10,000

903

36,200

16,727

« 2

as

116-29

167-91

48-95

40-11

31-17

16-81

1568

11-85

3-41

044

0-25

o-oo

0-00

The society lias held meetings for the last four years, at which I can
assure you some very clever papers have been read and ingenious and
practical models exhibited, and we have had an exhibition of working
aerial machines at the Crystal Palace, so we mean business if possible.

\\'i; must not forget that the Channel has been crossed in ball .oris, and
that aerial voyages have been successfully made at night as well as day, both
with and against the wind,

Mr. lioncb Mason, in his work on the "Theory and Practice of Aeros-
tation," says that to the aerial Voyager " the Atlantic is DO more than a

simple canal; three days might suffice to effect its
| e. The very

cirCO DOt beyond the .'cope of his ex]

in fifteen days and fifteen nighl rted by the trade winds, he does
not'' i in hia progress the great circle of the earth
itself. Who can now fix a limit to bis career ?

"

This is, however, rather "high flown " language, as no really IhoT
perfect aerial machine has yet been made, although to my knowledgi
" quack " aerial i ransport i have lati ly straggled in vain to obtain
the necessary capital to perfect their machines, and have been des rvedlj
unsuccessful.

I think it. quite possible, however, that wc may live p rfeoi

i machine, though be it be ever so perfect, it will, forobvi
nsed for the transport of . though il may proi

great service In many ways in cases of war, shipwn ok, &c., and for making
scientific xnerlment*.

Hydraulic presses, lifts, &c. j pneumatic tubes, for the conveys

either passengers or parcels ; floating docks ; subways under rivers ; the
wire rope transport system ; hot .tir and gas engines, &c, are inventions
of to-day.

Have we yet utilised electricty, magnetism, galvanism, &c, to their
utmost? Cannot we further "direct the great sources of nature for the
use and convenience of man ?

"

I say undoubtedly we can, and inventions and discoveries are daily being
made, as we see by the long lists published weekly in the Patent journal.
But the world is still as slow to believe in new ideas, inventions, and dis-
coveries, until crowned with success, just as much as 50 years ago.

PATENT LAW.

The Botill Litigation.

(Continued from page 77.)

" Mr. Justice Bylcs -. That is an increase of 40 per cent. Gentlemen it

is sufficient for me to say this, that whether you have channels or no
channel?, there is a blast. If you have channels in the revolving mill-
stone there is a blast. If you have channels, as here, in the fixed mill-

stone, still there is a blast. Now in this ease, as I understand, we have not
to consider the question of a super-added bias', and here I will read you
also a passage from my brother Willes' summing up, in which he says :

'I humbly concur in the judgment of the Master of the Bolls in saying
that this second part of the patent does apply to an exhaust, applied not
only in conjunction with a super-added blast, but in conjunction with any
blast at all, whether super-added or not;' which is extremely important
because if this invention were claimed as a part of the invention where
the super-added blast is added, and only in that ease, then it may be that
this specification would be entirely inapplicable and the increase of the blast
inapplicable too. So that you see the second claim should seem to be,
exhausting the dusty air blown through the grinding surfaces from the stone
cases to the extent of sucking away the plenum through the stones and
that only. They say it you suck more you do a great deal of mischief, if you
suck less you do no good, and the word plenum includes a fulness produced
whether with or without the super-added blast. Therefore, gentlemen, I

tell you as a matter of law that the plenum here means a certain quantity
of air which is there—the excess as it seems to me—I do not say that this

is quite right, but it is as near as I can come—the excess above what would
be there if there were no currents. Everything that is above the density
of the still air is plenum.
"Now I come to the third claim, which also is a claim very important for

your consideration. ' I claim the passing of the dust or stive caused in

the process of grinding through suitable porous fabrics, by which the
flour is filtered from the air as herein described.' Now in order to see how
narrow or how wide this claim is we will go back to the specification again
and see what he says about that. 'The third part of my invention con-
sists in straining the stive or air which is surcharged with fine flour
through suitable parous fabrics which retain the flour and allow the air to

pass through; and this I accomplish by exhausting the air from the mill-
stone case or other closed chamber receiving the meal from the stones by
meansofa fan or other exhausting machinery, and blow the stive so exhausted
into a chamber.' Your will observe we have only just now arrived nt the
chamber. He states many processes before you gel to (he chamber which
makes my brother Willes Bay : 'My impression is that this is a claim for

getting the air into the chamber in the manner there described.' It might
not therefoi i any chamber. Pardon me fur reading it once more
to enable you to apply thi :

—'The third part of my invention
consists in straining the stive or air which is Surcharged with line flour

through suitable porOUS fabrics which retain the (1 Air and allow the air to

pass through; ami this I accomplish by exhausting tic air h m (he mill-

stone case or other closed chamber receiving the mesJ from the Btones'

—

that is the same thing; probably it may be that in one of the paten
think it is Damy's patent and another, where then is a circular chamber,
that may come within bis definition, but thai i; immaterial— ' by means
of :i fan or other exhl ;. . and MOW the St'lVO so < \hni.

chamber having its Bides and top f rmed of one or m. thickm
of suitable porous fabrii lir under pn b, deprived
of the flour, by means of this filtration, I also obtain the same reaul

placing the filtering chamber between the bei receiving
tin- n.eal and dusl from the Stones aid I he i \han -ting machine. 'I i .

or dusty air, is then sucked through (he filtering fabi I
of being

mhI the air- ray clean as before.' With thai, let

in (he third claim. 'And li-tl_\ I claim tin' passing Ol

dusty air in- stive, can-. ,i in the p . tidini . through suitable

brie, by which the flour i< filtered trots the air as herein i

Now, gentlemen, that i-, u i

. my
what those claims mi an.

"Now I come to the part ol ti laudnot for me.

14
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What was done before this patent to anticipate it, and make it bad ? As I

have already said, you will bear in mind that mere experiment or unsuc-

cessful user is not an anticipation ; still less is the impossibily of a man
doing that which he did not do— that is not an anticipation. If he bad a

machine which did do the thing, and ha did not do it, and knew nothing

about it, this being a patent for a process—that is not an anticipation.

" Now, gentlemen, the first witness that was called was Mr. Bovill. I

will direct your attention at some length—although I do not propose to

read the whole of it unless you insist upon it—to Mr. Bovill's evi-

dence. The other witnesses I shall go through much more shortly.

I will read the evidence of the first and second witnesses

for the plaintiff and defendant, which will give you a general

view of the case ; and with respect to the contradictions, I shall make
a remark or two, but shall refer you back to the observations you have

heard at the bar ; for you have heard both sides, which in all disputable

matters—which almost all matters are— is the only means of arriving at

tbe truth. Mr. Bovill describes himself as a civil engineer ; he had a large

establishment at Millwall, and he says :
' In 1845, I used to make milling

machinery.' Then he describes the size of the stones, which it may be

some use to remind you of—4ft. 6in. in diameter, and about 9in. thick,

and that they weigh about a ton each. One question which may be

material here, though chiefly with a view to the construction of the patent

is, what sort of wind would be caused by the rotation of the stones. The
stones rotate, as I understand it, 1,400ft. or 1,500ft. in a minute, at the

circumference. The grinding face is cut with furrows. He then describes

some of them as leading into the eye of the stone, which are called master

lines, and others obliquely to them; and then he shows you the mode in

which he cut his furrows in the upper fixed stones. He says, 'formerly

the upper stone rotated, and then it was apt to go from side to cide, and
would not always keep a perfectly horizontal surface.' He says both the

stones were cut in what he calls the ' land,' which as I understand is the

surface of the stones, and that they are so cut that these lines in the stones

cut the grain like a pair of scissors. 'The corn enters at the eye, which
eye of the upper stone, whether fixed or running, is about lOin. in w7idth,

either by a feed-tube or by the hopper' which is called a damsel, I suppose

because it waits upon the creature beneath. 'The corn is drawn in b.y the

indraught.' Observe what a draught there is by the natural state of

things—' the corn is drawn in by the indraught, and the centrifugal

action of the stones. The way the grain goes in this machine is in con-

tinually increasing spirals till it is thrown out; and it is worked by the

centrifugal action of the stones, and the blowing action of the furrows.

The meal is delivered at the circumference and the furrows of the stones

act like the fans of a blowing machine.' That is important, or would be
if the question to which it relates was a question for you, but it is rather,

as I judge, a question of law. ' The furrows of the stones act like the fans

of a blowing machine ; they blow out the meal ; the air is supplied at the

entrance of the eye; the upper stone is cut; the furrows cross each other

like a pair of scissors ; the stones do not touch each other ; there is between
them the thickness of a piece of bran or very thin paper; they ought not
to wear at all'—but they do wear, and although they wear you cannot get
the meal clean—the meal sticks to the bran he says—and there lies the

profit of the miller according to him. Take care, let bran be bran, and not
flour, which in the case of an extensive business like Mr. Potto Brown's
means a great deal in the course of the year. Mr. Bovill is asked to des-

cribe the inconveniences which preceded his patent. He says first of all

—

there is heat from friction. If heat ended in heat I suppose that would do
no harm, but the heat superinduces the precipitation of moisture, and then
comes moisture. There is already 16 to 20 per cent, of moisture in all

English wheat ; and the air is converted by the action of the stones into a
steamy moisture, and the temperature is about 100°. In another part of
his evidence he added, and even there again he says— ' It produced a
clamminess between the stones, it choked up the fineness of the furrows,
and pasted the stones, so that sometimes it was necessary to take them up.
When once the stones begin to get clammy they must be taken out and
cleaned. Fine flour is impeded in its progress towards the periphery,
and fine flour has its quality deteriorated ' (to use his expression) ' by being
mashed up, and when it comes out it is wet and clammy. The case is

about 4in. from the stone. The flour always came out clammy. It had
to be kept for a week before it was dressed.' There is a good deal of evi-

dence in the course of the case. I being entirely ignorant of these matters
did not know it before—that people do keep their flour for some little

time before it is dressed. On the other band it is said that by this
apparatus you may dress it conveniently, and dress biscuit flour. It des-
cended by a meal spout ; and that you have seen and understand much
better than I do—' the meal falls out at the spout.' Th»n he is asked
what is stive—and says, 'stive is foggy atmosphere; it is air charged with
fine particles of grain.' He tells you the quantity to which I have already
called attention, with a view of showing you what a natural blast there is.

'The quantity of air blown through without any artificial blast, when the
stone is grinding, is about 950 cubic feet an hour in a four foot stone.'

Then he goes on to detail to you what I did not know before, I am sure

which I have no doubt is a very important improvement to whoever gets
rid of the mischief— namely that the mills are unhealthy. He says there

was scarcely a miller of 60 years of age under the old system; and that

people who had been working in mills go to snuff mills, in order that the
less agreeable action of the snuff as compared with dour may tend to re-

move the inconveniences—they are obliged to take refuge, as it were, in

snuff mills. Then he says, ' the flour i3 separated from the offal through
wire cylinders—the meal is put inside and driven out by brushes through
the wire—small particles of bran get there. Sometimes it was necessary

to dry it before exportation. In 1846 I brought out my first patent'

—

to which you will have your attention called shortly— ' I purchased M.
Bougleaux's moiety of the patent for £10,000. I took it out at my own
expense, and I bought his share. There is an artificial blast down the eye
of the upper stone, making it go along the grinding surfaces in the lands.

The particles were made fine enough to be blown out diiectly. That got
over the wet clamminess and pastiness, and improved the quality of the
flour.' Now comes an important answer for your consideration, if Mr.
Bovill is correct— ' The dust and stive instead of being made better was
made worse.' He says that dust and stive was aggravated. Then he goes
again to Prance—I do not know whether he had been there before—but he
goes to France and made many other experiments. He visited D'Arblay's
mill at Corbeille ; he stayed some days, and saw nothing there
which led to the patent. That is an answer no doubt which has an indirect

bearing on another part of the case, because D'Arblay's patent is one of
those which they say is an anticipation.

" Mr. Webster : D'Arblay's mill, my Lord."
"Mr. Justice Byles : You did not say the patent was D'Arblay's mill."
" Mr. Webster : D'Arblay's mill."
" Mr. Justice Byles : Then I say no more.

"He then explains at length the patent of 1849, and says there—"I
drove the bottom stone instead of the top stone—the top stone often failed.

I had to remedy the heat, the friction, the pastiness, the obstruction in the
air. I put pipes into the upper fixed stones—as many pipes as furrows.

I put no pipes in the master lines—some millers use more, some less The
lower stone had no eye.' Exhaustion (as we all know) is an inverted
blast—you suck in the meal with the air. You have a plenum, or may
have a plenum without any super-added blast. That is rather a question

of law than of fact, and I tell you that this is the construction of the
patent. I do not know that I need read any more of his evidence there.

As to his second claim he says—'An air spout conducts to an exhausting
machine which leads to the stive chamber. The sides are of porous
material. The same fan which acts as an exhausting instrument from below
is a pressing instrument from above.' That we know. If there is exces-

sive exhaust, the meal is drawn out which produces more waste than before.

That is, the reason for confining it to tbe plenum. He says—' If it is ex-

cessive there is more waste than before. It now allows us to work with
an open meal spout. It has this further effect, it holds up the meal in

the meal spout, and will not let it come down. There is an exhaustion

—

that is, exhaustion which is a vacuum. Howxever fine the fog maybe,
nothing is let through but atmospheric air.' I presume that is from the

stive chamber. ' It is brushed down once a day. Now there is no paste

in the meal cases, or between the stones or any part. The heat was 20° to
30° less, the meal is drawn out dry and fresh ; it may now be dressed

through French silk, which before it could not, our climate being more un-
favourable than France, and the condition of the wheat more unfavourable

than France for such an operation.' He says, ' I do not say it was the

patent of 1849 that enabled me to do that—I could do that well enough
by the patent of 1846, if it had not other disadvantages. I had never
seen the dressing machine before 1847 or 1848.' As I told you, utility is

not here in question ; but utility may reflect light upon novelty. Then he
said, " I induced the Government to use my patent, and my patent is now
adopted for Government experiments. It was discussed in the House of

Commons and in the House of Lords, and there was a trial in the case of

Bovill v. Keyworth.' Then he described an unfortunate state of health

into which he fell, which was possibly introduced—although I do not know
that that was the reason of it—to explain his inaction during some of the

periods in question. That is a long way off this inquiry. He is then

cross-examined, and he puts in a circular in which he advertises his inven-

tion to tbe world, and states the advantages of it in the mode above des-

cribed. I do not know that I should advance the case by reading again

that, the substance of which I have already told you, but if you wish to

know what Mr. Bovill's notion of the merits of his invention are, which of

course would not be less than the invention deserves, you have nothing to

do but look at this—it may serve to refresh your recollection. He says,

'In No. 1 of these is a super-added blast; and in No. 2 no super-added
blast.' He says he was ill from 1853 to 1862. I am now upon his cross-

examination. In 1864 suits were instituted in bis name—that was during
his illness— ' I claim the royalties for six years gone by,' which no doubt is

a serious claim. Then on the other hand there is a combination to meet
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him. There are or were, for whether they exist still I know not, a com-
bination of 79 members of the trade at Manchester to oppose him. ' There
have been about 100 suits—I have been forced to litigation. I have
endeavoured to consolidate the suits. The whole of the Manchester people

have yielded. My claim would be over £100,000.' Then he is cross-

examined bs to No. 1 and Xo. 2 drawing, and then he conies to the Scotch

patent of 1816. I do not think I need read to you at present any part of

his evidence upon that subject. As to his other claims, the material

part of it is—1 endeavoured to abbreviate it ; but I am afraid there is a

good deal of it we must not leave out. I come to the Scotch patent of

1846, and he says, as I understand him, both with respect to the Scotch
patent of 1816 and the English patent of 1846 (certainly with respect to

the English patent of 1846) it will not work. He is then cross-examined
at great length with respect to Cartier's patent, and other French patents

;

and I will advert to that part of his case when I come to deal with those
patents. At the conclusion of his examination he says, ' When the ex-

haustion of the plenum only is applied, the resistance of the plenum or

muffle to free exit of air is removed, and the stones, having no resistance

to mee'', the blowing action discharges 40 per cent, more air. I never
heard, and I never read of any exhaustion of the plenum and that only.'

I never heard, and I never read of any exhaustion of the plenum and that
only. That means before my patent. ' If the plenum is to be exhausted,
and neither more nor less, there are various ways of doing it. The miller

would effect that by a fan,' &e.
"Then he is re-examined. Having been asked about the stive, and so on,

of course that opens the mouth of Counsel on re-examination, and he say?,

that of these 100 suits, 27 or 28 have come into court. 'As to all the
others, except this which is now under consideration, all the decisions

have been in my favour. In all the others the defendants consented to a

verdict and paid damages. There has been no compromise by me in any
case, and in every case I have had substantial damages ; and there are

14 or 15 cases now pending.' You have therefore his view of the case.

His notion w:is undoubtedly—and in that he is right—that he proposed
to suek out the plenum, and the plenum only ; and that answer is most
material when we come to consider the question of anticipation.

" Now I pass over a great deal of his evidence, because if I were to read
you the whole of this evidence the only consequence would be that we
should be involved in extreme confusion ; and you would be tired in a very
short time. Hut I will refer to it again by-and-bye on other parts of the
case ; briefly, however, it is only with three or four witnesses I mean to

trouble you at this length ; it being of no use whatever. On the contrary,

it would divert your attention from the real merits of the case on one side

or other, where I to do more than I propose to do. However, he calls a

gentleman of thc.name of Miller, who is chief engineer at the steam yard
at Deptford. He says he tested this at Deptford with two other gentle-
men—one is dead, and one is paralysed, and therefore they cannot be here.

'The meal as now used in these establishments is delivered cool. The
grinding is more rapid. You can make the meal at once into biscuits for

the sailors.' He is the chief engineer of the steam yard at Deptford, and
ho is asked—' Did you ever know of any apparatus like this ? ' He said,
' I had never seen it, or anything like if, until 1852. I tested other mills,

but I never heard of or saw any machinery like Mr. Bovill's.' Since then,
Mr. Bovill's machinery has been used in the Government mills. The fact

that it has been introduced into all the Government mills is relied upon, I

[•lie, as evidence to show its utility ; and therefore, as I said before, and
iierwise, reflecting some light upon the novelty.

•' lie then calls Mr. FotliergilJ, a consulting engineer at Manchester, and
If as a juror at the Exhibition of 1851 and 1862, and

therefore I snppo a person who understands these matters, He says in

bo previoo discovered any anticipation—the ventilation, the
lusting, the pli Mini, and the stive room he then speaks of. He says

the plenum may be produe id bj an artificial blast, but it may also bo pro-
duced by the ordii bi .

: inee. It escapes from the meal spout,
and when it is o] en il conn i bark into the mill. The warm air and Btive
went over the meal. The m«l was heated, arid there was heat and damp.
Then b of heating and clamminess
about the mill or thi

I i, "joo cubic feel per hour passed
inding surfaces of the sto , and now there are

1,260 cubic
I e of 40 per i But.' Be then call

Mr. Trevcthic, acticaJ miller, and was 86 years ago in tbe em-
ploye [never hi ard of such im-

i as Mr. Boviu's at.' He is unit i d, and
-ha:i , fen, Hi i- ,,[ ; i e itive, thi

nor Of il

"Now, rtlj and briefly as I dare givi

the « tiff. The plaintiff says that from his evid
be has shown that the first combination is new, that the exhanstin
dusty air rrom of the plenum Is an
high]

|
and that passing ii in the

wnv :
,

• filters ilm »ir

from the meal -that s an outline of the plaintiff's case and but an out-
line.

" Now the defendant calls a gentleman of great scientific eminence, Mr.
Bramwell. Mr. Bramwell for several years managed the works of Mr. Bo-
vill and his partner just prior to 1846, and therefore I suppose was in the
employment of Mr. Bovill at the time when the patent of lSiO was taken
out. Then he is asked whether he has inspected the defendant's mill ; and
a model is produced of what the defendant has done. As to that model,
there was a difficulty made about receiving it. I had a doubt whether it

could be received, because the infringement is not in question here, as it

often is in patent cases ; but the Master of the Rolls is satisfied about that,

and does not ask you upon it. However, I endeavoured to learn from my
brother Willes what was done on a former occasion, knowing that I could
not follow a safer authority. The model is produced before you. After
describing that, he comes to the anticipations which are really the great
things. And first the Scotch patent, which you know differs from this pa-

tent in this—inter alia—it has no plenum ; there is no direction to ex-

haust the plenum. Then he is asked about plenum. He says, ' I do not
think excess is the proper word, and I do not think plenum is the proper
word ; I think it me?u\s fulness, which as I have already said is merely
English for Latin; but still it does explain somehow or other more dis-

tinctly what is meant and what I mean.' He says that, ' that Scotch pa-

tent was perfectly efficacious, it increased the pressure in the case to a very
small extent. There must have been a little excess'— that is still meaning,
by 'an excess,' the plenum, as I suppose. ' It increased stive in the mill."

This is not upon cross-examination, this is upon examination in chief.

' Formerly there was only one spout for the meal and the stive—stire is

caused by action of mill stones in all cases. There was a separate exit of
the stive as early as 1846. It was first uew in the French model. If you
remove the stive room, the whole of the rest is the same.' I presume this

is on comparison with the French Model. ' An open spout, a meal spout,

mill-stones in both ; meal ca-e with hat between the case and the top of the
running stone, the exhaust fan connected by exhaust pipe to the mill-stones

below. The Scotch patent and this arc identical except the stive room.'
Therefore it appears, by Mr. Bramwell's evidence, that in respect of the

stive room, the Scotch patent, as I understand him, does not conflict with
this patent. In the case of a super-added blast, which would take away
the plenum and nothing more, you get an excellent result which caunot
be improved. By way of precaution a little more is usually taken to ensure

that you do not get dust into the meal. With a super-added blast the

meal is aerated. It does not therefore require further aeration by the ac-

tion of the exhaust. All that you require is, to prevent the nuisance of

dust in the meal. Within the exhaust you must have got away something
more, so as to produce a current of air up the mill-stones, and as the meal
falls down the spout it meets the ascending current and therefore is aerated

and dried. The apparatus of the Scotch patent is the same as that in

question.' I have called your attention to the Scotch patent, I will leave

what he says about dirtier, Vallod, and Damy until another part of my
address to you, when I call your attention to those patents. 1 lather think

there is something said by this witness as to what he said before, but I air.

not sore that I can find his answer. Was he examined in Bovill v. K<\-
worth, Mr. Grove ?

"

.Mr. Grove : Yes, my Loid.

(To be continued.)

THE METROPOLITAN DISTRICT RAILWAY.
The portion of the Bletri p ilitan District Railway which runs under the

Thames ESm.bankment is now being rapi lly
| ashed forward to completion)

and it is expected that th- line from West minster I i Blackfriars-bridge

will be opened for traffic before the end of this month. The new section

will preseni some peculiarities of construction, required by itc relatii

the roadway of the Thames Kiuliankineiit and to the Temple ; and in (he

immediate neighbourhood of'BlAckfriars the works have Ln don
under conditions of considerable oomplioati in and difficulty. Wi
bridge Station, the preseni terminus of the railway, was i nally

l ttil for its full length on account of the delay whicl d in

gaininj ion of the necessary lands which we e owned by the Board
of Control, beneath whose property the platform will extend - me 50ft. or

From the end ol this station the One bort dis-

tance by iron girders placed obliquely, and . this

d to support a garden attsobed to the I the

Board of Contr 1. From thence the ordinarj arch-covered waj i

180 . when the line • ink-

ment, and the single arch is replaced by n Bs1

irders placi d Bbi « ;

t'i ihall

them, and upporled on brick n ill i h of

which is In conta i with thee ncrete of the Embankment, ds of

ictii n reaoh to the beginning of (he Chat in

LOO yard will bo i
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to the air for 200ft., the opening being 10ft. wide. Then G88 yards of girder-

covered way bring the line ti the Temple station, which is in the space

corresponding to the interval between Arundel-street and Surrey-street.

In the middle of the Temp'e station it leaves the Embankment to the

southward, and, still retaining its girder voof for 136 yards, is once more

covered in by a single arch, where it passes through land belonging to the

Temple. This portion is 25& yards in length, and when it is passed

the girder construction is continued, with a single twelve yards of opening

to the Blackfriars station, which is immediately to the eastward of the

new bridge. The total length from the middle of Westminster station to

the middle of Blackfriars station h 2,200 yards, and the stations are very

nearly equi-distant. The girders that sustain the roof are usually 2ft. 6in.

in depth, and about 8ft. apart, but where they cover sidings and wider

portions of the line they are 2ft. in depth and are set more closely. They

are about 600 in number, and have an average weight of four tons and a

quarter, so that about 2,500 tons of iron are employed in this manner.

The railway, in quitting Westminster-bridge, descends for some distance

with a gradient of 1 in 60, until reaches the normal level, about 4ft. above

Trinity high-water, which is preserved until the scanty headway under

Waterloo-bridge renders necessary a fall of 1 in 40, and a corresponding

rise on the other side of the bridge. The roadway from that point remains

on the level until, at the eastern end, a rising gradient of 1 in 40 leads it

to Blackfriars-bridge.

It has been found that on the older portions of the line, the edges of the

holes in the steel rails have grooved, and in some instances have almost

divided, the iron bolts by which the rails are secured to the sleepers. To obviate

this for the future, a steel collar is now shrunk on to each bolt, imme-
diately below the screw that holds the nut, and in this way, by opposing to

the rail a metal of equal hardness with itself, it is found that excessive wear
may be prevented. Within the precincts of the Temple, as a precautionary

measure against the interruption of legal studies by noise and vibration,

the sleepers rest upon a layer of tan, six inches in thickness, placed imme-
diately below sand ballast. This arrangement has already been adopted,

and found to answer well in the neighbourhood of Westminster Abbey, and
the Benchers of the Temple made its employment one of the conditions of

their approval of the line.

About fifty yards west of Blackfriars-bridge, the railway is crossed by a
tramroad for the conveyance of coals from the river to the works of the
City Gas Company ; and, nearly at the same point, the subway of the Em-
bankment rises to the surface. The low-level sewer crosses obliquely be-
neath the railway; and the Fleet will cross beneath it at right angles, to

open into the river under the first arch of the bridge. The difficulty of
finding room for all these requirements has been very great.

The original opening of the Fleet was immediately to the westward of
Blackfriars-bridge; but its new opening will be in the centre of the abut-
ment of the bridge. In the last part of the new course there will be an
elaborate arrangement of flaps and penstocks ; and, while this is under
construction, anew and temporary channel or diversion has been made,
leaving the Fleet at an angle, passing under the Blackfriars station, and
opening into the river to the east of the bridge. Beneath the station it

has been found necessary to lower the level and contract the area of this
diversion ; and for this purpose another diversion was made to the eastward
of the first, leaving it to the north, and re-entering it at the south of the
station. When this was completed, the portion of the first diversion that
passed under the station was converted into a barrel drain by iron tubin<r
seven feet in diameter; and then the second diversion was closed. The
low-level sewer passes beneath the barrel drain, and will eventually be con-
nected with the Fleet channel, so as to relieve the latter of some portion
of its contents. The tramroad to the gas works passes under the roadway
of the Embankment, and over the railway at a sharp angle ; and the sub-
way of the Embankment is also carried over the railway.
The entrance to the new terminal station will be close to the commence-

ment of Blackfriars-bridge, on the east side. Its platform and general
arrangements correspond closely to those of Westminster, and all the ordi-
nary stations of the line. By means of this station the inhabitants of the
west end of London will be enabled to travel by rail to within less than
five minutes' walk of St. Paul's; besides which it serves as an exchange
station for the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway.

ON THE MERCANTILE AND ADMIRALTY RULES FOR CALCU-
LATING THE POWER OF MARINE STEAM ENGINES.

By ROBEBT AbmSTBONG.
The almost universal employment of the steam engine for impelling

machinery, and in ocean navigation, renders any question relative to its
more economical working a subject of national importance, and one which
has always commanded the attention of the members of our scientific insti-
tutions when brought before them.
The object of this paper is to call in question the accuracy of the Ad-

miralty rule for calculating the nominal and indicated horse-power of the

steam engine, and to show that the higher velocity of the piston in the

engines of H.M.'s navy is not attended with results proportionate to their

first cost, and such as to justify the increased wear and tear of the
machinery as con. pared with the practice laid down by the mercantile rule.

These two rules are so well known that a very brief recapitulation of

their theories is necessary, to show that they are so diametrically opposed in

principle ; that one of them should never have been entertained under any
circumstances whatever.

Both of these rules have been advocated by engineers of the highest
authority in their profession ; the earlier of the two, or mercantile one,

was established by Watt, and is still retained as the best practice for

stationary and paddle-wheel steamers, and was employed in the case of the
screw propeller by our most celebrated firms to v\ ithin the last twenty years,

since which time the Admiralty rule has been adopted without parentage.

The principle of the original one, called the slow speed or mercantile
rule, has been so will defined by Tredgold that I cannot do better than
employ his own language in explanation—" In steam engines there is a
certain velocity for the piston which gives a maximum quantity of useful

effect ; as at the greatest possible velocity an engine has no useful power,
and, on the other hand, if the resistance be equal to the pressure of steam
it will have no velocity, there must be an (intermediate velocity, which
is the best possible for the engine to work with ; therefore the velocity

which corresponds to the maximum of useful effect is twice the square root

of the length of the stroke in feet per second." Say a velocity from 180
to 200ft. per minute.

In explanation of the Admiralty rule which assumes a velocity of piston

of 400 (t. per minute ; we have instead of argument, the assertion of
Rankino, Russell, Bourne, and other writers on the steam engine, " that
the limitation to old rate of speed has been shown to be groundless, and
that the power of the steam engine, is the force and space passed over in

a unit of time; and that in marine screw engines, and m locomotives,

speeds of pistons are used ranging up to 900fr. per minute and more with
advantageous results.'' To reduce these two principles to their briefest

definition, the mercantile rule asserts, that the mechanical effect of a pres-

sure of steam is limited, and its maximum work arrived at, when the
velocity of the piston reaches say 200ft. per minute. While the Admiralty
rule, theoretically makes the mechanical effect (work) of a pressure -of
steam infinite. In a pecuniary point of view a 500 nominal h.p. engine by
the mercantile rule, would if purchased by the Admiralty rule be equal to

1000 nominal h.p., or a difference to the purchaser of £25,000, allowing
£50 as the price per nominal h.p., consequently entailing a difference of
several millions sterling, in the whole of H.M.'s Navy since the adoption of
the Admiralty rule. Moreover, as the working velocity of the piston in

the screw engines in the navy is about double what the old rule asserts is

sufficient, we may safely aver, that the losses from the increased wear and tear

of the machinery, and the consumption of fuel are in the same proportion.

With such a divergence of opinion between the old and modern practice

the momentous question arises, which rule is the correct one ?

To solve this important problem, we can only appeal to facts, and com-
pare the performances of vessels, in which there is a sufficient variation in

the velocity of the piston to test these two rules.

For this purpose, the British Admiralty have furnished more than 1,000
trials of steamships, the data having been collected by the officers of the

Admiralty with the greatest care that human ingenuity could devise, the

whole containing such a variety of mechanical experiment, with different

propellers, such various velocities of piston, ranging from 150 to 500ft. per
minute, and other valuable data as are amply sufficient to enable the

mathematician to ascertain which is the correct rnle.

For this purpose I beg to call the attention of those who have perused
the data alluded to, to the two columns of co-efficients at the right hand side

of the results, which show approximately the relative excellence in respect

of speed, of the forms of the various vessels, conjointly with the relative

efficiency of the steam engine and propeller, as adopted to each of them,
these co-efficients having always been accepted as a correct mathematical ex-

pression of the combined vessel, engine and propeller.

mi r t Mid Section x V3
, , . , ,, „ . ,

The formula, c = , by which the co-efficients are
I. H. P

produced is so well known and correct in theory, that no explanation of it

is required, and which I have adopted for the primary investigation.

In the comparison of the co-efficients I am about to make, the Admiralty
have furnished the figures by which the first step is taken in proving the
correctness of the mercantile rule. In proceeding with this analysis I have
selected the trial trips of the same vessel with the same propeller, and
where there is a variation in the velocity of the piston so that the efficiency

of the propeller or the form of vessel cannot enter into the comparison of

the co-efficients, therefore the co-efficients only apply to the efficiency of the

steam engine in the vessel. I may here premise that the higher the co-

efficient the greater the efficiency of the engine at that particular trial.

The trials and data are taken from Mr. J. S. Russell's work on naval

architecture, where the data are given of two or more trials of the same
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vessel, to which I have added the velocity of the piston. Therefore, in the

perusal of the co-efficients it will be seen how universally, and without ex-

ception, the correctness of Watt's rule is confirmed by the vessels always pro-

ducing the highest co-efficient when the velocity of the piston is diminished.

Revolution
of

Engines.

Velocity of
Piston.

Ft. per second.

\2 x Mid. Sec.

I H P.

49 6-60 638

46 622 658

37 5-00 737

89 593 380

73 4-88 506

Slack Prince 5G

54

7-4G

7-22

531

G03

47 6-23 074

57 7-60 556

43 6-00 616

97

80

6-48

5-33

416

603

54 720 550

17 6-28 592

Est C9 632 502

55 5-01 693

59 786 686

43 640 710

5G 6-53 680

45 525 720

78 5-20 507

71 4-73 647

57 7-00 523

45 6-00 607

55

46

641

5-30

590

C99

90 4-00 4GG

70 310 018

mfct 54 630 571

44 5-13 683

60 607 623

49 4-90 719

Malacca 94

81

679

6-85

51G

090

58 7-73 688

47 6'26 038

Phoebe 02

50

6-20

5-05

548

070

56 7-53 015

65 7-33 627

43 6'80 72:)

85 660 490

85 566 600

CO 4-60 624

61 4-26 601

60 8-11 610

59 7-07 582

47 6-88 670

GO C'06 518

r, 4'87 811

64 723

503
659

76744

38 600 821

(To be continued).

COMPETITIVE TRIAL OF STEAM FIRE-ENGINES AT GLASGOW
The most important competitive trial of steam fire-engines that has oc

curred since those made at the Crystal Palace in 1863, took place at Glas
gowT on the 18th of March. The civil authorities of that city issued an
advertisement on the 1st of October last for a steam fire-engine, and two
were offered to them, one being from Messis Shand, Mason, and Co., and
the other from Messrs. Merryweather and Son, both of London. A com-
petitive trial of these engines was then proposed and agreed to; and the
report of the judges appointed—Mr. Connor, of the Caledonian Railway
Company ; Mr. Moore, hydraulic engineer, of Glasgow; and Mr. Bryson,

the chief of the Glasgow Fire Brigade—says:—
" The engines having been taken from the Fire-engine Station to weigh-

ing machine at foat of Dixon-street, fully equipped, were found to weigh
(by certified report from weigher) as follows :—Shand, Mason and Co.'s

engine, 42 cwts. 3 qrs. Merryweather and Son's engine, 18 cats. 2 qrs.

The engines were then placed in position ready for testing, their suction

pipes for drawing water being put in the river Clyde. To each engine was
attached 280ft. of delivery hose, supplied by their respective makers. The
nozzles were, for Shand, Mason and Co.'s engine, No. 20, equal to 1 4-16in.

Merryweather and Son's engine, No. 21, equal to 1 5-lfiin. These branch

pipes were then laid upon a frame erected for the purpose, both being at

the same angle, and securely lashed to said frame, All being in readiness

the word to commence firing was given at 12 hours 51 minutes, and in 9
minutes 43 seconds Shand, Mason and Co.'s engine commenced working,

with gauge showing 1001b. pressure of steam per square inch. Merry-
weather and Son's engine commenced work in 10 minutes, with steam at

1001b. pressure per square inch, as indicated by gauge, lioth engines were
then put under test No. 2, so as to show the greatest distance water could

be thrown horizontally. During this test notes were taken repeatedly and
accurately of the distances each engine was throwing the stream of water,

and the result was at the completion of the test (which lasted ono hour)

that on an average the distance attained by Shand, Mason and Co.'s engine
was 145ft.—maximum, 149ft.; Merryweather and Son's engine was 98(t.

—maximum, 112ft. ; the average pressure of steam being, for Shand, Mason
and Co.'s engine, llOlbs. per square inch—maximum, 1501b. ; Merryweather
and Son's eugme, 971bs. per square inch—maximum, 1-lOllis.; and the ave-

rage water pressure for Shand, Mason and Co.'s engine was 1151bs. per
square inch—maximum, 1251bs. ; Merryweather and Son's engine was 961b.

per square iuch—maximum, 1201hs. The engines were then put under test

No. 3, which was to shoiv their action with the branch pipes set vertical

—

(in this trial Merryweather and Son, with consent of Shand, Mason and Co.,

altered their nozzle from No. 21 to No. 20—small—equal to 1 7-32in.)

with the following results:—Shand, Mason and Co.'s engine showed an
average excess of height in the stream of water thrown over that thrown
by Merryweather and Son's engine ot 12ft.—the maximum being 15ft.

The average steam pressure during this trial, (which lasted twenty minutes)
being, for Shand, Mason and Co.'s engine, 1491bs. per square inch—maxi-
mum, 1601bs. ; Merryweather and Son's engine, llOlbs. per square inch

—

maximum, llOlbs. Tests 4, 5, and 6 were then combined by general con-
sent, and arrangements made for each engine to throw two jets of water
through the Glasgow Fire Brigade hose (four lengths to each jet), fitted

with bayonet couplings and joints, the nozzles being all of a uniform size,

viz., Jin. diameter. The engines were then started simultaneously at 3
hours, 13 minutes; but the water pressure was so great that at .'! hours 15
minutes (2 minutes after starting), one of the hose attached to Shand, Ma-
son and Co.'s engine burst, and in 15 seconds thereafter Merryweather and
Son's engine also burst a hose, thus bringing this trial to a close in 2
minutes 15 seconds. After these tests had been concluded, we subjected the

engines to various tests, as to speed, power, &c, and also allowed the com-
petitors to show the capabilities of their engines to the utmo>t. This being
done, the trials were brought to a conclusion ; mid wo have DOW to re-

port as fellows :—Boilers and fuel— Both boilers are strong and well con-
structed, admirably adapted for rapid steam raising and maintaining -

at a high pressure, as the foregoing figures indicate. The imed
during the trials was, for Shand, Mason and Co.'s engine, 8 cwt. ; Merry-
weather and Son's engine, 9 cwt. qrs. 21bB. We may mention, however,
that Shand, Mason and Co.'s had a -t 1 inin. 10 sees., which will

somewhat reduce the apparent advantage over Merryweather and S n't.

As we do not deem it necessary to trouble you with mechanical del ii!
.

avoid entering into any description of the retp ctiveengin , but in pa Mng
may sa\ ill it .Mri ry weather and Son's bai two din i t-acting pnmpi, Shand
.Mason and Co.'s having three. This give* the latter the bi

continuous stream ol h iter and greater regn aritj In working ; and whilst

ii ^ii engines are good specimens of engineering, we are Inclined, inac

ance with the results indicated in the former pari of this rcporl

after due consideration, our decided preference to 'I .Shand M.ison

aild Co.'l engine."

The committee baying considered the foregoing report, • ex-

press approval of it, and to recommend tbal the engine of Shand, M
C'>. be purchased, alter a ntUfael n : l"- boiler had been madi

,
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THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

ON THE CONDITIONS AND THE LIMITS WHICH GOVERN THE
PROPORTIONS OP ROTARY PANS.

By Mr. Robekt Beiggs, of Philadelphia, U.S.

The author stated that, by the theoretical investigations of Redtenbacher and

Rittinger, of MM. Combes and Peclet, and of Mr. Appold, as well as by the

recent practice of constructors of fans, the conditions and the limits that would

be attempted to be established were more or less Ecknowledged.

A rotary fan might be said to consist, primarily, of a certain number of

tubular passages, which were rotated about a lineal axis at right angles to the

direction of the passages, whereby a given volume of air, impelled either by

centrifugal force, or by the shape given to the tubular passages radially, was

moved at a determined pressure. In other words, it might be conceived that

a shaft revolved, upon which was placed a disc or set or arms, to which disc or

arms some blades or vanes were attached, the zone of blades or vanes having

sides or a casing, either in close proximity to the edges of the blades or vanes,

or attached to and made to revolve with them ; and then the area enclosed

between any two blades or vanes and the sides or casing might be considered as

a tubular passage, with an entrance at the centre of the fan and an exit at the

periphery." The conclusions drawn by M. Peclet, from a course of reasoning

based upon the tube example, were at variance with the experience of the author

of the paper, and might be extended, first, to a tube closed at the axial end

and open at the periphery, when the partial vacuum would correspond to that

due from the velocity of a body of the density of the atmosphere at the time,

falling with the velocity at which the extremity moved ; and, secondly, to a tube

closed at both ends, when, whatever might be the density of the enclosed

atmosphere, the pressure on the axial end would be less than that on the outer

end by that due from the velocity of a body of the density of the enclosed air,

falling with the velocity at which the extremity moved.
_
Hence, whatever the

shape of the vanes of a fan, its maximum pressure or suction involved no delivery

whatever ; and if the fan were so proportioned that no regurgitations took place

as the blades passed any point in the case, such a fan would consume no power
when it was closed, either at the inlet or the outlet, or both, for it was per-

forming no work. The condition was that of a fly-wheel at a uniform velocity,

or a ball-governor with the balls spread to running position. Now the pressure

attainable by any rotary fan was an exceedingly low one, when considered in

pounds per square inch ; thus a column of water of 14 inches or 16 inches gave

velocities dangerously near the strength of materials of which fans were con-

structed, in resisting centrifugal force, and a column of water of 7 inches or 8

inches was attainable only by very high speeds. In fact, a pressure or suction

of 3 inches or 4 inches was nearly as large as could be economically attained,

in delivering a quantity of air, when the friction of machinery at high velocities,

the want of adhesion of belts, and certain other considerations of the friction of

air on the vanes, were accounted for. Thus, the largest differences of pressure

were less than the ordinary atmospheric disturbances, as indicated by the baro-

meter.
It was possible to construct a series of fans, following from one to the other,

and to increase the pressure by repeated efforts; and this method was applicable

to many purposes where the volumes to be moved were beyond the scope of a
pump, and the pressure was relatively low to that obtained from pumps. So
far as volume was concerned, a very small fan represented the largest blowing
engines at blast furnaces. This limit of efficiency, as regarded pressure, was the
first limit of a rotary fan.

Since the terms, pressure on the one hand and suction on the other, were
interchangeable, and did not vary so much as the atmosphere, it happened that
the suction fan of the most economic proportions was identical with the
blast fan best adapted for the performance of duty. This condition was re-

garded as of the highest importance in simplyfying the study of the fan
question. j

But the propositions, that the fan of suction was that of blast, and that
suction and pressure were interchangeable, implied and carried with them the
conclusion, that the action derived from the shape of the blade should be the
same on the entering air as on that leaving the fan. This condition, however,
was only incident to one particular shape of blade, that was, one where the
angle of the blade at any point was constant with any radial line at that point

—

in other words, was a logarithmic spiral. This angle might be from 0° to 90°,

that was, from a straight line to the impossible case of a series of concentric
circles, but the shape would insure each part of the blade giving an impulse to

the air in contact with it -proportionate to the velocity of that, point round the
axis. Taking this form of blade, and supposing the air to be impelled with
velocities proportionate to the radial distances from the axis, then the area of
each concentric ring should diminish as the length of the radii increased. The
calculations and the formula for determining the section of the cone of the fan
from the mouth to the periphery were then given.

At the entrance of a fan, the direction of the currents of air was at right
angles with the plane of rotation ; and, in the case of the ordinary fan, taking
in air at both sides, the two entering currents were directly opposed to each
other. In the centre between the currents there might be inserted a conoid, so
shaped that each particle of air should preserve its uniform velocity, and ba
gradually diverted into the direction desired. The conoidal mouth of the fan
should be of such a shape as to give a constant area to the passage formed between
a newel, or corner round the mouth, and the surface of the conoid. The
calculations and the formula demonstrating the outline of the conoid were then
given. With this section of mouth, and that previously described for the zone

of the blades (supposing them to be a logarithmic spiral), and with the supply
of air which the velocity of the tips of the blades demanded, the air would
enter with the least resistance until it reached the blades, would fill the fan whilst

it was accelerated, and be discharged with maximum etfect.

In a fan 10 feet in diameter, and only 2 feet in width at the circumference,

and having 62'83 square feet of area of discharge, the openings on both sides

should be 7'42 feet in. diameter and3'63 feet wide at the inner edge of the zone of
blade. This left only 1:22 foot for the width of the zone of blades from the
opening to the periphery. But the zone of blades was made as wide as 2 feet

at the disc, so that the average width of the zone was l'65ft. Attention was
directed to this departure from the usual proportions, to indicate the advantage
of more than the ordinary number of blades, and the discussion would fail to be
understood unless the opportunity, if not the necessity, of so doing were demon-
strated.

After it was ascertained that any particular form and number of blades would
produce the highest useful effect, at the pressure related to the velocity of the
periphery of the fan, if it was desirable to have a higher pressure, it would be
best obtained by giving a greater velocity to the fan, and not by altering the

shape of the blades to a form of less efficiency ; unless when the desired pressure

approached the strength of the parts of the fan to resist centrifugal force, and
it was advisable not to employ a fan of repeated effort, when the blades became
beyond question radial and the useful effect was secondary.

In the years 1856 and 1857, the author, who was then employed as one of

the principal assistants upon the works of the United States Capitol Extension
and the Washington Aqueduct, under the engineering charge of Captain (now
Major-General) M. C. Meigs, had delegated to him the investigation of what
form of fans should be employed in ventilating the buildings of the Capitol. A
series of experiments with models, based on the reasoning adduced in the paper,

gave as the best shape or curvature to the blades, that which had been indi-

cated, a logarithmic spiral of 45°, and showed a loss of mechanical effect when,
within the zone of blades, the number of blades employed exceeded that which
allowed the heel or inr.er edge of one blade to much more than pass the point or

outer edge of the next in a radial direction, or in the direction in which the

current of air, when the maximum discharge was occurring, passed.

The same rule would hold good with fans having radial blades ; for as then

the direction of the current was at angle of 45° to the radius vector, the over-

lapping of the opposite ends of the two contiguous blades in relation to the cur-

rent would take place in the same way. Taking a fan of 10 feet in diameter

of the proportions assumed, where the zone of blades had been stated to be
1"65 foot average width, about sixteen blades would be required for a fan with

blades at angle of 45°, and about twenty-four for the same fan with radial blades.

The fan here described was narrow, with a large opening on both sides, and
numerous blades, as compared with the usual practice ; but it possessed the

merit of being the smallest in external diameter, of having the largest capacity,

and the least surface friction compatible with the contact of the air with the

blades.

It was not pretended that a fan of the usual proportions, with the diameter

three or four times the opening at the side or mouth, and the relative width
much greater than had been assumed, was radially inefficient ; nor that even

in such a case, if the number of blades were limited to four, six, or eight, or

where the case was composed of flat plates, there was a total loss of efficiency.

So far as the extremity of the blades merely rotated a mass of air which was not

passed forward, no power was consumed, upon the principle of the tube closed

at the inner end. The air could only be delivered so fast as, by the action of

some part of the blade of a fan thus constructed, it could be induced to enter at

the restricted openings at the side. But the rolling of compressed air, intercepted

by the outer ends of the blades and the friction upon the enlarged surfaces, must-

consume more or less power.
A table was next given of the proportions of fans with less blades than had

been assumed, showing that eight blades of 45°, or twelve radial ones, were

the least number desirable, as a fan 10 feet in diameter then became only #62
foot in width at the tips of the blades.

The reasoning was adduced on which the calculations of quantities and pres-

sures were based. It was urged that when all the resistances of the fans were

considered, the unrestricted discharge with unrestricted supply would occur at

one-half the velocity of the tips of the blades and the pressure to correspond,

while the quantity would equal a discharge at that velocity through eighteenths

the area of the fans at the tips.

Up to this point it had been possible to demonstrate by reasoning, or with

the modification of some co-efficients, the proportions enumerated. But there

were no accurately determined figures to show the relationship between the

quantities of air discharged and the increased resistances. The instances in use,

although numerous, about a hundred in fact, had been restricted to cases where

ducts were employed, some or all of which had been closed off at one time, no

regularity of working having been adopted ; nor were there any experiments to

show the variations of pressure, when the quantities were increased or diminished.

The author had assumed, in giving the performance of fans, that double the

unrestricted pressure could be got with half the quantity of air. This relation-

ship seemed to be warranted by many results, where the quantity of air had

been measured by an anemometer, and the pressure registered by a gauge simul-

taneouslv ; but the law of the relation of variation of quantity with pressure

to this limit, or further limits, had not been determined. The ultimate pressure

attainable for the discharge was four times, less 10 per cent., or 3'6 times

the pressure of unrestricted discharge. The assumption that half the quantity

would be delivered under double the pressure involved the passage of the current

of air in a radial direction through the blade at half its unrestricted velocity,

and the rotation of the air with the fan at such a rate that its centrifugal force

should equal the double pressure assumed.

It should be borne in mind that this double pressure followed when the air
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was impelled tangentially at 0*707 the velocity of the tips of the blades, and
that this was the speed which would be given to the current outwards, when
there was an infinite number of frictionless blades, with the logarithmic curve

of 45°. That there would be discharged quantities of air up to the limit of

pressure was certain, but the economic effect of the fan fell off rapidly, as the

blades were only moved at high velocities through a bath of air without pro-

ducing rroportionate results. With these estimates of unrestricted discharge

and pressure, and the modification of a a certain pressure up to double the un-
restricted pressure, the limits of fans of proper proportions were brought to

definite conclusions.

The general dimensions and description next followed of a 10-feet fan.

It was stated that this construction of fan was also adapted to the ventila-

tion of public buildings and to the supply of air for puddling and heating

furnaces, for all of which purposes they were in common use in the United
States.

In conclusion, tables were given of the presumed duty of fans for different

uses, admitting of practical application to many purposes ; including the

capacities of a 10-feet fan, with an unrestricted discbarge, and a discharge

restricted to half the quantitity, of fans to be used for the ventilation of

public buildings or mines, for the supplj- of air under grates of puddling or

beating furnaces, and to tuyeres, or cupolas, smiths' forges, hollow furnaces,

&c. In each case the tables embraced the following particulars :—The num-
ber of revolutions and the quantity of air delivered per minute, the pressure,

the proper dimensions of the pulleys, and the horse power required for the

several conditions.

OX THE BLESSING OF LEAD ORES.

By Mr. T. Sopwitd, jun., M. Inst. C.E.

This communication was limited to a description of some works the author
had had occasion recently to establish in Spain, for the dressing of lead ores,

as a general account of the present state of such operations in England could

not be satisfactorily given in a single paper. Moreover, as regarded this

branch of mechai.ical engineering, Germany was in advance of England. By
dressing was to be understood the art of obtaining from the raw material ex-

tracted from the mine, called bouse or mine stuff, the pure ore it contained, to

the rejection of the impurities with which it was associated. Bouse might be

said to yield, in an ordinary way, from 5 per cent, to 25 per cent, of galena,

which when pure had a specific gravity of 775, and produced 86 per cent, of

metallic lead. The lead ores of commerce were usually dressed to a tenour of

from 71 per cent, to 78 per cent., though argentiferous ores were frequently

delivered with a lower per ccntage. All galena was mixed with silver; but the
term argentiferous was only applied to that in which there was upwards of

12 oz. of silver per ton. In dressing, the principle applied was that of separat-

ing the lead ores by means of their readier gravitation. This operation was
easy or difficult according as the accompanying impurities were of greater or

less specific gravity.

At the works referred to, about 350 tons of lead ore were prepared per month.
There were two dressing floors, the higher and the lower. On the former
mannal labour was principally employed. On the lower floor the stuff was
treated which required to be passed through the crushing mill; and it was
more particularly this machinery and method that it was the purposo of this

paper to describe. On the higher floors from 200 to 220 tons per month were
prepared, or two-thirds of the entire quantity. Two systems of paying the
miners were adopted in mineral mines ; one, by " tribute " or " bingtale," where
the men were paid in proportion to the amount of clean ore the mine stuff

excavated by them produced ; the other, " tutwork " or " fathomtale," where
they wr-re paid by measurement. The adoption of the former system intro-

duced complication, and more expense in the dressing operations than the
latter.

The author, in describing the various machines, and the quantities of work
they could deal with, fixed as a standard the richness of mine stuff treated at

about 12 per cent, (by weight), equal to work which would be known in the North
of England as producing 2J bings per shift.*

The washing operation! commenced by turning a stream of water into the
''teams" containing the "bouse," which was raked out by a man on to a
grate, and there hand-picked. The author used two grates ; the higher one
with spaces of lin., and the lower one of Jin., in preference to the one grate
•.villi spaces Jin. wide as usually employed. The stuff passed through the second

•
i unk, where a partial separation of the coarser particles

from llndgt and ilime bad. The coarser partioles wire of a size con-
vsnie hing, and the common botching tub could treat from 8 tons to

16 fa Between the waits, which was wheeled away, and
the pure ore, there wai an intermediate layer ot what was called " oho

! with ore wbioh could not be separated without
further sub-division, 'ibis '.\us effected by meant of a moaning mill. In

land from 26 I a fab day's work tc pa I let one'

hoi round, by the 10 tons could be
1, without any increase of labour, at a co-,t of about 2s. 6d. per ton of clean

Hb» ore which pat ad through the coarse wire bottom of thehotohing
aooumulsted at the bottom of the tub, and was Balled " imiddum. ' Xbi
rendered Bl for market by farther preparation ra theplain huddle, The

ted in the trunks attached to each tcratu was prepared in a round bnddle.
A separation hating first been made of bard lump*, small ct

• A bing was 8 cwU. A shift was eight waggons, carrying about 1 ton each.

wood, &c, the sludge was delivered at the centre of the huddle accompanied
with water. The bottom being inclined outwards about 1 in 10, the particles
were carried by the water in that direction ; the heaviest and richest being de-
posited nearest the centre. The huddle described was larger in diameter, and
treated nearly four times more stuff, than that usually employed. The water
on leaving the sludge trunk carried with it a certain amount of slime, which
was deposited in pits, and was subsequently treated in a machine called a
Brunton's cloth, the action of which was described, as also of the dolly tnb, by
which the slimes, after being concentrated in the Brunton's machine" to about
45 per cent., were further enriched to about 70 per cent., and so delivered for
sale. The crushing mill in common use in England was described, and the
inconvenience attached to it, as compared with the simpler form used in Ger-
many, was pointed out'. In the apparatus that had been referred to, it was
probable that about 80 per cent, of the lead ore produced iu England was pre-
pared.

On the lower, or crushing mill, floors, which the author had erected, some
attempt had been made to secure continuity of action, by the use of self-acting
machinery, wherever it was possible ; though from the circumstance of Spanish
labourers being employed, who were totally uuaccustomtd to the use of
machinery it was necessary that the machines should be of the simplest kind.
The stuff which required crushing was conveyed in waggons to the lower floors,

being first broken to a size which would pass through a 5-inch ring. This was
effected by maDual labour, in preference to a stone-breaking machine, as the
former allowed of a separation of a small quantity of pure ore, and of a large
quantity of waste, which would afford unnecessary work for the crushing mill.

The stuff, after being emptied from the waggons' in the hopper of the crushing
mill, was passed through the rollers, ami, when crushed, was elevated by a
Jacob's Ladder, and delivered into a classifying trommel, composed of two
shells, an outer one of perforated iron plates with holes of lj millimetre in
diameter, and an inner one with holes of 10 millimetres in diameter. The
crushed material was delivered iu the inside of the trommel at one end, and
passed onwards, the trommel being inclined. All the sludge and slime were
got rid of through the outer shell, the iuner shell retaining and delivering
apart any particles over 10 millimetres in diameter. These were returned to
the crushing mill, to be again passed through the rollers, and the particles,

ranging in size between 1J millimetre and 10 millimetres, were delivered at the
further end of the trommel, and passed on to a second, or sizing, trommel,
composed of one shell only, and were then sub-divided into four sizes, via,

5, 7J, and 10 millimetres, each size being treated in a separate botching tub.
For the operation of botching, the convenience of having all the particles

treated of one, or nearly of one, size, was obvious ; and in some cases of
refractory ores it was a necessity. The botching machines employed were en-
tirely self-acting, and continuous in action ; a fast and a loose pulley being
attached to each machine. Contrary to the form adopted in England, the sieve

was stationary, the water being put in motion by means of a loosely fitting

piston. The stuff was delivered into a small hopper, and travelled the length
of the sieve, a distance of 28 inches, by which time a perfect separation was
effected. It had been found advantageous to increase the length of the stroke1 ,

and the number of strokes per minute, for the larger sizes. By an ingenious
movement, a quick down stroke and a slow return stroke had been given to

the piston. The crushing mill was more compact than the form used iu

England, the rollers being kept in contact by the compression of India rubber
buffers, in place of a long lever, with a heavy weight ittached. The sludge,

which passuel through the holes of li millimetre in diameter, in the first, or

classifying trommel, was delivered into a separator,—an iron cylinder about

2i ft. high,—where it met a stream of water of sufficient strength to carry the

smallest and lightest particles upwards, and deliver them into a launder,

whence they were conveyed, by the water, to the sludge trunks and slime
pits, and were subsequently treated iu round buddies and in Brunton's cloth.

The coarser particles were prepared by manual labour, in a common trunk or

tic. .

The amount of work crushed and prepared on the lower floors was about 55
tons per day often hours. The actual cost in Spain was 21-. 2d., but the

equivalent of labour would be performed in English mining district

the latter sum being at the rate of 2'83 pence per ton of raw material tn

or2s. per ton of clean ore produced. If, however, self-feeding apparal i- was
introduced to supply the hotohing machines, which could easily bo done, the

latter cost might he reduced to 2'' 7 pence and 1-. . ively. Thl

of preparing similar work in England, with machine crashers and machine
botchers, was, the author believed, about 2a, Bd. par ton ol oil an ore. The i

of this machinery was driven by a In II. 1'. portable engine, supplied by III

Ransom.es, Sims, and Sead. The c ; of erection of th

complete, including the engine, was about 81,600. The same arrangement in

England would have cost abo Host of the maohinery was supplied

by Messrs. Sicvers and Co., of Kalk, near Cologne Noseparab null

tor the preparation of "chatts " hail been erected, as when (he "ohnttS ' hud
been allowed to accumulate, the present machinor] their_

treatment in an hour or two, advantage being taken ol a time whi

had been put in,
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THE ST. PANCRAS STATION AND ROOF, MIDLAND RAILWAY.

By Mr. W. H. Bablow, F.R.S., M. Inst. C.E.

After tracing the gradual growth of tlie Midland Railway from a local line

to that of a great system, having access to numerous large and important towns,

to the commercial centres of Yorkshire and Lancashire, and to the rich mineral

districts of Detbyshire and Leicestershire, reference was made to the extension

from Bedford to London, with its terminus in the parish of St. Pancras, where

the company had previously formed a goods' yard, and in the neighbourhood of

which an estate was purchased, adjoining the Euston-road, as a site for the new

station. The approach to the land so acquired was crossed by the Regent's Canal,

at a distance of about 45 chains north of the Euston-road ; and in order to secure

good gradients and suitable levels for stations at Camden-road, Kentish Town,

and Have rstock Hill, the main passenger line was carried over the canal. It

resulted from this arrangement, that the level of the St. Pancras station was

from 12ft. to 17ft. higher than that of the adjacent streets. On the other hand,

a branch for effecting a junction with the Metropolitan Railway was passed

under the canal, as well as, on a curve obliquely from the western to the

eastern side, under a considerable length of the mainline and its works, includ-

ing the passenger station. In consequence of the height of the rails above the

ground level, a^large area was available beneath the station, which it was deter-

mined to utilise for Burton beer traffic; communication between the two levels

being effected by means of hydraulic lifts. To economise this space as much
as possible, columns and girders were adopted, instead of brick piers and arches ;

the distances between the columns being the same as those of the warehouses,

which were expressly arranged for the beer traffic.

In considering the question as to the roofing of the station, it became obvious

that, if intermediate columns were employed, they must be carried down through

the lower floor, be about 60ft in length, and of much larger diameter than the

rest of the columns under the station. This would have necessitated the

employment of different patterns in the girders, cross-girders, and in the plating

of the lower floor, and have increased the price per ton for that portion of the

iron work, besides interfering with the economical distribution of the space.

Moreover, these columns must have carried large "areas of roofing in addition

to the flooring, adding a greatly increased weight to be supported by the founda-

tions, which must have been enlarged accordingly ; and as some of them would
necessarily have been placed on the tunnel of the branch under the station,

special means, involving increased expense, would have been required to carry

the imposed weight at those places. On the other hand, it was seen that the

floor girders across the station formed a ready-madetie sufficient for an arched

roof crossing the station in one span; all that was required to obtain a roof of

this construction being the arch or upper member of the truss, of which the

floor girders would form the lower member. In iron roofs as usually constructed,

the depth of the principal was about one-fifth of the span ; but in this case, by
adopting one arch extending across the station, the height from the tie be-

neath the rails to the crown of the avch became the effective depth of the truss
;

and this height being about two-fifths of the span, all the horizontal strains

arising from the dead weight of the roof, its covering, and accumulation of

snow, &c, would be about the same in the arch of 240ft. span, with an effective

depth of truss of 100ft., as in an ordinary truss of 120ft. span with a depth of

24ft. Excepting, therefore, such additions as might be necessary for retaining

the form and figure of the arch, the actual sectional area at the crown, and for

about two-thirds of the entire arch, did not require to be greater than in an
ordinary truss of 120ft. span. There were several other advantages belonging
to the arch, one being that as the weight of the roof was carried at the floor

line, there was no necessity to make the side walls so thick as usual, for not
only was the weight on the tops of the walls avoided, but also the racking motion
from the expansion and contraction of an ordinary roof, which, though it might
be mitigated, was not prevented by the use of roller-frames at the feet of the
principals, and appliances of a like nature. It was also apparent, that the arch
might be made of riveted plate ironwork like that of an ordinary railway
bridge, and that the expense attending the use of forged and wrought work as

in ordinary roofs would be avoided, including the screw cutting, gibs and cotters,

welding, and similar costly workmanship. Again, as to the question of the
expansion and contraction of the arched roof, the ties being beneath the ballast

the temperature would vary so little, that no provision would be necessary ; and
for the arched part of the roof, which would alone be subject to appreciable
change, the only effect would be a slight rise or fall in the crown.

All these circumstances tending to favour the idea of a single arch across the
station, it remained to be decided what depth and form of rib, and what addi-
tional material would be required. The results arrived at, partly by calculation

and partly by experiment, were—first, that the depth of the rib must be suffi-

cient to contain all the lines of pressure generated by the dead load, by snow,
and by the pressure of the wind; secondly, that the sectional area of the metal
should be sufficient to sustain the whole stress without producing a strain on
the iron exceeding 3£ tons per square inch ; and thirdly, that the arch should he
riveted together with proper joint-plates throughout, so as to give it the advan-
tages of complete continuity.

The general arrangement of the station followed the type suggested by the
stations at Cannon-street, Charing Cross, and Victoria, in so far as the arrival

trains were brought in on both sides of a carriage road in the interior; but it

differed from them in this respect, that the main booking offices were on one
side instead of at the end of the platforms. There were, however,
other booking offices at the end, which might, if necessary, be use for a central
platform.

The lower floor contained seven hundred and twenty cast-iron columns set
with stone bases on brick piers. There were forty-nine rows of principal girders
across the station, and fifteen similar girders running longitudinally. These
carried intermediate girders, and the whole was covered with Mallet's buckle-
plates. The strength of the girders and plating was sufficient to carry loco-

motives all over the floor, of which the cost of the iron work was £57,000, or
rather more than £3 Os. 6d. per square yard, the entire area measured within
the walls being 18,822 square yards.

The main ribs or principals were made of channel-iron and of plate-iron, and
were 6ft. in depth, or one-fortieth of the clear span. The rib between the walls
was of open work, but the extremities of the principals in the walls were of
solid plates. The total weight o' each rib was 54 tons, 16 cwt., and its cost was
£1,132 4s. The width between the walls was 245ft. 6in., and the distance from
centre to centre of the ribs was 29ft. 4in. The arch was slightly pointed at
the crown, as this form apparently possessed some advantages in resisting the
lateral action of wind, while it improved the architectural effect. The radius of
curvature was diminished at the haunches, to give increased head room near
the walls. The glazing was ridge and furrow, ventilation being obtained along
the whole length of each ridge.

The erection of the roof was effected by two large timber stages, each made
in three divisions, so that each part of either stage could be moved separatelj'.

The process of erecting was as follows : The two lower portions, or the feet of
the ribs, were first set temporarily in position, the brickwork underneath them
being kept about 3ft. below its intended height. The feet were then accurately
adjusted, and were riveted to the ends of the floor girders; after which the
brickwork was carried up in blue Staffordshire bricks set in Portland cement,
and the whole secured to the underside of the ironwork. The open work of the
main ribs was commenced from the extremities on each side, in divisions of
about 18ft. in length, and these were placed temporarily together, supported by
the staging, until all the pieces were in position. The whole was then adjusted
for line and level, and riveted together with the purlins and other ironwork.
The greatest depression of any rib when the centre was struck was only £ of an
inch, while the average was of -fg an inch.

In arranging for the strength of the roof, as it was required that the arch
should be capable of maintaining its own weight, without any intermediate
connections with the tie, it was considered expedient to adopt a low rate of
pressure upon the metal, with a large assumed weight acting in addition to the
weight of the principal. With this view, the arch was designed so as to be
capable of bearing an assumed load of 701bs. per square foot measured on plan,
in addition to the weight of the principals, with a stress on the metal not ex-
ceeding 3§ tons per square inch ; or, what amounted to about the same thin"-
a load of 561bs. per square foot, with a stress of 3 tons per square inch. The
assumed weight of 701bs. per square foot on the surface carried by the arched
portions of the rib, viz., 7,040 square feet, amounted to 220 tons, and adding to
this the weight of the open part of each arch between the springings, or 35 tons,
the total load became 255 tons. The line of pressure formed an angle of 55°
with the horizontal at the springing, and therefore the pressures were 155 tons
at the springing and 89 tons at the crown. The sectional area of the upper
flange of the rib was 23 square inches and that of the lower flange of the rib
also 23 square inches, so that the stress on the metal with the assumed weight
of 701bs. per square foot was 3'37 tons per square inch at the springing and
1"94 ton per square inch at the crown.
The cost of the roof, as it stood in the finally settled accounts, excluding the

screens, was £53,483. The north screen and gable had cost £7,375, while a
second screen and gable for the southern end, so as to separate the passenger
station from the hotel buildings, had cost £8,507. As the area within the
walls measured on plan was 169,400 square feet, it followed that the cost per
square of 100ft. was, for the roof, excluding the screens, £31 lis., for the north
screen £4 7s., and for the extra rib and south screen £5.
The brickwork of the substructure of the station, and the whole of the works

of the upper and lower lines of railway for a distance of f of a mile north-
wards, were let to the Messrs. Waring, and had been carried out under the
superintendence of the author's principal assistant, Mr. Campion ; while the
ironwork of the bridges and of the lower floor of the station was in charge of
his assistant, Mr. Grier. For the details of the roof the author was in a great
degree indebted to Mr. Ordish. The Butterley Company were the contractors
for the roofing and for the lower floor, Mr. (now Sir) G. J. N. Alleyne being
their manager, and Mr. Clark their foreman on the works. The Midland
Company had secured the services of Mr. Gilbert Scott, R.A., to carry out the
station buildings and hotel above the level of the foundations.

In conclusion the author remarked, that the general question of the cost of
roofing, considered purely from a structural point of view, was a simple problem.
The great governing element was the description of covering, as it affected both
the cost and the weight. Light corrugated iron was not only cheaper than
boarding and slating, but it was not much more than half the weight, and
therefore required less strength in the principals or trusses. With the same
description of covering and the same weight of purlins, the weight of material
in the trusses varied nearly as the squares of the spans ; accordingly, ifestimated
at per square of roofing, it varied directly as the spans. With the ordinary
truss, the distances between the principals being about 30ft., and the covering
being of boarding, slating, and glass, the weight of metal required in the prin
cipals could be expressed approximate]}', in tons per square of roofing, by
dividing the span in feet by 320. A reduction of one-half' in the weight of the
covering did not, however, admit of the weight of the principals being reduced
more than about one-third. But these rules, though fairly borne out in prac-
tice, were not sufficient!}' accurate for very large spans. In that case, and also

for the comparison of the structural values of one class of truss with another,
it was best to have recourse to the limiting spans ; that was to say, supposing a
given structure, which was capable of carrying a given load with a given strain

upon the metal, to be enlarged equally in all its dimensions, then, inasmuch
as the sectional area of the metal on which the strength depended increased as

the square of the span, while the weight of the structure increased as the cube,

it followed that there was a span at which the weight of the structure alone,

without any load, would generate the given strain on the metal. The idea of
treating the relative values of structures by means of their limiting spans was
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due to Professor Rankine. It afforded a read}- method of obtaining approxi-
mately the weight of an intended structure before the drawings for the work
were commenced, and thus enabled any undue waste, either in the fastenings

and connections or otherwise, to be readily detected.

At the meeting of this society on Tuesday, the 5th ult., Mr. Charles B-

Vignoles, F.R.S., President, in the chair, nineteen candidates were balloted for

and duly elected, including four Members, viz. : Messrs. John Bailey, Dublin ;

William Elsdon, Melbourne, Victoria ; Alexander Kendall Mackinnon, Director

General of Public Works, Monte Video; and Thomas Fothergill M'Nay, West-
minster. Fifteen gentlemen were elected Associates, viz. : Messrs. John Anstie,

B.A., Westminster ; John Collins Boys, Granville-plaee ; Thomas Cargill,

Beaufort-buildings; James Robert France, late Acting Engineer of the Sub-
marine Telegraph Company ; Henry Gaerth, Westbourne-park-terrace ; Lieut.

Geo. E. Grover, R.E., Woolwich ; David Gravel], Stud. Inst. C.E„ Contractor's

Staff of the Sucazawa, Jassy, Roman, Bottuschany Railways in Moldavia ; F. J.
Princes-street, Commercial-road ; Joseph Kincaird, B.A., St. James's-street

;

Henry Ernest Milner, late Engineering Staff, Windsor and Annapolis Railway

;

Thomas Newbigging, Manager of the Rossendale Union Gas Works, Bacup;
Ernest Bengough Ricketts, Engineer's Office, Trinity House ; Frederick War-
burton Stent, Westminster ; Edward JohnTatara, Moultou, near Spalding ; and
Clarence Edward Trotter, Stud. Inst. C.E., Westminster.
A report was brought up from the Council stating that, under the provisions

of Sect. IV. of the Bye-laws, the following candidates had been admitted
Students of the Institution since the last announcement :—James Hall Blake,
Massey Bromley, B.A., John Henry Eykyn, Alfred Fyson, James Gilchrist

Gilchrist, James Henry Greaves, Hilin William O'Neale Neale, William Patten,

Robert Pickwell, and Charles Graham Smith.

INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS.

The first meeting ot the eleventh annual session of the Institution was held

in the Lectuie lbeatre of the South Kensington Museum on the O'th ult., the

President, Sir John Pakingtou, Bart., in the chair.

REPORT OF COUNCIL, APRIL, 1870.

It will be unnecessary for the council, on the present occasion, to address to

the members and associates of the institution more than a very few words
by way of report ; the internal affairs of the institution having progressed

satisfactorily.

The council are glad to be able to state that the Lords of the Admiralty have
been pleased to renew their grant of £250. As this grant was actually paid

in the month of December, 1869, it necessarily appears in the balance sheet for

the past year, although not belonging to that year's ordinary income.

The privilege of becoming members of the institution has been offered bj' the

council to the following distinguished marine engineers, under the authority of

the last paragraph in the report of the council for 1809, which was adopted by
the meeting :—Marine Engineers: Edward R. Alfrey, Esq. ; Alfred Blyth, Esq.;

William Denny, Esq, ; .Sir William Fairbairn, Bart. ; Joshua Field, Esq. ; Tel-

ford Field, Esq. : J. Henderson, Esq.; John Key, Esq. ; J. G. Laurie, Esq. ; Hugh
Morton, Esq.; John Penn, Esq.; John Ravenhill, Esq.; George Banks Benin .

Esq.; George Robert Stephenson, Esq.; John Trickett, Esq.

An arrangement has been entered into with the committee of the Canoe Club,

upon terms advantageous to both institutions, by which the committee of that

club is enabled to hold periodical meetings in the rooms of the institution, at

such hours as not to interfere with its business. By the kind permission of the

Lords of the Committee of Council on Education this report is presented to you
in the Lecture Theatre of the South Kensington Museum. You are invited

to inspect the premises of the Royal School of Naval Architecture and
the magnificent collection of models in the Naval Gallery. The council are

informed that the alterations which have been made in the course of instruction

given at the Royal School of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering
appear to promise satisfactory results. Changes of this nature, however, cannot
be expected to produce immediate fruit, and the council, therefore, await with
much interest the report upon the examination of the school at the end of the

present session, the first occasion of the conclusion of the four years' course.

The council observe with regret that the number of private students has de-

creased.

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS,
Tin Preaident said : I now rise to perform the duty of offering a few observa-

tions of snob a nature as may appeal appropriate to the occasion upon which we
meet. It is a duty which has devolved apon me every year since I have had the
honour of holding the office ofyour president, an office which I assure you I value

most highly- But I have always felt that, although the address of the president

is a form which is always observed, and :i form t lint is not without its value
and utility, still, Considering the nature of the duties for which we assemble, it

is always desirable that the observations of the President sbould be comp
within reasonable, if not narrow limits, in order that undue intrusion may not
be made upon those duties of the day which, in lny opinion, arc more impor-
tant. Gentlemen, I cannot refrain from expressing the great satisfaction anil

pleasure with which I meet you again at the commencement of another annual
n, and tli.it under i ireumtnnces which, in two ratpeotl, an i in am ' inCi

of novelty. And I think those two circumstances of novelty may fairly be
regarded an indicating a state of growing prosperity and success on the part of
this institution. '1 lie first circumstance of novelty to which I refer! thl

that now for the first time we assemble on Wednesday instead of on Thursday;
that is, we assemble for a session of four days instead of only three. Another

innovation, and I think it is one of a very interesting character, is that, for the
first time, by the kind permission of the Committee of Council on Education,
we are enabled to meet at South Kensington on the opening day, instead of as-
sembling as heretofore at the Society of Arts. The fact of our"assembling here
gives us a double advantage; one is, that we assemble close to that beautiful,
interesting, and I may say perfect collection of naval models which are now
brought together in this building, and open to public view, instead of being
stowed away as they were for a vast number of years in the cellars of Somerset
House. Here they are brought together and arranged in a manner that
enables all who take an interest in these matters of uational importance to come
and see them. And, of course, such an assembly as I have the honour to
address would peculiarly delight in looking at that interesting collection of models.
Another advantage which arises from our assembling here is that we are close
to the School of Naval Architects, to which I think I may refer as almost a
child of this institution. It is an establishment which we all regard as one of
great national interest, and great prospective national advantage; and assem-
bling here we are enabled to examine personally the whole of the arrange-
ments of that most useful institution. Before quitting the subject of that
institution I ma\ , with perfect safety, say that it is still performing its useful
function, and is likely to bestow upon the country those advantages which we
anticipated from its establishment. You have heard a passage read from the
report to the effect that the number of private students in the school has some-
what diminished. But I am far from inferring any serious diminution of useful-
ness iu the institution from this fact. We should rather regard it as one of
those cases of fluctuation in numbers which is unavoidable in almost every es-
tablishment of the kind. Gentlemen, not wishing to detain vou any longer
than it is really my duty to do, there are several subjects to which I might with
propriety advert, but which upon this occasion I will pass over. There are,
however, one or two topics on which I cannot be altogether silent. Tha first is

not so much a subject of naval architecture as it is a subject most deeply con-
cerning the interests of navigation. Whatever touches upon the interests of
navigation must be deeply interesting to the great marine, whether warlike or
mercantile, of this great empire. The subject to which I refer, and upon which
I will venture to say a very few words, is what is called the " Rule of the
Road." Upon the importance of that subject I need not dwell, and its impor-
tance has been forced upon the public mind very recently by circumstances
which have appealed very strongly to public feeling. I refer to two most re-
markable and painful instances of collision at sea—the collision which
occurred in the eastern seas between the United States corvette the
Oneida and the Bombay, one of the Peninsular and Oriental Com-
pany's vessels, and the painful occurrence which happened close upon
our own shores a few days ago, the collision between the Normandy, a packet
plying between Southampton and the Channel Islands, and the Mary. In both
those melancholy cases great loss of life occurred. With regard to the first

collision, it would be going beyond my duty, travelling into the ground which
I could not with propriety touch, if I were to refer to the question which has
arisen, and which will probably again excite the public mind, how far the cap-
tain of the Bombay by his conduct was responsible for the great loss of life

that occurred. _ But every one will ask himself how was it that these two ships
came into collision—how was it that they could not keep clear of each other at
sea ? Why has any question arisen for doubting the conduct of the captain of
the Bombay? This inquiry of course leads to that all-important question con-
nected with navigation—are the existing rules, known as ' the rule of the road
at sea," as good as they can he made for the protection of life and property at
seaP Probably most of you will be of opinion that under the best and wisest
regulations danger will still exist. lint as far as I have been able to take
counsel with those who are conversant with this subject, a strong impression
exists that the existing laws upon this subject are not so well defiued or so
clear as they might be made. It therefore becomes a question whether or not
for the public interest it is desirable that some inquiry should take place. Be-
fore I close the observations which I am addressing to you I shall have to
touch upon another subject, if possible of even greater importance than that to
which 1 am now referring, with the view of asking counsel from the competent
judges here assembled, whether that is not also a subject upon which inquiry is

needed. It might then became an important question whether this subject of
"the rule of the road at sea" Ought not to be included in such an inquiry in

the event of such an inquiry being decided upon. Let me say this interesting
subject is not limited to what we generally regard as " the rule of the road at
sea." I think the dreadful collision which occurred the other day between lln>

Normanrfy and the Mary touched upon another branch of this subject. It is

not only how ships approaching eaoh other are to bo managed so as to avoid
collision under ordinary circumstances, but in that melancholy case another
question arises, whether the public safely dues not require that .some strict

peremptory regulations should lie adopted for the management ul ships where
thick fog prevails F There is nodoubt that the melauoholy loss of Life whioh
occurred in the Normandy was occasioned by thiol fog, I do nut desire to

prejudge any case now under investigation, but I think enough hai beoome
known to the public to prevent our reeling any he-ii.itiou in sawn- thai the

main cause ui the disaster was 'lie fool "i tie- ship going her rail speed, or

nearly her full speed, .it a time of vi ry thick fog. Possibly lomopci one may
hi bservi I I rial that melancholy f i lifi

in the Bouse ot Commons i few lays ago, I thought it my dot) to follow op
that question by inquiring whether the B were not in

,

i ofinformation as to whether the u>ual precautions ot raundiu

irtod to. As far as 1 ii ive yel li at hi ! the tai ti ol the i

there appes liavo been no snob precautions taken; and it seems pgrfi

clear that th< \., iwa tarlj it full si powerallowed.
Well, i irises *> question of the deopi , whotber the time I

not oomi ii public interference for the protection of that portion ol hat

who ire compelled to entrust themselves to tho danger. ..i
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the deep ; and whether captains of ships shall not be peremptorily required to

moderate their speed at sea in a fog, and to resort to every precaution that can

be adopted to insure the safety of human life. Gentlemen, having touched

upon this subject, which I hope you will not think I have done improperly,

there are two other subjects upon which I should have been_ glad to address

you, but I find it is not necessary for me to occupy your time in doing so, be-

cause both of them are this very day made the subject of papers which will be

read to you, and which, according to our usual custom, will afterwards become

the subject of discussion. I allude to the Channel passage and to the Suez

Canal. Not only the commercial interests of the country and the navigation

of the seas, but the question of naval architecture is concerned in these two

subjects. It will be for you, gentlemen, who are scientifically acquainted with

the important subject of naval architecture to consider, and no doubt the papers

that will be read will give you the opportunity of considering, how far the

talent of our able naval architects should be brought to bear upon two most

interesting questions. The first question is the best mode of constructing a

ship ferry, which, after long deliberation, appears to be the favourite mode at

present for expediting the transit across the Channel. The other question is

one of hardly less interest ; how we can best construct vessels able to carry

large numbers of passengers and heavy cargoes from England to Alexandria,

and yet be of such a draught of water as to be able to pass through the Suez

Canal and continue their voyage to the East. These are subjects of deep

interest ; they not only call forth the skill of our naval architects, but they

illustrate in a remarkable manner that rapid progress of scientific enterprise

which is one of the distinguishing characteristics of the age in which we live,

more especially of the latter half of the present century. There remains only

one more subject on which I desire to touch. It is a subject which has been

very much in my mind of late, and on which I desire to take counsel with you,

with the view of deciding whether or not it is desirable that the Government
should be pressed to institute and prosecute a scientific inquiry. The subject is,

beyond all doubt, beset with a great number of difficulties ; I allude to the

question of the load draught of merchant ships at sea. Everyone has been

deeply moved by what I am afraid we must now inevitably regard as the lo^s

of the City of Boston, the most melancholy event of the kind that has occurred

since the loss of the President many years ago. You will remember that at a

period when hope was not altogether abandoned, an anonymous letter appeared

in the public papers, purporting to come from Halifax in Nova Scotia, stating

that when the City of Boston put to sea she was, from the large cargo stowed in

her, from 18in. to 20in. below her proper draught. I dwell especially upon the

fact that that was an anonymous letter. But on the other hand, I thick those

who read it will allow that there was nothing in the letter which conveyed to

the mind any idea that it was written with other than honest and bond fide
purposes, or that there was anything like ill-will towards the parties connected
with the City of Boston which dictated that letter being written. I thought
it my duty to put a question upon this subject in the House of Commons, and
I asked whether the Board of Trade had received any information at all which
tended to confirm the statements in that anonymous letter. The gentleman
who, in the absence of Mr. Bright, now represents the Board of Trade in the
House of Commons, very naturally and properly applied to that well-known
and distinguished house, the Messrs. Inman, to whom the City of Boston
belonged, for information. In the same spirit in which I have spoken with
regard to the letter, I desire to speak with regard to the contradiction given by
the Messrs. Inman. I should think myself wholly without justification if I

were to say a word which could reflect upon that distinguished firm in any
manner whatever. I accept entirely the assurance of the Messrs. Inman, and I
believe they would not willingly risk the safety of their passengers by any im-
proper proceeding. But public men who undertake a public duty must not look
to the right or to the left in carrying out that duty ; we are bound to regard
only the safety of the public. Messrs. Inman, in their contradiction, which, on
their behalf, was made in the House of Commons, entirely denied that any im-
proper cargo had been stowed in the City of Boston. They only said that
which it was right and proper in their position they should do. But we cannot
forget that the Messrs. Inman speak from Liverpool, and that which was
charged against the City of Boston, if true, occurred at Halifax. We cannot
forget that the contradiction came from the agent of the Messrs. Inman at

Halifax, the very person, who, if anything improper had been done, was
exactly the person who would be responsible for that impropriety. Therefore,
while, on the one hand, I do not mean to say that I believe the anonymous
letter, and do not believe the agent or Messrs. Inman, it does appear to me that,

considering the dreadful event which somehow happened, if the contents of

that anonymous letter be true, that the ship was laden beyond the point which
safety justified, a grave and serious responsibility would rest upon that agent
at Halifax if he allowed the ship to leave in that state. I think it is very
desirable, for the sake of Messrs. Inman, that the truth should be cleared up,
and that the facts should be known. Of course, it does not follow, even if the
ship were overladen, that that was the cause of the disaster. She might have
come in contact with ice ; she might have been lost from stress of weather, or
other causes, without blame being attributable to anybody. But a serious

statement has been made, and, without intending to impeach the character of

anybody, that statement has only been contradicted by a person who must be
regarded as an interested person. There stands for the moment the important
and paiuful question with respect to the City of Boston. But the effect of my
putting this question in the House of Commons was one which I had not for
a moment foreseen. From a variety of quarters, and from a number of persons,
some speaking from one motive and some from another, in all parts of the
country, I have received communications to an extent which I had not expected
pressing upon me the immense importance of this question of overloading ships.
Two particular causes—constant causes of disaster—have been pressed upon my
consideration. First, the relaxation of a rule which did exist, but which, for
some reason or other, I know not why, has been relaxed—I mean the rule that

every steamship (I do not know whether it applied to sailing ships) putting to

sea ought to be provided with water-tight bulkheads. That is one point pressed

upon my attention. The other point pressed upon my attention is the immense
loss of life and property arising, as I say, from this neglect of water-tight

bulkheads, and, in too many instances, to the fact of ships proceeding to sea

laden beyond the point of safety. I have been startled by the extraordinary

amount, the dreadful amount of loss which has occurred within the last twelve

months—loss of life and property in steamships at sea. The facts I am about

to mention have already been the subject on my part of questions in Parliament,

and I think it may be as well upon this occasion, as I am alluding to the ques-

tion, that I should repeat those figures. They are astounding figures. The
first fact I will mention is one that I referred to in the House of Commons

—

namely, that from the 1st of January to the middle of March—that is to saj',

in the first ten weeks of the present year—there were lost no less than nine
steamships. Two of these steamships were lost in consequence of those collisions

to which I have already adverted. One or two of the others were stranded, and
the remainder—more than half of the whole—appear to have foundered ; nothing
more is known of their fate. The other fact that has been brought to my
notice by a simple quotation from a public newspaper is, that from the begin-

ning of November no less than twenty-eight steamships were lost at sea. What
may have happened during the months of November and December I have no
information of at present. But, considering the period of the year, the too

great probability is that the number of casualties was not less than in the
other periods to which I have referred. But omitting these two months of

November and December, and taking the six months from July to November,
and then from January to March, we find that no less than thirty-seven steam-
ships have been lost at sea. Gentlemen, I think you will consider this a subject

for anxious consideration. Something surely must be wrong. I cannot imagine,

with the skill of our seamen, and the skill of our naval architects

in the construction of ships, that such a disastrous number of losses can have
occurred in a period of six months without there being something wrong
either in the construction or in the loading of these ships, or in both combined.
My immediate and practical object now is take counsel with this meeting of

scientific men, competent to advise, and to ask them whether they do not think
that, under such circumstances, it is desirable that some member of Parliament
should press upon the attention of Government that it is really due to the safety

of the public and the character of our commercial navy that an inquiry should
be directed with a view to the satisfactory solution of this question, to ascertain

whether the difficulties are really so great that no plan can be devised for in-

creasing the safety of our ships, and the safety of the lives of our gallant

sailors, and of the passengers who go to sea in these ships. I ought not to quit

this subject without reminding }
rou that, shortly after the loss of the London,

I brought that subject before the House of Commons ; I also brought it before

the Institution of Naval Architects. You will, I am sure, remember that this

institution appointed a committee of competent and scientific gentlemen. That
committee devoted an amount of time and labour to the inquiry which I con-

sider most honourable and creditable to them. They produced a veiy able re-

port, and that report was presented to the Board of Trade. I was sorry when
I was told the other day \>y the Minister who represents the Board of Trade,

that upon full consideration the Board of Trade did not think it desirable to

carry out the recommendations that that report contained. On the other hand,
without any feeling but that of a bond fide desire to increase the safety of the

public, I am bound to say, from answers I have lately received in Parliament,

and from public occurrences well known to you, that the impression upon my
mind is that the extent to which the Board of Trade now acts, and the

amount of information which is conveyed to the Board of Trade with regard to

these casualties, and the inquiries which are carried on by the Jtfoard of Trade,

are not so satisfactory and do not command such confidence with regard to the

safety of the public, which it is very desirable for public interests they should

do. I am afraid I have deviated more than I intended from my promise not

to occupy your time ; but the subjects on which I have touched have been so

interesting, that I hope you will forgive me if I have dwelt rather longer upon
them than I intended. I will now add, before I conclude these remarks, that

it has been a question in the council, considering the additional time at our

disposal in consequence of having four days instead of three, whether we should

not relax the rule with regard to the time to be occupied with our proceedings.

One rule hitherto has been that no paper should exceed twenty minutes, and
that no speech in discussion should exceed ten minutes, and that the paper

and speeches together ought not exceed one hour. The opinion of the council

is, and. I hope it will be your opinion too, that we had better adhere to that rule.

And here I must ask you to exercise some feeling of compassion towards myself.

It is a very distressing thing for a chairman to get up in the middle of an in-

teresting paper and tell the gentleman he must stop. Of course I am bound
to obey your rules, whatever they may be ; therefore I would rather take this

opportunity of appealing to those who are about to read papers to this meeting

to take care so to compress their matter that the reading of the paper shall not

exceed twenty minutes. I ought to apologise for having detained you so long.

I will only, in conclusion, express my earnest hope that the present meeting

may not be less interesting than former meetings ; and that the existence of

this institution may confer upon the country those advantages which I believe

it is so well calculated to promote.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE SUEZ CANAL ON OCEAN
NAVIGATION.

By Mr. J. D. Samuda M.P.

The canal connecting the Ked Sea and the Mediterranean is now an

accomplished fact, and without change of vessel, and without half circum-

navigating the globe, means now exist for passing from the Indian seas to
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all the ports of Europe. The first meeting of the Institution of Naval

Architects held next after the opening of the Suez Canal would be naturally

desirous to take some notice of this important event, and it is with the view

of considering the effects of tho great engineering work on commerce,

and its probable influence on the mercantile marine of all nations, that I

beg to submit some facts and circumstances in connection with it. By sub-

stituting the canal route for the old-established sea voyage round the Cape,

the following savings in distances are obtained in a voyage to England :

—

From Bombay, 5,777 miles ; from Ceylon, 3,843 ; from Hong Kong and

Singapore, 3,528 ; from Melbourne, 91. These savings are accomplished

on voyages ranging from 12,000 to 14,000 miles in length. Roughly,

therefore, the savings amount to about one-half from Bombay, one-fourth

to one-third from China, and, practically, nothing from Australia. The
first thing that strikes one is the enormous saving of distance thus offered

to some of the principal highways of traffic, and tho benefit that must
result to all carriers from availing themselves of this shorter route. But

it had been foreseen, and is now universally admitted, that, independently

of the difficulty and tho expense of towing sailing vessels through the

canal, the navigation of tho Red Sea is so unsuited to them at most times,

that tho owners of sailing ships must regard the canal route as wholly un-

suited to their use. Considerable depression has naturally resulted iu this

class of property, and the production of sailing ships since the opening of

the canal has been almost if not entirely stopped. Is this depression to bo

temporary, and will the experience of subsequent working justify the con-

clusion it points to of a general substitution of steam for sail in the great

carrying traffic from the East? To arrive at any sound conclusion on this

most important subject it will be desirable to roviow by tho light of our

present knowledge tho capability of steam vessels for dealing with all or

a part of this new field suddenly thrown open to thorn. And here I would

observe that if the opening of the canal had taKon place eight or ten yoars

earlier scarcely a cargo-carrying steamer of any sort would have enter-

tained the idea of profitable employment on even tho most favourable

of the routes. But tho interval of time has been so profitably omployed by

steam-ship ownors realising the importance of economy of coal and tho

improved proportion of vessels and engines, that voyages may now be under-

taken with profitable results which only a few years back would have been

hopeless, except in cases where large subsidies were obtainable, to com-

pensate the great cost of coals and working compared with the carrying

powers of steamers then in use. Tho first groat and important change in tho

character of cargo-carrying ocean steamers within my own experience

occurred in 1863, when a large foreign company, who had till then, on a

4,000 mile journey, employed vessels burning forty tons of coal per day to

carry about 1,400 tons of cargo, were able to substitute them by vessels

burning fourteen tons of coal and conveying 2,000 tons of cargo. And tho

new vessels made nine knots of speed, actually averaging a higher spoed

than the old onos. The effect was so startling that it led to tho ontiro fleet

being gradually roplaced by the economical vessels. I think that economi-

cal working of steam applied to cargo-carrying requires that coal should

bo, if possible, taken on board bofore leaving England for both the out-

ward and the homeward trip. Our present experionce shows that with a

vessel of 2,000 tons, builders' measure, giving an average of nine knots,

and burning fourteen tons per day, coal may bo carried for the round
voyage of 12,000 miles— 0,000 out and 6,000 homo, and loavo sp;ico to carry

1,600 tons of cargo out, and 2,000 tons home. With thoso conditions, it

appears probable that a large amount of success may bo accomplished. If

this be so, wo may regard as the natural consequenco of tho opening of the

canal, that the whole, or at least the greater portion of tho traffic botwoon
Bombay and England will be lost to sailing vossols, and appropriated by
steam. When, however, wo deal with tho China traffic, tho difficulty for

steam is much increased. Here a comploto voyago of 20,000 miles has to

be provided for, and I cannot satisfy myself that tho samo benoficial results

will follow. With exceptionally high froights it may be possible to compote
with first-class sailing ships ; but as tho samo vessol roforrod to abovo
would, on this longor voyage, under similar circumstances, only bo ablo to

carry 1,000 tons of cargo out and 1,800 tons homo, it is doubtful if steam
will do more than obtain a limited portion of tho traffic, and that tho

superior clipper ships may look to retain thoir vocation for somo timo ; that

is, till further improvements in steam, in tho samo direction as thoso that

have boon made in the last eight yoars, put thorn in a position to compete
successfully for cargoes on this increased length of voyago. Thon, as

regards the Australian traffic, whore no advantago of distanco whatovor is

to be gained by o ling tho canal, and whoro tho longth of tho voyago is

again incroaaod, I look upon tho profitable employment of cargo-carrying
steamers as at present Lmpo isible, and that route, of course, will bo I

the sailing ships untouched, I am well awaro that tho drawing oil' of

sailing ships from the Bombay route "ill causoa serious competition to

on tho Australian tation, I also think thai the development ol [ndian
railways will shortly bring to tho port of Bombay much produce thai QOi

comes from Calcutta and rta ol India; and that gradually and
shortly Bombay will bocomo tho great pott '.f India for England. But as

tbeso latter changes aro moro or loss mattei life of

sailing ships doos not rango ovor very many years, I do not soo sufi"

cause to justify the panic that appears to have overtaken this class of pro-
perty

;
and I am inclined to think that their substitution and extinction

will be much more gradual than the possessor of them apprehends. I do
not wish to be understood as suggesting that improvement has reached its

limit ; I look to progressive and very considerable improvement in both
ships and engines, and imagine that a source of economy will bo found to
result greatly from the substitution to a large extent of steel for iron in tho
hulls of vessels, and from simplifying the construction, and carrying still

further the system of expansion in the engines. And, doubtless, the duo
encouragement of those who are continually, from thoir skill and experience,
able to develope improved results in a particular form, will have much
influence in shortening the periods of their attainment. Such encourage-
ment, however, I regret to say, is the exception, not tho rule ; for with a
short-sighted policy, accepting, indeed, tho Manchostor school for a platform,
which in great degree permeates the wholo of our commercial catochism,
the one ruling idea that purchasers cling to appears to mo to be price—the
lowest price at which anyone can offer to throw together materials and
labour to produce the articlo sought. Tho argument seems to be a ship is

a ship : if it has certain tonnago, power, and has passed a certain official

inspection and registration, that is all that is desired. And unless skill,

experience, and faithful work can prosont themselvos with the lowest
tender, they need not tako tho troublo to offer thoir services : or, at all

events, thoy will generally find themselves wholly ignored. I think this

general disregard for all works of character, and tho substitution of the
mere standard of price, is one of the greatest misfortunes that commerco
has fallen under during the last quarter of a century. It has developed the
wrong energies of tho producors—has taught men to rely for success upon
tho production of plausible shams, and has implanted a lower standard of

production—a less worthy aim to all producers throughout tho kingdom.
These remarks certainly do not apply only to shipping ; all other manufactures
are equally obnoxious to thorn. But inasmuch as shipowners aro entrusted
with a much higher mission than most others, and bear in every instance
tho hoavy responsibility of having much human life dependent upon their
care, it is of the utmost importance that they should take a prominent
position in discountenancing the general decadence of commercial morality.
Again, I am not sure that the power of obtaining immunity from loss by
insurance has not been carried too far, and may in somo degroe have served
to prevent the consideration of tho weighty responsibility that errors of

judgment, or a too ready acceptance of general usage, lays upon them : and
I am by no means certain but that our logislaturo might confor groat
benofit, and greatly improve tho existing state of things, if our contemplated
Merchant Shipping Bill were to render it obligatory on every owuor to

retain at his own risk uninsured one-fourth, or one-third, of ovory vessol
sent to sea. Recurring to the original subject of this papor, I caunot fail

to remark that we must be prepared, and mainly through tho opening of

the canal, for a large sharo of tho carrying trade of the East passing from
ourselves to other nations. Russia, Franco, and Gormauy are all boo
anxious to avail themselves of any means of improving their navies to dis-

regard the opportunity this offers them of subsidising commercial under-
takings and practising thoir naval officors. Silk, tea, and cotton, and othor
produce of the East will certainly pass in largo quantities in vessels of

thoso nations to thoir own ports instead of being roshippod as now. in most
instancos, after reaching England. I am quite alive to tho importance of
this result, and to tho weighty consequences of it. It certainly will havo
the effect to a considerable extent of diverting trade from our country,
but I do not regard this with absolute alarm. Evory ono must havo fore-

seen that since tho large discoveries of gold tho countrios that obtain
from us in exchange for thoir productions, would not bo content to leave us
in tho undisturbed position wo previously hold as tho workshop of tho
world, and that thoy would gradually avail themselves, as they have done,
of tho resources which tho possession of gold, gavo thorn for raising manu-
factories and lleots to appropriate to themselvos somo of tho advantages we
had so long derived from its exclusive possession. But such largo new
fields of commerce aro boing daily oponod to us, such increased wants from
an incroasing population and tho improvod power of purchasing, th:ii I

ha.vo do groat fear for tho oxtont of operations. What 1 fear much moro
is, that, in tho desiro to possess moro than our proper share, a system of

unsound trading and reokless competition among oui taaoe.

I snymay continue, for I believe it exists in fnil force at pn •
. .and that

wo may bo deprived of much of our [egitun mtry from
tact of everyone trying to obtain more than his fair or i harn

of it. It has termed no part of my intention in i

upon tho construction of tho canal itself, the difficult] and OOSt<

it open, of prosorviug the required depth of water in it - harbour . of main-
taining its hanks from tho action of the traffic putting through it— nil

matters of groat interest to its proprietors, and which, Indiroctly, will no
"11 those v, ho n But ]

cannot refrain from expressing Burpi the design bavo
adopted Port Said and avoided tho uso of Alexandria as the Euro]

(>nn would imagine that tho advantages ol debouching
of Alexandria Barbour would i at that the whole
vcys and urrangomeut would hai this condition as the

|
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French influence hare caused this diversion in the expectation that thoir

desire to obtain sovereign right over this great -waterway between Europe

and India would have passed unchallenged if the territory they desired to

annex did not enclose the port of Egypt? Or can the existence of any

great engineering difficulty have led to the decision ? One can hardly

imagine this in a desert and flat country such as Egypt. But whatever the

cause, there can he no doubt of the disadvantage of Port Said as compared

with Alexandria. There is now to be encountered the doubt and difficulty,

and the enormous expense that continual operations on the harbour of

Port Said must entail. And looking to the fact that nature has, from a

time beyond the record of history, chokod the present harbour of Said with

the delta of the Nile, and will doubtless continue to offer the same obstacle

to its being kept open, and tax the ingenuity of the engineers and proprie-

tors to prevent this result, a great anxiety, to say the least, might have

been avoided. Again, vessels on their journey eastward would have been

saved 120 miles of sea voyage—some twelve hours' steaming—for they

are not in any degree further on their road when entering Port Said than

they are at Alexandria, which is that distance short of it. As regards the

carriage of passengers and mails especially, this will exercise a most

damaging influence, and may even result in maintaining a change of vessel

at either end of the canal, and continuing the overland route as at present,

to avoid the increased delay which must of necessity otherwise take place

from the slower passage than hitherto through the canal being so greatly

aggravated by the additional 120 miles of sea voyage, resulting, as it doubt-

less would, in a delay of twelve hours in tho delivery of all letters by each

Indian mail. Again, in addition, in Alexandria they would have to deal with

a well-known and magnificent harbo\ir, even as it at present is, aud which

is capable of any extent of improvement, instead of having to encounter

the discomforts and difficulties which nautical men say with certain winds

and weather invariably affect the usefulness of Port Said. I will not

enlarge upon this point. In conclusion, I trust that the success of the

undertaking will be maintained. A new field has boon opened to the com-

merce of the world. This country has with characteristic enterprise been

the first to avail itself largely of the facilities it has offered. Tho prospects

of the canal have been reported as improving daily since its opening. But

whatever benefits experience may show to accrue to the promoters, I fool

sure that the Institution of Naval Architects of England will not allow this

general meeting, at which it has the first apportunity of referring to so

great and useful a project, to pass without expressing sympathy and admi-

ration for the talent that has projected and the perseverance that has

accomplished this great naval work of modern times.

IMPROVED FAN BLOWER.

The following description of a " Multiplying Pressure Fan " is abridged

from the Scientific American, and as it appears to us to bo an inven-

tion of considerable value, we trust it may bo found interesting to our

readers ;
—

The fan blower has held a position as a standard machine for about forty

years, the first having been built by Braithwaite and Ericsson in 1829.

The high speed at which it has to be driven, and the consequent great

consumption of power and excessive wear and tear, have justly been con-

sidered serious objections to it. Notwithstanding the many attempts made
to overcome these defects they still exist. Clark's multiplying-pressure

fan blower, illustrated in the accompanying engravings, attains the desired

end. It gives the requisite pressure without high speed, and yet has all

the simplicity of the ordinary fan blower.

The illustrations represent the form of the blower, and also a longitudinal

sectional view, enlarged, of one of the bearings, and the adjustable device

connected therewith. Fig. 1 shows one of these blowers that multiplies

the force of the blast four times. Fig. 2 is an enlarged view of the bearings
with an improved mode of adjustment.

The blower is made in compartments, each of which is formed exactly

like the others. In fact each compartments i a well-constructed fan blower,

receiving the air at the centre and delivering it at the circumference, where
it is forced over the edge of the disk, C, through the annulus between the
disk, 0, and the shell or case, A, in the direction of the arrows, and thence
down between the disc, C, and the opposite side of the shell, A, to the centre

of the next fan, by which it is received and delivered exactly as in the first,

and so on through the whole series, whether tho number be four or

more.

The passages leading from one compartment to the next may seem tor-

tuous and difficult for the passage of the air, but they are made in all cases

eight times greater in area than would be required to deliver the air under
pressure at the point of final delivery, and as the resistance to the flow of

aeriform fluids diminishes in the ratio of the square of their velocity,

the loss from that source being only Jj, becomes insignificant.

Fig, 2 shows a plan by which the shaft may be moved lengthwise, so that

in the event of of the fans in either compartment touching the side of the

shell they niay be easily adjusted. The journal box (Fig. 2) is a hollow

tube lined with Babbit metal ; a plano-convex ring fits over this tube ; this

ring is cut in the line of its axis, so that by compression it may be- made to

gripe the journal box. A hub, so formed as to receive one-half the plano-

convex ring, is held in the centre of the central opening by the three arms,

as shown. Another hub, made to fit the other half of the plano-convex
ring, is secured to the first one by bolts. When the bolts are slack the
journal box may be moved endwise, but when they are tight it is held firmly

in place.

The Scientific American says :
—" Wo have seen this blower tested, and

can assure our readers that it accomplishes what its inventor claims for it

;

we have seen it with a pressure gauge on each compartment, and invariably

the gauge on the fourth one indicated a pressure four times greater than
that on the first. We have been shown very flattering t3stimonials from
some of the best foundrymen and machinists in the country, respecting this

blower. It is no longer an experiment."

FIG.2.
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A NEW ELLIPSOGRAPH.

The compass for drawing ellipses, illustrated in the accompanying cut,

is a German invention. Its operation is based upon the truth, that by
cutting a cylinder in an oblique plane, the edges of the cut surface will

form an ellipse. The instrument is designed to trace a curved line by an
ordinary movement of rotation, but under such conditions as will secure

the same results as in such intersection of a cylinder.

The two arms, properly so called, of the compass remain fixed with

their points on a line, x, the instrument being held in a vertical plane, as

indicated in the figure. A sleeve, h, to which is jointed a third arm, h, is

capable both of sliding upon the adjacent arm of the compass and of turn-

ing around upon the same. Tnis supplemental arm, Jc, carries the pencil

or tracing point, b. In turning the sleeve, the point, b, describes a circle

equal to that of the circumference of a cylinder having for its axis the

longer arm of the compass. While this is being done, care is taken

to allow the sleeve to slide upon the arm to which it is attached to an ex-

tent sufficient to enable the point to be kept constantly in c intact with

the paper upon which the ellipse is to be marked.
From this double movement it results that the point, b, is, as it were,

simultaneously on the surface of a cylinder and on a plane oblique thereto,

and, as a consequence, the line traced upon the paper is a pertect ellipse.

The larger radius of the ellipse is indicated at m b, the smaller at m a.

In order to use the instrument, the fixed points of its two arms are

placed upon the line, c x, corresponding to the longer axis of the desired

ellipse, and the point, b, is placed in the line of the shorter axis and at a

distance from the point, d, of the longer arm equal to the length of the

shorter radiu", the angles of the two arms being adjusted to permit the

point, b, to pass from one position to the other, whereupon the ellipse may
be drawn in the manner above described.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF NEW BOOKS.

Abitracts of English and Colonial Patent Specifications, relating to the

Preservation ofFood, etc. My William Henby Archer, Registrar General
of Victoria.

The high price of butchers'-meat, has induced men, in the spirit of enter-

prise, to endeavour to satisfy economy, on the one hand, and, on the other,

a sympathy with the relatively poor, by seeking out the means of increas-

ing the supply, and thus lowering the price. The abundance in Australia
naturally invited attention, and the distance became the difficulty, and
positive impediment to bringing lure the beasts, alive or dead. Many are

the methods which have been tried, and the Englishmans' courage in the

face of difficulties, has been repeatedly and severely taxed, to end, as yet,

in failure, or hut partial success at best. The brochure before us is evi-

dently compiled with the laudable intention of bringing pa.st failures' before
us, the better to avoid the vexation of their reintroduction.and economi 16

the expenditure of the enterprising. Parties who entertain the question

of " preservation of food" will do well to examine these pages with care,

tor they must be invaluable to such. The descriptions are illustrated by
many well executed lithographed plates, and the technical getting up
reflects credit on draughtsmen and printers.

Tlie Science of Building. By B. Wym.imm Tabs. London: Lockwood & Co.

We have here an "elementary treatise on the principl l I' construc-

tion " from wliieh we rise in pleasurable sympathy with i>

contents are not palmed off on us as origins!—although some of tie' mi it

Important of them are— but selections from the b^st authorities. The quiet,

neat, scientific appropriateness of the langu ige employed, distinguishes I he
master mind from the fassinesi and confusion of the pretender, other
authors are mentioned, to guide the student, where profounder depths, or

greater heights may be desired. This little work must be as welcome to tlio

student in Architecture as to the student in Engineering; for both the6e
students must, sooner or later, be familiar with every word here brought
together by experience in theory and practice.

The articles on Building-stones, Wood, Iron, &c, are also appropriate.
Iu a word, we have just so many stages for the student to stand on and
erect his contemplated superstructure—possibly a temple to fame—but tbu
durability, and the height to which his structure may rise, must invariably
depend on his own intelligent industrious use of such stages. We have no
ready-made Architects, nor ready-made Engineers; nor can they be made
to order. Sir Humphrey said, " what I am, I made myself." Of course
much depends on a good beginning, and the possibility being afforded, the
student has to avail himself of every opportunity, and he will seek for

more opportunities, if he has commendable energy of character and a cul-

tivated taste, or die a drone as he lived.

The diagrams elucidating the contents, are clear and sufficient. The
work is got up with modem neatness, good type and paper, with maigin.

Principles and Construction of Machinery : A Practical Treatise on the Laws
of the Transmission of Power, and of the Strength and Proportions of the

various Elements of Prime Movers, Mill-work, and Machinery generally ;

arranged for the use of students, engineers, and practical mechanics. By
Feancis Caiipin, C.E. London ; Atchley and Co.

Such is the elaborated title of the little book before us. Our author's

claims to notice are candidly fore-shadowed in his "preface." We there

learn tbat completness was avoided ; for a larger work would have been
" cumbrous to the last degree ; " that this work is not profound, because

it is " the substance of the author's oral instructions," and he desires to

"try the faculties of the mind as little as possible," and we congratulate

him on bis success ; for he leaves us on the threshold of knowledge, when
introducing us to his " alphabet of engineering practice."

The book is well got up ; the printing and binding unexceptionable;
being neat, clear, and strong. Its unequal contents may be useful to many,
and variety is always interesting. The book may thus become positively

beneficial whenever it whets the appetite, which distinguishes the engi-

neer, for more knowledge. He must be daily progressing, on the surface,

or into the profoundly of science, and of experience.

We do him but simple justice when we allow our author to speak for

himself. Now, the definition of the lever and its functions becomingly
occurs among the earliest lessons of the pupils. His yet insufficiently

trained mind requires clearness, distinctness, and correctness to help him
to comprehend aright so many novelties to him, if not positive paradoxes.
" If two forces act about a centre," says our author, " so as to preserve

equilibrium, acting of course in opposite directions, their moments must be
equal" We might be content with this much, but to ensure perfect con-

tentment in others also we will go with him a little further. " Let a

force of 30 pounds act about a centre, at a distance of 3fc. from it, the
moment of force will be= 30 x 3 = 90 foot-pounds ; at what distance from the

same centre must a force of 12lbs. act in the opposite direction to balance
this moment ? * * * * In this case if the forces were rotating,"

&c. Experience sees clearly at what our author is aiming, and sees also

that he ini-ses his mark. The italics are ours, and possibly indicate the

position which we are disposed to take. Here arc two forces, acting of

course in opposite directions, about a centre, and of course the result must
be motion, and not equilibrium or rest. The entanglement of words tends

to beget confusion, if nothing more, instead of respect for the subject

taught. Here the scale-beam may become a suitable illustration, as it has
been many a time agone; there we find the two forces which produce
equilibrium are the weights, and being equal, the result is rest. These two
forces, acting by gravity, act in the same direction. If one of them acted

in " an opposite direction"—say upwards—we must, "of course," have
motion, and not rest, which, "of course," cannot he the author's inten

-

ti in, although it be the inevitable interpretation of the author's inappro-

priate language. If he sacrificed sense to brevity, it is evident that his

sacrifice was too gr

It ie satisfactory to see hero also a relative p maintained for

chemistry, among the varied qualifications incumbent on an engineer.

Our Domestic Fircjilaces. A New Edition. By Fi . jun.

Longman ,
l

; " sn, ana I lo.

Here is a cosy work for cosy people I i read; and the anthor himself

assures us that it is terminated "with do little satisfaction," leaving us;

smaller creatures, no alternative but to be satisfied also, Be oondi

to informs ns of bis " endeavours to enlighten the public upon the various

matters, connected with the domestic use of fuel, to which his " no little

satisfaction" withoutdonbt applies. This amiable u'iit "t self-o implaoenoy

pervades the bi os. The laugui latin" of

scientific men, buf everj day English, the popular idiom, so thai it is likely

to become a welcome vi itor. its range is a wide one —no pun Intended—
and the sub varied as interesting t imosl people. El i

the bellows of antiqua! >l 'l in estioity and its companions Id age—the warm-

log-pan, f. dd ing screen, 4c, and Invites our attention to modern iropi
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merits, and to " other ameliorations of home comforts." We have, too, the
" use of coal in fireplaces," which, although it is not announced as a posi-

tive discovery, is most assuredly a subject which deserves to be better un-

derstood generally, on the score of economy as well as of comfort. We
get a glimpse of the progress of civilisation, in the advance of improve-

ment of the comforts of an Englishman's fireside. Here are neatly executed

plan, elevations, and sections, with suitable instructions, presided over most
appropriately by Count Rumford. As the word " comfort" is essentially

English, and this book shows, in a popular manner, how to realise comfort,

it follows that such a hook must become popular among they who desire

comfort—that is, among Englishmen in particular, and the world in

general.

Formules Apjproximatives de Construction Navale. Par J. A. Nokmabd.
Paris : Arthur Bbkteand.

The author says a few years since he published a succinct treatise* of a

method which seemed to him calculated to supply and perfect the system

of naval construction. This treatise, he says, was purely theoretical. In
the work under notice he presents us the completion of bis work, having
rectified some errors, and having assured himself, by constant practice, of

the correctness of the principles upon which bis calculations were based. The
work is illustrated with woodcuts, by numerous tables and plates, showing
the lines of various classes of vessels, ranging from lifeboats and yachts
to armour-clad vessels of war, most of which seem taken from English
models.

THE LATE THOMAS JOSEPH DITCHBURN.

The late Mr. Ditchburn served his apprenticeship in Chatham Dockyard,
under the celebrated Sir Robert Seppings, with whom he was a favourite
pupil, being much employed by him in making models, and trying experi-
ments in connection with his numerous inventions. About the year 1824,
he undertook the management of the extensive shipbuilding establishment
of Messrs. "Fletcher and Furnell, at Limehouse, but while engaged here in
constructing wooden vessels, he became convinced that iron was a better
material than wood for shipbuilding purposes, and at once set about esta-
blishing himself in business as a builder of ships of iron as well as wood.
To facilitate this object he entered into partnership with Mr. C. J. Mare,
and commenced work at Deptford. The first iron ship launched by the
firm of Ditchburn and Mare was built for the Russian Government, and was
named the Inlcerman. She was a small vessel, of shallow draught of water,
and was so great a success that the new firm immediately afterwards ob-
tained orders for several small vessels to run between the bridges in London.
These little vessels were named Starlight, Daylight, Moonlight, and Twi-
light ; their engines were made by Messrs. John Penn and Son, of Green-
wich, and they are now in existence, and were carrying passengers within
the last few years, although nearly thirty years old. So great was the
success of these iron boats that the firm were immediately employed to
build numerous iron river boats, of various sizes ; several for the London
and Woolwich service, others for the Gravesend and Margate, and Ipswich
companies, and also many larger vessels for the General Steam Navigation
Company. Indeed, orders came in so rapidly that the firm found it necessary
to seek for better and more extensive premises ; the result was the esta-
blishment of the works at Orchard House, Blackwall, now in the occupa-
tion of the Thames Ironworks and Shipbuilding Company- Mr. Ditchburn's
name now became known all over the world, and vessels of every description
were rapidly constructed for numerous companies and corporations, as well
as for the British and foreign governments—in the North Sea, in the British
and Irish Channels, up the Rhine, in the Mediterranean, the Black Sea,
on the Swiss lakes, and on the English and Scotch rivers, iron steam vessels
designed by Ditchburn, and constructed by Ditchburn and Mare, were
found, making the advantages of the new material known, and laying the
foundation of nearly all those lines of steamers now so numerous and cele-
brated. About the year 1844 Mr. Ditchburn was employed by the Lords
of the Admiralty of the day to construct for her Majesty's private use a
steam yacht, which he did, and it was named the Fairy. Having narrowly
watched the experiments of Ericsson, "screw" Smith, and others°then being
made, Mr. Ditchburn became so thoroughly satisfied that the screw pro-
peller was an improvement on the paddle wheel for most purposes, he per-
suaded the authorities to adopt that mode of propulsion. The Fairy was
accordingly fitted with a screw propeller, which screw was the first screw
propeller ever used in the British Navy ; and so excellently was the whole
thing done, that until quite recently the Fairy remained one of the best
results of that method of propulsion.

NOTES AND NOVELTIES.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Dr. Ott has published a memoir on timber-preserving processes. He says the opinion

that carbolic acid and substances containing it are effectual in preserving timber is

erroneous. The real preservative action of the tar oils is due, according to the author,
to a greenish fluorescent oil that comes over at the last stage of distillation. Direct
trials with pyren and paranaphthaline do not yield successful results. The question
whether coal tar contains a sufficient quantity of the flourescent greenish oil just
alluded to, to justify the use of such tar for preservative purposes, is answered in the
negative. The decay of timber, or peculiar transformation which makes it unfit for
practical purposes, seem, to be in most instances produced by the attacks of fungi and
lichens. The mouldering- of wood is distinct from decay.it being merely a chemical
process caused by the action of water with small access of air.

Gas Steam Boilers foe Lifting Purposes.—Mr. Jackson, who has invented a
steam boiler in which gas is the generating power, and which is specially applicable for
lifting purposes, invited a number of gentlemen connected with the warehousing busi-
ness and with mechanics generally, to witness the practical operation of his invention at
the East and West India Dock Tea Warehouses in Hart-street, Crutched Friars. The
great merits claimed for the invention are economy of space, economy of labour and fuel,

combined with perfect freedom'from risk of conflagration. At many of the largest ware-
houses in the City the system has, it is stated, been for severalmonths at work, with perfect
satisfaction. As to economy in the matter of fuel, we are told that oec horse power is

maintained for ten hours at the cost of 1,000 cubic feet of gas, charged according to the
varying cost of the London gas companies, at from 3s. 3d. to 4s. 6d.—the latter maximum
figure being, we believe, confined to the London. Another economical point is that when
the work is suspended the gas may be reduced to a minimum consumption without
losing the generating heat power necessary for resuming operations at a moment's
notice. The dock authorities at the warehouses express themselves thoroughly satisfied

with the invention.

Gas for San Paulo.—A prospectus has been issued by the San Paulo (Brazilian) Gas
Company (Limited), with a capital of £70,000,in shares of £10, to carry out a concession
which has been purchased for £3,500 for the introduction of gas into the city of San
Paulo. The concession is exclusive for 25 years from the 9th of July, 1869.

The Waesop Aero Steam-Engine.—The steam-tug Fuh Lee, intended for service in
the Chinese rivers, and fitted with the Warsop aero steam-engine, has been heard of
from Gibraltar, on her outward voyage; and her engines seem to have fulfilled, or even
surpassed, all anticipation. Her captain writes "the aero steam system is invaluable
to us," and then, going into details, he reports that he has carefully weighed his coal,

and that he has had a consumption of only two and a half tons in 24 hours, working the
vessel against a heavy lumping sea, that has severely tried her capabilities. Her engines
of the Fuh Lee, are of 60-horse power nominal.

LAUNCHES
The firm of John Elder, Fairfield Shipbuilding Yard, Govan, launched on the 26th

March the largest merchant ship in the world, with the exception of the Cheat Eastern.
As she left the ways she was gracefully christened the Italy by Miss Thorneycroft, of
Wolverhampton. The Italy has been built to the order of the National Steamship Com-
pany of Liverpool, and is intended for their service between Liverpool and New York.
She has a dead-weight carrying capacity of 3,300 tons, and is fitted to-carry 100 first-

class and 1,500 third-class passengers.

Theee was launched on the 24th March from the shipbuilding yard of Messrs. J. and
E. Swan, Kelvindock, near Glasgow, an iron screw steamer of 90 tons burthen, named the
Louisa. She is owned by Messrs. J. and J. Hay, Glasgow, and is intended for the Forth
and Clyde navigation and general coasting trade.

Messes. Alexander Stephen and Sons launched, from their works at Kelvinhaugh, a

new iron sailing ship of 851 tons, named the Maggie Trimble, the highest class at Lloyd's

and in Liverpool Registry. The ship is to be employed in the Eastern and general trade,

and has been built for E. G. Sharp, Esq., for whom Messrs. Stephen have built a series of

fine iron ships.

Theee was launched on the 2nd ult, from the building yard of Messrs. John
Fullerton and Co., at Monksworth, a screw-steamer of the following dimensions:

—

Length, 130ft. ; breadth of beam, 20ft. ; depth of hold, 10ft. The vessel was launched
broadside into the Cart, without the slightest hitch ia the operation, and was named
Glengarnoak by Miss Dunn, as she glided off the stocks- The QlengarnocTc has been
built to the order of Messrs Merry and Cunninghame, and is to be supplied with a pair

of direct-acting condensing engines of 42 horse-power, by Messrs King and Co., Dock
Engine Works, Glasgow. She is to be classed An at Lloyd's.

Theee was launched on the 2nd ult., from the building yard of Messrs. John
Humphrey and Co., Aberdeen, a fine clipper ship, which was named by Mrs. Connan the

Craigendarroch. She is about 1,200 tons builders' measurement, and 1000 tons register

tonnage, and her figure-head represents a Highlander in Invercauld tartan. This fine

vessel has iron beams, and a Humphrey's patent iron keelson, on account of which she

has been awarded by Lloyd's Committee for Shipping Registry the highest class ever

granted to any vessel of the same material. We understand that the Craigendarroch

has been built to the order of Messrs. Eichard Connan and Co., for the South Australian

trade, and when fitted out will take her place in the Elder line of packets between
London and Adelaide, with her sister ships Carnaquheen and JBundaleer.

Theee was launched on the 5th ult from the building yard.'of Messrs. Caird and Co.,

Greenock, a beautifully-modelled spar deck steam vessel, which was named Australia by
Mrs. Methven, wife of her future commander. The Australia belongs to the Peninsular

and Oriental Steam Navigation Company, and is of the following dimensions, viz. :—
Length of keel or forerake, 370ft. (over all 401ft.) ; breadth of beam, 44ft. ; depth of hold,

36ft. ; tonnage (builders' measurement), 3,538 tons. She will be propelled by engines

constructed by Messrs Caird and Co. on the most improved principles, and of 600 horse-

power nominal. Besides provision for a large number of first and second class passengers,

the Australia will carry 1,800 tons of cirgo and 1,000 of coal, while arrangements can

be made whereby 2,500 tons of cargo can be stowed by reducing the passenger

accommodation. The Australia, we believe, is the largest steamer ever launched at

Greenock.

On the 11th ult there was launched from the shipbuilding yard of Messrs M'Culloch,

Patterton and Co., Port-Glasgow, a sailing barque of 700 tons, built to the order of

Messrs. John Hay and Co., of Liverpool, which on leaving the ways was named the

Vale ofNith, by Miss Mary Hay, sister of the managing owner. This vessel is now being

loaded in Kingston Dock, by Messrs Aitken, Lilburn and Co., as one of their clipper

line of packets for Sydney.
TRIAL TRIPS.

Teial Trip—On the 11th ult, the steamer Selene, which has been built by Messrs.

Wm. Hamilton and Co., Port-Glasgow, to the order of Messrs. N. A. Theodoridi and

Co., of Constantinople, for the Imperial Ottoman Government, underwent her trial trip.

The boat is 180ft. long by 21ft. Sin. wide, and 9ft. deep ; and is fitted with oscillating
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engines of 100 nominal horse-power, made by Messrs. John and James Thomson, Fin-

nieston Engine Works, Glasgow. The cylinders are 3Sin. diameter, and the stroke 3ft.

9in.; and she is also supplied with feathering paddle-wheels, and rounded tubular boiler.

This is the second steamboat that has been built and fitted up by the same firm for the

Turkish Government. After clearing the harbour the vessel sailed down under easy

steam to the Cloch Lighthouse, where the first trial was to take place. Time was then

taken by Messrs J. Williamson and Lapthorpe, two of Lloyd's surveyors, who were on
board for that purpose, and full speed put on for a run to the Cumbrae Lighthouse, and
this was accomplished in 55 min. 17 sec, the vessel having gone at the rate of l-t'6 knots,

or about 17 miles an hour, and this, too, against a strong head wind. The engines

worked easily and smoothly, giving from 4S to 50 revolutions per minute, with a steady

pressure of from 35 to 401b. on the square inch. Having completed this task the vessel's

head was turned round, and sail was made for the measured knot at Skelmorlie, where
her speed was again put to the test. The knot was run in 3 min. 57 sec. being at the

rate of 15*1 knots, or 17i miles per hour. This was deemed highly satisfactory, as the

guarantee given was that the vessel would steam 14 knots an hour, and in both trials

she considerably exceeded that distance. We believe the Selene is intended for the
passenger trade on the Bosphorus, and is therefore fitted up with every convenience
necessary to render a sea voyage in that quarter of the world pleasant aud agree-
able.

Teial of II. M.S. Vaxgcabd.—The iron, armour-plated double screw steamship, Tan-
guard, 11, had her six hours continuous trial outside Plymouth Sound, on the 9th ult.,

Cafjt- Luard, of the Indus, and Mr. Steil, from Whitehall, superintended, assisted by
Staff Commander Pounds, Mr. Xicol, and Mr. Harden, from Keyham Steam-yard. Mr.
William Laird, of Laird Brothers, who built the ship and engines, and their engineer,
Mr. It. Ii. Levis, were also on boerd. Wind, westerly, force 4 vo 5, which increased
towards the close to 6 to 7, the sea rising proportionately. The Vanguard left the Sound
at 10 a.m., under easy steam, and at 10.50 staited on a course almost due south to keep
the wind on her beam. Daring the six hours 6he maintained a mean speed of nearly

14J knots, the results every half hour being as follows :—First half-hour—Pressure of
steam, 301b. ; mean revolutions, 73 71. Second half-hour— Pressure of steam, 3SIb.;

mean revolutions, 7329. Third half-hour—Pressure of steam, 301b. : mean revolutions,

7388. Fourth half-hour—Pressure of steam, 28£lb.; mean revolutions, 72 f«. Fifth
half-hour—Pressure of steam, 28ilbs. ; mean revolutions, 72«4. Sixth half-hour—
Pressure of steam, 301b.; mean revolutions, 73'2t. Seventh half-hour—Pressure of
steam, 301b. ; mean revolutions, 7324. Eighth half-hour—Pressure of steam, 2641b.

;

mean revolutions, 710*;. Ninth half-hour—Pressure of steam, 2641b. ; mean revolutions,

71*81. Tenth half-hour—Pressure of steam, 2«41b. ; mean revolutions, 71'09. Eleventh
half-hour—Pressure of steam, 261b. ; mean revolutions, 7026. Twelfth half hour

—

u.eof steam, 2541b.; mean revolutions, 69'88. The true mean number of revolu-
tion* was 7220 per minute, which, compared with 73 66 attained at the measured mile,
gives a mean speed of 1465 knots per hour. The vacuum in condensers during the present
trial was 2a to 264. The coal used was Powell's Dufl'ryu, supplied from the dockyard.
The engines of the Vuwjuard arc of 800 horse-power; there are four cylinders, each of
72in. diameter ; the length of stroke is 3ft., and the weight of cylinders 54 tone, and
of the condensers 40 tons; the length of brass tubes is 144 miles. The two screws arc

two-bladed Mangin; diameter, lolt. 2in., with a pitch ranging Irom 19ft. to 21ft. Total
weight of machinery and boilers fitted with spare gear (actual weight) is 739 tons lOcwt.

lor. 101b. The number of boilers is six, and of furnaces 24. The number of tubes is

2,904; the length is 6ft., the outside diameter being 2}in.; the total heating surface is

15,201 square feet, or 19ft. per nominal horse-power. At the trial the Vaaguard't
draught of water was, when going out, forward, 20ft. 6in. ; aft, 21ft. 6in. She is fitted

with a balance rudder. At her official trial on the 6th ult., six runs at full boiler power
produced a mean of 14'94l knots per hour, and four runs at half-boiler power, a mean of
12742 knots. The nominal power of the Vanguard's engines is of bOO-horscs; during
these trials at full boiler the power indicated was 5,363 horses, at half boiler 2,751. Load
on safety valve, 301b. Pressure of steam in boilers, 301b. Vacuum iu condensers, 26.

RAILWAYS.
The railway between Bombay and Calcutta has been opened for through traffic.

The works on the Dublin and Antrim Junction Railway have been recommenced, and
the line is to be completed before July, 1871. The length of line is eighteen and a-half

miles, and when open it will alford the shortest route to Dublin from Antrim and all

stations north of Antrim on the Northern Counties Railway. The contractor for the
works is Mr. Tredwell, of Birmingham.

The Skye line now being constructed by an independent company will be opened for
traffic on the 1st of July next, by which a new and expeditious route between Edinburgh,
Glasgow, London, and all parts of the south and the north-west Highlands and islands
of Scotland will be opened to the public. The traffic which will How over this route
will traverse the Highland line Irom Dingwall to Perth, a distance of 162 miles.

The Great Iitdu.v Pexinscla Railway.—The railway extension to Juhbulpore
was opened on the 8th March last, and the break between Nagpore and Juhbulpore
having been spanned, and Calcutta and Bombay baring been brought into direct railway
communication, it wad formally declared open by the Viceroy. The Viceroy remained a
day at Juhbulpore, and the next day saved about eighty miles of journey by travelling
down the Cord line. There was no ceremony over the " last key" of the latter, but the
Viceregal train having traversed, it msy be accepted as proof that it will soon be open
to the public. Lord Mayo also declared open the small branch line from Khangaon Into
the cotton districts, and made himself acquainted with the coal features of the Chanda
fields, travelling about two hundred miles into the heart of the coal and cotton country.

The undertaking of the Indian Tramway Company, from Arconum to Conjcveram,
about 19 miles in length, is incorporated in the Carnatic Company, and it is intended to
extend that line to about five principal places in its route to Cuddalore. The extension
line will be about 120 miles in length, and pass throngh a populous and fertile country.
The exact route will be determined by the by the Madras Government. They will hare
to cross one large river and a smaller one. There may be a branch from the railway to
Pondichcrry, as the traffic will be large.

TELEGRAPHIC ENGINEERING.
A TEi.Kr.KAPH io Poktlgal akd Gibbaltar.—A telegram from Lisbon states that

the publi adjudication of concc-sion fox the construction of telegraphic Unet between
England, Portugal, and Gibraltar was made on the 4th ult. The Minister of Public
Works announced that the concession has been definitely granted to M. .lulus Deapecher
the representative of the Falmouth, Gibraltar, and Malta Telegraph Company.

PosT-oiriCK Telegraphs.—The number ol telegraphic messages sent out for delivery
In the City ol London m the week ending 9lh April was 18,696, showing an in.
823 over the number sent out in the week ending April 2nd.

The Chancellor's Budget, whi. h wan telegraphed by the British Indian Submarine
Cable, was published in Bombay the next morning.
The manufacture of the Falmouth, Gibraltar, ind Malta Telegraph Company's cable

was completed on the 8th nit. The laving operations arc to bo commenced at the
Malta cud of tho route, and are so timed that tho Bay of Biscay may during-
the Hue weather which may be expected about the middle of this month Tho work of
snbmcrnon is to be completed by the !

LATEST PRICES IN THE LONDON METAL MARKET.

COPPER.
Best selected, per ton
Tough cake and tile do
Sheathing and sheets do
Bolts do
Bottoms do
Old (exchange) do
Burra Burra do
Wire, per lb

Tubes do

BRASS.
Sheets, per lb

Wire do
Tubes do
Yellow metal sheath do
Sheets do

SPELTER.
Foreign on the spot, per ton

Do. to arrive

ZINC.
In sheets, per ton

TIN.
English blocks, per ton

Do. bars (in barrels) do

Do.refineddo
Banca do
Straits do

TIN PLATES.*
IC. charcoal, 1st quality, per box .

IX. do. 1st quality do
IC. do. 2nd quality do
IX. do. 2nd quality do
IC. Coke do
IX. do. do
Canada plates, per ton

Do. at works do

IRON.
Bars, Welsh, in London, per ton .

Do. to arrive do
Nail rods do

Stafford in London do
Bars do. do.

Hoops do. do
Sheets, single, do
Pig No. 1 in Wales do
Refined metal do
Bars, common, do
Do. mrch. Tyne or Tees do
Do. railway, in Wales, do
Do. Swedish in London do
To arrive do
Pig No. 1 in Clyde do
Do. f.o.b. Tyne or Tees do
Do. No. 3 and 4 f.o.b. do
Railway chairs do
Do. spikes do
Indian charcoal pig in London do.

STEEL.

Swedish in kegs (rolled), per ton....

Do. (hammered) do
Do. in faggots do
English spring do

Quicksilver, per bottle

LEAD.
English pig, common, per ton

Ditto. L.B. do
Do. W.H. do

Do. sheet, do
Do. red lend do
Do. white do
Do. patent shot do
Spunish do

£
73
71
75
77
78
63
7-1

From
s. d.

10
11

8*
7i

lOi

6*
G*

To
£ s.

72

78 "

19 15
19 5

21

2>)

19

11*

15

13G
137

137
131 v
132 131

1 G G 1 8
1 12 G 1 13 6
1 G 1 G 6
1 12 1 12 6
1 3 1 3 G
1 9 1 9 6

13 10 14 10
18 14

7 2 6 7 5

7 5

7 5 7 10
8 5 9
8 9
8 17 6 10 15

9 15 11
3 15 4 5
4 5
6 15

6 10
6 12 6 7
9 15
9 12 6
2 18 G 3 5 6
2 9 6
2 6 6 2 7
5 10 5 15

11 12
6 G 10

l.l 10 18 15
1

1

1.-.

16 15 L6 (1

17 83
6 17

II - M

is 10 is 12 G
Is u (1

L9

16 (t 19 .'.

80 II 20 LO
27 (1 30
22

18 II

•At the works 1* to li.od. per boi le
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LIST OF APPLICATIONS FOR LEXERS
PATENT.

b havb apoptkd a new arrangement op"

the Provisional Protections applied for

by Inventors at thb Great Seal Patent

Office. If any difficulty should arise

with referrncr tothb names, addresses

or titles oivbn in thb list, thk rbqdi

site infoemation will be furnished, free

f expense, from the office, by addrs ing

a letter, prermp, to the editor of

**The Ahtizan.'

Dated March 22nd, 1870.

340 J.Milne—Fireeratae ^
841 R. H. Rimes—Boots
842 W. H. H. Clcmesha and T. Roberta—Self

cleansing filters

843 W. Gallimore—Dryiug yarn or thread in the
skein

644 D. Joy—Increasing" the efficiency of steam
generators

845 W. R. Lake—Slide valves
946 S S. Turniir—Sewmir straw
847 J- H. Johnson- Locomotion
848 D Gray—Wheel tvies
849 T. J. Smith—Treatment of ores
850 C. J.'Eyre—Producing motive power

Dated March 23rd, 1870. ^

51 J. and J. Bradbury and J. Robei ts—Felting- bal
bodies

852 \V. T. Culmer— Brushes
853 J. B. Colbran and W. Pollard—Mouse and rat
trap

854 C. Farrow aDd R. B. Jackson—Construction of
855 M Chaprmm—Device for containing- photogra-
phic pictures

856 \V. R Lake—Steel
857 J. Moore—Bung h les of casks
858 J C. Cushion— I'icks for dressing marble and
other stone

859 J. H. Miles— Velocipedes ~7~-~

Dated March 24tb. 1870.

S60 S. Mawson—Administration of nitrous oxide
gas

861 T. P.Hawksley—Thermometers
862 J. Gilchrist—Ratchet brace
863 H. R. Facshawe and W. H. Smith—Tunning
hides

8G4 R. H. Kay and A.T, Richardson—Manufacture
ofcrape

g65 J. Sawyer and J. Brindley—Furnaces
866 S Bateman- Measuring card filleting whilst in
• the process of making
8G7 G A Buchbolz-Semolina
868 E Cambridge—Rollers
869 T. Claridge aud J. Jeavons—Armour p'ates
870 W. R. Lake—Turbine water wheels
871 L. Watson and J. Hall—Registering goods

raised in warehouses
872 W. R. Lake— Preparing sulphuric acrid for
the mauufactuie of manure

Datkd March 25th, 1870.

873 A. Rauroann—Steam engines
874 T.GibbandC. Gtltsharp—Smelting copper, and

other metals
875 T. Gibb and O. Gelstharp—Extracting copper

*

876 T. J. Smith—Treatment of aulpburets in order
to extract precious metals

877 W. R Thomson—Fastening the doors of rail-

way carriages
878 E. T Truman—Preparing gutta percha
8/9 R. F. M. Harcourt—Fastening- railway carriage

doors
880 J. J- Cioss—Propelling vessels
881 J. Townsend—Ohtaining baryta, &c.*3
882 B. Hunt—Valves
8B3 A. Dixon—Season tickets

884 C. Jean—Weighing goods*
885 W. R. Lake—Valves
886 W. Ramaden, J. C. Pearce, and R. A r

y--
Sorting wool ? re

Dated March 26th, 1870.

867 A. Angell—Heating metal b&is
888 W. H. GrasBam—Horse hoes
889 C. D. Abel—Grinding saws
890 J., C, and G. Watson—Candles
891 T. J. Smith—Regulating the driving of mill-

stonea

892 A Dickinson and W. W, de la Rue—Bezique
markers

893 J. C. Morgan, H. Macaulay, and F. W. Waide
—Register stoves

894 W. Dubson—Cooling liquids

895 W. Bailey—Brewing
896 J. H. Johnson—Extracting moisture from peat
and other materials

897 A. H. Melville—Rotary printing machines

Dated March 28th, 1870.

893 J. W, Perkins—Fulminating compounds
899 R. Smith—Winding yams
910 J. HopkinBon aud R. Newton—Spinning fibrouB
substances

$01 J. SampBon and R. Minton— Pnint
902 W. Gray and T. Biggin—Metal bushes for
casks or barrels

SK)3 S. P. Baker—Locking and unlocking the gates
of railways
904 J. H Johnson—Wrenches
905 A. Nicole—Lever escapements for watches and
other time keepers

P06 W. R Lake—Anchors
907 W. E. Newton—Raising water, mud, and other

disintegrated eubstanres
908 J. S Daviesund W. E. Yates—L'>oms

909 O. H. Weed—Washing machine and ironing
table

Dated March 29th, 1870.

910 R. G. Rain^orth—Consuming smoke!
911 W. McNabb—Bale hoops
912 R. Saunders—Rendering^water-tight dock gates
and like openings

913 F, J Upton -Hats
914 J. A. Lund—Watch keys
915 A. and F. Wilcockand R RobiLson—Preparing

cotton
916 J. Holding, J. Eccles, and W. B. Cooper-
Temples employed in looms

917 H. Hughes—Redncing metal rods
918 C. Cotton—Knitted fabrics

919 J. P. Pas^erioit and L. A. Ritterbandt—Peat
charcoal

Dated March 30th, 1870.

920 J. Fennell-Priviis
921 T. A. Hicklev and W. Utting—Steering fhips
922 G. Clark—Heating, cooling, and evaporeting

liquids

923 H. B. Preston—Evaporating sugar
924 J. Cofield—Fastenings for braces

j

925 J Tietiin—Marking- press
826 J. Lister—Kuhes
927 G. Flasbman—Mattresses
928 J. H. Johnson—Artificial fuel

929 A. Stierbold and G. N. Cory— Conceitinas and
accordions

930 C Keener—Sewing machines
931 W. Avery-Umbreltas
932 T J- Smith—Reaping machines
933 J. Sellers—Cutting wood
934 E. Fuuuell—Railway alarm signal

Datkd Makch 31st, 1870.

835 G. Parsons—Feeding apparatus for cardiDg
engines

936 M.Knowlts, J. Conlong, and W. Frankland—
Looms

937 J. Capper—Chimney tops
838 C. D. Anslin— Lubricators
939 A. B. Reis— Preserving fermented liquors
940 F, Tocher—Veutilatiou ot hats
941 W. McCrnw— Photography
942 W. R. Lake—Mechanism for diminishing fric-

tion

943 J. H. Jchneon—Preparation of soluble phos-
phates of lime

944 R. Scott and W. Mclvor—Treatment of mineral
oils

945 J. M. Clark—Soldering tin cases
946 J.N. Taylor—Drawing nails

947 W B. Qutlch- Railway chairs

948 A. V. Newton— Preparing Iceland and Irish

moss for use as food
949 G. A. Huddart—Railways
950 J. Bailey—Registering figures applicable to

seats of chairs
951 VV. R. Mowbray and J. Martin—Protecting
goods in railway trucks

952 R. Atkin—Fastenings forjewellery

Dated April 1st* 1870.

953 J . Dre bble and S . Raworth—Machines for

spinning
954 W.(Maclean-Printing
955 F. A. Harrison aud C. Priestland—Adjusters

for articles of dress
956 C B.ParkinsouandJ.Metcalf—Working check

straps in looms
957 C Newhonse—Hoists
958 J. L de Negroni—Stoppering bottles

959 H. J. Haddon—Pedo locomotion of the human
body

960 A. V. Eevvton—Sewing machines

Datbd^March 2nd, 1870.

961 F Field and G. Siemasen—Illuminating oilsaud
solid hydrocaibons

9<>2 A. Ody—Weighing machines
96;* J. Chrimes—Safety and convenience of railway

passengers
964 J. Wadsworth—Portable oven
965 H. Law—Measuring fluids
966 H. Jackson—Drying grain
967 H. Jackson—Mills for griadinp
968 A. Barlow and J. Taylor—Preparing cctton for

spinning
969 T. L. Livsey—Starching woven fabrics

970 I. Summersfield and J. G. Sanderson—Pressing
machine

971 W. Smith—Working and locking railway sig-

nals and switches
972 W. Rowden— Reefing the sails of ships
973 W, E Newton—Horseshoe and other nails

974 J. R. Cadman— Brackets for shop wiudows
975 E. Thornton—Heating by the circulation of hot
water

976 J. Sbackleton—Utilising exhaust steam
977 C. Wilson and J. Peebles—Slide valves
978 H.J. T. Piercy—Tube cutters

979 A. M. Hobsoc and E. C. Smith—Velocipedes

Dated April 4th, 1870.

980 W. Johnson—Sheet metal saddletrees
961 G. Deadman— Horse hoes
982 W. N. MacCartney—Reducing ir.dia rubber

983 J. W. Bakei aud J. Gramge—Kilns
984 F. R. A. Glqver—Weighing anchors
975 A. Whitaker and E. Stead—Machinery for spin-

spinning yarn
986 A. T. Aoquetil—Protecting metallic surfaces

from oxidation
987 W. R Lake—Illuminated cloit

988 C. J, Eire—Securing envelopes

Dated April 5th, 1870.

989 J. Wiuter—Filling bottles

990 H. VV. Hammond—Iron
991 H. A. Dufrene—Winding yarns

.
992 T. Smith—Looms

993 J. Pickup—Spinning aud twisting fibres'

994 A. M. Claik—Treating pulps
985 J. Pickering—forming holes in iron castings
996 J. More and W. L. G. Wright—Projecting

liquids
997 T. Rose and R. Emerson—Utilising materials
obtained id treating cotton seed

998 C.J. Busk -Preparing cement
999 E. Green—Removing deposits from^steam boiler

flues
1000 J. Parker—Dry earth closets

Dated April 6th, 1870

001 E Lever—Name plates in connection with letter
boxts

1002 J. and W. McNau.ht—Furnace-: for economis
ing fnel

1003 D. M. Childs—Sash fasteners
1004 T. Horridge—Communication between gua.ids
and passeugei s

1005 T Ford—Gas lamps
1006 I. Baggs—Carbonates of ammonia
1007 E. J Hill—Depositing parcels tt

1008 A" H. Brandon—Strap fastener
1003 R. Jones—Preservation of substances to be used
as tin rf

1010 J. Mayer—Specula for surgical purposes
1011 J. Shirrock—Winding engines
1012 F. J. Sweeting—Indicating distance trovelleo
by vehicles

10\3 G. H. and J. James—Cigar cases
1014 VV. Young and P. Brash—Gas
1015 C. H. Wight—Stationery stand aod combined
thermometer

J016 C. H. Wight—Iukstand
1017 W. T. Henley and _D. Spill—Non-explosive
compounds.

Dated April 7th, 1870

1018 A- B Brown—Stearin? gear
1019 ftl. J. Robarts—Propelling ships
1020 C. and T. Croasley and R. Whipp—Making

size

1021 T.Adams—Clip file

1022 T. Adams—Binding papers
1023 H. A. Bouneville—Obtaining the irue time at
any moment

1024 L. A. Brode—Obtaining fibre suitable for paptr
making

1025 C. H. Gardner and G. H. Carey—Printing
machines

1026 C. Montague—Overcoats
1027 J. Shackleton—Warming rooms
1028 T. Robinson—Skimming cast iron during the

process of casting
1029 C.Clinch—Cleansiog beer
1030 E. Daniel—Indicating the water level in steam

boilers
1031 F. Taylor— Paper collars

I Dated April 8th, 1870.

1032 A. Watkins aud R. C. Hanrott—Winding end
setting watches

1033 J., W., and F. W. Edmondson-Engraving
cylinders

1034 W. H. Caraou and J- V. Tooce—Automatic
lamb creep

103* H.J. Kirkmau—Pianofortes
J 036 G. Buker—Nails
1037 T- Aveling—Portable engine b

1038 C. F. Anderson—Cleaning windows
1039 A. Etienne—Velocipedes
1040 VV. Cooper—Sliver or cotton cans
1041 J. B. Blvthe—Preserving wood
1042 J. Fairclougb—Millstone dress
1043 A. Ciaig— Pulverising minerals aud other sub-
stances

1044 O. F. Varley—Telegraphs

Dated April 9th 1870.

1045 W. Nelson—Figured fabrics
1046 H. Mallet and C. Eussell—Lace machines
1047 W. E. Newton—Machineiy applicable for in-

land navigation
1048 A H, Brandon—Looms
1049 A. Mostey—Jacquaras
1050 P. C. Thamsen—Finishing linen
1051 J. Henderson—Wrought iron
1052 W. R. Lake—Steam vessels

1053 A. Parkes—Steel

1054 S. C. Lister—Looms
1055 L. Weber—Galvanic batteries

Dated April 11th, 18/0.

1056 G. H. EUts—Rotary engines

1057 W. Higgins—Carriage lamps
1058 A. Brown—Fancy boxes
1059 J. li. Booth—Lubricating spindles

1060 R. Adams—Spriug hinges
10SI T. J. Smith—Treating excremcntal matters

Dated April 12th, 1870.

1062 C. H. Newmau—Uuintoxicating aud unfer-

mented malt liquor

1063 R. Wilson—Steam engines
1U64 C C. and W. T. VVa.ker—Centre valves for

gas purifiers

1065 T. Turner—Brieks
1066 W. B. Haigh—Vertical saw frames
1067 L. W. Thomas—Fireplaces
1068 I Adams—Treatment of metai surfaces

1069 J. Kirk, S. Shelmedine, and C. Froggatt—
Plauking the bodies of hats

1070 J. Huward—Ploughs
1072 M. Henry—Tel giaphic apparatus
1073 W. R. Luke—Railway brakes
1074 W. R. Lake—WlifBe trees

1075 W. S. Coon—Applying power to the running

of machinery and to-'ls

1076 G. A. J- Schott—Yarn3
1077 B. Ba'ugh aud B. Walters—Attaching knobs to

doors
1078 E. Lord—Preparing cotton

Dated APhil 13th, 1870.

1079 E. Weare—Using the waBle threaks of carding

1080 W. Angus—Masthean and other blocks
1031 M. Bailey and W.J. A 1raoud—Spinning and
doubling

1082 C.Joseph—Filters
1083 W. Speuce—Sbapinp- stavts for casks
1084 A. V. Newtnu—Working railway switches
1085 C. Hamilton—Rendering bedsteads available

as escapes in case of fire
1086 K. M. Marchaut—Perpetual motion 1

1087 J. Philipson—Carriage windows
1088 F. W. Br. oksbank—Lace
1089 W. R. Lake—Utilising cotton waste "
1090 F. Pattison—Metal-founders' blacking
1091 T. Dale—Extinguishing fi es

Dated Apml 14th, 1870.

1092 A. Taylor-Guns
1093 W. R. Lake—Looms
1094 J. Plaskitt—Velocipedes
10<J5 L. Siewait—Wheels for carriages, waggons,
and other vehicles

1096 W. Jesty—Coating the bottoms of ships
1997 G. Spence—Forming patterns on floor eover-
inga

1098 W. Simpson and A. A. Gardner—Steam en-
1099 R. J. Everett—Utilisiug waste products
1100 A. V. Newton—production of metallic alloys
of manganese

1101 W. R. Lake—Knitting machines "

1102 A. A. Wilbaux—Engraving
1103 P.N. J. Macabies—Water feedkg apparatus

for boilers
1104 W. R. Lake—Boring roc!<s
1105 W. Cotton-Knitted fabrics
1106 C Beard—Partitions or walls
1107 E de la Rne—Croquet mallets
1108 IS. l\ Sheldon—Water meters

Dated Apkjl 16th, 1&70.

1109 H. Brooks—Construction of receptacles for
containing liquids

1110 T White—Dish covers
1111 I.Bages-White lead
1112 T. Dickins- Spinning silk and other fibrous
substances

1113 A. Borgnet—Retorts
114 H. E. Newton—Gymnastic pxercises

1115 J. Craven—Raising and lowering heavy bo-
dies

1116 T. Wood—Omnibuses—and indicating the
number of persons entering therein

1117 N. Murphy—Securing the duty upon spirits in
distilleries

1118 A. L. Dowie—Treating copper, 2inc, and their
compounds

1119 P.J. X.Guntherand J. J. A. C. de Latouche—
Revolvers

1120 J. L. Norton—Furrowing millstones

Dated April IStb, 1870.

1122 J. Barrow—Napthalene
1123 P. Toepler—Cleaning wool
1124 J. Townsend—Applying beat
1125 A.M. Strathein and ^D. G. IVorrison—Safety
apparatus for steam eugines

1126 W. F. Murray andT. D. McFarlane—Shaping-
plastic materials

J1Z7 T. Mclsaac—Folding bed table
1128 W. Spence—Hats
1129 G* C. Cooke— Recording numbers

Dated April 19th, 1S70.

1130 H. B. B«i low—Door locks
1131 J. F.Spencer—Steam engines
1132 S. Barton—Garden hose
1133 F, Tallis—Gas cocks
1134 R. Cherry—Looms for weaving
1135 B.J. B. Mills- Buttons
1136 S. C. Lister—Weaving velvet
1137 D. Forties—Tre«tment of sewage
1138 P. Hoyle—Gold leaf
1139 M. Nolden—Curing mealy stuffs

1140 D. Sowdenand R.C. Stevenson—Turning wood
or metal

1141 W. Brown—Plummer blocks
1142 H. W. Hummond—Superphosphate of lime
1143 W. R Lake—Cartridges tor breech loading

firearms
1144 G. Symes and J. W. Young—Manufacture of
gas

1145 A. V. Newton—Operating the throttle valve in
locomotives

1146 O. Cooke—combination of articks for culinary-

purposes
1147 J. G. Jones—Slide valves

1148 E. B. Sampson—Feeding machinery

Dated April 20th, 1870.

1149 J. Green—Coke
1150 VV. Smith—Looms for weaving
1151 VV, and C. S. Catt—Carriage wheels
1152 W. R. Luke—Steam condensers
1153 R- Sinclair—Locomotive boileis

1154 W. R. Lake—Reversible butt hinges
1155 J. H. J tnson—Hardening oompositiou
1156 W. Batchelor—Firebars
1157 R. P. Beattio- Valve cock

1158 A. M. Clark—Shirt fronts and cufifs

1159 G. W. Ley—Imitation of carving in wood and
other materials

Dated April 21st, 1870.

1160 R. F. Bigot—Apparatus combining the func-

tions of a bung and vent peg
1161 VV. A. Oatev—Reaping machines
1162 J. Milton—Yarn holders

1163 M.C. Haull—Heating stoves

1164 A. V. Newton—Adjustable bedstead

1165 J. H. Johnson—Mowing machines and sharp-
ening the cutters of the same

1166 J. T. Sheppard—Cutting sol9 pieces or other
forms of leather

1167 T. Bell—Treating calcined pyrites for the better

utilisation thereof
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COMBINED STEAM CANE MILL.

By Messrs. G. Buchanan and Co., London.

(Illustrated ly Plate 361).

The reduction in the sugar duties, effected by Mr. Lowe, the Chancellor

of the Exchequer, is so far favourable to the sugar grower as to call for a

few remarks concerning its manufacture in the tropics. It is, no doubt,

well known to our readers, that since the abolition of slavery in the British

Colonies, the legislation upon this subject has been so disastrous to their

welfare that not only the twenty millions sterling of compensation, but the

entire capital of the planters, representing a sum largely in excess of that

amount, have both been sunk in the vain endeavour to continue in a race

where they were so unmercifully handicapped. Had snch legislation the

excuse that it was enacted in the sacred causo of the abolition of slavery it

could not bo objected to, however ruinous to our own colonies, but when it is

considered that slave-grown sugar from foreign countries was admitted

upon precisely the same terms as the sugar grown in the emancipated

British West India Islands, it is evident that a desiro for the total abolition of

slavory was the last thing that could have been considered. Nothing, in

fact, has tended to foster slavery during tho last five and thirty years more
than the encouragoment of slave-grown sugar by the British Government.

The extorting a promise from Spain that she would at some future time

abolish slavery, and at the same time showing her how, by tho continuance

of slavery, enormous profits could be made, was, when wo consider the

character of tho people, the height of absurdity ; while to crown all it was
gravely stated that such admission of slave-grown sugar was in the interests

of freo trade. It can scarcely be doubted that had slavery in foreign

countries beon discountenanced in tho only way in which it could bo folt, viz.,

by taxing its produce, it would long sinco have ceased to exist, and in all

probability tho lato Araorican war and prosont Cuban insurrection would

havo boon averted.

Tho foregoing remarks would bo sufficient to account, to a largo extent,

for the want of energy oxhibitod generally throughout tho West Indies, but

in ordor to account for the chronic depression of sugar growing throughout

tho ontiro British possessions another cause must be discovered. This is

easily dono in tho so-callod differential duties, whereby tho concentrated

cane juice, naturally puro and quito as oasily mado into good as into bad

mt,'ar, was until latoly practically prohibited from appearing in any other

form but tho lattor. Sugar had absolutely to bo manufactured down
to a cortain quality of badness to pay; it, thoroforo, cannot be a matter of

surprise if tho manufacturers were caroless about effecting improvements.
Now, howovor, tho caso is altered, for although tho taxation is upon the

same pernicious principle, the amount of wrong is so far roducod as to on-

courago sugar growors to manufacture 3ugar of a high quality, and it is with

a view to thoir assistance that tho following remarks are submitted.

It is an old saying amongst planters, that sugar is mado in tho field, but,

though we may at a future poriod havo something to say with respi

the machinery which might in cortain circumstances bo advantagoously
employed for tho purposes of cultivation, wo will at proscnt confine our-

selves to the processes of sugar making after the cano has arrived at

maturity, beginning, as a natural consequonco, with tho extraction of the
juice from tho cane.

There have beon a variety of schemos for offecting this purpose, such,

for instance, as extraction by diffusion, or the extraction of tho saccharino
matter from tho cane by dissolving it out by moans of hot water ; but as

this process necessarily entails the subsequent evaporation of an enormous

quantity of water and consequent expenditure of a proportionate amount of

fuel, it is inapplicable where fuel is dear, which is tho case with almost

every cane-growing district in the world. Another schemo, invontod by

the fertilo genius of Mr. Bessemer, consisted of a long rectangular box in

which a plunger, or piston, worked backwards and forwards for a portion

of its length. The canes were fod in through holes in the top of the box,

and dropping down to tho bottom during the absence of the plunger, were

cut off in lengths equal to the depth of tho case by its return stroke. The

canes after being thus cut in lengths were forced along to that part of the

box beyond the travel of the plunger, and as the process continued fresh

lengths of cane were carried forward until that portion of tho box was full.

This box was open at the end, but slightly tapored, and it was expected that

the natural stiffness of the canes, combined with tho tapor of the box,

would jam them up sufficiently closo as to squeeze out tho juico through

holes provided along the bottom. When experimented upon in England

with old, woody canes brought, wo bolievo, from Madeira, it appeared to

fulfil the idea of its invontor, as tho toughness and hardness of such canes

formod sufficient resistanco to obtain tho desired pressure 'Whon, how-

evor, wo tried it in tho West Indies, with largo frosh canes, it was found

impossible to obtain tho required resistanco, although sovoral modifications

in tho form of tho end of the ond of tho box woro mado ; and, consequently

its uso was discontinued.

Tho origin of the systom of expressing tho juico from cauos by passing

them between rollors must bo attributed to tho Chincs.0, and, as is generally

tho caso with tho Celestials, it appears, so far as wo can judge, that thoy

havo not altorcd thoir first pattern up to tho prosont date. Tho'Chinoso

mill is ontiroly constructed of hard wood, and consists of two vortical

rollers, each about 4ft. diamoter and 3ft. high, geared togothor by means of

wooden cogs and worked by cattlo, without tho intervention of any multi-

plying gear. By moans of a mill of this description, a sufficient quantity

of canos to make about two tons of sugar por wook can bo ground, while, in

consequenco of the rollor gudgeons and bearings boing mado of wood, thoy

can be heard whon at work for a distanco of more than a milo. Tho mills

first oroctod in our colonios wore similar to theso Chinese mills, though

scarcoly bo effectivo, as tho rollers wore considerably loss in diamoter.

These, however, soon gave place to mills with horizontal rollors driven with

multiplying gear, which not only gavo a better surfaco spood to tho rollors,

but obviated tho unoqual wear of thoir surface ; many of thoso mills aro

still in uso in vory small ostatos.

Passing over the sugar-cano mills drivon by wind or water, as !

suitablo only to peculiar situations, wo como at onco to the steam cano mill,

which in ouo form or anothor has now bocomo almost uni\v how-

ever, want of space would mako it utterly impossible to give a description

of tho different form.; ul b ;nu cane mills that havo at van boon

designod, or ovon of such nv>< -till in
i m will begin «it''i

which appears to us to combiuo a grmtor number <( i

n

; j .

:

than

any othor with which wo nm aoqualttted. This mill I P'.rtto

861, where an elevation and a plan aro shown of tho ougino and mill

OOmplote, an arrangomimt trbiofa was patontod

Buchanan of 25, Bucklersbniy, London. Uponroforon Ifll),

it will bo soon that I ho engine and mill stand upon tho name bod-plato,

and although for oonTenienoe ol carriage thi* lx>d plate it do) usually east

in DIM pioco, thoro in of OOUTSS QodifBdolty In making it an nlr^iirf .in if it

had been cast whole. Tho objoct of thin arrangnuiout in two-fold, viz., to

1G
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obviate the expense of an elaborate foundation and to prevent the machinery

being set up. or afterwards becoming, "out of truth." The importance of

these considerations will be obvious when it is remembered that in nearly

all the places where sugar mills are required, skilled labour is enormously

expensive. But in order to line out and construct separate massive founda-

tions for the engine, the intermediate gearing and the mill, not only a large

amount of material but a considerable amount of skill is required
;
while

the erection of the machinery upon these foundations can only be performed

with the assistance of an engineer. Again, unless very great care has been

bestowed, and unless the ground is favourable for the purpose—a circum-

stance that is very unusual in cane-growing districts—a very few day's

work will suffice to throw the whole of the shafting and gearing out of

truth, as the multiplying power brings an enormous strain upon the inter-

mediate gearing. The additional friction, and consequent loss of power,

produced by a comparatively trifling settlement of the foundations is enor-

mous, besides which, the unequal strain upon the teeth of the wheels is

very apt to break them. In combined cane mills, or in other words, in

mills where engine, intermediate shafting, and the mill are all upon one bed

plate, no expensive foundation is needed. The bed-plate itself forms the

foundation, and all that is requisite is to place it level upon the ground.

When this is done the various parts of the machinery have simply to be

fixed in their proper places. It is most important that every mill when

erected in this country should have the position of every separate part

most distinctly marked, in order to facilitate erection ; when this is properly

done, its erection abroad is perfectly simple, and as no adjustment is

required, a very few days will suffice to put it together ready for working.

Another advantage possessed by mills of this description may be men-

tioned, viz., that being independent of any foundation they can be removed

and erected in any other position at a comparatively small outlay.

The advantages of having the mill and engine upon the same bed-plate

have for many years been so fully recognised, that numerous designs for

effecting this purpose have from time to time appeared. The principal

objections made to the combined system were, that the entire mill

was liable to vibrate or oscillate when at work, in consequence of the

excessive height of the machinery above the bed-plate, which characterised

most of these arrangements ; and also that the bearings and other working

parts were difficult of access, resulting from the limited space afforded by

the bed-plate. A few years ago, however, these difficulties were overcome

by Mr. G. Buchanan, who invented the arrangement shown in Plate 361.

Here it will be seen that by the adoption of an oscillating engine and by

placing the fly-wheel outside the bed-plate, the entire machinery is kept

low down ; while at the same time this position of the fly-wheel, together

with the arrangement of the gearing, afford easy access to all the working

parts. It will be seen that the top roller of the mill is driven by internal

pur gearing ; this plan we consider to be very good, as it gives enormous

strength just where it is needed.

Various plans have been attempted for making the cast-iron side frames

of the mill to safely withstand the sudden violent strains to which they are

constantly subjected, without inconveniently increasing their weight ; as it

must be remembered that in most sugar-growing countries the difficulty and

expense of the carriage of heavy pieces of machinery is very considerable. In

some instances attempts have been made to reduce these strains by the

substitution of compound levers or springs in the place of bolts, for the
purpose of keeping down the top roller, but it has been found that although
these contrivances do, to a certain amount, effect their object, the canes are

liable to pass through the mill withoiit being sufficiently pressed. The sub-
stitution of wrought for cast-iron is evidently the only way in which this

difficulty can be overcome, but as a solid wrought-iron framing would be
enormously expensive, Mr. Buchanan designed, about ten years ago, a side

frame composed partly of cast and partly of wrought-iron. The method
by which he effected this object was by making a species of skeleton
lraming of cast-iron, with cores through it for the reception of the requisite

bolts, and fitting a strong wrought-iron cteek to each side of the exact
outline of the framing, and then firmly riveting the whole together. By
this means a much lighter frame was obtained, with a considerable increase
of strength

; so much so indeed, that we never heard of a side frame upon
this construction being broken.

{To be continued.)

BROWN'S PATENT TUBE-STOPPER.

The following description, extracted from the American Artizan, of a

tube- stopper, will, we think, be of use to many of our readers :

—

The accompanying engravings represent an improved stopper applicable

to locomotive boiler-tubes, condenser-tubes, and the like, when for any

reason the use of such an appliance becomes desirable. Fig. 1 is a side

view, and Pig, 2 a longitudinal sectional view of the device.

A indicates a screw-bolt, the head, a, of which, in applying the stopper,

occupies a position within the mouth of the tube to be stopped. The opposite

end (b) of'such bolt is formed with a square portion to provide for the appli-

cation of a wrench to keep the bolt from turning while the nut, C, is being

screwed up or slackened as the case may be.

Pitted upon the bolt, between its head, a, and the nut, C, are two cones

or truncated parts, D, arranged with their smaller or truncated ends to

face each other, and so that they fit within a packing ring made of lead or

other suitable material, which ring is shown at E. Within this ring and
between the cones, D, is a space or chamber which is filled with red-lead

cement or equivalent substance.

The outer one of the cones, D, should be arranged to move freely on the

bolt under the action of the nut, C, while the inner cone takes its bearing

against the head, a, of the bolt.

By screwing up the nut, C, the ring, E, is expanded by the action of

the cones, D, on the opposite sides of it, so as to stop the tube, the closing

of which is rendered all the more effectual by the cones, as their truncated

ends approach each other, being caused to force out through the joints be-

tween themselves and the ring, E, a portion of the cement contained within

the latter, as previously explained.

When the device is used for stopping the tubes of condensers, or other

tubes not exposed to a high heat or steam pressure, the ring, E, may be

made of lead or similar metal easily acted upon by pressure, and in this case

may be formed continuous or without division at any point. When, how-

ever, the stopper is to be applied to the tubes of steam boilers, or other

tubes exposed to a high degree of heat, then the ring should be of harder

or less fusible metal, and should be split or divided, as packing rings for

other purposes have been made, such joint or split preferably not being

in a direct or straight line with the tube, or in lieu of this, two rings may
be used with straight divisions arranged to break joints.

PROPOSALS FOR THE ILLUMINATION OF BEACONS AND
BUOYS.

By Thomas Stevenson, F.R.S.E., &c.

An exceedingly interesting pamphlet upon the illumination of beacons

and buoys has just been written by Mr. Stevenson, the well-known light-

house engineer, and author of several treatises upon kindred subjects, and

as the object in view is of such vast importance, being no less than the

saving of life and property, we propose to lay before our readers some of

his " proposals." The author begins by saying :

—

" The first practicable proposal to increase the efficiency of uninhabited

beacons was in 1851, when I introduced what was called the Apparent or

Borrowed Light, at the entrance of Stornoway Bay,, in the island of Lewis

It was originally proposed to place the lighthouse tower upon the Arnish

Rock, a small reef at the entrance of the bay, 530ft. from the shore, sub-

merged by every tide, and exposed to a heavy run of sea. The expense of

carrying out such a scheme precluded all idea of its adoption, and the light-

house was accordingly erected on the mainland by the Northern Lights

Commission.
" In order, however, to point out by nieht the position of the rock, the

following expedient was employed :—A powerful beam of parallel rays was
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projected from a window in the tower, upon an iron beacon, which was
erected on the Arnish Rock, where it was received by optical agents calcu-

lated to redistribute the light in the required directions. Fig. 1 shows a

pictorial view of this mode of distinction, and fig. 2 represents a middle
section of the apparatus on the beacon. In this diagram r r represent the

parallel rays proceeding from the lighthouse on shore ; A A, a plane mirror
on the beacon which reflects these upon B B, a refracting cylindrical panel
of glass, which again causes them to converge in the horizontal, but not in

vertical plane, to the principal focus F, whence they finally diverge seawards
over an angle of 62° in azimuth. In 1860 the light was farther strength-

ened by the addition of another lantern, placed above the first, in which
was a single mirror, curved so as to produce, without the use of a refractor,

the required divergence of 62° in azimuth.
This beacon light, after the lapse of more than eighteen years, still con-

tinues to give satisfaction to seamen, to whom the light has all the appear-
ance of coming from a lamp placed on the beacon itself. Other forms of

" The great object to be attained for increasing the power of apparent
lights is the condensation of the rays. Were it possible to produce a flame

which was so small as to have no sensible divergence after passing through
the apparatus on the shore, the best economic effect would be secured. For
such a purpose, therefore, the electric light, from its small size, is singularly

appropriate. Where this powerful source of illumination cannot be bad,

the largest size of apparatus at the shore should be employed. At Storno-

way a single Argand flame is used in connection with a first order annular
lens, but of course all the rays which escape being parallelised by the lens

are lost. This loss could to a great extent be saved by the the employment
of a large complete holophote, but the cost of this insttument on such a

scale would be very great.
" With the hope of reducing the cost of holophotes, I propose, instead of

constructing them of glass prisms or silver plate, to revive the old form of

paraboloid, consisting of facets of ordinary silvered glass, but instead of

making them of very small size and plane, they may be somewhat increased

Fig.l. Fig.

lighthouse apparatus lately introduced could, in such a case as Stornoway,
be employed with very great advantage. In 1869 a new form of prism was
introduced at Lochindaal lighthouse in Islay, Argyllshire. The Lochindaal
prisms, in connection with those of the ordinary form, possess the property,

by two refractions and one total reflection, of parallelising the light, by
by single agency, even as far back as 180 degrees. A simple modification

of those prisms renders them very appropriate for apparent lights. Straight

prisms, having the same horizontal section as those at Lochindaal, can be
applied so as to cause the beam of parallel rays at once to diverge in azi-

muth over the seaward arc of 62°. Such prisms are represented in figs. 3,

4„ in which fig. 3, presents an elevation, and fig. 4 a horizontal cross sec-

tion. In this diagram It K show the parallel rays coming from the shore,

incident upon straight panels, p p, of the fame section as Fresnel's, and
upon P P of the new section, by both of which they are converged upon
I', and afterwards diverge in azimuth.

riff. 8. Fiu. V.
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" The only other existing example of an apparent light it thai at the

naroi ma, in the Black Bea, which was constructed In 1868 for

the Haitian Government by Messrs. Chance and Co., of Birmingham. It

i'i "in the shore.

in size and bent, or ground and polished on both faces to curves osculating

tbe parabola. If the edges of these facets were fixed together by Canada

balsam—a substance which has nearly the same index of refraction as plate

glass—the large loss of light, which has hitherto taken placo at every edge

of each facet, will be in great measure saved. There will not, as hitherto,

j be any refraction of the rays of light passing through the ec'gcs, and thus

the whole will become practically monodiopiric ; or, in other words, will

be optically the same as if the paraboloid had been cast of one whole sheet

of glass.* It would further be a great improvement to select different

points in the flame, for the foci of the paraboloidal facets, so as to secure

the useful destination of all the rays. Metallic paraboloids would also be

improved if made in two pieces, the upper and lower having different

foci.

" The density of the flame may also be increased by causing the rays of

other auxiliary flames to converge to it, as was proposed by Brewster, who

gave two designs, the one catoptric and the other dioptiic, for effecting

this end. (See " Edin. Trans." vol. xxiv., 1866.) In his catoptric design,

all the light which escaped past the lips of the reflector was lost ; while In

the dioptric, none of the light was saved, except the small cones which

fell upon the lenses. Surh arrangements were, therefore, far from being

h .lophotal, and be states, indeed, that "the holophote principle is inappU*

cable1 to such a purpose. It is quite true that, besides the waste of right

from employing agents that are not needed, hia arrangement fb» paral-

lelising diverging rays could not effect the purpose ; but by adopting the

true holopbotul principle, and abolishing those unnecessary agents, the

problem is easily solved. Fig. 5 represents a methl d by whioh all the rays

trom one or more flames may be accurately converged flees loss by diver-

gent o, &c.) to the original primary flame. In tbe paraboloidaJ hoi, .photo

marked A, all the rays proceeding from theprimarj flame ere directly

parallelised and sent forward noon the distant beacon In the lens I., the

the paraboloidal strips P, and the iphi rical minor 8, with the exception of

the small cone l" V !'', which extends backwards, bul is finslly returned to

I' after being acted upon by the ellipsoidal holophote B. In which 1" Is an

auxiliary flame, L' a lens having its conjugate Bad In trend P, elllnsoidel

• AoDaratos of this kind will be von harbourllghl

roctlon provo (o be conildwabte, ond II the la un.l to other,

ban the parabola
ri "?}"•,¥«

avinKol one upcrflcLI redcctl

which may ha led ronsb, which will nol only rcduc

J.u.l.am.wViiicii..]» ase ofthel I with.
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strips P' having their foci in F' and F, and lastly, a spherical mirror S'.

All the rays proceeding from the auxiliary flame F' are therefore converged

in a dense cone to F, which is at once the centre of the mirror S, the con-

jugate focus of the lens L', the principal focus of the lens L, one of the

foci common to the ellipsoids P', and lastly, the common focus of the para-

boloids P. This apparatus, which can, of course, be constructed entirely of

glass, may be applied to any number of auxiliary flames placed in line be-

hind each other, all the rays from which will be ultimately parallelised in

union with those from the original flame F.

"Before leaving this branch of the subject, I may just state that where

buoys have to be illuminated, straight cylindrical glass prisms, inverted

conoidal reflectors, or the covering of the buoy its:lf with some reflecting

material, are worthy of being tried.

Fig. 5.

After describing a dipping light for showing the position of the sunken

rocks, as illustrated in Fig. 6, Mr. Stevenson says :
—

The practical objection to the dipping light is its too great divergence
;

for it is not desirable tbat the light should extend farther than a certain

limited distance round the point of danger. If, for example, a small-sized

holophote had its axial beam directed seawards of the reef, so as to throw

the strongest light on that point, the base of the diverging aone would

cover many miles of sea, unless the apparatus had a great dip, which could

mirror M of given dimensions is fixed opposite another window of the
tower, at such a height as to intercept that portion of the rays only, which
has the required divergence. This cone of light is, by means of the adjust-

ment of the mirror M to the necessary angle of reflection, sent downward

Fig. 7.

to the point of danger, so as to reinforce the rays from the annular lens.

In this way the rays which are too divergent are wholly separated from
the others, and allowed to escape, and the required area of sea, is alone

illuminated. It is obvious that in each case the distance of the mirror

Fig 6.

only be when the tower is very much elevated, or the danger very close to
the shore. No doubt the small divergence of the electric light would
greatly lessen this evil ; but there are not many situations where such a
mode of illumination is likely to be provided.

" It is possible, however, to reduce the divergence of an ordinary flame
to any required amount by means of the following device, which has
occurred to me as one of easy application, while it sends the best of the
light to the required spot :—Let us suppose a case where the necessary
amount of divergence would be given by a small Argand burner, placed
exfocally in the vertical plane behind a* first-class annular lens. The
emergent rays, having thus the required dip, would be thrown directly
upon that portion of the sea which was to be illuminated. But all the
rays which escaped past the edges of the lens would still be still be lost.
Fig. 7 represents an arrangement for making the apparatus holophotal.*
If the lens and lamp be placed in a window at a given level in the light-
house tower, the rays that would otherwise escape are parallelised, and
sent upwards by the spherical mirror S (Fig. 7), placed below, and the
holophote H placed above the flame, with its axis vertical. The plane

* To prevent confusion, in the diagram, the diverging rays from the edge only of the
holophote are shown.

from the holophote will be proportional to the required divergence. When
this distance is greater than the height of the tower, the mirror might, at

laud stations at least, where there is no want of room, be fixed at the

proper distance, the axis of the holophote being horizontal.

The author then goes on to discuss the practicability of substituting a
real for a borrowed light, and describes the various attempts made by him
to illuminate a beacon by means of electricity, as shown in Fig. 8 ; but in

spite of numerous experiments and the assistance of such eminent men as

Professor Swan, Mr. Hart, Mr. Siemens, Professor Tait, and others, the

system does not appear to be as yet perfectly reliable. Mr. Stevenson,

however, does not despair, as he says :

—

" Whatever obstacles may be found to the application of this scheme, it

is natural to suppose that these will be most difficult to overcome in the

case of floating buoys, which are moofed at sea, and exposed to every

alternation of tide and every vicissitude of storm. I am disposed to think,

however, that such difficulties may to a large extent be overcome by the

substitution of covered boats for the small conical buoys in present use. If

floating bodies of this kind were moored to bridle-chains, so as to limit the

amount of their swing under the action of wave and tide, it is probable that

it would be quite practicable to pass the electric cable through a central

aperture or chamber. In order to allow for lateral deviation, a certain

amount of play could be provided for, by passing over a horizontal drum,
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the slack of the cable, to the end of which a weight would be attached.

The weight would descend, or be drawn up over the drum, according as

the distance of the buoy from its moorings was decreased or increased.

The optical apparatus, hung in gymbals to preserve its vertically, and

the learned counsel. What it does tend to show, or is produced to show,
as I understand it, is rather with reference to the second and third claim,
with respect to the chambers. Now, passing by all minutim with respect
to that, and all questions of time, as I understand the evidence, from the

Fig. 8.
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protected by a lantern, would be placed on deck, with the induction-coils

underneath ; and in some such way as this, the light might probably be

maintained."

Mr. Stevenson afterwards discusses the merits of gas as an illuminating

medium, but as he very justly observes unless, as is rarely the case, the

shore end of the pipe is the lowest, an accumulation of water in it would
be a fatal objection.

PATEN r LAW.

The Bovill Litigation.

{Continued from page 107.)

"Mr. Justice Byles : Here it is, "I do not remember whether I was ex-

amined in Keyworth and Seely's case as to the Scotch patent, I do not

know whether 1 said in Bovill v. Keywortli that the invention was new."

But it does appear that he was called sis a witness for Mr. Bovill, and as I

understand, in Bovill v. Keywortli, the goodness of this patent was under

consideration. That docs not reflect at all, as it seems to me, upon Mr.

Bramwelfa uprightness as a witness, because he may be po.-sessed of greater

knowledge now than lie was possessed of then ; but certain it is that he,

upon a former occasion, camo to give evidence the effect of which was

directly contrary to what he gave upon this occasion.

" .Mr. Webster : The question in that case was the combination.
" Mr. Grove : That will appear by the judgment.
" Mr. Justice Byles : I know, but he said the specification was new. Gentle-

men, I have particularly guarded myself from making any reflection upon

Mr. Bramwell. None ought to be made, or were intended to be made by

me. There may have been, besides what I have pointed out, the distinction

pointed out by my learned friend Mr. Webster. Still that observation he

is liable to. Then they call a gentleman of the name of King, who goes

through pretty much the same evidence, relating also to the experiments

and to the alleged infringements in some other places to which your atten-

tion has been fully called by the learnod counsel on both sides, and I do

not propose to go through it, although I shall allude to it when I come to

deal with the alleged infringements.
" Then Mr. Mather is called with respect to what took place at Isleworth,

and I think wo now come to the general nature of the defendant's evidence

as to the anticipation. I now come to a part of the case on which I shall

trust you, to a great extent, to remember what you have heard from the

witnesses and what you have heard from the learned counsel on both sides.

If you wish me to read over this evidence to you in detail, I am perfectly

ready to do so ; but unless you do wish it, I shall call your attention to

what has been said by Mr. Webster, anel to what has been said by Mr.

Grove, and you will deal with those case?. I will only say a few words

upon each of them. I told you long ago that my summing up would be

short, and you would therefore he reworded for the attention which you
have paid to counsel. Now there is a great deal of evidence about the

Isleworth mill, and what was done there. Many witnesses for the defen-

dant, including Mr. Mather. Evidence was given by Mather, by Kay incut,

by Shepherd, by Kimmins, by Warren, and by Mr. Podger.
" Now the first observation which I think is to be made on this evidence

is, that there is here no anticipation of the plennum so far as 1 nndi r-t mil

the evidence. If I am wrong in that, I shall be happy to be corrected by

mill cases there was led, but without any regard to plenum, by an exhaust
into a chamber or chambers, meal and stive. There was no regulation of
the blast, no anticipation of that regulated blast, which is the essence of
the second claim. But there was a chamber, and a chamber at one time
separated with cloth or bunting, or matting, or something of that kind.
It is very material to observe that this was afterwards changed for a
hoareled chamber. That is upon the defendant's evidence. Now nothing
is more unlike that (pointing to the model " G. H. B.") than a boarded
chamber. If this be any anticipation, it is by the porous matting which
was in the chamber before that, and the plaintiff says with respect to that,
' why did you abandon it, if you found your porous chamber so useful, why
did you pull it down and substitute a bearded chamber in it? place?'
and then he applies that observation, in point of law, to which 1 called
your attention at the outset of the case, knowing that you would have to
apply in the course of the case. That being an experiment, or an unsuc-
cessful attempt, it is not an anticipation of the patent. The defendant
says, I am to blow air through the porous fabrics— I am to conduct the air

through the porous fabrics; I did it. The plaintiff says, so you did, but
why did you leave it off; why did you (upon your own evidence) change it

for a boarded fabric ? Besides which, if the 3rd claim is (as my brother
Willes thinks it is), connected with the 2nd claim, then the process des-
cribed in the 2nd claim is a portion of the process described in the 3rd
claim ; and there is no doubt at all upon that reading of the patent, that
the blast as described in the 2nd claim was not the means of filling that
stive chamber.
Mr. Aston : Exhaust chamber, my lord.

"Mr. Justice Byles : I call it stive chamber. I do not know whether
there is any evidence that they call it so—they may call it what they like.

Calling it a stive chamber, will not make it a stive chamber.
•

h
" Gentlemen, that is the first observation which occurs upon what was

done at Isleworth, but the plaintiff makes another. There are many more
that have been made, anel may be made, but if I were to repeat all you
have heard at the bar, of course I must make the two speeches over again.

Mr. Bovill, I think, at some subsequent period, received from Mr. Kiild

the sum of £3,250, for leave to use his (Mr. Bovill's) patent. Now, if

Mr. Kidd's were an anticipation, Mr. Kidd had been using Mr. Bovill's

patent all the time, and why shoukl he give £3,250, to be allowed to con-

tinue to use it ? You have hearil the explanation which has been given
about that. It is not for me to enter into these details; you heard it com-
mented upon, on both sides, and to those comments, as the only impartial

comments that can be made, I leave you.
" Now, gentlemen, I am passing very rapidly through these things as I

said I should. Do not suppose

—

" Mr. Wetster : Will your lordship excuse me. You said that there mi
no plenum in these cases. As I do not agree with that, 1 take have to

suggest it. I do say there was a plenum in the sense now put upon it, be-

cause there was this fulness of the sides.

'• Mr. Justice Byles: Wl ibI evidence U there aa to that f 1 do not like

to reason with counsel. What evidence' is there that thero wu» iiucli n

regulation as to draw dp the plenum neither more nor led P

" Mr. Webster : I did not nay anything about the regulation ; I «ay, in

point of fact, there nrai the plenum.

".Mr. Justice Bylei: No doabt, gentlemen, it can be done, and that in-

duces me t > make ID OblUVation upon an answer, remembered by one

gentleman of the jury, who has paid great attention to the case, and who,
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I am quite sure, carries an understanding to be convinced on the one side

or on the other side, as the evidence at the last will appear to him to

require. That evidence came out with respect to the Kingsford Mill, but

I may as well mention it here because the counsel has said, there is an

exhaustion of the plenum. There was a witness called then who said, the

fan may be so regulated, that a great portion of the meal may be taken

up, or it might be diminished, so that a feather might be suspended in the

atmosphere. That comes to this. In their way of working in these

cases, you may by means of your process, have such an atmosphere as that

a feather will not stir ; which is precisely the atmosphere that you must

have. But was it so worked ? Of course it can be, because if a man has

a powerful exhaust, he can exhaust it to a very small degree, so as to pro-

duce less effect, or to a larger degree to go up to the plenum, and go be-

yond it, and to suck up the stive to the meal-spout. He may do all that,

but the question here is, did they invent or even know of that precise

point at which you are to stop—plenum and nothing more. That they

could have done it, there is no doubt, and at every time when the exhaust

was set to work, there must, I should think, have been some period or

other when id was done, whether they knew it or not. But this is not a

patent for a machine. This is a patent for a process ; and as, if there be a

patent for a medicine which is composed of several ingredients, and one of

them is very hurtful in one dose, and very beneficial in another, the amount

of the dose is the very essence of the invention. So here, the quantity of

air that you suck up is the essence of the invention, and I do not see, I

must confess, in this case of the mills at Isleworth any evidence at all that

they confined themselves to the plenum and nothing more, although, no

doubt, they had un instrument which would do it, but then this is not a

patent for the machine. This is a patent for the process.

"Mr. Webster : There was evidence as to the regulation of the slides at

Isleworth.

"Mr. Justice Byles : I cannot at all qualify anything that I have said,

Mr. Webster ; but perhaps I may say this. To say that there were the

means of regulating it is one thing ; to say that they did regulate it up to

a certain degree—no more, no less, is quite a different thing, and as to

that different thing I see no evidence at all. I will come now—I am
going very rapidly through it, and I shall soon have finished—to Mr,

Potto Brown's case. In Mr. Potto Brown's case I see no evidence as to the

plenum being taken up, and nothing more ; but there is this in Mr. Potto

Brown's case, which seems to me to have a bearing upon the invention

—

the stive room. Mr. Bramwell tells you that there is no particular form
for a stive room ; that it may be made any way. But he says, the great

thing in a stive room is to have plenty of that straining apparatus. I do

not suppose that the four sides and the top are necessary in that particular

form would prevent an anticipation from being tatal. Mr. Potto Brown
it seems—I speak from memory now of the evidence—had an upper
chamber, and across that upper chamber hung a curtain. That curtain was
fixed, as I understand it, to the top, and to one side, and kept by weights

down to the bottom. On the other side of that, where there was a curtain,

there was another chamber, and in that chamber there was an aperture,

which communicated with the open air. A witness was called for the
plaintiff by anticipation—I forget who he was—who said he went up there

some time since, and there was an old dirty curtain, and Mr. Potto
Brown was examined, as to whether there were trunks. It seems to me
the question in Mr. Potto Brown's case, is whether he anticipated

the last claim? Whether he had a suitable porous fabric for filtering the
flour from the air, in the manner herein described ? Gentlemen, I have
given you a very rapid view of it. I trust to your memory tor anything
more, but I am ready to read any part of the evidence that you require.

But they say, of Mr. Potto Brown, you are come now as a witness against
this patent ; we have the means of showing that you yourself have admitted
that your anticipations were no anticipations at all. And here I do not
believe, that the learned counsel intended any reflection upon Mr. Potto
Brown. Gentlemen, I have not the honour of a personal acquaintance
with Mr. Potto Brown, but having been for many years a member of the
circuit in which Huntingdon and Godmanchester are situated, I know him
to be a man of the first respectability. I think I may without impro-
priety say that in his favour, and I rather discouraged the learned counsel
for the plaintiff from pursuing a line of cross examination, which, when
addressed to persons in the position of Mr. Potto Brown, Mr. Kingsford,
and other gentlemen whose names at this moment I forget—Mr. Podger, I
think, was one—I think are misapplied ; but I have really no occasion to
complain of the learned counsel. Now that is the substance of what he
did. Let us see what he has said. Again- 1 say, I do not mean to reflect
upon him in the least, but if I can find his evidence, I might refer you to
one or two passages in it. Lest I should do him injustice, aud as I happen
upon it, I will read you his account of the chamber now. 'There was a
fan to draw the hot air, and the stive and damp into a chamber ; from
thence into an upper chamber which was divided by a curtain. On the
outer side of the curtain was a long tube covered with a cowl, through
which the air communicated with the outer atmosphere. We at all times

called it the blower chamber. The curtain was of porous fabric. It was
attached to the top. It touched the ceiling ; it was nailed to the ceiling

aud firmly tacked down on the side of the chamber. It was weighted at

the bottom to keep the air from blowing it away. The other side was
attached to the chamber by loops, or strings, to allow us to get to the

outer side of this curtain; the air got through the fabrics, and the stive

did not get through the curtain, but was deposited in the inner chamber,'

that is his account of what was done. Now he has been asked upon cross-

examination to say as to what was said on a former occasion, not long ago,

before the Privy Council, when the prolongation of Mr. Bovill's patent was
deliberated upon, and I suppose counsel were heard and witnesses examined.
It is no contradiction of what he says to-day, because he is not allowed to-

day to give his opinion—it is for the jury. He tolls you what is done,

but you had an opportunity of hearing what he himself said upon it. He
said before the Privy Council in 1863—which is now four or five years
ago —'I was of opinion that ray machine was different from Mr. Bovill's

and the result different. I said, my machine does not produce a vacuum;
it is constructed so that it should not produce a vacuum. It does not pro-

duce a vacuum like Mr. Bovill's, As to the blast, I do not touch Mr.
Bovill's patent, and as to the exhaust, there may be a question.' You know,
gentlemen, the exhaust is the very thing which supplies this chamber. 'I
say mine is totally different from Bovill's;' and again he adds, ' I say
mine is totally different from Bovill's—my exhaust may belike it, but that

would mislead ; but if I explain further, I could show that the exhaust is

quite different from Mr. Bovill's, but I will not give an explanation. My
exhaust is made on the principle never to produce a vacuum. There is a
difference in that part of the construction.' Whether he is right or wrong,
I do not pretend to say, but there certainly seems to have been a time
when he was strongly of opinion, that there was the greatest possible

difference between any part of his process, and any part of Mr. Bovill's.

Then the same thing happens to him as happened to another witness. In
1867, he takes out a license. That license is put into- writing, and it is

laid before you. What is the consideration for that license—can any gentle-

man tell me ?
"

" Mr. Garth : One penny per quarter, they were to pay in the other two
mills for the future.

" Mr. Justice Byles : You are light."

"Mr. Garth : And also for the past."
" Mr. Justice Byles : One gentleman pays two pence a quarter, and one,

one penny a quarter. The gentleman for the future, I believe, is to pay
one penny per quarter. Now this license contains this recital—'Whereas
the same patentee under the order made in the same cause, inspected the

mills respectively on the 25th of July, 1867 ; and whereas after such in-

spection, the said patentee and licensees on the said 25th of July mutually
agreed, and admitted that the exhaust apparatus used by Mr. Brown in

the Houghton mills is not an exhaust of the plenum of dusty air from the
mill stone cases as described in the specification of the Letters Patent *

—

that is an agreement by him to the effect that this is not an anticipation,

and that he pays a large sum for getting this license—but that the exhaust

apparatus erected and at work at the said Penstanton and Godmanchester
mills respectively, does draw off all the warm dusty air from the mill stone

case, which would otherwise be blown down the meal spout and by which
the dust in the mill is avoided as described in the specification—that

machinery being put up I believe in 1855 or thereabouts, and therefore

being no anticpation of this patent. Now some strong observations have
been made to you, not upon this gentleman's credit, for there can be no
doubt that he is speaking the literal truth in what he says ; but they say :—
Trust his judgment when he was before the Privy Council, and trust his

judgment as to what he says, when he pays a sum of money, and puts it

down under his hand. I am afraid I heard some observations from the

bar, but not from either of the counsel who have addressed you, which
seemed to me rather hard, as to the nature of this deed. It is quite clear

this deed would not be prepared without the presence of a solicitor onboth
sides, (for it is very carefully drawn up), who would advise their respective

clients as to what was the fair and proper agreement between them.

" Now, gentlemen, T shall pass with the same rapidity to the examination
of the next case, which is Muir's case. Here, as in the former case, there

is no regulation of the exhaust so as to take away the plenum and that

only, nothing of the kind in Muir's case. If there is any anticipation at

all, it is I suppose in the stive room. That I may not make a mistake, I

think I must trouble you very shortly with some part of Muir's evidence.

An exhaust alone I have told you is no infringement. That this exhaust

was not confined to the suction of the plenum, not only does not appear,

but the contrary appears, because it appears I think in his case that it

was necessary to use a washer to clean the tubes, through which what was
drawn up by the exhaust did pass. It is sufficient to say that there is no
evidence to show that it was so regulated; but he had a stive room, as he
calls it, divided into three compartments. They were parted by a partition,

with holes half an inch diameter. The second compartment was divided

from the last, by a curtain or screen of biscuit sacking. It was nailed on
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the top and roped, and secured to the floor by wooden battens. From the

top compartment tbere was a ventilator, which went out to the top of the

roof, the cowl and ventilator giving free access to the outer air. The
result was that the hot air was distributed over the surface of the first

room, and from the first room it went through the holes, as I suppose about

an inch in diameter, into the second room, and from the second room it

was 6trained into the third room through porous fabrics, and from the

third room it went by a funnel or cowl into the open air. I can see here

no evidence of any infringement of the second claim. If there is any

evidence at all, I should say it must refer to the stive chamber. It is the

stive chamber as compared with Muir's ; one the boarded chamber, with

holes through the second chamber, the second being all boarded except the

curtain dividing it from the third chamber; and the last third chamber
communicating by a cowl with the open air. In your judgment, is that

such a stive chamber as is there represented ? Besides which, if the stive

chamber of Mr. Bovill is a stive chamber connected with the exhaust,

which serves it, by being connected with the second claim, according to the

judgment of my brother Willes, that introduces a further difficulty in the

case.
" The next case is Wren's and there the only thing happened which I

regret in this case. I was very anxious that the witnesses should not be

out of court in this case. It is very unusual in a patent case to order the

witnesses out of court. It makes this difference—if one witness has not

heard what the other has said, you cannot ask that witness in a compen-
dious way, as is commonly donp, Do you agree with what so and so has

stated ? It lengthens the case prodigiously. However, the counsel for

Mr. Bovill thought fit to insist upon it, and has endeavoured to say that

which he has done is quite right. I do not say that it was wrong, but it

has lengthened this inquiry considerably.

" But now in this ease he would have had just the same advantage if the

witnesses had been in court, for his case depends in a great measure,

though not entirely, upon the evidence of a man of the name of 'Wren

—

John Hanscll Wren. There was no stive chamber, if I recollect right, in

this case.

" Mr. Webster : Yes, my Lord, in Wren's case there was.

"Mr. Justice Byies : Yes—two chambers: you are right. 'The fan

cleared off all the stive; the meal was cool. There were two chambers-

-

they were let in in 1817 or early in 1848 : we connected the pipe from

the mill-stone case with an exhaust fan and pipes. We moved the stive

room. Tbere were two rooms on the attic— that was before it was con-

nected with the dressing machine—the other was the meal room ; that is

the room below the attic. The dust from the mill and the dressing

machine was discharged first into an attic chamber, then into the meal
room. The fan cleared off all the stive ; the dust went into these two
chambers ; they were let iu in 1647, or early in 1848.' Then he speaks of

the blast and of curtains : now the same observation, with respact to what
is called the stive room, occurs here, that I have made in the other cases.

You will judge how they are justified, but I am sorry to say there is

another observation that is to be made here. Time here is of the essence

of what done. If what was done was done in 1847 or 1848, then the

question of whether this be an anticipation arises, but if it was not done
until 1853, then it was no anticipation. The witness has been shown
an affidavit of his own, and he says that affidavit states what is

not true. It is his own affidavit, in which it is alleged that it was not in

use in the year 1853. It is suggested, and may properly be sugge.-ted,

that when an affidavit is drawn by the solicitor in the cese, that very

often affidavits are sworn, as they ought never to be, without due delibera-

tion. I may say sometimes a gentleman has to swear an Answer in Chancery
as thick as an octavo volume— what does he do ? He is liable to be in-

dicted for perjury if he swears fal-ely. He relies on his attorney, in whose
hands lives and reputations are, even in the case of persons who have been
brought up to n knowledge of the law ; and very safely trusted they are,

I must say, as a general rule. Still here is a man who has gone through
that affidavit, and made alterations in it, with his initials in his own hand.

I must say, without saying that man is to be believed or not, that you
probably would not allow his evidenco to turn the case with respect to this

alleged user. There is, however, his brother, Benjamin Wren, who corro-

borate! the subsequent statement of the other brother, that this took place

before the patent, and there is a good deal more, with which I do not think

it is Decenary to trouble you. Gentlemen. I now come to Kingsford's case.

Mr. Kingsford's case may perhaps best be proved by the evidence of one
of the workmen.

"Mr. Garth : There if a No r'ison's case, my Lord.
Mr. Justice Byles : I have not forgotten that, that is the Ipswich mill ?

—Mr. Garth : Yes.
" Mr. Webster : The witnesses as to Kingsford's mill were Horn, Crisp,

and Kingsford.
" Mr. Justice Byles : Gentlemen, the. first witness called is Mr. Horn,

whose evidence is this: ' In 1846 I saw the exhaust in full operation in

Kingtford'l mill, with six pairs of stones, six trunks leading to one main

trunk—they were carried across the mill by a pipe—there was a pipe con-
nected by an exhaust fan, and that drew up heated air with stive. The
meal descended in a cool stream below. The heated air or stive waB
exhausted into a square wooden room. On the bin floor, a portion of the
bin, a hole was cut through the ceiling of the bin floor, into the stage
floor, on which, and directly over, was the second stive room, one side being
the mill, and the other three sides of bagging work. Directly through the
roof was a stive funnel, through which the heated air finally escaped into
the atmosphere, and under that was a tub, which was to contain the water
which was condensed, and the stive was taken away entirely from the mill-
stone cases.' Now that was spoken of by Mr. H'>rn, by Crisp, and Mr.
Kingsford.

" Gentlemen, the same observation applies with respect to this which
applies to all the rest. What were these rooms ? Be they bagging rooms,
or be they chambers, without any opening. Was that at all like that
thing which you have before you in substance ? That is the question. It
is important here to observe, the one great object seems to have been, as
in one of the French patents, to promote condensation, so as to remove the
moisture, but I shall only be repeating what I have said before if I go
farther into that. You will say whether this in your judgment performs
the process which you have before yon, and whether they do or rot, whether
they were anything more thin experiments without succesful user.

" Then a gentleman of the name of Fison is called, and I do not repeat
iu this case what I before said about the evidence as to the feather in the
mill stone cases. I have already observed upon that, although it relates

to Kingsford's mill. Besides that there is the case of Mr. Fison at Ips-
wich to which I must call your attention. Mr. Fison says, he was a miller

at Ipswich in 1815, and owned the mill at the beginning of 1S48, aud tbeTC
were three pair of stones. He said he put up an exhaust fan and connected
it with all three pair of stones. The fan was on two floors, a spout from
the millstone case with the fan, and it blew out the hot air and stive.

Meal went down the spout. The best part was immediately round the
fan on the floor, that is, the best part of the flour as I understand him,
' the remainder separated a little further like snow on the bank ; ' there is

nothing here about the plenum. The question is again about a stive room,
according to that the air would be driven through and the stive left

behind. Here there does not appear to be any porous fabric as far as I

understand it
—'the remainder separated a little further like snow on a

bank. It answered perfectly well, it kept the mill free from dust, and
improved the condition of the meal for the fine dressing of the flour.

That is the substance of what he states, and you will say whether that is

an anticipation.

"Now 1 have called your attention therefore to the three Huntingdon
mills at Godmanehester and St. Ives, to Mr. Muir's mill, to the Stockton
mills, to the Ipswich mills, to Kingsford's mill. The New Crane mill has

been abandoned. That, I think, exhausts the list of anticipated users.

Now I beg to say again, as 1 began, that most of the observations I have
made upon these mills, except so far as the absence of the exhaust is con-

cerned in the 2nd claim, are questions of fact for you, not questions of law
for me. It is for you to say whether the plaintiff's patent was anticipated

"by these users made of his invention by people who had invented it them-
selves in substance so far as their user goes, or were they nur.lv tentative

users if I may so speak, experiments—unsuccessful users. You will judge

of it, you will also judge how near they come to his invention, and you
will also judge of the time. An observation fell from one of you, gentle-

men, which is applicable to many portions of this case— it will he safer not

to act upon doubtful evidence.
" Now unless you desire me to do more, I shall content myself with tk.t

statement of the evidence on both sides. 1 have gone through the defen-

dant's evidence at greater length than I have the plaintill" l because of

course it is more iu detail. There is, however, one observation which I

think I ought to make with respect to the Isleworth mills, and I do it in

two or three words. "Phe plaintiff says that there is a mi-Uko as to the

date of the alterations at the Isleworth mills, and that Mather is wrong us

to the dates. Ho calls two or three witnesses who say that those altera-

tions, whatever they were, were not made until after .Mr. Bovill'e |citent.

I could not help saying, when those witnesses were in the box, that is a

very easy thing to prove, because if you went from Uxbridgc then Mircly

there must be somo entry in some book, or some bills of parcel', or some-

thing or other to corroborate yon, but upon further reflection I .1 i! t

whether that amounts to anything, because the same observation D

be made on the defendant's witnesses whenth y made the alt.r.iii ns, for

although the alteration was then made by the defendant's men, ye1 'I

course he would have had n great many materials tie re aroold hive been

1 should have thought b 'th in the one OI>fl and in the Other, bj ptrtoai

accustomed to pet evidence, whieh nisi prius lawyer* ui dental I. pit nt

means of showing the date. Therefore that observation should cither go

for nothing or yon should apply it to both.

" Centlemen, I come now, lastly, to the sHrged anticipation bj «ritt«n

documents. I shall go just as shortly through them. 1 IB) »i"ing, si far
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as my ability goes, to explain them further if you desire it. First, the

Scotch patent. That has no application that I am aware of to the stive

chamber; it only applies to the exhaust—to currents of air produced by

blast or exhaust. Those are the words of the patent The patent in effect

as I understand it comes to this, you drive the air through or suck it

through as yon like, but without any limit and without any regulation ;

there is nothing there to anticipate the stive chamber, and if I am right in

point of law with respect of the exhaust of the plenum there is nothing

there to anticipate the plenum. The English patent of 1846 creates cur-

rents of air running through the grinding surfaces. There is nothing

there affecting the stive chamber. There is nothing there affecting^ the

question of the plenum. You are to take care to take enough, and it is

not said how much you are to have, besides which the evidence is that as

to that, although the defendant's witnesses some of them say that it

answered very well, the plaintiff in depreciation of his own patent says it

filled the mills with dust.

"Then the learned counsel for the plaintiff has made this observation.

He said, if that patent was so good a patent, why did not the plaintiff keep

it ? Why should he run the risk of taking out a fresh patent ? Above all,

why did he take out his patent in 1849, which he, as a man of science must

have known, if this version of the effect of the English and Scotch

patent be good, would be avoided by either of those patents ? Certainly

he would not.
" Now, gentlemen, I come to the French patents, and I shall be very

short upon them. My brother Willes, in summing up, I see, said scarcely

anything or very little about them, but I shall say a little more. With
respect to Damy's patent that was in the year 1841. The main object of

that patent, as far as I can understand it, and I understand it but imper-

fectly—you have heard counsel upon it— is to eondense and to deprive of

humidity by forcing the air through the stones. Condensation is the

object of the invention. You have heard it read and commented upon, and

you will say with respect to that whether it did anticipate the plaintiff's

patent; and, further than that, whether in your judgment the description

of it is such as that a competent person could make it? There is this

observation made upon it, and which is made upon all the other patents.

There is no reason to suppose that they were not worked in France.

Whether there is any previous evidence that they were I do not know, but

no person has ever seen them at work in this country. No doubt there

were accounts published of them in the British Museum, which would be
sufficient to avoid this patent if they were good patents, and have the effect

which the learned counsel for the defendant alleges that they have. I may
say, with respect to that, in addition, that there is no reference in it to a

plenum, no mention of the regulation of the draught. With respect to

Vallod's patent, which was in 1839, there is no reference to any fulness of

the air, or to any regulations to remove it. With respect to Carder's or

Debeaume's patent, which are both in, there is a partial vacuum produced,

and there is an exhaust into a receiver. I leave those French patents for

your consideration. I dare say you will say they afford you very little

light because you did not fully understand them, and I say that with
great humility, but with great sincerity, for myself. There they are be-

fore you.

"Gentlemen, I believe that I have gone very shortly through the whole
of the evidence in this voluminous case. Now, if you please, before you
retire, we will go once more through the questions for you. I have had them
written out for you from the record.

" Now let us see what the questions are. The first is a patent for a

combination—was this new, ' fixing the top stone.' They say that was a

novel thing—not that the top stone was never fixed before. I do not know
whether it was or was not, but in this combination it never was. ' Fixing
the top stone and causing currents of air, either by exhaustion or pressure,

to pass between the grinding surfaces of mill stones when the top stone is

so fixed, and in the introduction of the ventilating pipes in the stones

as herein described.' Was that a new combination ? If it was, verdict

for the plaintiff upon that. If it was not, verdict for the defendant.
Again, I repeat, the question is not whether some things are old and some
new, but was it a new combination ? The utility is not denied.

Secondly, I will read the part to which reference is made by the words
'herein described' first, and read them together: 'This part of my inven-
tion relates only to sucking away the plenum of dusty air, forced through
the stones, and not to employing a sufficient exhausting power to induce a
current of air between the mill stones without a blast, this having before
been practised as above mentioned.' Again, ' this part of my invention
relates only to sucking away the plenum of dusty air forced through the
stones.' Now read the second claim: 'Secondly, in exhaustiug the dusty
air when the same has been blown through the grinding surfaces of the
mill stones from the stone cases or chambers receiving the meal as herein
described.' The plenum, I agaiu repeat, is the essence of it, and the
plenum is what I have described to you. If I am wrong in that, the whole
of these proceedings may be set aside, and the parties may if they please
take the judgment of the House of Lords upon it.

' Lastly, I claim the passing of the dust and stive caused in the pro-

cess of grinding through suitable porous fabrics, by which the flour is

filtered fiom the air as herein described.' 'As herein described' means

this—The third part of my iuvention consists in straining the stive or air

by means of a fan or other exhausting machinery and blowing 'the stive

so exhausted into a chamber having its sides and top formed of one or more
thicknesses of suitable porous fabrics to allow the air under pressure to

pass out deprived of the flour by means of this filtration.'

" Now, gentlemen, this patent is before you in the nineteenth year of

its existence, and it is for you to say upon these facts whether it is a good

or a bad patent. You may sit many years in a court of public justice

without having so much property to dispose of as you will dispose of here

by your verdict. Of one thing I am quite sure—you have endeavoured to

understand it, and of one thing I am surer still, that you will give a per-

fectly honest judgment. Now, I will hand you the specification of 1849,

a copy of the questions, and lest there should be any possible danger of

those questions having been mis-copied, I will hand you the record also.

You will recollect that those two things are the same—one is on parch-

ment and the other is a copy of it on paper ; and there you have the ques-

tions sent by the Master of the Rolls. Here are the questions separately,

there is the record, and there is the specification."

A Juror : My lord, if we should not be likely to agree, should we then

have to assemble to-morrow ?—Mr. Justice Byles : I shall be here to

receive you to-morrow morning, but you will sit in your own room all

night.

The Juror : We are not to depart but to return the verdict if possible.

Mr. Justice Byles : You do not separate until you have returned your
verdict. If it should not be to-night, I will be here at 10 o'clock to-morrow
morning.
The jury retired at twenty-five minutes past four, and returned into

court at nineteen minutes before six.

The jury answered to their names as they were called by the associate.

The Associate : Gentlemen, have you agreed ?—The Foreman : We have.

The Associate : How do you find ?—The Foreman : For the plaintiff.

Mr. Justice Byles : A general verdict for the plaintiff, gentlemen ?

—

The Foreman : Yes, my lord.

Mr. Justice Byles : On all the issues ?—The Foreman : Yes, my lord,

on all the issues.

We shall have occasion further on to mention the attempt made by Mr.
Goodier to obtain a new trial and its results. For the present we con-

tent ourselves by reminding our readers, that what the learned judge
relied upon as conclusive to show that Mr. Muir had not done the same
thing, as Mr. Bovill's invention was—namely, since it was necessary for

him to use a piston to clear out the exhanst tube—the very proof

relied upon by Mr. Bovill, that Mr. Goodier had been using the invented

regulated exhaust of the plenum ; that his lordship expressed his implicit

belief in Mr. Muir's evidence, but held that what he stated he had done,

was not an anticipation of the patent, whilst the Vice-Chancellor, Sir W.
Page Wood had expressed himself as strongly to the effect that the evi-

dence of Mr. Muir, (whom he had not seen and who had not been con-

tradicted), was not deserving of belief, but that if it had been creditable,

there is no doubt what he had stated he had done, was an anticipation of

the patented invention. And the same eminent judge agreed with Mr. Jus-

tice Byles, as to the veracity and accuracy of Mr. Potto Brown, but held

that he had not anticipated the invention, because, although he had
exhausted the plenum precisely, he had done so by a different contrivance,

whilst Mr. Justice Byles held that, though he had used the contrivance,

and might by it have exhausted the plenum that was no proof of anticipa-

tion, since the invention was of the process and not of the contrivance or

apparatus.

We shall also see that Lord Cairns decided that Mr. Potto Brown's evi-

dence, though uncontradicted, was unfit to be acted upon by a court ot

justice, because Mr. Bovill had given him a release from all claims and
had assented to what Mr. Brown had all along insisted upon—namely, that

the use of exhaust without blast was a different thing from that protected

by Mr. Bovill's patent.

But first we must show how flexible language may be in the hands of

a judge, and shall present to our readers the judgment of Lord Cairns in

Bovill v. Cowan.
(To be continued*)

The three races between the English yacht Cambria and the American
yacht Sappho have resulted in the defeat of the former in the first and third
of the matches, and a refusal of the second. We wonder whether the so-

called "improvements," effected by filling up the hollow lines of the Cam~
bria, had anything to do with her signal overthrow.

The submarine telegraph mania appears to have collapsed, the shares of
several of the companies being at a discount of more than 100 per cent, of
the amount paid ; consequently they can be bought for somewhat less thaa
nothing.
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INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS.

THE CHANNEL PASSAGE.—VESSELS AND PIERS.

By Vice-Admiral Sir Ed-wabd Belcheb, K.C.B.

The subject to which I am about to direct your attention is, principally,

the proposal to connect England and France by continuous railway com-

munication, the gap, that is the Channel interred, being bridged by

steamers fitted to receive and convey the trains across, and deliver them on

to the rails on the French shore. And it is inferred, from their great size

and beam—fitted also with heavy sponsous and paddles—that they will

not roll deeply, and consequently tend to prevent that misery to weak

stomachs—sea-sickness.

Now, as regards the rolling motion, I am not satisfied by assertion,

when diametrically opposed to personal experience, seeing that the worst

rolling affecting vessels engaged on Channel service, caused by waves set

in motion by the whole western space of the Atlantic Ocean, causing, as

seamen term it, merely " the deep but easy roll," is not reckoned as due to

a gale, for with sufficient wind a vessel is steadied by canvas. The serious

rolling i3 due to an opposite cause, the absence of the gale, when that un-

accountable ground swell which tumbles into the Bay of Biscay lifts also at

the limit of soundings in the English Channel, and rolls in successive waves

home to the shores of France and England, even up to the Goodwin Sands.

To adduce an example of the inefficiency of beam to prevent heavy

rolling, as in 60ft. vessels ranging about 2,000 tons, in a perfectly glass;

calm, I may mention the following:—The Brest scpiadron anchored in

1812 in Cawsand Bay, before the breakwater was commenced. It con-

sisted of various types. Thus the Tille de Paris and Abercrombie, French
,

San Joseph, Spanish ; Norge, Danish; Queen, Conquestador, and Magnifi-

cent, English ; lower yards and topmasts struck, riding at single anchor.

It had blown heavily from S.S.W., and terrific long-jawed rollers set in.

These vessels rolled fearfully, and it was asserted that the Queen and Mag-
nificent rolled "keel out."

I then belonged to the Abercrombie, and being an invalid, in the captain's

cabin, was lashed in two chairs at one of the ports, commanding a com-

plete view of several ships, and especially of the Magnificent. The foam
certainly warranted the conclusion, as nothing but the " keel awash" could

have produced it.

This point, however, is immaterial. It will be said the vessels of that

period were short, and deep rolling naturally ; yet it was rather increased, as

in the ea ;e of H.M.S. Rodney, when Sir W. Symonds, at a much later

period, increased the beam, tonnage, and draught ; and in 1823, we have
proof of what heavy gales and rolling seas effected on the breakwater at

Plymouth Sound.

I have had some experience in crossing dangerous bars attended by

heavy following rollers; still the roll at good speed on the ship was far

from agreeable— indeed, I must admit dangerous. My object is merely to

show how heavy, deep, and quick rolling is a Channel difficulty, and not to

be lightly despised; and that, in considering the fitness of vessels for this

peculiar service, we must not fancy that a stroke of the pen or a paragraph
in print rules the waves. It is our business, as pretty well tried seamen,

to state what is our opinion on such matters belonging to our "craft"

—

what is the proper character of vessel fit for such service as contemplated ;

and, more, whether this railway system, carried afloat, is cither practicable

or judicious, specially, too, as regards reasonable expense; what should be

the form, size, and speed for the contemplated service ; and finally, the

probability of success by any of the types offered; or if a variation, dis-

pensing with the train system, using the present or improved harbours, or

improved ships, might not equally meet the present difficulties.

I must at once observe that my own opinion, ns far as safety, comfort,

and freedom from that jarring, creaking, and btraining, which tophamper,
projections, numerous joint 3

,
gimcrack ornament-1

, and fastenings is con-

cerned, the beautiful drawings which have come before me bring to my
mind DO idea of peaceful repose, but rather that idea of Pandemonium
which the agonies of one of our old line-of-hattle ships forcibly brought to

my recollection. Now, what do we require for an hour's travel across the

Channel ' A vessel to carry us sadly, and not offering us enj ryments not
to be enjoyed— a structure which shall be the type of hlrenglli, smcoth as

the hack ofa whale, offering the least possible nljst.ruct.ioii to wind or wave,
and carrying a light pilot tower on the summit— in fact, a type of our
ugliest ironclad, the beauty //")• excellence of our present navy.

Our outline decided, the interior Bttings, those of the simplest nature
succeed. To pnsiengen who fancy the whale's back, f would offer just
such enlarged accommodation as the Cigar ship had (80ft. long by Mft.

wide), by alight hurricane house and rail enoloting the turret pi! *
I

the type inde id ol o felting around the funnel of II. M.S. Carron, tot in*"

veying duti a in bad weather.
The velocity proposed by the advocates for these rail boats is 20 In >tl ;

that involvi s, under paddlfl OI screw, do small amount of vibration, but pea

sickness is not tho result of violent motion. It is, so to speak, barometrical,

the action of the diaphragm (like the aneroid) rising and falling with the
motion of the ship, and specially acting on the nerves when it is influenced
by the sight.

For my own part, I plead guilty to being subject to sea-sickness, but
varying with the size aud quickness of motion, greate-t in the ships of the
line, less in a cutter. If caniages are to embarked for the hour's passage, no
individuals hut those possessing sea-legs would care to quit their pose to
enjoy the deck, or smoke their pipes under the lee of the pilot tower. All
fittings but those absolutely demanded obstruct the free circulation of air,

inducing faintness and sea-sickness, and consequently should be avoided.
It should be borne in mind that when we propose to construct great ships

to carry such great burdens as railways and their passenger and goods
trains, we pass out of the range of depths afforded by the harbours now in
use; and therefore if you construct vessels capable of carrying them, you
are bound to meet the question of inability to enter at certain times of tide

and under certain conditions of weather. It therefore follows that your
vessel must not only be calculated to cross the Channel, but also, if neces-

sity demands, be competent to take care of herself at sea, or to return your
passengers, free from sea-sickness also, at a safe port. Now, looking to

certain plans and models to which my attention has been drawn, I must
remark that such absurdly decorated craft, with all the paraphernalia copied
from the boats engaged on the inland seas of the United States, are not fit

types for our Channel service.

If the floating railway schemes are to prevail, 1 see no difficulty in meet-
ing the demand for proper vessels, provided, as in our harbour defences,

money is to be cast away freely in the construction of adequate harbours,

and if those structures are adopted, I am prepared to meet ships as well as

harbours of refuge, but I cannot shut ray eyes to the risks and delay of stone

piers. The disruption of the breakwater at Plymouth, January, 1823 (of

which I bold in my hand a copy by YVhidberg, addressed to Sir Isaac

Coffin)— solid cemented masonry of some ten years' settlement—and at a
later date the works at Alderncy, erroneously assigned to my proposals in

1842 (but absolutely void of truth, seeing that the scheme proposed by me
was to be carried out at Bet harbour, on the opposite side of the blanel by
inland excavation similar to that since carried out at Cherbourg), all attest

the difficulties to be surmounted— foundations in deep water and the surf to

prevent or delay completion. But before we proceed, as to the vessels fit

to carry out this railway conjunction, and, moreover, to be impelled at a

standard velocity to agree with railway time, of twenty knots or more,
have satisfactory computations been made, not as to chamber practice on
paper, but as to all dangers and difficulties of that wild sea, uot in a smooth
dock, but, as sea-sickness i3 imported into the question, to the absolute

security of life anel property, on so small a draught as 5 J ft. ? The plan of

Mr. Fowler, giving 13fr., is nearer to reason. That would agree with my
own dimensions of 400ft. long by 60 beam, but nothing then to spare.

Before these rail-connecting vessels are built, it is incumbent to construct

piers or harbours to receive them. And if those structures are to be carried

out, we should execute them on the most economical yet certain plan*,

bearing in mind the probability of the very close supercession of their ser-

vices by the tube tunnel or bridge of the future. At this present moment
I see too many difficulties to be mastered before success can be deemed, in

either of the great plans, even to loom in the future. But having such

perfect confidence in tl e rising talent of our engineers, I feel certain that

nventuallj a more satisfactory mode will he triumphant, for that ugly term
'" impossibility" but whets the ardour of inventive faculty.

First, then, if the railway question prevails, we are prepared to provide a

safe vessel fit to proceed, not merely across the Channel, but even beyond

the narrow seas, should she be caught in one of our severe gales on a lee

^bore. On the other hand, if we are satisfied with the present harbours, with

their present depth of water within, and determine to improve them at

moderate outlay, then we are prepared with a vessel similar in all i

the customary traffic at the less draught of 7ft.

For extension of piers and adaptation of the same for tho large boats we
are also prepared.

And here I must observe that I underrato none of the schemes before

the public, as simple computations j hut, as a seaman, I am Satisfied that

grief would come to any one of those propi id vi Is unfitted and Incom-

petent to perform full sea-work if driven into the Atlantic.

Starting, then, on the principle thai il behoves ns, in b, to utilise and

Improve what we have before wo cast our riches on a foreign shore, to be

di predated a< no distant peri, d by other yet more expensive undertak

I fail hack on the da . ..f \ .- s. Is which I have to propose ;
audi may ad.

I

that, under any change of ciroomsta s, the outlines, in relation to

and depth, will preserve their fe tun the form being thai ofanovoidsl

box, smooth from end lo end, the terminal points being open I

railway < ania- s of 8ft, in width.

The following dlmei r the three olaueaj—

\.. 1 Kill, draught.

No. 2 LOft,

No. B 7ft.

17
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Channel Sekyice Steamers-.—Mail Railway Seetice.

13ft. Draught.

Length 400ft.

Draught ... 13ft.

Beam 60ft.

Displacement 4,000 tons

Indicated H.P 8,000 tans

Speed 18to20knots
Keel to deck 23ft.

Deck to promenade ditto. . . 13ft.

Saloon, beight 8ft.

Steering house above ditto 7ift.

Deck of saloon 200ft. by 30ft.

Promenade ditto 300ft. by 60ft.

Could carry on rails 300 tons

10ft.

350ft.

10ft.

50ft.

3,000 tons

5,000 tons

20 knots

With one line

of rails to cany
luggage - goods'

waggons, but not
passenger trains.

7ft.

300ft.

7ft.

45 ft.

1,600 tons

3,500 tons

25 knots

No rails

There is one feature in this arrangement wliicb, whether the vessel car-

ries sails or not, offers important comfort to ladies and invalids, and pre-

serves intact the comfort of the carriage in which they embark Thus the

side cabins are in such connection with the doors of the carriages that

they can be used for exercise or accommodation during this all-important

hour of travel.

The rails occupy the centre line ,• the carriages are home to the side cabins,

and are run in and out by switches leading into the main line.

Both ends are fitted with closing shutters like shopfronts, and, being
closed at pleasure, ensure in fine weather thorough ventilation, and in bad
keep out wind and sea.

The mode of propulsion to be given is that of the hydraulic propeller or
turbine. It possesses the advantage of smooth sides and perfect protection
from injury from external force, and is therefore better adapted to take the
sides of any irregular dock or piles.

I have special objection to the paddle system; it has not the power of
sudden turning in the trough of a sea.

Further, the divided shaft proposed incurs enormous danger, and subjects
the machinery to disruption, and vessels and passengers to enormous con-
cussions.

Thus, on a even keel, it is submitted that a vessel of 400ft. rests on a
series of waves. If, then, the trough between two waves denudes the
lower float, the wheel will fly round and endanger the machinery.
As to the over-immersed paddle, it loses considerable propelling power,

at the same time as that of its opposite is utterly lost, thus leaving less than
half the propelling force on the ship, and causing consequent loss of speed.
This I have witnessed, and more—the power of steerage under these cir-

cumstances nearly annihilated.

On this specific point the hydraulic rejoices in her superiority to all other
modes of propulsion, seeing that the orifice in the air performs equally or
better than that immersed, and the whole force of the engines being
exerted to one purpose, and uninfluenced by wind, weather, rolling, or any
external causes, acts with uniform force and precision. In fact, like the
perfect chronometer, it performs equably and perfectly, secure within its
case, just what is demanded.
The paddle steamer in a gale is always unpleasant to handle ; the moment

speed ceases she wallows in a sea-way, and the shocks of the paddle-boxes
alternately striking are distressing even to those accustomed to sea life.

On the other hand, the hydraulic is but a simple vessel lying to or under
small speed, and, but for the thrilling action when at full speed, few could
imagine her propelled through the water. She is peculiarly adapted for
the difficult work of turning easily in a sea-way, when, indeed, it would
prove dangerous to the paddle.

Leaving the question of train boats and coming to the mere passenger
boat (with carriages adapted for special objects, and, indeed, appertaining
to the vessels), it is proposed to adapt them to rails, and to embark the
passengers in them by the aid of machinery.

The difficulty—indeed, danger—which has always struck me, has been
the embarking and disembarking- passing down slippery steps, frequently
in dark nights, and having a lively dancing vessel ready to capsize you
the instant you feel you have lost your land and have not gained sea-legs.
This difficulty it is proposed to overcome by hydraulic lifts and cranes-
lifting the carriages and passengers, with all their comforts about them,
over openings in the upper deck, and landing them on platforms fitted
to receive them on elastic springs, then moved to positions in direct con-
nection with state rooms, door of carriage to door of state room, as before
alluded to. The disembarkation would be similarly carried out, and car-
nages and passengers taken to the railway station or hotel, accompanied
by all simple movables—heavy luggage being confined to proper trucks.

Now, in this mere passenger vessel of the third class in our table,

drawing but 7ft., it is proposed, indeed, to attain the velocity demanded
of 20 knots ; but I much question, in attaining such speed, if yon do not
annihilate all idea of comfort or freedom from sickness. All will depend
on the state of the weather. It is perfectly futile to expect comfovt to

those embarked if the force engaged in the' propulsion is sufficient to shake
the vessel to pieces, or so damage the machinery as to endanger vessel and
passengers.

Leaving, then, the vessels and looking towards their safety and accom-
modation on either shore, we arrive at the important question of piers.

In November, 1836, I drew up for the Corporation of Prestou a plan for

the embankment of the Ribble, by a dam carried across from the Douglas
River to the Naze, a distance of three-quarters of a mile. Mr. Stephenson,
the celebrated engineer, engaged on the Clyde navigation, met me by ap-
pointment at Preston. That plan, which he most warmly approved, in-

volved the construction by prepared iron caissons, to be simultaneously
placed and filled, between the interval of two consecutive tides, v\iLh con-
crete. for which design I hold the thanks of the mayor and corporation, all

other engineering authorities being set aside.

I will not contest the point with those who follow my ideas at the pre-
sent day; but further, in 1858,1 again proposed to saddle and fortify the
Goodwin Sands by a plan of a similar nature. Alter an evening meeting
at the institution of Civil Engineers, my friend the late Charles May, and
several leading members, adjourned to the rooms of Mr. Brunei, and dis-

cussed my plans. This resulted in the verdict pronounced by Brunei, short
and pithy:—There can be no doubt of the correctness of your views; get
money, and it will be done ; compute the contents at 20s. per cubic yard,
working expenses the same

; government to supply the funds ; it can be
effected." So with the moot question of these piers for the accommoda-
tion of these steamers. Construct them in iron securely braced, ground
and fill them in, previously working in screw piles to receive them exactly,

and no sea can displace them.
It is not, perhaps, generally known that where iron forms part of the

concrete and remains in contact with salt water for years, the iron becomes
converted into a carburet, suffers no further decay, and becomes an incor-

porated crust-like glaze, similar to the surface of the old Dunes. All iron

exposed for years on coral islands becomes attached to the coral block.

Finally, the important point to be considered is time and cost. It bas
been assumed that the work of forming harbours in masonry would demand
at least three years. But I would inquire, looking to the number of days
affording the term moderate, how many working days would be required ?

Then, as to the security from the work being demolished by any violent

gale, and further the well-known fact that blocks under ten tons in weight
cannot withstand much less wave impact than the exposed parts of our
Channel shores—by the process I propose some thousand tons of matter
would be securely placed within twenty-four hours—that is, at the first

operation of placing, the weight of iron composing the caissons and the

admitted water would be immovable, like a ship aground, by any sea.

Therefore we may safely assume one-third gain in time, allowing a year for

construction.

As regards expense, we may safely assume the same proportion—indeed
less, if we take into consideration the risk of annual destruction by gales,

an effect which never could enter into the calculation of cost by the method
I propose.

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION BY RAILWAY STEAM
SHIPS.

BY John Scott Russell, F.R.S.

My communication is merely a very short supplement to the paper which
I had the pleasure of reading at the last meeting. At the last meeting I
communicated to you that, about four or five years ago, I think in 1866,
Mr. Fowler was the engineer for the harbour, and I was the naval archi-

tect for the ships of a company who proposed then to establish this com-
munication by railway-train steam ships across the Channel. The circum-
stances of this company, and of railway affairs indeed in general at that
time, led to the abandonment of the enterprise, that is to say, to its post-

ponement, notwithstanding that the Parliamentary notices had been given
and all the necessary proceedings taken. In the meanwhile, I communi-
cated also in that paper, the fact that I bad had the fortunate opportunity

of making an experiment likely to give us some information as to some of

the practical points of difficulty in this system. I communicated to you
then that I had just completed a steam-ship, whose dimensions were half

of those which we proposed for the steam traffic between Calais and Dover.
I was able to inform you then that that vessel had just started, and that

it had done its duty. Now, that was all that I told you at the last meet-
ing, and I thought that an experiment of a ship half the size, carrying
half the quantity of train for twelve miles instead of twenty-four, a very
good preliminary experiment. I am happy to inform you that my latest

news from that ship is this—that from that day to this she has continued
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to traverse the distance with perfect regularity, aud not the slightest

accident has hnppened either to the ship or to the trains conveyed by her.

J have also just received a photograph of the ship with the train on board,

and I thought it might be interesting to you, while discussing the larger

ship, to have before you the smaller one. I must say that I cons' ructed
this ship so as to be in every way a model for the larger ship, with one
exception, that I could not get up model sea3 and model hurricanes fur the

occasion, and I had to take such seas and such hurricanes a 5 the particular

latitude in which the ship was plying afforded me. I am sorry to say that

the waves of my little sea, which is only 100 miles long, and from 12 to

20 roiks broad, are not at all such respectable seas as I have occasionally

encountered between Calais and Dover, when I have made a passage of six

hours between those ports. However, this ship proves the ease, practica-

bility, and comfort with which the continual, regular, and daily shipment
of trains may be carried on, aud it proves the convenient enjoyment of a

ship which is enormous for the small port she has to go into ; and it proves,

moreover, the extreme value of detached paddle wheels, with detached
engines on the two sides, for performing those continuous and easy

manoeuvres that were thought to be impossible. That is all the conclusion
I draw from this subject, and I say it proves the mechanical arrangement
to be practicable, comfortable, and convenient. It does not prove at all

the cause of the measure of oscillation of the ship proposed for the Channel
in the actual great rolling waves of the Channel.

Gentlemen, I will now add to the information I formerly conveyed to

you a little information which I have since received, and some views which
I entertain in regard to the future of this question. In the first place, the

great dominant difficulty is, and has beeu, the want of a good harbour on
the other side. The great argument on this question has been that the

harbour of Calais was impracticable. Hence we have had harbours pro-

\> > ed on the other side. Hence we have had boats proposed to go into

shallow harbours, such as Calais has been. Now I am happy to he able to

in rorm you that the question of the improvement of Calais harbour has
been under careful consideration by the French engineers ever since the

month of June last. I am happy to inform you that on this subject, after

receiving the most thorough investigation and careful examination by the

most eminent authorities in France, a conclusion has been arrived at which
I am sure you will hear with pleasure. There retrains no difficulty in

providing at Calais a harbour with 20ft. depth of water at low water, and
maintaining the same in perfectly good condition ; and as we have now at

Dover 3Gft. of water, and are to have at Calais, in less than two years,

20ft. of water, it is quite plain that we may now attack, as Sir Edward
Belcher has attacked, the problem of having a good seaworthy ship, not
one floating on the surface, but a good seaworthy ship with a respectable

draught of water, and one which we may manage to give very respectable

qualiiies to. That difficulty having disappeared, I am next asked, what is

the use of sending the trains on board the ship? why cannot the passengers
go on beard the ship without the trains ? Why put yourselves to the
expense and trouble of making such enormous ships, merely to. carry over
the passengers without the trouble of walking on board ? Vary well.

Now, this is very soon and easily answered. We do not build big ships at

all for any such object, or with any such aim. The dimensions of our ships

are not of our choosing; they are made, like other pieces of business,

acco ding to the circumstances of the case. What do you want ? You
wanttpeed. Can you get speed without length ? No, that is impossible.

Then what length must you have to get a ship to go that distance in some-
thing like an hour and ten minutes ? You all know it must be 18, 19, or
20 knots per hour. What length do you want for that speed ? You all

know you want very nearly 400ft. For our speed we want nearly 400ft.
Then what beam must you have to make a decent ship 400ft. long ? Per-
haps you will say 40ft.— that is a tenth part—that is not too much beam.
Very well, I accept your 40ft. ; 40ft. of beam, then, aud 400ft. long, is

necessary to make the fast and decent ship we want for speed alone and
seaworthiness alone. Now, there is the ship built for me. I do not make
the dimensions of the ship— I do not choose the dimensions o! the ship.

Now I have got this big ship. Such ships, not so large, but exquisitely
beautiful ships, which I have always regarded as the pride of the naval
architecture of England, have been built under the auspices and by the
bunds of fouio gentlemen whom I lee here, (bra similar passage, only a
bigger one, namely, between Holyhead and Kingstown. Now there they
do not take any trains,and yet they have got very big .-hips; not quit
big as l i -. lid, but very big snips. Why did they make those very
biglbipf, having nothing todo with the train I ? BoCftUSe they want. .1 |] Bed,
an i they wonted seaworthiness. Why do they do not take the tre
My friends think they hare m berearebig

i

and everything we desire, and they don : take I donol
take I Do von kn wwhy tl . dci tbetral I don't
thinl. I don't think anybedj does. 1 did not until I looked into

u I could hardly belli re it when I found it out, that the British
nation—that the British legislature—bad o l a beautilul blunder-
may I say such nil Iii-h joke— train and looOD

engine to-morrow on your steam packet across to Ireland, there is not an
Irish railway on which they could run, for they made the mistake in making
the Irish railways not to fit the English trains, so that neither locomotive
engine nor carriage, nor anything in England, taken over to the o'her
side, could possibly go along an Irish railway. It is, therefore, of not
tl e slightest use to send over a train to those railways, because they cou'd
not move a mile. I dare say I may be wrong as to one railway, because I
think there was a dear old atmospheric railway which was on the national
gauge, hut I am not quite sure. All I know is, that the standard gauge
on the Irish railway is such that no English train can go upon it. It was
obtained in a very curious manner. There was a discussion between wide
gauges and narrow gauges, and a very wise engineer, whom I respect and
love very dearly, was asked to find out the proper gauge. So he said he
thought the proper gauge would be to add a narrow gauge and a very
broad one together, and divide by two, and it came to 6ft. and some
unknown number of inches, and that was the Irish gauge. I think one
was 6ft. 2in., and the other 6ft. 8in.

Mr. Oliver Byrne—Five feet four inches.

Mr. J. Scott Russell—It is the mean of some gauge. Allow me to tell

you what I believe to be the enormous advantage of carrying trains over
in ships. Not the saving the passengers from walking on board—not the
saving of them going out on the other side, hut the saving of poor bundles
of merchandise from being taken out of a railway train, tumbled into a
ship, hoisted out of the ship on the other side, repacked in wagons, aud
then sent forward after wonderful damage, wonderful delay, and no end of
ccst, to their destination. Of the enormous heavy traffic between England
aud the Continent, scarcely any passes over the ferry between Calais and
Dover, though so many railways go down to both sides of the Channel;
and the reason is the damage, delay, and expense of the whole tranship-

ment between the two countries. There is the question. That is what
renders it a most economical question, for it will cost less to carry over a
ton of goods in those big, expensive boats than it will to perform the whole
transhipment from the railway to the ship, and from the ship out to the
railway station on the other side. That is the key to the whole
question • aud, believe me, when the mines of iron, and mines of
coal, and manufactures of this country are put into such con-
tinuous connection with the whole countries of the Continent, that ten
tons of goods placed on a wagon in any part of England or the English
railways will not leave that wagou, or be disturbed till those ten tons of
goods are delivered in Austria, or in Belgium, or in Germany, or in Fiauce
— believe me, when that day comes, the amount of intercourse by railway
between England and the Continent will be something of which at the
present moment we have very little conception. Now, gentlemen, that is

the great good to be achieved. It is quite true that the other is a good
way, which we shall all valuo. We shall be delighted to get this conve-
nient arrangement, we shall be delighted to take our place in the carriage,

and not to bo disturbed until the same carriage arrives with us at our
destination on the Continent, because I do not imagine that the railway
trains will stop short at Paris. I imagine that you will take your seat in

a train in London, and that you will not be disturbed until you have
arrived at whatever very large town you want to reach on the Conti-

nent.

Permit me now to say how I think the greatest convenience to passengers
will be obtained. If my friend's and our views are ultimately carried into

effect, we shall have what is called an American train for night passengers.
An American train consists of two long ranges of cabins like tho cabins of
a steamship. There are several saloon carriages also connected with it, in

which you have conveniences aud comforts of which we have never dreamt,
in this country, in our trains. In these American trains this will happen.
We expect that the time of our transport will be reduced, from Paris to

London, to eight hours. We shall propose that a night train will have
London at ten o'clock iu the evening; that nt ten o'clock you will go to

bed, that you will not be disturbed at Dover or nt Calais, or till you get to

Paris at six o'clock in tho morning. At six o'clock in tho morning, you
will be awakened, before you get to Paris, in order that you may wash and
dress, and make yourself extremely comfortable, and by the time you 1 1TB

done that the train will be in the Paris itation, and you will wslk oat.

That is our plan, and 1 believe that those who have the most experience in

being sea-tick— I am sorry to say, not being subject to sea-sicknots—

1

cannot give you any results from my experience, bat those who bm liable

ckm inure me thai one of the hast antidotes is I p on
a kind of hollow circular bed, which does not lot yon feel the cbsngi i

level, to keep your eyes shut, and I i It] in bed till you gel SCrOSS, I

believe that is considered to be one ol the besl lam
lorry that I have never been ill enough t.i give yon decisive opinion ""

ibjeot. Porn ,1 hat in the
]

.

i

iiown you there is no hydraulic machl 10 mechanism of

any kind employed to put tho ti ird. What I The
vii with its train. In the hint station It

bunli i i o the other i nd of the tiuin. [I lin ply i imes d « n
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Thereits train, and, without the slightest delay, runs the train on board,

is no stopping, no elevation, no depression.

Mr. Samuda—Is there no alteration with the rise and fall of the tide ?

Mr. J. Scott Russell—Yes, there is 20ft. rise and Call in the tide, and

there is a very long, gentle inclined plane, which enables that difficulty to

be surmounted. It simply then runs the train on board the ship, and on

the other side the wagons arrive and are taken off, so that there is not the

even the delay of a second at either end. The moment the ship is at its

place the wagons are attached, and at that moment away goes the train.

Now, with regard to expense, I have one word to say. I have not yet

mentioned to you that in the. large ship, as I have already done in the little

ship, I have two trains parallel to each other. You will allow me to

say that each ship takes two trains of from sixteen to seventeen wagons

each ; and as to those two trains, I wish merely to state this to you, that

the expense of carrying them across in these ships is not so much greater

than the expense of carrying so many tons of freight, according to the

returns I have of the working of this ship of the larger build for the

last twelve months. One woid more, and I have done. I believe the

only difficulty in reference to money is not the expenso of the ships or

of working them, but I believe the real point is this :—Dover harbour is

the property of the government; Calais harbour is also the property of

the Trench government. I believe if the two governments lay their

heads together, and simply make their harbours accessible—as I have

said to you, they now can be made at a very moderate expense indeed

to the two governments—a great international communication can

be easily established. Permit me to say one word in regard to the

competition of railway train ships with the other plans proposed

for the communication between Calais and Dover. All I have to say

is said in one word. The advocates of the train steam ships are neither

opponents of the tunnel under the earth, nor of the tunnel in the water,

nor of the bridge in the air. They arc perfectly satisfied to put the public

into possession at once, within less than tsvo years from this date, of this

improved communication, and then to allow the other systems which may
be adopted—say the tunnel system—to go on until they are completed.

We believe it will take so much time and so much money to complete any
of these other systems, that we shall have done our work and created the

traffic before the others are ready to take it from us when we shall be
delighted to resign it, and that is the whole thing.

ON STREAM-LINE SURFACES.

By W. J. MACQr/OKjsr Rankine, C.E., LL.D., F.R.SS., London and Edinburgh.

1. The object of this paper is to place before the Institution a summary of the
principal results of a mathematical investigation, of which the details have been
communicated to the Royal Society. A stream line is the path that is traced
by a particle in a current of fluid. If the current is steady, each individual
stream line preserves its figure and position unaltered, and marks the track of
an elementary stream of fluid. The motions in different parts of a steady
current may be represented to the eye and to the mind by means of a group of
stream lines ; for the direction of motion of a particle of fluid at a given point,
is that of a tangent to the stream line which pa'sses through that point ; and
when the fluid is a liquid such as water, the comparative velocities of the current
at different points are indicated by the comparative closeness of the stream
lines to each other.

2. A Stream-line Surface is a surface which traverses an indefinite number of
stream lines, or, in other words, a surface such that every stream line which
traverses a point in that surface is wholly situated in the surface. We may con-
ceive a current to be divided by an indefinitely great number of steam-line
surfaces into elementary streams ; and then the velocity of the current at different
points in the same elementary stream will vary inversely as the area of trans-
verse section of that stream, measured on a surface which cuts the stream
lines at right angles, and the component of that velocity, in a given direction,
will vary inversely as the area of a section of the elementary stream made by a
plane perpendicular to that direction ; also, if the dividing stream-line surfaces
he so placed that equal masses of liquid flow in equal times along the
elementary streams, the velocities at any two points in the current will be
inversely proportional to the the areas of 'transverse section of the elementary
streams at those points.

3. When a current is represented on paper by the help of stream lines, the
surface of the paper represents one of a set of stream-line surfaces; and the
stream lines on the paper represent the trace, on that surface, of a second set of
stream-line surfaces, so placed that the two sets of surfaces divide the current
into quadrangular elementary streams of equal flow. A pair of adjacent surfaces
belonging to the same set, contain between them what may be called an
elementary layer of the current, and this is divided into elementary streams by
the other set of surfaces. If the layer, of which the paper represents one
surface, is of uniform thickness, the velocity at a given point varies simply in
the reverse ratio of the distance between the stream lines shown on the paper,
and such is the case when problems in two dimensions only are considered;
when the layer is of unequal thickness, that velocity varies also in the inverse
ratio of the thickness of the layer, and such is the case when problems in three
dimensions are considered

; for example, in problems relating to stream-line
surfaces of revolution, a straight line on the paper represents the common axis
ot a set of such surfaces; the paper represents a nlane stream-line surface

traversing that axis, and the thickness of the layer at any point is proportional

to the distance from the axis.

4 Straight Currents.—A straight current of uniform velocity is represented

by a set of parallel straight lines. If the layer is of uniform thickness, these

lines are equidistant ; if its thickness varies, the distance between a pair of

adjacent lines varies inversely as the thickness of the layer. A current divergiug

or converging in straight lines from or towards an axis or a point, is represented

by a set of straight lines radiating from or towards the point or the trace of

the axis. When the layer is of uniform thickness, those radiating lines

make equal angles with each other ; when it is contained between two planes

cutting each other in an axis, the radiating lines represent the traces of a set

of conical surfaces with a common apex, so placed as to cut a spherical surface

described about that apex into zones of equal area.

5. Composition of Stream Lines.—If two sets of stream lines be drawn so as

to represent two different states of current motion in the same layer of liquid,

a third set of lines drawn diagonally through the network formed by the first

two sets will be the stream lines representing the resultant state of current
motion in the same layer arising from the compounding of the actions which
would separately produce the first two states. This proposition is due to Mr.
Clerk Maxwell ; and by its aid stream lines representing current motions of any
degree of complexity may be drawn. Amongst algebraical investigations of
the kind of motion which stream lines represent, reference may be specially

made to those by Mr. Stokes (Cambridge Transactions, 1842 and 1850).

6. Motion of a Liquid past a Solid.—If a solid body is of such a figure that
a current of liquid flows past it smoothly without forming eddies (others than
those produced by friction), the surface of that body is itself a stream-line sur-

face ; and it may be proposed to determine, as a mathematical problem, either

what forms of surface possess that property, or whether some given form of

surface possesses it, and if so, what are the figures of the stream lines in a current
of liquid produced by a solid of that form. The latter problem has long ago
been solved for an indefinitely long circular cylinder, with a current flowing
past it tranversely ; and for a sphere, it was solved by Dr. Hoppe in the
Quarterly Journal of Mathematics for 1856.

7. Application of Stream Lines with one pair offoci to forms of Ships.—If

a ship is capable of gliding smoothly through the water without forming
eddies, other than those produced by friction, her surface is a stream line surface.

In a paper read to the Royal Society in 1863, and printed in the Philosophical
Transactions entitled " On Plane Water Lines in Two Dimensions," the author
investigated the figures and properties of a very numerous class of stream lines

belonging to the motion of a current in a plar.e layer of uniform thickness,

whose forms closely resemble those of actual ships of a great variety of models
and proportions. Elementary rules for drawing such lines are given in a work
entitled Shipbuilding, Theoretical and Practical, published in 1866-7. In a
paper read to the British Association, and printed in the Philosophical Magazine
in 1864, he extended similar methods to stream line surfaces of revolution. The
general nature of the method of finding stream-line surfaces suited for the
figures of ships may be summed up as follows : The ship is conceived to be
stationary, and the water to move astern with a velocity whose undisturbed
value is equal and opposite to the speed of the ship. The uniform current
thus conceived to exist in the water is represented by a series of parallel straight

stream lines ; then, to represent the disturbance of the water produced by the
vessel—which consists in a pushing aside of the water by her fore-body, following
by a closing in of the water behind her after-body—stream lines are drawn,
which diverge from a point in the fore-body and converge again towards a
point in the after-body. These points are called foci. The parallel straight

lines representing the uniform current, and the curved lines representing the
disturbance, form a network; and through the angles of that network lines are

drawn diagonally, which are the traces of the required stream-line surfaces.

The lines thus obtained closely resemble the water-lines, riband-lines, and other
longitudinal sections of ships of a great variety' of forms and proportions ; and
there is scarcely any known figure of a fair longitudinal line on a skin to which
an approximation may not be found amongst them. They have, however, the
following defects : First, amongst each set of stream lines there is only one that
is a continuous closed curve, accurately representing the form of a solid that
can glide smoothly through the water ; and that one is always a very bluff-

ended oval, and therefore suitable only for the lines of a slow vessel. To obtain
amongst stream lines, with only one pair of foci, a curve resembling a longi-

tudinal line of a ship of a fine model, suited for high speeds, it is necessary to

make use of the middle part only of a stream line which extends in both
directions indefinitely far, so that there is discontinuity of form and of motion
at both ends of the curve employed. Secondly, stream lints with only one pair

of foci are incapable of representing the forms of those models shaped like

swimming water birds, from which Mr. Froude lately obtained favourable

results in his experiments.

8. Application of Stream Lines with tvjo or more pairs offoci to IForms of
Skips.—Those defects are overcome in the investigation to which the preseut

paper relates, by using two or more pairs of foci of divergence and convergence.

By this method can be obtained continuous closed stream-line curves of any
required proportion of length to breadth, and of any required degree of fineness

at the ends; the only difference between them and the actual longitudinal lines

of ships being, that the stem or cut water is rounded in the theoretical curve

instead of being squared off as in the actual lines. By suitably arranging the foci

relatively to each other and to the ends of the curve, and by introducing a third

pair of foci if necessary, any degree of fineness or bluffness, hollowuess,

straightness, or convexity may be given to the lines, and any required breadth

to the stem.

9. Empirical Utile for Displacement.—The following empirical rule for a
rough approximation to the displacement of a solid bounded by a stream line

surface, is an extension of a rule first published in the treatise on shipbuilding

already referred to. It has been verified by trial on a great variety of figures.
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Multiply the area of midship section by five-sixths of the longitudinal distance

between that pair of cross sections whose areas are each equal to one-third of
the area of midship section.

10. Dynamical Investigations.—The chief practical use of investigations of

the figures of stream lines is not so much to find methods of drawing these

lines for purposes of naval architecture, as to enable rules to be laid down for

making dynamical calculations respecting the disturbances in the water produced
by vessels to whose figures these lines present approximations. The investigation

now referred to shows how to determine the ratio borne by the energ3' of the
disturbance in the water to the energy due to the motion of the vessel, in every

case in which a stream line surface can be determined, which sufficiently

approximates to the form of the vessel. That ratio is found to range from \ to

1, and such is the ratio borne to the work employed iu producing a given acce.era-

tion in a given ship, by the additional work required in order to produce the
corresponding acceleration in the disturbance of the water. The dynamical
properties of stream lines also enable us to determine the virtual depths to which
various parts of the disturbance extend, upon which depths depend the velocities

and positions of various series of waves raised by the vessel, and the velocities

of gliding of the particles of water over different parts of the ship's skin, upon
which depends the faction.

ON LIQUID OR CONCENTRATED FUEL.

By Captain J. H. Selxvyx, R.N.

In continuing the subject of liquid fuel before the Institution of Naval
Architects this year, I wish to draw attention specially to the value of the
principle of concentration which is involved in the use of such a combustible.
I have therefore headed the paper with a double title, of which one part refers

to the liquid condition of the fuel, the other to the fact of its being highly con-
centrated. Since I last addressed the Institute on this subject I have continued
the experiments on which I was then engaged at Woolwich up to the time at

which the closing of that yard put a stop to them. I hope to see them resumed
and carried to a legitimate conclusion ; but I cannot go to much expense myself,
and so little is now allowed to be expended, even on the most useful experi-

ments, by the Government, that it is extremely doubtful when the authoiities
will consent to do what would inevitably 6ave many thousands of pounds to

the nation were it done. Iu order to convince you that I am not overstating
the economy to be expected, and the convenience that may result from the further
experiments which I advocate, I will now, after a short recapitulation, place
before you the facts on which I ground such an opinion. I showed in my last

paper that the chemical analysis of the oil used entitled us to expect that its

theoretic calorific value—that is, the number of pounds of water one pound of
the oil I used might, theoretically, be expected to evaporate—would be 17'5.

I also showed that in a trial at Woolwich in theOberon boiler, in which economy
was the sole object, and quantity was ignored for the time, lG*91b. of water
were evaporated ; and although the quantity used in a boiler of 1,705 square feet

of heating surface was then only about 00 cubic feet per hour, I assure you that
this was only because no more oil could be burned in that trial, on account of
an insufficient supply of steam from the small boiler which served the injectors.

The trials were continued, with such alterations as were found to be productive
of good results, from April to July, 1860; and at the latter date we have
succeeded, by a gradual amelioration, and by taking the steam for jets from
the large boiler itself, in increasing the quantity to 236 cubic feet per hour, with
an economy of 14"9, after deduction of the water or steam used in the
jets. But at this point of my observations I must entirely refuse to concur in

the propriety of any such deduction being made, and this for two reasons.

First, because from the experiments of Bunsen and lyfe—names which com-
mand the highest confidence among chemists of all nations— it appears that red-
hot coal " and aqueous vapour mutually decompose each other into hydrogen
and carbonic oxide gases, with some carbonic acid, both of which, if sufficient

oxygen be present, burn with the production of a white heat, to form water
and carbonic acid, and that numerous observations showed, farther, that the
additional beat evolved more than compensated for the fuel used in producing
the vapour." Secondly, because, as you will see from the tabulated form

—

which is official, except where special figures arc shown—at a time when 10'llb.

of water were kin;,' evaporated hy the use of each lib. of oil, the theoretic
calorific value being 17.", the temperature of chimney, or that of the escaping
KOMI was <;*0 deg. Kali. Now, according to one of Professor Macquorn
Kankiue'rt formula-, liM) deg. I-'ah. coi responds, under the conditions, to a loss of
27 pounds (,i water vaporisable. Now, deducting the evaporation actually
obtained, namely, 16'] from 17">, the theoretic ultimate calorific effect of the oil,

we have It, which might possibly be doe to the oil ; but how shall we account
for tin other 1 '! ol heal in the escaping gases, unless we allow that this is a
com.

i

Banten and Tvfi itions, and that, consequently, theM not to be deducted from the total i raporatton of water
from tbeconitanl of 212 deg. feed. At any rate, I think it fair to show you
what would he 1

1

il tins be the right view, and you see the Special
r hour at tin" rate of 16 I lo. for

pound ol fui ! onsumi I. As tins ii done with a boiler whoie total beating
inrface is 1,702 ante to a cubic foot of water evaporated per

i face, with an ordinary tubular marine boiler, situated
oold wharf, and only partially lagged or covered with felt. Tbiedntywas

performed by tbe boiler with the ordinary arrangements of Ore bars, ashpit) and
ore -I i, and there ws nothing to prevent coal being honied thenexl hour or
at the same time il required. Phi experiments with the fire-briolc combustion

ibera built in the ashpits did nol turn out to be superior in n mil to the e

SS above, and as such an arrangement ncce-, ates the use ol a small
to raise »team in any n time they were discontinued.

This, however, might not be the case with a different type of boiler. I am 1

1

opinion that results above described might yet be beaten in tbe same boiler if a
higher class of oil and more steam were used : but, as it was, I was obliged to

be careful, since even with a large steam pipe open, besides thejets. the safety
valves were not always able to prevent the pressure rising beyond the 241b. at

which we were working. It was, of course, necessary then to shut off some of

the oil, which is done by a mere touch. It will be remembered that while with
coal no more than a certain number of pounds can be placed on the grate so as

to burn, there is no other limit to the quantity of oil that may be burnt than
the supply of steam to tbe injectors, or in a short boiler the loss of heat up the
funnel. As regards safety, there is no longer the slightest doubts on the minds
of those who use this fuel. The oil only differs from ordinary train oil in this

particular, for the reason that train oil 'would float on, but this oil sinks under
salt water. It is, therefore, less liable to accidental combustion, and more easily

put out, should it ever inflame when substances are thrown into it that may act

as wicks. A white-hot fire-brick may be plunged into the oil with the most
perfect impunity. If shavings are thrown in and set on fire these form wicks,
and the oil burns as train oil would do, but water will instantly extinguish even
this; in short, I confidently state that all idea of danger may be dismissed, at

once and for ever, with an oil whose specific gravity is l'OoO and upwards.
I can only account for its not having already come into general use as fuel by

three considerations: First, the piejudices which invariably retard new applica-

tions of knowledge; secondly, the attempts of holders to realise high prices

before the economies derivable have become fully known ; and, thirdly,

because several persons have thought they could do without those who had
studied the question, and have, therefore, only succeeded in burning the oil

wastefully.

I am satisfied that there is an ample supply of material from which the oil

can be obtained at a remunerative price; that ship-owners can well afford to

give from £2 to £3 a ton for it when they know its use thoroughly ; and that

it is at this moment cheap to use it at the 30s. per ton of 213 gallons, which is

asked for it, seeing that one ton of it—used without stokiug, be it remem-
bered—is equal to two tons of coal iu evaporative duty, and that that ton only
takes 36 cubic feet of space instead of 92 cubic feet, which two tons of coal would
occupy. If, again, every drop of the oil does its work, while there is a large

proportion of ash?s and slag in the coal— if, I say, these and other economies
not so apparent, but still important, are to be considered as thuy deserve

—

then no long time ought to elapse before it is brought into use in our commercial
marine.

But, of course, I am more especially anxious that our navy should profit by
it, aud what I now desire is, that having proved so much in a steam launch
first, and then in an ordinary marine boiler on the wharf, the next step should
be taken of fitting it iu a gun vessel of moderate size, whose performance is

already well known, in order to test it fairly at sea, and to estimate accurately

what may be the subsidiary economies that attend its use there in order to

know what prices can be given for larger quantities when required. Then the

condensation of which I spoke will take place as an ordinary fulfilment of the
law of supply and demand; the light spirits and other products, including

illuminating oils, will find their proper market, and the distiller of such will

no longer consider so large a proportion of his distilled products as mere wastt.

unsaleable any any price. This was, 1 am informed, the case at Warcham,
near Poole, where tbe distillation of shale (forming cliffs along that coast) was
once carried on with a result of fifty gallons of crude oil to the ton of shale, or

Kimmeridge clay.

This distillation was voted a nuisance by the inhabitants, as it was attended

by a very disagreeable smell, which was, however, solely due to the fact that

the distillers did not then provide means of burning these gases under the stills

as they might, and ought to have done, with considerably increased economy
in the production.

1 believe the process established at Chatham by Messrs. Dorset t and Blyth
for heating armour plates, &c, by liquid fuel is still curried on there with
admirable results. Mr. Barnes, of Victoria Park, also continues to speak highly
of the apparatus of Messrs. Wise, Field, and Aydon, fitted to his steam boiler,

and I know that some mercantile men are anxious to tit it in their steamships
as soon as practicable.

It is essential to the proper burning of this oil that it should not, while
entering into combustion, be cooled down in any way, and a mass of fire-brick,

slag, or other rough material on the fire-bars forms a very good heat governor
;

but the ashpits and fire-doors ordinarily lilted are decidedly not the best that

we could have. Some tlaine—as a piece of lighted wood or cotton wasti —

•

should always he in the furnace when tinning the oil on. The existing form

of injector can scarcely be improved on, excepting in very large furnaces, where
thoy ought to be double. In some cases the oil may be sucked up from tanks
placed below the boilers by the steam that burns it. The higher the pn
and the drier the steam, the better. Superheated steam is always preferable

for thejets, and this should be made in the chimney when- tin- beat pacing oil

k Otherwise clear waste. Joints for the oil sboulil iie made with lime ami

no red lead joint is ol any use. As little water as possible should be ul'

to mix with tin- oil, otherwise the fires are soon put out, though tbe water will

always keep at tbe top Of the oil unless much agitated. The raising steam

in all these last experiments wasdoni as in an ordinary coal boiler, and the

-team when raiseu was taken to the injectors from the large boiler

itself.

Sweeping ol tubes or oleaningof fines was never tessary from Novei
1808, to .Inly, 1869. I have uow only to draw your attention to tbo tabulated

and to H quasi you to r Ileol inj si itement ol last \ ear. thai the mi

obtained with this boiler on trial in a stoke-hole, whose temperature ws
deg. Fah., with heel steam na^ lib. ol water evaporated pei

ii. ol Fui and 806 cubic feetoi water pei hour, both calculated from the oon-
slant : i

I
I not approve, 01 it takes no ae.onnt ,.| r
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heat and does not give any real estimate of calorific power comparable with the

chemical analysis of the fuel experimented with. I have now fulfilled the

promise of further information made by me at your last session, and while I

feel grateful to the Admiralty for enabling me to carry on the experiments so

far, and to those who have contributed in various ways to take a portion of the

burden of them from my shoulders. I feel also that it is my duty not to relax

my efforts to get the investigation continued, and still more light thrown on

the question, and in the hope that I shall succeed in these efforts I renew my
promise, if all be well, of another communication in continuation of the subject

for the session of 1871.

INSTITUTION OP CIVIL ENGINEERS.

ON THE STRENGTH OP IRON AND STEEL, AND ON THE
DESIGN OP PARTS OP STRUCTURES WHICH CONSIST OP
THOSE MATERIALS.

By. Mr. Geoege Bekkley, M. Inst. C.E.

The author stated that the strength of wrought iron varied with the quan-

tities of work involved in the production of the form of the material tested.

This was proved by the fact, that a bar of iron lin. square, which would break

with a strain of 26 tons, would, if drawn down to the form of wire -j^ of an
inch in diameter, bear a strain of 40 tons per square inch. The strength to

be relied on in practice would probably be best represented by the minimum
strain that 1 square inch would bear without rupture, and by the amount of

stretch which would take place in a given length before it 'broke. Iron could

be obtained, at the current market rates, which would bear the following

strains ;—For plates, an average breaking strain of 20 tons per square inch,

and a minimum breaking strain of nineteen tons per square inch,

audan average stretch of lin. in 12in. lineal. Por Land T irons an average break-

ing strain of 22 tons per square inch, and a minimum breaking strain of 21
tons per square inch, and an average stretch of ljin. in 12in. lineal. For
rivet iron an average breaking strain of 18 tons per circular inch. Por bars

intended for chains, couplings, &c, an average breaking strain of 22 tons per
square inch, and an average stretch of lfin. in 12in. lineal. Por ordinary classes

of work, let at competitive prices, stronger iron could only be obtained with
difficulty.

In the consideration of the practical limit of strain to which 1 square inch of
wrought iron could with safety be subjected, and the principle on which such
a limitation rested, the erroneous impression, as to the degree of strain being
10 tons or 12 tons per square inch which first produced " permanent set," was
pointed out; as well as the apparent discrepancy between the results of ordi-

nary observation and of minutety manipulated experiments, sucli as those of

Sir Win. Pairbairn and Mr. E. Clark, was noticed, wherein permanent set had
been observed after 3 tons per square inch had been imposed on the iron, and
was explained by the difficulty of registering such small amounts of set

as T2
1
5<jta Pal'fc °f an iucn 'n 5ft., which resulted from a strain of 10 tons per

square inch.

Attention was drawn to the fact, that upon the application to 1 square inch
-of wrought iron of strains exceeding about 12 tons, the measure of stretch per
unit of strain, which had previously increased in a certain proportion to the
units of strain applied, increased with a greater and progressive rapidity. It
was also noted, that the amount of stretch, actually produced by the imposition
of a strain of about 12 tons per squaie inch, would be sufficient frequently to pre-
clude the use of wrought iron so strained.

In illustration of the effect of the repetition of strains on iron and steel, it

-was stated that with blows powerful enough to bend bars of cast iron through
one-half of their ultimate deflection (that was to say, the deflection which
corresponded to their fracture by dead pressure) no bar was able to stand 4,000
of such blows in succession. And also, that when the bar was thrown into a
violent tremor, then " when the depressions were equal to one-half of the ulti-

mate deflection, the bars were broken by less than 900 depressions." A piece of
rail, weighing 681bs. per yard, made of Bessemer metal, which when placed on
firm bearings 3ft. apart, bore one blow from a weight of 1 ton falling through
30ft. without breaking, though bending about 7in., broke with a weight of 3|
cwt. falling 15,400 times through heights increasing from 1ft. to 10ft. by incre-
ments of 6in. eaeh time. With wrought iron, it appeared from an experiment
of Sir Win, Fairbairn, that when it was desired to repeat the application of
strains from 2 to 3 million times it would not be prudent that such strains should
exceed 7 tons per square inch of section.

It appeared from these considerations, that the practical strength of wrought
iron, in structures of a permanent character, could not be estimated at more
than 12 tons per square inch, when such an amount of strain was repeated
more than a small number of times ; and that it should not be calculated as
exceeding 7 tons per square inch when strains of this amount would be applied
to it many times daily. In some of the principle suspension road bridges, it

was said that a maximum of about 9 tons per square inch of section in tension
was imposed on extraordinary occasions, while railway bridges were frequently
subjected to the maximum calculated strain, a limit of 5 tons being in this
country generally adopted. Prom this practice it was assumed that a margin,
for errors of design and for other practical defects, of only 25 per cent, was
allowed in permanent structures. The importance of sound principles of design
was, therefore, manifest. The parts most difficult to design were the connec-
tions of portions of the structure with riveted joints. It was desirable that
the area of the section of the rivets to be sheared, as well as of the plates form-
ing these connections, should be somewhat in excess of the sectional area of the
plates or bars which they connected; and that as the process of punching the

rivet-holes in the plates, &c, had a tendency to weaken them in a greater pro-
portion than that in which the area was decreased, it was advantageous to drill

all rivet-holes in parts exposed to tension. It was represented that the general
principles of design were well illustrated by a joint made of a single pin, such
as that used in suspension bridges, Warren girders, &c. Examples of various
forms of links were presented for consideration, and a form of link of equal
thickness, but with an enlarged head, was said to have been proved by experi-

ment to be of about equal strength in all its parts. The proportions of these
links were as follows :

—

The bar , A being 100
The diameter of pin B = 75
The depth of head be3'ond pin C = 100
The two sides of the pin-hole DD = 125
And the radius of the curve of neck ... R = 150

Links of these proportions, with larger pins and narrower sides—Nos. 7 and 7a—and larger pins and sides of the same width, Nos. 8 and 8a, made of iron of
exactly the same strength, and links of proportions precisely similar to those
adopted for the Menai, Nos. 9 and 9a, the Pesth, Nos. 10 and 10a, the Chelsea,
Nos. 11 and 11a, and the Hungerford, Nos. 12 and 12a, were compared. Taking
the strength of the standard form, 22'125 tons per square inch of bar area, as
= 100, the per centage of gain or loss in power of resistance to ultimate strain
by the use of the other forms of links was as follows :

—

6 and 6a = 100
7 „ 7a = 79-9 ; loss = 2P1 per cent.

8 „ 8a = 1047
;
gain = 47 „

9 „ 9a = 92-0; loss = 8" „
10 „ 10a = 79'8 ; „ = 21-2 „
11 „ 11a = 892 ; „ - 10-8 „
12 „ 12a = 85-4

; „ = 14'6 „

The necessity for strengthening the heads of links, and for testing all of
them with a strain equal to at least 10 tons per square inch of bar, was proved,
it was believed, by the experiments quoted, and by the evidence of Mr. Provis
in his work on the Menai bridge. It was urged that an examination of the
diagrams would show, that some links failed with a less degree of stress, on
account of the junction of the mass of the head with a comparatively smaller
section of bar, by means of a curve of too short radius. This imperfect prin-
ciple of construction also operated in causing fracture across the centre of' the
heads on both sides of the pin-hole; and in such designs, the question of the
direction of the strain being truly along the axis of the link or bar, and of
the strength of the material on both sides of the head being equal, should be
considered.

The author next directed attention to the unsatisfactory state of the knowledge of
the profession respecting the power of struts of various proportions and forms
to resist compression, and stated his belief that the formulae which had been
proposed to facilitate calculations for determining the strain which such columns
would bear, produced results which neither agreed one with the other, nor with
any series of such experiments as has been tried. It seemed probable that for

the present error might be best avoided, by referring to the results of experi-
ments made upon columns, &c, the conditions of which were analogous to the
case under consideration.

With respect to cast iron, it was stated that a mixture of irons for sleepers

had produced bars, 2in. by lin. in sectiou, which, when placed on bearings 3ft.

apart, had on an average of 1,151 experiments during the last three years, borne
33'4 cwt. placed on the centre, and castings, l£in. in length and exactly lin.

square, which on the average of 1,002 experiments had borne 13'07 tons of
tensile strain. An attention to the amount of deflection of the test-bars had
been beneficial, the average strain required to break the sleepers having been
raised since the amount of deflection of the bars with a given weight hal been
increased. For the purpose of ascertaining the comparative strength of precisely

similar girders cast with iron of varying degrees of strength, as represented by the
ordinary test-bars, and when subjected to a direct tensile strain, the experiments
detailed in the appendix (table No. 7), were tried, the girdei-3 being cast of the
exact form and dimensions of three of those described in Sir William Fair-
bairn's " Researches on the Application of Iron to Buildings." The results

were as follows :—

«

The strength per square inch of section was represented in girder No. 1

by
Mr. Fairbairn's experiments as = 3,2141bs.

The first series of special experiments as = 4,977 „
The second series of „ „ as = 5,977 „

In girder No. 2 by
Mr. Fairbairn's experiments as = 3,3461bs.

The first series of special experiments as = 5,2f4 „
The second series of „ „ as = 5,308 „

In girder No. 3 by
Mr. Fairbairn's experiments as = 4,0751bs.

The first series of special experiments as = 4,998 „
1 he second series of „ „ as = 6,300 „

The strength of the test-bars and the tensile strength of the iron used by
Sir William Fairbairn were not stated ; but it might be assumed to be equal to

about 25 cwt. placed on the centre of the bars, between bearings 3ft. apart, and
to a tensile strength of about 7 or 8 tons per square inch. The strength of
the iron employed in the special experiments was represented by a weight sup-
ported by the test-bars varying from 30 cwt. to 38 cwt., and by a tensile

strength vary 10'25 tons to 13'94 tons.

In order to secure these results, the following conditions were represented as

important, and should be considered in the design and execution of cast iron
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work :—1st. The strong iron referred to was obtained by tbe mixture in the

furnace of four or five brands, some being harder than others. In order to

amalgamate, as far as possible, these different qualities of iron, the furnace

should be charged with them mixed in proper proportions in every basketful of

metal which was emptied into it. 2nd. There would be a difference of about 16
per cent, between the weight that a 2in. by lin. test-bar would support when
cast on edge and proved as cast, and that which it would support when
proved with the under side as cast placed at the top as proved ; and a difference

of about 8 per cent, between the weight the same test-bar would support if cast

on its side or end, and proved on edge. This difference it would be necessary to

take into consideration in estimating the strength of a large casting made from
the same metal as that used in the test-bars. Another, and probably the most
important practical consideration, in respect of the strength of castings, was the

proportions of their several parts being such as would free them as much as

possible from unequal contraction in cooling. It was not often practicable to

effect that which would avoid this, viz., to adopt an equal thickness of metal in

all parts of the casting ; and it was therefore important that some means should
be taken to prevent the castings cooling too quickly.

The author drew attention to the experiments which had lately been tried

with steel—more especially Bessemer steel—which experiments he considered
justified the adoption of the following conclusions :—1st. That Bessemer steel

would bear before rupture a minimum tensile strain of 33 tons per square inch
of section and stretch about lin. in 12iu. of its length. 2nd. That the same
material would bear either in tension or in compression a minimum stress of

17 tons before the extensions or reductions of length per unit of strain become
irregular or excessive, as compared with those which had preceded them—in

other words, before the yielding point of the material was reached. 3rd. That
this material would probably contain about -

4-5 per cent, of carbon chemically
combined with the iron. And 1th. That this description of steel, it properly
made and annealed, was as uniform in quality as wrought iron, and therefore

might be employed (precautions being taken to test its quality as a substitute for

wrought iron), while allowing an increase of strain of 50 per cent, to be imposed
upon it.

At the meeting of this society on Tuesday, the 3rd ult., Mr. Charles B.
Vignoles, F.li.S., President, in the chair, eighteen candidates were balloted for,

and declared to be duly elected, including members, viz.:—Messrs. John Henry
Eustace Hart, Acting Ex. Engr. for Government Reclamation Works, Bombay
Harbour; Robert Jones, Engineer-in-chief to the Commercial Gas Company;
William Moore, Glasgow ; Alexander Lawrie Nimmo, Westminster ; Peter
Scott, Resident Engineer, Madras Railway ; and Edward Baylies Thoruhill,
Resident Engineer, Ashby and Nuneaton Railway. Twelve gentlemen were
elected Associates, viz.:—Mr. Frederick Morris A vera, Ex. Engr., P.W.D.,
India; Captain Francis David Millett Browu, V.C., late Assistant Principal,
Thomason, Civil Engineering College, Rooikee, India; Mr. John Theobald
Butler, Kirkstall Purge, Leeds; Mr. Thomas Carrington, jun., Manager of the
Kiveton Park Collieries, near Sheffield; Mr. Robert Elliot Cooper, Leeds ; Mr.
William Frederick Crawford, B.A., T.C.I)., Engineering Staff, Madras Irrigation
and Canal Company; Mr. John Breedon Everard, Stud. Inst. C.E., Leicester

;

Mr. Robert John George, late Engineering Stall' of the Delhi Railway; Mr.
George Ru.-diout Godson, Westminster ; Mr. John Anthony Kendrew, Contrac-
tor's Staff, Ceylon Railway; Captain Grenville Pultcncy de Palezieux Falconnet,
R.F... Ex. Engr., P.W.D., India; and Mr. William Roberts, Assistant General
Manager of the Great Southern Railway of Buenos Ayrcs.

ANNUAL DINNER.
The annual dinner was held at Willis's Rooms, King-street, St. James's, on

Wednesday, the 4th of May, the President, Mr. Charles B. Vignoles, F.R.S., being
in the chair.

The company actually present included the following guests :—Sir Frederick
Arrow, General Balfour, Mr. A.J. B. Beresford-IIopc, M.P., Lord Chief Justice
BoviU, Mr. Baron Brannvell, the Right Ho::. H. A. Uruce, M.P., Mr. George
Chester, the Right Hon. H. C. E. Childers, M.P., Sir J. Duke Coleridge, .M.f'.,

Napier, Professor Owen, F.R.S., Lord Alfred Paget, Sir John Pakington. Barl
,

M.P., Mr. J. E. Saunders. Professor Tyndall, F.R.S., Professor Williamson,
P.R.8., and the Lord Archbishop of York.
Hototbtv Members—P.M. 8ir John Bnrgoyne, Bart., G.C.B., and V*i

Halifax, G.C.B., together with abont 160 members and n

The demand upon our space prevents us from giving in extento all the inte-
resting speeches that were made, but the following is a condensed account of
the post prandial proceedings .

—

Alter the osnal loyal to

i laid—The next toast, my lords and gentlemen, I have
which I individually ted—in fan

' nrtent, i
i rn bi ilth—but it is also one which we, as

an in so muofa bound up with, direotly and indii
thai lam sure you will feel the importance of receiving it with di
[he toast

[ have to submit is—"The Army, the Navy, the Militia, and the
Volunteers.' In proposing this toast. I beg leave to couple with it the honour .1

ol Pield Marshal Sir John Bargoyne for the army and the other land
bal of Admiral Sir Edward Beloher for the navy. Wit!

Sir Join, Bnrgoyne, I scarely dare trust myself to speak, I 'oi fo
been friends, and for nearly levenfry yen, we have been brother-offl

Sir John, as yon are aware, has arrived at that eminence in the military pro-

fession which bears his mark and record upon it ; and all his friends must rejoice
at the high position he holds therein. You are aware of the intimate manner
in which the army has been connected with engineering by the combination of
science with practical art, as illustrated by the improvements which have taken
place in artillery, through the labours of our friends and fellow-members,
W. Armstrong and Sir Joseph Whitworth. With regard t) the Army,
I have made out a case ; and as respects the Navy, a link between us has been
established by the transformation of our ships from wooden to iron vessels, in

which I may be permitted to say, I think engineering science has had some
part. As to the Militia and the Volunteers, with each of which many of i

connected, their value and importance to the country is universally acknowk
and, therefore, I have great pleasure in proposing the toast of "The Army, the
Navy, the Militia, and the Volunteers," associating with that toast the names of
the two distinguished officers I have alluded to.

Field Marshal Sir John Bnrgoyne, G.C.B., said—In returning thanks for the
army, I would merely say that I feel it a great honour to be a soldier; a-ul in

this special company, I think I might venture to add, I regard it as a rnoiv par-
ticular honour to be an engineer-soldier. It is impossible to deny that the
engineering clement is of great importance in warfare; and, assuming thul to

be the case, we are about to increase its importance in a very great degree by
the novelties that affect war in the present day—I allude to the improvements
in rifles and artillery, and other implements and devices of war that are even-
day coming before us from all parts of the world ; and of which the engi
have more particulary to deal with than other branch of the army. 1 would
say there is no portion of the civil community which ever gave such assistance

to the military arm of the country as the engineers; audit is very satisfactory
to find how readily they come to the task by volunteering, and in such numbers
enrolling themselves in a most valuable corps, to add to the defensive powers for

the protection of the country.
Sir Edward Belcher said—In rising to return thanks for the profession to

which I have the honour to belong, I must advert to to the fact that tiir.i

when engineers dealt only, as was supposed, with bricks and mortar ; but the
establishment of the Institution of Naval Architects has shown us how much
the labours of the engineers have influenced naval tactics and construction. Wi
are much indebted to the engineers for this deviation, thus leading the way,
aud gradually giving us our present iron-clad ships ; but one of the principal
workers in this matter has been overlooked—viz., Mr. Reed—to whom v.

very much indebted ; first, as the Secretary of the Institution of Naval Archi-
tects, and now, as the Chief Constructor at the Admiralty. When I first heard
that we were to have iron-clads, I presumed we were to have ships covered with
iron a little above the water line, aud that we were to fight as it were behind
stone walls. I still think it advisable to arm our ships with two or perhaps
four guns that will answer all purposes, and do away with that immense amount
of iron which you are obliged to carry on the upper works of our ships.

The President again rose and said—Hitherto I have not been out of my ele-

ment when I had to speak of engineering and the cognate professions in which
we all take so much interest; but now I have to trespass upon a domain which
has almost always been proscribed upon occasions of this description. I re-

collect that some years past it was quite forbidden to touch upon or speak of
politics, and yet I find a toast has crept in amongst those usually given, which
has created a certain amount of embarrassment to us old stagers! At the same
time it is a toast in which I feel individually great interest, aud I am sure all

who have come into contact with her Majesty's Government will feel it is correct
that there should be proper recognition of them on our part. Wherever she
interests of the country, or any portion of the country—and especially wherever
the interests of those who have done their best in contributing to the prosperity
of the country—are at stake, her Majesty's Ministers, of whatever shade of
politics they may happen to be—Tory, Conservative, or Libera!— all unite, and
have ever united, in supporting the honour of the country, and in carrying to a
successful issue those measures in which we are all interested. I beg to propose
"The health of her Majesty's Ministers," coupling with that toast the name or

Lord Granville, of whom I would say, if I might take a particular example ol a
model .Minister, I should choose Lord Granville.

Earl Granville—Mr. President my lords, and gentlemen, I beg to return you
thanks for the great honour you have done to my colleagues, present and al

and to myself, though spoken of in terms by the President whiob 1 cannot
admit. [ quite understand the sense in which this toast has been proposi I

know that in a mixed assembly like this, of different polities, there is not the
I

1 III- l intuition in proposing and receiving this toast, oi pronouncing any
Opinion upon individual governments. We have heard from Sir. I ibn
ami Admiral Sir Edward Belcher—con.] ns to give nn opinion—how
much assistance the engineers are capable of alluding t<> the government
therefore to tho country, iii time ol war. I trust, bo* rill be in the
peaceable preparation for war, and not in the practice ol wat . that we shall I

thai assistance. In time of peace it would be idle for me to >

ancc they are to the Government and the oountrv. It wool,! be idli I

the feats ol the civil engineers ol this country during I

during the last fifty or twenty-five rears, simply for the reason thai -

what those exploits ore better than 1 1 aid tate them myself. Butt
thing I would say on an occasion like this—thai not onW am I myssl
ol bricks, to which Admiral Belcher earned rather to aJfl

to winch you ought to attend, but ns a. i ironmi
ana, even as a tnanufacturii . I lolly share in tli

venture to express to yon— that after some rears ol li

engineers Bl I B period in which thi
|

\, and knowledge, by their power over the air,

bolOW and upon the earth—over, and through, and uir

her the nations {of the whole earth to tot Infiniti

their own country but ol all mankind

,

The President— 1 have to appear again before you, and yoo will bes/ls
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hear it is for the last time ; but this occasion on which I have to propose a

toast, is one in which we, as engineers, feel particularly interested. There is a

proverb of some foreign nation that it is good to propitiate evil deities, but I

think we should rather attend to the worship of the " Dii majores." My toast

is that of "The Houses of Lords and Commons," coupling with the toast the

name of the Earl of Derby, as the representative of the House of Peers, and that

of the Solicitor-General in connection with the House of Commons.
The Earl of Derby—1 have great pleasure in returning thanks on behalf of

that branch of the legislature of which accident and the constitution of the

country have made me a member. Whether we are or are not worthy to be

accounted amongst the powers of evil to whom the President, with commendable

prudence, announces that he pays his respects—or whether we may be classed

amongst influences less formidable and less noxious to mankind, I will not my-

self disclaim whatever share of responsibility devolves upon me as having very

often taken part in Parliamentary committees before which engineering

matters are discussed. I, however, do not altogether agree with the account

which the President gave of those inquiries, because I think it more

commonly happens that, instead of brow-beating on the part of the legal gentle-

men, the engineers do with the committees pretty nearly as they please. I

do not know that I can claim for the House of Lords that it has any close

connection with the noble profession of engineering—though I do know this—that

if it happened to be our fate to travel as a body by a railway, and if the locomotive

broke down, there are two or three members of our body who, with the proper

appliances given to them, would be quite able to set it right with their own
hands. But thought our work lies in a different direction, still I think we may
say, we have had something to do with the industrial and engineering history

of the country. You cannot deliver a lecture upon the steam engine, in which

there shall not be mentioned the name of Lord Worcester. You can hardly tell

the story of the iron industry of this country without some reference to the

family of Dudley. You cannot speak of inland navigation without giving due

to that Duke of Bridgewater, to whose perseverance amidst many difficulties

and many obstructions is mainly owing the development of the canal system

of this country, and, in a great degree, the present position which Manchester

and Liverpool now occupy. I do not know how it is or why it is, but undoubtedly

men learnt to fight one auother in the field, and to outwit one another at the

bar, long before they set their minds steadily to establish communication over

every part of the world, and over the sea, and to search into the earth for the

treasures there contained. It would seem as if, in point of date, the combative

energies of men displayed themselves earlier than those which are directed to

industrial and co-operative ends. And so it has happened that the House of

Lords, which is in a certain sense a record of the history of this country, con-

tains on its roll some eighty names placed there by success in the profession of

the law, and possibly as many which are due to naval or military distinction,

while those who owe their position among us to an industrial career are still

comparatively few. Yet there are some names—I may cite those of Belperand
and Wolverton—which represent in our ancient assembly the latest compo-
nents of our modern civilisation. And I say only what I think and feel, and I

say it rather in the interest of the House of Lords than in that of the engineer-

ing profession, which can very well take care of itself—when I tell you that I

not only hope, but firmly believe, that the next generation will see the honours
of the peerage very considerably extended among those who are representatives

of the industrial interests of country.

The Solicitor-General—I thank you very sincerely for the honour you have paid

the House of Commons in thus receiving the toast with which you have been
pleased to associate my name. I certainly could have desired that what I must
venture to call the kindness rather than the judgment of the President had not
associated my name with the toast of the House of Commons. Speaking to

an assembly chiefly composed of scientific men, it is my painful duty to confess

that, at least on political matters, the House of Commons is not very ambitious
of scientific accuracy. It is not particularly tolerant of philosophers or pro-

fessors. It has no tender partiality for lawyers, which all persons acquainted
with that amiable profession will, 1 am sure, think a weakness. It is impatient
of measures of which the results are necessarily distant, or, if present, are such
as cannot at once be seen or felt. But, nevertheless, no man can have sat in

the House of Commons, even for so short a time as I have sat in it, without
conceiving a great admiration for the many high and robust and manly qualities

which it displays.

Lord Chief Justice Bovill—Looking hack at the illustrious names which have
for more than a century distinguished the body of engineers, and the benefits

they have conferred upon society, it is impossible for any one standing in this hall,

as the guest of this society, not to render tribute to the genius and ability of the
men who preceded you, and to acknowledge the benefits that have been conferred
upon mankind at large. And in doing so, looking to the origin of this institution,

it is impossible also not to connect with the benefits that have bpen conferred
npon the countiy this institution, as being the source from which so many
valuable discoveries have proceeded. Commencing with a small knot of men,
some fifty years ago, or thereabouts, this society has gone on gradually increas-

ing. Pounded, at first, for mutual instruction and mutual assistance, it has
brought together men distinguished in science, distinguished by integrity of
character, by the highest genius, and by all that men can be endowed with,
who have worked together cordially for the common benefit of the country, and
who have difl'used their knowledge and their discoveries throughout the civilised

world. I believe there is still remaining at Darlington the old Socket, the
production of the genius of the Stephensons—a lasting memorial in metal of
their genius, and which shows us the origin of the wonderful power which con-
veys life and property through every branch of our dominion, and every
country of the world. Those who now contemplate the old Socket, and see its

simple form and rough manufacture can scarcely trace in it the original of the
magnificent engines of the present day ; instead of the Rocket, looking to the
speed now attained by these engines, the name of Tortoise would seem to be

more appropriate. And then to see the progress made by the skill and genius

of our engineers in almost every branch of science that tends to the improvement
of the country ! to go back to the days when the Comet was the first steamer

that plied upon the Clyde, and then to remember the magnificent steamers of

this day ; the ocean steamers, the men of-war, and the iron-clads, and to see the

power that has been created in this way for all purposes, commercial and other-

wise, almost astounds us, when we think that all this has been accomplished
within the short period of little more than half a centnry. How is it that such
things have been accomplished as that the electric telegraph should convey
messages from one shore of the Atlantic to the other, but by the genius of

men associated together as they were, and bringing all their intellect to bear
upen one another, and so producing these magnificent results ? At the present

time unfortunately, from circumstances, there has been a considerable depres-

sion not only in the engineering profession but also in others ; and there has been
a temporary cessation only, I hope, in the exertions of their energies. I only
wish that some of their energy could be directed upon the machinery of the

State, and especially upon the machinery of the law. That is denied to us ;

but as they have contributed in so eminent a degree to the material prosperity

of the country, I desire now to offer you, my lords and gentlemen, the toast of
" Prosperity to the Institution of Civil Engineers.' That toast, I am sure, will

be received with great cordiality in this room ; but I must ask you, further, to

connect with that toast one of the oldest members of this institution, Mr.
Bidder, the friend and associate, I believe, of every President of the institution,

and who still takes the deepest interest in its welfare. I beg to propose the
toast of " Prosperity to the Institution of Civil Engineers, and the health of
Mr. Bidder, the Senior Past President."

Mr. G. P. Bidder—There are only three members connected with the institution

of older date on its rolls than myself; including Baron uharles Dupin, Mr.
Ashwell, one or the founders of the society, and Mr. Mitchell, who was a pupil
of the late Telford. I have myself been on its rolls for forty-five years. I
was not one of the thirteen founders who held their first meetings over a
barber's shop, but I was one of those who held their meetings in Buckingham-
street, Strand, and afterwards in Cannon Row, which was not more dignified,

though more commodious. I need hardly say I belonged to it when they moved
to Great George-street, our present site, where we eked out our means b}' letting

lodgings. I therefore consider that I have some right to regard myself as a
link between the early stages of our profession and the position which we
have now attained. We now inhabit an almost palatial building of our own.
We have paid for it out of our own funds. We are not in debt ; we have
neither debenture nor preference stock. Our growth, I venture to sa}', has been
only equalled by t>iat of those of towns which we read of in the Western States

of America. But to what do we owe our growth, from a few members num-
bered by tens, to about seventeen hundred, of all classes, besides an affiliated

class of students ? How have we attained to that position ? I answer from
the essentially democratic character of our profession. We have never been
fostered or nourished. We have depended entirely upon our own energies. We
had first to do battle with material Nature and its forces, and then to do battle

with our fellow-men. We are somewhat like the legal profession, which may
be considered the link between the working classes and the highest dignitaries

of the State. Men of determined energy and talent have very often raised them-
selves from the lowest grade to the dignity of the House of Peers. If they have
done so, it is because those men had to depend upon their own energies—not
cherished, not nourished by any particular favour or power. I make these
observations, because there is a feeling, I am sorry to say, in high quarters, that
an engineer can be made, as it were, by machinery—if I may use the term.
It will not concern me, for I have arrived at a period of lite that what may
happen to the profession is not likely to affect me personally, but it may
affect many around me, and many who will follow them. I now beg to pro-
pose the toast of " The Visitors," coupling with it the name of his Grace the
Archbishop of York.
The Archbishop of York : All of us feel grateful for the kind reception that

has been given us, and for the opportunity that we have had of meeting the dis-

tinguished members of your noble profession. For my own part I am glad that

it should be understood that my ecclesiastical position has in no way blunted

my sympathies with all those things which affect the interests of the community
We, your visitors, come here, not to taste your splendid banquet, but to visit

you, because we know what you have done. Within the last half-century you
have shortened the intervals of space. You have widened the earth on which
mankind dwells. Last Saturday I saw a beautiful picture by that charming
artist, Hook, called in the catalogue " Brimming Holland "—a picture of the

sea, so full, that it appeared to be about to overspread the land, and on the edge

of it were boats bearing the flowers of the garden, the fruits of the orchard,

and the produce of the farm. " Brimming Holland " is all very well, but an
over-brimming Holland would be a very inconvenient thing. It is your pro-

fession that has won back much of that country, and of many another, from
the sea. It is you who keep the sea back from reclaimiug her own. You have

lengthened life, you have increased the area from which men draw their sub-

sistence, you have ministered in a thousand ways to their comforts and conve-

nience. And we come here to your feast, full of a sense of wonder, desiring to

see the capacious brains that have designed these great works, and to know the

men to whom we owe this debt.

Mr. Fowler: Mr. President, my Lords, and Gentlemen, I rise to perform the

duty which has devolved upon me of proposing the toast of " Literature,

Science, and Art," and of coupling with the toast the names of Sir Frauds
Head, Professor Tyndall, and Air. Beresford Hope. In the exercise of our own
profession of civil engineering, we have chiefly to deal with the ruder realities of

life, by designing and carrying out works which minister to the daily wants
and convenience of mankind. Our friend Sir Francis Head began life (like our

President, Mr. Vignoles) as a soldier, and afterwards served his country with
distinction as Governor of Upper Canada, but he has also been a most liberal
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contributor to our literature. I will not enumerate all his works, but I will

mention his " Rough Motes of a Journey across the Pampas," " Stokers and
Pokers," "The Defenceless State of Great Britain," " The Royal Engineer,"
&c. With regard to science, this is truly the golden age of science as it is

of engineering, and whatever difference opinion there may as to the golden
period of literature and art, there can be none as to science. When I mention
the names of Tyndall, Owen, Huxley, Murchison, Lubbock, Fairbairn, Rau-
kine, Herschell, Airy, and others, and when we remember what these men
have done by their experiments and investigations, England may well be

proud, as she is, of her men of science. To science and to scientific men,
civil engineers are deeply indebted. The investigations and experiments of

scientific men have generally preceded in due logical order the greatest

practical applications of the improvements and inventions of the civil engi-

neer. In like manner, science has contributed to the operations of war, and
all works of attack and defence on sea and land are now designed and executed
on the most scientific principles. Of art it is the fashion to say, and Mr.
Ruskin tells us it is inevitable, that the present is inferior to that of bygone
times. It may be so, and that this is inevitably an age of iron, of steam, and
of utility ; but I must be permitted to say that the Royal Academy, which has
just been opened, presents many noble examples in the arts of painting and
sculpture of which our modern artists may well be proud. It 13 also said

architecture 19 in its decline. I am not prepared to admit this, although
perhaps the taste and desire for grand temples and buildings on the largest

scale have passed away with the age of despotism, slavery, and religious

fanaticism. Fine architectural taste in public buildings is not wanting in

the present day, and if need be, and adequate meaus were provided, I have
no doubt that our modern architects would be capable of producing buildings
which would rival the best and noblest monuments of antiquity. In Mr.
Beresford Hope we have an ardent admirer of art. His devotion to the tine

arts, and his works on art, " The World's Debt to Art," and others, are well
known, as well as his great desire that all our public buildings in London
should be worthy of a great people and a great city.

Sir Francis Head: Mr. President, my Lords, and Gontlomen, the word
" literature," as expounded to us by Johnson, means " skill in words ;

"

and as I well know that I am unskilled in words, it is with diffidence that I

venture to snbmit to you a short comparison between literature and civil

engineering. The works of literature, as we all know, comprehend
Tolumes in various languages, in verso as woll as prose, on subjects of all

descriptions ; and their growth is so continuous, that not only every spring,

but every month of the year announces the birth of innumerable books, of

whieh the best only eventually form the World'3 Library. Of the
works of the civil engineers, they themselves may justly and proudly ask,

in plain English rather than in the words of Virgil, " What region in the
world is not full of our labours ? " And accordingly, by the construction of

arterial roads, railways, and canals—by the electric telegraph—by sub-
marine cables, and by other innumerable works, aboyo ground and below,

they have converted what may be called " the raw material " of the earth,

as it is existed in the days of its first tenant, Adam, into its preesnt manu-
factured state. But, gontlomon, the cost of these works has been propor-
tionate to their magnitude ; and, I believe, it would not be an exaggeration
to state, that whenever the " works of civil ongineors " shall have been
extended over the whole surface of tho globe, the specifications of the
materials required for their construction, if all linked togother, would
girdle its circumference. Whereas, the specifications of the whole of tho
materials required for the construction of all tho works of literature, past,

present, and future, "can bo enumerated by the four short words, "pons,
ink, paper, alphabet."

Professor Tyndall, F.R.S. : My friend, Mr. Fowler, has referred to my
visits to the Alps. I havo sometimos gono there, and have found tho atmo-
sphere in a peculiar state of opalescence, which disguised tho mountains.
This was not duo to any opaque body scattered in the atmo3phoro, but
entirely to the brilliancy of tho atmosphere itself, which so bewildered tho

eye, that you could not see tho bodies embraced by it. By such an atmo-
sphere do I now find myself surrounded. Tho name of science, Sir, covers

an area of intellectual action, so largo and so divorso that no ono man is

competent to answer for it ; and, I suppose, tho reason you have dono mo tho

honour of coupling my narno with this to.i3t is, that tho pursuits of tho ongi-

noer interlace, m'jro or less, with those of tho physical inquirer. Tho knowledge
of nature and the progressive mastery over tho powers of nature imply tho
interaction of two things, namely, thought conceived and thought oxocutod

;

tho conceptions of tho brain and the realisation of those conceptions b

hand. The history of human intellect hardly furnishes a more striking

illustration of this interaction of thought and fact than that furnish

tho association of physics and engineering. Take for, instance, tin case

of steam. With;. it knowing its properties, the thought of applying -

coul 1 n >t have aril 'n ; henee tho first step was physical examination, 15 it

that examination suggested practice, an I tho Btoam-ongino at longl i

tho light; thus rtsj physics waa tho soodling h 1 tho

stoam-ongino sprang. Bat the mattor did not on 1 here; tho positions of

dobtor an I ere fttor woro soon rovorsod. For tho stupond
tho stoatn ongin.; forced mon of thoughtful, philosophic minds to Inquire

into tho origin of tho powor of stoam. Guoss succoodod giioi. ; Inspil

succoo.l inspiration. The ever-present facte of our railways, and our power
looms, and our steam-ships gavo tho mind no rest until it had an

quoation, how aro hoat and stoam, its iustrumonts, related to inochaui m!

power? Had the work of the engineer not preceded the work of the
natural philosopher, this question would never have been asked with the
emphasis, nor pursued with the vigour, nor answered with the success which
have attended it. It was the intellectual activity excited bv the work which
the civil engineers of England had accomplished that gave to philosophy
the theory of the conservation of energy, including tho dynamical thoory
of heat. Nor is the play of action and reaction betwoon thought and prac-
tice likely to end here. For every gentleman in this great assembly, whose
bent or vocation has lad him to reflect on these thiugs. well knows that
the engineering genius of the future is certain to derive from this thoory
strength and guidance. Thus necessarily has thought originated fact, and
fact originated thought. In the development of science theso two powers
are coequal

; each in turn ceasing to be a consequence and becoming a
creative cause. The Atlantic cable also had its small beginnings in the
laboratory of the physical enquirer. Here, as before, experimental physics
lad the way to engineering feats of astounding magnitude and skill.

"

But
here also the positions of debtor and creditor have been reversed : for tho
work of the engineer has caused the physical inquirer to pursue his investi-
gations with a thoroughness and vigour, and has given to those investiga-
tions a scope and magnitude which, without the practical stimulus, would
have been impossible. The consequence is, that the practical realisation
of sending electric massages along the bottom of tho Atlantic has been an
immense augmentation of our knowledge regarding electricity itsolf. Thus,
Sir, does tha human intelligence oscillate between sound theory and sound
practice, gaining by every contact with each an accession of strength.

Mr. A, J. Beresford Hope, M.P. : I thank you very sincerely for having
coupled Art and Engineering together, and I am exceedingly gratified to
find that you have at length refuted a long-enduring error. What is civil
engineering ? It is the great manifestation to the world of power guided by
science, and directed to the material good of man. Power is visible in its
efforts—power is overwhelming in its results—but why should not power
be linked with beauty and with grace? Those old Greeks—of whom we
have all heard so much—knew this truth. In their own beautiful legendry
there was a great engineering being, mighty in his inventions, mighty in
his dealing with iron—tho great god Vulcan. Vulcan was an accomplished
engineer

; but Vulcan was a rough fellow, and tho gods in their wisdom
gave Vulcan a wife—the goddoss of beauty and grace and lightsomonoss

;

and then Vulcan, great engineer as he was, became likewise a great artist,
and erected, on the crest of Olympus, those gold and silver and diamond halls,
which had any man over seen them, which he never did, he would have
pronounced were more beautiful than the greatest works of the greatest
mon of tho oarth. This old legend of Vulcan and Venus—and I say so in
the face of him who controls the destinies of this land and the secrets of
Homor—this logond was particularly set forth for the instruction of tho
Institution of Civil Engineers. I believe they have loarnt their lesson. I
believe they have had their flirtations now and then with Venus in tho
works thoy have carried out. I trace it in tho Welwyn and Balcombo
viaducts, and that most graceful viaduct noar to Brighton, which remain as
monuments not only of engineering daring but of refined architectural con-
ception, because these carry out tho highest aim of architecture, namely,
tho plain, straightforward fulfilment of a practical end, displayod in forms
that astonish tho intellect by their appropriateness, and delight the taste
by their nobleness of form. That combination, I say, which is the be-all
and end-all of art, ought to bo most conspicuously embodied in works of
tho greatest grandour and the most solid material oxocution.

The Right Hon. H. A. Bruco : Upon me tho task devolves of pro-
posing for your appreciation tho health of your rospected President.
In tho honoured roll of those who havo hold that post thoro may
havo been—thoro probably woro—men of equal emiuonco, but thoro
havo boon nono whoso careor has been moro varied, moro intorost-
ing, aud more honourable. At a time when many gray-hairod mon now
present woro still unborn, our Prosidout was sorving his country in the
army of his sovoreign. Ho took part in tho hot attack and honourable
ropulsjat Borgen-op-Zoom ; ho sharod tho triumphs under the Dak* of

Wellington at Vittoria; and in throading tho passos of tho Pyronoos with
tho British army, ho first gained that exparioneo whi <-h led bird there again
(or moro poacoful purposes, He watohed by the cradle oi ogas
applied to railways, and has himsolf boon ongago 1 In lome 01 the moet
important works of this couu'rv ;

but it [s in foreign oonntrie mat,

>r tho chief consummation of his fame: u l then Is hardly 1

fr >:n liussia to tho Northern and Southern abates oi America, En n don he
hat not loft somo signal monument of hi-* snei :lity.

Tho President: It waa impossible for me t 1 iH hi my ohair, asaoe 'iding

to otiquotto, I am awar 9, I 00, while yon .<> over
mo with the toast yon have drank, an 1 by 1 1 1

>

- »wmiw In • ib •• m baTa
receivo 1 it. I think a a I have loo bononx
to moot for the B an 1 bo wh (or

the m le in win '1 be ha pi uealth, has paid < big
tho char.i-ter ,.f thoangineen if this country than to mj t

: j -
~

« sally 1 tor

I am n it auy of you would b

teen planed in my position li 1 bai szs utod anything In >

of attontiou, I am bona I to say I havo boon in •
•• ;we
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sons, who are now following me. I say the same -with regard to Brazil ;
but

I would add, that anything I may have done there has been completely

eclipsed by what has been done by my friend, Mr. Brunlees. What I did

was by pushing a way through a country in which it was possible to do

something ; but Mr. Brunlees has accomplished that which was at first

deemed to be impossible. He has accomplished through a Brazilian forest

that, in comparison with which my worK was as nothing. Mr. Brunlees

has carried out a most arduous, difficult, and, as I believe, remunerative

work. To an extent, we may have been rivals to each other, inasmuch as

we have carried railways through adjacent great provinces of Brazil. With

respect to Russia, I was the first comer, and had the honour of receiving

the confidence of the Emperor ; and I did a great number of things at that

time, having full confidence reposed in me.
We are given to understand that the late Mrs. Appold has left to the

Institution a legacy of one thousand pounds, payable at the same time

as the legacy for a similar amount from her husband, the late Mr. J. G.

Appold, F.R.S., Assoc. Inst. O.E. It is believed that both bequests have

been made "for the general use and benefit of the society," without

being fettered with any conditions.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
SCIENCE.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE CHEMISTRY OF COPPER.

By T. Steery Hem, LD.D., F.R.S.

1. The resemblances between silver and copper, in its cupreous form, have
already attracted the attention of chemists. The ordinary chloride of silver

(argentic chloride) and the dichloride of copper (cupreous chloride) have many
properties in common. Both of these chlorides are white, readily fusible, and
blackened by exposure to light. Both of them are insoluble in water, but
dissolve in ammonia and in aqueous solutions of other chlorides, in which,

however, the cupreous is far more soluble than the argentic chloride. A
saturated solution of chloride of sodium holds, at 90° O, 16'9 per cent, of

cupreous chloride ; at 40° O, 11"7 per cent.; and, at 11° O, 8'9 per cent. A
solution containing 15 per cent, of chloride of sodium retains, at 90° C., 10'3 per
cent, of cupreous chloride; at 40°, 6'0 per cent; and, at 14°, 3'6 per cent.;

while a solution with only 5 per cent, of chloride of sodium holds, of the
cupreous chloride, at 90°, 2*6, and, at 40°, only l'l per cent. These determina-
tions are from single observations, and, therefore, require verification. From
the sparing solubility of the cupreous chloride in dilute solutions of chloride of

sodium, it follows that the denser saturated solutions are copiously precipitated

by dilution with water, which causes the separation of white cupreous chloride

in a crystalline condition.

2. The aqueous solutions of the chlorides of calcium, magnesium, zinc, man-
ganese, cobalt, ferrosum, and cuprosum also freeiy dissolve cupreous chloride

;

and it is probable that this property is shared by other soluble chlorides. The
strong affinity of cuprosum for chlorine enables cupreous oxide to decompose
all the chlorides just named, with the exception of those of sodium and calcium,
with separation of the corresponding oxides and formation of cupreous chloride.
In the case of zinc and manganese, insoluble oxychlorides of these metals are
formed at the same time. These reactions require further study ; and the same
may be said of the cupric and cobaltic chlorides with cupreous oxide. I have,
however, partially investigated the behaviour of cupreous oxide with magnesic
and ferrous chlorides, and obtained the results about to be described.

3. The cupreous oxide, for these experiments, was prepared by gently heating
a solution of sulphate of coppsr, mixed with cane-sugar and an excess of caustic
soda, until the whole of the copper was thrown down as a bright, dense cinna-
bar-red powder, which was carefully washed and dried. A concentrated solu-
tion of chloride of magnesium dissolves this oxide in the cold, and mor readily
when heated, with separation of hydrated oxide of magnesium and lupreous
chloride, which latter is held in solution by the excess of magnesic chloride. By
filtering the liquid while hot, and washing with a strong solution of chloride
of sodium, the hydrate of magnesia may be separated, and the dissolved copper
subsequently precipitated by metallic iron from the colourless filtrate, ferrous
chloride being formed. Experiment shows that the reaction between the
red oxide of copper and chloride of magnesium may he represented as
follows :—

Cu2 + MgCl= Cu2Cl + MgO.
4. A solution of magnesian chloride, nearly saturated, when hot, with cupreous

oxide, and allowed to cool in contact with the precipitated magnesian hydrate,
deposits a portion of orange-coloured oxide, or perhaps an oxychloride, which
disappears as often as the solution is heated. The solid cupreous chloride is,
moreover, decomposed when digested with water and magnesia, hydrated cupre-
ous oxide and magnesic chloride being formed. The double chloride of cupro-
sum and magnesium is, however, stable, even in the cold, in presence of
magnesian hydrate, provided a considerable excess of magnesian chloride be
present. From a filtered solution of cupreous oxide in chloride of magnesium
water precipitates a large portion of the cupreous chloride, in this case
coloured orange-yellow from adhering oxide, due to the reaction of a little
magnesia which remains dissolved or suspended in the concentrated solution
even after filtration. A solution of magnesian chloride of sp. gr. 1'23 retains
in solution, at 12° C, about 7'10 per cent, of cupreous chloride. A solution of
magnesian sulphate, with chloride of sodium, may be employed to dissolve
cupreous oxide. This, like all similar solutions of cupreous chloride, rapidly
absorbs oxygen from the air, and deposits a pale green cupric oxychloride

5. With ferrous chloride and cupreous oxide, it might be expected, from
analogy with the magnesian salt, that we should obtain cupreous chloride and
ferrous oxide ; but the reaction is complicated by the tendency of the latter to

pass to the state of ferric oxide. When ferrous chloride in solution with chloride

of sodium is heated with a sufficient quantity of cupreous oxide, the whole of

the iron is precipitated as ferric oxide, mingled with metallic copper, while

cupreous chloride remains in solution. Experiments made with an excess of

ferrous chloride show that one-third of the copper is reduced, while two-thirds

are dissolved as dichloride. This reduction may be effected directly by ferrous

oxide. If, to a solution of cupreous chloride in chloride of sodium, we add
hydrated ferrous oxide recently precipitated by an alkaline base and still sus-

pended in the liquid, it is at once converted into ferric oxide, with precipitation

of metallic copper. The first stage in the action of ferrous chloride on cupreous
oxide mey be represented as similar to that of magnesic chloride,

—

Cu2 + FeCl= Cu2Cl + FeO
in the second stage,

Cu2Cl + 3FeO=Cu2 + FeCl + Fe2 3.

It follows from this that one-third of the cupreous chloride formed in the first

stage is reduced to the metallic state : and the final result may be represented

as follows :

—

3Cu2 + 2FeCl=2Cu2Cl + 2Cu+ Fe^O,.

A similar result is obtained if ferrous chloride is added to an unfiltered
'

solution of cupreous oxide iu chloride of magnesium. The suspended hydrate

of magnesia, iu this case, liberates an equivalent of ferrous oxide, which reduces

to the metallic state one-third of the dissolved cupreous chloride, in accordance

with the second reaction given above.

6. The reducing power of ferrous oxide is also shown with cupric chloride,

which is at once converted by it into cupreous chloride, in accordance with the

equation—
2CuCl + 3FeO=Cu2Cl + FeCl + Fes 3.

The further action of ferrous oxide will, as we have seen, reduce the cupreous

chloride to the metallic state ; in fact

—

2CuCl + 6FeO= 2Cu + 2FeCl + 2Fe2 8 .

If recently precipitated hydrated ferrous oxide or ferrous carbonate be added to

a solution of cupric chloride in the proportions indicated by the last equation,

the whole of the copper is separated in the metallic state, mingled with ferric

oxide ; while ferrous chloride is found iu solution. The reaction with ferrous

carbonate, which requires a gentle heat, is accompanied by a violent disengage-

ment of carbonic acid gas. This experiment is best made by dissolving in

water ferrous sulphate and sodic carbonate, or sodic hydrate, in the proportions

required, and adding thereto a solution holding the proper amount of cupric

chloride. Under certain conditions, the cupreous precipitate is brownish black

in colour, like that obtained by heating ferrous chloride with cupreous oxide ;

but more generally it is of a bright red colour, and often coats the glass with a
mirror-like film. A warm solution of cupric chloride with chloride of sodium at

once converts the metallic copper of the precipitate into cupreous chloride, which
is dissolved, leaving behind only hydrated ferric oxide. When a solution of

ferrous chloride with chloride of ammonium and excess of ammonia is added to

a solution of a copper-salt, the precipitated films of metallic copper sometimes
possess considerable brilliancy, and show a bluish transluency. It is to be re-

marked that, although the cupreous precipitate thus obtained is bright red in

colour, that which is produced by boiling cupreous oxide with ferrous chloride is

nearly black.

7- It was long since shown by Levol that hydrated ferric oxide will reduce cupric

to cupreous oxide ; and this, as we have already seen, can separate from its com-
binations ferrous oxide, whose reducing power may be still further exerted upon
the cupreous combination thus formed. These facts serve to explain the results

obtained by E. Braun (Zeitschr. Chem. 1867, p. 568 ; cited in FahresbericJUe for

1867), which were not known to me at the time of making these experiments.

He found that, by digesting cupric hydrate or cupric carbonate with ferrous sul-

phate in solution, there was obtained a reddish mixture of basic ferric sulphate

with cupreous oxide, formed, apparently, in accordance with the equation

—

2FeO,S03 -t- 2CuO=Cu2 + Fe2 3,2S03.

This, when boiled with a further portion of ferrous sulphate, became black in

colour, and, from the small amount of oxygen present, was supposed to contain

metallic copper. By adding a large excess of carbonate of ammonia to a mix-

ture of ferrous and cupric sulphates, Braun succeeded in obtaining solutions in

which all the copper was present in a cupreous form, and even in reducing por-

tions of it to the metallic state—a process which we have seen is complete when
the requisite amount of ferrous oxide is brought in contact with the chlorides

of copper.

1. In Siliman's Journal for March, 1867, p. 308, I described briefly the

reaction between cupric oxide and ferrous chloride according to the equa-

tion

—

3CuO + 2FeCl =Fe2 3 + Cu2Cl + CuCl.

I was not then aware that the same had been shown by Meyer (Berg. «nd Suit.

Zeit. p. 182 ; cited by Kerl)* Further studies of this reaction have given me
interesting results. The black oxide of copper, even after ignition, is attacked

by ferrous chloride in the cold ; but the insolubility of the resulting cupreous

chloride retards the action. If, however, the ferrous chloride be mingled with a

strong solution of chloride of sodium, and heat applied, the cupreous chloride is

readily dissolved, and the reaction is rapid and complete, the whole of the iron

separating as a bulky, reddish brown precipitate, provided three equivalents of

cupric oxide have been taken for two of ferrous chloride. The greenish solution

thus obtained readily dissolves precipitated metallic copper, in virtue of the

* " Metall. Huttenkunde," vol. ii., p. 688.
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cupric chloride which it contains, and, unless a large excess of chloride of sodium
be piesent, deposits white crystalline cupreous chloride by cooling or by dilution.

When digested, at a temperature of 50° C, with carbonate of lime, the greenish

solution deposits one-third of its copper as a pale green, insoluble, cupric

hydrocarbonate, while the colourless filtrate retains the remaining two-thirds in

the form of cupreous chloride. If a solution of ferrous chloride with chloride of

sodium is digested with a sufficient excess of cupric oxide, the cupric chloride

formed unites with the latter to form an insoluble cupric oxychloride, and only

cupreous chloride remains in solution.

9. For the ferrous chloride in the experiments in Nos. 5 and 8, a solution of

ferrous sulphate with chloride of sodium may be substituted. When cupric

oxide is heated ferric oxychloride is produced. The red-brown precipitate may
be washed free from cupric, cupreous, and ferrous chlorides by a strong solution

of chloride of sodium, but will then yield to pure water a portion of soluble

ferric oxychloride. By careful desiccation in a water bath, and subsequent wash-
ing with dilute alcohol, the ferric precipitate may be obtained free from chloride

of sodium, and completely insoluble in water ; but its composition appears to be
variable. Of two preparations, the first contained 1 equivalent of chlorine for

11, and the second 1 for 20 equivalents of iron. In another experiment, where
fine oxide of copper from the calcination of malachite was dissolved in an excess

of a mixture of ferrous sulphate and chloride of sodium at a boiling heat, it was
found that, for 30 equivalents of copper dissolved, there were precipitated 21
equivalents of iron, instead of 20, as required by the formula given in No. 8 ;

the additional equivalent being separated as ferric chloride in union with the
ferric oxide. The production of a small and variable amount of ferric chloride

in the above conditions is apparently due to a secondary reaction between cupric
and ferrous chlorides in the presence of ferric oxide,

—

2CuCl + 2FeCl= Cu2Cl + FeiCla.

10. The facility with which cupric chloride parts with one-half of its chlorine,

and passes into the more stable cupreous compound, is shown by its well-known
power to chloiidise, not only metallic copper, but metallic silver, and even sul-

phide of silver. Its action on cupreous sulphide is not less remarkable. A
strong solution of cupric chloride, mingled with chloride of sodium, rapidly

attacks pulverised copper-glance, even in the cold, sulphur being separated and
cupreous chloride formed

—

2CuCl + Cu2S=2Cu2Cl + S.

Chalcopyrito, on the contrary, is but slightly acted upon by such a solution,

which, however, slowly takes up a portion of iron, forming ferrous chloride with
a corresponding amount of cupreous chloride.

IMPROVED DIAMOND-POINTED STEEL DRILL.

The following description of M. Leschot's invention is condensed from the

Scientific American -.—
We have on various occasions called the attention of our readers to the

great efficiency of opaque diamonds when applied to the cutting of hard
materials. No existing substance can resist their action, and their dura-
bility when thus employed is very remarkable.
An annular drill used on the machine, which forms the subject of the

present article, was recently employed in a tunnel of the Consolidated

Bullion and Incas Silver Mining Company, Colorado, the tunnel having
been at the time driven 600ft. into the mountain. This drill cut horizon-

tally through 417ift. of very hard quartz and feldspar rock ; the expense
for diamonds in drilling this distance being only thirty dollars.

This is only one of the daily accumulating proofs of the wond rful in-

dustrial value of the opaque diamonds, or—as they are more commonly
called—carbons, and the great economy secured in their use for cutting and
abrading the hardest materials.

From the study of the imperfections of the system of percussion drilling,

M. Leschot conceived the idea of setting diamonds in nu annular cutter, the
general form of which is shown in Fig. 1.

FIC.I

In the report of tho Paris Exposition, the commissioners make a com-
parison between the power required to penetrate rock by means of this

annular cutler, and that required by those drills which pulverise the
rock to the full width of the hole, and pronounce the aame to be in the pro-
portion of 61 to 204.

This fundamental part of the device has, however, been improved upon
since the introduction of the machine into this country. The diamonds
are now securely fastened, and are set so as to give ample clearance, for

the free descent of the drill, and the movement of the core through the
tubular stem of the ring-cutter.

Great improvement has also been made in the various working parts of
the apparatus. The original French machine only admitted the rotation
of the drill at a speed of one-fourth that now employed. The feed gear
has also been greatly improved, so that the cut of the diamond tool may be,

without delay, changed from the one-hundredth part of an inch to the four-

hundredth part of an inch at each revolution of tbe drill ; and this gear is

now so constructed as to automatically adjust the feed to varying hardness
of the rock through which the drill successively penetrates, giving slower
feed when hard strata are encountered, and resuming its rapid feed when
the hard stratum is penetrated.

The oscillating cylinder engine has been substituted for the fixed

cylinder engines, and is specially constructed to adapt it to this purpose ;

securing superior speed, lightness, steadiness, and durability.

A swivel head has also been added, by which the drill may be pointed in

any direction; and the drilling may proceed at any posnible nnglo with

the vertical axis of the entire apj aratna.

The hollow screw shaft is also an American ImprOTOBU at, uli'n h, added
to the numerous otlicr minor improvements, render! the machine, n» we
herewith present it, in the accompanying engraving", almost unrceogni/a!. !.•

as the offspring of the original French machine.
The machine! need in driving tunneli bore from three to five hole*

simultaneously, each in n different direction LfdedrexL
Fig. 2 represents a "No. 1 Prospecting Drill," so cnllcd bccnuic of iU
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general use in testing the character and value of mines and quarries. It

consists of a small, upright boiler, to one side of which is firmly bolted the

cast-iron frame which supports the engine and swivel drill-head, gear, and

screw-shaft, as shown in the engraving. The engine—an oscillator of from

five to seven h.p.—is shown at A. B is the screw-shaft with drill passing

through it. This shaft is made of wrought iron pipe from 5ft. to 7ft. in length,

with a coarse thread cut on the outside. This thread runs the entire length

of the shaft, which also carries a .jpline by which it is feathered to its

upper sleeve-gear. This gear is double, and connects by its lower teeth

with the beveled driving-gear, and by its upper teeth with the release-

gear, E. This release-gear is feathered to the feed shaft, F, at the bottom

of which is a frictional gear fitting the lower gear on the screw shaft,

which has one or more teeth less than the frictional gear, whereby a

differential feed is produced. This frictional gear is attached to the bottom of

the feed shaft, F, by a friction nut ; thus producing a combined differential

and frictional feed which renders the drill perfectly sensitive to the character

of the rock through which it is passing, and maintains a uniform pressure

upon the same, The severe and sudden strain upon the cutting points,

incidental to drilling through soft into hard rock, with a positive feed, is

thus avoided.

The drill proper (passing through the screw shaft, B), consists of a

tubular boring bar, made of lap- welded pipe, with a steel bit or boring-head,

D, screwed on to one end. This bit is a steel thimble about 4in. in length,

having three rows of black diamonds in their natural rough state firmly

bedded therein, so that the edges of those in one row project lorward from

its face, while the edges of those in the other two rows project from the

outer and inner peripheries respectively.

The diamonds of the first-mentioned row cut the path of the drill in its

forward progress, while those upon the outer and inner periphery of the

tool enlarge the cavity around the same, and admit the free ingress and

egress of the water as hereafter described. As the drill passes into the

rock, cutting an annular channel, that portion of stone encircled by this

channel is of course undisturbed, and passes up into the drill in the form

of a solid cylinder. This core is drawn out with the drill in sections of

from 8ft. to 10ft. in length.

The sides of the hollow bit are one-fourth of an inch thick, and the dia-

monds of the inner row project about one-eighth of an inch, so that the

core or cylinder produced by a 2-inch drill (the ordinary size for testing)

is liin. in diameter.

Inside the bit D is placed a self-adjusting wedge, which allows the core

to pass up into the drill without hindrance, but which impinges upon and
holds it fast when the action of the drill is reversed—thus breaking it off

at the bottom, and bringing it to the surface when the drill is withdrawn.

In order to withdraw the drill it is only necessary to throw out the re-

lease gear E, by sliding it up the feed-shaft F, to which it is feathered,

when the drill runs up with the same motion of the engine which carried

it down, but with a velocity sixty times greater—that is, the speed with
which the drill leaves the rock, bringing the core with it, is to the speed
with which it penetrates it as 60 to 1—the revolving velocity in both cases

being the same.

The drill rod may be extended to any desirable length by simply adding
fresh pieces of pipe. Common gas pipe is found to serve admirably for

this purpose, the successive lengths being quickly coupled together by an
inside coupling four inches long, with a hole through the centre of each

to admit the water. The drill is held firmly in its place by the chuck G
at bottom of the screw shaft.

The small steam pump C C is connected by rubber hose with any con-

venient stream or reservoir of water, and also with the outer end of the

drill pipe, by a similar hose having a swivel joint, as shown ha the engraving.

Through this hose a i-inch stream of water is forced by the pump into

the drill from which it escapes between the diamond teeth at the

bottom of the bit D, and passes rapidly out of the hole at the surface of

the rock carrying away all the grit and borings as fast as produced. Where
water is scarce or difficult of access, a spout is laid from the mouth of the
hole to the tank or reservoir and a strainer attached to the connecting-

hose, so that the same water may be used over and over again with but
little loss.

This pattern rotates the drill from 300 to 600 ravolutions per minute.
A machine like that shown in fig. 2, cut through Hell Gate Rock (very

hard) at the rate of 8tin. in 4-J- minutes, and through brown sandstone at

the rate of 13in. in 2J minutes in our presence, notwithstanding that its

operation was retarded by the bad quality of the oil used for its lubrication,

and want of sufficient steam to run at maximum speed.
In very hard trap-rock, quartz, or granite, 8ft. per hour is found to be

fair average rate of boring, where holes are not required to be over 100ft.
deep and 2in. in diameter; while in sandstone, marble, slate, &c, 15ft. pei
hour is easily bored.

DukinG the process of paying out, the signals through the Falmouth,
Gibraltar, and Malta Telegraph suddenly ceased on the 20th ult.

ON THE MERCANTILE AND ADMIRALTY RULES FOR CALCU-
LATING THE POWER OF MARINE STEAM ENGINES.

By Robert Armstrong.

(Concluded /rem page 109).

I think the comparison of these co-efficients with the corresponding

velocities of the piston, point very decidedly to the direction in which the
investigation should proceed.

For this purpose, as I have already premised, that the science of mathe-
matics is sufficient with such data, to solve this problem, I retain the
theoretical principles of the formula,

Mid Sec. x V 3

C =

or, transposed,

IHP

C x I H P = Mid Section x V2

Now if the conventional term of Indicated H.P. is abandoned, and the

actual quantities introduced, the terms of the equation will be thus

expressed :

—

C x Pressure x Vel. of Piston = Mid. Sec. x V3

Now as the velocity of the piston is the subject under discussion, and the

value of which we want to obtain; let it be made the unknown quantity
(x). Therefore, to bring out its value in foot pounds, it is necessary to

reduce the velocity of the vessel from knots to feet per second ; and as we
are leaving out the velocity of the piston on one side, we must reduce the

power of the velocity of the vessel on the other side of the equation to

the square of the speed ; it being an established axiom in fluid resistance,

that the tractive force varies as the square of the velocity. The equation

will now stand thus

—

C x x x Pressure = Mid. Sec.

Mid. Sec. x V2

x Y*

or, Ci =
Pressure in Cylinders

The theory of this method of analysis completely negatives the value of

the velocity of the piston. Therefore, if it has the value aseribed to it by
the Admiralty rule, the engines with the highest velocity of piston ought

to show the highest co-efficient, or what I may term, the actual amount of

mechanical effect (foot lb3.) developed by each pound pressure in the

cylinders of the engine. If this theory of investigation is correct, it only

remains to test the principle by the trials of the same vessel—the same
description of propeller—and sufficient variation in the velocity of piston,

so that the question of form or propeller cannot disturb the calculation.

For this purpose I have selected the trials of the Flying Fish, as thoy pre-

sent sufficient variation in the velocity of the piston to test its value by
means of the formula (the data published by the Admiralty, in 1859).

" Flying Fish " Experimehts.
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Experimenl 4 ... 16*76 277 77837 68791 112 4-61 469 576

Do. 5 ... 18'92 277 99792 94305 1-04 6-12 443 877

Do. 6 ... 19-26 277 102767 103512 •98 5-40 411 1016

Do. 3 ... 19*77 272 106352 114188 •96 5-62 376 1166

Do. 7 ... 19-60 277 106368 114400 •96 5-58 372 1160

Do. 2 ... 19*09 274 100010 106576 •94 5-96 341 1154

Do. 1 ... 19'43 281 106218 116466 •94 615 335 1302

Now if we examine the fifth column, under the heading of the value of

the speed of piston, or what may be termed the co-efficient of my formula,

we shall find that the trial with the least velocity of piston, 4"61ft. per

second, has produced the largest amount of mechanical effect, 1-12 foot-

pounds, while the first experiments with the highest velocity of piston,

6-15ft. per second, exhibits the smallest co-efficient, or -94 foot-pounds,

thus proving that the increased speed of piston has not the value ascribed

to it by the Admiralty rule ; on a further perusal we shall find that the

speed of the vessel is more proportionate to the pressure in the cylinders

than to the indicated H. P. For example, it will be seen that in the

seventh trial 1,160 I. H. P. has produced the same speed of vessel as 1,302

I. H. P. in the first experiment, while the pressure in the cylinders is on an

equality.
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In this vessel the fact is again disclosed, that the Admiralty co-efficients

vary exactly as the velocity of the piston, and in the same manner as in

the previous trials submitted for perusal ; while the co-efficients by my
formula, which leaves out the velocity of the piston, remains nearly con-

stant, which it is only reasonable to suppose, ought to be the fact, when

the same vessel, engine, and propeller is employed.

I regret the paucity of trials of vessels of similar character, having a

velocity of piston approximating to the mercantile rule for making an

extreme comparison with the Admiralty practice. The nearest selection I

can find in the form of vessel is the Miranda (a geared engine 3 to 1), and the

fifth trial of the Flying Fish, the Victor, and Pioneer (of direct action), the

speeds of these vessels being nearly equal, for further testing these two rules.

On the perusal of the annexed data it will be found that the Miranda

is the slowest vessel, but then she has the largest immersed midship section

and displacement, which places her on an equality with the other vessels.

Now, if the velocities of these vessels for a comparison are equal, surely

it is only reasonable to suppose that the propelling power would be on the

same equality. Let the data decide.

I have examined every trial published at the Admiralty, and have failed

to discover a single fact in its favour- ; and if I may venture a suggestion to
its advocates, the best argument will be to assert that the Admiralty data
is merely a fortuitous concourse of figures iu favour of the mercantile rule.

Thus far, I have shielded my own opinions under the cloak of establish-
ing the truth of the mercantile rule ; but my perusal of these trials leads
me to believe that this mass of valuable data will be the means of addiuga
most important numerical constant to the first law of thermodynamics,
viz , that heat, motive power, and mechanical effect are mutually con-
vertible, &c.

Now, a pressure of steam is one of the effects of heat. A pound of coal

can only evaporate a certain quantity of water, a cubic foot of water
will only produce a given volume of steam, the action of gravity is con-
stant, matter is indestructible, and every substance in nature has its equiva-
lent. The mechanical equivalent of heat has boen determined by Pro-
fessor Joule at 772 foot lbs. By this method of reasoning, my own opinion

is that the mechanical effect (work) of a pressure of steam is a constant

quantity ; consequently the problem I suggest for the solution of this and

Name op Vessbl.

Miranda

Pioneer

Flying Fish

.

Victor

Algiers

Pattier ....

Desperate .

Hercules ....

Achilles ....

Velocity
feet per
second,

Mid
Section.

18-08 336

1909 277

1892 273

1943 264

15-21 1053

17-02 274

1499 388

24-82 1315

24-20 1309

Mid. Sec.
x y: feet

per second.

Pressure j'g'g'S:
in Cylinders, g_£-;

lbs. 1502 !

109372

99645

99166

99792

243243

79460

87300

810040

765902

94720

95988

94305

93886

211116

67904

85200

437371

432300

1-14

102

1-04

1-06

1-14

1-16

1-02

1-85

1-77

o = »

3-56

683

512

683

291

346

2-51

1072

7-28

680

336

443

351

687

654

697

489

671

Indicated
H. P.

613

1192

877

1165

1117

428

389

8528

5722

Nominal
H. P.

250

350

350

350

450

200

400

1200

1250

Collective
area of

Cylinders.

4992

4750

5284

4750

11688

5024

9500

21870

17071

Length
of

Stroke.

ft. in.

3 9

2 8

2 3

2 8

3_3
4

2 6

4 8

4

It will there be observed that what is called indicated horse-power varies

nearly 100 per cent., or 613 and 1,192 I.H.P., while the pressure on the cylin-

ders only varies less than 2 per cent, or 94,7201bs. to95,9881bs. It will thus

be seen that the same amount of pressure with only one-half the velocity of

piston, or 3-56ft. to 6'83ft. per second, ba3 produced the same quantity of

mechanical effect—the speed of the vessel. It is needless to observe that

the Admiralty coefficients are again in proportion to the velocity of the

piston, or 680 to 336 ; while the co-efficients by my formula are respectively

114 and 102.
With such fact?, the question naturally arises, bow much further can the

velocity of the piston he reduced without diminishing the efficiency of the
pressure on the cylinders of the engine ?

We have had the fact recorded that the Algiers, with a speed of 9 knots,

had only a velocity of piston of 176ft. per minute; the Rattler, the first

screw vessel in H.M.'s Navy, reached a speed of 10 knots, with a speed of
piston of 208ft. per minute ; while the Desperate, with nearly a speed of 9
knots, the velocity of the piston was only 150ft. per minute. I may here
observe that the Admiralty co-efficients of these vessels have scarcely or

ever been exceeded by any of the more modern vessels, being respectively

687, 654, and R97, and by my formula, 1-14, 1-16, and 1-02.

As economy in our naval administration is the order of the day, one
more comparison will exhibit the utter fallacy of the Admiralty rule. The
vessels are the Achilles, and the lust addition to our ironclad fleet, the Her-
cules. At tbe triaU at the measured mile—the velocity, the immersed
midship section, and displacement were nearly equal for a comparison, being
14-332 and 14 691 knots; while the I.H.P. developed by the engines of the
Hercules was 8,528, or nearly 3,000 I.H.P. in excess of what propelled the
Achilles; and here, again, the same fact presents itself

—

the pressure in the

cylinders was on an equality. And for this equality of speed of vessels, tin-

velocity of piston in the Hercules was 10'72ft. per second, or nearly one-
half tho velocity of the ship bflttlf j while that of the Achilles was only

7'28ft. per second, or a differcuco of 206ft. per minute, the data being as

follows :

—

Achilles. Hercuhs.
Speed of vessel 11332 1 1091 knots.

Bidsbip Section 1,807 1,816
Dinktcemsnt 9,487 m,»wo tons

Indicated horse-power ~>,l±l 8,528
Pressure 482 437,371 lbf.

Velocity ot pis! on 186 848 DOT min.
Admiralty co-elliri<-iit 071 489
Cr 177 1-85

all other mechanical principles is, What is the mechanical equivalent of
force, or a pressure of steam ? My investigations on this subject incline

me to assert that a pressure of about 5501bs. is the force required to pro-

duce 33,000 foot lbs. in one minute ; or, in other terms, that lib. pressure

will produce 1ft. lb. in one second of time.

ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS.

Her Majesty's Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851 have issued an
announcement of their intention to hold a series of annual International

Exhibitions of selected works of fine and industrial art and scientific in-

ventions. The first Exhibition of the series will be opened at South Ken-
sington (in a permanent building to be erected for the purpose) on the 1st

of May, 1871, and will be closed on the 30th of the following September.
The first Exhibition will consist of the following classes, for each of

which a reporter and a separate committee will bo appointed :

—

Division I.

—

Fine Arts.

PINE ABTS APPLIED OK NOT APPLIED TO WOHKS OF UTILITY.

"Class 1.—Painting of all kinds in oil, water colours, distemper, wax,

enamel, and on glass, porcelain, mosaics, &c. Class 2.—Sculpture, model-

ling, carving, and chasing iu marble, stone, wood tcrra-cottn, metal, ivory,

glass, precious stones, and any other materials. Class 3.—Engraving,

lithography, photography, Sec. Class 4.—Architectural designs, drawings,

and models. Class 5.—Tapestries, carpets, embroideries, Shawls, lace, Sec,

shown not as manufactures, hut for the fiue art of their design in I'onn or

colour. Class 6.— Designs for all kinds of decorative manufacture*.

Class 7.—Copies of ancient or meditoval pictures, mosaics, enamels, repro-

ductions in plaster, tit-tile ivoty, electrotypes Of ancient works of art, 4c.

DlUSION II.—MANrPACTUEKS.

MANTrACTl Kl .-. MM mintlV. IMi 1! tw VATSBIAXB.
'• Class 8— Pottery of all kinds— viz., earthenware, itoneWBTC, pOTCtilafa,

Parian, &o», Including terra-oottss used in building, with any new raw
materials, new machinery, and processes for (he preparation of such manu-
factures. Class 9.— Woollen and worsted fabrics, with an] raw pr< dure
t'iMiii i» u lourcesor prepared by any new process, and new machinery for

woollen and wonted manufactures, Class i". Educational works nid

appliances. Section a. School buildings^ fittings, furniture, \<-. Portion

U.— Hook-, maps, globes, instruments, iVc Bootton C.— Appliances for

physical training, including toys and gamee. Section I).—Specimens sod
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illustrations of modes of teaching Fine Art, natural history, and physical

science. Section E.— Specimens of school work, serving as examples of the

results of teaching.

Division III.

—

Scientific Inventions and new Discoveries op axi

kinds.

" Detailed rules and lists of the separate trades engaged in the produc-

tion of objects of manufacture will be issued.

Division IV.

—

Horticulture.

" International Exhibitions of new and rare plants, and of fruits, vege-

tables, flowers, and plants, showing specialities of cultivation, will be held

by the Royal Horticultural Society in conjunction with the above Exhibi-

tions. Special rules for Horticultural Exhibitions will be issued by the

Eoyal Horticultural Society."

Among other general rules it is announced that the arrangement of the

objects will be according to classes, and not, as in former International

Exhibitions, according to nationalities.

One-third portion of the space in each class will be assigned to such

foreign exhibitors as shall obtain certificates for the admission of their

objects from their respective Governments. Foreign countries will appoint

their own judges. The remaining two-thirds of the space will be filled

with objects produced either in the United Kingdom or abroad, and sent

direct to the building for the inspection and approval of judges appointed

for the purpose. Her Majesty's Commissioners will provide large glass

cases, stands, and fittings, steam and water power, and general sha fting,

free of cost to the exhibitors j and, except in the case of machinery, will

carry out the arrangement of the objects by their own officers. Prices

may be attached to objects, and each object must be accompanied by a

descriptive label stating the special reasons, such as excellence, novelty, or

cheapness, for which it is offered for exhibition. Reports of each class of

objects will be prepared immediately after the opening, and will be pub-

lished before the 1st of June ; while foreign countries will be permitted

to accredit a reporter for every class in which they exhibit, for the pur-

pose of joining in the reports. No prizes will be awarded, but a certificate

of haviug gained the distinction of admission to the Exhibition will be
given to each exhibitor.

A catalogue of the various works displayed will be published in the

English language, and will contain not only brief descriptions of the works
themselves, but also, in many cases, some notice of the exhibitor—such as

his birth-plaee, his place of residence, the masters under whom he may
have studied, and the distinctions that he has gained. Every foreign

country will he at liberty to publish a catalogue in its own language, if it

should see fit to do so.

Her Majesty's Commissioners desire to call special attention to the first

division of the projected Exhibition. They point out that hitherto the

exhibition of works of Fine Art has been too much limited to the display

of pictures and sculpture dissociated from purposes of utility, and that it

is doubtfnl whether a picture on enamel or pottery, however great its

merits, if destined to be applied to a piece of furniture, would find a place

in any of the Exhibitions of the Royal Academy of London. In the
undertaking under their control, the Commissioners purpose to remedy this

defect, and to furnish an opportunity of stimulating the revival, from
ancient and mediaeval period?, of the application of the artist's talents to

give beauty and refinement to every description of object of utility

whether domestic or monumental. Painting, on whatever surface, or in

any method, sculpture in every description of material, engravings of all

kinds, architectural design as a Fine Art, every description of textile fabric

of which Fine Art is a characteristic feature—in short, every work, whether
of utility or pleasure, which is entitled to be considered a work of excel-

lence from the artistic point of view, may be displayed in the Exhibition
under the division of Fine Art. Every artist workman, moreover, will be
able to exhibit a work of merit as his own production, and every manu-
facturer may distinguish himself as a patron of art by his alliance with the
artistic talent of the country. In the Fine Art section the artist may
exhibit a vase for its beauty of painting or form, or artistic invention,
while a similar vase may appear in its appropriate place among manufac-
tures on account of its cheapness or the novelty of its material.

The month of February in 1871 will be devoted to the reception of
objects for exhibition, and days have been assigned to the various classes.

It is announced that no object will be received at any other time than on
one of the days set apart for the class to which it belongs.

©uttuargu

MR. ZERAH COLBURN.
We regret to announce the death of this distinguished writer upon

engineering subjects, which took place on the 27th of April, at Belmont,
near Boston, U.S. Mr. Colburn, who was an entirely self-made man, was
born in the year 1832, at Saratoga, and first made his appearance as an

author when only about 15 years of age. In about the year 1858, he

settled in England, and was employed as editor of the Engineer, but in

consequence of some misunderstanding between /dm and the proprietors of

that paper, he relinquished that post in the year 1864, and about a year

afterwards started a paper for himself

—

Engineering—which he continued

to edit until within the last few months. As a writer he was always

vigorous and lucid, sometimes perhaps too vigorous, while for rapidity

of composition he was almost unrivalled.

NOTES AND NOVELTIES.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Asphalts Pavement.—The Commissioners of Sewers for the City of London are

showing a worthy desire to solve the pavement problem, especially as to the value of
asphalte. More than two years since an admirable piece of granite pavement fixed by
asphalt, instead of by lime and sand, was laid in Duke-street, Smithfield, and the
experience gained there seems to prove it to be the best adapted to sustain the heavy
and severe traffic of the London streets. For two years it sustained the Holborn traffic,

which now passes over the Viaduct, and not a single stone has shown the slightest

appearance of wear or displacement. A further portion is now laid down inside Temple-
bar. The merits of asphalt pavement are that it gives clean streets in winter by pre-
venting the pumping up of mud from between the stones which the old system favours and,
also prevents dust in summer by stopping up the source whence the dust comes. The
sewers will also be relieved of an immense amount of solid detritus coming from this
source. Asphalte being impervious to water, the bed will always keep dry and intact.

Credit is due to Mr; Pedler for having brought it into use in London.
Freights fbom Bombay.—According to advices received in Liverpool from Bombay,

the large number of steamers which are trading between the different ports of Europe
and Bombay by the Suez Canal has caused a complete revolution in the freight market
in Bombay. On the 16th of April freights were reported to have been—for sailing ships,
from 20s. to 22s. 6d. ; and for steam vessels, by Canal, from £2 to £2 7s. 6d.

Naples Maritime Exhibition.—A communication has been received by the British
Commissioners of the International Maritime Exhibition, which is to be held at Naple3
from the 1st of September to the 30th of November in the present year, stating that a
transport will be despatched to England in June, for the purpose of conveying to Naples
free of all charge, the objects selected in England for the display.

LAUNCHES
On the 18th ult Messrs. Caird and Co. launched from their building-yard a handsome

screw steamer of 2,690 tons which was gracefully named Thuringia by Miss Benson,
Philadelphia. The dimensions of the steamer are as follows :—Length of keel to fore-
rake 340ft. breadth of beam 40ft. and depth of hold to main deck 26ft. She will be
propelled by engines of 600 horse-power. The Thuringia is a sister sliip to the Selesia,

and is owned by the Hamburg-American Steam Packet Company. She is intended for
the Bremen and New York trade. The new steamer will be commanded by Captain
Ehlers.
On the 19th ult there was launched from the shipbuilding yard of Mr. John Elder,

Grovan, the Zoanda, an iron screw steamship of 1,326 tons b.m. and 250 h.p. nominal, and
of the following dimensions :—Length between perpendiculars, 278ft.; breadth, 31ft.;

depth of hold to main deck, 23ft. 2in. The Zoanda has been built to the order of the
British and African Steam Navigation Company of Glasgow, and is intended for their
trade on the West Coast of Africa. The builder has two sister ships—viz., the Liberia.

and the Volta—on the stocks for the same owners.
Theeb was launched from the shipbuilding yard of Messrs. John Beid and Co., on the

17th ult, a first-class iron barque of 900 tons register, named the Oceola, for Messrs. Alex.
Bamage and Co., Liverpool.
Messes W. Denny and Beothees, have contracted to build for the British India

Steam Navigation Co., two screw steam ships about 1,900 tons each. They have previously
supplied twelve steamers to the same company.
The London and Glasgow Engineering and Iron Shipbuilding Company launched on

the 3rd ult., from their yard at Govan a beautiful iron screw steamer of about 650 tons,
for H. L. Seligmann, Esq., of Glasgow. She is to be fitted by the builders with engines
of the most improved construction for economising fuel, and will have splendid
passenger accommodation. We understand Bhe is intended for the Gothenburg
trade.

Messes. Baeclay, Cuble and Co., launched for the Messrs. Kelso, Union Street, the
Nola, a handsome iron barque of 500 tons register, built to the highest class at Lloyd's,
and which, we believe, the owners intend employing in the East India trade.

On the 18th ult., there was launched from the shipbuilding yard of Messrs. M'Culloch,
Patterson and Co., Port-Glasgow, a handsome iron barque, of 700 tons register. She
was named Firth of Clyde, by Mrs Alex. Brown, Greenock. She is owned by Messrs. A.
and J. Brown, of that port, and is chartered by Messrs. Aitken, Lillbum and Co., Glasgow,
for New Zealand.
On the 16th ult., Messrs. Henderson, Coulborn and Co., launched from their building-

yard at Renfrew a twin screw-steamer of 400 tons for the West African Company
(Limited). She it fitted with two separate engines, on the builders' compound principle,

of the collective power of 90 horses nominal. As she glided off the ways she was
named the Victoria by Mrs Stott, the wife of the captain who is to take the com-
mand.
On the 2nd ult., Messrs. Robert Duncan and Co. Port-Glasgow, launched from their

building yard, Port-Glasgow, a handsome paddle-steamer for the Greenock and Helens-
burgh Steam-Packet Company, which was named Craigrownie, by Miss Brymner, Forsyth
Street, Greenock, sister of one of the owners. The Craigrownie is 175ft. long and 17ft.

breadth of beam. She will be propelled by engines supplied by Messrs. Rankin and
Blackmore, Greenock, of 70 h.p.
Messes. J. and R. Swan launched on the 10th ult., from their building-yard at Mary-

hill Glasgow a screw steamer, named Onoba. She has been built to the order of the
Tharsis Sulphur and Copper Co. (Limited), Glasgow, for her owners, in Huelva, who
intend her for general goods traffic and towing of barges on the Odiel river, and to and
from neighbouring ports. She is being engined by Messrs. W. M. Robertson and Co.,
Clyde Street Engine Works, Glasgow. Messrs. Swan have at present in course of con-
struction other two screw steamers, one being for the Glasgow and Ayr trade, and the
other for foreign traffic.

On the 12th ult., an extra strongly-built iron steam-tender, of 170 tons register, and
10 horse-power, was launched from the yard of Messrs. R. Duncan and Co., Port-Glasgow
for Messrs. Handyside and Henderson, Glasgow. The Anchor Line Company's fleet of
steamers, with this addition, now numbers 33 vessels, engaged in the American and
Mediterranean trade. This addition was found necessary for the purpose of conveying
goods to and from the steamers while lying off Greenock, the great draught of the
larger vessels rendering it desirable^that they should be lightened for the river naviga-
tion.
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Oir the 23th April there was launched from the shipyard of Messrs. James and George
Thomson, at Govan, a handsome iron screw steamer, for the West Highland line of
Messrs. David Hutcheson and Co. The Clansman is 750 tons measurement. She will be
elegantly fitted up for 50 first-class passengers, and will be supplied by the builders with
compound surface-condensing engines of 150 horse-power. The Clansman is the four-

teenth steamer built by Messrs. J. and G. Thomson for Messrs- D. Hutcheson and Co.
Messrs. Thomson have on hand to order steam tonnage amounting to upwards of 13,500
tons.

TRIAL TRIPS.
On the 29th April the London and Glasgow Engineering and Iron Shipbuilding Co.

(Limited) invited a party of friends to accompany the new screw steamer Caspian, built

by them for Messrs. J. and A. Allan, of Glasgow, on a preliminary trip previous to the
vessel being handed over to her owners. The Caspian is a barque-rigged steamer of
2,560 tens, and is of the following dimensions, viz. :—Length over all, 360ft. ; breadth,
38ft. ; and depth of hold to weather deck, 32ft. Her engines, which are inverted surface
condensing and fitted with patent gridiron valve motion, are of 400 horse-power, the
diameter of cylinders being 67in. and stroke of piston 42in. Accommodation has been
provided on board for 64 first-class, 42 second-class, and 500 steerage passengers, while
the officers and crew have excellent berths allotted them. The main saloon, which is

fitted with bird's-eye maple and gold mounting, can accommodate 70 persons at dinner.
The ventilation and heating of the ship is very complete, while every scientific improve-
ment for the comfort of the passengers and the stowage of cargo has been intro-
duced.
The s.s. Glenjarnock was officially tried on 27th April by a run from Ardrossai to

Boodick Bay and back. This vessel is of handsome model, and is owned by Messrs.
Merry and Cunninghame, and will be employed in the home iron trade. She was built
by Messrs. John Fullerton and Co., Paisley, and was engined by Messrs. King and Co.,
Dock En»ine Works, Glasgow. Her principal dimensions are 130ft. in length, 20ft. in
breadth, and 10 deep in hold; carrying capacity, 300 tons ; classification at Lloyds, Aa.
She is furnished with a pair of condensing engines of 45 h.p. nominal, having horizontal
tubular boiler, and all the usual fittings, with steam winch on deck, and separate donkey
boiler in stoke hole. The day's steaming showed a re-ult of \0\ knots per hour, which
was considered highly satisfactory.
The official trial of the Cunard liner Satatia took place on the 29th April. She has

been built, engined, and fitted by th2 Messrs. Denny, of Dumbarton, according to the
instructions of her owners, and is in every respect a very line specimen of naval
architecture. She is 2,600 tons, her length being 327ft. and ber breadth 391t. 4in., while
s>he has accommodation for 100 cabin and 1,000 steerage passengers. The engines are
on the compound principle, of great strength and exquisite finish, aDd worked with
remarkable smoothness. The maximum speed attained in running the measured mile
was 13*. knots per hour, with 1,000 tons dead weight of iron on board. The cabin
saloon is very elegantly fitted the woodwork being all of satinwood and teak, and it is, of
coarse, provided with eveiy comfort and luxury requisite to make a voyage across t e
Atlantic as enjoyable as a sea-voyage possibly can be.

RAILWAYS.
Metropolitan Tbamwats.—The second of the experimental routes of metropolitan

tramways is now in active operation from Whitechapel Church to Bow Church. On the
important points of time and fares this tramway shows some advantage, inasmuch as
the distance is traversed in about twenty minutes, at a rate of twopence per passenger.
Another point gained is that of additional room in the interior of the vehicle, where a
passenger can enter and find a scat without annoyance and discomfort. Against these
benefits the most important set-off to the general traveller is perhaps the rumbling of
the wheels on the rail, the noise so created being considerably more pronounced than
that caused by either railway train, or omnibus. As to interruption of general traffic,
there is really no objection to the lines. The car on the rails occupies no more time in
passing a given point than any other carriage, and can be pulled up in a shorter space
and with less shock than anything else drawn by horses at the rate of seven miks an
hour on an ordinary road. These cars were built in America, are 16ft. long, and by
projecting over the wheels, are enabled to give more space than can be afforded by
omnibuses of the ordinary gauge. Messrs. Fisher and Parrish, of Threadneedle- street,
have eonstiucted the line, under the direction of Mr. Hopkins, of Parliament-street, their
engineer. It is proposed to extend the tramway to Stratford, and there is just now a bill
in Parliament to enable the company to go on to Leytonstone, a distance of three miles
eastward beyond the present limit. Each car will carry twenty-two passengers inside
and twenty-four out. At present the novelty of the scheme has its attractions for the
million, and there is both on the East lino and that opened between Brixton and Kenning-
ton, quite a rush for places in every bus. On flic first Sunday after it was opened no
fewer than 4,000 passengers were carried after two p. m. on the South line, although
the fare there is the rather high one of twopence for a milo and a quarter, and there
is no reason to doubt that fully 2,000 moro would have gone if there had been room for
them.

DOCKS, HARBOURS BRIDGES,
According to a circular of Messrs. H. E. Moss and Co., the change that has ensued

rom the arrival of steamers through tho Suez Canal has been greater than was antici-
pated. Many of the steamers sent eastward arc too small, but when all those now
building arc at work the traffic will be considerably augmented, and taking into consi-
deration that a steamer can makethrce round vojages in 12 months, cither to and from
Calcutta or Bombay, each steamer will displace three sailing-ships of equal tonnage
Much is yet required to improve the navigation of the Canal, but it appears there is a
uniform depth ol water in the centre of 24ft. and a steady development and increase of
communication Ii anticipated from week to week. Although freights cannot be called
very remunerative, there arc few steamers unemployed. " Nearly everything is at work
all those steamers that were lying up unsold have passed from builders' hands with one
solitary exception, and those few built on speculation are cither sold or in treaty before
being finished. •

Tni intelligence sent to Government from the Daricn Canal Surveying Expedition
indicates that, although the surveys arc not yet completed, the construction ol a canal
across that pari ol the isthmus i. impraelieablu.
Puoposed Siiip CtMiL psom Masciikstkk to LivEnrooL.-In consequence of the

UCCeilOl the Bueil anal, the proposal of a ship canal from Manchester to Liverpool has
been revived It Is proposed to do with the Uivcr Intel] what Glasgow has done with
the Clyde. Mr. Hamilton Fulton, C.E., has made a surrey, and proposes, after catting
.".'

"' '•;<•> and deepen the btd ol the river. It would he a tidal channel of
88 miles, ol which ("would 1 icarattons and deepening, and It (raining: 800ft. wide
at the surface and 90ft, at the bottom, with ariitimun depth of 22fl The coil of land
construction of wharves, ro.vls, and railway bridges, ami compensation for

SnSKSSi ^'"""•'""'•'""V
1

!

ning. widening, and dredging will not exi eed
£1,800,000. It ii cnloolalcd that a trade of 3,000,000 tons inwards and outwards might
ba forthcoming, upon which 2l. per ton would give £300,000 or B per cent., alter all
OX Jri'IlrJCS,

MINES, METALLURGY, Stc.

pe^kuTn^Thay^yet!
111811"07 *

'*** """"'" """ounce, the discorery of

LATEST PRICES IX THE LOXDOX METAL MARKET.
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ZINC.

TIN.

TIN PLATES.*
IC. charcoal, 1st quality, per box fl

6
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6
IC. Coke do f>
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IRON.

"

n
o

o

"

Do. railway, in Wales, do

6

Do. No. 3 nnd 4 f.o.b. do

Indian charcoal pig in London do

STEEL.

Swedish in kegs (rolled), per ton
Do. (hammered) do

n
Quicksilveb, per bottle

LEAD.

Ditto. L.B. do
Do. W.li. do

fl

•At the works Is to is. 01. per boi less.
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LIST OF APPLICATIONS FOB LETEKS
PATENT.

WS HAVE ADOPTED A NEW ARRANGEMENT 0?

ins Provisional Protections applied for

by Inventors at the Grhat Seal Patent

Office. If any difficulty should aris^

with reference tothe names, addresse
cr titles given in the list, the requi

site infoemat10n will be fdrnished, free

of expense, from the office, by address*

ing a letter, prbtaid , to the editor of

"The Artizan.'

E**^ Dated April 22nd, 1870.

1163 K, Fairington—Firearms
1169 J. Gray—Houghs
1171 C, T. Bousfield—Mowing and reaping: ma-
chines

1171 J- R. Clark—Knitting stockings
1172 C. Bardy and L. Dusart—Producing colouring1

matters
1173 J. A. Wade and J. Cheiry—Roofing tiles and

fastening: them together
1174 G. W. Cuoke aud H. Kennedy— Securing
ridges of slate

1175 H. Shaw—Hulling cotton
11/6 W. Gossage—Decomposition of certain metal-

lic sulphides
1177 G. Litrle—Combing cottcn
1178 V, Milward—Wrappers for papering1 needles,
&c.

1179 M. M. Silber—Moderator lamp
1180 C. Lungley—Securing of tubes, &c.

Dated Afilxl 23td, 1870.

11S1 T. Feather- Slabbing worsted, &ca

118^ G. Bernhardt—Spinning, &c.
1183 C. H. Savory.and W. K. Barker—Effecting fu-
migatioa

31b4 J. P. F<-rris and E. Craddock—Generating il-

luminating (.as

1185 L. C. Schermerhorn and C. Schemaerhom—
Cheese

1136 P. Spence—Poiash, &c.
1187 M. Brown-Westhead and R. Smith—Folding
tapes

11^8 M.Bayliss—Spikes
1J89 W. Thompson and T. Slather—Mills for grind-
log cattle food

1190 A, Morand—Kilns or ovens

£Dated April 25th. 1870.

1191 S. D. Tillman—Boilers, &c.
1192 G, Fenwick—Ropee or cables
1193 F. D Sutherland— Portmanteaus
1194 E. L. Perker—Buckles
1195 J. Lord, J. Gresty, and C. Cross—Separating
cotton

1196 S. and J. Randall—Harrows
1197 G. J. Firmin—liquid gauges
1198 L. Wray—dunning ores, &c. .jCvl^J

Dated April 26th, 1870. ;

1199 T. Wright and I. Fox—Lace
3200 L. Schad—Treating human excrement
1201 K. Bit l; in— Ornamented net
1202 Sir W. F. Cooke and G. Hunter—Stone cutting
apparatus

1203 H.Fletcher—Boot heels, &c.
1204 H. Y. D. Scott—Cement
1205 H. Y. D. Scott-Bricks
1206 J- Palmer—Stoves
1207 A. Browne—Steam boilers

' DATBD Apfil 27th, 1870.

1208 T. Wrigley—Looms
1209 W. E. Gedye—Rolling mills
1210 H. Atkinson— Breech loading needle guns
1211 W. Hart—Htels for boots
1212 E. Wigzell and J. Folht—Improvements in
Qsteam engines
1213 F. J. Ortner—Arrangement cf pipes for draw-
log liquids from casks

1214 E. Vimeux—Musical instruments
1215 C. Wood— Absorbing the overflow of oil in
lamps

1216 H. E. Curtis—Cylinder engines
1217 J. Burnleyjand W. K ichols—Steam boilers and
furnaces

1218 J. Underwood—Stoppering the necks or open-
ings of bottles

3219 W. R. Lake—Cleaning wool ^_

—

[DATBD APrxl 28th, 1870.

1220 R. H.Kay and A. T. Richardson—Maaufac-
ture of crape

1221 W. Germain—Earrings
1222 W. J. Blmkhorn—Sewing machines
1223 J. Lee—Motive power
1224 P. Smith, J. H. Leather, and E. D. A. Marri-
ner—Preparing wool

1225 R. B. Hamel aud J. B. Holden—Mechanism
for transmitting power

1226 A. V. Newton—Apparatus for starting treadle
motions

1227 C, W. Alden—Pipe wrenches

.Dated April 29th. 1870.

1228 M. Jefferson—Preparing wool, &c.
1229 T. Thorpe—Piled fabrics
1230 J. M. Clark—Soldering tin cases
1231 T. EmpEon—Improved button
1232 E. W. Buller—Attaching door knobs to spin-

dles, &c.
1233 F. Rausome—Artificial stone
3234 H. E. Curtis-Cutting slate
1235 R.H. Col Iyer—Machinery for breaking, Sic,
ilia

Dated Apeil 30th, 1870.

123-) W. Sketcbley—PopelliDg boats
1237 D. Mills—Guiding the work in machines for
sewing boots

1233 I. and G. Bsttinsou—Machinery for combing
wool, &c.

1239 A. C. Henderson — Breaking and crushing
atones, &c.

1240 V. Bablon—Regulating the pressure of gas in
gab burners

1241 A. Evans—Vase
1242 B. Massi—Locks and keys
1243 W. H. Gosling—Sewing machines
1*44 W. R Lake—Spring fastening for securing
purses, &ic.

1245 O Murrell—Generating? steam
1246 C. N. A. Collett—Counting machines

Dated May 2nd, 1870.

1247 J. H. Kidd—Shoes for horses
1248 J. Christie—Cutting and clipping the lappet of
cloth

1249 S. W, Staubridge—Preparation of malt for

brewing
1250 E.Lowe and H. J. Farnol—Nails
1251 T. Paton—Steam engines
1252 W. R Lake—Valve
1253 W. Nunn- Signal lamps
1254 H. Beare—Pulverising and distributing guan^
and artificial manure

1255 A- V. Newton—Bale ties

1*56 VV. Anderson—Improved arrangement of gear-
ing for mills

1257 J. Jennings—Hoisting- machine
12o8 J. Leetch—Combined self closing stopper end
whistle

1259 E. R. Wetherhed—Saving life and property
from fire

Dated May 3rd, 1870.

1260 A. Barlow—Textile fabrics

1261 P. J. Livsey—Piinting upon spools used for

holding thread
1262 J. A. Emslie and T. Enslie—Lifting or con-
t, ducting liquids. &c.
1263 H. Belmont—Tilling land
1264 T. Bradbury and J. Bam ford—Communication
between passengers, Sec, on railways

1266 J.Ormerod-Looms
12G6 S. Tayior- Rack pulleys
1267 E. P. North- Supports for adjusting umbrellas,
&c.

1268 W. H. Pieece and W. E. Langdou—Railway
signals

1269 J. Tiranoff—Preventing rail way carriagesrun-
ning off the line

1270 A. M. Clark—Traction engines
1271 J.,C. J , aud F. S. Guy—Apparatus for copy-
ing letters

1272 G. Wright—Brick making machines
1273 A. M. Clark—Steam carriages

Dated May 4th, 1870.

1274 W. Woodward and A. Woodward, jun.—Ma-
nufacture of gas

1275 C. P. Matthews—Compound for the inside of
casks

1276 W. N. Hutchinson—Rails of railways and
tramways

1277 W, C. Rawlins and A. Kuowlee—Reversing
gear

1278 C. Exter—Improved brake
1279 H. Kinsey—Wheels
1280 B. Walker and J. F. A. Pflaum—MachlLery

for puddling
1281 J.Campbell—Drawing flax
12?2 F, M. B'ytr—Harvesting machines
1283 B. Burton—Firearms

Dated May 5th, 1870.

1284 G. Ingram — Regulating the lift of carriage
windows

1285 J. B. Hickmott—Gas
1286 W. R. Lake—Steam engines
12ts7 A. V. Newton—Cleaning grain
12SS J. H. J ohnsou—Improvements in treatment of
maize

1289 J. H. Johnson—Safes, &c
1290 T. Ellis—Furnaces
1291 F. Hart—Planes for chamfering and moulding
1292 J. and M. May — Spinniug wool and other

fibres

1293 W. Thornton—Gaiters, &c.
1294 W. Brough, sen , and W. Brough, jun.—Ovens
and kilns

Dated May 6th, 1870,

1295 A. Ripley—Pipe wrench
1296 E. Clark — Improvements in; constructing

piers
1297 R. Leake—Etching or engraving rollers foi

calico printers
1298 J. Tester—Cutting chaff
1299 D. Walker—Preventing the production of
smoke

1300 E. T. Kirkpatrick—Oxygen gas
1301 W. Thompson—Recording electric telegraph
signals

1302 8. C. LiBter—Double pile fabrics
1303 A. H Macnair—Permanent way
1304 T. Don—Improvements in obtaining and ap-
plying heat

Datbd May 7eh, 1870.

1305 W. T. Blake and M. Hyams- Sanitary con-
struction of tobacco pipes

130S H. Brooke—Draiu pipe rest

1307 F. R. A. Glover—Steering ehips and other
vessels

1303 W. S. Lowe—Tape dressing machines
1309 J, Nixon and J. Wiuterbottom— Piercing tangs

for tuble knivea
1310 J. BullouKh—Sizing machines
1311 R. Weare—Receiving and treating sewage and
other noxious matters

1312 L. Mond ami J, Hargreaves—Manufacture of
chlorine

1313 W. R. Lake—Stamping apparatus
1314 A. P. Price—Treatment of sewage and produc-

tion ofmanures
1315 E. Guenin—Mustard plasters

Dated May 9th, 1870.

1316 B. Bert—Basin for breeding oysters
1317 D Browu—Dressing flax

1318 G S Penny—Stereoscopes
1319 J. Speight—Machinery for spinning worsted,
&c.

1320 J. I. Evans—Brushing machine
1321 E Whitworth—Rotary eugines
1322 T. Bunks—Needle wrapper
1323 B. Hunt—Method of securing screw bolts and
nuts

1324 J. Pepper— Machinery for knitting looped
fabrics

1325 H.M Ward—Spinning flax, 8ec.

1326 C. Bro k—Thread

Dated May 10th, 1870.

1327 E. A. Inglefield—Improvements in steering
tell-tales

1328 H. Johnson and R. J. Lecky—Locking screw
bolts

1329 B. H. Chameroy—Cocks
13J0 H. Aitken—Breaking up or pulverising lumps
of soiL

1331 W. Hunt—Detergent compound
1332 J. Jones and E. R. Dunn—Alloy for the bear-
ings of Bhifts, &c.

1331 B J. Edwards—Photographic criming
1334 W. Dangertield—Walking sticks und sticks

for umbrellas
1335 W. R. Lake—Gas
1335 W. R. Lake — Brewing ale and other malt
liquors

Dated May 11th, 1870.

1337 F. Rroughton—Perforated fire bars applicable
to locomotive boilers

1338 P. K. Jackson—Construction of segmental
toothed wheels

1339 A. A. Ros.ignol—Writing mUBic
1340 H. A. Dufreue—Water meter
1341 T. W. Uedlake—Improvements in steam en-
gines

1342 J. Crouzieres—Gas and water tight joint to
pipes

1343 J. Howard—Signal lamps
1314 T.J. Guy—Apparatus for facilitating travelling

en loot
1345 W. R. Lake-Paddle wheels
1346 J. Nicholson and J. W. Jones—Fastenings for
windows

1347 C W. Harrison—Applying electricity on board
ships, Sec

1348 E. Smith—Locking nuts
1349 W. E. Rendle—Glazed structures for horticul-

tural purposes
1350 F. Perry—Preservation of meats
1351 W. E. Newton—Machinery for pointing and
finishing nailp

1352 E. P. H Vaughan—Construction and working
of gae engines

Dated May 12th, 18T0.

1353 L. W. Weeks—Ball floats

1354 G. W. Wigner—Deodorising and purifying
sewage

1355 L. O. Deschamps and S. D. Oudit—Cutting
net

1356 J. F. Rogers—Fuse
1357 W. E. Newton— Construction of steam valves
or cocks

1358 J. H. Johnson—Improved construction of grate
bars

1359 A. Campbell—Destroying vermin or disease in
sheep

1360 J H. Johnson—Projectiles

1361 C. C hurchill—Winuow fastener
1362 G. Fawcus and G. Lunge—Coatings for iron
ships

Dated May 13th, 1870.

1363 H. Low-Meters, &c.
1364 W. Daniell and H. Lund—Electro magnetic
engine

1365 W. E. Gedge—Steam machine
1366 J. W. Elliot—Removing snow from lailway
tracks

1367 T. Perkins—Ploughing land
1368 W. Young—Crates
1369 J.Miller and J. Miller, jun.— Elastic fabrics

for gussets
1370 T.Coles and W. Henderson—Scutching flux
other fibres

1371 J. Heddle—Preparingand preserving vegetable
juices

1372 A. McAlister—Hnmmocks
1373 E. G. Peacock—Apparatus for refrigerating
and heating

1374 J. A. Gardne, —Signalling between paesen>
g rs, guards, &c.

1375 W. E. Newton—Improvements in construction
of vessels

1376 J. Dodd—Spinning, &c.
1377 T. B.Gilbeit—Fire escapes

Dated May Utfa, 1870.

1378 R. Mellaril—Pressing machines
1379 P. Pimont — Composition for preserving the

surfaces of walls
1380 C. R. Simey—Stuffing boxes
1331 J.J. Hignette—Dressiug, glazing, and pearl-
ing rice

1382 A. Ormson—Warming and vcnti:ating horti-

cultural buildings
1383 W. R Lake—Sewing machines
1384 F. N. Meixner and J. Watmough — Heating
water

1385 P. Jensen—Writing ball

1386 J. Warne—Vessels for cooling

1387 L.Turner- Elastic fabrics

1388 A. Fisher—Dyeing yarns
13:9 J. B. Handyside and T. R, Yarrow—Springs
1390 B. Hunt—Shirts

1391 R. H Murray—Casting mould boards J
1392 C. Wick Bteed—Filling water carts;

""~

Datsd May. 16th, 1870.

1393 G. G. de L. Byran—Washing
1394 G. W. Hemans—Recovery of sulphuric acid
spent in refining petroleum

1395 H. A. Biertum^fel and J. Loveday—Shaointr
wood

1396 A. and G. Sauer and L Cachal—Raising paste
or dough

1397 W. Gilbey—Case fastener
1398 T. Fawcett—Sawing machinery ~>"~~*

1399 R. L Hattersley—Beaming warps "

1400 J. H. Banks—School furniture
1401 J. H. Johnson—Bearings, slides, and packings
for steam engines

1402 A. Pocock—Euabling persons to drink in a
recumbent position

1403 J. Yates—Taps
1404 J. Needham—Ships
1405 A. W. C. Williams and C. M. Talcott—Lawamowing machines
1406 D. Smith—Furnaces
1407 T. Page

| Apparatus for subaqueous works

Dated May 17th, 1870.

1408 J L. Montefiore—Bronze
1409 E. F. Jones—Irou
1410 C. Hunt—Retorts
1411 J. H. Player—Phosphorus
1412 H. B. Greenwood—Holding window sashes or
shatters

1413 M. Benson—Pumping engines
1414 J. Agnew—Preparation of cod liver oil, called
cod liver oil jelly

1415 B. Hunt—Paints
1416 E.Green—Steam boilers
1417 B. Birnbaum—Stay fastenings. &c.
1418 F.J. Cleaver—Moulding and stamping Boap
1419 B. Lawience-lnks
1420 T. G. Webb—Ornamenting glass articles
1421 G. Nelson—Raising, lowering, and detaching
ships' boats

Dateb May 18th, 1870.

1422 H. van Laethem—Dial universal
1423 T. P. Young and J. Thomasson—Looms
1424 G. Hodgkinson—Ttble covers
1425 J. Caste.at—Artificial alkaloids
1426 J- G. Charlick—Securing cash boxes
1427 W. Woller—Furnaces
1428 D. M. Weston—Knitting goods
1429 W. E. Newton—Automatic barrel filling appa-
ratus

1430 J. Starley—Sewing machines
1-131 W.R.Lake—Looms for weaving
1432 W. Brodie—Vehicles used on railways
1433 G. R Turner—Winnowing machines
1434 F. Edwaids—Lace
1436 E. Peyton—Welded iron or steel tubes
1416 E. Peyton—Metallic bedsteads
H37G. T. Bousfield—Looms
1438 A. M. Clark—Cigars

E Dated M*t 19th, 1870.

1439 J. Steart—Cleansing ships' bottoms
1440 J. Diggle and H. Booth—Looms
1441 B.C. Muzzall—School furniture
1442 S. Baerlein—Doubling cotion
1443 J. and J. Smithers—Woven fabrics
1444 W. E. Gedge—Steam engines
1445 G. Zanni—Telegraphic apparatus
1446 J. A. and J. Hopkinson—Regulating the supply
of air to furnaces

1447 R. Oxland—Sulphuric acid
1448 G. W. Rendel—Cartridges
1449 R. Pitt—Valves
1450 J. Schloss—Purse'fastenings
1451 W. R. Lake—Machines for lapping cottoa
1452 J. Baird—Treating oi*s

1453 W. L. Mitchell—Looms
1454 J. P. Blake—Rolling wire
1455 J. Breeden—Pumps
1456 A. M. Clark— Production of gases for heating
and lighting

1457 M. Giraud—Tilling land
1458 J. H.Johnson—Preserving butter

Dated May 20th, 1870.

1459 G. H. M. Hardingham—Tobacco pipes
1460 A. Taylor—Rocket projectiles
1461 T. Hodson—Piled fabrics

1462 T. J. Smith—Diminishing the friction of axles
1463 J. J. Denoual—Enveloping liquids

1464 D. C. Lowber—Securing bale of goods
1465 W. Barwell and G. B, Smith—Securing the
nuts of screw bolts

1466 H. Osierkamp—Rock drill

1467 A M Silber and P. White—Lighting
1468 G. Fischer—Steam boiler firing with complete
smoke combustion

Dated May 21st, 1870.

1469 R.'Harte—Aerial locomotion
1470 J A. R. van den Bergh—Sea mesengerfor
receiving papers.

1471 G. Simpson—Arrangements for cutting or

getting stone
1472 T. H. Lloyd—Regulating the supply of steam
and water

1474 P. and T. W. Webley—Breech loading fire-

arms
1475 E. E. Allen—Tramways and in engines used
thereon

1476 F. J. Tellier—String
1477 H. Hind and G. Wells—Sleam and other

values
1478 B. Peruwne—Machinery for cutting turnips

ami other roots

1479 F. Milnes—Healthily exeercisiog the human
frame



GREAT MEDAL, 1851

PREMIUMS and AWARDS given to

Mr. THOMAS DUNN, CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, MANCHESTER,
For Inventions and Excellency in Materials and Workmanship

For MACHINERY and APPLIANCES used in RAILWAYS and PUBLIC WORKS generally.

SPECIAL GOODS IMPROVED AND PATENTED BY THOMAS DUNN.
RAILWAY LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE, without oscillation, for High-speed and
Small Gauge linos.

RAILWAY DOUBLE-SAFETY AXLES and Compressed Wood Wheels, for
v.-ry high speeds, and cold, frosty, or extremely hot climates.

RAILWAY TRAVERSERS.—Several Patents combined, worked bv hand or
steam power.

RAILWAY CROSSINGS, which firmly secure the CROSS ROADS for doIMPROVED BALANCE TURNTABLES for ENGINES, and with roofs over
for repairs or Engine Stables.

STEADY TURN CABLES for MAIN LINE TRAFFIC, and also for CANNONS
and MORTARS fired from.

WROUGHT I KO.V TURNTABLES, for Export, Ac, easily fitted and fixed
PLATELAYERS' COMPANION (Portable Workshop), with Smiths' Forge
Punch, Circular Saw, dtc, <fec.

6^

LATTICE BRIDGE WORK (Strain taken off Rivets); also IMPROVED IRONAND STEEL PLATE BRIDGES.
CORNISH BOILERS (less in <-ost, carriage, and fuel, and not so liable to

explosion).

DITTO, OLD ONES, or those in use easily altered and improved, or taken
in exchange.

MARINE ditto, to work when the ship is half filled with water, or in great
distress.

VERTICAL and other Portable Lm.l Boilers, Tanks, Roofs, fto.EMIGRANTS - HOUSES, Iron, Zino, Waterproof, ift, Imitation of Bricks
. Tiles, Ac.

DOUBLE LATHES and other TOOLS (with four or more Cutters, worked
.simultaneously, for saving labour).

Chief Offices, 50, WITHINGTON STREET, WINDSOR BRIDGE.

*** The whole Interest in the above Patents has been recently valued at £9,000
one half will be disposed of to a Manufacturing Company, either British or

Foreign, where the Goods can be made,—or by any other arrangement that

may be agreed upon.

Nine-tenths of the Amount may remain at Interest, or be exchanged for paid up
Shares in such Company.

NB:—Three-fourths of these Patents produced business that yielded, for several years,

a turn-over averaging £30,000 per annum, at a clear profit of £3,000 a year,

independently of interest of capital and all other expenses.

Principals will please communicate with the Proprietor, Mr. Thomas Dunn,
M.E. C.E., &c, Manchester, England.

JV- IJ -
— The following Goods, which I also supply, are highly recommended

.

v Kothwell Jackson's Holler] Tyres.

Ditto Wheels, all sizes and Pitch.
Kirkstall I oiled Yorkshire Tyres.

Ditto Double-acting Steam Hummers.
Woodward's Steam Cupolas and Water Motors.
.Maurice's Patent Smoke Purifier.

Metal Rod and liar Testing Machines.
Chain Cable Testing Machines.

Locomotive Engines, several of best makes.
Carriagi ,

V, ,w\ Boiling Stock.

Steel Kails, Cro . and Poii

Kail Bar and Bri I fall sections).

Steel Soiled and B< ol T-.
i

Pile Engim s, Crai . & c.

Contractor's and Ordinary Wheels and \

Si. am I'm.., and tnji • , I

3

&c.

Bernard [sangk's Patent Indicator for Steam and other »

King's Improved Machinery and IV

Railway ,. Warel in

Your mo

T. DUNN



This Circular is addressed to all Persons interested

in Railway Property.

TO ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS, LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE, CARRIAGE, AND

WAGGON BUILDERS, &c.

It has been remarked by many Kailway promoters, and practical financiers, that the

more economy is observed and effected, the more prosperous and progressive Eailways and

their tributaries will become.

The Author begs to submit two of his plans for avoiding Oscillation, now very

detrimental to Boiling Stock and Permanent Way.

Fif. 1 is a diagram showing the usual plan of Engine, with a cylinder placed on each side of the centre line

;

steam being applied behind one piston and in front of the other, the pressure of which is indicated by the arrows

A and B, and which evidently throws the engine with equal force in the direction of the arrows D D. The

weight of the engine, and the cone of the wheels, take off some of the shock, but not always sufficient to prevent

the flange of the wheel striking the rail with violence, and vice versa when the steam is admitted on the opposite

side of the pistons. This causes a continuous oscillation the whole journey throughout the full length of the

train, producing very heavy wear and tear, and sometimes throwing the engine and carriages off the line.

Fig. 2 is a diagram of one of my improved Engines, showing three cylinders. The centre one is of the

usual size, and the two outer ones are each half the area of the centre one, and act together at right angles, or

nearly so, with the main central crank. The steam, being applied in the direction of the arrows A and B B,

it is evident that there is no side throw, or oscillation caused, whatever way the steam may be acting, or in

reversing.

Fig. 3 is a diagram of another of my improved Engines, showing two steam cylinders, one opposite the

other, on the centre line. This arrangement also causes no side thrust, or oscillation, which ever way the steam

may be acting on the pistons. These cylinders may also be placed over each other to work from one end of

the engine, and for greater convenience of coupling the wheels. Central coupling cranks are also used, which

are not shown in these diagrams, and many other arrangements which will be found in my Patent, of the

27th of October, 1869, No. 3108.

Your very faithful and obedient Servant,

P.S. Any further information, supplied on application,

either personally or by letter.

SO, Withington Street, Pendleton,

Jicmch ester.



Fig. i.

General mode of placing Cylinders of Locomotive Engines.

Fig 2.

DUNNS PATENT PLANS AVOIDING OSCILLATION

X :

r'g 3

These Improvements are particularly adapted to Narrow Gauge Railways, and Engii.es

of High Velocities on Wide Gauges.
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STEAM LAUNCH FITTED WITH CRICHTON'S SURFACE
CONDENSERS.

(Illustrated by Plate 362).

In The AitTizAN of last May, there was given a description, accompanied
by a plate (360), of a simple method of condensing steam adapted for steam
yachts and other small steam vessels fitted with high pressure engines.
The advantages resulting from condensing the steam and returning pure
water to the boiler, instead of blowing it up the funnel were there pointed
oat; moreover, they arc so generally acknowledged, that we need not
further enlarge upon them. In order, however, to give our readers a
choice of methods by which this desirable result may be obtained, we now
illustrate, in Plate 362, a very convenient arrangement that has been in-

vented by Mr. Alexander Crichton, engineer to the Cork Steam Ship Com-
pany, and applied to two launches, viz. : one attached to H.M.S. Lord
Clyde, and the other to H.M.S. Cambridge.

The arrangement illustrated in Plate 360 was intended simply to con-
dense the steam, and return the pure water so obtained into the boiler, for
which purposes it is admirably adapted, but without any attempt at form-
ing a vacuum. In the plan now illustrated by Plate 362, not only are these
advantages obtained, but in addition a very fair vacuum is kept up, thus
forming a complete condensing engine out of one originally intended to
work non-condensing. In Plate 362, Fig. 1 is an elevation, Fig. 2 a plan,
and Fig. 3 a transverse section on the line A B, of Mr. Crichton's arrange-
ment, as applied to the steam launches attached to H.M.S.'s Lard Clyde
and Cambridge. It consists in the exhaust pipes from the engines, which
formerly discharged into the funnel, being now turned downwards, when
passing out through the bottom of the boat, they are then carried forward

small air pumps, which are worked by eccentrics off tho screw shafts, the
boats being fitted with two pairs of engines and twin screws. The air
pumps discharge into a small vessel or hot well, to which the suction pipes
of the feed pumps are attached.

By means of this simple arrangement, a vacuum of 24in. or of 121bs. per
square inch is obtained when working with 701bs. steam in the boiler.

Previous to the application of the condensing apparatus it was necessary
to carry a supply of fresh water in tanks on board the boats, for feeding
the boiler when working in salt water. The weight of tanks and water
carried for this purpose, but now removed being no longer required, is 1
ton 19 cwt., and the space occupied in each boat was about 40 cubic feet.

The total weight of the condensing apparatus is under 4 cwt., and it occu-
pies no appreciable room in the beat.

alongside the keel, the length of 14ft. Then afterwards returning a dh>
tance of 16ft., they reenter the boat, and are connected to the bottoms of

In boats fitted with only one pair of enoinea and a single screw, the
condensing apparatus is much simplified, as the two exhaust pipe, meet
intooncins.de the boat, which passing through Che bottom, runs along
one aide of the keel and then passes through it. and up along the other
side, when it re-enters the boat and is connected to a tingle ill pump.

WehaveaLready.inafbrmerarticlourion the abjeot, pointed out most of
the advantages resulting from condensation, such as obtaining regain
feed with clean water, and preventing the unpleasant

i , ,i bv the
escape of the steam up the fennel, [n the i lass of boats no* under* <-,.„-

sideration, however.it hi obvious thai tho noise from l]..- (rasts Steam is
not only a nuisance, but is absolute!* lata! objection to their emplovment
for many purpose for whirl, that would otherwise be of the utmost value.
That, nothing ooald be more useful than a fast, handy lilt I. steam launch
for reconnoitring purposes, or for secret service, If the Hgh< of t|„. „.,,,,.

steam by day, or its sound by night, did not betray its presence It i,

19
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obvious, therefore, that for use in H.M.'s Navy, the adoption of an effectual

system of condensation is not only desirable, but absolutely imperative.

In order to give our readers some idea of the working of this system of

condensation, we now give a drawing of a pair of indicator diagrams taken

from the steam launch attached to H.M.S. Lord Clyde. Figs. 1 and 2

were taken from the port and starboard engines respectively when non-con-

densing, while Figs. 3 and 4 were taken from each engine when condensing.

At the time when the two first diagrams Figs. 1 and 2 were taken, the

pistons travelled 3fin. before the steam was cut off, the length of stroke

being 6in., but when the diagrams Figs. 3 and 4 were taken, the steam

was cut off when the pistons had only travelled 2|in. Now, as the mean

pressure is rather greater when condensing, it is evident that there must

be a considerable saving of fuel effected thereby. We understand that Mr.

Crichton was anxious to have had some further trials to ascertain the

actual amount of saving thus effected, but the authorities at the Admiralty

expressed themselves as sufficiently satisfied, and declined to make any

further trials.

ON THE THERMAL ENERGY OF MOLECULAR VORTICES.

By W. J. Macquorn Raneine, C.E., LL.D., F.R.SS.L. &E., &c.

1. Object op this Paper.—In a paper " On the Mechanical Action of

Heat," which I sent to the Royal Society of Edinburgh in'December, 1849,

and which was read in February, 1850, it was shown that if sensible or

thermometric heat consists in the motion of molecular vortices supposed to

be arranged in a particular way, and combined in a particular way with
oscillatory movements, the principles of thermodynamics and various rela-

tions between heat and elasticity are arrived at by applying the laws of dy-

namics to that hypothesis. The object of the present paper is to show how
the general equation of thermodynamics and other propositions are deduced
from the hypothesis of molecular vortices, when freed from all special sup-

positions as to the figure and arrangement of tho vortices and the proper-

ties of the matter that moves in them, and reduced to the following form :

—

That thermometric heat consists in a motion of the particles of bodies in

circulating streams with a velocity either constant or fluctuating periodi-

cally. This, of course, implies that the forces acting amongst those parti-

cles are capable of transmitting that motion.

2. Steady and Periodical Component Motions.—A vortex, in the

most general sense of the word, is a stream or current which circulates

within a limited space. Conceive a closed vessel of any figure and volume to

be filled with vortices or circulating streams, the mean velocity of circula-

tion in each such stream being the same, and let the velocities of the moving
particles be either constant or periodic. How complex soever those mo-

tions may be, they may be resolved into the following component motions

—amotion of steady circulation with the uniform velocity already men-
tioned as the mean velocity, and a motion consisting in periodical fluctua-

tions of velocity. Those two component motions may be called respectively

the steady circulation and the disturbance.

3. Mean Pressure due to Centrifugal Force.—Let an elementary

circulating stream—that is, a circulating stream of indefinitely small sec-

tional area—be supposed to flow round and round in an endless tube with

the uniform velocity w; let p denote the density of the stream, d <r the

sectional area. Consider two cross sections of the stream at which the

directions of motion of the particles are contrary, and consider what re-

sultant forces are exerted by the stream on the two parts into which those

two cross sections divide the tube. The mass of matter which flows through
each cross section of the tube in a unit of time is

p iv d a,

and in each unit of time a mass of matter of that amount has its velocity

reversed. The force required in order to produce that reversal of velocity

is of the following amount in absolute units,

2 p w2 d <r,

and such is the amount of each of the pair of inward pressures which the
tube exerts on the stream, and of each of the pair of equal and oppositfi

outward pressures exerted by the stream on the tube, finding to pull it

to pieces. It may be called the centrifugal tension of an elementary
stream.

The velocity of the particles flowing in the stream may undergo periodi-

cal fluctuations, positive and negative alternately; these will cause pe-
riodical variations in the centrifugal tension, but the mean value of that

tension will continue to be that given by the formula.

The mean intensity of the centrifugal tension, in a direction tangential

to the stream, is found by dividing the amount given by the preceding
expression by the collective area, 2, d <r, of the two cross sections, giving

the following result

—

p to2 .

Suppose now that the stream is cut by an oblique sectional plane, making
the angle d with a transverse section. Then the area of that oblique sec-

tion is greater than that of a transverse section in the ratio of 1 : cos 6

;

and the amount of the component tension in a direction normal to the

oblique section is less than that of the total centrifugal tension in the ratio

of cos 6:1; whence it follows that the mean intensity of the component
centrifugal tension in a direction making an angle 6 with a tangent to the

stream is

p to2 cos2 6.

Next, suppose a vessel of any invariable volume and figure to be filled

with vortices or circulating streams, the velocity of steady circulation being

w, and the mean density p. The centrifugal force will cause a pressure to

be exerted in all directions against the inside of the vessel. To determine

the mean intensity of that pressure irrespectively of periodical variations,

conceive the contents of the vessel to be divided into two parts by an ima-

ginary plane, and consider what will be the mean intensity of the force

with which the circulating streams tend to drive asunder the portions of

matter at the two sides of that plane. The plane will cut the streams that

flow across it, some normally, others obliquely ; and the tangents to those

streams will have all possible directions relatively to a normal to the plane,

subject to the condition, in the case of isotropic action, that the mean
value of cos2 8 must be the same for all positions of the plane. But the

sum of the mean values of cos2 6 for three planes at right angles to each

other must be = 1; therefore the mean value of cos2 is = — and, finally,
o

the mean intensity of the centrifugal pressure is given in absolute units

per unit of area by the equation

p w2

3
P- (1)

4. Energy of Steady Circulation compared with Centrifugal
Pressure.—The actual energy of the steady circulation in a unit of volume

is expressed in absolute units of work as follows :

—

_P^! to)
2 v '

which, being compared with equation (1), gives the following result :

—

p to2 2 f w2

P=
3
=

3
—

;

that is to say, the intensity of the centrifugal pressure on the unit of area

is two-thirds of the energy of the steady circulation in a unit of volume.

This is one of the propositions of the Paper of 1849-50, p. 151, eq. v. ; but

it is now show-n to be true, not merely, as in the former paper, for mole-

cular vortices arranged in a particular way, but for molecular vortices ar-

ranged in any way whatsoever, provided their action is isotropic and their

mean velocity uniform.

(3)
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A similar proposition has been proved by AYaterston, Clausius, Clerk

Maxwell, and others, for the pressure produced by the impulse of small

particles flying about in all directions within a closed vessel and rebound-

ing from its sidi a.

5. Yop.Ticrs with Heteeoteopic Action.—It is conceivable that, in

solid bodies, molecular vortices may be so arranged as to produce centrifugal

pressures of different intensities in different directions. In such cases it is

to be recollected that the sura of the mean values of cos2 for the obliqui-

ties of any set of lines to any three plates at right angles to each other

is = 1 ; whence it follows that ifp', p", p'" be the mean intensities of the

centrifugal pressures in any three orthogonal directions, we have

p' + p" + p'" = p w- ; (4)

that is to say, the sum of the mean intensities of the three centrifugal pres-

sures in any three orthogonal directions is equal to twice the energy of the

steady circulation in a unit of volume. This proposition was not in the

Paper of 1849-50, which was confined to an isotropic arrangement of

vorti ces.

6. Enebgy of the Pebiodical Distfeeances.—In the Paper of

1849-50, p. 152, eq. x., the energy of the periodical disturbances was taken
into account by multiplying the energy of the steady circulation by a factor

Jc greater than unity, thus giving for the total energy in a unit of volume
the following expression,

p v- k p w" m

2
=

2
'

in which e- denotes the mean of the squares of the resultant velocities of

the particles with their combined motions. The values of the factor Jc,

being the ratio which the total energy of the molecular motions bears to

the energy of the steady circulation, are to be deduced in each case from
the results of experiments on specific heat.

Thus the energy of the disturbances in a unit of volume is expressed by,

(* - 1) | (* - 1) P (5)

It may now be observed in addition that the energy of the disturbances

may, and indeed must, be at times partly potential as well as actual— in

other words, partly due to displacement as well as to fluctuation of velocity.

Let + u be the greatest fluctuation of velocity; then a particle of the

mass unity has the energy — due to that fluctuation, in addition to the

energy due to the steady circulation. It is only at the instants of greatest

disturbance of velocity that the energy is all actual; at every other instant

the energy i-> partly potential. Hence v" = Jc tv- may be taken to denote,

not the square of an actual velocity common to all the particles, but the

value to which the square of the velocity of the particles, would rise if all the
energy of the disturbances, actual and potential, were expended in increasing

the velocity of steady circulation.

7. Total K.veeoy of Theemal Motions.—The total energy of the

motion compounded of steady circulation and periodical disturbances, in a
unit of volume, is expressed, as in the Paper of 1849-50, by the following

equation, which also shows its relation to the centrifugal pressure,

Jc P to- Sk
(fi)

in which (to recapitulate the notation) p is the mean density, to the velocity

of steady circulation ; the centrifugal pressure p is expressed in absolute
units of force on the unit of area ; and the proportion k, in which the total

energy of thermal motions exceeds the energy of steady circulation, is a
quantity whose values and laws are left to be deduced from the results of
experiment.

fi. I);;i i. i:\iin-ation OF C'ENTIUFtTOAL Pressures.—Tho external pres-

sure exerted by any substance, as we Bod it in Nature, is a complex quail-
ing compounded of the centrifugal pressure already mentioned, and

of forces which may he classed together under the name of cohesion. To
enabl uponente of the.total pressure from each
other, we have the principle that the centrifugal pressure varies as the density
simply ; whereas pressure or tension, or stress (to nee a general term),
•rising from cohesive forces, must vary as some function of the density,

of a higher order than the lir.t power.
The perfectly ga is an ideal state is which the substance exerts

DOexternal cept thai which varies as the density simply—that
Is, centrifugal pressure, it is impossible to obtain a substance absolutely
in the state of perfect gsaj but the cohesive stress diminishes with in*

crease of temperatnre and diminution of density in such a manner that it

• 11 known, to obtain substances approaching very nearly
to the perfectly gaseous state, such as atmospheric an- ami various other

and the actual p I such nearly perfect gases may b

either as approximate values of the preasuree iu the ideal state of perfect

i lor calculating the latter kind of pressures by the method ol

We thus have the means of determining, to a close approximation,

the centrifugal pressure of a given substance at a given temperature and
density; the well-known formula being

(7)
P = PO T

P Pi) ' To

in which t is the absolute temperature of melting ice, t the actual absolute

temperature, and ^- the value of the quotient -&— at the temperature of

inching ice, for the particular substance in question.

9. Tempeeatttbe and Specific Heat.—It is shown in the Paper of
1849-50 that temperature, according to the hypothesis of molecular- vor-

tices, is a function of the quotient found by dividing the energy of the
steady circulation in a unit of mass by a constant depending on the nature
of the substance, which constant may be defined as the value which the
energy of steady circulation in a unit of mass of the given substance assumes
at a standard temperature, such as that of melting ice. The energy of
the steady circulation in a unit of mass is

to- _ _3_ p

.

2 2 ' p'

whence it appears that the principle stated as to absolute temperature is

expressed by equation (7), already given. The total energy of the thermal

motion in a unit of mass is expressed by dividing equation (6) by the density

p; hence that quantity of energy (denoted for shortness by Q) is given iu

terms of the absolute temperature by the following equation :

—

O - l' w ~ = AJi I- = ILL £!L J_ ,W
2 2 '

f 3 " p»
* t„

The real specific heat of a substance, as defined iu the previous paper,

when expressed in units of work per degree, is

dQ __ 3 k p„ 3p T ,1 k

dr 2f>o To 2f T " dr
Jc 0)

in which c is the real specific heat in terms of the minimum specific heat of

liquid water, and J Joule's equivalent, or the dynamical value of the ordi-

nary thermal unit.

There is one part of the specific heat which is necessarily constant for a

<nven substance in all conditions ; and that is the part which expresses the

rate of increase with the temperature of the energy of the steady circula-

tion alone in a unit of mass, viz.,

(10)
d I Q\ _ w* = 3 j> =

d r\ k) 2gr 2p T ipo Id t \ k J 2 g t 2 p t 2 po T(l

The part of the specific heat which depends on periodical disturbanc s

is expressed as follows :

—

- 1)Q7_ 3 (k - 1) pd Uk- DQ) =
rfrl k i 2 Pi,

t

;

Pfl T

i pa T

•lk

,/T
(ID

It is only by experiment that it can be ascertained whether this part of

the specific heat is constant or variable. Experiment has proved that it is

constant for the perfectly gaseous state, and nearly, if not exactly, con-

stant for other conditions, but that its values for the same substance in the

solid, liquid, and gaseous conditions are often different.*

The apparent specific heat contains other terms, depending on the ex-

penditure of energy in performing external and internal work, according to

principles of thermodynamics which are now well known.

10. Examples of the Proportion in weicb ran Tp5 LX Em boy of

the Theemal Motions biceebh thi: Enbeqv op 1KB Stbadi t'meii a-

TI0N _
t„ the perfectly gaseous state, the co-efficient given in equation

(9) is the specific heat at coustant volume; and as that quantity is known

to be constant at all temperatures, the second term of the right-hand side

of the equation disappears, audit is reduced simply to the following,

3k P0 0-2).1 m
2 I';

The specific heat, in dynamical units per degree, of a perfect gas under

constant pressure, is expressed as follows :—

1

:

\) (13)

I'm »0 \ fl /
J (/ = J C +

Plt
TU

and the ratio in which the loiter kh Indent Is gseater than the former

therefore

1 +
;ia

whence we have the following formula for deducing the proportion*,

~
According; to the nomsnoUturo usod bj Cls

npplu-.l t.. thai part onlj ol the !"• heal «lii.;h

lubttancc In all conditions. II ml" ''"'"'

....,,., qoatt '

i
uat '"" (U)woeJ4heconilte«usipsri

of tie best.
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by the total energy of the thermal motions to the energy of tbe steady cir-

culation, from the ratio, — as determined by experiment,

'(-->)
(15)

This method is applicable only to substances that are nearly in the per-

fectly gaseous state.

There is another method, applicable to the same class of substances,

which is expressed as follows:

—

_ 2 Pq tu J e
(16)

This second method may be applied to liquids and solids also, under the

following conditions. The quantity

Vo

Po To

is to be calculated as for the perfectly gaseous state, and the specific heat c

must be nearly constant.

The ratio which the energy of periodical disturbances in a unit of volume

bears to the centrifugal pressure may be interesting in connection with

hypothetical views ofthe constitution of matter. It is expressed as follows :—

3 (fc - 1) (17)

The following are some examples of the results of calculations by for-

mula? (15) and (17) :

3
Substance. -i_ h -(*-D

1-634 0951
1-630 0-945

1-667 1-000

1-614. 0-921

2-242 1-863

Atmospheric Air 1-408

Nitrogen 1-409

Oxygen 1*400

Hydrogen 1*413

Steam Gas 1297

11. Genebal Equation of Thebmodtnahics.—In the Paper of 1849-

50, pages 158-164, the general equation of thermodynamics (equation 6 of

that paper, p. 161) is deduced from the hypothesis of molecular vortices,

on the supposition of a special form and arrangement ot the vortices. Iu

a subsequent paper, " On the Centrifugal Theory of Elasticity," read to

the Eoyal Society of Edinburgh in December, 1851 (Transactions, vol. xx.

pp. 433-36), the same general equation (being equation 25 of the latter

paper, p. 436) is deduced from the hypothesis of molecular vortices, without

any special supposition as to the form and arrangement of the vortices, but

with certain assumptions as to the laws of the elasticity of the matter which

moves in them. In a Paper read to the British Association in 1865, and
published in the Philosophical Magazine for October of that year, a fur-

ther generalisation is effected ; and it is shown that the general equation

of thermodynamics follows from the supposition that sensible heat consists

in any kind of steady molecular motion within limited spaces, without any
assumption either as to the figures of vortices, or as to the special proper-

ties of the matter that moves in them. The object of this section of the

present paper is to show how the same general equation is deducible from

the hypothesis of molecular vortices, as stated at the commencement of the

paper—that is, freed from all special suppositions except that of a steady

circulation, combined with periodical disturbances of speed, whose energy
may bear any proportion, constant or variable, to that of the steady cir-

culation.

The forces by which an elementary circulating stream, whether flowing
with a steady or with a fluctuating speed, is kept in a given state of motion
and of a definite figure and dimensions, are equivalent in their action to a
tension exerted at each cross section of the stream of an amount which,

at a given cross section and at a given instant, is expressed in absolute

units of force by the product of the mass which flows along the stream in

a second into the velocity of flow at that cross section and instant. The
mean value of the tension is the product of the same mass into the mean
velocity—that is, into the velocity of steady circulation. Hence the mean
centrifugal tension, as this force may be called, is proportional to the
square of the velocity of steady circulation, and therefore to the absolute
temperature ; and the work done by the forces to which the virtual tension
is equivalent, during a change of the figure and dimensions of all the
elementary circulating streams in a given body, may therefore be expressed
by multiplying the absolute temperature by the change in the value of a
function, to be afterwards determined, of the dimensions, figure, and tem-
perature. If to that function be added a function which is the integral
of the increment of the energy of steady circulation divided by the abso-
lute temperature, the sum is what I have elsewhere called the thermody-
namic function. Let it be denoted by tf>, and let d Q denote the quantity
of energy which must be communicated to the body in order to produce

the increment d . <f> in the thermodynamic function at the mean absolute

temperature t ; then we have

dQ = T<Z.4>; (18)

and this, when the proper vaiue has been assigned to the theremodynamic

function, is the general equation of thermodynamics. The process of

finding the value of the thermodynamic function is well known, but a

summary of it will be given here for the sake of completeness :

—

Let dx, dy, dz, &c, denote changes in the dimensions of unity of mass

of the body, of the nature of strain, such as dilatations and distortions ;

and let X, Y, Z, &c, denote the forces, of the nature of elastic stress,

which the body exerts in the respective directions of such changes, so that

while the thermodynamic function undergoes the change d <p the external

work done by unity of mass of the body is

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz + &c.

Then, by the principle of the conservation of energv, it is necessary that

the following expression should be a complete differential,

rd<p — ~Kdx — &c.

;

whence it follows that thermodynamic function <P is the integral of the

following set of partial differential equations,

<^> = iX. d$ = dY . dj> = dZ
&c .

dx dr ' dy dr dz &i

that is to say, the thermodynamic function has the following value,

<p = <P(r) +/"4X dx + f~? <% + &c ->J dr J dr

in which all the integral parts are taken at constant temperature.

For a perfect gas at constant volume we have d Q = J c dr, in which J c

is the dynamical value of the specific heat of the gas at constant volume ;

and consequently i|/ (t) = J c hyp. log r ; and the same is the value for

any substance which, at the temperature r is capable of approaching in-

definitely near to the perfectly gaseous condition. There is some reason for

believing that all substances may have that property ; but to provide for

the possibility, pointed out by Clausius (Poggendorff's "Annalen," vol.

xcvi., p. 73), of the existence of substances which at certain temperatures

are incapable of approaching indefinitely near to the perfectly gaseous

condition, we may make (as that author does)

i|i(t)=Jc hyp. log. t-x (t),

where % (t) is a function of the temperature, which becomes = at all

temperatures at which an indefinitely close approximation to the perfectly

gaseous states is possible—thus giving for the complete value of the ther-

modynamic function,

<t>
= Jchyp. logT + XT+Z -j- dx + J —dy +- &c (19)

That expression may be abbreviated as follows :—Let U be the potential

energy of the elastic stress of unity of mass of the body at constant tem-
perature; then

dU
* = J c hyp. log t + x (T)

di
' (20

and the corresponding form of the general equation of thermodynamics is

as follows :

—

dQ \Je + tx 1 (t) }dr + rd.
dU
dn

' (21)

12. Conclusion.—In conclusion, then, it appears that the special suppo-

sitious, as to matters of detail, introduced into the hypothesis of molecular

vortices in the paper of 1849-50 are not essential to the deduction from
that hypothesis of the principles of thermodynamics, but that such matters

of detail may be left open to be determined by future investigations.

PATENT LAW.

The Bovill Litigation.

{Continued from<page 128.)

Bovill v. Cowan was argued before the Lord Chancellor, Lord Cairns, in

June, 1868, His Lordship, on the 15th July, read the following judg-
ment :

—

" The Lord Chancellor : This is an appeal from a decree of the Master

of the Bolls, dated the 30th July, 1867, by which his Lordship restrained,

in the usual way, the defendants from infringing the patent of the plain-

tiff, and directed an account and inquiry, on the footing of an infringe-

ment.
" The patent relates to the manufacture of wheat and grain into meal

and flour. It is dated in 1849, and prolonged for a term of five years in

1863 ; and it has during its existence been the subject of much and com-
plicated litigation. The details of the various stages and forms of this

litigation were, in tbe argument before me, elaborately commented on ; but I

prefer, in the first place, to endeavour to ascertain from the specification

itself, read with the light derived from a consideration of the manufacture
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at the time, what is the precise nature of the invention claimed hy the

plaintiff. When this is done all questions as to the novelty of the inven-

tion, and as to the infringement of it hy the defendants, will, in my opinion,

he easily answered.
" Originally mill-stones were arranged either without any case or cover-

ing, or with a case or covering so constructed as to offer no obstacle to ex-

ternal air communicating freely round every part of the mill-stones, without

any current or draught of air heing produced down the eye or centre of

the upper stone. Mill-stones worked in this way may be said to be worked

without wind.

'•When the mill-stones came to be enclosed in a case, the eye of the

upper or running mill-stone being left open, and a further enclosure car-

ried aver the shoulder of the running stone excluding the external air in

that direction, the centrifugal action of the running stone serrated on its

face with grooves or furrows, produced a strong suction, or down draught

of air through the eye of the stone, the result of uhich was that there

passed to the outer edge, or periphery of the stones, along with the meal, a

large quantity of air—the accumulations of which lodged in a warm and

moist state round the outer edge of the stones, interfering with the free

delivery of the meal and also causing it to be delivered in a heated and

clammy condition.
'' In 1846 the plaintiff took out a patent for a process in which the eye

of the running stone was closed, and a blast of air introduced above the

pressure of ths atmosphere, at or near the centre of the stone. The object

of this was to ventilate the stones and to drive out hy means of the pres-

sure of the air, the meal from between the grinding surfaces. It is obvious

that one result of this superadded blast would be to increase the accumula-

tion of air round the stones in the mill case.

" In the same year, 1846, one Newton took out a patent for a process by

which he enclosed the stones, cutting them off from any connection with

the external air, and making the case air-tight, except as to air entering

the eye along with the grain. He then produced in the case a vacuum or

exhaust, delivering the meal by the air-pump or exhausting machine, mixed

with a great volume of air.

" Before 1849 there may therefore be said to have been, at different times,

four modes of working. First, open working, without wind. Second, en-

closed working, with an open eye, and with such blast as the fan-like action

of the stones would, under such circumstances, produce. Third, working

in an enclosed case, with the closed eye and with superadded blast, specially

introduced near the eye. Fourth, working in an air-tight case, with an

exhaust sucking in the air along with the grain, drawing it between the

stones and delivering the air and meal by means of the exhaust pump.

"The first of these methods of working was, as I have said, without

wind. In the other three there was the ingredient of a blast, though the

blast was produced in different ways, and different degrees.
" There is no doubt now, as to what was the cause of the imperfection

in these three different modes of working with the blast. The bla<t accu-

mulated or condensed the air round the stones ; the accumulated air was,

or became hot and clammy; it prevented the free delivery of the meal, and

it injured its quality ; it filled the mill with stive kept in suspense, and

this also affected the health of persons engaged in the work. The plaintiff

gays that he observed these imperfections in the working, and devised a

remedy for them. He says his remedy was to apply an exhaust just ade-

quate to suck away the accumulation, which he terms the plenum of hot

air, carrying away with it and utilising the stive, leaving the meal to de-

scend through the meal spout, cool and free from clamminess, and leaving

the air cf the mill case ot the same density as the external air.

"That such an invention would, at the date of his patent have been

useful is not disputed. The question is, 'Does his specification describe

this invention ?
'

" The argument of the defendants is that the plaintiff has claimed as

his invention the exhausting the plenum, when, and only when this is
]

done in combination with a superadded blast, artificially created ah extra
\

and introduced into the stones, and the defendants allege that they UK
their exhaust without any such superadded blast. The plaintiff contends

j

in substance that, wherever a plenum or accumulation is created, there

must have been a blast to create it; and that his patent, even if viewed as
|

a combination, applies wherever there is a blast of any kind creating a
|

plenum. lint, hfl contends further that the exhausting the plenum is of

itself the new and important pari of his invention—that his patent applies

wherever there is a plenum to be exhausted—and that the reference in the

specification to B blast, as combined with this exhaust, would not justify the

defendants in nsing the cxhanst alone.

"As the specification now stands it is the second part of the invention

which is material. That is described thus: 'Hy invention i

secondly in exhausting the air from the cases of mill-stones combined with

the application of a blast to tin- grinding surfaces.' Then, further <n:—
' In carrying out the second part dmy invention when working mill-stones

with a blast of air I introduce B pipe to the mill-stone ease from a

fan or other exhausting machine, so as to carry off all the warm dusty air

blown through between the stones to a chamber as hereinafter described,
by which the dust in the mill is avoided, and the grinding improved ; and
this part of my invention relates only to sucking away the plenum of
dusty air forced through the stones and not to employing a sufficient ex-
hausting power to induce a current of air between the mill-stones without
a blast, this having before been practise! as above mentioned.' Then in the
claiming part it states : The invention consists ' secondly in exhausting
the dusty air, when the same has been blown through the grinding sur-
faces of the mill-stones, from the stone cases or chambers receiving the
meal, as herein described.'

" It is to be observed that the introductory words in these sentences
spoke of exhausting the air, combined with the application of a blast to
the grinding surfaces. But I cannot read these words as meaning that a
blast and exhaust were to bo combiued for the purpose of producing by
their combined action the greatest possible amount of current through the
mill-stones. That would simply have been to use together, for the same
end, two processes which had failed when used separately ; and had failed,

not from any want of power in the blast, or in the exhaust, for mechanically
speaking, a blast could easily have been made as powerful as, or much
more powerful than, could possibly be required. I rather view the words
as indicating in general terms that the invention is to be applied to exhaust
the air from tho mill-stone cases where air has been introduced in too
great quantities by, and is thus to be used in combination with, that is to
remove the injurious effects of, a blast. The second clause of the specifi-

cation commences thus :
' In carrying out the second part of my invention

when working mill-stones with a blast of air.' No particular kind of blast

is here mentioned, nor is any distinction made between a blast produced
by some mechanical contrivance outside the stones, and a blast produced
by the fan action of the stones themselves. I understand these words to mean
no more than that the second part of the invention will be applicable only
to mill-stones worked in such a manner as to produce in any way a current
of air resulting in a plenum, or accumulation, as distinguished from mill-

stones worked without producing this accumulation of wind, and that the
invention will be applicable wherever a plenum or accumulation is pro-

duced. The specification then proceeds: 'I introduce a pipe to the mill-

stone case from a fan or other exhausting machine, so as to carry off all

the warm dusty air blown through between the stones to a chamber, as

hereafter described, by which the dust in the mill is avoided and the
grinding improved.' This sentence is, in fact, the key to the interpretation

of this part of the invention. A blast or current of air is desirable for

ventilating the stones and expediting the process of grinding. The blast

may arise from mechanical contrivances outside the mill-stones and tbeir

case, or from the mere rotation of the mill-stones in an enclosed ca3e with
an open eye. But however the blast arises, it has oue inconvenience,

namely, that the air after being blown through between the stones accu-
mulates and forms a plenum round the periphery, filling the mill with stive

or dust, injuring the health of thoso engaged, losing the fine particles of
the Hour, and impeding the continuous delivery from the stones of the
meal, and making it moist and clammy in quality. The plenum or accu-
mulation is to be carried off by an exhaust, and the stive removed to a
separate chamber, where it may be utilised. There is no doubt in this the
combination of blast and exhaust, not because the combination of blast

and exhaust go to make up the invention, but because the invention is in

the nature of an operation or process applied to counteract or remove the
plenum, which itself must necessarily be the result of a blast or current.

" The specification then adds, by way of further explanation, a reitera-

tion of what the invention is, aud a statement of what it does not apply
to :
—

' This part of my invention relates only to sucking away the plenum
of dusty air forced through tho stones.' I understand this to be in the

nature of a caution to the workman that he is so to temper or moderate
his exhausting power as to do no more than draw or suck away the super-

fluous or accumulated air. It continues :
—

' Aud not to employing a suffi-

cient cxhaustiug power to induce a current of air between the mill-stonea

without a blast, this having before been practised as before mentioned.1

This I understand to be another and correlative statement that the urrantion

dues not propose, and the workman is not to set up, that kind of exhaust

which, like Newton's patent of 1846, was made to ploy the pari ofl super-

added blast, not taking off or sucking away the accumulation oi sir blown
tin (nigh the stones, and thus separating tiie warm air from the meul. hut

violently drawing the air and meal together, and delivering both by valves

through the meal .-pout.

"The claim on this score at the end Of the specification It in harmony
with the construction which 1 thus place on the earlier pert,

" It is unnecessary, in this view or the specification, t" refer to the parts

of it struck out by the disclaimer, even assuming that tl' olid

he used to place S oon-tvuetiou 0D the pails (hat remain.

" I lore i*. do dispute that the mi de or pro of grinding which I hfivo

thus described, supplied s want in the manufacture which had long been

felt. There is no dispute that an Improve nl In the manufacture, with

most import mt results in nn BO D ono al point of view , was thus Intri dUOtd
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under and in consequence of the plaintiff's patent. And it is a remarkable

circumstance that no skilled workman, and no scientific or other witness

whatever, is produced in this case to state that he could have any diffi-

culty whatever from the specification in understanding the process which

I think it thus describes, or in adjusting, setting up, or devising machi-

nery, old or new, for the purpose of working the process.

"This construction of the specification is, in my opinion, in accordance

with that which it received from the Court of Queen's Bench in Bovill v.

Keyworth, so long ago as the year 1857, and, since, that time, from the

Master of the Bolls and Vice-Chancellor Wood; and also, so far as the

construction fell to he determined at nisi prius, from Mr. Justice Willes

and Mr. Justice Bvles. And the case of Lister v. Leather, in the Queen's

Bench and Exchequer Chamber, is a strong authority against attributing

—where there is an infringement of a part of an entire process which is

new and material to the whole—any technical or unbending operation to

the term or description of a combination.

" I have next to turn to the question of novelty : The only objections

urged in the present case on the score of want of novelty, are those made

in the affidavit of Mr. Pinchbeck, a consulting engineer, who refers to three

French patents of Vallod, Cartier, and Dainy, published prior to 1849, by

deposit in the British Museum. It is not suggested that any person, either in

this country or elsewhere, was ever led, by reading any of the specifications of

these French patents, to adopt a process the same as the plaintiff's, and all

that Mr. Pinchbeck says of them is, tliat the text and drawings contain

descriptions clear and sufficient for a millwright of ordinary skill to con-

struct and carry into effect apt and proper means for exhausting the stive,

without carrying away the meal, and exhausting the dusty air when the

same has been blown through the grinding surfaces of the mill-stones;

and also for passing the dust or stive through suitable porous fabrics. In

one sense, I have no doubt this is the case ,- I think it very probable that a

skilled workman, if informed of the injurious effect of an unremoved

plenum round the millstones, and desired to remove that plenum by an ex-

haust which would remove it and do nothing more, might use or adjust

the machinery described in these French patents in a way that would

effect that end; but the real question is, do those French patents profess

to set forth as their discovery the removal of the plenum in this sense

;

and do they describe a process designed and fitted on the face of it to

attain this end? I am clearly of opinion they do not. The patent of

Vallod describes a process of cooling and condensation, removing the

aqueous vapour escaping from the flour, and establishing certain contrary

draughts and currents. The object of Damy's patent also is to condense
i the vapours arising in the process of grinding. The patent of Cartier was
not in substance insisted upon in the argument.

I ought to notice that a reference was also made to a French patent of

Cabanes which though not published in this country was said to be a patent

granted in France, for the same invention as the plaintiff's, and it was
alleged that this patent having expired before the plaintiff's renewed
patent of 1863, his renewed patent was void, under clause 25 of the Patent
Law Amendment Act. I was of opinion that there was no evidence before

me as to when the patent of Cabanes had expired. But assuming this ob-

jection to be out of the way, and assuming the construction of the section

in the Patent Law Amendment Act to be as contended for by the defen-

dants, on which latter point I do not think it necessary to express an
opinion, 1 may say that no evidence is produced in the case to show that
any one from the patent of Cabanes could discover the essential point of
the invention of the plaintiff, and I cannot myself, on reading over the
patent of Cabanes discover that he had in his contemplation any object or

process such as, upon construction, I hold to have been the object and pro-
cess described by the plaintiff.

" It remains for me to consider the question of infringement. There
is on this no conflict of evidence. The defendants themselves describe
their machinery in this way, ' The following is an accurate description of
the machinery or apparatus for grinding and of the process of grinding
which was commenced to be used and was used in our aforesaid mills, at
the erection thereof,' that is to say, ' the said twelve pairs of stones were
disposed or placed in a row along one side of the stone floor of our said
mills. Each pair of stones was placed in a mill-stone case. Each mill-
stone case had one or more pipes or tubes inserted therein and ascending
therefrom into a larger trunk running horizontally under the ceiling of the
said stone floor room, and this horizontal trunk was afterwards carried up-
wards into, and terminated in, a wooden stive or dust room, which was
made as nearly as possible impervious to the air. This stive room was
divided into three compartments by placing therein two vertical wooden
partitions. One of these partitions descended from the ceiling nearly to
the floor, but did not quite reach the rloor of the room, and the other parti-
tion ascended from the floor nearly to the ceiling of the room but did not
quite reach the ceiling. From this room an air trunk proceeded, on the
end of which a fan was placed to exhaust the air along this air trunk, aud
from the aforesaid stive room, and from the cases of the mill-stones. The
fan operated to induce a considerable current of air to pass between the

grinding surfaces of the mill-stones. By means of such aforesaid exhaust

the stive or warm dusty air was drawn off from the mill-stone cases, and
the greater part thereof, while traversing the length of the aforesaid

vertical pipes and horizontal air trunk and the several compartments in

the aforesaid stive room, became deposited therein and the remainder was
forced out by the action of the fan through the end of the continuation

(beyond the fan) of the aforesaid trunk into the external atmosphere. No
alterations or alteration whatever have or has ever been made in the said

machinery or apparatus for grinding or process of grinding in use at our
said mills from the time of the erection of such mills down to the present
time.' Further on, when called upon to state the difference between their

process and that of the plaintiff, the defendants say no more than this

:

' We admit and say that we used first and from and ever since the eprn-

pletion of our said mills in the month of June, 1865, as aforesaid, and that
we are using in our said mills in the thirty-fourth paragraph of the bill

mentioned, but not at any other place, the artificial exhaust hereinbefore
in this behalt mentioned, but not any other artificial exhaust, and we say
that such aforesaid artificial exhaust is not the same as, and is Dot only
colourably differing from the exhaust of the plenum mentioned in the
plaintiff's alleged letters patent of 1849, and the specification filed by the
plaintiff thereunder. And we say that the extent and manner in which
the said artificial exhaust so used by us as aforesaid differs from the ex-

haust of the plenum mentioned in the plaintiff's alleged letters patent of
1849, and the said specification thereunder, are manifest and will appear
from a comparison ef such letters patent and specification with the descrip-

tion hereinbefore given by us of the said artificial exhaust so used by us as

aforesaid, and we refer to the said letters patent and specification and des-

cription accordingly, and we cannot further or otherwise set forth such
aforesaid difference.' Then as regards the existence of a bList in their

working, the defendants say :

—

' We admit that the eye of the upper or
running mill stone is kept open, and that it has heretofore been kept open
when the exhaust has been used at our mills; and we admit that the air

does come down through the eye of the stone in the process of grinding,
and that it does escape between the grinding surfaces and at the periphery
of the stones.' As to the removal of stive or dusty air, the defendants
say :
—'We admit that at the time hereinbefore in this behalf mentioned,

we erected and built at our mills, and that we have ever since used there

a stive room. We have hereinbefore fully set forth how and of what
materials such room or chamber is made, and how and for what purpose
the same is and has been used, and how it acts. We admit and say that

it is constructed \\ ith the orifice hereinbefore in this behalf mentioned, but
not with any other orifices or orifice, for the escape of the warm air, and
that the warm air does in fact escape through the same. We deny that

the room or chamber at our said mills is similar to that described in the
plaintiff's specification. We say that it differs therefrom in the particulars,

which will appear from a comparison of the description of such room
hereinbefore contained, with the description of the stive room, of which a
description is contained in the plaintiff's specification, and we cannot set

forth the difference except by such comparison. We admit that we have
caused the stive or dusty air generated in the process of grinding at our
mills, or such part thereof as aforesaid to pass into the said chamber or

room, and we admit that the stive or dusty air has been got rid of thereby,

and that a great part of, but not all, the dust or stive has been deposited

in the room or chamber. We admit that our said mills have been
thereby and in fact rendered clean and healthy for the workmen.' Finally,

the defendants in the 23rd paragraph of their answer make this state-

ment :
' We admit and say that the process used by us at our mills in the

bill mentioned does suffice to carry off a large portion, but not all the

warm dusty air, to the chamber or stive room used by us there. We ad-

mit and say that the dust and waste is thereby avoided, and that the

grinding is thereby facilitated, and we admit and say that to this extent,

bnt not further, the manufacture is thereby improved. We admit and
say that during our process of grinding a vacuum is occasioned in the

mill stone cases by the action of the exhaust, and that by such exhaust the

pressure of the air is removed, not merely from the periphery of the stones,

but from the entire of the internal area of the mill stone cases, and save

as aforesaid we deny that during our process of grinding the alleged

plenum of air is as it is alleged exhausted from the mill stone cases, or that

the pressure of air is as it is alleged removed from the periphery of the

stones. We admit and say that by the rotation of the stones there is

necessarily caused a descent of air. through the eye of the running stone,

and which escapes through between the grinding surfaces; but we say that

this involuntary and unavoidable current of air is not a blast, and that it

is not forced through between the grinding surfaces. And we say that

the action of the exhaust on the mill stone cases does accelerate the flow

of the aforesaid current of air; but save as herein appears we deny that

the removal of this alleged impediment at the alleged point of escape or

exit, does, as it is alleged, allow the air to come freely out of the stones,

or as it is alleged increase considerably or otherwise the alleged fan action

of the stones, or the alleged blast of air blowing as it is alleged through

the grinding surfaces. We admit that the meal while our exhaust is in
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operation does pass through the mill stone cases and down the meal spout

in the usual way, and that a cool draught or current of air does pass up-

wards, and does wash as it were the steamy moisture of the meal as it de-

scends. We admit and say that our exhaust does increase the current, but

not the blast, theretofore existing between the stones, and tba^- it does in

fact csrry away the stive a We admit and say

that it is the fact that by the grinding process used by us at our milis

some but not all the slearay air, which has passed but has not been blown
ugh the stones in our mills, is drawn away and separated from the

meal, :<nd that it doss leave the meal cool and dry as it issues from the

meal spout, and that it is the fact that very little, if any, stive or dusc

escapes into our mills.' Tnis last paragraph appears to suggest a distinc-

tion—wliich is little more than a play upon words—between a blast of air

and what it calls an involuntary, or unavoidable, current of air. The
defendants admit, that by exhausting the plenum they accelerate the flow

of the currents of air, and they further admit that, while the exhaust is in

operation, as the meal passes down the meal spout, a cool draught or cur-

rent of air passes upwards, a result which app '.rently could net take place

if the plenum were not exhausted. In fact, the whole of the argument
against infringement of the defendants in their answer, appears to be rested

upon the distinction which they seek to establish between a blast of air

and a current of air, which I have already dealt with upon the construction

of the specification. Mr. Pinchbeck, in his affidavit, paragraph 3, speaks

thus :
—

' In my judgment and belief, such machinery and apparatus in the

defendant's mills are not, nor is any part thereof, the same or an imita-

tion of any of the matters or things mentioned aod described in t'ue plain-

tiffs said specification ; but, on the contrary, their modes of action and
principles are different, for I say that as there is no independent blowing
machine used for the purpose of forcing air into the mill stone cases, there

is not any plenum of air forced through the stones to be exhausted out of

the mill stone cases, and I say that in the defendant's mill the upper mill

stone-; rotate, and I say that in the defendant's mills the stive is not

filtered or strained through porous fabrics,' That is to say, Mr. Pinchbeck
suggests three matters, and only three, of difference between the process

in the patent and the process of the defendants. First, that the stive is

not filtered or strained through porous fabrics ; second, that in the defen-

dants' uiill the upper mill stones rotate; and, third, that the defendants
have no independent blowing machine used for the purpose of forcing air

into the mill stone cases, and, therefore, there is not any plenum of air

forced through the stones to be exhausted. The first and second of these

matters have no relation whatever to the second part of the patent, which
is the only part said to be infringed. And the third point of difference is

founded on the theory that an independent blowing machine is a necessary

ingredient in the plaintiff's patent, which, in my opinion, as I have already
said, it is not.

" On the whole, I am of opinion, that the decree appealed from is i ight,

and that this appeal should be dismissed with costs, to be taxed in the same
man. ted by the decree."

This judgment can he relied upon as an authority for several proposi-

tions which otherwise it might be difficult to maintain. It establishes

that " working mill-stones without wind in the ordinary manner

"

indicates that the mill-stones are not enclosed in a case; that when
a miller is working with the exhaust for producing a current of air through
the grinding surfaces, 'he is using a blast j that to insist upon the distinc-

tion between a current of wind and a blast of air is little more than to play
upon words; that the co-exist nice of :: mischief and its remedy justifies

a patentee in il as nn invention of a combination;
that it may he doubted whether it is legitimate to ascertain the meaning
of a ermine its

er disclaimer ; that, whilst "a blast or current
ie for ventilating the stones and expediting the

grinding,' and the specification admits that it was old to obtain that ven-
tilating current by eshaaati HI, or by blast with a running top stone, and
claims the monopoly of both means with a fixed top stone, there ma]

- anexhav obrne,so as to do no more thin
reduce the air within the null--: nne density as the external
air; and that this patent is infringed if the millet uses with a runni:

a fan, so as as to induce i current of air I
•

tween the grinding sc s iu-

disputed evidence of earner pnbli

fur a millwright of ordinary ski ad carry in

pro) . carrying
and exhausting th dusty aix when the same has been blown through the
grinding the milLstooes," yet thia-apeeiftcation

r
prior

use of exhaust so as to .;•
; , the grinding turfaces of mill-

stones with ii runni 1
1 , and claiming tin- monopoly of tl cl

be same purpoti -.>•:• ind claiming the exhi
move the dust occasion) d by the use of a hhist to n i

! mill-stones, bj '. the invention of th n of

"applying the exhaust "relatesonly to sucking away the plenum of dusty air

forced through the stones," supplied that information, without which the
workman, though possessed of descriptions clear and sufficient for con-
structing aud carrying into effect apt and proper means for using the ex-
haust with or without an applied blast in combination, must be held to
be unable to apply those means successfully.

It is in this manner that one of the most distinguished of the L ird

Chancellors justified the wisdom of the Legislature in givil
g

Chancery jurisdiction to decide the question as to the valid

and his own view that the Court could properly and more conveni
exercise that jurisdiction without a jury than with one.

The evidence for the plaintiff before Lord Cairns did not inch:

to the effect that to exhaust the plenum (without a blast)

or that any engineer or miller could, from the instruction in the

tion, accomplish that task; or, indeed, that it was possible for any one to

perform a feat which is equivalent to regulating the draught in a chimney,
so as to carry off all the smoke though there is no fire burning. We have
quoted Mr. Bovill's own evidence, that no matter how you
apparatus which he names in his own specification, and was, Bbown in

Cabane's drawing, you cannot, by it, exhaust the plenum. It seems that

Mr. Pinchbeck's affidavit, even as quoted by Lord Cairns, imports th-

regarded Mr. Bovili's invention as something altogether different

process which his Lordship thought to be described ir. the specification ;

and it certainly is not a more remarkable circumstance that no skilled

workman, and no scientific or other witness whatever, is produced to state

that he could have any difficulty whatever, from the " specification, in

understanding the process which be thought it thus described, or in adjust-

ing, setting, or devising machinery, old or new, for the purpose of working
the process," than that this circumstance should be relied upon by the

judge, who, in a later case, decided that the evidence of witnesses

—

that they considered the specification to bear quite another meaning—might
not be so much as read to the Court ; and that their evidence, that they

could not exhaust the plenum of air forced through the stones if there was
not a blast to force it through, was not such as the Court ought to act upon,

since the witnesses did not venture to say there was not a plenum of air on
the skirt of the stone, even through there was not a superadded blast used,

the Court being of opinion that there was the plenum without the blast,

and that the same knowledge which enabled a man to remove by exbi

tbe plenum of air forced through the stones by the blast was abundant to

enable him to remove the plenum which the Court was satisfied existed in

every mill-stone case.

It certainly is a surprising result of the method of the Court of Chan-
cery that its Court of Appeal should have failed to uuderstand the meaning
of th,e specification ; have held that in its true meaning the invention was
not patentable ; have been so occupied in putting upon the specification an
interpretation making it differ from what it acknowledged to have boen

done previously, as to overlook the circumstance that this invented mean-

ing of this claim, converted the earlier claim of being one for a process

which it regarded as an admitted failure.

Indeed tbe method of that Court in regard tc patent litigation is simply

int ilerable. A case is brought on for argument after months of prepara-

tion and waiting It is argued at a great expense. The Court has

cided that its judges can most properly dispense with the aid of juries on

the trial. It is, in all other cases, one of the principles of that, as of every

other Court, that the plaintiff must establish his ease by affirmative evi-

1 ef re the defendant is called upon. The plaintiff's case In Unit

each and every of the inventions claimed in his specification is new, is u -

fnl, and is sufficiently declared as regards its nature, and described as to

.. ans of performance in the specification, and that the defendant has

been using one or more of those invent

It is the fact, V i method "I the Court of Ch weari-

some and ruinous litigation tint we bave hern recounting has boen bad

without there being in any single instance evidenoe offered by Mr. Bovill

that his firstly claimed or' his thirdly claimed invention was i ither new or

nsi fnl, or sufficiently d scribed in his specificati o, and in the present case

.i 1:
i
re was not even ovidenoa that leoondly.

claimed invention, was m 'y described in his

< lion.

If it had been the good fortune of Lord Cairns t I I
.'.• had I

anceof ajnry in this case, v.'' cannot doubt lot thai theomi

lacies thai blemish his judgment would have bean avoided.

It
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the prejudices and misconceptions which judges may form with reference

to evidence, or that we can be sure they will understand the true character

of an invention better than the judge is likely to do, that we insist at

every opportunity on the paramount importance of trials of patent cases

bv
.i
ury-

. . . .

The great merit of the institution does not consist in their superior in-

telligence, but in this that on a new trial by jury it is inevitable that the

presiding judge must either bave mastered the true character of the in-

vention or display his failure to do so, and this secures the party injured

by the judge's mistake, the right to a new trial. It also secures this, that

the trial shall be, even if it be the 20th trial of a patent, a perfectly inde-

pendent one, the jurors being told it is their sworn duty to decide for them-

selves upon the evidence submitted to them, unbiased by the verdicts in

the former cases. It also imposes upon the judge, the duty of seeing that

all the issues, of which the onus is upon the plaintiff, are covered by affirma-

tive evidence before the defendant is called upon. It also affords the

counsel for the litigants, the opportunity of submitting to the judge during

his summing up suggestions, corrective of the errors into which he may
fall as to the evidence that has been given, and to challenge by bill of

exceptions, his ruling on points of law. We cannot conceive means more

admirably adapted for securing the proper investigation of facts than the

exigencies under which a judge has to sum up the case to a jury. He
must expound to the jury the nature of each invention included in the

specification, and the evidence as to its novelty and utility, and he must

rightly instruct the jury as to the principles of law upon which they are at

liberty to conclude that what has been done by the defendant is an infringe-

ment of the patent. All this he does in the presence of the parties, and
with the consciousness that his reputation is dependent upon the accuracy

and clearness with which he acquits himself of the duty, and that he is being

criticised, and will be reviewed by men, whose faculties are sharpened by
interest and by emulation.

It secures, moreover, what we shall have occasion to see is a most impor-
tant object, that if the judge on one trial fell into a misconception of the

meaning of the specification, or the nature of the invention, or the weight

and effect of the evidence, yet as he is not responsible for the verdict upon
that evidence, he is not embarrased on a subsequent trial by any anxiety

to justify, the verdict in the former trial by making the latter verdict con-

sistent with the former.

[To be continued.)

ON A NEW APPARATUS FOR REDUCING CHLORIDE OE
SILVER*

By A. LeibitjS, Ph.D., Assayer to the Sydney Branch of the Royal Mint.

In the refinage of gold bullion by Miller's new chlorine process, the
silver contained in the alloy thus treated is eliminated from the latter in
the state of argentic chloride, which, by a Subsequent process, is reduced to
metallic silver.

This reduction has always been effected in the usual manner, viz., by
placing the slabs of fused argentic chloride between plates of wrought iron
or zinc, with the addition of acidulated water. Although a perfect reduc-
tion to metallic silver has always been achieved, yet it required a consider-
able amount of time and manipulation, since the thick slabs of fused ar-
gentic chloride were, after two or three days, only partially converted into
metallic silver, and had to be re-arranged in order to expedite their com-
plete reduction. Such manipulations, however, were not only found to be
very objectionable on account of the time they required, but more so on
account of the very disagreeable work which they caused to the operator.
The reduced spongy silver was broken up by band into small pieces, in
order to ascertain its complete reduction, and was then boiled in acidulated
water to free it from iron or zinc.

It remained, therefore, a desideratum to effect the reduction of the fused
masses of argentic chloride in a manner which would, at the same time,
be quicker in its execution, and also obviate the just-alluded-to manipula-
tions.

In 1868, Messrs. De la Rue and Hugo Miiller, in London, constructed a
galvanic battery, one pole of which consisted of fused argentic chloride the
thickness of a goose -quill, the other pole of cylinders of zinc. Adopting
this principle, I have endeavoured to construct an apparatus which should
fulfil the requirements before referred to.

_
After operating successfully with a small model which allows the reduc-

tion of about 250 ozs. of argentic chloride in one operation, I have, with
slight modifications, constructed an apparatus which will reduce from 1,400
to 1,500 ozs. of argentic ehloride in twenty-four hours. The apparatus and
its dimensions are as follows :

—

Two thick boards, 15in. long, are joined together on both ends by three
strong battens, so as to form an open box without a bottom, 13in. long by

* Kead before the Koyal Society of Victoria.

14in. wide, and 15in. high (inside measurement). The two boards forming

the length of the box or frame contain seven vertical grooves, Jin. wide and

Jin. deep, at intervals of ljin. from each other. These grooves are cut

down to a length of 12in., leaving 3in. of each board forming the legs of

the frame.

At the termination of these grooves passes horizontally a narrow slit,

Jin. deep, and along the whole length of each hoard, into which a strip of

metallic silver, Jin. wide and the thickness of a threepenny-piece, is

tightly fixed, projecting on one side of the frame about 18in. beyond each
board.

The seven grooves already alluded to are for holding zinc plates, Jin"'

thick, 14in. long, and 12in. high, which rest on both sides on the strips of
silver, which, as just described, are jammed horizontally into the sides of

the two boards. A connection is thus established between the seven zinc

plates and these strips of silver.

The second part of the apparatus consists of a wooden frame, cut out of

a solid board lin. thick, and supplied with two large iron handles. This
frame is the same length as the box holding the zinc plates, but 3in. nar-

rower. It contains on each side, parallel to the direction of the zinc plates,

twelve slits Jin. long, which hold silver bands Jin. broad and the thickness

of a threepenny-piece. These silver bands are passed through the slits in

the board, so as to form on each side of it six loops, lljin. in length and
fin. wide. The six loops on one side are exactly opposite to those on the

other side of the board, at a distance of about 9in. They are iutended to

hold the slabs of argentic chloride, which are 12in. long, lOin. high, and
about fin. thick, and are put through these loops lengthwise, projecting on
each end about lin. beyond the silver bands.

The whole frame holds, as before stated, six of these slabs of argentic

chloride, which are placed between the six spaces formed by the seven zinc

plates, from which latter they are about Jin. apart on each side.

The projecting horizontal strips of silver jammed into the sides of the

lower frame are then connected with the ends of the silver forming the

loops in which the argentic chloride is suspended, and the whole apparatus
thus charged is placed in a tub filled with water. After a short time gal-

vanic action is discernible ; the liquid gets gradually warmer, and a strong

galvanic current is observed. After about twenty-four hours the action

has nearly ceased, and the whole argentic chloride is found to be completely

reduced to metallic silver, which retains in the silver loops the same shape,

and, outwardly, also nearly the same appearance as when first introduced

as argentic chloride. The latter contains always more or less chloride of

copper, eliminated together with the silver during the operation of refinage

by chlorine, which is reduced together with the chloride of silver j in fact,

this soluble chloride of copper helps to act as an exciting liquor for the

battery. In the first experiments, a weak solution of salt (chloride of so=

dium) was used as exciting liquor ; but it was found that this could be
dispensed with, and only common water used. The action, however, is in

this case a little retarded, and does not become powerful until about two
hours after the battery is set. By using a part of the resulting liquor

from a previous reduction of argentic chloride, and which contains chloride

of zinc, it has been found that the galvanic action sets in very rapidly, and
accelerates thereby the completion of the reduction.

No acid is used, and therefore the amount of zinc used in each reduction

has invariably been found to be almost the theoretical quantity required to

combine the chlorine of the argentic chloride treated with the metallic

zinc, in order to form chloride of zinc.

The quantity of metallic zinc thus used was always from 24 to 25 per
cent, of the weight of the argentic chloride reduced.

The reduced silver is boiled out in acidulated water, in order to remove
the basic and oxy-chlorides, and finally in pure water, while still suspended

in the silver loops. As soou as it is taken off the last boiling, it is imme-
diately ready for the melting pot, since the heat from the boiling water
dries the porous mass of silver sufficiently to allow of its immediate melting.

The seven zinc plates, when first used, weigh about 1401bs. avoirdupois

;

the six slabs of argentic chloride, of the dimensions already given, weigh
about l,400ozs. troy.

The zinc plates are used over again, until too thin for that purpose, when
they are re-melted, and cast into new plates. It has been found that the

quantity of zinc used is little, if at all, increased by prolonging the time of

connection with the silver plates after the reduction is completed ; the

whole apparatus, when once set in operation, can therefore be left to itself

until it is found convenient to melt the reduced silver.

While this apparatus reduces the argentic chloride much quicker than
if the latter is simply placed in contact with zinc or iron plates, it obviates

any handling of the argentic chloride from the time the latter has been
placed in the silver loops until the reduced silver is ready for the melting

pot—advantages which have been fully appreciated by those who formerly

had to resort to tedious and disagreeable manipulations.

It is proposed to construct a floating dock at Auckland (New Zealand)

capable of accommodating the largest ships visiting that port.
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WEBSTER'S PATEXT AUTOMATIC BOILER-FEEDER.

The following description of an American invention, extracted from the

American Artisan, will, we think, he of service to some of our readers.

The improvement illustrated in the accompanying engraving embraces

an automatic device for regulating the feed or supply of water to the boiler,

and maintaining the same at a unitorm or safe level in the boiler, even

though the pump which keeps up the supply continues to operate after the

boiler has been filled to the desired level.

The chamber, A, is connected at top with the steam space and at bottom
with the water space, B, by pipes marked respectively a and b, in such

manner that the level of water iu the chamber may correspond with that in

the boiler. Within the chamber is the spherical float C, the stem, c, of
which extends upward through the top of the chamber and connects with
the loaded lever, D, this latter, by the adjustment of its weight, serving to

regulate the immersion and consequent buoyancy of the float. From the
bottom of the float is extended the rod, /, carrying the valve, m, arranged
in the valve-box, n, of the feed-pipe, E. When the boiler has been filled

to the required height, the water rising in the same degree within the
chamber, A, lifts the float and consequently the valve, m, thereof, to close
the outlets of the valve-box of the feed-pipe, thereby preventing the fur-

ther access of water through the feed pipe to the boiler. The water thus
stopped lifts by its pressure, due to the action of the feed-pump, the valve,

g, and flows into and through the pipe, G, back to the cistern, heater, or
other source of supply, whence it is again forced into the feed-pipe by the
pump. It will be noticed that the stem of the valve, g, carries at its upper
end a small piston, forced downward by the pressure of steam above it to
keep the valve to its seat except whou raised by the water, as just explained.
When the water-level falls in the boiler, and, of course, in the chamber, A,
the descent of the float lowers the valve, m, and the water flows into the
boiler until the attainment of the requisite level again lifts the float with the
results above set forth. It will thus be seen that the boiler is automati-
cally and uniformly supplied, and all the concomitant advantages of immu-
nity from danger, of dry steam, and economy in the generation of the

steam are secured.

THE BRITISH association' ol' OA8 MANAGER8.

ADDRESS.
By Mr. M u.vr s OhBBJT, \'.I».

Gentlemen,—You are aware tbat onr friend Mr. Bsson was at ourlaal
meeting elected president of this association, and .Mr. George Audi

myself vice-presidents. Von have been informed of tin- severe Illness
which has this day deprived you of the services of i( gentleman whom yon
did the honour to elect to :i posit i n that had he been present would have
justified the high opinion you had of bin. I am sure that you be] with
me deep regret at the cause of his absence, and that although absent our

sympathies are with him and his family, aud our earnest wish is that he
may be soon restored to health. When our secretary heard that Mr.
Esson's medical advisers had prohibited him from taking any part in the
proceedings at this meeting, a special committee was convened to the subject
into consideration, as it became necessiry that one of the vice-presidents
should at once be elected to carry out the important duties of president,
that the association should not sutler by the loss of your president's services

to this office. I was proposed by my brother vice-president, Mr. George
Anderson, and as the committee were unanimous in their approval ol that
proposition, and as the vice-presidents were elected to perform that very
otfice, should occasion require it, 1 felt bound to accent the trust and carry

out the duties to the best of my ability. It is under these circumstances
that I preside over you this session, and it is therefore my proviuce to

deliver an address to the members of the association upon gas matters in

general, but particularly to draw attention to any new subjtct which may
have an interest to gas managers, or conduce to the interests of the com-
panies with which all are connected.

I make the attempt with great pleasure, but, at the same time, with

great diffidence, surrounded as I am by so many members of the gas

fraternity whose attainments and general knowledge of gas engineering

far better qualify them for the duties which it has fallen to my lot to per-

form; yet, however unworthily those duties may be discharged, when
compared with those of the gentlemen eminent in their profession who have
addressed you before—I mean the past presidents of this association—let

me assure you that any failure on my part will not be from want of

perseverance or attention to the duties I have undertaken.

1 think the first thing I should direct your attention to is, as to the

stability and prosperity of this association, for I conceive that if I can

present to you a prosperous state of affairs, it will relieve your minds of all

doubt as to the solid foundation on which the association stands, and on
that point, 1 may congratulate you, as we are working with good will and
harmony, not only in committee, but amongst the members generally, aud
the number of members is, consequently, steadily increasing.

Before our June meetiug of last year, we had on our books 214 members
of all classes, (honorary, extraordinary, and ordinary members); at lint

meeting we added 52 members to our number, making it 266, and you
have just elected 51 new members, bringing our number up to 320. There
are, I know, many members who are most anxious on this subject, the

financial position and prosperity ol the association, their great desire being

to create a gas managers' benefit fund. Well, the committee go with them
in that very laudable desire, but with all their desire to establish such a

fund, they consider that the time has not quite arrived ; nevertheless, there

is a notice of motion on the subject by Mr. Warner, ami all I can say is,

that if the members think that the present strength of the association

will warrant the starting of such a fund that every member of the com-
mittee will exert himself to establish it on the best possible foundation.

The subscriptions for 1867 amounted to £140, and lift a balance in the

hands of the treasurer of £6, odd; last year the subscriptions amounted t >

E210 with a balance in hand of £63; and this year, to the 30th of April.

we have a balance in hand after meeting our liabilities of £135, so that

we have now in this association the germ of prosperity.

Now how has this prosperity been arrived at, and how is it to be main-

tained ? Why, by the amount of benefit members receive and impart by

the interchange of opinions aud ideas, and by the large amount of useful

information to be gleaned at our meetings. Such being the case, you will

be pleased to learn that we have no fewer than twelve papers promised tor

this session for reading and discussion on important subjects. The tir-t

paper on my list is on the "Setting and Working of Retorts" bj Mr.

Cathels, and whatever light may be thrown on this subject, to my mind,

the " setting and working of retorts" is one of the greatest importance,

and, I make no doubt, much good will result from Mr. Cathels' paper,

and the discussion which such an important subject is rare to elicit ; for,

remember, low priced gas, dividends, and list, though not least, fee- and

salaries are produced from the retort, i residual pi i
-peak, of good

carbonising.

The next thing of import mee after making the gas in g od prodni

quantity ii'qua/i/j/. Qai 'in lie made practically free from imparities, and

it is but right that the consuming pulilic should have pan JSS 1 ' Imrn,

ially now that cluneal science has shown us the u ay U) tin

from those imparities which thirty yean ago ire supplied with the

because we had not then the knowledge required to grapple with

difficulties. About that time with gas at in-, per 1,000 cable R

remember perfectly well wh lalphuretted hydrogi n bj

means of acetate of lead— the only ti It l"> -ulphiir ItU

of that daj I often found the teal of ihaaa which, if (bund in thi

of the present day, would make Dr. Letheby'i hair stand on end with

horror at the amountof Imparity. Mind, I am imyexporii

of thirtv years ago when l was pnpll "i the the

London gas companies. Chemical science baa, however, made rest sti

ilnoe then, and the case is ren different in the present day. Ghuoaa
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be, and should be, sent out to the public free from visible salphuretted

hydrogen and ammonia, and further, no well regulated gas establishment

should now send out gas of a less illuminating power than 12 standard

sperm candles, burning 120 grains, when compared with 5ft. of gas burnt

through the Letheby London burner, nor less than 13| candles burnt

through the gas referees or " Sugg's new London burner," and I believe

the consumers have no cause to complain that this is not done. Gas

managers are constantly trying new inventions to improve the purity and

illuminating power of the gas, and when thoroughly sifted the members
are always willing to impart the knowledge so gleaned, and there is scarcely

a meeting of this association but we have a paper on purification in some

of its branches, showing the proper importance that members attach to

this subject. On the present occasion we have two such papers, one by Mr.

Upward, of the Chartered Gas Company, on purification, and one by Mr.

George Livesey, of the South Metropolitan Gas Company, on scrubbers.

I trust we shall also be favoured by some remarks on purification from Mr.

F. C. Hills, of Deptford, Mr. J. B. Paddon, of Hove, and Mr._ J. W.
Pollard, of Mincing-lane (one of our new members) with their views on

the subject of which those papers treat. I must, however, particularly

draw your attention to scrubbers ; of all apparatus in general use upon a

gas works, probably no portion is so uncertain and unsatisfactory in its

operation as the ordinary coke scrubber. Care is taken, in designing this

purifier, to provide scrubbing surface of proper proportion to the gas made,

but the maintainance of this proportion is only a question of time, and
often of very little time. Under very favourable conditions as regards

the kind of coal used and the condensing apparatus through which
the gas has previously passed, the scrubber may perform the duty

for which it was intended, but almost always when a scrubber is opened it

is found that there is just sufficient room in the Centre to pass the volume
of gas for the time being, all other openings being filled with deposit.

Some admirable arrangements for distributing liquor are in use, but no

mode of distribution of water or liquor that I know of can prevent or dis-

lodge this deposit. Steam has been successfully used to prolong the life of

the material, and save the cost of changing it ; but any force the water
may possess is absorbed by the upper strata of scrubbing material, and it

simply finds its way to the central apertures through which the gas ascends.

My brother, Mr. John Ohren, the engineer-in-chief of the Rio de Janeiro

Gas Company, substituted plates of iron for the trays of coke, and with
good effect ; and Mr. George Livesey will explain in his paper an admirable
arrangement by means of thin boards placed edgeways tier above tier,

which he has used at his works, and which, he says, is very effective, never
gets out of order, and never wants changing. Well, so far we seem to be
arriving at a point of perfection in scrubbers, but then we find we have
arrived at the same time to a knowledge that the scrubber is, after all, not
the friend to gas managers it was supposed to be. We know that scrubbing
is very effective in taking out the ammonia from the gas, and it having
been found necessary to reduce the amount of sulphur compounds con-
tained in the gas to comply with the conditions required by the Metropolis
Gas Act of 1860, that gas should not contain more than 20 grains of
sulphur in every 100 cubic feet, the ingenuity of gas managers and gas
chemists became taxed to devise means to this end. Amongst other
experiments, the washing of the gas in the scrubbers, more particularly

with ammoniacal liquor, was found to be beneficial in removing sulphur,
and it was supposed that the greater the scrubbing surface the greater the
amount of sulphur removed ; but to the present time we have no reliable

data to go upon. Prom careful testings of the gas for sulphur compounds,
before and after entering the scrubber, to ascertain the full effect of the
working of that part of the purifying apparatus, we find that the amount
of sulphur in the gas varies, from day to day, in a remarkable manner, and
from causes not yet ascertained.

The Board of Gas Referees have to determine a maximum for the sul-

phur compounds, and therefore their proceedings are of extreme importance
to the London gas companies. Averages are of little use here, for the

London Gas Acts of 1868-9 require that the maximum shall, under heavy
penalties, be observed for each single day. The referees have not yet
issued any public report on the subject, but I learn that experiments on a
manufacturing scale—the only ones reliable—have been made, and are still

in process, under the instructions of the referees, which unquestionably will

throw much light on this difficult point. Among others, a systematic
series of experiments is being made to ascertain the efficiency of each
separate part of the various purifying processes adopted in gas works. My
successor in office will be in a position to comment upon these experiments
at the next annual meeting of the society. For myself, judging from the
information given to me by the engineers conducting those experiment?, I

must say that the idea entertained in many quarters of trusting to increased
scrubbing power as a means of lessening the amount of sulphur in the
gas is wholly contradicted by the result of those experiments, so far as

they have gone. I may add, that if the referees properly and wisely dis-

charge the important duties devolving from time to time upon them, the
result cannot fail to be of much use to the science of gas manufacture

;

for they have, what none of us have had before, the means of instituting

careful experiments upon an uniform plan in each of the large gas works
under their supervision, and thereby combining and bringing to a focus

the knowledge of the able engineers of the companies, aud sifting out the

truth in a practical and reliable manner.

I cannot quit this subject without calling your attention to a new appa-
ratus which the gas referees have devised for the testing of gas for sulphur

compounds other than sulphuretted hydrogen. I have obtained from Mr.
Sugg a specimen of this apparatus. The main difference between it and
the Letheby apparatus is two-fold; firstly, instead of a large empty cylin-

der, the referees use a small upright cylinder filled with glass balls, a sort

of scrubber, in fact ; secondly, a careful adjustment has been made in order
to ensure a good draught—the bottom of the Letheby apparatus is left

open, and also the area of the lower end of the " trumpet tube" is consi-

derably larger than that of the upper end ; accordingly the instrument,
besides requiring to be carefully guarded against side draughts, is liable to
this drawback, that the external air, although drawn up by the heat to the
height of the burner, cannot all pass upwards through the narrow orifice

above, and consequently is liable to regurgitate and escape again at the
lower end ; in the referee's instrument this is prevented by covering the
lower end of the trumpet tube, and narrowing the admission of air in such
a way as to improve the draught, which at the same time protects the
lower end of the instrument from the action of external currents. From
experiments made with the two instruments, I find that the amount of
sulphur obtained from the referee's test is as 30 grains against 24 grains
obtained from the Letheby apparatus. I need hardly say that the adop-
tion of this more efficient test for the sulphur compounds must, in justice

to the gas companies, be properly taken into account by the referees before
they fix the maximum of sulphur to be allowed in the gas companies
placed under their supervision by the recent Acts of Parliament.
The next paper sent to the Committee is by Mr. Summerville, of Dublin,

who will give his additional experience of the working of Best and Holdeu's
iron stoker. I have seen the one at Dublin at work, and I would draw the
attention of gas managers to the subject, more especially managers of

foreign works. In places where labour is scarce, and consequently expen-
sive, and particularly in hot climates, an iron stoker, simple in its working
arrangements and managements, would be of great advantage. From
what I have seen of Best and Holden's iron stoker, I have no doubt that

it is very costly, and a large number of retorts must be worked to make it

remunerative to the company, aud then, bear in mind, the retorts are built

to suit it, and not it to suit the retorts, so that it would not do for general
use ; but let the iron stoker be found to be useful and remunerative, aud it

will be constructed to suit beds of retorts as at present built. We have
only to direct the attention of engineers to the want of a machine, and if

it is at all likely to pay them for their trouble and expense in designing

and perfecting it, they will never tire until that want is supplied. Of this

fact we have evidence in the iron stoker produced by Messrs. Dunbar and
Nicholson for drawing and charging single retorts. The want was felt,

and to a great extent has been supplied, and I make no doubt that firm,

as well as others, are now at work on plans all tending to the same end

—

the production of a machine perfect in its working to suit all sorts of

settings.

Another example of a want being supplied is shown by the production

of the "iron lamplighter." It was found that an "iron lamplighter" was
wanted, as well as an "iron stoker," and the result has been the production

of some ingeniously contrived apparatus, of various sorts, to effect the

object required.

Mr. Price, whose apparatus was described at the last annual meeting,

deserves credit for this step, which is in the right direction. His regulator

(the controlling apparatus) is an ingenious adaptation of the " Cathels's dis-

trict main governor," and it appears to answer equally well on a small

scale as on large district mains.

Since our last meeting we have two additional "iron lamplighters"

—

the hydraulic lamplighter and the pneumatic lamplighter, the first

designed by Mr. Hunter, an engineer, but not connected with gas works.

He has produced an apparatus to be worked by hydraulic power. The
peculiar feature is that by one operation the tap is opened, a match is

struck, and the gas lighted. A service pipe is to be laid throughout the

district to be lighted with branches to each lamp. The pipes are charged

with water, and the pressure required is given and maintained from a tank

placed at the required elevation. Inside each lamp post is to be placed a

small cylinder, to the piston of which is attached a rod. The top of this

rod is serrated, and gears into a toothed wheel attached to the plug of the

lamp tap which is turned round, and opened as the plug rises. A small

fusee drops from a reservoir, and is carried by a swivel plate to a piece of

roughened spring, on which it is rubbed and ignited. It is then carried

round past the burner, the gas is lighted, and the (usee drops to the bottom
of the lantern. In the morning, when the gas is to be extinguished, the

pressure of water is taken off the cylinders, and an escape tap opened, the

pistons drop with the weight of the rod, and the taps are turned off. It
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is proposed that, as the lamps are cleaned weekly, the lamp cleaner shall

supply the reservoir with a week's supply of matches.

Now, up to this point all is satisfactory. I have tried the model appa-

ratus repeatedly, and found it to work well, the only exception to the

general plan, as worked by the model, being the ignition of the matches

as they occasionally fail; but this is a difficulty of little moment, as good

matches can easily be procured. My great objection was, that in a hilly

district the pressure of water could not be taken off the cylinders ; there-

fore the pistons in the lamps on the side of a hill would be kept up by the

pressure from the top of the hill, and as it would be out of the question

to take the water out of the pipes every morning, and recharge them
before night, for relighting, the lamps would continue burning. Mr.
Hunter, when I di-enssed the matter with him, thought to get over the

difficulty by freighting the rods, and varying the size of the pistons ; hut
he took my advice not to commence in a hilly district, and he is prosecuting

his operations at Southport. Another great difficulty I foresee is the

freezing of the water in the pipes in winter, which, I fear, will curtail his

richly deserved reward for his beautiful invention. One hint I may throw
out for his consideration—the use of sea-water. It is not only at the sea-

Bide that this can be got, but as a company is forming to supply sea water
in London at a cheap rate, the London gas companies can be supplied with

sea-water for their iron lamplighters, unless it be superseded by the pneu-
matic lamplighter, the second invention mentioned, the patentees of which,

Messrs. Stephenson, Bartholomew, and King, have no doubt foreseen the

difficulties I have spoken of. Their <: iron lamplighter" is worked with air

instead of water, and from all I at present see will prove a success. There is

a model working apparatus on the table, and members will not only have a

chance of seeing the v. orkingof it, but havean explanation, iftime will permit.

Since writing the foregoing, I have heard from Mr. Hunter. He .-ays :

" I am happy to say the apparatus works well ; all through the hist winter

it has been entirely unaffected in its working by frost; the lamps light in

rapid succession, so that the cylinders are not required to be rilled all at the

same moment, consequently, a small water pipe will answer the purpose."

We speak of " iron stokers " and " iron lamplighters " that may serve

us by-and-bye, but in the mean time, let us all remember, that the stoker

of the present 'lav is flesh and blood, one of ourselves; do not let us forget

that while we enjoy the blessing of rest from our labours on the seventh

day, the stoker of the period must be at his post on that as well as other

days. It gives me great pleasure to find that the subject has been taken

up by .Mr. Morton, of the London Gas Company, and that he will read a

paper on Sunday labour. It was introduced by Mr. Livesey, of the South

Metropolitan (his Company; he commenced by giving his men a Snnday
holidiy once a month ; it was also introduced at my company's works,

years ago, and h.vs been continued ever since, in fact, we have lately

given the men one Sunday out of three instead of every four, to carry out

the desire of the directors to reduce Snnday labour as much as possible. I

do not know how Mr. Livesey progresses with the Sunday question, but 1

trust we shall have his views thereon during the discussion on the subject.

I think directors of companies will only want it made clear to them by
|

their managers that the men can be to a great extent dispensed with on

day, to restrict Snnday labour to its lowest possible limit; the men
work bard, and it is a duty of humanity, even if we take no higher

ground, for persevering in carrying out this most desirable object. It is

very possible that Mr. Morton will speak of the labour of the stoker;

tin-! i doubt about the work being hard, atld in the summer time

very oppressive. I once made an experiment to ascertain what amount of
heat the men were exposed to, the thermometer at my office stood at 65''.

in the evening in the month of September, the men ooin-
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INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

ON RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IX REGENERATIVE HOT-I5LAST
STOVES FOR BLAST FURNACES.
By Mr. E. A. CoWTEB, M. Inst. C.E.

The author stated that when, in 1S28. the late Mr. J. B. Neilson (M. last.
C.E.) introduced the plan of heating the air employed as blast, by mean-
pipes placed in or near a fire, the increase of temperature was first onlv from
60° to 100° Fahr. Subsequently, Mr. Neilson obtained a temperature of 600° or
650°, and the pipe stoves had since been urged up to 900°, and in a few i

1,000°. The wear and tear, however, with such temperatures of blast wc
siderable ; there was a great loss of heat by conduction, and the pipe stoves
were as a rule worked in a leaky condition, necessitating the expeuditu
engine power for blowing air uselessly.

The improvements described in the paper were based upon Mr. Siemei.
generative furnace. Each stove of a pair consisted of a wrought-iron cylindrical
casing, lined with fire-brick, and provided with a central shaft or flue, which
extended to within a few feet of the brick dome forming the top. Aroun I

shaft there were a number of compartments, or boxes, formed of brick
placed that those in one course were not exactly coincident in position with
those in the courses cither above or below, though a passage was left open from
the bottom to the top of the mass of brickwork. This wrought iron casing
was provided with several valves, three being for the admission of cold blast of
gas and of air for combustion, and two being for the exit of the bot blast and
of the products of combustion. When a stove had been at work heating blast,

and it was wanted to reheat it, the first thing to be done was to put another
stove in operation, then to shut the hot and the cold blast valves, allowing the
air in the stove to be blown out at a small valve to reduce it to atmospl
pressure. The gas, air, aud chimney valves were next opened, and the gas. ignit-

ing as it entered, gave a large volume of flame right up the central si

over and into the regenerator, thus heating the top course of brickwork i

derably, the next course rather less, and so on, the products of comb.;-

passing away to the chimney at a temperature of about 300°. In the
a few hours, a large amount of caloric was stored up in the bricks forming
regenerator, a good red heat penetrating nearly to the bottom, when the -

was again ready to heat the blast to a temperature of 1,400° or l,5uo . I.,

these stoves the cost of dust catchers was avoided, aud the expense of produ
gas was also saved, as the gas was used from the top of the blast furnace, and
the stoves could be cleaned out with the greatest facility. The construction of
the regenerator in compartments or boxes, connected together vertically but not

horizontally, gave the power of applying the blast with efficiency (inasmuch i,

the whole force of the blast was confined to the one passage that was ;

blown at the time), and admitted of a brush being passed up or down the 1

to remove the dust. The form aud proportion of the passages had been found,

after numerous experiments, to produce an excellent effect in mixing the.,-;,

thereby ensuring a rapid and perfect conduction of heat from the bricks to thi

or vice versa, from the products of combustion to the bricks

The results obtained by Messrs. Cochrane from the adoption of these -'

at Ormesby, as regarded the quality of iron, tho increased make, and the .-

of coke in the blast furnace, had been most satisfactory. Thus there v.

saving of 4 cwt. of coke per ton of iron produced, by the use of the regenerative

stoves for heating the blast, when compared with good cast-iron pipe stoves,

and the saving was still more over ordinary pipe stove-. With a large fur;

producing 475 tons a week, the first cost of these Btoves was Somewhal
than the cost of pipe stoves, while the expense of working was less, so thai

profit, taking everything into account, was estimated to amount to about B I

a year.
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the longwall plan, the casualties were 75, or 1 life for every 305,320 tons. If

the latter ratio existed in pillar work, the casualties would have been reduced

from 814 to 614, or a saving of 200 lives. In these calculations certain coal

fields, which yielded about three-tenths of the produce of the whole kingdom,
had been excluded ; as in North Staffordshire, Cheshire, and Shropshire, both
modes of working coal wore adopted, and the same was the case in Scotland.

The mortality from falls was greatest in South Staffordshire, where the lofty

cavernous openings killed off 1 man for every 214,517 tons of coal raised, or an
excess over the ratio of 35 per annum. There, too, the coal was obtained by
both methods, but the greatest number of accidents took place in the thick seam,
which was worked in pillars. The greater safety of longwall mines from falls

was owing to the narrow width of the working places, to the constant change to

a new roof, so that there was not time for atmospheric action, which greatly

weakened the roofs of many mines, and to the small extent of open mines,

which permitted a more thorough examination. It might be thought that in

longwall work, the constant settlement or bending down of the roof would he
attended with clanger, but practically that was not the case. If a fracture

occurred, it was not by the running down of a number of loose fragments, but

a general settlement took place gradually, accompanied with so much noise

that warning was given, when the workmen retired. The excessive mortality of

some pillar districts was owing to the weak under-sized pillars, which
were crushed and sank into the floor, and induced a weak joint}' state of

the roof. The goodness of a roof as often depended upon the way in which
it was managed, as upon the character of the material of which it was com-
posed.

With respect to explosions, the author contended that the mode of getting

coal had more influence on this question than was usually allowed ; and
whilst fans, safety lamps, the absence of gunpowder, and all sorts of pre-

cautionary expedients were proposed, and were more or less adopted, the effect

of the mode of working, perhaps the most important of all, had been lost sight

of. It might be safely laid down, that that mode of working was the safest

from explosions which admitted of the most perfect ventilation, which was the
least subject to a local failure of ventilation, in which the discharge of gas was
best regulated, in which large accumulations of gas were prevented, and in which
the superintendence of the workmen could be most thorough. In an unbroken
coalfield, the free hydrogen might be assumed to be distributed evenly over
small areas, and each ton of coal would have a certain proportion diffused

through it. If this was liberated only in the coal actually cut, aud when it

was cut, the amount of ventilation could be exactly regulated to the production
of the mine; and the mode of work, so long as ventilation was possible at all,

would be immaterial. The firedamp lying in coal seams possessed considerable
mobility amongst the particles of coal, and as it was often at a pressure in

excess of the atmosphere, it travelled through the coal for some distance
towards a point of discharge. The rapidity with which a given area was so

drained, no doubt varied in some proportion to the difference between the initial

pressure of the gas and that of the atmosphere, and the amount of resistance

which the gas met in permeating the coal. It also varied according as the
openings were boardways, or endways of the seam. In all probability it was
three or four times the greatest on the end of the coal, as the cleavage planes
were to a certain extent channels for the passage of the gas. Thus, in a head-
way on the end of the coal, the discharge of gas was most abundant at the back
of the heading; while in boardways it was most perceptible at the sides of the
heading, and in such a heading a large part of the gas would probablj- be let

off for some yards on each side. When the excess of pressure was relieved, the
discharge might be supposed to vary with the changes iu the barometrical
pressure. It was suggested that experiments should be made in different

localities, to ascertain (1) the quantity of gas given off per square yard of
freshly cut surface, (2) to what extent this varied on the face or end, (3) iu what
ratio this discharge dimished with time of exposure, (4) to what extent baro-
metrical changes affected the discharge of the gas, and (5) by what amount the
pressure of gas increased, as measured from the exposed surface inwards to the
solid seam. It was believed such experiments would show, that from 50 per
cent, to 75 per cent, of the gas contained in the coal lying 10, 20, and 30
yards on each side of a boardways heading, was liberated when and after this

was driven.

As the free hydrogen gas came not only from the hewn coal but also from
the solid seam, it was important that the surface exposed to the air should be
as small as possible. It was argued that every mode of pillar work liberated
three, five, or ten times the amount of gas per ton hewn in the solid than was
liberated by a system of longwall work. If, therefore, the diluting power of
the air current was the same in both cases, three, five, or ten times more would
he necessary in pillar mines than in longwall mines. In a mine under the
author's charge, this excessive discharge of gas in pillar roads was very notice-
able. Long after a headway was driven, the gas oozed out of the sides of the
headway, and might be heard at a considerable distance. In the longwall
faces this was not perceptible, as the gas given off there was that due merely to

the coal hewn.
Again, in pillar mines from six to twenty times as much surface of

coal was exposed as iu longwall mines, aud therefore such mines were from
six to twenty times more subject to the effect of changes in the atmospherical
pressure.

On inspecting the maps of mines worked by different pillar methods, and
comparing them with the diagram showing a like extraction of coal by long-
wall, it was clear how large a proportion the gas discharged in the former must
hear to that in the latter. It was frequently argued that this gas drainage was
desirable, but it was submitted that before such a course could be with pro-
priety recommended, it was necessary to show that the ventilating current would
he proportional to the discharge.
The ease with which a mine could he ventilated, and the freedom from local

derangement, would depend much upon the cubic contents of open mine, upon

the freedom from stoppings, doors, &c, and upon the general simplicity of the
arrangements. For a like extraction of coal the cubic contents of pillar mines,

were from ten to twenty times the amount of properly designed longwall mines,
and the drawings showed clearly the relative simplicity of each. In every pillar

mine the workings were driven in advance of the ventilating channels, and con-
stant brattices were essential. It would be seen, by examining the reports,

how numerous were the accidents from defective brattices.

Iu South Wales the working places were driven into the solid coal, and
when finished had no channel left for a steady through current, and thus the
chance of their harbouring firedamp was very great. In the North of England
there were none of these dumb points, but the cubic contents of boards, in which
there was no sensible current, was often very large. Whatever might be the-

difference of opinion with regard to barometrical changes in mines, it was
reasonable to suppose that they would exert the least influence where the surface

of coal which might exude gas was the least. The proportion which the sur-

face exposed iu pillar mines bore to that in longwall mines was from 10-20 to
1. The goaf, a longwall mine, became approximately solid as the coal was ex-
tracted over large areas, and thus permitted of a general settlement. In pillar

mines the tendency was towards the formation of many small goaves, where
there could be no surface settlement. These goaves thus became so many gas
holders. The longwall mode of work also admitted of the nearest approxima-
tion to goaf ventilation. The only open parts were the edges, and as these

were cut through with roads, a constant current could be maintained along
them. It was possible, in a properly laid out longwall mine, to keep the goaf
clear of gas as far hack as it was open. In pillar workings there was no possi-

bility of sending air into the goaf, aud it thus became charged with gas. It

was therefore submitted, that the safety of mining operations might be increased

by the extension of longwall working. It was satisfactory to be able to add.

that, on economical grounds it was daily gaining in favour, and that simplicity,

compactness, small cubic contents of open mine, small exposure of coal sur-

face, regular gas discharge and thorough ventilation could be best attained in
longwall mines.

ON COAL MINING IN DEEP WORKINGS.
By Mr. Emerson Bainbbidge, Stud. Inst. C.E.

In this communication the principal conclusions arrived at were to the
following effect :

—

Judging from the statistics of the past few years, the production of the
British coal fields could not be considered to increase annually in a constantly

increasing ratio, as had been surmised, but might be estimated at an average
' output ' of 105 millions of tons yearly. Estimating the coal remaining in the
British Islands to a depth of 4,000ft. to be 37,300 millions of tons, this quan-
tity of coal would supply the annual demand of 105 millions for 355 years

;

and, taking the limit to deep mining to be a depth from the surface of 7,000ft.,

the further quantity of coal estimated to be workable to this depth was 57,222
millions of tons, which would extend the supply for a further period of 53S
years. The chief localities in the British Islands where coal would probably
be found at greater depths than had hitherto been reached were (1) the West
Coast of Ayrshire, (2) the West of Lancashire, (3) the East of Yorkshire, Derby-
shire, Nottinghamshire and Staffordshire, and (4) below the seams worked at

present in the South Wales basin.

Deep mining had been carried on much more extensively in Belgium than in

England, there being only twelve pits of a greater depth than 1,500ft. in the latter

country, as compared with sixty-eight in the former. The deepest coal mine
in the world was probably that of Simon Lambert, in Belgium, which had
attained the great depth of 3,489ft. The deepest coal mine in England was the

Bosebridge Colliery, in Lancashire, which had reached a depth ot 2,418ft., the •

temperature of the coal at that depth being 93'5°. The distance from the sur-

face of the ground to the stratum of invariable temperature might he taken at

60ft., and the constant temperature at that depth at 50Q . The accounts pub-
lished between 1809 aud 1840 of several hundred experiments, relating to the
temperature of coal and metalliferous mines, showed the increase of temperature

to vary from 1° for every 45ft. to 1° for every 69ft. ; the distance from the

surface at which the experiments were made varying from 100ft. to 1,700ft.

The results of more recent experiments in England and on the Continent were
irregular, and showed an increase varying from 1° for every 41ft. to 78ft., the

distances from the surface being from 700ft. to 2,600ft. On comparing the

experiments made at the two deepest English coal mines, viz., Rosebridge and
Dukinfield, it was found that the increase of temperature due to depth was much
less rapid at the latter colliery than at the former; and this difference was
assumed, in a paper read recently by Mr. Hull, to, be due to au amount of heat

being lost at Dukinfield, owing to the heavy inclination of the strata, which was
about 1 in 3, whilst at Rosebridge the coal seam was nearly level. The relation

of the position of the bottom of a mine to the sea level influenced the tempera-

ture. The average increase of the temperature of three mines of a high eleva-

tion was 1° for every 71'6ft., whilst the increase for three mines at some distance

below the level of the sea was 1° for every 62 -
3ft.

The experiments relating to the underground temperature of the air at the

Rosebridge Colliery showed an increase in the temperature of the air in passing

from the downcast to the upcast shaft of from 55° to 63°; the air passing-

through workings the temperature of which was 78°, and the normal tempera-

ture of the coal being 93'5. The experiments at Monkwearmouth showed the

effect of a large volume of air in preventing a rise in temperature. At a dis-

tance of 1800 yards from the shaft, with 80,000 cubic feet of air passing per

minute, the temperature was 55
c

; whilst at a distance of 2,600 yards from the

shaft, with 10,000 cubic feet of air circulating per minute, the temperatue was
found to he 67°.

The normal temperature of the coal might he estimated, from the results of
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experiments at Sealiam Colliery, to exist in a main air channel, which had been
exposed to the air for some time, at a distance of about J 3 feet from the sur-

face of the mineral. The highest temperature at which coal mines were worked
was probably in Staffordshire and at the Monkwearraouth Colliery, where the
temperatures varied from 80' to 85c

. At the Clifford Tin Mine in Cornwall
ths temperature was 120", in which the miners could only work for twenty-
five minutes consecutively, this high temperature being due to the heat of the

water issuing from the rock.

It would appear, from the contradictory results of the experiments relating

to the temperature of different minerals, that no rule could be laid down. It

was probable, however, that the temperature of mines was affected to some
extent by the varying conducting power of different minerals.

In regard to the increase of temperature with the distance from the surface,

a careful comparison of all the experiments quoted, and especially of those taken
at a greater depth than 2,000 feet, led to the conclusion that as far as could be
judged from the experiments already made, the increase of temperature would
be 1° for every 55 feet in depth, from the stratum of invariable temperature.
The data afforded by the experiments were so irregular, that no law could be
established, as to the ratio of increased temperature augmenting or decreasing
with increased distance from the surface, though the experiments at South
Hetton and at Mouillelonge, as recorded in the paper, appeared to indicate,

that the rise in temperature became more rapid as the distance from the sur-

face increased. Assuming the rate of increase in temperature to be as pre-

viously estimated, the normal temperature of a mine 7,000 feet deep would be
170"'.

Of the three modes by which heat was lost by one substance and absorded by
another, viz., radiation, conduction, and convection, the only influence likely to

come into action in a well ventilated mine of the depth stated would be that of
convection. From the observations recorded, it would seem that, as a rule,

when the temperature at the surface exceeded 66°, the temperature at the
bottom of the pit was less than at the top ; but when less than 66° at the top
of the pit, an increased temperature was found at the bottom. The increase in

the temperatue, due to the density of the air in deep mines, was estimated at 1°

for every 893 feet, making the mean temperature of a pit 7,000 feet deep about
58 .

The effect of the heat emitted by workmen, candles, explosion of gunpowder,
<tc., was estimated not to have any appreciable influence on the temperature of

the air circulating in the mine. The experiments at Scaham showed the tem-
perature of the return air to be 0*5C lower when the mine was in full operation

than when the pit was off work, and when no lamps, workmen, &c, were in the
workings. An unexplained cause of high temperature had been observed at

several collieries, but more particularly at Monkwearmouth, where the tempera-
ture of the air on one occasion was found to be 95°, or upwards of 10° higher
than the normal temperature of the mineral. The question, as to the effect of

pressure upon deep workings, was unquestionably of great importance, and
necessarily very speculative. The mode of working coal, suggested for a depth
of 7,000 feet, was arranged as far as possible in accordance with the principle,

that the coal should removed so as to present long lines of fracture, and should
be so worked as to the superincumbent weight of the strata overlying the
" goaf," or space where the coal was worked out, to have all its pressure upon
such "goaf," and a minimum pressure upon the coal.

The increase Nj temperature in an underground air channel appeared to aver-

age about 1*5° for every 500 yards.

The question of ventilating a mine 7,000 feet deep, to an extent sufficient to

absorb the heat emitted by strata having a normal assumed temperature of

17C, was one of the most important in the inquiry, and the general results

arrived at might thus be enumerated :— 1. The temperature of the air wa3 esti-

mated to increase from 59° at the bottom of the downcast pit to 65° at the

point where it reached the workings. 2. The length of time which would be
occupied in cooling the main air-war, to such an extent that the sides of the
road would have an average temperature of 62°, and the normal temperature
would be found as far as 12 feet from the surface of the mineral, was calculated

to be 10 days. :!. The total number of units of heat emitted by the strata

Scr minute was found by calculation to be 16,820. 4. The volume of air intro-

uccd at a temperature of 65°, and assumed to leave the workings at a tem-
perature of 89", necessary to carry away this number of units of heat, was
calculated to be 73,000 cnbic feet per minute. 6. Then, taking the total

quantity of air necessary for the ventilation of the pit to be 1 10,000 cubii

per minute, the power required this quantity would be 1 fl II. P..

which represented an average temperature intl pit of90°, for ths attain-

ment of which mean temperature, a temper ) was required at the
bottom of the upcast pit. fs, The quantity of fhel necessary to roi i the
temperature of the return air from 96 to 141 , was found to be 1 MM tons every
twenty-four llOUrs.

The laws upon which th amount of power neci MBrj to prodUC*

tain quantity of air andei every condition Hows :
—

The pressure per anit of sectional iren of au oir-way, required to

come the friction of the air, varied directly as the lengthof the air channel,
as the length of tho peri met ST, n in 1 IS the -qunre of the velocity of the nil.

and inversely in the sectional area of the air-way. The action oi ;

laws was demonstrated in the several w imples given, where it was shown
the power required to overcome thi varied asthecu! f

the velocity, [n drawing a comparison between furnace and mechanical
about 2,500 feet, the two

modes of ventilating were equal, it this depth the furnace became
tin' more effective power.

In regard to raising the coal, ;> i from which it ml
drawn Bt one lilt w ,. bit h

depth one winding engine at the surface and one in the shaft would be
required. An increase iu the cost of sinking to great depths, and in the
cost of producing the coal must, necessarily be expected ; but since the
selling price of coal would, to a great extent, be adjusted accordingly, this
could scarcely be considered as a difficulty of much consequence.
The employment of machinery in place of manual labour would pro-

bably be found very beneficial in cutting and breaking down coal in deep
mines having a high temperature. Some of the coal cutting machines
now at work were driven by compressed air, and the sudden decrease in
temperature which compressed air underwent on exhaustion had been
thought likely to be of use in reducing the temperature of the mine. In
reality, however, scarcely any reduction could be anticipated, since the
quantity of air exhausted bore so small a proportion to an ordinary current
of air, that the effect on the temperature was only to be observed locally

and to a verj slight degree. Of other modes which had been proposed
for facilitating the working of coal at great depths, neither that of casing
the air-ways with non-conducting substances, nor the employment of the
electric light, nor the use of cold water aud ice, could be anticipated to

have any effect worthy of note. The hygrometical experiments recorded
showed that the dryness of the air was considerably increased with in-

creased depth, especially in the return air courses ; and though this usually

caused a high temperature to be borne more conveniently, it, could not, in

the case of the heavy labour required in working coal, be calculated to

confer any benefit.

Finally, it might be stated, that the question of working coal, at greater
depths than had hitherto been attained, could not be considered to be one
which presented difficulties of any importance, nor was it one which re-

quired immediate consideration.

The author had endeavoured to prove that coal could be workod at a
depth of 7,000 feet, but it would probably be centuries before such a sink-

ing would actually be required, and improvements iu various descriptions

of mining machinery, especially such as were intended to facilitate the
" getting " of coal, would possibly before long render mining to such a
depth, as practicable as the working of the deep mines of the present day.
Commercially, as has been observed, the question would adjust itself to the
requirements and expenditure of the times.

At the last business meeting of the members of this Society for the Ses-

sion 1869-70, Mr. Charles B. Vignoles, F.R.S., President, iu the chair,

twenty-lour candidates were balloted for, and declared to be duly elected.

including seven members, viz. : Mr. John Bower, Dublin ; Mr. George
Buchanan, Westminster; Mr. William Janvrin Du Port, late Chief
Engineer of the Victoria Dock Company, Singapore; Mr. James Barry
Fun I'll, Wexford; Mr. John Hill, Bonis ; -Mr. Carl Siemens, Westmiust r;

and Mr. Robert Tyndall, Executive Engineer, P.W.D., India Seventeen
gentlemen were elected associates, viz.: Mr. John Collier, S. liters' Hall;

Mr. Frederick Colyer, Leman-stroet; Mr. Joseph Samuel Forbes, Engineer
of the Trent and Mersey Navigation, Shelton ; Mr. John Lawton Hadd.ui,

Engineer-in-Cbief for Syria and the Lebanon; Mr. Charles Hall, Engineer-
ing Staff of the P. and (). Steam Navigation Company, Southampton ; Mr.
Arthur Samuel Hamand, Birmingham ; Mr. Alfred Chalmers Lawford,
Executive Engineer, P. W.I)., India ; Mr. Matthie Charles M;iekiniion,

Adelphi ; Mr. Edward Maniaty, Dundalk and Grecnore Railway Pur and
Harbour Works; Mr. Charles Robert Manners, [overnessj Mr. Angus
Nicolson, Skipton Castle, Yorkshire ; Mr. Robert Pitt, Newark Foundry,
Hath; Mr. John Rotberoe, King William-street: Mr. Charles Edward
Shepherd, Lieut. B.S.C., Executive Engineer, P.W.I). , India j Mr. William
Stroudley, Locomotive Superintendent of the London, Brighton and South
Const Railway; Mr. Henry Haj Wake, Sunderland j and Sir. Riobard

Harris Willi.mis, St. Austell.

A report was brought up from the council slating that, uodor the pro-

visions of Section IV. of tho by-laws, the following candidates had been

admit! the institution since the last announcement :—Messrs,
II. E. R Bogar, i'. J. Odling, and II. J. Pratt.

During the Session just con eluded, there have i n : n l«b il to the n _-

of tli" institution 12 members, and II t ass elates, while the council have

admitted 66 students. The numbers of the several classes now on the

morary members, 7<»3 members, 1,002 ind 178

stodents. or • total of 1,899 of all classes, ai against l .;

lust yi ar, or an increase in t T t« intl rval of upwards of 8 per cent.

INSTITUTION or naval ARCHITEi rs.

ON TIIK SMALL FASTENINGS OF WOODEN SHIPS.

l!y W' ' II » M l'""I I K I \... Esq.

The small fastenings ol trenails, Iron bolts, ami copper metal bolts.

i; iofa have their, advantages a

Ths trenail, general!; an oak bar at I liameter, i« »

• !> strong. ' am the
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outside copper on the bottom of a ship to create rust in the ironwoik within,
and is vulgarly considered the veiy stamina and constitution of a ship ; still it

must strike every one not blinded by routine that nothing can be more absurd
than to prepare oak timbers square, and cut out all the sap from them, at the
cost of about a crown per foot cubic, and then drill this expensive timber full of

holes from l^iu. to l^in. wide, in order to drive in trenails, and thus take at

least half the strength out of the timber.
About seaports, where old ships are broken up, many old timbers are met

with in the fields spotted with two large holes in about every foot of their length

;

decajr will be observed in all these holes, caused by the woody fibre being bruised
by trenail driving, for bruised fibre gives nourishment to dry-rot fungus.
Trenails having been squeezed in driving, become rotten and weak, cease to
hold the planks to the timbers with firmness, get bent, and allow a ship to

bend and yield throughout its whole frame—this is called hogging and sagging.
Iron bolts and spikes are the cheapest strength that can be put into a ship.

They are the handiest fastenings that a workman can use ; and a little rusting
allows a very small fastening to take a very strong hold : in fact, it is everything
that could be wished, did it but last without decay.
In a ship, iron bolts are always damp and always rust ; rust frets awaj' woody

fibre. Iron bolts, too, always contain a portion of sulphur, which gets converted
into sulphuric acid, which decomposes both the salts always found in oak, and
also salt water, never absent at sea. A ring of decomposed wood surrounds
every bolt ; and as the salts and oxide of iron are not prejudicial to fungus
growth, dry rot fungus takes possession of the ring of decomposed wood.

Iron bolts are inadmissible in the bottoms of ships sheathed with copper ; the
salt water acting on so large an extent of copper sends such quantities of elec

tricity through the iron bolt that the substance of the bolt is carried away, and
a vacancy, which lets in leaking water, is left in its place.

Copper bolts and cupreous metal bolts are more expensive and less strong
than iron, but unlike iron bolts, instead of fretting the wood in which they are
inserted, actually preserve it, for the verdigris which is formed on the copper
bolt poisons the dry rot fungus. But the copper bolt has the serious disadvan-
tage of having little hold on the wood through which it passes, and this little

holdfast becomes less after the wood has shrunk with age, so that the only value
of the fastening power of copper metal bolts is left in the rivetted ends of
the bolt, and when this end breaks off, as it frequently does in nine or ten years,
by getting crystallised, the fastening is of no value at all.

Trenails are too cheap and useful, as plugs for keeping out leaking water, to

be given up in wooden ship construction ; but 'the disadvantage of their un-
wieldly size, boring through and destroying eveiything, should be reduced as
much as possible. Trenails should be always of the best materials, creosoted
to prevent the introduction of dry rot, kept small in size to prevent their doing
immoderate harm to the worthier parts of the ship, and driven short to obviate
the destruction of timbers and floors.

It is agreed on all sides that iron bolts must never be used in the wake of
copper sheathing. Indeed, to ensure the durability of the structure of a ship,
iron bolts should never be driven at all, except in situations where they can be
removed and replaced.

Covering iron bolts with zinc (called galvanising) does not protect the iron
from rusting, as the acid of the oak surrounding the bolt soon dissolves off the
zinc cover, and corrosion proceeds with all its concomitant evils.

A large quantity of copper metal fastening is now required in first-class ships.
It is expensive. Let us inquire how the greatest strength, at the lowest cost,

can be got from it.

The screw form, I believe, will be found the strongest and cheapest method
for the use of copper metal. This form gives a secure hold, and does not injure
the wood if the pitch of the screw be kept high, that is, the threads of the
screw be kept far apart. I have been accustomed to use screws 7 in. long in-
stead of trenails.

The bolt is moulded in threads three turns in an inch, cut in a f-in. bolt of
Prince's metal, weighing 13J- oz., and costing 9d. This screwed through a 3-in.
plank, penetrates the timbers 4 in., and requires no rivet, as I have tried to
start a deal end from a 4in. thick piece ot^oak secured ithis manner, with a strain
of 36 cwt. suspended, without having been able to produce the least separation
of the deal from the oak. The necessity of a through fastening does not exist,

as the timber can be secured to the ceiling by a similar screw to keep it exactly
in place ; thus, a long length of metal bolt is saved, the timber but slightly
wounded, and the strength of the frame immeasurably increased.
For larger fastenings, such as those for securing timbers and floors to iron

riders, I have used a thread |-in. in height, placed round outside a |-in. Prince's
metal bolt, instead of cutting into the body of the bolt, in order to preserve its

lateral strength and rigidity. The turns of the screw are three in 2 in. ; a
length of 14 in. weighs 31b., and costs 2s. 6d. I found a strain of 49 cwt. was
barely sufficient to tear this screw through a 3 in. deck deal end, and of course
a longer length screwed into oak would require a heavier strain for its re-
moval.
Pure copper cannot be cast into a screw form any strength, and therefore I

have used Prince's metal (a mixture of 16 oz. copper, 3 oz. zinc, and f oz. tin).

This mixture runs into every sinuosity of the casting mould, is so tough that it

will bend more than double cold, and I believe will not crystallise and break
when it has grown old.

APPLYING ZINC IN A FLUID STATE TO THE SURFACE OF
SHIPS.

By Mr. Chaeles Lamport.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen,—I am very sorry that, instead of a paper to-

night, I have to present to you an apology. When at the last Session I com-
mitted myself to read a paper on a simple means of applying zinc in a fluid

state to ships, my authority and authorisation was a communication which I

had from abroad, the subject stood over for some time, as I was abroad
engaged in other avocations, and when I came to look for that communication
I found it was lost, and sufficient time has not intervened to enable me to get

from my friend on the Continent a copy of what he sent me. From memory,
however, I set to work to test what he stated was the fact, as to the usage in

his own works, with a reference to zincing, which contained a very important
difference from the usual mode practised in this country. When I came, how-
ever, to test this mode, as it occurred to my memory, I found that the experi-

ments did not bear out results which I expected and was led to infer. I had,
however, in addition, a project of my own ; but as this involved a very consider-

able outlay, and owing to a variety of circumstances, one occuring after another,

which I need not trouble you with, or detain you by detailing, these experi-

ments were matters of utter impossibility for me to carry out in such a wa}' as

to warrant my bringing the subject authoritatively before you as an institution.

I communicated with Mr. Merrifield, our honorary secretary, and at the same
time asked permission to be allowed to state so much of the project as occurred
to my mind, as might afford a hint to any gentleman working in the same
line of investigation as myself, so as to enable him, if he should so choose, to da
something in the course of the ensuing j-ear to test the application of this prin-

ciple, as I myself intend to do.

Now the difficulties of applying zinc in a fluid state to the side of a ship

appear to arise from two necessaiy preliminaries, which must be carried out. In
the first place, an iron plate, as it proceeds from the rolls, is covered over with
a thin skin, which is hardened, and undergoes compression, and presents a
different surface of iron, and a different composition of iron from that of the
bod}- of the plate, and this scale, or surface, or skin, or whatever term it is

technically known by, presents a difficulty to the adhesion of zinc under all

circumstances. Another necessary preliminary to the application of zinc is,

that the iron plate shall approach very closely, if not quite attain, the tempera-
ture of the melted zinc which is to be applied. Now this, of course, any one
will see, would be a difficulty on the side of a ship. But the communication
which I had from abroad mentioned the use of a flux which was different

entirely from that used in this countiy, and which enabled my friend to apply
his fluid zinc in a different way from that practised in this countiy, namely,
by pouring it over the iron to be zinced in a bath. Now the project which I
intend, if circumstances are favourable, to subject to a course of experiments
during the ensuing year (and as to which I have to apologise to you for not
having done so at present, and for not being able to state to you the results

now), is simply this. Over the sides of the ship I propose to suspend a bath,

with so much of a furnace attached as will maintain the zinc in a fluid state,

and, of course, maintain the temperature at a sufficient height to do so. This
bath being in contact with the side of the ship to a certain extent, the plate

against which it is placed will become of a temperature, I think, quite sufficient

to allow of adhesion if the scale is taken off. Intermediately between the bath
and the ship, I propose to have what I may term a mould, which would con-
sist of a steel plate something like a quarter of an inch thick, rolled cold, and
a very fine skin put upon it, so that the zinc should have no chance of attach-
ing to it. Then round the edges of this there would be a thin boundary or

edging of metal, of the thickness of the plate which I intend to cast on the
side of the ship. Preparatory, however, to the suspension of the furnace, and
the application of this mould intermediate^' between the furnace and the side

of the ship, over a sufficient portion of the side of the ship to be zinced by each
application of the movement of the furnace, I should have to remove the skin

to which I have already adverted. My mode of doing that would be this: I
should take a wooden mould, or frame of open framework, composed of laths of

deal, or any other wood, about an inch and a half broad. This would be
covered with a substance which would resist ,to a certain extent, the action of

a strong solution of sulphuric acid, and after the sulphuric acid had been attached

to the frame, and the frame was put against the side of the ship, remaining
there long enough to remove the scale. After the application of the ordinary flux

by a similar frame, I then conceive that I should have the sides of the ship in

a condition to receive a sufficient attachment of the plate of zinc which I pro-

pose to cast upon it. Then would come the suspension of the furnace over

the ship's side, so that the metal mould, of which I have already spoken,

should come exactly over, and the outside exactly accord with the wooden
framework which I have just mentioned. When the steel plate had sufficient

elasticity to allow screws to adjust it tightly to the side of the ship, the upper
side being open, I should then propose to pour over the zinc bath the fluid metal

into this mould allowing it to remain there in contact, and with a free circula-

tion of cold between the mass of the zinc metal in the bath, and the thin film

which is to form the sheet against the side of the ship. I conceive that by
so doing I might, in a short time, bring up the plate to which the bath is

attached to a sufficient degree of heat to conform to all the conditions neces-

sary to perform the ordinary process of what is called galvanising, which is,

more properly speaking, zincing. A zinc plate on the side of a ship has a

different ratio, and different condition of construction and expansion under heat

from the iron plates of a ship. Provision, therefore, should be made in souk-

degree for buckling, imperceptibly it may be, but quite sufficient to prevent the

perfect adhesion of a thick zinc plate over the whole surface of the iron plate

which has to be attached. I therefore propose, supposing it were 10ft. long,

with a breadth of 2ft., to depend more upon the horizontal bands for the

attachment of the zinc, leaving the intermediate spaces unattached to the iron,

but in close contact with it, allowing a sufficient space, if the contraction were
to vary, because the heat brought to bear on the side of a ship in a tropical

climate is so great as to cause a troublesome difference of expansion and
that difference of expansion might be accommodated by the unattached

portions between the bands. If my idea is a correct one, I should

have attached to the side of a ship, by the zincing piece-?, a zinc

plate with a number of bands, which practice only could prove to be
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sufficiently correct, without any injury to the iron, without any'expense in the

structure of the ship, and which might be renewed by a very easy process,

which I need not now explain, when corrosion had taken place to such an ex-

tent as to make it necessary to resheath the ship. This, gentlemen, is just an
outline of my plan.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

A NARRATIVE OP THE SUEZ CANAL WORKS.
By Daniel Adolphfs Lauge, Esq.

After the conquest of Egypt, in 638-40, Amrou, wishing to establish a com-
munication between the two seas, wrote to his master, the Caliph of Omar,
describing the vanquished territory as follows :

—
" An undulating green meadow,

with ploughed fields, such is the delta of the Nile. A dust}' desert, a liquid and
clayey plaiu, a black slush, such is the Isthmus to cut through." The Caliph,

however, objected to the piercing of the Isthmus, fearing that it would open out

the country to the influx of foreigners.

Twelve hundred years afterwards, M. Ferdinand de Lesseps proposed to cut a

direct maritime canal from Pelusium to Suez, across the dusty desert and the

black swamp of Lakes Menzaleh and Ballah. I remember his speaking to me
.: it when I was quite a youth, more than thirty years ago. When, however,

later, the project was seriously brought forward, it was declared to be impractic-

It was said, " You can never surmount the difficulties of the desert.

Nothing stable can be erected on those treacherous shores, doomed by nature to

sterility and desolation." In fact, so strong was that opinion, that the captain

of a small craft who first received orders to proceed to Pelusium, smiled with
incredulity, but resigned himself to what he thought a fool's errand, much in the

I

same way as a slave would obey the whims of his master.

Truly, nature has indeed put every obstacle in the way of landing. Land
and sea seemed to he blended, and the shallow, shelving coast rendered it im-

lable. There was the surf to wade through, to begin with; and if you
were not dashed to pieces by it, and managed, after great exertions, to get a

footing on land, you fouud yourself not quite on terra Jirma, but something
between the two. In fact, on a narrow belt of land, not more than 150 yards

wide; and behind this treacherous slip, comes a second sea as far as the eye can
penetrate, with this difference, that it is calm and shallow, but at the same time
absolutely unapproachable. Auyone rash enough to attempt to wade through
the liquid slush would probably never have an opportunity of doing so for the
second time. Such is Lake Menzaleh—such is the liquid plain spoken of by
Amrou—which, for no less than twenty-eight miles, the Suez Canal had to pass,

after having surmounted the difficulties of passing the strip of land already

alluded to. It was under such conditions that not only a harbour but a town
had to be created in a part where there was no longer any sea, and where the

land had yet to be formed. That was the site on which Port Said now stands,

viz., in the May of Pelusium, which, in fact, is the Greek word Pelos, meaning
mnd: and the Aral) designation of the coast, which they call "Tineh," equally

•ii.-s mod.
As M. Lesseps could not approach this coast by sea. he attempted to do so by

land. The caravan destined to explore these regions, after having for eigh:

WVldered about the isthmus, reached a point where the travellers were prevented

from going further. ():i tin.- -- -i in n»it of the last accessible '' dune" 1 7<> camels

were grouped together, carrying the baggage and provisions of the party. From
tlii-. point, the plain of Pelusium could ed at a distance, but how to

here ! Lake Menzaleh had to be reached, but, to add to the difficulty, tie

Nile bod not risen so high as usual that year, and in consequence there remained
<red black patches of mud, through which no boat could pass. To

arrive at the belt it was necessary to go round this immense basin, bat the party
i impatient to reach the end ol their journey. Much time would be .saved

by a direct passage through it. M. de Lesseps decided, at all events, to make the

attempt. The conductors of the caravan opposed it as rash, but without

M. ib' Lesseps, at the risk of being swamped every instant.

cautiously thro', in, while the caravan were anxiously watching bj

movements. The attempt succeeded, an 1, soon after, a party of the caravan on

foot'. ruins Of ancient Pelusium. The explorers then walked I

I west, and discovered, to their great relief, that the part

of the bell at Pelusium was not only firm, but gave every indication of a good
:-. After this personal examination, SI. de Lesseps

that the creation of a harbour was practicable on the Bpot where
Port Said now stands, and soon after returned to Alexandria to make thi-> t.i.-i

known.
lie then proceeded to France, but found that little heed was taken of his

ami scarcely any interest shown in his project • for Indeed

ired about the Suei Canal, and many Frenchmen sea

knev. . some inquiring whether it was in Algeria or Sweden
it would abbi the North Pole. Ludii

as II .ire you that guoh WB
of the French, i am

to the not t heirfin-It .

-ft the

of 81. ii to bun in Fi aiee. Iii a

word, he could n btest impression,

it be wondered at. " i absorbed in the pnrsuif
t be nucleus of the greatest

o 1 yet it ultimately did become ao, bnl

b, and in n hit h England
part.

the friendship which existed in our families, expressing a wish to come to England
with reference to his idea of making a canal in Egypt. I encouraged the plan,
and urged him to come over at once, feeling convinced that in co-operating with
him I was assisting the cause of humanity. I entered heart aud soul into his
project, and abandoned every other pursuit in consequence. On M. de Lesseps'
arrival in London, we lost no time in visiting all the leading towns in Great
Britain, where meetings were hell, viz., in London, Liverpool, Dublin, Cork,
Belfast, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Leith, Dundee, Aberdeen, Hull, Manchester,
Birmingham, and Bristol. Armed with the collective opinions of the commercial
classes of the United Kingdom, and a most valuable record it is, M. de Lesseps
returned to Paris.

It seems a very curious thing to say that the opposition in England was the
cause of the success of the canal, yet so it was. It was most strenuously opposed
on political grounds by the late Lord Palmerston, with whom I had the bo
of having several interviews on this matter, and whom I opposed, as far as my
humble powers allowed, tooth and nail. Finding my efforts in this direction
were of no avail, I endeavoured to bring the matter before Parliament, aud I am
pleased to be able to say that 64 members of the House of Commons voted
against any English interference in Turkey. Finding, however, that this made
very little difference with regard to the action of the English government, I

then issued a small pamphlet, called "The Suez Caual Viewed in its Political

Bearing," and I think you will agree with me that the views there expressed will

still bear examination.
Seeing the attention England had paid to the subject, the French, in I

turn, began to talk about it. Gradually a spirit of international rivalry was
sown into a commercial undertaking, a company was formed, and the capital

subscribed. The works were then commenced, and I shall now endeavour to
give a brief narrative of them.
At Port Said, two piers running out into the sea were constructed. The

length of the western mole is 2,500 metres, equal to If mile, and the eastern
1,900 metres, equal to lj mile in length. It required about 250,000 cubic metres
ot concrete blocks, weighing about 30 tons each, to make the two jetties. The
low marsh where Port Said now stands was raised 10ft. above sea level, and
occupies an area of 67 acres. The harbour has a surface of 132 acres ; the
excavations amounted to 4,669,943 cubic metres.

It was necessary, previously to entering upon a work of such magnitude, to

prepare dwellings, storehouses, factories, forges, and a lighthouse, indeed, all

the accessories indispensable for putting in motion the huge mechanical
appliances intended to he used. All this was done in the newly-created town of
Port Said.

Among the numerous obstacles which were encountered, none were half so
formidable as effecting a channel through Lake Menzaleh, which extended 21
miles (from Port Said to Kantara). This was, indeed, the true difficulty; and
while our adversaries were discussing the danger of the Red Sea, the drifting
sands, and other dangers looming in the distance, our real pre-occupation was
the Lake Menzaleh.
When this mud was stirred under the burning sun of Egypt, the sulphu

exhalations were almost unsupportahle ; but strange to say, such is the nature
of the water of the lakes that it was not hurtful to the health of the men. We
had the good fortune to have not much more sickness here than in the other
localities. Besides, the lake fishermen arc accustomed to wade up to their

waist in the water, either to push their boats along or to lix their nets. They
are a line, vigorous race of men, and these we employed for the work. They
had to throw up the liquid mud with their hands, so as to form a kind of dyke :

aud had it not been for the powerful Egyptian sun. which dried up the mud
so exposed within a few hours, the task would have been hopeless, as there i^ no
known mechanical appliance to overcome an obstacle of this sort. When

bing like an opening had been made, and the water began to flow in, rafts

Were Constructed, and in these the men slept, under tents made of mats. We
employed about 15,000 of these fishermen. They are supposed to he of Assyrian

l. On the west side of the lake, and while the works were pri

an alley of sphinxes was discovered, possessing the Mime features and tj po of faoi

as the fishermen themselves. On the shoulders of one of the sphinxes Maiiette
Key deciphered the name of Pharoah, at the time of Joseph, his prime minister,
and who inhabited the village of Tsaiio. Avaris, or Tannis.
When the men had scooped out with their bands a passage of sufficient

dimensions, dredging machines were introduced, and the-, returned to their

original occupation of fishermen. Hit by bit this trench was widened, until it

reai bed the dimensions of 830ft. wide, and 26ft deep. The banks mi both -.ides

are solid and firm. It was on these parts that dredgers with I

Used. The shoot is 220ft. long by 28ft. wide, and drawing IMt. "I v.
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The news soon spread in Egypt and Syria that a town was being created

where provisions could be had, and, above all, fresh water ; and a large influx of

caravans, as in ancient times, was the result ; but when the water from the

Nile was brought to Kantara, an immense movement followed. During the
last six months of 1864:—42,929 camels, 9,350 horses, 2,489 mules, 2,835
donkeys, 3,392 head of cattle, 23,063 sheep, and 18,575 goats. Such a traffic soon
gave importance to the town, which has now a population of 7,000 inhabitants.

The influx of Europeans through the canal will not alter the Asiatic and
African type of Kantara, destined to become the point of transit and trade be-

tween Egypt and Syria, as in ancient times.

From Kantara the maritime canal passes through another marsh, frequently

dry, called Lake Ballah, for a distance of twelve miles, to El Eerdane, and
these parts were dredged with the same means as those employed across Lake
Menzaleh. It is the most desolate spot possible to conceive, absolutely barren,

and without the slightest vegetation. A bank of crystallised gypsum was dis-

covered here ; lime-kilns were immediately erected on the spot, and these proved
of great service for the constructions at Port Said. A Frenchman, who was
in charge of the lime-kilns, had a hard time of it. He lived like a hermit,

with a few Arabs, pitching his tent upon any dry spot he could find, and often

obliged to change quarters when any inundation occurred. He went by the

name of " L'Homme au Platre," but seemed perfectly contented under these

trying circumstances.

From Kantara to El Ferdane the canal passes through an undulating country,

where several elevations occur, and the dredgers with long shoots, which did

such good service along the Lake Menzalah, were of no use here. It required

an apparatus fitted to enable the silt to be thrown over these elevations ; and
this necessarily led to the invention of a totally different mechanical appliance,

which goes by the name of the " elevateur." The dredger exca-

vated the canal, and deposited the contents in a floating barge placed

near it. This barge has six loose compartments. When these com
partments or boxes have been filled, the barge quits the dredger and goes along-

side the elevator. The elevator is a kind of railed bridge, starting from the

level of the water, and ascending to height of 56ft. This aerial railway is sup-

ported by two iron posts, the one resting on a barge and the other on the banks
of the canal; the whole structure being joined together by solid cross beams.
The full boxes are raised out of the barge by machinery, and travel along the

railed bridge till the extreme end is reached, at a height of 56ft., and then dis-

charge their contents on the banks, returning empty to be again refilled as be-

fore. Eighteen of these elevators, with 700 boxes, have been employed on the

works in those parts of the canal where the banks were too elevated to allow

the use of the long " couloirs," and where the distance from the sea and lakes

was too great for the hopper barges to be used with advantage and economy.
The Lake Ballah terminates at El Ferdane, where the desert commences.

This land is determined by a ridge of sand about 3ft. above water, a slight

depression follows, the undulations become more marked, and extend along a

distance of six miles. Then a sudden rise occurs, and we find ourselves in face

of a mound 55ft. high and 650ft. in length. After that comes the depression, a

sort of valley descending 13ft., and the Seuil d'El Guisr presents a veritable

rampart of 61ft. high. It was necessary that the maritime canal should pass

through this cutting, in order to allow the waters of the Mediterranean to flow

in the vast depression which follows, viz., Lake Timsah. At this point all our
efforts had to be concentrated ; this barrier had to be removed. A trench was
cut, which enabled the supply of provisions from Port Said. The encampment
of El Ferdane became the " victualling entrepot." Two wells were opened,

which supplied fresh water, and the shrubs of the vicinity served for fuel.

The fishermen of Lake Menzaleh having accomplished their difficult task, it

now remained for the Egyptian population to surmount this second great

obstacle. Before availing ourselves of the army of Fellaheens the Egyptian
government had agreed to furnish for the works, it was necessary to take

practical measures in advance. This operation was twofold. It was not only

a question for them to dig the canal, but likewise to carry the excavations to

the summit of the embankments. Wherever a steep incline rendered the labour

of wheeling up a hand-barrow severe, by a simple contrivance of making the

descending empty barrow assist in drawing up the loaded one, the labour was
equalised and its severity negatived. In other parts, where it was necessary to

remove the soil across a dry level at great distances, strong wire ropes were
stretched to posts firmly fixed at the extremities of the opposite banks, and large

wooden buckets filled with earth, slung to the these ropes, travelled with a
rapidity regulated according to the incline, which was obtained by means of

raising or lowering the ends of a lever to which the wire ropes were attached.

By this contrivance, the toilsome task of removing such masses of earth by hand
was considerably alleviated, and labour made to yield tenfold what it would
have done without such appliances. When all was ready, and proper shelter

had been prepared, the Arabs were summoned to their work, which was appor-

tioned with great order and regularity. The men were divided into gangs, and
in each division a notice in Arabic was posted up, indicating the quantity of

earth to be dug, and the wages paid per cubic metre for its completion. Be-
sides the Egyptians, the descendants of the ancient Philistines, from the

countries bordering the desert of Syria, came to join in the work, and the
Bedouins also found employment.
Twenty thousand men were engaged in digging the Seuil d'El Guisr ; and,

pending the completion of the fresh-water canal, which had to traverse 80 miles

of desert, drinking water had to be procured to supply this army of men from
a distance of 20 miles, a camel's day's journey. There were 2,000 camels
employed, each carrying two water casks of 25 gallons of water each. The
men worked cheerfully, and were treated with justice. " If you want the birds

to come," said the Imaum of the mosque at El Guisr, " you must throw bread
to them. If you want the men to come, you must sow justice, and our men
will work for you."

The Fellaheens having completed their task, sufficient depth had been ob-

tained for the dredgers to take their places. But here a new difficulty arose.

How to dredge a channel, and then to get the earth removed out of this
hollow ? No less than four millions of cubic metres had to be dug out of it.

The difficulty was overcome by the invention of the excavator, or dry dredger.
A locomotive engine on two rails, running parallel with the canal, formed the
motive power. From the locomotive descended a chain with iron buckets,
which scooped up the earth as it was drawn up the slope, and then emptied
into waggons. When a sufficient number were filled, these waggons, in their

turn, were drawn up to the summit of the embankment, along a succession of
tramways winding at sharp angles, till they reached the top. These excava-
tions were completed on the 1st February, 1866, amid great rejoicings, We
shall now leave El Guisr, and proceed to Lake Timsah.
From the summit of El Guisr to Lake Timsah the plateau still continues,

undulating for about three miles, terminating abruptly like a cliff, and here we
found ourselves completely in the desert.

How impressive is that dreary, shadowless desert, with its breathless silence,

its awful solitude, and its solemn repose! A tacit record of a perishing world,
whose race is run, of mighty kingdoms, of tumults and wars, of pestilences and
plagues, of woes and death—all swept away in bygone ages, and now en-
tombed in this mournfully silent wilderness ; reminding man of the
evanescence of all earthly things, with the consciousness, in that solitude
more than ever felt, that he is not there alone. There are few spectacles
more gorgeous than a sunset in the desert, and very unlike what is witnessed
iu the north of Europe. The placid sweetness of a northern day may be
said to expire gradually—a flickering twilight foreshadows its consummation
long before the curtains of night are drawn round the earth's bed, binding man
to rest after the fatigues of theday ; and then slowly the lamps of heaven arelighted
up and all is still as death. Whereas in the desert there is no lingering of the
sun's rays. Night, black and cloudless, seems as it were, suddenly to assume
its prerogative, extinguishing the beautiful light of day, and, without forestalling

its approach, dims its sunshine in the very zenith of its splendour ; for in this

dreary waste there is not an object to throw out a shadow which would foretell

the fall of the evening. Centui'ies have passed over this unchanging surface,

and daily the same unvarying scene continues. Here, on this hallowed ground,
the wanderer's footprints leave no trace behind to mark the spot where man has
been before. Slowly our camels wended their way amidst the gloom of night,

their noiseless measured tread unrelieved by an)' sound in the distance, save the
occasional barking of the desert dogs, as they came rushing in upon us, and,
frightened at their own temerity, disappeared in the gloom. Nothing can de-

scribe the awful grandeur of the vault of heaven at night. The eye seems to

penetrate deeper and deeper, to soar higher and higher into the transparent
ether, until, humbled with its limited power of vision, it wanders again back to

earth, silent and meditative. There is much inexplicable to man's reason, but
nothing more overwhelmingly fascinating than to gaze upon those luminous
orbs, the spangled firmament in that unfathomable dome, waiting and waiting
in silent glory, one would almost imagine, for some awful summons to come
forth.

It was in the midst of that dreary shadowless desert that a town had to be
erected, and it was done. Ismailia now stands on the scene I have described,

and the desert has been made to blossom like a rose.

I remember the 4th March, 1863, as a day somewhat memorable in the annals

of Ismailia. M. de Lesseps and myself were having our early coffee, and I

suggested changing the name of Timsah (by which the new town was then called)

to Ismailia, out of compliment to the present ruler, Ismail, considering that

Port Said was called after Said Pasha. M. de Lesseps, with that prompt action

which characterises his movements, immediately called the workmen together,

and, under fire of a few bottles of champagne, in the presence of an English

gentleman, the Rev. E. B. Elliot, the town was rechristened Ismailia.

The filling of Lake Timsah required 80,000,000 cubic metres of water. When
it was filled, and the dredgers floating at El Guisr were producing important

results, the question again was how to get rid of the stuff. Special barges were

constructed for that purpose, eash capable of conveying 90 to 120 cubic metres,

which were discharged on the borders of the lake.

Leaving Lake Timsah, the canal passes through a succession of small hillocks,

and crosses the Seuil of Serapeum, rising 30ft. above the level of the sea, and
continuing for a distance of seven miles. This sand barrier separates the depres-

sion of Timsah (now converted into a lake) from the ancient coast line of the

Red Sea, which for centuries has been dried up.

Between Lake Timsah and Serapeum the scenery becomes most interesting.

There is a hillock here, called Gebel Miriam, after the name of the sister of

Moses and Aaron.
We now come to Toussoum, where the first encampment was installed. It

was the centre for provisions, and all around nothing but desert. In 1860, it

was already a town, and promised to become the leading city along the canal,

but Ismailia has entirely eclipsed it. However, Toussoum vvill not be entirely

forgotten. The tomb of Sheik Ennedek, held in great veneration among the

Bedouins, will always bring visitors to that spot. The story goes that this

was a pious Mussulman, possessing great wealth in lands and sheep. On his

return from Mecca he renounced all this wealth, and became a voluntary exile

on the plateau of Toussoum, that he might die alone and in peace. Many
Mussulmans came to consult him, and the only payment he exacted was a stone

from each person, and with the stones so obtained, he made his own tomb. It

is very much visited by the Bedouins of. the desert, and they bury their dead

round the tomb.
The fresh-water canal in the direction of Suez has to run parallel along the

maritime canal, in order to enable the conveyance of provisions by water to

the different encampments. In 1862, 12,000 men were concentrated on the first

section of the fresh-water canal, and a communication between Toussoum and

Ismailia was effected. Daring the months of November and December of that

year the fresh-water canal was prolonged to a distance of six miles, progressing
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always in advance of the excavation of the maritime canal, so that the labourers

always found fresh water ready for their use—a most important matter in the

desert. Three millions of cubic metres had to be dug out of these parts by
manual labour, and the able contractor, M. Lavalley, hit upon a plan to bring

his dredging machines over the top of those hills. It was done as follow :—As
I said before, the fresh-water canal runs parallel with the maritime canal, and
comes close to the Serapeum. It so happened that the natural level of this

artificial derivation from the Nile, the fresh-water canal, was at the same level

with the highest parts of the undulating hill of Serapeum. if. Lavelley con-

sequently made a cutting through the intervening space, with the object of

inundating these heights, and in that way introduced water, and floated the

dredgers, which were ready in the fresh-water canal to come in. This contriv-

ance did away with the necessity of a large contingent of men, and greatly

expedited the work, which, with manual labour, would have been both tedious

and expensive, and, in fact, presented serious difficulties. At first it was feared

that the water would not have sufficient hold on the loose sand of these dunes,

and that imbibition and evaporation would be too considerable for the retention

of the water, and it was not without great misgiving that this bold experiment
was tried. Owing in a great measure, to the circumstance of the sand here
containing fine particles of calcareous matter, and the admixture with the
muddy deposits from the Nile rendering the earth sufficiently impervious to

retain the water, the result was that the experiment proved eminently
sful.

The hollows thus filled with water from the Nile were kept isolated from the
other portions of the canal until the dredgers had effected a cutting from those
heights of 26ft. deep. The dams were then removed, and the water allowed to
run off into the Mediterranean and Red Sea, until the sea-level had been ob-
tained. Meanwhile the dredgers gradually sank with the receding waters, and,
as a natural consequence, ended by floating on a level with the two seas. They
then continued dredging; until the required depth of 26ft. below sea-level had
been reached. 'Jin soil dredged out was then carried away by hopper bai

and emptied into Lake Timsah. In this manner the difficult problem of ti.

with im wag successfully solved, and vessels of 4,000 tons have since
safely Hinted between these sandhills in the desert.

After Serapeum we come to the depression of the Bitter Lakes. They were
separated from the Mediterranean until the necessary arrangements had been
completed, by the erection of temporary weirs and sluices for the gradual
admission of water.

iaus tell us that these lakes were, in ancient times, the limit of the
Gulf of Suez. One thing is certain, that the shells and fossils found here are
of the same species as those in the lied Sea. The conjecture the least co:;-

tradicted is, that an earthquake caused the upheaving of these parts and the
sea to recede to Suez, leaving the lakes and interior basin, which in process of
time his evaporated.

This depression is divided into two, which form the '•' Hitter Lakes;" the
first, descending from the heights of Serapeum, is thirty feet below sea-level,

and sixteen miles in length. The second is twenty feet below sea-level, and
nine milts in length. The surface soundings taken in the latter lake, showed
sand and sulphate of lime with clay more or less mixed with quartz. Those in
the larger lake gave the same result, with the addition of a coating of salt of

. In both lakes isolated water-lines of high and low tiles

are I el, ami a horizontal bank of agglo-
moral inches thick. These lakes were com; I

dried up, with the exception of the hwest portion, which still retained sufficient
humidity to uial moist and swampy.
When the water from t lie Mediterranean had flowed past the Serapeum, and

ested at the "barrage" already alluded to, orders were
given tor the construction of sluices, in order to regulate the flow of water in
the I n >t to injure the banks. It was decided that a portion should
be drawn from the Mediterranean, and the largest quantity of water from the
[led Sea. On the 18th of March, 1869, the shares were finished, and ready to
receive the- n the Mediterranean into the Bitter Lakes. On the 18th
of April in that year, in the presence of His Highness the Khedive of Egypt,
the waters from the Mediterranean entered for the first time into the Bitter

The Emperor Napoleon and her Majesty the Empress sent a telegram to M.
deLi him on his success. Soon after, their Royal High-
nesses the Prince and Princess of Wales visited the v. .,,, .i

•*P« b nil they had seen. At a given signal, and in
the presence of : ahout twelve sluices were opened, and
the sea-water rushed in, I 1 the arrangements, which permitted the
flow of four millions of cubic metres of water in twelve noun.

It required 1,900 millions of cubic mi tree of water to till these lakes. From
the 1st of March till the '

. is drawn from the Mediterranean,
and ; July till tl from the l:

I

-

during sis i .,,,,1 three n

Sea, al the ra ei econd at the commencement, and 70metr<
second towards the li • i

At the poin

prrad

bard
ban* at the southern portion, and
from six i i geili 'ii„. ,,;!.,,. p,,.) ,,j [jjj,

Suez,
length. ';

>il at tho >
immense tract of lain! i: v.

machines to float. It was consequently decided to excavate this part by hand-
labour. Barrows along inclined planes deposited the soil in waggons drawn up
by chains fixed to a steam-engine. Pumps were placed at certain distances, to

carry off the water from infiltration at the bottom of the cutting into a trench
to the Bitter Lakes.

In 1869, the difficulties of the desert between Chalouf and Suez were finally

overcome, 75,921,270 cubic metres having been excavated; and on the loth
August, that year, the artificial barrier which separated the Red Sea from the
Bitter Lakes, then filled with water from the Mediterranean, was removed, and
for the first time the two seas met. The inauguration of their union was celebrated

at Suez, and, on the 28th September, M. de Lesseps steamed from sea to sea in

15 hours, all difficulties having been surmounted, and a maritime passage opened
to the vessels of all nations for the benefit of mankind.

It was for this work that I abandoned all other pursuits, and devoted 13 years
of unremitting labour towards its accomplishment. I remember the time when
every hand was turned against the canal—when it was almost treason to

advocate its cause—when scarcely a voice could be heard in its favour. All

this has changed now. Success has caused popular opinion to turn. When I

listened to the papers recently read at scientific institutions in praise of this

great work, I often think what would I not have given for some of this a few
years ago. It would have been most useful then ; now that the work is finished,

it comes too late.

With regard to the country through which the maritime canal is now opened
it may be said that time was when Egypt was the admiration and a proverb of

surrounding nations. In learning she far excelled her contemporaries. If any
knowledge wras sought, Egypt was the source. If important decisions perplexed

the minds of kings or councils, Egypt was appealed to, and the powerful army
of the Pharaohs was looked to for protection.

Will Egypt ever be a recipient of that light which can alone restore her to

true greatness ? May not the coutact of men of northern climes, commingling
with her people, one day dispel the darkness from her shores, before those

pyramids have crumbled to decay, and the symbol of Caduceus shall be shorn
of all save the cross as an emblem of her faith ? These are questions which
time only can solve.

It is well known that the Egyptians taught with subtle argument that the

Divinity must be symbolised by serpents, and fallen man obeyed their teaching

but too well, for the divinity they worshipped was the spirit of evil.

The sign of Caducens, which first originated in Egypt, became in actual

fact tho emblem of earth's religion in that ancient time. It was formed by
two serpents, representatives of the sun and moon, and their bodies inter-

twined depicted the solar circle and lunar crescent, and the cross the four

elements.

Although that visible sign is not now acknowledged, and man :io longer

bows to the idol snake, nevertheless there is a worldly worship of the serpent

still.

Whatever be our outward form of religion, that subtle animal is ,

gliding imperceptibly round our motives, retarding the progress of good, cau

fear and distrust, jealousy and hatred, among men and nations. It is that

deadly poison which has made man lose the perception of what is due to others

in the all-engrossing thought of self. It has been said that it were ouough
to make the very angels weep to see how we frail beings, whoso lifi

as a summer's cloud, do spend it in warring with one another.

Egypt seeks no longer to be powerful or independent, nevertheless she may
be great in the esteem of nations. If the hope has long since been extinguished

of occupying the proud position she held before the aggrandisement of Babylon
and Persia, the immediate forerunners of her decay, she may, without presu

tion, look forward to a time when, after resuming tho gigantic work Ol

Ptolemys, she will open out tho heart of her country to all the nations of the

earth ; and the present generation, from whose brow the accursed brand of the

Pharaohs' rule has never been entirely obliterated, may yet live to witness a

future dawning upon them.
It has been observed, that the first people wdio arrived at an advanced state

in the arts of civilisation were early encouragers of agriculture and COmmeroe,
and possessed countries whose riches consisted In the produi e of the soil, and
that opulence and power succeedin the proportion as their oondition is improved.

It was this which ma "'at and opulent. The soil ol Egypt still

retains all the fertility of ancient days, for those interminable unproductive

i in the find of Goshen have assuredly nol lost in richness from

fallow since the time when " Joseph came to Pharaoh and said,—My father and
my brethren, and their flocks and their herds, and all that they have, orec

out of the land ol and, behold, they are in the laudof Goshen ;" and
when Pharaoh replied, "The land of Egypt is before thee; in the best of tho

land make thy father and brethren to dwell: in the tandol Goshen let them
andman'i ai I lor

It is impoesibl itifnlland ol Goshen, abounding as far

in tho universe, lying

inturiea unfilled an 1 uni.ru luotive, withi

and, m the nnot much 1
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merce of the world, and rendering those resources barren which would have
made her soil productive and her country prosperous.

Curious it is to follow out the working of man's ideas when supported by an
indomitable will, and yet not wholly relying on his own strength. Not many
years since, the shadows of a small group of Europeans might be seen, thought-

fully groping their way through the desert, with the light of science for their

guide, marking the spots intended for future operations. Feeble and hopeless

seemed these efforts at first, but the plans there matured were not destined to

remain long hidden from the world, and by slow degrees other votaries, anxious

to join in a work of universal utility, flocked to the scene, now no longer the

•undisturbed haunts of the hyama and gazelle, but manifesting signs of human
life, where man's voice ceases to be a startling sound, and where dwellings

break the desolation of the scene. Fearfully at first, but reassured by the mild

sway which pervades this isolated community, appeared the Bedouin of the

desert, willing to lend his stalwart arms and assist in the intended work. The
Fellah of Egypt, unused to seeing his labour requited, soon spread the joyful

tidings, and from the shores of Syria men flocked to join in the benefits

hitherto unknown in Egypt, of free and requited labour. Henceforth, the

wretched homes of these people were no longer wretched, and a smile of

gratitude lit up their wan faces as they gazed upon their benefactors and their

improved condition. Thus, with the cement of kindness and the mallet of

humanity, has the first stroke been given to the corner-stone destined to lay

the foundation of Egypt's prosperity. Villages soon usurped the place of

solitary dwellings, and these again have grown into populous towns ; and a

blank, dismal waste has thus been changed into a scene fruitful with life and
hope, sown on the barren sands of Egypt.

Surely this is a work worthy the ambition of men ! Of these, at least, it

cannot be said

—

u Mheu! vitam perdidi opcrose nihil agendo (Alas! I have
wasted my da}'s in toil and have done nothing)." It is impossible to predict

the advantages which may accrue from opening a maritime highway between
the two hemispheres, bringing into closer union a population of 300 millions

in the western and 600 millions of souls in the eastern quarter of the globe.

Can this commingling of races fail to be the means of opening a path for the

introduction of that light which it is the missionary's joy to spread in distant

lands, brilliant with the glare of solar rays, but o'ershadowed by the darkness

of unbelief? Is it not meeting him halt'-way in his holy work, and preparing

a stupendous revolution in the traffic of the world, by changing the geographical

proximity of England's great possessions in the East?
Here we behold a mighty empire in India, gradually recovering from the

staggering effects of her disasters, straining every nerve to fill up a void so deeply

felt in large districts in England, where a great industry is languishing from
want of the accustomed supplies of cotton from foreign countries. Her lands
wonderfully adapted for its cultivation, and capable of alone supplying all that

England can possibly require, but unable hitherto to occupy the void left vacant,

because America has the advantage of geographical proximity ; and while a
A.-atricidal war was raging in those distracted States, the peaceable scene in the

X)esert of Egypt presented a spectacle which was not the less striking in its

solution of those difficulties because it is silent and undemonstrative. And
should the cloud regather in the west, and unhappily plunge England in all the

horrors of war, her merchant ships, laden with treasure from the East, and
liable to piratical seizure in their circuitous voyage of ten thousand miles round
the Cape, and along a sea-board too exposed to be effectually guarded,

would be shielded from such dangers by a passage through the Egyptian
Canal.

Aided by every contrivance which science has furnished, we have struggled
to remove this barrier which Nature interposed between mighty empires,

changing their relative distances, and realising results for the benefit of mankind
which all the conquests in the world could never have achieved.

MANCHESTER INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS.

ON SOME RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN PISTONS.

By W. Lloyd Wise.

The writer is induced to submit this paper, firstly, from a strong con-
viction on his part that the subject is one of great importance to all who
are interested in the economical working of steam engines ; and, secondly,

because he is enabled by the kindness of his friends, Mr. Joseph Quick,
jun., C.E., and Mr. John Sampson, resident engineer of the Southwark and
Vauxhall Waterworks, London, to lay before the institution some interest-

ing facts as yet unpublished regarding the practical working of the improved
pistons to which this paper has especial reference.

In pistons of many descriptions at present in extensive use, metallic or

other packing is employed, and frequently in such manner as often to

require adjustment by screws or other means provided for that purpose,

which adjustment, besides requiring great skill and extreme care, must
always be more or less uncertain, and consequently unsatisfactory, as the
workman performing the operation under ordinary circumstances has no
reliable indication of the extent of compression of the packing. The result

often is that pistons are at first starting so tightly packed as to cause great
waste of power by friction, besides occasioning rapid wear of the piston and
cylinder, so that leakage quickly follows, thereby necessitating the repack-
ing of the piston at frequent intervals, an operation which usually involves

considerable expense and loss of time.

Another description of packing in very common use is the ordinary

plain cast iron ring, which is likewise open to the objection that on being

first put in it presses to a greater extent against the cylinder's surface than
is the case after working for some little time, besides which its pressure

does not vary in proportion to that of the steam upon the piston's side;

consequently there is great loss by friction at first, and subsequently by
leakage arising from excessive wear.

Now Messrs. Quick and Sampson obviate these serious evils by the em-
ployment of a novel and simple method, invented by them tor causing the

ring or rings of the piston to press constantly against the inner surface of

the cylinder with a force which shall vary in proportion to the extent of

variation between the pressures on the respective sides of the piston, the

packing being so adjusted as to form a good, but not unnecessarily tight-

joint at a minimum pressure ; to force the piston ring or rings more and
more tightly against the inner surface of the cylinder as the pressure upon
the side of the piston increases, and to correspondingly reduce the force

with which the ring or rings so presses or press against the cylinder in

proportion as the pressure against the piston's side diminishes ; and they

attain these results without the direct action of the steam or other actuat-

ing fluid behind the packing ring. For these purposes the block or body
of the piston is formed with small holes or ^passages, the number of which

may be varied to suit the size of the piston, and these small holes or

passages are fitted with corresponding small pistons properly packed and
capable of moving therein when influenced by any excess of pressure at

one side of the piston over that at the other side. The apparatus is so

arranged that in the normal position of these small pistons— that is when
there is an equal pressure on both sides of the main piston—the latter will

lie or move perfectly easy within the cylinder, but that any change in pres-

sure on the respective sides of the piston will cause the small pistons to

move endwise within their respective holes or passages in the block or body

of the main piston, and such movement of the small pistons will be com-
municated from them through the cap, top plate, or junk ring of the

main piston, or through suitable L pieces or equivalent devices, to the

packing ring or rings, so as to force the latter against the inner surface of

the cylinder.

Fig. 1 represents a transverse section, and fig. 2 a plan (to a reduced

scale) of part of a 55in. piston which has been working constantly for up-

wards of twelve months in a single-acting pumping engine at the South-

wark and Vauxhall Waterworks at Battersea.

A is the block or body of the piston ; it is formed with three holes or

passages A1
, provided with small pistons B, 3$in. in diameter, which work

therein, and are made to fit accurately by means of packing springs. The
pistons B are connected to the junk ring C by small stems D, and nuts as

shown; E is the packing ring, whose edges are bevelled, and F is an in-

termediate ring having only its lower edge bevelled.

The bevelled surfaces of the rings E and F and lower part of the packing
recess are ground so as to fit one another accurately. Any excess of pres-

sure on the upper side of the piston has the effect of causing the junk ring

C to press against the intermediate ring F, thereby forcing the bevelled

packing ring E against the inner surface of the cylinder by compressing it

between the bevelled surfaces of the block A and intermediate ring F.

The piston previously used in this engine had a cast iron ring, backed

up by india-rubber interposed between itself and the block of the piston, the

india-rubber being compressed by the junk or cap ring. The result of the

application of the improved piston in this case has been a reduction in

friction during the down stroke equivalent to a steam pressure of lib. per

square inch, while the relief afforded to the piston during the up-stroke has

resulted in an absolute gaiu of 10ft. in the height to which the water i*

raised.

The old piston had to be looked at and repacked two or three times ,1

year, and required a considerable quantity of grease; whereas the new one,

after having run for upwards of twelve months without being inspected,
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was found to be in a very satisfactory condition, besides which the use of

grease has been entirely discontinued.

Fig. 3 represents part of a 70in. piston applied to a direct-acting pump-
ing engine at the Grand Junction "Waterworks, Kew, working at an ave-

rage steam pressure of 201b. per square inch. This arrangement may also

be applied with great advantage to double-acting condensing pumping, or

marine engines. A is the block of the piston ; it is formed with four holes

to receive four small pistons B, each 4in. in diameter, which are connected

by stems D, and nuts, to the junk ring C as shown. The block A is fur-

thermore formed to receive L pieces G, whose ends G 1 take in recesses

formed in the sides of the small pistons B. When the pressure of the steam

is on the under side the small pistons B act against the ends G 1 of the L
pieces, and cause their edges G2 to describe the arc of a circle, and so to

force the packing ring E against the interior of the cylinder; but when (in

doable-acting engines) the steam pressure is against the upper part of the

piston, theu the junk ring C presses against the intermediate ring F, so that

the bevelled packing ring E is forced against the interior of the cylinder

by being compressed between the bevelled surfaces of the block A and
the intermediate ring F.

The following report, dated Feb. 12th, 1870, is from Mr. Alexander
Fraser, engineer to the Grand Junction Waterworks. He says :

—

"With respect to the patent piston which we have had fitted to the

70in. direct-acting engine at our Kew works, I am happy to say that it is

a decided success. Since its introdnctiou we have been able to dispense

with a ton weight on the loaded plunger, showing a reduction in friction

of over 5 per cent. ; and whereas the former packed piston required 41b. or

51b. of tallow per day, the new piston requires almost none at all. There
is a saving on this head of quite £30 per annum, besides other advantages
due to the absence of tallow in the cylinder. I shall certainly advocate
the introduction of the new piston in the other engines at our different

works, as opportunities occur for removing the present pistons."

A piston of the same construction as that referred to in Mr. Fraser's

report has just been supplied to the Portsmouth Waterworks Company for

a double-acting engine. Fig. 4 represents to a bu-ger scale part of one of

PIC. 3. FIG.4

the improved piston.- of lOin. in diameter as applied with very satisfactory

results to high-pressure double-acting engines at the Southwark and Vara-
hall Wat- i , and elsewhere. This arrangement of piston is

raltable also lor locomotive, and other classes of high-pressure double-
acting engines. A is the block or body of the piston; it is made with
three H bed with corresponding pistons H, each ljin. in

diameter. These p', through suitable holes formed for that par-
pose in tin- cap ring C, which is in thi d to tb • block or bedy A of
the piston bj means of bolls; K and Ban the packing rings. They are
kept, linst the interior of the cylinder by means of the T

j

G which are fitted into the block A; the ends Q* of tb pass
through holes A 1 in the block A, and ur<- ht into recesses in the sides ol the
small pistons 1!. Tli .•« ore of to allow for the
necessary motions of the T pieces when actuated bj the movement of the
small piston-, and for the same reason tie .

• of Lin- T pieces are
slightly bevelled. It will be evident that.when the pre^uro of I he steam
is on the upper side the small pistons sol against the ends <

;

' <>t tb I

pieces, and cause their edges G* to describe the are of a cirole whose cen-
tra is at X, as shown dotted, and thus to Cone the lower packing ring E 1

agninst the interior of the cylinder; and that whan the pi n tie-

under side the edges G9 Of the 'I pieces are caused in tike manner lo

describe the are ot a circle having its cei,' n as in turn to force

the upper packing ring F against the interior of the cylinder to form the
joint.

In a report referring to one of these pistons, Mr. Anderson, of the
eminent firm of Easton, Amos, and Anderson, says :

—" The patent piston
has been in our foundry engine for a fortnight now, and to-day I had the
cover taken off the cylinder and examined it. The engine is horizontal,
and runs from 120 to 150 revolutions per minute under 501b. steam. I

had the fly-wheel scotched, and turned the steam full ou the piston on the
sine opposite that from which the cover was removed. I found the
cylinder very nicely polished, no trace of scoring anywhere, and the quantity
of steam passing very insignificant considering the fact that the cylinder
had run four or five years with another piston and worn oval in the
middle."

At the Battersea works of the Southwark and Vauxhall Waterworks
Company a piston similar to that referred to in Mr. Anderson's report has
been in constant use for about nine months.
During that time it baa been examined twice, and was on both occasions

found to be in first-rate order. It was put in to supersede a piston with
a metallic ring, kept up by metallic springs, which, however, were a source
of constant trouble and expense. It may not be out of place here to remark
that the duty required to be done by the engines at such establishments
as the Battersea Waterworks is of a character which imperatively demands
the utmost regularity of action, and therefore that any appliance which is

found to satisfactorily fulfil the requirements of such a situation (as Messrs.

Quick and Sampson's piston has done) must, as a natural consequence, be
one upon whose actual performance of its duty the most complete reliance

can be placed.

ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

A meeting was held of this society on the 9th of May, Sir Roderick Murchison,
President, in the chair, at which Mr. Consul Swinhoe read a paper on his official

mission last spring to the Upper Yang-tse-Kiang, to examine the trade resources

of the river. He ascended to Hankow, in the Salamis, with Admiral Sir Henry
Keppel, and continued his voyage thence in the gunboat Opossum. The Opossum
reached the town of Ichang, about 900 miles from the sea, being the first v< --el

that had accomplished the navigation, although it had been known since Blakis-

ton's report that the Yang-tse was navigable to that port. Beyond Ichang the

great river is contracted between walls of rock, and the current runs with great
rapidity. The Chinese pilot refused to tale the gunboat further, and the rest

of the journey to Chung-King in S/.e-Chuen was performed in a native

which was " tracked " through all the difficult places. Two naval surveyors

(Messrs. Dawson and Palmer) accompanied Mr. Swinhoe, and after examining
the rapids, they reported that steam navigation could not be carried on the

Yang-tsze beyond Ichang. Mr. Swinhoe, with two delegates from the Shanghai
Chamber of Commerce, reached Chung-king, and were well received there by
the Chinese authorities and tinders, who gave much information about the

routes, products, and trade of this remote province, all ot which is contained in

a report by the delegates published at Shanghai. After the paper, Mr. T. T.
Cooper, who had recently returned from Assam, after having in vain attempted
from both sides to cross the tract of diilicult country lying between < bins and
British India, spoke of the possibility of the gorge ot Ichang being made
navigable by the removal of rooks that cause the obstructions, and said there

WOS along extent Of fine navigable river beyond the gorge. In;.: 'ions

concerning the production of opium in Sze-uhnen and the prospects of its in-

terfering with our Indian trade in this drug, he replied that the opium of Sse-

Chuen was of weaker quality and so heavily taxed by Mandarins in descending
the river that it could te in Eastern China with the opiu

from India. A second paper was read by Mr. W. A. Whyle on his journe]

October from Tien-tsin to Kiaehta aeross the Desert of Gobi, admirals sir

William Hall, Bethune, and Collinson, Mr. Georgo Campbell, Mr. W. Lockhart,

and Mr. Robert Mitchell took part in the discussion on the two i

the conclusion of the meeting the President informed the membei
which he said would gratify both them and the public, that in eon

an appeal which he had made to the Earl of Clan ndon, n. . U • ail-

ment nod determined to afford the means ol relievin \ing-

stoue by sending supplies to him at I'jiji from Zanzibar.

PROPOSED RAILROAD THROUGH GREENWICH PARK.

The Admiralty report on the Soul i
Railway C Bill,

authorizing a line of railway ps ingh Greenwich Pork,

laid before the House of ' ommon . rhe Admiralty have determini

oppose the Hill. The Astronomer Royal, in a memorandum ndd

the Admiralty, stales th raphlcal d

d{ points bos for many yen. depended on reference to Groenwich

observations, and that then is qo doubt th

to these obs i rations if a i I brough the pai

communication b and Woolwich, dovi that the North
I

tin' has been constructed, the journey would, perhaps, b I by
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between Greenwich and Woolwich is wanted, but it can be obtained at very
small expense, and has no reference to the park. If there is real want of

independent communication between the eastern part of Deptford and
Woolwich it can be obtained at small expense by junction with the North
Kent line. Connexion is really wanted between London and a station in

East Greenwich, but the rising tramway system may possibly be so inocu-

lated into the railway system as to give reasonable facilities. Certainly,

says the Astronomer Royal, this connexion cannot justify the national dis-

honour, the enormous expense, and the injury to West Greenwich which
would arise from carrying the line through the park. The Observatory is

mainly for the promotion and advantage, not of speculative, hue utilitarian

astronomy, and its actual utility is not simply national, but universal.

His ground of objection would be removed by power given him to contiol

the speed of trains ; but such interference would be troublesome to the

Astronomer Royal and annoying to the railway company, and he anticipates

that the provisions would be found to be nugatory. If effectual, they

would tend still further to diminish the imagined gain of rapid transit.

The Hydrographer of the Admiralty comes to the same conclusion. He
remarks that the results of the trials made with a view to ascertain within

what limits the vibrations caused by trains will affect the most delicate

observations have been conflicting ; in some instances the tremors have
been felt at a distance over 3,000ft., while in others they have not been
apparent at much less distances. But it is impossible to say what the

effect will be at the Royal Observatory until the railway should be in

operation, and the objects at stake are of so momentous a character, that

the Hydrographer cannot conceive how merely pecuniary interests (and

they are of a most insignificant nature) can be put in competition with

them. Even if the interests of the local public make it desirable that the
railroad should run through Greenwich Park, they should succumb to the

grave and more than national interests involved. There is not a spot on
the earth's surface where astronomical observations have been or will be

made which is not more or less subservient to or associated with the Royal
Observatory at Greenwich, Many foreign nations are entirely dependent
on it.

NEW METHOD OP HEATING STONEWARE VESSELS. AND OP
OBTAINING REGULATED HIGH TEMPERATURES.

In conducting chemical and pharmaceutical operations for manufacturing

purposes, it is generally necessary to effect evaporation and distillation in

stoneware vessels ; but great difficulty has been hitherto experienced in

obtaining a sufficiently high temperature without cracking or breaking the

pan employed. The use of a naked fire inevitably causes a fracture; and

a sand-bath offers too great an obstruction to the passage of the heat.

With a steam-jacket, it is impossible even to raise water to the boiling-

point, unless, indeed, such a pressure of steam be applied as to cause a

very dangerous strain on the flanges of the vessel.

A new method of applying heat, however, has been patented by Mr. J.

A. Coffey, the pharmaceutical engineer, and is now introduced by Messrs.

Doulton and Watts, for working stoneware pans and stills, by which any
temperature ranging from 100° to 700° P. can be safely and easily

obtained.

Mr. Coffey's principal is to cause heavy paraffin-oil to circulate, first

through a coil of pipes in a furnace, and then through the jackets of the

pans. The oil is carefully selected for the purpose, from the heaviest of

the petroleum or paraffin products. It moves by its own convection.

Heated in a close coil of pipe by a coke fire, it rises into an air-tight tank,

from which it passes, through pipes, to the jackets of the different vessels

to be headed, returning after it has done its work, to the lowest part of the

furnace-coil ; a continuous circulation is thus maintained, similar to that

which occurs in a, hot-water apparatus for warming buildings. After

leaving the tank, the oil passes through a pyrometer, by which its tem-

perature is indicated, and, by means of dampers, &c, to the fire this can be
regulated to any required point. The heating medium is turned on or off

the jackets by taps, in the same manner as steam ; and, as the rate of flow

can be checked or augmented at will, the temperature is perfectly under
the control of the operator.

In the model which has been fitted up at Messrs. Doultan and Watts's to

illustrate the principle of this method of working, the pyrometer generally

indicates from 600° to 700° P., while a saturated solution of chloride of

calcium is maintained at the boiling-point in a shallow stoneware pan.

No smell of oil is perceptible in the room ; and it is stated that the same
oil may be used for years, without deterioration or causing any deposit in

the pipes. As contrasted with steam-heat, the inventor claims for his

process a saving of 30 per cent in fuel. It is obvious that the large

amount of heat necessary to convert water at 212° P. into steam at 212° is

hereby economised. The stoneware used in this process is manufactured
expressly by Messrs. Doulton, to ensure its being quite impervious to

the oil.

H.M.S. "BRITON."

There have been lately carried out a series of trials of this vessel to

which especial interest is attached on account of the novelty in the

arrangement cf her machinery, The engines of the Briton, which are the
first compound engines ever supplied to the British Navy, were constructed

by Messrs. J. & G. Rennie, of Blackfriars-road, London, with Mr. E. A.
Cowper's steam-jacketted reservoir between the cylinders, and have ob-
tained the greatest result in economy of coal of any engines of the British.

Navy, being at the rate of P981b of coal consumed per indicated horse-
power, or less than 21bs, when working at full power during six continuous,

hours at sea; and only l"31b per indicated horse-power per hour when
driving the vessel at a speed of 10 knots, a consumption equivalent to

26 days' steaming on the coal capacity of the bunkers.

The following is an account of the several trials as conducted by the
Admiralty, viz. :

—

1.

—

Trial for Speed of H.2£. Ship "Briton," with Compound or Sigh and
Low Pressure .Engines of 350 horse-power nominal.

Date of trial 19th May, 1870
Where tried Maplin Sands, Sheerness.

Draught of water forward 13 It. 5i n

.

aft 16ft. llin.

„ „ mean 15fc. 2in.

Diameter of cylinders, high pressure 57in.

„ „ low „ lOOiin.

Stroke of Piston 2ft. 9in.

Full Power. Half power.

Pressure of steam in boilers (average)... 581bs. 581bs.

Vacuum in condenser 27in. 27sin.

Revolutions (mean) per minute 95-25 75'47

Mean pressure in cylinder (small) 25'9661bs 17"151bs.

„ (large) 8-751bs, 3-7251bs.

Indicated horses-power 2,148 933
Speed of vessel in knots 13-126 1P026
Diameter of screw (Griffith's two-bladed) ... 14ft. 9iu.

Pitch of ditto 16ft.

Temperature in engine-room 58° Fall.

2.

—

Trial to test the Consumption of Coal at Full Power.

Date of trial ;
2nd June, 1870.

Indicated horses-power 2,018

Coal consumed per hour 4,0001bs.

Do. per indicated horse-power per hour... l'981b.

3.

—

Trial to test the Consumption of Coal at a 10-knot Speed of the Vessel.

Date of Trial , 10th June, 1870.

Indicated horses-power 660
Coal consumed per hour 8601bs.

Do. per indicated horse-power per hour... l'31b.

Coal capacity of bunkers 240 tons.

Numberofdays steaming atalO-knotspeed

on the coal contained in the bunkers... 26

STEAMER OMNIBUS.

An experiment which was made recently on the streets of Edinburgh

with the new patent road steamer and patent omnibus, invented by Mr.

R. W. Thomson, must have satisfied those who witnessed it that a new era

in locomotion, so far as our large towns and public roads generally are

concerned, has begun. At present all that need be said is, that the trial

of the steamer and omnibus was sufficient to convince every one that a

thoroughly safe means of locomotion has been provided by Mr Thomson,

and that there is in it not merely no danger to the passengers who are

conveyed, but also no fear of any injury being caused in the streets through

which it may pass. It cannot hurt the pavement—that is sufficiently

o-uarded against by the elastic tires of the wheels ; while the unobtrusive

manner in which the. steam part ofthe machine is worked altogether prevents

the danger of alarming horses, or any other of the risks which have hitherto

attended the passage of traction-engines through crowded thoroughfares.

It is perfectly under control, and can be regulated almost as nicely as a

watch ; and therefore, so far as it is concerned, there is no need for the

elaborate precautions in the way of signalling and other things which,

have been found necessary as to locomotives on common roads hitherto.

Shortly after two o'clock in the afternoon the steamer started for Leith

from Parliament-street, the omnibus being occupied by the Lord Provost

of Edinburgh, Bailies Miller, Fyfe, Russell, and Skinner, Dean of Guild

Russel, Treasurer Marshall, Convener Field, Councillors Colston, Cranston

Tawse, Millar, Bladworth, Durham, Mackay, Sloan, Mack night, Somer-

ville, Crichton, Mossmau, Younger, Robertson, Temple, Rowatt, Gordon,
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and Mitchell, Edinburgh ; and Bailies Pentlaud and Steven, and Coun-
cillors Blanshard, Garland, Lundie, and Forsyth, Leith; the Revs. George
Murray and William M'Lean, and a number of other gentlemen. In Par-

liament-square and High-street a large crowd congregated to see the

steamer start, and along the route—which was up High-street, along
Castle-terrace, Lothian-road, Princes'-street, and down Leith-walk, to

Leith—there was a numerous body of people following it. On arriving at

Constitution-street, Leith, the engine turned right round, and the party

drove back to Edinburgh. Not the slightest bitch, occurred on the journey.

The omnibus came straight up the steep place at Leith-street with its load,

turned without stopping at the foot of Leith-walk with more ease than
horses could have done, and took its place among the usual traffic so

naturally and simply that it is evident it has been put into a piactieal and
pleasing shape.

TRIAL TRIP OF THE MAIL STEAMER "ASIA."

The mail steamer Asia, which was recently launched from the ship-

building yard cf Messrs. J. Wigham Richardson and Co., of Newcastle,

underwent her trial trip on the 20th ult. The Asia is a large vessel,

being 1,400 tons burthen, and is intended to carry the mails, as well as

passengers, from Genoa to Bombay, \ia the Suez Canal. She is the pro-

perty of Messrs. R. Rubattino and Co., of Genoa—a firm owning no fewer

than nineteen vessels employed in the same trade. The Asia is built to

accommodate 170 first and 30 second class passengers, together with a crew
of 50 hands. This 'S the third vessel that has been built for the same
firm on the banks of the Tyne, and the following are some particulars of

her dimensions. The length of the Asia overall is 260ft., breadth of beau
31ft., depth of hold 25ft., when laden she will only draw 19ft., which depth
will allow her to pass with perfect safety through the whole length of the

Suez Canal. The chief cabins of this fine vessel are fitted up with birds-

eye maple highly polished, the main panels being embellished with

excellent drawings on glass of Italian scenery; the state apartments of

the officers cf the ship are also fitted up with the same degree of elegance,

whilst the second class passengers' apartments have been furnished with

every attention to comfort. The order for the engines was entrusted to

Messr3. Hawthorn, who have on this occasion turned out specimens of

marine machinery that have never been surpassed on the banks of the

river. The engines of the Asia are 140 nominal horse power, working up
to 784 horse-power. They are high and low pressure compound
engines, with surface condensers, and are supplied with steam Irom
Messrs. Hawthorn's patent multiflue-boilers, working at a pressure of

751bs. per square inch. The high-pressure cylinder is 30in., and the low-

pressure cylinder GOin. in diameter, the stroke of each 3fc. the angle of cranks

is 150 degrees. The average speed on the run to and from the Coquet
Island was eleven knots an hour, which surpassed the expectations of those

on board. The consumption of coal was at the low rate of 1G tons per 21
hours, and was principally due to the bigb evaporative power of Messrs.

Hawthorn's patent multitlue boilcs. The quantity of coal on bond the

vessel when she made her trial trip was 1,120 tons.

CORRESPONDENCE.

We cannot hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our Correspondents.

To the Editor of The Aetiza*.

— May I presumes') far, in corroboration of your favourable allusion

to the sugar-mills co on Mr. Buchanan's patent, as t) offer a

most interesting fact, wbi nnidable as it is convincing. It i- the
accidental passage of a wrought-iron spanner, through the first pair of

. when the in ill was in full work, . in least

deranging tbe mill. I came to that mill a few boors after the accident,

ner betrayed the fact, in its flattened state. Tb longed

to Don Jose Martinez, of San Fernando, in the province of Pampai
the island of Luzon. When we remember the casualties to wbicb mills

arc liable, Id-fasbioned mill too frequently breaks down, when
ing canes only,!, tl. confusion of establishment,

the satis! ic ion it gfeal to be in p issession of u mill that can over
ordinary i farther, bavi 1 the

first mill, of Mr. B.'s manufacture, in Feral have
been erected since, and they all remain inl ict, l write this in the in!

of planters. Mr. Buchanan and I remain perfect strangers to each
other.

>m tbis notice of the mill, will yon permit n a to submit
opinions which rather differ from yours, on n point which is purely

nical? However, yon are nof alone, when yon give expression to the
current popular error, "that cane-juice is naturally pure; and it is quil

le into good, as into bad sugar." My preference leans to the

opinion of Dr. Scoffern, on a chemical subject with which few men are so
familiar as he is admitted to be. He says, "all vegetable juices, which
contain sugar, also contain various other substances;'' so much for their
"purity." Now for the function of these impurities, " which impede the
crystallisation of sugar, and which therefore require to he separated. For
the most part, the chemical agent thus employed [to efi'ect the separation,
the process is misnamed by the French ' defecation], is lime, a substance
which has a tendency to change cane-sugar into grape-sugar, grape-sugar
into caramel, and caramel into other and lower products of decomposition.
Thus, is the sugar manufacturer beset with difficulties, from this peculiar
cause [impurity] * * * which finally results in the large destruction

of sugar."

From this we infer, that the "destruction of sugar" by the common
process, is most easy, a matter of course; and experience confirms the
inference.

Dr. Scoffern estimated the current produce of sugar at " two millions of
' tons per annum," and the monetary value "at the place of preparation,
will be no less than thirty millions of pounds sterling per annum."

" Passing on, from a consideration of the aunual amount of sugar pro-
duced from the cane, to the amount lost in the process, we find here a sub-

ject for painful contemplation. ** * * There can be no question about
this matter. It is not asserted by the advocates of any one process, or the
other. All persons conversant with sugar, are unanimous in the statement,
that, at the lowest estimate, for every weighed amount of sugar obtained,
an equal amount is lost * * * no less than thirty millions of pounds
sterling, per annum, [is lost] owing to imperfect methods of conducting the
operation * * * this has been conceded by all chemists, who have
turned their attention to the processes of native sugar extraction. So
great a loss, is altogether without parallel in any other chemical art,"

vide Brando's lectures on Organic Chemistry, delivered at the Royal In-
stitution, edited by Dr. Scotfe.-n, and dedicated to Professor Faraday.

I have before me also, the last published " History of Sugar,'' bv
William Reed. He says, " what the sugar-grower would wish to do, if

i
he could, is this : to acquire a more efficient purifying agent than lime;

i thereby removing foreign matters at once, and limiting the production of
molasses. * * * Instead of merely getting out seven per cent of the
eighteen to twenty-three, found in cane-juice, as now accomplished in the

I West Indies, he—Dr. Scoffern—has seen twenty per cent extracted from
Spanish cane-juice. In the very first year of his patent, [for the use of

|

the acetate of lead, instead of lime, which was a chemical success, and be-

[
cause it introduced a poison into the manipulation of food, it was ultimately

abandoned], he sold a fortieth part of it for £2,000, and the sale was con-
I sidered a favour. A London refiner, moreover paid him £1 per ton royalty

on bis produce, about £150 per week."

" If," says the same author. " If the composition of sugar-cane juice

were merely a solution of sugar in water, the subsequent stages of
' manufacture would be most easy; but, unfortunately, it is a very complex
product."

I apprehend I cannot have done better than proffer indisputable autho-
rity. Of course, I could multiply authorities, to the same conclusions, if

necessary; and, if not presuming too far, I would add, that experience

long since led mo to similar results, which stimulated me to seek for a

better mode of treating the juice. The loss of "no le>s than thirty mil-

lions of pounds sterling per annum
-

' by sheer ignorance of a suitable

treatment of a " complex product," is as formidable, as it is unsatisfactory,

that, " for every weighed amount of sugar obtained, an equal anion i

I apprehend it is because the planters continue unconscious of this se

nnnual loss, that they are so contented with it, although doubtle -

- better without it. I am aware that thej repeat, jus) whal tra-

i told them, "that the juice i ly pure, and it is quite as easily

iuto good as into bad sugar," as if this difference were perfectly i.n-

iil, and both qualities were the sauie value in the market,

in all its deformity to solicit sympathy, and with tbo cxpi

more than a hundred years, to command i

vi ry hollow when offered to dull routine, seeing thai it entails an in

.-. bicb is a tail icy "t i

cbymistry has-

day. Routine lays it down as law, that it is imp

I sugar in the absence of lit < i other nlk the

acid which ignorance then: accumuls

i ei 's sugar " direel fr f an
be inipedimei d of

course it can bi by act idi i

pi inciplc, bj

i

.

well i u "

iiiuily obtained, by the o mm >n ei of

the same field.
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Engineers continue to do much for the mechanical part of the sugar-manu-
facture, but they cannot do everything.

Sugar, from the beet-root, is largely increasing in the market, and to

that extent it is supplanting the cane-sugar. This beet sugar tempts
the refiner, by the greater economy with which it passes through his filter,

and it is only through this filter that it can come into the hands of the

grocer. This superior filter economy helps the foreign refiner to compete
with, and in fact, to undersell the English refiner in his own home market,

who uses the cheaper low quality cane-sugars, and six times more animal
carbon to purify them.
The refiners on the Clyde understand this, and now refuse the low

quality, impure, cane-sugars. Home growers too know this, and may be

ultimately led by a temporary, a successful speculation, with beet sugar,

into a false position.

Whenever the growers of sugar-cane throw off the yoke which routine

imposes, and realise more sugar, of a superior class, from the same acreage

as at present, and at a similar cost, which is both possible and practicable,

then cane-sugar will come direct into tho grocers' hands, which beet-root

sugar cannot, and cane sugar, as a rule, does not. If it were " quite as

easy to make the juice into good as into bad sugar," the grocer would be
the buyer direct, at a better price ; instead of paying that better price to

the refiner, after he has made the sugar saleable, paid his large establish-

ment charges, and secured a commensurate profit for himself.

As a consequence of the introduction of the beet sugar, the low-class

cane-sugars will remain untouched by the refiner, as they are already neg-

lected by the grocer.

The amount of capital at stake may be too important to induce apathy,

or invite indifference to improvement much longer.

Another class of facts perhaps may elucidate my position more clearly.

We have them arranged by that able analyst, Dr. Wallace, for the refiners

of Greenock. The Doctor has found the French mode of estimating the

value of sugars to be a fair one in practice. It is based on two assump-
tions :—1st. that each per centage of fruit, or, uncrystallisable sugar, pre-

vents the crystallisation of an equal amount of cane-sugar; and, 2nd,

that each part of soluble salt prevents the crystallisation of five times its

weight of cane-sugar. Three specimens will suffice here.

Raw Cane Sugar

Fruit Sugar

Extractive, &c

Salts, soluble

„ insoluble

Water .

Colour, D. S

Cane Sugar obtainable

Loss in refining

100 of
Cuba

Muscorado.

9235

3-38

0-66

0-62

015

2-84

13-00

85-90

u-io

100 of
Unclayed
Manilla.

79-00

11-76

1-32

1-95

0-63

5-34

6-00

57'5

42-5

'100 of
French
Beet.

93-80

0-15

0-87

1-30

3-88

13-00

87-10

12-90

Dr. Wallace adds this very prudent remark, that "although these
analyses must not be considered as typical of the various kinds of sugars,
for, all of them vary exceedingly, yet we get a fair idea of descriptions of
sugars used in refineries." Thus we accumulate English, French, and
Scotch experience, and find a confirmation in the fact, that, "raw sugars"
are impure, and their impurities are so many causes of the immense loss of

sugar in every stage of their manufacture. We may also see how the beet
sugars are supplanting the low-quality cane sugars. It need not be so,

wheu the latter are susceptible of improvement in the process of proximate
manufacture, so as to equal the best " grocers' sugars." In point of fact,

all cane sugars can be brought to that high standard of quality, with per-
fect economy, common prudence, and a great profit. Ex. gra. :—Take the
gross income on sugar sales of an estate at £1,000 per annum, and assume
the nett profit at £200 ; and the increase of product of a better quality,
at the minimum— as already explained—we thus double the gross income,
and bring it up to at least £2,000

And, allow expenses to rise—even to ., 1,000

Then, the nett profit, at present prices, rises from £200 to £1,000
I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

14, Englefield-road, London, N. W. E. Gill.

[If our correspondent will look again at the article he calls in question,
he will see that in it there is no mention whatever respecting the purity or
impurity of cane juice.

—

Ed. AetizanJ.

NOTES AND NOVELTIES.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Thb Welsh Ibon Tbade —During the last few months there has been a marked

degree of improvement in the iron trade of South Wales, and the works are now, as a
rule on full time. Important Russian and American engagements are under execution,

and orders for railway iron are offered so freely that no difficulty is experienced in secur-

ing the full current quotations. The transfer of the Blaenavon iron works and mineral

estate is announced to a limited liability company, with a capital of £600,000 of which
£450,000 is to be called up. The property is one of the most extensive and valuable in

Monmouthshire, extending over 10,000 acres, and the iron produced has always borne a

high reputation as regards quality. The Ynyscedwyn Works, in the Swansea Valley,

after having been closed for some time, are about to be re-started, and the necessary

repairs are now going on. At several other establishments steps are being taken with

the view of increasing the make.

Monthly Repokt oe the Haeteoed (U.S.) Steam Boilee Insubance Com-
pany.—The above-named Company makes the following report of its inspections for the

month of March :—During the month 458 visits of inspection have been made, and 784
boilers examined. 731 externally and 224 internally, while 69 have been tested by
hydraulic pressure. The number of defects in all discovered were 432, of which sixty

are regarded as dangerous. The defects in detail are as follows :—Furnaces out of

shape, 7—one dangerous. Fractures in all, 30—seven dangerous. Burned plates, 26

—

five dangerous. Blistered plates, 73—fifteen dangerous. Cases ofincrustation and scale,

81—twelve dangerous. Cases of sediment and deposit, 5. Cases of external corrosion,

34—four dangerous. Internal corrosion, 6—five dangerous. Cases of internal grooving,

7—one dangerous. Water-gauges out of order, 25. Blow-out apparatus out of order,
7—one dangerous. Safety-valves overloaded, 24—one dangerous. Pressure gauges out

of order, 92—two dangerous. These varied from—10 to + 25. Tubes corroded off near

tube sheet, 1—one dangerous. Boilers malconstructed, 1—regarded as dangerous.

Boilers condemned as unsafe and beyond repair, 4.

The Austrian Lloyd Company has published a reduced tariff for goods sent to Calcutta

via Suez. According to this tariff the charge for a package of 20 cubic feet, weighing

6001b., will be £2 Is. instead of £3 5s.; and for a package of 30 cubic feet, weighing

600 lb., £2 15s. Id. instead of £4 10s. 6d. The charge for goods weighing more than 25 lb.

per English cubic foot will be £3 a ton up to 2,000 tons. The freight for money will be

li per cent., and the premiums for marine insurance 1 per cent. The second-class fare

for passengers, inclusive of provisions, is £12 Is. from Trieste to Suez, £25 from Trieste

to Aden, and £40 from Trieste to Bombay.

STEAM SHIPPING.
1 Rapid Steaming.—Messrs. Gibbs, Bright, and Co., of Liverpool, have received intelli-

gence that the auxiliary screw steamer Great .Britain-arrived at Melbourne after an
extraordinarily rapid passage of 56 days.

LAUNCHES

Glasgow.—Messrs. Dobie and Co., near Govan, launched on the 24th May an iron screw
steamer of 200 tons burthen, for Messrs. Do ward, Dickson and Co., of Liverpool, to trade

between Dumfries, Whitehaven, and Liverpool. Miss Hendry, daughter of Councillor

Hendry, of Greenock, named her the Burns.

On the 6th ult, Messrs. A. M'Millan and Son launched from their building-yard at

Dumbarton a handsome iron barque, of about 400 tons register, for Henry Browse, Esq.,

jun., London which was named Glaslyn by Mrs Milner, wife of the captain. The Glaslyn

is built to the highest class at Lloyd's, and is intended for the China trade.

Messes. Blackwood and Gokdon launched from their shipbuilding yard at Port-

Glasgow, on the 10th ult, a small screw steamer named the Pram. She is intended for the
Norwegian fish trade, and has been built to the order of Messrs Turnbull and Salvensen

of Glasgow.

On the 14th ult there was launched from the iron shipbuilding yard of Messrs. Robt.
Steele and Co., Greenock a splendid steam yacht of about 450 tons o.m., which was named
Palatine. The Palatine is of the following dimensions :—Length, 170ft. ; breadth of

b?am, 25ft,; depth of hold, 14%ft. She is the property of the Earl of Wilton, and will

be under command of Captain Brown.

Messes. Barclay, Cuele and Company Glasgow launched on the 16th ult, a spar

decked iron screw steamer of about 1.550 tons register, which they have built to the

order of Messrs. G. S. Seater and Co., Leith. The vessel's dimensions are :—Length,
265ft. ; breath, 33ft. ; depth, 24jft. Her engines, on the compound principle, are of

about 130 horse-power. Her name, the Seagull, was given by Miss Ferguson, Larkfield,

Partiek;

H.M.S. Sultan, 12, iron armour-plated ship, 5,226 tons, 1,200-horse power, which
has been building in No. 2 dock at Chatham, was launched or " floated out" on the 31st

of Mav in the presence of a large crowd of spectators. The ceremony of christening

was performed by a daughter of his Excellency Musurus Pasha, the Turkish Ambassador
to the Court of London. The Sultan is a broadside ship and was designed by Mr. E. J.

Reed, the Chief Constructor of the Navy. Her first plate was laid on tho 1st of August,

1863. The following are the dimensions of the ship :—Extreme length, 338ft. 6in.

;

extreme breadth; 59ft. ; depth in hold, 21ft. The Sultan will be a most formidable

vessel. She is ranked in the "Navy List" as a 12-gun ship, and she will carry 12 very

powerful guns, but on her upper deck she will have in addition a number of guns of

smaller calibre. The main deck battery will consist of eight 18-ton gum, the two most
forward of which can, by the construction of the port-holes, like those of the Hereules,

be fired lmost straight ahead. There will also be two guns of less weight and well

protected in the bow of the vessel. But the special feature of the ship is an upper

battery, at the after end of the main deck battery, semieirculariu form, the rounded ends

projecting somewhat over the sides of the ship, which will contain two 124-ton guns,

mounted on Captain Scott's carriages so that they can by fired in almost every direction

fore and aft and as part of the broadside.

At Jarrriw on the 15th ult the Swiftsure armour-plated frigate, built from designs by

Mr. Reed, for the Government, was launched from the building yard of Palmer and Co.

(limited) in the presence of a great concourse of people. The Swiftsure is a frigate of

3 892 31-94 tons register, and is 290ft. 9in. in length overall; length between per-

pendiculars 280ft. ; extreme breadth from outside of wood sheathing 55ft. ; extreme

depth amidships from deck over battery to the keel, 36ft. 6in. Being intended for a

ram as well as a battery the stem is exceedingly strong and projects in the lower portion

in the ram form. The lower portion of the stem is formed of the best gun metal, and

weighs nearly 18 tons, while the gun metal used in the stern frame and the rudder weighs

no less than 47 tons. The principal keel is made exceedingly strong, and to give addi-

tional security to the ship a false keel 12in. thick and 21in. in breadth is placed at the

extreme bottom, and is so fixed that should the Sn-iftsure at any time touch the ground

slightly in moderate weather she will glide from the shoal and leave her false keel behind

without sustaining any material injury.
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TRIAL TRIPS.
The Xew Cu.wip.n Lxrs "ABYOenru.—This west steamship, of 3,600 tons went

out upon her Admiralty trial on May 20tb,and ran the measured mile at Wemysa Bay at

the rate of 15 knots per hour. The Abyssinia is one of the four new ships fitting out in

the Clyde to carry the mails between this country and North America, under Messrs.

Cunard, Burns, and silver's contract, which, it will be remembered, they obtained from

Her Majesty's Government for eight years, at £70,000 a year. The vessel is one of the

finest specimens of naval architecture. The Abyssinia is unlike any of the Cunard

steamers now afloat, as she is a four-decker, and with her heavy iron masts and plumb
stem looks more like a line-of-battlc ship than a vessel destined for the great maritime

service of the Cunard company. The Abyssinia was built andengined by Messrs. J. and
G. Thomson, who have now two other ships on the stocks for the same company.

LOCKS, HARBOURS BRIDGES,
Sax Fkaxcisco Habboct!.—Blossom Kock, a sunken rock of soft sandstone 180ft.

long by 90ft. wide, has been known and dreaded as the most dangerous obstruction in

the line of entrance to the harbour of San Francisco. The water at the rock at low tide

was but about oft. and the current was generally very strong. The buoys marking the

position have several times been swept away. The rock itself was removed on the 23rd

of April. Shafts having been sunk and a great excavation made, no less than 23 tons
of gunpowder were introduced in large tanks or cylinders connected by electric wires,

and at 2 p.m. the explosion occurred in the presence of a multitude of people, all keeping
at a respectful distance. A monster cone of water shot into the air to the height of

above 200ft. in the shape of a round or obtuse-pointed, truncated cone, somewhat resem-
bling an inverted thimble. This column was nearly 300ft. in diameter at a point some
80ft. above the surface of the bay. Its base was shrouded by another outburst of water,
which rose to the height of fully 80ft. all around the central shaft, am rolled its flood

outward. The base was over 500ft. in diameter at the surface of the bay. High above
the upheaved mass rocks of large size, ruins of the interior works, and ii great quantity
of earthy matter were thrown and scattered far and wide. The rock was utterly de-

molished, and thrown in all directions, and the soundings gave 38ft. of water over its

site at low tide. In excavating the roc'< 2,600 cubic yards of rock were hoisted through
the shaft and dumped into the bay, and the pile of loose rock thus created reached nearly
to the surface of the water. Over this the soundings two days alter gave 1 ft. of water,
showing that the tide made great havoc with this rubbish in two days. In a week, it

wa-, expected, the depth of water called for by the contract would be found all about the
site of the rock.

RAILWAYS.
A pbospectts has been issued of the Bedford and Northampton Railway Company,

with a capital of £400,000, in shares of £20, and debentures to the amount of £133,000.
The line has been sanctioned by Parliament, and is 20 miles in length, being a continua-
tion of the Midland from Bedford to Northampton, to which it establishes a direct route
from London. The line is to be worked by the Midland Company.
Th; ii way Company have established an increase in receipts this

half year oi I lompared with the corresponding period nf 1-fiO.

Thb Northern Extension Railway of South Australia has been opened for general
traffic beyond Chinkford. The Victoria Government has instructed its Agent General in
London to procure six passenger and eight goods locomotives for the new lines in con-
templation in Victoria ; sixty engines in all will be required, but it is proposed to nianu-

the colony.

. W. .1. Cdtriix, the secretary of the Mont Cenis Railway Company has made the
folio v i in relation to the working of the line:— 'The India mail ztti Brindisj

ce the 16th October, 18G9, and notwithstanding a most
:•— at times the snow even interrupting the passenger traffic—the mail has always

i d. Prom the 1st November, 1869, to the
railway has carried 1^,886 passengers, and since the opening

re has not been an accident in the passenger service, with
the '• caused from the accumulation of snow during the seven ;

of the winter. The • ompany has at theprcsent moment eighteen engines in the service,
tlj added; these are built by Messrs. fail and Co., and are

of a very powerful description."

ACCIDENTS,
Fatal Kxir.oiox.—An inqnest was held on the 3rd ult, at Lowestoft upon the body

of Edward Rayw r, a fireman employed on board the Gri
ftearner Rotterdam. It appears that while stcan
working (be donkey-engine, the boiler luddenly exploded, killing Bayner and severely

ihatn, the engineer. But little injury was done on board the vessel
kcyond the fracture of the inner coating of the boiler and the blowing off the funnel,
which fell upon a roof close by. damaging a few or the slates. The engines and boiler
were examined a lew days before the explosion by Mr. Traill, Government Inspector, who
was satisfied with everything except two pipes, which required to be altered, but which
had nothing to do with the donkey-engine. The boiler which exploded was tested twelve
months ago at 1001b., and had not been at work more than 30 days since. At the time of
the explosion the pressure is naid not to have been more than 2flh, to the square
Thb railway from Geneva to Aunumak was a few days since the scene of a fearful

occurrence. An immense mass of snow and ice became detached from the Glacier of
Monthoux.nnd fell upon a train that was passing at the moment. The last three

i arrlages
were crushed to fragment . Three passengers were taken out dead, and five Other
more or less serion disaster would have been much greater bul for the

nee of mind ol the engine-driver, who, perceiving th.- falling avalanche applied
the full power of si, .mi, and thnj laved a portion of tic- triin.

TELEGRAPHIC ENGINEERING.
SPWB or BuiCTBie SinvAi.s.—Professor Gould has (bund thai the Velocity Of the

electric waves throtigh the Atlantic cables ! from ~y
,.i :i „.i

depends somewhat upon whether trie circuit is formed |,y the •

and the earth. Telegraph wire; noon poles in the air conduct the ell with
.'y a httle more than doable this, and it is remarked, ai acorlon I

rapidity of the transmission Increases with the distance between the wire and the earth
or the height of the support. Wire, buried in the earth likewise transmit
submarine cables. Wlret placed upon nob',, bul slightly elevated, transmit rl male with

VffLOOO "' 20«
'," ""'"''

*
'

The Havi
I id Wexford cable has again parted, and until If

there will be some delay in the tr.r rr „,)

MINES, METALLURGY, fcc

Tnr. TJnjtedBta a| Mining. Mr. Kaymond, iii bis report",™;: 111
,"',

1 ' 1 "'I'"' rornia, 20,(KKMHK) doK. : NHOO-mioo ,„ Bn ,i \\ : ,
. do|i ,d(J (lo ,Montana 18,000.000 doll.; Colorado

.TnTJ.l'y Ar,/0 » n
.

I.«">,'*») dols.

LATEST PRICES IX THE LONDON METAL MARKET.

COPPER. £
Best selected, per ton 73
Tough cake and tile do 71
Sheathing and sheets do 74
Bolts do
Bottoms do
Old (exchange) do.

Burra Burra do.

Wire, per lb

Tubes do

From
s.

10

d.

10
11

70
7S

63

73

I

BRASS.
Sheets, per lb 8^
Wire do 1\

Tubes do - 10
Yellow metal sheath do

!

(U

Sheets do ' 0',

SPELTER.
Foreign on the spot, per ton 19
Do. to arrive 19

ZINC.
In sheets, per ton 23 10

TIN.
English blocks, per ton 135

Do. bars (in barrels) do 136
Do.refineddo Ill

Baucado |13A

Straits do 133

TIN PLATES*
IC. charcoal, 1st quality, per box 1

IX. do. 1st quality do 1

IC. do. 2nd quality do 1

IX. do. 2nd quality do 1

IC. Coke do 1

IX. do.do 1

Canada plates, per ton 13
Do. at works do 13

£

72
75

Tons,
s.

IRON.

Bars, Welsh, in London, per ton

Do. to arrive do
Nail rods do
Stafford in London do

Bars do. do-

Hoops do. do

Sheets, single, do

Pier No. 1 in Wales do

lie lined metal do
Bars, common, do

1) i. inrch. Tync or Tees do
Do. railway, in Wales, do

Do. Swedish in London do

To arrive do

Pig No. 1 in Clyde do

Do. f'.o.b. Tyne or Tees do

Do. No. 3 and 4 f.o.b. do
Railway chairs do
Do. spikes do

Indiancharco.il pig in London do

STEEL.

Swedish in kegl (rolled), per ton 13

Do. (hammered) do '

'

Do. in faggotl do 15

English spring do 17

Qi ui. ii \ n, per bottle

LEAD.
Englieh pig, c inmoii, per ton

Ditto. LB. do ls

I7.B. do '

''•»

Do. .-lint, do

Do. red lead do -'_'

Do. white do -'

Do. patent shot do ~[

Spanish do 17

is

G

[2

6
12

3
9

10

7

5

10
5

15

10
15

15
10
10
10
12

'.I

G
17
it

E

10
6
in

17

10

ft

10

19

19

I)

6

6

G

(i

(I

(•

(I

II

6

6

B
ii

137

13S

9

g
ii

n
4
5

12

is

18

19

8
13

6
12

:;

!)

1 1 111

11

10
10

:i ir>

a il

8 l"

l S 1
•'.

I i in

71

111
65

20 1"

30

17 16

2:: I"

•At the works ls to 1». 04. per box loss.
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LIST OF APPLICATIONS FOR LETER3
PATENT.

we have adopted a new arrangement os*

the Provisional Protections applied for

by Inventors at the Great Seal Patent
Office. If any difficulty should arise

with refbrencr tothe names, addressb
or titles oivkn in the list, the requi-

site infobmation will be furnished, free
of expense, from the office, by address-

ing a letter, pret«d,t0 the editor of
li THE ARTIZtN.'

Dated May 23rd, 1S70.

1480 J. Macqueen—Carding engines
•1481 W E. Heath—Cooling Or refrigerating' beer,

tkc.

1482 H. A. Bonneville—"Wooden floors !and wains-

1483 H. A. Bonneville—Sewing machines
1484 P. C.Evans nnd H. J. H. King—Feeding wcol

to carding machines
14SS M. Benson—Supplying lamps with ntmosphe-

ric air

I486 A. Long—Regulating the supply of water and
other liquids

3487 VV. E. Newton—Grinding saws
14SS A. Browne—Screw propellers
14*) J. Head—Setting boilers

1490 W. R. Luke—Scouring and otherwise treatin^-
lenther

1491 VV. R. Late—Saving boots
1-192 J. A. <le Cnrva'ho—Ships
1493 M. Henry—Improved case holder for matches
&c.

' Dated May 24th, 1870.

1494 H.C. M. Xiinenes and E. Betincourt—Pre-
serving budding materials

1495 J. Uetcher—Cokiug
1496 E. A. Leigh—Improvements in shifting nnd

in tranpinittiug power
1497 E.Walbank—Fittings of uppers in nil kinds
Of boots

1493 E.Leiph—Piles

1499 H, B Brook—Medicinal compound
1500 W. E. Newton—Earth closets

1501 B. Hunt—Fastening French or folding win-
dows

1502 A. Cochran—Discharging water fiom steam
pVpes

1503 J. H. Johnson—Metal cop tubes
1504 J. Yule—Engines
1505 T.J. Mnvall-Fnotballs
1505 W. H. Lake—Apparatus for the rollers of

Mill. ; fran

1507 R. 11. Pounds—Ropes
1508 L. Perkins— Fne engine hos<-s and pipes

Dated May 25th, 1870.

1509 C. Topham—Machines for mincing and divid-
ing meat

1510 J. S. Starnes—Improved ventilator for cabins
of ships

1511 J. McNaught and W. McNaught—Washing
wool

1512 W. R. Lake—Washing machines
1513 C. VV. Siemens—tins furnaces
1514 G. Thomas—Gas stoves

1515 J. W. Horrfall—Ventilating mines
3516 J. Falcouer—Improvements in machinery for

felting

1517 J. Shinks—Wheels
1513 S. E. T. Stenne— Fire escapes
3519 A. M. Clark—Cutting wood screws and eye

bolts

Dated May 26th s 18T0.

1520 C. E. Barton—Breaking ice for the preserva-
tion Of fie h, &C.

1521 R. Cardwell—Fire grates
1522 J. Appletonand R. C. Rosa—Finishing printed
paper

1523 G. Schuck—Machine for watering uud sweep-
ing streets

1524 D. Jones—Treatment of coal gas
1525 G, Lunge—Treatment of grass
3526 J. Bullough—Looms, &c.
1527 J. Bernard—Furnaces, &c.
1528 J. Webster—Converters for the manufacture of

steel

1529 W. Horton— Centre bits

1530 B. Cooper—Looms
1531 J. Eastwood and H. W. Whitehead—Combing
wool, See.

1532 W. E. Newton—Looms
1533 W. Arnold and W. Camelley- Improvements

in steam boilers

1534 L. Walker and F. A. Walker—Improved set-

ting fid

1535 W. Mulam—Furnace, &c.
1536 J, Bernard—Treatment of ores

Dated May 27th, 1370.

3537 W. Astrou— Motive power
1533 A. Frerichs—Spinning cotton

1539 J- 1- Tamer—Washing machinery
1540 G, Zelier—Firearms
1541 W. Morgan—Axles, &c.
1542 R. Gammon—Permanent ways
1543 J. Sellers— Mileage indicators

1544 J. Henderson— Purifying cast iron for foundry
purposes

15-15 P. G. B. VVeetmacott— Grinding; or polishing
glass, ts:c.

1546 H. Blandy—"Vessels employed in the manufac-
ture of mtrous oxide sas

1547 H. Rose—Attaching mineral teeth to a plate or
f^ack

1543 J. nnd W. Dargue—Blenching-

1549 B. J. B. Mills—Steam generators
1550 J. Cope—Steam engines

1551 H. A. Bonneville—Firearms
1552 H. A. Bonneville—L*bel holder
1553 W. E. Gedge—System of grooves for rolling
iron

1554 VV. E. Gedge—Plough
1555 G. Stevns and J. Hendy—Magnetic moior for
sewing machines

1556 VV. S. Moore—Hand mirrors
1557 W J. Schleamger—Rotary motion
1558 F. Tommasi—Thermo press
1559 H. Bessemer—Steamships, See.

Dated May 23th, 1870.

I5G0 W. Cleland—ExbauBtinggas
1561 S. H. Stephens—Machines for grinding tin and
other ores

1562 A. Manbree—Conversion of cereal and vegeta-
ble matters, &c.

15HS E. A. Strubin—Cameras
1564 G. T. Leitch—Agricultural implement
1565 W. T. Small—Supply and J exit of water to
nquariums, &C.

1566 A. M. Clark—Corrugating and moulding sheet
metAl

1567 R. J.Collins—Embossed fabrics
15SS R. P. Williams—Railway switches

Dated May 30th, 1870.

15G9 C D. Abel—Sockets, &c.
1570 C. ]>. Abel—Tubes
1571 C. D. Abtl—Drawing tube skelps
1572 VV. Farini—Apparatus to be employed in gym-
nastic performunces

1573 H. Bryant—Illustrating the motions ofsome of
the beaveuly bodies

1574 VV. Beamish— lion kerb
1575 C. Mather—Sizing yarn
1576 J. F. Wiles — Improvements in electro mag-

netic engines
1577 VV. E Gerige-Knittingmachiues
1578 A. V Newton—Looms
1579 L, Mignot—Malting ice

1580 H. Bessemer—Steamships &c.

Datkd May 31st, 1870.

1581 P.D.Hedderwick—Printing
1532 A Dyson— Curding wool
1583 L. Gardner and X. liushby—Pill mnking ma-
chines

1584 B. Hunt—Electro magnetic apparatus for pa-
n oramaa

1585 VV. E. Newton—Inkstand
1586 S. Coboe—Disinfecting powder
15S7 J. Leighton — Ornamenting the margins of
hooks

1588 VV. J. Barron and E. C. Barron—Soles and
heels for boots

Datbd June 1st, 1370.

1539 J. K. Cariuthers and S. Allev—Improvements
in wheels

1590 R. H ughes—Serapinir nud cleansing streets and
roads

1591 G. Lowrv and S. Brookes—Machinery for hack-
liuv flax

15112 VV. Winter—"Winding thread
1593 C. D. Abel—Phosphorus
1594 A. M. Clark—Peat for fuel

Dated June 2nd, 1870.

1595 J. James—Compressing gunpowdar into pel-
lets

1596 T. Holder—Saudcrack boot or hoof covering
for horses

1597 H. Scheuerle, D. Gugisperg, and C. Scheib—
Cut r.ails

1598 VV. V. Puliiam—Couplers
1599 VV. R. Lake-Couplings
1600 J. andT. Priefttroan—Dressing leather
HiOl A. H. Brandon—Spinning machines
1602 F. Miosey- Pulverising ores,&e.
3603 A. V. Newtou—Preventing the corrrosiou of

iron

1604 W. E. Newton—Furniture springs

Dated June 3rd, 1870.

1605 R. Leake and H. Larkin—Engraving rollers
for calico printers

1606 E. VV. Hodgetts—Rick cloths, &c.
1607 H.Timmins—Hiuees
lbOrf A. Segard—Knittmtr machines
1609 M. Henry—Improved bit
1610 J. F. Rogers—Decorticating fruits
1611 VV, R. Lake—Preventing alterations in ban-

kers' cheques
1612 C. H. Murray— Pressing bricks, &c.
161j A. V. Newton—Cleaning kuives

Dated June 4th, 1870.

1614 W. Haslnm—Woven fabrics, &c.
1615 W H. Tapliu—Lasts
1616 J. Buvley nnd L. Glover—Improved moustache
support

1617 J. Oddy and M. W. Whitehead—Combing
wool

1618 C. Kenney—Facilitating the mounting ahorse
or velocipede

1619 H. Brinsmead and R. Lyons—Threshing ma-
chines

1620 E. Hevcock—Suspenders
1621 C. Claraace—Firearms
1622 J. R. Jefferies—Ploughs
1623 S. Adams—Velocipedes
1(24 J. H. Johnson—Furnaces
1625 E. Ratcl iff-Lamps
1026 D. Spill—Compounds for insulating telegraph

wires
1627 J- Gabb—Boiler and furnace
1628 J. B. Mirrlees and VV. R. Watson—Desicating
sugar cai.e refuse

Dated Junk 6tb, 1370.

16V!) S. Like and G. Kiugdon—Arrangements ap-
plicable to trawlers, &c.

1630 VV. McLean—Hinges

1631 T.A.and C. D. Marsh* 11-Attaehiag the de-
vices for effecting the water mark in paper. &c.

1G32 A. Johnson—Washing ma-bines
1633 D.Bentleyand J B. Jackson—Rag engines
1634 A.W. Pocock—Meters
1635 T. Resteil—Guns
1636 T. Lisnmsn—Grate bars and other partB of
furnaces

1637 C T. Forrest—Rails for railroads
1G38 W. R. Lake—Preventing the corrosion of the
bottoms of ships

Dated June 7th, 1870.

1639 L. Rose—Stoppers for bottles
1640 VV. Wilson- Gas forillumiuating and heating
from coal oils

1641 W. and D. K. West—Pres3iug cotton
1642 B, Holt—Horse shoes and in carnage and
other wheels

1643 E. Doughty—Lace machines
1644 G. T. Bousfield—Treatment of slag and oiher
vitreous material

1645 J. Morris—Shedding power loom warps
1646 T. Aveling and Henrj Rnwlinsoo—Expansion

a ear for stettm engiues
1647 J. Storer—Fountains
I618 F. Schafer— Protecting shop fronts
1649 VV. R. Lake—Testing strain or pressure applied

to solid bodies

Dated June 8th, 1S70.

1650 A. Piccalutra—Manufacturing iced beverages
1651 G. Lodge Hud G, Sheard—Furnaces
1652 H. W. Hammond—Cartridges
16"i3 E. Clarke aud J. Hughet.—Safety cages for
mines

1654 VV., T. ond J. Dewhirst—Bleaching, &c.
1655 E. Green and J. Cadbui-y— Fastenings for arti-

cles of dress
1C5G H. Bollinger—Dividing and coudenSing fibrous
materials on carding engines

1657 W R. Lake— Printing telegraphic apparatus
1658 VV. E. Newton—Cartridge cases
3659 T.Gieenwood—Drawing wool
1660 J. H. Johnson—Producing light from lie.ivy

hydrocarbons
116i <;. T. Bousfield—Kritted fabrics
1662 E. Moss—Leather fcr mill bands

Dated June 9th, 1870.

16G3 W L. Wrev—Prope.ling shipB
1604 J- W. aud W. D. Butler aud J. Dunbiir—Sap-
plying coal to gas retorts

1665 J. Senile—Packing for pistons*
1666 VV. T Wright and E. Yorath—Raising and
lowering hay, &e.

1667 VV. and T. R. H. Fisken—Cultivating land by
steam or other power

1C68 Z. T Gramme and E. L. C. d'Ivem<ie—Mag-
neto electric machines

1669 F. VV. Webb—Lariels for molten metals
1670 C.D.Abel—Rendering corks impermeable to

decay
1671 O. C. Stone and W. Pridgeon— Governing
steam engines

1672 VV. ICai—Washing surfaces
ld"3 J. D. Biunton—Ventilation of tunnels
1674 C. A. Calvert—Indicating the number uf pas-

sengers carried in publjc vehicles

1675 VV. E New on—Steam boilers

1676 F. Spence—Alum
1677 J. H. L. T. Portuer—Sewing machine stands S

Dated June 10th, 1870.

1673 H. R. Faushawe—ToweJs
1679 R. T. Y. Johnson— Rotary engines
1680 J. T. Piulour—Raising sunken ships
16fel W Poison—Treating taranaceous substances
1682 B Hunt-Joint for pipes

1683 W. Bush—Carriages

Dated June 11th, 1870.

1684 J. Walker and A. E. Ragon-Sbips
16*5 T. Greenwood and J. Ke.its—Sewing machines
1656 F.G. Fieurr—Water waste preventer
1697 VV. R. Lake—Embroidering attachment for

sewing machines
16S8 J. Combe—Winding cops for warp
1689 A. F. Brooby—Stamingwood
1590 D. and J. Greig—Separating the fibres of
fibrous substances

1691 B J. B. Mills—Steam veseels, engines, boilers,

aud propellers

Dated June 13th, 1870.

1692 F. W. Granham and B. Butterfield—Muzzles
for dogs

1693 R. Funshoo—SbipB' compasses
1694 M. Hecry—Eye glasses

1695 D. C. Lowber—Wire ties for securing bales of
mercbarni-.se

1696 W. R Lake—Ships' rudders
1697 E T. Hughes— Prepariug pure carbonate aud
bicarbonate of soda, and also soda in its crystal-

lised state
1698 F.J. Kuewstub-TravellingbBgSj&c.
1699 G. Lewis—Harvesting machines

Dated June 14th, 1870.

1700 R. Blackbee—Surgical'inatruments known as
Specula

1701 H Hammond—Mixing soils

1702 W. Moore- Securing bolts

1703 W. A. Chandler-Carriage wheels
1704 A. Ford—Applying moisture and heat to the

1705 G. Walls—Ventilation and extinguishing fires

on board ships
1706 B, G. Sloper—Trpatment of sewage
1707 G. and J. Weir—Slide valves
1718 A. V. Newton—Forming bftts of wool fur

felting' purposes

Dated June 15tb, 1S70.

1709 J. H. Johuson—Pressing and forming heelsfor

boots

1710 F. Dupuy—Anti-hemorrhoidal plate
1711 C. H. J'ennau-Coal vasea
1712 A. B. Berard—Fusi-n of cast iron
1713 H. Law—Supplying water to lavatories, and
water cl. nets

1714 M. Jacob—Retaining carriage windows in any
desired positiou

1715 R. Miller- Earthenware pipes
.1716 J. H. Johnson—Employment of certain animal

substHncea as fertilising agents
1717 J. Fos-iard—Bellows for lighting fires
1718 W, J. Hopkins—Roofs of housus

Dated June 16th, 1870.

1T19 VV. Gadd— Looms for weaving
1720 H.B. Fpx—Venetian blinds
1721 VV. A . Clayton—Screw propellers and steering
apparatus

1722 E. C. Rolls— Heed musical instruments
1723 J. Swain— i-'urnaces
1724 W. R.Lake—hteel washers
1725 J. H. Lirierley—Ornamenting of fastenings for

1726 W. E. Newtm-Paintbrushes
1727 W E. Nflwrou-Cigars
1728 B. F. Weatherdun—Breaking stones
1729 H. H. Kromschroeder and W. P. Randall—Gas

Dated June 17th, 1870,

1730 G. S Fleming—Corks
1731 VV. Hadfield—Looms
1732 G, Farmer— Indenting of iron for shoe heel

tlpB

1733 C.Josfph—Gas burners
1734 \j.E. Lee—Tilt and tor}; e hammer heads and in

bursts aud mil niece b
1735 W. B, Smith-Coating for Uickford's safety

fuze
1736 C. A. Bluemel—Walking sticks and umbrella

1737 K.E, Newtou—Looms
173S J. A.Lindblad—Bottles, aud device for uncork-
ing the same

1739 W. Amblor and B. Jowett-lndicating the
times of trains to arrive at and depart from rail-
way stations, &c.

1740 G. O. Wray—Fastenings for bcxes
1741 T. Greenwood and J. Fabian—Bagatelle aud

billiard cues
1742 H. Bessemer—Ships
1743 L. A. Ritterbandt— Peat charcoal
1744 C. M. Campbell—Mosaic plaques or slabs for
decorations

1745 Sir J. Whitworth—Firearms
1746 T. J. Smith—Caustic soda
1747 E. Partridge—Axle boxes and securing the
faame upon the axle

Dated June 18thj 1870.

1748 A.M. Chirk—Bells
1749 A. S. Stocker—Bottles
1750 T. J. Smith—Treating pyrites
1751 W. B. Gedge—Cutting corks
1752 J. O. Swing- aud J. J. Coleman—Treating la-

brictiting oils

1753 J. J. Lundy—Lubricating animal materials in
the process or manufacture

1754 B. J. B. Mills—Doffing and dividing apparatus
applicable to continuous cards

1755 A. M. Clark—Raising sunken bodies

Dated June 20th, 1870.

175G C. D. Abel—Testing the quality of malleable
metals

1797 L. Heim-Blacking
175B J . de Weueirne—Dyeing

Dated June 21st, 1870.

1759 VV. Rainford—Wardrobes
1760 C. J Fox, R. Larchin, and J. Dodd—xli./ung
machines

1761 J. Outram—Rotary engines
1762 G. Atterbury and G."\Vhiteuonae--Comnv.>u i"

ting 011 tailway trains*

1763 H. T. Davey—Washing linen, &c.
1764 W. R Lake—Securing the caoles and standing
rigging ot ships

1765 A. C. Bnmlctt— Reaping machines
1766 B. J. Baruaid Mills—S ap
1767 J . Bullough-Slashrr sizing machines
1763 T. C. Brown— Valves applicable to steam or
water pressure

1769 C. 1. Franke—Steel
i770 D. Collet—Bleaching
1771 J. H. Johneon—Railways, and in engines and
railways to run thereon

Dated June 22nd, 1870.

1772 I- Bates aud J.Taylor—Bridges of the furuaces
of steam boilers

1773 S. Neville—Plates of glass
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STEAM ROAD ROLLER.

By Mr. W. F. Batho, of Birmingham, and Mr. T. Avelisg. of Rochester.

{Illustrated by Plate 363).

The substitution of rollers for horses* hoofs and carriage wheals, for the

purpose of consolidating our roads, is slowly but steadily on the increase ;

and although municipal bodies are proverbially slow to perceive, and still

slower to adopt any improvement whatever, it is evident that the advan-

tages of employing steam road rollors is so great that, by degrees, ovory

important district will be compelled to use thorn. We, therefore, make no

.apology for giving a drawing of one of tho simplest kind (Plate 3G3),

together with an abstract of the description read before the Institution

of Mechanical Engineers by Mr. W. F. Batho :

—

Tho idea of employing steam power in place of animal labour for rolling

down newly macadamised roads originated with tho chief engineer to the

Calcutta municipality, Mr. W. Clark, whoso attention had beon drawn to

the subjoct by experiencing the expense and difficulty attending the em-

ployment of bullocks for drawing rollers over the Calcutta roads. A steam

road roller was consequently designed for him by Mr. Batho, which was

sent out to Calcutta, and has dono good work there during tho last seven

years, notwithstanding tho defects in details attending a first and experi-

mental design ; and this steam roller has long since cleared its first cost by

the saving in cost of its work compared with that done by rollors drawn by

bullocks.

Tho principle of the machino is tho uso of three rollers arrangod in a

triangle, one roller on each sido of the machine at the odo end, and tho

third roller in tho centre at the other end ; the two sido rollors are drivon

by tho engine by moans of pitched chains, and the centre rollor is mounted

in a turntablo frame so as to swivol horizontally for tho purpose of steering.

Tho third roller is made wide enough to cover tho intermediate space

between tho two sido rollers, and tho weight of the boiler and engine, which

aro vortical, and placed in the centre of the machine, is distributed over

the throo rollors. Tho results of trials carefully made to dotermino tho

difforonco in cost of working with this stoum rollor as conrparod with tho

ordinary plan of rolling by bullocks, for rolling an aroa of road of 44,631

squaro yards, gavo £146 Is. 6(L as tho cost of stoam rolling, ami £269 ."is. 9d.

as the aoel with bullock =. being a saving of forty-six por cont. in cost with

tho stoaiii rolling, in addition to tho economy arising from tho much
auporior and more durable naturo of tho work done.

A stoam rollor on a ditTorcnt principle was subsequently constructed in

Fraie which has now boon extensively used for several years in Paris.

and has thoroughly proved on a large scale the great practical valuo and

econqmy of steam rolling in the making ami maintenance of roads. This

machino is carried wholly upon two long rollers, each ono extending the

full width of the machine, and both driven by tho engine; and tho steering

iseffeoted bj tiding the ides at ono ond so as to throw thorn out of parallel

when t.ra ver in;; OUCT 6 .

Tho throo-roller principle bus boon succcssfuily carried out by Messrs.

Aveling and Porter, in combination with their steam traction engine, with

which the successful experience of many years' working had boou pre-

viously obtained : and d number of this mnko aro now
in use both in this country and abroad, having boen at work fi

two and a half yoars.

Thii machine is shown In Figs. 1 to •*>. Plate 868.

A A aro drivon by tho engine and o m the same axle i:. and the

centro rollor C is mado in two portions, turning separately upon tboir axle

for facility in steering, and carried in a turntablo frame D for steering.

Each portion of tho centre roller is the same width as one of the side

rollers, and the centre rollor overlaps the side onos to a small extent. The
total weight of tho machino is distributed equally upon tho two axles, so as

to equalise the action of the rollors in working.

A single steam cylinder E is employed for driving, as in the traction

engines, for the sako of simplicity and economy of construction; and with

the uso of intermediate gearing reducing the speed considerably, and a fly-

wheel F upon the crank shaft for turning tho engine by hand over the dead

points when requisite at starting, tho single cylinder has been found suffi-

cient both in tho road rollors and the traction engines. It is fixed on tho

front end of the boiler, surrounded by a steam jacket in direct communica-

tion with tho boiler, as shown in Fig. 5, and having a dome on tho top from

which tho steam is taken into the cylinder. The uso of steam pipes is thus

avoided, and priming upon steep gradients is prevented. From tho crank

shaft the motion is taken by spur gearing to a countershaft G carrying at

its end the pitch-chain pinion ; tho bearings of this shaft are carried in

curved slots H, Fig. 2, formed in tho supporting brackets, so that tho shaft

can be raised when required in order to tighten up tho slack that usually

occurs in a pitch chain after somo time of wear. TLe chain is covered up
by a wrought-iron casing, and drives the chain wheel K, which is keyod

upon tho front axlo B of tho machino ; tho two driving rollers A are not

keyed upon the axlo, hut are secured to it by tho strong locking bolts I I,

Fig .-..

Tho turntable D, Figs. 2 and 3, carrying tho centro stooring roller*.', i^

constructed with only two vortical carrying wheols J J, placod foro and aft,

which allow it to swivel vertically to a slight extent, for tho purpose of

lotting tho rollers accommodato thomselvos to tho convex surfaco of tho

road. Tho sot of horizontal friction wheels L L guide the turntablo hori-

zontally in steering; and tho machino is steered by a chain passing round

tho turntable, and worked by worm gearing from a handwheel M in roach

of tho steersman upon the footplato. Tho machino can be turned round

by this means in a distance little moro than its own length ; and it can bo

turned within its own longth, if required, by disconnecting eithor of tho

Iwo driving rollers A A. whioh is dono by withdrawing tho looking bolt I

that couples the rollor A to tho driving axlo 15, as shown in Big, 5, A fric-

tion break, consisting of a wrought-iron strap upon a pulley X on the side

•I one of tho driving rollers, and worked by a worm and screw P from the

footplate, affords control ovor tho machine in case any of the gearing should

give way. The boiler i horizontal and multitubular, placed longitudinally

between tho two driving rollers; the coal bunker and water tanks aro

placed at tho rides of the firebox, containing a supply of cool and water

sullicingfor two hours' work.

The ordinary size of this rood roller, snob mi in thedrawin
weighs 15 tons; ami the total width over the rollers being six feet, this

gives a COmpre Ing load ..| two and a ball tons per foot width upon tie.

road ; the rollers are all live feet diameter, and tl .i i

,

unit' dy over them all. There ore thirteen <!
I n machines now

at work, several being in India and In the United >tatc. Blnglo machines
h i\" ..I " been made "i 20, 23, and 80 tons weight, which roll widths
s

. .-no
i

:i feel res] Uverj : the 26 ton roUer has boon working two yearn n«

Sheffield, and the 80 ton roller two and o-haif yei rpooL ii

ton roller Is flj ft. total width, giving a oomm i In rolling

per fool width ; tie- steerin

7ft.

>•>
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The average cost of working the 15-ton rollers, under the ordinary con-

ditions of this country, has been found, from a number of different trials,

to be as follows, taking the actual cost of working, and adding an allowance

for wear and tear and interest, but not including general superintendence

charges, nor cost of water used. The daily working expenses amount to

—

s. d. s. d.

Wages to engine-driver, 5s. ; steersman, 3s 8

Coke, 4-£cwts. at Is 4 6
Oil and cotton waste 2

14 G

Allowance for wear and tear at 10 per cent., and interest

av 5 per cent., on the cost of the roller £550, taking

250 working days in the year 6 7

Total cost per day 21 1

There has not yet been a sufficient length of experience in the working of

these steam rollers for determining accurately the cost of wear and tear,

but the above estimate is based upon the long experience that has been

obtained with the traction engines.

The average work done per day is 2,376 square yards rolled complete

;

and with the above total cost of working—21s. por day—the work amounts

to 9£ square yards rolled for one penny, including wear and tear and in-

terest ; or 132 square yards rolled for one penny, for wages and fuel alone.

Taking only 2,000 square yards for the day's work, this gives 11-i- square

yards rolled for one penny of working expenses ; or eight square yards for

one penny, allowing for wear and tear and interest. Those results are

confirmed by those obtained in the working of two of the same rollers in

India, where the cost of working has amounted to 43s. per day for each

machine in rolling a space of 7,040 square yards, which gives 13J- square

yards rolled for one penny, the same as in the previous statement.

The practice of leaving the metalling of roads to be consolidated only by

the traffic passing over them has been so universal in this country, that

rolling the roads whether by horses or by steam power, is still generally

looked upon rather as a refinement than as a source of economy in road

maintenance. On the Continent, however, experience has led the French

and Germans to consider rolling as the most important improvement ever

made in the construction and maintenance of roads. The absence of any

centralised authority in the road administration of this country, such as is

customary on the Continent, has been unfavourable to the adoption of roll-

ing here.

Eoad making is also subject to so many varying influences in the nature

of the traffic, the locality, the quality of the metalling, the construction

of the road, and the method of maintenance, that it is difficult to arrive

at the exact amount of the economy resulting from rolling as compared

with the absence of rolling ; but from an average of extended experience

in different countries, the economy attending the practice of rolling, even

when horse rollers only are employed, is found to amount to as much as

34 por cent, saving.in cost of metalling alone. Rolling prevents the metalling

from being crushed piecemeal by the traffic, as is done when it is laid down

loose without rolling ; and the entire road is rendered better able to resist

the injuries caused by moisture soaking in. A saving in labour in the

construction or repair of a road is also effected by i oiling, as the rolling

allows of a greater area of metalling being laid down at a time, and a

thicker coating of it when requisite ; and instead of the stones being thrown

down in small patches wherever defects show themselves in the road sur-

face iri course of time, the maintenance of the road can he carried out in a

systematic manner. The force of draught required upon freshly laid

unrolled metalling is as much as five times the draught for the same load

upon a fairly good road surface, as ascertained by old established experi-

ments ; and this great difference shows the important saving which the

users of a road derive from the adoption of rolling. This increase of

draught also involves increased injury to a road from the horses' feet ; so

that in the ordinary case of rolling down a road by the action of the wheel

traffic, this is not done, as commonly supposed, without cost to the main-

tainors of the road. On a well-rolled road, however, the wear that takes

place is mainly that due to friction, as the vehicles passing over it are not

jolted about with a continued series of concussions on the road surface,

while the horses have less force of draught to exert, and the metalling is;

not crushed to pieces.

The drawbacks attending horse rolling are, however, very great, espe-

cially in the case of a road with heavy traffic. The rolling interferes with

the passage of vehicles, on account of the long string of horsos- required

to drag the roller, and the consequent trouble and delay of turning round

at the ends of the course ; and the horses' feet disturb the metalling in< a»

way that cannot be corrected by the succeeding passage of the roller. To.

roll a road completely with such a light weight as only a six-ton or even a.

ten-ton roller, which is the heaviest possible horse roller, it requires to be-

gone over a great number of times ; and this weight of roller is much,

below that of the traffic in large towns, when calculated by the same-

measure of tons weight per foot width of the waggon wheels.

With the steam roller-, however, all these objections are overcome, on^

account of its greater weight and the greater facility with which it is.

managed, it consolidates the metalling with much greater rapidity, and can

be easily turned round, and worked up steep inclines ; and it has been

shown by experience in Paris that under proper management it can be

worked without passing horses being frightened. As to the relative expense,,

the same work can be done by a steam roller at less than one half the cost

of horse rolling ; while in cost of metalling a considerable further saving is

effected beyond that realised with horse rollers. In Paris the steam -rolled

roads are found to last twice as long as thoso rolled by horses ; and roads

which formerly had to be rolled by steam power once every six months, and

previously much oftener by horses, have been so niuch improved by this

operation upon the successive la3rers that they now require rolling only once

a year. This result has occurred, too, under a traffic that is annually increas-

ing ; and as the centre of the heaviest traffic in Paris is macadamised, and

not paved as in London, the experience there obtained evidently affords a

sound basis for comparison with the streets of the largo towns in this,

country. Rolling has proved of great service not only for surface repairs,

but also for consolidating the foundations in making new roads
; and in Ger-

many the horse roller is very generally used also for setting paving stones

instead of using the hand rammer.

CAPTAIN TYLER'S REPORT ON THE FESTINIOG RAILWAY.

The following interesting report has been forwarded to the Board of
Trade by Captain H. W. Tyler, R.E., giving the results of his examination
of the experiments lately carried out on this narrow gauge line :

—

" 1, Whitehall, 4th March, 1870.
" Sir,—I have now the honour to report, for the information of the

Board of Trade, that, in compliance with the instructions in your minute
of the 8th ult., I attended certain experiments on the 11th, 12th, 14th, and
15th ult., on the Festiniog and Mid-Wales Railways.

'•The object of these experiments was to test the capabilities of the Fes-
tiniog Railway, which has a gauge of rather less than 2ft., and also the
powers and comparative steadiness of double bogie engines, such as have
been designed by Mr. Fairlie, both on the Festiniog Railway and on the
ordinary gauge of 4ft. 8jin.

"The trials were made in the presence of various members of an Impe-
rial Commission, under the presidency of Count Alexis Bobrinskey,. who
visited England for these special purposes, as well as of his Grace the Duke
of Sutherland, and numerous others from various countries, including Major-
General Sir William Baker, R.E., and Mr. Thornton and Mr. Julian

Danvers from the India Office.

" I beg to enclose herewith detailed statements of the experiments, in

the form of the original documents, drawn up by myself in the presence

of those vvho witnessed them, and containing descriptions of the engines

employed.
" As regards the Festiniog Railway, they quite bore out what I stated

in regard to it in my reports to the Board of Trade six or seven years since,

previously to its being opened for passenger traffic, and those contained in

a paper which I subsequently read at the Institution of Civil Engineers.

The amount of traffic which can be economically carried upon this little

railway, and the speed at which it can be- conveyed round curves which
would be absolutely impracticable under the ordinary system of railway

working render it a most instructive example, showing how, by a reduc-

tion of gauge, adaptation of rolling stock, and judicious arrangements
cheap railways on narrower gauges may be advantageously constructed in

our colonies, in foreign countries, and even in parts of the United Kingdom.
The precise gauge in such cases should, however, be suited to the local cir-
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-cumstances of each particular locality, and must depend upon various con-
siderations which it is not necessary here to detail.

" When the Festiniog Railway was first opened for passenger traffic the
Board ot Trade, on my recommendation, made it a condition that the speed
should he limited to ten or twelve miles an hour. And this was done on
account of the narrowness and lowness of the works, the condition cf the
permanent way, and the novelty of the system of applying locomotive power
to so narrow a gauge. Since that time the permanent way has been mate-
rially improved, and the greater part of it has been relaid with heavier
rails, fished at the joints. The system has also been thoroughly tested,

and there appear to have been no accidents to passengers. But the narrow-
ness and lowness of the works remain, and this is now the weak point of

the line.

"At certain bridges on the lines and other places, extra height and
width might, apparently, without much difficulty or expense, be afforded,
and the company would do wisely in making such improvements as far as

practicable ; but the enlargement of the tunnels and of the width in

certain other places would, no doubt, be very costly.
" The speed appears to have been increased from time to time as the

permanent way has been improved, and it would now, I think, be only
right to release the company from the obligation which was imposed upon
them in this respect on their first opening for passengers. As they have
hitherto conducted the traffic with safety to the public for so many years,
the question of speed might now properly be left to their own discretion,
not with the idea that they are to run their passenger trains at the compa-
ratively high speed of which the little line has so curiously shown itself to
be capable, under the system of low centres of gravity, which has so wisely
been adopted for the rolling stock, but with confidence that they will keep
well within that speed, and allow ample margin for all contingencies,
such as cannot always be foreseen even uiider the most careful manage-
ment.
"As regards Mr. Fairlie's double-bogie engines, the experiments have

shown, not only that the principle upon which they are designed—first, of
reducing wear and tear and friction by the employment of the bogie sys-
scm; secondly, of conveniently accumulating the weight upen the wheels,
so as to make all the wheels into driving wheels ; and, thirdly, of providing
engines which can run in either direction with equal safety—are sound,
but also that the narrower the gauge the more profitably they can be
employed for through traffic.—I have, &c.

"(Sigued) "H. W. Tiles."

PATEN r LAW.

The Bovill Litigation.

(Continued from page 152.)

We have now to give the judgment pronounced by Lord Cairns on 7th
December, 1S68, in the case i i' Bovill v. Smith, prefacing it, however, with
extracts from the evidence of Mr. Bramwell, so frequently referred to in
the judgment

.

Mr. Bramwell said in the 5th paragraph of his affidavit

—

"I [.reading the plaintiff's specification of 1849 as an instruc-
tion t I a mechanic, understand that the second claim of invention therein
stated, is for that which for many years such invention was understood to
mean—namely, a combination of the blast from a fan or other 1.!

machine, with an exhaust apparatus to take away the plenum of air blown
in and forced through the Btones by that blowing machine, and I say that
the language of the plaintiff's specification is clear and well calculated, and
sufficient to instruct a workman that when he is working millstones, not in
the. ordinary manner, withoul wind, hut with the blast of air produced by a
fan, or some other blowing machine, he is to apply an exhaust to take
away the warm dusty air forced by such blowing machine between the
grinding surfaces.

ty that I, as an experienced mechanic, reading the specification of
the plaintiffs patent of lsr.i, and being instructed and warned thereby
should not have understood or supposed thai in constructing or using such
apparatus and arrangements as I saw at the defendant's mill I should be
in any way imitating any of the matters which the plaintiff claims therein
to be of his invention, for the first of these matten I kythal
the defendant does not, so far as I observed, and 1 believe he did notintro-
duce air pipes i , so us to more freely ventilate th
grinding surfaces when currenl i of air are fore, d or exhausted through them
and beside, this, the top stones in the defendant's mil are the running
tones, and are no) fixed

. and as regards the second of these matten I say
that the defendant does not work his miilst me, with .,

irort h,s millstom iwitboul wind, in the ordinary manner, as mentioned in
page 8, hue I of the plaintiff's aid specification of ism, .,, printed after
the disclaimer. And *< regards th- third of these matters I lay thai the
defendant docs not strain the stive or H ir surcharged with line flour th;

suitable or any porous fabrics, but blows the same out into the external

air.

" I say that I observe at paragraph 40, 42, and 43 of the plaintiff's bill

of complaint that the plaintiff in effect states the second part of his inven-
tion (that relating to the exhaust) to embrace cases where an exhaust fan
is applied to millstone cases, regulated so as to carry off what is termed in

the bill the plenum of air, although there be no fan or other blowing
machine applied to such millstones, and that to support this statement, he,

in the 10th, and several other paragraphs, alleges that the revolving mill-

stone itself is such a blowing machine as was intended by his specification,

and I say that if these contentions of the plaintiff be correct, then his

specification is calculated to mislead a mechanic, and is not sufficient to in-

form him where he is trenching on the plaintiff's alleged invention, for I

say that a mechanic, reading the said specification, and finding there the

statement that the plaintiff's invention consists 'in exhausting the air from
the cases of millstones, combined with the application of a blast to the

grinding surfaces,' and also finding there, in reference to the same inven-

tion, the words ' In carrying out the second part of my invention, when
working millstones with a blast of air, I introduce a pipe to the millstone

case from a fan or other exhausting machine, so as to carry off all the warm
dusty air, blown through between the stones to a chamber,' would not
understand that such words intended a blast of air produced by the mere
revolution of the stones, because if this were the meaning of that passage

the words, ' when working millstones with a blast of air,' would be not

only unnecessary, but would mislead' since it is, according to the plaintiff's

present contention, impossible to work millstones without a blast of air,

whilst on the other hand, if it be possible to work millstones without a blast

of air (and which is the mode of working a mechanic would understand by
the above-quoted expression from line 1 of page 3 of the plaintiff's said

specification), there is no direction anywhere given how to apply the

exhaust when working in that manner.
" I further say, that if the plaintiff be correct in his contention that the

second part of his patented invention iucludes those cases in which an

exhaust is used without a blowing fan or some other machine, to force air

between the millstones, then such invention was not new in the year 1849,

for it appears on the face of this specification of 1849, that before its date

an exhautt from the millstone case had been used, and the specification

under the plaintiff's English patent of 1846, describe and shows in figure

7, on the sheet of drawings attached to it, a regulated exhaust, made to carry

the air and the stive in one directon, while the meal is allowed to leave

the stones in another direction, and 1 say that the regulating valves shown
in this figure 7 were intended, and would be sufficient to place the amount
of air carried away by the exhaust completely within the control of the

workman. In the specification of the plaintiff's Scotch patent of 1846,

there is on sheet A a drawing of a pair of millstones, showing the appli-

cation of the blast, and this is accompanied by a description in the speci-

fication. There can be no doubt whatever that these .stones were to have

meal spouts, open in the ordinary manner, there being no direction- what-

ever as to the spouts. The specification then goes on to slate how, in lieu

of the blast, an oxhausting apparatus may be applied to the millstone hoop,

and it states that in such cases the patentee dispenses with the air pipe I.,

(which is the pipe which admitted the blast of air from a blowing machine

under the first mode of working), and the cast iron plate Q (which covers

the top opening of the hoop), in other respect -, the arrangements arc to be

the same as the drawing. There is, therefore, no direction given as to alter-

ing the meal apOUts, and therefore the result of putting an exhaust appara-

tus to work, according to the directions given in this specification, would

be that the meal would go down an open meal spout, whilst the stive and

airalone w iuld go through the exhausting machine.

" I observe iii the 17th and following paragraphs of the plaintiffs hill iii

this cause, he »ets forth the odvacl ige arising from the use of his pit. ait at

the Government mills at Deptford, and 1 say that 1 am intimately

acquainted with the machinery at those nulls, having superintended the i

tion of the earliest portion of it. and having seen suoh machio

ifterwurds, and h.iviu nue on the it h day of February,

1867, and I say that the machinery in use al the said Government mill

so far as regards the employment of a blast of air to the cL thu

upper st<
, and an exhaust from the millstone esse in combination with

-inh blast, similar to thai which is described Dl the -aid I'aliane- .,

Stated, and that the defendant's inaehr.ciy ,\
|

• nihle t he

maohinery so in use at the said Government mills, as the defendant d

not employ any such blast, and I saj thai the advantages obtained al the

Government mills were obtained by maohinert working with that

combination, and that they were not obtained b) the use of an exhaust

unconnected with a blast; and 1 believe thai "' exhaust unconnected

with a blast baa never been, and ia not now worked bo those mills, but

that the combination of a blowing fhn and on exhaust fan hs always 1

imd
I I there. I think it in imp bable that the use of the

blowin ild ever hai ntinued, as it is undoubted^ owing

to the action of this b] i I lavt ot si banel ran, that
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the large extra amount ground by each pair of stones is due, and I say this

from my knowlenge of the results obtained by the use of the blast, under
the plaintiff's patent of 1846, when uncombined with the use of an exhaust.

The reason of the extra amount of work done by the blast becomes mani-

fest, when it is considered that there are arrangements by which the blast

can be and is maintained in the eye of the millstone at a pressure con-

siderably exceeding that of the atmosphere, and that thereby the air had
to escape, and does escape with force between the grinding surfaces, driving

before it the flour, as soon as any portion of it has been formed from the

grain. And I say that this beneficial action of the blast, in increasing the

amount ground, is clearly pointed out at lines 15 to 32 on the third page
of the printed copy of the plaintiff's specification, under his English

patent of 1846, and is again stated in the first claim to that patent, and
that the real use intention and object of the exhaust as used at the said

Government mills, was, and is the carrying off of the plenum of air blown
through between the grinding surfaces by the blowing fan, and which

plenum of air without such exhaust would be an intolerable nuisance in

the mill, as in fact it was when the blast under the Plaintiff's English

patent, of 1846 was applied, and worked there in my presence without

an exhaust.
(To be continued).

OPENING OP THE VICTORIA EMBANKMENT.

At last, after more than eight long, weary years, and an expenditure of

more than a million and a-half, the Thames, or rather the Victoria, Em-
bankment has been formally opened. The opening ceremony was not very

grand, but perhaps even the Board of Works may, contrary to the dictum

of Sydney Smith, have had some slight consciousness of their shortcomings,

and consequently iorebore on this occasion to add insult to injury. We
have been much amused with the numerous grandiloquent accounts that

have been given to the public respecting the magnitude and difficulty of

the work, which appear to place it almost on a par with the Suez Canal.

Certainly if we consider the time respectively occupied in carrying out the

two works there is not so much difference, for although the Suez Canal was

begun somewhat sooner, is may he said to be finished, whereas the comple-

tion of the Victoria Embankment is a consummation that may be hoped for,

but can scarcely be calculated upon. Until the new street between Black-

friars Bridge and the Mansion House is completed, the Embankment will

be of but little practical use. While in its present state it can scarcely be

called ornamental.

By means of the Embankment, 37i acres of foreshore have been re-

deemed, nf which amount, the roadway with its approaches occupies 19

acres, and of the remaining I83 acres, only 8 are appropriated for public use.

The only means by which carriages can at present obtain access to the road

is by the two ends ; but it is intended to open up six different approaches

throughout its mile and a quarter of length, viz. :—Whitehall-place,

Villiers-street, Waterloo Bridge, Norfolk -street, Surrey-street, and Arundel-

street. The Whitehall-place approach is so far advanced as only to require

metalling.

The roadway is 100ft. in width throughout, the footpath on the river

side being 20ft. in breadth, and that on the opposite side 16ft. It is in-

tended that the riverside pavement shall be edged by a row of trees

throughout its entire length ; and already the distance between Westmin-
ster and the Temple is, with the exception of. a few gaps, planted with

plane trees, placed 20ft. apart. The river wall is a beautiful piece of granite

work, though we were sorry to see that two of the stones of the block

piers had, by some means, been crushed so badly as to require to be re-

placed. The appearance of the Embankment even now is very imposing,

and it would doubtless constitute an excellent promenade to a " nigger"

deprived of his olfactory nerves; but at present it is so insufferably hot

and so peculiarly odoriferous that a walk from one end to the other is not

easily forgotten.

According to the official description of the Victoria Embankment, the

following are some of the statistics, viz. :

—

Excavation, 144,000 cube yards; Earth filling, 1,000,000 cube yards;

Timber in dams, &c, 500,000 cube feet; Caissons, 2,500 tons; Concrete,

140,000 cube yards ; Brickwork, 80,000 cube yards ; Granite, 650,000 cubic

feet; Paving, 125,000 superficial feet; Broken granite for road, 50,000

superficial yards.

The total cost of the work has been about £1,260,000; the amount paid

for compensation, £450,000.

THE WORKING-MENS' INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

An exhibition professing to be entirely composed of various productions

of the industry and genius of working-men, popularly so called, was opened

by H.R.H. the Prince of Wales on the 16th ult., at the Agricultural Hall,

Islington. We cannot assert that these professions have been strictly car-

ried out, as many of the exhibits are evidently not the production of
working men, properly so-called ; nevertheless, as the great majority fairly

come under that denomination, it would be ungracious to find fault with
the management on that account.

A large proportion of the exhibit* are beyond the scope of our criticism ;

we cannot, however, pass over a figure of a boy reading, in the Italian de-
partment, which, if original, is evidently the work of a genius. It is also

impossible not to notice an enormous collection of paintings, or rather co-

pies of paintings, which are hung round the gallery, but we find it equally
impossible to praise them ; as, however, the name of the exhibitor had the
addition of " Esq." attached to it, we presume they were only hung there
to enliven the scene. In engineering, it is to be regretted that there was ;

so little of novelty to be noticed, and so far as we could discover, but little

of that novelty to be praised. In steam engines, the great idea appeared
to be the working of oscillating engines without an eccentric—an idea that
has fascinated most of us during our apprenticeship. We should have
thought, however, that at the present day working men would have suffi-

ciently understood the disadvantage of having no lead or lap to the vb1v&
to have exercised their ingenuity in some other direction. One of these

engines, however, has been constructed by an apprentice, and we will

therefore willingly overlook the valve motion, and accord to it the praise it

has fairly earned, both as regards design and workmanship.
For really first-class work there was nothing at all approaching to that

shown by the workmen of the Midland Railway Company's shops. In this

exhibit, several different parts of a locomotive were showrn in various stages

of completion ; some being entirely black, some partly finished, and others

entirely finished. The finished work was certainly most beautiful to look

at, and apparently as near perfection as could well be imagined. We were,

however, quite as much enamoured with the black work—in fact, we never
remember seeing better or cleaner specimens of forging than wei there

exhibited.

The Agricultural Hall was not nearly filled when we visited it ; but as

a great many of the exhibits, especially in the foreign departments, had not
arrived, it will doubtless be much more interesting when complete.

THE CHASSEPOT AND THE NEEDLE-GUN.

The " Zimdnadelgewehr," or needle-gun of the Prussian service, to which
the victories of the Prussian arms in 1866 have been attributed, appears
to have been originally patented in England as a muzzle loader in 1831,.

by a Mr. Moser, of Kennington. The invention came before its time; its

cold reception in England drovo the patentee to seek foreign patronage
for his novelty, and Prussia was lucky enough to appreciate and adopt
the new weapon. Dreysa, a gunmaker of Sommala, applied the breech-

loading principle to Moser's patent, and, thus amended, the arm, ten year*

later, was, in 1848, introduced into the Prussian service. The principle,

briefly staff d, is the driving of a pointed piston or " needle," by the action

of a spiral spring (such as is used in the manufacture of children's toy

guns) into a small case of fulminate, contained in, and situated between,

the powder and the bullet of a single cartridge. In the action of opening
the breech, the spiral spring is set by the tngger ; and thus the trigger,

when pulled, releases into operation this spiral spring; which, in its turn,

forces the needle into the cartridge and fires the piece. Upon this oldest

form of the Prussian needle-gun improvements have been made, the chief

effects of which have been a reduction of the mechanism of the needle of

1848, and a general lightening of the entire piece. None of these altera-

tions, however, have touched these two apparent evils in the old lorm of

this arm which militated against its adoption by England in 1850. These
are, the position of the fulminate in the interior of the cartridge, and the
looseness of mechanism, involving possibility of the escape of gas, round
the needle and at the base of the plunger.

To these two particular points France mainly devoted herself in seeking

a superior needle rifle to that of Prussia. In the Chassepot such an im-
proved arm has been found. A triple wad of vulcanised india-rubber placed

round the axis of its plunger, and forming with a steel plate a cushion to

receive the force of the rebound, is intended to render the breech gas-tight,

but has been found in practice only partially adapted to that object. An
ingenious arrangement of notches on the outer guider of iron,

enables the gun to be placed at half-cock. The needle is lighter

and smaller than in the Prussian gun, and above all, the cartridge con-

tains its fulminate at the base of the powder, instead of at the base of the

bullet. A vacuum, left when the gun is charged, between the base of the

cartridge and the front of the plunger, is to effect the combustion and removal
of any portion of the cartridge-case that majtremain after firing. As com-
pared with the Prussian gun, this weapon possesses, besides the specific im-
provements mentioned, other advantages of superior mannfaeture and finish

Its cartridge, besides admitting the altogether different principle of firing,

contains a larger charge of powder than the Prussian cartridge, with a
smaller bullet, which leaves a manifest advantage in carrying to the French
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weapon ; while the fact that the Prussian hullet is purposely made so small

as not to touch the barrel in its passage, while the French hullet is of the

ordinary size to fit the rifle harrel, would point to the conclusion that the

Prussian marksman is at a disadvantage over the Frenchman in respect to

his aim. The number of times of tiring per minute is aboout the same in

both cases. The cost of the French weapon considerably exceeds that of

the Prussian, and the Chassepot is, in addition, a more difficult guu to

make.
To all the comparative information which has been published about the

French and Prussian guns, must be added the following from the Journal

du People :
—

'•At 500 metres the Prussian weapon gives only negative results ; whilst

at 1,000 the Chassepot, in the hands of good marksmen, hits the target

with great force. We call attention to this point, for, in the war of large

bodies of sharpshooters (the only system which we ought to adopt), an arm
which is not reliable over 500 metres cannot reach the reserves of i he first

front, which escapes the effect of the enemy's fire. The drawbacks of large

bullets have been noticed, the principal being this, that, with needle-guns,

t'.ie firing is rapid, and, therefore, a great amount of powder is burnt;

consequen'ly, the cartridge-box must he well stored. Now, there is in the

weight of ammunition allotted to a foot soldier a total which cannot be ex-

ceeded— namely, ten pounds. What will happen ? With that weight of

cartridges, the Frenchman will have twice as many shots to fire as the

Prussian. Nothing is more difficnlc than to replace, during fire, the ammu-
nition by a fresh distribution. Thus, the retreat of a division may depend
on it3 finding itself in face of an enemy which had still 20 or 30 cartridges

a-head to ti>o It will he seen that the winning of a battle may depend on

the projectile adopted."

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF GAS MANAGERS.

ADDRESS.

By Mr. Magnus Ouhen, V.P.

{Continued from page 155).

The next paper is by Mr. T. II. Methven, of Bury St. Edmonds, on

"Tar Pavements." We all long for the luxury of tar pavements along

our c nnl ' roads, and I make no doubt the system would be largely

adopted it tbe material conld be made hard and durable, so as to save us,

in Bummer weather, from sticking to tbe pavement, like flies in treacle. I

hope lhat Mr. Mcthven's system is satisfactory on this point; lor myself,

I c insider it necessary to boil the tar, to get off the light oils and water,

otherwise the material will not set firmly, or at least until the sun has

done the • should have been done previously; if, then, it becomes

necessary to remove the light oils, I consider they should be removed by

distillation nnd utilised instead of being boiled off in the open air, to the

great nuisinco of the leighbourhood where the operation is performed:

for remember in those oila which would be lost in open boiling, we have

benzole, &c, from which analine is made— the base of those beautiful

colours, magenta, and mauve— so fully reported upon nt the last annual

ig by the President for that session, Mr. Goddard.

Mr. W. T. Fewtrell gives us a paper connected with tar on '•Artificial

Alizarine;" or, chemically Bpeaking, on alizarine, artifically produced

from a base obtained from coal tar oils called anthracene; this is, however,

not nude Iron) the light oils before alluded to, but it is obtained from the

last of the heavy Is, commonly called creosote, which comes over just

previous to the tar becoming hard pitch.

While on the subject Of tar. I may state that another important use

that, tar is likely to 1"- pnt ! > is in the manufacture of gas. As tar contain

a laige quantity of rich hydrocarbons, it has engaged a large share of the

attention of gas engineers, who for many years have, by various means,

endeavonrc I I i convert the valuable fluids which it contains into permanent

Their attempts, however, have not been attended with anything
like sucios— principally because it was found that solid deposits and

naphthaline caused obstructions in the mains and pipes, and carbon on tbe

retorts, without the anticipated increased quantity of gas. An improve-

ment ha-, however, been iutri dnced at Cork by Messrs. Hill and Lane, and
although the new pr cesi ho been in operation over a year, no dep

have been observed in either the manufacturing or distributing apparatus.

The essential difference between their process, which, by the bye, they

have patented, consists in the i borough amalgamation, by suitable machinery,

of the tar with a portion which is to be osrbonised. From 80

to 10 gallons of tar are mixed and ground up with | of a ton of c ial and

| of b ton ol brei u ; the prop trtion ' > be used is 26 per cent, of a t ital

quantity of coal to be carbonised.

The advantages claimed for the prOCCSS being a large yield of gns.

increased illuminating power, and reconversions of breeze into Coke, it-

particles being cemented together by the pitch of the tar. It is said that

inferior Welsh coal treated under this patent can be made to yield 15
candle gas, tested by tho old London burner. The theory of theproeess
appears to be this, that while informer experiments the tar was merely dis-
tilled, in this process it is in a great measure decomposed, and that the
poorer gases coming from the coal while in their nascent state, combined
with the rich hydrocarbons of the tar which are thus converted into
permanent gases, instead of condensing and forming obstructions in the
apparatus. The patentees have gtveu a long trial to the process before
endeavouring to get it adopted by other companies. Some trials have been
made in Dublin extending over several weeks, and these have resulted, it is

reported, in considerable economy of manufacture. If further experience
confirms these results, gas companies—particularly where the iron stoker is

in use— will no doubt adopt tho process, and as a consequence tar will

rise in price as a great quantity will be withdrawn from sale. Gas mana-
gers will do well to hear this in mind in making their contracts for the sale

of tar.

We have next a paper by Mr. D. Clarke, of the Gas Works, Brymbo, on
"Stoppage in Ascension Pipes"—a capital subject to ventilate—and vour
attenion should be closely given to this paper, and the views of each freely

discussed. It is useless to have good retorts and good settings, if the gas
does not pass freely from the retort as generated-; the loss that occurs in

many places while the so-called "jumping'' process is being performed is

most distressing to witness.

I hope Mr. Clarke will throw new light upon this subject. If he ad-
vocates large ascension pipes and capacious hydraulic main, not too close

in contact with the retort beds, he will be in the right track ; but I will

not anticipate his views ; I desire more to guide the discussion on the sub-
ject after the paper is read.

And the subject analogous to this, "The Scurfing of Retorts," is, I
believe, to be brought forward by Mr. Coekey, "ho lias an apparatus for

securing retoits. Like the stoppage in ascension pipes, the deposit of

carbon on the retort results from pressure, or the want of relieving the
retort from the gas as generated, and the aim of gas managers should be,

not to devise apparatus to remove carbon, but to prevent the formation of
it. It is a known fact that although a gas exhauster, working at level

gauge draws off a considerable portion ot the gas produced in a retort,

still a pressure is maintained in the retort equal to the seal of the dip
pipe, and that, if that pressure is not removed, a large portion of tras is

destroyed in the retort; this is particularly the case where through retorts

are used, if the dip, and consequently the pressure, on one side is greater
!
than on the other. About ten years ago 1 had experience of this fact,

the sinking on one side of some through retorts caused an increase in the
seal of the dip pipes on that side, consequently the whole of the gas
generated passed oil' at the other side, the pressure there being lightest.

To remedy this defect 1 invented an apparatus, which 1 called a in .vablo

disc, by which the liquor in the hydraulic main could be regulated, and
the pressure equalised, allowing the gas to pass off at each end ; when this

was done the carbon ceased to accumulate on the retorts, and the make
of gas and illuminating power was increased. If any gas manager finds

himself in the same difficulty that I did, and would like to try the effect of
the apparatus, 1 refer liim to Mr. Sugg, of Westminster, who made tho
apparatus tor me, and has, no doubt, the pattern by hint.

We have a paper by Mr. Godd ud, of Ipswich, on the "Application of

Gas to the Generation of Steam." Any application of gas to the uses of
man mu-t be a benefit to the gas producer as well as the gas consumer,
and, therefore, the application ot gas lor the generation of steam, whether
for machine power or for cooking, if effective, must cause an increase in

the sale of gas. That gas can be used for cooking with advantage, is a fact

known to many of us. Mr. Somerville, of Dublin, introduced C "Mug
stoves at .Maid-tone, and so satisfied wero the consumers with the use of

his Moves, that they were taken laster than hi- could make them, and his

Bummer consumption of gOB was largely increased thereby, 1 believe he

bOB also introduced them at Dublin, ami I have no doubt with go, al re-

sults ; hitherto the great drawback tO COOking StOVCl mollio II. lea: by

using stoves made with glazed tiles and atmospheric burnt n soft

no smell and San be Hxed in any pari of the house as they require no
chimney ; the benefit to be derived from the use of these stoves in -mall

houses during the summer n ths is sc Lf-evident. from expet iim ol i made
bj me, l have lonnd that the cost of gas fbr cooking a joint laverj much
less than coal, it the lire has to be made for that purpose only. I

bavejusi been introduced to our consumers, thej cost the company
!'."> .",-. each, ami we let them out at a rental "t 2s. 6d. per quarter, I

recommend gas managers to consider this subject to inerea-e Milium i

sun pi ion.

Mr. W. .1. Warner, of South Shields, "ill give Us a paper " ( );, das
Meter--." M\ own opinion respeotlng meters Is thai in the " Sanders and
Donovan's" patent wet meter a- now manufactured by the <'* Meter

Company, we have • perfect wet meter, and I look foi Improvements in

t be dry nn-t > i . I be la st deSClapt imi ofdry meter I h ive us, d is lhat com-

monly called " Oroll ami Glovers Meter," but then- are "till Improvomi nti
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to be made in it to insure accuracy of registration after having been at

work for three or four years, and although those in error bear only a small

percentage of the meters made we look for improvements to reduce even

that small percentage of error which is very annoying to the company and

the consumer when it does occur.

The measure of the illuminating power of the gas follows next. Mr
Harley will read a Paper on Photometry. Mr. Warner's is an important -

subject, the measurement of gas, fairly and justly, between the company
and the consumer, and of almost equal importance is the measurement or

determination of its quality ; for unless the system in either case be of such

a nature as to insure accuracy of result, the relations between the seller

and the buyer of gas can never stand on a satisfactory footing ; hence any

new system by which our measures may be improved, or any modification

of the present system which appears to be an improvement, or is put for-

ward as such, claims the attention of gas managers.

Among the novelties of Photometry is the apparatus designed by Mr.

F. W. Hartley, of Westminster. The apparatus consists of three photo-

meters converging to a common centre, which is occupied by one candle, so

that three operators may determine the illuminating power of any one of

three gases compared with one and the same candle ; fortunately those

days are passing away when two or more gas companies were allowed to

supply gas in the same street, generally resulting in a waste of the share-

holders' money, and a loss to the consumer, otherwise this photometer

would have been useful to try one company's gas against another, but now
I do not see the object to be obtained. I can understand three operators

testing the gas at one time and then comparing their results. I believe

they would be nearer the truth than three separate testings by a single

burner, not that I put much faith in the report of difference in the human
vision. I believe the difference to be in the candle not in the vision, and I

am led to infer, if this be so, that Mr. Hnrtley's instrument would be

more perfect if his gas was in the centre, and the candles placed at the

three points. The difficulty that I have experienced most in photometry

is the variation in the amount of light given by different sperm candles, and
even different parts of the same candle, and under different temperatures,

and I conceive that the more we multiply the candles the nearer we arrive

at a correct average. Supposing, then, we have three pairs of candles

—

two at each point, by this means any variation in one pair of candles will

be checked by the other two pairs, for, although not impossible, yet I think

it hardly likely that all the candles would err in the same way ; at any

rate a certain number of experiments must necessarily end in a more per-

fect result than at present obtained with the single apparatus, and this

fact I believe was maintained by Mr. Kirkham in a paper read by him at

the Institution of Civil Engineers last year. A lecture is to be given by
him and Mr. Wm. Sugg this evening on "Photometry as applied to the

Estimation of the Value of Coal Gases," and, as a matter of course, the
" Cross Photometer" will be exhibited and explained, so that with Mr.
Hartley's paper and Messrs. Kirkham and Sugg's lectures, members will

have a history of photometry to the present day, and will be able to judge
the merits of each apparatus.

I find, connected with this subject, that we are to have a paper by Mr.
Charles Heisch, the Gas Examiner to the Corporation of London, on " The
Method of Testing the Illuminating Power of Gas, with special reference

to Burners."

I take this opportunity to direct your attention to a report made to the

Board of Trade by the referees appointed under the City of London Gas
Act, 1868. One of the questions referred to the referees was to determine
the burner to be employed in testing the gas for illuminating power- As
appears from the report, the referees carefully examined the various kinds

of burners in use, and also some new- ones, and the result of their inquiries

was the adoption of a burner submitted to them by Mr. William Sugg, now
known as the " Sugg's New London Burner," in all respects a beautiful

instrument, superior to any hitherto invented.

In the referees' report, the burners in use by the consumer are commented
upon. How often has this subject been commented upon, and the unfor-

tunate consumer, after trying burner after burner, drags on his life in a

state of semi-darkness ? He has gone past complaining, and has a belief

that the fault is in thegas, not the burners, and that he is being victimised

by the gas company.
It is therefore a matter of rejoicing to gas managers that the gas referees

have probed this sore point—with a desire to heal it. Their inquiries

revealed in an extraordinary manner the badness of the burners in common
use; their investigations as detailed in their report, show that some of the

burners give barely 20 per cent, of the real illuminating power, and on
inspecting various large establishments, the burners in use gave only 55
per cent, of the illuminating power obtainable from the gas. These facts

prove in a remarkable manner how groundless has been the bitter outcry
on the part of the public against gas,companies. They show that the fault

has reallylain with the consumers themselves, who have been ki the habit
of wasting the gas supplied to them and throwing away large sums
annually, by the use of shamefully bad burners. This is a point of great
importance to the public, and it is to be hoped that one result of the pub-

licity given to this report by the Board of Trade will be to lead consumers

to adopt better burners, a change which will be greatly in their own in-

terest, and which ought certainly to lead to a cessation, or, if that be hope-

less, at least a diminution of the outcry against the gas companies. At
the same time let me point out to gas managers that it is their duty to

assist consumers to a selection of burners. For years past I have done

this, and we recommend Sugg's steatite burner and the slit fishtail

as far preferable to the two-hole fishtail. Iu a paper read by Mr. Sugg
at our last meeting, on burners, the Bronner burner was mentioned as

giving an illuminating power of twelve candles with a consumption of 5ft.

per hour. I have made some experiments with this burner, and am pleased

with the results ; these burners are all split or batwing burners, and glasses

are made to suit that description of burner ; they are made of various

sizes, from 1 to 8ft. Mr. Greene, of King William-street, London-bridge,

is the London agent for these burners, and they have given great satisfac-

tion in places where they have been fixed. Mr. Sugg has also a new
burner which contains in the socket a regulator; by this means you can

with four sizes effect the same object as the Bronner burner with eight or

nine sizes. A sample of both burners will be before you for inspection.

The last paper on my list is by Mr. Davis, introduced by Mr. E. White,

of Birmingham, " On a new form of Gas Exhauster." Tne subject of gas

exhausters was discussed in committee, and it was thought that a practical

trial of the working of the various known exhausters should have ocular

demonstration of the working. I think this was a step in the right direc-

tion. I am sorry the committee had not time to carry it out, but it may
be borne in mind.

I believe I have now exhausted my stock of papers if I have not your

patience—and I shall just glance at two or three new introductions in the

shape of valves. Who is there so fortunate as not to have been plagued

with leaky valves, and what mischief have they not caused ? I hope next

session we shall have a paper on valves, and I would draw attention to

Messrs. C. and W. Walker's new patent tor improvements in centre valves,

" Cathels and Terrace's" patent four-way disc gas valves, Mr. George

Livesey's water valve, Thorneloe and Co/s patent flexible valves, C. and

W. Walker's slide valves for large sizes. Messrs. Walker are manufacturing

the centre valves for the Beckton Works. The centre valves hitherto made
by them were liable to leak from settlements of naphthaline and dirt upon
their surface facings. Some of these deposits were of a slippery nature, so

that the valves in turning slid over them, instead of throwing them off,

and became leaky. Messrs. Walker's improvement overcomes this difficulty

by means of casting surfaced bars, or covering facing3, in the valve, which

do not interfere with the passage of the gas, but always cover the surfaced

facings of the partitions of the body, thus protecting that part from injury

of every kind, and rendering the valve perfectly tight. A gentleman

will be in attendance with a model and drawings for the inspection of

members ; he will also exhibit a drawing of the new wedge valve. The
valve itself is no longer a disc plate with a spring behind, but a rigid solid

wedge of cast iron, having two perfectly-surfaced facings fitting the facings

inside the body casting ; it is worked by a powerlul screw, and is said to

be perfectly gas-tight. Messrs. Cathels and Terrace's are improvements

on the well-known four-way gas valves, and consist of a simplified arrange-

ment of the gas ways through the valve, reducing it in size and weight,

the ports being now all on one level, the disc being actuated by one move-

ment, instead of two, as formerly, and last, though not least, by the im-

possibility by this arrangement of accidentally shutting back the gas,

because the closing of one gas way simultaneously opens another. The
principle will be easily understood by an inspection of a model of the

valve on the table. Mr. Livesey's water valve differs entirely from the old

water valve ; it is very simple, but, no doubt, very effective. It has no
facing, springs, or wedges to get out of order, and is easily worked. I

hope Mr. Livesey will have a drawing of it with him to explain it. I look

upon it as a valuable invention. Messrs. Thorneloe's valve appears an
adaptation of the principle of Morton's retort lid, and will, no doubt, do

very well for small mains. I have much pleasure to inform you that Mr.
Evans has invited the members to view the Beckton Works, A steamboat

bas been chartered to take the members there ; the boat will leave West-

minster pier at 10 o'clock, calling at Hungerlord and London-bridge, and

I am sure that any of our visitors will be welcomed if they should desire

to accompany us. I may also state that one of our new members, Mr.
George Payne, of the firm of Simpsons, Payne, and Co., has invited the

members to view his sulphate works on their way down; the boat can

run alongside his wharf at Millwall, and members can walk on to the

works.

A few words in conclusion. I make no apology for the length of my
address, feeling, as I do, that I have only touched upon those points which

seemed to demand your attention and my recognition ; and however dry

to our visitors some of the subjects may be, they are all of importance to

gas managers, whose duty and interest it is to perfect themselves in every

department, to keep alive to all new inventions or improvements, so as to

secure any benefits which may arise therefrom to their respective com-

panies. If I have failed to condense the matter I have laid before you,
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that I grant is a fault, although, perhaps, a fault more honoured in the

breach than the observance—for I would much rather repeat myself, than
fail to convey to you my full meaning; but, under any circumstances, I

cannot hut express to you my thanks for the kind attention you have be-

stowed on my remarks. It leads me to hope that they have not been

destitute of merit, and if so, I trust some little good may result from it.

OX SCRUBBERS.

By Geoijge Litesey.

It is of very little use going to " Clegg on Gas'' for information on any
modern invention introduced within the last 20 or 25 years. Newbigging
gives the pith of Clcgg's article on Scrubbers in one laconic sentence,

which, after all, refers more to the mechanical filtering or separation of the

tar than to the extraction of ammonia and other impurities.

Xewbigging tells u*, quoting from Clegg, that " for every 1,000ft. of

Lras produced in 24 hours, 1 cubic foot of wet scrubbing material is re-

quired," which is certainly rather vague. Let me here observe that I say

nothing in disparazement of our late auditor's work ; on the contrary, I

am bound to speak very highly of the book he has published, as con-

taining a mass of valuable and reliable information that will be of use to

every manager.
An endeavour has been made to trace the first introduction of scrubbers,

but without success. It seems probable that a Darwinian system of de-

velopment, if not of natural selection, has been in operation. All the older

gas men remember the tar filter, or breeze boxes as they were sometimes

called, t lint were i:i use some 20 or 30 years :igo. Ves-els constructed like

ordinary purifiers, but filh-d with coke or coarse breeze, through which the

gas passed after leaving the condenser or washer, in order to arrest the

lighter tar tint would otherwise be carried forward into the purifiers,

an object that was successfully attained by these menus. The spent tan

from the tan yards was sometimes used instead of the coke with a very

good result.

This might be called a scrubbing process; but the orisin of the term

is obscure, so is the first use of water to absorb the ammonia, though it is

more than probable that the ammonia manufacturers were the first to sug-

gest its use. The transition from breeze boxes or tar filters to scrubbers

was accomplished merely by increasing the depth, and allowing water to

trickle through ; but only a small quantify of water being required, the

difficulty was to distribute it equally. To meet this, F. C. Hills, of Dept-
ford, adapted the well known "Barker's mill'' (one of which is now in the

room) to the purpose, but even this ingenious contrivance was not snlfi-

Ciont of itself; it distributed the water equally, but the quantity required

to keep it going made the resulting liquor too weak to be profitable. Hills

then introduced a tumbler, as it was called—a sort of double trough, or an
oblong pan or dish, with a division across its centre, and so balanced over

an open box that the small stream of water alternately filled first one
division and then the other, the division into which the water runs remain-

ins in position ontil it is filled, when it is, so to speak, overbalanced, and
tumbles over, emptying its contents into the box, and thus affording a suf-

ficient quantity of water to cause the Barker's mill to turn for a minute or

two, which stops when the supply is exhausted. In the meantime tin'

other division is filling, and in its turn tumbles over, and gives another
supply of water to the mill ; a very small quantity of water was thus sup-
plied at regular intervals, and distributed equally to the scrubber.

The Barker's mill is not much used now, though I decidedly consider it

the best of all the distributors that have been invented, the chief difficulty

arising from the small holes getting stopped, which was an almost daily

occurrence ; hence if disuse. '] In? tumbler, also, is not often seen, though
it did its work will, its only drawback being the periodical knock which
it gave every time it fell, and the vibration thus produced rendered it diffi-

cult to prevent a constant leakage of water from the joints. It is more
than twenty yean since Hills introduced the Barker's mill and tumbler;
ammonia at that time was beginning to rise in value, and scrubbers for

its extraction were being brought into u-e, thus superseding the original

"washer," which had hitherto ben uied to remove the ammonia; it was
effective Pot the purpose, but the drawback to its use when clay i

were introduced was the pressure it gave. The scrubber, therefore, in mo-
dern gasworks does the work lor which two separate contrivances were
employed formerly.

The principle of the washer was the forcing of the gas through water,
while thi> scrubber aims at bringing the gas into contact with water or a
wetted -iiit'.ice without prex-oir •. 'I he liqUOT thus produced "lis nt QrSl lot

worth much
; but to give an Instance of its increase in value, aboul L855,

Laming (who had given a great deal of attention to this subject, and to

whom the gas world it much indebted) offered the South Metropolitan
Company £260 a ye ir for their scrubber liquor •, this was considered a liberal

offer, and for ten years he had the said liquor for this ram. A.t the expi-
onofthe first five y u II value had much Increased, but considering

that in the lirst place the company wis Indebted to Laming for getting

anything for this liquor, his contract was renewed for a second term of five

years, by which time the scrubber liqour had about doubled in value after
allowing for increase of make.

For a long time coke only was used for filling scrubbers. Hills recom-
mended that it should have the breeze and dust separated, and that the
large pieces should form the lowest layer of, say, a few feet in thickness,
then a similar layer of smaller pieces, and so on, until the last layer was
composed of pieces of abouc the size of walnuts. This plan involved a good
deal of trouble, but it certainly was better than the indiscriminate throw-
ing in of the coke, in that it was more effective, and did not get so soon
choked with tar.

The other plan—as far as I can learn—that has been longest in use was
the adoption of the Goldsworthy Gurneyjet—jet of water under great pres-
sure impinging on a small disc or button, which scatters the water as fine

spray throughout the vessel, such vessel being empty, or at most Laving
perhaps one or two tiers of perforated trays, the water thus descended in

the form of rain through the gas. I am told this effectively removes the
ammonia, but at some places where it is in use on asking what the liquor

fetches, the reply has been that the liquor is not saleable, which means
most probably that by this means of scrubbing the quantity of water re-

quired to remove the amrainia is so great that the resulting liquor is too

weak for sale, the water descends too rapidly, and is not, therefore, in con-

tact with the gas tor a sufficiently long time. The object of putting
anything in a scrubber is simply to retard and divide the water in its pas-

sage downwards.
I now proceed to describe some of the plans at present in successful

use of charging or fitting up tho modern scrubber, and the various methods
adopted for distributing the water or liquor.

The following may be stated as the principles to be kept in view i
—

1. That the gas should travel as slowly and freely as possible and there-

fore with the minimum of pressure or resistance.

2. That in its passage it should be brought into contact with the largest

possiblewetted surface.

3. That in order to comply with No. 1, the scrubbing material should
occupy as little as possible of the space in the scrubbor.

4. That the scrubbing material should not be liable to get choked with
tax and naphthaline, and consequently not require changing.

5. That in order to obtain strong liquor, the water should be distributed

equally all over, and in very .small quantity, this being also necessary to

avoid impoverishing the gas.

The most common method of filling scrubbers at the present time is

with coke, as above described. The chief objection I have to make against

it is not as to its effectiveness for removing ammonia, but that it gets

choked with tar, &c., and must therefore be emptied and refilled. At one
large London works the scrubbers are changed twice a year ; in my case

they will go for about two years. There is one now in use, 15ft. Gin. dia-

meter, and with only 40,000ft. an hour passing through it, gives between
4in. iind 5in. pressure. The gas is thoroughly condensed, hut as 500 gal-

lons of liquor per hour have been passing through this vessel, a considerable

quantity of tar has been deposited in the coke. At the City of London
Works, when 1 Mr, Mann has worked his scrubbers very successfully for

many years, they require changing very seldom indeed; but he passes no-

thing through them but water. I have one other objection to coke, and
that is that it occupies so much of the area or cubic contents of the vessel

charged with it. If a vessel of 1,200 cubic feet contents is filled with coke,

the interstitial space is GlOft., or sny one half of tho whole, the relative

proportions will vary to some extent with the size of the pieces; but my
experiment was with the coke in its ordinary state. This rule, of course,

only applies when the coke in a scrubber is quite free from tar, 4c, and
when in that state the gas passes slowly and freely ; but when the coke

becomes choked to such an extent as to show its ell'ects on the pressure

gauge, the interstitial space must be reduced very much, when the gas must
pass very quickly, while the water or liquor probably flows down two or

three small channels instead of gently working its way through the whole

mass, as' it does when the coke is clean. It therefore comes to this:— If

the gas is thoroughly condensed and nothing but water is used, as at the

City < ois Works COke answer-, the purpose udmirahly, and la^ts f,.r an inde-

finite time; but if tar to :my extent comes in contact with it, either from

imperfect condensation or where the gas is washed with liquor, which d po-

sits its tar in the coke, the r< rail Will be thai In a longer or shorter time

the coke must be changed, w bich is a great nuisance.

At BOme plaeis brickbats arc used. 'I he remarks about coke apply

equally here; the brioki probably lie closer, and therefore in this reaped

are infl rior to coke.

Broken pottery bsi been tried but did not racooi i . it till- up too much

of the space, and pi or dishes which catch and ra«

tain tie- 1 ar and liquor.

Drain |
f different formi and sheas have alio bun nstd with suo-

that fn in and arrangement which i^ t sural Isnow in work

at the Fbmnix Qas Works at Vuuxhall. Tun I '-'in. angUsed drain

pipes are placed on each of the two trays; these pipes stand on end, and
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consequently offer no resistance to the passage of the gas, which is divided

into a greater number of small streams, while the water or liquor is spread

over a large surface, and I should think there could be no risk of this ar-

rangement becoming choked. Boulders and pebbles are also used, and I

believe answer very well, though they are difficult to get in many places,

are very heavy, and take up much space.

There is just one other plan, which after much consideration of the

subject I have adopted ; I believe I was the first to try it. The circum-

stances that led to the idea were the difficulties and nuisance attending

the use of coke. Something being wanted that should present the largest

possible surface with the freest passage for the gas, and after experiment-

ing with various things, and more especially different forms of drain tiles

or pipes, and pottery, the arrangement of thin boards which I now exhibit

was tried. A scrubber was fitted up in 1866 with them, which has bepn

in use ever since, and to all appearances will go on continuously without

risk or possibility of becoming choked. This arrangement presents a larger

surface than any of the others; the material in a cubic foot occupies less

space, and there can be no question about the freeness with which the gas

passes, which is moreover divided into a vast number of such thin streams

that with the rolling sort of motion that fluids assume caused by friction

in passing over surfaces (somewhat rough as these are) every particle of

the gas must be brought into contact with the wet suiface of the boards

over and over again.

To fit up a scrubber on this plan the wood required is as follows : the

boards are cut from deals or planks 9in. or llin. wide, 3in. thick, and with

nine cuts dividing them into ten thin boards about jin. thick. The
small upright blocks which are nailed between the boards to keep them a

proper distance apart are I'm. x £in., while to keep each tier separate from
those above and below it, and to serve also for sleepers or joists, I use

pieces T^-in. or 2in. square.

With this plan care must be taken to prevent the gas going up all in

one place, and to attain this I fix a sort of inverted trough made of ljin.

boards, which covers the inlet and extends across the bottom of the scrub-

ber ; the gas escapes from this trough through a number of small aper-

tures in its sides, and is thus distributed with sufficient uniformity.

The fitting of the boards is now proceeded with, the first tier is laid on

the bottom tier of sieves which used to carry the coke, and tier above tier is

fitted, until the vessel is nearly half filled, a space is then left ot about

2ft. 6in., when another succession of tiers is -laid, which fill the remaining

half, and on the top is placed coarse cocoa-nut matting to spread the water.

I am now fitting up a scrubber 15ft. 6in. diameter and 28ft. high, in it will

be placed 22 tiers of these boards, 258 in a tier, which will expose a sur-

face of over 128,000 square feet, or within a trifle of 3 acres, and at the

same time in each tier of 188 cubic feet the boards occupy not more than

60ft. to 65ft., thus leaving 120ft. for the passage of the gas, the boards,

in fact, in the part filled by them, take up one-third of the space, leaving

two-thirds for the gas.

But what is the result ? My system of working is to pass the gas

through three scrubbers. I happen to have four, and so use three, but

find two are sufficient with this plan of fitting up. The first two are sup-

plied with a large quantity of liquor, and the last with a small quantity of

water ; the greater part of the ammonia is absorbed by the liquor, which

consists of that from the condenser, as well as that from the water scrub-

ber (by this means it is increased in strength to 10 or lloz.) ; the remain-

ing ammonia is quite removed by the use of from 5 to 6 gallons of water

in the last scrubber to the ton of coal, or hardly more than half a gallon

to a 1,000ft. of gas. The liquor so produced being from 7oz. to 9oz.

strength after passing through the wood scrubber, while the same vessel,

filled with coke, required 3 or 4 gallons more water to the ton, and pro-

duced liquor of only 3oz. to 5oz. strength ; the arrangement of thai boards

is therefore about twice as good as the coke.

I have endeavoured to ascertain the average amount of surface exposed

to the action of the gas when coke is used, but from its irregularities can-

not arrive at it correctly, having been obliged to estimate in order to make
a comparison with the surface exposed by other materials, such as drain

pipes and boards. The result, as nearly as I can make out, is as follows,

the only uncertainty being in respect to the coke

:

Taking one cubic foot of the space occupied, I find

Coke gives about 8i square feet of surfaee

3in. drain pipes 17 „ ,,

2in. „ 21 „ „

Boards as above described 31 „ „

Coke occupies & the space

3in. drain pipes £ „
2in. „ i

Boards i „
Distributing apparatus. First, comes the Barker's mill, which was used

for a number of years with varying success, but was liable to several ob-

jections, among them the holes being small, were often stopped up, and

the machine would not revolve in consequence; then for lightness it was

made of brass tube, which, under the action of ammonia, speedily corroded;
but supposing these defects overcome, the instrument possesses great advan-
tages, one being that if it can be kept going, it distributes the water or

liquor very equally, and being self-acting all gearing or machinery is

avoided. In the mill now in the room the danger of the holes stopping is

avoided by making them larger, about xjin. diameter (they are so arranged
that each hole in its circle has to supply liquor to 20 square feet of sur-

face). Corrosion is prevented by using a pipe, which lasts three or four
years with liquor passing through it longer than with water. The mill
works on a steel centre at the bottom, and at the top has a steel spindle
working in a small hole in the top plate, while to see that it is at work a
notch is cut in the top of this spindle, which takes hold of a corresponding
projection on the end of another spindle, at the top of which is a f, which,
projecting above the scrubber, and revolving with the spreader shows
whether the latter is working properly ; instead of a gland a water joint is

used, through which the spindle works without friction. The mill will

work for from three to six months without any attention. At Exeter a

Barker's mill of wrought-iron pipe with four arms, is found to answer the
purpose admirably.

VVhen water is used, the quantity being too small to turn the mill, an
intermittent stream is needed, and instead of the scrubbing box a square or
round vessel holding seven or eight gallons is fitted with a valve at the
bottom, the spindle of the valve reaching to the top. A float slides on
this spindle, which rises with the water, and when at the proper height
lifts a weighted bell crank which, in its turn, lilts the valve. As the box
empties itself tire float sinks, and by its weight causes the loaded bell crank
to return to its original position, thus closing the valve and shutting off

the supply of water until the box is again filled.

The Gurney jet has already been mentioned. Fixed perforated arms of
iron pipe require no description. They were commonly used, and are still

in some places.

Another plan is with a series of troughs, arranged a short distance apart,
and branching out on both sides of a large centre trough, such troughs
being kept nearly full of liquor, and having a great number of notches
cut in their edges, while in these notches are laid pieces of loose cotton or
woollen material, the theory being that the liquor is sucked up by capillary

attraction, and flows over in small quantities, falling in drops in the scrub-
ber. This is a very pretty theory, but I very much doubt whether it will

continue to work well. I should think that the capillary action would
soon be stopped with the tar.

The ordinary revolving arms turned by machinery require very little

notice, there being no necessity to take up time in going into detail. The
difficulty has been with the small holes getting corroded, and to avoid this

Mr. Trewby devised a system by which this incouvenince was entirely ob-
viated. He used two spreaders revolving on their own centres, and the
spreaders themselves also revolving in a circle half the diameter ot the
scrubber. The spreaders had each two arms, the liquor or water issuing
ouly from the ends. The result was that by this double motion the water
was distributed in a spries of eccentric circles over the whole area of the
scrubber. Theoretically, as much was discharged in the small area of the
centre as in the larger area of the circumference; but practically it appears
this inequality was of no perceptible importance.

This leads to Mr. Mann's invention—a model of which is in the room.
He uses two spreaders like the last described, but they have fixed cen-

tres, and only one arm, the whole being moved by gearing. The water
falls not directly on to the coke, but on a revolving circle of brushwood
which catches the water and distributes it very equally over the coke.

Somewhat more falls in the centre than at the outside; but Mr. Mann has
by a very simple arrangement of a pair of eccentric wheels provided for

a perfectly equal distribution if necessary, which can hardly be, seeing the
success with which he works. His system, of which he has kindly given
me particulars for this association, is to divide his gas between his five

scrubbers about 12ft. diameter x 28ft. high, into each of which he passes

a small quantity of water. It is supplied in the proportion of ten gallons

to the ton of coal, and no liquor is pumped into his scrubbers, the result

being that the whole of the ammonia is removed. On leaving the top

tier of coke 8ft. deep the water has attained the strength of only £oz.,

which of course shows that the greater part of the ammonia has been ex-

tracted by the lower tiers, the second or middle one showing 2£oz. strength,

while from the third or bottom one the strength has increased to 14 or

15oz., which liquor mixing with that condensed brings up the whole to

10oz., of which he gets about 20 gallons to the ton of coal.

Mr. Mann now recommends six tiers, of 8ft. each, instead of three, be-

lieving that the highly concentrated liquor which would be produced would
probably absorb a portion of the sulphur compounds which give so much
trouble, and the increased height would require less water to absorb the

ammonia.
I have also on the table a model, kindly lent by Mr. F. C. Hills, which

if perfect regularity of distribution of the water is required, effects it with
mathematical precision ; the water runs into a circular revolving trough,
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divided into as many compartments as is thought necessary, and from these

divisions, which vary in size, the water flows into a number of concentric

troughs, which, revolving, supply equal quantities all over the surface of

the coke or the rotating brushwood. It is a most ingenious contrivance,

and would doubtless do the work admirably.

The uses of scrubbers are first to remove ammonia, which they will do

perfectly ; the ammonia, in its turn, absorbs a very large quantity of sul-

phuretted hydrogen, not less than half the total quantity. They have also

been looked upon as the best and most hopeful means of reducing the

sulphur compounds, and at the instance of the gas referees, who are engaged

in investigating the sulphur question with a view to determine a maximum
for this impurity, a number of experiments have recently been made, accord-

ing to their instructions, in seven of the large gas works of the metropolis,

with a view to ascertain the effect of scrubbing on the sulphur compounds
other than sulphuretted hydrogen. The results of these experiments were

most unexpected and extraordinary. Washing the gas with liquor has of

late been looked to as the most hopeful means of reducing the quantity of

these troublesome compounds of sulphur. But the above-mentioned ex-

periments instituted by the referees appear to contradict this expectation
;

for out of the seven sets of experiments only two showed any good from
scrubbing at all, the remaining five showing a greater quantity of sulphur

compounds in the gas on leaving the scrubbers than on entering them. In
consequence of the startling character of these results, the referees have
instituted a further set of experiments of the same kind, as well as in re-

gard to the effect of the purifiers, whether lime or oxide of iron. In these

experiments, and generally in the important investigations which devolve

on them, the referees have the willing assistance of the engineers of the

various companies with whom they have to do. The experiments now in-

stituted by the referees will take a very considerable time to execute, but
they are calculated to render mucl service to the science of gas manufac-
ture, and I hope to be able next year t) lay before the society some further

and more definite information on the subject.

/is should always flow t) meet tii • water or liquor, so that its last

contact may Le with the weakest liquor, or pure water. I mention this,

because in bo ne places an oblong scrubber is used with a division in the

centre, the u- is passing up one side meeting the water, and down the other,

thus travelling with it ; this half of the scrubber, when worked in this

manner, is worse than useless.

As to the power of water to absorb ammonia, Dr. Oiling, in this room, two
years ago, showed by a beautiful experiment that pure ammonia gas was

'lit when mixed with only 25 per cent, of another gas
or air, a very long time elapsed before the absorption took place.

Probably no one will deny that wire rope will stretch very considerably before

being permanently injured. And here I would remark that I regret much
being unable to furnish direct proof of the amount of stretching ; still, I have

given much attention to the subject, and made rude experiments, which enable

me to say that a five-inch wire rope will stretch one foot in 103ft. with the

greatest safety, and almost retain its original length.

DESTITUTION OF XAVAL ARCHITECTS.

OX THE TREATMENT OK IRON MA8T8 BY SAILORS OF THE
MERCHANT SERVICE.

By William Symihgtoit, Esq.

The drawin id 2,. represent a transverse section at the mainmast of
a slii;

I 600 ton reg er, with three decks. The mainmasl is 90ft.
long by 32in. diameter at the middle deck, and made of

,

7

, f
in. iron plates, with

three internal angle iron,. It is wedged with pitch pine at the lower and
midib he universal custom in the merchant service. It is li!

iucU of 6in. wire rope on each side, the breakirj »tn it

ad being .'iS tons, and the Admiralty test 28 tons 6 CWt. Xow, I

think, I shall he able to prove that this masl must break, in con equen a of the
middle deck, long before a strain of 10 tons can C in I Oil

It is the usual practice, in London and Liverpool, to "set ap" the rigging a
short time previo hip leaving dock on an outward-bound voyage, and
this work is generally done under contract by the riggei the nominal
superintendence of the chief officer; 1 say nominal, beoause thai offii

i

tion to such an important; matter; therefore the riggers at pn much left to

The operation of "setting ribed thus:—A luff tackle and
runner an- generally applied to the lanyard, ind a good

i on the
il live ton-. When tin- ihroud i iently

tight, a s|jiiii yam "racking" or strand "nipper" i- applied, to tempo
secure the lanyard, and tbi

I immediately there is a considei
deci racking" will bite ; afterwards the
end Of the lanyard i- be rooking I den off tip

yard, ami
i is a considerable decrease of train, until finally tie

usually less than two to iroudofal.O i 1,600 ton bip,
If we consider that this work i-. done bj i irriedly and
slovenly, it will be c teded, l Honk, bj iatl] mis- tated
lie- amount <> train on the bro id ol a 1,000 oi i ,600 ton ship.
The vessel leaves tho dock nith thl I op," and whatever may

be the actual ten a ton ronds, il appean to mi no further, or a<
least a very limited, inoi iseoi in come on the rigging of an iron maul
wedged at tie- decks, dnrin thei at ten, or however much thi
may roll.
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In the drawing, I have considered the wind as blowing from the port or left-

hand side with a force suthcient to throw the mast into the position of the
dotted lines, presuming that it is not wedged. This deviation from the per-

pendicular may be measured by A I) at the hounds equal to nine inches, and
such a position would necessitate an increase of length of shroud equal to D E
= 2 -

79in. and the length of I
1 G at the middle deck is 2"61in. : so that in this

particular instance, practically, we may say that as the shrouds stretch so will

the increase of length almost equal the distance I
1 G at the middle deck if the

mast is not wedged at any deck. However, as it is so, it may be considered a
rigid, inelastic, unyielding structure, with hut an extremely limited room for

displacement; and consequently I am at loss to conceive how any increase of

strain can come on the shrouds, however much the pressure exerted by the wiud
in the direction of the arrow. If my statement of the tension on the shrouds
at leaving clock is nearly correct, it will require but a very lew tons move strain

to stretch the rope 2'79in. and the consequence is, the masl is broken off by
the first butt above the middle deck long before the rigging is subjected to half

the Admiralty test proof of strain. Whereas, had there been no wedges, the

mast would have been perfectly safe by the support of the rigging, and infinitely

stronger than a wood one.

The fact that so few iron masts have given way is, to me, an incontestihle

proof that they are immeasurably stronger than wood ones. Let them be fairly

and scientifically handled by sail.: . and I venture to say that we shall hear
no more of the loss of iron masts. If a wedging is desired, let it be made nf

massive india-rubber, or in a manner similar to the spring piston ring, BO

familiar to engineers, and then the masts will have play al the decks, and. as a

Consequence, the ship will be much easier under a press of canvas.

Marine surveyors usually tall as that " you will always find the first signs .if

weakness in a ship in the wake of the masts," and if you asked." Why P will

reply, " Because of the strain on the rigging." With all respeol and ueferenoe
t'l their skill and experience, my opinion is, that it we take away the wedges a:

lid of most of the weakness now so ea-il\ observed there

in the best ot ships. I heluve the practice of wedging i i
be a barb u

and unscientific custom, as use! injurious.

ON THE LAW OP RESISTANCE OF LRMOUR PLATES COMPOSED
(if ONE OB MORE THICKNESSES.

By Sib William Faibdaibh, Bart., l.l..l>., F.L.s.

In i , I-, read before the [nstitution ot Naval Arohitocts, March,
I endeavoured t> establish the followi tani i armour
to n continuous itatkal pressure, i that which i-

]

the force id imparl.

i. Thai the ultimate pre inn produol ol the diami

pnneh bj the thiokni ol tie- plate, thai

I- ^ Srt

9. Thai the work requisite to perforate a plate 1 the

thickness ol the plate, multiplied by the diameter ol the punoh, thai

LU<
where the constant <

'. In tbi ind,

in the ta-e ol tl.it -iu I • Minon, thl

28
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C—24,400, or about 2j times the value of the constant in the former case ; and
that this accumulated work lost, or expended uselessly, in the latter^ case, was
due to some or all, of the following causes, viz. to the work expended in distort-

ing the shot, to the shot breaking up a larger perforation than the net diameter

of the shot ; to some other injury done to the plate besides that of simple per-

foration ; to the oscillations or recoil of the armour plate upon being struck by
the shot ; or to the want of directness in the line of impact.

3. That the ultimate pressures on the flat-ended punch, and on the round-
ended punch, requisite to perforate a given plate, are nearly the same ; but that

the work expended, in the former case, is considerably less than in the latter,

and, hence, it followed, that other things being the same, that the flat-ended

punch, or flat-ended boifc—in the case of guns—is more destructive than the

round-ended punch or bolt, as the case may be.

In the present paper I purpose to show the advantages, if any, derived from
having the plates (1) supported by an oak backing, and (2) from having double

armour plates in the place of single solid ones. It will be seen from the

results of the experiments, that a great advantage is gained by the use of the

oak backing, both as regards the ultimate pressure requisite to produce rupture,

as well as the work expended in perforation. And, comparing the strength of

the double plates with the single ones, under the same conditions, whilst the

ultimate pressure in the former case is somewhat less than in the latter, yet the
work of perforation expended on the double plates is greater than that expended
in the single ones: so that it may be a question open to further experiment
how far these results are borne out by experiments with ordnance. The experi-

ments with the flat-ended and point-ended punches fully confirm the law before

found relative to the higher destructive powers of the flat-ended punch or bolt

as the case may be.

Although it may be desirable that further experiments should he made on a

large scale, yet it may be fairly stated that the labours of the Iron Plate
Committee, during the four years of its sitting, were most praiseworthy, and
that the results obtained were most important both as regards the properties of

armour plates as applied to ships of war and forts, and the strength and power
of guns.

In the course of these experiments, the armour plates were first strengthened

with a timber backing, then with iron, and, finally, with cushions or buffers of

india-rubber and other compressible materials calculated to soften the blow of

the shot ; but all of these contrivances were abandoned for a solid teak and
English oak backing, averaging from 9in. to lOin. in thickness. It was found,

that the face of the backing to which the plates were attached should be
sufficiently strong and unyielding not onty to maintain the plates in position,

hut also to prevent them from undergoing any violent jar from the collision of

the shot. When such supports were not employed, every shot broke the bolts

at the nuts, aud also injured the armour plates as well as the innet skin repre-

senting the sides of the ship to which they were attached. In ships of war it

has been found necessary to increase the thickness of the skin of the ship to

which the armour plates are attached from J to lin. thick, and, in some cases,

it was found essential to have an additional lining of plate from 1^- to l£in.,

united to plates on edge intervening between the joints of the wood backing
so as to form a strong bed or compressible cushion to soften the blow from the

shot as it impinges on the face of the armour plate.

The object of the present experiments may be regarded as supplemental to

those already recorded, being chiefly instituted, as I have already stated, to

determine the numerical advantage of the oak backing, and to ascertain the
strength of double armour plates as compared with the single armour plates.

The results of these experiments—which were carefully made—are recorded in

the following tables. The formulas expressing the laws of resistance, &c, as

on former occasions, have been deduced from the experiments by my friend

Mr. Tate.

Eikst Skkies of Experiments ojst Punching.
The Plates resting on a Steel Die Block.

Experiment 1.

Two ^in. Plates riveted together.
Puuch Plat-ended, lin. diameter. Area, .7854sq. in. Diameter of hole in Die,

2in. Area, 3.1416 sq. in.

No. of

Experiment.
Pressure on Punch per Unit of

Diameter.
Indentation
in Inches. Eemarks.

1

lbs.

10,832

tons.

4-835 •05

2 14,546 6-493 •06

3 19,150 8-549 •07

4 20,942 9-349 •08

5 22,636 10-105 •08

6 24,316 10-855 •09

7 25,952 11-584 •1

8 27,744 12-385 •12

9 29,424 13-135 •15

10 31,329 14-030 Punched.

Experiment II.

Two Jin. Plates riveted together.
Punch Point-ended, lin. diameter. Area, .7854 sq. in. Diameter of Hole in

Die, 2in. Area, 3'1416 sq. in.

No. of
Experiment.

Pressure on Punch per Unit of
Diameter.

lbs.

22,636

24,316

tons.

10-105

10-755

Indentation
in Inches. Remarks.

Punched.

Experiment III.

„ , ™ . , , .

Two iin Plates riveted together.
Punch Flat-ended, lm. diameter. Area, .7854 sq. in. Diameter of Hole in

Die, 2in. Area, 3-1416 sq. in.

No. of
Experiment.

Pressure on Punch per Unit of
Diameter.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

lbs.

22,636

26,014

29,454

31,246

-7,414

39,993

51,612

58,668

65,804

69,388

72,764

79,948

84,300

88,020

91,604

94,292

97,976

101,470

103.252

105,044

107,836

109,628

tons.

10-103

11-613

13-146

13-949

16-664

17-819

23-040

26-1S9

29-311

30-966

32-483

35,682

37'633

39-233

40-803

42-064

43-694

45-294

45-988

46-891

48-137

48-937

Indentation
in Inches.

•02

•03

•034

•04

043

•05

•06

•07

•09

•1

•1

•13

•15

•17

'18

2

•22

•35

•38

•4

Eemarks.

Punched.

Experiment IV.

Two |in. Plated riveted together.
Punch Point-ended lin. diameter. Area .7854 sq. in. Diameter of Hole in Die

2in. Area 3'1416 sq. in.

No. of
Experiment.

Pressure

1

lbs.

37,439

2 44,394

3 51,612

4 58,668

5 65,804

6

7

8

69,388

73,614

77,534

9

10

11

81,006

84,300

88,020

Diameter.

tons.

16-679

19-818

23-049

26-188

29-311

30-976

32-860

34-612

36-163

37-633

39-230

Indentation
in Inches.

•15

•2

•23

•28

•33

•35

•4

•42

•46

•5

•52

Remarks.
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Experiment IV.

—

(contd.J

No. of
Experiment.

Pressure on Punch per Unit of

Diameter.

Indentation
in Inches.

Remarks.

12
lbs:

91,004

tons.

40-803 •£5

13 94,292 42-094 •6

14 98,770 45096 •62

15 103,354 45-690 •66

16- 105,838 47-293 •7

17 109,522 48-305 78

18

19

111,314

112,210

49-660

49-979

•85

... Punched.

Experiment V.

Thickness of Plate, £in.

Punch Flat-ended, lin. diameter. Area, .7854 sq. in.

Die, 2in. Area, 3.1416 sq. in.

Diameter of Hole in

No. of
Experiment.

Pressure on Punch per Unit of

Diameter.

Indentation
in Inches.

Remarks.

1

2

3

lbs.

10,832

12,624

14,516

tons.
4-835

5640

6493

•09

IS

Punched.

imcnt IX.
Thickness of Plate, Jin. Punch Flat-ended, lin. diameter. Area. '7854 sq. in.

Diameter of Hole in Die, 2iu. Area, 31416 sq. in.

No. of
Experiment

9

10

Pressure od Punch per Unit of
Diameter.

Indentation
in Inches

lbs. tons.

37,438 16-679

44,814 20-005

52,366 23-337

59,108 26-384

66,573 29719

73,629 32-873

81,021 36169

88,189 39-291

88.1S9 39291

95,493 42-629

•03

•04

•05

•068

•08:

•09

12

•16

•17

Remarks.

Punched.

Experiment X.
Thickness of Plate tested, Jin. Punch Point-ended, lin. diameter. Area,

sq. in. Diameter of Hole in Die 2in. Area, 3'1416 sq. in.

rS54

Experiment VI.

Thickness of Plate, Jin.

Punch Point-ended, lin. diameter. Area, .7854 sq. in. Diameter of Hole in

Die, 2in. Area, 3,1416 sq. in.

No. of
Experiment.

Pressure on Punch per Unit of
Diameter.

Indentation
in Inches.

Remarks.

1

lbs.

10,832

tons.
Punched.

No. of

Experiment.
Pressure on Punch per Unit of

Diameter.

lbs.

37,438

45,374

52,222

69,400

65,808

73,104

80,272

83,712

tons.

16713

20-225

23312

26-517

29-377

32-639

35-834

37364

Indentation
in Inches.

Remarks

15

•26

•34

•4

•53

Punched.

Experiment VII.

Thickness of Plate, lin.

Punch Flat-ended lin. diameter. Area .786 I • in. Diameter of Hole in Die,

2in. Area 3.] U.6 BO., in.

No. of

Experiment
Pressure on Punch per Unit of

Diameter.

lbs.

10,882

14,410

18,356

23.si;0

29236

36,608

48,728

8194

18*061

Indentation
in Inches.

•02

•03

•01

015

•06

•13

Remarks,

Experiment XI.

Thickness of Plate, |in. Punch Mat-ended, lin. diameter. Area, -

78.j] -
. in<

Diameter of Hole in Die, 2in. Area, 3.1416 sq. in.

No. of

Experiment,
Pressure on Punch per Uuit of

Diameter.

lbs.

37,138

16,874

52 222

59,400

07,038

73,902

tons.

16-718

20-255

23312

26.517

29-920

85'028

Indentation
in Inches.

•03

•032

•05

•03

•1

Remarks.

Punched.

Punched.

ill.

Thiokneu of Plato, Jin.

Punch Point-ended, lin. <*ti I In, Diameter of Hole in Die,

•Jin. Ar.M :i.l Hi! -q. in.

/•.'.'/>< ,-imnit XII.

Thickness of Plate, Jin. Ponob rant-ended, Lin. diameter. Lrta,*7E

Diameter of Hole in Die, 'Jin. Area, 8.1416 >q in.

No. of
Experiment,

No. of
Experiment.

Proiauro on P nit of Imlmtalion
in I lichen.

I'.cmirkn.

Punched.

Diameter.

lbs.

:?iw

11,680

: i ri' i

L6 188

60,874

•r Unit of Indentation
in liiuuw.

ton

16070 I

18000 18

LQ-OSl a

90*861 •81

•JI-7.17

88*487 -88

:u

Kciuarka.

Punohed,
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SECOND SERIES OE EXPERIMENTS ON PUNCHING.
The Plates Resting on a Solid Oak Backing.

Experiment I.

Thickness of Plate, jin.

Punch Plat-ended, lin. diameter. Area, '7854 sq. in.

No. of
Experiment.

Pressure on Pun;h per Unit of
Diameter.

Indentation
in Inches.

Remarks.

1

2

3

4

5

lbs.

13,070

14,862

16,654

20,238

22,530

tons.

5-835

6-635

7-435

9-035

10-058

•14

•17

•2

•4

Punched.

'Experiment II.

Thickness of Plate, Jin.

Punch Point-ended, lin. diameter. Area, '7854 sq. in.

" No. of
Experiment.

Pressure on Punch per Unit of

Diameter.
Indentation
in Inches. Remarks.

1

lbs.

13,070

tons.

5-835 '2

2 14,862 6-635 •28

3 16,664 7-415 -46

4 18,436 8-231 Punched.

Experiment III.

Thickness of Plate, ^-in.

Punch Plat-ended, lin. diameter. Area, '7854 sq. in.

Experiment VI.
Thickness of Plate, jin.

Punch Point-ended, lin. diameter. Area, - 7854 sq. in.

No. of

Experiment.
Pressure on Punch per Unit of

Diameter.

lbs.

37,438

48,190

57,390

64,270

66,062

tons.

16713

21-517

25-620

28-692

29-492

Indentation
in Inches.

•1

•28

•45

78

Remarks.

Punched.

Experiment VII.

Thickness of Plate, fin.

Punch Plat-ended, lin. diameter. Area, '7854 sq. in.

No. of
Experiment.

Pressure on Punch per Unit of
Diameter.

Indentation
in Inches. Remarks.

1

lbs.

37,438
tons.

16-713 •14

2 41,022 18-313 •2

3 44,606 19-913 •31

4 48,190 21-517 •41

5 49,982 22-213 Punched.

No. of
Experiment.

Pressure on Punch per Unit of
Diameter.

Indentation
in Inches.

Remarks.

1

lbs.

54,254

tons
24-221 •19

2 75,262 33-600 •34

3 86,960 38'822 •49

4 97,712 43-622 •72

5 101,296 46-003 Punched.

Experiment VIII.

Thickness of Plate, fin.

Punch Point-ended lin. diameter. Area, '7854 sq. in.

No. of
Experiment.

Pressure on Punch per Unit of
Diameter.

Indentation
in Inches. Remarks.

1

lbs.

37,438

tons.

16-713 13

2 55,390 34-725 25

3 70,366 31-413 •43

4 77,142 34-438 •64

5 80,726 36038 Punched.

Experiment IV.

Thickness of Plate,

Punch Point-ended, lin. diameter.
im.
Area,

-7854 sq. m.

No. of

Experiment.
Pressure on Punch per Unit of

Diameter.
Indentation
in Inches.

Remarks.

1

lbs.

37,438

tons.

16-713
Plate punched

with this

weight.

Experiment V.

Thickness of plate, Jin.
Punch Flat-ended, lin. diameter. Area, "7854 sq. in.

No. of
Experiment.

Pressure on Punch per Unit of
Diameter.

Indentation
in Inches.

Remarks.

1

lbs.

66,798

tons.

29-820 •28

2 73,966 33-021 •37

3 83,038 37-070 •61

4 84,638 37-785 C Sunk with

X this weight.

Experiment IX.

Two Jin. Plates riveted together.

Punch Plat-ended, lin. diameter. Area, '7854 sq. in.

No. of

Experiment.
Pressure on Punch per Unit of

Diameter.

lbs.

23,822

30,718

34,238

36,158

tons.

10-634

13-713

15-285

16-142

Indentation
in Inches.

•2

33

•41

Remarks

Punched.

Experiment X.

Two Jin. Plates riveted together.

Punch Point-ended, lin. diameter. Area, .7854 sq. in.

No. of
Experiment.

Pressure on Punch per Unit of
Diameter.

Indentation
in Inches. Remarks.

1

lbs.

13,070

tons.

5-835 •17

2 20,238 9-035 •48

3 23,822 10-634 '5

4 27,118 12-106 Punched.
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Experiment XI.

Two Jin. Plates riveted together.

Punch Flat-ended, lin. diameter. Area, -7854 sq. in.

Xo. of
•Experiment.

Pressure

1

lbs.

54,254

2 68,350

3 83,342

4 94,702

5 101,870

6 105,454

Diameter.

tons.

21-221

30513

37-207

42-280

45-078

47-073

Indentation
in Inches.

•15

•23

•4

•68

•9

Remarks.

Punched.

Experiment XII.

Two |in. Plates riveted together.
Punch Point-ended, lin. diameter. Area, -7354 sq. in.

Xo. of

Eiperinrent.
Pressure on Punch per Unit of

Diameter.
Indentation
in Inches. Remarks.

1

lbs.

37,438

tons.

16713 •34

2 51,186 22-989 •51

3 80,078 35750 94

4 '.»>. its 13963 1-52

5 99,272 41-317 1-70

6 101,062 15117 Punched.

Table J.

Reduction of Experiments with the Flat-ended Punch.
Single Plates—Plates resting on a Steel Die Block.

Thickness
of plate.

Pressure on Punch per Unit of
Diameter.

14,646

'18,728

73,902

95 16 I

tons.

21753

85-023

42-629

Pressure P
on Punch
per Unit of

Diameter, and
Thickness in

Tons.

Corresponding
Indentation in

Iuehcs.

Table III.

Reduction of Experiments with the Point-ended Punch.
Single Plates—Plates resting on a Steel Die Block.

Pre- sure Pi
on Punch

Thickness Pressure on Punch per Unit of per Unit of Corresponding

of Plate. Diameter. Diameter
and

Thickness in

Tons.

Indentation in
Inches.

in. lbs. tons.

4 10,832 4-835 19-340
...

1
2 37,408 10-676 33-358

3
4 53,958 24-0S7 32116 •33

7

8 83,712 37-364 42-702 •53

Here the mean value of Pi, for the three thicker plates, is 86,065 tons.

Table IV.

Reduction of Experiments with the Point-ended Punch.
Double Plates—Plates resting on a Steel Die Block.

Thickness
of Plate.

2jin. plates

2iin. .,

Pressure on Punch per Unit of
Diameter.

lbs.

21,316

112.210

tons.

10-855

49979

Pressure Pi
on Punch

per Unit of
Diameter
and

Thickness in

Tons.

Corresponding
Indentation in

Inches.

21-710

49979

•4

•85

. Table V.

Reduction of Experiments with the Flat-ended Punch.
Single Plates—Plates resting on a Solid Oak Backing.

25-972

I 1-697

18*720

•12

13

•1

•17

Thickness
of Plate.

Here I due of P, for the three thicker plates is 16.308 tons. Now
substituting this value of Pj in the equality, we find the value of the constant

P=C rt,

C=46.308 tons, and, therefore, P= 93 rt nearly, when- P is expressed in tons,
and Pi—210,000 rt nearly. Moreover, putting for the work expended in per-
forating the plate,

i

i-j
210,000rt +

12
= 87.-0 W-,

where it will be observed that the constant in this expression for the work of
perforation it about one-sixth less than that given in eq. (3j of the lirst paper.

TablbLL
Redaction i lents with the Flat-ended Panoh.
Doable Plate*—

P

-
I Die Blook.

Tbickncis
, Plate.

Treasure on Punch per l.'nit of
Diameter.

ire Pi
on Punch

per Unit of
Diameter

and
Tblckm

Tons.

Corresponding
Indentation in

Inches.

j j rplates

-Min. plates

lb,.

31,328

100,628

14'

48-987

28000

48-937

15

•5

Pressure on Punch per Unit of
Diameter.

lbs.

22,530

19,9*2

s|.n:is

101,296

tons.

10-058

22-318

37-785

40-004

Mian
,

Pressure Pi
on Punch

per Unit of Corresponding
Diameter Indentation in

and Inches.
Thickness in

Tons.

10-232 •4

11-630 •41

50-380 •61

52-776 72

46-950

Table VI.

Redaction of Experiments with the Plat-ended Punch,
Double Plates—Plates resting on a Solid Oak Backing,

Thiol
of Plate.

Pressure on Panoh psi 1

Diameter.

Pi i mm i'i

en Pnnota
per 1 Hit ,.('

Diameter,
iiml

Tblokni
Tom.

Corresponding
Indentation In

In 1.

'.'Jin. plates

2iin. „

lbs.

18,168

105,464

Ions.

16-142

47' .

88-884

H7TJ78

89-681

41

•9
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Table VII.

Reduction of Experiments with the point-ended Punch.
Single Plates—Plates resting on a Solid Oak Backing.

Thickness
of Plate.

Pressure on Punch per Unit of

Diameter.

lbs.

18-436

37,438

66-062

80-726

tons.

8-230

16-713

29-492

36-038

M6an

Pressure Pi
on Punch

per Unit of
Diameter,

and
Thickness in

Tons.

32-920

33-426

39-322

41-186

36-713

Corresponding
Indentation in

Inches.

•46

•78

•64

Table VIII.

Reduction of Experiments with the Point-ended Punch.
Double Plates— Plates resting on a solid Oak backing.

Thickness
of Plate.

2iin. plates

2*in. „

Pressure on Punch per Unit o f

Diameter.

lbs.

27,118

101,062

tons.

12-106

45-117

Mean .

Pressure Pi
on Punch

per Unit of
Diameter,

and
Thickness in

Tons.

24-212

45-117

34-664

Corresponding
Indentation in

Inches.

0-5

1-70

The comparative value of double and single Plates is shown in the following

Summary of Results

:

SuitlMABY OF KESULTS OP TABLES I. AND II-

Thickness of

Plate.

Resistance, Pi, in Tons.

Single Plates. Double Plates.

jin. Plates 25-972

46-308

28-060

48-937Thick „

These results show that the statical resistance to punching, with the flat -

ended punch, does not vary much, whether the plates^be solid or m two thick-

nesses ; but as the indentations, at the point of rupture, in the double plates

are very much greater than they are in the single one, the work expended' in

rupturing the double plates is considerably greater than the work in rupturing

the single ones.

Summaky oe Results oe Tables III. and IV.

Thickness of
Plates.

Eesistance, Pi, in Tons.

Single Plates. Double Plates.

19-340

49-979

21-710

49.979Thick „

These results show that, with the point-ended punch, the ultimate resistance

of the double plates is somewhat greater than that of the single plates, and

that the work in rupturing the double plates is considerably greater than the

work in rupturing the single ones. Similar results are obtained by comparing

the results of Tables VII. and VIII. ; but comparing the results of Tables V.

and VI., it will be found that the advantage is somewhat in favour of the

""comparing the results of Table I. with those of Table III., it will be seen

that the ultimate resistance of plates to the flat-ended punch is somewhat

greater than their resistance to the point-ended punch, but that the work ex-

* In thin case, it will be observed, that the work is in proportion to the indenta-

tions.

pended in perforating the plates by the point-ended punch is considerably

greater than that which is expended in perforating the plates by the flat-ended

one. Similar observations apply to the plates with the oak backing. Hence we
conclude, generally, that the ultimate resistance of plates to punching is nearly

the same, whatever the form of the punch may be, yet the work expended in

punching with the round-ended, or with the point-ended punch is considerably

greater than it is with the flat-ended one. hence it follows that the flat-ended

bolt is the most destructive form of a projectile.

The following Summary of Results shows the advantage gained by the oak
backing :

SuMMART OE RESULTS OE TABLES I. AND V.

Single Plates—Plat-ended Punch.

Thickness of

Plates.

I'm.

rill.

Indentation in Inches.

Plates on Die
Block.

13

•15

•17

Plates on Oak
Backing.

•41

•61

•72

Ratio.

1 to 3-1

1 „ 4-0

1 „ 4-2

Here it will be observed, that whilst the ultimate punching pressures are

nearly equal, the indentations of the plates, with the oak backing, are very con-
siderably greater than the corresponding indentations of the plates without the
backing. Hence it follows that the dynamic resistance—or work expended in

rupturing—of a plate with oak backing is about from three to four times, in
this case, that of a plate without backing. The same law may be observed
when the point-ended punch is used, as shown in the following summary of

results.

Summary oe Results oe Tables III. and VII.

Single Plates—Point-ended Punch.

Thickness of
Plates.

fin.

fin.

Indentation in Inches.

Plates on Die
Block.

•33

•53

Plates on Oak
Backing.

•78

•64

Ratio.

1 to 2-4

1 „ 1-2

Here the dynamic resistance of the plates with the oak backing is about from
li to 2£ times that of the plates without the backing.

Siimmaet oe Results oe Tables II. and VI.

Double plates—Flat-ended Punch.

Indentation in Inches.

Thickness of
Plates. Plates on Die

Block.
Plates on Oak

Backing.

Ratio.

Twofiin

Two iin

•15

5
•41

9
1 to 2-7

1 „ 1-8

Here the dynamic resistance of the double plates with the oak backing is, on

an average, 2J- times that of of the plates without the backing.

SUMMARY OE RESULTS OE TABLES IV. AND VIII.

Double Plates—Point ended Punch.

Thickness of

Plates.

Two |in.

Two lin.

Indentation in Inches.

Plates on Die
Block.

•4

•85

|Plates on Oak
Backing.

1-7

Ratio.

1 to 1-25

1 „ 2-00

Here the dynamic resistance of the double plates, with the oak backing, is

on an average, about 1J- times that of the double plates without the backing.

It might be interesting to compare the foregoing results with those derived

from the impact of shot where the indentation and work done are nearly the
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same in both cases. The law of resistance of wrought-iron plates to perforation

by statical pressure has, to a great extent, been established by the experiments

recorded in the reports of the Iron Plate Committee. They were all of them
j

however, conducted on single plates, and
without backing, whereas those inthe present

paper are made upon both single and double

plates, and the perforations effected against

a solid steel disc in the first instance, and a

cushion of hard oak in the second. From
this it will be noticed that the indentations

are much greater against the backing which
yields to the pressure in form analogous to

that produced by the impact of shot. It is

quite evident that a perfectly rigid unyield-

ing backing would be a great support to

armour plates, as shown in the late experi-

ment-, on the Fort Target, where three thick-

nesses of plates were employed, with inter-

mediate spaces filled with iron cement, and
forming a thickness of more than 2ft. This

construction is, however, not applicable to

ships of war and hence the usual teak or oak
backing must be resorted to, in order to pre-

vent the breaking of the fastenings.

In tli3 perforation of plates against wood
backing the deflection of the plate, whether
produced by statical pressure or by impact,

is, as near as possible, the same, and may be
described as follows

:

Supposing an armour plate, attached to

the side of a ship, with a backing of hard
teak, as shown in the annexed figure. In
this position, when struck by a spherical shot,

a large area of the plates is deflected for-

wards into the backing, as shown at A, as

may be seen in the every-day experiments at Shoeburyness.
In the experiments recorded in this paper the results as to the deflection of

the plate were nearly the same as those produced bv shot, and hence the in-
i 1 deptli of deflection under circumstances where the yielding medium of

support is wood.

ON TIIK COMPOUND MARINE STEAM ENGINE.
By Aktiiue Rigg, jun.

Compound engines of various kinds have been made ever since Mr. Hornblower
took out his patent in 1781, but they differ less in their general principles than
in the number and arrangement of the cylinders and other mechanical details.

They were originally used for pumping at the Cornish mines, but experience
proving that they possessed no real advantage over single engines, they have
fallen into disfavour, ami gradually into disuse. Indeed, when it is considered
that the power of aucfa pumping engines is not expended in raising water in the
first instance, but in lit .vho-e descending weight raises the

, it is obvious that a sudden and very extreme pressure at the beginning,
which gradually reduces by the expansion ot steam, is an advantage in the
single engine and not a demerit. For this extreme pressure takes place at the
proper moment for ovi tia of tin' ro'ls, and the space through
which they mnsl lie raised ought to be completed by momentum.

tin- expanding steam has reached the practical limit of its power,
very high degrees of expansion arc not advantageous, for more is lost by weak-

toe engine, extra friction, &c, than is gained by economy of coal, and it

seems to bo the conclusion of much practical experience that an expansion to
about eight times the original volume with steam of the average pressures, gives
the best practical efficiency with the Cornish pumping engines.
When engines are> required for marine purposes this varying pressure upon

the piston becomes an insuperable obstacle to high expansion in one cylinder,
i uniform p . not only to improve the propelling,

but also to avoid the disastrous consequences of frequent irregular strains
upon the machio

In order, therefore, to secure the economy resulting from high degrees of

expansion along with an i on upon the machinery and an
driving power, compound engines are the best tor marine purposes, and are

rapidrj coming into general favour. Many old engines arc being compounded,
and few new one, are c instructed on any other principle.

The usual type of compound engine is thai of the
. Richardson and s it , ol Hartle-

'lr. i;. \V. Jeffrey. The high-pressure cylinder is

I the low-] Moke,
30in., and their cranki « itfa each other. The smaller cylinder
is provided with an expansion valve, by the use of which the dk

degree of expansion can be Surrounding this cylinder is a

open ipace, into which the tl ij to the second cylinder, and
i-

i
.--r 1 1 1

1

- 1

.

mtil the valve of the low-pressure cylinder open I i

' it therein. The capacious character ol this rei mo^t
beneficial influence in prevei bown by indicator dia

In the high-pressure cylind cat off by the expan
. 21$iu., which i . but in the low-pressure oylindi

u expansion
in both being as l to 8*77 times tl riginal volume.

giving great stiffness, and I head.

In order to start this class of engine it is necessary to admit steam direct from
the boiler into the larger cylinder by a pipe ; and without this arrangement it

would not be possible to manage such engines, and even with it there is at times
a difficulty in starting some of them.
Another type of compound engine results originally from the conversion of

old engines merely by the addition of high pressure cylinders above the existing
cylinders, prolonging the piston and valve rods, re-arranging the steam passages,
and usiug the original gear. By this system two separate independent com-
pound engines are made, each using the same condenser. One of the original
air-pumps is used still for the same purpose, and the other becomes a circulating
pump for the surface condenser.

Type 3 is the same as Type 2, except that it has only one high-pressure
cylinder above one low-pressure cylinder, and both pistons are on the same pis-
ton rod, and act upon oue crank in the manner represented by the engraving.

For all marine engines of moderate size this would be the cheapest, most
compact, and best arrangement, but from the difficulty of starting and reversing
consequent upon the dead centres of the single crank. Many plans have been
tried for overcoming this difficulty, eveu to the cumbrous oue of a large fly-

wheel, which is of no use when the crank stands upon its centre. The fly-wheel,
too, is a considerable increase. to the load a vessel has to bear; first, its actual
weight reduces the cargo that might be carried : and, secondly, it offers re-
sistance to the easy motion of the ship. Such a fly-wheel resembles nothiug so
closely as an enormous gyroscope mounted upon an admirable universal joint.

It is well known with what energy a little gyroscope resists attempts to change
its plane of rotation ; so likewise, but on a far vaster scale, the operation of
the fly-wheel in the ship resists the freedom of pitching, and throws a very
heavy strain, not only upon the bearings of the engine shaft and ship framing
consume power, and therefore reduce progress. Now since power is derived
from the engine, it may be expressed in terms of coal consumed. The fly-wheel,
then, is an appliance not only imperfect, but actually injurious to the engine,
the ship, and the speed.

A method ol turning the crank over its dead centre should be light and sim-
ple, worked by the usual handles, and be a store of power that will enable the
engine to start from whatever position of the crank it may have come to rest

;

in short, it ought to give to the single crank compound engine, Type 3, the
same uniformit)- of driving power as may be now attained by compound engines
of Types lor 2, with the cranks set at right angles to each other. Au apparatus
of this kind has been contrived and successfully used by Mr. Maogeorge, of
this city, and the author of the present paper, and the principles of its action
will be described later on.

The first inquiry of interest is to ascertain the best grade of expansion to use
with steam of the usual pressures, avoiding both extremes, namely, the waste
of steam containing useful energy, or the carrying expansion, so far as to reduce
the power of the engines below that which their size and cost ought to furnish.

These points were illustrated profusely by indicator diagrams.
The following table gives the general results :

—

Fig. 1.

—

Engines of S.S. "Kelpie."—Pekfokmance witu diffx&BHT
GRADES OF EXPANSION
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Steam cut off at. A
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.
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lb.

o
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—

a.

11).lb.

Full gear, 22.', in. 1 to 8-77 17 77 .-)."> 26 277 78 190-3 151'5 ilf.H

20in. 50 72 57 26 28-8 9-4 185 178-7 3637

17in. 1 to 8--1- 60 72 55 26 277 9-1 178 173 !f,l

lain. 1 to 12 17 04 50 20-,-, 23-3 8-27 133 105-8 238-8

8in. Oin ltted on ac count of t lie engine priming.

lin. 1 to 30 53 1 52
|

58 125-5 1171 11-3
1 79 1 69 |138

When cutting oiv steam at 22in. this engine consumes 8 ton* 16 cwt. of coal

which, taking the indicatt d B.P. = 344 at 68 revolutions per minute, will

1-1 1 P. per hour by the consumption of 1-81 lb. which is the usual work-
ing expenditure.

In order thai the driving power be uniform it i that tin' cranks

-hall .lib eaeii other; but there it an objeotion to this

arrangement ini iponnd engines of this kind lindn

demand upon tbeateam while none is entering the reservoir

from the high-pressure cylinder, and the exhaust from the high-pressure cylinder

enters into a parti] closed reservoir. Tho only possible ai range nt tor meeting

this difficulty is that rel imely, tkec traoter ol the reaervoG
expansion therein takes place without doing

any workr, adiation will bo the ohiel sou:

Inthe majority ol instances, however, the influence of tin- imp
modal iteam may be traced on the indii

this difficulty i* to place the cranks opposite or nearly opposite to e»ch

other.

moel suitable trrangement for accomplishing both conditions of easy

steam and regular driving in a double set • . but it i«
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very complicated, and a single framing, crank and two cylinders, with the turn-

ing gear to obviate the dead [centres, forms the cheapest engine, and fulfils all

•conditions in the most complete and efficient manner.

Kgl.

HIGH PRESSURE CYLINDER
SCALEaVlN=ILB

Economy of Compound 'Engines.—To illustrate this question, no better ex-

amples can be given than the same engine and ship before and after conversion,

and now altered into compound engines of the class described as Type 2. The
original engines, in one case, whose cylinders were 38in. diameter and 30in.

stroke, boiler pressure 231b., and revolutions per minute, sixty, indicated 360-

horse power ; coal, thirteen and a-half tons per day, equal to 3 -5 lb. per hour
per horse-power. These engines are now altered into a pair of compounds by
the addition of cylinders 21in. diameter, the original 38in. cylinders being used
for low pressure. Of course surface condensers are added, with the usual
arrangements. The boiler pressure is unfortunately limited to 45 lb. per square
inch, owing to the engines not having been originally intended for high pressure

;

but no doubt the existing advantages of compounding would have been greater

if the pressure could be raised. The results of conversion are—Horse-power
of high-pressure C5'linders equal to 231 ; horse-power of low-pressure cylinders

equal to 223 ; total 454-horse-power ; and the amount obtained from each pair

of cylinders may be considered alike for all practical purposes ; and 1-horse-

power is produced by a consumption of 2'22 lb. of coal. The contrast in

economy and power between the old arrangement of an ordinary double engine
and the new system of a double compound engine is sufficiently obvious. In
the one case 360-horse power is produced by burning thirteen and a-half tons

of coal daily ; in the other case 455-horse power is produced bj' burning 10'8

tons of coal daily.

Pressure acting Tangentially to the Crank.—Allusion has been frequently

made to the advantage of an uniform driving power, and it will be well to

place this question in such a light that the different arrangements of compound
engines shall be clearly seen in relation to their twisting power upon the screw
shaft. In order to know the effective pressures acting at right angles to the

DOWNSTROKE
H.F. CYL

SCALE jfrlN-l TON

radius upon the crank pin, a simple calculation gives the diagrams 3, and 4
These represent, the actual tangential pressures upon the crank pin in tons set

H.P. CYL

DOWNSTROKE UPSTROKE

--\L. P. CYL.r

FIC.4.

I TON.

pound engine is given in Diagram, Fig. 5. In this case the high-pressure
cylinder is 46in. diameter ; low-pressure cylinder, 80in. diameter ; stroke, alike-

DOWNSTROKE, _ . UPSTROKE
CYL".

SCALE «olN=ITON

in both, 39in. diameter ; angle of cranks to each other, 135 deg. ; horse-pswer
of high-pressure cylinder equal to 403"5 ; horse.power of low-pressure cylinder
equal to 551 ; total, 9545 horse power. Pig. 3 represents the tangential pressures
upou the high-pressure crank, and Fig. 4 those upon the low-pressure crank,
whilst Fig. 5 shows the combined action of both. At a and h (the dead
centres of the high-pressure cylinder) the tangential pressure upon the crank
pin is five tons in the combined diagram, while the maximum pressure is fifty

tons—a variation of 1 to 10. Contrasting in the most striking manner with
these results are the diagrams now calculated from the converted engine,
Type 2.

Conclusions peoji the foregoing- Calculations on the Tangsssial
Pressure on the ckank ciecle.

Description of engine.
Minimum
tangential
pressure.

Maximum
tangential
pressure.

Variation.

Engine with cylinders side by side

Steam for one cylinder enters the

Duplicated engines with one cylin-

5 tons

5 tons

9-31 tons.

22 tons

50 tons

13'5 tons.

1 to 4-4

1 to 10

1 to 1-46

off upon a circular base line to scale of one-eightieth of an inch to the ton. A
more extensive instance of the irregular driving power of this class of com-

In converting old engines, therefore, it may be concluded that the better

plan is to leave the original cylinders in use for low-pressure and to add high-
pvessure cylinders above them, and not to displace both cylinders and work one
engine by the exhaust steam from the other. It is easy to. apply the same
considerations to new engines, and the plan of one cylinder above the other
described as Type 3 is better than type 1 from its giving a better distribution

of the steam in the first instance, and from its being much cheaper to construct
and lighter in weight. Added to these advantages, there is the important
commercial consideration of occupying less valuable space in the ship than any
other kind of engine. The second cylinder fills a space that under no circum-
stances could be utilised for the stowage of cargo.

The only difficulties in the way of using such engines are the unbalanced
condition of their moving dead weights, and the difficulty of giving an uniform
twisting power upon the screw shaft. Incidentally, the difficulty of starting and
reversing will be removed, if the driving power is alike during every part of the

crank's revolution.

The balancing of the moving deadweights may be accomplished by a balance

weight attached to the crank, by the cut-off of steam, or a separate piston or in

other ways. The difficulty of starting such engines and producing an equable

driving power seems at first sight more serious, and many devices have been
tried as remedies. The turning gear illustrated in the figure is the most recent

of these, and has been contrived to meet the difficulty. Its original form was that

of a cam upon the engine shaft, with a large roller working upon it, and held

against it by steam pressure. This plan has been applied to a pair of compound
screw engines of 100 nominal horse-power of Type 1, having the cranks opposits

to each other; and when in operation it enables the engines to start, reverse, or

turn slowly round in a very perfect manner. It is not, however, so well adapted

to marine engines as to those running in one direction, in consequence of the

extra handles necessary to reverse; and the plan illustrated has been contrived

to adapt the same principles which work so successfully with the cam arrange-

ment to the compound marine engine, Type 3, namely, one cylinder above the

other. The cylinders of the engine are taken 25in. and 48in. diameter, and
30in stroke, and the corresponding diameter and stroke of the turning gear

cylinder would be 18in and 12in. respectively.

Fig. 8 repiesents the turning gear applied to the engine above described,

while the diagrams 6 and 7 show different portions of the apparatus.

The supplementary crank B is attached to the free end of the screw shaft,

and joined by a connecting rod C to the piston rod of the oscillating cylinder

F, and to the link D B, which moves freely upon the centre D. There is also

a reversing valve (not shown) in connection with the steam pipe G, and the
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handle II, so that pressure can be admitted to either side of the piston in the
oscillating cylinder F.

Action of the Apparatus.—In order to turn the main crank off its dead
centre in the direction of the arrow, and to secure uniformity of driving power

FIC.6

steam is admitted continuously to the upper side of the cylinder F, while the
lower side is in connection with the condenser. As the centres D and those of
the cylinder F are fixed, it

is evident that the pres-

sure will tend to turn the
apparatus into the position
shown byDiagram 6, where-
by the crank B is forced
in the direction of the ar-

row, thereby turning the
main shaft. When the main
cylinders can exercise any
power, the shaft is tamed
partly by them ami also by
the cylinder P., until the
position shown in Pie;.

II reached, when tin; whole
action of the cylinder K

i. and it aha
power while the main cranu

.
turn 7 the piston in i

drawn to the top of
iti it) I the steam

ore, and thi

to restore its power to the
main shaft ug its

ion, end eventually
turning it over the I

P.ythis -.

a tninsl,i .,i |

place, and the driving U
rendered uniform, A simi-
lar

i

i during
then] i the addi-
tion itua would
render the action of a com-
pound engim Type 3, hav-
ing only two cylinder*, about as uniform as Type J, having lour cylinders and!
the complication of two engine*,

The reversing of the turning gear takes place with that of the main engine
for the handle H, which moves the link, at the same time works the reversing
valve, and changes the direction of steam pressure in the cylinder F.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

PREMIUMS, SESSION 1869-70.

The Council of The Institution of Civil Engineers have awarded the following
premiums :

—

I. A Telford medal, and a Telford premium, in books, to Edward Dabson,
Assoc. Inst. C.E., for his paper on " The Public Works of the Province of
Canterbury, New Zealand."
*2. A Watt medal, and a Telford premium, in books, to R. Price Williams,
M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on " The Maintenance and Renewal of Railway
Rolling Stock."
*3. A Watt medal, and a Telford premium, in books, to John Thornhill
Harrison, M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on ,: The Statistics of Railway Income
and Expenditure, and their bearing on future Railway Policy and Manage-
ment."

4. A Telford medal, and a Telford premium, in books, to Thomas Sopwith,
Junior, M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on " The Dressing of Lead Ores."

5. A Telford medal, and a Telford premium, in books, to James Nicholas
Douglass, M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on " The Wolf Rock Lighthouse."

6. A Watt medal, and a Telford premium, in books to George Berkley,
M. Inst. C.E., for his " Observations on the Strength of Iron and Steel, and on
the Design of parts of Structures which consist of those Materials."

7. A Watt medal, and a Telford premium, in books (to consist of the second
series of the Minutes of Proceedings, vols. xxi. to xxx. inclusive), to Robert
Briggs, of Philadelphia, U.S., for his paper " On the Conditions and the Limits
which govern the proportions of Rotary Fans.''

8. A Watt medal, and a Telford premium, in books, to Edward Alfred Cowper,
M. lust. C.E., for bis paper on " Recent Improvements in Regenerative Hot
Blast Stoves for Blast Furnaces."

9. A Telford premium, in books, to John Grantham, M. Inst. C.E., for his
paper ' ; On Ocean Steam Navigation, with a view to its further development."

10. A Telford premium, in books, to Daniel Makinson Fox, M. Inst. C.E., for

his " Description of the Line and Works of the San Paulo Railway, m tbo
Empire of Brazil."

II. The Manby premium, in books, to Emerson Bainbridgc, Stud. Inst. C.E.,
for his paper on ' : Coal Mining in Deep Workings."
The Council have likewise awarded the following Prizes to Students of the

Institution :

—

1. A Miller prize to Robert William Peregrine Birch, Stud. Inst. C.E., for

his paper on " The Disposal of Sewage."
2. A Miller prize to Henry Thomas Munday, Stud. Inst. C.E-, for his paper on

"The Present and the Future of Civil Engineeriug."
3. A Miller prize to William Walton Williams, Junior, Stud. Inst. C.E., for

his paper on " Roads and Steam Rollers."

4. A Miller prize to Sidney Preston, Stud. Inst. CE., for his paper on " The
Manufacture and the use of Portland Cement.''

5. A Miller prize to Edward BazalgCtie, Stud. Inst. C.E., for his paper " On
Underpinning and making good the Foundations of the Irongate Steam Wharf,
St. Catherine's, London."

6. A Miller prize to Josiah Harding, Stud. Inst. C.E., for his paper on "Tbo
Widening of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway between Liverpool and
Iluyton, and on the Construction of a Brunch Line to St. Helen's."

7. A Miller prize to the Hon. Philip James Stanhope, Stud. Inst. C.K., for his

paper on " The Metropolitan District Haihvay."

INDIA PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT EXAMINATION.

P7e give below the questions propound* dal the competitive i rami
of tln> candidates for engineering appointments in the Department of Pub-

Works in India, as h guide for those young engineers who may be in-

tending to take pari in boujo future i Kaiuinatiou,

PRACTICAL ENGINEERING PAPER.

Mr. G in w in ir. C.E., Examiner.

particularly requested to attend to the following direction!

—

the number ol tbo question to each answer; (2) write legibly and
uoatly, and answer the questions as concisely as possible; (8) use free-hand

bes or diagrams, wherever pa iblo, to illu train the answer, whioh n

: to show tbo candidate's proficiency in ibis style

of di iv must not, during tho examination, n fi r t" any book
or US., nor communicate with each othi required to

dace '""ii. i flit finished drawing, with certificate of their bai

ted by tbo candidate, respecting which thorowill bi mii-

write on both sides "i the paper, leai iu ol about an
inch.

l. What are the scales usually adopted tor parliamentary and contract
plans and .tract drawings, and draw-ing for workmen f

• II»t.- | r. I . U Telford ni

24,
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2. Give us a free-hand sketch of an arch of 30ft. span struck from three

centres, and one of 250ft. span with eleven centres, marking clearly the posi-

tions of the centres, and the lengths of the radii.

3. What is the locus of centre of curvature generally adopted for the face

of a curved retaining wall, and what is the usual proportion between the radius

of curvature and height of the wall ?

4. What is the usual proportion between the thickness of the wall and
the distance between the counterforts ?

6. How many ordinary bricks are contained in a cubic yard of brickwork,

and how much will a bricklayer with attendance lay in a day ?

6. What are the relative spaces which 100 cubic yards of cutting will occupy
in embankment in the following materials, viz., sand, gravel, clay, and rock in

large pieces ?

7. In carrying excavation to embankment, up to what lengths of lead can

barrows, carts, or waggons drawn by horses be employed to advantage ?

8. How much will a labourer get in the day in the following materials, viz

clay, stiff-clay, gravel, and sand respectively ?

9. How much can he fill in a day in cubic yards ?

10. How much, run to a distance of 20 yards, with barrows ?

11. Compute b3' the prismoidal formula the total quantities of cutting or

embankment between the heights 2', 24', 30' 28', 14' 6", 0', 22', 27', 35', and
12' 6", heights being taken at 200ft. apart on an average line of quantities base,

30ft., and slopes H to 1.

12. What would be the results of computing these quantities by the methods

of mean areas and mean heights respectively ?

13. Supposing that these heights and distances had been taken along the

centre line of a proposed railwa}', and that the ground has an inclination of

1 in 9 on each side of the centre line transversely ; calculate the amount of land

required for the work, adding a constant quantity of 9ft. on each side tor fencing
;

base and slopes as before.

14. Calculate the total area of slopes.

15. Give a free-hand sketch, elevation, plan, and section of a 6ft. culvert in

brick, under an embankment 30ft. in height, base 30ft., slopes 1^ to 1, figuring

thereon the principal dimensions.

16. Calculate the total amount of brickwork in same.
17- Draw a free-hand sketch, plan, elevation, and sections of a public road

bridge over a railway in 25ft. cutting, base and slopes as above, width between
parapets 26ft. ; materials, bricks, with face voussoirs and quoins of rock-ashlar,

string course coping and impost of tooled ashlar.

18. Write a detailed specification for same.
19. Give a detailed estimate of quantities and cost of same, prefacing your

estimate with a list of prices of materials, rates of wages, and other data on
which it is based.

20. Draw a free-hand sketch, plan, elevation, and sections of a bridge over a

river 120ft. wide, depth of water 6ft., level of roadway 25ft., above surface of

water; foundations, stiff clay at 12ft. below surface of water ; materials, tooled

ashlar.

21. Write a specification for same.
22. Give an estimate based on prices of materials and rates of wages as

before.

23. It is required to carry a stream across a railway in 20ft. cutting, which
stream must not be diverted ; how would you deal with it ? and give a sketch of

the work required, assuming that a 4ft. culvert would be sufficient to carry the

stream under embankment.
24. What is the usual amount of coning given to the wheels of a loco-

motive.

25. How much cant should be given to the rails ?

26. Assuming the super-elevation of the outer rail to be found to be 3in. by
calculation on the English narrow gauge, 4' 82", how much should it be on

the broad gauge and Indian gauges respectively, the conditions as to speed and
curvature being identical ?

27. What do you consider the best gauge for a light railway with ruling

gradients of 1 in 60, average rate of speed 15 miles per hour, maximum curves

seven chains radius ?

28. What kind of permanent way do you consider best suited for such a

railway ?

29. Give a short description of the best class of locomotive engines and rolling

stock for same.
30. Assuming the greatest load on one driving wheel to be 3£ tons, what

weight of section of rail should be adopted ?

31. Explain the following terms :—Blind siding, three throw switches,

block system, facing points, train staff, diamond crossing, and falling

points,

32. Give cross sections of a turnpike road in side cutting, on level ground,

through excavation, and on embankment.
33. Assuming the draught of 1 ton, on a well-made pavement, to be 33 lb.,

how much would it be on broken stone surface laid on concrete bottom,

on old flint road, and on gravel road and stone tramway respectively ?

34. At what inclination would the resistance become equal to the resultant

of gravity in each of the above instances ?

35. Name the best descriptions of stone for road metalling, and the best

seasons of the year for repairing roads.

36. Draw a cross section of a canal on a 6ft. embankment, to be used by
boats drawing 5ft. 6in. of water and 9ft. in beam.

37. Specify what precautions should be taken to render the channel water-

tight, and prevent leakage.

48. What loss of water per day should you provide for in a canal of this

kind, exclusive of the loss of water from passage of boats, in England and the

tropics ?

39. If proposed to irrigate a strip of land five milesjn length and half a

mile in width, lying alongside of this canal, so as to raise three crops in the

year, what alteration would you make in your cross section ; and what works
should you provide to regulate the supply and discharge of the irrigation water,

supposing for instance, you were at liberty to take the requisite amount from a
large river at one end of your canal ?

40. Write a short specification for Portland cement concrete in sea works,
specifying the specific gravity of the cement, the tensile strain which the mass
should be able to bear after seven days' immersion, the precautions to be taken
in selecting the shingle, and the provisions necessary to prevent disintegration

before the final process of induration.

41. Name some of the special advantages derived by a civil engineer, from a

knowledge of the science of geology, in planning and executing public works,
such as railroads, common roads and canals—especially the latter.

42. Define the terms " system " and " formation " as used in geology.

43. Write a short description of the general distribution of the stratified

rocks over the British Islands ; and deduce the principal localities in which you
would expect to find building stunes.

44. Name a few of the characteristic fossils of the Silurian, red sandstone,
carboniferous, and new red sandstone periods.

45. What geological system in the British Isles is most rich in minerals ?

46. In what systems are Llandello flags, Aymestry limestone, gypsum,
mountain limestone, Bath stone, millstone grit, respectively found ?

47. What is meant by the terms granite, greenstone, basalt, trachite, pitch-

stone, porphyry, amygdaloid ?

48. What is meant by the "dip" and "strike" of strata, and how are they
determined ?

49. What is meant by the terms "joint" and "cleavage;" and to what
peculiar relation between these is the quality of good building slates

attributable ?

59. What is the difference between gneiss and mica slate ?

51. What is the difference between "dykes" and "veins:" and what is a

flukan ?

52. What is meant by a " fault " or " trouble ?"

53. When a miner encounters a fault in a bed of coal what course does he
pursue to hit again on the same bed ?

54. Name one of the most remarkable faults in the world which occurs

in the English coalfields, and give a short description of its character and
extent.

55. What are " farewell " beds, and why so termed by miners ?

56. Given two specimens of recent fracture of two pieces of cast iron, one
presenting a crystalline, white, aud radiated appearance, the other a granulated
and grey appearance with some metallic lustre ; what qualities would you
expect in each of these castings, and for what particular purposes should you
select one in preference to the other ?

57. Specify the daily tests of the quality of cast iron you should require

from the metal used in castings as to fracture and deflection under transverse

strain. Do you consider a tensile test also desirable ; and if so, what strain per
square inch should you require to be borne before fracture ?

58. In making patterns for castings how much shrinkage should be allowed
for the contraction of the metal in cooling ?

59. Give free-hand sketches of the following superstructures in wrought
iron, applicable to either public road or railway, with detailed sketches of the

principal parts, figuring the dimensions. Note.—The maximum load distributed

to be two tons per lineal foot in addition to the weight of the structure:

—

Ordinary plate girder, 25ft. span ; lattice girder, 60ft. span ; Warren's girder,

80ft. span.

60. Calculate the weights, write a specification, and estimate the probable cost

of each in detail.

61. Give a free-hand sketch of a wrought iron roof suitable for a railway
terminus, of 100ft. span, figuring thereon the principal dimensions and
scantlings.

62. Write a specification for same, and state therein the character of covering

to be adopted.

63- Estimate the cost of same.
64. What are the best kind of timber to select in the following positions

—

entirely immersed in water, in mud, between wind and water, and exposed solely

to atmospheric action ?

65. What are the chief advantages of the rib in groined vaulting, both
constructively and decoratively ?

66. What are the essential characteristics of classic architecture, as opposed

to gothic—in their proportions and composition—mouldings and other

detail ?

67. What are the various means adopted to place a spherical dome on a

square base, and name the chief buildings in which these several means may
have been adopted P

68. Define the word " order "

—

(1st). In classic architecture, giving examples of same.

(2nd). In gothic architecture, ditto.

69. How and by what means is the thrust of the gothic vault of a cathedral

nave concentrated and counteracted ?

70. What is meant by single and double floors, and the object of the

latter ?

71. The circular apse of a Romanesque church, 20ft. in diameter, is covered

by a hemispherical vault, which it becomes necessary to protect from the

weather ; show how you would arrange the timbers of the roof, supposing the

pitch of the roof to be only 45 deg. ; and what precautions you would take to

break the joints of the slate covering, and prevent the rain from getting in.

—

N.B.—The roof would pitch against the eastern end of nave wall.

72. Sketch three or four wooden roofs fit for churches, 25ft span.
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SURVEYING AND DRAWING
AFTERNOON PAPEK.

(Time allowed, 4 hours.)

[The figures may be left in pencil, provided they are distinct and neat. Con-

structionsW Nos. 1, 2, and 3 must be shown by dotted lines. Tbc absence of

the necessary construction lines will render the figure of little worth, however

correct the result mav appear. The candidate is recommended to execute all the

figures in pencil first, and to ink them in afterwards if he has time.]

1 fa) Construct an isosceles triangle, on a base of 2in.. with vertical angle

of 40 deg. (b) Describe a circle about this triangle. (c) Describe a square

about this circle, one side passing through one of the ends of the base of the

inscribed triangle. Ascertain by measurement the length of a side of this square,

and write it down.
.

2 Construct a scale of o£ft. to an inch, showing 20ft. on the right ot zero,

and 10ft. divided into feet on the left of it. The scale to have an upper and

lower line Jin. apart. Print above it in Roman characters—Scale of Sift, to

8. A regular pentagon of side l|in. is the base of a prism 4in. long : draw the

plan and end elevation of this solid when its long edges are inclined at 30 deg.

to the horizon and one side of the base is horizontal.

4. Copy the accompanying elevation of standard of a windlas on one and a-

half times the scale of the copy.
,

5. Copy the accompanying drawings of the front and side elevations of the

two ends of a crank rod. To be done on one and a-half times the scale of the

copy, and the parts left incomplete in that to be filled up.

(Nos. 4 and 5 may be coloured if time admits, and any elaboration added

that is thought desirable.)

SURVEYING.
MOBIflNO PAPEE.

(Time allowed, 2i hours.)

candidate's object being to obtain as many marks as possible, he is

recommended not to answer the questions in the order set down, but to take up

those first which he finds easiest, and afterwards the more difficult ones.

Although great importance is attached to completeness and accuracy in answering

the questions, the candidate is cautioned against unnecessary diffuseness. No
values will be assigned to any matter which is not strictly relevant to the question

put.]

1. A building lot has a frontage of 32ft. and depth of 80ft. What is the

area of the lot in land measure, and what are its length and breadth in links ?

2. Find the area in land measure of the field A B D E C, the measurements

of which with the Gunter's chain are given in the following field book :

—

to E
825

D300 17".

350 150 C
B 100 150

Regin at A
3. Find a general formula to express the correction which has to be made in

imputed height of objects on account of the curvature of the earth.

Example. A station six miles off appears to be 76ft. higher than the place of

observation. What is its real elevation above the latter after the correction is

made for curvature ?

What me the respective advantages of the Y and the dumpy or Gravatt level ?

Explain t lie reasons for those advantages distinctly.

6. Describe Mr. Gravatt's method of examining and correcting the collimation

of a level, explaining the nature of the process by sketches. Show, also, why
this method provides a practical correction for curvature and refraction in short

distances.

0. In trigonometrical surveying it frequently happens that we cannot set up

the theodolite in the centre or axis of the station from which we have to measure

the angle subtended by two distant stations, but are obliged to set up the

instrument at a point near the station. Explain the nature of the correction

necessary in the angle observed from this point for satellite station) in order

the angle that would have been observed from the inaccessible

station.

7. Two lines of railway, Ax, By, have to be connected by curves beginning at

A and B; state how many curves will be required, and explain how yon would
determine them and set them out. (The angles xA B and A By arc both obtuse,

and xA and By are on the same side of the line A B ; the curves are to be on

that tide also.)

8. Explain the principle upon wliioh the sextant is constructed.

9. Explain the nature of traverse tables, nnd how they facilitate the computa-
exeented with theodolite and chain.

Koiumra pipbb.

Time allowed, I hours.

First I'art.

l. Complete the accompanying field ! K and prove the accuracy

bs reduced levels by totalling the figures in the u-.ua! manner. The stations

are •

•_'. Plot the levels : verf toan inob, horizontal scale ten chains

nob.

Lay down thi action of a line of railway to connect the N. and s. rail-

ttions ] I 12, in view to the embankment and cutting being as

gradient all I >, and the gradient to be altered only at one
of the ten intermedia'

Gradients to be stated in print.

Numbers of the stations to be entered in section ; also the reduced level at

each.

Scales are not required.

The plotting may be done in pencil only, the ground line being shown in

fine, and the formation level of proposed railroad in dark line, and ver tical

heights in dotted lines.

(The table of levels has to be given up to the examiner with the rest of your
work).

Levels taken between N. and S. Railways.

Remarks.

At (•) height of instrument 5 '02

Height of (•) above datum

Of formation level, N. Railway, 8'3S

Of bench mark on ground, ll'OS ...

At (11), forward reading to (12)— ...

At bench mark on ground, 3'45

At formation level S. Railway, 3*10

Back. 3 •

733

671

583

4-86

502

4-42

550

630

709

6-35

For-
Difference.

ward.
+ -

3-18

4-25

5-19

372

5T9

567

679

S-64

720

329

345

rteiluoed

levels.

1V08

Second Past.

Give specimens of your topographical drawing of the conventional signs for

woods, plantations, sand, rocks or cliffs, meadows, gardens, houses, churches,

roads, bridges, hilly ground, or any of these.

The drawing may be in pencil or pen, and with or without colour, and isolated

specimens may be given, or they may be worked up into one composition.

SURVEYING.
AFTERNOON PAPEE.

Time allowed, 2\ hours.

Note.—You are recommended to read over the questions carefully, before

beginning to answer them This will assist you to frame your answers system-

atically with regard to the time available. Avoid diffuseness, but be careful to

frame your replies so distinctly that the reader may be able to learn from them

the exact nature and extent of the surveying work you have performed. 'Hie

questions are to be answered separately in respect Of each survey on which you

have been employed, so far as they are applicable to it. The questions need not

be written out by you, but only the number of it attached to each answer. It

will add to the value of your replies if you illustrate them by free-hand pen or

pencil sketches.

I. Specify the different surveys or surveying operations which you have

executed or have been employed upon. (\) While under instruction.

2 In actual practice for professional purposes, as pupil or

assistant.

II. Give a detailed account of each of these surveys, with special reference

to the following points :

—

1. The locality and extent, and for the purpose which it was undertaken.

2. The kind of survey : whether with chain only, or with chain and compass,

or with chain and theodolite, or by triangulation, Ac.

3. If under instruction, the name of tutor or instructor. If for en

purposes, tho name of the engineer and company or person for whom it wan

undertaken.
,

4. Whether the survey was executed with or without the tutor or engineers

immediate supervision.

5. Number of students or persons who formed the surveying party.

0. Observations with instrument, by whom made.
7. Chainiug, by whom executed.

8. Instruments, by whom carried from point to point.

9. Place of residence; and journey therefrom to
|

performed.
in. Dates oi beginning and ending the him v.

Nexl number of separate opi irried out in this si

thns, iu theca eol a trigonometrical survey, epeoifj —
11. Length of base, and how it was d ind how tli

were oh<

12. Area triangulated, and number of stations.

18, ms, how made; and di oripl and site of instruments

employed. Statobow many times the observations wen
11. Give specimen of field-book need.

],;. i

- and h"ui-
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As to the filling in of the survey, state

—

17. If a plane table was used, and mode of using it, and numler of days
during which it was used.

With respect to traversing, state

—

18. The number of miles traversed, specifying localities.

19. Nature of instruments employed.
20. Strength of party ; whether who'e party engaged on the survey executed

the traversing together, or was subdivided over different lines.

21. Number of days occupied in traversing.

22. Give specimen of field-book

As to contouring, if any was done

—

23. State number of days you were employed on it.

If the filling-in was done with a prismatic compass, state

—

24. Whether it was used with or without stand.

25. Mode of working with it.

26. Number of days it was used.

If the survey was executed with prismatic compass, without use of

theodolite, state

—

27. Length of base, and describe mode of measuring it.

28. How the points in the survey were fixed, and how man3p independent
bearings were taken to each point.

29. How the errors in the compass readings wore distributed in the plotting.

30. How the survey was filled in.

31. Give specimen of field-book.

As to the plotting, state

—

32. The scale on which the plan was executed, and size of the paper.

33. The instruments used in plotting.

34. Whether the plan was coloured.

35. Whether you executed the plan entirely yourself, or whether more than
one person was employed on the same plan.

36. Number of days you were engaged upon the plan, and (average) number
of working hours per day.

As to levelling, answer Questions, 1,3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10; also

—

37. State the lines along which levels were taken, and whether they were
isolated lines, or connected with other surveys executed by you which you have
now described.

38. The strength of the party employed.
39. The distribution of work among them.
40. The nature of the instruments used.

41. The distance at which sights were taken.

42. The number of cross sections taken.

43. Number of days employed on levelling.

44. Instructor, whether present or not.

45. Plotting, on what scale.

49. Number of days occupied in plotting.

47. Whether plotting was executed wholly by yourself.

48. Give specimen of field-book-

As to the levelling executed in connection with such railway survey, answer
the Questions 37 to 44, and 48, given above.

State also

—

54. The scale on which the survey was plotted.

55. The scale on which the sections were plotted.

66. The mode adopted for laying down the curves.

67. The number of days occupied in plotting the work.
68. Whether the plan was done by yourself.

With regard to any work laid out by }'ou, specify

—

69. The work laid out, and the purpose for which it was done.

60. The mode of laying it out.

61. The instruments employed.
62. The persons engaged.

In the case of railway or road work laid out, describe also

—

63. The precise method adopted for laying out the curves, taking one as an
example.

Add also

—

64. The time which the work took to perform.
[The same questions to be answered separately in respect of each survey

which the candidate may have been employed upon, so far as the}' may be
applicable, but specimens of the same kind of field-book need not be repeated :

it will be sufficient to refer to the previous ones.]

MATHEMATICS.
Rev. De. Weigley.

July 4, 1870; 10 a.m.-

Euclid.

-1 p.m.

1. The greater side of every triangle is opposite to the greater angle;

2. If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to two angles of the

other, each to each, and one side equal to one side, namely, sides which are

opposite to equal angles in each ; then shall the other sides be equal,

each to each, and also the third angle of one equal to the third angle of the

other.

3. The complements of the parallelograms which are about the diameter of

any parallelogram are equal to one another.

4. In every acute-angled triangle, the square on the side subtending an

acute angle is less than the squares on the sides containing that angle, by twice

the rectangle contained by either of these sides, and the straight line inter-

cepted between the perpendicular let fall on it from the opposite angle and the

acute angle.

5. The opposite angles of any quadrilateral figure inscribed in a circle are

together equal to two right angles.

6. From a given circle to cut off a segment containing an angle equal to a
given rectilinear angle.

7. To describe a circle about a given equilateral and equiangular pentagon.
8. Equal triangles which have one angle of the one equal to one angle of the

other, have their sides about the equal angles reciprocally proportional ; and
triangles which have one angle of the one equal to one angle of the other, and
their sides about the equal angles reciprocally proportional, are equal to one
another.

9. If from the vertical angle of a triangle a straight line be drawn perpen-
dicular to the base, the rectangle contained by the sides of the triangle is equal
to the rectangle contained by the perpendicular and the diameter of the circle

described about the triangle.

10. If a solid angle be contained by any number of plane angles, these shall

be together less than four right angles.

11. The sides AB, AC of a triangle are bisected in P, Q, and BQ, CP
intersect in H, prove that the triangle BHC is equal to the quadrilateral

APHQ.
12. From the angle A of an acute-angled triangle ABC, a perpendicular is

drawn to the opposite side meeting it at D ; from the angle B a perpendicular
is drawn to the opposite side meeting it at E : show that the straight lines which
join D and E to the middle point of AB are equal.

13. ABC is a triangle whose acute vertex is A ; show that the square of BC
is less than the squares of AB, AC, by twice the square of the line drawn from
A to touch the circle on BC as diameter.

14. Find a point within a triangle such that if straight lines be drawn from
it to the three angular points, the triangle will be divided into three equal
triangles.

15. In a given triangle inscribe a rhombus which shall have one of its

angular points coincident with a point in the base, and \i side on that
base.

16. Each edge of a tetrahedron is equal to the opposite edge : prove that
the straight line joining the middle points of two opposite edges is at right

angles to both.
July 4, 1870 ; 2 p.m.—5 p.m.

Rev. De. Wbigxey.
aeithmetic and axgebba.

1. Define a recurring decimal; and show how to reduce mixed recurring
decimals to vulgar fractions.

Express '790451 as a fraction in its lowest terms.

2. Find the value of

(4^ of 5J)—m of 2| — f ) + 7 : and of

•1125 of a crown + '084375 of a sovereign + 2'36876 of £4.

3. Divide the square root of '00093636 by '255.

4. An engine of 15-horse power can pump out fths of the water contained
in a pit 56ft. deep by working eight hours a day for nine days. In how
many days of twelve hours could an engine of 16-horse power perform the
remainder of the work ?

5. A sovereign weighs Jff of an ounce troy ; how many sovereigns may be
coined out of a piece of metal weighing lib. troy. This metal being composed
of eleven parts of pure gold to one part of alloy, what is the value (expressed in
money) of an ounce of pure gold ?

6. How much stock at 92| must be sold out to pay a bill of £715 17s.

due nine months hence at 4 per cent, interest ?

7. If oranges are bought at 8d. a dozen, and retailed at the rate of seven
for 6d., what is the gain per cent? and what profit will there be on the sale

of fifty -six dozen ?

8. Divide a3 — b3 + c3 + 3 a b c by a — b + c; and prove that (<z2 + 52 +
c2) (j;

2 + y" + z")-(ax + by + cz)" = (ay — b x)2 + (be — c y2
) +

(ex — a «)
2
.

9. Show that

* + * + * = 1
(a -b)(a- c) (b - c) (6 -a) (c - a) (c - b)

10. Extract the square root of

4, 4o

4

43s 4— a' b 2 + -—- a 62
; and prove that

3

^(8 + 4 V 3) y/(l\ - 2 V 30) y/(7 - 2 V 10)

11. Solve the equations ;

—

= 0.

(1)
- V -

i».
-- ) 5.

(2)-?- + -L=l,x+y + z = 2c,— +
z y y

« — c

#

(3) "
r2 _ 5 x ~ x — 3 +

l
.

x + 'A x

(4) (x + l)2 = x + 3 V (3 x 2 + 3 x — 11).

= 0.

to) i
x y ^ + -^

= 12 x + 3 y
K ' \xy (4cc + y— xy) 12 (x + y — 3),

12. Find the positive and integral solutions of

13a- + 16y = 970.

13. If four quantities are proportionals, and the second is a mean propor-

ional between the third and fourth; the third will be a mean proportional be-

• ween the first and second.
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14. Sum the series

(1) h h h to 7 terms.

(2) 3, 2i Iff, .... to 5 terms, and to infinity.

15. Find a third proportional to the harmonic mean between 6 and 14, and

the geometrical mean between 9 and 16.

16. A boat's crew consists of eight men, three of whom can only row on

one side and two only on the other. Find the number of ways in which the

crew can be arranged.

17. Expand by the binomial theorem.

(2a2 — Sx3
)
5

; and
<\/ (a- — x-j

to five terms.

18. A large vessel is filled with a mixture of spirit and water, in which

there is found to be 13 per cent, by measure of spirit ; ten gallons are drawn

off, and the vessel is filled up with water; there is thea found to be 1]| per

cent, of spirit. Find the contents of the vessel.

(To be continued)

.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW AT OXFORD.

It is many years since Oxfoid has been honoured by the presence of the

Royal Agricultural Society, although as a central rendezvous lor farmers

and others interested in such exhibitions, but few cities in England can

compare with it. As a natural consequence the show was remarkably

successful, although it must be confessed that of all hot places in England
iu this hot weather, there could not possibly be one to equal it. The
approach to the yard , too, which was about a mile from the town, was
male as inconveniently as possible, in fact it appeared to have been put up
on the Banting principle of reducing one's fat in the shortest possible time.

When however the show was reached it amply compensated for the trouble

of getting there ; the machinery exhibited being with some few exceptions,

the bl st that has ever been brought together. As the show was held so

late in the month, it is impossible to give a detailed account in the present

issue of The Abtizan of all the various machines of merit ; we will, there-

fore, give some of the results of the trials of the engines, and' also of the

awards of the judges in the machinery department.

The following is a list of the awards of the judges in the various depart-
ments connected with machinery.

Section I.

—

Fixed Steaii Engines.

Class 1.—For the class of fixed steam engines of 4-horse-power, with
boiler combined, £20. Clayton and Shuttleworth, £9 ; Brown and May,
£6; Reading Ironworks Company, £5; Marshall, Sons, and Co., highly
commended; Robey and Co., and Davey, Paxman, and Davey, com-
mended.

Class 2.—For the class of fixed steam engines of above 4-horse-power,
and not exceeding 10-horse-po«er, to be worked by an independent boiler,

£30. Clayton and Shuttleworth, £11 5s. ; Reading Ironworks Company,
£11 5s. ; Marshall, Sons, ai;d Co., £7 10s.

Section II.

—

Hoese Geaes.

Class 1.—For the class of gears for one horse. £10. Woods, Cocksedgc
and Warner, £5 ; Richmond and Chandler, £2 10s. ; R. Hunt, £2 10s.

;

Hunt and Pickering, highly commended ; Coleman and Morton, T.Corbet,
and Reading Ironworks Company commended.

Class 2.—For the class of gears for two horses, £10. Woods, Cocksedge,
and Warner, £5 ; E. R. ar.d F. Turner, £2 10s. ; Richmond and Chandler,
£2 10s.; R. Hunt, and Mellard's Trent Foundry Co., highly commended ;

Coleman and Morton, Woods, Cocksedge and Warner, T. Corbet, and
Williamson Bros, commended.

Section III.

—

Mills,

Class 1.—For the class of mills, with stone grinders, for grinding agri-

cultural produce into meal, by steam or horse-power, £20. John Weighell,
£8; E. R. and F. Turner, £7 ; Marshall, Sons, and Co., £5 ; Reading Iron-
works Company, commended.

Class 2.—For the class of mills, with metal grinders, for grinding agri-

cultural produce for feeding purposes, by steam or, horse-power, £20.
Amies, Barford, and Co., £8; Thomas Corbett, £7; E. and H. Roberts, £5;
Smith and Grace, commended.

Class 3.—For the class of mills, with metal grinders, for grinding agri-

cultural produce for feeding purposes, by hand power. The judges do not
recommend any award in this class.

TABLE I.

—

Fixed Engines with Boilees Combised.

MAKERS' NAME.

Clayton and Shuttleworth,

Lincoln

Brown and Mav, Devizes

Reading Iron Works Company
Reading

Marshall, Sons, and Co., Gains-

borough

Robey and Co., Lincoln

Davey, Paxman, and Davey,
Colchester

Aibby, Jeffery, and Luke,
Btamford

Riches and Watts, Norwich

[ I u ii i. ;i.'.'l Podeo, Sandbach

\V. N. Nicholson, New. irk

T. I). Eagles, London

Class.

Horizontal

Vertical

Size of
Cylinder!.

Average

Dynamelrl-

cal

Horse

Power

developed

during

trial.

'o 6 .

|ll
a. .- *•

— - .

J-sJ

is

Average

Speed

ol

Engine

during

Trial

in

Revolu-

tions

per

Min.

cfa
o .as «
Ji — £

tx£S
~ '- j-
fc. •— 5
> "" —

Actual
lime
Run. "Mechanical

Time"

Run

=

total

number

of

Revolutions

+

by

Nominal

Speed.

tie

5a
P

p

an

7
in.

12 4-12 110 121-6 2432
iiv-

3
min.
24

hrs. min.
3 45
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Section IV.— Crushers.

Class 1.—For the class of corn crushers hy steam or horse-power, £15.
Ransomes, Sims, and Head, £6 ; E. H. Bentall, £5 ; Woods, Cocksedge,
and Warner, £4; E. R. and P. Turner, commended.
CUss 2.—For the class of corn crushers hy hand-power, £10, E. H. Ben-

tall, £6 ; Woods, Cocksedge, and Warner, £4.

Class 3.—For the class of linseed crushers hy steam or horse-power, £5.

E. R. and F. Turner, £5.
Class 4.—For the class of linseed crushers hy hand-power, £10. E. R. and

F. Turner, £6 ; Woods, Cocksedge, and Warner, £4.

Section V.

—

Chaef Cutters.

Class 1.—For the class of chaff cutters to he worked hy steam or horse-

power, £20. Richmond and Chandler, £10; E. H. Bentall, £5; Picksley,

Sims, and Co., £5 ; Carson and Toone, highly commended ; J. Cornes and
Co., and T. Allcock, commended.

Class 2.—For the class of chaff cutters to he worked hy hand-power,

£10. Richmond and Chandler, £6 ; Picksley, Sims, and Co., £ 4 ; Smith
and Grace and E. H. Bantall, highly commended.

Section VI.

—

Oilcake Breakers.

Class 1.—For the class of oilcake breakers, for large and small cake, to he

worked by steam or horse-power, £15. Amies, Barford, and Co., £6 ; E. R.
and P. Furner, £5 ; Hunt and Pickering, £4.

Class 2.—For the class of oilcake hreakers, for large and small cake, to

be worked hy hand-power, £10. Amies, Barford, and Co., £fi; Mellard's

Trent Foundry Company, £4; S. Corbett and Son, commended.

Section VII.

—

Turnip Cutters.

Class 1.—For the class of turnip and root cutters, £17. R. Hornsby and
Sons, £7 ; Hunt and Pickering, £4 ; R. Hunt, £4.

Section VIII.

—

Steaming Apparatus.

Class 1.—For the class of steaming apparatus for the preparation of food

for stock, £20 ; Amies Barford, and Co., £12 ; Amies Barford, and
Co., £8.

Section IX.

—

Dairy Implements.

Class 1.—For the class of churns worked by hand-power, £10 ; Robert
Tinkler, £4 ; George Hathaway, £3 10s. ; Thomas Bradford and Co.,

£2 10s. ; Thomas and Taylor, highly commended ; Robinson and Richard-

son and W. Wade commended.
Class 2.—For the class of churns worked hy any other power, £10 ;

Robert Tinkler, £4 10s. ; Robinson and Richardson, £3 ; Thomas Bradford
and Co., £2 10s. Special awards for churns adapted to sinall occupation :

Thomas Bradford and Co., £4 ; Phillip Johnson, £3.
Class 3.— For the class of cheese tubs, £10; Mellard's Trent Foundry,

£3 (the .judges have withheld the balance of the amount offered for

this class).

Class 4.—For the class of cheese presses, £10; Southwell and Co., £4 10s.;

Mellard's Trent Foundry, £3 ; J. Cornes and Co., £2 10s.

Class 5.— For the class of other dairy utensils, £10; J. Cornes and Co.,

for curd drainer, &c, £2 10s. ; Southwell and Co., for curd mills, £2 10s.;

Carson and Toone, for cheeseturner and general collection of cheese-making
apparatus, £2 10s.; Allway and Son, for general collection of utensils for

butter-making, £2 10s. ; W. and F. Richmond, milk tankards and improved
milk carriages, highly commended; Atmospheric Churn Company, atmos-
pheric churns, highly commended.

Section X.

—

Bone Mills.

Class 1.—For the class of bone mills to be worked by steam or other

power, £20; Beverly Iron and Waggon Company, £9; Beverly Iron and
Waggon Company, £6 ; W. Crosskill and Sons, £5.

Section XI.

—

Guano Breakers.

Class 1.—For the class of guano breakers worked by hand-power, £20.
The prize is withheld for want of merit.

Section XII.

—

Coprolite Miles.

Class 1.—For the class of coprolite mills,' £10 ; E. R. and Turner,

£10.

Section XIII.—Flax-breaking Machines.

Class 1.—For the elass of flax-breaking machines, £10; John Eliot

Hodgkin (for steam or horse-power), £6 ; Jonh Eliot Hodgkin (for hand-

power), £4.

Section XIV.

—

Tile Machinery.

Class 1. For the class of machines for the manufacture of draining

tiles, £15 ; J. D. Pinfold (for steam or horse-power), £8; J. Whitehead
(for band-power), £7 ; Edward Page and Co. (for hand-power), commen-
ded.

Section' XV.

—

Draining Tools.
Class 1.— For the class of draining tools, £10; Hunt and Pickering, £6

Clarke and Son, £4 ; F. Parkes and Co., highly commended.

Miscellaneous Awards to Agricultural Articles and Essential
Improvements Therein.

Ten silver medals :—Amies, Barford, and Co's. portable metal corn-grind-
ing mill, with dressing apparatus ; Amies, Bai-ford, and Co , Campains'
patent anchors for steam cultivation, W. Barton's cottagers' patent cook-
ing stove, J. and F. Howard's patent self-acting appliance to horse-rake,
G, Murray's collection of models for a cheese factory, Pooley and Son's
automatic grain scale, Robey and Co's. patent self-feeding apparatus for
thrashing machine, J. and B. Sainty's patent wood covering for temporary
buildings, &c, James Sinclair's chemical fire engines, Robert Maynard's
patent portable steam-power chaff-sifting engine. Highly commended:—

•

Amies, Barford, and Co's. steam cooking apparatus, T. Baker's tip cart,
W. Ball aud Son's patent double brake on wagon, Barrows and Stewart's
improved windlass for steam cultivation, Beverly Iron and Waggon Com-
pany's self-acting sheaf delivery to reaping machine, Thomas Corbett's im-
provement in hand clover seed harrow, James Davey's improved cart
harness, J. Fowler and Co's. traction engine on springs, Hart and Co's. self-

registering corn-weighing machine, Holmes and Sons' improvement in hay
and corn elevator, Hornsby and Sons' combined corn-dressing and screen-
ing machine, T. Hunter's Dickson's patent double-drill turnip-cleaner,
T. McKenzie and Son's reaper and mower knife-grinder, G. W. Murrav
and Co's. combined double-furrow plough and subsoiler, Thomas Perkins'
patent folding shafts for reaping and mowing machines, Rainforth and
Son's improved patent corn screen, Richmond and Chandler's litter cutter,
J. B. Sainty's imporved cattle crib, Southwell and Co's. improvement in
ridging plough, William Smith's sheep rack, R. W. Thompson's patent
road steam engine.

Commended.

J. P. Barford's improved carriage jack, Henry Denton's improvement
in a chain harrow carriage, McKenzie and Son's improvements in turnip
and mangold drill, H. J. and C. Major's roofing tiles, J. and B. Saintv's

improvements in field gate, J. and B. Sainty's sheep fencing, R. Winter's
machine for tarring sheep-fold netting.

©uttuargu

MR. GEORGE ENGLAND.

We regret to announce the death of Mr. George England, who has
survived his father, the well-known locomotive engineer of Hatcham Iron
Works for only about a year. To the late firm, our readers will remember
that we were indebted for several most interesting examples of locomotive
work, amongst others we may mention the " pony " locomotives for the
mineral traffic of the Festiniog Railway. The subject of our notice was
only in his twenty-sixth year, his death being very unexpected, as a few
days previously he was in comparative health. Since the works at Hatcham
were transferred to Mr. Robert Fairlie he continued to take an active part
in their management, and from his kindly and genial disposition was a
universal favourite.

NOTES AND NOVELTIES.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A Diving- apparatus, on a large and very complete scale, is in course of shipment by

the P. and 0. route to Singapore. The want of such an apparatus has long been felt in
the straits, and much valuable cargo, and even vessels will now be recovered. With the
numerous losses which occur in the neighbouring straits and passages in the China and
Java seas, there will be ample employment. The machine will be fitted up on a vessel,
and worked under the charge of Messrs. Harrison, Smith, and Co.
A New Photometer.—A photometer, invented by M. Nagant, is based upon the

formation of of a column of liquid, partially opaque, which may be drawn out until the
length is such that the light from an illuminating body ceases to be visible through the
liquid. The length of the column, which completely obscures the light, starting from
the point where the column is thinnest, gives a measure of the intensity of the light un-
der examination.
Welch's patent preservative and anti-fouling cements for the bottoms of iron

ships, after lengthened and severe trial hy the Admiralty, are pronounced suc-
cessful.

Tessie du MoTAxhas discoveied a new blue pigment, the chief novelty of which con-
sists in its containing tungsten. It is prepared by dissolving in water ten parts of tung-
state of soda, eight of chloride of tin, six of ferro-cyanide of potassium, and one of per-
chloride of iron. The mixture is well stirred and the pasty sediment separated by
filtration and dried in shallow dishes. The pigment much resembles Prussian blue,
but resists the action of light far better. It is sold at the same price as the best
quality of Prussian blue.

LAUNCHES
Ox the 27th June, Messrs. E. Napier and Sons launched from their building yard at

Govan an iron screw spar-deck steamer, built to the order of Messrs. Shaw, Maxton, and
Co., London, and intended for the East India and China trade. Her principal dimensions
are:—Length, 320ft.; breadth, 37ft. 9in.; depth, 31ft.; tonnage, b.m., 2,250 tons;
engines, compound, 2-10 nominal horse-power. The Lord of the Isles is the first vessel
built on the Clyde under the new rules recently adopted by Lloyd's committee, being

] classed 100 A by the new designation.
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Glasgow.—On the 30th June, Messrs. Alex. Stephen and Sons laurched from their

works at Kelvinhangh a fine three-decked iron screw steamer, for Messrs. John Warrack
and Co., Leith, of 1,400 tons, and 95 A at Lloyd's, built under a roof, and fitted with com-
pound engines of the newes; description, of 170 horse-power, by Messrs. Howden and
Co. The vessel is to be employed in the Eastern trade, via Suez Canal. The ceremony
of naming her the Atholl was performed by Mrs. Warrack, Glasgow. There was
launched on the same day from the west shipbuilding 3 ard of Messrs. Charles Connell

and Co., at Overnewton, a finely-modelled composite sailing ship, of 1,235 tons, buik to

obtain the highest class at Lloyd's, and to "the order of Messrs. Sandbach, Finne
and Co., Liverpool. She is to be employed in the East India and China trade.

Ojf the 28th of June Messrs. Murray and Co. launched, from their yard at Port-Glas-

gow, a twin screw steamer of 200 tons for the South American coasting trade. She was
towed to Glasgow, where she will be engined by Mr. David Kowan.
Thbbe was launched on the 13th ult from Messrs. Caird and Co.'s shipbuilding-yard,

a handsome iron serew steamer of 2,215 tons, lor the North German Lloyd's company,
and named the King William. She is of the following dimensions :—Length of keel

300; depth of hold, 321t.; breadth of beam 39ft. The King William was intended for

the Bremen, Southampton and West Indies trade, and is the pioneer of several vessels

at present under construction for the same firm by Messrs Caird and Co.

On the 25th of June a new screw steamer was launched form the yard of Messrs. T.

and W. Smith, North Shields. On the same afternoon a screw-steamer was launched
from the building-yard of Messrs. Schlesinger and I 'avis, Wallsend.
These was launched on the 5th ult. from the building-yard of Messrs. Scott and Com-

pany, Greenock, an iron screw steamer named the Bitpania, of 45J tons and 60 horse-

power, built for Messrs. Mories, Munro and Co., Glasgow, for the ^Mediterranean and
general trade. The vessel is supplied with comb ;ned high and low pressure engines by
the Greenock Foundry Co. She has been coated with the British and Oriental Ship
Coating Company's composition for the prevention of fouling.

LnOTCBs op ajt Ajtchob Lixek.—On the 30th of June there was launched from the
building-yard of Messrs. Kobert Duncan and Co., Port-Glasgow, a very handsome screw-
steamer oi 1,55 tons register, named Itmailia intended as an addition to the Transat-
lantic fleet of the well-known Anchor Line of Messrs. Handyside and Henderson. The
machinery for the Iimailia, which is constructed oh the compound principle, and intended
to ensnrea high rate of speed with moderate consumption of fuel, will be supplied by
the Finniestou Steamship Works Company, and it is expected a few weeks will suffice to

complete her equipment ready for sea.

SHIPBUILDING.
SmFBriLDnrG nr tiib Cxited Kingdom.—From a return just published of the

number and tonn.. above 50 tons built at each port of the United Kingdom
daring the'yean ending 18*7,1888, and 1869 respectively, it appears that during the
past year there were built in England 477 sailing and steam vessels of 202,510 tons

;

in Scotland 211 vessels were built, of 135,351 tons; and in Ireland 19 vessels, of 9,021
tons.
Shipbuilding at Livebpool.—A paddle steamer built for the City of Dublin Steam

Packet Company, and intended to be employed in the conveyance of cattle, was launched
on the 25th of June by Messrs. Laird of Birkenhead. Messrs. Laird have now several
important operations on hand. The Spain, of 4,000 tons, which is being built for the

nal Steam Navigation Company, is making rapid progress, as are her engines, of
600 horsepower, in the engine shop. In another dock the screw steamer ilacgregor Laird,

belonging to the African Mail Company, is being lengthened. Preparations are being
made for another vessel of about 3,000 tons and 550 horse-power for the Pacific Steam
Navigation Company. Two screw steamers, of about 900 tons bnrthen and 110 horse-
power, arc rapidly growing into frame, and the keel of another, of 1,600 tons burthen
and 200 horse-power, in about to be laid. The engines for all these vessels are to be on
the compound principle, and are being made at the works, besides several other pairs.

TRIAL TRIPS.
Tbial Tbip or the " .Kgean."—The new screw steamer .EV in, just completed by the

: m and Glasgow Engineering and Iron Shipbuilding Company for -Mr. Charles
Williamson, Leith, and others, wenl on her trial trip on June 29th. The dimensions of
the JEgean are 2.30ft. by 31ft., 22jft hold ;

: about 1,200 tons, with engines,
on the builders' compound principle, of the combined power of 150 horses. The per-
formance of the engines and the speed of the ship were of the most satisfactory kind,
being nearly 1 li Loot, on a run between the Lights on a consumption of fuel considera-
bly under 2lDI, per Indies! v r. [UcjEgtuniu built to highest class in Lloyd's,
and is a sister ship to the Craigforlh, built by the company last year for the same owners,
and whose career has hitherto been most successful.

DOCKS HARBOURS, BRIDGES.
An official communication from the Suez Canal Company states that the curve near

Lake Timaah, which was found so inconvenient for the passage of ships, is being removed,
and that other curves are bcinir properly buoyed. Twelve vessels passed through the
ranal from the 1st to the 6th ult. A ship called the ILtrmet has been chartered to load
a cargo of cotton and grain at Ismailia for this country.

MINES, METALLURGY, &c
Mbsbhs. Ciiatwood and BcttboIOV, ol Bolton, id, and have just tried, a

new r rushing ores. I be inventors believe that they can by this means do
all the work of the old crushing apparatus more effectually at one-sixth the cost of

plant.

APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
BxrandRm bare been made in the laboratory of the r/niveratry of Munich to deter-

mine tin- extent to wbicb the power of illuminating gas is affected by temperatare, whilst
that of air, which supplii

, was not changed. The illuminating
power of the gas at fl-tj dag. Fab. being accounted 100 as the standard, it was found that
wh.11 the t-as was reduced in temperatare, by applying cooling mixtures to tbo tube
through which it passed to -12 dag., iti avenge illuminating power was 80 deg.; and on
ro'lu

I raturc to 4 dag. Fab. its illuminating power
or about one-third of i

> * power at the standard, "n the other hand, by raising the
temperature of the gas to 212 dag, Tab., its illuminating power was (bond to bi

and on increasing its temperature to 280 deg. Fall, the illuminating DOwei
lis.

WATER.
BnroAPOBi Wat™ Supply.—The question ol a water mipply for the town of E

.
out will, we understand, come on for discu sion .it the meeting of the
; m the preienl month. .Mr. 1. .1. Wells, the manager "t tic

oris, now hi London, t to toe Municipal Council fresh
mataa for works capabl Ing 1,400,000 gallons dally at a total cost ol li

doli., under the high pressure I .| thi
''oveminei, iped 1 1 > n r the matter .

left in the handi ol the Municipal Council. With I

plan will he decided on
|

of a tram or railway, which would DOl only remove tli, , . . I i r
I
y and inl

able means of oonveyi -, and
ll1, 1 the land '•> naif. \ in the
natural beauties of the neighbourhood. Wc may add, It is a diigm
London and China Eipmi.

LATEST PRICES IX THE LONDON METAL MARKET.

COPPER.
Best selected, per ton

Tough cake and tile do
Sheathing and sheets do
Bolts do
Bottoms do
Old (exchange) do
Burra Burra do
W ire, per lb

Tubes do

BRASS.
Sheets, per lb

Wire do

Tubes do
Yellow metal sheath do
Sheets do

SPELTER.
Foreign on the spot, per ton
Do. to arrive

ZINC.
In sheets, per ton

TIN.
English blocks, per ton

Do. bars (in barrels) do
Do.reflneddo
Bancado
Straits do

TIN PLATES.*
IC. charcoal, 1st quality, per box
IX. do. 1st quality do
IC. do. 2nd quality do
IX. do. 2nd quality do
IC. Coke do

IX. do. do
Canada plates, per ton

Do. at works do

IRON.

Bars, Welsh, in London, per ton

Do. to arrive do
Nail rods do

Statl'ord in London do
Bars do. do.

Hoops do. do
Sheets, single, do
Pig No. 1 in Wales do

Refined metal do

Bars, common, do

Do. mrch. Tyne or Tees do
Do. railway, in Wales, do

Do. Swedish in London do

To arrive do
Pig No. 1 in Clyde do

Do. f.o.b. Tyne or Tees do

Do. No. 3 and 4 f.o.b. do
,

Railway chairs do

Do. spikes do
Indian charcoal pig in London do.

STEEL.

Swedish in kegs (rolled), per ton....

Do. (hammered) do
Do. in faggots do

English spring do

Ql k k.silvee, per bottle

LEAD.
English pig, common, per ton

LB. do
Do. W.IS. do
Do. -hiit, do

DO. I'd li-.ul do

Do, white do
Do. patent ihot do

Spanish do

From
£ s. d.

75

73

76
77
78
69
69

10
11

8*

7s
10
(U

G'.

7»

71

y» »j i»

>» T) )»

19 10

21

11*
7

130

131
131 -_

120 122
120 n n II

1 6 G 1 8
1 12 G 1 13 6
1 6 1 6 6
1 12 1 12 6
1 3 1 3 6
1 9 1 9 6

13 10 14. 10
13 14

7 7 6 7 10
7 5 7 10
7 10

8 5 9
S 9
8 15 9
9 10 11
3 15 4 5
4 5
G 15 7
6 10 ,, n J»

7 10 7 15
9 10 9 15
9 12 6
2 12 3
2 9 6
2 6 6 2 7
5 17 6

11 12.

c 5 6 10

L3 10 13 1.-.

I 1 ;•
1 I 10

1:. 10 II ,, , t

17 " <l

7 17 '• " •

19 10 "

10 1;. (1 so II '1

on M 15

20 LO

l" Jl " "

88 q 311 i'

22 "

VI 1'." LO (1

•At the worki In to li.Sd. per boi lo
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LIST OF APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS
PATENT.

\vs have adopted 4 nbw arrangement ov

the Provisional Protections applied tor

by Inventors at the Great Seal Patent

Office. If any difficulty should arise

with reference to the names, addresses

or titles given in the list, the rbqui

bite infoemation will be furnished, free

of expense, from the office, bv address-

ing a letter, prer*l[),to the editor of

*• The Artizsn.*

Dated June 23rd, 1870

1790 A. Barclay—Smelting ores
1791 R.Hudson—Cloth
1792 E Finch- Forciug or exhausting air or aeri-

form fluids

17P3 W. R. Lake—Improved faucet

Dated June 24th, 1870.

1794 A. Ruiz and E. Le Pelletier—Revolving coilers

1795 C. Stephens—Boot trees

1796 XV. Browa—Hydraulic rams used in naval
warfare

1797 P. Jensen—Indicating tbe speed of vessels and
the velocity of running water

1798 J. Smith—Spinning or duubliug fibrous Bub-

stances
1799 A. and J. Stewart—Welded iron
1800 J. Sinclair—Respiratory apparatus
1S01 S. F. V. Choate—Distilling
1802 G. Ritchie—Sunshades
1803 T. Wrigbtaon—Lowering weights _^TT

Dated June 25tb, 1870.

1804 R. Saunders—Breakwaters
1805 J. and B. Shackleton—Paper tubes lor use in

spinning: machinery
1806 G. Thomson—Treating maneanese oreB

1807 S. J. and Edgar—Levelliug fryingpans
1808 J. Sax—Mechanic*! recorder

1809 S. Noma and T. Griffiths—Mixing and knead-
ing dough

1810 J. Napier and W. Cruickshank —Portable
bath

1811 W. Martin—Woven gauze fabrics

1812 E. Lambert—lion stages
1813 E. V. de Forville—Velocipedes

Dated June 27th, 1870.

1814 R. Morton—Cooling liquids

1315 D. Rowan—Valves
1816 H. A. Bonneville -Ventilating carriages aud

boats
1817 J. Clarke—Radiating th* axles of locomotive

axles
1818 V. Rastouin—Steam engines
1819 W. E. Gedge—Drilling
1820 J. G. H. Hill—Elastic stockings
1821 W. E.^Newton—Production of sugar
1822 W. B Adamson—Artificial stone

1823 R. Kell—Treating petroleum
1B24 J. ButterworthandJ. B. Hutchinson—Cairiage
wheels

1825 J. Butterworth and J. U. Hutchinson—Wooden

1826 E. W. Ssndford—Friction braVe
1827 W. R. Lake—Rails for railways
1328 W. Riddell—Cutting wood
1829 W. K. Lake- Breech loading firearms

1830 W. Bull— Couveyance of plants

1831 W.'R. Lake—Candles
1332 O. McDermott—Pencils for marking linen

Dated June 28th, 1870.

1833 D. Mole-Clip adjustments of door springs or

hinges
1834 S. Hampson and J. Higson—Mowing and

reaping machines
1835 J. F. Hoffgaard— Pipes for smoking
1836 C. J Carr—Horseshoes
1837 J. Westwood and R, Baillie—Construction of

eJships
1333 A. Metcalfand W. Gibbous—Strapping motion

in mules for spinning
1839 J. G. H. Bill— fans
1840 T. P. and D. Miller—Dyeing yarns
1841 T. Corbett—Ploutjhs
1849 W. J. Clarke—Frames for photographs
1843 A. M. Clarle—Steam generators

1844 W. R. Lake— Hulling coffee and rice

1345 H. Medio* k—Separating aqueous from oleagi-

nous substances

Dated June 29th. 1870.

1846 F. Caillieux—Eccentric paddle wheels of every
description

1847 G. C. Davies—Wood screws
1848 R. G. brewer—Preserving auimal and vegetable

substances
1849 S. Norton—Combined hydraulic filter and dou-

ble valve tap
1850 J. Lighthody—Drying machine
1851 G. S. Lee—Metallicjugs
1852 S. Duer—Steam boilers

1853 W Spence—Copying presses

1854 W. R. Lake—Delivery of mail bags to railway
trains in motion

Dated June 30th, 1870.

1855 A. Guattari—Telegraphy
1856 W. R. Lake—Steam generator and in furnaces

therefore
1857 W. R. Lake—Chlorinating ores

1858 C. Topham—Washing aud removing the skins

of uotatoes
1859 J. Bourne—Producing aud regulating motive
power

1860 G. Little—Moulding forcaBtiug |

1861 J. L. Clark—Telegraph instruments
1862 H. Hodgkiusou— Velocipedes
1863 R. 1'inknev— Producing colouis from aniline

1864 C. N. May—Furnaces

Dated July 1st, 1870.

1865 J. Hynam and J. Dixon—Manufacture of
friction lights

1866 A. M. Clark^Produciup ice

1867 W. R. Lake—Boat detaching apparatus
1868 J. Hosken—Masthead lif? 1 ts

1869 H. AirjA—Ornamenting paper
1870 W. P. Ayr>s—Arrangement of horticultural

and other buildings
1871 J. A. Mcintosh—Distilling oils

1672 T. Gray—Purification of gaB

Datbd July 2nd, 1870.

1873 J. H. Johnson—Dressing stones to be employed
for decorticating gmiu

1874 R. McHardv—Hamessiug horses
1875 E. Stevens-" KnettdioK tlour

1376 F. Johnston and I. Bradshaw—Looms for

weaving
1377 J. W. S. Watkir—Measuring distances

1878 O. Reynolds—Propelliug ships

1879 T. Rose and R. E. Gibson—Raining paper
making materials from revolving boilers ^

1880 W R. Lake—Axle boxes
1S81 S. Curbett—Cutting vegetables

18S2 C. Holcn.ft—Mvuecagirs
1833 G- Scott and H. Youog—Measuriog the flow of

_ liquids

Dated July 4th, 1870.

1884 E. C. Stiles—Cutting millstones

1685 E. Stevens—F. L. Rovediuo and H Boucher—
"Fire lighters
J386 H. Blandy— Preserving letters, &e.
1687 T. Bruughton aud W. Riley—Twisting wool,

8cC.

1888 J. Shanks—Discharging Bteam aud air from
steam pipes

1839 A. Marriott—Regulation of boilers for heating
purposes

1890 W. E. Newtnu—Production of ice

1891 B. Q'lick and E. N. Norminlon—Construction
or cdrriBises

189:* M Cahen—Absorbing sulphurous fumea
1393 W. E. Gedge—Frames for portmonnaies
1894 F. Pulman—Marking games

Dated July 5th, 1870.

1895 T. Carr—Cleaning and reducing eeeds into

flour

1896 E. Holden-Preparing wool
1897 J, Heaton—Obtaining motive power
1898 E. L. Macdonell—Facil.tating the traction of
wheel carriages

1899 R. A. Novare—Morse telegraph printing appa
ratua

1900 J. H. Johnson—Evaporating and boiling or

concentrating liquids

1901 T. HydesandW. Wigfull—Connecting hurdles

ami fencing
1902 J. W. Hoffman and F. A. Harrison—Buttons,

&c.
1903 E. T. Hughes—Caustic soda

Dated July 7th, 1870

1901 W. R. Lake—Separating: and redncing iron and
iron ores

1905 G. Burney and C. lugall—Storing inflammable
liquids

1906 J. Youug—Lamps
iy07 J. Robertson— Makinjr tubes
1908 A. Prince—Soldiers' litters

1909 J. Bourne—Cutting various substances
1910 L le C Cottam—Spiral staircases

1W11 F. R. EDSor—Lace
1912 H. M. Ward—Spinning and twisting fibrous

substances
1913 J. Ascough—Venetian blinds
1914 XV. R. Lake—Furnaces
1915 F. Tommisi—Submarine hydro electric tele-

graph cable

Dated July 7th, 1570.

1916 F. J. Liger—Building of irouwoik walls

1917 E.L. C. dlvernois—Means for producing elec-

tric light

1918 A M. Clark- Smoothing irons
1919 U. F Falck—Refrigerator
1920 J.J. McGrath—Construction of wheels
1921 1. Whitesmith—Looms
1922 B. Dobaon, T.Thornley, and J. Settle—Cleaning

rollers of machines
1923 XV. R. Lake—Fastening tickets upon woven
goods

1924 T. Read—Reaping machines
1925 D. Lord—Shedding warps in the process of
weaving

1926 C Holsle—Pots or crucibles used in glass fur-

naces
1927 H. H. Murdoch—Camhination locks
1928 C. de Ilergue—Punching metal
1929 H,J. Crockett—Casement fasteners

1930 D. Gordon—Churning
1J31 J. Hensman and W. Armstrong—Agricultural

drills

1932 R. Edwards—Interlaying and interlacing of
pipers with thread

1933 G. G. Bussey—Substitnte for bird trap shoot-

ing
1934 F. W. Roberts—Preserving the fronts or edges
of Btays

Dated J"Ly sth, 1870.

1935 J. Buchanan and S. Vickers—Kilns
1936 P. Chaplin—Wheels
1937 R. HutchiBon— Bleaching vegetable and animal
oils

1938 J. Kershaw—Looms for weaving
1939 W. R. Harris—Conntctiug wheels
1940 A. Pierre and Coun t Sparre—Breech loading

firearms

I

1941 A. Cochrane—Giving motion to siAps and other

floating bodies
1942 W. G. Jackson— Manufacture of cordials'!

1943 XV. R. Lake—Buckles ior fastening dress,

buckles, S.c.

1944 W. R. Like—Locking and releasing nooks

Z Dated July 9th, 1S70.

1945 T. T. Chelhngworth—Hot air engine
1946 H. E. Pavy—Granaries
1947 T. Bruct—Forcing apparatus for hydraulic
** presses
1948 E. L'-ahy— Portable railways
1949 P. Spence—Treatment of sewage
1950 D. NichoU—Waterproof fabric
1951 Sir C H. Pennell—Skates
1952 W. Marriott—Iron compounds and purification
of gas

1953 J. P. Barford—Carriage jacks andother lifting

jacks
1954 M. H. Wiley—Oil cabinets

i955 G. T. Bousfield—Warp tension and let-off

mechanism lor power looms

Dated July 11th, 1870.

a

1956 T. Holcroft—Nails
1957 J. Crosmey—Looms
1358 P. D. Hedderwirk—Counting paper in sheets
1959 E. Hoi borrow—Window sa«h fasteners

1960 J. T. Uriffln—Mowing machines .

Dated July 12th, 1870. ;

1061 A. Gilhey—Glass orchards
1962 W R.Lal-e—Moulding bricks
1963 XV. Gon-ham-Cement
19' ;4 J. Butcher— Fountain pens
1965 G. F. Grirriu—Permanent way of tramways
•Baud railways
1966 R. J. Scott— Prevention of priming in steam

boilers

1967 B. Hunt—Carhuretting gases
1068 J. W. McCarter—Condensers for steam en-

gines
1969 N. C. Maximos—Drying malt
1970 R. Long-Continuous eell-wedging fencing

1971 J. Frearson—Screws and screwdrivers

1»72 S. Putney—Apparatus to be worn by railway
travellers for lessening the effects of vibration on
th-- spine aud neivuus svstem

1973 J A. Coffey— Roasting coffee

1974 D. A. Fyfe—Paper

Datbd July 13th. 1870.

1975 C.MospIv—Construction of indiarubber cushions
for billiard tables

1976 W. Cowley—Forcing air

1977 W.J. Schlesiug^r—Washing crockery
1978 VV. H. Horarield—Knife steel

1979 W. Newell—Cleaning coffee

1980 H. Kesterton—Irou tubes
I9rfl J. H. Johnson—Carpets
UW2 W. A" Whitty and H. Chatteris—Registering
the arrival of workmen

Dated July 14th, 1870.

1983 W. Spence—Steam generators

10tJ4 J. Redford—Looms
1985 J. Abercrombie—Lubricator

1986 J. W. Ayrea—Improving the fastenings of

doors, &c.
1987 G. Scoucia—Reducing hard material to fixed

patterns
1988 W. E. Newtou—Indicators applicable to va»

nous purposes
1989 J Huinphrys—Steam engines
1990 W, R. Lake -Spools
1991 XV. Brown—Screw propellers

W92 C. J Cu'tis auu A. Fiddes—Fireproof compo
Sition for safes

1993 H.M. Nicholls— Printing machines
1994 H. WilBon— Cooling aud beating liquids

1995 A. Wenuer—Firebars

1996 T. Hnlliday—Extracting water or other liquids

i from clothes

1997 J- H. Johnson—Bearing surfaces

1998 C M. Barker—Steam generators

Dated July 15tht 1870.

1999 XV. E. Gedjfe—Incorporating metal and cemeut

in the construction of horticultural tanks, boxes,

&c.
2000 H. W. Hammond—Moulding clay into drain

pipes
2001 G. and E. Ashworth—Cards employed in earn-

ing cotton
2002 R. Seholetield—Making bricks

200S T. R. Fox— Rigging of ships

2004 J. Russell— Furnaces
2005 A. Maw—Preparation of clny for earthenware

goods
2006 H. Muirand J. Caldwell—Purchase capstans

2007 M. Johnson—Ploughs
2008 J. Wakefield and D. McDowell—Tyres foe

2009 H. Baines— Repairing railway rails

2010 R. Dudgeon—Rotary engines

Dated July 16th, 1870.

W. Husband—Pneumatic hi

i N. J Amies—Braiding machines
I J. Spiller—Manufacture of flour

: A. Jacks-on—Supplying water to boilers

• P. A. Blondel—Lamp for burning mineral

Is

i S. Tuddenham—Ornamental metal work
' «. Hartley—Securing boot tabs

I H.G.Avery—Stay busks

Dated July 18th, 1870.

2019 A. Jack—Digging potatoes

2020 H. Ramsteu—Ships' logs

2021 S. G. A. Terry—Preparing fiuings for fining
beer

2022 W. Roberta—Weighing machines
2023 J. Walker—Bolts
20i*4 XV. S. Bentley and W. Isham—Purification of
gas

•2025 C. Samuel—Announcements', for advertising
purposes

Dated July 19th, 1870.

2026 R. S.llar-Ploushs
2027 XV. E. Wimby—Rails and chairs for railways
and tramwavs

2028 J. F. Parker and E. Sunderland—Melting iron
nod Steel

2029 J. Hull aud G. Hibbert—Printing ou floor
cloths. &c.

2030 J. E. Hu«hes—Formation of roadways "

2031 W. Owen—Wheels
2032 H. M. Ramsay—Treatment of sewage |
2033 C. H. and XV. PWright—Applying motive
power

2034 S. Norton—Va'.ve taps
2035 J. N. Paxmun and H. M. Davey—Construction
of boilers

2036 J. Henderson—Iron

Datbd July 20th, 1870.
'

2037 J. Dyusnod G. J. Parry—Locks
2038 A. L. Taylor—Circulating fresh air in horticul-

tural buildings
2039 J- A. Muson and J. Williams—Sewing ma-

chines
2040 W. M. Ross—Propulsion er.gine
2q41 H. Redfem—Valves for supplying water to
tanks

2042 W. HagK ett—Ventilation
2043 J. E. Makius -Spring fastening for carriage
and other windows

2044 W. Riibinann—Iron

2046 J. E. Dnyck—Treating oils^—
2047 J. H.Lloyd—Deidoriaing and utilising Bewege
matters

204S C. Bartholomew—Treating sewage
2049 G. Phillips—Preparing charcoal
20:0 A. V. NVwtou—Sewing machines
£051 W, E.Newton—Mirrors
2052 B. J. B. Mills—Ovens
*053 S T. B.ker— Pigeon traps
2054 1). Jones—Door fastenings

Dated July 2lst, 1870.

2055 XV. R. Lake—Wheels
2056 F. J. Newton aud J. Mosley—Jacquard ma-

chines
205 r T A. Warrington—Veutilators
2058 W. Creswick—Lubricating the axl a of colliery

tubs
2059 A. H. Wharton—Carpets
2060 J. Pecrie— VI'ashing wool
2061 XV. E. Newton—Lamps
2062 J.Mason and A Parkes—Steel
2063 J. J. M. Sills— Portable watercloset
2064 R. T. Sbiells—Pieservinc vegetable matter
2065 J. H. Johnson—Production of sulpnuric and
other newls

2066 J. H. Johnson—Explosive projectiles'
2067 J. Hunter—Softening tibious substances

Dated July 22nd, 1870.

2068 J. Ashwinand R. Carter—Lockets
2.69 H . Howard and T. Taylorson—Positive difleren-

tiai motion
2070 T. Burrell—Marine engines
2071 T. HiggsaudJ. Elliott— Gasiegulators J
2072 A. Turner—Elustic faUncsJ
2U73 W. E Newton—Dressing Bkins ;

Dated July 23rd, 1870.

2074 XV. J. Johnson—Condensing metallic and other
fumes

2075 R. Bailey—Ventilating and heating rooms and
other places

2076 L. E. Mo-iline—Reeling silk
2077 H. Dubs aud S. G. G. Copestake—Combining
railway carriages

2078 E Cowlee and P. Brash—Candles Q

2079 E. Dittricb, F. Mills, and J. Leid hold—Leeds
emploved in looms

2050 F. J. Bayues—Forks
2081 H. Ooulton—Valves
2082 G. Sprragnapane— Dyeing or colouring various

articles

2083 XV. E. Newton—Apparatus for the manufacture
of gas

2084 G. C. Philcox and T. Saint—Watches, chrono-
meters, 8cc.

2085 W.L. Mitchell—Looms
2086 B. C. Scott—Rotary engines

Dated J"uly 25th, 1870.T:

2087 J. B. E. Defoutaine—Improvements in dredging

208S XV. L. Anderson—Propellers
20S9 O. Wa.ch—Improved machinery for pressing
matches

2090 P. Schwartz—Preparing the uppers of boots
aud shoes

2091 H. Atkinson—Swings
2092 J. E. Shennau—Production of iron and steel.

Sec.

2093 J. Wilkinson—Cleaning and finishing carpet
fabrics

2094 T. P. Bayes—Improvementsin wash ng ma*
chines

2095 H. Brooks—Stoppers for bottles aud other
vessels

2096 W. G. Ga'd—Preservation of meat^aud other
edibles
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THE PROGRESS OF OUR HEAVY ORDNANCE AND THE PRIN-

CIPLES AND PROCESSES OF ITS CONSTRUCTION.

By Captain F. S. Sto.vey, R.A., Assistant-Superintendent Royal Gun

Factories, Woolwich.

{Illustrated by Plate 364.)

As the all-absorbing topic at the present time is the condition of our arma-

ment, with a view to being in some indirect manner drawn into the pre-

sent unfortunate war, we have thought it desirable to give to our readers

an abstract of an exhaustive paper read before the United Service Institu-

tion by Captain F. S. Stoney, R.A.

After a few introductory remarks, the writer began by saying that the

subject is one of immense military moment, for of all weapons of war, the

big gun is of paramount importance to Great Britain. Continental nations

may rely on their infantry breech-loaders, or on their numerous field artil-

lery ; but to England, heavy artillery is an absolute necessity of imperial

existence ; for no one whose mind is not narrowed by regimental prejudices

will attempt to deny that our insular country, with its wide spread colonies

and extensive commerce, would cease to rule the seas if the Union Jack,

afloat and ashore, waved over less powerful guns than those of our

neighbours.

The battles of the Nile, Trafalgar, and all the other naval actions about

the beginning of this century, were fought and won with no heavier pieces

than 68-pounder carronades of 30 cwt, for short ranges, and 32-pounder

guns of 50 cwt. If wo went to war to-morrow, some of our ships—the

Captain, and Monarch to wit—might go into action with 12-inch guns of

2.1 tons, capable of penetrating any hostile iron-clad afloat at short ranges

;

or, if distant firing were required, capable of throwing their 600 lb. projec-

tile into a moderately sized magazine two miles away.

The first marked improvement, after Lord Nelson's time, was made

about 1830 by General Millar, R.A., the head of the gun factories at Wool-

wich, who introduced the 8-inch and 10-inch shell guns, for horizontal

firing. Ton years afterwards, i.e., in 1840, Mr. Monk, Cbief Clerk in the

department, proposed the 42 -pounders and 56-pounders ; and subsequently

to this, Colonel Dundas, R.A., who succeeded General Miller, introduced

68-pounders—a great stride, as it was then thought, in the progress of

heavy ordnance, and so indeed it was ; but the supremacy of the 08-pounder

•was not of long duration.

When the Crimean war was impending, the general adoption of rifled

small arms necessitated the introduction of rifled ordnance, in order that

artillery might still retain its superiority over infantry, and remain, as

ire, tho principal arm in the field, which certainly would not bo the

case if an enemy's skirmishers had tho power of placing a battery hors de

bat before its too-short ranged guns could be brought into action on the

advancing columns.

To supply this great want in warfare involved a comploto reformation in

the architecture of artillery, which had boon almost at a standstill since

tho time of tho Tudors; for although modifications had been occasionally

made in the manufacture of ordnance, any ono who examines tho old guns

i;i tin: Tower of London, or in the Museum of Artillery at Woolwich, may
seo that they are of tho same genua as modern smooth-bores, and oven

notico some spr - soundly and ai artistically cart aa any of

those of the present nay more, he may Inlet that our moder
guns can rior to theil pea in raugc-powor, or sus-

ceptibility to rifling.

In the lull which succeeded the Crimean campaign, the continental

nations turned their attention to the rifled artillery problem. The Emperor
Napoleon III. was particularly energetic in the matter, and the French
rifled field gun contributed nearly as much to the defeat of the Austrians

at Solferino, in 18.59, as tho Prussian needle-gun did to their defeat at

Sadowa seven years afterwards.

Meantime, the Indian mutiny did not prevent our own authorities from
carrying on careful and comprehensive experiments with breech-loader

rifled guns, on Mr. (now Sir William) Armstrong's system, which ho

brought first to official notice in December, 1854.

At the same time, extensive experiments were carried on to test whether
any safe method of strengthening cast-iron guns could bo found, or whether
any better, speedier, or cheaper system of constructing rifled ordnance ex-

isted than that proposed by Sir William Armstrong. None such having
been found within the period for inquiry, the Armstrong system was com-
pletely adopted

;
and in order to obtain a supply of the guns and projectiles

as soon as possible, so that we might not be behind other nations, Govern-
ment not only entered into a contract in January, 1S59, with the newly-
established Elswick Ordnance Company, but commenced their manufacture

in tho Royal Arsenal, Woolwich.

Our field artillery was soon furnished with tho new field guns, and a
goodly number, especially of the larger natures, were, at tho urgent
request of the Admiralty, supplied to tho fleet, and subsequently tho wholo
series of Armstrong guns, from tho 6-pounder of 3 cwt. to tho 7-inch of

82 cwt., was added to our armaments.

These breech-loaders were used on active service in China, New Zealand,

Japan, and Cape Haytien (1866); and although they did not play their

part so perfectly well in tho heat of action as at their quiet rehearsals at

Shoeburyncss, their performance, on tho whole, was excellent, and fully

justified their adoption by the Government. But it is tho heavier natures

—7-inch and 10-pounders—which most concern now ; they were used both

at Japan and Capo Haytien, and especially at the latter place, with

success.

Notwithstanding the progressive excellence of his broech-scrow guns,

Sir William Armstrong introduced not only two natures of wedge-guns

( 10-pounders and 61-pounders) as an improvement on the breooh-sorew

arrangoment, in points of safety and simplicity, but also 64-pounder
muzzle-loading guns with shunt rilling, and proposed other shunt guns of

larger calil

\s was natural, however, in this mechanical ago and country. Sir William

Armstrong was not permitted to hear away the palm without a contest

Various propositions for rifled guns were submitted to the Orda

Select Committee, and in 1858 General Pool, the then Sooretexj oi State

for War, "called upon Colonel Lefroy, his scientific adviser, for a report on

all the experiments that had i d tried on rifled ordn

with the recommendation of that report, appointed a Special Oom-
• to examine as to what was the l.est rilled gun (or Bold service.

Committee chiiio tot ion that it nt to incur the

expense of trying farther exporimente with any except thoaet 'i

Whitwortb and Armstrong.

The trial accordingly took place; but at that time Mr. (now sir J.J

Whit worth diil not pro] air, gun ol hi '' notion, and had only

rifled Goverment blooka <>f braaa and cast iron, the axmi

loading gun, whioh was oomplete in sot, waa, aa we hav a,

adopted. Nothing daunted, bowevor, Mr, Whitwortb carried

I'..
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of private experiments, and having perfected his plans, he obtained such

good results with his guns that he again challenged the rival system which

the Government had adopted.

A Special Committee was then appointed, 1st June, 1S63, to examine and

report upon the different descriptions of guns and ammunition proposed

by Sir W. Armstrong and Mr. Whitworth.

The inquiry was to embrace the comparative qualities of the several

systems with respect to range, aceuracy, endurance, ease of working, cost,

&c, the fitness, in short, of the guns and ammunition for the various pur-

poses to which ordnance may be applied either on land or sea service.

The Committee accordingly made patient and extensive competitive

experiments with Whitworth 12 -pounders and 70-pounders, Armstrong

12-pounder and 70-pounder breech-loaders, and Armstrong 12-pounder and

70-pounder muzzle-loaders ; the 12-pounders having been chosen to

decide the question for field artillery, whilst the 70-pounders wore the best

available representatives of heavy artillery, comprising siege, garrison, and

broadside guns.

The Whitworth guns were muzzle-loaders, and had his well-known

hexagonal rilling, and mechanically fitting projectiles.

The 12-pounders were of solid mild steel (having trunnion rings screwed

on to them) with a hoop of the same material over the powder chamber.

The 70-pounders were of the same material, but consisted of an inner

tube closed by a breech-screw and strengthened by hoops pressed on cold

by hydraulic pressure.

Sir William Armstrong, who declared that his system was not limited to

breech-loaders, put forward both breech-loaders and muzzle-loaders for

competition ; both were constructed with steel barrels, and with wrought

iron coils superimposed as usual.

After a searching examination of important witnesses, and complete and

comprehensive trials, which cost over 30,0001. for stores, &c, and which

lasted two years and a half, the Committee concluded their labours.

The results of these experiments were very creditable to both inventors,

especially as regarded the construction of their respective guns, each of

which, after firing about 3,000 rounds, wTas only burst at last by abnormal

means ; but the report was, on the whole, most in favour of the Armstrong

muzzle-loaders, and among the points of the utmost importance to gunnery,

which the Committee established in the course of their experiments, are

the following:—
" That muzzle-loading guns can be loaded and worked with perfect ease

and abundant rapidity.

" That guns fully satisfying all conditions of safety can be made with

steel barrels, strengthened by superimposed hoops of coiled wrought iron,

and that such guns give premonitory signs of approaching rupture; whereas

guns composed entirely of steel are liable to burst explosively, without

giving the slightest warning to the gun detachment."

Necessity for Heavy M.L. Rifled Guns.

It is remarkable the effect which rifled guns had on the science of artil-

lery. Although rifled guns were made more powerful than the smooth-

bore 68-pounders, they soon became insufficient for the modern require-

ments of naval warfare, for the power and precision of rifled guns and the

growing use of concussion shells which would burst on striking on a ship's

side and make a hole beyond repair, or having penetrated would burst

between decks, dealing death and destruction around, and probably setting-

fire to the vessel, necessitated the use of iron-clads. To penetrate these

necessitated in turn still more powerful guns, and then commenced the

Shoeburyness campaign of guns versus armour plates, which is not yet

decided.

The judgment which the Armstrong and Whitworth committee pro-

nounced in favour of muzzle-loading guns was only in accordance—so far

at least as heavy guns were concerned—with the preconceived opinion of

our leading artillerists, for any breech-loading arrangement with guns

using the enormous charges required would not only be too cumbrous but

actually unsafe.

As the striking effect of a projectile depends more on its velocity than

on its weight, and as a round shot fired from a smooth-bore gun has con-

siderably greater initial velocity than an elongated shot fired from a rifled

gun, owing to the friction in the bore of the latter, as well as to its smaller

proportionate charge, the Admiralty at first proposed wrought-iron smooth-

bore guns of large calibre to penetrate arinour-plated vessels at close quar-

ters. Accordingly in 1861, after mature experiments, two natures of

wrought iron smooth-bore guns were adopted
; these were the 100-pounder

of 9in. calibre, and 150-pounder of 10 -5in. calibre. They were built up on

the Armstrong coil principle, but only about fifty of the former, and a

dozen of the latter were made, and it soon became evident that still more
potent guns were necessary, and that they could be made in the shape of

wrought iron M.L. rifled guns. In fact such good results were obtained

from the 64-pounder M.L. shunt gun, as well as from larger experimental

guns on the same system of rifling and construction, that the O.S. com-

mittee suggested that the above two natures of smooth-bore guns should be

also rifled on the shunt system.

But the shunt-rifling itself was eclipsed in 1865 by the " Woolwich"

system, and as the steps which led to this result throw considerable light

on the whole system of rifling, they will be briefly referred to.

By instructions first received from Lord Herbert in 1859, the O.S. com-

mittee carried on an extensive trial of cast-iron 32-pounder guns rifled for

different gentlemen in accordance with their respective views as to the best

way of rifling the existing store of smooth-bore cast-iron guns.

The result of this competition simply proved that cast-iron was alto-

gether too weak and precarious a material for rifled guns.

The trial was then extended to wrought-iron guns rifled on the respective

systems of Commander R.A.E. Scott, R.N., Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Jeffery, and

Mr. Britten, who, with Messrs. Lynal Thomas, Hadden, Nasmyth, and

Whitworth, were rivals in the cast-iron competition.

A gun rifled with French grooves and another gun with shunt grooves

were also tried.

All the guns selected for competition wyere 7-inch muzzle-loading guns of

7 tons, built on the Armstrong coil principle, and having inner barrels of

steel.

Experiments were carried on. which tested these competitive guns in all

the cardinal virtues of ordnance, and though the shooting qualities were

alike, the O.S. committee in their final report, No. 3,730, dated 1st May,

1865, recorded their unanimous opinion in favour of the so-called French

system :

—

" 1. Because of the simplicity of its studding on the projectiles.

"2. The simplicity of the grooving of the gun, and

" 3. From a disposition to admit the advantages of an increasing, over

a uniform spiral."

And further, the committee recommended " that the heavy 7-inch guns

then in course of manufacture should be rifled in the same manner as the

competitive so-called French gun, except that the width and depth of the

grooves should be slightly decreased, and that 8-inch and 9-inch guns also

should be completed with similar rifling." Fig. 1, plate 364, shows a

section of the modified groove.

The Woolwich Guns.

This was the origin of those powerful pieces of ordnance known by

the comprehensive term of "Woolwich guns," a binomial which may be

expanded into " wrought-iron muzzle-loading guns built on Sir William

Armstrong's principles improved by Mr. Anderson's method of ' hooking'

the coils, and with solid-ended steel tubes toughened in oil and rifled on

the French system, modified as recommended by the O.S. committee for

projectiles studded according to Major Palliser's plan."

To Sir William Armstrong is undoubtedly due the merit of employing

wrought-iron coils shrunk together. His main principles of gun archi-

tecture consist essentially

—

Firstly, in arranging the fibre of the iron in the several parts of the

gun, so as best to resist the strain to which they are respectively ex-

posed ; thus the walls or sides of a gun are composed of coils with the

fibre running round the gun, so as to enable the gun to bear the trans-

verse strain of the discharge without bursting ; whilst the breech end

is fortified against the longitudinal strain, or tendency to blow the breech
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off, by a solid forged breech-piece with the fibre running along the

gun. Secondly. In shrinking the successive parts together, so that not

only is cohesion throughout the mass ensured, but the tension may be

so regulated that the outer coils shall contribute a fair share to the

strength of the gun.

With regard to the first principle, a gun may be destroyed either by

the bursting of the barrel, or by the breech being blown off. Now
wrought-iron in the direction of its fibre is about twice as strong as it

is in the cross direction ; hence the best way to employ it to resist the

transverse strain is to wrap it round and round the piece like a rope.

This is the foundation of the Armstrong coil system. For a similar

reason the best way to resist the longitudinal strain is to place the fibre

lengthways or end on ; so a breech-piece was made from a solid forging

with the fibre in the required direction.

With regard to the second principle, the strength of a gun is not pro-

portional to its thickness. The interior of a homogeneous gun bears the

brunt of the discharge, while the exterior parts are scarcely affected.

The exact law which regulates the amount of resistance offered to the

discharge, by each lamina of the gun is not precisely known, but it is

admitted that a gun should, if possible, be so constructed that each pari

of its mass would do its due proportion of work at the instant of firing.

Sir Wm. Armstrong endeavours to carry out this theory by giving,

through means of shrinking, greater tension to the outer coils thau to

the inner ones, so that the former do a certain amount of work in com-

pressing and energetically supporting the latter, which are thus

strengthened at the expense of their exterior neighbour, and the theory

IB further carried out by the employment, in addition, of a stronger

material (steel) for the inner barrel.

It will be observed that although our breech-loaders are commonly
called •' Armstrong guns," the muzzle-loaders built on the same prin-

ciples have an equal right to that honourable title ; but soeing that

there were many modifications mado by various people with regard to

the rifling, &c, they have been, as already stated, styled " Woolwich

guns.'' And this name should still be applied to the present guns, for

they are a modification of the original ones, and that modification is the

fruit of the Royal Gun Factories at Woolwich.

"Woolwich guns" of 7-inch, 8-inch, 9-inch, 12-inch, and 13-inch

calibre—very few, however, of the higher natures—were made up to

the close of 1866 on the "Armstrong" or "original" single coil system.

As a type of the rest, the writer briefly described the construction of the

12-inch gnn of 23A tons.

This gun consists of a solid-ended steel barrel, a forged brccch-pioce,

a trunnion-ring, a cascable, and nine coils—thirteen separate parts.

The stcol cylinder having boon bored lor a barrel and toughened in

oil, is turned on tho exterior to suit the interior of the broech-picce,

which haa been built by a series of wrought-iron slabs successively

weld and then drawn out, bored, and turned. The breech-

I. on tho steel tube, both being cold, tho difference in size

•nod shrinkage. Tho breech-piece must, therefore, be ex-

panded by heat until it is sufficiently large enough to go over the

end of the stei I barrel, where it is allowed to cool and contract or

shrink.

Tli' tiirn rut for iii'- cascable, end the mass taken to the

ad turned down for the l*B ooil,* which is shrunk on. Tho
mass is then turned down in succession for the 21: tube, which is com-

b r. This is shrunk on, and so on coil by

coil, until the whole gan i bxunk up. The gun musl still be

turned on proved, sighted,

Ac,

concerned, these gu wore

pi use, Inn/ ;, ton in round

numb .in point, and to diminish ii Colonel r. A. Campbell,

who 3ir W. Armstrong as superintendenl of the lloyal Qnn

13 coils aro :

Factories in 1863, set practically and patiently to work. Two questions

presented themselves for solution.

(1.) Could not a coarser and cheaper iron be obtained which would

be sufficiently strong for the exterior of the gun ?

(2.) Could not tho guns be constructed in a simpler and cheaper

form ?

By personal visits to most of tho leading ironmasters, and by a series

of experiments, Colonel Campbell had already found a very superior

and satisfactory iron for the inner barrels of B.L. guns, and by follow-

ing up his success, he now obtained a very cheap iron sufficiently strong

for the exterior of our heavy guns, whilst in the plan of construction pro-

posed by Mr. R. S. Fraser, C.E.. Royal Gun Factories, he discerned a

still more gratifying solution to the second question.

Mr. Fraser*s plan is an important modification of the original method,

from which it differs principally in building up a gun of a few long

double or triple coils instead of several short single ones and a forged

breech-piece.

For example, in addition to the steel barrel and cascable, a " Fraser"

gun of the pattern most gonerally followed has only two separate parts,

viz., the breech coil and B tube (or as they are sometimes familiarly

called "the jacket and trowsers") whereas the 9-inch gun of original

construction has a forged brecch-piocc, a B tube, a trunnion ring and

seven coils—ten distinct parts—which arc shrunk on separately. (See

figs. 2 and 3, Plate 364.)

The formation of a double or triple coil is a simple forged operation,

but great expense is saved by its means, as there is so much less sur-

face to be bored and turned, for each coil having to be made as smooth
as glass and at the same time true to gauge (to a thousandth of an inch)

it follows that it must bo cheaper to have a few thick ones in lieu of

many thin ones. For the same reason there is also less waste of material,

for although the turnings are afterwards worked up into bars, iron in its

scrap state is only worth one-third of its forged value.

Moreover, time and labour aro also saved in having fewer pieces to

move from workshop to workshop ; for instance, in the case of a gun

of original construction, when a coil was shrunk on, tho mass had to bo

moved from tho shrinking pit to tho turning lathe, and turned down for

the next coil, and so on, coil by coil, until tho gun was built; but in

tho new construction, only two or three separato shrinkings aro

required; and it is computed that where 50 tons were moved in the

former case, only seven are moved in tho latter.

From these circumstances, combined with tho employment of cheaper

iron, a ''Fraser" gun can be mado at two-thirds of the cost of a gnu of

the same nature as originally manufactured.

But it will be naturally asked, is this cheap construction as strong as

the old one ?

With respect to theory it maybe urgod in its favour, in tho first

place, that a forgod breech-piece (which is a comparatively expensive

article, and liablo moreover to fly into fragments should the gun bu

is not required with a solid-ended steel barrel and long thiol! roils,

although it is absolutely necessary with several bIioi'I ooils i I Compen-

sate for the longitudinal weakness of their several joints. The whole

of the wrought iron therefore can be round the barrel and thus

give extra transverso strength. Again, the trunnion ring, which was

ly shrunk on in the original construction, is we] to the

breech-COil in the Fraser const ruction, so there is no fear of I lie slipping

which took placi Armstrong guns,

Willi r>
I I the second \rin Hong principle alria!.

althoa thin coils help us to distribute .rain

baking on each ooil separately, the

I
ii..iis objection thai ii is praotioolly difficult to tho

live prOpOl ' tension, and itly the

greater tho number of pieoi tn, the moi

will exist in the mass owing to tho undue itral

for bostai in of o inal con

coils While the ilil. i
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uninjured, thus clearly proving that there was too great strain on the

former. Shrinking on the coils successively was adopted by Sir William

Armstrong as a convenient mode of adhesion and not on the distribution

theory, which was subsequently enunciated. In the formation of a triple

coil it is generally a manufacturing necessity to have the first coil cold

before the second bar is wound on, but the third bar is wound on while

the second coil is hot ; the second and third layers therefore cool and

contract simultaneously, and are kept in a state of tension by the first,

which they compress to a certain degree. So here also the theory may
be carried out, for assuming that iron expands irrespective of its

density, the three layers could not recover their natural condition on

subsequent heatings.

But "one fact is worth a cart-load of argument ;" and one grand de-

cisive fact bearing on this question was the favourable result of the

trials for comparative endurance which 64-pounder and 9-inch speci-

men guns on the cheap construction underwent, and in virtue of which

it superseded the original single coil system of Sir William Armstrong

at the close of 1866.

Again, when two years afterwards a " Eraser " 9-inch gun burst at

proof, although hundreds of the same sort had stood the proof without

wincing, although it was evident that the gun which failed had a defec-

tive steel barrel, nevertheless, to make assurance doubly sure, as well as

to ascertain which of the two constructions proposed by Mr. Fraser was

the stronger, two 9-inch guus were subjected to a very severe test with

most satisfactory results.

The 9-inch gun No. 1 consisted of five parts, viz., a thin steel barrel, a

B tube, two breech coils, and a cascable. It had previously fired 500

rounds with full charges (30 lbs.) and 214 with battering charges (43 lbs.),

the vent being at the rear—a fact which causes less strain on the gun

than when the vent is further forward. The old vent having been

plugged, and the gun vented on the underside in the service position,

i.e., about 9£ inches forward, it was subjected to a crucial test of 500

rounds with battering charges at the rate of 50 rounds a day—an ordeal

which it accomplished most triumphantly 11th March, 1869. So that

this gun fired altogether 1,114 rounds, of which 714 were with battering

charges—a great increase on the number of rounds laid down for the

service of a 9-inch gun.

No. 2, a new 9-inch gun, of the service pattern, that is, reinforced

with a triple coil, like the gun that burst, was then subjected to the

same test as No. 1 had undergone, in order to ascertain which of the

two modifications of the new construction was the stronger. It fired

400 rounds with full, and 207 with battering charges, with the vent in

rear ; it was then turned over, vented in the service position, and the

second part of the programme, namely 500 rounds with battering

charges, was commenced. At the 100th round, the impressions showed

a faint crack in the steel tube at the crown of the bore. This increased

regularly to the 401st round—that is, the 1008th round of all—when

the gas escape indicated that the breech end of the tube was split right

through. After this the gun fired 41 rounds, and then at length, at the

1049 th round, the A and B tubes were bodily forced about an inch

forward. This closed the vent, and consequently put an end to the

trial.

The result was deemed most satisfactoiy, not only because the steel

tube failed so gradually, but because the great strength of the outer

fabric—the point at issue—was proved beyond all doubt by the gun

actually firing 41 rounds after the tube was split through, and yet

remaining sound exteriorly.

Both guns behaved so exceedingly well under trial, that the autho-

rities were left in the pleasant dilemma of not knowing which pattern

to choose, No. I, with a steel tube 2 inches thick, and reinforced with

two double coils, surviving the trying ordeal. No. 2, with a steel tube

3 inches thick, and reinforced with one massive triple coil, did not, it

is true, complete the test, but it refused to yield, although its tube was

split.

With respect to the precise pattern for future construction, it would,

perhaps, have been the safest course to have continued firing No. 1 gun,

and then, if it did not blow its breech off (its tube being so thin), or

burst explosively without giving ample warning, to have adopted it as

the pattern of all the heavier natures. The authorities, however, have

decided on constructing 7-inch and 8-inch guns as before, on the No. 2

type, but to make 9-inch guns and upwards, on the No. 1 type.

It will be observed that the adoption of the present construction is

not due to the caprice of an individual authority, or to the Parlia-

mentary influence of an inventor, but that it is the ripe fruit of ten

years of the most scientific and exhaustive experiments which the

artillery world has ever seen.

Present State of the Question.

The question then stands thus :—Up to April, 1867, all our heavy guns

were made on the original construction, like the 9in. gun, Fig. 2, and from

that date up to the present nearly all have been made like the 9-in. gun

No. 1, or fig. 3

—

i.e., consisting only of four parts, viz., steel tube, cas-

cable, B tube, and breech coil, and 7-in. and 8-in. guns will still be made

in the same way. Of all these the 9-in. gun is the most important ; it is

very powerful for its weight, and has been made in considerable numbers
;

it is therefore taken as a type of the most common form of the present

construction, and its manufacture will now be described in detail.

The alteration in future manufacture for 9-in. guns simply consists in

having a thinner steel tube and two coils on the breech, instead of one triple

one ; or perhaps the difference in construction will be more readily remem-

bered by using the familiar illustration, and saying that in the former in-

stance the steel tube is enveloped in "jacket and trousers," whilst in the

latter it is thinner, and has "jacket, waistcoat, and trousers." The higher

natures are made in the same way, but have a "belt" in addition.

Details or the Manufacture of a 9-in. Gun, Fig. 3.

The gun consists of

—

An inner barrel or tube of steel.

A B tube.

A breech coil.

A cascable.

The Inner Barrel.

The inner barrel, which when in the gun weighs only 36 cwt., is made

from a solid forged cylinder of cast steel, weighing 67 cwt., which is sup-

plied to the Royal Gun Factories by the contractors, Messrs. Firth, of Shef-

field. Casting is necessary, not only for the purpose of obtaining a suffi-

ciently large block of steel, but also for making the block homogeneous and

uniform in density. Forging, or drawing out the cast block, imparts to it

the desirable properties of great solidity and density.

The block is sent to the Royal Gun Factories, where it is subjected to the

following tests and treatment :
—

A slice is cut off from the breech end and divided in pieces for testing.

Some of these are flat bars, 4in. long and £ by 3-8ths in section, and others

are of the shape usually tested in the machine for tensile strength and elas-

ticity. Three of the former are marked respectively S, L, and H. One end

of the S or soft (i.e., untempered) piece is gripped in a vice, whilst the

other end is hammered down towards it, to ascertain that the steel, by bear-

ing this bending without cracking, is naturally of the mild quality required-

The L and H pieces are raised to a low red and high heat respectively, im-

mersed in oil, and, when cold, treated in a similar manner.

Whichever of these pieces bears the hammering best, determines the heat

at which the whole tube is to be toughened. Should neither piece answer,

others at intermediate temperatures are tried, and if all fail, the block is

returned to the contractors ; but some specimen having succeeded, as is

generally the case, two of the remaining pieces—one in its soft state, and

the other toughened at the ascertained temperature—are tested for tensile

strength and elasticity.

A steel ingot or block which stands all the foregoing tests is rough

turned. In this operation a lip or collar is formed at the muzzle, to faci-

litate the lifting of the tube in and out of the furnace and oil bath. The
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fine turning is not done until the B tube and breech coil are gauged and

ready to be shrunk on.

The block is next bored roughly from the solid, 85m. of diameter being

taken out by one cut in segmental chips l-8th of an inch thick.

The tube thus formed is now ready for toughening in oil. This consists

in heating the roughly bored tube (from four to five hours) to the approved

temperature in a vei tical furnace, and then p
:unging it bodily into an adja-

cent bath of rape oil, in which it is allowed to cool and soak till next day,

generally 12 hours or more.

The effect of toughening steel in oil is to increase the elasticity and ten-

sile strength; the process, however, is not without some slight disadvan-

tages—it not only warps the steel a little, but frequently causes the surface

to crack. The barrel must therefore be slightly turned and bored to make

it straight inside and outside, as well as to remove any flaws that may have

been generated. By these means the cracks are genera'ly removed, but

several tubes have been rejected in consequence of flaws still appearing to

penetrate to a dangerous depth, and lest there should be any not visible to

the eye, the steel barrel is subjected to the water test of 8,001 libs, per

square inch, and if no flaw is detected by the formation of moisture on the

exterior, the tube is considered safe and sound. The barrel is left in this

state until the B tube is ready to be shrunk over it.

The B Tcbe.

The B tube is composed of two single and slightly taper coils united to-

gether. The first coil is formed of two bars joined together—one lGft. long

and ojin. x 4}in. x 4;! in. in section, tho other 33ft. by 5in. x 4Ain. x 4in.

The seeond coil is also composed of two bars—one 18ft. by 1-iin. x 4-iiu. x

4in., and tlie other 31ft. by 4in. x 4in. x 3£in.

The two coils, being made and welded in the usnal way, are faced and

reciprocally recessed to the depth of about lin., and then united together

endways by expanding the faucet of one coil by heat, and allowing it to

shrink round the spigot of the other. This sticks the two coils sufficiently

tight together to admit of the tube thus formed being placed upright in a

furnace, whence, when it arrives at a white or welding heat, it is removed

to a steam hammer, and receives on its end six or seven pressing blows

which wold the joint completely. The weight of the tube in this rough

state is about .j.I.V cwt., but when finished, as it is on the gun, it only weighs

.!1 cwt

The B tube is next rough turned, in which process a rim is formed

near the muzzle for the convenience of lift ng the tube iu "shrinking."

After this, the tube isnext '• rough" and " fine bored" in the same horizontal

machine.

I he interior of the B tube having thus been brought to the degree of

smoothness requisite for the close contact with the steel barrel, is gauged

every 1 2in. down tho bore, and also at the shoulder. To the measurements

thus the calculated amount of shrinkage is added ; a plan is made

otit according to which the exterior of tho A tube (or rather that portion of

it on which the B tube is to go) must bo turned down, in order that it shall

be exactly larger than the boro of tho tube by tho required amount of

shrinkage al the 1

1

The 1 of paper, and together with a corresponding

iccnratoly measured hoi is furnished to tho turner,

who 1 the muzzle end of the .4 tuba accordingly.

Tho reason an inner tube is turned to suit au exterior one, instead of the

-l (' suit the f'-rmrr is, thai it is much easier to turn than

to bore to very exact dimet account of {he great command which

the turning lathe, and the facility ho has of testing

bin work by gaugos, :iv by emery powder and oil.

'I'm. Dm BOH I '>". or Jacket.

Tho breeoh coil or |ai I "f a triple coil, a C double soil,

Mhl trunnion ring, made and welded I 1 follows:

—

throe bars all of the Fame Koet.ion, viz.

—

''.in. - M.ir. < 4in., but differing ofcourae in length,the first or innermost

One being 78ft., the second 118ft., and tin- third 158ft. in length, tho

middle one being coiled in the reverse direction, so as to break joints.

In order to weld its folds, it is placed in a furnace for about ten hours, at

the end of which time it is at a welding heat, whereupon h is rapidly

transferred to a powerful hammer, and receives a few smart blows on its

upper end, which close the folds longitudinally. A mandril somewhat
larger in diameter being then forced down it, it is turned oh its side and
well hammered all round to make it dense. It is replaced in the furnace

for about six hours, and the same process repeated at tho breech end, but

with a smaller mandril.

When cold, the ends are faced and the outer coil is turned down at

the muzzle end to form a shoulder llin. long for the reception of the

trunnion ring.

The C coil is made of bars of the same section as those used for the

triple coil. The inner bar is 46 feet in length, and the outer one 69 feet,

This double coil being welded, has a shoulder formed on the lower end

about 9 inches long and J inch deep, so that it may overlap tho trunnion

in the welding.

The trunnion ring is made like all wrought-iron trunnion rings

—

namely, of slabs of iron consecutively welded together on the flattened

end of a porter bar, and gradually formed into a ring by means of, first,

a small iron wedge, which is driven through the centre and punches an

oval hole, and then by a series of taper mandrils increasing in size,

which make the hole sufficiently large and round. The trunnion ring

has to be heated for each punching, and tho occasion is used to hammer
the trunnions into shape, one of which is in continuation of the porter

bar. Eventually the ring is cut off from the bar by means of strong

blunt hatchets of steel hammered through it. The trunnion ring isnext

roughly bored out.

All the three parts (breech coil, C coil, and trunnion ring) being thus

prepared, the trunnion ring is heated to redness, lifted by a crane, and

dropped on to the shoulder of the triple coil, which is placed ujjright on

its breech end for the purpose.

While the trunnion ring is still hot, the C coil is dropped down upon the

front of the triple coil, through the upper portion of the trunnion ring

which was left projecting. The trunnion ring thus forms a baud over

the joint, and in cooling contracts round the two coils, and grips them
sufficiently tight to allow of the whole mass being placed bodily in a fur-

nace, where it is raised to a welding heat in about thirteen hours

(see diagram, breech coil, trunnion ring, and C coil ready for welding,

:i(54).

The glowing mass is then quickly placed on its breech end under tho

most powerful hammer in the department. Six or seven blows on tho top

suffice to amalgamate the three parts together ; but to make the welding

more perfect on the interior, as well as to obviato any bulging inside,

a cast iron mandril somewhat larger than tho boro is forced down 10

within 20in. of the breech end, a series of short iron plugs being used to

drive it down. The mass is then reversed, and the mandril is driven out

with the same plugs, which have fallen out iu tho tilting over.

Tho rough jacket thus made weighs over 10 tons, but this weight is

reduced to 9 tons by tho turning, rough and fine boring, &O., \\ bioh are

necessary to bring it to tho proper size and shape.

The body is turned in a very powerful lathe, weighing, with i:s foun-

dation, 100 tons, to tho required shape. Tie- operation t ikes Bixty hours.

ft being impracticable to turn down the trunnion belt in a lathe.it.

is slotted smoothly down by a self-acting vortical maohine with !k

double motion, one of which moves tie- and tor a fresh cut

at every stroke of the tool which the other works up and down ac-

cordingly.

The trunnions thee •• yet to be turned

the jacket has to be moved for the put oother maohine a break

]ath in which i< isi ivolvo on tho axis of tho trunnions, while

thesli'lm their surfs

flic jaol rough and line bored in a ni . >. I

for the B tube, bni stronger, and t! don

,,i,. to a depth ol '.'in , and broad enough to overlap the B tube,

Finally, the female thread for > oasoable [soul by a maohine in whioh

11,,. jaokel revo cntally, while the cutter is fed forward by a

copying SOreW -one pitch for every rev,. lotion of the jacket.
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Building up the Gun, or shrinking the Parts together.

The steel barrel and B tube being prepared for one another as de-

scribed, are shrunk together in this manner :—The B tube is placed on

a grating, and heated for about two hours by a wood fire, for which the

tube itself forms a flue, until it is sufficiently expanded to drop easily

over the muzzle end of the steel barrel, which is placed upright in a pit

ready to receive it. The B tube is then raised, and the ashes, Ac, being

brushed from the interior, is dropped over the steel barrel by means of

a travelling crane overhead. During the process of shrinking, a stream

of cold water is poured into the steel barrel, to keep it as cool as possible,

the water being supplied and withdrawn by a pipe and syphon at the

muzzle. A ring of gas is placed at the muzzle or thin end of the B tube,

to prevent its cooling prematurely, whilst jets of cold water play on the

other end, and are gradually raised to the muzzle, for the purpose of

cooling the whole tube consecutively from the breech end, which it is

desirable should grip first, to ensure a tight fit at the shoulder. More-

over, were both ends allowed to contract simultaneously, the interme-

diate part of the tube would be drawn out to a state of longitudinal

tension, and weakened accordingly.

The A and B tubes shrunk up (see diagram), are placed in a lathe,

and while one cutter fine-turns the B tube to its proper shape and di-

mension, another cutter fine-turns the breech end of the A tube accord-

ing to the plan of the breech coil, which has been made out on a principle

already explained.

The half-formed gun, composed of A and B tubes shrunk up, being

next placed standing on its muzzle in the shrinking pit, the jacket is

heated for about ten hours, and shrunk on in the same manner as the

B tube ; it is, however (being nearly of the same thickness throughout)

allowed to cool naturally, and the cold water has to be forced up,

fountain fashion, into the bore of the gun by a jet round which the

muzzle rests.

The process of building up a 9-inch gun is very similar. There are,

however, three shrinkings instead of only two—viz., the coiled breech-

piece on a breech-end, the B tube on the muzzle end of the barrel, and

then the outer breech coil over the inner one.

Processes after the Gun is built up and before proof.

These are :

—

(1.) Screwing in the cascable.

(2.) Engraving the Royal cypher.

(3.) Fine-boring.

(4.) Second rough-cutting of chamber.

(5.) Finished boring.

(6.) Broaching of bore, and finishing of chamber.

(7.) Lapping.

(8.) Rifling. .

(9.) Temporary venting.

(1.) The cascable is made of the best scrap iron. It is first forged into

a simple cylinder ; it is then turned, and a bevel thread cut on it. The
button is turned on it, and a hole (which is afterwards enlarged into the

loop), is drilled through one end, for the purpose of screwing it into the

gun. The operation of screwing in the cascable requires great care, for the

front of it must bear evenly against the end of the steel barrel, and in order

that this may be the case, the end of the tube is smeared with red lead and

the cascable screwed in tentatively, then unscrewed again, and filed down
on the prominent parts, which are indicated by the absence of tho red lead.

This is repeated several times, until the equal distribution of the lead on the

front shows that it bears evenly against the steel barrel.

At this stage, one round of thread is turned off the end of the cascable,

so that there may be an annular space there, which in connection with a

channel now cut along the cascable and across the thread, will form a gas

escape, or "tell-tale hole, in case the steel barrel should split at tho end. The

channel is about three-eighths inch broad, and extends one-tenth inch below

the thread. In all guns made before the 1st September, 1869, the channel

comes out directly under the loop ; but in guns made since that date, it will

be found at the right side of the loop, where it may be more easily noticed.

The channel ought to be kept clear, and should the barrel be split at the

end, some gas may be seen issuing from the hole ; it is therefore advisable

to keep an eye on this hole, and to cease firing, should it give warning.

When at length the cascable fits properly, it is screwed in, and to prevent

its moving, a hole 2Jin. long and Jin. in diameter is drilled and tapped

through the male and female threads in a slanting direction on the left

side, and a plug is screwed in.

(2.) While the cascable is being prepared, Her Majesty's monogram is

engraved in front of the vent, the outline being marked on the gun by

means of a perforated brass plate, rubbed over with charcoal.

(3.) The gun is next removed to the boring mill, where it is fine-bored

to8-9in.

(1.) Tho chamber is next roughly bored out with the same boring head

as before.

(5.) The finished-boring to 8-997in. is then performed.

The fine-boring and the finished-boring are effected with the boring-

head used in the second rough boring, and together occupy twenty-six

hours.

(6.) In each boring the cutters wear a little during the operation, so that

the bore becomes slightly taper towards the breech. This is of no conse-

quence in an outer tube, as the exterior of the inner one can be turned

accordingly, but the bore of the gun must be cylindrical, so broaching is

employed—that is, boring the barrel by means of a cylindro-conoidal head,

fitted with four long cutters at right angles to one another, and slightly

tapering. The cutters are edged on the front as well as on the side, as the

chamber is also finished off at this time, and for this latter purpose there is

also a peculiar centre cutter for the very end of the bore.

(7.) Still, however, the bore is not yet truly cylindrical, and " lapping "

is resorted to. In this no cutter is used, but a wooden head, covered with

lead and smeared over with emery powder and oil, is worked up and down
at those portions of the bore which are indicated by the gauges as im-
perfect.

(8.) The Tin. M.L. guns are rifled with a uniform spiral

—

i.e. with

grooves having the same amount of twist at every point of the bore ; and

all the higher natures with a uniformly increasing spiral

—

i.e. uniformly in-

creasing from the breech to the muzzle. The advantage of an increasing spiral

is, that the inclination of the grooves, being little or nothing at the breech,

the projectile's initial motion is not checked by any resistance offered to the

studs. The projectile therefore moves quickly from its seat, and relieves

the breech a good deal from the strain of'the discharge.

The groove is of the "Woolwich" shape, l-5in. wide and 0-18in. deep,

with concave edges. It is the same width for all natures, but it is a little

deeper for the lOin. and 12in. guns. The number of course varies with the

calibre, 7in. guns having three, Sin. four, 9in. six, lOin. seven, and 12in.

nine.

As a rule, about two calibres in length is left plain or unrifled for a

powder chamber. The exact proportion is not fixed. The unrifled part

however, should be no shorter than actually necessary to prevent a detri-

mental air space between the smallest charge used and the base of the pro-

jectile, as the grooving tends to weaken the barrel very much, and the

seat of the charge should be the strongest part of the gun.

(9). Previous to the 23rd January, 1868, rifled M.L. guns were left

altogether uavented until after proof, at which they were fired by means
of electric wires passed in at the muzzle. Since that date, all guns

are drilled and tapped before proof, and fired through a removable steel

vent, which is unscrewed after proof and replaced by the permanent vent

;

the object of this is to prevent the proper vent being strained by the large

proof charge.

Proof.

Before a gun is prov-ed, gutta-percha impressions are taken of the

whole length of the bore in the four quarters. The gun is then proved

with two rounds—the projectile being equal in weight to the service one,

but flat-headed, for 7in. guns and upwards, in order that it may penetrate

as little as possible' into the butt, and the charge being l^th the weight of

the battering or highest charge used in service. The gun is fired in the

open by means of an Abel's electric tube, connected with a magneto-electric

battery in a bomb-proof shed.

With the early rifled guns much larger charges were used at proof, and

then service charges and a double-weighted shot were used for some time
;

but this was found to strain the gun too much, and the Ordnance Select

Committee having thoroughly investigated the matter, and having obtained
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the particulars of proof of guns in France, Belgium, Holland, Austria,

Spain, Saxony. Denmark, America, Wurtemberg, Bavaria, and Sweden,

came to the conclusion that the proof should be based on the highest charge

•which the gun will have to bear on service, and recommended the

present proportionate charge for rifled M.L.guns, which was approved 13th

July, 1864.

After proof, water is force-pumped into the bore, with the pressure of

12i Jibs, to the square inch. This was instituted for guns with wrought-iron

barrels to ascertain that the breech was perfectly closed, and is still con-

tinued in the case of solid-ended steel barrels, to make sure that the end

has not been split in proof. After this the gun is cleaned, and gutta-

percha impressions of the bore being taken as before, the two sets of im-

mpared, to ascertain that no flaw of a serious character has

been developed by proof. If any defect appears of which there is even

the slightest doubt, the gun is subjected to five more rounds with service

charges and if after that the flaw does not appear to have increased, the

gun is passed.

PROCESSES AFTER PltOOF AND BEFORE ISSUE.

(1.) Lapping.

ibtaining preponderance and weight.

(3.) Lining.

Sighting,

(5.) Venting.

(6.') Marking and the " marks'' denoting pattern.

7.1 Fixing on elevating plates and mall fittings, sloping sides of

tameable, and scoring breech.

(8.) Painting and lacquering, and final inspection.

All the above processes, except the last, are performed in the one

workshop (the sighting roum), and generally, but not necessarily, in the

exact order given.

(1.) Every gun is lapped after proof, for the purpose of removing any

little burrs which may bo thrown up on the edges of the grooves by the

impetuous proof rounds.

The meaning of the term " preponderance " as applied to modern

guns, is the pressure which the breech portion of the gun, where horizon-

tal, exerts on the elevating arrangement.

Tho preponderance of heavy guns should be as small as possible, so

as not to interfere with the easy action of the elevating arrangement.

5 cwt. was assigned for 9-inch guns, and between 5 and G cwt. for the

heavier guns; but by a recent order, 11th April, l^b'y, all sea-service

guns of 18 tons and upwards are to have no preponderance, and as this

in practically impossible, it is further stated that anything under 3 cwt.

will be considered us none.

The actual weight of each gun is taken by means of a strong steel-

yard, to the short arm of which the gun is slung by tho trunnions.

(1.) M. L. guns are sighted like B.L. guns on both sides, and with the

game kind of tangent sight ; but M.L. guns havo in addition short centre,

bind, ami : :i:tve therefore three pairs of sight attached

. gnn, and besides these there is a wood scale for use on board

ship.

in rifled M.L. guns does not enter near the end of the

guns but at a point two-fifths the length of tho service

: runi the end, for it has been proved by experiment that by

tho cartridge at this point, tho maximum initial volocity is

obtained,

. lo 1st BToi nt bushes were the ordinary copper

,, let in perpendicularly, but at that date a now kind of

(proposed by Id - erted in the 10-inoh gun. Tbinvcnt
- .-. ed iu from i be exterior

platinum tip sorewed up from the interior, the lip having a

ting into the- bore to close the JO

ntoringll [bally. IfWUflxed upon I bo side* of

an ar.glo oi 16 to the vertical axis, in order thai i< might be

y served (sec List of Changes ist December, 1888): It wno

aqoentlj <i i all wrought-iron guns of

* Tho vent ie on tho right x"!" "r t)i" a I
-<i <•. l r< >r broad Ida i>">

i tarrrt gun. tli>j vont ia pluc<«l C-. 'i><- nirhl «r I'-ft band hkIu a

vemence cj. ujftinln.

seven inch calibre and upwards should have similar vents, but let in

vertically as before, except in the case of guns of 10-inch calibre and
upwards, whose size would render the vertical position awkward.

This was acted on for a short time, but the vents not proving satis-

factory, the employment of the platinum tip was suspended, and steel

vents lined with copper were used ; but as these too did nut answer

expectations, all the big guns are now vented with copper specially

hardened, the letter H being stamped on the top to indicate the fact.

The matter, however, is not yet settled ; platinum-tipped vents, without

the flange, are under trial. The more powerful the gun, the greater is the

wear and tear on the vent. Simple copper vents are most satisfactory for

guns up to a certain size, and in spite of the softness of this metal

many think it will answer for very large guns quite as well as a more

costly material.

This difficulty about vents is only one of the many which have to bo

overcome before we can obtain heavy guns perfect in every respect.

(G.) In addition to the marks made in lining, and tho Royal cypher be-

fore mentioned, the broad arrow and actual weight are stamped behind

the vent, and two parallel lines are cut across the vont field to indicate the

unfilled space. The material of the inner barrel (forexamplo Firth's steel')

is stamped on the face of the muzzle, as is also the number of the steel

barrel as entered in the registry of manufacture.

On the left trunnion are the initials R.G.F., the register number of

the gun, the numeral signifying its pattern, and the year of proof. Tho

register number is that by which the gun is registered in the department

records; it indicates also tho number of that naturo manufactured. ">Yith

respect to the numeral, the word "pattern " was superseded by •'mark,"

and the construction of guns has been designated accordingly since L'Oth

April, 1868.

(7.) The extra fittings or appuitenances of M.L. guns are very few and

simple when compared with those for B.L. ordnance. They are limited

to gun-metal elevating plates for guns for both services, guide-plates, and

friction tube pins for sea service, and muzzlo studs and shot bearers for

land service.

(8.) Tho exterior of the gun being well cleaned, receives one coa: el

" Pulford's magnetic paint," which is now used for all iron guns instead of

anti-corrosion, to which it is superior in point of cheapness and durability

Tho bore receives one coat of the usual lacq

Finally. Tho gun and all its fittings having beon inspected, and found

in exact accordance with tho sealed pattern, is issued for service.

LONDON CHATHAM AND DOVER RAILWAY.

FIRST AWARD OF ARliirUATORS.

The Arbitrators appointed under the London, Chatham and Dover
Arbitrations Act, the Marquis of Salisbury and Lord Cairns, have issued

their first award which as it includes all the most important items, will

;,i i interesting bo our readers as a commercial engineering pro-

oedent. Under the head of" Consolidation of Undertaking "it pro\ idea i

—As from and after the 80th day of June, ls7o, the undertafc-

and sections of the company and of their undertaking known i

ral Undertaking (including tin' steam boats), thi Metropolitan

Extensions, the Victoria Station Improvements, theCitj linet

mi section, with the separate capitals raised in i reel',

i be and arc hereby consolidated into one undertaking with otl

capital.

Superfluous Lauds.—The company shall, from time i • time, with

the beeti nd within tl this award,

i onverl into I their superfloi li this

don< in ibreo years, or in ij

allow, tie powi ' rested in I

3'ectedb
' on

>

and E oui d Coast Bailwe Oompan; ieve any

profits of Buperfluon • land r the «
i

sd on

i be jnd
I

the date of this award VOStsd m tie- in;

forth* loan capital, store

annulled.

Tic —
I. 1 1, benture stock to the amount i I

• \\

entnm per annum, and to be called Load -.' baeham, mid D
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Arbitration Debenture Stock (in this award referred to as Arbitration
Debenture Stock) :

2 Preference Stock to the amount of 4,394,2891 to bear a preferential

dividend of 4£ per centum per annum and to be called London, Chatham,
and Dover Arbitration Preference Stock (in this Award referred to as
Arbitration Preference Stock)

:

3 Ordinary stock to the amount of 7,743.4051. to rank after arbitration

preference stock, and to be called London, Chatham, and Dover Arbitra-
tion Ordinary Stock (in this Award referred to as Arbitration Ordinary
Stock).

Redemption of A Debenture Stock.—The company to redeem at par
the stock 30,2501., and to pay interest thereon to 30th June, 1870. Pay-
ments ii Pull.—The company to pay to the bodies and persons named in

Schedule C, "payments in full" to this Award or their representatives as

regards such of those bodies and persons as are named in Part III. of

that Shedule, as and when payments to them become due and payable,

the several sums therein mentioned, and the same shall be accepted by
those several bodies and persons in full satisfaction and discharge.

Discharge of Liabilities—Schedules D and K.—The company are to

discharge these by appropriating to the holders of the debentures and
stock (other than B debenture Stock), Arbitration Debenture Stock to

their respective amounts. The liabiiites described in Shedule E of the
Award to be discharged by issuing to the holders debenture stock, arbi-

tration preference stock, and arbitration ordinary stock to their respec-

tive amounts. The liability in respect of the capital amount of the con-

tribution made by the Great Northern Eailway Company towards the

City lines capital to be discharged by an issue of arbitration preference
stock, and arbitration ordinary stock to the amounts stated in Schedule
F of the Award. The liabilities described in Schedule H of the Award
to be discharged by issuing to the holders of the debentures therein des-

cribed arbitration prefercene stocks to their respective amounts. The
company to pay to the persons named in Schedule K of the Award the

sums set opposite their names, and shall on demand issue to them arbi-

tration stock to the amounts set opposite their names. The payment of

money and appropriation of arbitration stock to be in full discharge of

the claim, the company to cancel the following portions of their existing

share capital :—The sum of 154,000Z. Victoria Station Improvement
Stock, being the nominal amount of that stock above the sum of 366,O0OZ.

mentioned in Schedule D—"preferential liabilities"—to this Award;
the whole of the City lines share capital except the shares described in

the list refered to in Schedule L— " City lines share capital "—to this

Award ; the sum of 700L Dover Five per Cent. First Preference Stock
being in the hands of the company ; and the shares in the eastern sec-

tion share capital. In substitution for existing preference share capital

the company to appropriate to the several holders thereof arbitration

preference stock to the aggregate amount of the existing preference
stock therein stated. The company to appropiate to the several holders

for the time being of the existing preference stock and shares described

in Parts II. and III. of the Schedule M arbitration preference stock and
arbitration ordinary stock, to their respective aggregate amounts, and
after 30th June, 1870 all claims to dividends on the existing preference

shares or stock described in the schedule referred to shall cease. The
interim management of the company to be discharged by the board
under the Arrangement Act of 1867. After 30th June 1870, the net
revenue of the company to be applied to payment of interest on arbitra-

tion debenture stock payment of the preferential dividend on arbitration

preference stock, and payment of dividend on arbitration ordinary
stock. Payments of money and issue of arbitration stock to be in full

satisfaction of claims. The suits and proceedings in the Court of Chan-
cery referred to in Part I., Schedule P., shall be absolutely stayed, but
only as against the company where so expressed in that schedule.

Nothing in the award to affect the right of the company or of any person
or body to proceed in bankruptcy againt Sir Samuel Morton Peto,

Edward Ladd Betts, and Thomas Russell Crampion, or any or either of

them or to proceed in bankruptcy or otherwise against the assignees of

them or to recover or receive any dividend paid in bankruptcy in

respect of any claim which as against the company is provided for by
this Awai'd. The company with the best dispatch to complete and open
for traffic the eastern section from Nunhead to Blackheath-hill (Green-

wich) expending a sum not to exceed 25,O0OZ. Crystal Palace, Kent
Coast, and Sevenoaks Companies.—As from the 30th day of June, 1870,

the Crystal Palace, Kent Coast and Sevenoaks Companies (in this award
referred to as the three companies) shall each be charged with the

actual cost of the maintenance and working of their railway taken or

ascertained as in this award provided. The traffic receipts accruing

from traffic passing to and from the railways of the three companies
respectively from and to any portion of the system of the company
shall be divided between the three companies respectively and the

company according to mileage. The actual cost of maintenance and
working as aforesaid shall be deducted from the aggregate amount of

the traffic receipts aforesaid to be allotted to the three companies respec-

tively, and the balance shall be paid to them respectively by the company

at the times and in the manner in this Award provided. Each of the
three companies shall be entitled to retain or have for their own use
all net receipts from their undertaking other than traffic receipts. The
differences between any of the three companies and the company to be
referred to a competent and impartial person, to be appointed by the
President of the Institute of Civil Engineers.

TRIAL TRIP OF H.M.S. "IRON DUKE."
The new ironclad Iron Duke left Plymouth Sound on the 17th ult. for

the official trial of her machinery. She is 3,787 tons burden, and her
armament consists of ten 12-inch Fraser guns, in the central batteries on
the upper and main decks (worked by Captain Scott's gear), besides four
G4-pounders. Her plating is six inches to the water-line and eight inches
above. The Iron Duke was built at Pembroke, and her engines, which are
by Messrs. Ravenhill and Hodgson, of Limehouse, are horizontal direct
acting, of 800 nominal horse-power, and are calculated to be worked up to
4,800, or six times the nominal horse-power. She is fitted with surface
condensers and super-heating apparatus. In the preliminary trial on the
15th ult. the mean number of revolutions was 81 per minute, and at the
official trial they were the same, giving a mean speed at full power of
13-855 knots per hour, and at half-speed a mean of 11-387 knots; the
revolutions at half-power being 66 port and 63£ starboard respectively

;

the surface-condensers gave a mean vacuum of 26. Experiments were also
made in turning circles at full speed with both screws. With the helm
hard-a-starboard and angle of rudder 29 degrees,' the times were—for the
first half-circle, 2min. 35secs. ; whole circle, 4min. 48sec. ; diameter of
circle, 505 yards. With the helm hard-a-port and angle of rudder 28
degrees, the times were—for the half-circle, 2min. 17sec. ; whole circle,

4min. 29sec. ; diameter of circle, 505 yards. Trials were then made in
circle-turning from rest. With helm hard-a-starboard, port engine full

speed astern and starboard engine full speed ahead, the time occupied in
making the half-circle was 4min. 28sec. ; whole circle, 8min. 26sec. The
helm was then put hard-a-port, with starboard engine full speed astern and
port engine full speed ahead, and the time taken in making the half was
4min. 29sec. and whole circle 8min. 12sec. The trials from rest were con-
tinued with helm amidships, the starboard engine full speed ahead and the
port engine stopped, and then the half circle was made in 5min. 43sec,
and the whole lOmin. 16sec. ; diameter of circle 754 yards. The helm was
still kept amidships, the port engine put at full steam ahead and the star-

board engine stopped, when the half circle was made in 5min. 20sec, and
the whole circle in 8min. 48sec, diameter of circle 754 yards. In the next
evolution the helm was put hard-a-starboard, the starboard engine at full

speed ahead and the port engine stopped, and then the half-circle was
made in 3min. 41sec. and the whole circle in 6min. 44sec. ; diameter of

circle, 420 yards. With the helm hard-a-port and port engine full speed
ahead, with the starboard engine stopped, the time taken in making the
half-circle was 3min. 38sec, whole circle, 6min. 36sec. ; diameter of circle,

378 yards. The engines were stopped in ten seconds, and were started

astern in Msec, after the signal was given. The eDgines going astern were
started ahead in 20sec. from the time that the telegraph was moved. The
best navigation coal was used during the trial.

THOMSON'S ROAD LOCOMOTIVE.

A Parliamentary paper just issued will be read with interest as showing
that the time approaches when the advantages of Steam on Common Roads
is likely to be appi'eciated.

Mr. Anderson, the superintendent of machinery, says ie has " come to

the conclusion that the question of steam traction on common roads is now
completely solved ;" that the application of the india-rubber tire is a
perfect success ; that it opens up an entirely new field, and that he looks

upon this application as a discovery rather than an invention. The wheel
and its tire may be described as consisting of a broad iron tire with narrow
flanges, upon which is placed a ring of soft vulcanised india-rubber; this

ring is about twelve inches in width and five inches in thickness, which
thus surrounds the iron tire, and is kept in its place by the flanges ; then
over the india-rubber there is placed an endless chain of steel plates, which
is the portion of the wheel that comes into actual contact with the rough
road, the reticulated chain being connected by a sort of vertebra at each
side of the wheel. The india-rubber tire and this ring of steel plates have -

no rigid connection, but are at perfect liberty to move round as they
please with consulting each other or even without the concurrence of the
inner ring of the wheel which they both enclose. Mr. Anderson states

that the reason why this wheel is so efficient is because the soft india-

rubber allows it to flatten upon the road, whether rough or smooth. Tho
wheel, being a circle, if it is a rigid structure, presents but a small surface,

but this wheel confirms to every irregularity for a space of nearly 2ft. by
the weight of the engine causing the india-rubber to collapse, and so pro-

ducing a change of form. In the construction of the road steamer the

greater portion of the weight, including the boiler, rests upon the driving
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wheels ; the third wheel in front is for guiding the direction of movement,
and is perfectly under control.

On the first day Mr. Anderson saw it in Leith the streets were very

wet and greasy. A train of waggons containing ten tons of flour,

besides their own weight, were standing at the bottom of a slippery

street with a gradient of about 1 in 17; to this train the little engine

was attached, and away it marched as if it had no load, went up to the

top of the hill, and then down on the other side, no breaks being
required. After depositing its load somewhere in Leith it ran down to

the Portobello seashore at the rate of 10 miles an hour. On surveying

the sands, Mr. Anderson says, it seemed an impossibility that it could
walk on such soft sinking ground, but it rushed through all in the most
wonderful manner. It then, after returning from the seaside, removed
an old boiler from the Docks to a yard at some distance. The boiler

and waggon, with the fastening chains, weighed upwards of 22 tons, and
the boiler on the waggon stood some 25ft high. Up to this the engine
backed, then marched off with its load along the quay, over the swing
bridge and along the quays, until it reached its destination. The charm
of the performance, Mr. Anderson remarks, was in the way in which it

was done. No shouting, no refractory or desultory pulling of horses,

but by the expenditure of a few pounds of coals and water the whole
was accomplished with ease and celerity ; and so accustomed are the
people in Leith to its performance that no notice was taken of it excope
by the country horses, for the town horses seem to know that it is their

friend rather than their enemv.

THE PRUSSIAN" NEEDLE-GUN" AND THE FRENCH CHASSEPOT
NEEDLE-GUN.

The following description and American opinion of the Prussian and
French guns may at this present juncture bo of interest to our readers :

—
The construction of the Prussian needle gun, which proved so destructive

during the war of 1866, is shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3.

Fig. 1 represents the breech piece, with its parts partly in section, con-

tracted longitudinally. In fact this breech piece is eleven inches long.

F, the spiral spring. G, and the needle, H. At H is also a plug or guide,
screwed to the inside of the chamber, B. On the apex of this the cart-
ridge rests. A spring, I, with its end catch serves to withdraw the cylinder
E, with the bolt, F. The trigger, J, is a bell-crank lever, which depresses
the spring, K, and allows the cylinder and contents to be drawn to the rear.
L is the powder, -lithe percussion wafer, N the sabot, and tho bullet—all

enveloped in paper.

The operation of this mechanism is easily understood. The spring, I,

being pressed, unlocks from the case, B, and allows the sliding back of the
cylinder, E, so that the rear projection of the bolt, F, takes the spring, A",

and the needle is withdrawn into its guide or sheath, H. The chamber, B,
is then unlocked by the knob, C, and slid back so 1 hat the front projection
of F catches the spring, A', thus compressing the spiral, G. The rear of the
barrel is thus opened, and the cartridge can be introduced.

The chamber is then moved forward and locked against the barrel,
and the spring I, is pressed down and the needle bolt moved forward,
so that the rear projection rests against the spring, A", and the needle
rests against the rear of the cartridge, and the piece is ready for firing.

The front ef the needle bolt is recessed, and receives a leather washer,
designed to prevent the escape of the products of the gas combustion
to the cylinder, B—an office it performs but inefficiently.

The following quotation from the letter of an able correspondent upon
the subject sets forth its defects in a strong light :

—
" The needle gun is a clumsy, unsightly, heavy, and expensive gun

compared to many American breech-loaders. It is complicated in its

parts, and delicate in its construction. The breech piece, which con-
tains the breech-loading mechanism, is enormously long, extending not
less than eleven inches to the rear of the cartridge chamber. The gas
check performs its functions badly, as there is so much escape of gas
that the gun cannot be fired one hundred rounds without being cleaned.
There is also considerable escape of gas into the mechanism through
the needle-hole in the face of the breech-closer. This escape of gas
soon fills the chamber in the cylindrical breech-closer, which contains
tho needle pin and spiral spring, with a residuum of burned powder,
and seriously impedes their action.

FIC .1.

r A, is .screwed to tho brooch of tho barrel, which a! this point is

L out for a cartrid > the depth oi th grooves in

tho barrel propor. [naide this oaao iH a cylindrical ohamber, B, tarnished
with a haodle and knob, C, which can be moved along a longitudinal lot

in the ease, having :' transverse slot inclining toward tho forward or mu
end, This ohamber Is eonvexed or bored out at the end, and Bt i over the

conical end ol the barrel at /'. A sharp Mow of the hand on the knob
shank into the spirally trait it, and effectually closes the

joint:at /». Inside the chamber Is a cylinder, E, containing tho needle i>"lt.

"When the cylindrical br ih-oloeeria shoved forward, the trigger

having taken hold of the needle pin from bale

and thus oomprt the piral spring, mi thai the simple Ml of

the pieoa. and it la on! j
to pall

the trigger to fire itk This arrangement is a convenient the

soldier, and facilitates the firing, but it Is an objectionable feature in

a military arm, beoauae whan loaded it mnel neoeaaarily remain »t full

li is true there ii means provided fot looking the noodle pin

in this poail [on to prevent at oident, but If the soldier should forget or

26
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neglect to avail himself of it, then serious accident is liable to take

place at any time.
" The ammunition for the needle gun is complicated, expensive, and

difficult to make up, considerable special machinery being required for that

purpose. The needle gun cannot be fired more than half as many rounds

per minute as most of the American metallic cartridge guns."
Improvements have been made upon this arm which somewhat lessens

the force of the above objections, but it is still undoubtedly inferior to some
other breech-loaders. The general principle of its construction remains
essentially that shown in the engraving.

The chassepot needle gun is considered by some to be an advance upon
the Prussian arm. Its construction is shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

FIC.5,

An opening on the right hand of the chamber, A, permits the insertion

of the cartridge. This chamber is filled by the movable cylinder, B, which
may be moved back or forward by means of the handle and knob, B. The
cylinder, A, surrounds the shaft, C, and can be revolved around the same.

It contains the spring by which the needle is propelled. The rear end of

the shaft, C, is made in the shape of a handle, B. The spring is compressed

when the handle, D, is drawn back. The shoulder, a on the shaft, C, comes
in contact with the cylinder, A, when the arm is at rest. When loaded and
ready for firing, the two parts are drawn asunder. The shaft, C, also serves

to protect the needle which is surrounded by the same and is forced out of

the front end of the shaft as soon as the trigger is pulled.

After the cartridge has been inserted, the knob, B, is pressed forward,

and is then laid over to the right hand side, as shown in Fig. 4. The
aperture, A, is now closed. By the first of these two movements the

cylinder, A, is moved forward, thereby forcing the cartridge into the breech;

the second movement secures the cylinder, so that it cannot be thrown back
by the force of the explosion. The pulling the trigger releases the spiral

spring, which then forces the needle through the percussion water. It is

claimed that this gun cannot be clogged up as easily as the Prussian needle

gun, and is more substantially built. But it is constructed on the same
principle in almost every other respect.

LAUNCH OF THE "QUEEN OF THE THAMES."

On the 11th ult there was launched from the shipbuilding yard of

Messrs Robert Napier and Sons, Govan, a large and beautiful iron screw
steamer, named The Queen of the Thames, intended for the Australian

passenger trade, and which has been, built for the long established house

of Messrs Devitt and Moore, 109 Leadenhall Street, London. Her dimen-

sions are 336 feet over all, 41 feet beam, and 31 depth of hold. She is

built to the highest class at Lloyd's Aa 1, will be full rigged in order

that she may sail as well as steam ; is fitted with Napier's patent windlass,

and has all ether recent improvements. She is of 2607 tons register

and will be supplied with compound engines of 400 horse-power nominal

but capable of exerting an actual working power of 2000. Her propeller

is on Griffith's principle, the blades being fitted to one boss, and all

separate, so that if one should break another blade conld be substituted

without the vessel going into dock. It is expected that her average

speed will be 13 to 14 knots perhour. She is to be commanded by Capt.

Macdonald, and her crew altogether will number 120. There will be
accomodation on the main-deck for 150 first-class and 100 second-class

passengers, while the orlop, or lower deck, which is pierced with side

lights, and Qh feet in height, can be adapted, if required, for the convey-
ance of troops or emigrants.

On the upper deck forward is a house with rooms on the starboard side
for the chief officer and surgeon, besides a surgery, mess-room, lamp
room, and cow-house, the last lined with patent felt ; and on the port
side rooms for the second, third and fourth officers, the purser, chief
steward, and midshipman with butchers shop, &c. The house is built of
East India teak, fastened with screws, no nails being used. At its aft end
is the kitchen, having an iron lining, over which are placed fire bricks

;

it will have the most improved appliances for cooking, and a hatch is

provided through which the food will be conveyed to the main deck
without having to be exposed to the upper one. In front of the house
are sheep pens and fowl coops.

On the upper deck aft is the captain's room, adjoining which is the
chronometer and chart room, and abaft all are the wheel house and the
smoking room. An iron rail, surmounted with polished teak, runs round
the deck. It is about three and a-half feet high, and will be fitted with
a strong netting of rope-work, so as to prevent any one from being-
washed overboard.

With respect to the main deck, the chief saloon is over 100 feet in
length, and no less than 9 feet in height. There are first-class state
rooms on both sides, and on the port side, at the forward end, is a ladies'

boudoir, which is being fitted up with much elegance. A piano is being
made specially for the saloon by Messrs. Collard and Cbllard, London,
while Messrs. Chappell and Co., Bond-street, London, furnish a har-
monium which is to be used in the service on Sunday.
The second-class saloon will be furnished in a style equal to general

first-class steamer accommodation. The safety, comfort, and convenience
of passengers have been carefully studied. Between the first and second-
class saloons are two fire-proof bulkheads, extending from the keel to
the upper deck ; the engine-room, outside its iron casing, has four or
five thicknesses of patent felt to prevent the heat from spreading to the
side rooms ; and the arrangements as to baths and water-closets are of
a superior character.

A feature deserving special notice is the provision, outside and for-

ward, of the second-class saloon, of several large rooms, where 12 or 14
passengers can sleep and also mess at a lower rate.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

The meteorological committee of the Royal Society, nominated at the
request of the Board of Trade for superintending the duties formerly un-
dertaken by a Government department under the charge of Admiial
Fitzroy, state in their report on the work of the year 1869, that the home
reporting stations have been increased by two, Wick and Thurso. A
regular interchange of reports has been instituted with Norway. The
drum signal is hoisted on orders from the Meteorological office at 106
British stations, and a brief explanation is sent of the reason why it is to

be hoisted ; the message is posted up for the information of the public.

The study of weather i3 conducted on systematic principles, and every
warning message issued is compared with the subsequent weather
experienced.

The problem to which attention is now directed is the discovery of the
probable path of each storm taken as a whole, and of its rate of progress

across the country. The committee have sanctioned the commencement of

a series of non-official papers, consisting of reports addressed to them on
various questions which have been the subjects of inquiry. One of these

reports, by Captain H. Toynbee, is an examination of observations taken
on board Atlantic mail steamers. The diagrams of observations made by
Captain J. A. Martyn exhibit this peculiarity, that when the ship is out-

ward-bound the barometrical and thermometrical curves are marked by
frequent oscillations, and the wind usually shifts from south to west and
back again several times during the passage ; while, when she is homeward
bound, the instruments and the wind are much more steady. Captain

Toynbee offers as an explanation the idea that the atmosphere over the
Atlantic is in a state of constant motion in a direction which is generally

easterly, and at a rate of progress slightly less than that of a full-

powered steamer, and thai; it is disposed in a series of successive eddies

or waves. The ship, when outward-bound, meets and passes through
several of these systems, while on her homeward passage she may run
with one for days together, and so experience little change either in wind
or weather.

Should these views be confirmed by more ample experience, the

generalization is calculated to be of great use, as well to scientific meteoro-

logy as to practical navigation. In regard to the land meteoro-
logy of the British Islands, the mean results of the observations in the

year 1869 are in type. Measures have been adopted to reproduce the

curves yielded by the instrument in fac-simile. It has been determined to

pnblish a quarterly weather report, which shall contain the continuous

plates, with a current chronicle of the weather explanatory of them.

Anemometers have been erected at various points on our coasts, and
observers of known acairacy have been invited to assist the office in its

work.
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In the department of ocean meteorology the investigation of the meteoro-
logy of the equatorial portion of the Atlantic Ocean has made satisfactory

progress, as the number of assistants engaged on it has been increased.

The unfinished discussions relating to the Pacific Ocean found in the office

have been completed, and the results sent to the Admiralty for embodi-
ment in their series of physical charts. The reduction of anemometrical
•data is in hand. The issue of instruments to captains on loan has been
continued.

THE EOYAL AGEICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S SHOW AT
OXFOED.

In our last number we gave the results of the trials of the various
engines entered for competition at this exhibition, where it will be seen
that the results were very similar to those of previous years ; in fact, but
few new competitors appeared in the field, and as these were " nowhere"
in the trials, the results might almost have been foretold.

Although most of the exhibits were tolerably familiar, there are several
which deserve notice on account of then- excellence. Thus, Messrs.
T. M. Tennant and Co. , of Leith, showed two of Mr. Thomson's road
steamers, already noticed in The Ajitizas, which performed wonderful
gyrations during the first few days of the meeting, but which had to be
discontinued, as the ground became crowded in consequence of the danger
which was a natural result of their eccentric movements. A great number
of these engines have already been constructed, and many more are in

hand. Mr. Charles Burrell exhibited two of his traction engines, one of
12-horse power, and another of 8-horse power, both of which were very
creditable specimens of workmanship.

Messrs. Escrows and Ste.vart, of Banbury, were the exhibitors of a
variety of steam ploughing tackle of their usual well-designed patterns,

and Messrs. Amies and Barford showed examples of Mr. S. Campain's
self-moving anchor, for which they were awarded a silver medal.

Messrs. John Eamsbottom and Co., of Leeds, exhibited a very curious
little engine to which the name of " intermedial engine " has been given.

In this engine the cylinder, which is vertical, has a length equal to rather
more than three times the stroke, and it is lilted with two pistons which
are kept apart by a frame. The crank shaft passes through the cylinder
at the middle of the length of the latter between the two pistons, the
crank being contained within the cylinder and being coupled by a con-
necting rod to the lower piston. Steam is admitted above the upper and
under the lower piston alternately, the distribution being effected by a
rotary valve fixed at the end of the crank shaft. The arrangement is

specially intended for high-speed engines of very small power, and it is

one which can be constructed cheaply ; but we doubt whether it would
be very economical in its consumption of steam.

Messrs. Crowther and Co., of lluddersficld, have sent some vertical

engines with welded boilers. In these engines the boiler shell, together
with the inside firebox, fire hole ring, and in some cases the cross tubes
were all welded up in one solid piece, no riveting being used. As far as

could be judged, the workmanship appeared to be good and sound
throughout. The engines were fixed to a cast-iron bedplate bolted to the

Bide of the boiler, and the proportions generally were good. Each engine
was provided with a feed-water heater consisting of a coil of pipes con-
tained in a chamber traversed by the exhaust steam, the feed water being
pumped through this heater on its way to the boiler. One of the engines
also was fitted with Hopkinson's air regulator or smoke-burning appa-
ratus, for controlling the admission of air at, the fire door.

Messrs. Euston and Proctor had a very fine show of engines and thrash-

ing machines, together with a very effectual jam block for engines and
thrashing machines, which consists of two brake segments forced against

the wheel rims by a right and left-handed screw ; one of those traction

or jam blocks is of course used at each side of the engine or thrashing

machine.
Messrs. E. E. and F. Turner, of Ipswich, exhibited a very neat form

of feed-water heater. It consists in providing 1 1 ie pump with a return

pipe to the feed-water tub, and fitting this pipe with an internal nozzle or

jet directed downwards, and communicating with the exhaust pipe of the

engine. To heat the water, the feed is shul off from the boiler, and the
pump caused to circulate the water through the pipe we have mentioned,
irhen ii is of course brought into contact with an induced current of

exhaust steam. By this arrangement, Blessrs. Turner state that they can
easily heat the water in tin- feed tub to quite 190°, ami that , at I hat tem-

perature, DO inconvenience is experienced in tin- working of the pump,
as it, in continually chat

Messrs. Allan, 1'ansomo & Co. had some remarkably fine specimens of

their wood-working machinery, amongst whioh was a beautifully finished

moulding machine, intended to wort at d high speed. From the excel-

lency of their workmanship, combined with a itriot attention to the

balancing of the various moving part . a speed of 7,000 revolutions per

minute is obtained without excessive wear and tear or vibration.

Messrs. Powis, James, and Co., of York-road, Lambeth, were large ex-
hibitors, including an improved moulding and planing machine, doin^
four sides at once, a thoroughly well got up and substantial machine ; an
improved endless band-saw, and a set of very ingenious and well-con-
structed wheel-making machines, which shape the felloes, tang the spokes,
and bore the felloes and shape the spokes.

Messrs. Charles Powis and Co., of Millwall, exhibited, among other
machines, two which possess considerable novelty—one, an improved
trying-up machine, made expressly for dealing with warped or twisted
pieces, which leave the cutters ready for glueing up, and the other a
general joiner.

Mr. William Alfred Gribbs, of Gilwell Park, exhibited one of his port-
able iron drying sheds, stated to be capable of drying a load of hav in
twenty minutes, and also a specimen of "sheaf-tube floor" capable of
drying thirty-two sheaves in fifteen minutes, together with several models
illustrating his process. In the hay drying shed the process of drying is

effected by lifting the hay and allowing it to fall loosely in front of "a lono-

opening, through which hot air is discharged by a fan. The hay is lifted
by self-acting forks, which are raised and lowered by the engine from
which the fan is driven. In drying sheaves, each sheaf is impaled on a
perforated tube through which a discharge of hot air takes place.

Messrs. Davey, Paxman, and Davey, of Colchester, exhibited several
examples of their steam corn-drying apparatus, which, it is said, answers
this purpose exceedingly well.

There were also an enormous number of machines adapted for minor
purposes, or not strictly engineering, many of which were of remarkably
good workmanship, but not sufficiently novel to require notice.

NEW STEAMER FOR THE BRAZILIAN TRADE.

During the present week a new paddle wheel steamer named the
Maranhao, built for the Maranham Steam Navigation Company, was
despatched from Liverpool for the River Amazon. The Company referred

to, it may bo generally stated, was started by a number of Brazilian mer-
chants, for the purpose of developing the trado of Brazil, and utilizing the

immense extent of river and coasting navigation of that prolific and
highly favoured region. Some idea of the importance of this navigation

may be formed from the statement that the river navigation of tho country

amounts to the vast aggregate of fully twelve thousand miles, through
valleys and plains marvellously rich in mineral and vegetable wealth

j and
that its sea coast extends from the equator to 23deg. of south latitude, and
from 35deg. to 50deg. of west longitude ; thus possessing also an immense
length of sea coast. Tho vast area of the Brazilian Empire, all of which
is tropical, and intersected by noble rivers, including the Amazon and its

innumerable tributaries, besides others of scarcely inferior magnitude, is of

the most abundant fertility, and offers au admirable held for tho application

of industry of every kind.

The Maranham Steam Navigation Company was instituted about
twelvo years ago, and it has proved very successful. 1 1 possesses twelvo
high-class steamships, the Maranhao, being the twelfth which they b

had built. She is an exceedingly handsomo and elegant vessel of f>,">0

tons builders' measurement, being 167ft. in length, 25ft. in moulded
width, and lift, deep in the hold. She is impelled by a pair of oscil-

lating engines of 150 horse power, nominal, but capable of working up
to G50 horse power. She was built to the order of the Company for

Messrs. Fawcett, Preston, and Co., Engineers, of Livoipool, by Messrs.

W. C. Miller and Sons, of Garston, near Liverpool, tho engines having

been supplied by the first-named lirm.

On her trial trip, which took place on tho 18th ult, the engines worked
with the utmost smoothness and regularity, producing hardly any 0]

ciable vibratory motion, whi] lei maintained a speed of ton E

per hour; thus proving her to bo a swift as well as a comfortable 88 boat.

'I'h. M,i,in h'i<>, which is intended chiefly for the i ir traffic of the

Brazilian coast, has been fitted op with a full regard to the comfort and

.
i . ..I pa angers, of whom she has admirable lation for I I

the in i ok , ho ping berths are arranged on each side of the

saloon, itself a charming and oleganl apartmenl tastefully fitted up, and

n ventilated and full I h well as supplied with everything i

, to the comforl and convenience ol ev< a tb

This fine • el has accommodation for 68 seoond da
comforts ha .

! tor.

i in the trial trip the Star nersolf a capital i ea boat

,
, ,i tad the helm readily. While she ,

were made with tho orown patent fuel, supplied by tho Op i
Pre srved

Ooal Company. 1 Ly i atl I u

ti,:,t the ve sloarrii out i coi ity of thai fuel, parti]

applying ot i. on tho

tham route.
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NORTH OF ENGLAND INSTITUTE OF MINING AND MECHA-
NICAL ENGINEERS, AND INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS AND
SHIPBUILDERS IN SCOTLAND.

On the 9th. nit. a series of joint meetings of the North of England Insti-

tute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers, and the Institute of Engineers

and Shipbuilders in Scotland, was held in Glasgow in the Corporation Gal-

leries, which had kindly been granted for this purpose by the magistrates

and council of the city.

The Lord Provost commenced the proceedings by saying that he had been
requested to take the chair for a short time just by way of opening the

meeting, and he did so with very great pleasure, and took the opportunity

it afforded him of giving them such a welcome to Glasgow as he was en-

titled to do on behalf of the authorities Of the city. He assured them that

it afforded the authorities the greatest satisfaction when they were informed

of the intention of so many members of the association in the North of

England to visit Glasgow ; and no sooner had they been made aware of

that intention than they very gladly allied themselves with the local asso-

ciation to make such preparations for the visit as they thought desirable.

He assured them that it would be very gratifying to the citizens to find

that these arrangements had been for their comfort, and that the various

places thrown open to their inspection were of a kind to interest them. He
had no doubt that both the commercial industries around the city and the

natural scenery with which it was adorned would prove very attractive to

gentlemen having tastes lying in that direction. He took leave to bid the

Institute welcome to this city, and if it occurred to them that there was
anything further that could be done to interest them, they had but to men-
tion it to the local secretary and it would be attended to with pleasure. In
conclusion, his lordship mentioned that it had been arranged that Mr.
'E. F. Boyd, president of the North of England Institute, should be presi-

dent of the joint bodies during the meeting, and he would now take the

chair.

Mr. Boyd expressed the thanks due to the Lord Provost, and the autho-

rities in Glasgow, for the trouble they had taken in making the preliminary

arrangements for the present meeting, and for the handsome reception that

had been given in this city to the North of England Institute. He after-

wards proceeded to speak of the advantages connected with such institutes,

from the opportunities they gave gentlemen for combining their observa-

tions for forming comparisons on points which could not be done indi-

vidually, and, by their joint contributions, to form a fund to pay the

expense of printing the papers read, with contained particulars such as

were not to be found in encyclopaedias, dictionaries, or other scientific

works. The chairman concluded by expressing the hope that the North of

England Institute, in visiting Glasgow, might leave some impression be-

hind them, and that many men around Glasgow, who had been in the habit

of talking and thinking scientifically on subjects, but had not written on
them, would be incited to produce papers similar to those of the Institute.

THE GEOLOGY OF THE COAL MEASURES OF SCOTLAND.

By Mr. James Geikie, District Surveyor on the Geological Survey of

Scotland.

Mr. Geikie described, first, the calciferous sandstone series, which, when
typically developed, consists of a double series of strata. The lower group
pointed to the prevalence of marine conditions at the time the red sand-

stones and conglomerates were deposited. In the upper group we have
evidence to show that during its accumulation marine and brackish water
conditions alternated with the occasional appearance of land surfaces.

During the deposition of both upper and lower groups, volcanoes were
somewhat prevalent. Second, the carboniferous limestone series, he said,

consisted of three groups— 1. Lower group, accumulated chiefly during
marine conditions, but presenting us with occasional old land surfaces.

2. A middle group, showing frequent land surfaces with intercalated periods

of brackish water and marine conditions. 3. An upper group, pointing

chiefly to lower marine conditions, but showing occasional brackish-water
deposits and a few old land surfaces. Throughout the accumulation of the

whole series volcanoes were very active, both submarine and subaerial.

Third, the millstone grit was deposited under conditions almost exclusively

marine. Fourth, the coal measures showed a prevalence of brackish or

fresh water conditions with abundant land surfaces, but they also spoke to

us of occasional inroads of the sea. Neither in the millstone grit nor in

the coal measures did any contemporaneously formed igneous rocks appear.

Fifth, the intrusive rocks he divided into three classes— 1. Intrusive sheets

referable to the close of the '-coal measures" group. 2. Bosses, or pipes of

tuffa and agglomerate, which, in all probability, are of Permian age. 3.

Dykes of dolerite, belonging to the period of the Miocene. Sixth, there
were two systems of faults met with in carboniferous areas. The oldest

faults were those which strike N.E. and S.W., and frequently form the
boundaries of the carboniferous formation. The second series consisted of

a double set of faults, striking approximately E. and W. and N. and S.

These faults were of different ages. All were later than the age of the
coal measures—some were posterior in date to the deposition of the upper
red sandstone group, and anterior to the accumulation of the Permian ssmd-
stone ; other faults were probably of Permian age, and a few may belong
to the Miocene period. Mr. Geikie remarked, in concluding his interest-

ing paper, that he had no hesitation in saying that, when the pateonto-

graphical and geological history of the Scottish carboniferous rocks has
been fully worked out, we shall have prepared for us one of the most
interesting and important chapters in the physical history of our country.

ON THE DUTY OF CORNISH AND OTHER PUMPING ENGINES.

By Mr. J. B. Simpson.

The writer noticed at the outset that a Cornish engine for pumping water
out of mines having been erected in the Newcastle district, he was able to

speak more decidedly than formerly as to the merits and results of this kind
of engine. These he considered as very satisfactory, and contrasted very
favourably with the result of the other engines usually employed in the

Northumberland and Durham district. Having described its construction,

he proceeded to indicate that the differing features of the Cornish engine

from other pumping engines were as follow:— 1. That it is generally

worked at a high rate of expansion ; 2, that there is a steam jacket at-

tached to the cylinder ; that the cylinder is covered with felt, and in addi-

tion to this, a covering of ashes or clay about one foot thick, and then a
covering of brickwork to prevent radiation, and that there is a drain pipe

from the jacket to carry away the water from the condensed steam to the

boilers ; 3, that the boilers and pipes are all arranged so that there is the

least possible radiation of heat—the boilers being generally covered up
with fine ashes or common clay. In three trials made with the engine to

ascertain its duty, it was found that the effective duty varied from 44 lb.

per horse-power per hour to 5 lb. When the balance-beam was attached

and the arrangements completed, it was found that the effective duty was
increased from 44 1b. to 3-6 lb., equal to a saving of 16 per cent., and
which, taking the feed of water at 860 gallons per minute, would amount
per annum to 420 lb., and at 4s. per ton, to a saving of 80L Not only

was there this saving, but also a steadier working of the engine. Mr.
Simpson then entered upon an examination of the details of twelve dif-

ferent kinds of engines, and contrasted their merits with the Cornish

engine.

The following table contains the results obtained ; No. 1 being the

Cornish engine referred to at the outset :

—

O

No. "3
.2

[Horse-
power

effective. ffective

duty

in

lbs.

per

.lorse.power

per

hour.

idicated

duty

in

lbs.

per

horse

-power

per

hour.

Million
lbs.

Cost per
annum of coals
pep 100-horse
power of effec-

tive duty.

CD

b£
cs •

c £
^ o
o
Oh

— p H M

in. £

1 70 829 149-16 3-6 2-9 61-28 283 81

2 77 1474 161-65 10-9 8-7 20-39 854 79

3 44 385 50-10 9-9 8-0 22-68 763 81

4 63* 1086 81-86 11-3 10-6 19-69 891 93

5 48 416 29-34 24-8 208 9-01 1940 83

6 82 191 69-29 28-5 — 7-78 2234 —

7 44 837 70-0 12-5 10-9 17-22 977 84

8 40| 785 71-36 16-9 13-9 13-05 1329 89

9 42 1460 98-03 10-6 — — 8-19 84

10 52£ 495 43-65 9-7 6-5 22-95 761 67

11 70 G69 58-72 — — — — —

12 65£ 324 54-16 274 — 6-27 2234 —

In concluding, he said :—" Taking the engines we have mentioned into

consideration, we find a total aggregate effective power of 1,030-horse power

applied, making an average duty of 141b. per horse per hour. This we

believe to be the average duty of the Newcastle district. Were a duty of
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41b. obtained, the saving in these engines alone would represent 40,000
tons of coal per annum, which, at 3s. per ton, would equal 6,000Z. We may
safely assume the total horse power of engines used for pumping water in

the Newcastle district at about 10,000, and upon the above basis of saving

we have a very momentous sum as the result. In many places coal may
not be worth so much as 3s. per ton at the pit's mouth, but in the majo-
rity of cases it will very much exceed this. We are too much inclined to

think the coal at the colliery is of little or no value, and that the extra con-

sumption of 101b. or 12 lb. per hour is not worth consideration. It must
not, however, be forgotten that the fuel is not the only pecuniary part of

the question, for additional consumption cf coal means additional water,

additional repairs, additional wear and tear, to say nothing of additional

manual labour, and these in the aggregate are very serious items of cost.

There is no doubt that more attention is being paid to these subjects than
formerly, and we venture to predict that the time is not far distant when
pumping and all other colliery engines will be erected with more regard to

annual economy, and that the effective duty of 2 lb. or 3 lb. per horse
power will be considered quite as important in them as it is now in London
waterworks and in ocean steamships.

ECONOMICAL ADVANTAGES OP MECHANICAL VENTILATION.

By Mr. D. P. Moeison.

The writer stated that tabulated results of experiments recently made
showed that the saving effected in consumption of fuel in most cases varied

from 40 to 80 per cent, in favour of mechanical ventilation. Furnaces were
also liable to many other important disadvantages, such as, first, the danger
of an open fire in a fiery seam ; second, in cases where, in order to avoid this

danger, the leturn air is conveyed into the upcast shaft by means of a dumb
drift, the serious cost of such an arrangement, not only in the first outlay of

the requisite drifts, arches, &c, but also in the amount of fresh air required to

feed the furnace air, which is of no value in the workings themselves

;

thirdly, the serious fact that the upcast shaft, being usually heated to nearly
its practical maximum, cannot, in cases of necessity (such as a sudden fall of

the barometer, an unexpected occurrence of a heavy discharge of a fire-damp,

or a block in the air-ways), be made at once available for an increased dutv
;

and lastly, the inordinate wear and tear upon furnace arches, bars, and the shaft

lining, whether brick casing or tubing, and in case of a coal-drawing upcast
shaft, the deterioration of the ropes, guides, cages, and other plant. In no
cane could the furnace compete successfully with mechanical ventilation. The
limit to useful temperature had been proved to exist at about 570 deg. Fahren-
heit; and as to the oft-quoted limit in depth, the deepest of the English
mines would stiil show an economy in coal in favour of the ventilator of 35
to 40 per cent. Mr. Morrison then described the results obtained by the
different systems of mechanical ventilation.

COAL-GETTING MACHINE.

By Mr. Arnold Lupton. Leeds.

Mr. Lupton said that to find a substitute for the explosives used in

mining had long been desired by many ingenious men, and the
applications of the force pump naturally suggested itself. The idea of
forcing a wedge into the coal by means of a hydraulic ram was suggested,
but the plan was fonnd impracticable, first, because it was almost impossible

rce a wedge of sufficient size into so compact a mineral as coal: and,
it would be equally difficult to find a prop to resist the

backward pre-* urn of the ram. The system of wedging coal by fir.-t drilling

a ho!e and f'ing two inclined pieces of steel, between which was
afterwards driven a wedge by means of a sledge hammer, had been oc-
oerionally used. To substitute, in this instance, a hydraulic ram for the
sledge hammer, and to find a [nop for the ram by mean's of tension bars con-

tig this cylinder to the inclined pieces of steel above mentioned, was the
oeoi Mr. Grafton Jones, which the writer proposed to describe. The

machine ws ed entirely of the best hammered cast iron. The tension
bars, the ram, and the cylinder were all in one piece, being cut out of a solid
bar of Heel. The ram was worked, notby the ordinary force pump, but by a
crew pump patented by Mr. Grafton Jones. Jiy means of this pump the
force oi thi u immen ely be only limit to the force

might be applied being nsion bars. The advantages
the writer claim hydraulic wedge and drilling apparatus
employed in this machine were I

i afety with which mines may be
worked with them as substitutes for gunpowder; 2nd, The superioi sbapi
of coal that had been wedged to ooaJ thai had been blown, and the less
amount of slack made; 3rd, The improvement in the health oi the o
that will ensneon thi rnnpbwder; 4th, The saving in labour by

r the hydraulio wedge instead ol the hammer-driven wedges; 6th, Thi
saving in labour aud diminution in the amount ol slack made by using the
hydraulic machine to push the coal out of tbc solid— that is, without

•in working those sea mi whose nature is such as to raider it

possible.

EXPANSIVE DOUBLE-CYLINDER PUMPING ENGINE.
By Mr. Andrew Barclay, Kilmarnock.

The improvement which the writer proposed to effect on the pumpin°-
engine was to adopt the double cylinder, which had been found so efficient
for other purposes, and to dispense with the ponderous working beam, and
.substitute in its stead an overhanging lifting beam, thus doing away with
the necessity for the expensive foundations. The principle of the engine was
to admit high pressure steam from the boilers into a small cylinder, where it
gives its direct power, after exerting which it passes into a large cvlinder,
utilising the expansive power still left in the steam. In marine or laud
engines fitted with double cylinders, this operation went on at both ends of the
cylinders

;
but as the pumping engine was only required to do duty in one

direction, the arrangement was different. In it the steam was first admitted
to the bottom of the small cylinder. When the piston had reached the top
of the stroke, the same steam was admitted at the top of the same cylinder,
the engine, being then in equilibrium, descended with its own gravity.

' When
the piston had reached the bottom of the stroke, the steam was "all in the
top side of the cylinder. It was then admitted under the piston of the large
cyliuder, where it acted with its expansive force— fresh steam from the boiler
being at the same time admitted under the piston of the small cylinder.
Both of the cylinders were jacketed to prevent condensation, and the other
parts of the engine—such as the air pump, condenser, cataracts, &c—were
got up in the usual way. One effect of the overhanging beam, which was
the chief peculiarity of the engine, was to increase the stroke from 10ft. in
the large cylinder, and 7ft. 9-Jin. in the small one, to 12ft. in the pumps. It
also dispensed in a gieat measure with the massive beam and masonry required
to carry the beam and other parts of the Cornish engine, the force of the
steam being exerted in lilting only. This engine possessed all the advantages
of the beam engine, and was nearly as cheap as the direct-acting engine,
while it did not close up the mouth of the pit. All the building required for
this engine was a broad enough base and sufficient weight in the foundation
under the cylinder to prevent it from working its way into the ground. The
writer further stated that, with the same quantity and pressure' of steam, the
power of this engine and that of the Cornish engine were almost identical.

ON THE UTILISATION OF BLAST FURNACE GASES.
By Mr. W.m. Feiuue.

The utilisation of gases from blast furnaces had, the writer said, for many
years attracted the attention of the ironmasters ; and in the Cleveland dis-
trict, in particular, the consumption of these gases had arrived at a high degree
of perfection. In districts weie raw coal was the fuel used, nothing could be
stated as to the results ; and it had been said that a Scotch furuace sent twice
as much unconsumed fuel into the air as was consumed within it. The diffi-

culty in withdrawing the gases from a furnace using raw coal as the fuel was
that the combustion of the gases at the furnace top was the means wticreby
the coal was converted into coke, in which state it must be, previous to its

descent to the zone of reduction. That the gases were in excess of what was re-
quired for the coking process, was beyond doubt, but to regulate the with-
drawal of them so as not to interfere with the regular working of the furnace
had never been done satisfactorily. Were a practicable plan introduced to
admit of the withdrawal of the gases, the saving in fuel would be enormous,
and amounting to something like fiOO.OOO tons of coal per aunum over the
pig-iron furnaces of Scotland. In considering this subject, it occurred to the
writer that, if they could coke the coal in furnaces in the same way coal was
coked in the common retorts at gas works, the difficulty would be overcome.
He accordingly commenced experiments with a small blast furnace, about the
fifteenth capacity of a fifty feet furnace. The upper part was divided into
two compartments or retorts, into which the coal, ores, and flux were oharj - <l,

and the top was closed in the usual way by the bell and cone. The gases
passed off into a main which communicated by two pipi -, one to each side of
the furnace, to the entrance of the flues at the bottom of the retorts, and weie
ignited by the aid of atmospheric air. These Ones were oonstrui i. .1 spirally,

in "i tier that the heat from the burning gases might permeate the materials
in nli: of tho retorts, while the exhaust gases were thrown off by chimnevs at

the top of the retorts. This small furnace was worked for about two months
with raw coal only as fuel, and the results obtained were highly satisfactory,

notwithstanding that tho furnace was of so small dimensions, The iron pro-
duced was Nos. I, •'(, ami -l, ami that from materials that had only been - t>

t'ln hours in the furnace, bo the rapidity of the "driving" of tho

fnmace. An examination was dail\ madr into the interior ol thi
I

the bottom of the retorts, and invai coal was found thoroughly iked

ami al a high heat, the lime cumplctih itUTO, Uld
at a like temperature also were the coals. Being convinced thai this plan of
working a furnace was practicable, operation* were nun, . .1
for altering on, of the ordinarj in si the Monkland Ironworks on tho

same plan or nearly so. Mr. Perrie, with tl I this

furnace, and also another modification ol a self-acting ooki furnace. The
i tin. linear, m contracted in diameter, whilst ol i proportionally

in, so as in form .by
burning go arrounding it. Se prop., d to introd u < » portion only of tho

coal, or, it might be, of coke, into the central retort, along with thi
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flux. The retorts at the outside of the lining were to receive the remainder

of the coal which, became coked in descending the retorts, which were heated

by burning gases in flues surrounding them. These retorts were continued

downwards separately from the central part of the furnace nearly to the

hearth, so as to keep their contents distinct and to ensure the coke formed in

them being interposed at the hearth between the ores or metal and the blast

jets. This plan of furnace was intended to secure that the coke should be at

all times between the blast and the ores, and the writer anticipated from such

an arrangement an increase in the production of carbonic oxide, a regularity

in the smeltiDg process, and a saving of fuel. He had not, however, had the

opportunity of putting such a furnace in practice, but he was iu the mean-
time altering a furnace with the view of making the experiment.

MINERAL OIL WORKS.

By Mr. David Cowan.

The oil-yielding materials—that is, the bituminous shales and the cannel
soals—the writer said, were plentifully distributed throughout the whole of our
Scottish coal measures, but differed very much in character both as regards

the quantity and quality of the produce. To obtain oils from those materials,

they, were first subjected to a process of destructive distillation, which forms
the oils, during which they escape in the form of vapours, while the fixed

carbon remains, with the ash, in the distilling vessel or retort. The economy
and efficiency of this operation depended greatly upon the kind of retort, the

system of heating adopted, the degree of heat applied, and the effectiveness

of the condensing part of the apparatus. After giving descriptions of the

horizontal and vertical retorts used in the Glasgow district, and discussing the

advantages and disadvantages of each, he went on to indicate an arrangement
©f apparatus designed to combine the advantages of both. The arrangement
proposed belonged to the vertical class, with improvements calculated to

remedy the evils attaching to the vertical retorts at present in use. The ap-

paratus necessary was fully described, and it was stated that the vapour did

not require to ascend at all—that although it might partially condense
within, it could not return to the hottest part, but must pass downwards to

the condensers ; and therefore, whatever loss was due to the decomposition,

which was usual from this cause, would in a great measure be saved. As to

the mode of heating the retorts, it was suggested that, instead of firing with
eoal, the retorts should be heated with gas flame, as, besides economising fuel

and labour, it would meet the requirements of regularity and watchfulness

more satisfactorily than the present system ; and, further, that the system of

first converting the fuel into gas (so successfully worked up by Siemens)
should be adopted. This mode of heating by gas instead of by solid fuel and
with hot air supplied to the furnaces should, besides the other more important
advantages of regular temperature, effect a saving of from 40 to 50 per cent.

of the fuel. The author had also directed his attention towards economising
the labour required for charging and discharging the retorts, and with this

object in view he had designed an arrangement of machinery for serving the

materials to the retorts, which he described along with the other parts of the

plant.

0N THE MAGNETIC IRONSTONE OF ROSEDALE ABBEY,
CLEVELAND.

By Mr. John Marley, Darlington.

The author stated that he had read a paper on the " Cleveland Ironstone"
before the Instituticn of Mining Engineers thirteen years ago, and that

since that time various other persons had followod on the same subject,

two or three of them dwelling more especially upon the extraordinary de-

posit of magnetic ironstone at Rosedale Abbey, or what is now locally

termed Rosedale West. During the last eleven years extensive explorings

and workings have been carried on at Rosedale, sufficient to justify the pre-

paration of a paper devoted to the magnetic ironstone deposit of itself. The
author paid a visit to Rosedale in June last, after having seen an article on
"Boring and Blasting" in Spon's "Dictionary of Engineering," containing

some remarks reflecting on geologists for basing the conclusions of geolo-

gical science upon the evidence obtained by the system of boring for

minerals, " on which," according to the editor of that work, "the so-called

science of geology is made to rest," and which is, in his opinion, a " base-

less fabric." One of Mr. Marley's reasons for bringing forward the sub-
ject was to do justice to Mr. Nicholas Wood, and the late Mr. Bewick, both
of whom took a prominent part in the discussion which led to the reflec-

tions made in Spon's " Dictionary."

In addition to Mr. Marley's paper of 1857, the principal authorities on
the Cleveland ironstone generally, as also upon the peculiar deposit of

magnetic ironstone at Rosedale Abbey, are the following :—Mr. Bewick's
paper, read before the Newcastle Institute, 1857 ; Mr. N. Wood's paper,
read before the Newcastle Institute, 1859 ; Mr. T. Allison's paper, read
before the South Wales Institute, 1869; Mr. Cockburn's paper, read be-
fore the Cleveland Institute of Engineers, 1869 ; and the work published
by Mi-. Bewick on the "Cleveland Ironstone" in 1860.

In Mr. Marley's paper of 1857 it was deemed necessary to refer to the

Rosedale deposit on account of its great extent, the large percentage of

metallic iron contained in it, and the magnetic properties of the stone. It

was only in 1834 that attention was directed to it in modern times, and yet

600 years ago iron had been made at Rosedale. In 1853 attention was
directed to the stone for ironmaking, and two years before that time it

was largely worked for making and repairing roads. Both the superficial

area and the depth of the deposit were improved in 1867, when the stone

was believed to be in a conglomerate state and not stratified ; and at that

time attention was directed to a check or slip running parallel to the drift.

The writer had no doubt, then, that "Sheriff's Drift Seam," about 13 ft.

thick, was the top seam of ironstone of the Lias formation, a supposition

which is now found to be correct, as the Cleveland top seam actually over-

lies the magnetic stone, but the percentage of iron in the stone and the

quality of the ore both differ in the two contiguous mineral masses. There
are still some things undecided regarding the magnetic deposit, but it cer-

tainly cannot be called either a " vein" or a " bed." The extent was un-
known in 1857, but it is now estimated pretty accurately. Before it is

calcined the ore is strongly attracted by the magnets, but only in excep-

tional cases does it attract iron itself. In the best specimens the ore con-

tains 42 to 50 per cent, of metallic iron, but in the Cleveland main seam
the amount varies from 33 down to 28 per cent., while the top seam of

Rosedale East contains 35 per cent, and upwards of metallic iron. Mr.
Marley quoted at considerable length from the papers of Mr. Wood and
Mr. Bewick, the opinions of those gentlemen on the nature of the deposit,

and from Mr. Allison's paper the following extract:—"This is the most
singular deposit of iron ore in Cleveland, or even in England, inasmuch as

its deposition does not appear to have been governed by any known law.

We must therefore confess our ignorance, and call it the act of one of

Nature's unknown bye-laws." The ore is localised in two troughs, one of

which is 90 feet deep ; each having an area of about five or six acres, or

only about one-fift';' of the area which the borings were at first said to in-

dicate. As illustrated by means of longitudinal and cross vertical sections,

and isometrical drawings of the deposits of ironstone in the two troughs,

the latter do not touch, as was stated by Mr. Allison, and their sides are

irregular and shelving. Mr. Wood did not doubt the accuracy of the state-

ments made regarding the drifts and borings on which he based his

opinions as to the extent of the magnetic ironstone ; from information

which is now obtained, the extent of the ore would have been at once defi-

nitely proved, it is quite evident, if his original advice had been adopted,

namely, to drive north and south cross-cuts when about 300 yards in. When
the drifts got in 400 yards they came upon a shale check in front, which
was also proved on each side of both troughs. When this was followed up
it was found to be the end of the magnetic ore to the west, and simul-

taneously there was found a slip dyke riser to the west. On the top of

this dyke there was an isolated patch of magnetic ore, and between it and
the top seam of the district there were found pebbles and shells, similar to

others which are found in these two deposits, between the said top seam and
the magnetic ore, and sometimes on the side of the shale check. A slip

dyke quarry, which was frequently spoken of by Mr. Wood and Mr. Bewick,

seemed to be nothing more than a landslip of the hill-side. The termina-

tion of the magnetic stone being determined, a drift of about 300 yards was
run up to No. 2 bore-hole, in the hope that on reaching it the two mag-
netic beds would be got instead of the one lost ; the result was that common
shale was found in situ above, while below there were sandstone and shale.

In neither direction was there magnetic stone as had been alleged. Various

observers had been misled by the fact that magnetic stone had got into the

borehole, forming an "artificial deposit." The writer declined to enter

into the consideration of the questions—how Nature deposited the mag-
netic ore in the troughs, and how the troughs themselves were formed. On
the question of the cause of the magnetic quality of the stone, it was men-
tioned that the troughs lie east and west. Icebergs and glacial deposit were,

in the author's opinion, in no way connected with the induction of the mag-
netic state, nor yet with the formation of the troughs. The deposits are not

two beds of regular strata ; nor are they veins, as no fissures have yet been
found at the bottom of the troughs, although they have been diligently

looked for. Since April, 1861, these troughs have yielded about three

quarter million tons of stone ; there is still a considerable quantity of mag-
netic ore, but the annual yield cannot be great henceforth. Fortunately,

as some solace for the disappointment, the top seam of the district is of

extra richness.

Death op Sir John Thwaites.—We regret to have to announce the
death of Sir John Thwaites, the chairman of the Metropolitan Board of

Works, which occurred on the 8th ult., at about three o'clock in the
morning, at his residence, Meaburu House, Upper Richmond-road, Putney,
after an illness of a few days' duration. Sir John Thwaites was in his

56 th year, and had been chairman of the Metropolitan Board since its

formation in 185C, previously to which time he w~as one of the Metropolitan
Commissioners of Sewers. Sir John was a magistrate of the counties of

Surrey and Middlesex, and a deputy-lieutenat of the latter county.
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INDIA PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT EXAMINATION.

(Concluded jsera page 189.)

July 5,1870; 10 a.m.-l p.m.

LOGAKITHSIS, TeIGONOMEIKY, MESSUEiTIOX.

1. Calculate by logarithms the value of

(32725) 11 + (.0349)9 * V (76'1)5 .

2. Solve the equation *V 124 = 7.

3. Given log 2 = '3010300, log 3 = -4771213
;

find the logarithm of '°V (7*1; 5 .

4. The angles of a triangle are in geometrical progression, and the greatest

an»le is equal to four times the least ; express the angles in French grades,

minutes and seconds.
,

5. Given sec A = 1'6 ; find the other trigonometrical functions.

6. A staff' at the top of a tower is observed to subtend an angle of 15 deg.

by an observer at a distance of 36ft. from the foot of the tower, and also to

subtend the same angle when the observer has removed to a distance of 28ft.

further from the tower : find the height of the staff.

7. In any triangle ABC the tangent of half the difference of the angles B
and C is to the tangent of half their sum as the difference of the two sides A
B and A C is to their sum.

8. Being on a river, and observing a column on the banks, I find the angle

of elevation of its top to be 30 deg., and the angle subtended by its top and a

small island down the river to be 47 deg. 25 min. After sailing past the

column to this island, a distance of 450 yards, I find the angle subtended

by the top and my former position to be 18 deg. 30 min. Find the height of

the column.
9. The vertical angle of a triangle is 120 deg., and the difference of the sides

is equal to ?ths of the base ; find the other angles.

Express the cosine of the sum of two angles in terms of the sines and

cosines of the angles themselves; with proof.

11. A regular polygon of n sides is described about a circle of given radius

find the area of the polygon.

12. A railway cutting is to be 25ft. deep, and to have a breadth of 30ft. at

the bottom ; find the width at the top so that the sides may have a slope of

30 deg. from the vertical. In 100ft. of such cutting how many cubic yards of

material must be removed ?

13. In a circle of 10ft. radius is inscribed a triangle whose angles are

15 deg., CO deg., 75 deg. ; determine the areas of the segments exterior to the

trian _

1 1. The circumference of the base of a conic frustrum is 50ft., the alti-

tude 16ft., and the diameter of the top 13ft.; find the whole surface and the

volume,
15. Show how to divide a 2ft. globe into three portions of equal volume by

parallel planes.

16. If a circular arch, composed of five rings of brickwork, have a clear span

37ft. on the back ; find its rise, and the area of its face,

lie depth of each brick to be 4.Jin.

July 5, 1870; 2 p.m—5 p.m.

Statics, Dynamics, Hydrostatics, &c.

1. Enunciate the " Parallelogram of Forces " and the " Triangle of Forces."

The resultant of two forces is 211h. ; one of them is 141b., and the other is in-

clined iltant at an angle of 30 deg.: find the other force, and the

een the two. Can the forces represented by 12, 4, 7 acting on a

Give the reason for your answer,

•j. The arms : lever arellin. and 13in. ; and from their extre-

zhts of 711). and 81b. are respectively suspended ; at what point

a weight of 31b. ided that the lever when horizontal may be in

cquilibt

:;. State and prove the rule for finding the centre of gravity of a triangular

I. From a cylinder, let a cone having the same base and alti-

: determine the centre of gravity of the remaining part of

cylinder.

mi. where three pulleys hang by separate and parallel strings,

ttached to the highest, 111. to the next, and 51b. to the

Hi y : find the power required to sustain equilibrium.

i screw is one foot and a-halr. and the radios of the cylin*

ll'th of that length: if the thread makes thirty-six turns, find its

inclination and length.

7. Kind the I a horizontal plane required to draw a weight of

;li inclined plane, the coefficient of friction being 116, and the

nation of the plane being inch thai 7 tons acting along the plane would

support the weigh! if the pi u

Enunciate the first and second lawa of motion. A body itarts with the
:.,•/', audi uniform force in the direction of the vel

dnrir I : it ',/' be the acceleration, and ..• the space described in the
- and if r be the velocity alter dcseril.r

., prove thai

9, A particle uniformly accelerated describes 108ft. and 140ft. in the fifth and

ith lecondi rely: find the initial id the

•e of the acceleration.

II >.
I 51b. and III), together pull one ol 711). Over B smooth

pulle}', by means of a connecting string ; and after descending through 15ft.

the 5lb. weight is detached without interrupting the motion : find through what

space the 41b. weight will descend.

11. A body impinges directly on another : find the velocities after collision,

the elasticity being imperfect.

12. A stone of 21b. weight is whirled round horizontally by a string 5ft. long

having one end fixed: find the time of revolution when the tension of the

string is 51b.

13. A railway truck weighing with its contents 10 tons, resistances being

81b. per ton, is "drawn from rest by a horse; after going 300ft. it is observed to

be moving at the rate of 5ft. per second : determine the number of units of work

that has been done by the horse.

14. The sides of a rectangle immersed vertically in water are 7 and 12, the

shorter side being coincident with the surface : it is required to draw from one

of the angles at the surface a straight line to the base dividing the rectangle

into two parts, such that the pressure on them may be as 5 : 3.

15. A hollow copper sphere, whose internal diameter is 2ft. just floats in

water : find its thickness, the specific gravity of copper being 8'788.

16. Describe the barometer. In the tube of a barometer 34in. long some

air was left, and the mercury was observed to stand at 28in., when in a per-

fect barometer it was at 30in. : suppose, on the top of a mountain the

perfect barometer stood at 20in., at what height would the imperfect barometer

stand ?

17. Describe the thermometer, the mode of filling it with mercury, and tho

process of graduating. Express the temperature 98 deg. Fahrenheit in terms of

the centigrade and of Reaumur's thermometers respectively.

18. Find the height through which water will rise in the pipe of a common
pump after any stroke.

MANCHESTER STEAM USERS' ASSOCIATION.

CHIEF ENGINEER'S MONTHLY REPORT.

The last ordinary monthly mooting of the Executive Committeo of this

Association was held at the Offices, 41, Corporation-street, Manchester, on

Tuesday, July 26th, 1870, Sir William Fairbairo, Bart., C.E., F.R.S.,

LL.D.,'oic, President, in the chair, when Mr. L. E. Fletcher, chief engineer,

presented his report, which on that occasion was for two months, and is

given in abstract as follows:

—

" During the past two months 485 visits of inspection have been made,

and 1,106 boilers examined, 668 externally, 23 internally, 13 in the flues,

and 402 entirely, while in addition 1 1 boilers have been tested by hydraulic

pressure. Five of these hydraulic tests were ordinary onos, simply to

ascertain the sufficiency of boilers already in work, whilo in the other G

cases the boilers were new ones, and were tested by hydraulic pressure, as

voll as specially examined, both as regards their construction and com-

plement of fittings, before leaving the maker's yard. In tho 1,106 boilers

examined, 207 defects were discovered, 14 of them being dangerous. Fur-

naces out of shape, 4; fractures, 50,—5 dangerous; blistered plates, 18,

—

2 dangerous; internal corrosion, 48,—3 dangerous; external ditto, 20—

2

dangerous; internal grooving, 23; external ditto, 7; feed apparatus out

of order, 2,-1 dangerous; water gauges ditto, 15; blow-out apparatus

ditto, ii; safety-valves ditto, 3.— 1 dangerous; pressuro gauges ditto, 8^

boilers without pressuro gauges, 1 ; without teed back pressure valves, 7.

" KxrLOSIONS.

"On the present occasion 1 have to report the occurrence of LB sxplo

by which 12 persons have been killed, and 20 others injured. Not one of

these explosions sprung from boilers enrolled with this Association. In

nine . of the atastropho has been visited by one oi the

officers of this ion, and detailed particulars taken. A all

bigatiorj has shown that thoso catastrophes, v

ever their result mug from tho simples! causes. Tims, six were

duo to malcuiistruction, ono to external corrosion, ouo to in; ion,

and ono to b] of water, while, of the tour others, sufficiently minute

particulars have not been received to allow "i a positive opinion bi

formed.

"Further details of the causo of then;

though it hi
'"• them in a somewhat bi

shape than usual, i on! of the length and other busJi

meeting of the Committee.
ii

i .,, be added thai during the • from 11 " ,

1st of January to the 80th ol Juno, 25 explosions tooS place, kiUin

persons, as well as Injuring W others,* which
an " Vi rage "

killing about 75 I
i

:i tabular statement tor tho

l i

1
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p*;s

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

TABULAR STATEMENT OP EXPLOSIONS,

From May 28th, 1870, to July 22nd, 1870, inclusive.

Date.

May 27

May 28

June 2

June 6

June 9

June 9

June 1

7

June 1

7

June 21

June 24

June 2

7

July 2

July 3

General Description of Boiler.
Persons
Killed

Persons
Injured

Auxiliary or Donkey.
Internally-fired

Particulars not yet fully ascertained

Single-flued, or "Cornish."

Internally-fired

Single-flued, or " Cornish."

Internally-fired

Double-flued, or "Lancashire."
Internally-fired

Particulars not yet fully ascertained

Double-furnace, or tl Waist."

Internally-fired

Vertical Portable.

Internally-fired

Plain Cylindrical, Egg-ended.
Externally-fired

Upright "Furnace."
Pull particulars not ascertained

Double-flued, or " Lancashire."

Internally-fired

Marine : Double-furnace, Return flue

Internally-fired

Plain Cylindrical, Egg-ended.
Externally fired

Total

Total

12

3

1

2 4

20 32

" No. 15 Explosion, which happened at about half-past five on the

afternoon of Friday, May 27th, killing two persons, sprung from the

boiler of an auxiliary or donkey engine employed on board a passenger

steamer, below decks.
" This boiler was not examined by an officer of this Association, but

it is reported that the explosion arose from the rending of the internal

casing of the firebox from overheating of the plates consequent on

shortness of water.
" At the inquest it was stated that this shortness of water and con-

sequent overheating arose through the blow-out tap being left open

throu°'h oversight, and that against such oversights science could pro-

vide no remedy, so that the explosion was accidental.

" Not having received a detailed report on this catastrophe, I offer

the following remarks thereon with some diffidence, but it appears

important to point out that before the view can be accepted that modern

science is powerless to prevent such explosions, it must be proved that

all its appliances have been exhausted. Was such the case in the

present instance ? As blow-out taps have been found occasionally to

be left open through oversight, they are sometimes equipped on board

ship with a guard, arranged so as to prevent the key being withdrawn

unless the plug be turned so as to close the tap. Again, to give warn-

in <r of shortness of water, from whatever cause that may arise, fusible

plugs adapted for marine boilers may be employed,—not those attached

to the crown of the furnace which for many reasons are objeotionable

on board ship, but those fixed at the end of a pipe carried up from the

boiler as already explained in the Association's printed reports for

January, 1865, and November, 1889. Before therefore it can be con-

cluded that such explosions are unavoidable, it must be asked whether

these two simple appliances, in such common use elsewhere, have

received a fair trial. If not, it cannot be considered that such disasters

are accidental, but that there is every reason to conclude that they
might be prevented by efficient boiler mountings.

"No. 16 Explosion, by which, fortunately, no one was either killed or
injured, though the premises were set on fire and considerable damage done
to property, occurred on Saturday, May 28th, at a bleach works. The
boiler appears to have been a new one, but in this instance the scene of the

catastrophe has not been visited by an officer of this Association, so that at

present no reliable particulars have been obtained.

"No. 17 Explosion, by which two persons were killed and one other in-

jured, occurred at about twenty minutes after twelve o'clock noon, on
Thursday, the 2ad of June, at a saw mill, and arose from the collapse of
the fnrnace tube of a Cornish boiler. The tube, which was not strengthened
with any encircling hoops, flanged seams, or other approved means, being
too weak for the pressure at which it was worked.

" No. 18 Explosion, by which, fortunately, no one was either killed or

injured, took place at about a quarter-past eight o'clock on the morning of

Monday, June 6th, at a colliery, and arose from the failure of the furnace

tube of a Cornish boiler, immediately over the fire, through weakness
caused by malconstruction.

"No. 19 Explosion, by which one person was injured but fortunately

no one killed, occurred at a few minutes befoi-e six o'clock on the morning
of Thursday, June 9th, at a shoddy mill, and arose from the failure of the
external shell of an ordinary Lancashire boiler, at the bottom, in conse-

quence of the plates being wasted by external corrosion to the thickness of

about one-sixteenth of an inch.
" No. 20 Explosion, by which seven persons were injured, but fortunately

no one killed, occurred on Thursday, June 9th. In this instance the scene

of the catastrophe has not been visited by an officer of this Association, and
but few particulars have been obtained, but it is reported that the explosion

was clue to shortness of water caused by the neglect of the attendant, for

which he was taken before the magistrates, who committed him to gaol

with hard labour for three months.
" No. 21 Explosion, by which two persons were killed and one other in-

jured, occurred at about six o'clock on the morning of Friday, June 17th,

at a cotton mill, and arose from the rupture of the bottom of the com-
bustion chamber, in a patent oval-flued boiler through weakness conse-

quent on malconstruction. The particulars of this explosion are impor-
tant, and will be given more in detail as soon as opportunity permits.
" No. 22 Explosion, by which fortunately no one was either killed or

injured, occurred at about half-past five o'clock on the afternoon of Friday,

June 17th, at an iron ship building yard.
" It is not easy to give the cause of this explosion in a word. The

boiler, which was a small one of the vertical cylindrical internally-fired

portable class, employed for driving a crane, failed both in the internal

casing of the furnace and in the outer shell, the firebox collapsing and
the shell rending. It is difficult now to say which rent primarily and
which secondarily. There was no evidence of shortness of water or of
undue pressure, but it is possible that the firebox, though nominally
circular, was not truly so, and hence the collapse. As the boiler had
not been examined since set to work 20 moths ago, on the premises at

which it exploded, such a defect might have existed without detection.

Without pronouncing a positive opinion on the cause of this explosion,

it may nevertheless be used as an argument in favour of carefully ex-

amining all boilers before considering them safe, since this was one of

such simple construction, of such moderate size, and worked at so

moderate a pressure, that it might well have been considered as per-

fectly harmless.

" No. 23 Explosion took place at about ten minutes past six o'clock

on the evening of Tuesday, June 21st, at an iron works, and arose from
the failure of a plain cylindrical externally-fired boiler, at a longitu-

dinal seam of rivets over the fire, at which repeated repairs had been
executed.

" The facts with regard to this explosion are of interest, and demand
more than a passing notice. It appears that a competent independent
inspector had examined this boiler in 1864, at the request of the owners,
and condemned it as unsafe at the pressure at which it was worked.
In 1868 the same inspector examined it again with the same result, but
the boiler was worked on at the prohibited pressure nevertheless. In
1870 it burst, killing two people.

" At the inquest three engineers were found who after having made a
careful examination could not account for the explosion, and thought the
boiler was perfectly safe at the pressure at which the owner worked it,

and that ' he exercised a wise discretion in so doing,' notwithstanding that

the boiler had been burst in consequence, and that they were then engaged
in investigating the deaths of two persons killed thereby. The jury re-

turned a verdict of ' Accidental death,' but in spite of the evidence given
by the three engineers just referred to, stated that they considered the
owner had committed an error in judgment in working the boiler at the
pressure he did after he had been advised by the independent inspector

already referred to, to reduce it. To those who are endeavouring to solve

the problem of making efficient periodical boiler inspection general
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throughout the country, such an explosion and such evidence are pregnant

with instruction.

"2so. 24 Explosion, by which three men were injured, but fortunately

no one killed, happened on the morning of Friday, June 21th, at an iron

works. The scene of the catastrophe has not been visited in this case

by an officer of the Association, and I am at present provided with but

few particulars.

25 Explosion, by which two persons were killed and one other

injured, occurred at about half-past eight o'clock on the morning of

Monday, June 28th, and arose from the collapse of one of the furnace tubes

of a Lancashire boiler through weakness, the boiler being worked at too

high a pressure for the strength of the flue tube, which was not supported

aged seams, encircling hoops, or other suitable appliances.

26 Explosion, by which one person was injured, happened on the

evening of Saturday, the 2nd of July, on board a steam tug, and arose from
the collapse of two of the flue tubes, which were oval in section and imper-

fectly stayed. The boiler was evidently of very weak shape, and only

adapted for low pressure but what the working pressure was could not be

ascertained by the officer of the Association, who visited the scane of the

catastrophe, as the fittings had been removed prior to his examination, and
the fireman refused all information. But whatever the pressure may havo

been, the boiler was clearly too weak to withstand it, and hence the

-ton.*
; N . 27 Explosion, by which two persons were killed and two others

injured, took place at about half-past four o'clock on the afternoon of

the 3rd of July, and arose from the failure of a plain cylindrical

Daily-fired boiler, at the first belt of plate reckoning from the firing

end, consequent on the ravages of internal corrosion, which so ate away ths

plate as to reduce it to the thickness of one-sixteenth of an inch. Com-
petent inspection could not have failed to have detected the corrosion in

time to have prevented the explosion.

"L. E. Fletcher, Chief Engineer."

NORTH BEITISH ASSOCIATION OF GAS MAXAGEKS.
The ninth annual General Meeting of this Association was held in the

hall of the Royal Scottish Society of Arte, 117, George-street, Edinburgh,

on Wednesday, the 20th July, 1870 ; Mr. Thomas Whiinster, engineer,
'•'

>xks, Perth, President, in the chair.

President's Address.

1 ntlemen,—The duty of addressing you to-day, if it be a duty, is one
" conventional usage alone has created, and the question as to

whether you would be more honoured in the breach than in the observ-

if'it on the present occasion, is one which has exercised me not a

little. Yet, rather than shrink from any work which might fairly be

led as belonging to the honourable position to which you elected me,

viz., tin; presidency of this Association, I have ventured upon a task for

which 1 have no great confidence in rny fitness.

w-11. al these, our annual meetings, that inquiry should be made
if the Association, so as to ascertain whether it be in a

healthy and progressive condition, and I am glad to say that, in this

gr, there is room for congratulation. The number of names added
ill of membership to-day is twelve, showing an increase of over
nt. on the current year. There is also another manifestation of
ill- in tin- Association this year. I refer to the prizes oll'ered

bj \l.---i- Bartholo ow, Macrae, of Du
I n i-i-keitliing, K. and J. l.aidlaw, of Glasgow, and ilitrll,

i

I o of Gtarnkii ! entlemen deserve the esteem of

their fellow-member*, and, I may say, of all who hold property in '_'as

work^. I'm- their disinterested ei I haw- no doubt that their aim
ed movement "ill h • rut inly successful, and that they will

latent] I utilitarian resources of the pro
«ioi, it for exceeding what may hare been anticipated) The

in an few in number, and some of them too short to be of an^
aim-. This need nol occasion rarprise, aa the idea of offering

prizes did not occur ant neral meeting last year, ami tin-

till January .>-. The matter WM
ore thi t "i t in- count ry at their busiest

<i many of them would nol have time full; ler it, until

it would I" too lull' for them to undertake inch a task with anj nope of

win unfortunate, but as the opp in hi- repeated]

hoped thai iimi i the members will he prepared in compete.
nt in have been pre]

i a notice speaks well for the spirit of the writers, Dwo of

the essays have beei moat creditable

mad thai n im" transpired that
iv was about ".

.
out Unit Lhs

BBUIR " II '

vrvlv.- I .-,-. Ii -will lie in)
trial.

production, and the first prize was most heartily and unanimo.
awarded it by the committee.
Some three or four years ago, the demand for parafiue oil, coincident

with the expiry of the patent of Mr. Young, of Bathgate, suggested the
idea that gas companies might profitably become manufacturers of that
important article, as, in the process of the distillation of coal for the pro-
duction of oil, a considerable quantity of rich gas was necessarily made,
it was thought that this gas might be stored for illuminating purposes.
This idea was carried into practice by the llawiek Gas Company, and for
a time promised to be a successful speculation ; but the fluctuation in the
price of paraffine, from reasons so obvious that they need not be parti-

cularised here, and to which gas is not subject, showed that this plan,

though to some extent an economiser of coal, wat not a sale one for
g

companies, and the success of the experiment was. happily, suffieientlv

temporary to prevent the example being followed by more important
companies, and on a larger scale. This is one of those ideas which look
so very feasible before experience has disclosed their weak points, that it

is not unlikely to be revived from time to time, and to prove a cause of

uneasiness to gas companies.
About the same time the revival of the oxy-hydrogen light " Will-o'-

the-Wisp," accompanied, as usual, by the most confident and reckless

assertions, and, above all, backed by the Government of the day, in the

now notorious Perth Barracks ease, turned the attention of holders of
stock in <jas works to its threatening glare, and no doubt to some extent

gave feeling of insecurity in gas stock throughout the country. In that

case the statements made by interested and by no means over-scrupulous

parties, were eagerly manipulated by the talented artist- of the newspaper
press, until the old-fashioned but " bcautiful-for-ever " chemical experi-

ment threatened to become like the tree which Nebuchadnezza saw in his

dream, which filled the whole earth. I will not trouble you with details

of this sham, in which Government money was freely spent in order to

frighten the Perth Gas Company. Suffice it to say that it was a nine
days' wonder, and was withdrawn as quietly as possible. These disturb-

ing causes, though they do not look very formidable in the light east upon
them by their failure, are, nevertheless, while they arc in operation, very

troublesome, and have the effect of temporarily retarding the progress of

improvement. There is the fear engendered that gas property may be
destroyed by the introduction of some cheaper illuminating agent, and
improvements which would be otherwise pushed forward are delayed

until the fear is dispelled and confidence restored. At the present time

there seems to be great confidence in the permanent value of gas stock,

which is more especially manifested in the eagerness of municipal autho-

rities to acquire the gas works throughout the country.

The illuminating power of gas test is receiving very great attention at

the present time, and it is to be hoped that some practical and decisive

solution of the difficulty will be arrived at. !Xo one seems satisfied with

the sperm candle as a standard of comparison, and certainly if we com-
pare experiments made therewith, the variable results obtained are not a

little confusing, and indicative of a source of error in the present mode of

tr-ting so active that little reliance can be placed in them. But it is

probable that there are other and greater sources of error in the present

system of testing for the illuminating power of a gas than what i-. found

in the variable consumption of a sperm oundlc. Indeed, the candle seems

to be the " scapegoat " in this ease.

I have found that gas tested with the same candle and with the same
burner will give widely different results under different conditions. Take

the following trials in illustration, noting (hid they were all mode with

the samo burner—a No. G union jet, ami dial they were all corrected to

the standard consumption of "> cubic feel per hour. N.> I was made with

the burner regulated by the stop >'"rl in the USUal win. immediately under

i socket, and adjusted to a consumption of 8'69 cubic feci of gas

per hour. Tin- result obtained was -St; candles, the duration of one
cui.il- fool with a i in. flame, being 70 minutes. No. 2 was regulated by

tin- same stop cool with as much gas turned on as tin- burner would i

•ume without rushing in the flame or smoke, and the consumption of gaa

was at tin- rale of 4*2 cuhir Feel per hour. The result then obtained was

;;i 08 candle , the duration being the) 70 minutes. I then set the

fill open, and adjusted thi rernor to give a full flame at the

burner without rushing or smoki a consumption of 5 cubio feet

per hour. This gore a much ln-tter result in candles, but the light varied

n uch, in consequence of the unsteadiness of the meter, that, tin- experi-

ment could not bo trusted! No. 8 was made with astopoooi regulated

by a sorew and pinim, and placed upon the pipe between the governor

and the burner, ami aboul L8in. distant from the latter. Th

j
full flame at tin- burner without any ru loke ; the

sumption was 5"02 cubic feel per hour, and tin- average Qluminnt

power in candle was 88*6, the duration tost giving 69 minutes. This

proves that one greul notirce of error arises from tin- quantity of gat Con-

sumed, the error in thin ea-c amount oil' In live camllr-.. anotl

admitted source of error, in a ru ioky Maine, which will

27
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influence any experiment. I think that this view of the causes of the

irregularity in the illuminating power test will be supported by the fol-

lowing observations on the duration test.

In experiments made during the present year, I have found that the

duration test does not vary, in consequence of the size of the orifice in

the burner used. Thus, burners with the openings of the size to give a

4 in. flame with 4, 8, and 16-10ths of an inch of pressure respectively, all

give the same duration of a cubic foot of the same gas, as the following

table of experiments will show :

—

Pressure
at

gasholder
in

inches.

Pressure
at

burner
in

inches.

Time
required to

consume
O'l cubic feet

of gas in
minutes.

Time
required to

eoaisunie
10 cubic feet

of gas in
minutes.

1-7

1-7

1-7

1-6

0-8

0-4

rain. sec.

6 50

6 51

6 50

68-3

G8-5

G8-3

Each of the results in the third column is the average of three ex-

periments.

Keeping this, then, in view, viz., that a 4 in. flame of the same gas will

give the same duration, whatever pressure be required to produce it, let

us look at the results of experiments, as published in the analyses of the

many varieties of cannel coals, in which the duration test and the illu-

minating power test are placed side by side. A comparison of the sub-

joined extracts from these analyses will show a discrepancy to the extent

of over eight candles, supposing that the duration test is reliable, which I

take it to be.

Duration of i.o cubic feet of Illuminating power of same
gas with aflame of gas in candles.

4 in. high.
Minutes.

64- ... ... ... 2419
64-23 ... ... ... 21-35
66-5 ... ... ... 32-47
67-8 ... ... ... 24-11
73-5 ... ... ... 25-72
73-56 ... ... ... 28-89
77- ... ... ... 32-15
82-9 ... ... ... 33-

83-3 ... ... ... 39-5

86-4 ... ... ... 35-31
It is very well known that to get a 4 in. flame from gases of different

qualities, more gas must be supplied in one case than in another, the lower
the illuminating power of the gas the greater the quantity necessary to

give a 4 in. flame. While working with the duration test, it occurred to
me that a 4 in. flame might be of an uniform illuminating power,
whatever the quality of the gas ; and that, if this were found to be
the case, it would be a simple matter to ascertain what height of flame
would be equal in illuminating power to a candle, and that this height of
flame might be employed as a standard of comparison, and thus the gas
could always be tested by itself. With this idea I made some experi-

ments with the following results :—

Pressure
at

meter
in

inches.

Pressure
at

burner
in

inches.

Duration of
l'O cubic feet

with
4 inch flame
in candles.

Illuminating
power of

4 inch flame
in candles.

1-4

1-4

1-4

1-7

1-7

1-5

1-1

0-8

1-3

1-2

1-6

0-5

65.6

82-5

57-1

78-0

52-5

[70-8

2-58

2-58

2-25

2-58

2-09

2-58

I may state that these experiments are not sufficiently verified to be put

forward with confidence. You will observe that there is a perfect uni-

formity in the illuminating power of the gas within the range of from 65
to 82 minutes duration ; at 57 minutes the illuminating power has fallen

•25, and at 52 minutes it has fallen 49.

From these observations on the candle and durability tests I would
make the following deductions. First, the condition of the supply of the
gas to the burner, and the rate at which the gas is burned in making the
candle test are great sources of error ; second, the duration test not being
subject to these is much more reliable ; third, that standard height of
flames as a substitute for candles with which to compare the gas may be
fixed within certain limits ; or that tables of carefully made experiments
might be collected to fix with almost absolute certainty, the illuminating

power of the gas of a given duration with a 4 in. or other standard flame.

This would not only simplify the illuminating power test but would give

it a reliability which is at present a desideratum.

During the past year, the question of Sabbath labour in gas works has
been put prominently forward by a committee of managers in London,
who issued a circular, and addressed copies to 400 engineers and managers
of gas works. Of these 154 were returned filled up. The replies to the
questions contained in this circular disclose a very general concern on the
part of managers on this important subject, which is very hopeful, and
should encourage the committee to proceed in their self-imposed task.

The right settlement of this question will be cause for joy and thankful-

ness to thousands. It is an admitted truth that not only is the Sabbath
or seventh portion of time divinely appointed as a day of rest from toil,

but it is also a human necessity. I may here say that I look upon Sab-
bath labour in a gas works as to a certain extent necessary under present

circumstances. What I regard as desirable is not that no work shall be
done from 12 p.m. on Saturday till 12 p.m. on Sabbath, but that men
shall not be so overworked as to unfit them, by physical exhaustion, for

engaging ir. the religious service of the Sabbath, and that they shall also

have a portion of every Sabbath in their own right, and not as a boon
which the manager may withdraw at pleasure, so that they may, if they

so choose, receive religious instruction in the house of God upon that day.
" The Sabbath was made for man and not man for the Sabbath ;

" and
may we not abide by the spirit, though in present circumstances we can-

not adhere to the letter of the command ? This, I regard as the inalien-

able right of every human being, and yet gas companies go on ignoring

the fact systematically and universally, as if it were a matter which might
be dealt with to suit circumstances. It is without doubt a matter of

wrong which circumstances and usage have authorised, and which the

stokers have not the power, nor, it may be, the will, to redress. But this

is one of the fruits of the system, and for which the managers are un-
doubtedly responsible. I cannot go into these questions in an address

like this, but must deal cursorily with the whole subject. As a rule, gas

works are not provided with sufficient gasholder accommodation to enable

them to dispense to any appreciable extent with Sabbath labour in the

depth of winter. Their stock of gas is exhausted on Saturday night, and
Monday is devoted to scarfing retorts, so that on Sabbath the stock must
be made up, or rather let me say, is made up. There are no doubt cer-

tain gas works which have special facilities for lessening Sabbath labour,

and whose managers avail themselves of these facilities to the full—all

praise to them—but it is to be feared that the majority of managers are

indifferent on this point, or regard it as a necessity that things should re-

main as they are. As the committee can have no power to remedy or

remove these hindrances in their way, I can only see one method of over-

coming the difficulty that would be satisfactory or permanent ; and that

is, the adoption rof eight hours' shifts, or three squads of men for the

twenty-four hours' work. If this were done, the men would have the

ordinary amount of labour, viz., fifty-six hours per week, or seven days of

eight hours each, corresponding with six days of ten hours each, less the

Saturday half holiday, equal to 57 hours. Thus each man would have

sixteen hours for rest and sleep out of the twenty-four, and on every

third week, by a proper arrangement, each squad would have the Satur-

day half holiday and Sabbath free for recreation, rest, and religious

improvement.
In explanation of how the eight hours' system may be wrought, I would

call your attention to the accompanying diagram, in which the three

rings represent the employment of three squads of men. The radial

spaces into which these rings are divided represent eight hours each,

those coloured indicating work, those blank, rest. These radial spaces

are collected into groups of three, representing days, which again are

gathered into sevens, for weeks, there being three weeks in the circle,

shown by the three sides of the triangle.

The day is divided into three shifts, as marked in the diagram, the

first extending from 6 a.m. till 2 p.m., the second from 2 till 10 p.m., and

the third from 10 p.m. till 6 a.m., and the three squads take a week of

each of these shifts alternately, so that they are at work on the same
shift every third week. This allows them a portion of every Sabbath in

their own right. On one Sabbath they have from 6 a.m. till 2 p.m. for
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reit, on another from 2 till 10 p.m., aid on the third the whole day,
besides the Saturday afternoon and night. For instance, following the
diagram, one squad begins the first week on Sabbath by working from
a.m. till 2 p.m., the remainder of the day and the night, till 6 a.m. on

Monday, being their own. This continues all through the week. On
the following Saturday they work till 2 p.m. as usual, but then they rest
till 10 p.m. on Sabbath, being thus allowed the whole of Saturday after-
noon and night, and all Sabbath till 10 o'clock at night, when they begin
again, working till 6 a.m. on Monday, rest during the day, and return at
10 p.m. This continues all through the second week, at the close of
which, instead of their regular sixteen hours' rest they hare only eight.
Leaving work at 6 a.m. on Sabbath, they return at 2, and work till

10 p.m., when they again leave to return at 2 p.m. on Monday. This
continues throughout the third week, till when on Saturday they leave
at 10 p.m., they have again only eight hours' rest, returning at 6 a.m. on
Sabbath, and working the fourth week the same as the first, and so on, in
regular rotation.

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

OX THE MODE OF WOHKIXG COAL AND THE AfECFIWICALAPPLIANCES IN THE MIDLAND COAL FIELDS
By Mr. George Fowler.

The author remarked in commencing that one of the principle advan-
tages, of the practice of holding the annual meeting of the institution in
different localities was the opportunities which it afforded for the exarnina-

°> n N 01 a
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In this manner the three squads take each of the threo shifts alter-
nately, and the regidar routine is eight hours labour and sixteen hours
rest out of the twenty-four ; whilst when changing at the end of the
week, once out of three changes, they have thirty-two hours rest conse-
cutively, yet, at each of the other two changes, they have only eight
hours, which is equal to three intervals of sixteen hours each, and never
have they more than eight hours consecutive labour.

If this arrangement were resolved upon, there would be no difficulty in
the way of its adoption; one-third could be taken off the wages, say
about. Midsummer, and they would very soon adjust themselves as supply
and demand always do. Thusagreat evil would be redressed, the right
claims of God and our fellow-men would be met, and, I doubt not,

within twelve months afterwards we should be disposed to wonder
" ,:i1 "ie |. of things had been submitted to so long.

Qentlemen, tbe subjects which were written down in my notes to be
isidered in this address are not yet exhausted. These were the pro-

of machinery in retort house work ; tho process of carbu-
retting common air an a substitute for ooal gas, a process which is every

and again being protected by patent, as it' it had never before been
heard once propounded in this A oi

but not answered, viz., "Hon far is it economical to convey gas in pipes P"
These subjects I could not overtake, for, having got thus for, I found thai
the time allotted me was exceeded.

Before closing, allow me to thank you for the honour you have done
me in electing me to the rlmir of this Association for the past year. I

Was OOnscTOUS, from the Brst, of my inability to do justice to tins posi-
tion, but it v/as hard to think meanly of myself after pour unanimous
rote of confidence, and being also assured from past experience of the
gentlemanly consideration which I should receive, 1 accepted the ap-
pointment, and have given my best attention to its duties, and can now
•ay, in closing, thai I have done what I could.

tion of the engineering features of the district, and particulirlv those in which
the same end was accomplished by very different means. The last meetingwas held in the northern coalfield, and much was seen of the modes of work
there practised. The initial pmblem in all coal mining was the mode of
dealing with the coal of the different strata which overlaid the seams andwhich imposed a statical pressure upon the new wrought seam in the ratio

.

It ' de P t

!

,

u
fromthesur !'ace

; ,m3 Pressure being-roughly speaking-equal
to about lib. per square inch for each foot of such depth. There were two
principles upon which this question could be dealt svith, which when appliedm practice might have very numerous modifications. In the early days of
coal mining there did not appear to have been any intercourse between
different mining districts, and it was somewhat remarkable, that whilst in
some places the leading idea in the most ancient workings appeared to have
been to work the coal in galleries and to support these by leavin" pillars on
either side of them, in many others the idea was to remove the coal entirely
and to secure the necessary openings or working places along the ed»es of th'e
so.id seam by taking advantage of the resistance which the overlying rocks
opposed to the vertical fracture in shearing. In some localities therefore
methods of pillar work appeared to be indigenous, while in others the prac-
tice had always been to remove the whole of the coal at one operation or as
it was commonly called, to work it "long-wall." This was the method' of
coal mining practised in the midland coal field, and the following is a brief
description of the principles upon which it was based. In the actual work-
ing of a "long-wall" mine the first operation was to drive headways in the
solid coal. When these had attained^ sufficient length, working places or
stalls were started from the side of one of these, and the coal was removed
in a series of slices parallel to the headway course. To support the roof of
the working-places timber was set, and a pack wall of loose stones was built
up at regular intervals. As the faces advanced the timber was withdrawn and
the roof settled down—often without fracture -upon the packs. The road-
ways for the conveyance of the coal were carried at intervals of 20 30 or 40
yards between pairs of pack walls, and as the roof settled down and squeezed
everything tight, the requisite height for the roadway was maintained by
ripping orcutting up into the roof. The roadways, therefore, of a "lon.*'-
wall" coalmine were carried through the goaf or area where the coal had
been wrought practically in the rock or other roof of the coal seam. As re-
garded the application of power for the underground haulage of coil it
seemed improbable that direct steam traction would ever be used except in a
case where there was an arched roadway moderately level, and which could
be provided with a distinct ventilation, a combination of circumstances that
was not likely to occur often in practice. Attention might, therefore be con-
fined to stationary engines, driving ropes, or chains. Having referred to the
method of hauling by " main tail " ropes, the author proceeded to consider
the mechanical aspects of the question, and remarked that in arranging any
general system of underground haulage it was necessary to carry main "road-
ways not merely on a level course, but with a rise or dip, or, indeed, in anv
direction which might be dictated by the position of the coal to be worked in
reference to the winding shafts. The average frictional resistance of wagon
in collieries was given by the author as being one-fiftieth of their weight and
it was stated that a falling gradient of 1 in 30 was sufficiently steep to er!able
full wagons when descending to overcome their own friction and haul up a
tram of empty wagons also. The author's remarks pointed to the conclusion
that the haulage of trains of >agons in collieries was less advantageous in
many respects than the practice of attaching the wagons singly to an t edit IS
eliam at intervals of 20 yards or so. The endless chain would he driven by
clip drums, and by this plan the wagons tie m ,1,1 form rolling sup-
ports (or the chain, and tarry it without much additional (notion. An appli-
cation of this system in a mine in the neighbourhood ol Nottingham
eribed by the author, the chain in this case being merely allowed i

kind nf hook on the ride of each n moved. The tei

d by this side attachment, was stated to be counteracted by tl

on the rone, and it was pointt d out that in this sysfa m I the
road produced no i ffeol bo long a
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actual working of an engine consists therefore of a rapid leriea of motions i
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opposite directions. In raising a large tonnage of coal each journey of the
cages is effected in less than a minute, and each time it is necessary to put the
machinery in motion and stop it within that space of time. Three examples
were given by the author of different methods of working. Engine No. 1

was stated to be a vertical high-pressure engine with 40in. cylinder and 5ft.

stroke, fitted with 12ft. flat rope drum and small balance drum, the action of

the balance being to assist the engine until the cages pass, and to absorb
power during the remainder of the run. Engines No. 2 are a pair of horizon-
tal high-pressure engines with 36in. cylinders and 6ft. stroke fitted with round
rope conical drums, the cone increasing from 20ft. to 30ft. in diameter.

Engines No. 3 are a pair of horizontal engines of the same dimensions as No.
2, but with 14ft. wrought -iron flat rope drums without counterbalance. In
the case of engine No. 1 the engine man works with the throttle valve open,
" hands " the engine fairly started, and then throws the valve gear into

action, while at the end of the run he detaches the valve gear and meets the

piston with steam on its opposite side. In No. 2 the engine-man also works
with an open throttle and regulates the engine by the link motion reversing

it at the end of the run ; a steam brake being provided for use in case of need.

In engine No. 3 the steam and exhaust valves are all worked by link motion
and the engine is worked in full gear ; the throttle valve being gradually closed

towards the end of the run so that a partial vacuum is framed behind the pis
:

ton, the engine lemaining in forward gear.

In the cases above mentioned the loads are drawn from depths of 220,

470, and 415 yards in 30, 45, and 45 seconds respectively, the main speed of

the cages being thus 22, 27, and 27ft. per second; but as about one-half of

the revolutions are either accelerating or diminishing the velocity, the

maximum speeds may be taken at 27, 36, and 36ft. per second. The weight
in motion may be estimated as follows :

—

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

tons tons tons

Flywheel and drums.. 15 45 12
Ropes 4 6 7
Cages, coal, and tubs 6 4 8

Pulleys 2 6 3

27 61 30

Some of the parts move faster, and others slower than the coal, but the

mean speed of the whole may be taken a3 equal to that of the latter. Thus
the power expended in putting the masses into motion at the velocities named
will be :

—

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

No of foot-pounds of work
required 689,472 2,732,800 1,344,000

Time during which the above

power has to be developed J min. J min. f min.

Equivalent effective horse

power to be developed by
engine 42 H.P. 110 H.P. 54 H.P.

The author then directed attention to the different modes in which the

" work " accumulated in the moving mass was disposed of during the latter

part of the "run" in the three cases under consideration, engine No. 2

pumping steam (drawn from a long exhaust pipe) back into the boiler.

The" author further pointed out that if the engine instead of having to

develop at the commencement of each run a power greatly in excess of the

average, had uniform or nearly uniform work to do throughout each lift, a

much smaller engine could be used and there would be a saving of engine

and boiler room effected. The question of economy of fuel the author re-

garded as being a secondary one in such. To attain the desired end of giving

the engine approximately uniform work to do, the author recommended the

employment of conical drums having their contour lines so far modified from

those usually adopted that during the first two or three strokes of each run

scarcely any lifting would be done, almost the whole power of the engine

being employed in putting the machinery into motion. The contour more-

overVould be such that during the middle strokes the engine will lift the

load and overcome the friction, and that in the last two or three strokes the

leverage of the load will be so much increased, that the momentum will be

usefully expended in assisting the engine to complete the lift. In the apparatus

which the author described in connexion with this drum (which is in use in

a colliery in the neighbourhood) it was desirous for the purposes of ventilation

to reduce the area of the cages, to avoid impeeding the ventilation. So they

were made with four platforms, each holding one ton of coal. To save time

in emptving and loading, these platforms or decks were furnished with two
points of unloading and loading, so that they could be all loaded and emptied

with one change in the position of the cages. The time occupied is not more
than twenty seconds, and the engine can raise 180 wagons of coal per hour.

A NEW MOUNTAIN LOCOMOTIVE.
A very interesting trial was made on the 11th ult., in the "cabbage

garden " at Hatcham of a new locomotive, designed by Mr. Eobert Fairlie

for the Iquique Railway in Peru. The " Tarapaca " is of the now well-
known double engine type. It has four cylinders, 15 inches in diameter and
with a stroke of 20 inches, and each pair of cylinders drives a group of six

wheels, 3ft. 6in. in diameter. Each group of wheels has its cylinders and
machinery complete, and forms a bogie, on which one end of the boiler is

supported, and turns freely on a vertical axis. The boiler is 30ft. 6in. in
length, cylindrical for 10ft. 6in. at each end, and the central space is reserved
for the fire-box. This is divided into two by a water partition, which widens
from below upwards. Opposite the water partition, at each end of the fire-

box, is the usual tube plate for the tubes that carry the products of com-
bustion from each fire through the cylindrical portions of the boiler to the
respective smoke-boxes, which are of the ordinary kind. There are thus two
fire-boxes, two sets of tubes, two smoke -boxes, and two chimneys, for a com-
mon water and steam space, and when the compound boiler is mounted on
its bogies both ends are precisely alike, and the engine can run in either

direction with equal facility, so that no turn-tables are required for it.

By this arrangement, without increasing the magnitude of the parts. Mr.
Fairlie has succeeded in obtaining a very economical and rapid steam
generator. It is believed that the plan will be found to work much better

than two separate boilers of the same size on account of the advantage
derived from the water partition, and from the absence of the two back
plates of the fire-box shell which separate boilers require.

The engine bogies are maintained in position by a cradle-frame, which
connects the two together by their centres, and forms with them the body
of the locomotive. On this the boiler simply rests, with no other function
than to provide steam for the cylinders, and, is free to expand or contract in

any direction. The steam pipe is carried down at each end in the axis of

rotation, so as to be itself stationary ; and the exhaust pipe is rendered
freely moveable by ball and socket joints.

The Tarapaca has l,50Oft. of tube-heating surface, 125ft. of fire-box sur-

face, and 21ft. of fire-grate area. The tanks carry 2,200 gallons of water,

and the bnnkers two tons of coal. The engine has a tractive force at the

rails of 9| tons, which would enable it to draw a train load of 2,000 tons

at 12 miles an hour on the level. The Iquique line has very steep gradients,

one of which is one in 26 for 11 miles, and up this the engine is calculated

to draw 150 tons of train load at 11 miles an hour.

The railway in Mr. Fairlie's works at Hatcham consists of two parallel

portions, about 200ft. long and 100ft. apart, connected at each end by
semicircular portions, which are consequently of 50ft. radius. The Tarapaca
ran easily and rapidly round the irregular ellipse thus formed, and its movement
was without any perceptible oscillation. The sharpest curves in the Iquique
Railway have a radius of 300ft-

Mb. U, B. VidAl, of Philadelphia, proposes to provide the street cars with strong
skirts or nets, supported on frames to extend from the flooring down to or near the
ground. Tee object of tne improvement is to save persons who fall from being run over
by the ear. The frame which supports the net is to be elastic, vertically, so as to yield
when any portion touches the ground.

FATAL BOILER EXPLOSION.
A fearful boiler explosion, resulting in the death of three persons and

the serious injury of six others, occurred on the 13th ult. at the brick
woi'ks of Mr. J. W. Stableford, at Coalville, about 16 miles from Leicester.

It seems that at the works in question, which anjoins the Midland
Railway, there is an upright boiler of five horse-power, which drives an
engine used in the drawing up of tubs of clay from the pit and the
grinding of clay. The boiler was almost new, having only been in use
six weeks, and undergone a thorough testing up to 1001b. pressure. It

was, however, intended not to be worked above 501b. pressure, and was
likewise provided with a safety plug in the event of its becoming short
of water.

Shortly after one one o'clock on the 13th ult. the men engaged in the
brick-yard resumed their work after dinner, when the stoker, a boy
named Thomas Underwood, 15 years old, went into the engine shed for

the purpose of starting the engine. It had scarcely been set

in motion when the boiler, which was in the open, exploded
with a terrific report, which was heard many miles off. The
noise soon brought a large crowd to the spot, where, after the
the steam had cleared off, a sad and sickening sight presented .itself. The
engine and other sheds were entirely demolished, and among the ruins

were found two dead bodies and seven other workmen seriously injured.

William IJavies, 10 years, and Joseph Thomas Armstead were killed on the

spot, and their bodies presented a sickening sight, being frightfully

mutilated and their intestines protruding. The others injured were Frank
Underwood, five years, Thomas Garner, 22, Thomas Hardy, 30, Frank
Armstead, 12, Alfred Orton, 13, Phillip Greasley, 35, Thomas Under-
wood, 15, and Henry Brookes, 30. Drs. Toone, Thomas, Halchett, and
Johnson were soon on the spot and attended the injured, who were as

speedily as possible removed to their own homes. Frank Underwood,
who had been to take his brother's dinner was so seriously scalded and
burnt that he died about six o'clock on the next morning. Frank Arm-
stead. brother of one of the killed, and Alfred Orton are seriousl}' injured, the

latter having his left knee shattered and back scalded very badly. They are

not expected to recover. Thomas Underwood, who was close to the boiler, and
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the youth -who started the engine, is but slightly hurt. Gamer has a severe

cut across the forehead ; Hardy, the brickmaker, in the back of the neck ;

and Greasley is very badly bruised. Brookes, who had no business on the

premises, but was loitering about, was but slightly injured, and Isaac

Cooper, the foreman, who was blown on to the railway, miraculously

escaped almost unhurt.

So great was the force of the explosion that portions of the boiler were

thrown a considerable distance. One large piece was carried into the

parish of Whitwiek, over 150 yards away, where, falling on to the roof of

a house, occupied by William Gibbs, it broke through the roof and fell

into the chamber.

OX THERMODYNAMICS.
The following letter has been addressed by Professor Rankine to the

Editors of the " Philosophical Magazine and Journal :
"

—

Gentlemen,—If I rightly understand the paper of the Rev. J. 51.

Heath, published in the " Philosophical Magazine " for July, 1S70, p.

51, he lays down a principle which may be virtually expressed by saying
that the work done by a force in overcoming attractions or repulsions
cannot take effect in producing heat—that is, in accelerating molecular
motions. That principle is perfectly correct, and is an obvious conse-
quence of the laws of motion ; and every one who knows those laws must
agree with Mr. Meath when he states it. But from the remarks with
which his statement is accompanied ho seems not to be aware that tli is

very principle has been most carefully kept in view by every author of
original roearches in thermodynamics, and by every writer on the sub-
ject who has understood those researches. In fact, the problem which
is solved by the general equation of thermodynamics may be stated as
follows:—A certain quantity of work being done by the action of external
force-, on a body in a certain way to distinguish that quantity of work
into two parts, one of which is expended in overcoming molecular
attractions and repulsions, and tlio other in accelerating molecular
motions.
A system of particles contained within a vessel and in a state of rest,

being kepi by their mutual attractions and repulsions,
exerts a pressure or a tension against the internal surface of that ve
according as repulsions or attractions predominate; and work done in
altering tho capacity or the figure of tho vessel does not produce heat,

but only stored-up energy, like that possessed by a bent spring.

A system of particles confined within a vessel, and not sensibly attract-

ing or repelling each other, but in a state of motion, exerts outward
pressure against the internal surface of that vessel through tho reactions

- that tend to escape, but are prevented by tho vessel from
doing so ; and work done in diminishing the capacity of this vessel

whoi the motions of the confined particles
—that is, in the language of thermodynamics, producing heat.

The condition of actual bodies is compounded of those two ; and it is

by means of an equation deduced from what has been called the
cond Law " of thermodynamics that the force exerted by a substance

against the internal surface of a vessel containing it (in other words,
the elastic force of the substance) is distinguished into two components,
due ly to molecular attractions and repulsions, and to there-
actions of moving particles (of the nature of centrifugal force). It i3

the latter component of the force only that is taken into account in

calculating how much heat is produced by a given alteration of the
nsions or liguro of the containing vessel.

It has been proved by experiment that very nearly the whole of the
wor. compressing a gas takes effect in producing heat; and
hence it has at the elasticity of gases is almost wholly
duo to the motion of their particles, the component duo to attractions
and repulsions I all in comparison.
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THE PRUSSIAN AND FRENCH NAVIES.

The following information respecting the navies of the two countries
now engaged in such a terrific struggle will, we think be interesting to
to our readers, although, up to the present time, but little appears to
to have been accomplished in naval warfare :

—

" During the last few years Prussia has done her best to strengthen
her power in the Baltic and.North Seas. On both the> low
has an important and an uninterrupted sea coast. On the Baltic
Prussia has three ports Dantsic, on the extreme east : Stralsund,
midway betweeu ilemel and Uolstein

; and Kiel, the most important,
which is established in a fine bay in Holstein. Of the- orts
Kiel is so important that Russia has been represented as sore ou the
subject. The most superficial glance on the map will show the im-
portance of Kiel to the Prussians. When complete, it is so well situated,
both geographically and locally, as to show that it may easily be the
Cherbourg of the Baltic. It is said that when it is finished the Baltic
will be merely a Prussian lake, and that Prussia will then, without any
difficulty, not only be able to close the entrance to foreign fleets, but
will possess the most complete power over Copenhagen. The port of
Jade, on the North Sea, has been established and extended with such
spirit, that already a million and a half sterling has been spent upon it.

Its situation is most tempting, for it is tho first point on the North Sea
coast which a hostile fleet could approach. But in ships as well as in
establishments Prussia has been using great energy ; so much so that
at this moment she has seven ironclads at least either completed or
being built, of which six are now complete. Ono of these, tl

IVilhelm, is one of the finest in the world. It was built originally
for the Turkish nary, but was bought by the Prussians, after it had
been offered to this country and refused. Her other ironclads are the

Karl and Kron Prims, which are broadside vessels, and tho
Arminius and Adalbert, which are turret-ships. Besides these there are
•13 woodeu vessels of various sizes.

Tho French navy has the advantage of age, tradition, and size on its

size. Tho ports of Prussia are important, perhaps more so than those of

France; but tho German ships are not numerous enough to protect her
merchandise efficiently. On the other hand, if the ports of France are not
ho important as those of Prussia, her navy is far stronger, and her ships far

more numerous.

Tho war fleet of France consists at the present moment of about 60 iron
clads, including floating batteries. Large, howevor, in size as is this war
fleet, its strength is not in proportion to its. size. Compared with tho
Prussian navy it can only opposo satisfactorily one ship to |

Wilhelm. The. Rochambeau, which tho French Government bought from
America in L867, is a most powerful vessel. It is a ram, but carries its

guns broadside, and has a burden of 5,090 tons. Four very powerful
vosscls, at least, the French navy can opposo to the two turret ships of tho
Prussians—the Taureau, the Belie,; the CenbCre, aud the
These four tire steam rams, and havo a speed of about 1 i

each carry ono gun of 2() tons, and each is covered with a cylindrical ball-

proof dome. The remaining 54 ironclads may be divided into nin
First there are the Magenta and Solferino, which are large but arc old-

fashioned; then the Glavre, Iiwincible, and are slightly smaller
imt are not much better than our Warrior. The Couronn then stands
alono, being hotter plated aud protected than tho mentioned, but
in ordnanco being ou a par with them. Then come the . ton
ono uniform system, to carry 3b' guns and 16 power. Then tho
BelMgueuse i-^ a remarkable vessel, which Btands in a class by itself,

is known toil I in connexion with its re. -cut voyage round the v.
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COBEESPOKDENCE.

(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions expressed by Correspondents.)

COAL SUPPLY AND COLLIERY WASTE.

TO THE EDITOR OP " THE ARTIZAN."

Sir,—So much has been said and written in reference to our coal supply,

and so many elaborate statements and statistics have been volunteered with

a view to arrive at some sort of estimate touching the ' probable period of

its exhaustion, that the subject would seem to be worn threadbare
;
yet

little or no allusion has been made to the enormous waste, which, in almost

every instance, may be noticed in our colliery operations; as in the masses

of material suffered to accumulate in the pit—frequently the spontaneous

source of deplorable consequences—and in the consigning of much valuable

mineral to the mound or waste heap. The importance of this matter in-

duces me to send you the following particulars of Homfray's Patent

Separator, which is doing such good service at the New British Iron Com-
pany's New Hauvre Colliery, Halesam, Worcestershire.

The machinery or apparatus for separating, without the application of

water, is represented in longitudinal vertical section by Fig. 1, and in plan

by Fig. 2, each letter indicating the same part in both figures.

It consists of an upper inclined screen or platform a, and a series of
lower platforms, b, c, d, of wood or iron, or wood covered with iron,

separated by horizontal divisions or spaces b\ c', d', and forming a
step-like figure ; the spaces between the platforms being of sufficient

width to permits the bats and other refuse to fall through them. Under
the upper screen a, is a hopper /, provided with a door g, the step or
platform b |has a greater inclination than the lower platforms. The
coal from the pit (when the whole of the get is intended to be operated
upon) is tipped on to the screen a, the larger coal passing down it into

a wagon or heap. The small coal passing through the screen a, is re-

ceived in the hopper/, and retained by the door g, on [opening which,
the small coal and refuse dropping a few inches, falls on the platform
b, from which the coal passes to the platform c, and so on to the plat-

forms d and e ; the momentum which the coal acquires, causing it to

jump the openings b', c', d' ; whereas the bat and dirt being denser,

and moving with greater friction on the platforms, and, consequently,
not acquiring sufficient momentum to jump the spaces, fall through at

b', c', d'. As the velocity of the coal increases as it progresses in
descent it becomes capable of clearing a wider aperture, hence each of
the spaces c', d', is wider than the one above it, so as to permit such
larger and flat bats, &c, to fall through them as may be incapable of
passing through at V. When it is necessary to further retard the bats,

&c, )/ shaped pieces of wood may be placed transversely on either or
any of the platforms, as shewn at d2. The screened or separated coal

passes down the platform 'e into the wagon h. The bats, slack, iron-

stone or other impurities that fall through the openings b', c', <£', are

carried by water down an inclined channel and trough i and 7c, fig. 3,

and further and effectually separated by the washing process. The
platforms may be varied in number and inclination, and any one or
more of them made to act as screens, to suit the nature of the materials
operated upon.
The appliances for separating or screening by water, are represented in

longitudinal vertical sections by Figs. 3 and 4.

FIC.3.

TIC.4.

1, It, is a trough or channel down which the refuse from the screens of

the separating apparatus, Figs. 1 and 2, passes to be further separated by
water, which is either supplied from a suitable level above the trough or

channel or pumped with the required pressure, and conveyed by the flexi-

ble hose I, to the nozzle or jet m, and is delivered with considerable force

upon the refuse matter n. The mechanical force of the jet of water o,

combined with its solvent power, effects a very complete separation of the

coal from adhering pieces of bat or clay. The slack, bats and water

descending on the lower part fc of the trough are received on the screen p
the larger bats passing over the said screen p down the ^incline q into the

wagon r, while the water and small pieces of coal and bats pass through the

screen p into the box s. The hose I and jet in are under the control of the

attendant, who guiding the jet o, can keep the screen p clear ; the box s re-

ceiving the slack and email bats through the screen p, has a trap or valve t at

its bottom (or side) ; when the trap t is closed, the slack and water flow down
the trough or sluice u, figure 4, and fall into another box v, with a trap w, at

its bottom side, or end ; the traps t and w of the boxes s and v, are

opened from time to time, to let out any heavy particles that may have

collected therein ; the coal and water descending the channel or sluice u
into the box v,;are in such a state of agitation that the coal is brought to

the surface and passes over the side as, figure 4, down the incline y into the

wagon «. In its passage from the box v to the wagon z, it may, if neces-

sary, be further screened or washed by similar arrangements. In front and

on the top of the box v, is another hydraulic hose and Nozzle 2 by which a

jet of water 3 is delivered with considerable pressure, whereby the agitation

of the water and coal in the box v is augmented, and the contents of the

said box v, constantly stirred up.

Only such material as would otherwise go to the waste heap, or remain
below, is in this case operated upon, and the amount of coal and slack

saved is enormous. No accumulation goes on in the pits, and it pays well

to raise all to the surface. As many as 240 tubs (14 cwt. each), of th/'s

waste alone have been operated upon at this colliery in one day, and, that,

with a considerably less number of hands employed on the pit bank.

—

Yours respectfully,

Birmingham, 31st August, 1870. GEO. RYLAND.

Walton Bridge.—The Committee of the Metropolitan Board of Works and the

Corporation of the City of London, called the joint committee, appointed under the
provisions of the Act, 1869, for releasing the Thames bridges from toll, have by their

efforts already opened the bridge at Kingston, and on the 4th ult, in the midst of
general rejoicing on the part of the inhabitants of Walton, in Surrey, on the south,

and Shepperton, in Middlesex, on the north side of the Thames, Walton Bridge wa3
thrown open, and declared to be henceforth free of toll. The members of the joint

committee, on arrival at Shepperton, were received by the Rev. C. J. M'Cowan, vicar of

Walton, Mr. E. Wilson, J.P., and other local residents, and proceeded to the bridge,

where the key of the gate was handed over to Sir J. Thwaites by Mr. Woodbridge,
acting as solicitor of Mr. Allen, late proprietor. The vicar read an address, to which
Sir John Thwaites replied. The gates were then removed, amid the cheers of the

people.
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NOTES AND NOVELTIES.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Au«trali vs Discovery.—Some fine country is reported to have been dis-

covered to the north-west of Mount Margaret, in South Australia. There are two

rivers abounding with fish, and a large extent of first-class pasture land, which is

well watered. , . , . . ...

The new iron landing-pier in the Royal Arsenal is about to be connected with

the South Eastern Railway, and workmen are atjwork laying down the rails.

Some petroleum springs are said to have been discovered in France, near the

Forest of Haguenau. _

The Boston Belting Company have recently manufactured two large india-rnbbe

belts to be used in a grain elevator in Canada. One of them is 250ft. long, 23 m.

wide and weighs 1340 lb., containing 2920 square feet of cotton duck ; the other

is 632 ft. long,~ and 22 in. wide, and weighs 2133 lb., containing 3907 square feet of

NAVAL ENGINEERING.
The 35-TON" Gun.—The large gun now in course of manufacture at the Royal

Gun Factories, Woolwich, is expected to prove the most powerful piece of ordnance

ever produced! and to settle definitely the long and hitherto even contest between

guns and armour. It will weigh 35 tons, and will hurl a projectile of 5501bs. with

a charge of lOOlbs. of powder, thereby imparting an initial velocity which will

enable it to pierce an armour plate of iron 15in . in thickness, beyond which no ship

meant to float can surely go. The barrel is of steel, strengthened at the breech

by a strong iron jacket, and the calibre of the bore is about lljin., but this point

has not been definitely settled.

A New Armouk Clad.—Orders have been forwarded to Chatham dockyard, from

the Admiralty, directing another large iron vessel of war, ihe name of which will be

the RnleUih, to be immediately commenced. The Baleighia to be constructed from
Mr. Heed's design's, the drawing showing her to be a broadside vessel of large dimen-

sions, having a burthen of between 4000 and 5000 tons, with engines of 1000 horsepower.

The new vessel is to have her hull, below the water, encased in wood, and will be similar

in this respect to the Incomtant, attached to the Channel squadron. The Saleigh

will be of the broadside type, and is desigued to carry a heavy armament of twenty-

l
gun<, of large calibre, in her maindeck central battery and on her weather

deck.
MILITARY ENGINEERING.

Converted Enfield Rifles.—A new method of converting tho Enfield muzzle,
loading rifle into a breechloader was tried in the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, on
the loth ult. It is tho invention of Mr. Hes:all, of Birmingham. The breech
arrangement consists of » steel block, which is moved horizontally to tho right by
the cocking of the rifle, and when tho cartridge is inserted, the pull of the trigger

closes tho breech and fires the rifle simultaneously. The merits claimed for this

invention are rapidity, simplicity, and cheapness. In the hands of arirtoman who
had not seen tho weapon before, it mado 27 rounds in two minutes, with a score of

68 points. The Enfields, it is stated, can be converted into breechloaders on this

principla at a cost of 5s. each.
LAUNCHES.

The Attarte, the first of Messrs. Donaldson Brothers new lino of screw steamers
from the Clyde to the Brazils and River Plato, was launched on tho 11th ult. from

-ItODCrOHfl building yard of Messrs. Barclay, Curio and Co. The Attarte is about
1,860 tons register, and is to bo fitted by the builders with engines on the compound

ibins and other arrangements are specially adapted for the trade,

and for the comfort and convenience of passengers. Tho ceremony of naming was
gracefully performed by Miss Hennessy, of Swansea. Tho builders have a sister

ner, to bo named t] in an advanced stato of progress for this line,

win'- open about, wo understand, the middle of October.
I, mm ii 01 A BTEAMBB FOB a GLASGOW PlBM AT Kikki ai.iiy.—A magnificent

iron SOrew steamer was launched on Ihe 11th ult.. from Abdon shipbuilding yard
The steamer, which is the property of the Glasgow and South

Shipping O as named tho Amle*; and hor dimensions
are :—Length between perpendiculars, 286ft. ; over all. 2s2ft. Breadth of beam,
32fr. , 17ft. She is 1,366 tons according to builder's measure.

, and 1,584 rons gross. She is fitted up with engines of 100 nominal horse
power; and i idedfOr 20 first, and 170 third-class passengers.
She • A (first-class; at Lloyd's. Another large steamer, to bo named
the i'/-, i- being built by Mr. Kay for the same company

.

the 17tb nit. Messrs. John Elder and Co. launched from their shipbuilding yard,

in, an iron screw iteam -.fi i j> of l/i"". tons «.m., and 860 horse
|

nominal, and of the folli Length between perpendiculars, 280 ft.,

1th, 88 b., depth moulded, 24ft. ''> in. as il"- left the ways she was christened the
I Just, daughter of William Just, Esq., managing director of the

PaoiH Com of Liverpool, The Ataeama has been built to

the order of the J? iflc ion Company, and is intended for their passenger
and cargo carrying I I oa*l of South America. The buildem have

uwiii-r-*, viz., Iln Irr ship to

I and IconooquQi each of 8,200 tons
B.H.i and 600 horse power nominal.

SHIPBUILDING. V

m Steam i'
I tded another vessel to its alroad

large fleet in the paddle \ford, built bj Mc.tr^. Laud Brothers, <>r liirk

and 18 ft. deep, Bhe U litt.-.i

with engines of 800 r. having inclined osoillatiag cylinders before and abaft
tad two boilers placed abaft tin' engines. On her trial trip tin' Longford

attained a mean i] i of 1 1; knots per 1 •, » l »
-

- engines making .r to -- revo
prr minute, with n pressure of rteam of 26 lb. per square inch.
An order has been given I nverl into an iron clad hip the Sotutt, which han

for twelve years been on the stool Di ronporl about two-thirds built.

RAILWAYS.
Tnr M"w Cawia Kaii.ww. It Is stated to be in contemplation to discontinue the

Mont (Viiih llailway aorrico during the winter, when it Involves loss, and t" run I

in iu place,

Bou of tht prindpalpl ioI Boa Jardic are promoting lehame (bra narrow
gangs rater urn of the Bahis and Ban I , mi i, about -in,.,.,, im |.-. u, length,
from Uagoinhaa Into that district, which, il aarried out, could not fail to be a valuable
feeder to the railway,

ivaon Bailwat. Mr. Pirbank, .»f Newport, fctonmouthsbire, who oonsti
the principal purtn f th I ml ..f Midi ind | ,L.-n il

for the Great Northern, Sleaford to Bourne, 17 mfiei m length.
Phi Pullman Palace oan have been withdrawn horn r,.'»n railroads, the

of the travelling public not permitting their oontinued a

LATEST PRICES IN THE LONDON METAL MARKET.

COPPER.
Best selected, per ton

Tough cake and tile do

Sheathing and sheets do

Bolts do
Bottoms do
Old (exchange) do
Burra Burra do
Wire, per lb

Tubes do

BRASS.
Sheets, per lb

Wire do

Tubes do
Yellow metal sheath do

Sheets do

SPELTER.
Foreign on the spot, per ton

Do. to arrive

ZINC.
In sheets, per ton

TIN.
English blocks, per ton....

Do. bars (in barrels) do. .

Do.refineddo
Bancado

IRON.

Bars, Welsh, in London, per ton ..

Do. to arrive do
Nail rods do
Stafford in London do
Bars do. do.

Hoops do. do

Sheets, single, do
Fig No. 1 in Wales do

Refined metal do
Bars, common, do

Do. mrch. Tyne or Tees do

Do. railway, in Wales, do

Do. Swedish in London do

To arrive do

Pig No. 1 in Clyde do
Do. f.o.b. Tyne or Tees do

Do. No. 3 and 4 f.o.b. do
Railway chairs do

Do. spikes do
Indian charcoal pig in London do.

STEEL.

Swedish in kegs (rolled), per ton

Do. (hammered) do
Do. in faggots do
Fnglish spring do
Quicksilvek, per bottle

LEAD.
Km/UnIi pi;,', common, per ton

Ditto. L.B. do

Do. w.B. do

Da -in it, do
D '. r< d lead do

Do. white do

Do. patent ihol do

Spanish do

From
£ s. d. £ s. d.

73 » >> 31

71 » 99

75 o 76
76 o 77
77 7S
63 o )>

70 71

10 >i )J 31

11 )» 3i 91

Si
71 „

10 11

6i 7

6i " 7J »

IS 10 19

Straits do ]

TIN PLATES*
IC. charcoal, 1st quality, per box
IX. do. 1st quality do
IC. do. 2nd quality do

IX. do. 2nd quality do
IC. Coke do
IX. do. do
Canada plates, per ton

Do. at works do

21.

126 127
127 12S

130

128 130
128

)] " 1*

1 6 6 1 8
1 12 6 1 13 6
1 6 1 6 6
1 12 1 12 6
1 3 1 3 6
1 9 1 9 6

13 10 14 10
13 14

7 7 6
7 5

I) >» it

7 10 f|

8 5 9
8 9
8 15 9
9 10 11

3 15 4 5
4 5
6 10 6 15
6 10
7 7 5
9 5

1? IT

9

>>

10

)1

2 12 3 1(

2 9 6 lf
„

2 6 6 2 7
5 17 6

11 12

6 5 6 10

18 10 L8 IT.

l I .. l I 1" II

15 10 ,,

17 ::.: II

B s
»> M l»

19 111 80 5

no 5
p|

jo 111 B] II

i:i > ID 21 in

21 111
,,

2S 30
Tl 10 28
19 „ (l

.-

* At the works Is to lt.ed. rmr boi Ins,
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LIST of APPLICATIONS foe LETTERS
PATENT.

We have adopted a new arrangement

of the Provisional Protections ap-

plied for by Inventors at the Great

Seal Patent Office. If any diffi-

culty should arise with reference

to the names, addresses, or titles

given in the list, the requisite in-

formation will be furnished, free

of expense, from the office^ by ad-

dressing a letter, prepaid, to the

Editor of ' The Artizan."

Dated July 26th, 1870.

2097 H. A. Bonneville—Canopies
-098 J. Withinshaw— Mills for crushing

minerals
2099 C. Gall—Regulating the admission of

air to furnaces
2100 W. R. Lake—Parchment paper
2101 W. R. Lake- Solid collodion
2102 A. Y. Newton—Railway wheels
2103 J. H. Johnson—Weigh heam for

weighing machines
2104 W. H.Havfield—Securing cables
2105 J. Navsmith—Purveying instruments
2106 A. E.' Reed—Paper

Dated July 27th, 1870.

210' J. Piddington—Revolvers
2 108 B. F. "VVeatherdon— Bodies of hats
2 109 A. Turner—Thread
2110 "W". New—Heating water
2111 P. C. Don— Carbonate of soda
2112 W. R. Lake—Furnace grates
2113 T. and W. B. Kirby and R. Brady-

Raising and lowering revolving shutters
2114 E. J. Curtin—Steam gauges
2115 I. L. G. Rice—Inking apparatus for

printing presses

Dated July 28th, 1870.

2116 R. A. Gooding—Cork drawer
2117 A. G. Southby— Cooking by gas
2118 J. Pinchbeck—Water tube boilers

2119 W. J. Schlesinger—Nailing carpets
2120^R. Boyle—Ventilators
2121 W. H. Richardson—Stamping mea-

sures
2122 E. Yignier—Distilling
2123 J. Grant—Flyers

Dated July 29th, 1870.

2124 T. A. Vyse— Guiding covered wire to

be secured upon a fabric or substance in

a sewing machine
2125 G. C. Fowler—Fumigating
2126 T. R. Hayes and C. R. Peters—De-

tecting false receipts, &c.
2127 J. C. Ramsden—Looms
2128 T., G., and A. A. Walker—Furniture

2129 J. Craddock and C. F. Richards-
Lockets

2130 J. G. Willans—Iron
2131 G. Turton—Lighting fires

2132 H. R. Minns—Securing the doors of

safes, &c.

Dated July 30th, 1870.

2133 E. Lawrence— Cutting metals
2134 W. N. Hutchinson—Iron rails of

railways
2135 W. E. Gedge—Application of atmo-

spheric power to locomotive and ascen-
sion machines

2136 J. Wozniakowski—Feed-water appa-
ratus for steam boilers

Dated August 1st, 1870.

2137 D. R. Dossetor—Axles
2138 C. F. T. Young—Lubricators
2139—B. Picard— Propelling vessels
2140 B. Picard— Navigation
2141 F. A. Paget — Filamentous matter

suitable for spinning from sundry plants
2142 G. Schauler—Measuring the human
bodv, &c.

2143 W. Brownlie—Show tablets

2141 E. Otto and N. Wilson—Railway
buffer and other springs

2145 W. A. Gibbs Drying apparatus
2146 F. J. Barnby—Tu'vn-buckles
2147 A. V. Newton—Cutting and pulveri-

sing stone

Datbd August 2nd, 1870.
o
148 T. Evans—Buttons

2149 T. Carr—Wheat flour

2150 A. F. Debai —Free-reed musical in-

struments
2151 J. Dewar—Treatment of certain sub-

stances used as food
2152 J. Edwards—Locks
2153 W. R. Lake—Lubricating packing

for railway journals
2154 W. R. Lake—Let-off mechanism of

looms for weaving
2155 G. F. Greiner and J. F. Hiller—Velo-

cipedes
2156 A. V. Newton—Feeding paper to

printing machines
2157 W. Richardson— Condensing carding
engines

2158 D. N. Defries-Gas meters
2159 VV. R. Lake—Preservation of wood

Dated August 3rd, 1S70.

2160 J. Spratt—Preparation of coffee and
tea

2161 F. M. Pratt—Tell-tale locks
2162 G. Brown— Preparing iron
2163 E. Fileti—Compasses
2164 H. E. Brown—Carriages
2165 G. H. Pierce—Receptacles for wine

or other bottles
2166 \V. R. Lake—Sewing machine
2167 W. R. Lake—Refining and ageing

liquors
2168 G. Warsop—Steam engines
2169 R. Porter and T. Lane—Horizontal
steam boilers

Dated August 4th, 1870.

2170 I. T. Miller—Hammers
2171 W, B. Woodbury— Producing sur-

faces by the aid of photography
2172 W. R. Lake—Sewing boots
2173 W. R. Lake—Extinguishing fires

2174 L.Sterne and P. Brotherhood—Accu-
mulating hydrostatic pressure

2175 J. C. Young— Securing cupboards
2176 T. Barling -Gas burners
2177 J. A. de Macedo—Obtaining motive
power

2178 1. E. Ridges—Funeral or composite
carriages

2179 J. Sycamore—Smoky chimneys
2180 VV, R. Lake—Knitting machines

Dated August 5th, 1870.

2181 T. Calver and E. Hines—Shanks to

buttons
2182 J. Tayloi—Cutting the pile of cotton

velvet
2183 C. D. Abel—Raising, lowering, and

transporting objects
2184 M. Eyth- Steam engines
2185 F. R. A. Glover— Raising anchors
2186 A. Stewart — Railway wrappers

Dated August 9th, 1870.

2187 G. W. Hick- Separating solid sub-
stances

2188 W. T. Bury,-Axes
2189 W. T. Bury-Shafting picks, &c.
2190 G. Demailly—Paper
2191 J, Johnson—Paints
2192 J. Marsden—Protecting soldiers in

battle

2193 R. Edwards—Steam cultivation
2194 S. Leoni—Disinfecting and cooking
by heated air

2195 M. Hess—Fastener for leggings

Dated August 8th, 1870.

2196 R. Morton—Cooling and heating li-

quids
2197 J. E. Lowe—Permanent way relating

to iron chairs
2198 J. Nadai—Nozzles for pipes in water-
ing gardens

2199 R. Allen—Flour
2200 J. G. Marshall—Ventilation
2201 W. W. Pilkington—Glass
2202 J. M. A. Lacomme—Exhibiting ad-
vertisements

Dated August 9th, 1870.

2203 H. A. Bonneville—Treating minerals
and ores

2204 J. A. Keates and J. F. Allen—Metal-
lic alloys

2205 W. Richards—Fire-arms
2206 E. J. Powell—Preserving iron and

steel from rust
2207 J. Ingram -Fire-arms
2208 A. H. Brandon—Balance elevators

2209 J. Taylor -Cutting the pile of piled

fabrics

2210 E. Moss—Leather
2211 W. A. Gilbee—Steam generator

2210 J. H.Johnson—Extracting juice from
sugar cane

2213 L.J. N. Mourel-Imparting to globes

by means of clockwork the various phe-
nomena of the earth

2214 A.M. Clark—Wood pavement
2215 J. Banks—Window fasteners

Dated August 10th, 1870.

2216 T. and C, Stephens—Applying mo
tive power

2217 G. Huntriss, J, Swinburn, and J.

Wilson—Supplying mine3 with lighting

gas
2218 J. M. Heppel—Working railway sig-

nals
2219 O. Reynolds—Thatch-making ma-
chinery

2220 M. Macdermott and A. D. Willicms—
Drills

2221 C. Gordon—Fire-arms
2222 A. Waddington— Carriages for circu-

lar railways.
2223 A. Turner—Carpets
2224 N. D. Spartali—Compressing air

3225 H. and J. Wycherley—Self-acting-

brake
2226 W. Pilkington—Wheels

Dated August 11th, 1870.

2227 T. S. Prideaux—Regulating the sup-
ply of air to furnaces

2228 E. \V. P. Taunton—Pumps
2229 T. Penn—Regulating the opening of

waterclosets
2230 S. Brooks and J. Standish—Preparing

cotton
2231 S. Bennetl—Preparation of worts
i% 2 J. Dudgeon and W.Atkinson— Looms

for weaving
2233 W. R. Lake—Button-hole hems
2234 J. S. Davies and W. E. Yates—Looms

for weaving
2235 C. D. Abel—Working railway and
tramway brakes

2236 J. Starley and W. Hillman—Veloci-
pede wheels

2237 R. E. Barker—Taking bearings

Dated August 19th, 1870.

2238 W. James—Drawing liquids

2239 G. H. Goodman -Crushing ores
2240 T. A. Ellis - Clothes washer
2241 J. Lawton—Mounts for bedsteads
2242—W. O. Johnston—Iron pipes
2243 J. M. Habershon—Treating metal
wire

2244 P. Brimelow—Couplings for railway
carriages

2245 J. Gale and H. Ormston—Reducing
isinglass

2246 I. B. Harris—Elastic tyres for car-

riage wheels
2247 M. Brown—Carpets
2248 A. Prince—Generating gas
2249 J. M. Hart—Locks
2253 A. M. Clark—Knitting machines
2251 P. Walters—Door fastenings

Dated August 13th, 1870.

2252 C. A. C. Echold—Tobacco pipes
2253 R. Ramsden—Furnaces
2254 T. Unsworth and E. Whalley—Mak-
ing banding

2255 J. Milroy—Cylindrical piers or foun-
dations

2256 P. Wohack—Bracelet fastenings

2257 J. Robertson—Bending metal
1258 T. Brown—Compressing air

2259 H. C, de Blende—Oil
2260 A. Hayes—Treating gram

Dated August 15th, 1870.

2261 E. C. Williams—Water pressure ma-
chinery

2262 D. Ellis—Ginning cotton
2263 R. Charnley—Pi eventing floats in

weaving
2264 W. V. Stanley—True surfaces
2265 J. Hartley—Registering the number

of players at various games

Dated August I6th, 1870.

2266 F. R. Window—Obtaining proofs
from printing surfaces

2267 E. A. Leigh- Cylinders
2268 G. Speight—Treating glue
2269 H. Bradley—Preparing clay

2270 J. Pain -Velocipedes
2271 W. E. Newton -Detaching boats
2272 A. and L. Turner—Elastic fabrics
2273 E. A. O'Brien—Securing goods

Dated August 17th, 1870.

2274 W. R. Lake—Washers
2275 A. VV. Pocock — Measuring water
2976 F. Ziffer-Reeling yarns
2277 C. M. Holland -Rotary engines
2278 W. Harvey—Cocks

Dated August I8th, 1870.

2279 R, Derham—Washing vegetables
2280 K. W. Dee—Drawing liquids

2281 J. J. Shedlock—Purifying oils

22S2 W. H. Sim—Rifled small anus
2283 C. Wigg—Sulphuric acid
22S4 W. H. Balman—Glass
2285 T. Ivory- Motive power engines
2286 W. R. Lake—Cartr dges
2287 E. J. Grabham— Gofftiing textile fa-

brics

2288 A. Clegg—SewiDg machines

Dated August 19th, 1870.

2289 J. Rawcliffe and W. Bibby—Mules
for spinning

2290 A. Cooper—Window blind
2291 W. G. Webb—Printing upon glass
2292 W. Ambler—Spool tubes
2293 D. H. Lowrv—Sulphuric acid
2294 W. R. Lake—Exclusion of dust from

axle journals
2295 J. Howard and E. T.Bousfield— Cut-

ting grass

Dated August 20tb, 1870.

2296 W. Firth—Wheels
2297 J. J. Hays—Utilising sewage
229S G. Duncan, G, Hutchin, and S.M.
Harrison—Discharging caustic soda

2299 J. VV. Broadbent— Cleaning boilers

2300 H. Hughes—Trimmings, &c.
2301 A. I. Maxfield—Sewing machines
2302 F. S. Clarke...Preservation of gloves
2303 C. Morfit— Superphosphate of lime
2304 J. H. Banks—Raised pattern bloeks
2305 R. C. Rapier— Locking apparatus for

railway switches
2306 J. Lewis—Lithographic printing
2307 C. F. Collom— Cleaning ores
2308 C. Pennington—Pavement

Dated August 22nd, 1870.

2309 W. Thomson—Window .blinds

2310 F. A. Paget- Pulp for paper
2311 W., J., and W. M. Richard-Printing
machines

2312 S. Darby—Fluid meat
2313 P. Motiron, P. Huchard, and A.
Drouot—Cord

Dated August 23rd, 1870.

2314 I. N. Jakins—Raising bedridden or
invalid persons

2rl5 S. Farron—Diminishing valves
2316 M. Macdermott and A. D. Williams
—Boring rock

2317 C. W. Harrison—Fire-arms
2318 W. J. Hay—Coating metal sheathing
2319 F. Holmes—Pumps
232U J. Lloyd—Oil
2321 J. R.obinson and J. Smith—Cutting
wood into shavings

2322 J. A. Hogg—Miner's lamps
2323 W. R. Lake—Knitting machines

Dated August 24th, 1870.

2324 W. Braidwood—Printing presses
2325 F. J. R. Caiulla— Purifying iron
2326 T. and J. Bibby and J. and W, Baron
—Paper bags

2327 A. G. Day— Pavement
2328 VV. Berry—Mud and water cart
2329 W. Goulding ana A. Hill—Mowing
machines

2330 W. K. Newton—Printing machinery
2331 A. M. Silber—Lighting

Dated August 25th, 1870.

2332 I. Brown—Lead pipes
2333 T. A. Letts-Railway tickets
2331 A, Alexander and D. Lansley—Water

feeders
2335 H. J. H. King -Feeding wool, &e.
2336 VV. Bullock— Waterproof garments
233 7 P. M. Parsons- Artificial fuel

3338 A. V. Newton—Liquid meters
2339 W. E. Newton—Electric clockwork
2310 S. D. Tillman—Tramways
2341 C. Robson—Scutching fiax
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Fourth Series.—Yol. XXYIII. From the Commencement.

1st OCTOBER, 1870.

ARRANGEMENT OF CLARIFIERS &c, FOR A SUGAR HOUSE.

(Illustrated by Plate 365.)

Continued from Page 122.

Id giving a description of a Sugar Mill in The Artizax (see p. 122) we

pointed out that, although many other processes had been invented for the

purpose of expressing the juice from sugar canes, they were all practically

useless from their inability to devour, in anything approaching to a reason-

able time, the enormous quantity of canes that are required for supplying

sufficient juice to the boiling house. The process of forcibly expressing

the juice from the canes, by the aid of roller mills has, however, one

serious drawback, viz. : that besides obtaining what is wanted, a consider-

able quantity of what is not wanted comes with it.

The canes, as they issue from a good mill, have somewhat the appear-

ance of a sheet of pasteboard, the quantity of which amounts to about 20

cent, of the quantity that entered the mill. It is comparatively dry

to the touch, but is found to consist of about one half juice, the remainder

being woody fibre, and a small proportion of silica. This cane trash, or

megass ought, we consider, to supply sufficient fuel for working the

whole plant for the manufacture of sugar, and thus entirely supersede the

employment of coal or wood, but wo must leavo this subject for future

consideration.

Tho remaining 80 per cent, consists of what is commonly called cane

juice, with a small amount of woody fibre held in suspension. The
term cane juice can, however, scarcely bo applied correctly to tho liquid

under consideration, as it contains, in addition to sugar and water, small

'juantities of various deleterious substances, forced out of the canes by the

intenso pressure to which they have been subjected. These impurities

consist of green feculac, green wax, gum, gluten, and various salts of lime,

potash, soda, <fcc, and a peculiar substance, the composition of which is

unknown. The respective amount of their impurities varies considerably

in different species of canes, and also from various other causes, but they

appear to exist in greater or less proportion in all cane juice, besides this,

re is usually a certain amount of acid, caused by tho exposure of the

ends of the canes since the time they were cut in the field. It will bo

readily perceived that a mixture of this description in a climate where the

mal temperature may always bo taken at somewhat above 80° is

excessively liable to ferment, and it is, therefore, very important that

it should lje left in that state as short a time as possible. For this pur-
pose it is advantageous to havo the mill as near to the clurificrs as posniblo,

so that time may not be lost, tho juice having to travel long distances

through gutters. It was the practice in the West Indies, when steam mills

Brat adopted, to erect them at a considerable distance from tho boiling

houses, ti being under the impression that such a precaution was
shingles of which the roofs arc composed from boing

ign* parka from the chimneys. Jt '«, consequently, nut at all

unusual to find thai 1 it. between tho mill

and the claiift ideation between them being effected by
means of an open gntl lane juice leisurely travels. This
8V81 '

i o must be treated wi'

quantity of lime to ph-ed, which la

m to darken the colour of the sugar. Tho danger of Ore from the
boiler ohimney a onte, a galvanised iron roof
would iusuro tho buildings much more effici"

In Plate 365 the arrangement of a portion of a sugar house is shown in-

cluding the steam boilers, mills, monte jus and clarifiers, where it will be
observed, the distance between the mills and clarifiers is as much
shortened as possible. In this case the juice first passes from the mill
through a set of graduated copper strainers, which are simply trays with
perforated bottoms, and usually consisting of a set of three placed one
above the other, the holes in the top tray being larger than those in the
middle one. while those in the lowest tray are still smaller. These trays arrest

nearly all the woody particles of the cane on their course to the monte jus, the
large pieces being collected in the top tray, the two others performing the
duty towards tho various other sized particles. The juice thus freed from
mechanical impurities flows into the monte jus shown at A plate 365, and
upon a larger scale in the accompanying engraving. In the older mills,

ill in fact, in most mills existing at tho present time, pumps are

used for the purpose of olevating the cane juice, these pumps being usually

worked by an oxcentric fitted to an extension of the spindle of tho top
roller. This plan, however, we consider is objectionable insomuch that the

juice is kept too long before boing heated, and, therefore, as has been
already observed, at the precise temperature at which fermentation is

most active, and also that tho mixture of grease and motal from tho work-
ing parts of the machinery is liable to be pumpod up with the juice. With
the monte jus these objections disappear as tho heat of tho steam used in

forcing up a "charge" of juice into the clarifiers leaves it sufficiently

warm to impart a considerable amount of heat to tho next charge, thereby
at once retarding, if not arresting, fermentation ; also, as there aro no
working parts in its construction, no grease is required for its proper
action.

The construction and method of working a monte jus is very simple us
will be seen from the following description of the accompanyingongraving.
The body of the monte jus consists of two parts A and I :. ,: .rated by a
steam-tight diaphragm ; the upper part A is for the reception of the
juice from the mill, while the charge in tho lower portion is being ele-

vated, and is made of sufficient capacity for that purpose. When tho
lower portion B of tho monte jus is empty, thevalvo C is raised by turn-

ing tho handle c, while at the same timo the cock of the air pipo D
is opened. The juice containod in tho upper portion or receiver A,

immediately descends through tho valve C, any air that may bo contained
in tho chamber 15, escaping through tho air pipo D. It will be noticed

that this air pipo extends about Gin. into the lower chamber I!. This is

for tho purpose of ascertaining when tho chamber is sufficiently full;

theesoape of air through the pipo D boing oi topped imme-
diately tho juico reaches its lower end. The cessation of the whistling

noiso made by the air rushing through tho ond of this air pipe, consti-

tutes tho signal for scrowing down the v.ilvo 0, to prevent any farther

flow of juico into tho lower part of the monte ju I ;, is iheu

closed, and tho steam cock a of the steam pipe E oominanioating wiih

tho boilors, is oponed, when tho empty apa i the anrfitoeof the

juico, ami the top of tho lower chamber B i* immediately filled with

si cam, which ul ouco commences to drive the jc

chargo pipoF. This pipe being carried down to within a short

of the bottom of tho monte jus, nearly the whole of the coiiiaiin d liquid

is forced ont of the lower chamber, tadiosiioaeofiaMa
appear at the mouih of i pipe, the steam cock a is shut,

and tho valve (' and .. g D Bed tO 1*4 oi .i Ire. I, charge. Jt

will thus be seen thai the actio i .
•

i mdlnglj nimble

28
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only one precaution being necessary, viz., to shut the valve O through

which the juice is running, in time. If the juice be allowed to reach

the top plate of the chamber B, the steam when let on through the

pipe E will mix with, and boil the juice, but will not elevate it, and we
have known considerable difficulty and delay arising from this circum-

stance. As a precaution against carelessness, we should recommend an

overflow cock g to be fitted to the shell B a few inches below the top,

so that the superabundant juice might be drawn off. The cane-juice as

it comes from the monte jus, is, as was before remarked, sufficiently

warm to retard fermentation on its way to the clarifiers, and also, while

waiting in the clarifiers, until a sufficient depth has accumulated to

admit of their being heated.

Although clarifiers of various descriptions have been adopted and

recommended, they may be simply divided into two classes, viz., those

worked by heat from the evaporating pans (or in some cases by a separate

fire), which is regulated by a damper, and those worked by steam either

from the boiler or the exhaust steam from the engine. The arrange-

ment shewn in plate 365 consists of a set of nine steam clarifiers, as we

consider that where fuel is expensive—as is the case in nearly all sugar

growing countries—the economy of heating by steam more than com-

pensates for the considerable excess of first cost. This method also

possesses the advantage of enabling the heat being regulated with

greater nicety, and of being shut off or let on more speedily than is

possible with an open fire.

(To be continued).

REPORT ON THE SUEZ CANAL.

By T. Login, C.E., Executive Engineer.

[We have received from Mr. Login a very able report, embodying his

opinions respecting the Suez Canal. It is too lengthy to be printed in

extenso ; the observations, however, of such an eminent authority upon
the subject, together with his anticipations of the future, are very in-

interesting.]

In continuation of my report on Irrigation in Egypt, now submitted,

and in accordance with a letter dated 4th November, 1869, from the

Home Government, I have the honour to forward a report on my lata

inspection of the Suez Canal, which, through the kindness of the Canal

authorities, I was enabled to do in a satisfactory manner.

On my first visit to Egypt in 1856, I could not help observing that,

though the harbour of Alexandria is close to the most western mouth of

the Nile, yet during these last 3,000 years or so, no perceptible change

in the depth of the harbour has been observed, so far as I could learn,

and on my return voyage I made particular inquiries on the subject,

which led me to the conclusion that the current which enters the Medi-

terranean at Gibraltar, passing along the north coast of Africa iu an

easterly direction, which ultimately passes along the south coast of

Europe, causing a considerable current through the straits of Messina,

and ultimately returning to the Atlantic by an under current through

the straits of Gibraltar, must be one of the chief causes why there

it? i

N-^2.

JN°4 3 y" ' ' Prese-n. ti>lube

Tor'tS^lbl

NOTE.—At the depth of 10 metres the deposits have been still greater, for this

depth to 10 metres is now 500 metres further ont than it was seven years before.

No. 1.—A A, present bed ; B B, former bed ; C.', Light.house ; I, silted up sines

1861.
No. 2.— CI, Lighthouse; E, Canal ; P, sand and mud deposit; G, deepwater

channel ; H, land reclaimed. The arrows point to prevailing winds.

should be no deposit in the harbour of Alexandria, and that we should

look for it along the coast east of the mouths of the Nile. So satisfied

was I on this point that I made arrangements to remain in Egypt for a

short time on my return home iD 1867, so that I might visit Port Said,

and see if there were not deposits taking place at that spot, for I con-

sidered the breakwater there must act in the same manner as spurs on
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our rivers in Upper India, and cause a deposit east and west of them.

Sickness, however, prevented my being able to remain in Egypt, so I

had to defer my visit till this present occasion on my return to India.

While in England, however, I had on two or three occasions read

papers in connection with this question, the " abrading and transport-

ing powers of water,"* which, I believe, increases in some ratio as the

velocity increases, and decreases as the depth increases ; so I may now
simply state that my late inspection confirms these views, and that I

found that a considerable deposit has taken place and is still going on.

I was informed by the engineer at Port Said, that it was during the

fall of the year that deposits chiefly took place, that is, while the Nile

i3 in flood, that the prevailing wind was north-westerly, but towards the

afternoon it usually veered round to a north-easterly direction ; but any

one who has sailed in the Mediterranean knows that the winds are not

constant like the "trade winds" or the monsoons, so, though the pre-

vailing winds may be north-western, it is by no means intended to

affirm that there are never easterly gales along the coast. Now if the
wind is the sole cause of the transport of the Nile silt it can only be
by the waves breaking on the beach, and if so, surely in these last 3,000
years some of this silt would find its way westward to Alexandria, and
also the deposits at Port Said would vary more according to the winds
rather than to the floods down the Nile; consequently, as these floods

bring to the sea this earthy matter, and fresh water being lighter than
that of the sea, the fresh water holding this in suspension floats on the
salt water, and by this current in the Mediterranean is transported east-
ward, ultimately uniting with it, and depositing its load along the coast.

By the accompanying sketch (No. 2) of Port Said it will be observed
that tho site of this port is on a narrow spit of sand which runs along
the coast, commencing near the most eastern mouth of the Nile, and
extending eastward for many miles further. Behind this spit there is

the shallow lake Menzaleh, while on the northern face of it is the Medi-
terranean Sea.

The slope that the sea beach here takes is as near as possible 1 in
300 ;t the depths along the site of the present breakwater previous to

commencing work were as per sketch No. 1.

The advance along the sea coast on the western side of the breakwater
is considerable, as it extended along the beach westward 5-10 metres in
November, 1861, when it had only advanced 70 metres seaward.
The advance in

—

Juno, 1861, westward, was about 1000 metres and 110 seawards.
March, 1865, „ „ 1500 „ 160
November, „ „ „ i800 „ 225 "

January, 1867, „ „ 2000 „ 265 ,.

June, 1868, „ „ 2200 „ 320

From this it appears the land which may be reclaimed already covers an
area of little short of 100 acres, and as it protrudes out into the sea,
before long this reclaimed land will become the favourite site for private

dencefl owing to the sea breeze, and the valuo of this property will
no doubt hereafter go a considerable way to repay for any future exten-
sion there may be necessary for tho breakwater.

The. present advance soema to bo at the 10 metre or 5J fathom depth
some 76yds. yearly, wl.il,- in tho same period tho sea has reccdod some
60yds. a year; but I do nol anticipate that tho advance will bo so rapid
in future years as It baa bees up to the present time; for, as tho deposit
extends seaward, so will it extend westward six or sevon 'times as far:
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thus the area will increase over which there will be deposit in the same
ratio as a triangle having its side in the proportion of one side
dicular to six or seven horizontal; thus-

jrsv.

side perpen-

imfrcs j.

That is, though the space a may be filled up in half a dozen years, it

does not follow that the space b will also get filled up in six years more,
but that probably it will take some twenty years to make an equal
advance at the back of the breakwater. Probably hereafter the coast
line will follow more the direction of the dotted line, but, judging from
what I have seen, I do not anticipate that this will prove a very expen-
sive item, concerning which I shall say a few more words further on.
On the west side of the breakwater, chat is, the exposed side, I observed

a very remarkable fact when examining the sections, namely, where the
depth of water exceeded three metres it was always deeper away from the
breakwater than just at the side of it, but where the depth was less at
the side than three metres it was shallower ; thus

—

SECT/ ON <V£A/? . D . JV2 5.

WEST SIDE /-/ARBOUR.

SECTION NEAR. B.C.

ficjb'os i ?\

Set not d"7i-6i?;|

Jvs-6

There was a similar effect ou tho east or harbour side, and this probably
arises from the beat of the sea on tho breakwater agitating tho water
between the blocks and thereby preventing deposit in their vicinity.

Regarding tho deposit on tho oast or harbour side, it is uot such a serious

matter as I feared, for so long as tho silt only comes through between thff

blocks, and not round the outor end of tho breakwater, 1 do not anticipate
^

much trouble, for in tho former caso tho best plan is to loavo it alouo and
keep tho deop channel for ships well away from it.

At first this deep channel was 150 metres from tho breakwater, but now
it is 200 metres; I think myself it would bo still better to have it removed
250 metres, or nearly 300 yards, away from tho breakwater up to tho point

where the soa reaches, but beyond this and all the way inland there can bo

no objection to dredging close up to tho breakwater; for, where the dap
on tho west sido of it are level with high water it [s evident there can be

no longer a passage of silt through the breakwater ; ami as tho blocks of

Boton wero in tho first instance deposited in oomparativelj deep water,

thorocitn bonodanger of disturbing tliein ; consequently B wharf slang this

portion could bo constructed at little expense tor ship i" lie along-side ol It.

Tho deposit alon- Ide ol the breakwater where it had lilted np
to high water mark appeared to be ol muoh lighter oonsistenoy then

the other side ; I on the west or Nile side the deposit wa md, on
the east side there appeared to bt lai tad I mud, and the more
Inland the more did mud predominate.
Tho ship I pnssud through the canal in was anchored about oppouilo the

Light-house al the point A ol sketch .v.. •_', and on heaving up tho anchor

a quantity ol Nile mud was attached to the chain, a sample ol whlc

forwarded with the report.* Now sal the »pitof sand

• This mod, if It wai "proud over tic reclaimed land, n old most certainly be a
groat Improvement Ui the Band people ha»o now to walk oror, and also If irrigated
w a u I provo In tlmoa rich (oil forgardonB.
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before referred to, it appears that only fine mud is deposited at this spot,
and as sand is the chief substance held in suspension by the waves beating
on the shore, this I think convincingly proves that the -water in the harbour
opposite the Light-house cannot be much agitated. And as I could not
observe any current in the canal, and the water was comparatively clear at
the upper end of the Grand Basin, we may rest satisfied that there is no
great danger of large deposits either in the canal itself or the basin, so
what deposits take place will for the future be chiefly beyond the Light-
house.*

The important question now to consider is—Will this deposit be to
such an extent as to endanger the navigation, and will the dredging here
be so expensive as to make the canal an unprofitable undertaking in a
financial point of view ? To this would I beg to draw particular attention,
for in my opinion the chief difficulty in working the canal and keeping an
open channel lies between the Light-house and the open sea, all other
difficulties from Port Said to the Ked Sea being of secondary importance.

I have before said that the advance of the land seaward is about 75yds.
a year at the bottom, and 50yds. at the surface, and the slope of the shore
seaward is about 1 in 300. That is, to have six fathoms of water at the
end of

_

the breakwater, it must extend beyond the dry land portion about
two miles ; and, allowing these two miles a deep channel, at least 100yds.
wide will have to be kept open. The question is—Will not dredging out
this channel to a depth of five fathoms (30ft.) be a very expensive opera-
tion, and is there no way by which this may be avoided ?

It has been proposed, I believe, to slightly change the direction of the
breakwater hereafter, bending the outer portion in a more easterly direc-
tion, when it is supposed it will give a set to the current seaward, and
deposit the silt in deep water. My experience of spurs on our river leads
me to doubt this, and though there may be deep water along the outer end
of the breakwater on the western side for a short distance, and even a deep
hole scooped out at the extreme end, yet the current will sweep round the
point, and deposit the mud and sand along the east side ; thus :

—

And it will be no easy matter to keep a deep channel through this deposit,
where the depth is 30ft., and the Mediterranean is not always a tranquil
sea to work in.

What I therefore venture to suggest for consideration, is to extend the
present breakwater, not in a north-easterly direction, but in a north-westerly
one, running it out, as a sailor would say, in the teeth of the prevalent
wind, or at angle of 45 degrees with the coast, and for every three feet cf

No. 8.—Sketch of proposed new "breakwaters shown by thick dotted lines. The
arrows show direction of currents.

additional length there would be about two feet of "offing;" thus any
heavy material which may travel along the coast by the oblique action of

the waves must come to rest, for it would have on reaching the breakwater
to travel out to sea in the opposite direction to wind and waves, which is

* The deposits near the eastern breakwater of the harbour are insignificant up
to the present.

not likely to occur. By this modification it appears to me that there would
be a great deposit all along the sea face of the Delta of the Nile, which in

the course of centuries may affect the present geography of Egypt along

the sea coast, but is a matter which may safely be left to the Duke of

Suez's great-grand-children to consider. Our present question is—Would
this arrangement more perfectly stop the mud and sand brought down by
the Nile turning the end of the breakwater, and thus closing up the

entrance to Port Said ; and this I believe it would, though some silt would
still find its way between the blocks of Beton, and even round the end of

the breakwater. But as this silt, as has been already said, is much finer or

lighter than the land on the western side, it would be all the more easily

affected by scour ; so that the question is—How is this scouring power to

be obtained ? By another breakwater placed in a slanting direction, say at

an angle of 60 degrees with the coast, a funnel shaped channel would be
obtained, as shown in No. 8.

By such an arrangement I believe a sufficient scour may be obtained so as

to keep a deep channel along the inner surface of the outer breakwater
and that it would only deposit a comparatively small quantity within the
present harbour, carrying most of it away eastward to be deposited either

out at sea in deep water, or behind the eastern harbour breakwater, where
it can do no harm ; another advantage is that this plan admits of two
ways for a ship to enter and leave the harbour ; a very important point for

ships with the wind blowing on to the coast.

Having, I hope, with sufficient clearness explained my views with respect
to Port Said, before speaking of the canal itself I may make a few
remarks about the Suez end of the canal. Here at spring tides there is a
rise and fall of 5ft., and 3ft. at neap tides, while at Port Said the rise and
fall is only 9in., though during strong gales the Mediterranean rises 18in.

The level of the two seas may be taken as identical, for by the last series

of levels the differences was found to be only 3in., the Mediterranean sea

being the higher of the two.

(To he continued.)

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS IN SECTION B—(CHEMICAL SECTION.)

By Professor H. E. Roscoe, Ph.D., F.R.S., President.

Gentlemen.—In the midst of the excitement of the horrible war in

which the two most scientific nations of the Continent are now plunged,

let us endeavour to turn our thoughts into channels more congenial to

the scientific inquirer ; and allow me to recount to you, as far as I am
able, the peaceful victories which, since our meeting in Exeter, have
been achieved in our special department of chemistry. But first may I

be permitted to draw your attention to the fact thac whilst, on the one
hand, we hear of professors of chemistry and their students volunteering

in the humane offices of field apothecaries or hospital attendants, we
learn, on the other hand, that a distinguished chemist has accepted the

chairmanship of a scientific committee called together for the express

purpose of employing all the resources of modern chemistry in the

horrible destruction of their fellow creatures; for to what do such re-

sources in the last instance amount, but to sudden explosion, fire, or

poison ? The application of such means in such an age as this cannot

surely be justified in any sense either by patriotism or public duty. And
yet, in spite of all this, it is, in my mind, mainly to the brotherly in-

tercourse of those interested in science and in its applications to the

arts and manufactures in different countries that we must look as the

small but living fire, which, in the end, will surely serve to melt down
national animosities, and to render impossible the breaking out of

disasters so fatal to the progress of science and to the welfare of

humanity as that of which we are now, unfortunately, the spectators.

With regard to the position of chemical science at the present moment,
it will not take a careful observer long to see that, in spite of the

numerous important and brilliant discoveries of which every year has

to boast, we are really but very imperfectly acquainted with the funda-

mental laws which regulate chemical actions, and that our knowledge
of the ultimate constitution of matter upon which those laws are based

is but of the most elementary nature. In proof of this I need only refer

to the different opinions expressed by our leading chemists, in a discus-

sion which lately took place at the Chemical Society on the subject of

the atomic theory. The president (Dr. Williamson) delivered a very

interesting lecture, in which the existence of atoms was treated as " the

very life of chemistry." Dr. Frankland, on the other hand, states that

he cannot understand action at a distance between matter separated by
a vacuous space ; and, although generally grantingthat the atomic theory

explains chemical facts, yet he is not to be considered as a blind believer

in the theory, or as unwilling to renounce it if anything better pre-

sented itself. Sir B. C. Brodie and Dr. Odling both agree that the

science of chemistry neither requires nor proves the atomic theory;

whilst the former points out that the true basis of this science is to be

sought in the investigation of the laws of gaseous combination or the
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study of the capacity of bodies for heat, rather than in committing
ourselves to assertions incapable of proof by chemical means. Agree-
ing in the main myself with the opinions of the last chemists, and be-
lieving that we must well distinguish between fact and theory, I

would remind you that Dalton's discovery of the laws of multiple and
reciprocal proportions—I use Dr. Odling's word—as well as the differ-

ences in the power of hydrogen replacement in hydrochloric acid,
water, ammonia, and marsh gas, are facts, whilst the explanation upon
the assumption of atoms is, as far as chemistry is as yet advanced, a
theory. If, however, the existence of atoms cannot be proved by
chemical phenomena we must remember that the assumption of the
atomic theory explains chemical facts as the undulatory theorv gives a
clear view ofthe phenomena of light. Thus, for instance, one of the most
important facts aud relations of modern chemistry which it appears diffi-

cult, if not impossible, to explain without the assumption of atoms, is

that ofisomerism. How, otherwise than by a different arrangement of
the single constituent particles, are we to account for several distinct
substances in which the proportions of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen
are the same ? Why, for instance, should forty-eight parts by weight of
carbon, ten of hydrogen, and sixteen cf oxygen united together be
capable of existing as three different chemical substances unless we pre-
suppose a different statical arrangement of the parts by which these
differences in the deportment of the whole are rendered possible ? If.

then, it be true that chemistry cannot give us positive information as
to whether matter is infinitely devisible, and therefore continuous, or
consists of atoms and is discontinuous, we are in some degree assisted
in this inquiry by deductions from physical phenomena which have been
recently pointed out by the genius of Sir William Thomson. He argues
from four different classes of physical phenomena, and comes to the
conclusion, not only that matter is discontinuous, and, therefore, that
atoms and molecules do exist, but ho even attempts to form an idea of
the size of these molecules, and he states that in any ordinary liquid,

transparent or seeming opaque solid, the mean distance between the
centres of contiguous molecules is less than the hundred millionth, and
greater than the two-thousand millionth of a centimetre. Or, to form a
conception of this coarse-grainedness, imagine a rain-drop or globe of
glass as large as a pea, to be magnified up to the size of the earth, each
constituent molecule being magnified in the same proportion ; the
magnified structure would be coarser-grained than a heap of small
shot, but probably less coarse-grained than a heap of cricket balls.

There is, however, another class of physical considerations which
render the existence of indivisible particles more than likely. I refer
to the mechanical theory of gases, by means of which, thanks to
lai ours of eminent English and German philosophers, all the physical
properties of gases, their equal expansion by heat, the laws of diffu-

sion, the laws of alteration of volume under pressure, can be shown
to follow from the simple laws of mechanical motion. This theory,
however, presupposes the existence of molecules, and in this direction
again wo find confirmation of the real existence of Dalton*s atoms.
Indeed, it has been proved that the average velocity with which the
particles of oxygen, nitrogen, or common air are continually projected
forward, amounts, at the ordinaiy atmospheric pressure, to 50,000
centimetres per second, whilst the average number of impacts of each of
these molecules is 5,000 millions per second. The mention of the mole-
cular motions of gases will recall to the minds of all present the great
Iobs which English science has this year sustained in the death of the
discoverer of the laws of gaseous diffusion. Throughout his life Graham's
aim was the advancement of our knowledge in the special subject of the
molecular properties of gases. With this intent he unceasingly laboured
up to tho moment of his death, in spite of failing health and pressure of
official business, unfolding for posterity some of the most difficult

as well as the most interesting secrets of nature in this branch of our
006. "What do you think," be writes to Hofmann, "of metallic

hydrogen, a white magnetic metal p" And yet now, through his labours,

Fact of the condensation of hydrogen in the solid state by metallic
palladium, and to a Less intent by other metals, has become familiar to
all of us. tin, I would remind yon of Graham's recent discovery
of i be occlusion of hydrogen gas in certain specimens of meteoric iron,

whilst, earth-manufactured iron contains not hydrogen bat absorbed
carbonic proving tha irite had probably been tb

Ctrl from an e drogen i risting under rery
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As closely connected with tho above subjects, I have next torn
a most important research bj Dp, Andrews, of Belfast^ whioh, marking
an era in the history of gases, shows us how our oldest ami moat
cherished notions must give way before the touchstone of experimenti

Xo opinion would appear to have been more firmly established than that
of the existence of three separate states or conditions of matter, viz.,
the solid, the liquid, and the gaseous. A body capable of existing in two
or more of these states was thought to pass suddenly from one to the
other by absorption or emission of heat, or by alterations of the superin-
cumbent pressure. Dr. Andrews has shown us how false are our views
on this fundamental property of matter, for he has proved that a large
number of, and probably all, easily condensable gases or vapours possess
a critical point of temperature at and above which no increase of pres-
sure can be made to effect a change into what we call a liquid state, the
body remaining as a homegeneous fluid; whilst below this critical tem-
perature certain increase of pressure always effects a separation into
two layers of liquid and gaseous matter. Thus, with carbonic acid, the
point of critical temperature is 30-92 Q C, and with each given substance
this point is a specific one, each vapour exhibiting rapid changes of
volume and flickering movements when the temperature or pressure was
changed, but showing no separation into two layers. Under these cir-

cumstances, it is impossible to say that the body exists either in the
state of a gas or of a liquid ; it appears to be in a condition interme-
diate between the two. Thus, carbonic acid, under the pressure of 108
atmospheres, and at 35-5° C, is reduced to the 1-I30th of the volume
which it occupies at one atmosphere, it has undergone a regular and un-
broken contraction, and it is a uniform fluid : if we now reduce the
temperature below 31° C. the liquid condition is assumed without any
sudden change of volume or any abrupt evolution of heat. We can
scarcely too highly estimate the value of the researches of Andrews.
As examples of the power which modern methods of research give of

grappling with questions which only a few years ago were thought to be
insoluble, I may quote the beautiful observations, now well known, by
which Lockyer determined the rate of motion on the sun's surface,
together with those of Erankland and Lockyer respecting the probable
pressure acting in the different layers of the solar atmosphere ; and,
lastly, the results obtained by Zollner, respecting solar physics, and
especially the probable absolute temperature of the sun's atmosphere, as
well as that of the internal molten mass. These last results are so in-

teresting and remarkable as being arrived at by the combination of
recent spectroscopic observation with high mathematical analysis, th

may perhaps be permitted shortly to state them. Starting from the fact

of the eruptive nature of a certain class of solar protuberences, Zollner
thinks that the extraordinary rapidity with which these red flames shoot
forth proves that the hydrogen of which they are mainly composed must
have burst out from under great pressure; and if so, the hydrogen must
have been confined by a zone or layer of liquid from which it breaks
loose. Assuming the existence of such a layer of incandescent liquid,

then applying to the problem the principles and methods of the mechu nical

theory of gases, and placing in his formula; tho data of pressure and rate

of motion as observed by Lockyer on the sun's surfaco, Zollner arrives

at the conclusion that the difference of pressure needed to produce an
explosion capable of projecting a prominence to the height of 30 minutes
above the sun's surface, a height not unfrequently noticed, is -1,070,11! o

atmospheres. This enormous pressuro is attained at a depth of 13U
geographical miles under the sun's surface, or at that of l-658th part of
the sun's semi-diameter. In order to produce this gigantic pressure tho
difference in temperature between tho enclosed hydrogen and that

existing in tho solar atmosphere amounts to 71-,910
3
C. In a similar way

Zollner calculates the approximate absolute tomperaturo of tho sun's

atmosphere, whicli he finds to be 27,700° C.—a temperature about eight
times as high as that given by Bunsen for tho oxyhydrogen flame, and
one at which iron must exist in a permanently gaseous form.

Passing on to more purely chemical subjects, wo find this year
signalised by tho re-determination of a most important series of
chemical constants, viz., that of the heat of chemical combination, by
Julius Thomsen, of Copenhagen. This conscientious experimentalist

asserts that the measurements of the heat evolved by neutralising aoidfl

and bases hitherto considered most correct, viz, those made with a mer-
cury calorimeter by t'a\ re ami Silbermaiin, differ from the truth 1-

percent., whilst tho determination by these experiment! n of the I

of solution of salts is frequently 50 per cent, wrong, as the result of

ometrous experiments, Thomson concludes that whonamol
acid is neutral i d tic alkali the heat evolved rly

proportionally to the quantity of alkali added until this reaches I, |, .

or \ of a moleoule of alkali, accordh the aoid is mom or

tetra- basic, I. exhibited by silioic, and
partly by boraoic, o: In the t ,.

the heat of ooml ' for |llr '

bat much less for the third atom. \ second urn

n hich Thomsen drawi b om hi t alori o

that sulphuretted hydrogen is a mon rational

formula is therefore HSU.
Another important addition made to ohemistr ug

is a new, very powerful and very simple form •

covered, though not yet described, by Bunsen. In this second Dunce;
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battery only one liquid, a mixture of sulphuric and chromic acids, and,
therefore, no porous cells, are employed. The plates of zinc and carbon
can all be lowered at once into the liquid and raised again at will. The
electromotive force of this battery is to that of Grove—the most power-
ful of known forms— as 25 to 18 ; it evolves no fumes in working, and
can be used for a very considerable length of time without serious
diminution of the strength of the current, so that Bunsen writes me
that no one who has once used the new battery will ever think of again
employing the old forms. I had hoped to be able to exhibit to the sec-
tion this important improvement in our means of producing a strong
current, but war has demanded the use of other batteries, and Bunsen
has been unable to send me a set of his new cells.

Amongst the marked points of interest and progress in inorganic
chemistry during the past year, we have to notice the preparation of a
missing link amongst the oxysulphur acids by Schutzenberger. It is

the lowest known, and may be called hydrosulpburous acid, H2S02 . The
sodium salt, NaHS02,

is obtained by the action of zinc on the bisulphite
;

as might be expected, it possesses very powerful reducing properties,
and bleaches indigo rapidly. The metallic vanadates have also been
carefully examined, and the existence of three distinct series of salts
proved corresponding to the phosphates, viz., the ortho or tribasic vana-
dates, the pyro or tetrabasic vanadates, and the meta or monobasic
vanadates. Of these the ortho salts are most stable at a high tempera-
ture, whilst, at the ordinary atmospheric temperature, the meta salts are
most stable. In the phosphorus series, as is well known, the order of
stability is the reverse ; and thjis the points of analogy and of differ-
ence between phosphorus and vanadium become gradually apparent.
_As an illustration of the results of modern organic research—for in

viewing the year's progress in this ever widening branch of chemistry
it is impossible to do more than give a few illustrations—I may quote
Baeyer's remarkable investigations on mellitic acid. Originally dis-
covered by Klaproth in honeystone or mellite (a substance which yet
remains the only source of the acid), mellitic was supposed to be a four-
carbon acid. Baeyer has quite recently shown that the acid contains
twelve atoms of carbon, or has a molecular weight three times as great
as was originally supposed. He has shown that mellitic acid is benzol-
hexacarbonic acid, C 12H 6 12) or benzol in which the six atoms of hydro-
gen are replaced by the monad radical, carboxyl (COOH) ; as benzoic is

benzol-mono-carbonic acid, or benzol in which one of hydrogen is re-
placed by carboxyl. The most interesting portion of Baeyer's research,
however, lies in the intermediate acids, partly new and partly acids
already prepared, which he has shown lie between mellitic and benzoic
acid, and in which from one to six atoms of hydrogen in benzol are res-
pectively replaced by carboxyl. Nor is this all, for he has proved that,
with two exceptions, each of these six acids is capable of existing in
three isomeric modifications, thus giving us an insight into the arrange-
ment of the molecule of these aromatic compounds. For the simplest
mode of explaining these numerous isomers is that given by Baeyer in
the different order in which the several atoms of hydrogen in the ben-
zol molecule are replaced. Thus, in the first, or ortho, series, the hydro-
gen atoms in benzol, being numbered in regular succession, are replaced
in the same regular succession; in the second, or meta, series, the
order is 1, 2, 3, 5, &c. ; whilst the third, or para, series, takes open order,
«,s 1, 2, 4, 5, &c. Thus we have

—

Ortho series. Para series. Meta series.

«C ]2H6 12 Hexabasic \ ^
elliti° or

. .

( isenzolnexacarbonic.
CnH6Oi Penta ... Unknown.

•CinHfiOo Tetra S Pyromellitic or Isopyromellitic. Unknown.
'"

\ Benzoltetracarbonic.

C 9H Tri J
Trimesinic or Hemimellitic. Trimellitic.

( Benzoltricarbonic.

( Phthalic or Isophthalic. Tetrephthalic.

( Benzoldicarbonic.

€7H6 2 Mono S benzoic or

( Benzolmonocarbomc.
Amongst the most interesting series of new organic bodies are

those in which tetrad silicon partly replaces carbon. Our know-
ledge of these substances is gradually becoming more complete ; the
last new member prepared by Friedel and Ladenburg is silico-propionic
acid— CoH

5

Si~02H
the first of a series of carbo-silicic acids containing the radical SiO,H.
The interesting researches of Matthiessen and Wright on morphine and
codeine have thrown a new light on the constitution of these opium
alkaloids. Treated with hydrochloric acid morphine loses one molecule
ot water, and gives rise to a new base called apomorphine, thus :

—

C l7H19N03
= H2 + C

17Hl7N02,

Morphine. Apomorphine.
which differs in a remarkable manner from morphine, born in its chemical

C8H6 4 Di

and physiological actions, being soluble in alcohol, ether, and chloro-

form, whereas morphine is nearly insoluble, and acting as the most
powerful emetic known, one-tenth of a grain producing vomiting in less

than ten minutes. Codeine, which only differs from morphine by CH2

also yields apomorphine on treatment, at a high temperature with
hydrochloric acid, methyl chloride being at the same time eliminated.

An important application of the dehydrating and carbon condensing

power of zinc chloride, long known in its action on alcohol to produce
ether, has been made by Kekule' in the reduplication of aldehyde to form
croton aldehyde with loss of water

—

2(C2H40) - H2 = C4H60.

This croton aldehyde is also probably formed as an intermediate product
hi the manufacture of chloral from aldehyde, and gives rise to the forma-
tion of croton chloral, C4H3CI3O.
The discovery of the sedative properties of chloral hydrate by Lie-

breich marks an era in medical chemistry second only to the discovery

of the anassthetic properties of chloroform. Chloral not only combines
with water to form a solid hydrate but also forms solid alcoholates ; but

these bodies appear to possess quite different medicinal properties from
the hydrate, and it is important that no alcoholate should be present in

the official preparation.

The chemistry of colouring matters has lately received an enormous
impetus in the practical working of the brilliant discovery of the pro-
duction of artificial alizarine, the colouring matter of madder, by Messrs.

Graebe and Liebermann. This discovery, announced at our last meet-
ing, is of the highest importance—whether we regard its scientific

interest or its practical and commercial value—and it differs from all

the former results which have been brought about by the application of

science to the production of colouring matter, inasmuch as this has
reference to the artificial production of a natural vegetable colouring

substance, which has been used as a dye from time immemorial, and
which is still employed in enormous quantities for the production of

the pink, purple, and black colours which are seen everywhere on printed
calicoes. During the past year much progress has been made in the
practical working of the processes by which this colouring matter is ob-

tained from the hydrocarbon anthracene contained in coal tar, and new
and more economical plans for effecting the transformation have been
independently proposed by Perkin and Caro, and Schorlemmer and
Dale. The theoretical investigation of the reaction—and especially of

the nature of some other peculiar products formed in addition to aliza-

rine, which render the artificial colouring matter different from natural
alizarine—has been carried out by Mr. Perkin, and especially by Dr.

Schunck. As we are promised papers on this subject from both these

gentlemen, I need not at present enter further into these interesting

questions.

The surest proof of perfection in a manufacture is the degree in

which the waste products are utilised, and in which the processes are

made continuous. One by one the imperfections of the original discovery

are made to disappear, and the products which were wasted become
sources of profit, whilst in many cases their utilisation alone renders

possible the continuance of the manufacture in the midst of a rapid in-

creasing district. The section will have the opportunity of inspecting

the practical working of at least two of the most valuable of these new
processes which have lately been introduced into our most important
chemical manufacture—that of alkali. The first of these has been at

work for some time, it is that of the recovery of sulphur from the vat

waste, that bite noir of the alkali makers and of their neighbours. Dr.

Mond has now, I believe, satisfactorily solved the difficult problem of

economically regaining the sulphur by oxidising the insoluble

monosulphide of calcium in the lixiviating vat itself to the
soluble hyposulphite, and decomposing this by hydrochloric acid when all

the sulphur is deposited as a white powder. The second of these dis-

coveries relates to the recovery or regeneration of the black oxide of man-
ganese used for the evolution of chlorine in the manufacture of bleaching

powder. This subject has long attracted the attention of chemists, and a
feasible, though somewhat costly, process—that of Dunlop—has been at

work for some time at Messrs. Tennant's work at St. Rollox. During the

last year a very beautifully simple and economical process proposed by Mr.
Weldon, and first successfully carried out in a practical scale at Messrs.

Gamble's work at St. Helen's, has quickly obtained recognition, and is now
worked by more than thirty-seven firms throughout the kingdom. The
principle upon which this process depends was explained by Mr. Weldon at

the Exeter meeting. It depends on the fact that although when alone the

oxides of manganese cannot be oxidised by air and steam under the ordinary

pressure to the state of bioxide, yet that this is possible when one molecule

of lime is present to each molecule of oxide of manganese. The man-
ganous oxide is precipitated from the still liquors with the above excess of

lime, and by the action of steam and air on this, a black powder, con-

sisting of a compound of manganese, dioxide and lime, Mn02CaO, or calcium

manganite, is formed. This, of course, is capable of again generating

chlorine on addition of hydrochlorine acid and thus the chlorine

process is made continuous with a working loss of only 2J per cent.
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of manganese. The section will have the advantage of seeing Mond's
process at work at Messrs. Hutchinson's, and Weldon's process at Messrs.

Gaskell, Deacon, and Co., at Widnes. A third process, which may possibly-

still further revolutionise the manufacture of bleaching powder, is the

direct production of chlorine from hydrochloric acid without the use of

manganese at all. In presence of oxygen and of certain metallic oxides,

such as oxide of copper, hydrochloric acid gas parts at a red heat with all

its hydrogen, water and chlorine being formed. This interesting reaction

is employed by its discoverer, Mr. Deacon, for the direct manufacture of

bleaching powder from the gases issuing directly from the salt-cake

furnace. Air is admitted together with hydrochloric acid gas, and with
copper salt. The oxide of copper acts as by contact and remains un-
altered, whilst the chloride, watery vapour, and excess of air pass at once
into the lime chamber. There are many practical difficulties in working
this process, some of hich have still to be overcome, but I believe we shall

hear from Mr. Deacon that, notwithstanding this drawback, he has accom-
plished his end of making good bleaching powder by this process.

ON THE APPLICATION OF THE CENTRE PAIL SYSTEM TO A
RAILWAY IN BRAZIL, AND TO OTHER MOUNTAIN LINES

;

ALSO ON THE ADVANTAGES OF NARROW GAUGE RAILWAYS.
By Mr. J. B. Fell, C.E.

Since the opening of the Mont Cenis Railway in June, 1868, other moun-
tain lines on the centre rail system have been under consideration in different

parts of the world. One of these lines now being constructed is in Brazil.

It commences at the terminus of the Canta Gallo railway, crosses the Serra
at an elevation of 3,000ft. above the Canta Gallo line, and terminates at the
town of Novo Friburgo, a distance of twenty miles. In some of its prin-

cipal features this resembles the summit lino of the Mont Cenis, the gradients

for the passage of the Serra over a distance of ten miles, being principally

from 1 in 20 to 1 in 12, and the curves by which the line winds round the

spurs or counterforts of the mountain being for a considerable portion of

it, from 40 to 100 metres radius. The narrow gauge of 1*10 metres has
also been adopted. In other features, however, there is an important
difference between these two centre-rail lines. The concession for the Mont
Cenis was but temporary, terminating at the completion of the great tunnel,

and the railway is laid on the existing public road, whereas the Canta Gallo
line will be permanent, and the works will be so constructed as to be
especially adapted to its requirements. It will not have to contend with the
difficulties of an Alpine climate, and, profiting by the experience of two
years' working on the Mont Cenis, it will have the advantage of important
improvements which have been made in the engines, carriages, and perma-
nent way during that period. Consequently, the Canta Gallo and other
similar lines, now being or about to be commenced, have the interest of

marking a development of the capabilities and advantages of the centre
rail system, as applied to the construction and working of mountain rail-

ways. It may be useful here to record what has already been accomplished
in the task of carrying railways over mountain passes, hitherto inaccessible

to the locomotive, and of giving it the power of safely carrying trains of

passengers and goods upon gradients and curves which would previously
have been considered most perilous, and, indeed, impracticable. The Mont
Cenis Railway has now been open for traffic two years and three months,
and during that period the trains have run a distance of more than 200,000
miles, have carried between France and Italy over 100,000 passengers with-
out injury to any one of them, and has effected the transport of a consider-
able quantity of merchandise. Since the month of September last, it has
carried the accelerated Indian mail, and by the service thus established
the delivery of the Indian mail in London vi& Marseilles has been antici-

pated by the Brindisi and Mont Cenis route by about thirty hours. The
ordinary mails between Franco and Italy have been carried by the Mont
Cenis Railway since its opening, and one night of travelling has been cut
off the journey between Paris and Turin. Although the Mont Cenis Rail-
way cannot be taken as a type of the best or most approved application of

tho centro rail system, it has had tho offect of proving its mechanical prac-
ticability and safety when put to the moat crucial test to which any new
principle could be submitted. Thero have been mechanical defocts in the
construction of tho engines which have added unnecessarily to tho cost of
traction, and these defects can and will bo removed in tho engines about to

bo built for tho Brazilian and for future centro rail lines. Tho cost of
traction, as might bo expected under tho circumstances, has hitherto been
high—about St. per train kilometre; but thero can be no doubt that with
improved onginos and good management tho cost of traction may be reduced
to If. 50c. per train kilometre. Tho Sommoring inclino in Austria furnishes
an example of tho economy that may bo elTccted by improved machinery
and management, tho cost of locomotive powor having been reduced from
2-85 francs in 1860 to 2-15 francs in 1863, 1-70 franc in 1865, and 1-19 franc
in I860. In tho four now engines last built forthoMont Conis line a consider-
able saving has been made in tho cost of repairs by using four cylinders
in placo of two. By this arrangement the inside and outside mechanisms
are disconnected, and any contention between tho two is avoided. Tho
adhoeion, howovor, it equal to tho two cylindor onginos, and tho powor is

transmitted from the inside cylinders to the vertical axles by means of a
train of toothed wheels. In the new engines for the Canta Gallo line it is

proposed to dispense with the toothed wheels and substitute for them a
system of direct driving by connecting rods. The power of adhesion will

also be considerably increased. These new engines will have the advantage
of being able to run at a speed of from 20 to 30 miles an hour upon the
ordinary gradients of the line, and of taking their loads up the mountain
section at a diminished speed of from eight to ten miles an hour. In an
economic point of view the result of the application of the centre rail

system to the Canta Gallo Railway will be as follows :—The cost of con-
struction, assuming it to be as estimated, about £300,000, would be at least

doubled if made on gradients upon which ordinary engines could work.
In this case the costs of traction and maintenance for a centre rail line will

not be greater than for a line with ordinary gradients passing over the

same country. The clear saving, therefore, effected by employing the

centre rail system is at least £300,000, and the construction of a valuable

line of railway has been rendered possible which would otherwise havo been
commercially and financially impracticable. A somewhat similar line of

railway is under consideration by the Indian Government, from the port of

Karwar to Hooblee, in the Southern Mahratta country, both by way of the

Arbyle and the Kyga Ghats. The distance is ninety miles, and it is pro-

posed to employ the centre rail for a length of about ten miles upon gradients

of 1 in 20 for the passage of the Ghat, by which a saving would be effected

of about £500,000. The cost at the present time of the transport of cotton

and other produce over the ninety miles is stated to be £235,000 per annum,
and there is in addition the disadvantage of not being able to convey the

whole crop to the port of shipment before the rainy season sets in ; a large

portion of it has consequently to be housed and kept until that is over.

Negotiations are going on with tho Government local authorities and people

interested for the construction of centre rail lines in Italy from the Adriatic

to Maserata and crossing the Appenines to Foligno from Florence to

Faenza, and for three branch railways in the Neapolitan States; in France,

from Chambery to St. Andre du Gaz and Lyons direct, crossing the Col de

1'Epine ; in Switzerland, for the passage of the Simplon ; and in Spain, for

lines from Leon to Corunua and Gion. The concession for tho Mont Cenis
Railway expires on tho opening of the tunnel line, and when that period

arrives it has been proposed to remove it to one of the neighbouring moun-
tain passes where it would have a permanent life. At the time tho conces-

sions were granted it was considered that the line would bo worked for

ten, or at least seven, years ; the progress of tho groat tunnel has, however,
been so much accelerated that it is stated the tunnel lino may possibly be
opened for traffic by the end of 1871. In that case, and taking into account
the difficulties of all kinds with which the enterprise has had to contend,

the Mont Cenis Railway can only be regarded as an experimental line, and
the pioneer of a system destined to confer tho benefits of a cheap and safe

communication between many countries separated by mountain ranges
hitherto impassable by railways and locomotive engines, and the promoters
must look to the future for the reward of their labours and tho
anxieties of the past. Drawings wero oxhibitod of a now system of

narrow gauge or suspension railways, an example of which has recently

been constructed as a branch line for carrying iron ore from tho Park-
house Mines to the Furness Railway in North Lancashire Tho
gauge of this line is eight inches, and tho length about one mile. It is

carried at various elevations from three to 20 feet over an undulating
country, passing over tho fences, roads, and watercourses without requiring

the construction of earthworks or masonry. Tho structure consists of a
double beam of wood, supported at intervals on a singlo row of pillars.

Tho narrow gauge is practically made equivalent to a broader ono by the

steadying powor of guide rails fixed on tho sides of tho boam and below
the carrying rails. Tho bodios of tho waggons are suspended from tho

axles, and by this moans tho centro of gravity is brought low. They are

also furnished with horizontal wheols which run upon tho guide burs, and
thus maintain tho equilibrium of tho carriages, and render it almost im-

possible for them to loave tho rails. Tho Park-Houso lino will havo a

traffic of 5(1,000 tons per annum. The cost has been £1,000 per inilo

without stations or rolling stock. It was worked by a stationary engine

and endless wire rope. Tho saving effected in tho cost of transport will

be at least 6d. por ton upon tho distance of one mile. In Switzerland

application has been niado to tho Government of the (anion \ ami for a

passenger lino on this priuciplo, from tho town of I .an anno to tho Lake of

Geneva. Plans havo also boon laid before the War Ollieo for accelerating

military transport in foreign oountriea and boforo tho Governor Genera] of

India for tho construction of ohoap branches from the trunk linen in thai

country. Tho gaugo of those railway! maybe from Bi\ to is [nohi .

They may bo mudo of wood or iron, or of tho two combined, an. I
ma

workod by either stuti <- by locomotive* of a i idly

designed for the |":
' i'

'fiiej have the advantaawoJ being eoonomioa]

in both construction and Working, tbey occupy but little land, ami cause no
severance, tbey may he erected with great rapidity, and bl iM*
may be removed when no longer required and re. erected m another

locality. IJoforo the war connm-mud an offer was made t0 the Kroncb

Governmont to construct ouo of thill portable railways to supply their army
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with from 1,000 to 3,000 tons of ammunition and provisions per day. The
work would have been undertaken by a gentleman in Paris, who with a force

of 2,500 men, would have constructed from four to five miles of railway per
day, following the advance of the army into Germany. The result has,
however, shown how little such a provision was needed.

EECENT VISIT TO THE GREAT TUNNEL THROUGH THE ALPS.
By Professor Anstead.

The tunnel, as Professor Anstead reminded the audience, will perforate
the crest of the main chains of the Alps, nearly midway between Mont
Tabor and Mont Cenis, passing nearly under the summit of Mont Frejus.
The operations of the tunnel involves a direct cut through a series of rocks
on a line whose depth below the surface was almost at once very consi-
derable. Owing to the form of the ground and the rise of the mountain,
the depth was 2,000 feet at each end after 2,000 feet of tunnelling. From
this point, however, the depth increased very little from each end for a long
distance. In the middle of the tunnel the depth below the surface is 5,400
feet, while the deepest borings for such works as mines and wells do not
exceed 3,000 feet. The works have been carried on throughout with some
regard to the great physical questions involved. Among these the
temperature at various distances and depths beneath the surface was not
the least important. Instructions were given to bore a large hole laterally

into the rock for a distance of about 10 feet, at intervals of 500 metres, and
determine the temperature of the rock by thermometers provided for the
purpose. On the northern side this important experiment had been care-
lessly executed, but on the south side, especially towards the centre, some
good observations had been made, and the result was somewhat startling.

The last observation made at the time of his visit was at 6,200 metres
(20,342 feet) from the south end, at a depth of more than 5,000 feet. The
result was 28° C. = 80J° F. This would reduce the increment to a degree
Fahrenheit in more than 100 feet, the general increase being observed in

mines to average a degree in about 60 feet. Hare again, however, there
was still something wanting, the mean annual temperature of the surface
not being accurately known, and the depth from the surface of the stratum
of permanent temperature never having been determined. With reference
to the progress of the work of tunnelling, the Professor stated that on the
31st of last month there remained less than 2,000 feet out of 40,000 feet to

pierca, and as the present rate of progress is about 500 feet per month, it

may be expected that the communication will be complete by the com-
mencement of the ensuing year.

MECHANICAL SECTION G.

Address of the President, Mr. Charles B. Vignoles, C.E., F.R.S.

Gentlemen,—My original intention was not to have troubled the section
with any preparatory observations, as we have quite enough to do, and I
must, iu my address, have contented myself with enumerating what are
the probable elements of discussion. But when I recollect of what day
this is the anniversary, and how much Liverpool had to do with that occasion
and how much I was myself personally connected with it, I have been
unable to refrain from endeavouring to recall to the memory of Liverpool,
and more particularly to the members of the Mechanical Section, the cir-
cumstances which occurred forty years ago. It is exactly forty years to-day
that the Liverpool and Manchester Railway was opened, and it was entirely
owing to the high spirit and zeal of the Liverpool merchants that that great
act was accomplished. I have in another place and on another occasion
alluded briefly to the history of it, but the summary may be said to be
this, that the ways and means of communication were so completely
crippled forty years ago, that the trade of Liverpool would have become,
and was becoming paralysed ; and it was the creation of cheaper means of
communication by the railway in which Liverpool took the lead ; and it was
particularly to one of the distinguished citizens of Liverpool (Mr. Henry
Booth), who was the original secretary of the company, that much of that
was due, not only on account of the energy he brought into the committee,
but for his scientific knowledge, which contributed most materially to the
improvement of the engine which is now doing such wonders at home and
abroad. I hope the people of Liverpool will excuse me when I remark that
I think they have not been sufficiently grateful to the memory of Henry
Booth, but had suffered his name to be almost forgotten. I was very glad
to have been present at a meeting in Liverpool about six months ago, at
which a subscription was entered into for the purpose of raising a statue
to Henry Booth, the necessary fund for which is nearly obtained, and only
requires for its completion a little help from the Liverpool people, who
have benefited so greatly by what Henry Booth has done. I hope that
on an early occasion I may be present at the inauguration of the statue
in the hall where yesterday I had the honour of attending the inauguration
of the statue of Gladstone. It appears to me that Liverpool is peculiarly a
place to be chosen for the meeting of the Britist Association. The British
Association and railway system may be said to have had their birth at the
same time. This is the fortieth anniversary of the meeting of the British
Association and it is the fortieth anniversary of the opening of the
Liverpool and Manchester Railway. There is, therefore, a very just and

legitimate connection between us. I feel peculiarly flattered and honoured
by the Council of the British Association having invited me to preside
over this section, inasmuch as I had much to do with the laying out of the
original Liverpool and Manchester Railway, and I resided there for several

years, far back when my children were born, and in my earliest days of

social, and family, and professional connection. I spent some of my hap-
piest days in Liverpool some forty years ago, and I cannot express the
gratification that I feel in presiding here in this town, which has grown as
wonderfully as the British Association itself in importance and in interest.

The subjects of most interest which are likely to be brought before the
section on this occasion may be divided into the following heads:

—

The subjects of steam boilers, and all the advantages and disadvantages
connected with them ; the sewei'ing of the town of Liverpool ; and, as
regards what I may call the military aspects of affairs, we have the
question of improved ordnance ; matters respecting shipbuilding and
the stability of ships ; and improvements in rifles, and musketry, and
in various other matters connected with military affairs. Speaking of
the subject, I take the opportunity of referring to remarks that have been
made from time to time in the papers as to efficiency or non-efficiency
of the military services of England, and I think I shall be disabusing the
minds of many who have supposed that this country is not prepared or
that the Government have been unaware of the necessity of creating the
best means of communication, in the event of invasion or war, by stating
that for several years the military department of the Horse Guards and
the chief engineers of the country have been in constant communication,
and have formed deliberate arrangements, by which in the event of any
casualty occurring, such as an invasion of the country, within forty-
eight hours the whole of the military forces of the country—100,000
men, if we had them at our disposal— might be brought
to any one point of assault. With respect to the landing of an.

enemy, let me quote from Mr. Kinglake's "History of the Invasion of
the Crimea," to show how well we should be prepared if we could bring
100,000 men, which we could, within eight and forty hours on any part
of the coast, and to ascertain what an enemy could do in the event of
landing there. Mr. Kinglake, speaking of the landing in the Crimea
says that,—" Under circumstances of weather which were wholly favour-
able, and with the advantage of encountering no opposition from the
enemy, a force of 26,000 infantry, 1,000 cavalry, and sixty guns were
landed in the course of five September days." This is to say, not more
than five or six thousand men could be landed under the most favourable
circumstances in one day. Mr. Kinglake goes on to observe that, " The
operation was conducted with almost faultless skill, and was proceeded
with in a way that was thought to be right for landing a force in the
face of an enemy, and though the surf was somewhat heavy, not a man
was lost." Therefore, under the most favourable circumstances, landing
under the guns of the fleet, with everything conducted with the most
scientific and perfect order, and without opposition from the enemy, it

took five days to land somewhat less than 30,000 men. This is a ques-
tion that I personally treated at the request of the Government, and I
have demonstrated in the most complete manner, that within the short
notice of eight and forty hours, or within twelve hours after an alarm
has been given, the various rolling stocks of the railways may be with-
drawn from the face of the enemy, and the whole military resources of
the country poured down upon one point. I think possibly that the
knowledge of that fact may afford consolation to those, whether old
soldiers or old women, who are fond of crying out about the want of pre-
paration. I hope you will excuse a little personal vanity of mine, when
I say that, forty-one years ago in this town of Liverpool I stated that
the result of the railways would be to enable the Government to do that
which I have now endeavoured to show can be done, namely, bring the
whole forces of the country to bear upon any invaded point, and also
that on the Continent those events were likely to occur which have
happened within the past few months..

But to revert to the subject of our immediate meeting. As I have already
stated, among the subjects for discussion are steam boilers, sewerage,
improved ordnance, and shipbuilding, and there will also be the Martini
rifle and the stability of ships. On the last question, that of the stability of

ships, I hope on Tuesday next to put before you some important papers,

and we shall also have the advantage of the presence of some of the
most distinguished men in the country who will give their opinions

upon that subject, which is just now one of special interest, bearing as it

does upon the unfortunate accident which has lately occurred. The mind of

the naval and scientific world is directed at this moment to the solution of

the question to what cause is to be attributed that accident which all so

much deplore. (Hear, hear.) No one can deplore more than I do the loss

of the gallant commander of the Captain, who was one of my oldest friends

whom I have known from his birth, and who had long promised to make
the name of Hugh Burgoyne as distinguished in naval annals as

is that of his distinguished father, Sir John Burgoyne, in military science.

Gentleman, I will not detain you longer. I should not have occupied your
time thus far had not the intimate connection of Liverpool with the origin

of the railway system, and of the British Association, tempted me to wander,
I am afraid rather discursively, into the question at which I have glanced.
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MEETING OF THE IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE IN SOUTH
WALES.

ON THE EFFICIENCY AND DURABILITY OF PLAIN CYLINDRI-
CAL BOILERS.

By Mr. Jeremiah Head, Middlesbrough.

The object of the paper I have the honour to bring under your notice is

to call attention to certain advantages and certain disadvantages attending

the use of boilers belonging to the class known as plain cylindrical or egg-

ended ; to investigate the cause and extent of their defects, and, if possible,

to point out satisfactory remedies.

Anticipating an objection likely to be advanced by some, viz., that the

plain cylindrical type i3 an antiquated one, and ought to be superseded

entirely, I would urge that it is still adhered to in preference to others in

new undertakings under the direction of engineers of the highest standing.

But were this not the case the large number of these boilers in actual opera-

tion gives importance to any plan whereby greater efficiency and durability

can be secured. In order that no doubt may remain on this point the

records of the various steam boiler insurance companies have been consulted.

It is assumed that the proportion of plain cylindrical to other boilers

on their books is a fair criterion of the general proportion throughout the

country.

Here follows the result, which has only been arrived at through the kind

and courteous co-operation of the chief engineers of the various companies :

—

The Boiler Insurance and Stoam Power Company, whose head-quarters are

at 67. King-street, Manchester, have 16 per cent, of all their boilers be-

longing to the plain cylindrical type.

The Manchester Steam Users' Association have 12£ per cent, of the same.

The Midland Stoam Boiler Inspection and Assurance Company show
that in their Midland district 6'6 per cent., and in their Northern district

<39 per cent, of the boilers upon their books are of the clas3 under con-

sideration.

The total number of boilers insured in these associations is 17,825, and
the total number of plain cylindrical ones 4,052. These numbers will bo

found to give 22-7 per cent, as the general average proportion of plain

cylindrical to the total number of boilers insured.

Two conclusions may here be drawn :—First, that tho number of plain

cylindrical boilers now in use is sufficient to entitle them to special consi-

deration ; secondly, that tho favour with which they are rogarded differs

materially in different localities.

Let U3 now investigate tho usefulness in proportion to tho cost of those

boilers, in order to understand accurately our position before judging of

their general value. Having regard to the diversity which is certain to

exist in the dimensions and other circumstances of various examples, we
shall find it answor our purpose best to confine ourselves to the considera-

tion of one particular case. From such results as we may arrive at, deduc-

tions may afterwards be made, subject to modification, according to vary-

ing circumstances.

The plain cylindrical boiler illustrated (Fig. 1) is an ordinary one, as

used in the coal and iron districts of the north of England. It is 45ft.

long, and 4 ft. diameter. (For the utilisation of tho heat produced by tho

l oustion of the waste gases from blast furnaces, boilers a3 long as 60ft.,

water gauge, float gauge, two safety valves, steam valve, feed valve, and
sludge cock. The steam, feed, and sludge valves are directly connected
with the same transverse mains as the similar fittings of other
boilers in the same range. The sludge cock is fixed to the end of the
boiler farthest from the grate, and a downward inclination in that direc-

tion assists in securing the complete removal of water and mud when
required.

Such a boiler is obviously as simple as could possibly be constructed.

No great bending or flanging tests are applied to the plates, and therefore

an ordinary quality and ordinary workmanship are alone necessary.

The diameter being moderate, a high pressure may safely be maintained
without the use of thick plates, and without the expense of double
riveting and drilled holes. The brickwork is simple and easily main-
tained, and the boiler is readily examined for cleaning or repairs, both in-

side and out.

Should the water be impure this latter advantage becomes very pro-
minent. Again, the risk of overheating for lack of water is much less than
with internally-fired boilers. The great quantity of water contained undis-
placed b3T internal flues or tubes is a security against rapid change of level

;

and even should such change take place, it must amount to something very
considerable before any portion of the heating surface in the locality of

excessive heat would bo laid bare. Indeed, it would not bo easy to cause a
plain cylindrical boiler to explode merely for lack of water.

So much for simplicity of construction and ease of examination. Next
as regards cost. This again varies with the locality. Taking the prices

at present ruling in the Cleveland district (July, 1870), plain cylindrical

boilers, including such mountings only as are riveted to the boiler, of best

material and workmanship for the purpose, cost £18 10s. per ton
delivered. This, multiplied by 5j tons, gives £97 2s. 6d. as the price of

the boiler.

Next, as to power of evaporation.

The total grate surface is 24 square feet
;

gross heating surface, 2S3
square feet. The boiler consumes 4201b. of coal per hour, and evaporates

50 cubic feet from 162 deg., equal to 7 - 71b. of boiling water per pound of

good South Durham coal. This result has been obtained by a carefully

conducted experiment made by tho writer, and lasting 130 hours. Tho
evaporation was arrived at by inserting a Siemens water gauge in tho feod

pipe, and allowing for the difference of temperature between 162 deg. and
212 deg.

Let us compare this duty with that of internally-fired boilers as now
made, having two flues and cross tubes. To evaporate the same quantity
of boiling water per hour from a single boiler tho necessary dimensions would
be as follows, viz. :—Length, 28ft. ; diamoter, 6ft. Gin. ; two flues, oach
2ft. 6in. diameter ; thickness of shell plates, iiu., and of flue plates Jin.

;

grate surface, 25 square feet
;
gross heating surface outsido and inside, 650

square feet; weight, 11 tons; cost, excluding fitting3 not rivoted to boiler

—at £27 10s. per ton—£290. This price per ton is actually boing paid for

first-class boiler work of tho kind described, delivered in Middlesbrough,
and more is sometimes quoted. Such a boiler is an oxample of tho best

arrangement for tho purpose of tho internally-fired class.

With rogard to economic power, let us take the average of four experi-

ments made by tho Government upon such a boiler, with Wolsh, Newcastle,

Scotch, and Lancashire coal.

The result is 8-41b. of boiling water evaporated per hour per pound of

or oven 80ft., by 4ft. 6in. diameter, :iro fro quont). Tho plates are |in. thick

throughout. It weigln, exclusive of mountings, except such U are riveted
to tho boiler, about '•[ i..nh. It is sot in brickwork, as shown (Fig. 8), one
" flash " flue extending from end to end, and ombracing ono-liMf ..I the
entire surface of the boiler. It is hung upon three cast iron bearer! I>y

mean- of nine suspension rods, secured to T irons riveted to the boiler. The
suspension rods have doublo eyos at their lowor, and adjustable nut.
lag upon tho boarors at their upporonds. In this way tho heatil
is not intorforod with by tho supports, and the latter are preserved tram
contact with high heats. The fittings consist of tho following, viz. :—Glass

eoai. The e tperiment • are taken from Box' i
" Pnottoal Treatise on

page 40. It ii not stated whether, in the Qovernmonl sxperimei

flaefl were tarnished wit! -. boi whether or n

materiel. There i < no donbl the boilers would have externa] nhee, and the

experiment! made in L888, al Wlgan, by Dr. Riohardaon and Mr. I.. B.

i r, proved oonolnsivelv that lnternaUr«flred boilea, wttk external

lluos, did not mi • mora steam by tie' addition ol cross tabeji Tin- latter

seemed to aot when ibnndan.1 heating lufeooi merely in N

of abstracting tie- heal al an earlier itage, and Uaring loss to bo afterwards

absorbed by tho external iholl.

29
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To summarise briefly : Supposing we had determined to obtain our
evaporation of 50 cub. ft. per hour, by means of an internally-fired boiler

instead of one as illustrated.

The first cost would be £290. instead of £97 2s. 6d., or nearly threefold.

The saving in fuel to compensate for this extra expenditure would be
as the difference between 7 -7 and 8'4 is to the latter number, or about 9
per cent.

The extra cost of interest, maintenance, and depreciation would surely

balance this ad vantage in economy. How is it, then, that many are pre-

pared to substitute the more complex, and, apparently so far as we have
gone, the more dangerous appliance, at nearly three times the outlay, un-
less there is some reason for such preference not yet considered by us ?

We will now investigate the principal defect of plain cylindrical boilers,

a defect which, it is believed, lies at the root of most of the feeling which
is, perhaps properly, entertained against them in some localities. It may
be expressed, in homely language in very few words :

—

They are liable to

break their backs.

Fig. 1 has been selected as a type illustrating a boiler recently laid off

for repairs by reason of fractures, and for the second time within six years.

It is to be observed that the fractures are all in a transverse direction at

the bottom side, and extending upwards towards the top of the boiler. They
all pass through the line of rivet holes of either an inside or outside lap.

They are not found at that part of the boiler exposed to the fiercest heat.

Although by means of a peep hole in the main flue beyond the damper, the

flames were observed to extend the full length of the boiler immediately

after firing, they usually appeared only as illustrated. A minute examina-
tion of the bottom, after the boiler was laid off and turned up to the light,

showed that the fins of the rivets, the marks of the caulking tools, and the

edges of the plates, were, except in the region of constant flame, as sharp

and fresh as ever. The feed being introduced at nearly boiling tempera-
ture, and in a direction parallel with the bottom, could hardly be supposed

to have any influence, especially when the relative magnitude and position

of the cracks in regard to it is considered.

There did not appear to be any great difference in quality between the

top and bottom plates. Small pieces were cut from each locality and

broken cold, but the quality revealed was fully equal to the average used

for the purpose.

How then shall we account for these fractures ? Why should they be

always at the bottom and in a transverse direction ? Is not the action of

heavy tensile strains indicated, strains which could not exist if the weight of

the boiler, and the water inside, were properly distributed over the several

bearers ? Is it possible that some of these supports are occasionally not

acting, and so throwing the weight they ought to bear upon the others ?

Let us see.

Passing over the tops of a range of boilers when at work, the writer has

often observed that the nuts of the suspension rods at one end of the boilers

were slack, and might be turned by the hand. This led to the reflection

that that end of each boiler must be resting on the middle bearer alone. A
tendency to raise the other end would result, and so almost the whole

weight, say, including water, sixteen tons, would fall to the share of one

bearer.

When a boiler ceased work, and the water within cooled, the nuts of the

end suspension rods became fast, and could no longer be moved by hand,

while the nuts of the middle beai-er exhibited signs of lifting.

The boiler thus appeared to have been at one time supported from a
single point, with 22^-ft. of length, and eight tons weight either way ; and
at another time to have been stretched between two supports 38ft. apart,

and having, say, fourteen tons intervening. Such an operation, especially

if often repeated, would obviously suffice to destroy structures of the nature

we have under consideration.

The alternate rising and sinking of the ends of a boiler, according as it is

under steam or not, is produced by the expansion and contraction of the

boiler shell. It is obvious that the upper part must always be, taking the

mean temperature of the plates, cooler than the steam within ; otherwise

the steam would not give up its heat to the iron, nor the iron to the air, or

whatever substance was in contact with it. We know that however well a

boiler is protected, some heat is lost through the covering.

Again, the under surface must, when at work, always be, still taking the

mean temperature of the plates, hotter than the steam and water within,

otherwise no heat would pass into the water, and no steam would be

generated. Hence, assuming the steam and water to be 310 deg. Fah.,

corresponding to a pressure of 501b. per square inch, it follows that the top

plates must be cooler, and the bottom plates hotter than 310 deg. How
much the top plates are cooler must depend on the efficiency and thickness

of the covering, How much the bottom plates are hotter than the water
within is not very easy to determine. But let us endeavour to estimate it.

The temperature of the flame in the furnace is at times sufficient to melt
grey cast iron, which, according to Professor Roscoe, is 2, 192 deg. Fah.
The average temperature of the gases at the damper as ascertained by
experiment, was 750 deg.

The mean of these two, viz., 1,470 deg., gives the average temperature
of the gases in contact with the outer skin of the bottom plates. The

plates being then in contact wich gases at 1,470 deg. on their outer surface,

and a liquid at 310 deg. within, might be supposed to occupy an average
temperature equal to the mean between these two, which is 890 deg.
This is about 80 deg. lower than the lowest temperature visibly red in the
dark.

Supposing the top plates were well protected and maintained at an aver-
age of 300 deg., or 10 deg. cooler than the steam, a difference of 500 deg.
would then exist between the top and bottom plates. The expansion due
to this difference is Ifin. in a length, equal to the boiler illustrated. In other
words, if our reasonings are correct, the bottom of the boiler when at work
tries to elongate itself nearly 2in. in excess of the top. This corresponds to

a rise at the end bearers of 3in. above the level. A lifting to this extent
does not, however, in practice take place in the length shown. The boiler

meets with no small resistance in its attempts to assume a new form, partly
from the weight of the ends and the water within, and partly from its own
rigidity of structure. But it does rise visibly and tangibly, and the condi-
tion of the bottom plates when hot must be one of constant severe com-
pression.

Let us now inquire into the state of matters at the end of the week, when
the fire is withdrawn, and the steam blown off. The bottom plates are then
evidently in contact with water at 212 deg,, and must at once assume that
temperature also. Do the ends of the boiler then return to their original
seats ? Have they taken a permanent upward set ? Or does the bottom
of the boiler, now clear of flame, and in contact with boiling water only,

endeavour to contract to a length less than its original one, drawing together
the ends with a downward curve, so as to bear hard upon the end supports,
and cause the top plates to arch up clear of the middle support ?

There being considerable doubt as to the behaviour of iron under these
circumstances, it was thought desirable by the writer to make an experi-

ment. A gauge was made of fin. boiler plate, having an opening between
two projections, this opening being exactly 1ft. in length. Five strips of

similar boiler plate were accurately fitted to the gauge, so that they would
just pass between the projections, if assisted by slight pressure, but would
not fall through by their own weight. The strips of iron were then care-

fully heated one by one, by placing them within a red hot tube of iron. As
soon as they began to turn blue, and somewhat before they were likely to

become visibly red, they were withdrawn and slacked in boiling water.
This was intended to show the action of the bottom of a boiler when at

work, and say at 890 deg., and then, by the withdrawal of the fire and
blowing off the steam, quickly reduced by contact with the water down
to 212 deg.

It was desired to ascertain whether the iron would permanently extend,

contract, or remain unaltered in length. One of the pieces described was
subjected to the process twenty times, a second forty, a third sixty, a fourth
eighty, and a fifth 100 times. The pieces and the original gauge will be
produced for inspection at the discussion. None of the pieces were heated
sufficiently to become in the slightest degree scaled or oxydised. The
effect of the alternate heating and slacking was not at first perceptible ; but
after several repetitions it became evident that a slight permanent contrac-

tion was taking place each time. So far as the experiment was carried,

viz., up to 100 heatings and coolings, the contraction appeared to be con-
stant and regular. After the hundredth operation, representing the con-
dition of the bottom of a boiler after being cooled down weekly for two
years, the total permanent contraction was No. 15 Birmingham wire gauge,
or one-fourteenth of an inch. The difference in length of the bottom of a
45ft. boiler at this rate amounts to 3^in. It seems, then, that after a lapse

of time as mentioned the bottom of a boiler would, when not at work, exert

itself to become 3jin. shorter than the top. This would subject all the
bottom plates and joints to severe tension.

Taking this into consideration in connection with the expansive action

previously described, it appears that a new boiler would lift at the ends
when at work a maximum amount. That gradually as it becomes older and
passed through successive coolings, the bottom contracting a little each
time, it would come to lift the ends less and less, until at last they would
not lift at all ; but the bottom when at work would at most expand to its

original length. But it is evident that, under such circumstances, the
contraction at the end of each week would become stronger and stronger,

until at last it must either arch the boiler clear of its middle support, or the
latter must break its back through the weakest seam. Occasionally relief

may be afforded by a simultaneous loosening of several of the bottom seams,
followed by a telescopic action and leakage.

But are plain cylindrical the only boilers which break their backs and
lift at the ends? Certainly not. All externally-fired boilers, whether also

internally-fired or not, exhibit the same tendencies. But inasmuch as it is

the custom to make plain cylindrical boilers longer, in order to obtain

ample heating surface, and smaller in diameter than other kinds, the defects

common to all become more glaring and destructive in their case.

But is it not possible to prevent this great evil, and so obtain the advan-
tages of the plain cylindrical boiler without its defects ?

Happily it is possible, and by a method which is extremely simple. It

has been already in practical operation six months, and, with complete
success, applied to a boiler repaired after breaking its back.
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It consists in so arranging the supports of the boiler that they follow it

through each change of form without materially increasing or relaxing

their hold. The cast iron bearers are retained as before, also the suspen-

sion rods, but the latter are lengthened ; and the nuts upon them, instead

of resting upon the bearer, rest upon a volute spring encircling the suspen-

sion rod and seated upon the bearer. The boiler illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2,

rests upon nine volute springs, each carrying If tons, with a

compression of Ifin. The boiler is entirely free of other sup-

port, and can assume any new form possible, without being sub-

jected to more than a very slight alteration in the strains upon
its various parts. Except upon yielding supports it is quite impossible

to support loQg structures subject to great alternations of heat without

ultimate damage. Only two difficulties occurred in carrying out this plan

;a practice. The first was, how to prevent the breakage of the various

connections with the mains. Inasmuch as the boiler was now free to rise

and fall, and change its form according to circumstances, the steam feed

and sludge branches connected with their respective mains might be ex-

pected to snap off. But this difficulty was met by simply adopting cir-

cuitous instead of direct connections. Elasticity to any requisite amount
thus be secured.

The second difficulty was this. It is obvious that if 1; tons each were
rag upon the volute springs, each one must be exerting constantly an

upward force to that extent. But at the end of the week, when the water
constituting two-thirds of the whole weight was allowed to run off, the

springs would certainly lift the boiler so lightened out of its position to a

proportionate extent. The boiler lifted, say two-thirds of ljin., or about
brick-work would be loosened, and leaky flues would be the re-

sult. But this danger was overcome by inserting between each bearer and
the top of the boiler, and fixed to tho latter, two adjustable set bolts, which
we call gags (Fig. 5.) These permit a certain rise, and then come into con-

tact with the bearer, stopping further lifting by tho spring. The end gags
should be adjusted when the boiler is at work, and the middle one when
cold, but not empty. If under these circumstances they arc set just clear

of tho bearers they will not prevent the necessary changes of form from
expansion and contraction, but only any ill effects to the brickwork from
loss of water. The boiler (Figs. 1 and 2), which has been hung upon
springs, and has been in operation at Middlesbrough since the beginning
of March, rises at the ends and sinks in the middle when at work, and
just the rever30 when the fire is withdrawn and the steam blown off. The
mean variation in height at the end bearers, as compared with the middle,

in. The nuts of the suspension rods are, of course, always tight. No
disarrangement of brickwork is perceptible, and the boiler does its work
well in every respect. Tho cost of extra material and fitting involved by
the alteration of tho boiler under consideration is evidently insignificant,

aod the method is just as applicable to existing boilers a3 to new ones.

The longer the boiler the more necessary it becomes; indeed, much longer

boilers than hitherto made might be safely used, provided they were hung
upon springs. Tho alteration becomes of especial importance where the

rived from the combustion of a continuous stream of gas, as in

the caso of boilers attached to blast furnaces. Assuming tho compression
of the spring to be directly proportionate to the load upon it, thou every
sixteenth of an inch variation would correspond to a variation of load equal

me sixteenth of a ton, or 1^- cwt. So that with the deilectiou described,
and each spring to carry an equal share of the weight, tho middle
springs wi . J. added to their load of 35 cwt. each, and the
endsprin lucted from them. This makes the

i ion of the duty of each spriDg only 10 per cent, above or below tho
i produced by expansion or contraction of the

boiler shell would l>o proportionately insignificant.

The number and arrangement of tho bearers and suspension rods, and
the way in which tho latter aro secured to tho boiler, are all matters of im-
port:!!, rings are used or not.

aimed at [s the perfect distribution of the weight under
all circumstances. Looking at a cross section of a boiler takon near one

I.- bridges (see Fig. 2j, it is obvious that the suspension rods exert an
upward force upon th .it of the shell, ft is equally obvious that

df of the shell exerts downward fores

g in a perpendicular line drawn through the centro of
the boiler. Th tend to draw t c shell into

rm, the ellipticity varying with tho intensity of die forceB.
To avoid this destructive act .

,
; rut across

the boiler and within it immediately undei I trut, acting
In oo the arched T ii u iont
for the attachment ol the nng impossible any
departure from the circular form.

distribution of the bearers. There should be one (or
.- loft, if the boiler be 4ft., and one tor every u feel

diameter. The bailer should be divided equally int., imaginary
sections as bridges are required, and 1 m i„. placed each in

middle of a section. being him. „,. r„
[•allv out into these section ,.;M remain ;.l in-
dependent of support from its neighbours.

The bearers of boilers Figs. 3 and 4 are not so distributed, and are, in

so far, defective. If the distribution recommended be adhered to, and
three suspension rods be used to each bearer, then the weight falling to the
share of each rod would be proper for an ordinary volute spring, viz.,

about 1J tons.

As there is a possibility that some may still have an impression that the
evil, for which a remedy has been tendered, does not exist, or has been ex-
aggerated, or has not been traced to its proper cause, or would remain not-
withstanding all precautions, ic has been thought desirable to offer the
opinions of several well-known authorities who have been consulted by the
writer whilst this paper was in course of preparation. Thus, Mr. R. B.
Longridge of the Boiler Insurance and Steam Power Company writes :

—

'•I have known several cases of fracture such as those to which you refer.

They have in most cases become apparent while steam was being raised

for the first time after the boiler had been laid off for cleaning. In my own
opinion the evil results from unequal expansion, owing to the practice of

blowing off tho water before the brickwork had time to cool. I believe the

length of the boiler, and to some extent tho setting, exert an influence.

In some instances much expense had been incurred, but after au explana-

tion of the cause of the difficulty was given, and more time was allowed

for cooling before releasing the water, no further trouble was experienced.

An exception must, however, bo made with respect to certain cases where
the fractures were attributable to overheating, owing to the presence of car-

bonate of lime in large quantities. I have known several explosions due

to the extension of such ruptures round the entire circumference. Boilers

have thus been divided into two parts without being affected anywhere
else."

Mr. L. E. Fletcher, of the Manchester Steam Users' Association, writes

thus :

— " We understand the inquiry— ' llavo you found plain cylindrical

boilers to break their backs?'—to refer to failure at the ring seams—and
our reply is, ' Yes, often.' As to tho period of the week at which this

happens, it is frequently immediately on starting after repairs. The

r tho length of the boiler tho greater the risk. We also think the

plan of setting boilers with a flash flue tends to increase the danger. Ex-

plosions aro very frequent from tho failure of externally-fired boilers at the

ring seams, and the expense and trouble is, of course, very

siderable.

In Mr. Fletcher's report for November, 18G", the following passages

occur :
—" Externally-fired boilers are very prone to these treacherous

fractures at tho ring seams of rivets, and they may happen at any

moment without warning. Hence ouo of the great objections to these

boilers; sometimes merely opening the furnace doors, and admitting a rush

of cold air is sufficient to rend them tit the ring seam of rivots, near tho

lire- bridge. I cannot conclude the report without urgently repeating

appeal to colliery owners, so frequently made on previous that

they would give up the use of these treacherous and unoontrollable plain

cylindrical, externally-fired boilers, and adopt the internally-fired double

r instead."

Mr. i;. It. U -non, of the Midland Steam Boiler Inspection and Assurance

pany, writiB "The plain cylindrical h
heir • know of no

i in ('lev. -land. We 'lid BUppOSi .

weathor, but lately we ua

Lture by im We think them duo to the differ-

the

developed at tl ,

there v. hi.

and that t!; llvido the boilei ml"

Mr. Wall i for the
•

l m
upou the I plain >'.
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lifting at the ends. The habit is not, however, peculiar to them, but is

also found 'with one and two tubed internally-fired boilers. Seam rips

proper, and seam rips from fire, should be kept distinct. I do not now
remember any explosion from the former, but several from the latter cause,

and also from rips caused by repairs and drifting. I should like you to try

the springs with a pointer, at a place where a boiler 70ft. long has occa-
sioned much trouble by lifting |in. at the front end and £in. at the back.
Some only 40ft. long are also lifting."

Mr. Gjers, of Middlesbrough, who always adopts these boilers, thus
answered the queries put to him :

—" I have, fortunately, not been myself
much troubled by reason of boilers breaking their backs. I have under my
care plain cylindrical ones from 75ft. to 80ft. long, but I never had a very
bad case. I never knew a boiler explode from that cause ; but some ten
years since one in the Cleveland district was lifted out of its seat. It did
not, however, fall into two pieces. The reason is clearly continuous ex-
pansion and contraction, which in course of time produces straining of the
seams, and ultimately failure. The larger the boiler the more it will be
affected. Workmen are sometimes so stupid as to screw up the nuts of the
end supports when tbey find them slack, and the result is to throw the
whole weight upon the ends so soon as the boiler cools. With a boiler 60ft.

long we are not, as a rule, much troubled by slackening of the nuts of the
end supports, but if this does take place we never touch them. Blowing
off the water while the flues are still hot is also a fruitful source of danger
to boilers, and especially if, when the bottom is thus extra heated and ex-
panded, an ignorant attendant tightens up the end nuts as just explained.
I think these evils are to a great extent avoidable with due care, and that
plain cylindrical boilers are not intrinsically objectionable. The difficulties

increase if the water is impure, but even then they are not insuperable."

ON THE CONDITION OF CARBON AND SILICON IN IRON
AND STEEL.

By Geo. J. Snelus, Associate, Royal School of Mines.

No one can examine the statements contained in the metallurgical works
regarding the condition of carbon and silicon in iron and steel, without
being struck with their vagueness, and with the unsatisfactory state of our
knowledge of this important subject. That these elements do exist, in
some form or other, and that they exercise an all-powerful influence upon
the nature of the metallic compound, is admitted by all, while in the case
of carbon, at least, it is now generally allowed that it may exist, either
diffused through the mass, as graphite, or be present in some form of
combination with the iron. But there are no proofs that this diffused
graphite, or "kish," as the workmen term it, when it occurs on the
surface, is pure carbon, nor any very satisfactory data as to the nature of

the combination of iron and carbon ; and it is only necessary to state a few
of the theories on the latter point, to show that we require more workers in
this field of research, to clear up the mist in which the subject is at present
shrouded. As a small contribution in this direction, the following results
are submitted to the members of the Iron and Steel Institute.
Thus while Bertheir believed he had discovered a simple compound of one

atom of iron with one of carbon, that is in the proportion by weight of 28
parts of the former with 6 of the latter ; Berzelius believed in the existence
of a compound of two atoms of carbon with one of iron, and also of one with
three atoms of carbon to two of iron ; Karsten and Rainelsberg hold to a
compound of four atoms of the metal with one of the non-metals. Gurls
advocates the existence of a further compound of eight iron to one carbon,
and lastly, Von Mayrhofer thinks that definite substances of the formulae Fe
4 C, Fe 5 C, Fe 8 C, Fe 10 C, and Fe 12 C, may be present under different
conditions.

With respect to graphitic carbon our ablest metallurgist, Dr. Percy,
in his justly celebrated work on iron and steel has the following
statement, which, so far as the author knows, has not hitherto been con-
tradicted. Speaking of the separation of graphite from pig iron, he says,
" The fact of graphitic carbon being left by the solvent action of acids is

certain evidence that this carbon was not present in the solidified metal,
at least in a certain degree, in chemical combination with the iron. With
regard to any distinct flakes of graphite which may be separated, there
can be no reasonable doubt, though according to my experience, even they
retain iron in some form or other, which it is difficult to dissolve out
completely. Moreover, when we carefully inspect the fractured surface of

a piece of even highly graphitic iron, every part presents more or less of a
graphitic lustre, yet not a trace of graphite can be detached by the point
of a penknife.

It was this latter statement which led to the following investigation, the
details of which, the author thought, could not be placed before a more
fitting audience than the members of the Iron and Steel Institute. The
methods of analysis followed in order to elucidate the condition of carbon
and silicon have opened a fresh field of research, which will be alluded to
in its place, and which it is hoped may lead to further and more important
results.

But if the practical bearing of the investigation be not at present

apparent, the author hopes his contribution may not be unacceptable to
the members of the Iron and Steel Institute, as he believes the day has
gone by for practice alone to reign supreme, and that rapid progress in
manufacturing industry is only to be obtained when theory and practice

go hand in hand.
There is no subject requiring more study than the chemistry of iron

and steel, for every step in their manufacture involves a chemical problem,
and the author cannot let the present opportunity pass, without suggesting
the desirability of this institution affording substantial aid in the matter,
by the establishment of a laboratory for research. The British Associa-
tion are doing something, but what is now suggested is the appointment
of a chemist who should be in communication with the great body of scien-
tific ironmasters throughout the country, and be able to verify results, not
by mere laboratory experiments, but by actual trials on a manufacturing
scale.

The incorrectness of the statements respecting the separation of graphite
from crystals of iron, became evident from the examination of some largely
crystallised pig iron, which having run over the symp, had cooled slowly
in a tub of slag. It was noticed that, in this case, the graphite could be
separated from the faces of the crystals, not merely by the point of a pen-
knife, but even by the finger nail ; and that having once detached the
scale of graphite, the surface beneath was metallic iron. On exposure
to a damp atmosphere, it was found that the metal became rusted below
the scales of the graphite, which then fell off. Continuing the observation,
it was found that tho same separation of graphite could be obtained from
the faces of the crystals of Bessemer pig, and that the smallest crystal of

grey iron was coated with its layer of graphite, which by appropriate
means conld be easily removed.

This being the case, it was at once seen, that by carefully removing,
these graphite scales, we ought to be able to settle the questioa whether
they where pure carbon, or a compound of carbon with iron, silicon, &c.
It need scarcely be stated that the separation of a sufficient quantity of
these scales for an analysis, is a tedious operation, and that even with the
greatest care it is almost impossible to prevent fine particles of iron, dust,

&c, from contaminating them. By a little trouble, however, -0345
grammes of these scales were removed from the facets of crystals of com-
pact grey iron. These were burnt in a stream of oxygen, when there was
left a residue weighing only -0015 grammes, consisting mainly of a few
miscroscopic particles of sand with the merest trace of red oxide of iron,

resulting no doubt from the oxidation of the foreign particles of metal with
which the graphite was contaminated. The carbonic acid found weighed
•104 gramme, which is equivalent to "2083 grammes pure carbon, so that,

even if the incombustible residue had been all peroxide of iron, there must
at least have been 126 atoms carbon to one of iron.

As the graphite could be thus easily removed from crystals of pig iron,,

it was thought that other mechanical processes might be applied for its

separation, and that the magnetic property of iron might also be made
available. Some graphitic pig was therefore pounded, in a steel mortar,
to coarse particles which, by their attrition, rubbed offthe scales of graphite
from the crystalline facets. The iron was removed by a magnet, and the
graphite left behind. But here it was still more difficult to remove the
last traces of metal. -1045 grammes of the graphite, after combustion, left

a residue weighing -012 grammes consisting of -008 oxide of iron and -004

sand, silica, &c. As the Fe 2 O 3 would be formed from -0056 grammes
iron, and -0G24 grammes oxygen absorbed, this latter weight must be added
to the loss by combustion, thus making the total graphite burnt -0949

grammes. The carbonic acid found weighed -3505 grammes—-0955 grammes
pure carbon, so that even here there was 17 times as much carbon as iron,

or 46 atoms metal to one of the non-metal.

Lastly, -1415 grammes of kish purified with hydrochloric and hydro-
fluoric acids gave -518 grammes carbonic acid, equal to 44, 154 grammes,
pure carbon, and left no residue that could be weighed.

These results, we think, are sufficient to prove that scales of graphite
can be removed from compact grey iron, and that these scales consist of
pure carbon, for it is morally certain that the traces of iron found
with them were simply accidental, and in no way combined with the
carbon.

Graphite being much more friable than metallic iron, it was believed
that it would be reduced to finer powder than the metal in the process
of drilling. Some grey Bessemer pig was therefore reduced to borings,

and these were sifted through a very fine silk sieve. The original pig,,

coarse part, and fine portion which passed through the sieve were
analysed separately, with the following results :

—

Total Carbon per cent in three trials on different pigs.

Coarse Fine part
part which passed

of borings. through the sieve.

(1.)—3-008 2-552 7.605

(2.)—3.331 — 9.214

(3.)—4.071 — 9.288

Again, graphite being bo much lighter than iron, recourse was had to

Original pig.
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specific gravity as a means of separation. Two makes of iron were
employed, viz. : A Middlesbrough grey forge pig, and ordinary Bessemer
pig. The borings from each were divided into two portions, one-half
being sifted as above, and the other part separated by agitating with dis-

tilled water and pouring off the lighter portions for analysis. These
several products were completely analysed with the results recorded
at pages 230 and 231. The carbon per cent, found in each case
was

:

Fine part Light part
Original separated separated
Pig. by by speciSc

sieve. gravity.
per cent.

(1.) Bessemer ) graphite (3.331 9.11 28.48
Pig /combined carbon i — —

(2.) Bessemer) graphite (3.190 7.79 21.274
Pig / combined carbon \ .2 17 —

(3.) Middles-
}
graphite f 2.650 7.015 41.329

bro' Forge > )

Pig ) combined carbon^ .35 30 —
The results show clearly that in grey pig iron the carbon exists in two

states, and that the free or graphitic carbon, can be more or less
separated by mechanical means, while the so-called '-combined carbon"
decreases in the separated portions in the same ratio as the residual
iron.

In spiegeleisen, refined metal, white pig, steel, and wrought iron, almost
the whole of the carbon exists in combination, very little graphite being
present ; but the amount of graphite, as is well known, depends to some
extent upon the rate of cooling of the fluid iron. Thus, if even grey
Bessemer pig be cast in chill moulds, the outer portions will be white
and ' case hardened," and as a proof that there is less graphite in this
than the central grey part the following analyses of a piece of bad forge
pig may be cited. It will be seen that the white portion contains .25
per cent, less graphite than the grey, although the total carbon was the
same in each case.

Composition of Composition of
white part. grey part.

• 92.210 92.150Iron
Carbon (Graphite .850)

,, ^combined 1.723)
Silicon CUt estimate. 3.978

>

"(.2nd „ 3.966/
Sulphur 355 .

Phosphorus 702
Manganese 216

2.573
fGrte. 1.100)

(cbd. 1.484)"

o q72 (4.001)39/2
,3.971/

2,584

3.984

.375

.731

234
Other metals absent absent.

100.058 100.063
The largest amounts of graphitic carbon are contained in grey Bes-

semer pig
;
and of combined carbon in spiegeleisen, this alloy of iron and

manganese having the property of retaining carbon in " combination "
to a greater extent than iron alone. Some old analyses have been pub-
lished, in which the total carbon in different classes of iron is shown as
high as 6 per cent. ; but in some hundreds of analyses of all brands of
iron that have been made by the author, he has never, in a single case
found the carbon to reach 5 per cent., and this, he thinks, will be corro-
borated by all who have made analyses with our modern improved means
of research.

From the experiments of our V.P., Mr. I. D. Bell, it would appear that
some of this carbon is taken up by the ore during the process of reduc-
tion

;
but it is commonly supposed that the greater portion is taken up

after complete rednction, and that the great cause leading to high car-
bon in pig iron is long contact of the fused metal at a high temperature
in contact with carbon. The nature of the Blag has an important effect
in determining tho quantity of carbon, which appears to reach its maxi-mum when the blast is hottest, slag most basic, ores least silicious, and
burden light.

Whether there is any definite chemical compound of carbon and iron
or as Dr. Percy suggests, of carbon, iron, and manganese, there are we
think no data to decide

; but judging from the few experiment* which
have been made, wo are inclined to believe that the absorption of carbon
by iron is a case of that weak kind of chemical action termed solution
and that there is no definite chemical compound of the two elements It
appears more probable that iron dissolves carbon per se, and retains it
more or less on solidifying, according to the quantity that has been
taken up, the proportion of manganese present, the rapidity with which
cooling is effected, and tho amounts of such other bodies as silicon sul-
phur, phosphorus, Ac, held by the iron. It is generally tho case' that
solution of a solid takes place moro freely the higher the tc-mperature,
and so it appears to bo with iron and carbon. That tho carbon retain* I

in the iron from mere solution should so marvellously affect its nai ore
according to the quantity present, is no greater wonder than that the

diffusion of a small quantity of a definite chemical compound, of any ore
of the formulas proposed should do ; and altogether it seems more simple,
and in accordance with fact, to suppose that carbon is held in solution
and not in chemical combination in the ordinary sense of the term. The
properties of any other solvent are more or less altered by dissolving
various substances in it. Water, for instance, dissolves varying quanti-
ties of common salt according to the temperature, and although it will

take up a certain weight without altering its bulk, yet the specific

gravity is increased, freezing point lowered, and in many respects it is

different from pure water. Again, after it has been saturated with salt,

it is still capable of dissolving other bodies, as, for instance, alum. No
one, however, regards the union as water, salt, and alum, in this case as
a definite chemical compound. Why then should not the union of car-

bon with iron be regarded as a similar case of solution ? The fact that
the union remains on solidification has its parallel in the case of mercury,
which dissolves tin, in varying proportions, and the union remains on
solidification.

Silicon.—This element is invariably contained in pig iron ; and the

author has never yet met with a case of even steel or wrought iron, in

which it was entirely absent, though in good Bessemer and tool steel it

rarely exceeds two or three parts in 10,000 of iron. When present in

Bessemer steel, to the extent of about one-tenth per cent., or one part

in 1,000, it has the effect of rendering steel hard aud brittle when cold.

Its presence in iron is due to the reduction of silica, which takes place

in the blast furnace ; and the conditions favouring its passage into iron

are high temperature, light burden, free silica in the charge, and defi-

ciency ot lime, alumina, and other bases in the slag. It is also some-
times stated that the quantity of silicon passing into the iron will depend
upon the pressure in the blast, but this evidently resolves itself into a

question of temperature, as the greater the pressure, withiu certain

limits, the more intense will be the combustion.
In ordinary Bessemer pig, silicon occurs in quantities varying from

1 to 4 per cent., while white pig iron may contain mere traces, and spie-

geleisen has seldom more than a few tenths per cent. It gives con-

siderable trouble to the puddler in removal, and occasions great loss of

yield in the process. Hence the desirability of having forge pig as free

as possible from silicon. In the Bessemer process, on the Other hand,

it serves a very useful purpose, as during the blow it is burnt or oxidised,

with the evolution of much heat. But, as in puddling, it occasions

considerable loss of iron, and provided a sufficient temperature can be
obtained, the less silicon there is in the pig the better. As, however,

carbon is never present in sufficient quantity to generate all the heat re-

quired iu the process, it is only when the iron contains largo amounts of

manganese that silicon can be dispensed with below about 2 por cent. In

some Swedish and Styrian Bessemer pigs, containing about 3 per cent,

manganese, the silicon is under 1 ounce, and yet the charge works very
hot.

When iron or steel is dissolved in mineral acids, the silicon is oxidised,

and silica separates along with the graphite in a gelatinous state ; hence
it is generally believed to have been in chemical combination with tho

iron. It is, however, an element similar in many respects to carbon.

This carbon is known to exist in at least three different states, vis.

:

crystalised as the diamond, in semi-crystaline condition as graphite, and
in an amorphous state as charcoal, lampblack, &c. Silicon has also been
obtained in a pulverulent or amorphous form, in a graphitic state, and
in tho adamantine (or diamond) crystallised condition. One would then

naturally expect that it would be fouud in iron in the same state as car-

bon, and, indeed, this is tho generally received opinion ; but a careful

examination of the prools of its existence in the graphoidal or froo

state failed to satisfy the author that this was tho case.

As silicon, like graphite, is non-magnetic, aud of low specific gr.ivi ly

(2.49), it appeared to tho author that if it existed in the fine state, the

method which succeeded in separating graphite should also answer lor

the separation of silicon.

The following analyses, some of which are of very silicious pig, bIiow

that silicon cannot be separated in this way :

Amount of silicon per cent, in

CoarHo
part.

2

West Cumin rianci •

i

Bessemer Pig /
Dowlais B. I

Original pig.

1

2.41fl j. 117 2.880 .
—

Fine part tic

M-parui
)}• Mining. »p. gr.

;: t

:;77 — 8.488 9M
:•, (89 — 8.889 8.188

Middlcsbro' Pig 1.818 - L610 1.819

Thus wo soo that instead of tho lOioOD Isarttdng i» the liner and

lighter portions, as tho gnphitedid. the reverwe it* the ease. It a.tiiall)

decreases, and in the tamo proportion aw tin- curium increase*; i" '•" l
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it remains with the metallic iron just as the " combined " carbon does,

so that the coarse part, after removing some graphite, contains an in-

creased proportion of iron and silicon, while the finer portion contains

a less per cent, of these elements. It appears, then, that it must have
been in combination or solution in the iron, and that it is, at least, an
exceptional case, if it is found in the free state.

It may be well here to allude to those cases in which silicon has been
stated to have occurred free. The most important instance is that of

Eichter of Leobon, who asserted that he had found silicon in denned
crystal in pig iron ; but the editors of "Kerl's Metallurgy" suggested

that this "may have been a compound of silicon and iron, as a small

amount of iron was found in it." Percy states that the late M. Henry
believed he had crystallised silicon among the scales of graphite from
pig iron, and that he himself regarded the evolution of gas like

hydrogen, which took place on putting some graphitic scales (obtained

from one of the Dowlais furnaces as " kish") into molten potash, as

most probably caused by the pressure of free silicon.

The balance of evidence then appears to favour the theory that silicon

is dissolved, or (to borrow a word which perhaps more nearly expresses

the state of combinatiou) "occluded" in the iron in the same way as

carbon, but that the solvent power of the metal is so much greater for

silicon than for carbon that it is quite a rare thing, even if it ever occurs,

for silicon to separate in a free state from the iron.

This greater solvent power for silicon is fully proved by the fact that

carbon never exists to a much greater extent than five per cent., whereas
Scotch pig iron has been found with as much as eight per cent, silicon,

and Dr. Percy succeeded in obtaining a melted metallic product with

18.77 per cent, silicon by reducing sulphide of iron into contact with
sand and charcoal ; indeed it seems to be an easy matter to obtain a

compound of iron with 10, 12, or 15 per cent, silicon. The author has
not yet had an opportuniry of applying the methods of mechanical
separation to such products as these, but hopes to do so before long.

It is generally supposed that the absorption of much silicon tends to set

free carbon in the graphitic state. Pig iron containing much silicon

melts readily, and is generally weak and easily broken; and, indeed,

from long observation, the author can generally tell whether Bessemer
pig contains high or low silicon, by the facility with which the workmen
break the pigs by dropping them on to the j\

iron.

No direct experiments have been made on the tensile strength of pig
iron containing a constancy of other elements with varying quantities

of silicon, but Fairbairn and others have ascertained the strength of
particular brands of pig iron after several successive meltings, and
found that the metal generally increases in strength up to a certain

point, and then each fusion reduces the resistance to rupture. Now,
the author believes the explanation of this to be that at each successive

melting the silicon, and perhaps, to a slight extent the carbon, de-

creases ; but the iron gradually takes up sulphur and phosphorus from
the fuel, and the deterioration due to these elements more than coun-
terbalances the increased strength due to diminished silicon aud carbon.
This theory seems to be borne out by the specific gravity of the samples
which show a gradual increase throughout.

According to Price and Nicholson, Culvert, and Johnstone and Lan,
nearly the whole of the silicon is removed in the process of puddling
before the carbon is touched, but it by no means follows that, because it

is easily oxidised, it has no injurious effect in delaying the process ; in-

deed, the author has very positive evidence that the reverse is the
case.

In the Welsh refinery process, and also in the Heaton process of con-

version, the same rapid removal of silicon takes place, as is seen in the

following analyses

:

White Pig
Iron.

Iron
Carbon . .

.

Silicon . .

.

Sulphur ...

Phosphorus
Manganese

Graphite
Combined

.8 I
1.797|

1.918f
1.899)

94.00G

2.567

1.908

.553

.886

.050

Refined Metal
made from former.

96.485

.126)

.130)

100.000

Conversion by nitrate of Soda Process.

2.428

.128

.144

.815

trace

100.000

Mixed Pig Used.

Iron

Carbon ..

Silicon ..

Sulphur..

Phosphorus

Manganese

direct 93 967

^com^!} ^806

iZl} "-ooe

•031

•426

•648

99-937

B.

by diff. 94-030

0-570

trace

•558

•885

Samples of Crude Converted
Metal made from preceding.

Hard Piece.

direct 97 -435

allcombd. 2-061

•014

100-000

trace

•489

•064

100 -ooo

Soft Piece.

by diff. 98-486

1-098

trace

trace

•344

•072

100-000

It was formerly supposed that in the Bessemer process the whole of

the silicon was removed before the carbon was touched ; but, as was
stated by Mr. C. P. Sandberg (in a paper communicated by him to the

Institution of Civil Engineers) from experiments by the author

of this paper, it has been found that this is not the case. These

two elements are both rapidly oxidised from the commencement of the

blow, but the silicon being more easily attacked disappears quickest.

If, however, the pig iron contains an excess of silicon and but little

carbon, this latter may be all burnt out, and the body of flame disap-

pear, so that the workmen may suppose the metal to be fully blown,

while it still contains sufficient silicon to render the steel very brittle.

This is, of course, a very exceptional circumstance, and can never take

place if the " charge " is probably regulated, but that it does sometimes

occur is fully proved from the following analyses of underblown steel,

which, it is right to state, are the only instances of the kind that have

come under the author's observation during the course of his extended

experience at the Dowlais Works. He had been informed, however,

from other metallurgists, that they have occasionally met with similar-

instances.

The gradual oxidation of the carbon along with the silicon from the commencement is shown by the following analyses of metal, taken

during the blow. These statements regarding the removal of carbon and retention of silicon, have since been corroborated by

Professor Tunner, and also by a Swedish metallurgist of repute.

Anaxysis op the Bessemer Metal during the "blow" of the Pig used and Steel produced.

Iron ,

.

Carbon

Silicon

Sulphur

Phosphorus

Manganese
Copper

Melted charge of Pig.

Graphite
Combined

2-06)
1-20)

1-964 7

1-941)

•050)
•047)

No. 1 Sample, taken at the

end of first stage, six

minutes from start.

00
•792i

•798)

•055)

•048)

92-245

2-127

795

trace.

•051

trace.

No. 2, taken
nine minutes
from start.

No. 3, taken
at finish, before
adding spiegel.

13 minutes
from start.

l -55

•635 7

6353
•635

— trace.

trace.

— -097

— -020

— trace

— -067

— trace
'

Steel borings
from an
ingot.

— -566

— -630

— trace

— -055

— -309

— -039

Steel borings
from rail

crop ends.

— -519

— -033

— trace

— -053

— -309

— -039

(a) The total carbon is estimated by direct combustion, the graphite aud combined by separate experiments. (b) All combined.
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Iron . .

.

Carbon

Middlesbrough Grey Forge Pig.

A.—Original pig iron.
B.—Fine part, which passed through

silk sieve, about Nor 130.

Graphite

Combined

Silicon

Sulphur

Phosphorus ...

Manganese ...

Calcium

(2-66 direct )
i 2-61 by hf [
35 )
1-81?

1-823
•068 by Ag. Regla )

•073 by H CI & K CI Oz j
1-797
1-77j
504-1

490j
Absent.

3-000

1-815

•070

1-780

•497

Graphite

Combined

(7-05)
"(6-98

£
"3 )
1-60*
1-62 j
•205)

173)
1-81>
1-74 5

C.—Light portions separated
by specific gravity, by

washing.

7-315

1-610

•1S9

1-770

•482

Absent.

Graphite

57-735

37-623

1-240

760

1-315

1-383

Absent

D.—Lightest portions sepa.
rated by specific gravity

by washing.

Graphke

Absent

54-733

41044

1-211

•644

1-344

•875

Dowlais Bessemer Pig Similarly Treated.

Iron

Carbon

Silicon

Sulphur

Phosphorus ...

Manganese ..

Graphite
[ 2 .q,A

Combined -2 )
3-8265
3-873)

•081
X

•076)

3-19

3-849

•011

•078

•244

Graphite

Combined -17)

3-668 1

3-621)

•035}
•i i;;,s j

•072 l

•069)

7-790

3-639

•036

•070

230

86-101

10-111

3-443

•054

•070

•219

Graphite

3-131 )

3-185)

•O681
•065

)

•('."is
,

056 j

74 278

21-274

3-158

066

•058

164

Lest it should be supposed that the brittlencss of the steel here men-
tioned, is in any way due to the presence of other elements, the analyses

of ordinary Dowlais steel rails is given, which, it is well known, is

seldom broken by the fall of the ton-monkey from a height of 20 to 30ft.

An analyses of "iron skull," from a Bessemer reverberatory melting
furnace exhibits the same phenomenon.

I.'ndorblown stool con.
taining high

silicon.

No. 1 Carbon 445
Silicon 814

' Oarbon 516
Silicon 270

Iron.skull from molting
furnace.

Iron 98.884
nt 7^9

Sili'-on '.)<):,

Sulphur ! In

riionphorus trace
Manganese true.-

Brittle with high
silicon.

iron 98.120

580Carbon.

.631)
Silicon .C I I

[
* .fill.)

Phosphorus 038
Manganese 554
Copper 03

,640

.067

100.000

Good steel.

98.831

.10(1

.009

.033

.036

.576

.025

L00.I

WrougW iron u frequently to be mei with, which is not at all brittle
and jet contains enough nilicon to have produced decided cold shortness
in Steel, The author believes that this apparent inortness t.i

1,1 I'"' 1 :,r
'

' to ''"• footthat in any product like steel whirl, fa
,

beenmolten, the whole of thesilicon present must be i„ ii„. ,-„.,.i,in.'d
'"' "occluded condition, while In the case of wrought iron whioh has
been In a pasty state, much of th .i,„wn i„ ,.UI .,| VMI . S ,,., M ,.

occurs M nlies In the itfterposed slag, whirl, does ,,„,, materially affect
toe strength ol the metal, but rend, properties Tartly fa.
tenor to those oi steel. The author has recently met with a sample of
Iron, nmtaimng a large per cent, of this interposed slag, and (bund the

ition in this case to be

:

Silicon ... ,155")

Phosphorus .1*9 'in 1.069 slatr,
[roil ... si >

which, if calculated to the states in which theso bodies probably existed,
would be

:

Silicon ...

Phosphoric acid

Peroxide of iron

.333 equal to 31.25 per cent.

.433 „ 40.405 „

.297 „ 27.843 „

It is this interposed slag which renders built up or ''piled" rails so
liable to be drushed, as it prevents perfect union or welding of the
crystals of iron.

In like manner very fair wrought iron often contains amounts of sul-

phur and phosphorus that would be fatal to stcol, and the same explana-
tion may probably bo applied here.

There does appear, however, to be some difference in the modes of
existence of sulphur and phosphorus in pig iron, or fa completing the
analysis of the various products obtained by mechanical separation as
explained above, the author was struck with the remarkable and unex-
pected fact that the liner portions which contained moat graphit&eon-
taincd also an increased per cent, of sulphur, while the phosphorus
decreased in about tho same ratio as the iron. I ulso

appears to accompany the Milphur i" lent.

It might possibly be thought that this difference arose from errors oi

analysis, but it is too great to bo thus account* • I for even with the most.

careless manipulation, while the author y state bhal >

possible precaution to guard against error has been taken, and not Onh
have almost all tho e in tripli-

cate, and when possible by two different methods, but the

carefully tested for purity and the precipitates proved t.) be pure, and
Bed to be.

Tiii pari of requires further inve and the author
bopes at some future time to Communicate the results of additional

periments. There is no doubt that the methods of ob

adopted by the author for the investigation of ii mditi >i

m and silicon will prove effectual aids t < the ultimate anal'

of iron, and a valuable supplement to the ordinary methods of re earoh.

The following Is a oomplete anal ion after

mechanical separation of their constituent

<• part «S b D

—

Ir.in
••

Graphite
Silicon

Sulphur .060

Phosphorus 1.77.".

,460
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Dowlais Bessemer Tig.

Iron
Graphite . .

.

Silicon

Sulphur ...

Phosphorus
Manganese

... 93.708

... 2.072

... 3.880

... .011

.79

... .040

It should be mentioned that of 712.8 grammes of fine borings of the
Middlesbrough pig 68.8 grammes or 9'65 per cent, passed through the
sieve, and formed the part marked B in analysis, while of 2,551 grammes
of Dowlais pig 191 were passed through the sieve. In the case of the
light portions separated from the remaining halves of the borings by
specific gravity, only a very small proportion of the whole was obtained
which was not estimated.

In concluding this paper the author begs to record his appreciation of
the efficient services rendered in the above investigation by his assistant

Mr. W. Jenkins.

ON PYROMETERS.
By C. William Siemens, F.R.S., D.C.L.

The mercury thermometer which enables us to estimate ordinary tempe-
ratures with such admirable precision, fails to indicate heats exceeding the

boiling point of mercury (500° Fahr.) and although many attempts have
been made to produce a reliable high temperature thermometer (or pyrome-
ter) it can hardly be said that such an instrument is now in the hands of
the practical metallurgist.

Amongst the attempts which have been made in this direction the Wedg-
wood pyrometer occupies the first position. It is based upon the peculiar

property of fire-clay to shrink permanently when exposed to intense heat
and upon the supposition that the amount of shrinkage in question was pro-

portionate to the intensity of the heat to which the ball of fire-clay had been
exposed. The error involved in this supposition becomes at once apparent
if we consider that the shrinkage of the ball is caused by the expulsion of

water of hydration which must necessarily take place chiefly at one par-

ticular temperature. It is proved, moreover, by the very discordant and, in

fact, impossible results, recorded in chemical works as being obtained by
means of this instrument. Thus we find it stated in Dr. Lardner's popular
treatise, that cast iron melts at a temperature of 17,977° Fahr., and that iron

welds at a temperatute of 21,000° Fahr., whereas it can be proved that the

utmost temperature to be obtained by the combustion of carbon with a
blast of atmospheric air cannot exceed 4600° Fahr., which degree of tem-
perature far exceeds the points of heat to be met with in metallurgical pro-

cesses, not excepting even the melting point of mild steel, which comes
nearest to the maximum point here indicated.

Amongst the other pyrometers that have been proposed from time to time
is the air pyrometer, which is limited by the melting or softening point of

the vessel confining the air ; the pyrometer by difference of expansion of two
metals which has lately been brought forward in a compendious form by
Mr. Gauntlet, but which cannot be relied upon beyond a point approaching
red heat, at which permanent elongation of the metal sets in ; and a pyro-
meter by contact of two dissimilar metals setting up an electric current capa-

ble of measurement, which, however, is by no means proportionately pro-

gressive with increase of temperature.

Another pyrometer has been based upon the well-founded supposition

that the specific heat of metallic bodies is the same at various temperatures,

and that by measuring the heat of a ball of metal after it has been exposed
to the heat to be estimated, a true measure of its intensity is obtained. I

have myself constructed an instrument upon this well-known principle,

which has found considerable favour with ironmasters in measuring the

temperature of hot blast, and for other purposes. It consists of a portable

vessel composed of three concentric cylindrical vessels of thin copper-plate,

the two interstine spaces being filled ; the inner one with cow-hair, and the

outer one with atmospheric air, and the two together forming an excellent

barrier against loss of heat from the interior of the vessel.

A delicate mercury thermometer is fixed in the interior of the vessel,

being protected by a perforated shield, and furnished with a movable sliding

scale showing pyrometer degrees, of which one is equal to 50 ordinary

degrees. The instrument is accompanied by balls of copper or platinum,

which are so adjusted that fifty of them would be equal in thermal capacity

to an imperial pint of water. Each ball is perforated by a hole through
which a rod is passed in exposing the same to the action of the heat to be

measured. Immediately before using the instrument, an imperial pint of

water is poured into it, and the pyrometer slide is so moved that its zero

point coincides with the top of the mercury column in the thermometer tube.

The ball is thereupon exposed to the heat for two or three minutes, and
plunged into the water. The mercury will be observed to rise, and the

absolute temperature of the place measured is ascertained by adding the
reading on the pyrometer scale, opposite the new level of the mercury, to

the degrees of temperature indicated by the thermometer before the ball

was introduced. In using ordinary dexterity very satisfactory readings

may be obtained with this instrument, but its application is limited to

the point of heat at which the metal ball employed begins to deteriorate,

nor can it be employed for measuring the temperature of inaccessible

places.

It has been my endeavour for several years to devise a pyrometer of a
more universal applicability, and containing in itself more absolute proof
of correctness, and, after a long series of experimental investigations I
have succeeded in producing an instrument which I can confidently re-
commend to the practical metallurgist. It is based upon the peculiar pro-
perties of the pure metals to offer an increasing resistance to the passage
of an electrical current with increase of temperature. A platinum wire
of known electrical resistance is wound upon a cylinder of fire-clay, upon
which a helical path has previously been cut to prevent contact between
the turns of the wire. The coil of wires, so prepared, is enclosed within
a cylindrical casing of platinum if the temperatures to be measured exceed
the welding heat ; or of iron or copper if lower temperature only requires
to be measured. The two ends of the coil of wire are brought out endways
and are attached within the protecting tube to thicker leading wires of

copper, insulated for a short distance by being passed through pipe-clay
tubes, and further on by india-rubber, or gutta-purcha, terminating at the
measuring instrument, which may be placed at any convenient distance.

This latter is of peculiar construction, its characteristic feature being that
the usual calculations necessary in determining electrical resistances by
the Wheatstone or other methods are dispensed with, and a reading in

degrees of a large scale is at once obtained by so placing the index lever
that the electrical current, generated in a small battery and passed through
the measuring instrument, including the platinum wire of the pyrometer,
produces a deflection of the galvanometer needle. These degrees do not
express the temperature, but the temperature they represent is expressed
by the accompanying table of reference, which has to accompany each
instrument. The pyrometer coil itself, with its protecting casing, may
either be fixed permanently at points, the temperature of which ought to

be ascertained from time to time, or it may be introduced into a furnace
through a door or aperture for only a minute or two, which time suffices

to obtain a reading of the instrument. The latter is the only practicable

method where the temperature to be measured approaches a welding heat
which would in time destroy the protecting case of platinum or any other
material ; whereas, the former method of fixed coils will be the most
convenient for measuring the lower temperature of drying or annealing
stoves, or of the hot blast supplied to blast furnaces. At iron works with
a number of hot blast stoves, a protected coil may be fixed within the hot
blast tube leading from each stove towards the blast furnace, and the
leading wires from each of these coils be brought into the office where the
measuring apparatus would be placed. By such an arrangement the
temperature of the blast of each stove of the furnace could be measured
and noted at frequent intervals by a clerk without leaving the office, and
very perfect record and control be thus obtained. The correctness of this

instrument depends solely on the ratio of increase of electrical resistance

in the platinum wire with increase of temperature. This rise is consider-

able, the resistance being increased fourfold by an increase of tempera-
ture from the freezing point to about 3000° Fahr. The ratio of increase

is, however, not uniform, but follows a parabolic law which I have ascer-

tained by a series of careful observations embodied in the table, and which
form the subject of a separate communication to the Royal Society. I

wish it to be understood that in developing these principles, I have been
animated solely by a desire to fill up a blank in the means at our disposal

to carry on metallurgical inquiries with such a degree of certainty as

could not hitherto be realised without seeking for any commercial reward,
through the Patent Office or otherwise.

FERRO-MANGANESE.
On the Production of Alloys op Iron and Manganese, and on their

Application to the Manufacture of Steel.

By Ferdinand Kohn, C.E., London.

The properties of pure alloys of iron and manganese have not, as yet,

been completely investigated. It is assumed by many metallurgists that

the presence of a sensible proportion of manganese in malleable iron or
steel, improves the ductility and elasticity of the metal, and that for this

reason the addition of manganese is indispensable for the production of

good cast steel. Other metallurgists, on the contrary, maintain that
manganese has a tendency to produce hardness and great cohesive strength,

at a sacrifice of those properties of malleability and ductility which are

principally looked for in all modern kinds of "soft steel." According to

this latter view, the function of manganese in steel making is simply to

remove all surplus oxygen and silicon from the mass, and (in combining
with these noxious elements)_to disappear from the metal and pass into

the slag.

This difference of opinions with regard to the theoretical position of

manganese in the process of steel manufacture does not preclude an
absolute unanimity amongst steel makers in this country and abroad, as
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to the practical necessity of employing manganese in the manufacture of

cast steel. In the old process of melting blister steel in a crucible the

addition of carburet of manganese—as patented by Josiah Marshall Heath
in 1839—or the addition of an oxide of manganese mixed with a sufficient

quantity of carbon for the final reduction of the manganese, are practised

at the present day. The only modification which has been effected in

recent years with regard to this process is the substitution of spiegeleisen,

a substance which may be considered as an alloy of carburet of iron and

carburet of manganese, instead of the pure carburet of manganese,
oriodnally employed by Heath. In the Bessemer process the addition of

an alloy of iron, carbon, and manganese is an essential element of

practical success, and a similar employment of manganese alloys has been

adopted in the Siemens-Martin process, and in several other modern
methods of steel manufacture.

The reduction of pure manganese from its ores, or the production of a

pure carburet of manganese, presents considerable practical difficulties.

The great affinity of manganese for oxygen, and the readiness with which
the oxides of manganese combine with silica to form a slag which is liquid

at a comparatively very low temperature, render every process for re-

ducing metallic manganese extremely difficult to conduct on a large scale,

and very expensive in practice. The production of metallic manganese
has, therefore, never been successfully carried out in commercial practice

;

and it appears that Heath himself abandoned his original idea of manu-
facturing carburet of manganese, and perferred to charge the steel-

melting crucibles with oxide of manganese and carbon, on account of the

saving of expenditure attained by this change.

The principal supply of metallic manganese for modern steel manufac-
ture is obtained in the form of alloys of iron and manganese produced by
a variety of processes, and differing in their nature and qualities to a

considerable extent.

Alloys of iron and manganese are reduced from natural or artificial

mixtures of the ores of both metals with all the greater facility the higher

the proportion of iron, and the smaller the percentage of manganese is

required for the product. The ordinary pig iron produced in the blast

furnaces of Sweden, Austria, and many other localities, contains from
1 to 3 per cent, of manganese. This is due to a small percentage of carbonate

of manganese in the sphathic iron ores of these localities, and it is a
mere question of the quantity of silica present in the slag which deter-

silica, or the coke too much contaminated with sulphur ; or common white
iron will be produced if the temperature gets too low, or the burden too
heavy. With the best managed blast furnaces, intended specially for
making spiegeleisen, only 70 to 80 per cent, of the total annual produce is

iron of that class, the remainder being either grey or white, according to
the side to which there is a greater liability of error in the particular
furnace.

The proportion of manganese in the spiegeleisen from the Liegen districts

rarely exceeds 10 per cent., and the average percentage of manganese in
this material is about 7 per cent. The quantity of combined carbon in the
spiegeleisen is almost constant, and amounts to 5 per cent. In adding a
dose of spiegeleisen to a charge of decarburised iron, it is, therefore,

unavoidable that a proportionate quantity of carbon must be added for any
given quantity of manganese which it is desired to introduce into the charge

;

and this leads to a difficulty in making very soft kinds of steel, which has
always been very seriously felt by all Bessemer steel makers, and has been
overcome only to a certain extent by great experience in the management of

the converter. The actual necessity for making vsry soft steel with Liegen
spiegeleisen is to " overblow '' the charge to such an extent that there is

oxygen enough left in the metal to combine not only with all the manganese
and silicon, but also with the greater part of the carbon introduced by the
spiegeleisen. This practice has made it possible to apply ordinary spiege-

leisen to the manufacture of the softest kind of Bessemer steel ; but it is

an acknowledged makeshift, which has numerous well-known disadvantages,

and the demand for richer alloys of iron and manganese has, for a long time
past, been felt and acknowledged by every stce! maker iu this country.

Mr. Henry Bessemer was the first to point out this demand publicly in

his specification for the manufacture and application of a so-called triple

compound of iron, manganose, and silicon, instead of the ordinary spiege-

leisen, to the manufacture of Bessemer steel. The mode of manufacture of

this triple compound, as indicated by Mr. Bessemer, has been practically

carried out by Mr. Prieger, of Bonn, and alloys of iron and manganese
reaching occasionally as high a proportion as 60 per cent, of manganese,
have been produced by this process. The mode of operation is understood

to be as follows: A graphite crucible is charged with a mixture of granu-
lated cast iron, peroxide of manganose, and powdered bottle l to

this a large proportion of powdered charcoal is added. The reduction of

the metal takes place at a very high temperature, and the alloy is richer in

mines the exact percentage of manganese which is reduced and brought manganese in proportion to tho heat. This process has been takon up by

down with the metal,

A speciality of such pig iron, which contains a proportion from 7 to 11

per cent, of manganese, is the well-known spiegeleisen from the district

of Liegen, in Rhenish Prussia. This pig iron is made from a spathic

iron ore, which is a crystallised compound of carbonate of iron and carbonate
of manganese, and which occurs in a largo vein in a mountain called

the " steel mountain," at Musen. The production of spiegeleisen, how-
ever, a particular management of tho furnace; it is necessary to

protract, as much as possible, that part of tho smelting process which is

destined to tho carburisation of tho reduced metals, and for this reason
the charges must be ho managed that tho ores are quickly reduced, but
that a long time is afforded to tho reduced spongy motal before actual

fusion takes place. Tho iron must be carburisod at a teuiperaturo which
is not sufficiently high for tho reduction of silicon from tho slag, yot at

name time tho tomporaturo at which manganese is reduced from its

ore is nearly as high as that which will allow the silicon to pass into tho
metal. Tho presonce of a considerable percentage of silicon, howover,
would prevent the production 6f specular iron, sinco tho presonco of silicon

in molten iron has tho tendency to drive tho carbon out of its state of

combination, and change it into graphite. The iron, instead of being
specular, would bocamo grey or mottled according to tho temperature of

the furnace, and its properties would bo different from thoso of the
1 the other hand, if tho temperature of tho furnace,

is too low, or tho tin I for the carburisation is too short, common
white iron will be produced containing only a small proportion of combined
carbon, and very little manganese.

The principal art in mating spicgolcisen consisted formerly iu making
tho ore capable of quick reduction by calcination, using burnt lime and
only a small quantity of clay slato as flux, in order to reach tho sla

carburisation as quickly as possible, and applying cold blast and cli:

in oi down tho tomperatnro of the zono of fusion, and thai
by protract the preceding stago to tho utmost extent possible. With

, the noccsaity for economy, the irons
l.i in have learnt to make piogeleisen with hot blast and col

utili ation oi waste gases, and a nigh temperati
This the silicon

burnt lime, which also assists in preventing tho sulphur from the
. upon the iron.

With all tl ossible to produce
;

in tho to: i

il ar appai
.

into grey or mottled iron,

several steel makers, but has been finally abandoned on account of tho

excessive expenditure which this mode of manufacture involves.

Another process for tho manufacture of ferro-manganese has been
invented and patented by Mr. Wm. Henderson, of Glasgow. Tho claims of

Mr. ifonderson's patents are embodied in several specifications filed between

the years 1860 and 1869. The manufacture of ferro-manganese seoms to

havo boeu intended by tho inventor to form only an accessory pan of his

method of metal extraction, which is described iu his numerous patents.

This process has been at work for a considerable time at the i'huuix

Foundry, in Glasgow, by Messrs. Thomas Kdingtou and Sous. It con

in reducing upon the open hearth of a Siemens furnace a mixture of

carbonate of manganese and oxido of iron, in the presence of an excess of

carbon, and by means of a neutral or reductive flame. The furnaco

bottom is carefully prepared from ground coke consolidated and baked up
to form a solid and durable carbon crucible on a largo scale. Tho chargo

of oxides is ground up to a fiuo powder, anil intimately mixed with

powdered charcoal or coke, and tho whole mass when charged and boated

to a red heat for several hours bocomes converted into a metallic sponge

containing tho reduced metal from both oxides, which is capable of Icing

run down into a rogulus by elevating tho temperature to a full white
I

Tho quantity of manganese reduced in this manner is principally dependent

upon the high dogreo of temperature given to the metallic bath at thai stago

of tho operation. For this reason, and also on account of th ty to

avoid an oxidising flame, tho Siemens furnace is indispensable for this m
of manufacturing ferro-manganese. With all precautions, however, it is not

possible to reduco all tho manganese from the charge, and bring it down
into tho rogulus. This is caused principally by the silica which is pre

in tho mixture of ores or in contact with them during the opera!

affinity of tho oxide of manganese for silica is so great that the reduction is

almost, entirely itopped o lonj i
illoa in oontaol

tho manganeso ore. The] ablnation i of a

charactori iti lonr, and which c reryhighpe

of manga i-

rtol l! l''"' '"' I0C°-

nent utilisation i

With pre '
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but •with, improved experience, and by the further development of this

process, the expenditure may in all probability be reduced very considerably

in future.

The value of a rich alloy of manganese to the steel manufacturer is very
great. For the manufacture of the softest kinds of steel, an alloy containing

15 or 20 per cent, manganese has, at one time, been considered an indis-

pensable addition by many of our leading metallurgists. For this reason
the price which steel makers used to pay for this alloy was very high. The
rule laid down originally by Mr. Bessemer himself was to rate the ferro-

manganese at II. per ton for every unit of manganese it contained. By
this rate the value of the 25 per cent, metal would reach 251. per ton.

Commercial experience has, in the course of events, decided against this

somewhat arbitrary mode of calculation ; and the standard which is now
put upon the value of ferro-mangauese is taken from the actual price of

Prussian spiegeleisen, and compared with the price of a mixture of ordinary
hematite pig, with that quantity of ferro-manganese, which will bring the
mass up to the same percentage of manganese as that held by the spiege-

leisen. Taking, for instance, the price of spiegeleisen which averages 7 per
cent, manganese, at 71., the equivalent mixture of hematite iron and
ferro-manganese of 21 per cent., will be made up as follows :

—

£
Two tons hematite iron taken at 41 8
One ton ferro-manganese at 13

Gives three tons of metal of 7 per cent £21

It appears, therefore, that the commercial value of a 21 per cent, ferro-

manganese, under ordinary circumstances in this country, must be taken at

£13 per ton as a minimum. It appears equally obvious that the manufac-
ture of these artificial alloys will be a suitable and remunerative industry,

and will form a useful accessory to every Bessemer steel works in this

country. The steel makers will obtain a better and more regular supply of

spiegeleisen, and will make their works independent from all accidental

fluctuations and inconveniences of the spiegeleisen trade, such as now
exist between this country and the Liegen district.

NOETH OF ENGLAND INSTITUTE OF MINING AND MECHA-
NICAL ENGINEERS, AND INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS AND
SHIPBUILDERS IN SCOTLAND.

ON A CONICAL SURFACE CONDENSER.

By Mr. Henderson.

Unfortunately there was not sufficieut time to read this important paper
before the Institution. A short abstract of it, will, however, be of interest

to our readers.

I consider this condenser to be much simpler in construction and more
effective than the one in present use, by reason of its shape, as the whole
jet of exhaust steam is brought to impinge instantaneously upon a large

and unbroken surface, which causes immediate condensation ; whereas,

with the tubular surface a very small portion of it is brought into imme-
diate contact until the steam has passed down through the tubes, thus pro-

longing the process of condensation
; hence the great quantity of surface

required to cool the escaping steam to the necessary temperature. I have
had this condenser constructed along with a tubular one—the cone repre-
senting 3ft. surface, and the tubular 15ft.—and have compared their res-

pective efficiency, every other condition being kept alike for those models.
After six different trials had been made, and an average of the results

struck, I found that 1ft. of surface in the cone condenser was equal to 3£ft.

of the tubular one. I have also had a trial of the cone condenser on board
of a steamer with engines on the compound principle, cylinders 24in. and
48in. diameter. The top of cone was 5£ft. diameter, and the bottom 16in.,

length over all 5ft. With this condenser a vacuum was formed at once,
and got up rapidly to 25in., the engine working for fully 30 min. After
that time the condenser got very hot. The engines, partly on that account,
had to be stopped, but particularly on account of the unsatisfactory work-
ing of the circulating pump. The space in the inner vessel for the circu-

lating water being small, every stroke of the pump causes almost a clean
wash out, thus keeping the crown always cool, that being the place where
all the work is done. With a condenser on this principle a great saving of

original cost is effected, and it is much more easily overhauled, as by taking
off the door at any time the whole condenser can be examined in two hours

;

whereas at present when the tubular condenser requires to be cleaned it

takes from three to four days, and in many cases a fortnight. Again, the
risk of leakage is greatly lessened from the very few joints in the cone con-
denser, these being only seven in number ; whereas the tubular condenser
contains many hundreds. The description given shows a few advantages
in favour of the cone condenser, and I doubt not many more advantages
will yet be discovered, and thus the construction of the marine engine
greatly simplified.

SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGRESS.—MEETING AT NEWCASTLE.

WRECKS AND CASUALTIES.

By Henry Jeula, of Lloyd's.

The author read a brief memoir of the "Recent History and Present
Position of Statistical Inquiry in relation to Maritime Disasters, and some
Examples of Results already attained," with illustrated diagrams and an
appendix. The paper opened with the remark that the magnitude of the
maritime interests of Great Britain, her colonies, and of foreign States,

might well induce the belief that the information relating to losses and ac-

cidents at sea, obtained at great pecuniary cost and constantly accumula-
ting, would have been so carefully tabulated and arranged, that by this

time fair and valuable deductions could be obtained from the facts accorded,
but, instead of this, until very recently, the hope of any such useful re-

sults following the registration of wrecks and casualties was apparently
considered altogether Utopian. The "Wreck Register of the Board of

Trade " was mentioned as a most useful compilation, and reference was
made to the " Bureau Veritas," in Paris, as publishing some interesting

particulars relating to losses reported through that agency. An account
was given of the " Statistical Committee of Lloyd's, " formed in 1866, for

the purpose of arranging a systematic registration of the marine casualties

reported in the daily " Lloyd's List," showing that these are now classed

under nineteen principal headings, with minor divisions, in addition to

which the scheme includes, results to "ship" and to "cargo," the

number of crews "saved" or "drowned," and "lives lost so far as re-

ported." A geographical arrangement is added, consisting of thirty-one

sections, grouped in four divisions, giving the voyages " to," "from,"&c,
with the results under six general heads, as "total loss," "minor damage,"
&c, &c, the whole so disposed that monthly, quarterly, half-yearly, and
annual comparisons can be readily made. This committee had just issued

its Fourth Annual Analysis, showing the casualties of 1869, in relation

to the average of three previous years. The actual coincidence of

some of the figures, to even a fraction, and the close approximation of

many of the percentages, could scarcely fail to be remarked, and tended
conclusively to show that maritime casualties, like other events, were
under Divine Law, and could be rendered amenable to statistical research,

and, ultimately, to scientific treatment.
The total number of casualties reported in 1869 was slightly in excess,

being 11,606, as compared with the average of three previous years,

11,521, an increase of 85 in number or -79 per cent. This was
accounted for by steamers giving a considerable increase, sailing vessels

showing a slight decrease, say 10,359 in 1869, against a three years'

average of 10,453, a decrease of 94 in number or 90 per cent.

Casualties to steamers, as already mentioned, showed a considerable ad-
vanoe, being 1 247 in 1869, as compared with an average of 1,068, an in-

crease of 179 in the number, or 16-76 per cent. Diagrams and an
appendix with various tables were added to illustrate the monthly
variations. The first two quarters of 1869 gave a considerable reduction
in casualties to sailing vessels, and the last two quarters a considerable
increase; but steamers were in excess every quarter. The average
annual number of losses posted on "Lloyd's Loss Book," for ten years
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ending 1866 inclusive was 3,443, being a decrease of 100 in number,
or 2-90 per cent. Reference was made to the influence of increased
rapidity in receipt of information, as shown in the comparative figures

for different months, also to the greater equality of monthly propor-
tion throughout the year relating to steamers over sailing vessels, and
to total losses over minor casualties, which seemed to be indicated by
the various diagrams and tables. The following classes of casualty

showed a marked increase in 1869 :—Collisions, missing ships, burnings,

dismasted, &c. ;
jettison of deckload, &c. ; ship damaged, loss of sail,

ivc. while several other classes gave a considerable decrease. The
paper then referred to loss of life at sea. the returns relating to which
were not so complete as could be desired, still, so far, they had been,
encouraging, 1869 giving the number of crews saved from sailing

vessels as 1,069, against an average of 686, an increase of 55-83 per
cent. ; from steamers, 59, in 1869, against an average of 29, an increase

of 103-45 per cent, f while crews drowned were, in 1869, 52, the average
being 44, an increase of only 18-18 per cent. ; and the lives reported
lo3t in 1869 were only 1,643, compared with an average of 1,703, a de-
crease of 3-52 per cent. Several comparative diagrams, and a copious
appendix with tables, &c, accompanied and illustrated the paper.

THE TAMWORTH CATASTROPHE.

After about two years immunity from accident, the Irish Mail has

again suffered fearfully although not so severely as at Abergele. The
disaster happened at seven minutes past four on the morning of the 14th

nit., at about 100 yards on the London side of the North-Western station

at Tamworth. Here, it will be remembered, that line runs at a lower
level than that of the Midland Company, whose station is immediately
over that of the North Western. At the distance from the station we
have indicated the London and North-Western passes over the river

Trent upon a substantial brick bridge, with massive stone copings sur-

mounting the brickwork on either side of the line. Terminating not far

from the bridge at the Holyhead end, and upon the left baud of the

line as the traveller's face is turned towards London there is a block

siding, with its timber and earth buttress temptingly near to the river,

but nearer still to a brick reservoir which the company have sunk in

the ground, and keep charged with water for the supply of their engines.

The line is, perhaps, 20ft. or 30ft. above the level of the river. In tho

event, therefore, of a train going along tho siding and forcing a way
through its buttress or end, the descent to the river would bo very

rapid.

After leaving Stafford the Irish mail has to stop nowhere till it

arrives at Rugby. Its speed, therefore, as it passed through the station

was probably about 60 miles an hour, for it was 17 minutes late when
it loft Stafford, and had made up a few minutes when it reached Tam-
worth. At this pace the train was shunted into the siding and ran

headlong into the river. Of the fragile block at the end of the siding

it took no heed, for it brushed away the uprights and its earth backing,

anil carried tho ourlad-np rails along with it to the river's brink.

Beaching the bed "f the- river, the tine engine ("Stephenson, 279")

turned to the right, with its nose beneath the bridge; the tender
assumed a nearly similar position ; and mostly thrown on to the tender,

but with a portion hanging over the stream, was the shattered body of

a composite carriage, the wheels and the framework upon them remain-
ing partly on the bank and partly on the nearest portion of the tender.

A guard's van and two connected Post-office vans following were wrecked
still more utterly than tho composite carriage. Three other carriages

made up the nam. i t these three, the nearest to the engine had its

end stove in, and its windows and other portions broken. The result of

tins frightful wreck was threo killed, seven or eight severely wounded,
and i iribly shaken.

As in most cases of this kind, the evidence given at the coroner's

inquest was very unsatisfactory, but the-ro was one fact which came out
in * . idenoe, thai appears to us to account primarily fur the disaster.

It was said, thai ill", distance signal was at safety for tho main line,

but that i ignal was at danger, and this appears most proba-
bly to have been tho case, as it is not likely the driver would have run

the distance signal when at danger; and as the points were open
In- siding, tho point signal for the main line would have been looked

at danger. With a train travelling at 60 miles an hour tho point signal

would be useless to stop it in time, and it is therefore absolutely neces-

sary that tho distanco signal should be controlled by tho points as well

as the point or station signal. Thus when tho points are not right for

the main line, the point lever should luck to danger both tho main line

station signal, and also the main lire- distonoe signal, when of course
such an accident as this would have been avoided. Although a manager
of an Irish railway, who was himself a sull.-rer, hai -aid thai U

opinion, the signal arrangements were, hnmanly speakh <, ne
to differ from him so long as the distance signal is not con-

trolled by the point lever as well as the station signal.

THE LOSS OF H.M.S. -CAPTAIN."

The foundering of this noble turret ship, with all hands, except
eighteen, is an event of such terrible importance that we cannot forbear

to comment upon it, although the court-martial, or rather the scientific

inquiry respecting the cause, has not yet been held. Prom the state-

ment of the survivors it appears that it occurred about 12-15 a.m., on
the 7th ult., the ship at the,time being under double-reefed fore and main
topsails, on the port tack, close hauled, with the wind about N.W. and
very squally, with rain and heavy sea. About midnight the ship was
felt making a very heavy roll to starboard, and at the same time a heavy
sea struck her aud threw her on her beam ends. She then turned bottom
upwards, and eventually sank, going down stern first. From the time
she fell on her beam ends to the time of sinking was about five minutes.

Captain Burgoyne and a few of the crew swam to the steam pinnace,

which was floating bottom up ; shortly afterwards the second launch

passed close to the pinnace, and Mr. MajT
, the gunner, and two men

succeeded in getting on board, but Captain Burgoyne failed in the

attempt. After various unsuccessful efforts to save him and others, they

were so nearly swamped that they found themselves forced to bear up,

or the launch must have gone from under thorn. At this time there

were nineteen persons in the launch, but one man was washed outof the

boat by her shipping a heavy sea, which nearly filled her. There was
no sail in the boat, and only nine oars Mr. May knew that land was

dead to leeward of the ship, and at daybreak they sighted Cape Finis-

terre. At last tho weather moderated and they were able to land at

Finisterre about noon of the 7th ult.

The following accounr, from a survivor is very instructive :
—" I heard

the captain ask how many degrees she heeled. Heard answer, ' 18 degrees.

Thought the ship heeling very much. Tried to right, but would not.

Went to weather netting, hauled myself along hurricane-deck to the main

deck by the main tack, the ship being on her beam ends. Stood there a

few seconds to see if tho ship would right, and then as she turned gradually

over walked over ship's bottom. My foot stuck in one of tho valves in

ship's bottom, and finally I stood upon the bilge piece, tho seas closing

over me. I camo up to the surface, and the first thing I got hold of was

a ropeyarn. I looked and saw tho ship settling down by the stern ; then

saw launches, and struck out. When insido I felt tho ship heel steadily

over deeper and deeper, and a heavy soa strike her on the weather side ;

tho water flowed in as I got through the pointing hole, only to find myself

overboard. Tho last I saw of the ship was her prow ; tho whole time was

but five to ten minutes, if so much."

From this it appears that the Captain, after heeling over 18 degrees,

continued gradually to increase her angle of heel, or in other words, to roll

over somewhat leisurely. The only way in which we can account for this

is, that the centre of gravity was abovo the load water-line, and that at an

angle of 18 degrees the point was reached at which tho immersed side of

tho 6hip had lost all further power of resistance. The accompanying

diagram will, we trust, make this sufficiently apparent. A midship section

of a vossol under tie- above conditions, end ol Himilar dimensions t .
•
the

Captain, is shown in fell lines as floating Upright I- being the hoight

of tho loa.i water-line af the centre "f tin- vessel, and G tie- position ol tho

centre of its gravity. The poBition of the vessel whan hnallng over is

degrees is shown in dotted linen, when if will be observed that the I

p'a side to leeward la immersed, and. eon equently, thai no farther

resistanoe to heelli fferedbyit lying at this angle

tho position of tie- -l n- in now
nothing to hinder its downward will naturally revive rund the point
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L, until it hangs vertically below it, or, in other words, it will turn the vessel

bottom upwards. The question now arises, how can such a catastrophe be

avoided in future if low freeboard ships are to be employed ? The only

conceivable answer to such a question is simply this :—Build the vessel of

such proportions that the centre of gravity will be below the load water-line.

Thus, if the -r eights of the vessel were so modified that the centre of gravity,

instead of being at G, stood below the water-line at H, when the ship heeled

over 18 degrees it would stand at H'. Here we perceive, that instead of

pressing the vessel over, it exerts all its enormous influence to return to its

vertical position H, and thus " right " the ship. In fact a ship having its

centre of gravity above the line of flotation, and another carrying it below,

are simple instances of unstable and stable equilibrium respectively, and it

may, therefore, be taken as an axiom that a vessel with a low freeboard

ought to have its centre of gravity below load water-line.

It would cccupy too much of our space to go into the vexed question as

to how a vessel.can be built to satisfy this requirement, and yet be an easy

and comfortable sea-boat and a good sailer, being perfectly aware that these

conditions are to a great extent antagonistic. Moreover, it would scarcely

be decorous to enter upon the question until the court martial is over,

during which, no doubt, there will be a considerable amount of discussion

upon this subject. We will only trust that the loss of a gallant commander,
a picked crew, and the talented inventor of this system of naval architec-

ture, which is undoubtedly the most formidable in existence, may not create

such a panic as to lead to its abandonment} and thus reduce most materially,

if not entirely, the supremacy of our navy.

THE INCREASING USE OP GLYCERINE.

A few years ago all the glycerine that was casually made in the soap,

candle, and lard industry, was thrown away. At the present time it is

carefully saved, and its applications have been so much extended that it

has become a prime article of manufacture, and one that could not easily

be dispensed with. Some of the uses are not popularly known, and it may
be well to recapitulate them for the benefit of our readers.

The presence of glycerine in fermented liquors was proved by Pasteur

ten years ago, and on this discovery was founded an artificial manufacture
of wine which has since become a regular business. We have occasionally

published paragraphs on the use of glycerine in sweetening wine, and have
reason to suspect that much of the champagne of commerce owes its

peculiar flavour to the presence of this foreign liquid. As it is not particu-

larly deleterious to the system its use is a decided improvement on the

custom of adding sugar of lead to wines and champagne practised in ancient

times. After the discovery of glycerine in wine, attention was turned to

other liquors, and it was found to exist in the best German beer in minute
quantities as the result of a natural fermentation. This fact showed that

in the fermentation of wort, besides the transformation of sugar into

alcohol and carbonic acid, a secondary modification took place, called

succinic fermentation, that is, the change of a part of the glucose into

succinic acid and glycerine. We have never heard of the e mployment of

succinic acid to improve tha taste of beer, and are not likely to be troubled

in this way on account of the great cost of the material ; but the use of

glycerine by brewers has now become an every day fact in Europe, and it is

said to add to the keeping qualities as well as to the taste of beer. The
quantity taken is small, amounting to from one half to one measure of

glycerine to 100 measures of wort. A pound of glycerine costs at wholesale

in Germany twenty cents, and it is said to go as far as two pounds of extract

of malt. It is probable that for home-made beer and domestic brews of all

kinds glycerine could be advantageously employed if the proportions could

be popularly explained.

Another property of glycerine upon which many uses are now founded is

the facility with which it dissolves a large class of bodies, and at the same
time preserves them from alteration or decay. It dissolves aniline violet

better than alcohol or acetic acid, and could be employed in dyeing with
this colour.

Gum-arabic is soluble in glycerine, and the solution does not readily

turn sour or become covered with mould. A somewhat similar action is

shown towards albumen which it readily dissolves and keeps from decom-
position. In both of these cases the solutions are useful in photography.
Another application in photography is to add a small quantity of glycerine

to collodion to prevent too rapid drying. Such collodion is less sensitive,

but admits of a longer exposure than the ordinary wet collodion, and is

valuable in taking landscape pictures.

An addition of glycerine to paper in the manufacture of wall paper adds
to the absorbing property of the surface, and prevents the spreading of the

coloured patterns, without interfering with the drying qualities of the

pigments. When mixed with litharge to a paste, glycerine forms an excellent

cement for iron and stone, which becomes very hard and resists the action

of most agents.

The much prized madder colors, alizarine and garancine, are soluble in
glycerine and can be applied cold. The addition of water does not
precipitate the colours, and boiling with alum and cream of tartar fixes them
to woollen goods. The glycerine appears to extract the colours, and it is

probable that in the case of wood and other dyes it is capable of a similar

application.

In the manufacture of paper, when it is desirable to impart greater

softness and elasticity, the glycerinj can be mixed with the stock in the

mill in the proportion of ten pounds of glycerine to two hundred pounds of

stock. Por copying and taking impressions the paper can also be immersed

in a bath of seven parts glue to one part of glycerine.

Perhaps one of the most important applications of glycerine is in the

preservation of meat from decay. For this purpose the sweet liquid ought

to be thoroughly purified, so as not to impart any flavour to the flesh. As
the pure glycerine requires a lower temperature to freeze it than mercury,

the vessels containing the meat can be kept in very cold places. The same

property of glycerine has been taken advantage of in collections of objects

of natural history which are now immersed in it instead of in alcohol. The
same preservative property is employed to keep medicines and many
chemical compounds from premature dissolution.

Sculptors have found considerable difficulty in keeping their modeling

clay moist, and to attain this object must have recourse to water. The ad-

mixture of glycerine has been found to be of great assistance, as it does not

readily evaporate and holds the moisture a long time.

There are some articles of food that require to be kept in a moist condi-

tion, and this could be accomplished by the use of a small quantity of

glycerine. It is also probable that bread could be kept from

drying up or molding in the same way. It has long been customary

to mix molasses, sugar, and extracts of roots with tobacco, and also to wrap

up the packages in tin to keep the tobacco moist. Glycerine would serve

a better purpose than any of the old substances without imparting any bad

flavour to the tobacco.

The wet gas meter is a perpetual source of trouble in the winter, on ac-

count of the freezing of the water. This is remedied by mixing glycerine

with the water, and thus reducing its freezing point to near zero.

As a lubricator for delicate instruments, such as watches, clocks, chro-

nometers, etc., especially if they are likely to be exposed to sudden changes

of temperature, there is nothing so good as glycerine. The best oils oxi-

dize and become thick and require constant watching.

In the manufacture of copying ink glycerine has for some time been

employed as a substitute for sugar and syrups ; it also keeps the inks from

moulding and decomposition.

A remarkable discovery was recently made that under certain circum-

stances glycerine could be fermented into alcohol. As the experiment was

originally performed chalk and cheese (casein) were mixed with the glyce-

rine at a temperature of 86° to 104° Pah., and left to react upon each other.

It would be difficult to explain the reaction that took place, but there was

no doubt about the formation of alcohol. A feasible way for making

alcohol out of the sweet principle of oil would be an important discovery,

and the further investigation of the subject is worthy the attention of

chemists.

Mousseline weavers were for a long time compelled to carry on their

work in damp cellars and unhealthy, ill-ventilated apartments ; this evil is

now overcome by the employment of a wash prepared out of dextrine,

glycerine, sulphate of alumina, and water, and the workmen can drive

their trade in the upper rooms of the house. The use of glycerine in the

manufacture of a blasting oil is too well known to require anything more

than a passing notice. Nitro-glycerine has become such an important

article that to obtain it, special works for the manufacture of glycerine would

be constructed rather than to dispense with its use.

The difficulty of observing the compass on board of screw steamers is

increased by the agitation constantly produced by the machinery, and this

has been obviated to a considerable extent by the employment of compasses

swimming in a liquid prepared of glycerine and water. A capsule of

crystal glass is substituted for the old copper basin, and in this way, as the

liquid is transparent, observations can be made at night.

It has been found that the leather bands for machinery are much less

likely to crack and break if they are soaked for a short time in glycerine

after leaving the tanning vats.

When quicksilver is employed in the manometers of steam engines it

is liable to oxidise and clog the tube. This evil is remedied by putting a

few drops of glycerine on the top of the column of mercury, and thus

preventing the contact of the steam and moisture with the metal. Glyce-

rine is now employed as a substitute for oil and fat in extracting delicate

perfumes from leaves and flowers, and in the preparation of perfumery and

cosmetics as well as for hair oils.

Glycerine soap is an article that within a few years has been introduced

into market in a liquid and solid form. The liquid soap is prepared by

heating 100 part oleic acid, and 314 parts by weight of glycerine (sp. gr.

1-12) to 106" Fah., and adding 56 parts concentrated potash lye (sp. gr.

1-34) under constant stirring. This is an admirable soap for chapped

hands and for cutaneous diseases and flesh wounds. The cost of the

materials must prevent a large consumption of this article.

The addition of glycerine to glue has been highly recommended to pre-

vent brittleness, and where gelatine is employed in the manufacture of

artificial ivory, parchment paper, book-biuder's stock, and the like. A
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paste composed of starch, glycerine, and gypsum retains its plasticity and
adhesiveness, and can be recommended for luting chemical apparatus and

in making plasters for pharmaceutical purposes. India-rubber for removing

pencil marks is improved by the addition of glycerine glue.

Wood impregnated or washed with glycerine does not warp and dry up,

and advantage is taken of this fact to keep butter tubs, water pails,

barrels, and tanks from shrinking and leaking. Wood work exposed

to the sun or heat of summer can be greatly benefited by occasional

coats of glycerine. Moulds in which plaster casts are taken are now
moistened with glycerine. A, mixture of glycerine with a few drops

of ammonia is used as a valuable remedy in the case of bites of

venomous insects, and in medicine generally the employment of glycerine

has become very extensive.

We have thus enumerated the chief applications of glycerine, enough to

show that it has become one of our most valuable articles of manufacture.

We are not in possession of the exact statistics, but from the rate of con-

sumption it is easy to infer that the amount annually made must be very

large, and it is probable as its properties become more generally known that

the demand for it will go on increasing to meet the new applications that

will be discovered for it. There are few articles of chemical manufacture

of more value than glycerine.

—

Scientific American.

ON IMPROVEMENTS IX CANAL NAVIGATION.

By Professor Tilsiax (U.S.).

The canals and navigable rivers in the territory of the United States

form a network of transit, unrivalled in extent and importance. In tbe

State of New York alone the artificial water channels of communication

have a total length of nearly one thousand miles, of which eight hundred
and ninety-three miles belong to the State. The connections with rivers

and small lakes make the whole distance now navigated by New York
canal boats about 1,350 miles. On the twenty canals owned by the State

565 stone locks, which if placed in a continuous line, would extend

nearly seventeen miles ; and the bridges over these canals, if placed end
to end, would form a line of equal length. The Erie Canal, seventy feet

wide and seven feet deep, is carried over several rivers and large streams on
stone aqueducts of unequalled magnitude Some idea may be formed of

the business done on the New Yoik canals by the following official state-

ments :—From 1859 to I860 inclusive, 12,850 canal boats were built and
registered, having a carrying capacity of 1,291,497 tons. During those

years the aggregate movement on all the canals amounted to 39,433,G25

tons. For twenty years preceding 1867 the tolls collected amounted to

65, 315,411 dols., the yearly average being 3,290,770 dols. After deducting the

cost of maintenance, the average annual surplus revenue from the canals is

found to exceed 2,319,500 dols. From 1854 to 1865, inclusive, the average

lit paid for moving one ton one mile on the canals, was nine mills and
and one-tenth of a mill, while the average freight paid during the same
time for moving one ton one mile on both the New York Central and Erie

railroads, was 2 41-100 cents, showing that during those years the

cost of transportation on railways was mostly three times greater than

on canals. Boats carrying 210 tons burden arc now used on the Erie Canal,

the enlarged locks being eighteen feet wide and 210 feet long between the

quoins. The bouts are mostly moved by animal power, at a cost of thirty-

eight cents each per mile, except on the river and lakes were they are taken

in tow by steamboats. The average speed of canal boats of the largest

moved by horses does not exceed two miles an hour, and as

only three horses can be employed with advantage to each boat, it follows

that any further increase on the size of canal boats would involve

a corresponding decrease in speed when moved by animal power.
According to the able report for 1858 by tho Hon. Van B. Richmond,

Engineer and Surveyor, tho resistance to bo overcome
in moving a loaded canal boat at a speed of two miles per hour,

calculated from Dnbant'a formula, as modified by D'Anbisson, is u
Tho forco reqni the standard value of a horse-power at two

miles per honris I87^1be.; di ducting one-sixth for oblique action, leaves

i in the direction oJ tho boat's motion equal to 166±lbs.
i rimonts made iu Franco on the Lanquedoc Canal, it was found

I

' lor six con

tivo days, at a speed of two miles per hour. Consequently, an Frio '

' build ol the Lanquedoc barges, would
reqoJ per hour. The

il • speed, and the dot
it varies as to the oube oi it* spee I. Ibis law seems to have

overlooked by somo of th ". ui ptcd to move canal boa

oomp ogh speed by moans of hteain power. They have]
the truth ol onlj o pail oi the proposition, namely, tha banoe

i tre of the
. , if a bo

.

ce at foui miles, to do i

ire f'>ur time.! sight or thirty-: rident that this

i must la: applied while the boat i, moving double tl

made, therefore tbe number thii doubled, whiob
four horses ns the measure of power required to more the boat at tb

of eight miles per hour. This law, however, cannot be strictly true for all

forms of all vessels, and in navigating canals there are other conditions

which modify the result, as, for instance, the wave of displacement which
rising high in shallow water would seriously impede a vessel, but were its

form so improved as to allow the water to commence closing in when only

one-third of her length had passed, and were its speed at tho same time

increased to a certain point, this wave of displacement would be brought

to such relative position that it would no longer impede the vessel. How-
ever, the carrying capacity of a canal boat being paramount, its form must
not be modified so as to favour increased speed ; thus, with this class of

vessels the law will still hold good, to double the velocity the propelling

power must be increased eight-fold. If a loaded canal boat is moved at

the rate of two miles an hour with three horses and at the rate of four

miles an hour with twenty-four, the obvious deduction is that is impracti-

cable to move such boats by horse haulage at the rate of three miles per

hour, and quite as impracticable to move them by steam at a speed greater

than four miles an hour.

The plan of moving several canal boats by one steam tug is objectionable,

because the whole moving power is concentrated at one place, and acts

upon a very limited quantity of water. The same power divided into four

equal amounts, and acting on four times the quantity of water would bo

more effective. Such boats are most liable to delays and are utterly help-

less when detached from the steam tug.

Tho successful navigation of canals seems to me to depend on the

following conditions :

—

1. Each boat should be automatic, that is to say, self-propelling.

2. The build of the boat should be such as to givo it the greatest

carrying capacity.

3. To economise space and power, the boiler and engine should be

small and capable of moving the boat when loaded at an average speed

of three miles an hour. This rate is about double the present average

of loaded boats.

4. The propelling power should act directly against the water and not

against the bottom or sides of tho canal.

5. If we turn to nature for lessons in propelling, we observe that the

slow moving fish of our fresh water streams have broad tails bounded

by nearly a vertical line, while those remarkable for speed have V
shaped tails, the extremities of which are capable of very quick motion.

Applying this principle to slow moving boats we infer that a quick

motion is not so essential as a largo average of propelling surface.

6. The width of the boat and its draft should only limit the quautity

of water against which the propelling surface should act.

7. The boat should be made more obedient to the helm, by eului _

the rudder surfaces and arranging them so as to act on shallow water

more efficiently than by tbe common method. The most important oi

these conditions would be fulfilled by building the boat with four Sterns,

and placing behind each a propeller; or giving tho boat a scow. shaped

stern, and arranging in one lino behind it four screw propellers, placed

nearly as deep as the water at the bottom of tho boat, from which would

project iron bars for their protection. The locks being ISii. wide, tbe

propeller blades could be nearly 4ft. Gin. in diameter, and whether tho

boat was light or loaded, these propellers would act on the water under

the best possiblo conditions. Behind each of these propellers should be

placed a balancod rudder, which, under these conditions, oould

one-fourth lighter than usual, and tho tiller of each should be oonni

by a moveable joint, with ono bar extending nearly across the

behind which tho steersman can guide tho boat by only exffl

sufficient to overcome the friction of the apparatus. A boat embracing

the improvements here suggested has not yet been oonstruc

from. i mates based on reliable data. I feel warranted J

t when loaded oould be moved, at a speed of three miles

an hour, with an expenditure not oxen -dm that now incurred m tOU

aobmi rate of two miles an hour by moans oi

horses, t; ed would be between one and two million

dollars per annum on the present business of the canal. A large portion

of the oaxryin) been diverted from oai on account

of tb.
i ami d in ti a portation ; we m

Detention of speed of about fiftr

the amount ol gOI ds trai, poitl I B;

and thus correspondingly increase tho revenue irhiub the brtete derives

from its cans I .

BALLOONS ffOB WAR POBPOSQ

The experiments made i H b bybaDoons Inflated at

works have shown that s height -I 1"" tail

ah. .ms fr my, would
with which exporu i

:v to tha balloon, an

oat bj
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field service, and by means of waggons at present being placed in store in

the Royal Arsenal, lines of telegraph can be carried through the air from
the earth several miles distant. The wire can be paid out as fast as the

balloon travels, so that if a captive balloon should break away, communi-
cation could be kept up with it for six miles ; or two or more balloons can

be sent up, and kept in telegraphic communication with each other by
means of similar lines, so that telegraphic operations can be made from the

balloon to head quarters, and thence to the base of operations. By means
of these new military telegraphic appliances the most rapid intelligence,

and consequent speedy word of command, can be given. In sieges, war
balloons are useful in giving information of depots, points of attack, bat-

teries, inner intrenchments, the explosion of magazines in marshes, to spy

out ambuscades that may be in waiting, to rally columns, and to telegraph

points of assembly on attack. The observing officers were enabled to sur-

vey an area of thirty square miles. It was found that, by practice, great

skill can be attained in judging of distances, and the relative position of

masses of troops; while more minute details could be subsequently

obtained at leisure by field-glasses as to the position of mountain gorges,

passes, limits of woods and the course of streams. The trials hitherto

made have been chiefly carried on by professional aeronauts with hiied

balloons ; and it is believed that the British Government have at the present

time no war balloons in store. The result of the observations of Captain

Brackenbury and Captain Noble, sent out from Woolwich on behalf of the

English Government to the respective seats of war, together with trials

and other sources of information, will, it is believed, result in war balloons

being manufactured in the Royal Arsenal, and that officers of Royal
Engineers, from Generals downwards, will be trained in their use.

REMOVAL OF THE REEF AT HALLETT'S POINT, NEW YORK.

Subjoined is the report of the superintendent of the mining operations

being carried out upon this difficult work :
—

" The Government, well aware of the necessity as to the ultimate re-

moval of these obstructions, and of creating a clear draught of from
twenty-five to thirty feet, intrusted the carrying out of important works
to the engineer in charge, Major-Gen. John Newton, who decided, in

reference to Hallett's Point, upon the following plan :—The situation of

the reef suggested, naturally, the idea of attacking the rock at his base by
mining operations, which method has been applied and carried out in Eng-
land, Scotlan d, and Egypt, with the most satisfactory results. To accom-
plish the object in view, the engineer in charge ordered a shaft to be sunk
on the shore line, at Hallett's Point, of the following dimensions :

—

Length, 115 feet ; cross-section, 95 feet ; datum line, 30 feet below mean low

water. From this floor line of thirty feet below mean low water, eight re-

spective headings or tunnels are now being driven under the East River, of

the following dimensions :—From 120 to 200 feet forward, the gallery

of the first curve will be struck. The object of these galleries is to con-

nect all the respective headings, producing thereby what is technically

called the cellular system. On reaching the length of 100 feet forward
with the headings, a similar second gallery will be struck, and, on reach-

ing a further length of 150 feet, the gallery of the third curve will be
struck, when ultimately the powder-chambers -will be cut into the respective

piers left standing, in order to operate in a uniform resistance of thirty

feet overhead and twenty-five feet lateral. In penetrating under the

river, careful tabular calculations are daily prepared by testing

the density of the stratified rock, which investigations are required

to secure positive results from the intended grand explosion, by
which the formidable obstructions will be lifted from their solid base,

and broken into fragments of convenient size, to a depth of 30ft. Ex-
cepting a slight elevation of the upper strata of the water, and a gentle
trembling in the knees of the observer, the effect of the intended grand
explosion will hardly be perceptible to the public. No detonation what-
ever will be heard ; no anticipated breaking of windows and crockery
in adjoining households will be experienced. These facts are corroborated
in the British Parliamentary records and the European professional

papers, which are annually published, and prove that more than 400
similar operations, with charges of from eight to 21,000 pounds of pow-
der, have been calculated and fired by the writer of this article, with-
out doing damage to one dwelling or endangering the life of a single

individual. On this occasion, during seven years of operation, 650 tons

of powder have been used, of which 200 tons have been furnished from
the Oriental Powder-works, in this country, through which means
4,000,000 cubic yards of the hardest crystalline amorphous schistose rock
have been successfully lifted from their base-line."

Opening of The New Blackwall Railway.—The North London Rail-
way Extension to Blackwall was opened for passenger traffic on the 3rd ult.

By means of this extension passengers from the northern suburbs to East
India Dock, and the Ramsgate, Margate, and Gravesend steamers, will avoid
the inconvenience of going round to Stepney to change carriages, and will

run direct to the old Blackwall station.

NOTES AND NOVELTIES.

MISCELLANEOUS.
AT the last meeting of the Hackney District Board of Works, Dr. Tripe the

medical officer of the district, reported that he had visited a factory belonging to
a Mr. Barnes, at Hackney Wick, where was a furnace fitted up for burning " dead
oil "—that is to say, an oil which is given off during the latter stages of the dis-
tillation of gas tar. The oil, however, burnt at Mr. Barnes' works he discovered
was not *'dea I oil,'' but a similar product, which is pumped up with water from a
deep well in the factory, and resembled impure rook oil. He believed it ' was the
only instance of a natural oil spring known in England. It was very' probable
that an offensive smell was given off at times from this furnace, as, unless constant
care were exercised, too large a quantity of the oil might be carried into the furnace
fire, and part of it pass off unburnt.

The works in connection with the A. B. C. process of purifying and utilising
the sewage have been commenced by the Leeds corporation near the sewage out-
fall on the river Aire. It is expected that they will be completed in about three or
four months.

Black Mountain, North Carolina.—In speaking of this, Professor Kerr, the
State geologist, remarks :—" These rocks belong to the most ancient of the azoic
series. The intensity of the metamorphism, the characteristic rocks and their
contained minerals, together with the total absence of anything like organisms in
even the least altered and latest of the series, render this conclusion inevitable.
And not only do they belong to the lowest geological horizon, but the entire
absence of all represeniatives of the latter formation makes it further necessary to
conclude that we have here an extensive tract of the oldest land on the globe.''

It is reported that the Hoosac Tunnel is now progressing at the rate of 10ft. a
day—1ft. from the west end, and 6ft. from the east end. The central shaft is com-
plete; its depth to the floor of the tunnel is 1,030ft- Work at the new headings is
already begun. The tunnel has been excavated 11,765ft. at both portals, that is
6946ft. at east side, and 4,819ft. on the west side.

NAVAL ENGINEERING.
THE tenders of the four following firms for the building of the four ironclads

ordered by the Admiralty have been accepted, viz., Messrs. J. Elder and Co.
Messrs. Caird and Co., Messrs. Palmer and Co., and Messrs. Dudgeon and Co.
Messes. Rennie, shipbuilders, of Greenock, have taken a contract with the

Admiralty for the construction of two ironclad gun vessels, similar to the Snake
and Scourge, which are now building in Chatham Dockyard.
THE British Government have contracted with Messrs. John Elder and Co., for

the construction of an armour-clad, having two revolving turrets, to carry guns
of the largest calibre. The Government seem now determined to increase the
national oefences, and that with the greatest rapidity, as the above firm have
engaged to complete this armour-clad in fifteen months.

On the 6th ult., the first armour-plate of 12in. thickness, supplied by Sir John
Brown and Co., Atlas Works, Sheffield (Limited), to the Admiralty as armour for
Her Majesty's ships, was tes:ed on board the Admiralty armour-proof ship Nettle,
in Porchester-creek, Portsmouth harbour. The dimensions of this extraordinary
piece of rolled iron plating, which weighed nearly 15 tons, were 14ft. iu length,
oft. in breadth, and 12in. in thickness. The new system of test adopted by the
Admiralty for proving thick armour-plates—the substitution of Palliser shot fired
from the 7. in. muzzle-loading rined gun for spherical cast-iron shot fired from the
smooth-bore 8-in. gun—was followed on this occasion. The powder-charges used
were each 211bs., and the distance between the muzzle of the gun and the face of
the plate was 30ft. Four shots fired under these conditions struck within a radius
of llin., producing indentations varying from the minimum depth of 6'3in. to the
maximum of 7'56in. Beyond the detaching of a small piece of the outer mould and
a few radial cracks of a very trifling character around the indents, the plate sus-
tained no superficial injury, the metal displaced by the entrance of the projectiles
being absorbed into the body of the plate and producing a bulge on the back of
the plate of rather less than one inch in height. The plate, in fact, passed through
its proof with remarkable success.

SHIPBUILDING.
Messrs. Caird And Co., Greenock, have contracted to build another steamer

of 3,500 tons for the Peninsular and Oriental Steamship Company. Her engines,
which will be 600 horse-power, are also to be provided by Messrs. Caird and Co.
The dimensions of the new steamer will be 380ft. in length, 42ft. beam, and 36ft.
depth of hold. Messrs. Caird and Co. have other two steamers of similar dimen-
sions in course of construction for the Peninsular and Oriental Company.

LAUNCHES.
ON the 7th ult., there was launched from the shipbuilding.yard of Messrs. John

Elder and Co., the Volta, an iron screw steam-ship of 1326 tons B.M,,and250
horse.power nominal, and of the following dimensions :—Length between perpen-
diculars, 278ft. ; breadth, moulded, 31ft. ; depth of hold, 14ft. 7Jm. ; height 'tween
decks, 8ft. 6in. The Volta has been built to the order of the British and African
Steam Navigation Company, of Glasgow, and is intended for their trade on the west
coast of Africa. She is the third vessel which the owners have had launched from
Messrs. John Elder and Co.'s yard this summer.
MESSRS. John Elder and CO., launched from their shipbuilding.yard at Fair-

6eld, Govan, an iron screw steamship 3,200 tons, B.M., and 500 H.P. nominal
and of the following dimensions :—Length between perpendiculars, 370ft' • breadth
41ft. ; depth, moulded to spar deck, 36ft. 9in. As she left the ways she was grace,
fully named the John Mder, by Miss Just,,daughter of William Just, Esq., managing
director, Pacific Steam Navigation Company of Liverpool. The figure-head of the
vessel, which, along with the entire carving work, was executed by Messrs. Kay
and Reid, Wellington-street, evoked the favourable comment of the spectators,
being a remarkably faithful likeness of the late proprietor of the Fairfield esta-
blishment, after whom the vessel is named. The John Elder has been built to the
order of the Pacific Steam Navigation Company, and is intended for then- fort-
nightly service between Liverpool and Valparaiso via Straits of Magellan. The
builders have five steamships on hand for the same owners, viz., the°GVzco, Chim.
borazo, and Aconcagua, sister ships to the John Elder, and the Ateca'ma and Coouimbo,
steamships of 1,975 tons and 350 horse-power nominal.

LAUNCH OP THE Cunard Liner " Parthia ."— This splendid vessel was
launched on the 10th ult., by Messrs. William Denny and Brothers, from their
building yard at Dumbarton. The Parthia is one of four vessels of the same large
dimensions, which have lately been fitted out on the Clyde for Messrs. Burns
and Maclver's great fleet of Atlantic steamers, and these four vessels will each
afford carrying accommodation for upwards of twelve hundred people.
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On the Sth ult., there was launched at Pointhouse, from the shipbuilding-yard
of Messrs. A. and J. Inglis, two iron clipDer schooners of 155 tons each, named
the Elemi and Teresa, built to the order' of Messrs. M'Crindell, Schaw, and Co.,

Glasgow, for their South American trade.
The London and Glasgow Engineering and Iron Shipbuilding Company

launched from their yard at Govan a screw steamer of 1.500 tons, and of the fol.

lowing dimonsions .—Length, 252ft. ; breadth, 32ft. ; depth Of hold, 10ft. She is

built to the order of Messrs. J. A. Dunkerly and Co., Hull, and is the fourth
steamer supplied by the company to that firm, for whom they have also a sister

ship at present on the stocks. The ceremony of naming the vessel the Trent, was
performed by Miss Fowler, daughter of Captain Fowler, senior captain of Messrs.
Dunkerly and Co. 's fleet. We believe this vessel is intended for the India and
China trade ciu the Suez Canal.

RAILWAYS.
A SECOND line of Liverpool street railway was publicly used for the first time

on the 2nd ult. It passes from the Exchange to Stanley Park through Scotland,
road, one of the largest and most crowded thoroughfares of the town.

The direct railway line from Ayr to Mauchline was opened on the 1st ult., for
passenger traffic. The new line is about eleven miles in length, and will be a
great convenience to those living in the neighbourhood of the route. Mauchline
by the road is only ten miles distant from Ayr, and some idea of the value of such
a line as the one now opened will be formed when we state that under the old rail,
way system all the traffic between the two places had to be conducted over nearly
thirty miles of railway.

Canada.—Considerable progress has been made with the works of the Toronto
and Nipissing railway, and large quantities of rails and other materials have been
accumulated. The directors hope to have trains running ovei a portion of the
road in the course of this month.

DOCKS, HARBOURS, BRIDGES, &c.
PLANS of a proposed Eastern Ganges Canal have been despatched to the Viceroy

at Simla, by the Government of the North.Western Provinces of India. This
project, upon which a staff of engineers has been engaged for some time, contom.
plate3 a canal from the Ganges, to commence about ten miles below Hurdwar, and
to irrigate a large tract of country—over 8,000 square miles—in the districts of
Bijnour, Moradabad, and Budaon. The total length of the main canal and branches,
as projected, would be upwards of 1,000 miles.

TELEGRAPHIC ENGINEERING.
Expert operators are able to transmit from fifteen to twenty words per minuto

through the Atlantic cable. The velocity with which a current or impulso will
pass through the cable has been ascertained to be between 7,000 and 8,000 miles per
second ; the former being the velocity when the earth forms a part of the circuit,
and the latter when it does not.

Telegraph to Jamaica.—Telegrams from Sir Charles Bright announce the
completion of the Cuba Company's submarine cable, connecting Havannah, by
way of Batabano, with Santiago, atthe other extremity of the island, a distance of
nearly 600 miles, and also that ho has successfully laid the first section of the
chain of West Indian cables between Cuba and Jamaica, placing that island in
communication, through the United States, with England. The arduous nature of
the first portion of the work will be shown by the fact that the first hundred miles
from Batabano had to be laid in very shallow water, ranging from two to three
fathoms, the cables being transhipped to lighten a very tedious work. The great
weight of the cable used in this section also involved much manual labour. Sir
0. I'.right's next operation will consist in laying the further sections of cable from
Jamaica, through tho whole chain of tho West India islands, to Demerara, and
also a long branch from Jamaica to Panama, to bring upon the system tho traffic

•entering there from Lima, Callao, Valparaiso, and other important places on tho
western coast of America. The various islands have agreed to give annual sub.
sidies for the maintenance of the communication, the total length of which will be

The cables are manufactured by the India-rubber, Gutta-porcha, and
Telegraph Works Company, Silvertown.

APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
M. Mahix has taken, in France, a patent for tho application of fluosilicic acid

for tho purifying of beetroot, and other saccharine juices. The saccharine fluids
are first diluted with a sufficient quantity of water to take away tho viscosity of
these fluids, sufficient fluosilicic acid is thon added to precipitate all the potassium

i next chalk is then added to saturate any excess of tho acid. The
tluid is then flltcrod in order to obtain a clear liquid, and this afterwards treated In
the usual manner.

Mis. U'm. H. CHAITDLBB, of the Columbia School of Mines, proposos, for the
determination of small quantities of lead, to evaporate tho water with about two
fluid ounces of acid solution of acetate of ammonia—this re.agont provents tho
separation of tho nriphate and carbonate of lead during evaporation. After con.
contration any Iron and limo saltsthat may fall down can bo romovod by Bib
If any lead be present it can bo precipitated in tho usual way by sulphuretted
hydrogon, and may afterwards bo converted into tho sulphate.

OmORIMI "'. ALCOHOL i.n Bl ItLiaHT.—G. Strait and B. Franz passed a current
til dry chlorine gas LntO absolute alcohol with a viow to tho preparation of chloral.
Tin)

I urnnit of gas lioing lively, tho temperature of tho alcolio 1

i . 166
deg. E*., where it remained constant, During this time a beam of sunlight occi.

iiy iruck tho flask which contained the alcohol. An [mmi nation
took piaco, which continued under the influence of the light, tho g
exploding with a t and a flash of entered the
alcohol, T iched In severs

Ion tube, Tho alcohol blackened at lbs came time, depositing alter a while a
black powder, probably carbon

.

Avnn:\i im'..--Thu hydro.cari«< i
' coul

tar, by repeated distill if

tiou. [ftheantl roper meli ag point of 210 (leg. to 213 dog., It

most be reorystallised until it mel i
urn. Thus obtained,

crystals, to which a bright, yellow colon can be
freed of this, however, by mbUmaUon al tbi

ng with etherg or by blaachinga solution In hot 1

direct sunlight, In the la

crystals, of a superb blue fluoresoenoe, ala are tubular,
i to the degree of i .and belong

i nysogono—tho l>' at

Ruorscencs above alluded to, Is not seen upon them. Anthracene » loluble with
difficult v in alcohol and ether, easily in boiling benj

LATEST PRICES IN THE LONDON METAL MARKET.

COPPER.
Best selected, per ton ,

Tough cake and tile do
Sheathing and sheets do
Bolts do
Bottoms do
Old (exchange) do
Burra Burra do
Wire, per lb

Tubes do

BRASS.
Sheets, per lb

Wire do
Tubes do
Yellow metal sheath do

Sheets do

SPELTER.
Foreign on the spot, per ton

Do. to arrive

ZINC.
In sheets, per ton

TIN.
English blocks, per ton....

Do. bars (in barrels) do. .

Do. refineddo

Bancado
Straits do

72
70
73
75

76
63

70

From
s.

123
12.',

128
126

121

TIN PLATES*
IC. charcoal, 1st quality, per box 1

IX. do. 1st quality do 1

IC. do. 2nd quality do 1

IX. do. 2nd quality do 1

IC. Coke do 1

IX. do.do 1

Canada plates, per ton 13
Do. at works do |

13

IRON.

Bars, Welsh, in London, per ton

Do. to arrive do
Nail rods do
Do. Stafford in London do

Bars do. do.

Hoops do. do
Sheets, single, do
Pig No. 1 in Wales do
Refilled metal do
Bars, common, do
Do. mrch. Tyne or Tees do
Do. railway, in Wales, do
Do. Swedish in London do
To arrive do
Pig No. 1 in Clyde do
Do. f.o.b. Tyne or Tees do

Do. No. 3 and 4, f.o.b. do
Railway chairs do
Do. spikes do
Indian charcoal pig in London do

STEEL.

7

7
7
8
8
8
9
3
4
6
G

7
9
9
2
2
2
5

11

6

Swedish in kegs (rolled), per ton

Do. (hammered) do
Do. in faggots do

English spring do

Quicksilveb, per bottle

LEAD,
English pig, common, per ton

Ditto. L.Ii. do 18

Do. W.15. do

beet, do
'-'"

d lead do -'

Do. white do - s

lout shot do

S]ruiisli do '
s

d.

10
11

B\
7

10
6i

6J

18

21

11

6

12
2
8
10

7

5
10
5

15
10
15

15

10

15

15

12

9
6
17

5

10
5
in

s

M
ii

M
L0
Hi

ii

£
73
71

76
77

1

1

11

11

'.)

9

9
11
4

2

6
12

6

1'.

I I

21

21

80

To
s.

J>

8
13

3

9
10

17

l»

7

10

1.1

LO

d.

t>

o

11*
7

18 10

121

23

19 in ii

•A' tli -
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LIST of APPLICATIONS foe LETTERS
PATENT.

We HATE ADOPTED A NEW ARRANGEMENT
of the Provisional Protections AP-

plied for by inventors at the great
Seal Patent Office. If any diffi-

culty SHOULD ARISE WITH REFERENCE
to the names, addresses, or titles

given in the list, the reauisite in-

formation will be furnished, free
of expense, from the office, by ad-

dres:ing a letter, prepaid, to the
Editor of ' The Artizan."

Dated August 26th, 1870.

2342 T. E. Mullock—Fire-arm barrels
2343 A. Hill-Horse shoes
2344 F. Gray—Gas lamps
2345 G. E. Morgan—Facilitating the

teaching of music
2346 J. Morrell—Mode o.f preserving ba-

con, &c.
2347 G. Ritchie, and J. G. Ritchie-

Umbrellas, &c.
2348 W. Riddle—Saving life from fire

2349 T. F. Henley—Tunnelling or forming
galleries.

2350 T. Lacey and S. C. Lacey— Stopping
the flow of gas

Dated August 27th, 1870.

2351 C. Duff-Paper pulp for paper
2352 J. S.Linford—Construction of hydro-
meters

2353 H. J. Haddan—Tunnelling
2354 T. Clayton and W. H. Bailey-In-
flammable gas

2355 G. S. Hazlehurst—Looms for weav-
ing

2356 W. Tongue—Combining fibrous ma-
terials

2357 G. Gore—Omnibuses, Ac.
2358 W. R. Lake— Ornamenting dresses
2359 W. R. Lake—Tacks, &c.
2360 T. Restell—Fire-arms

Dated August 29th, 1870.

2361 E. Chiverton—Lamp-lighter
2362 R. Mackay—Aerated beverages
2363 E. T. Hughes—Freezing apparatus
23H4 W. R. Lake—Paper bags
2365 W. N. Lindsay—Hay, &e.
2366 J. C. Simonds and R. Donnison—Oil
from seeds

2367 M. Gray and F. Hawkins—Marine
telegraph cables

2368 W. E. Newton—Lithographic print-
ing machines

2369 A. Noble-Torpedoes

Dated August 30th, 1870.

2370 F. Coombes—Stoppers for bottles,
jars, casks, &c.

2371 S. Boucher—Spinning textile mat-
ters

2372 D. Pidgeon and W. Manwaring

—

Cutting apparatus of reaping and mow-
ing machines

2378 J. J. Bodmer—Iron and steel ap-
paratus

2374 F. Grosvenor— Pottery and machi-
nery apparatus

2875 W. T. Guyatt—Tiade mark labels,

&c.

Dated August 31, 1870.

2376 J. Ingham—Table-forks
2377 T. Atkins—Heat and gases from fur-
naces

2371 J. Adair—Bakers ovens, &c.
2279 O. Gjerdrum—Smoke-preventing ap-
paratus
2380 W. R. Oswald—Steam engines.
2381 A. M. Clark—Sewing-machine ap-
paratus

Dated September 1st., 1870.

2382 C. MorSt—Improved alloy or metal
2383 I. Baggs—Steam and gas engines
2384 C H. Chadburnand W. Chadburn—
Mechanical telegraphs, &c.

2385 W. R. Lake—Railways, &e.
2386 A. Turner—Printing yarns, &c.

2387 W. Donisthorpe, W. Leatham, and
G. E. Donisthorpe— Coal machinery

2388 G. Haseltine—Horse apparatus

Dated September 2nd., 1870.

2389 W. C. S. Percy—Clay apparatus, &c.
2390 J. Marshall 'and H. J. Harman—
Railway chairs

2391 E. Seyd—Medical plasters

2392 B. Hunt—"Wool machinery
2393 C. Henderson—Girders, iron &e.
2394 C. Whellams—Shield or mantelet
2395 J. Lewthwaite—Marking apparatus
2396 H. and A. Holmes-Wheels
2397 G. Haseltine—Puddling furnaces
2398 J. W. Girdlestone-Dry closets &c.
2399 E. A. Parnell—Soda
2400 R. Leighton- Gilding
2401 W. R. Lake—Caustic soda and
potash

2402 A. M. Clark—Looms

Dated September 3rd, 1870.

2403 T. Rogers -Tucking gauge and
marker

240 4 S. Meredith—Puddling and balling
furnaces

2405 J. Neale and J. B. Fernby—Lamps
to carriages

2406 W. J. E. Priestley and J. Forsythe—
Hackling machines

2407 S. Dawson and E. Davies—Silk bolter
apparatus

2408 H. Fontaine—Match boxes
2109 G. Haseltine-Shafting
2410 G. Haseltine—Fabrics
2411 G. Haseltine—Pressure-gauge and
alarm apparatus

Dated September 5th, 1870.

2412 M. Henry— Piers, docks, ftc.

2413 R. M. Merryweather— Fire-engines
2414 W. E. Newton—Steam boilers

2415 W. E. NewtOD—Loaf sugar machi-
nery

Dated September 6th, 1370.

2416 TV. Walker—Propellers, pumps, and
blowers

2417 B. Hunt^-Wool-washing machi-
nery

2418 A. McNeil and William Wheaton—
Salts and ammonia

2419 A. V. Newton—Construction of
lubricator

2420 C. Bottom, J. Hallam, and S. W.
Hallam—Hardening machinery, &c.

2421 D. Payne—Improvements in printing
machinery

2122 T. M. Gladstone—Chimney tops and
ventilators

Dated September 7th, 1870.

2423 E. Edwards—Nitrous oxide ap-
paratus

2424 A. Noble—Fuzes
2425 C. Morfit—Fertilizers
2426 C. W. Moaley- Gas burners
2427 G. Haseltine—Type manufacturing.
2428 J. Banks—Casement fasteners

Dated Sepeember 8th, 1870.

2429 W. Silcock—Malt and drying kilns
2430 J. Eastwood- Steam boiler heating
apparatus
2431 M. Lawson—Wearing apparel
2432 W. Clough and T. Child—Tilting

barrel apparatus
2433 J. H. Johnson—Rod joints
2 434 T. T. Prosser—Tube cutter
2435 E. R. Southby—Mineral oils

2136 L. Perkins - Locking gear

Dated September 9th, 1S70.

2437 G. H. E.lis—Gas and air engines
2438 T. Burt—Machinery
2439 T. Bell, W.;W. Urquhart and J. Lind-

say—Power looms
2440 J. Tildesley—Locks and latches
2441 T. H. Blamires—Carding wool
2442 J. Kellett—Locks and latches
2443 J. T. Griffin—Reaping and mowing
machines

2444 W. R. Ninipple—Caissons, bridges,
&c.

„45 G. A. Huddart—Railways
2446 J. J. Barnett-Fabrics

Dated September 10th, 1870.

2447 W. B. Turner-Winding
2448 H. Tristram and E. G. Leeman—

Letter boxes
2449 F. Mills and T. A. Scholfield-Goffer-
ing fabrics

2450" J. W. Rhodes—Tobacco pipes
2451 A. Stolipine—Lighting
2452 W. E. Bartlett -Elastic tyres
2453 G. H. Carter - Paddle wheels
2454 T. Westhorp—Fibrous materials
2455 G. Hurdman'and S. Slmkins—Stew

pans, &c.
2456 H. Fairbanks—Weighing machines
2457 A. Mason—Paper bags

Dated September 12th, 1870.

245S T. Harvey—Distilling
2459 C. Stephens—Firebars
2460 A. Taylor—Closets
2461 J. Lancaster— Sizing machines
2462 T. N. Kirkham, V. F. Ensom and

G. Spence— Fibrous materials
2463 A. V. Newton—" Gatling" gun

Dated September 13th, 1870.

2164 G. Baldock, T.J. Denne and A. Hent-
schel—Casting blocks, &c.

2465 E. Lord—Fabrics
2466 G. Well—Earth screws
2467 W. Tilson— Twist-lace machines
2168 E. L. Parker—Fastenings for braces,

&c.
2469 H. Deaeon— Chlorine
2470 T. Routledge—Paper

Dated September I4th, 1870.

2471 R. Thompson— Dovetail mortises,
&c.

2472 T. Onion—Measuring the flow ol
water

2473 J. Large—Stoves
2474 L. W. Broadwell — Revolving guns,

&c.
2475 J. H. Glew and S. H. Lewis-Bench

for boot and shoemakers, locksmiths,
&c.

2476 H. Deacon- Chlorine
2477 W. E. Newton—Fastening for gar-
ments

2478 J. B. Spence—Alum
2479 S. Rolfe—Harmoniums
2480 A. Liverstone and S. Solomons

—

Hats, &c.

Dated September 15th, 1870.

2481 G. Rothnie—Self-indicating thermo-
meters

2482 W. Snaydon —Two- wheeled car-
nages

2483 T. P. Young and J. Thomasson—
Looms

24S4 J. J. Eustace and J. B. Spearing

—

Railway Carriages
2485 E. Edwards— Photo-mechanical print-
ing

2486 G. Haseltine- Microscopic apparatus
2487 J. Courtis—Handles to scoops
2488 G. Lucas—Looms
2489 J, Hamilton and R. Paterson—

Fires
2490 I. A. Timmis—Brattice cloths
2491 H. E. Towle-Electro-plating
2492 W. E. Newton—Bunches or fillers

for cigars

2493 V. Batchelor— Reclining chairs and
coueb.es

Dated September 16th, 1870.

2494 W. Boggett—Machinery for cutting
and shaping slate

2495 E. Howarth—Connecting the ends of
straps or belts

2496 II. Patterson— Steam boilers or
generators

2497 I. Haigh, J. Haigh;and I. Haigh—
Wa' erclosets

2498 W. R. Lake—Life-boats
2499 J. Atkins— Suspending pictures, &c.
25d0 F. Edwards—Patterned fabrics
2501 P. Murray—Pulley blocks
2502 H. J. Williams—Machine for cutting

mill-boards

Dated September 17tb, 1870.

2503 T. Piatt—Construction of railway
axles

2504 F. Kohn- Specific gravity

2505 T. Walton—Ventilating rooms or
buildings

2506 E. Kidd and G. Bourne—Water
gauge

2507 G. White—Propeller for steam navi-
gation

2508 H. E. Towle—Forming wire into
spiral coils

2509 W. E. Newton—Wood paving
2510 J. B. Stoner—Fittings for saving life

in water
2511 G. W. Murray and G. M. Garrard—
Apparatus employed in ploughing and
tilling land

2512 W. A. Marshall—Earth-boring appa-
ratus

Dated September I9th, 1870.

2513 J. K. Field—Candles
2514 E. S. Norcombe—Letter-press print-

ing machines
2515 P. Jones — Ornaments known as

"plateaux"
2516 G. Bischof—Purification of water
2517 H, Harris—Filtering
251S W. Kempe and A. Kempe—Raising

the pile on woolen and other cloths
2519 F. J. Bugg— Artificial leather
2520 C. Bogaerts—Obtaining greese and

oil from soapy and greasy water
2521 A. H. Brandon—Gas burners

Dated September 20th, 1870.

2522 A. Frankerberg—Cooling apparatus
2523 R. L. Haworth—Looms
2524 M. D. Hollins—Metal plates
2525 J. B. Elkington—Teli-graph wires
2526 T. E. Bond—Sweetmeats and
lozenges

2527 J. A. T. Overcnd— Setting machines
2528 D. H. Brandon-Cut-off valve gear

for steam engines
2529 J. Couper, W. H. Richardson-
Lamps

Dated September 21st, 1870.

2530 J. Raywood—Ironing
2531 W. Harvey—Ridirjg saddles
25^2 T. Rose and R. E. Gibson—Cotton
machinery

2533 W. J. Ban-on and E. C. Barron—
Leather machinery

2534 F. Fenton - Sewage utilization

2535 H. H. Bigelow-Boot heeling
2533 H. H. Bigelow— Boot heels
2537 A. M. Clark— Rolling mills

2538 I. Bailey—Wool-combing machines
2539 S. S. Brown— Lint apparatus
2540 E. Pettitt-Spinning
2541 D. M. Childs—Sewing machine
needles

2542 B. Walker and J. F. A. Pflaum—
Driving wheels

2543 T. B. Daft and C. E. Crawley—
Tunnels and tubes

2544 G. T. Bousfield-Oils and petro-
leum

2545 J. More— Cutters of the ' Wood-
worth '

2546 H. Jones—Twine and cord holder

Dated September 23rd, 1870.

2547 H. Scnoch—Writing machine
2548 W. Bywater and J. Shaw— Drawing,
spinning &c.

2549 T. Rawsthorne—Spinning
2550 D. M. Weston— Machines
2551 A. Barclay—Furnaces
2552 P. Gaskell and H. Moon—Cabs
2553 G. E. Marchisio and E. Stevens—Oil
2554 W. Firth—Steam, air and gas
2555 D. Watson—Coals, &e.

2556 C. F. Carter— Embossing presses
2557 J. T. Rich-Boilers, &c.
2558 J. P. Ferris-Valves
2559 P. Koch—Tapping nuts
2560 W. R. Lake—Rasps and files

Dated September Mth, 1870.

2561 H. He-svitt—Fens and Penholders
2562 G. T. Bousfield—Type
2563 G. Price and G. A. Price—Washers
2564 J. Apsey—Chaff-cutting

Dated September 26th, 1870.

2565 H. and J. Lomax—Sewing-machines
2566 D. Pirie and A. Croom— Paper-cut-

tings
2567 T. M. Nail and S. Newton—Sun-

2568 n. Highton-Meat, fish, &c.
2569 D. Johnson—Cleaning grain
2570 H. J. Jones—Drain pipes

2571 L. W. Weeks—Steam boilers
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SEED OIL MILL.

By Messrs. G. Buchanan & Co., London.

(Illustrated by Plate 366.)

Amongst the numerons manufactures which have been established in

tropical or semi-tropical climates, few, if any, have met with greater

success than that of producing oil. In nearly all parts of the world where

the climate is sufficiently mild to promote rapid vegetation, oil producing
plants grow so abundantly, that they are not unfrequently regarded as

weeds. Insomecascs—as for instance, the ground nut (Arachia h^mjcea),

the castor oil plant (Ricinus communis), the til or gingelli seed

(Bet tmum), &c —they grow so freely as to cause serious annoyance to the

cultivators of other crops, who, consequently, regard them as worse than
useless, and no doubt, in such cases, they would be injurious. There is,

however, an enormous amount of inferior land, which aright bo utilised

for growing many of the various descriptions of plants, bearing seeds or
frnits, that could be profitably employed for the manufacture of oil. In
fact, there arc large tracts of country which have been absolutely taken

possession of by these plants, and where the only amount of cultivation

—if it may be so called—that would be necessary, would be, to collect

tho seeds, and leave the plants to tako care of themselves. In these
cases, it is obvious, that in order to profitably manufacture oil, the two
principal points are economy of labour for the collection of the oil pro-
ducing material, and economy of production in the mill. The first point
is not within our province to discuss, moreover, it can of course be easily

calculated for any particular district. As regards economy of production,

we illustrate in Plate 366, a very simple and compact form of mill, mut-
able for the manufacture of almost any description of oil from seeds.
We may remark, however, that for the manufacture of ground nut oil, a

-nes is generally substituted for tho crushing rollers shown at
/ in Plate 368.

>>• many places, the old method of grating the seeds, and afterwards
'""'"" and Kmming, is still followed, but, the expense incurred for fuel
-"< labour in this process is so great, that but little profit can accrue to

manufacturer. It is, moreover, a very slow process, and the
*mm « entirely wasted; whereas, by the employment of the

hydn
-, the oil-cake of many of the seeds might be uti]

age of theground nut and of tho til seed are near] v a
'UT00il

-
Theailfl bBtilseedetped^.iscOBSnn in,

qnantitieaforouKnary and also for illumining purpos,-. T
-I seeda contain a wry large proportion of oil, being alio,,, 62 per oenf
of tho kernel who,, deprived of its ,ki„. Alt] gh, as is well known il

" , "' lf«^«aiM pwpo«eBa.-theoa«,jurt mentioned,*
* machinery oihaud is abo frequently oaed for making .,„,,

tnHateSWia illustrated a completed] mill. i,y M . . „

nd Co., London, where the amount of labour required i

minimum. The process of manufacture is very simple. The sacks of

seeds are first raised up by the hoist H to the upper floor, and are

emptied into the seive S. The meshes of this seive are of such a size

that any dirt or foreign seeds drop through, while the good seed is

j

passed through to the bin W. From this bin they are allowed to pass

between the seed rollers R, which are placed directly underneath, and

are driven from the main shaft D by means of multiplying gear. Hero the

seed is crushed, and in the case of somo descriptions of oil-producing

berries it might be at once heated, preparatory to being pressed
; but

generally it is advisable to pass the crushed seed to tho edge runners E,

where it is completely reduced to pulp. It will be seen that from the

time the seed is raised by the hoist, the whole of these operations maybe
performed without any manual labour, the seed passing gradually down,

by its own gravity, through the different processes until it is ready for

tho kettle. The kettles K shown in the accompanying design (Plate

366) are heated by steam supplied by the boiler B, and are caused to

rotate by means of bevil gearing worked from the cross-shaft F. The

pulp, after being sufficiently heated, is placed in leathered horsehair

bags, held in the bag-holders J, and, when filled, are packed in tho

hydraulic presses I, worked by the pumps P, which are driven by means

of cranks on the ends of the cross-shaft. These presses are usually

worked up to a pressure of from two to two and a-half tons on the square
inch. The oil which is thus squeezed out of the pulp runs into the

receiving tanks L, which are usually made of sufficient capacity to hold
one day's supply. The oil is pumped up from the receivers to the settling

tank T, in which are fitted draw-oh" cocks placed at differenl levels. This
is for the purpose of obtaining different qualities of oil, the liner qualities

being used for cooking, or, for salads, &c, instead of olive oil ; tho

lower qualities being suitable for burning, &c.

From tho above description it will bo seen that whin once the seeds

are collected but little manual labour is required to extract the oil

them; and, ns in many places the collection and delivery of the

may be contracted for at a fixed rate, the total expense of manufacture

can bo easily estimated.

Although in somo countries the requisite amount of a bo

obtained oearlj all the year round «itl, equal facility, and thi i

full employment to the mill j in other countries the crop.

t

defined. In the latter oa a lull employment maj requently

obtained by nianufaoturing ofl ft •

. tho

orop-ti of which are at difisi us of the year.

Should, however, it be found thai onof l" .

rally advantageon

other manufacture with that of oil-crushing, is order that lull om]

mem may lie give, i, liotl, to t lie manual anil Mteani power Hi I

En i by attaching tho engine to a mall mill

for shelling i b oan be erected nl n om|

triilie if, however, >\ bappena t bal tho

of t be leads, a small law mill

with advantage, whioh of ooune oould be worked si nay sew
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ARRANGEMENT OF CLARIFIERS, Ac, FOR A SUGAR HOUSE.

(Continued from page 218).

The clarification, or, as it is termed, the defication of the cane-juice, is

perhaps the most important part in the process of manufacturing sugar.

It has been already remarked that besides sugar and water the cane-juice

consists of various other substances, such as green feculas, green wax,

gum, gluten, and various salts of lime, potash, soda, &c, and also a pecu-

liar substance the composition of which is unknown. All these sub-

stances are more or less injurious, while some of them, such as the

organic compounds just mentioned, actively induce fermentation, and it

is believed retard crystallisation, the inorganic compounds act chemically

and more or less injuriously upon the sugar itself. It is, therefore, of

the greatest consequence that all these foreign matters should be elimi-

nated as completely and speedily as possible. To effect this object an

almost innumerable variety of processes have been proposed from the

dangerous materials, such as corrosive-sublimate, and subacetate of lead,

down to the harmless compounds of alumina and calcium. It is not,

however, our purpose to describe these various processes, which have

been all more or less failures, but simply to illustrate the almost universal

practice of defication by lime.

In working with a steam clarifier such as that shown in the accom-

panying engraving the following process is usually adopted :—As soon as

the coil of steam-pipes, shown near the bottom of the clarifier, is covered

by the juice, the steam from the exhaust pipe of the mill engines is

allowed to circulate through them, and also through the double bottom

of the pan, so that by the time the clarifier is full the juice is already hot.

When the liquor has attained a temperature of about 140° a small quan-

tity of the finest ground lime, ' previously made into a milk by being

mixed with a little cane-juice, is thrown in, and thoroughly stirred into

it. It is then left alone, and the temperature allowed to rise until the

thick scum which forms at the top begins to harden and crack, when the

steam is at once shut off. This generally takes place at a temperature

of about 180° to 200°, but on no account should the temperature be
raised to boiling point. The amount of lime necessary to neutralise the

acidity of the liquor, and effect the coagulation of the albumen, or, in

other words, to properly clarify the liquor, is somewhat variable, and it

requires considerable experience to judge correctly. The usual allowance

is about one pound of temper lime to every 600 gallons of juice when the

canes from which it had been produced were in good condition, and had
not been kept too long after having been cut ; although perhaps the taste

and smell is the best guide. In some cases, especially when the operator

is afraid that there is a large amount of acid, the use of litmus paper is

advantageous, but care should be taken that the fatal mistake of putting

in an overdose of lime be avoided. After allowing the liquor time to

settle, which is usually said to be about a quarter of an hour, although

we prefer about double that time, and for that purpose would recommend
an ample supply of clarifiers, it ought when examined in a glass to

have somewhat the appearance of sherry which has not been properly

fined. Small feculaa will be observed floating about in it, showing that

although apparently clear and bright, the process of defecation is by no
means perfect. It is a curious fact that the system of defecation by
means of lime has been practised by the Chinese from time immemorial,
and although, as we have seen, it is far from perfect, no other process

has as yet been discovered which is open to fewer objections.

The accompanying illustration of a steam clarifier will be so readily

understood, that but little explanation is necessary. Fig. 1 is a sectional

elevation, and Fig. 2 a plan. It will be seen that it consists of a rectan-

gular-cast-iron cistern fitted with a double bottom. The space thus
formed, is connected with one end of the coil of pipes situated at the
lower part of the pan, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 ; a small condense water-
cock being in any position in the bottom lining of this space, and an air
cock as shown in Fig. 2 at one end. The coil of pipes are made of
copper, and are clamped together for the convenience of lifting when

required. The two ends of the coil are fitted into stuffing boxes, the

upper end (Fig. 2) being in connection with the steam pipe, and the

other communicating with the space formed by the double bottom of the

clarifier. By means of a steam-cock attached to the upper stuffing box,

the steam may be admitted into the coil, and thence to the bottom of the
clarifier ; the amount of steam, and consequently the amount of heat being

FIC .2.

regulated with the greatest nicety. The stuffing boxes just alluded to

are for the purpose of allowing the coil to be raised up for the purpose

of cleaning out the clarifier, an eye bolt being fitted to the clamp shown

at the other end of the coil (Fig. 1) which when raised causes the

extremities of the pipes to rotate in the stuffing boxes. A plug is placed

in the orifice to which the draw-off-cock is fitted, and perforated with

holes placed at a suitable distance above the bottom of the clarifier, in

order that the sediment formed during the process defecation, may be

prevented from being carried off with the clear liquor. In drawing off the

juice a small quantity of dirty coloured liquor comes off first, which is

usually returned into another clarifier in the process of being filled. The

clear liquor is then run into the filters or evaporating pans, as the case

may be, and, as soon as the whole has been drawn off,—shown by a

change in colour, which can be at once detected by the eye—the cock is

shut, the plug is then raised, and upon the cock being again opened, the

rest of the contents of the pan is usually run off into the still-house.

(To he Continued.)

REPORT ON THE SUEZ CANAL.

By T. Login, C.E., Executive Engineer.

(Continued from page 220.)

Up to the time of my leaving Suez no observations had been taken to

determine with any great accuracy the velocity of the tides in and out of

the canal at Suez, but it had been observed that there is a slight flow of

water through the canal northwards from the Red Sea to the Mediterra-

nean ; but that it is very slight I can testify, for on one of the occasions
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when we dropped anchor in the small steamer going Tip the canal (we

never did so coming down) I dropped crumbs of bread into the water to

try and discover if there was any current, and though I could perceive

the bread sinking two or three feet below the surface, yet I could not

perceive any current up or down the canal. That there is a slight current

northward I believe, and the question is how to account for it. The tidal

wave passes Suez at a considerable velocity, and reaches the Bitter Lake

probably before high water at Suez, so there is a regular stream into this

lake.

The momentum thus given to the water will keep a stream of water

pouring into the lake long after high water at Suez ; for the area of the

lake being several square miles the rise in it will be little, comparatively

speaking. As soon, however, as it does rise, there must be a similar flow

northward through the canal into Lake Timsah, which will slightly raise

its level ; and, again, if this level be thus raised above the main level of

the Mediterranean, a similar action will take place here also, and water

will flow northward ; very slight, indeed, but enough to prevent it being

quite stagnant.

Again, with the ebb tide, the rise of the level water in the Bitter Lake

being so little, and it being upwards of fifteen miles from the Bed Sea,

connected by a narrow canal, the few inches rise can have but little

effect in causing a flow out of the lake southwards between half ebb and

half flood; so that the outflow southwards must be much less than the

inflow northwards, for everyone who has observed the time of high and

low water, and the time of the turning of the tide, must know that owing

to the momentum the current has attained, the water begins to rise or

fall some time before the tide turns in mid-channel.

Now, as the rise and fall in the Bed Sea is five feet, the rush of the

tidal wave up the canal northwards must be much greater than oar

possibly be attained by a slight rise of probably a few inches, and the

extra momentum thns attained by the flood must take a considerable

time to Be overcome by the outflow back from the Bitter Lake, conse-

quently the direction of the ebb must be shorter and less rapid ; so the

conclusion I thus arrive at is that the average level of the Bitter Lake

now, will probably be found to be somewhat higher than that of the Bed

Sea, even though there is a loss by evaporation.

It is thus I would venture to explain why there should be a flow north-

ward up the canal from the Bed Sea into the Mediterranean, but I hopo

shortly to be able to forward a note on the experiments now being made,

which the officer in charge at Suez kindly promised to furnish me with-

However, it has been generally observed that the flood tide at Suez up

the canal is considerable in comparison with the ebb. Be it owing to

causes now given, or evaporation, or probably both combined, the effect

on the canal channel will be to widen or deepen it at the Suez end ; and

unless the sides be protected it may become in time funnel shaped like

the mouths of all tidal rivers ; so I think ,thia should be guarded against,

and rather deepen than widen tho channel, for the transporting' pom

water decreases as the depth increases, it is believed ; and, therefore, if

this be true, less silt will bo brought up the canal into tho Bitter Lake.

This, however, appears to be more a question of interest rather] than im-

poi tance, but in tho case of the tendency to -ilting up of the mouth of the

harbour of Port Said, it is quite another matter, and .-Mould he moat , Lire.

fully considered, I believe, however, thai it will not l"

question for these next ten yeai there [a plenty of time, and

before it arrives there will be, I believe, plenty of funds to meet the

difficulty.

Having thns fully gone into the question! oonneoted with the two extre-

mities of the canal, I fe» r it would occupy too much time to describi

manner in which the breakwater i-< made of blinks of Beton, though it

was fully explained to me, but which has already been described in

BeveraJ works, ho i content myself by sending a specimen of the Beton

made for the Port Said break water.

ling the canal to any much, for in an

engineering point of view, it is simply a great ditch, hardly exceeding

the Ganges Canal in cross sectional area at some parts, and much less

than it, as to length. Any one who has seen the deep digging at the

Synabas ridge at the 12th mile of the Ganges Canal, and the Purean

Kullea one five miles further down, before the slopes were dressed off",

can form a pretty correct conception of what the appearance of the Suez

Canal is in deep digging, with this difference only, that we had clay

where in Egypt they had chiefly sand. In opening the Suez Canal for

traffic before the slopes were dressed, I think tho Canal authorities

showed great sense, for such a work looks much more imposing be

than after the slopes are dressed.

As an engineering work the difficulties to be overcome were little in

comparison to those on the Ganges Canal, where so manv mountain tor-

rents had to be crossed, and a channel had to be dug, and regulated by
falls for a running stream, not a still water one ; while on the Suez Canal

there are neither locks, bridges, or falls, and all these difficulties may
have been said to have been overcome when they got fresh water, and

the dredges were set to work, for then it was only a question of timo ami

money.

It is not necessary for me to say anything about the dredges, and how

they worked, but I will pass them by as the French Engineer did, who
had been describing to me the process of making Beton. when ho

said " that is the steam engine which drove the works, but thero is no

need wasting timo looking at it."

The two difficulties, I may say tho enormous difficulties, the Suez

Canal authorities had to overcome, were the organisation of labour and

the want of fresh water. Any ouo who has had 5,000 or 0,000 workmen
to keep in order out in India can but form a slight idea of the difficulties

of collecting people of all nations. Europe. Asia, and Africa, and

organising them into efficient labourers, but this was effected by the sumo

38 which never fails in India, namely, paying one and all for tho

act mil work dono.

As to the want of fresh water. 1 shall simply mention that at one time tho

chief engineer had, he told me, three thousand camels employedbringing

to the works the nc, if life; so I need say no more as to the

difficulties at starting, any one who has ever been exposed to a burning

sun, and short of water, can imagine the rest. So I shall pass on to

the question of drift sand.

That this has and will cause trouble and inconvenience there can bo no

doubt, but I look on it more as a '•bugbear" than anything else. That

sand in largo quantities is moved by the wind, and will he blown into the

canal, no one will dispute, but whenthe remains of canals made thousands

of years ago aro to bo found, surely tho Suez Canal is not going to dis-

appear all at onco by a dust storm ; but this also may be overcome, of

which more hereafter.

The next difficulty raised is the silt deposit in tho canal. It has been

already shown that there is DO 0U1 rent, to speak of in the canal, except at,

the Sue/end. so the mischief is confined to the last 15 miles of tho

canal, and till I gel a leport ofiho observations that aro now being taker*

1 cannot speak with any certainty as to the velocity or scour along this

portion, but from what I observed, I do not anticipate much difficulty

even in this short distance.

A very important, question, which, though it may not be seriously

entertained now, will mo-t probably be brought forward eie I,.-

namely, as the level of the sweet water canal at Ismailiu

above thai of the Timsah Lake, could not more water be taken from the

Nile to till the lake and the canal to a higher level for It) miles on the

south side, and some 7 miles on the north, and have a setof looks at

both ends tO descend again to lie levels Of bake liullah, the Bitter

Lakes ?

Ship-masters may say there will be delay in p. <m.'li the locks,

but this COUld hardly occupy hall' an hour, and it has been shown that,

there are from '1 to •! hours at lea

for under any eii ii will laker. , pa, li.,inSu,

Port Said except in ca oy isldom lUa '.•
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will practically therefore be no delay by having locks with the centre

portion fresh water, but possibly a saving of time, for ships could while

at anchor get a supply of fresh water of the Nile, and bringing the ships

into a fresh water lake will most certainly kill the marine animals

attached to the ships' bottoms, thus, instead of a loss of time, there pro-

bably will be a great gain by the ships leaving the canal with compara-

tively clean bottoms.

This, however, is not the advantage I look forward to, but to the

reclamation of the desert by irrigation, which is not a matter of doubt

but certainty, for there are proofs existing to show that canals were made
near Ismailia by the ancient Egyptians, so we would only be carrying out

what was formly done several thousand years ago, and the gardens of

Ismailia show that only water is required to make the soil most fertile.

With Lake Timsah converted into a fresh water lake, which formerly it

most probably was (as " Timsah" signifies crocodile, and these creatures

live in fresh or brackish water), there could be no difficulty in running

branch canals from above the locks, so that all the ground round the Bitter

Lakes on both sides, as well as that of Lake Ballah, could be reclaimed,

and not only would the Egyptians be enriched, but the Canal Company

need no longer fear sand storms. This can no doubt be still carried out

by syphons and pass the fresh water under the salt water canal, but the

expense would be considerable.

To carry this out all that appears necessary is to widen the present

fresh water canal from Ismailia to the Nile, and probably a permanent

weir or anicut with regulators would be required to be thrown across the

Nile near Cairo, where stone is to be had in any quantity. Though

this project may at first sight appear too great, yet when it is contem-

plated to construct similar works across such rivers as the Ganges and

the Sutlej where no stone exists, but all must be made of bricks, the

proposal does not appear so problematical as some may at first sight

think, and I believe it could be carried out at comparatively little cost.

With a weir and regulators at Cairo, a complete command could be had

over the supply, so that the whole irrigation system of Egypt could be

vastly improved, for there would be no waiting till the Nile rose, as has

been the case, but the water could be held up to the required level at all

seasons. The work in fact would be similar to the Godavery anicut in

Madras, only on a somewhat smaller scale as to length of work.

These permanent works would have to be constructed by Government,

probably by contract, and would to all intents and purposes be a State

work, chargeable to the whole community, for all would be benefitted

more or less, so unpaid labour had better not be employed on such an

undertaking, for skilled labour would be required.

In widening the present fresh water canal, however, the ancient laws

of Egypt could be put in force with advantage, as the labourers who per-

form this work would have the first claim on the land to be recovered

from the desert, so they would be remunerated by receiving title deeds

to plots of land according to the work performed, thus all would be done

without putting the Government or the Suez Canal Company, to any

extra outlay, while it would be quite in the spirit of the ancient Egyptian

laws, to which I referred in my other report on Egyptian irrigation.

In 1865, before I knew anything about these ancient Egyptian laws, I

suggested in my report on the irrigation of the Eechna Doab, that to

induce people to come and work on the proposed canal at low rates, a

promise of land should be given to the labourers according to the actual

work done by them, and I stated my belief that such an inducement

would draw crowds of labourers, who would gladly work'at comparatively

low rates under such a promise. What I have since learnt while passing

through Egypt confirms me in this opinion, and I think it should be

tried on all new canals where large tracts of waste land are to be

reclaimed.

Viewing the matter in this light it appears to me that making Lake

Timsah fresh water would be adding wealth to the Egyptians, while

probably also it would be a saving to the shareholders of the Suez Canal.

Widening and deepening the canal, as some think is necessary, must be

very expensive in deep cutting, if not a difficult and tedious process

where the belt of rock crosses the line, while to build two locks at either

end before entering the Ballah and Bitter Lakes is a simple affair ; so

both in an engineering and also in an economical point of view this

suggestion appears worthy of consideration—but be it adopted or not, I

for my part have little doubt that the Suez Canal will prove a blessing

to the whole world, to India in particular, and will ere long enhance

Indian revenues several millions yearly by the enlargement of commerce

with the West.

We all know by experience that with canals in India there is a time

of infancy as well as manhood, and that they take several years before

they become remunerative. Possibly such may be the lot of the Suez

Canal, and that for a few years to come the transit dues will hardly cover

the working expenses, in which case there will be a great loss to the

shareholders, and a greater outcry ; but as the canal is now admitted as

far as it goes to have been a success, and that it will ultimately prove

to be a general benefit to the world, let it not be said that the nations of

Europe and Asia allowed the loss to fall on the pioneers who constructed

this great work.

That the work has been honestly executed and paid for, I have every

reason to believe, for on examining the mode adopting of periodically

making sections of the work done and measuring up the whole each time,

deducting former progress, shows that it would be next to im-

possible to use fraudulent measurements, for not only the contractors, but

the workmen were paid by these measurements, so that if at any time

too great a progress was given and afterwards this excess was deducted,

the workmen who were last employed would not be long in pointing out

that they had been defrauded, and if this was customary and these com-

plaints were not heeded, the work would have soon come to a close. The

fact, therefore, that the workmen agreed to be paid by such a system

where the men employed could not probably be always the same, proves

to me that the utmost care must have been taken to have correct

measurements, in other words, quantities can without difficulty be

submitted fraudulently, with measurements the fraud is most liable to

detection.

Believing therefore that the expenditure has been honestly"accounted

for, and bearing in mind the enormous difficulties that have had to be

overcome, and the benefits likely to accrue, I think that an international

guarantee against loss to the shareholders should be given, India bearing

its share of this responsibility ; or if need be, that a sum of 25 millions

sterling should be subscribed, and that the 16i millions expended plus

the interest on capital from the day of the official opening to the day of

settlement, should be paid to the shareholders.

With the balance remaining over, the canal could be put in complete

working order, and lighthouses built in the Bed Sea, while by such an

arrangement the transit dues need only be nominal—only sufficient to

cover working expenses—thus, the returns to each subscribing power

would arise from indirect sources rather than direct taxes on ships passing-

through the canal.

In advocating these views I do so without having any personal interest

in the matter, or knowing any one who has money invested, but simply

from a feeling of justice and gratitude all must feel to those who have

conferred such a great benefit to the civilized world.

PUBLIC WOEKS IN INDIA.

The Public Works Department does not seem to attract the rising

talent of the engineering profession. If the offer of forty appointments

only brought thirteen qualified candidates to the scratch there must be a

fault somewhere.
We believe that the Secretary of State lately offered thirty appoint-

ments to the profession at large without limitation of age, and without

exacting any proof of competence further than the usual certificates

;

for these temporary appointments there were 360 candidates. But there

was one material difference between the terms offered to these gentlemen

and the conditions under which young men enter the open competition
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for the permanent appointments, which, of course, ought to be infinitely

more attractive. The latter are not graded at home, whereas each of

the gentlemen previously referred to was told the exact position and pay,

high or low, which he would receive in India. It is generally supposed

that the successful candidates in the open competition are equally certain,

as they are more deserving of a fixed gradation and promotion, but there

could not be a greater mistake ; and it is this inferior, not to say de-

grading, position of theirs which has stopped the competition. It is true

that a young man knows the exact pay which he will draw on landing in

the country, which is sufficient for the barest necessities, not for the

emergencies of Indian life. But that is a mere nothing ; surely a man
will wish to have some idea of what means of subsistence will be pro-

vided for his family five or ten years hence ; and in most services, the

civil and medical for instance, he could judge approximately in how many
years he would be promoted to a higher grade and pay.

A reference to the so-called gradation list of the Public Works Depart-
ment will show not only that there is no fixed rule of promotion, but
rather that there is a system much more like degradation, and that the

young competitors, as years run on, get often lower and lower, further

and further away from the prospect of a comfortable maintenance.
During 1868-69 thirty-three officers of the Indian staff corps or of

European regiments have been thrust into the department, and been
placed over the head of the competitors in the same list, who had been
professionally educated, proved their competence by a severe test, and
approved value still further by working in India for several years, before
sonic of those, now their seniors, had left their mess-rooms.
Now, we have no interest of the most remote description in this matter,

or in the whole profession ; further, no member of it has addressed us
on the subject, and we are simply prompted by an honest indignation at

the dishonesty of these proceedings. Government knows perfectly well

that the unfair promotion of an unprofessional or locally-trained officer is

a standing insult to every civil engineer who is degraded below him
;

and this insult, instead of being forgotten in the course of years, is ever
afterwards present, humbling his honest pride, and crippling the re-

sources which in any case would barely provide for a gentleman who
desired to lead a Christian's life in India as a family man.

Ensign E , 58th Foot, is placed over a dozen gentlemen of the

service. This means, coupled with similar instances, that the latter will

not send their wives home this season, although they want it, and that

their pale children will have to stay a couple more hot seasons at least

in the plains of India. Is this encouragement to the young competitive

service, or is it an elaborate I system of baby farming, which
has resulted in the literal dying outof all competition, and the announce-

that it will be really dead and buried next year 't We admit that

it is now past once, but we have disclosed the process; the spirit of the
service, in fact, has been crushed by insult and penury, occasionally

quieted by soothing mixture-, it will now lie buried in a ditch, and we
commend the head of the department as a model baby farmer.

—

J

Daily News.

DKSCUII'TION OP BOMB NEW FORMS OF PHOTOMETER.

By Thom F.R.S.E., C.E.

In Tin: Akiiz w of Angnst last, we noticed a form of pbntonn :

to be invented i>y If. Nagant, the principle of which was based upon the

imperfoel transmission of light through a partially opaque liquid. We
have situ- bom Mr. Stevenson :> pamphlet, showing thai

he bad an ationa of M. Nagant, andalso has invented
mi of photometer, which b o be of considerable •

bom which we abstract the following:

—

Baring bad occasion, darn oi t of I860, to make somophoto-
led to adopt the following Lmprovemi n

the construction of
|

may be useful to record, I

have nor anyw] . an account of simiL Pigs. 1

and 2 represent section: of the instrument. OH in Pig. I i

. which, in order to shorten or lengthen the column, is thrust in-

ward 'or holding the i Bold,

oock al tic top for allowing air to e cape. EPDBis a
stuffing bos filled with *>' by which any lea r is readily

absorbed, ai ted bom coming to the oul

I have now to describe a photometer of an entirely different kind from
those :il ready explained, and which. ..are, is new in prin-

ciple. The more immediate object lor which ii. signed «

rather than an optical want, though it also

admits ol photomi ta I for

same time back remarked thai several i have
been preoe omy

storm. A greater number of observations can alone determine whether
the suspicion be well founded that these two atmospheric phenomena are
really connected together. The prognostics of storms are of such great
importance, tending as they do to the preservation of life and property,
that I consider the subject worthy of being farther and more minutely
investigated. The abnormal deficiency of daylight to which I have
referred is so great as to admit of being readily detected by any instru-
ment possessing only a moderate degree of sensibility. For such a pur-
pose as that of measuring the varying amounts of daylight, it seemed
necessary that the instrument should be portable and convenient for
travellers. It seemed further obvious, that to employ any absorbing

medium was objectionable, for there is no known fluid which possesses a
constant degree of transparency. Even though such a fluid could bo
found, it is still, I believe, an unsolved difficulty in physical optics to

reduce the results to a numerical value ; for the successive decrements
of light produced by passing through equal successive length of fluid

may not bo equal. Supposing it has been found that one beam of light

requires two inches of the medium to extinguish it, while another
requires only one inch, we may still be unable, from such data, to arrive

at accurate quantitative values. Could the amount of daylight be ascer-

tained, as is done in experiments on the diverging rays of lamps
or candles, by simply measuring the relative distances of the photometers
from the radiants, the difficulty would disappear, and we should at once
be enabled to arrive at numerical values, because the decreasing inten-

sity of a diverging cone of light is in each case inversely proportional to

the squares of the given distances from the radiant.

It occurred to me that this method of trial might bo attained by
allowing a minute portion of daylight to pass through a small hole

pierced in a diaphragm, behind which the light, spreading into the dark
chamber in concentric spherical shells, would diverge over nearly 180
deg. The intensity of this diverging light could then lie ascertained by
moving a transparent diaphragm near enough the aperture to allow the
eye to decipher any characters that may bo inscribed on it; and in all

cases the distances of the diaphragm from the apert urc necessary for

producing distinct vision would at ouco represent, in the inverse dupli-

c.ne ratio, the intensities of the rays. By arranging numbers in any
order unknown to the observer, the possibility of mistake, arising from
his fancying that he has distinct vision when he has not, might bo pre-

vented. The ability to decipher the symbols furnishes, in each case, a

certain certain proof thai distinct vision has been attained. In Fip. 3, n

represents the minute hole by which the light is admitted ; litde and

/ ;t /- i represent the outer and inner tubes, having numerous stops in

their inner surfaces to prevent stray rays bom being reflected to the

msparenl diaphragm, which may consist either of oiled

paper or ground glass, and k I is the shield for the observe T- aye,

CAPTAIN SCOTT'S GUN CABRIAGB.

An interesting trial of the 25-101' IV sun, On hoard tin' •

:iiio// fag ir, was lately made in
|

n Plymouth, ]

ir-plated ram, designed by Mr. Seed, i
il" in -t ship of its kind

of (•<,• having, instead of the revolving turret, a fixed :

with this large gun, mounted on ('apt. Boo worked on

a turntable in ids it.

A party of 80 seamen gunners bom tie- i

: iir, n i,\ Gunnery Staff Lieut. A. I. tad the experimental

Bring then occurred with thefbllowii

with BOIb. blanl l Din. : third row d, ' after

port, with 671b. blanl i

port, with 671b, (full ha'

Bin. •, fifth round, bom the

Ixth

rouni board l»<«
;
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seventh round from same port, same charge and elevation, and gun
trained as far ahead as ship's fittings would permit, recoil 4ft. 3iin.,

compressor as before ; eighth round from port bow ahead, same charge,

4|- degrees elevation, recoil 4ft. 6in., compressor slackened three cogs
;

ninth round, from same port and bearing with same charge, 4 degrees

elevation, recoil 6ft. compressor slackened four cogs. Motion of firing two
rounds was then made, first on port beam, second on starboard beam, and
the time taken after order to commence was 3min. 23sec. Time of

making the complete circle of the turntable (without firing) was lmin.

30sec. The gun is mounted on Captain Scott's high slide and low car-

riage, which in addition to its ordinary construction, is fitted with a front

hook, working in a hook racer (instead of on a pivot), which prevents

the gun from lifting ; this carriage is adapted for a broadside ship as

well as a fixed turret. The runing in ofthe gun was accomplished by five

men in 40sec. The training is very easy, one man being able to work it.

There is a break fitted to prevent the gun moving in rough weather. By
means of a double-crank hand winch, worked by six men, the gun can

be carried from port to port (four ports), by the turntable, making the

revolution in a minute and a-half. The bow compressors being effectual

no breeching ropes were required. The carriage worked the gun through-

out the trial most admirably and greatly to the satisfaction of the authori-

teis present, but the firing and concussion consequent thereon did some
little damage, scorching the upper deck in front of the turret and destroy-

ing gratings on the fore hatchways, &c. This damage, however, can
easily be prevented in future by plating the deck with iron immediately

in front af the turret, and by pillaring it underneath to give it addi-

tional strength, and fixing iron scuttles over the combings of the hatch-

ways. The turret admits of training the gun as follows :—From the two
foremost ports, angle of training 70 degrees, say from two degrees across

the bow, 68 degrees from line of keel towards the beam. The two beam
ports angle of training is 69 degrees,

—

i.e., from 25 degrees before the

beam to 44 degrees abaft.

GOVERNMENT COAL TEIALS.

The Active, unarmoured screw frigate, 2,322 tons, 600 horse-power, has

lately completed at Portsmouth a series of trials under steam over the

measured mile in Stokes Bay, and six-hour runs south of the Isle of

Wight, with the object of ascertaining the best form of furnace to give

the maximum amount of developed power by the engines with the mini-

mum amount of smoke and heat lost through the funnel per ton of coal

burnt. As regards the returns obtained from the furnace and coal trials

on board the Lucifer and Urgent, those now concluded on board the Active

fully confirm their accuracy on every point, and prove the care with
which they were conducted. The trials have in reality been carried out

with the object of arriving at the results above stated, and without re-

ference to any question of the comparative merits of Welsh and North
Country coals for the Royal Navy ; but as the trials progressed it was
found quite impossible to ignore the question of the comparative qualities

of coals in trials where the comparative qualities of furnaces to burn
those coals were under consideration. The official report of the trials

sent to the Admiralty appear to establish the facts that the new form of

furnace introduced during these trials, at their commencement, on board
the Lucifer and Urgent is much superior to the old form of furnace as a
power-developer and smoke-consumer per amount of coal burnt. It is,

however, important to observe, as affecting simply the peculiar qualities

of North Country or Welsh coal, that the new furnace does not seem so

well adapted for burning Welsh coal as it does for burning Welsh and
North Country together in equal quantities. In the shortened length,

and, therefore, reduced fire-bar area, of the new furnace, as compared
with the old, the Welsh coal burns sluggishly ; but an equal quantity of

North Country coal mixed with it makes up a splendid steam-generating

fire. Taking another experiment, it was found that by burning on one
occasion Welsh coal in the old furnaces, and on another mixed Welsh
and North Country in equal quantities in the new furnaces, the difference

in the results obtained was thirteen per cent, in power obtained and in

fuel burnt to the advantage of the mixed coal and new furnaces.

THE GAS SUPPLY OF THE CITY.

Dr. Letheby, the chief gas examiner appointed by the Board of Trade,

has recently presented to the Court of Common Council a report on the

results of the daily testings of gas supplied to the City during the past

quarter by the City of London, the Chartered, and the Great Central

Companies. With respect to the illuminating power, he states that the
common gas has ranged from an average of 1693 standard sperm candles
in the case of the Chartered Company at Gray's-inn-road, to 18'34 in

that of the Great Central Company at Friendly-place, Mile-end. The
average proportions of illuminating power at the several testing places

had been as follows :—City of London Company cannel gas 25 -87 and
common gas 17'37 ; Chartered Company, at Leadenhall-street, 17"64, and
GrayVinn-lane, 16'93

; and Great Central Company, 18'34. The power
has thus been at all times above the requirements of the Act of Par-
liament. As regards impurity, sulphuretted hydrogen had not been
present at anytime in the gas of any of the companies during the quarter,

and the amount of sulphur in any other form had ranged from an average
of 1328 grains per 100 cubic feet of the cannel gas of the City of London, to

27'87 grains in the common gas of the Chartered Company. The
maximum, minimum, and average amounts of sulphur were as follows ;

—

City Company, cannel gas, 17 p

5, 96, and 13"28
; common gas, 26 -

4, 15'0,

and 2T84 ; Chartered Company at Leadenhall-street, 27'6, 15 -

3, and
2297, and at GrayVinn-lane, 34"5, 181, and 27'87; and the Great
Central Company, 317, 12 -

4, and 21 p 19. The amount of ammonia had not
exceeded the prescribed quantity of five grains per 100 cubic feet, except-

ing on twelve occasions, from the 12th to the 25th of July last, when the
gas of the Chartered Company at Leadenhall-street was overcharged
with that impurity, but the excess arose from accidental circumstances
over which the company had no control.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

(SECTION G).—ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF SEWERS IN
RUNNING SAND.

By Messrs. Reade and Goodison, Civil Engineers.

All who have had experience in engineering are aware that the most
valuable knowledge is often that acquired while contending with unfor-

seen difficulties. The introduction of the present subject to the notice

of the British Association will therefore, we hope, require no apology
beyond the simple statement that some of the sewerage works entrusted
to us having been executed in difficult sandy ground ; we are desirous of
recording for the use of others some of the experience necessarily ob-
tained. Probably no one who has not watched the process oflaying sewers
in ground similar to that which distinguishes the land on the Liverpool,

Crosby, and Southport Railway, the whole distance from Waterloo to
Southport, can form any idea of the difficulties that have to be encountered.
The whole of that district is one mass of sand, resting on a bed of moss
and marl, varying from 10ft. to 20ft. deep below the surface ; and having
no natural drainage—in consequence of the elevation of the shore line of
sandhills—in wet seasons, in the lower portions or slacks, flushes of

water form. The permanent water level in the dryest seasons in these
places is only a few feet below the surface, while sink where you will,

before you get to the depth necessary for a sewer, you are sure to come
to water. Now water in gravel or rock is not difficult to contend against,

but in fine blowing sand it forms a subsoil of running sand or quicksand
of the most lively and insinuating description. Sheet pile or trench as
you may it streams in between the sheeting in streams of sand and also

forces itself bodily upwards in the bottom of the trench by a species of
disguised hydrostatic pressure.. To keep open more than a short length
of trench the full depth during the laying of the pipes is impossible, and
consequently the difficulty of laying the invert of the sewer to a true
gradient is immensely increased, while the low gradients demanded by
the general flatness of the country require for the efficiency of the sewers
extreme accuracy. When practical, in order to relieve the ground of
water, it is advisable we find, when it can be done without timbering, to
open out a long length of cutting about 5ft. or 6ft. deep beyond where
the pipes are actually being laid. In our works, from motives of economy
and others reasons, we have mostly used pipe sewers, socketed, glazed,

and jointed in cement. Theoretically, such pipes with cement joints

should form impervious sewers, but they do not ; with the ordinary
system of laying we know this to be impossible. The consequence is

that where you have several miles of pipes the subsoil water that enters
the sewers is enormous. Summer or winter the flow is unceasing, nor is

this in itself a disadvantage but rather the contrary, for the tendency
of the flow is to keep the sewer sweet and clean. The Blundellsands
main sewer, which, with subsidiary sewers is about two and a-half
miles long, in dry frosty weather last winter when gauged showed a
discharge of 180 gallons per minute, three-quarters of which at least

would be subsoil water, and apparently, except during rain, the flow
does not materially differ at various seasons. This, then, as far as the
water is concerned, is a distinct advantage, but along with the water,
sand streams in and forms a deposit along the whole length of the
sewer, which is only removed by frequent flushing. In every case where
pipes are laid in running sand, however well and carefully the joints are
made, we find this to occur. To get the cement to set before being
washed into the sewer is no easy matter. In laying the pipes about
twenty yards of timbered trench is opened at one time. A dam of sods,

&c, is then formed across it in front of the pipes, and the sand between
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it and the pipes is dug out until a hole is formed from which the water
can be baled out into the trench above, from which it is pumped to the
surface. When all is prepared the pipes are lowered down into the trench
one by one, the joints bedded being laid on a bed of clay puddle 6in.
thick

; the joints are then made good with quick setting cement, and the
cement is covered all round with a good collar of clay puddle to prevent
it being washed into the sewer. With very great care and judgment a
good sewer may thus be formed, but not a water-tight one, and we
always find that the subsoil is drained nearly to the level of the invert
in the very best and most carefully constructed sewers we have yet seen.
This in itself is a positive advantage, but the consequent admission of
running sand—and it is astonishing how fine an opening it will run
through—is an evil which it would be well if possible to guard against.
In addition to this, the sinking of the baling out hole while laying the

a tendency to draw the end pipes downwards, and thus inter-
fere with the true gradients of the sewers. In all sewers in ground of
this nature we have also to form what is called a sump-hole at the
bottom of each manhole, or these would speedily get choked. By the
aid of the flushing apparatus, which wc shall "presently describe, the
deposit in the sewers is flushed into these sump-holes, and then cleaned
out at intervals. It is difficult to convey to anyone who has not seen it

the insinuating nature of this sand, but by attention and frequent flush-
ing we find that well laid pipe sewers in such ground can be kept clean
and sweet. Though sewers are possible and effective, laid in the manner

described, it is a matter of much carj and attention to get them laid
properly, and it is really essential that a clerk of the works should him-
self see every individual pipe laid; with all this still imperfect joints

•
r, for as soon as the baling out ceases, as the pipes are practically

plugged up with a straw ping, which is drawn through the sewer to keep
it clean, the level of the water rises sometimes even above the top of the
pipes, and the hydraulic pressure thns created will find out all imper-

ial sometimes prevent the com en: Betting properly. Again, in
putting in the sump-holes the tendency is to draw the nearest pipes oul
of level, and indeed the most satisfactory way of getting them in is to

pile them all round. Having had all these manifold difficulties to
nter we set ourselves to try and devise some method by which

greater care in ami perfection of laving could be obtained.
The model of the subsoil drain and pipe rest we now have the honour

of .-howing you is partially the result of our experience in laying sewers
in sand.

to ensure greater certainty and perfection in the gradients and junctions.
I and consequently improve the general system of pipe sewerage. Thatthis is of the utmost importance none who practically understand the
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Pip6S We P"*086 »«'* drains 1ft. dia-meter; for 1ft. 6in., 9in. diameter; and for 1ft., Cin. diameter. Thelength is the same as the pipes in the sewers, that is either 2ft or 3ft is

the case may be. The larger pipes wc use in 2ft. flin. lengths Eachpipe is socketted and the sides being brought up square a shoulder is
formed, on which the bricks forming the rest, which also fit the top ofthe drains and the curvature of the pipes, are laid. The pipes fa, thesewer above are arranged so that they break joint with the subsoil drainsand the ends of each sewer pipe rests on the adjoining subsoil pipe. It
will be seen that this arrangement secures ample space under the sewer
tor making the cement joints good. The operation of laying the <ubsoil
drains is somewhat similar to that previously described as the mode we
adopted for laymg pipe sewers before employing this invention, the ohlv
difference being that the joints are made in clay alone, and from thesmall size of the pipes they can be handled and laid much more readily
slight imperfections in the gradients also will not be of the same conse-
quence as in tho sewers. When a sufficient length is opened oucommence laying the sewer pipes upon the brick saddles or rests which
have previously been accurately laid to the proper levels from sight rails
in the usual manner. As this can be done without hurry or oonfusion amore perfect sewer is the result. The subsoil drains are continued throuehsome of the manholes, as shown in the engraving, Pig. 2 and are united
to the main sewer at intervals discharging their contents into sump,
which retain the sand that may be brought clown bv the water and which
then can be readily cleaned out when necessary, in each of the inter.
mediate manholes where the subsoil drains a,v , trough they will
be fitted with a disc plug on the top for the purpose of flushing When
the flushing valves, to be hereafter described, are down the .

any of these disc plugs will allow of any portion of ,he drain being
flushed wuh a g i head of water. [t will thus be -ecu that while we
retain all the advantage of subsoil water we avoid the evils of running
sand, winch, it not attended to, accumulates in the bottom of a sewer
cakes with the sewage matter, and obstructs the flow. Perhaps

FIG. I.

FIC.3.

PlO. l.-Showin* section through manhole, with dushln,? valve and subsoil drain. 1 „.. -.-She-win* .cctlon ofilal
Mo. 3—Showing section of manhole, with ffinah for raiting •Ialc0-gst6 nnj nWiinfr-volvo.
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the pipes, laying a greater length at a tin,.-, and the prevention of
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to fit the subsoil drains with separate manholes and sump-holes would
unnecessarily complicate the sewerage works, besides introducing other

evils. As a rule, we are in favour of introducing subsoil water into

sewers, as a constant flow tends to sanitary efficiency, but where the

sewage is to be used for irrigation it may in some cases render it difficult

to dispose of the whole of the sewage, especially where pumping has to

be resorted to. There are, however, to our mind so many objections to a

separate system that we should not adopt one except for very special

reasons. None can lay down rules and formulae for inflexible guidance

in engineering matters ; all that can be done is to state principles, and
the intelligence of the engineer must be his guide in their application.

Though primarily the object sought in the invention of the subsoil drain

and pipe rest was the more perfect construction of the sewer proper, it

possesses the additional merit of reducing the permanent level of the

subsoil water to a lower level than does the ordinary sewer, and is a dis-

tinct provision for that object instead of an accidental accompaniment of

sewerage works.
Brick sewers it is common to construct with invert blocks, when the

subsoil is wet, and they make a very true foundation to build the sewer
upon. In running sand we find it very much better to construct the

inverts with flanges, and to bed them in clay as a precautionary

measure for keeping the sand out of the sewer. After the sewer is com-
pleted it is imnecessary to keep the invert drain open, as the brick sewer
being porous admits the subsoil water and effectually drains the ground.

During the construction of the sewer the invert blocks act as subsoil

drains and very much facilitate the work. The experiments we have
already made with the subsoil drains have thoroughly satisfied us as to

their efficiency. We find that when they are laid the sewer can be con-

structed with extreme facility with perfect joints, and that the effect of

the sewer pipes breaking joint with the sub-drains is not only to strengthen

the sewer at the joints and prevent drawing, but to ensure perfection in

the gradients. The subsoil drains are in fact a foundation for the pipes

of the sewer, and the sewer itself can be as readily constructed upon
them as if the ground were perfectly dry. Those who have had
experience in running sand will see this is no small advantage indepen-

dently of the draining of the subsoil which will necessarily occur. We
have begun to use the subsoil drains, or " blocks," as the workmen
already call them, in the sewerage works we are carrying out at Birkdale,

and when by their aid we get the 10,000 yards of intended pipe sewers
completed, we shall be in a position to state the results, and to give fur-

ther information to any engineers who may ask for it.

For all sewers, flushing is of the utmost importance, yet how seldom
is any provision made for it except by the introduction of a water com-
pany's hose which combines the minimum of effect with the maximum
expenditure of water. In all our works we introduce flushing valves, but
for sewers in sandy districts they should be used at more frequent inter-

vals, for unless we have abundance of scouring force we are never safe

as to the permanence of the sewer. Frequent flushing is of the utmost
importance ; it is of no use making elaborate provisions that cannot be
used when most wanted, or letting apparatus rust for want of efficiency

in the executive. Local boards too often think they have done every-

think when a sewerage system has been carried out ; that it should be
constantly attended to is of almost equal importance. No apparatus can
dispense with intelligent supervision but we cannot speak too strongly

on this point, for, though it is a truism, local authorities act as if every-

thing were self-acting, and only examine a sewer when it is time to pull

it up. Unfortunately engineers are partly responsible for this state of

things, for their works formerly were, from the absence of provision for

flushing, apparently constructed on the same supposition. Flushing

gates for large sewers are frequently used, but we are not aware of

valves being used by other than ourselves for flushing pipes with their

•own waters. That all sewers should be flushed with their own waters

should be an axiom of engineering, for otherwise in drought when water
is scarce, and the deleterious decomposing matters which invariably

accumulate in the best constructed tributary sewers most require remov-

ing, they stand a good chance of being left to breed fevers and other

diseases. By having the valve, consisting of a cylindrical barrel, of the

diameter of the pipe it is connected with, built into the manhole, and
filled with a flap valve hung to a diagonal face with a brass pin in the

hinge, the water accumulates up the sewer until it rises to the safety

overflow which should be below the level of any adjoining cellars. When
this occurs, sufficient hydraulic power is accumulated to sweep all

deposits out of the sewer below to the next valve. It must be under-

stood that the sewer above the valve for a certain distance also shares in

the cleansing operation ; but the force is greatest near the valve, and it

decreases until it reaches a distance sufficient for the whole of the water
to get into " tram," when the scouring force is equalised though much
diminished. We have used these valves in our works for the last five

years, and find them invaluable. They in fact render that possible which
would otherwise be impossible. We use them up to 2ft. diameter, but

for the larger sizes a small portable crab winch, capable of lifting one
ton, and which fits on the manhole cover and to the barrel of which the
chain of the valve is temporally attached, is employed to lift them. For
brick sewers and sewers of a larger diameter, the flushing gate manu-
factured by Mr. Samuel Harrison, of Soho Foundry, Liverpool, is used.
When not in use it lies baok against the side of the manhole and is held
in its place by a catch. When closed and screwed up by the handscrews,
the water accumulates behind and keeps it tight against its face until

reaching the overflow. On to this gate is fixed a circular valve near the
invert of the sewer, precisely similar to that described for the pipes, and
when it is required to flush the sewer it is suddenly lifted, a rush of water
takes place along the invert and sweeps all before it. When all has
escaped the gate can be thrown back readily as it is relieved from all

pressure. The flow of water being directed to the invert is more effec-

tual than it would be were the gate itself opened, and the flushing force
being applied through a smaller orifice lasts longer and is more sustained.
The great advantage, however, is that a very large sewer can thus be
flushed without any of the mechanical aids necessary for opening a large
flushing gate against pressure, and consequently the cost of the gate is

not half of that of the ordinary sluice. At the termination of all the
sewers we provide a flushing-box and pipe for filling the upper part of
the sewer above the first valve, as the natural flow is there, of course, only
small. The gullies we use are easily cleaned of sand, and have the ad-
vantage of remaining trapped during great drought, as 5in of water must
evaporate before the untrapping takes place.

The form of ventilator though applicable to all situations, is especially

so for districts where either much loose sand is blown about, or where
there is a heavy traffic and consequently muddy roads. The ordinary
form, consisting of a brick chamber and separate ventilating grid, under
such circumstances soon gets choked with mud or sand, and the conse-

quent damp also destroys the efficiency of the charcoal. Iu all sanitary

works, as we before said, we must have efficient superintendence, and the
best method of making that superintendence efficient is to make the
work easy and light. The ventilator consists of a combined manhole and
ventilating cover. The air grid is in the manhole cover itself, the frame
which it fits into being lengthened into an air shaft which is perforated

at the side, and the bottom is sealed with the movable mud basket, to
prevent any passage of air from inside to outside except through the
deodorising charcoal basket. During a heavy fall of rain, or should the
cover accidentally be fixed lower than the road and surface water enter,

the water may overflow the mud basket. To avoid damping the char-

coal, this is provided for by the overflow pipe, which is carried down
into the water of the sump-hole which traps it and prevents it becoming
a channel of communication between the internal gases and the external

air. A small brick chamber or flue is built at the side covered with a
cast iron plate to receive the paving. The mouth of this in the manhole
is fitted with an iron frame to receive the charcoal basket and the upper
part communicating with the perforations in the side of the shaft of man-
hole cover, and thence with the external air. It is evident from this

arrangement that the mud basket can be readily lifted out by its handles
and emptied of its contents, and also that no inspection of the sewer can
take place without this preliminary operation being guaranteed. We
have now described pretty fully our arrangements for sewering wet,

sandy ground. Many of these inventions we use also in other places,

but the original suggestions for them have arisen from our contentions

with sand. In other subsoils, with quick gradients, we only use sump-
holes in those manholes where the valves are fixed, carrying the sewer
through the intermediate manholes by open culverts constructed in

brick, of the form of the sewer, and, in fact, forming the bottom of the
manhole, with a shoulder on each side. Undoubtedly the most efficient

system of sewerage is that which sweeps all matter away at once at the
outlet, and sump-holes should only be used to prevent the possible chok-
ing of the sewers. The conditions of perfect sewerage may be summed
up thus :—true gradients, as quick as can be obtained, but increasing

gradually from the outlet to the branch sewers ; perfect construction ;

requisite depth below the surface ; provision for draining the subsoil

water to the level of the sewers ; adequate flow of water in the sewers ;

abundance of flushing power ; constant flushing ; and sufficient ventila-

tion ; and real active supervision in the executive. But above and be-

yond that, the abolition of cesspools, middens, and stagnant pools,

together with a perfect house drainage are essential. Often when
sewerage works are completed the whole of their utility in a sanitary

point of view is vitiated by criminal neglect of the house drainage. It

is not merely sufficient to connect existing drains or the overflows of

cesspools with the sewers ; they should be thoroughly examined, abolished,

and the drainage reconstructed where necessary. We have no doubt that

defective house drainage is in most cases responsible for local outbreaks

of fever and other diseases, rather than the main sewers. We have not
treated of the ultimate disposal of sewage, as that is not within the scope

of this paper, but may say that we firmly believe irrigation to be the
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only absolute remedy, and that in time, works for effecting it will be con-

sidered an integral portion of any sewerage system. That time has not

yet arrived, but we are rapidly approaching it, and we wish the move-
ment " God-speed." To consider sewerage complete when the sewage is

only turned into a river, or on to a shore, is barbarity unworthy of the

age, and it is the duty of Government, and also we hope its intention, to

absolutely prohibit the fouling of the watercourses and shores, and so

force the question on to its only logical conclusion.

STREET WATERING.—(CHEMICAL SECTION.)

Ox the Publication or Public Thoroughfares by the application
or Deliquescent Chlorides.

By W. J. Cooper.

At Norwich, in 1868, I had the honour of introducing to the notice of

the British Association the subject of the application of deliquescent

chlorides for street-watering purposes. At that time an experiment had
been tried in Baker-street, Portman-square, throughout an exceptionally

hot season with successful results, the surface of the macadam road being
purified, hardened, and concreted, and the obnoxious dust prevented from
rising. In Liverpool, in 1869, Lord-street, Church-street, and Bold-
street, were watered with the chlorides during the month of July, and
the report of the result was very favourable, and further experiments
have been made this year. In many other towns the salts have been
tried this season according to the nature of the roadway, and nearly all

kinds of pavement have been experimented on.

It is difficult to prove satisfactorily the economy resulting from the use
of the chlorides over a limited area. And the Westminster Board of
Works, after observing the effect produced at Whitehall and Knights

-

bridge, resolved to extend the experiment throughout the entire district

nnder their control, comprising an area of 250,000, square yards of road-
way. As soon as the area was extended the saving in labour and water
was at once made evident. By using one ton and a half of salts per day,
costing £3 15s., the labour of ten horses, carts, and men can be dispensed
with, costing £4 10s., or 9s. per horse, cart, and man. The quantity of
water they would put down is consequently saved, namely, 350 loads of
250 gallons each, or 87,500 gallons, which, at lOd. per 1,000 gallons (the
London price for water), would amount to £3 12a. lid. per day, in addi-
tion to the saving in labour of 15s. per day, showing a clear gain of
£4 7s. lid; per day after paying for the salts.

The importance in a sanitary point of view of the use of the chlorides
has been clearly established. The chloride of calcium decomposes the
carbonate of ammonia of the horse droppings, the result being the forma-
tion of carbonate of lime and chloride of ammonium, these salts, together
with the chloride of sodium and the carbonate of lime contained in roads,
causing the concreting effoct so desirable for the prevention of dust. An
effective method of remedying the evils arising from organic matter
deposited in the public thoroughfares is becoming daily a subject of con-
sideration with sanitary authorities, as much sickness is believed to arise
from malaria emanating from this source.

Carbolic acid is used in many towns as a disinfectant, and other power-
ful and poisonous antiseptics have been used lately in watering the
Btreets. The disgusting odour and dangerous nature of some of these
deodorising agents are strong evidence that they would not be used at
nil if the necessity for some determined action to prevent the spread of
contagion and disease was not fully recognised. To completely effect the
object of purifying streets and public places an antiseptic is required
which may be used freely and without fear. It should be as powerful a
disinfectant as carbolic acid, but free from the odonr and poisonous nature
of that article. The deliquescent chloride of aluminium, recently intro-
duced to public notice by Professor Gamgee, seemR to meet all the
requirements needed in tho antiseptic of the future. It is non-poisonous
and free from any odonr

; it prevents decomposition and arrests it when
commenced. It absorbs noxious gases resulting from putrefaction, and
destroys parasitei and germs; iris also not to be surpassed as a pre-
cipitant and deodoriser of sewage, and added to which advantage! it is

only one. third the cost of Carbolic acid.
I propose to add a sufficient percentage of this chloride to tho salts

nscd for street watering, and thereby afford a means „r thoroughly and
effectfvelj purifying public thoroughfares without additional oo I to the
ratepayers, tho value of the water and labour saved being more than
sufficient to pay for the nse of the chlorides.

NAV.W, AECHITECTTJEB.
Strkam Limbs am V7avm in- OomnenoH mra Wayai LKiimcnnu.

By W. J. Macquokn Kan-rink, C.K., LLJD., F.R.SS.L and B.

The lecturer stated that his object was to give a brief siinu.m-v of the
results of some applications.of tho mathematical theory of hydrodj . .

to questions regarding the designing of the forms of ships, and the
mutual actions between a ship and the water in which she floats. The
art of designing the figures of ships had been gradually developed by
processes resembling those called " natural selection" and the " struggle
for existence," in the course of thousands of years ; and had arrived in

skilful hands at a perfection which left little more to be desired, when
the object was to design a ship that should answer purposes and fulfil

conditions which had previously been accomplished and fulfilled in tho
course of practical experience. But cases now frequently arose in which
new conditions were to be fulfilled, and purposes were to be accomplished
beyond the limits of the performance of previous vessels ; and in such
cases the process of gradual development by practical trials made with-
out the help of science was too slow and too costly, and it became neces-

sary to acquire and to apply scientific knowledge of the laws that
regulate the actions of the vessel on the water and of the water on the
vessel. Amongst the questions thus arising were the following :—What
ought to be the form of the immersed surface or skin of a ship in order
that the particles of water may glide smoothly over it ? And the form
of such a surface being given, how will it affect the motions of particles

in its neighbourhood, and what mutual forces will be exerted between
the particles of water and that surface ? Practical experience, unaided
by science, answers the first question by saying that the surface ought
to belong to a class called " fair surfaces"—(that is surfaces free from
sudden changes of direction and curvature), of which various forms have
in the course of ages been ascertained by trial, and are known to skilful

shipbuilders. The answer is satisfactory, so far as it goes ; but in order

to solve problems involving the mutual actions of the ship and the water,

something more is wanted, and it becomes necessary to be able to construct

fair surfaces by geometrical rules based'on the laws of the motionof fluids,

and to express their forms by algebraic equations. There were many
very early attempts to do this, but not being based on the laws of hydro-

dynamics they resulted merely in the finding of empirical rules for repro-

ducing, when required, forms that had previously been found to answer
in practice, and did not lead to any knowledge of the motions of the

particles of water or of the forces exerted by and upon them ; and they

had little or no advantage over the old process of modelling by the eye
and hand, and of " fairing" the lines by the help of an elastic rod called

a " batten." As regards this process, indeed, mathematical methods
about to be referred to, are to be regarded, not as a substitute for it in

designing the form of a ship, but as a means of arriving at a knowledge
of the mutual actions between her and the water, which the old process

is incapable of affording. The earliest method of constructing the

figures of ships by mathematical rules based on hydrodynamical principles,

was that proposed by Mr. Scott Russell about twenty-five years ago, and
since extensively practised. It consisted in adopting for the longitudinal

lines of a ship, curves imitated from the outlines of waves in water. Tho
motions which surfaces formed upon this model impressed on tho water
were known to a certain degree of approximation. Thoso " wave lines,"

however, although they were fair curves in the sense already mentioned,

were by no means tho only fair curves, but were only one class out of

innumerable classes of curves having the property of gliding smoothly

through the water ; and it was well known in practice that vessels had
proved successful whoso lines differed very -widely from wave-lines. It

was, therefore, desirable that methods should bo devised of construct ine;

by mathematical rules, basod on tho laws of the motion of fluids, a great,

variety of curves possessing tho requisite property of fairness, and not.

limited to the wave-line shape. Such had boon tho object of a series of

researches that had been communicated to the Royal Society at dill'i rent

dates since 1862. .They rolated to tho construction of what it hus been

proposed to call stream-lines. A stream-line is the track or path traced

by a particle of water moving in a smoothly and steadily Bowing current.

If, when a ship is gliding ahead through the water with a oertain speed,

we imagine the ship to bo stationary, and the water to lie flowing Bated)

past the ship in a smooth and steady current with an equal average

speed, the motion of tho ship anil of the particle of water rclathch to

each other are not altered by that supposition] and it becomes evident

that if the form of surfaco of tho skin of the ship has the propartj of

fairness, all the tracks of the particles >: water as they glide over that

surface are stream-lines, ami the surface itself is one containing an inde-

finite number of stream-lines j or, as it b iilcd, a stream-line

surface. It is al o ! red thai when we bavS dedUOOd from the

laws of the mot ion of fluids, the relations which exist bat w ecu the forme
of the stream linns in different parts of a current, and between thoso

forma and the velocities of the particles atthsj glide along dlAwant
parts of thoso lines, we know the relation between the form and spaed of

a ship whose surface i ivith certain

anil the motions of tie- PartJOlSS of water in various positions in tho

Of that ship. The lecturer than | >i .
-• .

« • 1. . I I -
. explain

and to Qlustate bj diagrams the methods of oonstruoting stream-Lii

These methods Iran baaed apon the application to stream-lines boa
currant of fluid of • mathematical prooaas, which had proriousl] b

:V2
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applied by Mr. Clerk Maxwell to lines of electric and magnetic force. A
current of fluid is represented on paper by drawing a set of stream-lines,

so distributed that between each pair of them there lies an elementary

stream of a given constant volume of flow. Thus while the direction of

flow is indicated in many given parts of the current by the direction of

the stream-lines, the velocity of the flow is indicated by their compa-
rative closeness and wideness apart, being evidently greatest where those

lines lie closest together, and least where they are most widely spread.

If upon the same sheet of paper, we draw two different sets of stream-

lines, these will represent the currents produced in one and the same
mass of fluid by two different sets of forces.

The two sets of lines represent a network ; and if, through the angles

of the meshes of that network we draw a third set of stream-lines, it

can be proved from the principle of the composition of motion that this

third set of lines will represent the current produced in the same mass
of fluid by the combination of the forces which, acting separately, would
produce the currents represented by the first two sets of stream-lines

respectively. The third set may be called the resultant stream-lines,

and the first two the component stream-lines. Suppose, now, that a
third set of component stream-lines are drawn, representing the current

produced by a third set of forces ; this will form a network with the

previously drawn resultant stream-lines ; and a set of lines drawn
through the angles of the meshes of this new network will represent the

resultant current produced by the combination of the three sets of

forces ; and so on to combinations of any degree of complexity that may
be required. In order to draw a system of stream-lines suited for the
longitudinal lines of a ship, three sets at least of component stream-lines

must be combined. One of these is a set of parallel straight lines,

representing an uuiform current running astern with a speed equal to

the actual speed of the vessel. A second set consists of straight lines

radiating from a point called a focus, in the fore part of the vessel, and
they represent the diverging motion that is produced by the ship dis-

placing the water near her bows. The third set of component stream-
lines consists of straight lines converging towards a second focus in the
after part of the vessel ; and they represent the motion of the water
closing in astern of the ship. The resultant stream-lines thus produced
present a great variety of forms—all resembling those of actual ships,

having all possible proportions of length to breadth, and all degrees of

bluffness and fineness at the ends, ranging from the absolute bluffness of
a sort of oval, to a bow and stern of any degree of sharpness that may
be required. It has been proposed to call stream lines of this sort

Oogenous Neoids : that is, shiplike-lines generated from an oval ; because
any given set of them can be generated by the flow of a current of water
past an oval solid of suitable dimensions. The properties of these curves
were investigated in 1862. They have, however, this defect, that the

absolutely bluff ovals are the only curves of the kind that are of finite

extent ; all the finer curves extend indefinitely in both directions ahead
and astern ; and in order to imitate the longitudinal lines of a finer ended
vessel, a part only of some indefinitely extended curve must be taken.

In 1870 an improvement in the construction of such curves was made, by
which that defect was overcome ; it consisted in the introduction of one
or more additional pairs of foci, involving the combination of at least

five sets of component stream-lines. By this device it is possible to

imitate the longitudinal lines of actual vessels by means of completely
closed curves, without using portions of indefinitely extended curves

;

and thus the knowledge of the motion of the particles of water, as
shown by the stream-lines that lie outside the closed lines representing
the form of the vessel, becomes more definite and accurate. The
lecturer mentioned that the idea of employing four foci and upwards
had been suggested to him by the experiments of Mr. Fronde on the
resistance of boats modelled so as to resemble the form of a swimming
bird, for which purpose stream-lines with four foci are specially adapted.

It has been proposed to call such lines, Cycenogenous Neoids that is, ship-

like curves of shapes like that of a swan. In such curves, when
adapted to fine-ended ships, the outer foci—that is, the foremost and the
aftermost, are situated in or near the stem and sternpost of the vessel,

which are represented in plan by small horseshoe-like curves, as if they
were rounded off at the corners, instead of being square, as in ordinary
practice. The inner foci are situated respectively in the fore and after

body. When the foci of the longitudinal lines of a vessel have been
determined, the proportion borne by the aggregate energy of the motion
impressed on the particles of the water to that of the motion of the

vessel herself, can be approximately determined ; and it is found to

range, in different cases, from one-half to the whole energy of the ship.

A convenient empirical rule for the approximate displacement of a ship

with a true stream-line surface has been incidentally obtained in the
course of these investigations : it is as follows : find the positions of the
two cross-sections whose areas are each equal to one-third of the mid-
ship section ; multiply five-sixths of the longitudinal distance between
those cross-sections by the midship section ; the product will not differ

by more than about two per cent, of its amount from the actual dis-

placement, if the ship is bounded by a true stream-line surface. This
has been found by trial to hold for various forms and proportion, rang-
ing from a sphere to a very sharp wave-line.
The lecturer next proceeded to explain the bearing of some of the

mechanical properties of waves upon the designing of vessels, especially
when these properties are taken in combination with those of stream-
lines. It had long been known that ships in moving through the water
were accompanied by trains of waves, whose dimensions and position
depended on the speed of the vessel ; but the first discovery of precise
and definite laws respecting such waves was due to Mr. Scott Eussell,

who published it about twenty-five years ago. The lecturer now
described, in a general way, the motions of the particles of water, in a
series of waves, and illustrated them by means of a machine contrived
for that purpose. He showed how, while the shape of the wave advances,
each individual particle of water decribes an orbit of limited extent in a
vertical plane. The periodic time of a wave, its length, the depth to
which a disturbance bearing a given ratio to the disturbance at the sur-
face of the water extends, and the speed of advance of the wave, are all

related to each other by laws which the lecturer explained. He then
stated that Mr. Scott Eussell had shown that when the vessel moved no
faster than the natural speed of advance of the waves that she raised,

these waves were of moderate height, and added little or nothing to her
resistance ; but when that limit of speed was exceeded, the waves, and
the resistance caused by them, increased rapidly in magnitude with in-

crease of speed. His own (Professor Kankine's) opinion regarding these
phenomena was that when the speed of the vessel was less than, or equal
to the natural speed of the waves raised by her, the resistance of the
vessel consisted wholly, or almost wholly of that arising from
the friction of the water gliding over her skin ; and he considered
that this opinion was confirmed by the results of practical ex-

perience of the performance of vessels. The wave-motion, being im-
pressed once for all on the water during the starting of the vessel, was
propagated onward like the swell of the ocean, from one mass of water
to another, requiring little or no expenditure of motive power to keep it

up. But, when the ship was driven at a speed exceeding the natural
speed of the waves that she raised, those waves, in order to accompany
the ship, were compelled to spread obliquely outwards instead of travell-

ing directly ahead ; and it became necessary for the vessel, at the ex-
pence of her motive power, to keep continually originating wave motion
afresh in previously undisturbed masses of water ; and hence the waste
of power found by experience to occur when a ship was driven at a speed
beyond the limit suited to her length. This divergence, or spreading
sideways of the train of waves, had a modifying effect on the stream
lines, representing the motions of the particles of water. It cansed
them, in the first place, to assume a serpentine form, and then, instead of
closing in behind the ship to the same distances from her course at which
they had been situated when ahead of her, they remained permanently
spread outwards. In other words the particles of water did not return

to their original distance from the longitudinal midship plane of the

vessel, but were shifted laterally and left there, much as the sods of

earth are permanently shifted sideways by the plough. The place of the
water which thus fails to close in completely astern of the vessel, is

supplied by water which rises up below, and forms a mass of eddies roll-

ing in the wake of the ship. This was illustrated by a diagram. Lastly,

the lecturer explained the principles according to which the steadiness

of a ship at sea is effected by waves ; and the difference between the

properties of steadiness and stiffness. The mathematical theory of the

steadiness of ships has been known and applied with useful results for

nearly a century ; but in the course of the last few years it had received

some important additions, due especially to the researches of Mr. Froude
on the manner in which the motions of the waves effect the rolling of the

vessel. A stiff ship is one that tends strongly to keep and recover her
position of uprightness to the surface of the water. A steady ship is

one that tends to keep a position of absolute uprightness. In smooth
water these properties are the same ; a stiff ship is also a steady ship in

smooth water. Amongst waves, on the other hand, the properties of

stiffness and steadiness are often opposed to each other. A stiff ship

tends, as she rolls, to follow the motions of the waves as they roll ; she

is a dry ship ; but she may be what is called uneasy through excessive

rolling along with the waves. The property of stiffness is possessed in

the highest degree by a raft, and by a ship, which like a raft, is very

broad and shallow, and whose natural period of rolling in smooth water
is very short compared with the periodic time of the waves. In order

that a ship may be steady amongst waves, her natural period of rolling

should be considerably longer than that of the waves, and in order that

this property may be obtained without making the vessel crank, the

masses on board of her should be spread out sideways as far as practic-

able from the centre of gravity ; this is called " winging out the weights."

A vessel whose natural period of rolling in smooth water is only a little
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shorter or a little longer than that of the waves has neither the advant-

ages of stiffness nor those of steadiness, for she rolls to an angle greater

than that of the slope of the waves ; and her condition is specially unsafe

if her natural period of rolling is a little greater than that of the waves
;

for then she tends to heel over towards the nearest wave crest, to the

danger of its breaking inboard. This is called rolling "against the

waves." The most dangerous condition is that of a vessel whose period

of rolling in smooth water is equal to that of the waves that she en-

counters ; for then every successive wave makes her roll through a

greater and greater angle, and under these circumstances no ship can be
safe, how great soever her stability. All these principles have been
known for some years, through Mr. Fronde's researches. The lecturer

exhibited a machine which he had contrived for illustrating them, in

which the dynamical conditions of vessels of different degrees of stiff-

ness and steadiness were approximately imitated by means of a peculiarly

constructed pendulum, hanging from a pin whose motions imitated those

of a particle of water disturbed by waves.

LIGHTNIXG AND TELEGRAPH WIRES.

By S. Alfeed Yabley, Assoc. Inst. C.E.

In the early days of practical electric telegrapy, which may be said to
date from the incorporation of the Electric Telegraph Company in 1846,
lightning protectors to protect the coil wires were adopted in telegraph
offices. The general type of the protectors employed may be described
as consisting of insulated metallic conductors terminating in points in
close proximity to a conductor in metallic connection with the earth.
At a subsequent date the use of lightning protectors was almost

entirely abandoned. Among the causes which may be mentioned as con-
tributing to their disuse were : 1. From their construction thev involved
u greater complication in the connections. 2. They occasionally caused
interruptions to the telegraph circuits in consequence of the insulated
pointed conductors coming in contact with the earth conductor. 3. In
practice they were found not to prevent the fnsion of the coils, or only
exceptionally

;
for although in the event of lightning striking the wires,

the lightning leaped across the space of air separating the pointed con-
ductors, an electrical discharge also passed through the coils, and fre-
quently fused them.

In 1848, Mr. C. F. Varley, taking advantage of the lesser resistance
which a partial vacuum opposes to the passage of electricity, constructed
lightning protectors, in which the insulated conductors and the earth
conductor were enclosed in an exhausted chamber. In the earlier con-
struction of these vacuum protectors the exhausted chamber was her-
on -tit-ally sealed by means of a resinous cement. In practice, however,
it «M Bound to be very difficult to maintain the partial vacuum in a
chamber sealed in this way; and in 1861, Mr. 0. P. Varley abandoned
hhu mode of construction, ami adopted lightning protectors in which
platans wires Sited into a partially exhausted glass bulb were placed
upon a lightning protector of the original type, consisting of insulated
pointed conductors in close proximity to an earth conductor. The
pxaotkeJ ue of these protectors has been almost entirely limited to the
protection of the shore ends of submarine cables ; the chief objection tn
them is thai the platans wires are frequently rosed, and the efficiency of

red by the tirnt Bash of lightning striking the wires.
When lightning storms occur in the neighbourhood of telegraph
although tin- wires may not be actually struck, powerful train a! are in-

I in the wires. These currents may be Bufflci ome
IE coils, but they more frequently simply dl

nen reverse the magnetism of the magnetic
theeoils of lieedlolelegrapb in irumcn!

;
;,,„|m.

office dm
. which may be a long way from the office, 11 I

frequentl etic needles of all the a< i dli

the district of the storm are again and
demagneti ed, and oommiiiriofttion on these ononrai interrupted
time.

The e .-unt of damage caused by bgUnring to telegraph in-
Li rable, and varies i tl different years, bul the interrup-

tion which ligl aeedle telegraph cin especially,
erioos than the damage to the apparatn il elf j and aa

nearly all tin- railways in this country adojri aeedle telegi
of their simplicity, their telegraphic communicatii -. liable to

irruption whi-i ip. Needle telegraph ai

ed (or train signalling, and thedi ition,
'"' " m in instruments employed lor tin

in in the case of inatrm

upon the
i

working of the appaii

rail ways led the
writer of this papei soi

subject, with a view to producing a more reliable and more durable in-

strument. The conditions which it is desirable needle instruments, and
more especially train-signalling instruments, should possess are almost
self-evident to any one giving attention to the matter.

1. The instruments should be of a simple, strong, mechanical construc-
tion, so as not to be liable to derangement by the rough usage they are
sometimes subjected to in signal boxes. 2. The magnetic needles should
be incapable of demagnetisation. 3. The coils should be efficiently pro-

tected from being damaged by lightning.

In January, 1866, the author designed and constructed instruments
which he believes to fulfil, in a great degree, the conditions to be desired

in needle telegraphs.

1. In respect to the mechanical parts of the instrument, instead of

attaching the metal bearings by means of screws or bolts to a wooden
case, and making the commutator barrel part metal and part wood, sub-

stances which can never be permanently united, the inventor constructs

the instrument case, the bearings, and the blocks or anvils, which limit

the motion of the handle, and which have to bear the strain and concus-

sion of cast iron, in one solid piece, so there are no parts to be shaken
loose. The commutator barrel is also a solid piece of metal, and the

contact springs are so arranged that, however, ronghly the instrument

may be handled, they cannot be subjected to more than a definite limited

amount of strain.

2. The magnetic needles inside the coils are made of soft iron instead

of magnetised tempered steel, and these are rendered magnetic by in-

duction from permanent magnets in the neighbourhood of the coils. As
the soft iron needles are magnetic only by virtue of the permanent
magnets in their proximity, the influence of powerful currents induced
by lightning can only be momentary.

3. The coils are protected from fusion by means of a novel protector,

which the inventor terms a lightning bridge, as it forms a bridge for the

high tension electricity to pass over. It is this bridge which the author

more particularly desires to bring before the notice of the section.

It is a well-known fact that when a discharge of high tension electri-

city, such as that developed by a frictional machine, or by lightning, is

passed through a loop of wire, the extremities of which nearly approach
one another, although the wire loop may oppose but little actual i

tance to the quantity of electricity developed, the discharge will leap

across the space of air separating the extremities in preference to passing

throughout the length of the loop. This arises from the momentary
resistance which the wire opposes to polarisation ox magnetisation, a

resistance probably approaching to infinite resistance during an infinitely

small interval of time, and the result is that, even in a vacuum protector,

where the earth conductor and insulau -I pointBSffe enclosi '! ina partially

exhausted chamber, the main body of the discharge will II the

space of air separating the insulated conductors and the earth conductor

outside the exhausted bulb ; and in every case cominguiidi r the writ) is

notice, where lightning has struck wires protected by vacuum proteoton,

i isolated conductors and the earth conductor outside the exhausted
chamber have been more or less burnt, indicating the passage of

lightning.

The author, when experimenting with electric currents of varying

degrees Of tension, hail obSI rved the very great resistance which ;i
'

mass of dual composed ev< n of conducting matter will oppose to electric

currents of moderate tension. With a tension of, say, Bfty DanieU cell".
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I

earthy matter . i m audi cent man. i

cal discharge, aa ii indicated bj the foil The
author placed masses of powdered blackhnd and powdered wood < har-
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metallic conductors opposes practically a decreasing resistance to an in-

creasing electrical tension, and that incandescent particles of carbon
oppose about l-60th part of the resistance opposed by a needle telegraph
coil. Eeasoning upon these data the author was led to construct what
he terms a " lightning bridge," which he constructs in the following
way : Two thick metal conductors terminating in points are inserted
nsually in a piece of wood. These points approach one another within
about l-18th of an inch in a chamber cut in the middle of the wood.
This bridge is placed in the electric circuit in the most direct course
which the lightning can take, as shown in the diagram, Fig. 1, and the
space separating the two points is filled loosely with powder, which is

placed in the chamber, and surrounds and covers the extremities of the
pointed conductor.

FIC . I . FIC .2,

The powder employed consists of carbon (a conductor), and a non-

conducting substance in a minute state of division. If we consider for

a moment what must follow when lightning strikes the wires (keeping
in view well-established laws), we shall find that the electric discharge

passing through the telegraph coils is not momentary, but occupies time.

When the insulated telegraph wire is struck the effect of the electric

discharge is to polarise and to magnetise the line wire throughout ; after

the discharge the wire returns to its normal unpolarised condition, but
as is well-known the cessasion of the magnetisation although very rapid

is not instantaneous, and as is also well-understood the effect of the wire,

assuming its normal unmagnetic condition, will be to develop an electric

current flowing in the same direction as the electric discharge which
magnetised the wire. The tension of the current developed by the
demagnetisation will be very great at its first development, and it will

rapidly afterwards fall to zero. We therefore have, first, the main dis-

charge of electricity of very high tension which passes by the shortest

route, and which does not wait to polarise the coil wires, but leaps across

a space of air to the earth conductor as the easier course, followed by a
secondary current flowing in the same direction, but occupying time.

The tension of this secondary current, although at first very high is not
nearly so great as the lightning discharge. And the greater portion, if

not the whole, of it will pass through the coils which oppose, when time
is given, a much lesser resistance than the smallest possible space of air.

It would, therefore, seemthat when telegraph circuits protected by ordinary
protectors are struck by lightning, it is to this secondary current and not
to the main discharge the fusion must be attributed. The fusion of the
platina wires in the vacuum protectors must also be attributed to this

secondary current, and not to the main discharge. The coils of needle
telegraphs are more frequently fused than those of other telegraphic

apparatus in which electro-magnets are employed, and this is in the
authors opinion a strong confirmation that the fusion of the coils is

due to the secondary current developed by the demagnetisation of the
line wire.

The relay coils used in other telegraph systems have soft iron cores

which become magnetic when a current is passing through the coils.

And a greater amount of magnetism is developed in the cores than in

needle telegraph coils, but a very sensible time is occupied by the soft

iron cores passing from the normal to a magnetised condition, and when
the line wire of such a circuit is struck by lightning, the tendency of the
secondary current developed by the demagnetisation of the line wire is

to magnetise the soft iron cores. The momentary resistance these cores

oppose to magnetisation is very great ; the demagnetisation of the line

wire, therefore, proceeds more slowly, the electricity generated by the
demagnetisation being of a definite amount, the tension of the secondary
current is proportionately reduced in accordance with the time occupied
by the demagnetisation, and the coils are not so liable to be fused. The
retardation which the magnetisation of an electro-magnet opposes to the
demagnetisation of another one is well-known, and is explained in

"Culley's Handbook of Electric Telegraphy," page 210. The author
refers to it because he is most anxious to advance only that which is the
result of his own direct experiment, or is based upon well-established

laws generally accepted by leading electricians. The action can be
better illustrated by a diagram, Fig. 2, which represents a Morse tele-

graph circuit having a lightning protector connected to it.

The line wire of a telegraph circuit is only a continuation of the coil

wires, and is rendered magnetic in the same way by electric polarisation,

the chief and almost the only difference being that in the coils the
magnetism is concentrated in a much smaller space. The force of the
lightning may be regarded as irresistible, and if there were no other
channel excepting the convolutions of the electro-magnets, it would pass
through them. The lightning magnetises the line in its passage, and
leaps the space separating the points of the protector, as the easier

course, and does not magnetise the electro-magnets. Demagnetisation
of the line wire, which always takes time, and which can be retarded,

follows, and the resistance which the soft iron cores oppose to the assump-
tion of the magnetised condition, does retard the demagnetised condition,

does retard the demagnetisation of the line wire, reducing the tension of

the secondary current.

Needle telegraph coils not having a mass of iron in them to be
magnetised, demagnetisation of the line wire follows much more quickly ;

the secondary current is more intense, and the coils more often suffer.

We have now to consider the behaviour of the lightning bridge in a cir-

cuit struck by lightning. The lightning finds in its direct path, not a
space of air, but a bridge of powder, consisting of particles of conduct-
ing matter in close proximity to one another ; it connects these under
the influence of the discharge, and throws the particles into a highly in-

candescent state. Incandescent matter, as has been already demon-
strated, offers a very free passage to electricity, and the secondary
current developed by the demagnetisation finds an easier passage across

the heated matter than through the coils.

The reason a powder consisting entirely or chiefly of conducting
matter, cannot be safely employed, is that, although in the ordinary con-

ditions of things it would be found to oppose a practically infinite resis-

tance to the passage of electricity of the tension of ordinary working
currents when a high tension discharge occurs, the particles under the

influence of the discharge will generally be found to arrange themselves

so closely as to make a conducting connection between the two points of

the lightning bridge. This can be experimentally demonstrated by
allowing the secondary currents developed by a Ehumkoflfs coil to spark

through a loose mass of blacklead. The crucial test, however, is the

behaviour of the bridge in practice. These lightning bridges have been
in use since January, 1866. More than four years, at the present time,

there are upwards of 1,000 doing duty in this country alone, and not a
single case has occurred of a coil being fused when protected by them.

It is only right, however, to mention that three cases, but three cases

only, have occurred where connection was made under the influence of

electrical discharge between the two metallic points in the bridge. The
protectors in which this occurred were amongst those first constructed,

in which a larger proportion of conducting matter was employed than

the inventor now adopts. The points also in those first constructed were
approached to l-50th of an inch from one another; and the author has

no doubt, from an examination of the bridges afterwards, that under the

influence of a high tension discharge, connection was made between the

two metallic points by a bridge of conducting matter, arranged closely

together, and if the instruments had been shaken to loosen the powder,

all would, have been put right. In one of these three cases—and it was
the only one in which the author was supplied with the details—he
ascertained that the protector was attached to a needle telegraph, having-

the ordinary magnetic needles made of tempered steel magnetised ; and

on the removal of the bridge after the discharge, so completely had the

electricity been carried away by the bridge, that the magnetism of the

magnetic needle was found not to have been affected.

As needle telegraphs are largely employed in this country, and as there

is every probability that they will be still more largely used, it must be

evident that it was very desirable to obtain an instrument which could

not be demagnetised, and which was not liable to be damaged or inter-

rupted by lightning ; but attempts to advance generally meet with more
or less prejudice and interested opposition, and the introduction by the

author of these improvements has been no exception to what would seem

to be a universal law.

The introduction of the author's instruments did, however, make
steady way. Many attempts were made to supersede his coils ; and in

1869 there was at least one other form in practical use, and there may
have been others. The desirability of protectors for needle telegraphs

was also recognised at this period.

In September, 1869, a change took place in the telegraphic adminis-

tration of this country consequent upon the Government acquiring the

telegraphs, and the Postmaster-General, by public advertisement, invited
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tenders for telegraph apparatus, and, among the apparatus specified,

samples were requested of needle telegraph instruments with soft

iron needles, rendered magnetic by induction from permanent mag-
nets.

This may be regarded as the first official recognition of induced

magnet coils. Samples of coils of different forms having induced,

magnetic needles were submitted by the leading manufacturers ; the

construction designed by the author was, however, found to be the most
sensitive of those submitted. It was accordingly selected, and has been
adopted. The author was the first to construct practically successful

coils with induced magnets, and he has probably worked more earnestly

in this direction than other telegraphic engineers ; but he met with little

encouragement when he first introduced them, which was in 1866. Four
years only have elapsed since then, and the days of permanent magnetic
needles for needle telegraphs are already numbered. There are now
some thousands of induced magnet coils doing daily work, and the coils

of the old pattern are being converted into induced magnet coils. There
is every probability that in a very few years the substitution of induced
magnetic needles for the so-called permanent ones will have become
universal in this class of telegraphs. There are upwards of 1,000 of the
author's lightning bridges doing duty in this country, but this does not
bear a large proportion to the telegraphs of the United Kingdom. The
protector, which lately appears to have found favour, and is probably the
most extensively applied, consists of two silk wires wound side by side

npon a bobbin. It was thought the lightning (as it has to pass through
these wires before reaching the instrument coils) would take the shorter
course of leaping through them, instead of passing throughout the
length of the instrument coils, and the author has no doubt that the
main discharge does take this shorter course. The coils are, however,
found in practice not to escape fusion, but it is hoped by those who advo-
cate this form of protector that they will be made efficient by increasing
the length of the wire on the bobbins. The author thinks no very good
result will be obtained in this way, but it remains to be seen, granting
even that lengthening the protector wires will make them so far effective

as to prevent the fusion of the coil wires. These protectors can scarcely
then be considered to fulfil the conditions to be desired, for one of two
things will probably take place—either the protector wires will be fused
together by the passage of the lightning across, or the circuit will be
divided, and in either case communication will be interrupted ; and if

there be several stations upon the same circuit, the fusion of the pro-
tector wires may take place at more than one station, and until they have
been removed and reconnected communication throughout the circuit

will be interrupted. The author is quite willing to leave the value of
his lightning bridge to be decided upon its merits. Its design has been
the result of patient investigation ; the data upon which it has been con-
structed have all been obtained from direct experiment. It is simple in

construction. It has been tested upon a considerable scale for upwards
of four years, and the author claims upon the results obtained that the
" bridge " possesses the conditions to be desired in a greater degree than
any other protector he is acquainted with.

Appendix.

Experiments to test the Resistance opposed to the passage of Electricity by

powdered conducting Matter.

Two crucibles were filled with blacklcad powder (the best commercial
blackload rued for domestic purposes). Two crucibles were tilled with
powdered charcoal obtained from a charcoal dealer. The battery poles
of n 12-eoll sulphato battery were placed half an inch apart in the pow-
ders, a horizontal galvanometer being included in the circuit, and no
deflection was obtained either with tho blackload or the charcoal pow-
der; the galvanometer employed gore a deflection SOdeg. with 12 cells
thro'i

i of 66,000 ohma. Tho crucibles were then heated
to a full red heat, and the polec of the 12-oell battery placed in the
heated powder, and I bv the heated powder in

crucible measured. The wood charcoal gave a reeiatance never exo i

7 ohma. The blacklead g eeding 6 ohms. The
emoiblea were then removed fconi the lire and allowed to cool, and te ted

again tome daya afterwards; the powders wen- now found to conduct
when cold. The wood charcoal powder mce continually
varying and ranging between 2,000 and 600 ohi blaoklead
gave a more constant resistance ranging between 100 and 100
ohms.

The efled of highly fa irooal and blacklead appears to bo to
make the particles more dense, and to i> ring them closer together, j o thai

they conduct, and therefore, in the construction of the "bridge,"
neoessaxy to mix suifideni non-conducting powder with the carbon to
prevent the carbon particles from actually touching i another; ti

particles of non-conducting matter ad m a somewhat analogous way,
as the partides of non-oambustible matter in Gale's gunpowder—they
insulate particle from pari

ON PAURE'S BATTERY.

By C. Becker.

Faure's element is a modification of that known as Bunsen's, the poles

consisting of carbon in strong nitric acid and amalgamated zinc in dilute

sulphuric acid. In Bunsen's ordinary form of carbon element the carbon

pole is immersed in a vessel holding a considerable quantity of nitric

acid, which, as it becomes de-oxidised by the electrolytic action of the

current, liberates nitrous acid gas, which rises into the air, rendering it

unwholesome to breathe, and destructive to most metallic apparatus in

its neighbourhood. The purpose of Faure's battery is to obviate these
drawbacks. This is effected by confining the nitric acid inside the car-

bon pole and allowing only sufficient acid to percolate through it, in order
to keep up the necessary electrolytic action of the element. The carbon
pole is made in the form of an ordinary bottle, and is provided with a

carbon or platinum stopper, to which the binding screw of the pole is

attached. This bottle, which fulfils at once the functions of both pole

and porous diaphragm, is placed concentrically in the interior of a cylinder

of amalgamated zinc. And the whole is contained in an earthenware
jar. When set up for action the bottle is nearly filled with the nitric

acid, and the space containing the zinc, between the bottle and the outer

jar, to the required height with the dilute sulphuric acid. The slight

liberation of gas within the bottle causes a sufficient pressure to be
exerted upon the nitric acid to force it gradually through the carbon. In

this way the exterior of the carbon pole remains immersed in a very thin

layer of nitric acid immediately opposite to the zinc, which is in course

of dissolution in the dilute sulphuric acid. In point of constancy this

element is superior to either Bunsen's or Grove's, because the body of nitric

acid remaining protected within the bottle does not become weakened, as

is the case with those forms of elements in which the two fluids are ex-

posed in larger quantities and separated by porous diaphragms. It acts

also entirely without any disengagement of gas into the air, so that it

may be used in any room without disagreeable consequences. A variety

of forms might no doubt be given to these elements which would enable

them to fulfill the desired object. Those which I have placed upon t ln-

table were designed and manufactured by Messrs. Elliott Brothers, and
are found to be convenient for experimental purposes as well as for use

in telegraph offices.

THE UTILISATION OF FIBROUS COTTON SEED.

By Mr. Thomas Rose.

In the present utilitarian age, not a few would be astonished to hear

that a vegetable production which should bo valuable is wasted, not

merely by hundreds and thousands but by millions of tons. He referred

to tho fibrous cotton-seed, and the extent of the waste was conveyed with

the knowledge that for every pound of cotton picked there were three

pounds of seed grown ; and its magnitude was even moro apparent when

they remembered that there was raised last year in America alone cotton

to tho extent of 3,000,000 bales. Taking an average of five bales to the

ton, this would give no less than 1,800,000 tons of seed. From this

dl 'luct tho quantity needed by planters, and there still remained B million

and a-half tons available, and which had hitherto boon of little value,

lying for the moBt part whero it was ginned to rot and spoil. This seed

was composed of 50 per com. kernel, which would yield about one-third

oil anil "><> per cent, husk (i.e., shell with fibre adhering), and npon which

fibre existed in tho samo relative proportion to tho shell as the oil bore to

thekernal. From this they gathered thai the seed, now all but wasted,

would produce no less than 250,000 tens of pure cotton, 260,000 bona of

Ofl, and 500,000 tons of cattle-cake, the pecuniary loss to the community
reaching twenty millions sterling. To show bow the seed could be

tendered available, he showed thai the kema] f for obtaii

oil, and the husk could be sent to the pap. r-mill, where ii underwent a

treatment by which the cotton was completely eliminated without ir

to the delicate fibre, leaving it in such a condition that it foi labu
;ial far paper-making, or other purpose to which OOttOO of Irort

staple was s rot. d \ow that all paper•maaanj dear,

and SUpplii (rare lading and uncertain in qualit;.

was important bo mum thai notonlj was there cotton seed fibre
j

curable equal tO
|

prospective wants, but that the cotton from

which the plant W8S Cultivated »a- of such or. at Value thai it could

aii'ord the of production • fc>»g

supplies; and then v.:i --till further SBOUrity in tin- fact tbat cotton

could never be grown without yielding tn times its weight in

seed. The wrih t afterwards want on to show how the kirn, i oould be

made to yii Id tiU and a nutritious food far cattle bo gnat quantiticp.
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MANCHESTEE STEAM USEES' ASSOCIATION.

CHIEF ENGINEEE'S MONTHLY EEPOET.

The last ordinary monthly meeting of the Executive Committee of

this Association was held at the Offices, 41, Corporation-street, Man-
chester, on Tuesday, October 4th, 1870, Sir William Fairbairn, Bart.,

C.E., E.E.S., LL.D., &c, President, in the chair, when Mr. L. E. Fletcher,

chief engineer, presented his report, which on that occasion was for two
months, and is given in abstract as follows :—

" During the past two months, 462 visits of inspection have been made,
and 1,023 boilers examined, 676 externally, 13 internally, 11 in the flues,

and 323 entirely, while in addition 3 boilers have been tested by
hydraulic pressure. One of these hydraulic tests was an ordinary one,

simply to ascertain the sufficiency of a boiler already in work, while in

the other 2 cases the boilers were new ones, and were tested by hydraulic
pressure, as well as specially examined, both as regards their construc-

tion and complement of fittings, before leaving the maker's yard. In the
1,023 boilers examined, 206 defects were discovered, 13 of them being
dangerous. Furnaces out of shape, 6,—1 dangerous ; fractures, 41,—

1

dangerous ; blistered plates, 21 ; internal corrosion, 51,—3 dangerous
;

external ditto, 15,—2 dangerous ; internal grooving, 27 ; external ditto,

1 ; feed apparatus out of order, 1 ; water gauges ditto, 10,—2 dan-
gerous ; blow-out apparatus ditto, 5 ; fusible plugs ditto, 2 ; safety-

valves ditto, 3,—2 dangerous
;

pressure gauges ditto, 12 ; boilers

without feed-back pressure valves, 8 ; cases of deficiency of water, 3,—2 dangerous.
" Explosions.

" On the present occasion I have seven explosions to report, by which
13 persons were killed and 26 others injured. Not one of these explo-
sions sprung from boilers enrolled under this Association. The number
of explosions from the commencement of the year amounts to 34, result-

ing in 63 deaths and in 77 cases of personal injury. It is more than
possible, however, that some explosions may not have come under my
notice, so that this list may not be complete. The following is a tabular
statement of the explosions which have occurred during the past two
months, while particulars will be found below :

—

" Tabulae Statement or Explosions feom July 23kd, 1870, to Sep-
tember 23ed, inclusive.

Progres-
sive No.
for 1870.

Date.
Genebal Descbiptioit op

BOILBE.
Persons
Killed.

Persons
Injured.

Total.

28 July 29

Aug. —
Aug. 12

Aug. 13

Sept. 14

Sept. 15

Sept. 17

Single-flued, or ' Cornish

'

Internally-fired

1

4

4

1

3

5

20

1

29

30

Superheater of Marine Boiler

Vertical Water Pipe
Externallv-fired

1

31
Vertical Fire Box

Internally fired 9

32 Plain Cylindrical, Egg-ended
Externally-fired 24

33 Vertical Water Pipe
Externally-fired 1

34 Plain Cylindrical, Egg-ended
Externallv-fired 4

Total 13 26 39

"An Explosion feom Exteenal Coeeosion.

" No. 28 Explosion, by which fortunately no one was either killed or
injured, occurred at a mine at twelve o'clock noon, on Friday, July 29th.
The boiler, which was of the plain Cornish class, had a length of 26ft., a
diameter of 5ft. 9in. in the shell, and 3ft. 6in. in the furnace tube, while
the plates were seven-sixteenths of an inch in thickness, and the load
upon the safety-valve about 351b. per square inch. The boiler gave way
in the external casing, a belt consisting of the first three widths of plate
counting from the front end, and measuring 6ft. across, being ripped out
of it, leaving the remainder intact. The explosion was due to external
corrosion, the plates all across the belt of plating that tore away, being
seriously wasted, and in parts reduced in thickness to one thirty-second

of an inch. The corrosion appears to have occurred at one of the side

walls on which the boiler was set, and to have sprung from leakage that

took place a little above the seating. It will be seen that this explosion

is one of the simplest character, and that it might have been prevented
by competent independent inspection.

" An Explosion speinging feom the Supeeheatee op a Maeine
BOILEE.

" No. 29 Explosion, by which one man was killed, occurred early in

August on board a screw steamer lying in the Thames, and sprung from
the rupture of a superheater attached to the boiler. In this case I have
but few particulars. An examination could not be made without an order,

and though an officer of the Association made application to the agents in

charge of the vessel, he was unsuccessful. I am informed, however, that
the superheater was about seven years old ; that it was placed at the
bottom of the funnel, and that it rent for a length of about 2ft. 6in. at a
thin place in the plate, in consequence of which the funnel was blown
down and one man killed. Although these details are so scanty, they
suffice to show that superheaters can explode with fatal consequences,
and this being so, it follows that they should be brought under periodical

inspection as well as boilers.

" An Explosion feom a bad Safety Valve.
" No 31 Explosion occurred at about one o'clock on the afternoon of

Saturday, the 13th of August, at a brickyard, and resulted in the death
of four persons, as well as in injnry to five others. The boiler was of

cylindrical vertical construction with a high steam dome, placed on the
top. It was fired internally, but surrounded with a circular casing of

brickwork forming a flue for carrying the flames round the outside, after

leaving the furnace. The height of the boiler, including the dome, was
10ft. 6in., and excluding it 6ft. 3in., while the diameter in the shell was
was 5ft., and in the furnace tube 3ft. 6in., the thickness of the plates

being half an inch throughout. The boiler gave way in the outer casing,

which was rent away from the firebox, and torn into ten fragments, all

the parts, along with the external casing of brickwork, being scattered

in every direction, and many of them hurled to considerable distances.

Some of the bricks were thrown as far as a quarter of a mile, the man-
hole cover 170 yards, one piece of plate 145 yards, another 140 yards,

another again 95 yards, another 60 yards and so on. The flight of these

parts seems to have been as deadly as the discharge of a piece of

artillery. One large fragment was shot into a shed, and falling upon a
poor lad at work there, cut him open and killed him on the spot.

Another piece of plate which fell within 3ft. of the one just referred to,

cut down and killed another boy, while two other lads were so seriously

scalded and otherwise hurt, that they died shortly after, added to which,

five other persons were injured. It will be observed that the four

victims of this explosion who lost their lives were all lads. One of them
was 15 years of age, another 11, another 10, these three, it appears,

being engaged at the works ; while the fourth, who was younger still,

had come to bring his brother's dinner, when he was overtaken by the

catastrophe.
" With regard to the cause of the explosion, the boiler was badly made

and badly equipped. It had been weakened at the base of the vertical

steam dome, already referred to, by the plate being cut out to the entire

diameter of the dome, so that there was a large gash measuring 2ft. lin.

in diameter. Added to this, the manhole was cut out close to the base

of the steam dome, and not strengthened with any suitable mouthpiece,

or even with a wrought iron ring, so that, what with the dome hole, the

manhole, and the rows of rivet holes, by far the greater part of the

metal was cut away, and there was little or nothing left. The holes

were running one into the other. But this was not all. There was but

one safety-valve, and that a bad one. The maker had supplied the

boiler without fittings, and the purchaser had worked in a small second-

hand valve from an old boiler, loaded by a spring balance, which is a

plan of loading that admits, unless special precautions are taken, of the

valve being locked fast, and thus rendered useless simply by an extra

turn of the screw. The Association's inspector who visited the scene of

the catastrophe, naturally directed especial attention to this point ; but

just as he was doing so, a police officer interfered and prevented his

getting the particulars he wanted. The inspector explained the nature

of his errand, but in vain. This interruption was the more gratuitous,

as the engineer engaged by the coroner had already made an examina-

tion, and drawn up his report. In that report it is stated that the safety-

valve was too small and dangerously defective. That the lever was
loaded with a spring balance indexed to 501b., but that it and the

balance were calculated for a valve of nearly twice the diameter of the

one used, and, consequently, when the index showed 501b., the steam,

when blowing off freely, would attain a pressure of as much as or more

than 1001b. Also that this kind of valve was extremely liable, in in-

cautious hands, to be locked and rendered utterly useless, which the

writer of the report considered had been the case in this instance.
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Afterwards, in evidence, this witness repeated that he considered the

safety-vale extremely defective, while the indications were wrong, and
that this was sufficient to account for the explosion. From this evidence

there seems no reason to dissent. Such information as our inspecter

was able to gain quite corroborated it, while the fact that the explosion

occurred at the close of the dinner hour, during which the engine had
been standing, is all in favour of the view that the explosion resulted

from excessive pressure, more especially since there was no steam-

gauge to show what the pressure actually was. This explosion, mar,
therefore, be attributed to malconstrnction, the boiler being both badly

made and badly equipped.
" The jury brought in the following verdict :—

' The jury are of opinion

that the explosion was the result of over pressure, caused by the safety-

valve being too small, and out of order. They think, so far as the

evidence is concerned, that the deaths are accidental. At the same time,

the jury strongly recommend the owner to employ more experienced

hands in the working of the boiler for the future, and that a more com-
petent party should inspect any boiler that may hereafter be intended to

replace the exploded one, both before its working and when it is in

operation.'
" This explosion might clearly have been prevented by competent

inspection. The four lives lost were sacrificed on the altar of incom-
petency and commercial greed. Many boilers as dangerous as the one
just described are now in use, surrounded by workpeople in total ignor-

ance of their danger. Their lives now tremble in the balance. By the
next monthly meeting of this committee, the fate of several will be de-

termined. There will be yet other explosions, other deaths, and other

cases of serious injury to be recorded. The experience of the past

renders this a matter of certainty, and the recurrence of explosions may
be relied on as surely as the rising of the tide, the appearance of a new
moon, or the rotation of the seasons. Yet this might all be prevented.
The sufferers, however, are too poor and too ignorant to defend them-
selves, and therefore it becomes the imperative duty of those who have
the requisite knowledge and requisite power to put a stop to these

catastrophes, to interfere on their behalf.

""An'other Explosion- from the Treachery of the Plain Cylindrical
Externally-fired Boiler.

" No. 32 Explosion, by which four persons were killed and twenty
others injured, occurred at a little before four o'clock on the afternoon of

Wednesday, September 14th, and sprung from a plain cylindrical, egg-
ended, externally-fired boiler in use at an ironworks. An officer of this

Association has visited the scene of the catastrophe and taken full

particulars ; but, as the parties interested in the explosion are having one
of the ruptured ydates tested, it is thought well to defer detailed notice

of this explosion till these experiments have been completed.

"Two Explosions from 'Patent Safety' Water Pipe Boilers.

" No. 30 and No. 33 Explosions are both so similar that they may bo
treated together. No. 30 Explosion, by which fortunately no one was
either killed or injured, occurred at a weaving shed at half-past six

o'clock on the morning of Friday, August 12th. No. 33 Explosion, by
which one person was killed, occurred at a builder's at about half-past

six o'clock on the morning of Thursday, September loth. The boilers,

in both cases, were not of the ordinary mill type, but of peculiar con-
struction, consisting of a number of vertical pipes in which the steam
and hot water are contained, and round which the flames from the fire

play. The tubes are of wrought iron, and about 6ft. long by Gin. in

diameter, Both these boilers gave way in ono of the vertical water
tubes at the back, the rent in one case being a vertical ono about 2ft.

long, while the other wasofavery similar character. Inconsequence
of theso n ind hot water rushed out, blowing down in both
cases some of the brickwork in which the boilers wcro set, and in one of
them scalding the attendant to death Unfortunately, information was
nol received of either of these explosions until some days after they hud
occurred, so tha b an officer of this Association visited t be a ne
of the catastrophes as soon as notice was received, ho found that the
ruptured tnhee had been removi d. and was unable to gain full particulars.
Under fch may be better to wait fun her consideration
Of these explosioi J 'ill fuller details are obtained, and simply to i

the fad thai two explosions, one attended with fatal consequences, have
sprung from ' patenf mfety1

boilers, thougli comparatively new, it may
be added, how< vex, thai il • < the latter bad
been working Cor 18 months, and on account of leakage at the join!

taken apart about 8 tonally doctored since
then with oatmeal and bn at, while the other boiler bad

been at work about six months, and ted with muddy water, with
which it, would appeal t he

" Anoihki; BxFLesiOB from i ur Ti: si nit l'r.\i\ fit. is:.

ExTKKN.w.i.v.f no d Bonn.
"No. 84 Explosion, hy which tin rere killed e other

injured, occurred at an ironworks at half-past eight o'clock on the morn-
ing of Saturday, September 17th. The boiler which was one of a range
of four of similar construction set side by side, three of which were at
work at the time of the explosion, was of the plain cylindrical, egg-ended,
externally-fired class, and measured 33ft. in length by 4ft. lOin. in
diameter, and three-eighths of an inch in the thickness of the plates, the
pressure being 501b. on the square inch. The boiler rent in two trans-
versely, at the fifth circumferential seam of rivets counting from the
front, which fell about 18in. behind the firebridge. On the occurrence
of this rent the two sections of the boiler, being severed one from the
other, were thrown in opposite directions, one of them to a distance of
120 yards.

" So many explosions of a similar character to this have been reported,
and the tendency of this class of boiler to fail in this way so frequently
pointed out, that it need now only be said that this explosion is merely
another illustration of the treachery of this description of boiler, more
especially when the feed water is delivered cold, as in this case, within
a few inches of the bottom of the shell and only a short distance behind
the bridge. Repeated cases of injury to this class of boiler have been
met with from this mode of feeding, and particulars of many of them
given in these reports, while it is but a few years since that another

boiler turned out by the same maker as the one under consideration,

burst with fatal results from this cause, so that even loss of life is power-
less to persuade some boiler makers to learn wisdom.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

SUBJECTS FOR PREMIUMS, SESSION 1870-71.

The Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers invite communica-
tions on the subjects comprised in the following list, as well as upon
others ; such as 1° Authentic Details of the Progress of any Work in

Civil Engineering, as far as absolutely executed (Smeaton's Account of

the Eddystone Lighthouse may be taken as an example) ;
2° Descriptions

of Engines and Machines of various kinds ; or 3° Practical Essays on
Subjects connected with Engineering, as, for instance, Metallurgy. For
approved Original Communications, the Council will be prepared to

to award the Premiums arising out of special funds devoted for the
purpose :

—

1. On the strength and resistance of materials, practically and experi-

mentally considered ; 2. On tho theory and practical design of retaining

walls ; 3. On stoam and hydraulic cranes, and on the application of steam
power in the execution of public works ; 4. On tho different systems and
the results of the use of road traction engines; 5. On land-slips, with
the best means of preventing, or arresting them, with examples ; 6. On
the gauge of railways ; 7. On the principles to bo observed in laying-out,

lines of railway through mountainous countries, with examples of their

application in the Alps, the Pyrenees, tho Indian Ghats, tho Rocky
Mountains of America, and similar localities; 8. On peculiarities in the

systems of construction adopted for railways in different countries ; 9.

On tho systems of fixed signals at present in use on railways ; 10. Des-
criptions of modern locomotive engines, designed with a view to cheap-

ness of construction, durability, and facility of repair; 11. Description

of continuous breaks which have boon extensively employed on railways,

and tho general results ; 12. On tho principles which should be observed
in laying out tho streets and thoroughfares of towns, or of the succes-

sive extensions of large towns and cities ; 13. On the most suit

materials for, and the best mode of formation of, the surfaces of the

streets of largo towns; 14. On the advantages and disadvantages of

subways, for gas and water mains, and for other similar purposes; 15.

Accounts of existing water-works; including the sources of supply, B

description of the different modes of collecting and filtering water, the

distribution to the consumers, and the i-.iieial practical re-ults; It!. On
the theory and pi net teal design Of pumps, and ot her machines for raising

water; as well as of turbines, and of water pressure engines; 17. (In

the principles applicable to the drains f tOWnB, and the dis-

posal of tho sewago; 18. On tin" employment • power in

agriculture; 19. On tho theory and practice of the modern methods
of warming and ventilating large buildings ; 80, 1

1

supply of Lraseous fuel in towns for heating par] 81

On the deSigX and OOnBl fuel ion of •-, \\,.r'.f, with B view to the

manufacture Of gU Of high illuminat in pOWel ' sulphur r»un-

pound illy sulphide Of eaibon j and on ti • nil

m of distribution of gat, and tha beel modes of illumination in

streets and building* j 8& On the theorj of Seal applied I

engines i 88b On the theorj ol ition in steam engines, ami the

total effects upon the effll

of produmng condensation j -'. On the pi

uir a

engines] 86, On the maintenance, b the

k Igiam, and Holland : 87, l' 1
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works at the mouth of the River Maas, and the effects produced thereby
;

28. On the construction of tidal, or other dams, in a constant, or variable
depth of water ; and on the use of cast and wrought iron in their con-
struction ; 29. On the arrangement and construction of floating landing-
stages, for passenger and other traffic, with existing examples ; 30. On
the different systems of swing, lifting, and other opening bridges, with
existing examples ; and on the theory and practical design of machinery
for working opening bridges ; 31. On the present condition of knowledge
relating to the friction of vessels passing through water at different

velocities, with suggestions for future research, either theoretical or
experimental ; 32. On the design and details of construction of ships of
war, having regard to their armour, ordnance, mode of propulsion, and
machinery ; 33. On the design and the materials for the construction of
land fortifications ; 34. On the measures to be adopted for protecting
iron and iron ships from corrosion ; 35. On steel, and its present position as
regards production and application ; 36. On the safe working strength of
oast and malleable iron and steel, including the results of experiments
on the elastic limit of long bars of iron, and on the rate of decay by
rusting, &c, and how far vibration or prolonged fatigue affects the strength
of railway axles, chains, shafts, be. ; 37. On modern progress in tele-

graphic engineering, including a notice of the theoretical date upon
which that progress has been based ; as well as a description of the im-
provements in the construction of land and sea lines, and in the working
instruments ; 38. On the methods of producing artificial cold and ice by
the conversion of mechanical force.

The council will be glad to receive, for the purpose of forming an
" Appendix" to the minutes of proceedings, the details and results of
any experiments or observations, on subjects connected with engineering
science, or practice.

The council will not consider themselves bound to award any premium,
should the communication not be of adequate merit, but they will award
more than one premium, should there be several communications on the
same subject deserving this mark of distinction. It is to be understood
that, in awarding the premiums, no distinction will be made, whether
the communication has been received from a member, or an associate of
the institution, or from any other person, whether a native, or a foreigner.
The communications must be forwarded, on or before the 1st of

February, 1871, to the house of the Institution, No. 25, Great George
Street, Westminster, S.W., where copies of this paper, and any further
information, may be obtained.

Charles Manby, Hon. Sec.
James Forrest, Sec.

The list of members of this Institution corrected to the 1st inst., has
just been issued. At that date there were on the books 16 Honorary
Members, 699 Members, 994 Associates and 176 Students, making a
total of 1,885 of all classes. During the last three months the deaths
have been recorded of three members, viz. : Messrs. John Braithwaite,
Samuel Dobson and William Alexander Provis, as well as of five

associates, viz. : Sir John Thwaites, Bart., Lieut. Col. Julian St. John
Hovenden, R.E., Messrs. William Gammon, George Houghton, and
George Barnard Townsend, while one student has been permitted to
retire. In the period referred to, no addition has been made to the list,

as the meetings have been suspended during the recess.

SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGRESS.—MEETING AT NEWCASTLE.

THE WATER SUPPLY OF THE DISTRICT.

By Mr. P. Walter Meik.

As the supply of pure water is one of the most essential requirements
for the maintenance of good health in populous districts, it will perhaps
not be out of place at the present meeting of the Social Science Congress
to give a short account of the manner in which the district in and around
Newcastle-on-Tyne is supplied in this respect. The great northern coal
field of Northumberland and Durham—of which Newcastle may be con-
sidered the centre and metropolis—being now almost fully occupied by
extensive working colleries, round which large masses of population are
localised, and these colliery towns being placed more with regard to the
convenience of the colleries than to the natural facilities which have led
to the establishment and growth of villages and towns of a more agri-
cultural character, the introduction of pure water to the district has
become a matter of considerable importance, and one which must be
carried out upon a regular and well denned system. The natural sources
of water supply for the district referred to, would, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, have been the springs and surface water within its own area,
but in consequence of the extensive mining and manufacturing operations
carried on in the coal field, these sources have been abstracted and
polluted to such an extent as to render it necessary to have recourse to

other means of providing the inhabitants with an efficient supply of pure
water. The great northern coal field occupies the principal portion of
East Durham and Northumberland, as far north as the River Coquet, and
comprises within its area the towns of Newcastle, Gateshead, North and
South Shields, Blyth, Sunderland, Durham and Seaham, besides many
large mining villages. The principal portion of the Durham coal field,

viz., that situate between the boundaries of the magnesian limestone
strata, is supplied with water by the Sunderland and South Shields
Water Company, from deep wells sunk within its own area. These wells
are sunk through the overlying limestone into a bed of yellow sand,
geologically known as the " lower new red sandstone." This stratum
comes immediately above the coal measures, and has proved a source of
great difficulty to all the colleries which have been sunk through it, on
account of the immense quantity of water which it contains. The lime-
stone varies in thickness from about 100ft. to 300ft., and the company
have already sunk four wells through it, at distances of about two miles
apart, in the neighbourhood of Sunderland, the central and and most im-
portant town in their district. The immense underground reservoir
which this sand-bed appears to be, places at the command of the com-
pany what may be termed a practically inexhaustible source of supply.
The present pumping stations are no doubt capable of supplying the
requirements of the community for some years to come, and, when these
are fully developed, and the company have sunk the other two wells for

which they have lately obtained powers, there is every probability that
the immense resources of this water-bearing stratum will not even then
be taxed to their fullest extent. The population supplied at present by
the company may be taken at about 150,000, and the daily consumption
at 2f millions of gallons—or at the rate of 18 gallons per head. This
small consumption per head may be considered a remarkable feature in

the working of the company, and one which has in no small degree con-
tributed to the excellent position in which it now stands. I think there
is only one town in England which has a less consumption per head than
Sunderland, and I believe that is mainly owing to the strict supervision

maintained, the excellence of the fittings, and the general carefulness of

the consumers ; at all events, the supply is constantly maintained, day
and night, and there has never been any complaint of the scarcity of

water. As might naturally be expected from its origin, the water is of a
very hard description—its hardness being perhaps as great as any in the

kingdom. Its entire freedom, however, from organic impurity renders it

admirably adapted to the human constitution, although it is not of the

most economical kind for ordinary domestic and culinary purposes. I am
aware that it is a matter which has been very strongly discussed jof late

years, whether hard or soft water is most conducive to health, and I

think that the instance of this district being amongst the most healthy
in the kingdom might prove a strong argument that hard water is, at all

events, not prejudicial to human life. By the recent returns it is evi-

denced that the death-rate in Sunderland is, with one exception, the

lowest of that of the seventeen largest towns in the kingdom. We may
therefore dismiss this part of the subject by saying that the principal

portion of the Durham coal field is amply provided with a supply of good
water for many years to come. With regard to the supply of water to

that part of the coal field which is situate in Northumberland, I may
first notice the district served by the Newcastle and Gateshead Water
Company, comprising the towns of Newcastle and Gateshead, the north

margin of the river Tyne nearly to Shields, with the surrounding neigh-

bourhood as far north as the large colleries of Killingworth and Seaton
Burn. The population supplied by the company may be estimated at

160,000, and the daily consumption at from five to six millions of gallons,

Or at the rate of from 30 to 38 gallons per head. The company derive

this supply partly from gathering grounds in the upper feeders of the

Rivers North Tyne, Rede, and Blyth, and partly by pumping from the

river Tyne at a point near Newburn. The area of the gathering ground
is about 27 square miles, and the total rainfall, I believe, about 27in. per
annum. The water is collected by an aqueduct running along the slope

of the hills, and intercepting the streams at an elevation suitable for

gravitation. The aqueduct conveys it to storage reservoirs at Whittle

Dene, near Harlow Hill, a point on the Roman Wall, from whence it is

conveyed by pipes to Newcastle for distribution. The Whittle Dene
water is good in quality, containing about 22 or 23 degrees of solid im-

purity. The water obtained from the Tyne is not of the most suitable

description, contaminated, as it must be, by the sewage of Hexham and
other large and populous places above the point of abstraction. The
company are at present, however, endeavouring to augment the supply

from the Whittle Dene works by the construction of an additional store

reservoir at Hallington, by this means hoping to impound a larger pro-

portion of the rainfall of their watershed. At present the water pumped
from the Tyne constitutes in summer about, I believe, one-half of the

whole supply. With the exception of the borough of Tynemouth, which
is supplied by a small local company, there does not exist any regular

or efficient system of supply to the large population of the remainder of
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the Northumberland coal mining district. The parish of Tynemouth
above referred to contains a population of from forty to fifty thousand,

and the supply is derived from wells and collecting tanks in the imme-
diate vicinity "of the town of North Shields. The quality is not excellent,

and in dry weather the quantity is far from sufficient for the wants of the

community, and as the population is rapidly increasing it will be necessary

at no distant date to seek for additional supplies from extraneous sources.

With regard to the remainder of the mining district of Northumberland
it may be observed that the necessity of a comprehensive system of

water supply has been for some time increasingly felt. It has, therefore,

for a length of time been in agitation to establish a company for the

purpose of bringing into this district an abundant supply of pure water
from a source where it is never likely hereafter to be contaminated or

abstracted. With this view a company has recently been formed, and
their prospectus is now before the public ; and it will, perhaps, not be
out of place for me to give a brief outline of their proposed scheme.

The company do not propose to interfere with the works of any existing

companies, but will take powers to furnish such companies, as well as

local government boards, colliery owners, and large consumers generally

with water for their respective districts, town-ships, and villages, in lieu

of or supplementary to their present supplies. Such being the arrange-

ments proposed, and seeing that the company will be in a position to

furnish sufficient water for the whole population of the district, they hope
to secure the active co-operation of all companies, boards, and proprietors

interested in the provision of an adequate supply of water to their

respective localities. The population at this time, exclusive of Tyne-
mouth, is estimated at 40,000 ; to which, adding 50 per cent, for future

increase, a total of 60,000 inhabitants will require to be provided for.

The Newcastle and Gateshead Water Company has, by impounding the

head waters of the Pont (a tributary of the Blyth) for consumption in

the water shed of the Tyne, so far trenched upon the natural facilities of

the gravitating district of the Pont and Blyth as to render it necessary

to have recourse to the headwaters of the Wansbeck ; these, fortunately,

drain an area of upwards of 45 square miles, at a minimum elevation of

470ft. above the level of the sea. It is, however, proposed at present to

impound, by means of reservoirs placed 470ft. above the level of the sea,

at or near Roughlees and Newbiggin farms only the head waters of the

river Pont, the northern tributary of the Wansbeck, which drains an area

of 13 square miles of the millstone grit formation, on the southern and
eastern sides of the Simonside Hills ; a formation which, being wholly of

sandstone, yields a supply of the purest and softest water, situate in a
district in which there is no village or other source of contamination.

From the reservoir at Roughlees it is proposed to convey the water by an
open aqueduct ; to a service reservoir near Morpeth, there to be filtered,

find thence conveyed to Morpeth, Ewart Hill, near Bedlington, and to

Horton Hill, from which two last points the parishes of Bedlington and
Horton and the towns and districts of Cowpen, Blyth, and Newbiggin
will be -supplied thence it is further proposed to cany the main pipes

through the district comprising Seatou Delaval, Cramlim/ton, Seaton
Sluice, Hartley, Soghill, Holywell, Backworth, and Earsdon, supplying

these places in detail. The ultimate requirements of the future popula-

tion of this district may bo taken at 20 gallons per head, or an aggregate
of 1,200,000 gallons per day. The cost of the works is estimated at

£75,000, or about 25s. per head of the population, an outlay below the

ordim if water supply. The above remarks do not include the'

borough of Tynemouth, but should this be included, the capital amount
will be increased to about £100,000, and the population eventually to lie

supplied to about 120,000, which will give a proportionate reduction of

the coil per head over the entire district, and in this case t lie working
expenses would lie but slightly increased. In conclusion, 1 may perhaps

be allowed to state that in the present condition of the rivers of this

Country, when, they pan through the midst of large populations, owing
to the pollution of such rivers by the drainage of atrrieult ural land,

dwelling hoi ! 'he fouling by manufacturing purposes, it is highly

necessary thai the disi riots to be supplied with pure water should,

lossible, unite in carrying out large and comprehensive ichemes which
it would otherwi • be out of the power of small localities to carry out

for themselves individually. Tin- future sources of supply in this country
would seem to in- in a great measure limited to deep wells beyond the

reach of orface pollution, and gathering grounds on high elevati i

the BOUrOei ol" OUT rivers. From the Superabundance of the winter rain-

fall there is no doubt that an ample supply could in- stored lor all large
towns. With this view I think the conclusions arrived at by the last

Royal Commj ion OO Water Supply are deserving of ureal consideration.

"Thai ill lie- introduction Of any provincial water hill into I'arliMinent

'ition should be drawn to the practicability of making the measure
applicable to as extensive ad ool merelj to any
particular town. That when any town or district i

j supplied by a line

conduil from a distance provision oughi to be made for tie- supply of

all places along such line."

SOUTH WALES INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERS.

INAUGURAL ADDRESS.
By Mr. T. W. Lewis, (Mardy, Aberdare), President.

It has been the custom for some years past for the president at his

first meeting to give some information as to our financial position, the
number of members, &c, as well as to review the work done by the Iu-
stitue generally. I am, therefore, obliged to trouble you with a few
remarks, but I promise that they shall be brief. This Institute has now
been in existence about thirteen years, and during that time has steadilv

advanced, so that, for some time past, it has taken up a most important
position in this part of the kingdom, including among its members, as it

does, nearly the whole of those engaged in the active management of the

different operations, in connection with our staple trades of iron and coal

in this district. The present number of members is nearly 200, and I

am happy to inform you that we shall have a fund of about £1,000 to our
credit, when the subscriptions now due are received. Of this amount
£649 13s. 2d. has been invested in the names of trustees ; and the
remainder will also be placed at interest, as soon as this year's subscrip-

tions are paid. The council have, as you are aware, ou more than one
occasion, had under consideration the best mode of using the money in

hand, having regard to the objects for which the Institute was originally

established. A great many of the members have been in favour of ex-

pending the money upon an erection wherein we could hold our meetings,

and at the same time have the necessary accommodation for depositing

and arranging geological specimens, minerals, models of machinery, and
various objects of interest ; and also have a library in connection with
it—but up to this time the majority have considered such a step some-
what premaUire. I am induced to mention this at present with the view
of getting the members to think the matter over, and to consider the

best scheme for utilising the present funds, and, if necessary, augment-
ing them in some way in order to establish a museum and library, with

place for meeting, as I believe there can be but little difference of opinion

amongst us, as to the increased advantages such an erection would con-

fer upon the Institute, as well as this district gonerally. Referring to

the papers which have been read and discussed from time to time, I find

that my predecessor (Mr. Bedlington) reviewed them so fully only a short

time ago, that I have little or nothing to say ; but, with your permission,

I should like to mention a few matters which, in my opinion, we should

do well to re-open, and others that it would be interesting as well as

advantageous to the district if the Institute took them under considera-

tion. Among the first is that of the economic value of fuel. A very

able paper upon this subject was contributed to this Institute in August,

1860, but in consequence of the writer's inability to attend the meetings,

the matter was not discussed so fully as it deserved. Without going

into the theoretic value of coal, and the enormous waste set forth in that.

paper ; it appears to mo that a very great saving is to be effected by a
little more attention to the construction of our boilers, the amount of

boiler power, provision for heating the water, preventing the radiation

and Iosh of heat, the general arrangements in the every -day practice of

our mechanical engineers. The quantity of fuel that has been wasted in

the South Wales district is perfectly astounding; and 1 am sure, if I

were ii. _ivo figures, they would not bo credited. It no doubt arose to a

very great extent from the abundance and cheapness of the coal, for

while large coal was being consumed here regardless of quantify, and

without any effort made to preserve and utilise the heat obtained, Other

manufaoturing districts, not blessed with fuel under their feet, were fin

conseqnonce of its comparatively high price) obliged to devise means for

Obtaining two anil three times tin- work out of every ton of coal, that WO
diil here and also to consume their small OOSJ and utili-e gtWMI for

heating. Keen competition and the low price of iron, hoWBVBr, forced

our ironmasters to tho use of their \--
, hot blast, and small ooa]

in the manufacture of iron ; and thus elfcct a vor, great laving in tu.-l

but there is still very much to be done in reduciicf the quantity of tie-l

Wasted in the getting Up of steam, and in preserving' the power when

once obtained. Great economy might be realised even with our pp

am by increased boiler powei improved di """'

al and refuse, the heating of the feed water by the exhaust steam,

ami the waste heat on it waj to the stack the effectual oovering of all

the boilers, nam pipe oylindn .
•'•>. but we should not rest satisfied

until we have a much more perfect form of boiler, whereby only about

i to 21b of coal, per horse powei par hour, would be < sumed Bvau

the arrangements common in this district may. bj a comparatively small

be improved o - to reduoe the consumption of ooal one half.

There i reralplaoes within my own knowledge, where byimpj

men- |

' tohed "ut. the

per cent. let! than loini.ilv and small eon! 'cud of I.,-

The d :
•"'"

rial winch ha- reallj been tie- mi
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this country the seat of manufacture for the greater portion of the world

;

and of now holding its own with the manufacturing centres on the Con-
tinent ; but to us engaged in the getting, using, and disposing of the coal,

it must present itself most forcibly, with the constantly increasing ten-
dency to run up the cost of getting coal in this district. Even if a saving
of 25 per cent, could be effected in the coal consumed for steam purposes
in the South Wales mineral basin alone, the value of it per annum would
represent above £105,000. The consumption per horse-power per hour
even then would be far in excess of some of the improved engines and
boilers now used in districts where fuel costs twice or thrice what it does
here. In fact, there are some engine and boiler makers that now
guarantee their engines and boilers not to consume more than l^lb. per
horse-power per hour, while a great many of our engines in this district

consume 81b. to 101b. per horse-power per hour. With these facts before
us, although the contrast may to some extent be modified according to

circumstances, I hardly need dwell upon the desirability of the Institute

again taking into consideration and thoroi\ghly investigating this im-
portant question of the most economical mode of using our fuel. Another
subject, closely allied to the use of fuel, is that of the large proportion
of coal lost in working, and left underground, upon which a paper was
read before this Institute in the year 1861. Although very great im-
provement has taken place in a portion of the South Wales mineral basin
in this respect since the introduction of the long-wall system (which I

may here mention owes its general adoption in this district to the papers
and discussions of this Institute, and for which all interested in the
minerals, both as landlords and tenants, are much indebted), still a very
large proportion of coal is left underground, amounting to an average of
at least 18 per cent. This is again a very serious loss, and deserves most
careful attention.

A great many appliances have been tried from time to time, worked
by air, by water, and steam, for the purpose of holing, cutting, and
bringing the coal down, in lieu of manual labour, having for their object

the reduction in the cost of getting the coal, and securing the greatest
possible proportion of large coal ; but up to this time the success of most
of them has been questionable, for various reasons which I need not
here dwell upon. However, it appears from repeated trials that have
been made in different seams in several districts, that some of the most
recent coal-getting machines are likely to prove successful in reducing
the loss in small coal in hard seams, as well as doing away with the
necessity of blasting coal, which, as you are aware, is unfortunately a
fruitful source of accidents. I. will not weary you with the details of
either machine, but I may say that the power applied is very simple,
being a small quantity of water forced in by an hydraulic ram, and exert-

ing a pressure of above 12 tons per square inch, which brings the coal
down in large blocks. These machines may be carried about from stall

to stall, and are easily worked by unskilled men, and although there are
but few of them so far in general use, yet there appears no doubt that
the principle is the best yet tried ; and their introduction (or improvements
upon them) seems to be only a work of time, as their are several advan-
tages attending their use, besides placing colliery owners less dependent
upon their colliers. My principal object in referring to them here is to
state that in certain seams, more especially those requiring holing in the
coal, a very great saving is effected in the quantity of small made ; and
where they are used instead of powder the small is reduced, and the
large is obtained in a very much better condition, not being shattered
through as coal blown down by powder is generally found to be. Several
of the machines are at work in this district, and, considering the impor-
tance of reducing the enormous loss daily going on at our collieries,

independent of the advantage alleged by the patentees in the cost of
getting the coal, there can be no doubt as to the desirability of having
the matter fully considered and discussed by this Institute. I should
not omit mentioning, while on this question of small coal, that the intro-

duction of washing machines will enable a great deal of our small coal,

now comparatively worthless, being brought into use, and that the paper
upon those machines, now before the Institute, deserves the fullest con-
sideration and discussion.

Bearing upon this small-coal matter, is another, very materially affecting

the interest of all concerned in the steam coal trade of this district, i.e.,

the enormous loss in small coal in the transit from the working face to

the shipping port. This loss is a most serious one, and very considerably
depreciates the value of mineral property—as well as the collieries upon
this description of coal, in this immediate locality—arising, to a very
great extent, from the peculiar fracture of the coal, and the unnecessary
extent that the screening and double screening of the coal has grown to

during the last fourteen years, whereby about nine per cent, of small is

taken out by passing the coal over the screens at the colliery, and eight
to ten per cent, more extracted by means of double screening at the
port. Some efforts have been made with the view of reducing the
breakage caused by shipping the coal from the colliers' trams into the
wagons by improved screens, and also at the port, by means of anti-

breakage apparatus and recently by hydraulic cranes, for dropping the
coal into the hold of the vessel in barrows ; but there is still, with all
the care exercised, an enormous loss, so much so that on an average
every ton of coal in situ is by the means now generally adopted reduced
to about 14 cwt. of large coal on board ship (assuming only 24 miles of
road to port), the remainder being made up of 1.3 cwt. of small coal at
port, 1.4 cwt. of small on the colliery bank, and 3.6 cwt. left underground
the net realised being 13.7 cwt. of large coal, and about 2.7 cwt. of small
coal. Putting a money value upon this process : assuming a seam of coal
in a mineral property to be worked out at the rate of 300 tons per day
the present result of a year's working is as follows :

—

90,000 tons of large coal, extracted from the
property worth—say 7s. 6d. per ton, at
pit'smouth £32,750

61,114 tons of large coal f.o.b., say at
Cardiff, at a price equal to 7s. 6d. per ton
at colliery 22,917

6,642 tons of small coal at colliery, at 2s.

per ton 664
6,044 tons of small coal at Cardiff, at a price

equal to 2s. per ton at the colliery 604

24,185

Loss per annum £8 565
I am aware that this is an extreme mode of stating the question, inas-
much as it is practically impossible to get the coal and remove it without
a certain loss, but it is useful as an illustration of the gross waste of pro-
perty daily taking place among us by the present barbarous mode of
treating the coal, and to show that an effort should be made to reduce
this enormous loss to the minimum which ought not to exceed one-half
of what it is at present—or 12 to 15 per cent. It is a most difficult
matter to grapple, and requires great consideration, but without it is

brought home to those interested in the shape of pounds, shillings, and
pence, there is but little hope of any attempt being made to alleviate the
evil. What we want first of all is to reduce the loss in getting the coal,
then to secure the coal filled clean, and have it handled as little as possi-
ble between the working face and the port. Of course, if it were practi-
cable for the coal to be filled into such tubs in the workings as could be
sent right to the ship, the minimum breakage would be attained. Next
to that would be the sending of the coal from the colliery, and screening-
it only at the port, by which, in my opinion, a great saving would be
effected in the gross small made. There are many difficulties to be dealt
with, whatever change is attempted ; but the present losses are so
enormous that if only a small percentage can be saved, it would repre-
sent a large sum per annum on the working of an average steam coal
colliery, and leave a margin to cover the additional expenses and trouble
that extra care aud a change in the manipulation would entail. This
matter is second to none in importance in our steam coal district, and
this Institute would, in my opinion, sadly fail in its duties if such enor-
mous losses are allowed to go on, without, at all events, having the
matter fully considered and discussed with the view, as far as possible,

of remedying the present defects. Before leaving this subject, I shall

call attention to a paper recently supplied to the Institute upon large
and small trams, which elicited a great deal of discussion, but hardly as
much as its importance merited ; and it would, therefore, be very desira-

ble to have the whole subject reopened with the view of getting more in-

formation as to the experience with all the trams used in this district,

having regard not only to the cost of working, but also to the effect

upon the quantity of large coal obtained.

Underground haulage has been treated upon in several papers, but we
have had little or no information about what appears to be, with but few
exceptions, the most economical as far as the cost of maintenance and
working charges are concerned, viz., the endless chain system, which is

at work in a few places in this district but most extensively in Lanca-
shire. There are doubtless very great advantages attending its use, but
considering that its adoption necessitates double roads, the difficulties we
have to contend with in our underground workings, in bad roofs, and in

keeping up the sides in our principal seams, together with the alterations

which it would necessitate in our trams, I am afraid the extra expense
would more than cover the advantages to be derived from its adoption in

this district ; however, there is no reason why it may not be introduced
extensively in our surface operations. But there is very much to be done
here with the tail rope and other systems of underground haulage in

which we are far behind the best collieries in other districts, and which
must have more of our attention as the length of haulage increases and
our collieries become deeper and more extensive generally.

Several contributions have been made to our proceedings respecting

the ventilation of mines, but so far as I have been able to ascertain, the

proper distribution of air in mines, having regard to the number of
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splits, the length of the splits, and relative quantities for the several

splits, does not seem to have been treated upon in either of the papers.

Next to providing an ample quantity of air, to circulate between the

downcast (through the workings) and the upcast shaft, is the most econo-

mical distribution of it through the several districts of the mine ; and I

am inclined to think that this important subject has not received the

consideration which it merits at some of our collieries in this district ; so

that it would be very desirable to have it treated upon, by some of the

managers of our largest collieries, where the splitting of air is necessarily

carried out to a great extent.

The working of thin seams of coal has had but little attention in this

district as compared with what is done in the Bristol and Somerset coal-

fields. Up to this time it has been the practice in this immediate locality

to leave unworked, seams of about 2ft. 6in. and under, but now that the

principal or most remunerative seams of coal are becoming exhausted at

some of the colberies on the crop, we shall have to turn our attention to the

Lng of the coal in the thinner seams down to 2ft., and even 18in.

thick. This, as well as the order in which the seams of coal under a

property should be worked, and the effect that the working of one seam
upon the quality and upon the cost of getting seams immediately

above and below, is deserving of more deliberation ; indeed, the latter is

most important, as a great many of the difficulties to be contended with
in the working of seams comparatively near together (from bad roofs,

and various other obstacles tending greatly to increase the working of

the coal) arise, to a very great extent, from the working of the seams
regardless of order or precedence. There is such a variety of circum-
stances to be considered, which vaiy very much even in adjoining

collieries, that it is difficult to lay down fixed rules ; but if careful obser-

vations were made by colliery managers working the various seams in

different order, and a record of them, together with the thickness and
nature of the intermediate strata, quantity of gas, &c, was communi-
cated to the Institute, there can bo no doubt that some conclusions

would be arrived at which would prove of very great benefit to the
district.

Another matter which does not seem to have had much attention is

that of the best mode of opening out collieries in maiden -districts,

referring more especially to our steam coals, in localities where the
gases have not been tapped by the crop workings. A great difference of
opinion exists us to the best mode of proceeding, having regard to the
freeing of the gases, in a manner so as to insure the least possible risk

of explosions. Many very serious accidents have occurred in such opera-

tions, in fact, most of the great explosions during the last 30 years ; and,
considering that we shall have to sink pita and open out collieries in a
great many of our valleys, where there has been no opportunity of crop
workings, I think the Institute should look upon this subject as one of

the most pressing upon its attention. It has been the practice of the
Xon hoi' England Institute of Engineers, whenever an explosion of any
magnitude has unfortunately taken place in their district, to arrange for

, be read, giving a detailed account, as far as the facts oonld
be ascertained, of the whole of the circumstances, whereupon discus-
sions have taken place with the view of determining as far as possible

the causes of the accidents, and considering the means necessary to be
adopted for preventing a recurrence. Such papers, describing the means
adopted for restoring the ventilation, getting the workings into order,

patting onl jtanding fires, and of overcoming various difficulties conse-
quent upon such events, would be of great practical benefit to collier]

viewers, and it has occurred to me that we should do well to follow the
of out sister Institute in the North in this matter.

The ii' ol having an important bearing upon the conduct of
Collieries in this district is the question of single or double shift, which
wus brought before the Institute a few years ago and fully <li vi, ed

arrived at then were, if I mistake not, altogether in

favour of double shift, but the difficulty of introducing it seemed til thai

time insurmautable. The matter was ho thoroughly ventilated at the

,
and the advantage! with regard to reducing tie- risk of aooidi at

were so clearly set forth, thai I need no! here dwell upon it, and my only
object in : it i for the purpose of suggesting whether it

would ooi be advisable to bavi ion reopened, with the view of
what way so desirable a change could be lust, brought

about.

The Institute has had verj Little, if any, information oontributed upon
hafts, and now that sinkings of much greater

depth will have to he mad,' to v. in our deep minerals, it would be int

ing to ] well discussed, For although we at

with such difficulties ai have to be contended with Lb some of tie deep
pits Ln other coal-fields, stffl, i ttions, a great thickness of
sand and gravel, with comparatively large quantitie of water, is met
with, and it would DC Odl UBtOgt 00 to have a paper ii|miii hi iik i i

,

tubbing by .seme one having bad practical ex] ace in inch •

Vet-, able papen kuv applied upon Boath

Wales coal-field, as also upon the quantity of unworked coal in the whole
of the basin

; we need not trouble ourselves about the latter until the
report of the coal commission is out, when I have no doubt there will be
a great deal of discussion as to the conclusions arrived at with regard to
the quantity of coal as well as the identity of the seams. But we have
had little or no particulars about the eastern or western portion of the
mineral basin, nor has there been any upon the interesting subject of the
causes of the changes in the quality of the various seams of coal from
east to west, nor upon the identity of the various seams of coal aud iron-
stone, together with the most prominent features of the coal-field (that
is, the Upper and Lower Pennant Bocks), all of which would be most
interesting subjects.

There is another matter in connection with our mineral field which it

would be exceedingly desirable to place on record, that is, an account of
the faults, washouts, and other disturbances proved by the various opera-
tions. Doubtless, there would be some objection to going much into
detail on this subject, as it might probably tend to depreciate the value of
properties containing them ; but there would be no difficulty in describ-
ing the general features with the probably direction and extent, &c, so
that the information may prove useful in future explorations.

Passing from the coal to the iron trade, the president said : The Institute

owes its origin to the iron trade, and ever since the first meeting, those
connected with the South Wales iron trade havo strenuously supported
it, and contributed papers from time to time upon the various improve-
ments effected in blast furnaces, manufacture of coke, manufacture of

steel, selection and treatment of coal for blast furnaces, regenerative

furnaces, blooming rolls, &c, &c, but we havo had no paper upon the all

important matter of the economising of fuel in the manufacture of iron,

and on the best means to be devised for the purpose of extending the uso
of our native ironstone, the consumption of which has for some years

past been gradually falling off, while the quantity of iron made in the

district has been increasing. Very great improvements have been and
are being made at some of our iron works in increased makes of iron, iu

reducing the quantity of large coal, and in consuming small coal in the
manufacture of iron, but many are still going on upon the old system.
As an instance of what has been done at an iron works in this district, I

may mention that they now make six times tho quantity of iron per

furnace that they did twenty years ago ; and by a proper admixture of

coal and coke, utilisation of gases, hoi blast, dso., the quantity of fuel

per ton of pig iron is less than one-half what it was then. In puddling
furnaces again, by the introduction of the blast with small coal, the fuel

has been reduced 12 per cent, in quantity, while only a third or fourth of

large coal is used. Whilethemanufacture of iron hasmade great strides

in this district in the last twenty years, there is still more to be done, in

t he substitution of machinery for manna] labour, and the utilisation of
all the resources at our command, to enable this district to keep pace
with other places having the advantage over us in respect to the impor-

tant item of iron ore. As will be seen by the able paper contributed

Mr. E. Williams, our friends in the North are far out-stripping us in the

improvements in their furnaces and the economising of fuel, and it is our

c I ut v to benefit by the experiments they have made, and avail oorst '

i

of the improvements, so far as they apply to the ores at our command.
As for fuel we need not fear OUT besl OOa] yielding OOke equal to Durham.
There is therefore UO reason why we may not realise equally good results'

The cost at which our argillaceous ironstone is obtained, the low per«

centage of iron contained, and the difficulty of smelting it, are serious

le in attempting to use it in any large proportion; bul looking tit.

the immense quantities in which this district abound portion of

which can be wrought by open patches and levels, and some of it with

coals, we surely onght to take the matter into consideration, with tho

view of ascertaining what means, if any, in improvements in Furnaces,

&c, can be devised for continuing, if ooi extending it- consumption baa

profitable manner instead of us at present, gradually reducing it and
I v Id in ite the serious attention of the Institute tO this matter. B

,i,,' argillaceous ironstone, we have in the basin several deposit

hematite iron ore, lying above, and in, the limestone nod in the shall

the old red sandstone which hove hardly been fall] developed, and do

net » have been brought before the notice of this Institute. [|

is not impossible that a paper giving a full description of the iron

mines already at work might lead to farther trials being made in ore.

bearing ground, andd made whereby onx works mag
much less dependent on the importation of fort

There i onlj one other matter which I will trouble yon apon thai is

I bat important t i inch time a '

tionin oxperi ate, the getting up of information at told

. c,| in the hands of conunitti e. of mombi
same wa] as Is practised in the N I irhi n i am intern, • d

proved highlj ictorj o that a list of subjects should

drawn np bj the Council of thi upon which I
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awarded to the writers of the best papers. This works remarkably well
in the Institution of Civil Engineers, and I believe it would tend to
materially improve the position as well as the increase the usefulness of
our Institute. There are many other matters having an important bear-
ing upon the mineral wealth and manufactures of our district, which I

cannot at present refer to, having already far exceeded the bounds of a
reasonable address. I will therefore close by asking your serious con-
sideration to the several points worthy of attention ; and if, during my
term of office, we shall be able to do something towards reducing the
enormous losses caused by the present mode of working and treating our
minerals, and secure their being worked and used in a more economical
maimer with the least possible risk of life, I shall not have occupied your
time in vain, and this Institute will have conferred an additional boon
upon our district, and fully realised some of its objects.

AUTOMATIC BOBBIN WINDER TOR SEWING MACHINES.

One of the chief arguments used by the chain-stitch sewing machine
interest against the double-thread machines is the trouble experienced in

winding bobbins. The chain-stitch machines using thread direct from
the spool do not involve this difficulty. The object of the invention shown
in the accompanying illustration is to provide an automatic bobbin winder
that shall fill the bobbins while the machine is in operation, so that all

the operator has to do when a new bobbin is required is to place it in the
shuttle. Each bobbin is similar to all the others when filled and the
apparatus may be so adjusted that long or short bobbins may be wound
with equal facility and certainty.

The simplicity of this ingenious addition to the sewing machine is such
that it will be at once understood, on reference to the engraving.

The stock of the bobbin winder is screwed to the clothplate of the
machine. The bobbin is placed upon a spindle, the shaft of which has
upon it a small grooved pulley which is driven by the band from
the fly wheel. A worm on this spindle works in a toothed wheel.

This wheel has projecting from its side a pin which works in a cam
attached to the thread guide. This arrangement gives a traverse

motion to the thread guide from end to end of the bobbin as the spindle

revolves, thus distributing the thread evenly along its surface, and filling

it much more uniformly than can be done by hand.
The cam slot is S-shaped, and the pin working therein is adjustable to

and from the centre of the toothed wheel, by which the traverse motion
is shortened or lengthened to wind bobbins of different lengths.

These bobbin winders are made in different styles for the various shuttle

machines in use, and appear to be very desirable and useful additions to

such machines.

OLD BLACKPRIARS BRIDGE.

In pulling down the Old Blackfriars Bridge, it was expected that the
foundation stone and the relics deposited therein, would have been dis-

covered. In spite of a diligent search made for that purpose, nothing
whatever, could be found, and all hope of recovering these memorials
had vanished. It happened, however, that it lately became necessary in

consequence of the flooding of the basements of the houses in Bridge-
street, to make considerable excavations for the improvement of the out-

let of the river Fleet, and during the progress of that work these interest-
ing relics have at last been discovered. The letter forwarded by Mr.
Cook, the foreman to Mr. Webster the contractor for the works is as
follows :

—

" Northern Thames Embankment Office,
" Whitefriars, E.C., Oct. 5, 1870.

" Sir,—Herewith I beg to forward to you a plan and sections of the
foundation and memorial stones of the old Blackfriars Bridge, which
were discovered on the 30th ult. and 1st inst., at a depth of 30ft. under
the roadway, in the large open cutting which is now being excavated in
Bridge-street by Mr. William Webster, the contractor under your Board
for the construction of the overflow outlet of the Fleet and the penstocks
of the low level sewer. The depth of our excavations being 8ft. lower
than the foundations of the old bridge, a portion of the masonry had to
be cut away. This having to be done with care, and while personally
attending to the removal of the upper 2ft. 6in. course, I was happy to
discover in the bottom bed of one of the stones a cavity containing an
oak case, in which was deposited the metallic plate, which has been duly
forwarded to the offices of the Board at Spring-gardens, and which
records that the foundation-stone of the bridge was laid on the last day
of October, 1760, by Sir Thomas Chitty, the Lord Mayor, Robert Mylne
being the architect. The foundation stone I found to be one of the lower
2ft. 3in. course, which is bedded upon three layers of pine planks
bolted together by oak trenails. The cavity in this stone was filled up
with mortar flush to the top bed; Having tooled out the mortar, the
beautiful silver medallion, which has already been sent to the Board, was
found encased in lead. Below this was a further layer of mortar, and
underneath that, without any protection, whatever, I found the following
coins ; One guinea of George II, bearing date 1759 ; one half-crown, 1759 ;

one crown piece, 1750 ; one shilling, date illegible ; two sixpenny pieces,

1758 ; 31 half-pence of George II, of various dates from 1734 to 1750

;

and one farthing of George II, dated 1741 ; which have also already been
forwarded by Mr. Webster to the offices of the Board.

" Tours obediently,
" Benjamin Cooke, Manager.

" To John Pollard, Esq., Clerk of the Metropolitan
Board of Works, Spring-gardens."

SUBMARINE WARFARE.
In Sheerness harbour, on the 8th ult., an interesting experiment was

made with a new kind of torpedo, which is the joint invention, as we are

informed, of a Mr. Wightman and an Austrian gentleman. It is a
" submarine flight torpedo," the construction and principle of which have
hitherto been kept a profound secret, and in a very great degree still

remain so. The experiment under notice was made by direction of the
Lords of the Admiralty, and although the torpedo had been lying in one
of the store-houses in Sheerness Dockyard for some days, no one, except

those employed by the inventors, has been permitted to inspect it. From
what we can glean, however, it appears that the torpedo itself is of a
fish-shaped construction, of zinc, having a revolving " tail" at one and.

It is necessary that a ship intended to discharge the torpedo should be
fitted with an apparatus (also newly invented) for the purpose of com-
pressing air within a sort of cylinder, and to this is fixed a long tube for

the reception of the torpedo. This tube, which is similar to a rocket

tube, is carried from the interior of the ship, through a hole in the bows
eight or ten feet below the surface of the water. The orifice of the tube
next the water is covered with a cap, to which a line is attached and
carried up to the forecastle for the purpose of removing it when all is

ready to discharge the torpedo, the latter being filled with gun cotton

and other detonating and powerfully explosive substances. The cylinder

being fill with air, the torpedo is placed in the tube in the same manner
as a congreve rocket. The vessel is then steered to within a suitable

distance of the vessel to be destroyed, and the cap removed by means of

the line above mentioned. The compressed air is then forced into the

tube, and the torpedo is launched with a sufficient submarine momentum
to strike and destroy any ship within a range of from 100 to 1,800 yards.

For the experiment on the 8th ult, Her Majesty's steam sloop of war
Oberon had been expressly fitted with all the apparatus above described.

She was steered (so as to avoid danger to other craft in the harbour) to

within about 200 yards of L'Aigle, an old wooden frigate of great strength,

and lately used as a coal hulk, which had been lent by the Admiralty for

the purpose. This vessel was moored head and stem on what is called

the west shore of the Isle of Grain, in a sufficient depth of water to

cause the effect of the explosion of the torpedo to be seen by the ship

sinking some 10 or 12ft., the object in view being that the destruction of

the ship's bottom might be visible at low tide, and also that the vessel

might be temporarily repaired so as to be floated for further probable

experiments. About 1 o'clock on the 8th ult, the tide being nearly

flood, the Oberon was placed bows on to L'Aigle, and a striped flag hoisted
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on board. Shortly afterward this flag was lowered as a signal that the

torpedo had been sent on its errand of destruction. Expectation was
now on tip-toe, for it had been anticipated that the explosion would be

instantaneous, but it was not so ; and, after a few seconds had elapsed,

whispers began to be heard that the experiment was a failure, or that the

torpedo had taken a wrong direction. In about 30 seconds, however,

from the lowering of the flag, an explosiou occurred, under the counter

of L'Ai'jle, and a mountain of water, blackened with coal dust from the

refuse in the hulk thrown up. The stern of the ship rose bodily with it,

and now was heard a report resembling the dull boom of a heavy piece

of ordnance heard at the distance of a mile or so. L'Aigle, immediately

on falling back into the water, sank by the stern until she took the

bottom, but had there been sufficient depth of water she would have
totally disappeared. As it was, the ship speedily filled with water from
stem to stern, and in about a minute'froni the time of the explosion had
sunk her entire length, and lay on the bottom, with only about seven or

eight feet of her upper works and bulwarks above tbe surface. She has

not yet been officially examined, but is is believed the hole made in her

counter and under her bilge must be of enormous dimensions, from her

going down so quickly.

SHIPBUILDING OX THE CLYDE.
We recently gave an estimate of the amount of shipbuilding work

that had been accomplished on the Clyde during the three quarters

ending 30th September. The total tonnage launched during that time was
137,000 tons, 4,000 less than during the same period of previous year, but
18,000 tons more than during the three quarters in 1868. The amount
of work actually on the stocks at present, including vessels of which the

keels have been laid to those about ready for launching is 84 vessels, of an
aggregate tonnage of about 80,000 tons. The following is the number of

vessels in the various yards on the Clyde, in each district :—In the yard
of Messrs. Barclay, Curie, and Co., Messrs. J. and G. Thomson, C.

Connal and Co., A Stephen and Sons, R, Napier and Sons, London and
Glasgow Engineering and Ironshipbuilding Co., Dobbie and Co., and A
and J. Inglis—20 vessels. In Messrs. Tod and M'Gregor's, John Elder
and Co.'s, A. Stephen and Son's (new yard)—14 vessels. At Whiteinch
—Messrs Barclay, Curie, and Co., Wingate and Co., J. G. Lawrie, and
Aitken, and Mansel, have 9 vessels. At Renfrew—Messrs Wm. Sim-
monds and Co., and Henderson, Coulborn, and Co., have 8 vessels. At
Port Glasgow—Messrs Blackwood and Gordon, R. Duncan and Co., J.

fieid and Co., and M'Culloch, Patterson and Co., have 8 vessels ; and at

Greenock Messrs Scott and Co., Steele and Co., and Caird and Co., have
10 vessels. There are also building at Dumbarton by Messrs Denny and
and Brothers ami M'Millan and Sons, at Rutherglen by Mr. T. B. Seath,
and at Maryhill by Messrs J. and R. Swan, 15 vessels. In two of the
yards there are no fewer than 17 vessels on the stocks—Mr. Elder having
nine and Messrs Caird and Co., 8 vessels in various stages of completion.
In addif ion to the new vessels there are several steamers being lengthened
and receiving new engines and boilers and general overhauls.

AMERICAN STEEL MANUFACTURES.
A special correspondent of the Xen? York Times is supplying to that

journal an account of the steel manufacturers of the United States. He has
visited the Pennsylvania Steel Works, located on the east bank of the
Susquehanna, about three miles south of Harrisburg. This establish-

ment was built in 1806-67 by Mr. Holley, now of the Troy Bessemer
Steel Works, and cost about a million dollars. A description is given of

the plant and of the process of making steel rails, and the writer then
proceeds in the following strain: "The Pennsylvania Steel Works have
been uniformly successful with their product, and make a metal of
absolutely uniform quality. 1 p grei to ay that they are content to D e

three-fourths foreign iron, and only (ine-f'owrlli Anierican. It. is true that
very little ISessenier pig ;. made in ibis country, and ai .i disinters bed

party, I sincerely hope thai the Bessemei an will be compelled
toadc.pt. measures to produce domestic irons for their own consumption.
In truth, blast, furnaces arc as much a pan of a Bessemer plant as a
rolling mill, and no company ought tonndertaki to manufacture the b i

unless the] are able and willing to bnild them. hi. Lxnpoi ible to doubt
that suitabl be found in many localities, ami, with patience,
enterprise, and a judicious outlay of capital, maj certainly Ik- smelted
with profit to the steelmaker. Engl used at Tray ami Sarris-

-iii in dollars pei ton, win if domestic Irons used at Cleveland
cost 86 dollars, lint it will require a better blast faraace praotioe than
that which is now in vogue throughout Pennsylvania, and which is

I. The OOSl "I' making liessonicr

rails is nearly ,
,,u- the market price

the margin of profit is small. The retrenchment must be ohieflj in the
of pig-iron, it will requn irch, innumerable ana

the most thoroughly scientific and skilful blast-furnace practice to effect

a reduction of the cost ; but in a State so rich as Pennsylvania in
mineral wealth there certainly seems to be no sufficient reason why the
effort should not be successful. The annual product of the Pennsvlvania
works may be practically estimated at 15,000 tons of rails, all of"which
are consumed by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company.

THE LOSS OF THE "CAPTAIN."
Since the notice in The Artizan for last month of the foundering of

this magnificent vessel, the court-martial has been completed, and'the
verdict which we give below appears to be as comprehensive as could be
expected, and entirely in accordance with the evidence. As we antici-
pated, the evidence went to show that the centre of gravity, although
not above the line of flotation during the trial for stability, nevertheless
was dangerously high. According to the evidence upon this point,
when the ship was inclined, to practically ascertain her centre ofgravity
it was found to be situated at 2'9ft. below load water line, the vessel at
that time drawing 25ft. Jin. of water. We have, unfortunately, no exact
data of the draught of water of the vessel at the time when she
foundered, but, judging from the length of her cruise, she probably drew
considerably less water than at this trial, and, consequently her centre
of gravity would be proportionately nearer the load water line, making
her still less able to stand up against the wind.
Now that the true cause has been officially pronounced, we trust, that

the panic occasioned by this terrible disaster, will not compel the govern-
ment to desist from building low free-board turret vessels. There is no
difficulty whatever, in building a vessel of this description with a suffi-

ciently low centre of gravity, and with a reasonably steady platform.
Whether it is advisable to rig such ships with heavy spars—or even with
any spars at all, is a different question. In our opinion, the disadvan-
tage incurred by using such ships as sailing vessels, more than counter-
balances the saving in fuel ; as it involves extra hands, and therefore,
the finding of extra accommodation—a very difficult problem in this
class of vessel; and also, absolutely prevents an all round fire, which is

supposed to be the one distinguishing merit of the system.
The following is the verdict returned by the Naval Court appointed

to inquire into the causes which led to the loss of H. M.S. (

court having heard the statements of Mr. May relative thereto, and taken
his evidence and that of the remaining survivors, and the other evidence
they deem necessary, and having deliberately weighed and considered
the whole of the evidence before them, do find that H.M.S. Captain was
capsized on the morning of the 7th of September, 1870, by pressure of
sail assisted by the heave of the sea, and that the sail carried tit the time
of her loss (regard being had to the forco of the wind and the state of the
sea) was insufficient to have endangered a ship endued with a proper
amount of stability. The court further find that no blame is attributable
to Mr. James May, gunner of the second class, and the surviving i

officers and men of H.M.S. Captain for her loss, ami do, therefore, fully

acquit them of all blamo in respect of it, and the said Mr. James Max,
gunner of the second class, and the surviving petty officers and men of
H.M.S. Captain are hereby fully acquitted accordingly.
"The Court, before separating, find it their duty to record the OOn-

viction they entertain i hat the Captain was built, in deference to public
opinion, expressed in Parliament and through other channels, and in oppo-
sition to the views and opinions of the Controller of the N'avy and his depart-
ment, and that tin; evidence all tends to show that they generally disap-
proved of her construction. It further appearing in evidence that before the
Ca/ptajm was received from her contractors, a grave departure from oar
original design had been committed, whereby her draught of water Has
increased about 2ft., and her freeboard was diminished to a corresponding
extent, and that her stability proved to be dangerously small, ace pa.
nied with an area of sail under I 0.086 eireiiinsi a lie 79, The Court.

deeply regrel that if these facts were dulj known and appreciated, they
were not. coiiiiuuuieai ed to the ollicer in I'miniiiiiul of I In- slop, or that if

otherwise the ship was allowed to be employed in the ordinary
of i he fleet before they had been snffioientrj ascertained by calculation or
experiment."

i.i I \v\ EXHIBITION.

The opening of this exhibition of natural and industrial product

extended to Wednesday, the 8th of February, 1871, and d, in

making that ohange known, to invito thi e pecial ts of
i his con ni i;. to theopp rtunity which will be therein afforded to them, of

bringing their i luct i under observation in a hitherto untried
novel Held, with a i nal.l.- pro pecf Of pra. ll I

sales. The artist contributors »iii be guaranteed against all risk of loss

or expeii b, and will bavi thi chance of sharing m the distribution of
honorary marl. . medals of gold, silver, or 1 . i . o i

.
. . Willi c.rt itieiit.

honourable mention, which it < the into ntion of the committee
pondence to award to competitoi thi obeme provides, (bi the reoep'
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tion in London, storage, packing, freight, and insurance on the voyage out
and home, and whilst in the colony, of all such contributions with a
guarantee for the safe return and delivery to the owners of all such as
may remain unsold, and the payment of the prices in all cases where
sales may have been effected on the terms named by the artist. All
articles will be returned after a comparatively brief interval, it being
fully intended that such as remain unsold should be shipped from the
colony by the Koyal Mail steamer leaving Georgetown on the 8th March,
so as to be in London on the 29th of that month. Any further particulars
desired will be furnished on application to Mr. McLean, of the Haymarket,
who has undertaken to assist the committee in London. The committee,
Messrs. E. G. Barr and W. Walker, will also be happy to receive and
answer any inquiries addressed to their offices, 36, Mark-lane, E.C.

OBITUARY.
THE LATE ME. JOHN BEAITHWAITE, C.E.

John Braithwaite, C.E., one of our oldest engineers and whose name
is identified with many novelties in engineering, died at midnight on the
1st, ult., the cause being apoplexy. From the earliest period in railway
history, Mr. Braithwaite had been engaged in the promotion and con-

struction of lines, both in England and on the Continent. In laying out
the Eastern Counties Railway—of which he was engineer-in-chief—Mr.
Braithwaite adopted a gauge of 5ft. which, however, was afterwards
altered to the ordinary 4ft. 84-in. gauge. Mr. Braithwaite took an active

part in the battle of the gauges, which was fought some twenty years
since. He was a supporter of the narrow gauge, and has of late years
expressed himself in favour of the adoption of still narrower gauges
than are now generally employed. In 1829, Mr. Braithwaite in conjunc-

tion with Mr. Ericsson, designed the "Novelty" locomotive engine, which
was tried on October 10th in that year, against the " Rocket" engine of

Mr. R. Stephenson, and the " Sans Pareil" of Mr. T. Hackworth. To
Mr. Braithwaite belongs the credit of having made the first steam fire-

engine, so far back as the year 1829, in London, in conjunction also with
Mr. Ericsson. Eour more of these engines were subsequently constructed
by these gentlemen, all being eminently successful ; yet, so strong was
the prejudice which was brought to bear against them, that, from 1832
until 1862, no more were made in this country. Mr. Braithwaite was
also well known in connection with most of our large breweries, and for

various improvements which he effected in their mechanical arrangements.
He was especially engaged in sinking wells in connection with these

establishments, having sunk a large number, some of very great depth,

for numerous breweries. Mr. Braithwaite was elected a member of the
Institution of Civil Engineers on February, 13, 1838, and was elected a
member of the Society of Arts in 1819.

THE LATE PROFESSOR MILLER.
We deeply regret to have to announce the death of our old teacher

William Allen Miller, M.D., F.R.S., &c, Professor of Chemistry at King's
College, London. He died suddenly in almost the prime of life, on the

30th of September, while engaged in taking part in the proceedings of

the British Association. Dr. Miller was bom at Ipswich on the 17th of

December, 1817, and in his twenty-fourth year he became assistant to

the late Mr. Daniell, professor of chemistry in King's College, London.
In 1844, he co-operated with his master in the publication of a paper on
the " Electrolysis of Secondary Compounds." In the following year he
was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, and upon the demise of Mr.
Daniell was elected to the chair of chemistry in King's College. His
chief work at this time was his paper on the " Spectra of certain

Vapours," published in 1845. In 1849, he again came before the scien-

tific world with a paper on the " Atomic Volumes of Organic Liquids,"

Dr. Miller held the posts of treasurer of the Royal Society, president and
afterwards vice-president of the Chemical Society, and assayer to the

Royal Mint, besides being a member of the Science Commission. His
later contributions to the scientific periodicals were, a paper on " Trans-

parency," in the Jmvrnal of the Chemical Society, " Some Analyses of

Gutta Percha, and "A Treatise on Potable Water." In conjunction with
Mr. Huggins he investigated the spectra of the fixed stars. He is known
to the educational world by his voluminous and widely-popular " Trea-

tise on Chemistry," in three parts, which originally appeared from 1855
to 1857, and which has already gone through several editions. Several

candidates are already in the field for the professorship he leaves

vacant.

NOTES AND NOVELTIES.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Mr. William Alexander Peovis, who was elected a member of the

Institution of Civil Engineers, on the 6th of April, 1819, and whose
decease occurred on the 29th September, has bequeathed the munificent
sum of £500, to " The Benevolent Fund of The Institution of Civil

Engineers."

By a law approved July 8th, 1870, foreign trade marks and designs are protected in
the United States.

There has lately been exhibited at the offices of the Silk Supply Association a speci-
men ot South African silk from the Cape, which has been pronounced of high-class
quality.

A steam-paving machine was recently introduced in Paris, and made use of by the
municipality for the repair of the streets of that city. Tbis machine consists of a small
steam-engine on wheels, drawn by one horse, to the rear of which is attached the
pavior," which is forced upon the ground by a blow from the piston, and slides on a bar

some six feet long, and can thus be directed by the driver to any stone which requires
forcing home. The machine was lately at work in the Kue de Grenelle, and was considered
a success

Experiments were made on Friday, September 30th, at the mouth of the Mersey, with
Rogers' life-saving apparatus. When thrown to a vessel in distress the projectile used
is a cone projected from a mortar ; when thrown for the purpose of getting a purchase to
haul a boat out from the beach, the projectile has a folding anchor at the head, the
arms of which expand and bite the ground directly there is a pull upon their centre
by the line through the hollow of the projectile carried by the latter when shot from
the projecting mortar. The experiments were quite successful, and, as the apparatus is
simple and inexpensive, it will no doubt be taken up by shipowners ; and its greater
range and accuracy will possibly cause it in time to supersede the rocket apparatus at
the coastguard stations.

The following has been forwarded to the secretary of the Eoyal Agricultural Society
of England, from the Austro-Hungarian ambassador, with a request to give it publicity :—

" The Royal Hungarian Ministry for Agriculture, Commerce, and Industry, proposes
to awaid two prizes, of 100 ducats and 50 ducats, for the invention of a hemp mowing
or cutting machine, under the following conditions—1. Mowing machines which cut the
hemp as short as possible over the soii may compete, as well as plough-like instruments
which cut it under the soil. 2. No models will be admitted. 3. The competiug machines
or instruments will be submitted to a trial on an ordinary hemp field, at a place and
date to be fixed hereafter. The results will be examined and the prizes awarded by a
committee composed of agriculturists and engineers. 4. The first prize can only be
awarded to a thoroughly well working and efficient machine or instrument. 5. The
machines which obtain the prizes remain the property of the competitors. 6. The appli-
cations for the competition are to be made till June 1. 1871, to the Royal Hungarian
Ministry of Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce at Pesth, to which also all inquiries
relating to the details of the trial are to be addressed.—Pesth, August 13, 1870."

NAVAL ENGINEERING.
The Brazilian Government has decided upon adding some formidable ironclads to its

navy. Two of these ironclads are to be built in England, under the superintendence of
Captain Silveira de Motta.

MILITARY ENGINEERING.
The following appendix to an Army Circular relating to muzzle-loading guns has re-

cently been issued :
—

" All service rifled muzzle-loading guns up to 9in. calibre inclusive
may be fired without restriction as to the number of rounds, the service ability or other-
wise of the guns being ascertained from the results of examinations. With lOin. rifted

muzzle-loading guns 500 rounds may be fired, of which 250 may be with battering
charges, after which the guns will be examined at Woolwich, or by skilled persons sent
from the Royal Gun Factories. With 12in. rifled muzzle-loading guns 250 rounds may be
fired, of which 100 may be with battering charges , after which the guns will be examined
as above."

TELEGRAPHIC ENGINEERING.
A line of telegraph from Auckland, New Zealand, to the Thames has been completed,

and is now in full working. From |the South the wires have advanced to within about
seventy miles of Cambridge, to which place wires from Auckland already reach. It will

not, therefore, be long before Auckland is in direct telegraphic communication with every
part of the north island of New Zealand.

STEAMSHIPPING.
Messes. Wm. Denny and Brothers Bumbaeton, have contracted to supply the

Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company with a screw steamship of 3,000
tons and 550 horse-power. The ship is to be fitted up in the usual style of the company's
fleet ; and the machinery, by Messrs. Denny aDd Co., is to be on the compound principle.

Messrs. Morton, Wyld and Co., of the "Woodyard, have contracted to build an iron screw
steamer of 1.000 tons for a Liverpool house.

LAUNCHES.
Theee was launched from the building-yard of Messrs. John Duthie and Sons, on the

18th ult., a three-masted schooner, named the Mary Blair. She is 32176 tons register,

by 146ft. in length, 27ft. breadth of beam, and 14Jft. in depth. She is to trade between
Sydney and China,; and was built to the order of Messrs. James Owen and Co., London.

On the 25th September there was launched from the shipbuilding yard of Messrs.
Aitken and Mansell. Whiteinch, a smart screw vessel of 500 tons register, for Leith
owners. She was named the Hazard by Mrs. Menzies, of Partick, and is to be fitted with
engines of 90 horse-power nominal.

Messes. R. Duncan and Co., Port Glasgow, launched on the 27th September a
handsome steamer, named the Duke of Leinster, for the Dublin and Glasgow Steam
Packet Company, of the following dimensions:—250ft. long; 29ft. in breadth; depth,
15ft. ; 1,040 tons builders' measurement ; 700 tons register tonnage. The steamer was,
immediately after the launch, towed to Greenock, where Messrs. Rankin and Blackmore
will supply her with oscillating engines of 500 horse-power.

The fine new iron sailing barque Virginia, 885 tons, was launched on the 27th Sep-

tember by Messrs. Alexander Stephen and Sons, from their works at Kelvinhaugh. The
Virginia has been constructed to the highest class in Bureau Veritas, and is to be em-
ployed in the American trade.

Theee was launched, on the 26th September, from the dockyard of Messrs. Arehd.
M'Millan and Son, Dumbarton, a handsome screw steamer, built to the order of the

Liverpool and Mississippi Steamship Company. On leaving the ways she was named the

Crescent City by the wife of Mr. Thos. Main. The vessel has been built to class 100a
being the highest class at Lloyd's, and her dimensions are 325 by 35 by 27'6. The
engines, which are of 220 horse-power, have been constructed by Messrs. John and James
Thomson, Glasgow. They are on the compound principle, and embrace all the latest

improvements.

Mb. J. G. Laweie launched on the 21st September at Whiteinch a yacht of 60 tons, for

Mr. Robert Macfie, of Airds. The yacht, on leaving the ways, was named Viking, by
Miss Allan, of Park-terrace. ,
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Oir the 19th ult. Messrs. Barclay, Curie, and Co., launched from their yard at White-
inch a screw steamer named the City of Oxford, of 2,000 tons, for Messrs. G. Smith and
Sons, Glasgow. The City of Oxford is pioneer of a fleet of steamers being built for

Messrs. Smith and Sons for the Clyde and East India trade, cid the Suez Canal.

The fine new three-decker iron screw steamer Shim: was launched on the 19th ult.,

by Messrs. Alex. Stephen and Sous, from one of their shipbuilding sheds at Kelvinhauah.
The Shiraz is 1,130 tons, AaI at Lloyd's, and is owned by Messrs. Gray, Dawes, and Co.,
London. Her engines have been furnished by Messrs. James Howdeu and Co., and she
is to he employed in the India coasting trade.

Messes. Robebt Dcscax ajtd Co. lately launched from their shipbuilding yard,
Port Glasgow, a screw steamer named the A'exandria, of 1,550 tons, for Mr. Kobert
Little, Greenock, and intended for the Anchor Line Atlantic service.

The London and Glasgow Engineering and Iron Shipbuilding Company launched from
their yard at Govan, on the 16th September, a screw steamer of 1,500 tons, and ot the
following dimensions :—Length, 252ft. ; breadth, 32ft. ; depth of hold, 16ft. She is bnilt
to the order of Messrs. J. A. Dunkerley and Co., Hull, and is intended for the India and
China trade, cia the Suez Canal.

TRIAL TRIPS.

The Briton, 10 guns, screw corvette, ha« been ordeicd by the Lords of the Admiralty
to be prepared for further trial with and without Cowper's newly patented " steam re-
heater," the former trials not being considered wholly satisfactory.

The Audacioun, It, Captain D. Spain, in charge of Captain Fellowes and staff, of the
Steam Keserve, with Captain Marsh, the Queen's Harbour Master, Mr. Bardin, C.B.,
Inspector of Machinery, and o ther officials on board, proceeded to the offing on the 17th
ult., for the purpose of testing her speed on the measured mile. Like the Vanguard
(tried on the 15th ult.), this ship has lately had the space between her double bottom
tilled with water to the extent of 212 tons, which has increased her draught 2ft., but
gives her great stability, for with the helm put over one and a-half turns, instead of
heeling seven or eight degrees, as before, the ship was perfectly upright, although she
had the wind strong on her beam. The draught forward was 22ft. 2in. ; aft, 22ft. lOin.

;

the barometer, 2970 ; thermometer, 57 ; wind, N.W. - force, 5. Two runs were made
on the mile, with the following results :—The first to the eastward, in 4mm. 33see.,
equal to 13187 knots; the second, to the westward, in 5min. lOsec, equal to 11-613
knots, giving a mean speed at full power of 12'4 knots, with mean revolutions 70005 per
minute; mean steam, 311b.; mean vacuum, 2r5in. The wind and sea at this time
having greatly increased, the further trial was postponed for more favourable weather.

RAILWAYS.
The line from Delhi to Lahore is expected to be completed and in working order

before the end of the year.

The San Francisco Call says:—" The pcopleof Austin, Nevada, are seriously discussing
the project of constructing a branch line of railway from that place to some point on the
Central Pacific, probably Battle Mountain. The distance is but ninety miles, and the
Central Pacific Company is said to be ready to construct and operate the road, if the
people will subscribe stock sufficient to grade the way."

The Paisley Town Council have been discussing the desirability of having a tram rail-
way between Glasgow and Johnstone, and have concluded by proposing that notice
should be given, in terms of the statute, of their intention to apply, as the local authority
for part of the line, for permission to construct the same.

Ox the 5th ult., another portion of the road tramway system now being constructed in
the south of London, extending from the Horns Tavern, Kennington, to Hercules-build-
ings, near Westminster-bridge, was opened for public traffic. By this extension the
public will have the advantage of direct tramway communication from Brixton to within
a Bhort distance of Westminster-bridge.

The engineer, -Mr. I'.usttti, appointed by the Government of the Argentine Republic
to surrey the passes of the Andes with reference to the construction of a railroad between
that republic and Chili, reports that the most eligible pass, under the circumstances, is
the Planchon or Teno, and he indicates the route from Buenos Ayes to the Tcno Btation
on the Santiago and Curico Railway. The elevation is 3,300 metres. The most difficult
part is that in the Vargara ravine, where there is a difference of level of 730 metres in a
distance of ten kilometres, which gives a grade of 70 in 1,000. The length of tho road
by the line indicated will be 1,651 kilometres, and its cost is calculated at 26,000,000 dols
for the Argentine division, and 6,000,000 dolB. for the Chilian, and the time requisite to
complete the work four years.

The weight of the engines to be used upon the Quebec and Fosford Wooden Railway
which has been opened last month, is twenty-one tons; they will have four driving
wheels |2in. in diameter. The City Passenger Railway Company ol Montreal has r'c-
clarcd a dividend lor the six months ending September 30, 1870, of six per cent, upon the
capital stock of the company, with a bonus of two per cent.

The Sntlej Bridge or the Sind, Punjab, and Delhi Railway Company was opened on
the 15th ult. by the Maharajah of Puttealah, with great state, celebrating the establish-
ment of an unbroken railway communication between Lahore, Calcutta, and Bombay.

Tniiup. are in the I nitc.l Mate*, savs the Philadelphia /.. l/rr, *i,0tK) mile . .,t raUlvav
which it i- need arj to relay with Itei I mils. It takes 100 ton* of rail tolnya mile of
road. The estimation ol 200,000 tons would only relay 2,noo miles annually. If steel rails
were admitted ins. ih.it conramptioii here would beenon i. tad the advantage to
r"' lvv llngfj great. Dear rails means dear transportation, "with

iractnrer of toe domestic article. The two Interest i Involved arc
re sectional. The great We-i wants ohOil railways, that n ra

cheap transportation, put the pradnol of its labour and enter] ,

'.
,,,

the world at the smallest possible cost, whilst those capitalists, principally
engaged in makiugxtccl roils, desire exclusively to themselTM the home market for a
comparatively now article, at pay i m; p

'

BnOTtriC exported In the lirsf six months ot this year 10,568 tons of rail to Russia- to
I iltverern. 18,811 I n

. to Pranoe, :.

tons; to the l mi' nd to Spain, lj667 tons

MINES, METALLURGY," ETC.
A nu ir IWjr mine has been discovered near lluamantago, in IVru.aml measure™ „re

or working it.
'

Tiik production Of [like Bspsjtar OptX r ore this roar is estimated at one million tonswhuh is twice as much as was product a in the i ntlrt Unite i Btatee In hn.

APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
T,,!

> i roll.
(aini!l -'

i new proof ..] tl„- danffST
attending experiments with all titainlng nitrogen only
bound. ' '

LATEST PRICES IN THE LONDON METAL MARKET.

COPPER.

Best selected, per ton
Tough cake and tile do
Sheathing and sheets do
Bolts do
Bottoms do
Old (exchange) do
Burra Burra do
Wire, per lb

Tribes do

BRASS.
Sheets, per lb

Wire do
Tubes do
Yellow metal sheath do. . .

.

Sheets do
,

SPELTER.
Foreign on the spot, per ton.

Do. to arrive

ZINC.

In sheets, per ton

TIN.
English blocks, per ton. .

Do. bars (in barrels) do. .

Do. refined do
Banca do
Straits do

TIN PLATES.*
IC. charcoal, 1st quality, per box '

.

IX. do. 1st quality do
IC. do. 2nd quality do
IX. do. 2nd quality do
IC. Coke do
IX. do. do

Canada plates, per ton
Do. at works do

IRON.
Bars, Welsh, in London, per ton
Do. to arrive do
Nail rods do
Do. Stafford in London do
Bars do. do
Hoops do. do
Sheets, single, do
Pig No. 1 in Wales do
Refined metal do
Bars, oommon, do
Do. 'inch. Tyno or Tees do
Do. railway, in Wales, do
Do. Swedish in London do
To arrive do
Pig No. 1 iii Clyde do
Do. I'o.li. Tyne or Toes do
Do. No. :i tttiil I l.o.b. do
Railway chain do
Do. spikes do
l.nliaii oharooaJ pig in London do.

STEEL,
Swedish in kegs (rolled), per ton

Do. (hammui 'I ) do
Do. in faggots do
English spring do
(,ll li KMI.V Kit, per bottle

i. i:\n.

English pig, common, per ton

Ditto L.B. d"

Do. W.li. do.

1 1". beet, do,

Do. reil lead do.

tedo.

I
I

h 'I".

£
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LIST of APPLICATIONS fob LETTERS
PATENT.

We have adopted a new arrangement of the

Provisional Protections applied for by

Inventors at the G-reat Seal Patent Office.

If any difficulty should arise with referm

ence to the names, addresses, or titles

given in the list, the requisite Information

will be furnished, free of expense, from
the office, by addressing a letter, prepaid,

to the Editor of " The Artizan."

Dated Sf.ptf.mbeb 27th, 1870.

2572 J. E. Taber—Twisting
2573 S. Bennett—Hot water
2574 O. Nilson—Fire-arms

Dated Septbmbbb 28th, 1870.

2575 E. Lord—Card rollers, &c.
2576 0. Nilson—Printing presses

2577 J. I. Bengough—Air-tight vessels

2578 W. R. Lake—Electro-magnets
2579 A. McKenzie—Carriages, &c.
2580 J. E. Bingham—Oxidization or tar-

nishing silver surfaces
2581 T. Moore and C. A. Head—Raising
and lowering sacks

2582 S. Woodhall—Painting pipes
2583 J. Hamilton—Polished wood, &c.
2584 J. Hill and A. M. Strathern -Cutting
wood

2585 J. Hall and G. HaU—Sheet-metal rol-

lers or drums
2586 J. Bruuton and R. C. Rapier—Work-

ing railway switches
2587 J. J. Cousins—Registering pool and

other games of skill

2588 R. Elsdon—Locomotive engines
2589 R. G. Rainforth—Consuming smoke
2590 J. Henderson—Refining iron

2591—G. Symes—Gas
2592 C. Necker—Sewing machines

Dated Septembeb 30th, 1870.

2593 D. Hanna—Sewing machines
2594 H. C. Carver—Separating mixed sub-

stances, &c.

2595 H. Stapfer— Concentrated and pre-

served potatoes
2596 G. H. Funck—Valve apparatus
2597 VV. I lamer and J. Davies—Heating

brine
2598 J. J. Ashworth—Indicating the dis-

tance travelled by vehicles
2599 J. Phillipson—Carriage windows
2600 T. R. Crampton—Furnaces
2601 J. Proven—Putting driving straps
upon drums

2602 T. Foulkes—Signals
2603 A. H. Brandon—Spinning machinery
2604 F. Watkins—Fastenings for the ends

of hoops
2605 W. Brown—Paddle wheels
2606 J. Eiflander—Ships ofwar,&c.
2607 E.JWylam— Improved oven

Dated Octobeb 1st, 1870.

2608 W. R. M. Thomson—Utilising the heat
of steam, &c.

2609 J. C. Fell ars—Blacking
2610 W. Birch—Machinery for opening, &c,

calico

2611 T. J. Powers—Ammunition
2612 J. Ward—Working locomotive engines

2613 B. and J. Siddall—Steamers
2614 J. Mcody—Saddles
2615 G. Haseltine—Polishing machine
2616 E. D. Thomas—Raising and lowering
weights

2617 F. Wilkinson—Applying tubes of

paper to spindles, &c.

2618 F. J. Head—Cocks and valves

2619 J. Yule—Motive power engines
2620 L. Sterne—Securing tyres to wheels
2621 E. A. Pontifex and J. Barton—Cutting
sugar canes

Dated October 3bd, 1870.

2622 T. Clemetson and J. Deere—Fuel
2623 E. Leach—Improved hydrometer
2624 L. Cooper—Transporting passengers,

goods, &c.

2625 J. B. Stoner—Floating lighthouse
2626 W. Hoyle, J. Harrison, and R. Rothera
—Spinning and twisting

2627 T. Aveling—Tyres of the wheels of

locomotives
2628 G. Haseltine—Machine for tapping

the threads in nuts

2629 E. Butterworth- Furnaces

Dated Octobeb 4th, 1870.

2630 R. W. Thomson—Elastic tyres
2631 J. H. Rothwell—Stop valves
2632 T. W. Overman—Administering me-

dicine to horses
2633 G. Haseltine—Pumps
2634 A. V. Newton—Chamber utensil
2635 J. Winter—Filling glass bottles with

soups, &c.

Dated Octobeb 5th, 1870.

2636 J. G. Tongue—Carpets
2637 C. Waddie—Printing press
2638 J. Dunstan—Firearms
2639 C. W. S. de Bay—Movable fort

2640 D. Mole—Spring hinges
2641 H. Deacon—Sulphuric acid
2642 A. V. Newton—Galvanic batteries
2643 W. R. Oswald—Ventilating stoke holes

of ships

2644 H.;H. Murdoch—Looms

Dated Octobeb 6th, 1870.

2645 Dr. 0. Burgh and A. Schiebel— Elec-
tro dynamic apparatus

2646 J. Lumley and W. Parnell—Washing
machines

2617 T. Jennings — Revolving heels for
boots and shoes

2648 H. Bracdwell, J. Bullock, and G.
Whittaker—Looms

2649 W. T. Henley and D. Spill— Com-
pounds of collodion

2650 W. Evans and T.Price—Tin plates
2651 C. Burnett—Raising and measuring

beer, &c.
2652 G. Haseltine—Weighing scales

2653 C. F. Kirkman—Treating sewage
2654 S. Chatwood and T. W. Tobin—Safes,

strong rooms, &c.

Dated Octobeb 7th, 1870.

2655 S. and J. Randall—Agricultural drills

2656 M. J.Roberts—Stopping or regulating
the flow of fluids

2657 H. Vosper—Direct acting steam en-
gines

2658 J. W. Fletcher—Fuel for facilitating

the soldering of the joints of electric tele-

graph wires
2659 W. F. Dando—Apparatns for adver-

tising, &c.
2660 G. Haseltine—Obtaining solar mea-
surements of latitude

2661 J. G. Stapelton—Manufacture of to-
bacco pipes

2662 G. Haseltine—Bows, scarves, &c.
2663 J. H. Johnson—Bearings, packing for

shafts, &c.

2664 A. McNeil and W. Wheaton—Revivi-
fying the materials used for the purifica-

tion of gas

Dated Octobeb 8th, 1870.

2665 L. B. Bertram—Attaching stamps to
letters

2666 C. A. Wheeler—Protective opening
for parcel or letter-box

2667 H. Lyon—Indicating quantities

2668 W. E. Newton—Continuous process
for treating the ores of metals

2669 J. Holding—Looms
2670 A. S. Rake—Condensing the, smoke
and products of combustion

2671 W. Ellis—Cutting wood to any re-

quired pattern
2672 A. Frankenberg—Measuring the flow

of liquids

2673 A. Frankenberg—Cooling or refrige-
rating liquids

2674 J. .Needham—Firearms

Dated Octobeb 10th, 1870.

2675 G. C. Wilson—Improvements in breech
loading firearms

2676 J. Lawson—Preparations of food for

horses, &c.
2677 J. Mason and A. Parkes—Manganese
and alloys of manganese •

2678 W. R. Lake—Steam engines
2679 N. Domaille—Stoppers for bottles

2680 J. R. Greaves—Improved candle
2681 S. E. Asquith and F. A. Greenwood

—

Spinning wool

Dated Octobeb 11th, 1870.

2682 J. Kenyon—Improvements in looms
for weaving

2683 J. Boisset—Improved apparatus for

gymnastic exercises
2684 J. Shand—Single cylinder steam or
other motive piwer engines

2685 T. G. Tolson—Saving life and property
at sea

2686 P. Newland— Improvements in the
construction of cupola furnaces

2687 C.J. Letts—Producing divers coloured
letters, &c.

2688 M. Henry—Improvements in electro

telegraphic apparatus
2689 J. Hodgson—Improvements in looms

for weaving
2690 A. C. Andrews—Certain descriptions

of boots and shoes

Dated Octobeb 12th, 1870.

2691 L. F. Tavernier—Combing and pre-
paring cotton, &e.

2692 J. Lightfoot—Printing and dyeing
textile fabrics

2693 E. T. Hughes—Dressing or sizing warp
threads &c.

2694 J. H. Smith—Sewing machines' com-
bination of stitches

2695 A.Mason—Making up pulp or half
stuff from wood

2696 C. Lowe and W. P. Harper— Metallic
surfaces, &c.

2697 F. J. Bugg—Improvements in pressed
leather

2698 T. White—Manufacture of boots and
shoes, &c.

2699 J. Clark—Improvements in rolling

iron and other metals

Dated October 13th, 1870.

2700 R. Lakin, W. H. Rhodes, and J. Car-
penter—Machinery for preparing, spin-
ning, and doubling cotton, &c.

2701 J. A. Philips — Securing corks and
stoppers in bottles

2702 J. Onions—Cooking, and in apparatus
for cooking

2703 W. Greaves and G. Greenwood—Looms
for weaving

2704 D. M. Weston—Construction of self

lubricating hubs, &c.
2705 D. M. Childs— Training hops, the

sockets for the poles, &c.
2706 T. Huckvale—Bridles
2707 H. Huthnance—Ordnance and projec-

tiles therefor

Dated Octobeb 14th, 1870.

2708 F. Arnold—Envelope or pattern post
wrapper

2709 G. S. Kirkman—Shoreing or strutting
earthworks

2710 J. Bain — Improvements in double
acting pumps

2711 J. L. fleward—Machinery for the ma-
nufacture of nails

2712 W. B. Thompson—Packing fibrons
materials in ships

2713 C. Mansel—Improved safety knitting
sheath

,

2714 F. L.H. Dansell—Charring wood, peat
bones, &c.

2715 R. H. Davis—Packages or receptacles
for sulphuric acid

2716 W. B. Gedge—Improvements in the
construction of perambulators, &c.

2717 J. Jordan — Furnaces for burning
coal, &c.

2718 T. Fearn—Apparatus for raising and
lowering weights

2719 J. H. Brown—Manufacture of leather
from the refuse of tanned hides

2720 J. H. Brown—Manufacture of leather
paper

Dated Octobeb 15th, 1870.

2721 J. C. Haddan and J. Imray— Taking
votes

2722 J. F. Hart—Steam washing and disin-

fecting machine
2723 A. Wenner—Double throstle and other

flyers

2724 W. F. Murray and T. D. McFarland—
Shaping plastic materials

2725 D. Greig and M. Eyth— Ploughing,
harrowing, &c.

2726 R. A. Gooding—Simultaneously print-

ing and delivering checks

Dated Octobeb 17th, 1870.

2727 G. Murray—Ploughs
2728 G. Batty—Preparation of concentrated
food

2729 G. B. and G. T. Galloway—Production
of motive power, &c.

2730 J. Stalvies—Gas stoves for heating
and warming rooms

2731 J. S. Greenhow and G. 0. Gooday—
Secret correspondence

2732 M. Smith, G. T. Waldener, and A. C.
Lee—Raising wine, &c.

2733 D. Laidlaw and J. Thomson—Applying
compressed air to propel omnibuses

2734 A. C. Bamlett—Reaping and mowing
machines

Dated Octobeb 18th, 1870.

2735 B. Blakey—Looms
2736 J. K. Dallison—Leaf-guerd and book-
mark

2737 C. Cook—Boxes for containing furs
2738 S. Collins—Guiding the material for
the construction of button-holes

2739 N. S. Walker—Manufacture of com-
bined lead and tin pipes

2740 J. B. Robertson—Sewing machines
2741 W. Mather—Apparatus for breaking
nuts and separating the husks and shells

from the kernels
2742 J. Tomlinson—Preparing cotton and
other fibrous materials

2743 W. E. Newton—Saddle cloths and
horse clothing and blankets

2744 A. V. Newton—Stocks of muskets
2745 P. Toepler—Cleaning wool and separat-

ing the grease therefrom

Dated Octobeb 19th, 1870.

2746 W. F. Reynolds and J. A. Mays-
India-rubber or caoutchouc tires for
wheels

2747 J. Rhodes and J. J. Richardson—Pre-
paring and combing wool, &c.

2748 B. D. Healey—Applying heat to steam
boilers

2749 J. Wright—Preparing and printing
floor-cloths

2750 J. H. Dallmeyer—Opera glasses, &e.
2751 W. E. Gedge—Combining the func-

tions of a bung and of a self-acting vent
peg

27o2 G. George—Numerical registering and
indicating apparatus

2753 J. W. Naylor—Manufacture of woven
bags

2754 R. W. Fraser—Automatically-rotating
instrument applicable as a toy

Dated Octobeb 20th, 1870.

2755 J. H. Johnson—Illuminating and
ventilating roofs and gratings or plates

2756 W. Twining and J. Dangerfield—
Manufacture of toilet or dress pins and
other pins

2757 J. I. Evans—Cleansing and brushing
tin plates

2758 J. Howard—Mauufaeture of beet, &c.
2759 F. Garside—Planking or felting hat

bodies
2760 W. Paton—Constructions of elastic,

&c.
2761 A. Ford—Colouring India-rubber, &c.
2762 W. R. Lake—Manufacture of oil, &c.
2763 M. A. Muir and J. Mcllwham—
Wrought-iron railway sleepers, &e.

2764 W. Clark— Apparatus for winding
thread on to bobbins

2765 J. H. Johnson— Construction of
bridges

2766 W. Bancroft and J. Wood—Ornamental
metallic chains

2767 F. Parkes—Ploughshares
2768 I. Nash—Hay knives
2769 A. Henry—Breech-loading fire-arms
2770 I. Farrell—Guidance or steerage of

velocipedes
2771 J. Russell—Water-heating apparatus

Dated October 21st, 1870.

2772 J. MeNaught and W. McNaught—
Apparatus for washing, &c.

2773 H. H. Stone—Paper bags
2774 C. H. Moberly — Construction of
evaporating apparatus

2775 J. R. Williams—Ground anchor
2776 A. Frauienberg—Construction of side-

boards
2777 G. Taylor—Hoops for wheels of carts,

&c.

2778 J. Stephens—Heating liquids

2779 B. Marsden—Skates
2780 D. Whale—Disconnector for vehicles
and harness

2781 W. Brown—Sewing machines
2782 W. E. Newton—Salt

Dated October 22nd, 1870.

2783 J. Hoyle—Anti-friction metal for the
bearings and steps of shafts, &c.

2784 W. Fletcher—Liquids
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PUMPING ENGINE FOE, LEATHERHEAD WATERWORKS.
Designed by Alexander Baumaxx, and constructed by Messrs. A.

Wilsox and Co., Vauxhall.

(Illustrated hy Plate 367.,)

Of the various branches of engineering which have lately assumed
sufficient importance to constitute distinct trades of themselves, there is

one which especially merits attention, in consequence of its almost

universal demand amongst steam users. As a natural result, such a

demand called forth a corresponding effort on the part of engineers to

meet it : hence the number and variety of schemes to effect one particular

object. We are referring to the construction of small steam-pumps.

Small steam-pumps are now in the market in two different shapes, viz.,

fly-wheel pumps, and direct-acting pumps ; by which latter term is meant
m-pumps without a fly-wheel.

Tracing back the history of the trade through the last few years, we
what sort of pumping-engino was actually in demand, and how,

by necessity, the fly-wheel pump, which is the elder of the two, was fol-

1 by the direct-acting pump. The latter must now be considered as

having gained its around amongst a great number of articles which are

wanted in almost every factory where steam is used.

Perseverance lition ofsncces.s—will go a long way in all

undertakings ; and we arc of opinion that thoso manufacturers who have

Succeeded in creating for themselves a circle of customers for the

• about which we are going to speak, have well deserved

the measure of their success.

When these pnmp into use thero was a new technical term

invented, and they were called " donkey-pumps," in reference, we
believe, to their diminutive size ; although of lato years tho term is not

always appropriate. A donkoy-pnmp may bo said to bo a small steam-

pnmp of which i moved by > -

>n, the pump being used for feeding a steam-boiler, and sometimes

ling some other work of secondary importance.

It was pointed out some years ago that there was a great advan-

in having small independent steam-pumps, and the users of

Steam power Heeine.l eagerly to purchase and apply the various pumps
which were offer I. The pump, once called into existence, soon

i

f applicable to various purposes, the main consumption being n

theless realised in factories when' much steam power is usod.

It would be invidii
I various makers who brought

new contrivances ; many of them offered recently-p am-pumps
of so primitive a construction that it is surprising how they found i

at all
; but i demand, and the most curious-looking

things were offered and sold. Then era] impression, however,

that the thing requ it merely a small ordinary .-•

drii ing ti pump, the who]
| but

there seemed to be an id

rhich should have no rotary motion at all, the main o

rooating motion of the pist

new ouutrivanoea < team-pump
ted upon well-known principles had, ofc tt advants

! dways buyers who decidedly prefer an ai

inghly understand I > an engine wi... ibea new
invention, and whicli they have their

rer, who tri

of engine, which should bettor satisfy the demand evidently existing,

were not mistaken in their views. The fly-wheel, without which a

rotary motion could not easily be maintained, takes a good deal of room,
and it was only wanted for driving the eccentric and slido valve, expan-
sion not being considered necessary. The thing actually required was a

slide valve which admitted the steam to one end of the cylinder and then

to the other, exhausting accordingly ; and it is not necessary tlmt this

valve should be travelling all the while backwards and forwards. How
this steam piston can be stopped at the end of the stroke by something

quite as effective as a crank we shall see presently. We inns;, however,

dwell for a moment upon the question of expanding the steam, for com-
paratively few seem to sec clearly how matters stand in this respeot.

Many manufacturers of donkey-pumps hold, that if the steam-piston

and the pump-piston are connected together, a high degree of expansion

is impossible. From theory alone, this statement must be denied :

culation will give the size of the fly-wheel necessary to overcome any

sort of resistance, as long as the work expended upon the Bteam-pii

is greater than that consumed by the pump-piston. We tire aware, in.

I deod, thai there waa at tho las; of the Institution of Civil

Engineers a donkey-pump exhibited ; and diagrams taken from it. show,

that it cuts the steam off at one-eighth of the stroke, while it also

; denses the steam. It works at a very high speed, so that the suction-

pipe must bo very much larger in diameter than the delivery-pipe, and

of the pump :n
:

1 by a slide

would not work at such a speed. We see, therefore, that this can ho

done, and we also know that this pump works well. But, if we are glad

to see a highly perfected engine work in an equally satisfactory maimer,
wo cannot, at tho same time, forbear lookinp out for a donki

that will stand rough treatment, and that can be It paired by B common
mechanic. The donkey-pumps which the various makers and inventors

are presumed to offer to the public, tire supposed to work at

to work, in fact, as long as steam is let into them j which would almost

bean impossibility with a high rate oi m. So then, the donkey,

pump of the day. if wo may use the term, must bo simple, durable, il

not be expanding, and, above all, it must work at all reasonable

steam pressures. We would, however, say a tew words of the v.i:

systems of direct. aet ing pumps only, now in DM, beoanse tli.

tie- question is rnther new, and therefon oeis rantta |

evident that if we do away with the crank, we mual have none tl

to prevent the running of the steam-pi araj :uid,

quently, n lahion the iteam-pi I - ntting off the

tat the proper time. Some makers gh on amount

lead :
ion tin' lead I

; mail

speed . «ill be ineffective for high >; think, ti bat n

Ice ought I

I in our o;

immaudod

\ (<t- point in favour of .

to r |,. . oi « bich the

directly, n . in.

m is

.i minimum .-. ith

i< a
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rale in proportion to the number of working parts, will of course be in-

considerable in a direct-acting pump compared with a steam-pump of

ordinary description.

In Plate 367 is illustrated a direct-acting pump, which, we think, worthy

the attention of our readers as being one of the most highly perfected

engines of this class ; Fig. 1 heing an elevation and Fig. 2 a plan. The

pump here shown has just been constructed by Messrs. Wilson and Co.,

of Vauxhall, for the Leatherhead Waterworks, and is upon the system

patented by Mr. Batimann. The peculiarity of this description of pump
consists in its " steam-moved" piston valves, which the inventor has so

ai'ranged, that there are absolutely no dead points at any part of the

stroke. As soon as the steam is let on to the engine it will begin to

work, no matter in what position the steam piston may be in, and as far

as we could see when examining one of these pumps, it is impossible by

fair means to make it " stick." The working of the valves is shown

in the accompanying engraving, which represents an engine in eleva-

When the pistons are as represented in the engraving steam enters in

the middle, and passes into the left-hand end of the main cylinder, the

exhaust leaving the main cylinder at the opposite end. The piston,

therefore, moves from left to right until it has passed over a small steam-

way, shown in dotted lines, which admits the steam in the reduced face

of the differential leading valve. The left side leading valve will not

move, because the steam pressure acts upon both its faces, but the right

side leading valve will be shifted as soon as the main piston has passed

near the end of its stroke, over the corresponding steam passage ; the

larger face of this right side leading valve has no pressure acting upon

it, being in the exhaust. The shifting of this leading valve shuts off the

exhaust passage, and produces a steam cushion for the main piston,

while the steam which has shifted it, enters into the neighbouring

compartment and shifts the main valve, the small outside discs ofwhich

are not completely steam-tight, as is the case with the small discs on the

leading valves. The main valve being thus reversed, steam finds its way

PLAN

...., ,,'s, Vj ,,:,, ,,,,, .

tion and plan, the steam chest being in section, showing the three

piston-valves and the .various steam-ways. These piston-valves are

moved by the pressure of the steam itself, and they have no connection

with each other or with the main piston. The piston-valve in the

middle is the main valve, the two outside differential piston-valves are

called the leading valves. Each of the two leading valves moves in its

turn at the end of each stroke. Steam enters the apparatus from above

at the blank space in the middle of the steam chest, and the exhaust

pipe is connected with {?he two other blank spaoes on the leading

varves.

through the steam-passage, and acts on the large face of the leading valve

throwing it back into its former position ; and now a new stroke begins.

To avoid noise, this steam-chest is packed with india-rubber, protected

against the steam by a sheet of thin rolled brass. The advantage of

having this thin sheet of brass consists in allowing the joint to be

broken at any time, for inspecting the valves, without tearing the india-

rubber.

In Plate 367 a similar pump is represented in elevation and plan,

(Figs. 1 and 2), with the only difference that because of the compara-

tive shortness of the steam cylinder, the designer was obliged to raise
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the middle valve above the two outside valves. In Figs. 4 and 5 is

shown an elevation and plan of the general arrangement of the water-

works at Loatherhead. The steam from a semi-portable boiler enters

the pump after having passed through a reotangular chest, shown in

detail in Fig. 3, where it leaves its condense water. This water is taken

away by means of a peculiar description of steam trap invented by 11.

Biinger.

This steam trap consists of an outer casing containing a flattened

circular vessel made of thin metal, and filled with water. The lower

surface is eonnoc:2d to a double beat valve, while the top is attached to

a screw spindle, passing through a stuffing box on the outer casing. By

means of this screw, the height of the internal vessel is so adjusted that

when the water contained in it is comparatively coo], the double-beat

valve is open, but when this water is heated in consequence of the outer

casing containing steam tho expansion thus occasioned— which can

only act downwards—c-loses tho valve. As soon, however, as a suffi-

cient quantity of water accumulates in tho casing to cool tho internal

vessel, the contraction opens the double beat-valve and discharges tho

water, the action being similar to that of a thermomotcr. It is well

known to engineers that the common description of steam trap consist-

ing of a hollow ball or float attached to a valve, very soon becomes use-

less, in consequence of water gradually finding its way through the

metal of the ball and destroying its buoyancy. As, however, in this

case, the part representing the float is already filled with water, it is not

subject to such deterioration.

The exhaust steam from the engine, instead of passing away through

a steam-tight pipe, is blown into a large pipe or funnel, as shown in Fig.

4, which is open at the bottom, the end of the exhaust pipe being made
slightly conical. The draught thus occasioned thoroughly ventilates the

well, and as the upper end of this larger pipe leads into the ashpit of the

boiler, any deleterious gases are consumed or neutralised.

Upon referring to Figs. 4 and 5 (Plate 3G7) it will be seen that the

machinery is remarkably compact, tho entire engine and pump standing

upon ud occupying considerably loss than half the area of a

well five feet in diameter. The steam-piston has a diameter of twelve

inches, the pump-piston five inches, stroke twelve inches ; the contem-

I irty double strokes per minute. In ordering the

boiler for i .Mr. Bauinann calculates it large enough tagive a

volume of steam ten per cent, (neater than tho volume required by tho

steam-piston, at a pressure double that which would be sufficient for

equilibrium. As this pumping engine will be at work in a short time,

we will publish in a future number tho results it actually

CHABGOAL FILTERS FOR A SUGAR HOUSE.

fdfrom Page 242.)

Having by means of defecation in the olariners, obtained a compara-

I ively olea

i

tral liquor, jt now bocomos the question u

! he at, once evaporated without ei pj hy tho
11 of the juil

worth while to carry the process of clarification mill

farthi -ion, a great deal must be left to the judg-

ment o r or proprietor of the sngar-honse. In Heme,
i pod, and lie- clarii

that by i one of the evaporating apparatus to he here.

after described, a first ola sugar may he obtained. En other

Oice when
l hut a small proportion of sugar of an Inferior

or, and a large quantity of Thislatfa i probably

owing to the large quantity of -

I salts held insolation,

aa it is usual] •. hi.h from their

vigorous • orb lar] f mineral

is more difficult to manipulate than tbejni ins."

There havi Is proposed for the farther clarii

of the liquor by means of filtration. The first plan was, we believe, to

filter it through beds of coarse sand and shingle, tho idea being r.

likely taken from the filtering beds of waterworks ; but as might
'

been expected it was soon abandoned. Another method has been ex

sively adopted, viz., filtering through bag filters, but this again, though

useful to a certain extent, is entirely a mechanical process and is bv uo

means perfect even for that purpose. Tho only filter that will a

requirements satisfactorily, is undoubtedly tho well known animal c

coal filter, as it not only purifies tho liquor mechanically, bu;

absorbs or decomposes nearly all the deleterious compounds held in B

tion, As we are now treating upon the manufacture of a good -

but unrefined sugar we are not going to propose a complete system of

charcoal filtration. That, indeed, is more advantageously carried o;:

later stage in the manufacture ; but we feel convinced that a some.,

rough and ready filtration through animal charcoal at this stage of

manufacture, greatly increases both the yield and the quality of

sugar.

In order to explain our views more completely we illustrate in

accompanying engraving a charcoal filter suitable fortius pnrpo

C~

consists of a galvanised wrought-iron pan, about twelve foot long by four

feet wide, and four feet deep, slightly tapured at the sides. \

bottom, consisting of stout wire gauze, or a perforated plate, stiffened by

means of cross stretchers, is placed ahout six inches from the bottom,

and covered with a coarse blaukot, or other suitable material. I

this is evenly distributed the animal charcoal previously moist I

soft water, to within about seven or eight inohes of tho top of th'

A sheet of fino wire gauze is then placed upon the top of the char,

and tho wholo covered with a cloth of the same material from w

filter bags are usually made. As will bo observed on ;

drawing, an air tube with an open top, whioh runs up a short .

above the pan, is provided, for the purpose of allowing the escape ol

air i
< Lotus ; n cock for drawing off the filtered

liquor being situated at the other end of tho pan. The charooul should

not bo too fine, or the liquor will not run through quickly enough.

d ipth of charcoal her I ia not suffei* -

colour iv.. . but, ;;>- before remarked, is only intended to

ive a snjfioj 'lour to give a

. free the liquor from most, if not all, of its im]

.
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(4.) The salts of potass are absorbed in smaller proportion than the

salts of soda.

(5.) The absorption of salts varies according to their composition ; it

increases in the order of the following list of salts being smallest in the

first on the list.

Chloride of Potassium Sulphate of Potash

„ Sodium „ Soda

Nitrate Potash „ Magnesia

„ Soda Carb. Potash

Acetate Potash „ Soda

,, Soda Phosphate Soda

(6.) A chemical action of the charcoal has been observed with respect

to some carbonates, oxalates and alkaline nitrates ; it is determined by

the presence of sulphate and of phosphate of lime in the charcoal.

(7.) Charcoal saturated with a certain salt is still able to absorb

another salt from solution within certain limits.

(8.) There is less absorption from a salt when in contact with the

charcoal for a short time, than when the contact is prolonged within cer-

tain limits.

THE GBAVING DOCK FOE MALTA.

The whole of the 32 presses belonging to the hydraulic dock now in

process of construction at Malta have been successfully cast at the Liver-

pool works of the contractors, Messrs. Emmerson and Murgatroyd. These
presses, or cylinders, were cast perpendicularly and in one piece of 36ft. in

length and 14 tons in weight. The lift of this dock is composed of two rows
of cast-iron columns, or cylinders, sunk firmly in the ground in about
27ft. of water. Between these rows is a clear space of 60ft. in width
and 310ft. in length (which forms the dock), and between each column
a space of 20ft., measuring from centre to centre, The practical working
length of the dock, however, is 350ft., as vessels may project at each
end. The 32 cylinders contain as many connected hydraulic presses.

These are attached to the girders of a wrought iron platform or grid-

iron, which hangs between the two rows of cylinders, and can thus be
raised or lowered with a vessel upon it as the presses are worked up-
wards or downwards in their cylinders by the force-pumps. The force-

pumps are set in motion by an engine housed on a platform at one end of

the dock. The columns do not require to be fixed with any extraordinary
strength or accuracy. The suspended load always tends to bring them
vertical, and they support no weight, but are simply guides for the cross -

heads of the presses moving in slots.

This lift is calculated to raise a vessel of 3,000 tons register clear of

the water. The vessel lifted does not immediately rest on the platform
hanging between the columns, but is supported by bilge-blocks on a large

iron pontoon placed on the platform and submerged full of water, which
runs off through valves opened when it is raised. The pontoon is then
buoyant, and on the lowering of the gridiron can be drawn out with the
vessel upon it and moored in a convenient berth. Another pontoon and
vessel can then take the places of the first, and so on, according to the
supply of each. The Yictoria Dock has seven pontoons, which can float

vessels ranging from 930 to 3,000 tons. In seven years 1,055 vessels, of

an aggregate tonnage of 712,380 tons, have been lifted without a single

casualty, and at a cost averaging £3 each.

CENTEAL SHAFT.—HOOSAC TUNNEL.
At last, after years of toil, and at a cost of close upon half a million

of dollars, the great central shaft of the Hoosac has reached the grade
of the tunnel—1,030ft. below the natural surface. This shaft is elliptical,

the transverse diameter being 27ft., and the conjugate 15ft., passing the

entire depth through a compact mica-slate formation intermixed at inter-

vals with white quartz. At the commencement of the present contract

with the Messrs. Shanly, there required to be done 447ft. This has
been accomplished since June 1, 1869—say in 15 months—giving a
monthly average of 29'8ft. The largest month's work was 38ft. At
intervals of about 18ft. are floors of heavy timbers, supported by
" hitches " cut in the rock, connected by ladders, in case of accident to

the hoisting apparatus, and forming supports for the wooden guides,

in which the crosshead travels, under which is suspended the boiler-plate

iron bucket of a capacity of about 400 gallons. The work has been im-
peded slightly by water, of which the shaft makes nearly three inches
per hour. To raise this water, an engine of 60-horse power is constantly
working, pumping all the water which collects as far down as 650ft.,

caught iu tanks by sloping " drip-roofs." Below this, the water on the

bottom has been hoisted in the iron bucket, a bucketful being sent up by
the miners whenever the quantity became inconvenient. Now, the
shaft being at grade, a sump will be sunk, and a water bucket with
bottom valve used, thus avoiding the tedious task of baling into the

bucket by hand.
Workmen are now employed trimming the sides of the shaft, and pre-

paring the guides for a wooden cage to be substituted for the bucket
so soon as the headings, east and west, at the bottom, are sufficiently

advanced to use rock cars, when the rock will be raised to the top direct

from the headings, cars and all.

The shaft being at grade necessitates, probably, the most delicate and
responsible professional act an engineer may ever expect to meet, it

being necessary to lay down a line less than 27ft. in length at the
bottom of a dripping dark shaft 1,030ft. deep, so that both ends of the
line being produced shall coincide with the terminal points of the tunnel,

each being distant over 12,000ft. from the centre of the shaft. To in-

crease the initial difficulty, the top of the shaft is on the summit of a
rugged mountain, from 1,500ft. to 1,800ft. above the grade of the tunnel

at its termini. It is no light responsibility to assume charge of this

operation. The State of Massachusetts has had manufactured a colossal

transit instrument, of the most elaborate and perfect construction, cost-

ing 3,000dols. The most accurately verified lines have been laid down
over the mountain, extending long distances beyond in both directions

to the tops of neighbouring mountains. By the accuracy of this instru-

ment and its manipulation, the line of 27ft. (the transverse diameter of

the shaft) will be permanently defined, requiring wonderful exactness,

and from its extremities the plummet alone can reach the bottom of

the shaft. These plummets must of necessity be weighty and beanti-

fully poised, and will require to be suspended in oil to produce perfect

rest and protection from the faintest vibration of the air. The most
delicate cords, consistent with strength, must be used to suspend them,
and after all is done that science can suggest (being perfect as to theory)

any intelligent mind can understand how delicate and fraught with dan-

ger is the practical part of the operation to the engineer, and what grave
effects the slightest error would produce on so small a base as 27ft. It

is quite possible the motion of the earth may effect the plummets more
or less ; but this point has not yet been thoroughly investigated.

The details of working in this shaft, and otherwise about the tunnel

generally, would require a series of articles, but the above remarks may
be of some interest, and suggest the difficulty last noted, giving civil

engineers something to think over.

—

Scientific Ameritan.

TEIAL TEIP OF THE " ABYSSINIA."

The Abyssinia, breastwork Monitor, 1,849 tons, 200-horse power of

engines, carrying two double-gun turrets, and driven by twin screws,

built for the defence of Bombay, to order of the Secretary of State for

India, by Messrs. J. and W. Dudgeon, of Millwall, under Admiralty
supervision, was put through her final trial of machinery and speed

over the measured mile off the Maplin Sands, on the 1st ult., previous to

her sailing for Bombay.
The ship's draught of water was 13ft. 7in. forward and 14ft. 8in. aft,

giving a mean draught of 14ft. l|in. At her load line the ship will float

at 15ft. forward and aft, with the main deck having a freeboard of 3ft.

A strong wind prevailed off the Sands during the time the ship was being

tried, and a lumpy sea was running, but the results were considered

very satisfactory by all the officials on board, the ship under full boiler

power, without being pressed in any way, or the power of her engines

brought out to their full extent, averaging as a mean of six runs made
over the measured mile 9'600 knots per hour. Under half boiler power
she realised a mean speed of 7'827 knots. The mean revolutions of the

engines at full boiler power were 117"5 per minute. In trying the ship

over circles after the speed trials had been concluded, a half circle was
made to port in 2min. 12sec, and the full circle in 4min. 52sec. To star-

board the half circle was made in 2min. lOsec, and the full circle in

4min. 42sec. The angle the rudder was put over in each distance was
30 degrees. In testing the action of the engines, in reversing their

motion to signal from the hurricane deck, the results obtained were
equally satisfactory with those, connected with their power and speed ;

each pair to port and starboard stopping dead in 15sec, starting astern

to full speed from rest in 5sec. and 6sec. respectively, and changing from
full speed astern to full speed ahead in 4sec. and in 6sec. respectively.

The engines were constructed by the builders of the ship, and consist of

two pairs of inclined cylinders, direct acting, the diameter of the cylin-

ders being 34in., and the stroke of the pistons 21in. They drive two
three-bladed screws, each of 9ft. 6in. diameter. The distance between
the centres of the screw shafting is 13ft. 6in.

The Abyssinia is one of three vessels of the low freeboard Monitor

type that have been built for the defence of our colonial harbours, the

Magdala being the second vessel, also for the defence of Bombay, and the
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Cerberus, which sailed from the Nore on the 29th of Oct. lor Melbourne,
being the third. The two latter exceed the Abyssinia in tonnage and
engine-power, but all three are exactly alike in design and
arrangement of their decks and turrets as low freeboard

Monitors, carrying their turrets inside an armour-plated breastwork,

or smaller deck built upon the main deck. In one very impor-
tant respect, however, there is at present a very great difference

between the Abyssinia and her consorts. The former floats purely
and simply as a Monitor without rig of any kind aloft, and with only

tw light spars for signal staffs. The Cerberus and the Magdala are

both bark-rigged for their voyage out, and with the certainty that sail

power can under no circumstances be of any service to them, and very
probably will be found to seriously imperil their safety. The Cerberus
may or may not carry her spars and sails with her from Plymouth to

Melbourne at all risks, but it is believed to be the wish of the Controller

of the Navy to take the Magdala's masts out of her again and send her
out to Bombay under steam alone, as the vessel will go out vi& the
Suez Canal. The Abyssinia and the two colonial consorts mount each
four 18-ton guns, a pair in each of their two turrets. In this vital

respect the Abyssinia, although 300 tons smaller than the Cerberus and
Magdala, carries the same weight of armament, and even stows a larger
quantity of ammunition than the others. The length of the Abyssinia
between the perpendiculars is 225ft., with an extreme breadth of 42ft. at

the top of the freeboard, or covering in of the hull proper ; the depth
from this covering to the keelson being 12ft. 2in. This hull has a
double bottom through its greater extent, divided into 41 water-tight
compartments, which are again divided by nine water-tight bulkheads.
Where the double bottom is not extended into the extreme ends a

bows and the stem, water-tight iron decks are introduced. The
covering-in deck is composed of l.Vin. iron plating riveted up in the
usual manner on the rolled iron beams of the ship's frame, and over that
4in. teak planking. The armour plating round the hull consists of an
upper and a lower strake, the upper being 7in. in thickness and the
lower strake Gin. Upon this deck is built the upper or breastwork deck,
which encloses within its elliptical walls of armour-plating the two
turrets, conning tower, funnel and engine-room, hatchways, steering
wheel, &c. The height of this breastwork deck from the main or cover-

ing-in deck is 4ft. 2in. The tops of the turrets project above the breast-

work deck 6ft., and the guns are thus carried with the axis of their bore
at ahout lift, above the water Hue with the ship at her load line. The

k is 107ft. long, and 36ft. 4in. wide amidships. It it pi

with armour 'Jin. in thickness round the turrets, and amidships, round
the funnel and its casings, with plating of 7in. The turrets have a clear
interior diameter of 21ft. 3in., and each mount two 18-ton muzzle-load-

rifledguns. The armour plating on the turrets is lOin. in thick-

on the front faces and round the gunports, and 9in, on tin

i pilot or conning tower rises to a height of 12ft. Gin. above
the breastwork deck, and is, therefore, nearly 20ft. above the water. I

is plated with 9in. iron, and weighs upwards of 70 tons. The two hutch-
whieh give access, and air and liu'ht to a limited extent, to the

ship below from the main deck outside and below the breastwork deck
are iron cylinders, projecting upwards some 3ft., and formed of Gin.

armour plates.

The ship was weighted with b 1 inclined in the MillwaU
vious to her trial, under the superintendence of Mr. Bam

the Council of I in to the Admiralty, to ascertain hei

ility. The resull was very satisfactory, as tfa anoe
he centre of gravity at about 8'8ft.

in the accompanying graviugs. Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a punch-
ing machine, showing the invention in section, and Fig. 2 a front eleva-
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Ironworks of the Netherland Steamboat Company at Fyenooid. i

think, worth the attention of engineers whose punching machine
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BRIDGE.

The following is taken from the "Journal of the Franklin Institute ":

—
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idea that daylight was entering through some unexpected opening.
The foggy stats of the air causes a considerable loss of light, so that at

a distance from the burner this is less effective than one might expect.
With the number of lights now in use, however, the supply is sufficient,

and candles are only required in a few locations sheltered from the
direct rays. We feel sure that a whitening of the roof and walls would
be of very great service.

It is proposed to let the gas reservoirs descend as the caisson goes
down, building around them a coffer-dam, by which means the hydro-
static head will be increased exactly as the air pressure in the chambers
is raised, so that a constant difference will be maintained.
The greatest depth to be reached being 40ft., the maximum pressure

required, according to the present standard, would be about 36 pounds,
and the pressure in the small charged cylinders being 225 pounds, no
difficulty will be found in introducing the gas from them. The pressure
now used is, however, largely in excess of what is required, as one or
two pounds above that in the caisson would be quite sufficient to secure
the steady burning of the lights. In fact, we are sure, from previous
experience, that the pressure between the stop-cocks of the jets and the
flames is now not more than a small fraction of a pound per square inch
in excess of the surrounding compressed air. Were there any object in
reducing it, we are quite confident that 25 pound above the atmos-
phere would be an abundant pressure at the maximum depth of 40ft.

The amount of gas now consumed is about 1,200 cubic feet of each
kind per day.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

DESCRIPTION OP THE COPPERDAMS USED IN THE EXECU-
TION OP NO. 2 CONTRACT OP THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.

By Mr. Thomas Dawson Ridley, Assoc. Inst. C.E.

The contract upon which these cofferdams were used was let by the
Metropolitan Board of Works, in January, 1864, 'to Mr. A. W. Ritson.
It extended from the landing pier at Waterloo bridge to the eastern end
of the Temple Gardens, a length of 1,970ft. Mr. J. W. Bazalgette (M.
Inst. C.E.), was the Engineer-in-Chief, and Mr. Edmund Cooper (M.
Inst. C.E.), was the resident engineer ; the author having charge of the
works for the contractor.

The breadth reclaimed from the river by this portion of the Embank-
ment varied from 110ft. to 270ft. ; the depth of water, when the tide was
low, in front of the wall averaged 2ft., and the rise of tide was 18ft. 6in.

The borings showed the bed of the river to consist of sand and gravel,

resting upon the London clay, at depths varying from 21'58ft. to 27'10ft.

under low watermark, whilst the foundation of the wall was in all cases
designed to be carried down to a depth of 14ft. under low-water mark.
It devolved upon the contractor to design dams to the satisfaction of the
engineer, who reserved to himself the power to adopt either caissons, or
cofferdams. The author considered that dams of timber and puddle
would not only be cheaper, but could also be more expeditiously con-
structed, than iron caissons ; and having succeeded in obtaining the
engineer's sanction to one of the plans which he submitted, the work was
begun. The Temple Pier was the most important work in the contract,
and it was therefore requisite to lay its foundation dry as soon as possi-

ble. To effect this two short dams, one at each end of the pier, com-
pletely enclosing a short length of the river wall, were first begun. No.
1 was 111ft. 6in. long by 25ft. broad, inside measure, and No. 2 was of
similar breadth but a few feet longer. These dams consisted of
two rows of piles of whole timbers, averaging 13in. square, with a clear

space of 6ft. for puddle. The piles were from 40ft. to 48ft. in length,
having cast iron shoes 701bs. in weight, and were driven 4ft. into the
clay. Cast iron was used in preference to wrought iron for the shoes, as
giving, at an equal cost, a much larger base for the timber to rest upon.
Where the driving was difficult, shoes having cast iron bases and wrought
iron straps were employed. The piles' were secured by three rows of

walings of whole timbers, 13in. to 14in. square, through which and
passing through the puddle space, at distances of 6ft. 6in. horizontally,

were bolts 2£in. in diameter in the lower waling and 2in. in diameter in

the middle and upper walings. Cast-iron washers, 9in. in diameter
and 2fin. thick, were used to distribute the pressure over a
large surface of the walings. To avoid the difficulty of having to pro-

cure a number of long timbers, the piles were in a few cases only of the
full lengthy required, and the others, after being driven, had lengthening
pieces fixed to them, so as to raise the dam to a height of 4ft. above the
high water line. Before proceeding with the construction of these two
dams the ground was not dredged, but in all the dams subsequently con-
structed, the sand and gravel were cleared off to the level of the clay
before the piles were driven. Where the ground had not been dredged,
great difficulty was experienced in driving the piles, and in the two dams

in question one sixth of the whole number pitched, having shown symp-
toms of failure, were drawn. In all cases the piles so drawn were
observed to have cast their shoes, and their lower extremities were
usually bruised into a mass of tangled shreds. The failure generally
occurred when the piles were passing through a bed of compact sand,

resting upon coarse open gravel. Beneath the gravel, and resting upon
the olay, was a layer of septaria, which offered a serious impediment to

the passage of the piles ; but when once the clay was reached, the driving-

was comparatively easy. The space between the piles was dredged
to the level of the clay and filled with well tempered puddle. The
transverse struts, of which there was a tier to each waling, were of whole
timbers, 8ft. apart in the length of the dam.

Simultaneously with the construction of these dams, the filling-in of
the space behind the Temple Pier was going on, the fine of the dam was
being dredged, and the driving of the piles begun. The Temple Pier,

470ft. in length, was irregular in outline, projecting in some parts up-
wards of 30ft. in advance of the river wall, and the breadth across the
foundation trench in the centre part was 57ft. To avoid the necessity
of having to use a large number of struts of such great length, this dam
was strengthened by means of buttresses of piles, somewhat similar to
those used in the cofferdams constructed for the Grimsby Docks. These
buttresses were placed at intervals of 20ft., and were backed up by
struts extending across the foundation of the pier. The scantlings of
the timbers and the sizes of the bolts in this dam were similar to those
in dams Nos. 1 and 2, the walings only being a little stouter, averaging-

14in. square. Before No. 3 dam was completed, No. 4 dam was begun,
and was followed by dams Nos. 5 and 6. In these and in all the dams,
except No. 3, the inner row of piles was placed so as to coincide with
the riverward face of the concrete in the foundation trench. The piles,

walings and bolts of these dams were similar to those in dams Nos. 1,

2 and 3 ; but the shoring was of a different character. Across the

breadth of the wall the struts were all horizontal, and abutted against

walings of whole timbers, bolted to pairs of piles, driven into the solid

ground behind the foundation of the wall. These coupled piles were
placed at distances of 18ft. apart from centre to centre, and were further

supported by three back struts to each pair, two of which were horizon-

tal and one raking. These struts abutted against piles driven into the

slope of the filling material, and backed up with rubble stones. Prom
the lower waling to the bottom of the trench, or to the solid ground, the
space in all the dams was filled up with clay, or with a mixture of clay

and gravel, to give* further stability to the dam, and to assist the lower
bolts to resist the pressure of the puddle. Sluices of 4|in. elm plank,,

and having hinged flaps, were inserted in each dam, through the piles

and puddle at the level of the lower waling. Por dams Nos. 1 and 2,

these sluices were 8in. by 8in., internal cross section. In the Temple
Pier dam there were two sluices, 3ft. high and 1ft. wide, and for each of

the other dams there was one sluice of similar section. In the Temple
Pier dam, two iron cylinders, 8ft. in diameter, were sunk to a depth
of 4ft. below the lowest level of the foundation, for pump wells,

and in each of the other dams one such cylinder was sunk. The volume
of water lifted out of the Temple Pier dam varied from 620 gallons to

1,200 gallons a minute, according as a less or a greater area of the

foundation was exposed ; but in all the other dams there was much less

water to be pumped. As soon as the walls in any of the dams had been
raised 6ft. above low water mark, no further pumping was needed, as the

water which gathered when the tide was high was passed through the

sluices at low water. Murray's chain pumps were used in all cases, and
were found to be very efficacious. In cofferdams there was usually a

frequent settlement of the puddle, producing channels underneath the

bolts and a consequent leakage. In such cases holes were bored, with a

3in. auger, through the inner row of piles, immediately below the tie-

bolts, and pellets of clay were driven through these into the puddle until

the leakage was subdued.
The quantities of material used in the dams were : Iu the Temple-

Pier dam, timber 152 cubic feet, iron 2851bs., and puddle 9 cubic yards

per lineal foot of dam. In the other dams, timber 117 cubic feet, iron

2021bs., and puddle 9 cubic yards per lineal foot of dam. The staging

from which the dredging was executed and the piles driven consumed
196 cubic feet of timber and 131bs. of iron per lineal foot. Sissons' and
White's steam pile drivers, and those of Appleby Brothers, were used in

addition to others wrought by manual labour. The cost of driving was
a little under fourpence per foot of the pile when the ground was
dredged, but was much higher where the ground was not dredged. The
preparation of the piles cost seven-eighths of a penny, and the fixing of

the walings and shoring fourpence-halfpenny per cubic foot, exclusive

of the cost of fixing the tie-bolts. In estimating the pressure to be
resisted, and the requisite strength of the dam, the depth of water was
taken at 22ft., the piles were assumed to be 12in. square, and the struts

13in. square. The weight of a cubic foot of the dam was estimated to

be lOOlbs., and the breaking strain of the timber, measured by a load
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upon the middle of a bar 1ft. long and lin. square, was taken at 4001bs.
The pressure of the water was found to be 15,1251bs., or 6'752 tons per
lineal foot of dam. The momentum of the water tending to overthrow
the dam was 110,916, whilst the momentum of the dam itself was 83,200.
It also appeared that if the dam had been 9'23ft. instead of 8ft. in thick-
ness, it would, considered as a wall, have been, in relation to the pressure
of the water, in a condition of equilibrium. The resistance of the piles
to fracture at the ground line was calculated to be 47,1271bs. in relation
to a force acting at the centre of pressure of the water. If one-third
were taken as a safe load, the result was 15,7091bs. to resist a pressure
as before stated of 15,1 251bs. Disregarding these resistances, and reckon-
ing the whole pressure of one bay to act upon each strut, the thrusts
were—on the lower strut 22282 tons, on the middle strut 77 -5 tons, and
on the upper strut 47-94 tons. But with every strut resisting an equal
pressure the load on each would be 26'14 tons. For the pressure of the
puddle on the tie-bolts, the author had no satisfactory data, but he
assumed it to be less than that of a similar section of water, and approxi-
mately the load upon the tie-bolts was calculated to be. at all events less
than the following amounts : On each lower bolt, 2£in. in diameter,
85,2501bs. ; on each middle bolt, 2in. in diameter, 54,3751bs. ; and on each
upper bolt, 2in. in diameter, 37,G251bs. When the dams had served
their purpose, it became necessary to clear them away, and before the
completion of the whole series the removal of those first constructed had
been begun. The piles in front of the ordinary wall were cut off at a
level of 3ft. under low water mark, and those in front of the Temple
Pier at a level of 7ft. under low water mark. The removal of the piles
and puddle was effected in tho following manner:—Upon the tops of the
piles of each side of the dam half beams were fixed, and upon these rails
were laid so as to form a road, upon which tho steam cranes and dredging
machines to be used in the removal of the puddle could travel, and upon
which the pile-cutter could also be moved. These machines were
successively placed in position, and the work was begun. For the first
loft, in depth the puddle was filled into skips, and hoisted by means of
steam cranes. Below that depth it was dredged by the machines which
had been used for excavating the trench. When "the puddle had been
cleared away to the requisite depth, the pile-cutter followed and per-
formed its part of the work. This machine consisted of a platform upon
a stout frame, resting upon four wheels, which travelled upon the rails
before mentioned, and carrying a steam-engine with the requisite
machinery for driving a circular-saw, which was fixed at the lowe
to as
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wider at the bottom than the exterior diameter of the pipe, and opposite

each faucet, there was a clear space of 6in. all round, to permit of the

proper jointing of the pipes. The clay pipes were jointed with rope yarn

and cement ; while the iron pipes, which were for the most part turned

and bored ; were put together with thin cement. Where clay pipes

were used in cuttings above 9ft. deep, a relieving arch of rough rubble

was formed over them, which served thoroughly to protect them from

crushing. Where the depth of the cutting exceeded 12ft., a masonry

aqueduct was substituted for the clay pipes, the sectional area of which

was 3ft. by 2ft.

The filters constructed at Craigenfeoch for Johnstone and Eldershe

were two in number, each 45ft. by 32ft., and the tank was 50ft by 26ft.

and 13ft. deep. The retaining walls were brought up with a void of 4in.

in the heart, with two dovetailed recesses to form a tie opposite each

other, 12in. by 6in. deep, for every square yard of surface. These voids

were filled with clean gravel in layers of 6in. and each layer was

grouted with Portland cement. This formed an excellent water-tight

wall, the only objection being the cost, which amounted to between 40s.

and 50s. a cubic yard. There were two semi-circular wells at the outlet

of the filters, with sluices to regulate the head of water over the filters

during filtration. The filters had each a 12in. clay pipe along the centre,

with 4in. branch pipes open jointed. The filtering material consisted of

2ft. of coarse gravel, 6in. of small gravel, 6in. of slate chippings or shells,

6in. of coarse sand, and lastly 18in. of find sand. The high level filters

and tank erected at Stanely were of the following dimensions : three

filter beds each 90ft. by 60ft. and a tank 138ft. by 38ffc. and 14ft. deep,

constructed on the same principle as the others.

The engineer for the works was Mr. James Leslie, M. Inst. O.E. The

contractors for the reservoir at Nethertrees were Messrs. Alex. Wilson

and Son, and the cost of it, inclusive of sluices and iron work, was

£17,433. The same contractors executed the filters for Johnstone and

Elderslie, and also the branch pipe from the main aqueduct, at a cost of

£7,554. Mr. John Pollock was the contractor for the pipe track from

Rowbank to Stanely, which cost £15,414, and for the Stanely filters

which were not yet completed. Messrs. D. Y. Stewart and Co. cast all

iron pipes, and also laid that portion between Stanely and Paisley. The
total cost of the scheme including purchase of land, way leave, parlia-

mentary and engineering expenses, amounted to £70,000.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

ON THE ELECTKO-DEPOSITION OP COPPER AND BRASS.

By W. H. Walenn, P.C.S.

It is intended in this paper to put forward the present condition of the

electro-deposition of copper and brass, with sufficient reference to the

history of the subject, to make comparatively recent improvements well
understood, but treating the process in a practical manner and with refer-

ence to some improvements and manipulations that are adopted by the
author.

Mr. Alfred Smee, in his " Electro-Metallurgy " dated 1851, gives much
attention to the electro-deposition of copper from acid solutions, as well
as from neutral salts, and he alludes to potassic cyanide, as a menstruum
for dissolving the copper, when articles of iron are to be submitted to

the coating process. In mentioning the cyanide electro-coppering solu-

tion, Mr. Smee does not notice the fact that hydrogen gas is evolved
during the deposition of regubne metal. In reference to the electro-

deposition of brass, he has a chapter (length five pages) upon the reduc-
tion of alloys, in which he states that zinc and copper have been reduced
contemporaneously, and their union afterwards effected by heat. Mr.
Smee has evidently not been informed of Professor E. Davy's dis-

coveries in 1830 (see Phil. Trams, vol. cxxi. p.p. 147-164) or of the
labours of M. de Roulz in 1841, or of Mr. C. Walker in 1845. Certain
patented inventions also refer to electro-brassing at this early date, e.g.—
Eontainemoreau's invention, No. 10,282, a.d. 1844; De la Salzede's pro-

cess, No. 11,878, a.d. 1847 ; Pontainemoreau's plan, No. 12,523, a.d.

1849 ; Russell and Woolrich's discoveries embodied in No. 12,526, a.d.

1849 ; and Steele's patent, No. 13,216, a.d. 1850.

The point of view, the sphere of thought and the plane of action, from
which Mr. Smee was led to regard the electro-deposition of metals was
not favourable to the developement and classification of facts that were
subsequently recognised. He had only studied in detail neutral and
acid solutions, and these in conjunction with the physical laws common
to all substances, led him to believe that the evolution of hydrogen gas
was an evidence of the existence of the metal in the non-reguline form.
Doubtless his admirable researches in relation to his " Chemico-
mechanical battery " involving as they did only the employment of acid
solutions, tended to confirm his views respecting the influence of the

evolution of hydrogen-gas (during electro-deposition) upon the metal
obtained. At the present time, however, it is well known that there are
solutions, which will deposit reguline metal, during the copious evolu-

tion of hydrogen from the cathode, this takes place generally during the
electro-deposition of alloys. Many alkaline solutions of single metals
also exhibit this peculiarity. It may be that Mr. Smee's views respect*

ing the evolution of hydrogen from the cathode have unduly biassed him
in regard to the theoretical views that he puts forward in his chapter
upon alloys. These views will not stand the test of experiment and
rigorous examination when alkaline solutions are employed. Considera-
tions respecting " the removal of gas" weighed with him, in conjunction
with the laws of the conduction of electric force through various media,
in the result that he arrived at respecting the electro-deposition of alloys.

This result was that alloys might possibly be electro-deposited without
the evolution of hydrogen, and by means of an " intense voltaic current."

Now that alloys are electro-deposited in a reguline form, commercially,
the scientific man of the present day can look back to the enunciations
of Smee with great respect, but as incomplete. The ordinary accompani-
ment of this deposition is a copious evolution of hydrogen gas from th&
cathode, and although an intense voltaic arrangement is usually
employed, it is partially to compensate for the waste induced by the.

gas evolved, and to save time in the operation of coating. The author's
improvements stop the evolution of hydrogen and enable the electro-

motive power to be reduced to that of a single Smee's cell.

Mr. Smee's views have been prominently put forward because they
present a definite stand point, and because the general knowledge of the
subject may be said to date from his able exposition of the positon of the
science as it was when his work was written. If first principles are con-

sulted, it will appear that in alkaline solutions, the proneness to evolve

hydrogen gas during deposition, arises from the joint action'- of two
causes, one electrical, classified as such by Mr. Smee, the other chemical.

The electrical cause is the small quantity of metal in solution iu compari-
son to the electric power employed ; this cause can be lessened or

removed by using a solution that contains a greater per centage of metal
than that usually employed. The chemical cause is the disposition of

the metal of the alkali to go to the negative pole along with the heavy
metal or metals, and thus, by being electro-deposited for an infinitely

small space of time in contact with them, decomposing the water, there-

by getting oxidised and setting free the hydrogen as a secondary effect ;.

this cause can be eradicated by providing in excess, a decomposable com-
pound radicle, that will take a certain amount of combined oxygen with
it to the cathode, and thus, when decomposed, will enable the hydrogen,
that would otherwise be evolved to be oxidised into water.

In the case of brass, a solution containing the cyanides of the compo-
nent metals dissolved in excess of potassic cyanide, possesses the remark-
able property of furnishing the copper and zinc to the cathode in such a
form, that, during deposition, they unite and form a true alloy ; this

tendency to form a true alloy is increased by the presence of a salt of
ammonium, for in connection with copper (especially as cupric ammonide)
the gas that would otherwise be given off is replaced by metal, this

result being secondary and, in so far, a chemical reaction. It is usually

deemed sufficient to charge the solvent solution (the potassic cyanide and
ammoniacal salt solution) with brass by electrolysis, but this will be
found on trial to evolve gas, and to be only workable by two Grove's

cells. The author finds that it is practically serviceable to add to a solu-

tion that is charged with not less than two ounces of brass per gallon, as

much of the metallic cyanides as it will take up, and then it will probably
take still more of the copper and zinc oxides respectively. Should this

treatment not perfectly prevent the evolution of gas, the cupric

ammonide is added—about two or three ounces per gallon. The cupric

ammonide may possibly carry the combined oxygen to the cathode :

—

At the cathode before chemical reaction. At the cathode after chemical reaction.

Cu2 4NH3 + 4H2 = Cu2 + 4 (NH3) + 5 (H20)
Cupric Hydrogen. Copper ammonia. Water

ammonide.

Malaguti and Sarzeau's formula for cupric ammonide being used. That
is to say, before decomposition or chemical reaction takes place, the

whole of the cupric ammonide, together with the eliminated hydro-

gen goes to the cathode ; after the decomposition or chemical reaction

has taken place, metallic copper is deposited, ammonia is in solution, and
water is formed. In treating the ordinary cyanide copper solution for

the prevention of the evolution of hydrogen, the zinc cyanides and oxides,

mentioned in the instance of the brass solution, are left out. When the

evolution of hydrogen gas has been stopped by the means above set forth,

a single Smee's cell is sufficient to deposit the alloy, thus showing, that

an intense voltaic current is not absolutely necessary, but that the pro-

cess requires a certain condition of solution to give a perfect result.

The author prefers to use a menstruum containing potassic cyanide and
neutral ammonium tartrate in equal parts and dissolved in five times their

weight of water, to dissolve the brass in This is then treated, as
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explained above, to prevent the evolution of hydrogen. This solution is

employed in conjunction with heat, and a single Maynooth cell or a
magneto-electric machine of suitable power. It has been found, with

some electro-brassing solutions, difficult, to deposit continuously a given

quality of brass ; with this solution the regulation of the proportions of

copper and zinc in the alloy is made by altering the heat accordingly. If

the solution is kept uniform, as shown by a ready test, it is very easy

to deposit a given alloy at all times.

Before entering upon some practical points connected with the electro-

deposition of copper and brass, it will be well to remark that acid solu-

tions furnish a spreading deposit matted together, resembling the spread-

ing of mortar by a trowel ; whereas, alkaline solutions furnish a deposit

standing up from the receiving surface at right angles thereto, as the
hairs of a brush stand out from the brush itself. In coating wrought or

cast-iron work, it is often advisable to coat with copper prior to electro-

brassing ; the alkaline bath should be employed above the temperature
of the air, sometimes 1603 Fahrenheit ; this method of working promotes
the contact of the coating. The article should be well cleaned, so as to

have a metallic appearance, with a pickle of weak sulphuric acid,

scrubbed with sharp sand, washed, scrubbed with a portion of the
depositing solution, and then placed in the depositing trough. The
electrical connections may then be made and the coating allowed to

form for two hours or more. When a sufficient thickness has been
obtained the article is washed, and dried in hot mahogany sawdust. The
" tarnishing " of the coating increases it3 beauty and does not impair
the article, for the tarnish is not corrosive rust like the oxide of iron, but
is a protective film. Two hours coating will protect from rust in ordi-

nary indoor work, but the best protection from rust (and this is service-

able even in damp air) is to give two hours coating in an alkaline bath
and then let the article remain all night in an ordinary acid sulphate of
copper bath ; this plan utilises the matted coating as well as the vertical

deposit. If desired, a brass coating may be given over the last-

mentioned copper coating. By suitable mechanical arrangements, the
articles in the acid bath and the dissolving plates therein, may be moved
—preferably by a to-and-fro movement—during deposition. This treat-

ment shortens the time of the deposit, and makes it (the deposit)

uniform. The roller which is exhibited was treated in this manner ; it

now weighs 1251bs. having 291bs. weight of deposit upon it, the coating
being 3-16ths of an inch thick. The other works show various applica-

tions of electro-coppering and electro-brassing. The price of the above-
mentioned, when a single Maynooth cell is used, is 2s. 6d. per lb.

of metal deposited. When a magneto-electric machine is employed the
cost is much reduced, viz., to Is. 6d. per lb. of metal depositod.

The coating given by means of the improvements introduced by the
author is superior to that given by any other known process ; these re-

marks apply to the economy of the question, also to the solidity, per-

fection and beauty of the result. In consequence of the non-evolution
of hydrogen, the adhesion of the coating to the underneath iron or other
metal, is ensured, also the coating is solid and compact instead of being
more orIes3 detached and spongy, as it is when hydrogen gas is allowed to

be eliminated. The ammonium tartrate solution used for electro-brass-

ing as well as the methods of preventing the evolution of hydrogen
during deposition, that are mentioned herein, form a part of the subject
matter of specifications No. 1540 (a.d. 1857), and No. 3,930 (a.d. 1868).
The uses to which electro-brassing may be applied have yet to be

greatly developed, among the rest may be mentioned : the prevention of
rust; the giving of an improved printing surface to type and eh
types; coating the poles of electro-magnets for the prevention oi

" residual charge." therein ; covering rams, plungers, piston-rods, rollers,

&C., with an s and endurable coating; also lining cylinders,

pumps and iron vessels with copper or brass. The application of tho
processes that have' been described bo many purposes of ordinary life,

such as railings, architectural ornaments, <Stc., will exemplify tin ;i|

results to be obtained by tho union of the strength of iron with the
beauty of copper or brass.

ELECTRIC TIME SIGNALS.

By S. Axibed Vmu.kv, Assoc

The progi a the application of electricity to time si

ha been brought n maideration of i ban
one meeting of the Association. In the] oar-Royal
applied electricity to time signalling. In is.'.i, the Bi

met at l.r. I in that same year a time ball acting it

with the Greet irii o"y ball was erected in Liverpool.

happened, the author at that period had the ohargeof the I

belonging ( 'raph Company, in the I. triet,

under Mr. Galley, mra the engineer-in-chief of the] • .ami
the immediate sup' ball fell

I

charge. The discharging a time ball weighing 4 ewt., by electricity,
from a distance of over 200 miles, was the greatest feat of its kind up to
that time. The circumstance of the British Association again meeting
at Liverpool has suggested to the author that a description of the time
ball erected at Port Elizabeth, for the benefit of the shipping in Algoa
Bay, and which is daily discharged from the Royal Observatory in Cape
Town, a distance of 500 miles, would be of interest to the Association.
This time ball is discharged by a through current from Cape Town ; that
is to say, there is no relay or intermediate apparatus between the
Observatory and Port Elizabeth, the trigger being discharged by the
galvanic battery at the Observatory. There are some points of interest
connected with the Liverpool time ball which have not been published,
and a brief description of the signal may be useful ; but the subject of
time balls having been before this Association on former occasions, it is

scarcely necessary to enter into lenghty details. The Liverpool time ball,

which was made of zinc, and weighed 4 cm., was attached to a strong
iron rack, on the lower end of which there was a piston, and when the
ball was discharged, after it had passed through a clear space of 2ft., the
piston entered a cylinder compressing the air in its descent ; the com-
pressed air formed a cushion to receive the ball, and was allowed to

escape through a tap fixed into the lower portion of the cylinder ; this

enabled the rate at which tho air escaped, and the rate of the final

descent of the ball to be regulated. The ball was raised by means of a
pinion working in the rack, and when wound up, and the pinion thrown
out of gear, the piston rested upon a strong steel detent, the other end
of which rested against a friction roller fitted into one end of a rec-

tangular lever. The pressure exerted on the rectangular lever was
entirely vertical. A second lever pressed against the underside of the
lever, and on this second lever a hammer impinged. Attached to the
axle upon which the hammer worked there was a lever having a friction

roller which rested against a horizontal plane of polished steel fixed to a

vertical lever, which worked on a pivot at its lower end. A long lit^ht

lever, mounted upon a delicate axle, and having a curved arm projecting

on the other side of the axle, rested upon the top of a lever, to the lower
end of which was attached a soft iron armature. The armature was
retained a short distance from the poles of an electro-magnet by
means of a delicate spring, and when the electro-magnet was rendered
active by closing the electric circuit through it, the armature was
attracted, the lever fell, knocking away the vertical lever, liberating the

hammer, the impact of which on the lever, acted upon the rectangular

lever, released the detent, liberating the ball which foil by its own gravity.

The hammer and the other levers were actuated by springs to make
their action more rapid. The trigger and the general arrangements of

the time ball were carried ont under the superintendence of Mr. Latimer
Clark. The electrical arrangements wero as follows : Tho Greenwich
Observatory clock closed an electric circuit at 1 p.m. This current dis-

charged a time ball on tho top of tho telegraph office in tho Strand, and
entered tho earth at tho chief London telegraph office titter passing

through an apparatus designed by Mr. Culley, and termed the automaton,
as it automatically closed several electric circuits, and relaid time currents

from batteries in tie See bo Liverpool, Manchester, and other

chief towns. Shortly after the time ball at Liverpool bad been got to

work it was thought advisable to make somo alterations in thl

and it was sent to Manchester to be altered, but after this had been done
it was lost in its transit from Mamie -ter to Liverpool, and a new one

had to be constructed. This second trigger was made at the Telegraph
Company's stores in Manohesb r, nmler Mr. ('alley's superintendence, and
somo improvements were effected in its construction. The only thing

which had to be done at Liverpool was to wind up the ball, adjust the

trigger, and wail for the time current which discharged the ball tit

o'clock. The author soon felt it mtsverj desirable there should be some
check by which the HHeotrio Telegraph Company oould ascertain thai the

apparatus in their i correctly, and ',!

arrangement • for effect ing t his, and he also proposed s means of measur-

ing the loss of time between reoeivin I DWicfa cut' Ion

and the falling Of thetimo ball at Liverpool, for there neee -arllj was a

loss of time, ami it was desirable to ascertain the amount.

The elements of lOSS of time were: 1. The automaton

small interval in closing the circuits after the ourrenl had arrived from

Qwioh) 2. The time ourrenl was sent to Liverpool by an ander-

ad circuit, and an appreciable interval of time t tlio

cut tent leaving London and arriving at Liverpool. :t. Tin

e.| lime. .!

|'| : out "ere : 1 Ti,. ! inmer

of the trigger ,
after liberating the detenl upon . was

made to divide the ah I commuication n by

the apparat *ad nt the tamo
time thai the oirouil was divided tho trigger ban

at Liverpool on • d wire, and son) n return current t" London.

The Liverpool time »> rb tho Man

85
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to which a time current was also sent at one o'clock, and advantage was
taken of this to obtain an additional cheek. The diagram shows the

arrangements which were adopted. Two galvanometers were placed in

the chief telegraph office in London side by side ; one of these was placed

in the Greenwich time wire, the other circuit from Liverpool. In the

Manchester office two galvanometers side by side were placed, one in the

circuit of the Liverpool time wire, the other in the Manchester time

wire. In Liverpool the time wire was also connected through a galvano-

meter as well as the trigger. An observer in London noted the receipt

of the Greenwich current, and the interval of time elapsing before

receiving the return current from Liverpool. An observer at Manchester
noticed the simultaneous arrival of the time currents on the Manchester
and Liverpool circuits, and the rapid cessation of the current on the

Liverpool circuit consequent upon the dividing of the circuit by the

trigger. An observer at Liverpool also noticed the reception of the

current, and its rapid cessation, indicating there was no hanging fire on
the part of the apparatus at Liverpool. In this way a very complete

check was obtained, and the galvanometers in the Liverpool circuit at

Manchester and Liverpool in practice only swung over a space of 15 or 20

degrees, instead of being permanently deflected which they would have
been if the apparatus had hung fire. The interval elapsing between the

receipt of the current from Greenwich in London and the discharge of

the ball in Liverpool was -Jith of a second. Of this time, -/oths of a

second were occupied by the current travelling through the underground
wire between London and Liverpool

;
^jths of a fraction were consumed

in the automaton, and ~ths + a friction in the trigger. The author con-

structed an electric chronograph to enable him to measure small intervals

of time, making use of a Bain's telegraph machine for the purpose. A
Bain's teregraph consists of a train of wheels regulated by a fly, and
driven by a weight. A metal drum connected with the train commun-
icates motion to a ribbon of paper prepared with ferro-cyanide of

potassium and nitrate of ammonia. When the machine was started the

ribbon of paper passed over the drum at the rate of 6ft. per second. A
piece of fine steel wire insulated from the drum pressed lightly upon the

prepared paper, and the circuit was closed through the steel wire, the

prepared paper, and the metal drum. When the circuit was closed the

ferro-cyanide of potassium was decomposed, the cyanogen combining
with the wire forming prussian-blue, and as the paper was in motion a

blue line was formed on it as long as the circuit was closed. This

machine gave the means of measuring time in space, and the way in

which the author measured the loss of time in the trigger, for instance,

was as follows ; He placed the Bain's machine in circuit with the trigger,

making the trigger to divide the circuit after discharge, as already de-

scribed. The machine was started by the pendulum of a regulator, or

the seconds-hand ofa watch, and the electric circuit was closed by means
of a contact maker, The electric circuit remained closed until the circuit

was divided by the trigger recording a blue line on the paper. The paper
was usually allowed to run until one minute was completed, and then
stopped. The length of paper run out was then accurately measured,
and also the length of the blue line, and from these two measurements
the interval of time could be exactly determined. In the year 1859 Sir

Thomas Maclear, the Astronomer-Eoyal of the Cape of Good Hope,
inspected the electrical time signals in this country with a view to erect-

ing time balls in connexion with the Koyal Observatory at Cape Town,
and he remarked the greater rapidity of action of the Liverpool trigger,

and this led to the author afterwards designing and" constructing at

different times two triggers for use in the Cape. Both these triggers
discharged more rapidly than the Liverpool trigger. In September, 1864,
the author was requested to construct a trigger for discharging a time ball

to be erected at Port Elizabeth. The author considered the intervention
of any relay or secondary apparatus to be objectionable. He therefore
determined, if possible, to construct the trigger sensitive enough to be
discharged by the batteries in the Capt Town Observatory, and in its

construction he adopted a modification of a principle first introduced by
Professor Hughes in his printing telegraph, described at the Newcastle
meeting. The trigger was constructed with a soft iron armature,
rendered magnetic by induction from a powerful compound bar-magnet,
and strongly attracted the soft iron cores of an electro-magnet. A spiral

spring attached to this armature was so adjusted that it nearly overcame
the magnetic attraction induced by the bar-magnet,. The time current
polarised the electro-magnet in the opposite direction to that induced by
the bar-magnets ; and as the attraction between the armature and the
soft iron cores was already almost overcome by the spiral spring a very
small amount of polarisation in the opposite direction was necessary to

release the armature which was rapidly pulled away by the spiral spring,

and the trigger discharged. There were some other alterations made in

the general mechanical construction of this trigger, but they may be re-

garded as matters of detail. The rapidity of discharge was very great
—l-20th part of a second only elapsed between the arrival of the time
current and the falling of the 'ball. Prom a report in the Port Elizabeth

paper of August 29, 1865, giving an account of the inauguration of this

time signal, and forwarded to the author by Sir Thomas Maclear, it

appears that the time elapsing between the time current leaving the

Observatory at Capt Town and the receipt at Cape Town of the signal

announcing the falling of the ball is only l-15th part of a second. The
time which elapsed between the Greenwich current reaching London and
the falling of the ball at Liverpool was ll-20th of a second. In other

words, the Algoa ball is discharged a distance of 500 miles in less than
l-7th of the time of that of the Liverpool ball. What is being daily

done in the Cape can, however, be best summed up by a short quotation

from a letter the author received from Sir Thomas Maclear giving an
account of the successful inauguration of this time signal.

After detailing the general arrangements, Sir Thomas Maclear goes

on to state :
" A few tentative signals having proved satisfactory, the

' preface' was issued from the Observatory at ten minutes before one
o'clock, and at the instant of one o'clock the Observatory time ball clock

closed the circuit discharging the Observatory ball, the Simon's town
ball, 24 miles distant, the Cape Town time gun 3 miles distant, and the-

Port Elizabeth ball, distant 500 miles !"

ON THE THEEMODTNAMIC ACCELERATION AND RETARDA-
TION OF STREAMS.

By W. J. Macquorn Rankine, C.E., LL.D., P.R.SS.L. & E.

1. General Principle stated.—The object of this paper is to state-

in a more general and comprehensive form than has hitherto been done
to my knowledge, a thermodynamic and hydrodynamic principle of which
many particular cases are well known and understood. That principle

may be stated as follows :—In a steady stream of any fluid, the abstrac-

tion of heat at and near places of minimum pressure, and the addition

of heat at and near places of maximum pressure tend to produce
acceleration ; the addition of heat at and near places of minimum pres-

sure, and the abstraction of heat at and near places of maximum pres-

sure tend to produce retardation ; and in a circulating stream the
quantity of energy of flow gained or lost in each complete circuit is

equal to the quantity of energy lost or gained in the form of heat ; and
in the absence of friction, the ratios borne by that quantity to the heat
added and the heat abstracted (ofwhich it is the difference) are regulated

by the absolute temperatures at which heat is added and abstracted,

agreeably to the second law of thermodynamics.
2. Equation of the Flow of a steady Stream without Friction.—

Let a steady stream of any fluid, whether liquid, vaporous, or gaseous,

flow in a suitable smooth passage or channel without friction. At a
given point in the stream let v be the velocity, TJ the potential energy of
attractive forces exerted on unity of mass of the fluid, s the bulkiness,

or volume of unity of mass, and p the pressure. Then by a well-known
equation of hydrodynamics we have

vdv + dJJ + sdp = O, (1)

or, in the integral form,

V+fsdp — constant
;

that is to say,

1;2,

(denoted by ~)

what each, unit of mass

it loses in energy of

gams in

head, £

energy

s the

• (1A>

' of flow

quantity

U + j sdp may be called. When the attractive force considered is

gravitation near the earth's surface, we have U = gz, z being the height

above some fixed horizontal surface.

3. Thermodynamic Acceleration and Retardation.—Let it be sup-

posed that a stream comes from a place where the pressure is pi, and
the potential energy of attraction Ui, flows through a place where the

pressure is po, and the potential energy of attraction Uo, and finally

arrives at a place where the quantities p and U have their original

values p\ and Ui. Let the fluid be in the condition called addabatic—
that is, let it neither receive nor give out heat. Then the relation

between p and s is denned by the constancy of the thermodynamic
function

<t>
— Jc hyp. log t + % « *ft (Is (2)

in which J is the dynamical equivalent of a unit of heat, c the real

specific heat of the fluid, r the absolute temperature, x (t) a function of

t which is null for substances capable of approximating indefinitely to

the perfectly gaseous state, and will be omitted throughout the rest of

this paper ; and in the integral _ is taken on the supposition that
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is constant. Then at the place where the pressure is p , the ener<ry of
flow in each unit of mass is expressed by

-£ = 2 + Ui— U + (3)

the integral being taken subject to the condition that the thermody-
namic function <t> has a certain constant value.
By the time that the stream has arrived at the place where U and preturn to their original values, v also has returned to its original value

Vi ;
and here there is no thermodynamic acceleration or retardation

But next suppose that at the place where the pressure is p each unit
of mass has a certain quantity of heat either added to or abstracted from
it, so as to change the thermodynamic function from <!> to £'. That
quantity of heat is expressed in dynamical units by

f TO(70.
(4)

Let the return to the original pressure take place with this altered value
of the thermodynamic function. Then throughout this second division
of the stream each value p of the pressure will have corresponding to it
a value s* of the bulkiness suited to the new value of the thermodyna-
mic function, and different from the value s corresponding to tho same
pressure in the first division of the stream. The relation between the
change in the value of <t> and the change in the values of s is <nven by
the equation ° J

*-4'=Jc hyp. log^ + f^da (5)

At the end of the process the stream, on arriving at the second place
where the pressure is pu will now no longer return to the same velocity
but its energy of flow will be

-f-TJi + TJ -J ^dp-'Ul+J' (s-s')dp, .
(g)

and there will have been on the whole a change of energy of flow to the
following amount,

»»—v' rPi
, ,, .% = / 0— « ) <*P i (7)

which La a sain or a loss, corresponding to an acceleration or a retarda-
tion, as it is positive or negative, its sign being the same with
that of tho product (/>, — p ) (<t>

— $').
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•
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UPOX THE POLICY AND PROVISIONS OF A PATENT LAW.

By E. M. Pa.nkiiliwt, LL.D., Barrister-at-Law.

The objections to the policy of a patent law may be distinguished intotwo classes
: There are, firstly, those who insist that any protection at

all to inventions is essentially vicious and wrong. There are, secondly
those who, while admitting that some protection to inventions is riKhiand desirable, deny that it ought to be in the nature of a legal pre
tectum With regard to these objections, it seems expedient at the out-
set to offer the following definitions :—In the first place, an invention
considered with reference to its being made tho subject of legal pro
tion, may be denned to be an application of knowledge, ami in general of
the laws of nature, to the materials of nature expressed in the form of anew and useful process. Therefore, an invention does not consist in the
knowledge applied nor in the materials used, but in the combination of
the one and the other into a system of means, of which system the dis-
tinguishing characteristics are novelty anil utility. Therefore, further
an invention does not consist in the product arising from tho use of the
system of means of the process. An invention, in .short, consists of
means to an end. A patent right, with reference to the same purpose of
giving legal protection to inventions, may be defined to bo the creation
of a limited right of property in a new and useful process. Thia defini-
tion presents two points: The fact of i he creation of a right of propei
and the extent of the right so created. Indeed, objections have I

made to both these points. It is by somo distinctly <

of property in inventions ought to exist. But this right of property in
the limited form of a patent has as good a right to exist! as any, for it
rests finally upon the same foundation, \ iz., improvement by labour. In
fact, the only real difference between property in inventions and other
property consists in the greater dillietilty in the case of the forme,
compared with the latter of the definition ami protection of tho right, li

must certainly be admitted that it is more difficult to define and pn
property in inventions than property in general But, surely, the fax
such difiiculty is not sufficient reason for not creating a right of

j

There is far more difficulty in defining and protecting the forma
prrfy known as rights to light and air; but that has not b

-round for not giving those interests the <
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cates of a patent law to say that it is a monopoly. Two classes of

objectors use the same argument, hut mean by it two distinct and
different things. In the former class are those who use the argument of

a monopoly to condemn a patent law, because they think that inventors
are not entitled to any legal protection at all ; while in the latter class

those who, though willing that inventors should have protection, main-
tain that the mode of a patent law is objectionable, on the ground of the
same evils as those which lie against the existence of a monopoly pro-

perly so called. But a patent right is not a monopoly. A monopoly is

a protection to an existing mode of manufacture or form of industry.

But a patent right is a protection to a new mode of manufacture or form
of industry, In order that new modes of manufacture may be discovered,

matured, pressed into general use, and finally added to the common pro-

perty of the nation, legislation, as the most expedient means of effecting

this end, gives a limited right of property to the inventors of such new
modes. A monopoly is a means of keeping in the possession
of a few, and injuriously limiting the value of, existing pro-

perty ; while a patent right relates to something before unknown
being then first called into existence, and supplied for the use
of man. With regard to the policy of a patent law, something ought
to be said about the position of those who admit that an inventor is

entitled to some protection, who indeed confess that an inventor is a
creditor of the nation, and is, therefore, entitled to be compensated by
the nation. Those holding this view, and notably Mr. Macfie, present
various plans for recognising the claims of inventors. The plan most
frequently contended for is a system of governmental payments of money,
based tipon a valuation. Against this scheme may be urged the objectino
that, though it might very appropriately form a complement to a patent
law. it can never be fitly regarded as a substitute for a patent law. A
patent law, while giving an adequate stimulus to invention, also secures
that during the period that the right of property exists it shall be so

limited by the terms of its creation as to give the minimum of inter-

ference with the freedom of manufacture with the maximum of advantage
to the inventor and the public. Having, then, considered a patent from
the point of view of a limited right of property, two further points arise

;

Firstly, how is the right created ; and secondly, how are the nature,
extent, and limitations of the right determined ? The right of property
in an invention arises and springs in point of source from a grant of
letters patent. The right, therefore, is purely a creature of law, of
positive law. The nature, extent, and limitations of the right of property
are determined by the specification. The specification describes and
defines the invention as to its nature and extent. By means of the
specification are determined the questions of utility, novelty, and invasion.
Therefore the most important thing to observe is that the nature and
limits of an inventor's right of property in an invention are determined
by the construction of a written document. This is a point that goes
right to the root of the essential difficulties of a patent law. Issues in
patent causes are principally questions of construction. It must be
obvious, then, that the most necessary and essential thing is to take care
that the instrument upon the true construction of whioh the decision of
those issues depends should be framed with the utmost possible care and
circumspection. Now a specification consists of two principal parts : the
common language used, and the technical phraseology employed. The
distribution of the specification into these two divisions presents an im-
portant consideration with regard to the mode of trial in patent causes,
which will hereafter be adverted to more fully. Further, the fact that
patent law questions are principally questions of the construction of a
written instrument has a very essential bearing upon the mode of grant
and procedure of administration. With regard to the existing law, both
as to its constitution and working, no doubt many of the evils and
grievances complained of are to a large extent well founded, but they
are neither so many nor so great as to induce doubt as to either the
policy of the law itself or the possibility of giving fit expression to that
policy through the medium of an appropriate legal system. The practical
evils may be reduced to three principal heads : (1) The indiscriminate
granting of patents. (2) The want of accuracy in defining the nature
and limit of the rights secured by the patent. (3) The cost, vexation,
and unsatisfactory character of the trials in patent causes. These three
serious grievances import : First, that rights of property are granted in
respect of what purport to be inventions, but which are not really so

;

secondly, that rights of property in inventions are created in terms and
under definitions inaccurate and defective ; and finally, that the mode of
determining the nature of the rights of property in inventions, and the
fact of their invasion, is exceedingly difficult, costly, and cumbrous.
The first is a case of defective machinery for inquiry before grant

;

the second is a case, for the most part, of want of care and skill in
definition and expression in the terms of the grant; and the last is partly
the result of the second, and partly a consequence of defective procedure
in respect of administration. With regard to the proposed remedies,
the first remark proper to be made and firmly insisted upon is that the

defects and abuses complained
',
of arise in respect of a law, the existing-

law, which not only has not been fully and fairly worked within the
limits of its power, but has not, strange to say, been carefully and duly
applied precisely at those points where its provisions were originally

framed, and are, in fact, most calculated to repress and remove those
very evils and mischief. Therefore the remedies now presented are of a
twofold character : suggestions for the efficient working of the existing-

law and the introduction of additional provisions in regard both of con-
stitution and of administration. The proposed remedies may be classified

as follows : (1) Conditions precedent to the granting of patents. (2)
Provisions directed to secure accuracy of description and definition. (3)
Conditions precedent to litigation. (4) Provisions in regard to the mode
of trying patent causes. It is intended to deal with these points in their

order. (1) As to conditions precedent to the granting of patents. Here
it is submitted that the grant of a patent should not be of course, but
only after examination, and this involves two things, the nature and
extent of such examination. The object of an examination is first and
principally the provision of information, both to the inventor and the
Crown, so as to secure as far as possible that only real inventions shall

be patented, and, in the next place, to give due attention at the earliest

point to the all-important questions of description and definition. With
this view it is insisted that the present functions of the law officers of

the Crown, which in the very nature of the case they cannot adequately
perform, and which, in fact, are not really performed at all, should be
either abolished or essentially modified. It is therefore proposed that

the grant of a patent should be preceded by an examination of competent
examining officers in respect of the novelty of the invention, of its fitness

to become the subject of a patent, and of the sufficiency of the provisional

specification.

With regard to the extent of the examination, it seems quite clear that

it ought not to go the utility of the invention, that being a point in which
experience and results should alone be allowed to testify. To give the

power to sit in judgment on the question of utility prior to the grant of

a patent would injuriously limit invention and impede progress. The
result of the examination should be expressed in the from of a report.

If the report is favourable to the patent the grant of a patent should

then at once be made ; but if unfavourable the applicant should, in

addition to his right to be heard before the examining officers, have a

right to be heard by way of appeal from the report to the law officers.

If their decision be adverse the applicant should not be denied his

patent, but should have it granted at his peril, upon the condition that

the report be recorded, and that in the event of future litigation the

fact of the existence of an adverse report should have effect in respect

either of security for costs or payment thereof, or both. In cases of

opposition to the grant, the objections should be dealt with in the first

instance before the examining officers, with the same right of appeal to

the law officers. In this way, therefore, points of inquiry and matters

preliminary would be referred to a competent tribunal ; while points of

construction and matters judicial would be relegated to a fit tribunal of

the character of a quasi Court of Appeal.

The report and the result of the examination would have these effects i

—Of information, of warning, and of accurate statement in regard of the

provisional specification. The whole of the suggestions as to examina-

tion would be effected by a mere extension of machinery, with the ex-

ception of turning the functions of the law officers into a kind of Court

of Appeal, functions certainly more consonant with their position, and

for which they would be manifestly more efficient. (2) As to the pro-

visions directed to secure accuracy of description and definition the

specification is the patentee's charter ; it ascertains and measures his

rights^ It is most important, therefore, that this document should

receive the utmost care and attention. It is submitted that the specifi-

cation should be reported upon by competent officers, with a view to

obtain a precise definition and description of the invention, including an

accordance and conformity with the provisional specification. If the

report suggests amendments which the applicant declines to make, a

right of appeal to the law officers should be given. The decisions of the

law officers may either be made final, and amendment in conformity

therewith enforced, or it might be provided that in the event of an
adverse decision, if the applicant still declines to amend as suggested,

the report should be recorded, and the fact of its existence have effect

with reference to costs in the event of litigation. Of course, in respect

of all proceedings by the examining officers, the applicant should have

full power to appear and be heard. Hardly any amount of attention and

anxiety can be said to be too much to secure that the specification be

framed accurately, aud sufficiently describe and define the invention ;

for care applied here would prevent the existence and influence of a

thousand mischiefs, the evil consequence of which cannot be averted by

any care, however great, exerted afterwards. It is not too much to say

that by far the largest proportions of the outcry against patents would

be silenced by proper provision for accuracy in the language and terms-
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of the specification. (3) Conditions precedent to litigation. The object
of imposing such conditions is to invert the nsnal order of procedure. It

is certainly desirable to determine judicially what the right is, before
considering whether it has been invalid. All the best opinion and
experience confirm this conclusion. From this point of view it is sub-
mitted that prior to the institution of proceedings for the infringement
of a patent the report of an examining officer should be obtained based
upon the statement of the applicant as to the precise nature and extent
of the alleged infringement. If the report be adverse, then the appli-

cant should still be allowed to proceed, but upon condition that the
statement and report be recorded, and the fact of their existence have
effect in relation to the question of costs. These provisions would
always aid the inventor by giving him an opportunity of precisely
realising his position, and would protect the public in respect of ground-
less litigation. (4) Provisions in regard to the trial of patent causes.
The essential difficulties of the patent law are difficulties of construction.
The document forming the basis of all the proceedings is the specifica-

cation. Now the interpretation of documents is essentially a judicial
function. This circumstance ought to govern the principle upon and tho
procedure by which the trial of patent causes should rest and be con-
ducted. The construction of a specification is for the court alone ; but,
in view of the nature of the technical language employed, it is desirable
that the court should be assisted in its action by authority competent to

inform it of the true meaning of such language. It is therefore sub-
mitted that the trial of patent causes should be conducted before a judge
sitting with assessors. The procedure of the assistance of assessors
works well in the parallel case of the Admiralty Courts. It is practically

adopted in the analogous care of the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council, which is the court of final appeal in matters relating to tho
doctrine and discipline of the Church of England. In such cases the
articles and formularies are to receive a true construction in point of
law according to the legal rules for the interpretation of statutes and
written instruments. These articles and formularies contain technical
phraseology, but any assistance that the court may need as to the
meaning of such phraseology is rendered y the presence and aid of the
bishops.

With regard to the defence in patent cases, the action of the examin-
ing officers will be called into play in compelling the defendant to state

his objections with precision, subject to appeal to the courts. By this'

means the total amount of litigation will be lessened, and the actual
issues finally brought to trial will be reduced to a minimum. These
suggestions are, it will be noticed, directed to the applications of the
doctrine.-; of examination, of report, of recordation, and of preliminary
adjudicatio

i of the most critical stages in the history of a patent.

They are applii rant, at the moment of grant, and prior

to and in the course of litigation. These views in respect of principle,

and, to a as to terms, have obtained the sanction and
approval of some of the most thoughtful and experienced. It is

believed that their adoption would give simplicity and efficiency to the

adminstration of the patent law. Their introduction in a practical shape
would give to inven ority for their interest* in their

by giving them a limited right of property in those inventions.

The creation of such a right of property under the conditions suggested
would fuiLher be an advantage to the public with the least practical

interference with free action, for, being a limited right of property, it

possesses the following attributes:—(1) It is capablo of precise deter-
mination. (Z) i !: cast on t.ho public in regard of its a

clearly asc (3) On tho d totion of the actual

right of the inventor the restraint on the public is removed, whet!
regards user or as regards its being made the basis of further improve-
ment, (l) The time of the absolul f the rights of the inventor
is fully .'mil openly known to till the world. Found, d on these principles,

and i< law, necessarily fron

ire of i he ca branch of ' be law, v.

and work in the benefit both of of the
public.
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experiment, improvements were devised which ultimately resulted in a
new and much more successful process. This process, for which a patent
was obtained, in 1869, by Kansome'e Patent Stone Company, consists in
the successive and repeated application of three liquids. The first of
these is a solution of monocalcic phosphate, often erroneously termed
biphosphate of lime, and first introduced, I believe, for a similar purpose,
by Coignet. The second solution is one of barium-hydrate, applied warm
if possible ; and the third is a dialysed solution of silica, to which small
quantities of the ordinary potassium and sodium silicates of commerce
have been subsequently added.

It will not be necessary to dwell upon the proper methods of applying
these solutions nor upon the details of their manufacture. I may how-
ever, mention that there is no difficulty in obtaining the various solutions

in a state of sufficient purity and strength, and at a sufficiently low rate,

to admit of their economical employment for the purpose in view. And
it may be interesting to state that the dialysers employed, which are of
the capacity of G gallons or more, and of an open bell shape, are found
capablo of doing their work very successfully when floated on or

suspended in barrels of rain-water, or on rafts in a tank or pond ; tho

movement of water below the diaphragm of vegetable parchment in-

creases remarkably the rate of separation.

The reactions which take place between the several solutions them-
selves and between tho solution and the constituents of the objects

treated cannot be described in detail. The mono-calcic phosphate

becomes chiefly di-calcic phosphate in contact with a limestone, and then.

on the application of baryta, a barium di-calcic phosphate is firmed. If

decay has already taken place, and sulphates have been formed in the

stone, these are converted into insoluble and non-efflorescent barium
sulphate, while the lime and magnesia thus liberated immediately become
phosphated by the subsequent application of the mono-caloio phosphate

solution. The siliceous solution finally employed keeps good some time,

and penetrates some distance beneath the surface. It contains, indeed,

a small quantity of alkalies, but their amount is not sufficient to produce

any soluble salts in the treated stone or bricks. It would be tedious to

enter into the proofs of this statement furnished by direct experiment.

Extensive trials of the new process have been made on many import

buildings, some of which have been entirely treated by the three solu-

tions described above. I may cite as examples of the use of the proo

the Chapter House at Westminster, and the St Panoras Midland Ter-

minus; portions of Canterbury Cathedral havi I
submitted to

treatment, together with numerous other buildings, public and private.
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between tbe Norwich and Exeter Meetings, 46 explosions occurred,
killing 78 persons and injuring 114 others. Since then 57 more explo-
sions have occurred, killing 99 more persons and injuring 96 others. So
great is the regularity with which these catastrophes occur that it was
stated at Exeter that it was to be feared that as many lives would be
lost by explosions before the next meeting as had been lost since the
last. This, it will be seen from the figures just given, has been more
than fulfilled. Taking the average of a number of years, it appears
that about 50. explosions occur every year, killing about 75 persons and
injuring as many others.

It is not intended in this report to enter on a consideration of the
causes of Steam Boiler Explosions. That has already been done on other
occasions. It need, therefore, merely be stated in passing that the ex-
perience of another year only confirms the Committee in their opinion
previously expressed that explosions are not accidental, and they are
not mysterious, but that they arise from the simplest causes, and may be
prevented by the exercise of common knowledge and common care.
Boilers burst simply from weakness, that weakness arising in some cases
from original malconstruction, in others from defective condition conse-
quent on wear and tear, and in others again from neglect of attendants
through allowing the plates over the furnace to become overheated from
shortness of water, &c, &c. Competent inspection is adequate to detect
the weakness of the boiler in time to prevent explosion, whether that
weakness arise from malconstruction or from defective condition, while
it tends to stimulate attendants to carefulness, and thus to diminish the
number of those explosions arising from oversight. It is very generally
thought that most explosions result from the neglect of the attendant. Such
however, is not the case. On analysing the causes of the explosions that
occurred from the 1st of January, 1861, to the 18th of June, 1870, it

appears that 120 explosions, equal to 40 per cent., of the whole number,
were due to the malconstruction of the boilers either in the shells or
fittings ; 88 explosions, equal to 29 per cent., were due to the defective
condition of the boilers either in the shells or fittings ; 44 explosions,
equal to 15 per cent., were due to the failure of the seams of rivets at the
bottom of externally-fired boilers ; 38, equal to 13 per cent., were due to
overheating of the plates ; 5, equal to 2 per cent., were due to excessive
pressure of steam through the attendants tampering with safety valves

;

while 1, equal to say i per cent., occurred to an economiser, but whether
from gas or over-pressure of steam is uncertain ; and one other, equal to
say i per cent., arose from causes entirely independent of the construc-
tion or condition of the boiler, and may thus be termed "accidental."
Of those due to overheating of the plates, 30 explosions, equal to 10 per
cent., of the whole number, arose from shortness of water ; 6, equal to 2
per cent., from incrustation ; 1, equal to i per cent., from the use of
boiler compositions ; and 1, equal to i per cent., from causes requiring
further consideration. The total number of these explosions, the causes
of which were ascertained, was 297. From this list it will be seen that
the two leading causes of the explosions enumerated therein were mal-
construction and defective condition, a small proportion only being due
to the neglect of the attendants. It may be put shortly, that for every
explosion due to the boiler minder through neglecting the water supply,
&c, six are due to the boiler maker or boiler owner, through making or
using bad boilers. It is clear, therefore, that the adoption of competent
inspection by every boiler owner in the kingdom would do much to pre-
vent the constant recurrence of boiler explosions, and to save the greater
part of the 75 lives annuually sacrificed. This fact is now generally
admitted, and hence the question is not unfrequently asked,—since
competent inspection would prevent explosions, and steam users neglect
so simple a precaution, why is not inspection enforced by law ? Juries in
bringing in verdicts consequent on steam boiler explosions, frequently
recommend that the Government should render inspection compulsory,
and this view appears to be very widely entertained, in consequence of
which various plans for legislative enactment have been proposed. The
object of this report is to deal with these plans, and give the result of the
Committee's deliberations thereon.

This is a particularly opportune moment for the presentation of such
a report. Last Session of Parliament a select committee of the House
of Commons was appointed to inquire into the cause of steam boiler ex-
plosions, and the best means of preventing them, and this committee,
whose labours are not yet completed, have been investigating whether it

is expedient that boiler inspection should be enforced by law, and, if so,

what is the best way of enforcing it. It is therefore important at this
time that discussion on this subject should be encouraged, and sugges-
tions from all parties obtained. It is trusted that this report will aid in
promoting this object and in arriving at the best means of rendering the
inspection of boilers universal throughout the entire country.
With these introductory remarks the committee will proceed to the

consideration of such of the plans " proposed for legislating on the sub-

j ect of steam boiler explosions, with a view to their prevention," as have
ome under their notice.

Five systems of compulsory inspection appear to be now before the
public. These may each be stated, and considered in turn.

Plan No. 1.—It has been proposed that the inspection of all the
boilers in the kingdom should be carried out by the Board of Trade. To
this plan there are many objections. On the one hand, it would impose
on the government additional burdens, which they have expressed them-
selves unwilling to incur ; while on the other it would prove harassing
to the steam user. It would, it is feared, be found to work arbitrarily.

Such a system would lack that elasticity which is necessary to conform
to the convenience of the individual steam user. There would be a great
danger of its hampering progress. It would certainly not find favour
with the generality of steam users, nor ever be voluntarily accepted by
them except as the last resort.

Plan No. 2.—A second proposition is that, instead of the inspection

being carried out by the Board of Trade, it should be carried out by town
councils or other local authorities, such authorities appointing their own
inspectors. This plan would admit of more elasticity than the previous
one, inasmuch as the inspection would emanate from several centres

instead of from one. Prom the fact, however, of the inspections-

emanating from several centres instead of from one, an element of dis-

cord would be introduced from which many contradictions and many
absurdities would ensue. If it were a question of establishing Green-
wich time in every market town and country village throughout the
kingdom there might be little difficulty in effecting such an object by
such an organisation, since Greenwich time by the help of the Astronomer
Boyal could be put beyond all question, and the work of establishing it

throughout the kingdom would be one of diffusion and not of origina-

tion. To regulate the construction of steam boilers, however, is a totally

different matter. The science of boiler making is a growing one. It is

in a transition state, and in spite of the amount of information constantly

disseminated, great ignorance prevails with regard to it. In consequence
of this, one corporation would declare a boiler safe which another cor-

poration would declare unsafe, so that a boiler carried by rail from one
part of the country to another might be counted safe at the beginning of

its journey and unsafe at the end. For instance : In Lancashire the

practice of strengthening flue tubes at the ring seams with flanged joints

or hoops of T iron, or other suitable section, is highly approved. In fact

it is thought that no high-pressure boiler should be constructed now-a-
days without these appliances. In Cornwall, however, nothing can con-

vince steam users of their necessity, and Cornishmen persistently adhere
to the ignorant superstition which the Franklin Institute of Pennsyl-

vania endeavoured to dispel thirty-four years ago, viz., that a boiler

cannot explode as long as it is properly supplied with water. They
appear to believe that furnace tubes, though of great length and dia-

meter, and though worked at high pressures of steam, can only collapse

from the neglect of the water supply, or, in other words, from the neglect

of the attendant and not of the owner or the maker. In Cornwall,

boiler flue after boiler flue collapses, simply from weakness, till the

Cornish boiler stands in the return of explosions as one of the most
dangerous. These explosions are the result of gross mal-construction,

coupled with neglected condition. Yet Cornishmen won't see it, and
they only attribute every explosion to shortness of water. Local

administration under such circumstances would be powerless, while, even

apart from undue influence, and simply from the want of due experience

in so important a matter as the construction of steam boilers, the deci-

sions of local authorities would be frequently contradictory. Such a

system would reintroduce the evils we are trying to eradicate from our

courts of law, viz., that a verdict given in one court is frequently contra-

dicted in another. Though the plan of entrusting the inspection of all

the boilers in the kingdom to local authorities might answer in the

neighbourhood of some of the large manufacturing centres, it would not

do so throughout the entire country.

Plan No. 3.—Another proposition is to hand over the duty of inspect-

ing and certifying all the boilers in the kingdom to divers authorised

parties, such as accredited boiler makers, private inspection associations,

insurance companies, &c, &c. This plan would, like the one just referred

to, be liable to produce contradictory verdicts, while it has the additional

objection that it fails to secure the responsibility of the inspections. To
allow certificates to be granted by boiler makers would be a most
invidious course. It could not be a wholesome practice, especially under

the influence of keen competition, for one maker to be called in to

approve or condemn a boiler, made by another, while the fact that forty

per cent, of the explosions that happen are due to malconstruction, shows

that boiler makers are not after all good judges in this matter, a view

which is corroborated by the unsatisfactory and contradictory evidence

frequently given by them at coroners' inquests consequent on boiler

explosions. Further, it is presumed that every boiler owner would have

to pay for his own certificate, so that on this system the most indulgent

offices would clearly get the greatest amount of custom, and those which
only granted faithful certificates would be driven out of the market by
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the less scrupulous. Under these circumstances it is feared that the
sale of certificates would soon degenerate into a sale of indulgences.
Besides this, how is this system to be practically worked ? Who is to
see that the steam user has the certificates on his boilers regularly
renewed at they fall out ? These certificates would extend for °a year
only from year each " entire" examination, and would lapse at different
parts of the year. A steam user with twelve boilers would want twelve
certificates every year, and one of these might fall out each month. Is
the Government to undertake the responsibility of seeing that these
certificates are regularly renewed ? Is it to inspect to inspectors ? Such
a plan it is thought would be impracticable, while it would be after all
but another form of Governmental inspection, and one of a very com-
plicated description.

Plan No. 4.—The fourth plan starts on the same basis as the preced-
ing ones, viz., that of rendering inspection compulsory, and recommends
that Parliament should enact that no boiler should be worked unless
periodically inspected and certified at least once a year, as safe and
trustworthy. Instead, however, of entrusting the duty of carrying out
these inspections, and granting the certificates to the Board of Trade,
or to the town councils, or other local authorities, or to certified boiler
makers, private inspection associations, or insurance companies, it pro-
poses that there should be formed a National Steam Users' Board, and
that this board should be empowered to carry out the system of inspec-
tion required, including the granting certificates, fixing the rate of
charge for each boiler, &c. This board to be an honorary and represent-
ative body, about one-half of its members being men of commerce, that
is to say, mill owners or others, using boilers for mercantile purposes

;

and the remainder to be men of science, that is to sav, engineers and'
others, competent to advise on matters relating to the inspection of
boilers, and to add weight to the councils of the board. None of the
members of the board to retain office longer than four years without re-
election, one-fourth retiring every year, so that every four years the
board would be entirely recruited, either with new members, or re-elected
ones. The board to be appointed in such a way as to secure the fair
representation of the general body of steam users, and to merit their
confidence, the appointment being effected either by popula

i

every steam user having a vote for each of his boilers, or by any other
appropriate method. If preferred there might be a number of district
steam boards with geographical limits assigned to each, instead of a
single national one-, and i' is well worthy of consideration which would
be the better plan of the two. If tho plan of district boards were

it would then be well for an annual confer. -
i be held.

composed of deputies from each of the district boards, in order that the
nts of the working of each district might be compared, and this it is

thought would promote a wholesome rivalry.
The following .ire set forth as some of the distinctive features and

advan this system of administration, and as equally applicable
whc:l ntral steam board or the district ones are adopted.
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The committee consider this plan calculated to guard the inspections
against being lax and contradictory on the one hand, or arbitrary and
oppressive on the other, dangers to which the three previous "plans
would not, they think, afford sufficient protection, and thus th v regard
the national steam board, or the national system of distri - pro-
posed, as adequate to the prevention of explosions without harassing
steam users.

PLAN No. 5.—This plan differs from the preceding, inasmuch as it docs
not propose to enforce inspection directly by law, but to impose a heavy
penalty on the occurrence of every explosion, with the view of inducing
steam users to take precautionary measures, and have their 1

spected With this penalty system it is proposed to ally the- principle of
steam boiler insurance by joint-stock companies, thinking thai while
boiler owners would be driven by the penalty to insure, insurance com-
panies would be driven to inspect

; as the penult v. though falling in
the first instance on the owner, would be ultimately "paid by the inf
ance company.
On considering this proposition it appears by no means clear that B

penalty would have the effect of inducing all steam users to enrol their
boilers. The incredulity of many as to the possibility of their boilers
exploding is so great that nothing would convince them but the occur-
rence of the calamity itself. It would therefore, it is thought, be some
time before the penalty system took effect, and this being the case se\
lives would be lost in the meantime. Indeed, unless the simple announce-
ment that the government had established a penalty were sufficient to
promote general enrolment, the system could not come into force until
thc

I" re exacted, and before this could be done, explosions must
happen, and thus lives be lost. Still the committee cannot doubt, though
the effect of tho penalty might be tardy in its operation, thai in process

te it would induce many steam users, if not all, to avail th<
of inspection.

Passing over the question as to the success of thc penalty in promot-
ing inspection, thc next question is as to the value of the inspections by
competing joint-stock insurance companies. This is bj no means a
simple subject, and one on which a great deal of misapprehension 01

\ few brief remarks upon it are all that can be offered in the limits of
this paper.

Commercial insurance is founded on the principle of a commutation of
risks. Given the number of tires that occur per annum
and we have the risk of fire insurance. Given the number of <!.

I

that occur throughoui the country per annum, and we have the rial
life insurance. Given the number of persons injured evt ry year by
railway travelling, and we have the risk of railway

|

Now, it will be seen in these cases that the companies adopt little or uo
ires. It is true that before a house or a life is insn

a general examination is made in each case, but
up by a series of preventive measures, [n the case of acoidi otal d
insuranco, no precautionary measures are adopted whatevc > Sl pas
"er. on taking his railway ticket, takes also an ii

bbereb may be banned o lottery, [f he is injured
journey be receives some return for bis outlay;' if not, be losses it,

and the company gains it. This is a per:' ..| transad
quite tmdej oompanyaoloptno precautionarymeasures.

They d railway line, they d
of the carriagei

, the poinl - and crosaingB, the Bignala or the signal.
men. The whole mailer is imih r i I on both I

lu-
minal ion of risk, and the company merely profess to insert sooi-

Now it will be seen that before tliis principle applied t*
the prevention of boiler explosii qualifications must be
made. [( has already lieen seen [ha: boiler I

are DOt S
dental To a mi dead, and thus
do much mischief. Boiler explosions may be prevented bj oomi

and common care, and these ever] bouer owner ii bound in

lemon to exercise. A boiler own. p |

i be peounis nioh may
eople, To bhi i it may be repli

i he principle of been applied i

been coupled with it, and further, thai ii is tho interest of in nn
i hat such hould be tho i dii i-

• bound bo iaspot t in solf>prol

obtaii [t is, however, a total fa the
joint- principli

Indm i the ado]
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numbers at about 20s. per boiler. Thus, inspection costs about 203.,

while insurance costs Is., or, at all events, inspection costs much more
than insurance. Consequently it will pay an insurance office better to
allow boilers to blow up and pay compensation, than to prevent explo-
sions and pay for inspection. Inspection is dear ; insurance is cheap.
Inspection eats away the dividends. The interest of a joint-stock com-
pany, therefore, is to lavish insurance and stint inspection.

There are further points in the mode in which joint-stock insurance is

at present applied to steam boilers which may be called attention to.

Insurance companies adopt scales of charges according to the risk run,
and thus they class the boilers A, B, and 0, as they may be first, second,
and third rate. This is insuring boilers simply on the principle of risks,

and ignores altogether the danger to life. If boilers can only be
worked at a risk they should not be worked at all, Again, the charge
for insurance rises according to the pressure of the steam. This is to
tax progress, and make a market of engineering enterprise. Again,
insurance companies charge so much for the first £100 insured on a
boiler, the same amount for the second hundred, the same for the third
hundred included the charge for inspection. In this arrangement the
value of inspection appears to be ignored. The danger of explosion is

assumed to be as great after the charge has been paid for inspection as
before. An accidental death company, insuring railway passengers'
lives, could not adopt a scale of charges that would more consistently
ignore the principle of prevention, and adopt that of hazards. Again,
insurance companies pay compensation in case of minor damage, which
emboldens a boiler owner to neglect any precautionary advice given in
consequence of the inspections. If he employ an inferior attendant in
order to save 5s. a week in his wages, and the boiler becomes injured
thereby, the cost of repair is paid by the company, and not by himself.
This system entirely absolves a boiler owner from the results of his own
neglect.

These remarks will suffice to show that the principle of insurance as
at present applied to steam boilers by joint-stock companies is not all

that is to be desired for the prevention of steam boiler explosions, and
that before the government will be justified in handing over the inspec-
tion of all the boilers in the kingdom to a number of competing joint-

stock companies, considerable modifications will have to be enforced, and
it will be well now to consider whether the imposition of the proposed
penalty would have the desired effect, or whether any other steps would
be necessary.

The penalty upon the boiler user in the event of explosion would, as
already stated, ultimately fall upon insurance companies, that is to say,
in those cases where the boilers were enrolled. Now if that penalty
were made sufficiently heavy, it might make it more expensive for com
panies to permit explosions and pay compensation, than to prevent them
and pay for inspection, and thus just reverse the position that obtains at
present. For this it would be necessary that the penalty should not be
less than £1,000 or £2,000. Added to the penalty imposed on the
boiler owner, in the event of explosion, to induce him to enrol, it might
be well to impose another penalty of equal amount on the company,
more fully to induce them to inspect. The first of these penalties, the
one imposed on the boiler owner, should be exacted unconditionally, the
other, imposed on the insurance company, only after it had been shown
on an examination by a government officer that the company had failed
in their duty. Added to the imposition of these penalties, it would be
necessary for it to be enacted that no company should have more than
one rate of charge, otherwise they would meet the risk on dangerous
boilers simply by raising the rate. A fixed rate would also put an end
to the taxing of high-pressure steam, as the rate would be the same for
101b. as for 1001b. Added to this, the present system of insuring against
minor damages should be prohibited, as this completely destroys the
owner's responsibility. Such are some of the restrictions which it

appears necessary to impose upon the principle of joint-stook insurance
before it would be applicable by a number of competing companies to
steam boilers, with a view to the prevention of explosions.
The Committee are not without apprehensions, however, that though

the principle of joint-stock insurance might be surrounded with a series
of checks and counter checks, yet that it would lead to inspection being
cut down to the lowest possible point. On the other hand, were the
inspection enforced by law, and nationally administered either by a
central steam board or by a series of district ones, they consider that a
far more generous system would be secured. The steam boards, unin-
fluenced either by private or local interests, or by the desire to accumu-
late profits, would take altogether higher ground, and inspect, not simply
in their own interests, and just sufficiently to narrowly escape explosion,
but with a view to assist steam users, disseminate practical information
on the making and management of boilers, and promote progress. These
objects would be altogether foreign to competing joint-stock insurance
companies.
The committee have now stated, they trust impartially, the various

plans which have come under their notice, remarking, as they proceeded,

on such of the points in each as appeared to them to be defective, and
they would now beg to solicit the most ample discussion of this impor-
tant subject.

In drawing this report to a close, the committee wish to make a brief

reference to the one they presented to the mechanical section of the
British Association last year, on the subject of " coroners' inquiries in

connection with boiler explosions." In that report they pointed out the
defects in these investigations, and how necessary it was that improve-
ments should be effected, expressing their belief that full investigation

and plain speaking would, of themselves, do much to prevent the recur-

rence of these catastrophes. The committee still hold this view, and
think that had coroners' verdicts been as satisfactory as they might have
been, that boiler explosions would not have been as numerous as they
now are. With the additional experience of another year they feel

compelled to take one other step in advance, and they have come to the
conclusion that the time has arrived when the government should
enforce the periodical inspection of all steam boilers, though, as already
stated, they do not think that the government should turn boiler inspec-

tor. They are convinced that explosions might be, and ought to be, pre-

vented ; that competent inspection is adequate for this purpose, and
that any well organised system of inspection extended throughout the
entire country would practically extinguish boiler explosions, and save

the greater part of the 75 lives now annually sacrificed thereby.
(Signed on behalf of the Committee.)

William Fairbairn,
Manchester, September 12th, 1870. Chairman.

BOYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

ADDRESS.
By Sir R. I. Murchison, President.

Alluding first to the explorations of the Central Asian traveller, Mr.
G. W. Hayward, he announced that before the treacherous murder of

this accomplished geographer by a chief of Yassin, he had prepared and
sent home a most highly finished map of Yassin and the neighbouring
region, drawn from a general survey which he made on his first excur-

sion into those mountain valleys in February. His last letter would be
read that evening. Next in importance to this journey was the expedi-

tion of Mr. T. Douglas Forsyth to Kashgar, on a mission to the Ataligh
Ghazee of that country. An instructive letter from this able public ser-

vant had recently been received, written at Shadulla (at the foot of the

Kuen Lun) on his return over the mountains. In it he stated that the

mission had at present failed, owing to the absence of the Chief of

Kashgar on a military expedition to the north-east. Another letter on
the same journey has been received from Dr. Cayley, who accompanied
Mr. Forsyth as far as Shadulla, and who himself made a geographical

discovery of some interest regarding the routes over the mountains
between Shadulla and Changchemmo, on his way back to Ladak. The
last reports concerning Dr. Livingstone were next mentioned. These
were communicated in a letter from Dr. Kirk, dated the 29th of August
last. Many traders had arrived at Zanzibar from the interior, and none
of them, in answer to questions, gave any other account than that

Livingstone was still somewhere in the interior, either at Karagwe or

Ujiji. Abundant supplies had long ago been forwarded to the traveller,

and the president dwelt especially on the fact that before the grant of

£1,000 made by our Government had reached Zanzibar, all present wants
had been met by the liberality of Mr. James Young, an attached friend

of Dr. Livingstone, who had placed considerable sums of money at the

disposal of Dr. Kirk for that purpose. Among the subjects already in

hand for discussion during the earlier meetings of the session were, first,

a paper of great importance by Captain Sherard Osborn, on the
" Geography of the Bed of the Ocean," which would be illustrated by
superb diagrams exhibiting sections of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans
and the Mediterranean Sea. Another paper was a narrative of the

remarkable journey of Lieut. G. C. Musters, R.N., through the interior

of Patagonia ; the author of which had spent 14 months among the

Indians, and visited the eastern side of the Andes in those latitudes,

which no other traveller had before explored. The recent successful

pioneer journey overland from Swan River to Adelaide, promoted by
Governor Weld, of Western Australia, and carried out by Mr. John
Forrest, was next alluded to. Also the discovery, by Mr. Charles B.

Brown, of the Geological Survey of British Guiana, of a magnificent

waterfall, 730ft. high, on one of the tributaries of the Essequibo, the

details of which would form the subject of one of the evening meetings.

A series of letters from the late Mr. G. W. Hayward were then read.

They were of various dates, from the 17th of February to the 21st of

May last, and were addressed to Sir Roderick Murchison and Colonel

Showers, of Srinagur. It appears that he started from Cashmere
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towards the end of last year, and reached the elevated valley of Gilgit,

via Skardo, on the Upper Indus, where, after some delay, he passed
onward between the snowy ranges to Yassin, in the upper part of the

same valley, arriving about the end of February. The chief of Yassin,

Meer Wnlli Khan, received him with marked courtesy and kindness, and
promised to assist him with an escort to carry out his design of crossing

the Darkot Pass into the region of the Upper Oxus. During his stay

here he made many exploring and hunting excursions up the courses of
the tributary streams, reaching the foot of the passes which lead on the
north into Wakhan, and on the west into Chitral. The passes, however,
were still encumbered with snow, and after obtaining all the informa-
tion then in his power, he returned to Cashmere to remain until mid-
summer. Meantime he had interested himself in the cause of the

mountaineers of Yassin and Gilgit, who, he believed, had been oppressed
by the Cashmerian invaders. At the end of June he returned to Yassin,

but the last letter received from him was dated the 5th of July from
Gilgit. During his stay in the winter and spring he had collected voca-

bularies of all the hill tribes of the region, and also topographical notes

of many valleys which he himself was not able to visit, especially those

of Hunza and Nogar and Dilail. Some of the peaks between the valleys

reached an altitude of 25,000ft. The passes on the north all led to the
Upper Oxus, and not to the tributaries of the Yarkand ; he was hence
enabled to decide that the mountain range limiting the Yarkand plain

was placed much farther to the west than its true position. A carefully

drawn map of the whole region, executed by Mr. Hayward, was laid on
the table.

INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS.

SUBJECTS ON WHICH COMMUNICATIONS ARE DESIRED.

The Council of the Institution of Naval Architects have had under
consideration the question of providing a good series of contributions for

their next session. They have accordingly (with the assistance of a sub-

committee specially appointed for the purpose) prepared a list of sub-

jects, which they desire to submit to the members and associates of the

Institution as questions on which they will be glad to receive communi-
cations for the annual general meeting in March, 1871. They trust that

this invitation will be kindly responded to by the members and associates

of the Institution and their friends, and that the transactions for 1871
will thus exceed, both in the number and value of the communications,

the results of any previous year. To prevent disappointment, it is

requested that all such communications may be forwarded to the secre-

tary of the Institution not later than the 1st March, 1871 ; the council

cannot otherwise undertake to find a place for them in their programme
of proceedings. It would also be well that gentlemen proposing to read

such papers should announce their intention to the secretary as soon after

Christmas as may be, in order that he may be ablo to make suitable pre-

parations for the meeting. In naming these subjects, it is by no means
the intention of the council to restrict desirous of reading

papers on other matters, nor is it intended that the list should

exhaustive one. It has been thought better to publish a short list at

present, so that future lists may present some distinctive features :

—

Subjects for Papers.
1. The ai of ships of war ; 2. The- construction and annas

of ships of war for the protection of commerce j 8. Thi bionof
vessels for coast defence ; i. 'i construction of >

or other modes of snbmarine attack ; 5. On the results of the best

modern practice in n navigation, with reference to the latest

modern fcmpro1 raoh as surfaoe condensation, superhes
compound ind the lis i valne of each of these taken

rately, and i peoialry the results of tal experiments to test

i>oini
;

g. On economy of fuel in marine engines, with detailed

tits j 7. On i

1 ..- life and cot erchanl steam-ships;
8. Composite shipbuilding; '.). The design and construction •

10. On Ifcgi lative interference with the construction , and equip-
ment of ships; 11. Tin' effect upon shipbuilding of Lloyd's rales, the
Liverpool roll , and the rales of other similar

tion of ships ; and on ship • d ; I:.', (in methods for the proper
ttrenj I erne prop* I on t he preoan
necessary to ensure their safe! 18. 0i ite of
knowledge of t] th of materials as applied to shipbuilding, with

' ace t<> the ; 14. On the masting of hip . and
on iron and rdi . 16. On the disposition and construe-
lion of bulkheads, and on their ottaohmei 16.

On the prevention of (baling <>l" tl 17. On
tonomising of labour h

On the ase of maohim rj for economising labour on board ship, whi ther
merchant ship her Cor load ring

;

If. On b '• iniinication ot

On the conveyance of passengers and goods over estuaries and straits,

and on railway ferries ; 21. On floating structures for special purposes
—such as docks, lighters, tank vessels, light ships, telegraph ships, and
others ; 22. On ships' boats, especially those propelled by steam power,

and with particular reference to vessels having Utile or no rigging ; 23.

On the steering of ships, and on steering apparatus ; 24. On the correc-

tion of compasses in iron ships ; 25. On the measure and amount of

resistance opposed to a ship's progress by the water through which it

moves ; 2G. Exact information (either experimental or theoretical) on
the efficiency of propellers ; 27. On the economic value of form and pro-

portion both in merchant vessels and in ships of war.

Charles W. Merrifield, Hon. Sec.

MANCHESTER STEAM USERS' ASSOCIATION.

CHIEF ENGINEER'S MONTHLY REPORT.

The last ordinary monthly meeting of the Executivo Committee of this

association was held on Tuesday, October 25th, 1870, Charles F. Beyer,

Esq., C.E., of Gorton, in the chair, when Mr. L. E. Fletcher, chief en-

gineer, presented his report, of which tho following is an abstract :

—

" During the past month 289 visits of inspection have been made,
and 563 boilers examined, 403 externally, 12 internally, 1 in the flues,

and 141 entirely, while in addition 5 boilers have been tested by
hydraulic pressure. Two of these hydraulic tests were ordinary ones,

simply to ascertain the sufficiency of a boiler already in work, while in

the other 3 cases the boilers were new ones, and were tested by hydraulic

pressure, as well as specially examined, both as regards their construc-

tion and complement of fittings, before leaving the maker's yard. In the

389 boilers examined, 71 defects were discovered, 7 of them being

dangerous. Furnaces out of shape, 2 ; fractures, 11 ; blistered plates,

9,—2 dangerous ; internal corrosion, 11,—1 dangerous ; external ditto,

12,—3 dangerous ; internal grooving, 6 ; externa] ditto, 1 ; blow-out.

apparatus out of order, 2 ; safety-valves ditto, 2,— 1 dangerous : pressure

gauges, 10; boilers without blow-out apparatus, 1 j without feed-back

pressure valves, 4.

" Explosions.

" Just as the Select Committee of the Uouso of Commons appointed to

consider tho subject of steam boiler explosions were concluding their

labours, a lull took place in the recurrence i catastrophes, and it

almost appeared as if the inquiry, by itself, hud produced a good effect.

Whether that bo so or not, this lull has passed over, ami explosions are

now occurring with their accustomed regularity. Six have taken
;

during the past month, killing six persons and injuring

This brings the list from the commencement of this year up to 10

plosions, 70 deaths, and 92 cases of persona] injury.
" The following is a tabular statement of the explosions which have

occurred during the past month :

—

"Tabular Statement oi Explosions raosi - 24th,1870
i 21sr, iNi i.i >i\ i .

Progres-
sive No.
for 1870.

Date.
Gknkk.il DiBCBirtiox op

liOILKB.

Persons
Killed,

Total.

35 Sept. 27

Oct. 1

Oct. 13

Oct. 19

IS

Oct, 19

Double-flned, or 'Lam
1

1

1

<>

5

'

1

a

1

30

37

Plain Cylindrical, Camber.
ended Externally-fired

Purtioulai i not yet full}

a

38 ble-flued Eoi izontol

1 nalh and Intenmlly-

fired 2

39 1

Internally fir* d X

40 fully as-

8

16

86
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" An Explosion from Shortness of Water.

" No 35 Explosion occurred on Tuesday, September 27th, at about

twelve o'clock noon, at a paper mill.

" As this explosion took place at a distance of 200 miles from Man-
chester, and did not appear to be of a very important character, the

scene of the catastrophe was not visited by an officer of this Association.

I have, however, been favoured with the following brief particulars.

" It appears that the boiler was of the ordinary mill type, and that it

measured 31ft. in length, 7ft. 3in. in the diameter of the shell, and

2ft. lOin. in the furnace tubes ; the thickness of the plates being three-

eighths of an inch in the furnace tubes, and the working pressure from

451bs. to 601bs. To this it may be added that there were between fifty

and sixty ' Field ' tubes applied to each of the internal flues behind the

bridge.
" The boiler failed at the crown of the right-handTurnace tube, which

bulged downwards immediately over the fire, and rent circumferentially

at the ring seam of rivets uniting the second and third plates, when the

rush of steam and hot water that followed did considerable damage,

scalding a lad to death, as well as scattering the burning cinders, and

thereby setting on fire a building in which esparto grass and rags were

stored. The whole spirung at once into a blaze, and it is reported that a

large amount of property was destroyed.
" The cause would appear from the position of the rupture, and the

character of the bulging, to be overheating of the plates from shortness

of water, but the fact that the left hand furnace was not injured as well

as the right, tends to throw some doubt on this conclusion. Possibly the

fire happened to be more active at the time in the right-hand furnace

than in the left, or there was some other cause that led to one furnace

suffering more severely than the other. Such points as these, in investi-

gating the causes of explosions, frequently require minute examination,

and in the absence of particulars in this case, a positive opinion must be

reserved, though it is highly probable that the explosion arose from over-

heating of the plates through shortness of water.
" Though there may be some difficulty in pronouncing a positive

opinion on the cause of this explosion, simply from the want of fuller in-

formation, there need be no hesitation in again recommending the use of

low-water safety-valves. These valves prevent explosions from shortness

of water, by relieving the pressure of the steam as soon as the water falls

below the desired level, while, should the furnace crowns fail of those

boilers fitted with these valves, it must be clear that shortness of water

is not the cause, and that further investigation must be made. Thus,

these valves are of service, not only in preventing many explosions, but

in throwing light on the cause of others. Thousands of these valves are

in satisfactory operation, and their general adoption is once more
recommended.

" An Explosion, showing the Danger to which the Public are ex-

posed from old worn-out Boilers hidden away in thickly-populated

localities.

" No 36 Explosion has excited a good deal of attention in the locality

in whiuu. it occurred, and most deservedly so, while it is of general

interest to all those living near boilers, especially in the heart of

crowded cities.

" This explosion occurred at a small foundry at Liverpool, at a quarter

before five on the afternoon of Tuesday, October the 4th, killing three

persons, one of whom was a lad, and the other two mere children : while

in addition, five other persons were injured.

" The interest excited by this explosion arose, not only from three per-

sons bein°' killed, but also from the fact that the devastation was so

widely spread, a considerable number of the houses of the adjoining

streets being shattered, several passengers on the public thoroughfare

fares being struck by the debris, and some when in their own homes. On
the occurrence of the explosion the foundry at which it happened was

laid in ruins, the partition wall between it and the adjoining street was

was thrown down, and the debris scattered on the pathway. The main
portion of the boiler was hurled across an adjoining street, and dashed

through the roof of a dwelling house, while another portion was shot

into the bedroom of second dwelling-house, severely injuring a woman
and two children therein, one of the latter fatally ; added to which the

side-wall of the upper room of a third dwelling-house was also blown in,

and one of the ends of the boiler thrown on to the pavement of the main

thoroughfare, at a distance of 25 yards, where it struck down a little

girl and injured her so severely that she died shortly after. Also a con-

siderable number of the windows of the houses all round were broken by
the concussion consequent on the explosion, so that with the breaches

effected in the sides of houses, the entire windows staved in in some

cases, and the panes of glass broken in others, coupled with the debris

scattered over the pathways, the street adjoining the foundry had the

appearance of having been bombarded.
" In entering on the cause of this disaster, I do not know that I can do

better than give a copy of the joint report presented to the coroner by
Mr. Anthony Bower, C.E., and myself. This report is as follows :

—

" ' To Clarke Aspinall, Esq.,
" ' Coroner for the Borough of Liverpool.

" ' Sir,—In accordance with your instructions, we have investigated
the cause of the explosion that took place with such fatal results on the
afternoon of Tuesday, the 4th inst., at the Brunswick Iron and Brass
Foundry, Gregson-street, Everton, Liverpool, in the occupation of Messrs.
Parry and Duke. In the first place we visited the scene of the catas-
trophe, witnessing the general destruction, and examining the fragments
of the boiler in the positions to which they were thrown by the explosion.
Subsequently we made a more detailed examination of the parts of the
boiler when removed to the yard belonging to the Municipal Offices,

having careful measurements as well as drawings and photographs taken.
Having done this, we now beg to present you with our joint report upon
this catastrophe.

On examining the fragments of the boiler, we found that it had been
a horizontal one, of the plain cylindrical, externally-fired class, having
ends slightly cambered. Its size was diminutive, its length over all

being 6ft. 4in., and, without the camber at the ends, 5ft. 6in., while the
diameter was 3ft. 4in. the original thickness of the plates three-eighths
of an inch, and the load on the safety-valve about 801b.

The boiler gave way primarily at the bottom, rending longitudinally
from end to end, at about 3 or 4in. to the left hand of the centre or keel
line, when the force of the steam opened out the cylindrical portion of

j
the boiler until it became nearly flat, peeling it away from the ends

! through the root of the angle irons which had xinited them. The sudden
escape of steam and hot water consequent on this rent, raised the boiler
from its seat, and hurled it across the adjoining thoroughfare known as
Holford-street, dashing it through the roof, and into the upper bedroom
of the dwelling-house No. 13, while at the same time another section of
the boiler was shot into the bedroom of No. 23, as well as a large breach
effected in the wall of No. 21, added to which, one of the ends of the
boiler was thrown across Gregson-street to a distance of 25 yards.
Besides this, the foundry was laid in ruins, the 9in. wall separating the
works from the outer street blown down, and the dMris scattered, some
of it being shot through the windows of the adjoining houses.
The cause of the explosion does not appear to have been overheating

of the plates through shortness of water, to which so many explosions
are incorrectly attributed, neither does it appear to have been over-
pressure of steam consequent on the sticking of the safety-valve. The
explosion occurred at a quarter before five in the afternoon, up to which
time the engine had not been at work that day, though it was shortly
going to be started for driving the foundry fan, for which purpose the
steam was then being got up. One of the partners states that the boiler

had been fully charged with water before lighting the fire, and that at
the moment of the explosion it was up to within half an inch of the top
of the glass, which would have been an ample supply. Added to this,

the primary rent being at the very bottom of the boiler, was not where
it would in all probability have been, had overheating from shortness of
water occurred. With regard to the condition of the safety-valve, the
same partner further states that he had tested the valve by hand but a
minute or so before the explosion, when he found it free in action, and
that the steam escaped from it as he lifted it. He had but just done this

and walked a few yards from the boiler when it burst. An examination
of the plates of the boiler, left no doubt as to what the cause of the ex-
plosion had been. The plates were found to be seriously weakened by
external corrosion. Though originallyjthree-eighths of an inch in thick-

ness, they had been so eaten away that they were not more in places at

the line of fracture than one sixteenth of an inch thick, or a sixth of

what they had been in the first instance. A piece measuring nearly a
foot square at the bottom of the boiler had been blown away altogether,

the thickness at this part being less than that just mentioned. The
effects of the corrosion were apparent at a glance, and could easily have
been detected had an examination been made prior to the explosion, the
surfaces of the plates giving unmistakable evidence that corrosion was
going on, while some of the rivet heads were almost eaten away. The
boiler burst, therefore, from weakness, consequent on the ravages of
external corrosion, which might have been detected by competent inspec-
tion in time to have given warning of the danger, and thus to have pre-
vented the explosion, and saved the lives which have been lost.

While this is briefly an explanation of the cause of the explosion,

there are yet one or two points with regard to it which should not be
passed unnoticed. It appeared on inquiry that the boiler was an old
one, and had passed from hand to hand. It had been at worked for

about three and a quarter years at the premises on which it burst, prior

to which it had lain out in a yard as a castaway for some considerable

time, exposed to the weather, having done service before that. What
the origin of the boiler was, we were not able to learn, Possibly some
light may be thrown on this point in the course of the inquest. When
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set to work at the foundry, it was not by any means well equipped.
There was no feed pipe, or means of supplying the boiler with water
when the steam was up. The course adopted was to let the steam down,
take out the safety-valve, fill the boiler up to within an inch of the top
of the glass gauge, and then to work the boiler on as long as the water
would last. Further, there was no steam pressure gauge, and although
it is difficult now to arrive at the precise proportions of the safety-valve
lever, it appears highly probable that while the owners supposed they
were working at a pressure of 601b. they were actually working at a
pressure of 801b. A good steam gauge would have prevented this mis-
understanding. Added to this, the manhole was not strengthened as it

should have been with any mouthpiece, the cover being an ordinary
internal one, held up by a couple of suspension bolts and dogs, the
tendency of which is to draw the cover through the manhole, and split
it open. Many explosions have occurred from this cause, and every well-
appointed boiler is now guarded at the manhole with a suitable month-
piece. In this case, the manhole showed signs of considerable straining,
and seemed rapidly approaching the bursting point. One other circum-
stance may be mentioned. About six months before the explosion, one
of the partners, in company with a fitter in their employ, made an
examination of the boiler, both of them getting inside it. When their
examination was completed, the fitter assured the owner that the boiler
would last him his lifetime. This incident is of interest as showing how
deceptive home-spun boiler inspection frequently is, and the necessity
for a competent and independent system. The owners state that they
were altogether ignorant that there was the slightest danger, which
appears to have been the case from the fact that they were constant!

y

risking their lives by working near the boiler, and were within a few
yards of it at the moment of explosion.
"'Here then was an old, worn-out, badly equipped, and thoroughly

dangerous boiler, working in the heart of a populous district, and only
cut off from a public thoroughfare by a wall Din. thick, which afforded
concealment but no protection. The danger was entirely unsuspected
until the shock of the explosion was felt, and three persons were killed,
and five others injured. We have reason to know that this boiler is nor
singular, and that many others are to be fonnd working under similar
circumstances, dangerously jeopardising the lives of those around them.
Boilers are now to be found everywhere. They are somotimes set under
the pavements on which the public tread. They are sometimes, a
this case, behind walls, closo to which the public walk. Thoj
times in the basement of buildings crowded with busy workpeople.
It has been the duty of one of us to examino several such boil
explosion, and wo are sure that many lives are now ; Set all

danger might be averted by the adoption of the simple precaution
of competeni periodica] inspection. We must leavo it to the jury in
wisdom to decide whether they think it right, undi c I base mronmstai

! to then verdict any recommendation for the legal enforce-
ment of aa organised system of periodical inspection, with the view of
saving human life, but wo felt it our duty to lay theso facts before them,
as we cannot consider this explosion as otherwise than a represents
one, and that many others of a like character must quickly follow unless
some general system of inspection be shortly adopted.

" Recommending this matter to the besl consideration of yourself
and the jury, " ' We remain, Sir, &c,

'"(Signed) Lnthoitx Bo*
'"Of the Firm of Messrs. Forrester & Co., Vauxhall Foundry. Liverpool.

""'0 LtTOfOTOH F. Fi.i nilF.H.
Chief Engineer to the Manchester Steam Users' Association.

"'October 12th, 1870.'

"At the inquest, the evidence given more than corroborated the
statements in the report with regard to the history of the boiler, it

appeared that ii was bought as a second-hand our- from a boiler I

in the year L869,

old.
^

!• Tkedfor ome fonr years, then allowed to lie a
for aboni two, and then laid onl In I

auction, when it

was i Bm the foundry dm, where, after about thi
quarter years, it burst as abeady described Thejurj broughl ma
diet, of • Id id., owners ol , ,i ii„.

bnportanoe of I adoption of oompetenl inspect*
" Th« It on B re ,,..v. t.. be found

in to of OUT In-
! othei

similar explosion prove, the Lives of men, wot children I

a. arm t hem, '
!

hollers are set, N| , j u their midst without their Id

whilejhey ha it no ,
i r, ,| n l,at.-\ ,., m 1

1

.,.,,,. I

oiroan tana the public have claim upon the Government far pro
taction, and it would appear t> • do other plan of affording thai
protection than thai of enforcing by law, tbo universal adoption oi

i periodii n."

IMPROVED ELEVATOR.
By T. F. Rudiger, (U.S.)

This elevator has for its object the prevention of the waste of po\.
involved in the usual description of elevator through imperfect delivery of
the material, by which a considerable amount usually falls down between
the bucket and the shoot only to be raised a second time. In order to
accomplish this object, the shoot is made moveable, being placed
directly under the bucket when in the act of delivering its contents.
while it is afterwards moved out of the way to admit of the descent of
the bucket.
The following description of the accompanying engraving will explain

its action :

—

The spout or shoot A, is jointed at the lower end. B. and the upper
end is mounted on the bar or rod, C, the ends of which are arranged in
curved guides, D. This rod passes through the slot. E, of a lever. F.
pivoted at G, and projecting at the upper end into the path of a cam. II.

keyed on the shaft, I, of the upper elevator drum. The gravity of the
spout, A, rod C, and the lever F, causes the spout to fall back at

upper end, under the buckets, so as to receive all the contents thereof,
and the cam H, is so arranged that just previous to the arrival of the
bucket in the downward movement to the upper end of the spout, it will

strike the upper end of tho lever F, and throw the spout up out of tlio

of the bucket. In this case, the buckets are bo placed <m the chain

that one will pass over with eaoh revolution of the oam ; butil i

thai if more are applied, more cams ma] also be used to throw up the

a as a bucket passes.

SEi.i'-ci.FANsiNt; \v\tki: TUBE BOIL] ,

Our reader- will remember thai in Plate :t">7 in T ' \ of

i
i

,
i mpendions illustration of the difl

variet lea of boilei a i nimble for j achl .
and also for land purposes « hi i •

it ii of apai ' ablo. \ i

• tube bailers, including the pendal

water tube boiler on the principle patented bj Mr Field We then

. ied a (lonl.t whether this olasi of bail) r ws suited to dii

audit now appears thai tho Inventor of the boiler illi

ware of thai failing and has endeavoured to overcomi it
. We will,

supplement to '.". lay befl the

following illusl n of a boiler rocontlj patented by Mi

Pinchbccl ol Lcadenhall-strcet, London, which, ws ondi i

•

—
'|

|

•,] water t ol..- 1

i ion ol " '"
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are so impure that the tubes in a very short time become filled with
deposit, necessitating the withdrawal of the internal tube, and the inser-

tion of a small hooked rod to draw out the accumulated deposit. This
tedious process has from time to time to be repeated in proportion to the

Fig. 1.

Fiff. 2.

degree of impurity ; with salt water the case was still worse. The
object of the patentee of this boiler is to overcome this difficulty, and
by the simple opening of a blow-off cock to cause a strong simultaneous
flushing of the whole of the tubes. This, as will be seen from the

accompanying illustration, is accomplished in a very simple and effectual

manner.
" Fig. 1 is an illustrative vertical section, and Pig. 2 a cross section of

a vertical water tube boiler. The angle iron rings a and b are fitted to

the interior of the boiler. The movable plate c carries the inner or cir-

culating tubes, which, when blowing through, is held, and forms a joint

on, the angle iron rings. This plate is connected by four rods e e e e

to a ring /, this ring is jointed by the levers g g to the rocking shaft h,

one end of which passes through a stuffing-box outside the boiler, and
on the end is keyed the lever i, which is connected to the blow-off cock
handle k—the weight m being sufficient to cause the blow-off cock to
close, unless held open by hand. The dotted lines show the position of
the blow-off lever, ring, and plate when not blowing through ; when
therefore, the cock-handle is brought in the position shown in full lines,

the ring is depressed, and with it the plate which now rests upon the
angle iron, thereby cutting off the communication above the plate c with
the rest of the boiler, therefore, the steam and water of necessity take
the direction shown by the arrows, and a perfect cleansing of each tube
is obtained."

SHIPBUILDING ON THE CLYDE.

The shipbuilding trade on the Clyde continues moderately brisk,

though the orders received during the past month have not been equal to
those during the two preceding months ; nor have the number and
tonnage of vessels launched been equal to the figures of the correspond-
ing months of the three preceding years. The proportion of sailing

vessels launched during the month was smaller than even the insignifi-

cant ratio of August and September. The following are the numbers
and tonnage of vessels launched during the month and ten months as

compared with the corresponding periods of previous years :

—

Month.
Vessels.

1870 8

1869 22

1868 24

1867 13

The vessels launched were :

Tons. Vessel

7,200 156

10,000 180

27,000 179

11,000 157

Ten Months.
Tons.

144,200

160,100

146,000

99,000

City of Oxford,, 2000 tons, 200 horse power, by Messrs. Barclay, Curie
and Co., for Messrs. G. Smith and Sons, Glasgow, for the Clyde and East
India trade, via the Suez Canal.

Tiber, 1,500 tons, 150 horse power, by the London and Glasgow Engi-
neering and Iron Shipbuilding Company, for Messrs. J. A. Dunkerley and
Co., Hull, for the East India trade, vi& the Suez Canal.

Marina, 1,350 tons, and 135 horse power, built by Messrs. Barclay,

Curie and Co., for Messrs. Donaldson Brothers, Glasgow, for the Clyde
and South American trade.

Slviras, 1,130 tons, 100 horse power, by Messrs. A. Stephen and Sons,

for Messrs. Gray, Daws and Co., London, for the Thames and East India
trade, via the Suez Canal.

Alert, 730 tons, and 90 horse power, by A. Stephen and Sons, for the
coasting trade.

King Ja Ja, 206 tons, by Messrs. J. and B. Swan, for Messrs. Miller

and Co., Glasgow, for the West Coast of Africa trade.

Cogan, 100 tons, and 50 horse power, by Messrs. Hamilton and Co., for

the Bombay river and coasting trade.

Agnes Brown, schooner, 182 tons, by the Irvine Shipbuilding Company,
for an Irvine firm, for the West India trade.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., of Govan, launched on the 22nd ult., a screw
steamer of 200 tons burden for Messrs. John M'Parlane and Co., Glasgow,
named the Viking by Mrs. Turner, of Tarbet, Loch Lomond. She is to

be engined by Messrs. W. King and Co., engineers, Glasgow.

Messrs. Alexander Stephen and Sons launched on the 22nd ult., from
their shipbuilding works at Kelvinhaugh, the fine new composite sailing

ship Lima, of 885 tons, and built to the highest class in Bureau Veritas.

The Lima is to be employed in the American and Eastern trade. Being
the last ship Messrs. Stephen will build at their Kelvinhaugh works, the

ceremony of naming was performed by Mrs. Alexander Stephen.

A fine new iron screw-steamer, built and engined by W. Simons and
Co., was launched on the 22nd ult., from the London Works, Renfrew.

This vessel is the property of Messrs. Hunter and Grange, and is intended

for the China trade. It was named Migota by Miss Grange, of, Ayr.
Messrs. Simons have also in progress three powerful dredgers for Stock-

ton, Dundee, and the Clyde ; also, three large screw-steamers, with com-
pound engines. They are also constructing compound engines, of 150
horse-power, for an eminent shipbuilder in England.
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MURRILL'S AUTOMATIC DAMPER REGULATOR.
A simple and reliable damper regulator for steam boilers, sensitive to

slight variations of pressure, and durable in all its parts, has long been

sought. Various devices have been introduced at different periods

since the invention of the steam engine for the purpose of controlling

and regulating the draught of the fires, which have failed to effect the

desired purpose on account of friction, rigidity of parts, etc. The rubber
diaphragm answered the purpose in all respects, except that the pro-

tection of the rubber diaphragm, in its changes of form and motion,

offered difficulties which it is claimed the invention herewith illustrated

has fully obviated.

We are assured that it has been fully tested, and that its operation is

satisfactory.

It is simple in construction, apparently not liable to derangement,

practically frictionless in all its parts, and entirely protected from the

obstructive effects of dust and dirt. The operation of the machine is

as simple as its construction.

architects—are too well acquainted with the well known treatise on
Xaval Architecture, which was written by Admiral (then Captain) Fish-
bourne about 20 years ago, and which has ever since been considered a
first class authority.

Admiral Fishbourne at the outset, emphatically denies, that the low
freeboard of the Captain occasioned any diminution in her stability, and,
moreover asserts, that it was not the pressure on the sails that was the
cause of the calamity. Thus, he says, " I assert that the loss of the
Captain was due to the fact, that there were elements in her original
design, which she had in common with several other ironclads, which
could not but produce a vessel with very insufficient stability, both for

general utility and for safety, and this irrespective of her low side."

The Admiral then proceeds to illustrate by means of diagrams, the true
cause of the upsetting of the Captain, and comes to the conclusion
that the centre of buoyancy was too far below the centre of gravity,

which he shows was principally owing to the celular bottom. This
celular bottom which our readers arc aware is common to most of our

The rubber diaphragm, B, Fig. 1, being protected by triangular flat

metal plates, C, hung on knife-edges communicating motion to the lever

as shown in Fig. 1 :>r I) and B, makes the machine sensitive to the

slightest variation of pressure, and at the same time the diaphrat^m is

relieved from any undue strain whatever through its extremes of motion.
The lover, I', with its counter poise, II. has B knife-edged bearing, shown
at G. Steam ia admitted under the diaphragm at A.
When the machine is attached to the boiler, and connections made

with the damper-rod, the freight OH the lever is placed at the [mint that

will balance the required pressure, the position of the damper in the
chimuey being partially closed.

Any additional
|

"ill of COUrSe Close the dan per i

thereby shutting off the draught and preventing the heat from escaping
out of the chimney, until the -fate pressure decreasing the weight

lually descends, and opens the damper, admitting sufficient dra
tire to keep thi the required pressure.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF NEW BOOKS.

The I oj EJ£J3. Lsxmul fianoinun, K. and F. N.
Spon, Charing I

At first sight this aright appeu to be only one man production to be
added to the aire:,: .,• Iisl of published opinions of nnutieal
men npon naval architecture) we (eel of onr
readers, and especially those most interested in this subject—naval

later ironclads, the author emphatically condemns in the following words :

"If any person would desire a DOre palpable proof Of their tendency,

he has but the next time hi' sees anyone learning to swim with corks,

first tO plaoe them in the proper position under his arms, and then to

attach them to his feet] I will warrant they wQldrot itha

colls did the Goptofo, unless provision is made to prevent it, as should

have been done for the i'<i)>t.n n , by placing ballast in these cells, or

better, have modified hex in design, it «)ii be nd we oannol reduce

the displacement by the amount of these cells, and double bol

so safe. Wondorfuil The bottom is protruded 2ft <>r more down in

b of rocks, that the ship may be safe from foundering if she t-

them. My theory is that a ship would be much safer from rocks, .ami

unly more useful, if sho drew less water by 2ft. Hut surely ii i

not reasonable to mako provision to escape a problematical danger by

an arrangement that injures materially and permanently nil the •

qualities of a ship, viz., her power of carrying mil. of fighting her :

of Steerine-, and which at the same time makes it quite certain that she

apsize if subject t<> certain circumstances."

'Ii,. nrmohthe Admiral arrives, is that tit the tin

parallel to the

i being heeled over by on.- BXtl I

the relativi • of bunj

gravity t! necessity turn bottom upwards. This i- I

d in Admiral Pishl tttfly

•ion <.f i n i
. d all ot!

D this mo
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NOTES AND NOVELTIES.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Union Rolling Mill Company of Chicago, is about to erect a building and com-

mence preparations for the manufacture of Bessemer steel. Additional land has been
purchased in Bridgeport, and a building 150ft. by 250ft. is to be erected, which will afford

room for apparatus sufficient to manufacture 100 tons of Bessemer ingots daily. It is

intended to commence next spring with a daily product of 50 tons, and increase according

to the demand and facilities.

Me. J. Black, of Bennet-street, Greenwich has contrived a sea messenger of a spherical

shape, to be kept ready for an emergency on a stem fixed on some part of the ship's

deck. It has a tube in it for passing over the stem, which tube is water-tight at the

seams. The tube carries a rubber ring or a metal spring, which is caught hold of by a

hook on the inner face of the cover, when the cover is in place over the opening or mouth
of the spherical vessel. The top of the stem is threaded for the reception of » nut
formed with blades like a screw propeller. The nut is screwed down upon the sphere

with a slight grip, so that, should the vessel go down, the rush of water against the

blades will unscrew it, and allow the sphere to rise up the stem and free itself. The
capacity of the sphere is sufficient to hold the ship's papers and jewels, or other property

or great value and small eompast,, on board, and these would be kept quite dry by the

close fit the cover obtains through an india-rubber flange pressing upon the mouth,
against which it is kept by the power of the spring or ring before referred to. It re-

quires no preparation or care on the part of any person on board. All that has to be
done is to place the papers, &o., inside, and then close up the opening, when it is free to

release itself as before named.

Peepabations for the Smithfield Club Cattle Show were commenced actively at the

Agricultural Hall on the 23rd ult. The entries are exceedingly numerous, and some of

the space under the galleries usually occupied by machinery and implements will have to

be appropriated to live stock There will be nearly 400 head of cattle, and about 600

head of sheep. In the show of pigs, however, there will be a falling off, as not more
than 100 will be exhibited. The amount of money prizes ; warded by the club will be
£1,385 for the thirty-six classes of cattle, £650 for the twenty-five classes of sheep, and
for the nine classes of pigs £135, irrespective of the various plates and cups. The
annual dinner of the club will this year be dispensed with, and the prizes will be pub-
licly presented some time during the show.

RAILWAYS.
Dabjeeling.—The government of India has at length again taken in hand the con-

sideration of the railway from Calcutta to the hills, and has directed Major Taylor to

begin a survey. •

A railroad with rails of wood has recently been built from Quebec through the village

of Jacques Cartier, about fifteen miles. The Quebec Chronicle speaks of it as follows :

"The problem of wooden railways for colonization purposes may now be said to be
solved, and as a proof of it, it is necessary to say that we passed over the road yesterday

at a rate of from twenty to thirty miles an hour, a speed which is seldom surpassed on any
of the iron roads in this Province. The cars conveying the party yesterday were simply
rudimentary vehicles, known as platform carriages, but sufficient evidence was given
that the line when completed will be as easy and smooth for travelling purposes as upon
the old established iron or steel rails. The road is built upon a 4ft. 8Jin. gauge, being the
ordinary width of the modern English and American railways. Each rail is 14ft. long,

7in. in depth, and 14in. in width—sawn and prepared at a temporary mill recently

erected by the contractor on the lino for the purpose. Each rail rests on several sleepers

to which they are fastened by wedges—by a process so simple that the rail when
required, can be removed or reversed by any ordinary mechanic. The locomotive is

from the Ehode Island Iron Works, and is most assuredly a splendid piece of mechanical
ingenuity, while it is supposed to weigh 21 tons, loaded, without the tender."

The Birkenhead Joint Railway is to be diverted by means of a tunnel from Monks'
Perry to the vicinity of Woodside Ferry.

TENBEEshave been received by the Victorian Board of Lands and Works for the con-
struction of new goods sheds, platforms, &c, for the Melbourne terminus of the Victorian
railway lines. The lowest tender was that of Mr. J.Thomas; Mr. Thomas, offers to

execute the works required for £45,000.

St. Petersburg telegrams state that the subscription for the new railway loan of

£1,500,000 resulted most successfully, the applications amounting to fi7e times the sum
to be allotted—a circumstances that seems to indicate an absence in that city of any
apprehensions of political difficulties.

The Russians announce the completion, in a few months, of the important railway
between Poti and Kutais. When continued to Tiflis it will, it is expected, attract the
greater part of the Persian trade.

The Emperor of Austria has sanctioned two new railway concessions—viz., a line from
Lundenburg via Feldsberg and Nikolsburg to Grussbach, which will connect the
North era Railway Company's lines with the link line system of the State railways ; and,
next , a line between Briinn, via Pilsen, to Iglau. Neither of these concessions require
confirmation by the Reichsrath, the Government not having given any guarantee or
special rights besides temporary exemption from taxes.

TRAMWAYS.
A pbospectt/s has been issued of the North Metropolitan Tramways Company, with a

capital of £330,000, in shares of £10, of which £232,500 is offered for subscription. An
amount of £46,500 capital was issued for the double line of tramway from Whitechapel
to Bow Church, which was opened on the 9th of May last, and is stated to have been
since worked at a profit at the rate of 12 per cent, per annum, and it is now proposed to
extend the communication from Bow Church to Leytonstone, and also to lay down a
tramway from the Archway Tavern, Highgate, via the Holloway-road, the Liverpool-
road, and the City-road, to the Bank. Messrs. Fisher and Parish are to construct the
new lines, and to equip them with carriages, horses, harness, stabling, officers, &c, for
£225,000.

PAELrAMENTAET powers are being sought to construct a line oftramway through some
of the principal streets of Newcastle. The line will extend from the Scotswood Suspen-
sion Bridge suburb on the west to Shieldfield on the east. Throughout the whole line
the gradients will be comparatively easy.

MINES, METALLURGY, ETC.

In- Scotland, an iron district, said to be of extraordinary richness, is about to be
opened in the vicinity of the Pentland Hills, a few miles from Edinburgh. The Glasgow
Iron Company and the Shotts Iron Company have already concluded leases with the
proprietors. The new fields include 20 workable seams of coal, of an aggregate thick-
ness of 100ft., two seams of cannel coal of 24in. and 18in. thick, a 16in. seam Of very
valuable oil shale, and two seams of black-band ironstone, 2ft. 9in. and 18in. thick
respectively. The ironstone yields a ton of pig from 32 cwt. of ore.

The coal veins of the mines on Bear River, Utah, near Evanston on the line of the
Union Pacific Railroad and about 60 miles north-east of Salt Lake City, are 42ft. thick.

Of the quality of the coal the Omaha Herald says : In heating power, it ranks next to-

anthracite, and being utterly free from even a trace of sulphur, yielding 72 per cent,

carbon, and only 2| per cent, ash, without the least clinker, we leave the reader to judge
of its excellence.

Mk. T. W. H. Hushes, of the Geological Survey Department, has been deputed to the-

Central Provinces of India, to report upon the economic resources of the coalfields of
the Wurda river, and also to indicate the line of railway which would best accommodate
the coal workings. Limestone, copper, and iron have been found along the Bhutan
frontier, and in Darjeeling.

The Iron and Coal Trade Review announces that an immense deposit of iron ore, lying

in one of the newer geological formations, has recently been discovered in the south-west
of England. It is reported to occur in a seam of considerable thickness, and to contain
on the average 30 per cent, of metallic iron.

TELEGRAPHIC ENGINEERING.
When the Russian American telegraph is completed the following feat is possible

:

A telegram from Alaska for New York, leaving Sitka, say at 6.40 on Monday morning,
would be received at Nieoleaf, Siberia, at six minutes past one Tuesday morning ; at St..

Petersburg, Russia, at three minutes past six Monday evening; at London twenty-two-
minutes past four Monday afternoon; and at New York at forty-six minutes past eleven
Monday forenoon. Thus, allowing twenty minutes for each re-transmission, a message
may start on the morning of one day, to be received and transmitted the next day,
again received and sent on the afternoon of the day it starts, and finally reaches its

destination on the forenoon of the first <*ay, the whole taking place in one hour's time..

The telegraph clerks in Canada have found out how fast an earthquake travels, and
they put the pace at about 200 miles a minute. At Mimouski when the late earthquate
came upon them, they sent at once to Quebec, a distance of 200 miles, to ask " How do-

you feel ?" While the operator there was at his work the shock arrived. He at once
sent to Montreal, about 200 miles further on, to ask if they had felt it. They had just

time to say " No" before the earthquake came up. We suppose this is the first instance

on record of men talking across the edge of an advancing earthquake.

Captaih Papapy, a Hungarian officer in the United States service, is the inventor of a
new nocturnal military telegraph, which he has just sold to the Prussian War Depart-
ment. By means of this telegraph, which consists of rockets of different colours, a
communication can be established between two armies stationed at a distance of twenty
miles frjm each other. Each rocket represents six words, and an order containing 300*

words can thus be conveyed by 50 rockets. The key to this telegraph, which may be
altered so as to make it unintelligible to the enemy, contains all the words used in strategy
and tactics. The price of one of these rockets is said to be about two shillings.

Mateeials have arrived from New York for the construction of 120 miles of telegraph-

about to be erected in Salvador South America. The points proposed to be connected
are Santa Ana, Ahuachapon, Sonsonate, and the port of Acajutla.

Telegraphic communication between England and the Channel "Islands was effected

on the 10th ult.

SHIPBUILDING.
A geeatee tonnage of iron ships is now in course of construction on the Humber than

at any previous time in the history of iron shipbuilding. Messrs. C. and W. Earle have-

on the stocks in their yard seven large steamers—one of 2,000 tons, for a London house,
four of 1,800 tons, each for Messrs. Wilson, Sons, and Co., Hull, the owners of the
Wilson line ; and two of 2,000 tons each, for Messrs. Norwood and Co. Messrs. Hum-
phrys and Pearson have four large vessels in course of construction, and at both yards
orders are in hand for other ships, which will be laid down as the stocks are cleared of
those now building. On the 26th October Messrs. Earle launched from their yard the

largest steamer ever built at Hull. This vessel which has been built for Messrs J. Moss
and Co., of Liverpool, was christened the Canopus by Mrs. Oswald Earle, of Liverpool, on
behalfof Mrs. J.R. Moss, of Alexandria. The Canopus is intended for the trade between-
Liverpool and Alexandria. She is 400ft. long, 37ft. beam, and 27ft. 9in. deep. Her gross-

tonnage is about 3,000, and her actual horse-power from 1,500 to 1,600.

We understand that Messrs. R. Napier and Son and Messrs. Elder and Co., have each
been entrusted by theAdmiralty with the construction of an armour-clad turret vessel of
about 2,000 tons.

steam:shipping.
The Iron Duke, 14, double-screw, armour-plated iron ship, is about to have the water

ballast in her double bottom replaced by 360 tons of what is termed concrete ballast,

consisting of two-thirds of Portland cement and one-third of scrap iron. This will be-

placed over the whole bottom (in the lower sectional spaces of the double bottom), and,
besides greatly increasing the stability, will very considerably strengthen the ship. It

has also this advantage, that it does not fill the "entire space, so that, if exceptional cir-

cumstances should arise to render it necessary, water could still be admitted into the
double bottom over the concrete. This sort of ballast is also to be supplied to other
ships of the same class.

At Keyham Dockyard, on the 4th ult., Mr. Barnes, Assistant Constructor of the Navy,
from the Controller's Office, Whitehall, was on board the Invincible, to test her power of
inclination. Sixty tons of iron ballast were used, all being put first on one side and then
on the other. The ship heeled about six degrees each way. This was with 300 tons of
water ballast in the double bottom, the boilers being empty at the time. There was no
powder or shell on board, but six months' stores and provisions. The day was beauti-

fully calm, and the ship had her topgallant-yards across.

Messes. Rathbone, Beothees, and Co.'s screw steamer Arcturus, Captain William
Lee, which arrived on the 31st October, has completed the round voyane from Liverpool

to Calcutta and back to London in three months and ten days, including all stoppages
at Calcutta and on the way. Her outward passage of 35 days from Liverpool to Cal-

cutta, including stoppages iu the Canal and elsewhere, is by several days the shortest

yet made.

A company has been formed under the title of the Cape and Natal Steam Navigation
Company Limited, for the purpose of establishing a line of powerful steamers from.

London to the Cape, AlgoaBay, and Port Natal. The steamers are intended to sail once
a month or oftener if required, from London, and will call at a port in the Channel to-

embark passengers, calling also at Madeira and St. Helena outwards, and homewards at

Cape Town, St. Helena, and Madeira, performing the voyage, it is expected, each way in

thirty-five days' steaming.

APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
Tungstate op Soda to poem an Elastic Mass.—Dr. Sonnensehein, says when

glue, in thick solution, is mixed with tungstate of soda, and hydrochloric acid is added,
there is thrown down a compound of tungstic acid and glue, which, at ftom 30° to 40°,

is so elastic as to admit of being drawn out into very thin sheets. On cooling, this mass-

becomes solid and brittle ; but, on being heated, it becomes again soft and plastic. This
tmaterial has been successfully employed, instead of albumen, in calico-printing, in order

to fix the aniline colours upon cotton.
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Magnesium as a Reducing Agist.—Metallic rcaznesinm in the form of ponder is a
powerful reducing agent. A solution of chloride of platinum is instantly decomposed
by it at ordinary temperature, and with strong evolution of hydrogen gas, the finest
platinum sponge separates. Pure gold in powder can also be precipitated from the
ter-chloride, and even chloride of zinc is decomposed and the metal separated by
magnesium.

Mb. Gaffield, of Boston, has shown that while chemical rays to a slight degree will
pass through yellow glass, they are perfectly excluded by green and red. Thus it was
suggested to photographers to substitute green glass for the yellow in the developing
and fixing room. The yellow light >s very trying to the eyes, while the green light is
very agreeable. Mr. Carey Lea recommends the green glass, after an experience in the
preparation of hundreds of plates where it had been substituted for the yellow panes.

Pbofessob Seely states that he has made the discovery that ammonia has a solvent
power upon certain metals, and that be has actually succeeded in obtaining a solution
of sodium in liquid ammonia. This solution presents all the physical characteristics of
a true solution. On evaporation, the sodium is gradually restored to the metallic state
in the same continuous manner in which the solution has been effected. The colour of
the solution is a very intense blue, and its opacity cr high tinctorial power is ursred as
an argument in favour of the notion that the metal is in simple solution. Weyl had
made the discovery that when gaseous ammonia is condensed by pressure and cold on
sodium, a blue liquid is the product, but he had mistaken the nature of this product.
Professor Seely has experimented on various substances, and has concluded that metals
can be dissolved in ammonia.

LAUNCHES.
Mb. J. G. Latvbie launched, at 'Whiteinch on the 9th nit., a steamer of 1,800 tons

built to the order of Messrs. Hargrove, Ferguson, and Jackson, of Liverpool, The
vessel on leaving the ways was named the Orchis by Miss Hargrove.
These was launched on the 25th October by Messrs. Barclay, Curie and Co.,Stobcross,

another steamer for Messrs. Donaldson Brothers" recently opened steam service from
the Clyde to South America. This vessel, the Jfartno, is a spar-decked screw of 1 850
tons register, and is, in arrangements and finish, similar to the Axtarlt, launched a
month or two before for the same line by these builders. The Marina is being fitted by
them with engines on the compound high and low pressure principle.

A ha.vdsomb iron barque, of 400 tons register, was launched on the Oth ult. by Messrs
A. M'.Miilan and Son, Dumbarton, for Messrs. Robert Douglas and Son, of that City
intended for the China and Colonial trade. She was gracefully named Ardmtinm by
Miss Douglas, daughter of the senior partner.

Messbs. Ai icxin-dek Stemik.y and Sows launched from their works at Kelvinhnuirh,
on the H"th October, the- line new iron screw-steamer Alert, 730 tons and au at LI
The vessel is intended to be employed in the Continental trade, and has been fitted witli
water ballast tank, also all the modem requisites for her destined employment.

A splendid screw-steamer—the largest iron vessel that was ever built at Dundee
wis launched from the (Upbuilding yard of .Messrs. Alexander Stephen and Son, on the
25th October. The vessel, which was named the Cheop$, is 255ft. in length, 33ft. breadth
of beam, and 24ft. 5in. in depth and is 1,500 tons register. The engines, which arc con-
structed On the most improved compound principle, arc of 150 horse-power nominal
and were manufactured by Messrs. Napier, Glasgow. The vessel isspar decked, and will
be schooner rigged.

Tiuki ma launched on the 8th October, from the shipbuilding-yard of Met
tnson, at Govan, u handsome screw steamship, of 1.200 tons b.h., for Messrs

Donald Carrie and Co, oi London and Liverpool. The u, Imortland will be fitted
"""' iUDd engines, of 160 nominal horse-power, by the builders

ly performed by Miss Hums, of tipper IJean Terrace
Edinburgh, Capt. White being present as representative of the company.

Ov the 1st ult., there was launched from the shipbuilding yard of Messrs. Tod and
M'Gregor a handsome ,-, 190ft. long by 28ft. breadth of beam, and 722
tons 11. m. She is intended for the coasting trade on the Mini 01 Col, a and Is built to
the order of Messrs. L. Soler and Co., Havana, through Messrs, W. CralckBhank and Co
of this city. The ceremony of naming the vessel the Clara was gracefully performed by

M.Nab, of Dnmbreck l'riory, a native of Havana. The engines have been
constructed by the same firm, and arc on the compound priori) ice condensa-
tion and other recent Improvements to secure economy of lucl, and combine simplicity
of construction with efficiency of working.

I .her there was launched from the yard of the London and Glasgow
illding < ompany al Govan a screw steamer of LfSOOtons, and of the following

dimen lions Length 282ft. breadl h, 82ft. ; depth of hold, inn. Bhe is a sister shit, to
the Trmt. which d recently, and the fifth steamer supplied by the
pany to Messrs. J. A. Dpnkerly and Co., of Hull. Bheistobe fitted by the builders with
machinery ol toe no t Implored construction, and will be neatly fitted up for a Hinmnl iteamerleft the ways she was named with the customary
iorin.il.iics the 1 •>,.,-, by .Miss Clark, daughter of George W. Clark, Esq., Dnmbreek.

.has just ben launched form the yard of
Up was bulll iff and I'orti

Btoamehip Company, an I to ply between Cardiff and Bristol Her din,,',-oc l,„_
;

,h uoftj breadth 20ft.; and depth, 9ft. Her machinery .

of • plr of condensing steam engines ol 10-horse power, and is , podally adar,
rarrynig cargo, while the convenience and comfort of pa ..; ,,„,

'
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LATEST PEICES IN THE LONDON METAL MARKET.

COPPEK.

Best selected, per ton
Tongh cake and tile do. . .

.

Sheathing and sheets do....

Bolts do
Bottoms do
Old (exchange) do
Burra Bnrra do
Wire, per lb

Tubes do

BEASS.
Sheets, per lb

Wire do
Tubes do
Yellow metal sheath do. .

.

Sheets do

SPELTEPt.
Foreign on the spot, per ton.

Do. to arrive

ZINC.
In sheets, per ton

TIN.
English blocks, per ton. .

Do. bars (in barrels) do. .

Do. refined do
Banca do
Straits do

£
70
68
71

73
73
60
70

17

From
s.

II

d.

9*
lOi

TIN PLATES*
IC. charcoal, 1st quality, per box
IX. do. 1st. quality do
IC. do. 2nd quality do
IX. do. 2nd quality do
IC. Coke do
IX. do. do

iot ton

Do. at works do

IRON.
Welsh, in London, per ton

Do. 10 arrive do
Xail rods do
I li >. Si afford in London do
Bars do. do
Hoops do. do
Bars do. at works do
Hoops do. <ln

do
I'il' No. 1 in Wales do
Refined metal do
Thus, common, do

- do
Uvav, in Wales, do

Do. Swedish in London do
To arrive do

de do
Do. f.o.b. T 1 do
i)". No. 8 Hud 1 t'.o.i.. do
Railway chairs do
Do. spikes do
Indian charcoal pigs in London do.

STEEL,
Swedish in kegs (rolled), pi

Do. (hammered) do.

Do. in

English ipringdo

Q 11. \ ^ it, per bottle

I.I. Mi.

i'.ni'li I : •

I

''•!! .. .

Ditto 1.. 11. do.

Do. W.i: do
Do. shot 1, do.

! lead da
I lo. « hite do,

hi

• At ths work* Is. to U, Mi I " I hoi MM,

71

To
s.

1?
6i
6

18

22 10

127
>l

128 ,,

131 132
121! ..

12.-, 10 126 (1

1 5 1 8
1 12 1 1 1

1 5 1 6
1 11 1 12

1 1 8 6
1 8 1 !) 6

13 10 It 10
13 1

1

7 2 (1 7 5
7

7 10
7 15 8
s 6 9
S 15 9
7 15 8 II

8 2 li 8 5
•.I 10 11

8 15 4 5
1 ..

8 In (1 6 12 a
6 In

li II 6 •I (i

!> 10 <l :i I", • I

9 1(1 II

2 12 8
•2 !» li •' .,

2 6 6 2 7
5 17 6 11

ll 11 12 «i

fl 6 li 10

12 10 13 II

13 11

IT.

17 ••

II » (I
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is •
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I'.i in 11
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10 ..
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LIST 0E APPLICATIONS eob LETTERS
PATENT.

We have adopted a new arrangement of the

Provisional "Protections applied for by

Inventors at the Great Seal Patent Office.

If any difficulty should arise with refer-

ence to the names, addresses, or titles

given in the list, the requisite Information

will ie furnished, free of expense, from
the office, by addressing a letter, prepaid,

to the Editor of " The Artizan."

Dated Octobee 22nd, 1870.

2785 A. E. Samels—Hooks or fasteners for

doors
2786 T. S. Blair—Spiral pumps
2787 J. Worrall—Singeing fabrics

27S8 A. Turner—Manufacture of terry or
cut-pile fabrics

2789 A. G. Southby—Hollow rolls

2790 W. E. Lake—India-rubber and gutta-
percha compounds, &c.

Dated Octobeb 24th, 1870.

2791 J. Wilkins—Fixing india-rubber tires

to wheels
2792 J. Ellisdon—Improved expanding and

contracting canopy
2793 C. E. Miller—Hammering and pla-

nishing sheet metals
2794 W. Fox—Grate bars
2795 J. W. Hoffman and H. E. Fearn—Ma-
nufacture of the cutting tools used by
glasscutters, &c.

2796 B. Blackburn—Inkstands
2797 E. von Jeinson—Automatic lubrica-

tors

2798 J. H. Selwyn—Digging tools

2799 W. Firth and J. Eshelby—Fountain
lamps

2800 J. Down—Obtaining copper from cu-

preous pyrites

2801 W. J. Burgess and C. T. Burgess-
Reaping machines

Dated October 25th, 1870.

2802 J. C. Bradshaw—Multitubular steam
boilers

2803 W, E. Buekl and—Permanent way of

railways
2804 C. and T. C. Watts—Manufacture of

varnishes
2805 B. Hunt—Horse-shoes
2806 B. Dunkerley and R. Eaton—Stretch-

ing hat bodies
2807 F. W. Follows and J. Bate—Machines

for mincing
2808 W. H. and A. Edwards—Brushes for

tube cleaning
2809 W. Richards—Firearms

2810 J. J. Lundy—Compound for the lubri-

cation of wool, &c.

Dated Octobee, 26th, 1870.

2811 W. Hill—Beating carpets
2812 W. E. Gedge—Rolling mills, &c.

28 13 W". G. Reeve—Scientific fountain

2814 W. Bywater and J. Shaw—Machinery
for drawing flax, &c.

2815 A. Hawkins and C. Pickering—Knife-

cleaning machines
2816 F. Burney—Pebble gunpowder
2817 B. Adams and G. H. Greenwood—
Horse-shoes

Dated Octobee 27th, 1870.

2818 J. S. Crosland—Steam boilers

2819 J. Westray—Moulding apparatus for

cast-iron ingots, &c.
2820 E. T. Hughes—Outlet or jet pipes of

fire engines, &c.
2821 R. Lees—Low-water alarms for steam
generators

2Sii2 S. B. Bush—Preventing the entrance
of flies into rooms

2823 P. Spence—Sulphuric aeid

2824 J. H. Anderson—Soap
2825 W. Riddle—Pencil cases
2826 W. Ross—Ball valves
2827 R. Brewitt— Calendering and other

pressing machinery
2828 J. Gamgee—Automatic vendor
2829 W. R. Lake—Springs for railway car-

riages
2830 R. P. Dawson— Slide rests
2831 J. G. Willaus—Preparation and use

of peat, &c.
2832 W. F. Sweetland and J. Merfieid—Pu-

rifying sewage

2833 F. Rv land—Shaping sheet metal
2834 H. Boughton—Fog signals
2835 A. Bennett—Mechanism for giving a
slow rotatory motion to the bottoms of
ovens

2836 E. Field and R. M.^ Merryweather—
Steam fire-engines

Dated Octobee 28th, 1870.

2837 W. Gadd and J. Moore—Small-ware
looms

2838 J. J. Hays—Treating sewage
2839 H. Crook—Umbrellas
2840 A. H. Hart—Appliances to be attached

to cotton reels

2841 E. Sunderland—Corkscrews
2842 J. Rennie and T. Halliday— Boiling

worts, &e.
2343 H. Bollack—Umbrellas
2844 J. Gough—Presses for relief stamping

or printing
2845 R. Herring [and R. A. Novare—Tele-
graphic printing apparatus

Dated Octobee 29th, 1870.

2846 A. Long—Controlling the passage of
water, &c.

2847 R. Hornsby and J. E. Phillips—
Ploughs

2848 W. J. Osborne —Travelling wrappers
2849 J. C. Haddan — Street railway car-

riages, &e.
2850 J. Tyrer—Brace buckles
2851 A. Lafage—Camp bed
2852 R. B. Turner and J. Welch—Needle

cases

2853 J. Vero—Hardening felt hat bodies
2854 J. Robertshaw—Combing wool

Dated October 31st, 1870.

2855 J. Roberts—Bridges, &c.
2856 G. W. Dyson and H. A. Hall—Rolling

circular metal
2857 T. S. Blair—Spiral pumps
2858 J., J., J., H, and C. W. Hawkins and

J. Cuerdalp—Mules for spinning
2859 H. Bradford—Ore-washing machines
2860 W. S. Wetmore—Protecting troops
under fire

2S61 J. A. Newnham—Preservation of milk
2862 W. R. Lake—Looms for weaving
2363 \V. E. Newton—Silicious compound
2864 J. B. Spence—Preparation of manures
from tribasic phosphates

2865 A. H. Brandon—Producing the more
complete combustion of gas

2868 J. H. Johnson—Acids, &c.
2867 R. Punshon—Gun cotton
2S68 J. Brooks— Bushes of pulley blocks

for ships-

Dated Novembee 1st, 1870.

2869 A. Ballantyne—Manufacture of mal-
leable iron, &e.

2870 W. Hammant—Instrument for cutting
off the ends of boiled eggs

2871 W. Dawes—Steam engines
2872 A.M. Silber and F. White—Apparatus

for lighting
2873 R. Walker—Artificial fuel

2874 J. Woodcock and J. Coulter—Indigo
blue dyeing

2875 A. C. Sterry and J. Sterry—Purifying
oils

2876 W. E. Newton—Improvements appli-

cable to safes, &c.
2877 J. Vero—Felt hats
2878 S. Tuddenham—Metal gates, See.

2879 J. H. Johnson—Boxes and bearings

for axles

2880 T. Baker—Boots
2881 F. Hunt—Trousers protector

Dated Novembee 2nd, 1870.

2882 A. McNeile and J. Slater—Wheels of

vehicles

2883 T. Saunderson—Leather laces

2884 0. Trossin—Motive power
2885 G. Hatton—Mechanism for Venetian

blinds
2886 J. N. Lessware—Drying machines
2887 T. Brooks—Postal wrappers
2888 R. J. Hilton—Tobacco
2889 W. Henderson—Treating cast iron

2890 A. M. Clark—Motive power
2891 R. Reece—Apparatus for cooling and
refrigerating liquids

2892 U. K. Mayo—Dentistry
2893 P. Combaluzier—Chassepots and other

similar rifles

Dated Novembee 3bd, 1870.

2894 R. Bewley and I, Cotton—Machinery
for grinding

2895 R. J. Goodbody and M. J. O'Farrell

—Roll tobacco
2896 J. oones and H. B. Fox—Raising and

lowering windows
2S97 C. Wheatstone and J. M. A. Stroh—

Telegraphs
2898 J. Howard and T. Phillips—Improve-
ments in ploughs

2899 W. E. Newton—Pointing nails

2900 A. V. Newton—Cutting stone, &c.
2901 H. Armitage—Padded quilts

2902 F. T. Stokes—Bedsteads
2903 J. Breedoh—Taps or valves
2904 S. Oran—Tilling land
2905 W. R. Lake—Pneumatic telegraphs
2906 T. A. Dillon— Utilising the waste
steam of steam engines

2907 A. M. Clark—Firearms
2908 A. M. Clark—Advertising

Dated November 4th, 1870.

2909 P. Brotherhood—Boilers
2910 T. Richardson, J.W. Richardson, and

A. Spencer—Rails
2911 J. Griffits — Imparting elasticity to

leather, &c.

2912 J. Emmott—Preparing wool for comb-
ing

2913 F. F. Jones—Puddling furnaces
2914 F. B. Fawcett—Carpets
2915 J. Somerville—Improvements in pipes
2916 E. Walker and W. Clarke—Windlasses
2917 H. Macaulay—Firearms
2918 C. W. Meiter and T. W. Smith—Tap-
ping barrels

Dated Novembee 5th, 1870.

2919 N. S. Walker—Lead pipes, &c.
2920 W. Morgan—Roofs
2921 E. V. Nealc—Mechanical cypher
2922 W. H. Tooth—Furnaces
2923 J. W. Kenyon—Steam boilers

2924 W. R. Lake—Buoyant mattress
2925 J. G. Tongue—Axles of railway and
tramway carriages

2926 G. D. Nicol—Sail cloth

2927 W. Low—Machinery for tunnelling
2928 G. Dominy— Turning the leaves of
books

Dated Novembee 7th, 1870.

2929 J. Bailey—Lifting apparatus
2930 R. Boyd—Tracing patterns
2931 David Lang—Tell-tale apparatus
2932 J. Clayton—Cropping textile fabrics

2933 W. H. Maitland and W. L. Maitland
—Registering the lr.oney taken at theatres

2934 AT M. Clark—Cutting lozenges
2935 W. E. Newton—Metallic composition
2936 A. V. Newton—Treadles

Dated November 8ih, 1870.

2937 E. J. Jones—Grinding saws
2938 I. Baggs—Smelting metals
2939 A. M. Clark—Carpet lining

2940 J. Henderson—Refining cast iron for

foundry purposes
2941 H. Walker—Apparatus for drying
2942 W. Thomas and W. Rothwell—Ma-

chinery for washing wool
2943 W. E. Newton—Extracting the useful

substance of hops
2944 H. C. Symons—Advertising
2945 J. Broadley— Coupling railway car-

riages, &c.

Dated November 9th, 1870.

2946 J. Dorrell and J. F. Rudge—Slabbing
iron

2947 M. Alex—Lowering boats
2948 W. V. Wallace—Surfaces for painting
2949 N. Jarvie, W. Miller, and W. Calder-

wood—Furnaces
2950 B. Hunt—Securing screw bolts

2951 W. R. Lake—Effecting the supply of

the deodorising material in earth ciosets

2952 W. J. Cockburn-Muir — Permanent
way of tramways

2953 T. J. Smith—Sewing machines

Dated November 10th, 1870.

2954 J. A. and J. Hopkinson—Safety valves
2955 W. Higgins—Street indicators

2956 T. H. Simmonds—Boxes for furs

2957 J. Ronald — Machine for forming
strands, &c.

2968 W. H. Gittins—Turning wheat, &c.

2959 E- P. H. Vaughan—Gas engines

2960 T. G. Webb—Articles of pressed glass

2961 B. Lockwood—Padded quilts

2962 T., J., and F. Cooper, and J. Ogden—
Looms

2963 A.M. Silber and F. White—Lamps

Dated Novbmbee 11th, 1870.

2964 W. E. Gedge — Steam machine for
agricultural work

2965 W. A. Gilbee—Water meters
2966 E. Bolton—Crucibles, &c.
2967 M. and G. F. Dawson— Spinning-

fibrous substances
2968 T. Hart—Improvements in self-acting
mules

2969 E. Herring—Manufacture of alkalised
isinglass, &c.

2970 S. Tuddenham and A. R. Eyre—Orna-
mental work in glass, &c.

2971 F. Brampton—Holders and port-folios
for holding or filing music, &c.

Dated November 12th, 1870.

2972 R. P. Pearn and F. K. Pearn—Raising-
and forcing fluids

2973 J. Chrimes—Railway carriages and
other road vehicles

2974 A. G. V. Harcourt—Purification of
gas

2976 A. F, de Hemptinne—Concentrating
sulphuric acid

2976 M. Williams aud J. Lamb—Lubricat-
ing compounds

2977 J. Page—Making moulds
2978 I. Jacobs—Penholders and pens
2979 R. Fry—Manure from blood, &c.

Dated Novembee 14th, 1870.

2980 C. Golden—Breech-loading guns
2981 R. Hill, A. T. Ward aud C. F. Claus—

Wire, &c.

2982 W. T. Tongue—Lamps
2983 G. H. Smith—Sewing machines
2984 W. Ord—Rivets
2985 G. E. Donisthorpe—For registering
2986 J. Davidson—Gunpowder

Dated November 15th, 1570.

2987 J, Somervell—Casks, &c, water-tight
2988 A. Chamberlain—Castors for fumiture-
2989 J. S. Smyth—Tents
2990 T. Dawson—Fire-igniter
2991 J. Brunton—Meters for water
2992 J. Shannon—Lowering turrets

2993 T. Hitchcock—Motive power

Dated November 16th, 1870

2994 T. Williamson Indicators for Engines
2995 W. Martin—Movable weirs
2996 T. Henderson—Textile fabrics

2997 J. Landless—Preventing over-winding
2998 H. Belmont—Machinery for tiling

2999 J. H. Spencer—Water closets

3000 H. Lyon—Apparatus for weighing
3001 G. Haseltine—Compressing metals
3002 I. Rheinberg and N. Rheinberg—Pen

holders
3003 J. H. Bass—Vessels for making coffee

3004 J. Carter—Scissors, &c.

3005 G. Haseltine—Electro-plating iron, &c»

Dated Novea-.be r 17th, 1870.

3006 J. Welch—Needle cases

3007 A. Cutthell—Cleaning, &c.
3008 H. Wallace—Furnaces
3009 J. Pickering—Raising weights, &c.
3010 M. Dodds—Cork cutting knives
3011 W. Taylor—Sewing machines
3012 J. Collins—Constructing fringes

3013 R; B. Hughes—Road rollers

3014 C. F. Bower—Invalid bicycle

3015 E. A. Pontifexand J. Barton—Centri-
fugal machines

3016 G. Haseltine—Safes, &e.

3017 G. F. Deacon—Automatically supply-

ing fuel to furnaces
3018 G. Haseltine—Steel^horse shoe nails

Dated November 18th, 1870.

3019 G. C. Wilson—Cartridge eases

3020 J. Galletly and W. Maclvor—Treating
hydrocarbons, &c.

3021 J. Frolich—Furnaces
3022 T. Diummond—Exhibiting advertise-

ments
3023 R. Hipkiss—Hardening steel pens

3024 J. Grindrod—Boiler feeding apparatus

3025 T. Mills and W. Bryce—Steam gene-

rators, &c.
3026 W. Cunningham—Lubricating appara-

tus, &c.
3027 R. P. Wilson—Testing oils

3028 H. Y. D. Scott and G. R. Redgrave-
Mixing selenitic mortar

3029 A. Ransome—Cutting wood

Dated Novembee 19th,- 1870."

3030 C. Axon—Working railway signals

3031 G. Duncan and W. A. Wilson—Fold-
ing, &c, paper from printing machines-










